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BRITISH ARMORIALS. 577

On a CHIEF cont.

Gouttes cont.

Chequy or aud sa. on a chief arg. gouttes de sang.
CoLESHiLL, Bynamy Castle, and Tremoderet,
CO. Cornwall ; the heiress m. Arundell.

COLSHILL, V. COLSHYLL, V* .

Chequy or and sa. on a chief of the first gouttes de

sang. CoLSELL or Colshill, Essex; and Corn-
wall. CouLsiLL, Essex.

Chequy (or and sa. V*) sa. and or on a chief arg.

gouttes de sang. Coleshull, Cornwall, V.

Hammers
Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief or three mallets

gu. Chemell, F.

Hand
Arg. on a chief gu. a dexter hand extended fess-

wise of the first. Mainstone or Maynsling.
Erm. on a chief sa. a dexter hand betw. two cocks

arg. armed crested and jelloped gu. Hancocke,
Portleek, Westmeath, Ireland; grantedl2 Fe-

bruary 1661. Handcock, Viscount, 1832-39,
and Baron Castlemaine, 181iJ. Handcock,
Waterstown, Westmeath.

Or on a chief gu. a dexter hand fesswise arg.
Mainstone.

Or on a chief gu. a sinister hand couped at the

wrist arg. Maynselyne.
Hands

Or on a chief gu.two dexter hands apaumy couped
arg. Maynflin, V.

Or on a chief indented gu. two gauntlets of the
first. Blobold, Mendham, Sufi'olk.

Az. on a chief arg. three gauntlets of the first.

Fane, Ireland.

Erm. on a chief gu. three sinister hands apaumy
couped arg. Malemayne, V. Malmaynes.

Gu. on a chief arg. three hands of the first.

Geeig.
Or on a chief az. three dexter gauntlets of the

first. Geungfield, Tressenfield, SuflTolk.

Head (Beast) Boar

Erpa. on a chief gu. a boar's head erased betw.

two mullets arg. Cochran, Pitfare, Scotland.

.... Deer
Erm. on a chief gu. a stag's head erased or betw.

two mullets arg. Cochran, Drumbreck, Scot-

land.

Sa. on a chief vert a buck's head cabossed arg.
Boksyed. Buckton.

....Dog
Erm. on a chief az. a talbot's head in the dexter

point couped arg. eared gu. Barrell, co.

Hereford.
Erm. on a chief az. a talbot's head couped arg.

collared gu. Barwell.
Erm. on a chief embattled sa. a talbot's head

couped or betw. two broad arrow heads arg.
Raynshaw, ob. 1569. Butpheons. Readshaw,
Armston, co. Lancaster.

.... Lion
Erm. on a chief sa. a lion's head erased betw.

two eagles displ. or. Coakley.
Per cLcv. srm. and gu. on a chief arg. a lion's

boad eri ed az. Goodenough.
Wolf

}\n po?t' irg. and sa. on a chief indented

ju.upinrcoanged a wolf's head erased in the

ilfKta..- pvint gu. Laing, Edinburgh.
. .(Human Figure)

X';- !. ;" S3 ;• ief az. a cherub's head arg. Menzies,
rvot'.'iiec

n on chief gu. a cherub's head
)r Bicknell.

On a CHIEF cont.

Head cont. (Monster) Griffin

Arg. on a chief sa. a grifiin'a head erased betw.
two pierced mullets or. John son and heir of

Roger Haye, Aughton, co. York, 1349, V.
Heads (Beasts) Boar

Arg. on a chief sa. two boar's heads couped of the
first. Taylour, Parkhouse, Kent

; granted
1588. The heads erased fesswise. "Taylor,

quartered by Hussey.
Erm. on a chief gu. two boar's heads couped fess-

wise or. Sandefoed, V. Sandfokd, North-
umberland.

Erm. on a chief vert two boar's heads couped or.

Baker.
.... Deer

Arg. on a chief gu. two buck's heads cabossed or.

Leyboden. Popham, Trevarno, Cornwall.

PoPHAM, Shanklin, and Kitehill; a heiress ra.

White ;
descended through Popham, Barwick

Bassett, from Popham, Littlecott, co. Wilts ;

quartering Leyborne ; a branch through Popham,
Huntworth, and Bagborough, co. Somerset,

quartering Kentisbury, of Popham, Popham,
CO. Hants ;

the coheiresses m. Hampden, Baren-

tine, Wadh am, and Foster ; Collinson, Somer-

set, i, 8
; ii, 484 ; iii, 243, 260, 328. Sr. John

PoPHAM,F. Butstag's heads. Rauf dePoPHAM,Z.
Barry of four or and gu. on a chief arg. two buck's

heads cabossed of the second. Barendens, V.

.. . .Leopard
Erm. on a chief gu. two leopard's faces arg.
Thorndike. Thornehurst, Canterbury, Kent ;

confirmed U February 1575. Thornex, Kent,
W. And with a label of three points or.

Thornex.

Gyrnnny of eight or and sa. on a chief of the se-

cond two leopard's heads of the first. Ceon.

Crow, Norfolk ; granted by Camden, W.

Gyronny of eight sa. and or on a chief of the first

two leopard's faces as the last. Christopher
Crowe, East Bilney, Norfolk ; granted 27 May
1614, by Camden, Harl. MS. 6095, fo. 44.

.... Lion

Erm. on a chief gu. two lion's heads couped arg.

Sandford, Raile, Essex.
....Wolf

Arg. on a chief sa. two wolf's heads erased or.

Stiddolp, Norbury, and Micklam, Surrey.
Gu. on a chief indented arg. two wolf's heads

erased of the first. Law, Stanmore, and New-

ington, Middlesex. John Lawe, at the Char-

terhouse, 1619.

.... (Monsters) Dragon
Arg. on a chief sa. two dragon's heads erect

erased close before the ears or, Stedwehow,
Surrey, V. Stidwehow, V*.

(Spears)

Arg. on a chief vert two spear's heads erect of the

first points embrued gu. Bbodeick, Baronies

1715, 1796,ViscountMidleton,1717. Brodeick,

Wandsworth, Surrey.
Erm. on a chief indented az. two^oronels or.

Chamberlayn.
....(Beasts) Boar

Arg. on a chief gu. three boar's heads of the first.

Lambeine.

Arg. on a chief sa. three boar's heads
pr.

Beckwell or Bekewell. The heads fesswise

couped or armed and langued gu. Rockewell,
V. Rockwell, V*. The heads erased fess-

wise. Beckwel, F. Beckwill or Bockwill.

Bockwell, F.
73
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On a CHIEF cont.

Heads cont. (Beasts) Boar conf.

Erm. on a chief indented sa. three boar's heads

couped or. Sandford, BakeweU, co. Derby.
Paly of six arg. and sa. on a chief gu. three boar's

heads couped or. Swinford.
Deer

Az. on a chief arg. three stag's heads cabossed
sa. Flin or Flinn, Ireland.

Barry of four or and az. on a chief as the last

three buck's heads cabossed like the first.

WiMBERLY, V*. Thomas Wymberley, Bitch-

feld, CO. Lincoln ; granted 1587-8, W.

Chequy arg. and sa. on a chief or three buck's
heads couped of the last. Gastrell, Shipton
Moyne, and Setbury, co. Gloucester. Francis

Gastrell, Bishop of Chester 1714-25.

Erm. on a chief gu. three buck's heads arg.
Handley. The heads or. Handley.

Erm. on a chief gu. three buck's heads cabossed
or. John de Drokensford, Bishop of Bath,
etc. 1309-29. Greete, V*. Banning, V*,
and Dillington House, co. Somerset. But
stag's heads. Greete, co. Worcester, V.

Hannyng, CO. Gloucester, V.

Erm. on a chief sa. three buck's heads cabossed
or. Servinqton.

Erm. on a chief vert three buck's heads cabossed
or. Parker, Willows, Suffolk, 1609.

Sa. on a chief arg. three hart's heads erased of

the first. IIarewood.
Sa. on a chief vert three buck's heads cabossed

arg. Bdckton.
.. ..Dog

Erm. on a chief az. three talbot's heads couped
arg. Babtot, Byfold, co. Hereford. The heads
erased. Barrell, Rochester, Kent.

Erm. on a chief sa. three talbot's heads erased
of the first. Barrell, Rochester, Kent.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief gu. three tal-

bot's heads erased or. Marche. Marsh, co.

Cambridge; and co. Huntingdon.
Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief or three grey-

hound's heads erased sa. collared gu. Smyth,
Wighton, Norfolk.

Paly of six or and az. on a chief gu. three talbot's

heads erased or. Marsh or Marshe, co.

Huntingdon.
Sa. goutty de sansj on a chief arg. three grey-

hound's heads erased sa. collared or. Loveday.
.... Fez

Arg. on a chief az. three fox's heads erased or.

Sr. Nicholas Colfox, V.

Or a chief az. three fox's heads erased of the
first. CoLFOx.

Sa. on a chief arg. three fox's heads couped gu.
CoLFOX. But erased. Sr. Nicholas Colfox, V.

Goat
Arg. on a chief dancetty az. three goat's heads

erased of the first. Downton, Sandhurst,
Kent.

.... leopard
Arg. on a chief gu. three leopard's faces or.

Depden.
Arg. fretty gu. on a chief of the last three leo-

pard's heads of the first. Liddell, Durham ;

and Northumberland. The leopard's faces
or. Liddell; Baronetcy 1C42, Barony 1821.
Lidel.

Arg. fretty gu. on a chief per fess of the first and
az. in chief three leopard's heads as the second
and in

liasejso many crosses (rroslet, nnothei)
patty like the first. Michael Carvenell, V.

On a CHIEF cont.

Heads cont. (Beast) Leopard cont.

Arg. goutty de sang on a chief gu. three leopard's
faces or. Thorndike.

Arg. on a chief sa. three leopard's heads erased

of the first a crescent for diff. .... Richardson,
CO. Warwick, 1647.

Arg. on a chief sa. three leopard's heads or.

Norman, Lord Mayor of London, 1250.

Az. on a chief or three leopard's heads of the

first. Whiting, Sussex.

Barry of six arg. and sa. on a chief gu. three

leopard's faces or. Burrell, Woodland, co.

Devon. But harry of tv/elve. Burrell, F*.

Barry of thirteen arg. and az. on a chief gu. three

leopard's faces or. Henry Burrell, V, Harl.

MS. 1459.

Barry of (fourteen, Harl. MS. 1392) eighteen

arg. and sa. on a chief gu. three leopard's
faces or. Henry Burell, F, Cotton MS. Tibe-

rius D lO. But barruly. Burell, Burell, near

Saltash, Cornwall.

Chequy or and az. on a chief gu. three leopard's
faces arg. Clifford.

Erm. on a chief az. three leopard's faces or.

PouRTON, W. ScRivENOR, Sibton, Sufiblk.

Erm. on a chief az. three leopard's faces erased

or. Scrivener, Ipswich ; Suffolk ; and Backton,
Norfolk; Harl. MS. 1552, fo. 234 b.

Erm. on a chief dancetty az. three leopard's faces

or. Scrivener, W. But the chief indented.

Screvener or Scrivener, Ipswich ; and Suf-

folk, Harl. MS. 1449, fo. G5.

Erm. on a chief gu. three leopard's faces or.

Boysheley.
Erm. on a chief embattled gu. three leopard's

faces or. Bish. Bisshe, Surrey, V. Boshe or

BosHEY. Bosshe, F.

Or on a chief embattled gu. three leopard's faces

arg. Cheffinch or Chiffinch, coTi/irmed 16

July 1070.

Per pale az. and gu. on a chief of the second
three leopard's faces or. Caldecot, Nor-
folk.

Per pale or and az. on a chief of the last three

leopard's faces as the first. Caldicott.
Per pale or and az. on a chief gu. three leopard's

faces of the first. Caldecot, co. Cambridge;
Norfolk ; and Suffolk. Sire de Caldecote, N.

Caldecot, F; quartered by Clough.
Per salt.ire arg. and az. on a chief of the first

three leopard's heads as the second. Whiting,
London.

.. ..Lion

Arg. on a chief gu. three lion's heads erased or.

Richardson, Norfolk.

Arg. on a chief sa. three lion's heads erased of the
first. Richardson, co. Gloucester; granted
1588. Richardson, co. Nottingham; and
Great Dunmow. Richardson, Knoekshinnock,
CO. Dumfries ; Hensol Castle, co. Glamorgan ;

and Aber Himant, co. Merioneth ; quartering
Dalziel. And with a crescent for diff.

Richardson, co. Warwick, 1047.

Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief as the second
three lion's heads erased or. Hickling, F* .

HiKLING, F.

Barry of six az. and or on a chief arg. three

lion's heads erased sa. Morley, Norwich.

Barry of eight arg. and az. on a chief of the

second three lion's heads erased like the first.

Newarke, Dnlton, V.
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On a CHIEF cont.

Heads cont. (Beasts) Lion cont.

Barry of ten gu. and arg. on a chief sa. three

lion's heads erased or each gorged with a

collar gu. charged with three torteaux. Weege,
Hexgrave Park, co. NottiBgham ; derived from

Wekge, Horton Castle, Sussex.

Erm. on a chief sa. three lion's heads erased or.

NtiTBROWNE, Barking, Essex; granted 1588.

Gu. on a chief arg. three lion's heads erased of

the first. Ryan.
Gu. on a chief arg. three lion's heads erased sa.

Barrow, co. Cambridge.
Or on a chief az. three lion's heads erased of the

first. HoLBECHE or Hoi.beame, Holbeame, co.

Devon; and Slow, co. Lincoln ; granted 1586.

Or on a chief sa. three lion's heads of the first.

Richardson, Norfolk ; and co. Worcester ;

The heads erased. Richardson, Lynn Regis,
Norfolk. Richardson, co. York

; quartered
with Savage (Rivers) and Head by Baily.

Sa. on a chief arg. three lion's heads erased gu.
Randell or Randle.

Sa. on a chief arg. three lion's heads erased
ermines langued gu. Richardson, Durham ;

granted 1615.

Sa. on a chief arg. three lion's heads erased of the

first. Richardson, Ireland. Richardson, Fin-

den Place, Sussex ; quartering Peebles and
MinshuU with Westbrooke and Johnson ; de-

scended from Richardson, co. Durham
; and

North Bierley, CO. York. And with a fleur-de-lis

for difi".. . . .Richardson, Goring, Sussex.

Vairy or and gu. on a chief or three lion's heads
erased arg. Ferrab, Norfolk.

Ox
Erm. on a chief sa. three bull's heads cabossed

arg. Storke.
Or on a chief vert three bull's heads couped of the

first. Hill or Hull, Selvington, co. Salop.
Wolf

Arg. on a chief sa. three wolfs heads erased of the
first. Steedale or Stedwolph, Wicklam,
Surrey.

(Birds) Eagle
Erm. on a chief embattled gu. three eagle's heads

erased or. Timewell.
Gu. on a chief arg. three eagle's heads erased

sa. Brash, Scotland.

Paly of six erm. and gu. on a chief az. three

eagle's heads erased arg. Marshall, Wood-
walton, CO. Durham ; and co. Huntingdon.

Falcon
Sa. on a chief arg. three falcon's heads erased of

the first. Hareward, V. Harward.
. ..Heron

Erm. on a chief embattled az. three stork's heads
erased or. Stiles, Wantage, co. Berks.

Swan
Erm. on a chief indented sa. three swan's necks

erased arg. each gorged with a crown gu. and
thereto chains afiixed or. Alfrey.

(Human Figures)
Arg. on a chief gu. three maiden's heads couped

ppr. Edge.

Arg. on a chief or three Moor's heads couped sa.

wreathed about the temples Tanner,
Upton, CO. Somerset.

Arg. on a chief sa. three Moor's heads couped or

(sometimes wreathed about the temples ).

Tanner, Cornwall.

Sa. on a chief or three Moor's heads couped ppr.

Tanner, Ashsted, co. Sun-ey.

On a CHIEF cont.

Heads cont. (Monsters) Dragon
Arg. on a chief sa. three dragon's heads erased

or. Stedew or Stedow, Hampshire.
.... Griffin

Arg. on a chief gu. three griffin's heads erased or.

Ritchie, Glasgow.
Arg. on a chief sa. three griffin's heads erased of

the first. LiNDSEY. Sr. Percivall Linley, V.

Lyndsey, Kent; and Skegby, co. Notts.
Erm. on a chief dancetty az. three griffin's heads

erased or. Capelen or Chaplain, co. Hants.
The chief indented. Chapelin or Chaplin,
London; and Stoueham, co. Kanta ; granted
1593.

Erm. on a chief indented vert three griffin's heads
erased or. Chaplin, Lord Mayor of London,
1678. Chaplin, Blakeney, co. Lincoln.

Gu. fretty arg. on a chief az. three griffin's heads
erased of the second. Spencer.

Paly of six erm. and gu. on a chief az. three

griffin's heads erased or. Marshall, Lord
Mayor of London, 1840. Marshall, Surrey;
and CO. York.

Paly of six gu. and erm. on a chief or three grif-
fin's heads erased sa. Marshall, Essex.

Paly wavy of six or and sa. on a chief gu. three

griffin's heads erased of the first. Couldwell,
Kent.

.... Unicorn
Erm. on a chief sa. three unicorn's heads oouped

arg. Forbisher.

....(Beptiles)

Arg. on a chief sa. three lizard's heads erased of

the first stings gu. Stedolph or Stedwhole.
Hearts (and see Uillhoppers)

Gu. on a chief arg. three human hearts ppr.
Heart.

Gu. on a chief indented or three human hearts of
the first. Hart, London.

Or on a chief indented arg. three hearts gu.
Hart or Hert, V.

Gu. on a chief indented or four human hearts of
the first over all a bend vert. Johnson. But
over all on a bend of the second three peas
pendant slipped stalked and leaved vert.

Johnson, Limehouse, Middlesex.
Horseshoes

Vairy or and gu. on a chief sa. three horseshoes

arg. (The ancient arms of) Curzon, Croxsall,
CO. Derby, V.

Inkmoline
Sa. on a chief arg. an ink-moline of the first.

Thomas Bolron, X.
Insects

Gu. on a chief dancetty erm. a bee volant ppr.
betw. two hurts. Walmsley, Wavertree Hall,
CO. Lancaster.

Keys
Per fess dancetty or and az. on a chief per pale

gu. of the second on the dexter two keys
in saltire as the first on the sinister a cross

patonce betw. four {aliter&ve) martlets gold.
See of Westminster, Harl.MS., 1042, fo. 30.

Benedictine Abbey at Westminster.
Knots

Erm. on a chief indented sa. two true lover's

knots arg. Banning.
Label

Az. on a chief dancetty. . . .a label of five points

gu. Crawthorne, Caldham, co. Kent.

Erm. on a chief gu. a label of three points arg.

Belfeld, V*.
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On a CHIEF cont.

Label cont.

Erm. on a chief gu. a label of five points arg.

Belfeild, Clegge, co. Lancaster. Belfeld, V.

And with a mullet gu. in the centre for difi".

Belfield, London ; and co. Hertford.

Gu. on a chief arg. a label of three points as the

first. Hugh de Vinon', V ; i.e. Vywnne or

De Vivonia, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10.

Gu. on a chief or a label of three points az.

Watford.
•Or on a chief gu. a label of five points as the first.

Malfit.
Leaf

Chequy erm. and sa. on a chief or an oak leaf

vert. Stanborne.

Chequy or and sa. on a chief of the first an oak
vert, Stanbuene.

Leaves

Chequy sa. and arg. on a chief or three leaves

vert. Emeeugg. But elm leaves. Adam
D'Elmercgge, E. Adam De Emeeugge, F.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. on a chief of the first

three elm leaves vert. ELMYE,Nettlested,Sufiblk.
Vair on a chief or three oak leaves (gu. another)

vert. Prendeegast.

Chequy (arg. and sa., F*) sa. and arg. on a chief

or three woodbine leaves vert. Stanborne, V.

Leg
Sa. on the dexter chief quarterly first and fourth

a human leg couped at the thigh. . ..trans-

pierced above the knee by a broken spear or on
a canton arg. a tower gu. second and third arg.
a chev. gu. betw. three griffin's heads erased

ppr. sinister chief per chev. engr. arg. and gu.
three talbot's heads erased counterchanged.
BowEE, CO. York.

Letters

Gu. on a chief arg. three capital T's sa.

Peysset, V.

Lozenges
Arg. on a chief gu. three lozenges or. Geebeidge.

Serbeidge.

Arg. on a chief or three lozenges sa. Aston.

Arg. on a chief sa. three lozenges of the first.

ASCON.
Erm. on a chief az. three lozenges sa. Angee.
Erm. on a chief gu. three lozenges of the first.

Charles, Norfolk. Geebeidge, Suffolk. And
with an annulet sa. for difi". Jerbridge.

Erm. on a chief gu. three lozenges or. Anke or

Ankor. Geebeeg. John Geebeege, X. Rauf
Geebeege (Gesbeeg in pencil in margin), Y.

Geebeidge. Geebeige, V. The lozenges
pierced. John Geeberg, X.

Erm. on a chief sa. three lozenges or. Cheeke
or Cheee, Burton, co. Somerset; and Sufi"olk.

Cheke, V.

Gu. on a chief arg. three lozenges sa. Bloe.
Bluet, V, Blewet.

Or ( ? gu.) on a chief arg. three lozenges gu. Au-
gustinian Abbey at Buenham, co. Buckingham.

Or or a chief az. three lozenges of the first.

Lanselat, V.

Paly of six arg. and gu. on a chief sa. three

lozenges or. Bueeen, Reading, Berks; and
London

; the coheiress m. Barry now Bayley.
Paly of six or and gu. on a chief arg. three

lozenges as the second. Sr. Peter Aeden, co.

Hereford, V. The centre lozenge charged
with a chessrook gold. Sr. Piers Ardeene, V.

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief sa. three lozenges
as the first. Bueyne, V.

On a CHIEF cont.

Lozenges cont.

Paly of eight or and gu. on a chief arg. three

lozenges as the second. Wilkes, Layton-
Beame, co. Buckingham. Wilkes, Willenhall,
CO. Stafi'ord ;

the heiress m. Unett. Wilkes,
Dallicott House and Sutton in Claverley, Salop;

quartering Smith, Grosvenor, Mobberley,
Downes, Pulford, Smyth, Clayton, Bushbury,
Fowke, Newman, and Hardwicke ; the heiress

m. T. W. Smith-Grazebrook, whose heiress m.
Kettle.

Paly of eight or and gu. on a chief az. three

lozenges gu. each charged with another arg.

Wilkes, Lymebrooke, co. Salop. Harl. MS.
6172, fo. 3L

Per pale or and az. on a chief gu. three lozenges
erm. Caldecot, Norfolk.

Sa. on a chief arg. three lozenges of the first.

Bluett, co. Devon. Molines. Molyns.
Sa. on a chief or three lozenges gu. Molynes.

Sr. John Molyns, F. Moulins, Collinson,

Somerset, iii, 359. (? Buenham Abbey.)
Erm. on a chief gu. four lozenges conjoined

throughout of the first. Chaeles, F.

Erm. on a chief gu. five lozenges of the first.

DixiN, 1730.

Erm. on a chief gu. five lozenges in fess of the

first. Charles, London ; Stratford, co. War-
wick ; and Norfolk. Edward Charles, G ; of

Cliffe, P; A'; and of Brigenhale, X. The
lozenges conjoined throughout. Sr. Thomas
Chaeles, V.

Erm. on a chief gu. five lozenges in fess or.

Chaeles, Stratford, co. Warwick; and Norfolk.

Erm. on a chief gu. five lozenges or. Geebeidge,
Sufiblk.

Mallets see Hammers
Mascle

Paly of four arg. and vert on a chief gu. a mascle
as the first. Domington.

Mascles
Az. on a chief arg. three mascles of the first.

Thoeogood, Hornchurch, Essex.
Erm. on a chief az. three mascles arg. Anger

or Aunger.
Erm. on a chief gu. three mascles of the first.

Chaeles, Norfolk. Sire Edward Chaeles, N.
Sa. on a chief or three mascles .... Hedges,
Romney, Hampshire.

Sa. bezanty on a chief erm. three mascles gu.
Gate or Gates.

Paly of six arg. and vert on a chief gu. three

mascles as the first. Donington or Donyngton,
CO. York.

Paly of six or gu. on a chief arg. three mascles
as the second. Wilkes.

Millhoppers
Gu. on a chief or three ' tremoiles

'

(in a later

hand '

hearts') vert. Monsire Elmundbeight,
r. Elmyndbeyhe, Harl. MS. 6589, fo. 33 b.

Monster .... Griffin

Erm. on a chief az. a griSin pass. arg. Cooke,
Langham, Sufiblk. Cooke, St. Edmondsbury,
Sufl-olk, IF.

Erm. on a chief sa. a griffin pass. arg. Chester,
Bush Hall, CO. Hertford; quartering Granado,
Saltonstall, Adelmare, Csesar, etc. ;

a branch of

Chester, co. Derby ; Royston, co. Cambridge ;

and Cockenhatch, co. Hertford. Sr. Robert

Chestee, CO. Hertford, W.
Erm. on a chief aa. a griffin pass. or. Richmond,
Hedenham, Norfolk.
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On a CHIEF cont.

Monster cont.Oriffin cont.

Erm. on a chief sa. a griffin pass, or armed arg.

Chester, Blabie, co. Leicester.

Gu. goutty d'eau on a chief arg. a griffin segreant
sa. CocKSHUTT, CO. Hertford.

Gu. goutty d'eau on a chief or a griffin pass. sa.

CocKSHUTT, CO. Lancaster ; and co. Salop.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief or a griffin

segreant as the second. Pendreth, Kent ;

granted 1586, Harl. MS. 1359, fo. 91,

Paly of six or and az. on a cl)ief of the second
a griffin pass, as the first. White, Bridgcourt,
Isle of Ely; and Nordian, and Winchelsea,
Sussex. White, Goodhills, Isle of Wight;
and Pilewell, co. Hants.

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief as the second a

griffin pass. arg. Hatter.
Pean on a chief az. a griffin pass. arg. Cooee,

Kilkenny, Ireland ; granted 24 June 1638.

....Wivern

Arg. on a chief gu. a wivern pass. or.

Macclesfield.

Paly of six az. and gu. on a chief arg. a wivern
vert. Gobel.

Monsters .... Oriffia

Erm. on a chief gu. two griffins (respectant
Aui-D, V*.) segreant combatant arg. Aulde,
Kent, W.

Erm. on a chief sa. two griffins combatant arg.

Alde, Kent.

Dragon
Or on a chief sa. three dragons segreant of the

first. Knight, Langold, and Firbeck, co. York.

....Griffin

Erm. on a chief or three griffins segreant sa.

Pescod, Newton Valence, co. Hants.
Or on a chief sa. three griffins segreant of the

first. Knight. Wright, Barne, co. Hants.

....Hydra
Paly of six or and az. on a chief gu. three five-

headed hydras as the first. Gbandpee, V*.
Grand Pre, V.

Mallet

Chequy or and az. on a chief arg. a mullet of the

second. Clifford; Baronetcy 1838.

Gu. on a chief indented sa. a mullet arg.
Lovelace.

Mallets

Arg. fretty sa. on a chief of the first two mullets
as the second. Fouleshurst, co. Chester, V.

Foutesherst, V*.

Arg. on a chief az. two mullets or. John de

Clinton, Y. Sire Johan de Clintone of Made-
stoke, N. Maddestock, co. Warwick.

Arg. crusily sa. on a chief az. two mullets or.

Sire Johan Clynton, O. Sire William de

Clynton, 0.

Arg. on a chief az. two pierced mullets or.

Augustinian Priory at Makestok or Maxstoke,
CO. Warwick ; for Clinton the founder.

Arg. on a chief az. two mullets or pierced gu.

Roger de Clinton, Bishop of Lichfield, etc.

1129-48. John Clinton, Madestock, V. Sr.

Thomas de Clinton, Madestock, co. Warwick,
temp. Edward II, V. Clinton, Earl of

Huntingdon 1337-54. Augustinian Priory at

Makestok or Maxtoke. Clynton, V*.

Arg. on a chief az. two six-pointed mullets or.

Joan de Clintone, E, or Clinton, G.

Arg. on a chief az. two six-pointed mullets or

pierced of the first. Clinton.

On a CHIEF cont.

Mallets cont.

Arg. on a chief az. two pierced mullets or; quar-
tering quarterly or and gu. Granted by John
Clinton, Lord Clinton and Say, to Sir John
Fines, November lUS,Harl.MS. 1178, fo.28 b.

Arg. on a chief az. two six-pointed mullets or

pierced gu. M. John de Clynton, S. Clinton,
in church at Sprotborough, co. York.

Arg. on a chief az. two six-pointed mullets or

pierced gu. a label of three points erm. Sir
Thomas de Clynton, S, a younger son of John
Lord Clinton by Idonea de Say.

Arg. on a chief gu. two mullets of the first.

Brassy. Douglas. St. John.

Arg. on a chief gu. two pierced mullets of the
first. St. John, as quartered by Dyer.

Arg. on a chief gu. two mullets or. Sire Johan
de Seinjohan, N. M. John de St. John,
D; K. Sr. John De St. John le filz, H.
M. Robert de Seint John, P. St. John,
quartered by Poynings, Z, 225. St. John,
Lydiard Tregoz, co. Wilts; Baronetcy 1611,
Baronies 1711 and 1716, and Viscounties 1712
and 1716. St. John, Bletshoe ; Baronetcy
1660; Barony 1559, Earl Bolingbroke 1624-
1711. And with a label of three points az.

John de St. John le fitz, K.

Arg. on a chief gu. two rowels or. John de
Sein-John, C.

Arg. crusily sa. on a chief gu. two mullets or.

Sire Eymis de Sein Johan, N. St. John.

Arg. goutty de poix on a chief gu. two mullets or.

St. John.

Arg, on a chief indented gu, two mullets or.

Sire Edward de St, John, 0, Saint John, V*.
The mullets pierced gu. Edward Seynt John,
1319-20, V.

Arg. on a chief gu. two pierced mullets or. John
de St, John, A. Monsire de St. John, ¥.
Oliver de St. John, Fonmon, Enderbie. Saint

John, V*.

Arg. on a chief gu. two mullets or pierced vert.

Huge. Le Sire St. John, Y. Thomas Seynt
John, temp. Henry VI, V.

Arg. on a chief gu. two six-pointed mullets or.

Joan de Seynt-John, E.

Arg. on a chief gu. two six-pointed mullets or

pierced az. Le Sr. le Seint-John, S.

Arg, on a chief gu. two six-pointed pierced
mullets or. De Hanacee.

Arg. on a chief dancetty gu. two six-pointed
mullets or pierced vert. M. Edward Seint

John, S.

Arg. on a chief sa. two mullets or. Sire Gerard
Salveyn, N. Salvin, Newbiggin. Salvin, Sun-
derland Bridge, co. Durham ; descended from
Salvin or Le Silvan, Woodhouse, co. Notting-
ham ; and Croxdale, co. Durham; quartering
Bertram, Ross of Warke, Ross, Espec, Trusbut,

Harcourt, Bruce, Lancaster, Walton, Thornton,
Radclyfiie, Culcheth, Plessington, Derwent-

water, Cartington, Claxton, Tindale, Devilston,
and Menvyll.

Arg. on a chief sa, two mullets or pierced gu.
Gerai'dSALVAYN.X; orSALVAYNE,Newbigging, F.

Arg. on a chief sa. two mullets or pierced vert.

Salvayn, North Duffield, and Herswell, co.

York, Gerard Salvayn or Salvayne, Y.

Arg, on a chief sa. two six-pointed mullets or.

pierced gu. M. Gerard Salvayn, S.

Arg. on a chief vert two mullets or. Drewry,
Watergate, Sussex. Drury, co. Oxford. And
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On a CHIEF cont.

Mullets cont.

with a label of three points as the last. Sr.

Robert Drewey, temp. Edward IV, Harl. MS.
6137, fo. 44.

Arg. on a chief vert two mullets or each charged
with an annulet az. Deury.

Arg. on a chief vert two mullets or a canton gu.
charged with a bezant pierced with two arrows
in saltire of the third. Deewry.

Arg. on a chief vert two mullets or pierced gu.
Sr. Robert Deuey, V.

Arg. on a chief vert two mullets pierced or.

Drewry, Essex; and Suffolk. Deuey (^the

old coat of Deuey till about 1365-7), Halsted
Hawsted or Horsted, Suffolk. Deuey, Knight-
stone in Ottery, CO. Devon ; Rougham, Suffolk;

andLesiate, Norfolk. Deuey, Shotover rark,co.
Oxford ; qunrtering Vandeput, Schutz, etc.

Az. fretty arg. on a chief or two mullets gu.
GiFFINGS.

Barry of four vair and gu. on a chief as the last

two mullets or. West.

Cbequy arg. and az. on a chief gu. two mullets

or. Sire Johan de Lonye, N. Loveyne or

LoviNGE, CO. Lincoln.

Chequy arg. and gu. on a chief az. two six-

pointed pierced mullets of the first. Bonett
or BONOTT.

Chequy or and sa. on a chief gu. two mullets of

the first. Palmer, Holme Park, co. Berks.
Erm. on a chief az. two mullets or. Sire Tho-
mas de Chietone, N. Hastings, co. Cam-
bridge, V. Sire Bobert de Hastinges, N.
Hastings, co. Cambridge.

Erm. on a chief indented az. two mullets or.

Rainer, Stradeshall Place, Clare, Suffolk.

Erm. on a chief gu. two mullets arg. a crescent
for diff. .... Douglas, Slandingstone.

Erm. on a chief indented gu. two mullets arg.
Anstybath. Monsire Basset, Y.

Erm. on a chief gu. two mullets or. Sire Roger
de Sein Johan, N. Sr. John Saint John, co.

Wilts, V. St. John, Lageham, Surrey ; co.

Hants ; and co. Wilts.

Erm. on a chief gu. two pierced mullets or. Sir

Roger de St. John, L. Le Sire Seynt John, Y.

Erm. on a chief gu. two six-pointed mullets
or. Richard Sein Joan, E. Hue de Sein
Johan, G.

Erm. on a chief gu. two mullets or pierced vert.

Sir Roger de St. John, L.
Erm. on a chief indented gu. two mullets or

pierced vert. Osmond Bassett, Y.

Gu. on a chief arg. two mullets sa. Sir Edmund
Bacon, L ;

or Bacoun, Y. Monsire Bacon, Y.

Bacon, Redgrave Hall, and Mildenhall, Suffolk;
and Raveningham Hall, Norfolk ; Baronetcies
1611 and 1627: Gillingham, Norfolk; Baro-

netcy 1662-85. Bacon, Baron Vernlam 1618,
Viscount St. Alban's 1621-6. Bacon, Shrub-
land Hall, and Dinington, Suffolk. Sire John
de St. Johan, Lageham, 0.

Gu. on a chief arg. two mullets sa. a label az.

Chalonee, Fulham, Middlesex.

Gu. fretty or on a chief arg. two mullets sa. Sr.

Robert fouLESHUEST, V; Chester, If.

Gu. on a chief arg. two mullets sa. pierced gu.
Edward Bacon, {intended in) Y.

Gu. on a chief arg. two pierced mullets sa. Sr,
Edmund Bacon, co. Hants, temp. Edward I.

F. Bacon, Friston ; the heiress m. Chamber-
len. Bacon, Redgrave, Suffolk.

On a CHIEF cont.

Mullets cont.

Gu. fretty or on a chief arg. two pierced mullets
sa. FOWLESHUEST, CO. Salop. FULLESHUEST,
Edlaston, co. Chester.

Gu. on a chief arg. two six-pointed mullets sa.

pierced or. Bacon, co. York.
Gu. fretty or on a chief arg. two six-pointed

pierced mullets sa. Sr. Robert Fouleshuest,S.
Gu. fretty or on a chief erm. two mullets of the

first. FouLSHURST, Crew, co. Chester ; and
CO. Lancaster.

Gu. fretty or on a chief of the second two mullets
as the first. Foulsheest, co. Lancaster.
FOWLISH.

Or on ftchiefaz. twomullets arg. Eye. Healinge.
Or on a chief indented az. two mullets arg.

D'Eye, Suffolk.

Or on a chief az. two mullets of the first. Lane,
Kent.

Or on a chief indented az. two mullets of the
first. Dey.

Or on a chief sa. two mullets arg. Gensill,
Sussex. Squire or Squy-ee.

Or on a chief sa. two mullets arg. pierced gu.
NicoU Gentill, Y, Sir Nicholas Gentyle, L.
Monsire Goenill, Y.

Or on a chief sa. two pierced mullets arg. Sir

Nicholas Gentill, L: Sussex; temp. Ed. I, V.

Or on a chief sa. two six-pointed mullets arg.

pierced gu. Gentill, co. Lancaster. Gentux
or Gentle.

Or on a chief sa. two mullets of the first pierced
gu. Gentill, Sussex.

Or fretty sa. on a chief of the second two mullets

arg. pierced vert. Amand. Sir Oliver de St.
Amande or St. Amaund, L.

Vair on a chief gu. two mullets arg. Lefitz.
Fitz-Bernaed.

Vair on a chief gu. two mullets arg. pierced sa.

Fitz-Barnaed.
Vair on a chief gu. two mullets or. FitzBarnaed,

Kent. Sir Thomas le Fiz Barnaed, N. Sir

Thomas Fitz-Baenaed, Kent; temp. Edward

Vair on a chief gu. two pierced mullets or.

Baenard. Rauf Fitz-Baenaed, X. John
Fitz-Beenaed, X.

Vair on a chief gu. two mullets or pierced vert.

John Fitz-Baenaed, Y.

Vair on a chief gu. two six-pointed mullets or.

Fitz.
Vair on a chief gu. two six-pointed pierced mul-

lets or. Sr. Raufe le Fitz-Barnard, V.
Vair on a chief or two pierced mullets gu. Bene-

dictine Abbey at Tavistock, V.

Vairy az. and or on a chief of the second two

(sometimes pierced) mullets gu. Benedictine

Abbey at Tavistock, Devon.
Vert on a chief gu. two mullets arg. Fitz-

Barnaed, Holcomh Burnell, co. Devon.
Vert on a chief or two mullets gu. Baenard,

Kent.

Arg. on a chief az. three mullets .... Murray,
England.

Arg. on a chief az. three mullets or. Monsire
John Clinton, Earl of Huntingdon {in error

for William de or le Clinton), Y.

Arg. on a chief az. three pierced mullets or.

Dymocke, Devon.
Arg. on a chief gu. three mullets of the first.

Eveeahd. The mullets pierced. Edmond
EvERARD, X. Sr. Esmond de Everaed, V.
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On a CHIEF cont.

Mallets cont.

Arg. on a chief gu. three mullets and alabel of the

first. Bracy.

Arg. on a chief indented, gu. three mullets or.

Bassett, CO. Gloucester. St. John, V*.

Arg. fretty sa. on a chief gu. three mullets or.

Huntingdon, Winchley Hall, Essex.

Arg. on a chief indented gu. three pierced mul-
lets or. Saint John, V.

Arg. on a chief sa. three pierced mullets of the

first. Gawen. Reynolds, Belsted, Suffolk.

Arg. on a chief indented sa. three mullets of the

first. Beauchamp. Beuchamp, V. Beucuampe,
V*.

Arg. on a chief sa. three pierced eight-pointed
mullets of the first. Salmon, Ireland.

Arg, fretty sa. on a chief of the second three

mullets or. Huntingdon, V*.

Arg. on a chief indented sa. three mullets or.

Hoe or Hoo.

Arg. on a chief indented sa. three mullets or

pierced gu. Hoe or Hoo. Sir John Hoo, V.

Arg. on a chief sa. three pierced mullets or.

Eveeond.
Arg. on a chief sa. three six-pointed mullets or.

Evershead, Evershead, Surrey; confirmed
8 April 1 096.

Arg. fretty sa. on a chief per fess of the second
and gu. three mullets in the upper part or.

Sr. de Huntingdon, V.

Az. on a chief arg. three six-pointed mullets of the

first. M'Innes. And with a rose in the centre

for diff. arg. M'Innes.
Az. on a chief arg. three mullets gu. Coxan or

COXEN.
Az. on a chief indented arg. three mullets sa.

Payne.
Az. on a chief gu. three mullets or. Webb,

London.
Az. on a chief indented or three mullets gu.

Sr. Ed. More Malephant, Harl. MS., 1141,

i.€., Mellefont, oo. Louth ; Baronies, 1616 and

1801, Viscounty 1621, Earl of Drogheda, lOfll,

Marquis 1791; descended like the extinct

house of Charleville and Moore, Ross Car-

berry, CO. Cork; Baronetcy I6bl ; from Moor
or More, Moore Place, Kent. Noor, Kent.

Az. on a chief indented or three pierced mullets

gu. MooRE, Marquess of Drogheda. Moore,
Ballyhale, co. Kilkenny ; Moorfield, co. Kil-

dare; TuUyhallen, co. Louth ; and Tara House,
CO. Mealh. Moore or More, Kent. Moore,
Kersent, co. Berks; Bartcy. 4 March 1766-79.

Barry of four arg. and gu. on a chief as the second

thiee muUetslikethefirst. Canton, co. Leicester.

Barry of four gu. and or on a chief arg. three

pierced mullets az. Peneway or Penway.

Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief gu. three

pierced mullets or. Talworth.

Barry of six az. and arg. on a chief as the last

three mullets like the first. Mather, England.
Chequy arg. and az. on a chief gu. three mullets

or. LoNY, CO, Lincoln.

Chequy (arg. and gu. F*) gu. and arg. on a chief

silver three mullets sa. Pernell, V.

Chequy or and gu. on a chief of the second three

mullets as the first. Mounsey.
Erm. on a chief az. three mullets arg. Douglas,

% Pompherston.
Erm. on a chief az. three mullets or.

Hastinge, V*. Sr. Robert Hastinges, Kent,

tenip. JCdward I. V.

On a CHIEF cont.

Mullets cont.

Erm. on a chief gu. three mullets arg. Esmonde,
Ballynastra, co. Wexford ; Baronetcy 1628.
Esmond Everaed, V. Fitsimon, Ireland.

Erm. on a chief gu. three mullets or.
St. John, F».

Erm. on a chief indented gu. three mullets or.
John (the eldest son of) Basset, Z; N. But
three rowels or. Auncell Bassett, X.

Erm. on a chief gu. three six-pointed mullets or.
Richard de Hautot, J^.

Erm. on a chief dancetty gu. three six-pointed
mullets or. Auncel Basset, F. The mullets

pierced. Auncel Bassett, E.
Gu. on a chief arg. three mullets sa. Power, V.
And with an annulet on the chief line for diff.

....John Power, Whitchurch, co. Bucking-
ham, F. But with a crescent for diff. or. Robert
Power, Bersham, or Boresham, co. Denbigh,
heir of Masculus Henry Power, Viscount Va-
lenlia 1 March 1620, extinct 25 May 1642.

Gu. on a chief dancetty arg. three mullets sa.

More, F*.
Gu. on a chief indented arg. three mullets sa.

MooRE, Grantham, co. Lincoln; granted 1635.
Gu. on a chief arg. three pierced mullets sa.

Francis Bacon, Baron Verulam 1618 ; Viscount
St. Albans, 1621-6 ; at the Charterhouse 1619.

Gu. on a chief arg. three pierced mullets sa. on
the chief line an annulet for diff. .... Power.

Gu. on a chief dancetty arg. three pierced mullets
sa. PooRE ; Harl. MS. 1441.

Gu. fretty or on a chief arg. three pierced mullets
sa. Sr. Thomas Foulshurst, co. Chester, F.

Gu. on a chief indented sa. three mullets arg.
Lovelace.

Or on a chief embattled sa. three mullets arg.
Amy.

Or fretty sa. on a chief of the second three mullets

arg. Sir Olyver de Seint Amand,W. St. Amond,
CO, Gloucester,

Or on a chief sa. three pierced mullets arg. Sire
Nicholas Gentil, N.

Or on a chief sa. three mullets of the first.

O'Gann, Harl. MS. 1441. (? O'Hogan.) Wogan.
Or on a chief embattled sa. three mullets of the

first. Amyatt, Southampton.
Or fretty gu. on a chief of the last three mullets

as the first. Fulthurst, co. Chester.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief or three mullets

gu. Chemell
Paly of six arg. and gu. on a chief az. three mul-

lets of the first. Goodison.
Per pale gu. and az. on a chief arg. three mullets

sa. Power, Stanton, co. Wilts. Power, F*.
Power, Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 84.

Per pale gu. and az. on a chief arg. three pierced
mullets sa. Power, F.

Sa. on a chief dancetty arg. three mullets of the
first. Coppendale, Middlesex,

Sa. on a chief arg. three pierced mullets of the
first. Reginales or Reygnales. Reygnolds,
Belsted, Suffolk; 1584; Uarl. ilfS. 1-359, fo. 118.

Sa. on a chief or three mullets of the first.

O'Gann, Harl. MS. 1441. (? O'Hogan.) Wogan.
Vairy arg. and wa. on a chief or three mullets of

the second. Bavyon, TF. Benyon, Esmondum,
Sussex. And with a canton az. Benyon, co.

Salop.

Vairy arg. and sa. on a chief or three pierced
mullets of the second. Benyon, Gidea Hall,
Essex ; in church at Margarettiug.
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On a CHIEF cont.

Mallets cont.

Vert on a cbief arg. three pierced mallets gu.

Benyon, Geddy Hall, Essex.
Vert on a chief or three mullets sa. Heath,

Fordall, co. Warwick.
Or on a chief sa, five mullets arg. Russell.
Or on a chief vert five mullets arg. Chaucombe.
Erm. on a chief gu. six mullets arg. Eveeaed.

Palet

Barry daucetty of six sa. and arg. on a chief dan-

cetty as the second a palet erm. Endeebie.

Barry of three az. and or per pale counterchanged
on a chief per pale a palet betw. two based

esquires transmuted over all an escucheon arg.

MoRTyMER, Harl. MS. 807, fo. 106.

Barry of four or and az. per pale counter-

changed on a chief per pale a palet betw.

two based esquires transmuted over all an
escutcheon arg. "This is the true com-

pounded coate of MoRTYMER as I have seene it

in a very owld glase wyndowe in the parishe
church of Hagley in Worcestershire, 1599,

per Yorke H" (Brooke) ;
Harl. MS. 807, fo. 100.

But Hagley, seal, MS. note by Vincent, Errors

692, cited by Nash, Worcestershire, i, 489.

Barry of four or and gu. (probably meant for barry
of four gu. and or per pale counterchanged) on

a chief per pale a palet betw. two based

esquires transmuted over all an escucheon

gold. Sr. de Hageley, V, Harl. MS. 1392
and 1459: and Sr. de Hageley or Hagley;
Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10.

Barry of five or and sa. on a chief as the second
a palet (sometimes called a billet) betw. two
based esquires like the first over all on an escu-

cheon (? gu.) a fess and chief erm. Butler.

Barry of six gu. and or per pale counterchanged
on a chief per pale a palet betw. two based

esquires transmuted over all an escucheon arg.

Hageley, V*.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the first a

pale betw. two based esquires like the second
over all an escucheon erm. Mortimer, as

quartered by Arthur Plantagenet, Harl. MS.
6172, fo. 31 b.

Barry of six or and az. per pale counterchanged
on a chief per pale a palet betw. two based

esquires transmuted over all an escucheon arg.
Gaenault.

Barry of seven az. and arg. on a chief as the second
a palet betw. two gyrons (sometimes called

piles ) like the first over all on an escucheon gu. a
cross croslet fitchy arg. Benedictine Abbey at

WiNCHCOMBE or WiNCHELCOMB, CO. Gloucester.

Barry of four gu. and arg. on a chief as the second
a palet like the first charged with a boar's head

couped silver. Pakenham.

Falets

The blasons of the following coats in the rolls B,
C, H, K, N, and announce barry simply ; they
are here given as barry of seven, and corners

gyronny are translated based esquires, in ac-

cordance with seals, glass, etc.

Arg. on a chief erm. two palets wavy gu.
Salkwelt..

Arg. on a chief or two palets wavy gu. Salivell
or Salyvill. Sallyvell, Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 102. Sallywell, V.

Barry of four arg. and sa. on a chief as the second
two palets like the first. Churchman. And
with an escallop in the base point silver. John

On a CHIEF cont.

Palets cont.

Churchman, London, 1386; Harl. MS. 1349,
fo. 57.

Barry of four az. and arg. on a chief as the second
two palets like the first over all on an escucheon
or two bars sa. Brecke.

Barry of four gu. and arg. on a chief as the

second two palets like the first on a quarter sa.

aboar'sheadcoupedfesswise silver. Pakeman,F.
Barry of four sa. and arg. on a chief as the second
two palets like the first. Chlrchman, V; and
Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 104. Chirchman or

Churchman, co. Salop. Churchman, London.
Kirkman.

Barry of four sa. and or on a chief as the second
two palets like the first over all an escucheon

gu. Beverley.

Barry of five sa. and or on a chief as the second
two palets like the first over all on an escucheon

gu, (two Harl. MS. 1241 fo. 109 ) three bars

erm. Burley; seal, 1386.

Barry of six az, and or on a chief as the second
two palets like the first over all on an escucheon
or a fess gu, Mortimer, Harl. MS. 1404
fo. 121.

Barry of six az. and or per pale counterchanged
on a chief per pale of the second and first two

palets transmuted over all an escucheon arg.

Henry de Haggeley. seal, 1411, Nash, Worces-
tershire, i. 489 ; but see 503.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the second
two palets like the first. Mortimer, Auchen-

body, Scotland.

Barry of six or and sa. on a chief as the second two

palets like the first over all an escucheon barry
of six .... and gu. Burley, Harl. MS.
1407 fo. 42 b.

Barry of six aa. and or on a chief as the second
two palets like the first over all an escucheon

barry of six erm. and gu. Sr, Symond
Beuerley, Davellers; Cotton MS. Tiberius D
10. Burley, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10

; and
Harl. MS. 1396, fo. 55. The escucheon barry
of six gu. and erm. Burley, co. Salop. The
escucheon barry of seven arg. and gu. Sr.

John de Burley, K.G., seal, 1378-9 ; ob. 1383,
brother of Sr. Simon de Burley, K.G., ob.

1388, and father of Sr. Richard de Burley,
K.G., ob. 1387; Harl. MS. 1424, fo. 100.

Barry of six sa. and or on a chief as the second
two palets (sometimes called billets) like the

first over all on an escucheon gu. three bars

erm. (for Hussay, Gwillim). Sr. Simon
Beurley, Davillers, F» Beueeley, V*.
Borley. Burley, V. The escucheon gu.

simply. Beverley, Harl. MS. 1407, fo. 43.

Bewlet.
Barry of seven or and sa. on a chief gu. two palets

erm. Burley, Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 104.

Barry of seven sa. and or on a chief as the se-

cond two palels (sometimes called pellets) like

the first over all on an escucheon erm. two bars

gu. Burley. The escucheon gu. two bars

erm. Burleighe; Harl. MS. 5803, fo. 09.

The escucheon gu. three bars erm. Bueij;y.

Barry of five az. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires
like the second over all an escucheon arg.
Blanckfront. The escucheon arg. three nails.

in pile sa. Robert Mortimer; quartering arg.
a foss sa. betw. three crescents gu. ; Cotton MS.
Tiberius D 10.
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Falets cont.

Barry of five gu. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all an escucbeon or. Hogeley.
Barry of five sa. and or on a chief as the first

two palets (sometimes called plates) betw. so

many based esquires like the second over all

an escucbeon barry of six gu. and erm.
BUTTELER.

Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief as the first

two palets (sometimes called pellets) betw. so

many based esquires like the second over all

an escucbeon arg. Mortimer.
Barry of six az. and or on a chief as the first two

palets (sometimes called pellets) betw. so many
based esquires like the second over all an
escucbeon arg. Mortimer, Chelmarsh or Kel-

marsh, co. Salop. Sir Roger Mortymeb.K", Harl.
MS. 6589, fo. 60 b. The escucbeon arg. a lion

ramp. purp. Sir Roger de Mortimer le fitz,

L,Harl. MS. 4033. The escucbeon erm. simply.
Sir Roger Mortimer, £; Harl. MS. 6589; or
de MoRTYMBR, J. The escucbeon or a fess gu.
MoRTYMER, Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 110.

Barry of six az. and or per pale counterchanged
on a chief as the first (but probably per pale)
two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second (but probably transmuted) over all

an escucbeon arg. Haoley, Nash, Worces-

tershire,i,503. Sr. de Perteney, W; and Cotton
MS. Tiberius D 10. Pertney, V*. Sr. Renaut
de Prisigne, France, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10.

Barry of six gu. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires
like the second over all an escucbeon arg.

Mortimer, Chelmarsh or Kelmarsh, co. Salop.
Sr. Hugh Mortimer, co. Hereford, Cotton MS.
Tiberius D 10.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all an escucbeon arg, Emoun
(father of Roger it) de Mortemer, G. Sir

Roger (son of Edmund i) de Mortemer, J.

M. Roger (n) de Mortimer, D. Mortimer,
Earl of March, Z, 223, 393, 417, 449, 452, 465;

quartering l)e Burgh, 226, 227, 385, 386, 465.

Roger Mortymer, P. Roger de Mortymeb, Y.

The escucbeon arg. a lion ramp. purp. Sir

Roger Mortimer, co. Hereford, i^, HorZ. MS.
1068. The escucbeon arg. a saltire gu. Sir

John de Mortimer, co. Hereford,N ; Harl. MS.
1068. The escucbeon erm. simply. Roger
(brother of Edmund i) de Mortemer, G, and

(seal) Cotton. ilfS. TiberiusD 10. The escucbeon
voided (in error) erm. Roger de Mortimer,
K,Harl. ilfS. 1068, fol. 4 b.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief per pale as the
first and second two palets betw. so many based

esquires transmuted over all an escucbeon arg.
Hagley.

Barry of six or and gu. on a chief as the first two

palets betw. so many based esquires like the
second over all an escucbeon arg. Mortimer,
Chelmarsh or Kelmarsh, co. Salop. Sir Henry
de Mortimer, CO. Hereford, N; Harl.MS. 1068,
fo. 48. Hugh Mortymer, Y. Sire Hugh
Mortymer, 0. Sire Hugh de Mortymer, 0.

Barry of six or and sa. on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all an escucbeon erm. two bars
Sir Edward Edefyn, Cotton MS. Tibe-

rius D 10. Edefyn, V. Sir Edward Edfyn,

On a CHIEF cent.

Palets cont.

V. The escucbeon harry of six erm. and sa.

Edefyn or Edfyn, V*.

Barry of seven az. and arg. on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all on an escucbeon (arg. a
cross croslet fitohy gu., U, and Cotton MS. Ti-

berius D 10, fo. 855, but) gu. a cross croslet

fitchy arg. Benedictine Abbey at Winchcombe
orWiNCHELCoMB, CO. Gloucester J Reyner, Apost.
Bened.,i, 214.

Barry of seven az. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all an escucbeon arg. Roger
(n) de Mortimer, B. Sire Roger (m) de

Mortimer, N, Earl of March 1328, ob. 1330.

Roger (v) Le C. de la Marche et de Ulster

(1381-98) quartering Burgh, S. Sr. Roger
Mortimer, Earl of the March of Wales, V (but
not in Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10). Mortimer,
lord of Wigmore, seals and glass. Roger (ii)

de Mortimer, E ; or Mortymer, C ; E, Harl.
MS. 6589. And with over all a hendlet gu.
William (sor^ of Roger ii) de Mortimer, £?.

But over all a saltire gu. Gefray (son of Roger
n) de Mortimer, E; attributed to Geffry (son
of Roger m) de Mortimer, Lord of Conach
and the Isle, Harl. MS. 807, fo. 108.

Bfirry of seven az. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all on an escucbeon arg. a lion

ramp. purp. Sire Roger Mortimer or de

Mortymer, co. Hereford, N. The escucbeon

arg. six billets sa. Henry de Mortimer, F.
The escucbeon arg. three nails in pile sa. Ro-
bert Mortimer, V. The escucbeon arg. a
saltire gu. Sire Johan de Mortimer, N, or de

Mortymer, co. Hereford, N. The escucbeon
erm. simply. Roger de Mortimer, E; pro-

bably Sr. Roger de Mortymer, H; the Sire

Roger de Mortimer le oncle, (Chirke, son of

Roger II, and living 1299-1336), ^. Roger de
Mortymer ; K, Harl. MS. 6589. The escucbeon
or simply. Roger de Mortemer, F.

Barry of seven az. and or per pale counterchanged
on a chief per pale two palets betw. so many
based esquires transmuted over all an escu-

cbeon arg. PoBTENfiY, Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 66.

Barry of seven gu. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all an escucbeon arg. John de

Mortimer, E. Sire Henri de Mortimer or

de Mortymer, co. Hereford, N. Sir Hugh
Moetymer, CO. Hereford, V.

Barry of seven sa. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all an escucbeon arg. Rafe
de Mortimer, F. The escucbeon arg. six bil-

lets sa. Richard De Bois, F. The escucbeon
erm. simply. RicbardDuBoiSE,E; butDuBORSE
altered to De Borley, E, Harl. MS. 6137. The
escucbeon arg. a fess and demi-lion ramp,
issuant .... (? Mortimer) glass in chapel at

Nash, CO. Salop, Add. MS. 21022, fo. 67,

Barry of eight az. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires
like the second over all an escucbeon arg.

Mortimer.

Bendy of seven az. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw. so many based esquires like

the second over all an escucbeon arg. Sr.

Reinold Presmarch, I, Harl. MS. 6589.
74
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Palets cont.

Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief as the second
two palets (sometimes called pellets) betw. so

many gyrons like the first over all on an escu-

cbeon arg. a cross gu. Benedictine Abbey at

WiNCHCOMBE or WiNCHELCOMB, CO. Gloucester.

Barry of six az. and or on a chief as the second
two palets (sometimes called pellets) betw. so

many gyrons like the first over all an escucheon

arg. Mortimer. The escucheon erm. Roger de

Mortimer, U.
Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the second

two palets betw. so many gyrons like the first.

Town of Radnor. And with over all on an
escucheon arg. a lion ramp. purp. Sir Roger
de Mortimer or Mortymer, L ; Harl. MS.
6589, fo. 30.

Barry of six sa. and or on a chief as the second
two palets betw. so many gyrons like the first

over all on an escucheon gu. three bars arg.

Symon Burlay, X.

Barry of seven az. and or on a chief as the second
two palets betw. so many gyrons like the first

over all an escucheon erm. Roger de Mortymer,
K, Harl. MS. 6589, fo. 49 b.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the second
two palets betw. so many piles like the first

over all an escucheon erm. Mortymer.
Arg. on a chief gu. three palets erm. Walton,

Chacklack Hall, co. Durham.
Arg. on a chief gu. three palets or. Keith, Ba-
rony 1380, Earl Marischal 1455. Keith, Baron

Dingwall 1584-9, quartering gu. a lion ramp,
arg. Keith, Ravenscraig, quartering Ran-
dolph. Kethe.

Az. on a chief or three palets gu. Keith, Pow-
bum ; Baronetcy 1663.

Barry of five or and gu. on a chief as the first

three palets like the second over all an escu-
cheon erm. William Norton, London

; granted
(after he was dead) 1593-4 ;

" he and his issue

relinquished it," Harl. MS. 1453, fo. 89.

Barry of four or and gu. on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the
second over all an escucheon or. Hogeley.

Barry of five az. and or on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the
second over all an escucheon arg. Mortimer.

Barry of six az. and arg. on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the
second over all on an escucheon arg. a cross
croslet fitchy gu. Benedictine Abbey at

Wynchecombe, CO. Gloucester.

Barry of six az. and or on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like
the second over all an escucheon arg. Sir

Roger de Mortimer, N; Harl. MS. 4033. The
escucheon erm. Sir Roger de Mortimer le

oncle, N, Harl. MS. 4033. The escucheon
voided (m error) erm. Roger Mortimer, K,
Harl. MS. 4033, fo. 67 b.

Barry of six gu. and or on a chief as the first

three palets (sometimes called plates) betw.
two based esquires like the second over all an
escucheon arg. Crecy.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the
second over all an escucheon arg. Mortimer,
Earl of March, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10; S.

Mortimer, Chirke (in error). Mortimer,
Wigmore; Harl MS. 1407. Sir Roger de
Mortimer, N ; Harl. MS. 6137. Mortymer,

On a CHIEF cont.

Palets cont.

Earl of March, Harl. MS. 1404, and Leigh,
Accedence. Pritchard, Campstone, co. Mon-
mouth. And with over all a bend gu. Mortimer,
Richard's Castle, co. Hereford.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the

second over all on an escucheon arg. a lion

ramp, purp. Sir Roger Mortimer, co. Here-

ford, N ; Harl. MS. 6137. The escucheon arg;
a saltire gn. Sir John de Mortimer, co. Here-

ford, N; Harl. MS. 6137 ; but the saltire engr.
Harl. MS. 1386. The escucheon erm. simply.

Mortimer, Penkelley, Harl. MS. 1407. Sir

Roger de Mortimer le oncle, N, Harl. MS.
6137. Edmundus de Mortuom ari, 1 299, Harl.
MS. 6137. Roger Mortimer, third Earl of

March, Baron of Wigmore, Lord of Ulster,

Trim, and Connaught, impaling Montagu, in

church at Wigmore, Harl. MS. 6172, fo. 31.

Mortymer, Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 110 and 121.

Barry of six or and gu. on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the

second over all an escucheon arg. Sir Henry
de Mortimer, co. Hereford, N; Harl. MS. 6137.

Mortimer, Chelmarsh or Kelmarsh. Mortymer,
Norfolk. The escucheon arg. a lion ramp,
purp. Sir Roger de Mortimer, le fitz, L ;

Harl.

MS. 6137. The escucheon erm. simply. Roger
de Mortimer, K ; HarL MS'. 6137, fo. 39.

Barry of six sa. and arg. on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the

second over all an escucheon arg. Ikborouoh.

Barry of seven az. and or on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the

second over all an escucheon arg. Mortimer.

Barry of eight or and az. on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the
second over all an escucheon arg. Mortymer,
CO. Worcester; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 110.

Bendy of eight az. and or on a chief as the first

three palets betw. two based esquires like the

second over all an escucheon arg. Sire Re-
nolde de Preshmarsh, I, Harl. MS. 6137.

Chequy arg. and az. on a chief of the first three

palets gu. Lawne.
Or on a chief erm. three palets gu. Meldert.
Per fess gu. and erm. on a chief of the second

three palets as the first. Malyhs, Harl. MS.
1404, fo. 103.

Vert on a chief arg. three palets gu. Chttn.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the second
four palets betw. two girons like the first over

all an escucheon arg. Mortymer, co. Wor-
cester; and Stockley, CO. Wilts.

Erm. on a chief sa. four palets or. Becktott.

Barry of six sa. and or on a chief as the second
so many palets and over all an escucheon like

the first. Beverley.

Barry of seven or and sa. on a chief as the second
six palets and over all an escucheon like the
first. Beverley, Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 122 b.

Fheons

Arg.on achief vert three pheonsor. CR0MPT0N,Staf-
ford Priory, Stone Abbey, and Hilcot,co.Stafi'ord;
and Bache Hall, co. Chester; granted 1580.

Barry wavy of six gu. and or on achief as the last

threepheonsaz.amulletfordiff.. . . . Blachford
or Blackford, co. Dorset ; and London.

Barry wavy of six or and gu. on a chief az. three

pheons as the first. Blackford, Lord Mayor
of London 1750.
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Or on a chief vert three pheons of the first.

Thomas Crompton, M.D., London; granted
1595, W^. But broad-arrow heads. Ceompxon,
Stone Priory, co. Stafford ; Erdeswick.

Vert on a chief embattled or three pheons of the
first. Crompton, London.

FUe
Barry of five or and sa. on a chief as the first a

pile charged with a billet gold betw. two can-
tons like the second over all an escucheon

harry of four erm. and .... Butler.
Barry of six az. and or on a chief of the second

a Roman pile hetw. a gyronny of two pieces
like the first over all an escucheon erm.
MORTYMEE.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the second
a pile like the first charged with three palets
transmuted over all an escucheon erg. Gabb,
Shire Newton, co. Monmouth, quartering arg.
two chev. sa.

Files

Arg. on a chief sa. three piles of the first a mul-
let for diff. as the second. Copingdale, co.

York (in error).

Lozedgy arg. and sa. on a chief az. three piles
or. Stacker.

Or on a chief sa. three piles arg. each charged
with a bezant. Cloliver.

FortcuUises
Erm. on a chief az. three portcullises lined and

ringed or. Snappe, Stanlake, co. Oxford.
Quivers

Chequy arg. and sa. on a chief or three quivers
gu. banded of the third each holding five ar-

rows as the first. John Coldwell, Bishop of

Salisbury 1591-6.

Beptile
Arg. on a chief engr. az. a tortoise pass. or.

BiDGOOD, Exeter, Devon ; granted 1690. And
with a canton erm. Stone afterwards Bidqood,
Rockbeare Court, Devon.

Soandle .... (Bezant)
Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief gu. a bezant

betw. two annulets or. Ddnnington.
Erm. on a chief gu. a bezant betw. two billets or.

Wathes afterwards Watts, Blakesley, co.

Northampton ; granted 1615.

Erminois on a chief indented gu. a gold medal

pendent from a ribbon of the last fimbriated
az. betw. two crescents arg. beneath it the word
Orthes' a canton erm. charged with the in-

signia of the Tower and Sword pendent from a
ribbon. Harvey.

Arg. on a chief gu. a bezant betw. two stag's
heads cabossed or. Popham, Linton, Devon ;

granted 1620.

Arg. on a chief dancetty gu. a bezant betw. two
lion's heads cabossed or. Buckby or Buckley.

(Flate)
Arg. on a chief indented sa. a plate betw. two

bezants. Bant.

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief sa. a plate.
Schelley.

Boondles. . . . (Harts)
Gu. on a chief erm. two hurts. Walmesley,
Dunkenhalgh ; the heiress m. Petre ; ShoUey
or Sholtey, quartering Mossocke

; Coldcoats

Hall, quartering Grimshaw, Ferrers, and Tal-

bot, the heiress m. Lloyd; and Westwood
House, quartering Gerard ; all co. Lancaster.

On a CHIEF cont.

Boondles cont. (Ogresses)
Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief as the first

two ogresses (in error for palets) betw. so

many based esquires like the second over all

an escucheon arg. Mortimer.

Barry of seven sa. and or on a chief as the second
two ogresses (in error for palets) over all an
escucheon harry of Fiix erm. and gu. Burley.

Barry of six sa. and or on a chief as the second
two ogresses (in error for palets) over all an
escucheon gu. three bars erm. Boei-ey.

(Flates)
Or on a chief gu. two plates. Canes.

Barry of five or and sa. on a chief as the second
two plates betw. so many based esquires like

the first over all an escucheon barry of six arg.
and gu. Butler, Harl. MS. 1441, fo. 40 b.

Barry of five sa. and or on a chief as the first

two plates (in error for palets) betw. so many
based esquires like the second over all an es-

cucheon barry of six gu. and erm. Buttelee.

(Bezants)
Arg. on a chief az. three bezants. Richard
Tunstall, Estbolton, P.

Arg. on a chief indented az. three bezants. Sir

Thomas Lathum, Q. Tonstall.

Arg. on a chief gu. three bezants. Sir Ralf

Camoyes, L, Earl. MS. 6148; or Camoys, L,
Harl. MS. 6589. Creagh or Curaghe, Ireland.

MoHRis.co.Gloucester. Rokelley or Rosselley.

RosEBY, CO. York. Rosele, V*. Rosseley.
Morris Rossell, Y. Sr. Maurice Russell, co.

Gloucester, V. Morrice Russell, X. Russell,
Kingston-Russell, co. Dorset; and Dirham, oo.

Gloucester; Collinson, Somerset iii, 156-9.

Russell, Powick Court, oo. Worcester, quarter-

ingChetle. Russell,Durham ;&co. Gloucester.

Arg. on a chief indented gu. three bezants.Dyke s, F.

Arg. on a chief sa. three bezants. Halywell. Lea
or Ley. Tamwoeth, co. Lincoln, Walton, V.

Arg. on a chief dancetty sa. three bezants. John
Walton, V.

Arg. on a chief dancetty sa. three bezants.

Roger Bavent, F. The chief indented. Bavent.

Walter, Booking, Essex. Walton, V*.

Barry wavy of six arg. and az. on a chief gu.
three bezants. Astry; Collinson, Somerset,

ii, 311. Astry, co. Lincoln ; and co. Hunting-
don; descended (like Austeey, co. Bedford)
from Sir Rauf (Austrey, V) Astrie Astry or

OsTRicH,Lord Mayor ofLondon 1493. Austrey,

Haitington, co. Bedford; Sommerton, co.

Huntingdon ; and co. York. Awstrey, V*.
Erm. on a chief az. three bezants. Johnson, co.

Hants. West. Weston.
Erm. on a chief gu. three bezants. Dagworth.
Oakeover, V*. Sr. Philip Okeover, co. Staf-

ford, V. M. Philip de Oker, S. Orker, co.

Dorset. Petnall. Russell, co. Gloucester.

Erm. on a chief indented gu. three bezants.

Petnall, Ireland.

Erm. on a chief sa. three bezants, Weston.
Erminois on a chief indented az. three bezaiits

over aU a bendlet (dexter, sometimes) sinis-

ter gu. Latham, Bradwell, co. Chester.

Gu. on a chief arg. three bezants. Lay or Ley,

Lozengy or and vert on a chief az. three bezants.

YoNGE, CO. Berks.

Or on a chief indented az. three bezants. Le

Sire de Latham, Y. Thomas de Lathom, Y.

Lathom, Irlam, co. Lancaster; sometimes

adding a bend over all gu.
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Bonndles cont. (Bezants) cont.

Or on a chief gu. three bezants. Sir Rafe Camoys,
L,Harl. BIS. 6137, 6U8. Eedeheb. Rednoh
RiDENER or RiDNER, Isle of Wight.

Or fretty gu. on a chief of the second three be-

zants. Sr. de Cammys, V. Camys, V*.
Or fretty sa. on a chief of the second three be-

zants. Chamberlay'n, Suffolk ; Norfolk ; and
CO. Cambridge. Aumari de St. Amand, E ; or

Almeri de St. Aumund, E, Harl. MS. C137 ; or

Amery de St. Amand, G. Amand. Le Sire

Seint'Amaund, Y. Sire Amaury de St. Amaund,
J; K. Sire Amory de Seint Amand, 2^. Le
Sr. de Seynt Amand, S. William St. Amaund,
Y. Mousire de St. Amond, Y. Sr. Henry St.

Amond, CO. Gloucester, V. St. Amand, co.

Gloucester; Barony 1229.

Or on a chief embattled sa. three bezants. Lee,
Coldrey, co. Hants.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief gu. three be-

zants. DONINGTON or DONNINGTON. KiTSON.

Paly of six arg. and az. ou a chief sa. three be-

zants. MONTEFERANT, V.

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief sa. three bezants.

MOUNTNEY.
Paly of six or and sa. on a chief gu. three bezants.

Bi,ABLEYorBLACKHAiL, CO. Devon; pranked 1599.

Paly of sii or and sa. on a chief of the last three

bezants. Blackhall, co. Devon.

Paly of six arg. and vert on a chief gu. three be-

zants. DoNiNGTON or DoNYNGTON, CO. York.

DONYNGTON, V.

Paly of six or and sa. on a chief gu. three bezants.

Blackall, W.
Paly of six sa. and or on a chief of the first three

bezants. BLACKLEB.London. Montforant, V*.

Paly of six or and sa. on a chief of the second
three bezants. Montforant, V.

Paly or and sa. on a chief gu. three bezants.

Blacexer.

(Hurts)
Barry of four az. and arg. on a chief of the second

three hurts. Guston, V*. Whitlebury, co.

Warwick.

Barry of six az. and arg. on a chief of the second
three hurts. Bassett, W.

Paly of six arg. and gu. ou a chief or three hurts.

Wryne, V*.

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief of the first three
hurts. Wryne.

....(Ogresses)
Az. fretty arg. on a chief of the second three

ogresses. Delapine, Suffolk.

(Plates)

Arg. on a chief gu. three plates. Bluett.
Camoys, Broadwater, Surrey; Barony J264.
Sir Rafe Camoys, L, Harl. MS. 6589, fo. 30.

Cannings. Russell.

Arg. on a chief gu. three plates each charged with
an ermine spot. Walton, Schacklockball, co.

Durham.
Arg, on a chief embattled gu. three plates.

Leigh, Northcourt, Isle of Wight; the heiress
m. Goldie, Lloyd, Archdeckne, Beckford, Stew-

art, and Strachan.

Arg. on a chief sa. three plates. Leigh. Ley,
V*. Uriel, Cockermouth, Cumberland.

Arg. fretty sa. on a chief of the second three

plates. BoLLENS alias Stekeford, co. Lin-

coln, V. BuLLEN, Stickford, co. Lincoln.

Chamberlayn, CO. Cambridge. Chamberlayne.
Steckford. Stockford, Harl. MS. 1404.

On a CHIEF con{.

Roundles cont. (Plates) cont.

Arg. on a chief embattled sa. three plates. Leigh.

Ley, Isle of Wight, V.

Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief as the second

three plates. Nicholas Erington, V.

Barry of six or and gu. on a chief as the last

three plates. Blandford, co. Dorset.

Barry wavy of six arg. and az. on a chief gu.
three plates. Austry or Ostrich, co. Here-

ford. Henning, Poxwell, co. Dorset ; granted
ICll. Henning, Wolveton, co. Dorset.

Barry of six gu. and or on a chief as the first

three plates (in error for palets) betw. two

based esquires like the second over all an

escucheon arg. Crecy.

Barry wavy of six or and gu. on a chief as the

second three plates with a mullet for diff.

Blachford, London ; and co. Dorset ; granted
1629.

Erm. on a chief gu. three plates. Russell, co.

Gloucester.

Or on a chief az. three plates. Lathom, as

quartered by Thomas Stanley, X.

Or on a chief dancetty az. three plates. Lathom,
quartered by Stanley; U; Z, 329. Lathum,
CO. Lancaster, V. Lathum, temp. Edward IV,

Harl. MS. 6137, fo. 44. Monsyer John

Stanley, quartering arg. on a bend az. three

buck's heads cabossed or ;
T.

Or on a chief indented az. three plates. Sir

Thomas Latham or Lathum, Q. Lathom,
Lathom, Parbold, and Allerton, co. Lancaster.

Lathom, Irlam, co. Lancaster, Harl. MS. 1437.

Lathum, V. And with a mullet in the centre

for diff. Lathom, Moosborough, co. Lancaster.

Or on a chief indented az. three plates over all

a bendlet (dexter, sometimes) sinister gu.

Lathom, Astbury, co. Chester. The (bend, V*)
bendlet gu. Philip the son of Robert Lathum,
V. But a baton sinister gu. Hugh, the son
of Robert Lathum, V.

Or on a chief gu. three plates. Blewet, Corn-

wall. Blewet. Rauf de Camays, P. Camoies,
F*. Rauf de Camois, B. Rafe de Camois,
C De Camois, E. Camoye, V*. John de

Camoyes, a. Sr. Rafe Camoys, L ; Harl. MS.
6589 ; or de Camoys, N. Le Sr. de Camoys, S,

or Camoyes, T. Le Sire Camoys, Y. Sr. John

Camoys, Essex, V. Sire Rauf de Kameys, J.

RiDVER, first Lord of Tiverton and Plumpton,
and Lord of the Isle of Wight, V.

Or on a chief gu. three plates the centre one

charged with a fleur-de-lis. Hugh Camoys,
seal, 1372.

Or fretty sa. on a chief of the second three plates.
Amand. Bollens or Bolleyn.

Or on a chief embattled sa. three plates. Lea
or Lee, co. Wilts.

Or on a chief indented sa. three plates each

charged with a cross croslet gu. Skerit,
Buckland Monachorum, and Peter Tavey, co.

Devon.

(Torteanx)
Az. on a chief arg. three torteaux each charged
with a 5-foil or. Playce, Hanlaby, co.

Durham.
Az. fretty arg. on a chief of the second three tor-

teaux. Delapound. Pound.
Az. on a chief or three torteaux, Keith, Pow-

burn ; Baronetcy 1663 {in error).
Az. fretty arg. on a chief or three torteaux. Sir

John Delatinde, Sussex, V. Pynde, V*.
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On a CHIEF cont.

BoandloB cont. (Torteanx) cont.

Az. on a chief dancetty or three torteaux. Steven

deBoTONEB,^ ; or de Booton,^, Harl. MS. 6137.

Barry of four gu. and arg. on a chief of the

last three torteaux over all a bendlet sa.

Teekingham, CO. Lincoln ; V. Walter de

Tbikin&ham, CO. Lincoln, 1 347
,
F. Trykingeam,

Trykingham, V.

Barry of six az. and arg. on a chief of the second

three torteaux. Sr. Reginald Gbey, Ruthin,
CO. Denbigh, V.

Erm. on a chief arg. three torteaux. Bkovtne.

Gu. on a chief arg. three torteaux. Wanton.
Gilbert de Wawton, Y.

Gu. on a chief or three torteaux. Hitcham.
But with a crescent in the centre .... for diflf.

Sir Robert Hicham; confirmed IGOi.

Sa. on a chief arg. three torteaux. Walton.
.... (Bezants)

Arg. on a chief indented az. four bezants. Rich-

ard Tunstall, Bolton, Y.

Erm. on a chief az. five bezants. Weston, Sut-

ton, Surrey. And with a martlet for diff.

Weston, Norfolk ;
and Surrey.

Erm. on a chief gu. five bezants. Graont.

Erm. on a chief az. seven bezants four and three.

HOMYNOFORD, V.

Paly of six gu. and or on a chief sa. ten bezants

four two and four. Schesle Sohesley or

SCHESSLEY, V.

Rowels see Mallets
Saltire

Barry of four arg. and az. on a chief as the first

a saltire gu. Nevill, impaling Usher, 1082.

Barry wavy of six arg. and sa. on a chief gu. a

saltire or. Wallington. Watlington.
Gu. on a chief arg. a saltire az. Ennis.

Lozengy az. and or on a chief arg. a saltire

couped gu. charged with five bezants betw. two

mullets of the last. Overton, V.

Saltires

Arg. on a chief az. two saltires or. St. Htt.t.ary.

Or on a chief az. two saltires arg. St. Lis, F.*

Semloys, V ;
or Senloyb, Cotton MS. Tiberius

D 10.

Scythes
Arg. on a chief sa. two scythe blades point to

point (of the first, another) or. Lea or Ley,
CO, Warwick.

Or on a chief gu. three scythes erect arg.

Sethington.
Shackles

Az. on a chief arg. three fetterlocks of the first.

Pbotheb.
Ship

Az. on a chief arg. a galley sails furled and oars

in action sa. flags gu. M'Gibbon, Scotland.

Gyronny of eight sa. and or on a chief arg. a

galley sailsfurled sa. flags gu. Aenett orAenott.
Staff

Az. on a chief (daucetty, U) indented or a crosier

on the dexter and a mitre on the sinister gu.
Benedictine Abbey at Westsiinsteb.

Staves

Sa. on a chief arg. two crosiers .... Cistercian

Abbey at Tame or Thame, co. Oxford.

Son
Erm. on a chief az. the sun in splendour. An-

thony Watson, Bishop of Chichester 1596-

1605 ; gTantedhyl.ee 1696, HarLMS. 1359,fo.l8.

Erm.. on a chief (gu. in error for) az. a sun or.

Watson, Surrey ; granted 1596.

On ft CHI£F cout.
«

Sun cont.

Erm. on a chief per pale az. aod or a sun in

splendour on the dexter a cross patty on the

sinister side gu. Bishopric of Raphoe, Harl.
MS. 4040.

Lozengy or and gu. on a chief sa. a sun in

splendour. Abrahams.
Sims

Or on a chief embattled az. three suns in splen-
dour. (Augmentation granted, 1663, to)
Smithson or Smythson, Stanwick, co. York;
Baronetcy 1660 ; quartering Wingate ; by ra.

with Elizabeth Seymour, Baron Warkworth
and Earl of Northumberland; the name and
arras of Percy obtained 1750. Smythson,
Tottenham, Middlesex ; quartering Smithson.

Swords
Gu. on a chief arg. two swords in saltire az.

Braddyix.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief sa. two swords
in saltire as the first hilts or. Knife.

Knyffe, V.

Erm. on a chief gu. three cutlasses erect arg.
hilts or. Hodgson, Framfield, Sussex ; grarited
1628.

Tree

Paly of six ang. and gu. on a chief or a willow

(or salix ) eradicated ppr. De Sa£is.

Wheels

Arg. on a chief az. two Catharine wheels of the

first. Wheeler, Ludlow, co. Salop.

Arg. on a chief az. two Catharine wheels or.

Whelee.
Arg. on a chief sa. two catliarine wheels or.

Wheeler.
Arg. on a chief az. three Catharine wheels or.

Lepton, CO. York. Lexton.

Barry of six arg. and gu. on a chief az. three

Catharine wheels or. Iiaxton, co. York.

Lepton, Rebeck, co. York.

Barry of six erminois and gu.on a chief az. three

Catharine wheels or. Lax, SLlbbs, co. Hertford.

Wings
Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief of the first

three pair of wings conjoined gu. Fleming,
CO. York, W.

Wreath

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief per pale as the

second and az. in the first a chaplet in the

sinister a demi-lion ramp. gold. Garland,
CO. York.

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief per pale as the se-

cond and sa. in the first a chaplet ppr. in the

sinister a demi-lion ramp, issuant arg. Garland,
CO. Devon.

Wreaths
Az. on a chief arg. two wreaths gn. Monsire

William Plaice, Y.

Arg. on a chief gu. three ohaplets of roses ppr.
Megatson or Meqgison, Whalton, Northum-
berland ; and Ashford Ford, Middlesex.

Az. on a chief arg. three cbaplets gu. John

Cbessoneb, X. Sr. William Plays, V.

Barry of six az. and arg. on a chief of the second
three cbaplets of the first. Bassett.

Or on a chief gu. three cbaplets of the first.

MoBisoN or MoBRisoN, Cashiobury, co. Hert-
ford ; Baronetcy 1611-28 ;

the heiress m. Capel.
Sr. Charles Morbyson, Middlesex; and Nor-

folk, W. Morysine.
Sa. on a chief arg. three cbaplets gu. Mulenbe.

Sr. Thomas Moderby, V.
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On a CHIEF .... with a Bordare

BeaBt
Az. on a chief or a demi-lion ramp, issuant gu.

a bordure arg. Maekham, Coatham, co. Not-

tingham ; and Becca Hall, co, York. Maekham,
Sedgebrooke, co. Nottingham ; Baronetcy 1642-

, 1779.

Paly of four or and vert on a chief az. a lion

pass. arg. all within a bordure erm. charged
with seven hurts. Hammick, Cavendish Square,
Middlesex ; Baronetcy 1834.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a chief gu. a lion pass,

guard, or a bordure erm. Blacewell, Sprous-
ton Hall, Norfolk.

Birds
Vert on a chief az. three martlets or a bordure

of the (second, another) third pelletty. Tolson,
Bridekirke, Cumberland.

Coronets
Erm. on a chief indented gu. three ducal crowns

or a bordure sa. Norton, V.
Crescent

Barry of four az. and arg. on a chief of the se-

cond a crescent gu. betw. two hurts a bordure
or. Whittlebuey.

Per pale (indented, another) pily arg. and
sa. on a chief gu. a crescent betw. two ermine

spots or a bordure silver. Henderson, Granton.

Crescents

Arg. on a chief vert three crescents of the first

a bordure engr. gu. Simpson, Haslehead.
Cross

Arg. on a chief vert a cross Tau or betw. two

pierced mullets arg. a bordure gu. Drewry.
Escallops

Or on a chief sa. three escallops arg. a bordure
. engr. az. Grimes, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight.
Geimes, Coton House, co. Warwick.

Or on a chief sa. three escallops as the field a

bordure chequy like the second and first.

Graham, Gartur, Scotland.

Or on a chief sa. three escallops of the first a

bordure quarterly gu. and as the second.

Graham, Scotland.

Estoiles

Bendy of (six, another) ten .... and .... on a

chief .... three fleurs-de-lis .... within a bor-

dure .... cliarged with eight roundles ....

John de Teilleck, Bishop of Hereford 1346-60.
Erm. on a chief az. three stars arg. a bordure gu.
Douglas, Cliftonhall, Scotland.

Flowers
Or on a chief dancetty sa. three roses of the first

a bordure erm. Vickeis, Chew Magna, co.

Somerset.

5- Foils

Sa. on a chief dancetty or two 5-foils gu. a bor-
dure eriri. VicKARY, Bristol; and co. Warwick.

Or on a chief dancetty sa. three 5-foiIs of the
first a bordure erm. Viciuus, Chew Magna,
CO. Somerset.

Head
Erm. on a chief gu. a stag's head erased or betw.

.
two mullets arg. a bordure of the second.

Cochean, Aberdeen.

Mallets

Arg. on a chief az. two mullets or a bordure in-

dented gu. Sire Gerard de Salveyn, 0.

Arg. on a chief gu. two mullets or a bordure

engr. sa. Sr. John St. John, Lageham, L ;
or

. Lagneham, CO. Wills, temp. Edward I, V. The
mullets pierced vert, L ; Harl. MS. 6589.

On a CHIEF with a Bordure cont.

Mallets cont.

Arg. on a chief gu. two mullets or a bordure in-

dented sa. Sire Johan de Sein Johan, Lagne-
ham, N.

Arg. on a chief sa. two pierced mullets or a bor-

dure engr. gu. Seliock.
Gu. on a chief arg. two mullets sa. a bordure

compony or and az. Cuesitoe's Inn, Lbndon.
Gu. on a chief arg. two pierced mullets- sa. a bor-

dure invecked of the second. Bacon.

Arg. crusily fitchy sa. on a chief az. three mullets
of the first a bordure compony gu. and as the

third. Clinton.

Arg. on a chief az. three mullets or a bordure

engr. gu. Hillyee, co. Devon
;
and co. Oxford.

Gu. on a chief or three mullets of the first a

bordure quarterly as the field and second. Bacon .

Palets

Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief as the first

two palets (sometimes called pellets) betw. so.

many based esquires like the second a bordure
erm. over all an escucheon arg. Blanckfeont.

Barry of six or and az. on a chief as the first two

palets betw. so many based esquires like the
second a bordure erm. over all an escucheon

arg. Sr. de Blaunkefront, Cotton BIS. Tibe-
rius D 10. But the field (apparently) barry of
six or and gu. Sire Thomas Blaunfroun, 0.

Barry of seven az. and or on a chief as the first

two palets betw, so many based esquires like

the second a bordure erm. over all an escucheon

arg. Sr. de Blanchfront, V.

Barry of six az. and or on a chief as the second
two palets (sometimes called pellets) betw. so

many girons like the first a bordure erm. over
all an escucheon arg. Blanchfront.

Arg. on a chief embattled gu. three palets or a
bordure embattled of the second. Keith,
Craig, Garvock, and Murraysfield.

Fheons

Barry wavy of six or and gu. on a chief az. three

pheons as the first a bordiu'e wavy erm.

Blachford, Ham, Surrey.
Boundles .... (Ogresses)

Barry of six arg. and az. on a chief as the first

two ogresses (in error for palets) betw. so many
based esquires like the second a bordure erm.
over all an escucheon arg. Blanckfeont.

(Plates)
Or on a chief dancetty az, three plates that in

the dexter chief charged with a mullet .... a
bordure compony erm. and gu, Lathum,

. Essex, V.

Or on a chief indented az. three plates a bordure

compony arg. and of the second. Latham,
Papworth-Agnes, co. Cambridge ;

and North.
Okenham Essex.

Or on a chief indented az. three plates each

charged with a martlet sa. a bordure compony
gu. and arg, Latham or Lathom.

Or on a chief indented az. three plates each

charged with a mullet .... a bordure compony
gu, and erm. Lathum, V*.

Wreaths
Sa. on a chief arg. three chaplets gu. a bordure

or. MODEEBY.

CHILD see Human Figure
CHIPPING (or Brick) AXE see Aze

3 CHURNS
Az. three butter-churns or, Reade, Wales.,

CLAW see Leg
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CLABICOED or CLABION see Best

CLOCK

Sa. a clock or. Company of Clockmakers.

CLOSET see Bar

CLOUD
Gu. a cloud as a chief nebuly az. and arg. with

thirteen rays alternately plain and wavy de-

scending palewise or. Lesune, Hari. M/S. 4199.

Gu. a cloud ppr. with nine rays alternately wavy
and plain descending palewise or. Leeson,

quartering Stotesbury, Harl. MS. 1184. Eut
eleven rays, Harl. MS. 1094.

Gu. a cloud as a chief nebuly arg. with seven rays
or. Leeson, quartering (Shottesbery,£farI.MS.
1188, in error for) Stottesbery 1187, 15.^3;

Sulgrave, co. Northampton, The chief or.

Stotesbury, Sulgrave (in error).
Per chief arg. and gu. a cloud on the chief line

with rays ppr. Leeson, Baron Russborough
1756, Viscount 1760, Earl of Miltown 1763.

Leson, CO. Northampton. Lesone, Wheatfield,
and Soulgrave, co. Northampton.

Per chief az. and gu. a cloud throughout on the

bottom line of the chief arg. with seven rays

alternately wavy and plain descending palewise
or. Thomas Lysons, 1713, in church at Hemp-
sted ; Bigland, Gloucestershire, ii, 67.

3 CLOUDS

Az. (another, gu.) three clouds ppr. radiated in

base or each surmounted with a triple crown
or the cap gu. Company of Drapers.

CLUB see Staff

COCEATBICE see Uonster COLOURS see Banner

COLUMN see FUlar COLUMBINE see Flower

COMB
Sa. a comb arg. on a lock of golden hair. Bloud.

2 COMBS
Az. two comhs in fess betw. a broken lance har-

wise (another bendwise) or one piece in chief

the head to the dexter the other half bendwise
toward the dexter base point. Lombe.

Sa. two flaxcombs in pale arg. Bromle, V
;

Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10.

3 COMBS

(? Arg.) three (thatcher's rakes, V*:) flaxcombs

(? sa.). Bromle, V. Zakesley, V*.

Arg. three wool cards (working cords, V) sa. the

back parts outward. Laynne, V.

Sa. three combs in fess arg. Tiinstall, Aga-
combe, Surrey.

Sa. three combs arg. Tunstall, Cotham, Munde-
ville, Auckland, Houghton, Long Newton, and

Sunderland, co. Durham; Newcastle-on-Tyne ;

Thurland, co. Lancaster ; Ketteriggs, West-
moreland ; and Cleasby, co. York. Cuthbert

Tunstall, Bishop of London 1522, Durham
1530-59. Sr. Thomas Tunstall, Kendall, V.

M. Thomas Tunstall, S; T ; X.
Sa. three wool combs arg. Bromley.
Sa. three currycombs arg. garnished or. Harmond,

Taynton, co. Oxford.

Sa. three combs or. Dunston, Kendal, West-
moreland. Tunstall, co. York. Cuthbert

TxiNSTALL,Bishop ofLondon 1522, Durhaml530.
Sa. three wool combs (working cards, V) the

teeth outwards or. Cardington, V,

Sa. three wool combs or the teeth arg. Bbomley
or Bromleygh.

COMET see Estoile

COMPASSES and in base

Arg. a pair of compasses extended and in base an
annulet sa. Hadley, V.

3 COMPASSES
Az. three pair of compasses extended or pointed sa.

Bonny.
Per chev. crenelly or and sa. three pair of com-

passes extended counterchanged. Cartwright,
Ifari. itfS. 2151, fo. 107 b.

COMYN SHEAF see Garb

3 CONES and in chief

Sa. three cones (i.
e. sugarloaves) arg. in chief a

doctor's cap .... Sugar; Collinson, Somer-
set, iii, 401.

CONET see Hare CONOEB-EEL see Eel

COBONEL see Head of Spear

CORONET including Crown

(For Crowned Hearts see Heart)
.... a coronet .. .. Halsted, Essex.
... a ducal coronet enfiled by two arrows in sal-

tire Town of Southwold, SufiFolk,

Az. a coronet enfiled by (two, another) three

arrows in saltire or. Benedictine Monastery
at Bedericsworxh Edmundestow or St.

Edmundsbury, SufiFolk.

Gu. a royal crown or. M'Alpin, Scotland ; quar.

tering or a fir-tree growing out of a mount in

base vert, with arg. a dexter hand couped fess-

wise gu. holding a dagger in pale az. hilt and

pomel or, and or a lion ramp. gu. Macaltin,
Scotland ; quartering or an oak-tree eradicated

vert, with arg. a dexter hand fesswise holding
a crosslet fitchy gu., and or a lion ramp. gu.

Gu. a coronet or ensigned by a demi-swan with-

out wings arg. from the mouth a scroll com-

passing the neck in form of a rein sa. Buckhill.
Or an imperial crown gu. Robinson, co. Hertford.

Or a crown sa. garnished gold. Bellingham.
Per pale az. and arg. a ducal crown counter-

changed. Mundell, Scotland.

Per pale or and gu. the regalia sa. Mandeville,
Earl of Essex.

Arg. a coronet enfiled by a crosier, , . . Cistercian

Abbey at Beaulieu, co. Hants.

CORONET and in chief....

on a Chief

Gu. a regal crown ppr. on a chief arg. a cross of

the first. MnJTARY Society.

Mullets

Per chev. sa. and arg. in base a (crown, some-
times a) ducal coronet .... in chief two ( some-
times pierced) mullets silver. Augustinian
Priory of St. Gregory at Canterbury.

Quarter
kz. a royal crown gold in chief a quarter gyronny

of eight or and sa. on the sinister side three

dexter hands couped fesswise each holding a
bunch of arrows ppr. Maconochie, Meadow-
bank, CO. Edinburgh ; originally Campbell, In-

verawe, co. Argyll.

CORONET and in base ....

Flower
Per chief az. and arg. an imperial crown ensign-

ing a thistle vert flowered gu. Sandilands,
Hilderstoun, Scotland.

Letters

.... an antique ducal coronet .... in base the

word '

Eye.' Seal of the Town of Eye, SufiTolk.

.... a regal crown ensigned with a cherub's head

the wings expanded .... in base the word
• ' Defendamus.' Seal of the Town of Taunton.
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COEONET betw. or within

Anchors
Az. a naval crown within an orle of twelve anchors

or. Lendon
; granted 10 May 1658.

Barralets
Or a mural crown gu. betw. two barruleta az. and

three wolfs heads erased sa. Seale, Mount
Boone, co. Devon

; Baronetcy 1838.

Beasts

Or a crown vallery gu. betw. three stags trippant

ppr. Rogers, Wrexham, co. Denbigh; and

London, as quartered by Harrison.

Quarterly az. and gu. an imperial crown betw.

four lions ramp, in saltire (arg., another) or.

Harbord; Baronetcy 1745, Baron Suffield

1786, quartering Morden.
Birds

Arg. a regal crown ppr. betw. two cocks in chief

and a lion's head erased in base gu. Cockburn,
Fulham ; quartering Vipount.

Arg. an imperial crown ensigning an ostrich

feather ppr. betw. three cocks gn. two and one.

Cockburn, quartoring Vipount; as quartered

by Campbell.
Bordare

Arg. a crown ppr. enfiled with a crosier in pale sa.

within a borduresa. billetyarg. Cistercian Abbey
at Beaulieu, CO. Hants. The bordure sa. be-

zanty. Abbey at BEVERLEY,co.York. Edmondson.
Gu. a regal crown enfiled with a crosier in pale

or within a bordure sa. billetty of the second.

Cistercian Abbey at Beaulieu, co. Hants.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a coronet enfiled by a cro-

sier in pale .... within a bordure sa. bezanty.
Cistercian Abbey at Beuley or Beaulieu, co.

Hants.
Crescents

Or an imperial crown gu. supported by a sword

in pale az. hilted and pomelled of the first

betw. three crescents within a double tressure

flory counterflory as the second. Seton, Ford-

ingbridge, co. Hants ; granted 1806 ; quarter-

ing arg. on a fess gu. three 5-foils of the first.

Seton, Barns, Scotland.

Crosses

Az. a ducal coronet betw. three crosses croslet

fitcby or. Pearce, co. York. Peirse, Bedale,
CO. Y^ork.

Estoiles

Az. an imperial crown or betw. three stars arg.
within a double tressure flory counterflory of

the second. Murray, Baron Huntingdon and
Eari of Dysart 16JL3 and 1670.

Feathers
Az. a prince's coronet betw. in chief two ostrich

feathers and in base a garb .... within a bor-

dure sa. bezanty. Borough of Evesham.
Flaunches

.... a crown supported on the point of a sword
erect .... betw. two flaunches .... each

charged with a faggot .... Company of

Woodmongers.
Flowers

Gu. an imperial crown within eight thistles in

orle or. (An augmentation to) Keith-FALCONER,
Baronies 1647, 1677, 1838; Earl of Kintore

1C77; quartering Keith.

Heads (Beast) Leopard
Az. a mural crown betw. three leopard's faces

arg. Lyndon.
Sa. a mural coronet or betw. three leopard's heads

arg. Lyndon, Carrickfergus, Ireland ; granted
1039.

COBONET betw. or within.. cont.

Heads cont. (Beast) Seal cont.

Az. a ducal coronet or betw, three seal's heads
erased arg. Burman, Stratford, co. Warwick.

Tressure

Gu. a regal crown within a double tressure flory

counterflory or. Erseine, Cambo, co. Fife;

Baronetcy 1821 ; quartering Erskine.
Gu. an imperial crown supported by a sword in

pale ppr. hilted and pomelled within a double
tressure flory counterflory or. ( Augmentation
to) Seton, Earl of Winton 1306-29.

CORONET betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

Canton
.... a ducal coronet betw. in chief two mullets
and in base a crescent .... a canton ....

MuNDELL, Glasgow.
Hands

Az. a royal crown gold within a bordure gyronny
of eight or and sa. and in chief three dexter
hands couped fesswise each holding a bundle
of arrows ppr. Maconochie, Meadowbank,
CO. Edinburgh ; as chief of the name of Camp-
bell, Inverawe, co. Argyll.

CORONET betw. or within
and in base ....

Gu. an imperial crown within eight thistles in
orle or and in base a sword and sceptre saltire-

wise or. Keitb-FALCONER, Baronies 1647,
1677, 1838, Eari of Kintore 1677

; quartering
Keith.

2 CORONETS or CROWNS
Per fess arg. and gu. in chief a celestial crown
and glory in base out of a royal crown or a
dexter arm surmounted by an escroll of the
first lettered ' Nantz' sa. holding a flaming
heart of the second. Beuoo, quartering az.

on a rock a castle triple towered arg. masoned
sa. with a flag gu. in chief a royal crown or
and clouds of the second.

2 CORONETS and in base ....

Annulet
Sa. in chief two coronets in base an annulet or

environing a crosier enwrapped by a snake

arg. Benedictine Abbey at Bardney, co. Lin-
coln.

Castle

Az. in chief two ducal coronets in base a castle

triple towered or standing on waves in base ppr.
Company of Merchants, Exeter, 1586.

2 CORONETS betw. or within
and in base ....

Arg. two eastern crowns within a bordure engr.
gu. in base a sword bendwise across an oak-
tree out of a mount ppr. Macgregoe, Mid-
dlesex; Baronetcy 1806.

3 CORONETS

.... three crowns .... ( Seal of the) Freemasons
of the Grand Lodge of all England at York.

.... three crowns in pale .... Benedictine

Monastery at Athelney, co. Somerset; quar-
tering , , . . a cross formy throughout . , . .

Arg. three celestial crowns each ensigning a pas-
toral stafl" , , . . Worth ington.

Arg. three ducal coronets az. Crowner, V.

Arg. three ducal coronets gu. Dales or Dalles.
DONELAN. SpILSDURY.
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3 COBONETS cont.

Arg. three ducal coronets sa. garnished or.

BeiJiIngham. Billingham, V.
Az. three crowns or. King Arthur, Z, 277.

Benedictine Abbey at Bury Saint Edmunds,
Suffolk, U. Ynyr ap Cadvarek. Gwirid or

GwvRDE, Lord of Powys cc. 950 ; as quartered
by Mainwaring through Eyton. Convyn (or

Kynfin) Hiedref, cc. 1030, quartered by Eyton.
Ikyr or Mymbyr, Lord of Hereford cc. 910.
St. Edmund. King Offa. Kingdom of Sweden.

Az. three crowns or each pierced with two arrows
in saltire of the last. Benedictine Abbey (and
Town of) Bedericsworth Edmundstow or
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk. Hugh de
Northwolde orNoRWou),Bishop ofEly 1229-54.

Az. three crowns in pale or. Bleddin Ap Blettyns.
Beli Mawr, King of Britain cc. b.c. 80, as quar-
tered by Mainwaring through Eyton. Bowyn
or Bywyn cc. 800, filth in descent from Cadwall

Deirnluc.Princeof Powys, and ancestor of Tudor
Trevor. Severus ap Cadivor, cc. 950. Coele
GoDEBOc. Cadvarek ap Gwrqeneu cc. 900.

Town of Hull, co. York. Cynan Herdriffap
Gruff cc. 1100 ; quartered by Mainwaring
through Eyton. Caradoc ap Lles-Llawddrawck,
a lineal descendant of Beli-Mawr.

Az. three mural crowns or. Luck.
Az. platy three ducal coronets or. Leigh, co.

Chester.
Az. three crowns or in the centre a billet arg.

charged with a hurt for diff. Ley, co. Chester.
.... three crowns in pale .... Kingdom of

Ireland, CAalwiers, Caledonia, i, 463.
Ga. three mural coronets arg.masoned sa. Jourdan.
Gu. three coronets or. Gwyrid Kyhelyn Ap Inyr,

Deanery and Bishopric of Ely (for St.

Ethelreda). Gwaeddgar or Gwathmwe cc.

869, and his son GwRGENAUor Gwrgeneu cc.

890, sixth and seventh in descent from Cadwell

Deirnluc, Prince of Powys. Kingdom of

Ireland, or perhaps for Munster. (? Leek).
Saint Oswyn or Oswynde. Benedictine Abbey
at Tynemouth, Northumberland.

Gu. three crowns in pale or. King Arthur.
King Sweyn, Upton.

Gu. three coronets each enfiled by a key or. Ro-
bert Orford, Bishop of Ely 1303-10.

Gu. three (antique or) eastern crowns or. Grant,
That Ilk; and Freuchie. Grant, Rothie-
murchus

; quartering or a fess chequy az. and

arg. betw. three wolfs heads couped sa. and
Gordon, within a bordure wavy gold. Kingdom
of Munster ; Harl. MS. 4039.

Gu. three triple crowns or each issuing out of a

cloud shedding rays of the sun ppr. Company
of Drapers, London.

Or three crowns az. Ireland.
Or three ducal coronets gu. Priory of Augusti-
nian Canons at St. Osith's or Chich or

Chiche, Essex.
Sa. three mural crowns arg. Bootle.
Sa. three crowns or. Lee, co. York.
Sa. three ducal coronets in pale or. Town of

Boston, co. Lincoln. Bishopric of Bristol.

City of Bristol. Abbeyof S. Augustin at Bristol.

Vert three ducal coronets in fess or each

carrying a needle pendent arg. Company of

Needlemakers, London.

3 COBONETS and in chief

Gu. three ducal coronets or on a chief arg. as

many laurel leaves vert. Barkenhead.

3 COBONETS and in chief cont.

Gu. three ducal coronets or on a chief of the last
as many Cbay leaves, Birkenhead) laurel
leaves vert. Sir John Berkenhead, 1780.

3 CORONETS betw. or within

Bordure
Az. three coronets or within a bordure arg, Lee,

Ladybole, co. Derby ; the heiress m. Gresley.
Lee or Leigh, Abingdon, co. Berks

; Leigh, co.

Chester; and co. Derby. Leghe, Adlington,
Harl. 31S. 1404, fo. 126. Leigh, Adlington,
and Richmond, V; with in the centre a plate
for diff., V; being the coat of Corona, Adling-
ton, whose heiress m. Legh. (Augmentation
1386 to) Robert de Vere, Marquis of Dublin
and Duke of Ireland

; Z, 178. Kingdom of

Ireland, Harl. MS. 4632, fo. 42.

Gu. three eastern crowns or within a bordure

engr. arg. Grant.
Gu. three eastern crowns or within a bordure

chequy of the last and gu. Grant, Corrimony,
CO. Inverness. The bordure erm. Grant,
Monymusk, co. Aberdeen; Baronetcy 1705.

The bordure engr. or. Grant, Dalvey ; Baro-

netcy 1688.

Crosses

Az. three coronets in pale or betw. four crosses

croslet fitchy arg. Burdon.
Boandles

Az. three coronets or betw plates. Leigh,
CO. Chester.

3 COBONETS betw. or within ....

and in chief. . ..

Gu. three antique crowns or within a bordure
erm. on a canton arg. a demi-otter issuant from
a fess wavy sa. Grant, Preston Grange, Scot-

land. But the canton or a demi-otter ppr. Grant.

6 COBONETS
Gu. six crowns three two and one or. Clinton

or Cliton, the Saxon Earl of Winchester.

Gu. six ancient naval crowns or. Clyton, Fapon,
Scotland.

COTISE see Bendlet

COTJLTEB
Per pale dancetty (another indented) arg. (or

Harl. MS. 5179, 5848) and sa. on the sinister

side a coulter as the first. Steventon or

Stibenton, quartered by Fox, Harl. MS. 615,

1112, 3 241,1396, 1982, 1983, 1984, 6172 ; Add.

MS. 14314, 21017, 21022. But more like a

cutting tool, Harl. MS. 6110, fo. 14: Lansd.

MS. 255, fo. 5 ;
Add. MS. 14314, fo. 75 ; 21025,

fo. 52-5. But no charge.^dd.ilf-S. 21021, fo. 166.

COTTON HANK see Hank
COW see Ox

CBAMFETS
Az. three bouterolls (? blades of spades) or.

Becketon,F. Becheton. Becton,F*. Breeton.

Sa. three sword-chapes or. Adderton or Aderton,
CO. York.

CBAMP-IBON see Fleam

CBANE see Heron

CBESCENT
... a crescent enclosing a sixteen-pointed estoile

.... Town of Ilchester, co. Somerset.

Arg. a crescent az. Fakingham Farneham or

Farnham, CO. Stafford : Framham : Framsham,

CO. Warwick ;
and Sire Robert de Farnham, N,

CO. Stafford ; temp. Edward I, F.all quartering

az. B crescent arg.
75
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Earl of Northumberland, Harl.

. CRESCENT cont.

Arg. a orescent gu. Boutvillen, Cumberland.
. Drowell. Button, quartering gu. a fret or.

Tatton, CO. Chester. Tatton, Kenworthy,
and Withenshaw, co. Chester; and Taunton;
both quartering gu. a crescent arg.

Arg. a crescent sa. Tatton, quartering gu. a

crescent arg., over all a crescent for diff. coun-

terchanged 1716. Taunton, co. Dorset, quar-

tering gu. a crescent or.

Arg. a crescent enclosing a cross crosletfitchy sa.

AcHANY, now Hannay, Sorbie, co. Galloway.

Arg. a crescent enclosing an estoile sa. Thorpe.
Az. a crescent arg. Luce. Lucie or Lucy, Ant-

werp ; and London, 1730.

Az. billety and a crescent arg. Donnar.
Az. a crescent enclosing a six-pointed estoile arg.

Holland, Harl. MS. 5863, fo. 127 b. Minshull,

Hampton, co. Chester; co. Buckingham; co.

Devon; Suffolk; and Portslade, Surrey. But

eight-pointed. Minshull.
Az. a crescent arg. enclosing an eight-pointed

estoile or. Moulson.
Az. a crescent arg. enclosing a sun or. Manelson,

CO. Lincoln.

Az. semy of estoiles and a crescent arg. (The
ancient coat of)BuRTON, Falde Hall, co. Stafford.

Az. a crescent or. Delabyme. Farnham, quar-

tering or a crescent az. Rider.

Az. a crescent enclosing an estoile or. Caspar.

The estoile with eight points. Town of

Portsmouth.
Az. a decrescent or.DelalunaDelalune Delalyne

or Lalynde.
MS. 1386.

Az. an increscent or. Balswill.

Az. billetty and a crescent or. Donemare, V.

John de Donmare, E. Donnard or Donnuer.

Barry wavy of six arg. and az. a crescent for ditf.

gu. Seaman. Seman, V. The crescent or.

Seaman, Collinson, Somerset, iii, 17.

Barry wavy of six arg. and az. per bend counter-

changed a crescent erminois. Pearce after-

wards Seaman, London.

Barry of six arg. and gu. a crescent as the first.

Watton.
Barry of six gu. and arg. in chief a crescent ....

Wetesham or Wetsham, Suffolk.

Barry wavy of seven arg. and az. a crescent gu.
Seaman.

Chequy or and az. a crescent gu. Crepinges,
V*. Richard Crepings, V, Richard de

Creppinges, E.
Erra. a crescent gu. Russell.
Gu. a crescent enclosing an estoile arg. Towke.
Gu. a crescent erm. Bourne.
Gu. a crescent or. Ottarburn. Otterborne, F.

Gu. an increscent or. Dastures. Descus.

Destunes, V; and Harl. MS. 1386.

Gu. a crescent or and a bend arg. Dunford.
Gu. a crescent enclosing an estoile or. Tonkes.
Towke.

Gu. a crescent vair. Mericrobb, France.
Or a crescent az. Farnham. Keys, quartering

az. a crescent or. Lake, Welston, and Buck-
land, CO. Buckingham; co. Hertford ; and co.

Stafford ; quartering az. a crescent or.

Or a crescent gu. Sire Maheu de Basingbouene ;

quartering gu. a crescent or, 0.

Or a crescent sa. Mohun.
Paly of six arg. and az. a crescent gu. Trimbley

or Trimley.

Paly of eight sa. and arg. a crescent gu. Foy.

CRESCENT cont.

Per ohev. arg. and gu. a crescent counterchanged.
Chapman, London; co. York; co. Worcester;
CO. Somerset ; and Killua Castle, co. West-

meath. Baronetcy 1782.

Per chev. gu. and or a crescent counterchanged.
Bell, V.

Per pale gu. and sa. a crescent enclosing an

eight-pointed estoile or. BouGHTELL,Bodmyn,
Cornwall

; granted 1606.

Quarterly per pale indented arg. and gu. a cres-

cent counterchanged. Bartlet.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a cres-

cent for diff. of the second. Tutt, Idmiston,
CO. Wilts.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a cres-

cent gu. Deewell, CO. Buckingham. Sire

Johan Druel, iV. Drull, V. Pervis.

Quarterly embattled arg. and sa. in the first

quarter a crescent of the second. Keel, Lon-
don. Kelley.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the second quarter a

crescent for diff. of the first. Drewell.

Quarterly per fess dancetty or and gu. in the first

quarter a crescent for diff. of the second.

Bromley.
Quarterly per fess indented or and gu. in the first

quarter a crescent (? for diff.) of the second.

Perott.

Quarterly or and vert in the first quarter a cres-

cent for diff. gu. Barnes, Surrey ; and Essex.
Sa. a crescent arg. Basham. Sr. Thomas

BeI.SHAM, V. BULSHAM, V* . GlEYVE, CO.

Chester, V. Mott, Barningham Hall, Norfolk;

Braintree, Essex; and Kedington, Suffolk.

Sa. a crescent enclosing an eight-pointed estoile

arg. Densell. But a mullet. Densel.

Densell, CO. Devon, V. Denzell. The mullet

pierced. Dinsell.
Sa. a crescent or. Hovell, Hillington, Norfolk.

Sr. Hugh HovELL, Suffolk, temp. Edward I, V.
Vair a crescent gu. Blaen. Blarne.

Vairy or and az. a crescent gu. Dowbiggin.

CRESCENT and in chief....

Annulet

Arg. in chief a crescent and an annulet sa.

Bydall, Harl. MS. 2021, fo. 17.

Axes
Gu. a crescent and in chief two battle-axes en-

dorsed or. Feenandes.

Beast
Or a crescent gu. in chief a boar pass. az.

Teingham.

Beasts
Per chev. arg. and gu. in base a crescent of the

first in chief three demi-lions as the second.
Chapman.

Per chev. arg. and gu. in base a crescent or in

chief three leopards of the second. Chapman.

Boagets
Arg. in base a crescent gu. and in chief three

water bougets sa. Stockoe.

Canton

Per chev. arg. and gu. a crescent counterchanged
a canton of the second. Chapman, Collinson,

Somerset, iii, 345 ; co. Cambridge; and Stret-

ton, CO. Gloucester.
Per chev. gu. and arg. a crescent counterchanged

a canton erm. Chapman, West Hampnett,
Sussex.
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CSESCENT and in chief. . cont.

on a Canton

Arg. a crescent enclosing a sword in pale gu. on
a canton az. a saltire of the first. Halliday,
Tullibole, Annandale ; the heiress m. MoncreifF;

Whinnyrig, Annandale ; and Linton, co. De-
von

; Castlemains, and Chapmantown, co.

Kirkcudbright. And with a chief erm. Halliday,
Leasowes, co. Salop ; and Scotland.

Castles

Az. in base a crescent and in chief a castle triple
towered or. Boileau, Norfolk ; formerly Baron
of Castlenau and St. Croix, Languedoc ; Baro-

netcy July 1838.

Castle

Vert a crescent in the centre fess point for diff.

.... in chief three towers embattled arg.

M'GuARiE, Ormaig.
Chief

Arg. a crescent gu. and chief az. Ddbham, Pitt-

kerrow, and Largo, Scotland.

Gu. a crescent arg. and chief az. Danderle or

Dandebley.

on a Chief. . . .Crescents

Arg. a crescent sa. on a chief gu. two crescents

or. DocTON, Docton, co. Devon ; and Whit-

leigh, Cornwall.

Gu. a crescent arg. on a chief az. two crescents of

the second. Damerle, V.

....Cap
Vert fretty and a crescent arg. on a chief of the

second a cup betw. two wiverns vert. Lefroy.
. ...Estoiles

Arg. a crescent gu. on a chief az. three estoiles of

the first. Trotter, Prentonan, and Quicke-

wood, Scotland.

.... Flowers

Arg. a crescent gu. on a chief az. three roses of

the first. Strachan, Brigton, Scotland.

....Heads
Per chev. arg. and gu. a crescent counterchanged

on a chief of the second a unicorn's head

couped betw. two leopard's faces or. Chapman,
London; and co. Cambridge.

Gu. a crescent arg. on a chief or three goat's

heads erased sa. Malino.

Mallets

Gu. a crescent or on a chief arg. two pierced
mullets of the first. .John Peche, A.

Arg. a crescent gu. on a chief az. three mullets

of the first, Durham, Pittkerrow, and Largo,
Scotland. Trotter, Ballindean, co. Perth.

Arg. a crescent gu. on a chief az. three pierced
mullets of the first. Trotter, West Ville, co.

Lincoln ; Baronetcy 1821, quartering gu. a lion

ramp. arg. royally crowned and charged on the

shoulder with a crescent of the field all within

a bordure erm. Trotter, Horton Place, Surrey.

Trotter, Dyrham Park, co. Hertford, a cadet

of Trotter, Edinburgh.
Gu. a c-escentor on a chief arg. three six pointed
muLets of the first. Peche orPECHEY.

Or a crescent gu. on a chief az. three mullets

arg. over all a bend engr. of the second.

Durham, Edinburgh.
Per saltire erm. and az. a crescent sa. on a chief

of the second three mullets arg. M'Crire.
Coronet

Erm. a crescent enclosing a sword in pale gu.

ensigned with in chief a mural crown betw.

two wreaths over all on a canton az. a saltire

arg. Halliday.

CRESCENT and in chief cont.

Estoiles

Arg. a crescent and in chief two estoiles sa. a
chief chequy of the first and second. Catjsland.

Or a crescent enclosing an estoile and in chief

two stars gu. Bateman.

Fleur-de-lis

Arg. a crescent gu. in chief a fleur-de-lis az.

Honneymlll or Honnlmill, Scotland. Sonnyll,
Scotland.

Flowers

Arg. a crescent and in chief two roses gu.
Witham.

Gu. a crescent or in chief two roses arg.
Whophthmeb.

Az. a crescent 6t in chief two roses arg. Hopper,
That Ilk.

Sa. a crescent or in chief two roses arg.
Wapthond. Whitehand. Witham, Boston,
CO. Lincoln.

Sa. a crescent gold enclosing a mullet arg. in

chief two roses or. Wythom.

Garb

Az. in base a crescent and an Irish harp in chief

a garb supported by two lions respectant or.

Fogarty.

Garbs

Az. a crescent arg. in chief three garbs or.

Craigmill, Craigmill.

Hands

Per chev. arg. and or a crescent aa. in chief two
dexter hands couped gu. Neilson, Carriage-
hill, Scotland.

Head
Quarterly per fess indented gu. and arg. in chief

a crescent and a leopard's face counterchanged.
Riton, Harl.MS. 1465, fo. 17.

Label

Gu. a crescent or a label of three points az. each

charged with an estoile gold. Halpeeton or

Haperton, F. Hamnell. But with a 5-foil

gold. Adam Hoperton, Gelship, co. York ;

granted 1612. But with a mullet gold.
Halperton or Halxton.

Gu. a crescent enclosing a mullet or a label of

three points az. Halxton.
Gu. a crescent or a label of three points as the

last each charged with a mullet of the first.

Halxton.

Mallets

Arg. a crescent and in chief two mullets gu.

Bolney, Sufl'olk.

Az. a crescent or and in chief two mullets arg.

Lawson, Scotland.

Gu. a crescent and in chief two (sometimes six-

pointed) mullets or. Bolney.
Or a crescent and in chief two mullets az. Scott,

Boonraw, Scotland. Scott, Harden, as de-

scended from Scot of Sinton, quartering

Hume, Pepdie, Polwarth, and St. Clair, over

all Hepburne quartering Foulis. Scott, Baron

Polwarth, 1690.

Or a crescent and in chief two mullets gu.

Bolney, Surrey ; and co. Berks.

Per chev. or and arg. a crescent gu. and in chief

two mullets az. Hague, co. Berks ; and Mickle-

gate, CO. York.

Son
Az. a crescent or in chief a sun arg. Bowles.
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CBESCENI and in base....

Eeast
Gu. an increscent enclosing an eight-pointed

estoile arg. in base a boar pass, or on a canton
erm. a sword ppr. hilled gold. BAiRD,Newbyth,
CO. Haddington; Baronetcy 1809.

Mallet
Per bend indented arg. and gu. a crescent in

chief of the second and in base a mullet or.

Allan, Scotland.

CRESCENT betw. or within....

Beasts
Per pale indented az. and or a crescent supported

by two lions ramp, combatant counterchauged.
Hone, The Spa, co. Gloucester.

Billets

Az. a crescent betw. nine billets arg. Donnae.
Az. a crescent betw. ten billets or, Donemare,

V. JohndeDoNMARE,E. Donnaed or Donnoer.
Birds .... Martlets

Gu. a crescent erm. within eight martlets in orle

of the second. Frank de Boun, B. The mart-
lets or. Sire de BoHON, F. Bohun, Tressing-
field, Suflfolk. Boun.

Or a crescent az. within an orle of eight martlets

gu. Binckes Bincks or Binks.
Erminois a crescent sa. within an orle of ten

martlets gu. Roskell, Garstang, co. Lancaster.
Or a crescent sa. betw. ten martlets gu. RosieIxL.
Gu. a crescent erm. within an orle of martlets

arg. Collins, Hatch Beauchamp, co. Somerset.
Gu. a crescent erm. within an orle of martlets or.

BoNNEE, CO. Somerset. Bowne.
Bordare

Arg. a crescent within a bordure sa. Melbourne,
V, MlLBORNE.

Az. semy of estoiles and a crescent within a bor-
dure arg. Burton, Acton, Middlesex.

Gu. a crescent within a bordure arg. charged with
martlets of the first. BouzE or Bowze.

Per chev. arg. and gu. a crescent counterchauged
within a bordure of the second. Chapman, V.

Sa. a crescent erm. within a bordure engr. arg.
William Bateman, Bishop of Norwich 1344-55.
The bordure erm. Bateman, Norfolk. Trinity-
Hall, Cambridge.

Crosses

Arg. a crescent for diff. gu. betw. three crosses
croslet fitchy az. Adamson, Graycrook, North
Britain.

Arg. a crescent for diff. betw. three crosses croslet

fitchy gu. Adam, Christchurch, co. Hants.
.... a crescent for diff. .... betw. three escallops

diff. .... Dacres.
Estoiles

Az. a crescent betw. two estoiles in pale or.

Minshull, Woodnorton, Norfolk.
Sa. a crescent betw. two stars in pale arg. Jekmyn,
Baron Jermyn 1643, Baron Dover 1685, extinct

1708, Earl of St. Alban's 1060-83.
Az. a crescent betw. three stars within a bordure

arg. charged with eight 5-foils of the first.

Arburthnet, Catherlan.
Az. a crescent betw. three stars arg. all within a

bordure indented and quartered of the second
and first. Arburthnot, Montrose.

Az. a crescent betw. three stars within a double
tressure arg. within a bordure or. Murray,
Murraythwaite.Scotland; quartering Dalryraple.

Az. a crescent betw. three stars within an orle of

eight frazes arg. Arbutunot.
Az. a crescent betw. three estoiles or. Minshull, V.

CRESCENT betw. or within .... cont.

Estoiles cont.

Gu. a crescent betw. three stars arg. Pettigrew,
Scotland.

Az. a decrescent arg. betw. eight estoiles or.

O'DOUGAN.
Az. an increscent arg. within an orle of eight

estoiles or. Fallon.
Az. a crescent within an orle of nine estoiles arg.

Burton, co. Derby. (The ancient coat of)

Burton, Tutbury, and Falde, co. Stafford ;

quartering Curzon, Curtis, and Hardwick. And
with a bordure arg. Burton, Acton, Mid-
dlesex.

Az. a crescent within an orle of estoiles arg. and
a bordure or. Burton, co. Derby.

Az. a crescent arg. within an orle of estoiles and
a bordure or. Burton, Roydsmill, Sheffield,

Bramley Hall, and Wadsley.
Az. a crescent within an orle of estoiles and a

bordure or. Burton, London, 1730.
Escucheons

Arg. a crescent for diff. betw, three escucheons

gu. Hay, Wire, Scotland. And within a bor-

dure countercompony of the first and second.

Hay, Scotland.

Fleurs-de-lis

Az. a crescent arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis seeded
or. Flory, CO. Somerset.

Az. a crescent for diff. or betw. three fleurs-de-lis

arg. within a bordure engr. of the second.

Unwyn, Chatterleigh, co. Stafford; confirmed
1581.

Az. a crescent betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

MOSSELEY.
Gu. a crescent surmounted of a six-pointed

estoile betw. three fleurs-de-lis reversed or.

Town of Wareham, co. Dorset.

Per fess gu. and az. a crescent for diff. arg. betw.

three flenrs-de-lis seeded or. Pauncefoot or

Pauncefoet, CO. Somerset.
Flowers (Lilies)

Arg. a crescent for diff. or betw. three lilies arg.

LiLLiE, Scotland.
.... (Roses)

Arg. a crescent betw. three roses gu. Littlejohn,
Scotland.

3-Foils

Arg. a crescent betw. three 3-foils sa. Hurley.
Gu. a crescent per pale or and arg. betw. three

3-foils of the last. Dobree.
5-Foils

Arg, semy of crosses croslet a crescent betw.

three 5 foils gu. Caltoft.

Arg. a crescent for diff. betw. three 5-foils sa.

within a bordure erm. Borthwick, Stow,
Scotland.

Gu. a crescent for diff. betw. three 5-foils arg.

Hamilton, Broomhill, Scotland.

Gu. a crescent surmounted of a star for diff.

arg. betw. three pierced 5-foils within a bordure
erm. Hamh^ton, Newton, Scotland, a cadet of

Silverton Hill. Hamilton, Westburn* repre-
sentative of Hamilton, of Torrance.

Fruits

Arg. a crescent gu. betw. three peascods fesswise

vert. Hardbeane or Hatbeane.
Head

Gu. a crescent erm. betw. a helmet and a garb in

pale or. Cholmley.
Heads (Beast) Boar

Arg. a crescent for diff. betw. three boar's heads
erased az. Hog, Cammo, Scotland.
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CEESCENT belw. or within .... cont.

Heads cont. (Beast) Leopard
Or a crescent (? for diflf.) within two leopard's
heads in pale az. as many flaunches gu. Fryer,
Harleston, Norfolk.

Per chev. arg. and az, a crescent betw. two leo-

pard's heads in pale counterchanged. Chapman,
CO. Lincoln ; granted 1704.

Per chev. arg. and gu. a crescent betw. three leo-

pard's heads counterchanged. Chapman, W.
Ox

Or a crescent for difiF. betw. three bull's heads
csbossed gu. Bull, co. Brecon.

.... Human Figure
Gu. a crescent for diff. erm. enclosing a fleur de-lis

betw. in chief two helmets and in base a garb
or. Cholmeley or Cholmondeley.

Legs
Gu. a crescent reversed arg. supported by two

lion's gambs issuant dexter and sinister down-
wards or. Banke, V. But paws couped.
Banke, V*.

Gu. a crescent arg. supported by two lion's gambs
erased or. Banke.

Mullets

Or a crescent betw. two mullets in pale sa.

Granger.
Sa. a crescent betw. two mullets in pale arg.
Germain. Germyn, V. Gry. JERMYN,Debden,
Hesset, and Rushbrook, Suifolk. Jermyn, V*.

Arg. a decrescent gu. betw. three mullets az.

JOPLING or JOPPLING.
Az.a crescent betw. three mullets arg. Arbuthnot,
Baron Inderbervje and Viscount Arbuthnot
1641. MiNSHAL, 1730. But a bordure or

charged with as many boar's heads gu.
Arbuthnot, Edinburgh ; Baronetcy 1823.

Az. a crescent betw. three mullets or. Adams,
Wales. Chetwyn.

Gu. a crescent for diff. betw. three mullets arg.

Hansard, Sussex.
Gu. a crescent betw. three mullets or. Buckmate.
Bucknole.

Gu. an increscent betw. three mullets or.

Pettegrew, Scotland.

Sa. a crescent and three mullets arg. Densell.
Az. a crescent arg. within an orle of pierced mul-

lets or. Burton, London. Burton, Collinson,

Somerset, i, 165. And with a bordure of the

last. Burton, London.
Orle

Arg. a crescent (? for diff.) within an orle enclosed

by eight martlets sa. Foi^kin. Fulkyn.

Arg. a crescent for ditf. within an orle enclosed

by nine billets sa. Filkyn, V*. Fulkyn, V.

Fylkyn, V.

Saltires

Arg. a crescent for diff. betw. three saltires engr.
sa. Besenten. Lesington, co. York; or

Lesinton, Harl. MS. 1404,

Wreath
Per pale sa. and arg. a crescent for diff. within a

chaplet charged with four mullets counter-

changed. Nairn, Langside, Scotland.

CEESCENT betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

on a Canton. . . .Flower

Az. a crescent for diff. betw. three estoiles within

a double tressure flory counterflbry arg. on a

canton of the last a thistle vert crowned or.

Murray, Earl of Annandale.

CEESCENT betw, or within ....

and in chief.... cont.

on a Canton cont. S-Foils

Per chev. arg. and gu. a crescent betw. two leo-

pard's faces in pale counterchanged within a
bordure gu. bezanty on a canton or three -'^-foils

slipped of the second. Chapman, Rainthorpe
Hall, Norfolk.
on a Chief

Arg. a crescent for diff. betw. three martlets sa.

on a chief as the second so many escallops like

the first. Martyn, V.
Estoiles

Az. a crescent reversed arg. held by two lion's

gambs chevronwise or in chief two estoiles of

the second. Bance, London ; and Callow, co.

Berks.
Mallets

Or a crescent within an orle and in chief two
mullets az. Scott, Abbotsford, co. Roxburgh;
Baronetcy 1820-47, quartering Haliburton.

CEESCENT betw. or within
and in base ....

Estoiles

Gu. in chief a crescent betw. two estoiles and in

base three stars barwise arg. Oubton, Scot-

land.

Flaunches
Sa. a crescent in chief arg. betw. two flaunches

erm. and in base an eight-pointed estoile or.

Hubbard, Durham.
Leaves

Arg. a crescent gu. betw. in chief two laurel leaves

vert and in base a mullet of the second.

Tansley, Scotland.
Mullets

Or a crescent betw. in chief two rowels and in

base a hunting horn sa. Burn, Caldock, co.

Perth.

Per fess az. and vert in chief a crescent arg. betw.

two six-pointed mullets or in base an infant

exposed and stretching out its arms for help

ppr. Foundling Hospital, London.

On 1 CEESCENT.

Az. on a crescent arg. a mullet sa. Vaughan, co.

York.

On a CEESCENT betw. or within....

Arg. on a crescent for diff. betw. three 5-foils sa.

another crescent of the first. Borthwiok,
Moirhouse, Scotland. The last crescent or.

BoRTHwioK, Hartside, Scotland.

2 CSESCENTS

Barry of four gu. and arg. in chief two crescents

as the second. Sotherton.
Per bend az. and gu. two crescents or. Wheeler,

Ireland.

Quarterly .... and .... in chief two crescents

.... Johan de Nectone, seal.

Quarterly erm. and gu. two crescents of the se-

cond. HiLLiAR or Hillyar.

Quarterly gu. and or in chief two crescents coun-

terchanged. Nicholas de Farnham, Bishop of

Durham 1241-9.

Quarterly or and az. two crescents of the lasL

Farnham, Nether Hall, co. Leicester.

Quarterly or and az. in chief two crescents coun-

terchanged. Farnham, Quomdon, co. Lei-

cester.

Quarterly or and gu. two crescents sa. Milbubn.
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2 CRESCENTS and in chief. . . .

Seast

Arg. two crescents and in chief a lion pass. gu.

Cavanagh, Ireland. Cavenagh. Kavanagh,
Borris, CO. Carlow. Cahir Mac Art Kavanagh,
Baron of Ballyanel554.

Canton

Arg. two crescents gu. a canton sa. Batesford
or Battefoed.
on a Canton

Arg. two crescents gu. on a canton sa. a crescent

or, Batifford.
on a Chief

Per saltire nebuly or and az. two crescents in

pale gu. on a chief az. a lion pass, guard, betw.

three fleurs-de-lis one and two or. Guidett.
Estoiles

Per fess wavy .... and .... two crescents inter-

laced with an estoile betw. the centre horns in

chief as many stars each enclosed by a reversed

crescent .... Christian, Ireland, ob. 1699.

Sword
Az. two crescents .... in chief a sword palewise

supported by two lions ramp, combatant ....

Maher.
2 CRESCENTS and in base

Beast .... (Cat)
Erm. two crescents and in base a cat pass. sa.

DuANE, London ; and Ireland.

.... (Wolf)
Erm. two crescents and in base a wolf pass. sa.

O'DuANE, Ireland.

Estoile

Az. two crescents arg. in base a star or. Lawson,
Humby, Scotland.

Per bend indented arg. and gu. two crescents
and in base an estoile counterchanged. Allan,
Sauchnell.

S-FoU
Sa. two crescents and in base a 5-foil or.

Cazenove.
Tree

Arg. two crescents gu. in base an oak-tree eradi-
cated vert. Silvester.

2 CRESCENTS betw. or within
Bars

Arg. two crescents betw. as many bars wavy
and four crescents az. Hornbrook, Tavistock.

Beasts
Vert two crescents in fess or betw. three buck's

pass. arg. Trotjp, Scotland.
Estoiles

.... two crescents in bend betw. as many
seven-pointed estoiles .... Ailwarde, in

castle at Passage, Ireland.
Heads

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and arg. two cres-
cents of the second betw. so many leopard's
heads as the first. Kydon, Kent, V. Ryton, V.

Quarterly indented gu. and arg. two crescents
of the second betw. so many leopard's heads as
the first. Eyton, Kent.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or two cres-
cents arg. betw. as many leopard's heads ca-

bossed of the first. Eyton, co. Salop.
Mullets

Per saltire erm. and az. two crescents in pale gu.
betw. as many mullets fesswise arg. Crierie
or Krierv, Scotland.

2 CRESCENTS betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

Arg. two crescents within a bordure and in chief
a boar's head couped sa. Tennant, Lennes.

8 CRESCENTS

Arg. three crescents az. Sr. Edmond Thorpe, V.

Arg. three crescents harry wavy az. and gu.

FisKE, as quartered by Harrison. Haynes,
Hackney, Middlesex; confirmed 151B.

Arg. three crescents gu. Bontvillain Bdtvillain
or Butwilliam, co. Northampton ; and North-
umberland. Sire Robert Botevileyn, N. Ro-
bert Boutevilain, F ; or Boutevillain, L.

BouTviLLiAN, V*. Sr. William Boutevillayne,
CO. Northampton, V. M. William Butvileyne,
Y; or Bycovyleyn, S. Cheecke, London, 1616.

Cheek or Cheke, Evesham, co. Worcester.
Cheek or Cheeke, Motstone, Isle of Wight.
Choke. Davillers. Fenton, Baiky, Kelly,

Carden, and Ogile, Scotland. Odehdll or

Odell. Impaling az. a crosier in pale or.

Cistercian Abbey at Pipewell, also called do

Drvisrs, co. Northampton, impaling az. a cro-

sier in pale or. Plompton. Rider, Seacroft, co.

York. Wacheham. Wm.Wither, E. Wythers.
Arg. three crescents gu. each enclosing a fleur-de-

lis of the last. Ogle,

Arg. three crescents paly of six gu. and az. Haynes.
Arg. three crescents paly wavy of six gu. and az.

Heynes, V; and London.

Arg. three crescents sa. Harris, co, Devon.
Richard de Haselington, C. Hodlington.
Hogelinton, V. Hogington.

Arg. three crescents sa. flaming ppr. Marchington.
Az. three crescents arg. Cathcart, Scotland,

Paton or Patton, Ferrochie, Scotland. Rider.
Mousire de Rithere, Y. M, Edmond de

Thorp, 8 ; X. Mounsyer Edmunde Thorpe, T.

Thorpe, Norfolk; and Gibsaven, SuS'olk.

And with in the centre a fleur-de-lis for diif.

or. Paton, Scotland.

Az. three half-moons arg. Wanervile, Hyms-
worth, Pontefract, co, York ; temp. Henry I.

Az. crusily and three crescents arg, Henry and
William de Ekont, D, Glanvile or Eliont,
E. Ranulph de Glanvill, Lord of Cover-

ham, V. Monsire Saunzaveir, Y.

Az. semy of crosses croslet or three crescents

arg, Durham, V; and Norfolk, Sr. Philip
Thornbeey, V. Thornebery, V*.

Az. three crescents each enclosing a cross croslet

arg. Cathcart, Earl Cathcart, Baron Greenock
and Viscount Cathcart 180'7, Earl Cathcart
1814. Kathcairt. And with a heart in the
centre point for diif. .... Cathcart, Carleton,
Scotland. The heart crowned ppr. Cathcart,
Carbiston, Scotland,

Az. three crescents each enclosing a six-pointed
mullet arg, Hobhouse, co. Somerset,

Az. three crescents arg. each enclosing an estoile

or. Saffin, Wolf-Horeston, co. Somerset.
Az.three crescents each enclosing an eight-pointed

estoile or. Chaffin or Saffin, co. Somerset.
Az, three crescents or. Babe, Harl. MS. 1600.

Eyton, co. Salop. Laweston, V. Rey. Rider,
V*. Eider, Middlesex; co. Stafi'ord ; and

Eyegate, Surrey. Eider or Either, Scarcroft,
CO. York; and Bethnal Green, Middlesex, 1730.

John Eyder, Bishop of Killalo, 1742; Down,
1743; Archbishop of Tuam, 1752-75. Eyder,
Kent, Karl. MS. 4108. Sir William de Eythe,
N\ or Eyye, N ; or Eyther, I; Y. Sr, Wil-
liam Eyther, temp. Edward I, F, Eyther,
Eyther, near Selby. Eythre, co. York, Barony
1299. Samore, Hue Sans Aver, E. M.
Edmunde Thorpe, T, AshmOl. MS. And with
a label of five points gu, William de RiE, E ;

F.
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3 CSESCENTS
Az. three crescents in pale or. Symes, Pouns-

ford, CO. Devon.
Az. crusily and three crescents or. Hughe

Santavee, 4 ; or Sans Aver, Harl. MS. 61Q7.

Hue Sadnt Aver, E, Harl. MS. 6137 ;
or

Sauns Aver, F. Sire Rauf Sanzaver, N.
Az. crusily fitchy and three crescents or. Hugh
Sauns Avoir, Y.

Az. three increscents or each enclosing a mullet

arg. Gregorie, Pliston, co. Devon.

Barry of four arg. and sa. three crescents of the

first. Fitz-Symond.

Barry of five erm. and gu. over all three crescents
of the last. Waterton.

Barry wavy of six arg. and az. over all three

crescents sa. Hornibrooke ; granted 1603.

Barry of six arg. and gu. in chief three crescents
of the second. Waterton.

Barry of six arg. and gu. in chief three crescents

or. Ranton.

Barry of six arg. and gu. over all three crescents

sa. Mounsyer Hewgh Walterton, T. Walton.
Waterton, Waterton, Harl. MS. 1394. Robert
de Waterton, X.

Barry of six erm. and gu. over all three crescents

sa. Waterton, Waterton, co, Lincoln ; the

heiress m. Welles. Waterton, quartered by
Baron Willoughby, U. Sr. Robert Waterton, F.

Waterton, Walton, co. York ; descended from

Watterton, Gosberkyrk, co. Lincoln.

Barry of six gu. and arg. in chief three crescents

or. Frampton, V*.

Barry wavy az. and arg. three crescents or.

Cheyney, CO. Somerset.

Chequy or and az. three crescents gu. Gripping
or Cropping, co. Oxford.

Erm. three crescents .... Keene.
Erm. three crescents chequy gu. and az. Hamme.
Erm. three crescents gu. Kemyng, co. Somer-

set. Thomas Ken, Bishop of Bath, etc.,

1685-91. Kenn, Langford.co.Somerset. Kenna,
V. Kenne, V*. Kenne, Kenne, co. Somer-

set; granted 1561. Mogg; GolUnson, Somer-

set, iii, 49. Plompton. And with a mullet for

diff. Kenn; Collinson, Somerset, iii, 169, 592.

Erm. three increscents gu. Symmes, Daventry,
CO. Northampton ; granted 1592.

Erm. three crescents in pale per pale az. and or.

Hame, Kent.

Erm. three crescents sa. a label gu. Plompton.
Gu. three crescents arg. Aiphant. Bowne.
Hamley. Handlow, Kent. Sir John de

Hanley, L; or Hanlod, N; but ? Haulou, N.

Hanlon, Kent. Harlen. Haulou, Kent, V.

Kirwan, England. Leckie or Lecky, England.
Oliphant, Lord Oliphani, Scotland. Oltphant,
Gask, CO. Perth ; deriving from Oliphant, New.
ton ; quartering Oliphant, Sutherland, Cheyne,
Colvile, Murray, Strathem, Caithness, Chis-

holm, Oliphant, Murray, Robertson, and Blair.

Perient, Essex, 1716. Perient, F*. Perpoint,
1730. Peryan or Peryent, Digswell, co. Hert-

ford. PeRYENT, V. PlERPOINT. PiRION
PiRREN or Pyrton, CO. Hertford. And with a

5-foil in the centre for difi". Oliphant, Culquhair.
Gu. three increscents arg. Bunnell.
Gu. three crescents each enclosing a mullet arg.

Haxton, Scotland.

Go. billety and three crescents arg. Colemere
Colemore or Collymore, Tournay; and Col-

more, CO. Somerset. Collimore, London.

Culleymore, London ; granted Jan. 1611,

3 CBESCENTS
Gu. crnsily and three crescents arg. Deram.
Gu. three crescents erm. Aldam or Alden.
Fleming, Wales. Frevile or Freville, Cam-
bridge; and Tamworth Castle, co. Warwick.
Frevile, F*. Robert de Frevile, X. Sr. John
de Frevill, co. Cambridge, temp. Edw. 1, F.
John de Freville, Y. Sire Johan de Frevyle,
N. Richard Frxvile, E ; or de Frtvile, F.

Gu. crusily or three crescents erm. Fleming,
F*. John Flemyng, buried at the Grey Friars,
at Cardiff, 1373, F.

Gu. three crescents or. Damarell, co. Devon.
Damarett, Cornwall, F. Fresley. Kinaird,
Carss, Scotland. (?) Kingdom of Leinster.
MoNiNGS, F*. MoNiNS, Waldorshare, and
Dover, Kent. Monnings, Kent; Harl. MS.
4108. Munnings. Sr. de Wysebeche, F.

Gu. three crescents or a label of five points com-
pony of the last and az. Halperton.

Gu. three crescents or each enclosing a cross
croslet fitchy arg. Pinney, Somerton, co. So-
merset. The croslets or. Pinney, Bettiscombe,
CO. Dorset; Collinson, Somerset, ii, 175.

Gu. billetty and three crescents or. Colemore,
Ireland, F. Colemore or Collymore, Tour-
nay ; and Colmore, co. Somerset. Colmore,
Colmore, co. Somerset. Cullamore, London.

Gu. crusily and three crescents or. Thomas
GORNEY, F.

Gu. crusily fitchy and three crescents or, Fleming,
as quartered by Cary.

Gu, three crescents paly wavy arg. and az.
Haines. Haynes, Reading, co. Berks.

Or three crescents az. Berner, F. Ribton,
Ribton, Cumberland.

Or three crescents gu. Eamiston. Edminston,
Ednam, Scotland. Edmistoun, Edmistoun,
Scotland. Richard de Freisle, (?, Freysley.
LONGCHAMPE. MoNINGS. OdEHALL. TrEYSLEY.
Waghall. Baron of Wahall or Wouall,
temp. Edward I, F. Wahull. Sire de Wahulle,
N. Wahull or Wodhull, Odhall, co. Bedford.
Waloote. Wedhill, CO. Hereford. Wodhall,
F*. Johan WoDEHnLLE,^; or de Wodhull, F.
Thomas WoDELL, F. Woodhall orWooDHULL,
CO. Bedford; co. Chester; and Thenford, co.

Northampton. SimonWoodhull.Z. And within
the centre an annulet as the second surmounted
of a mullet of the first for diflf. Edminston,
Newton, Scotland. But with an annulet sur-
mounted by a crescent in the centre of the se-

cond. EDMisTON,Bellewen Edmiston, Scotland.
Or three crescents each enclosing an estoile gu.
Bateman, London; and How Hall, Norfolk.

Bateman, Middleton by Youlgrave, co. Derby ;

descended from Bateman, South Winfield.
Or seray of 3-foils gu. three crescents as the last.

Fisher, London. The 3-foils slipped gu.
Savtbridge, London ; and co. Wilts.

Or three crescents sa. Hodges, Ireland. Sarson.

Paly of six arg. and az. three crescents or.

Masterman.

Paly of six arg. and gu. three crescents counter-

changed. Waterman, London, 1672.

Per ohev. arg. and gu. three crescents in chief of
the last. Manson, England,

Per chev. arg. and sa. three crescents counter-

changed. Ryber, Newbury; granted 1662.

Per chev. gu. and arg. three crescents counter-

changed. BoGGis or Boggs.
Per fess arg. and az. three crescents in chief of

the second. Blythe.
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S CBESCENTS cont.

Per fess az. and gu. three crescents arg. Aumaele,
V. Dammarell, CO. Devon. Danderley.
Daumerle, v. Wamersley.

Per fess az. and gu. three crescents in fess arg.

Damarell.
Per feas gu. and arg. three crescents counter-

changed. Lamorle, CO. York.

Per fess wavy gu. and arg. three crescents coun-

terchanged. Oltphant, Scotland.

Per fess gu. and arg. three crescents in chief of

the second. Lammorle or Lamorley, Norfolk ;

and CO. York.
Per fess gu. and arg. three crescents two or one

sa. DocTON or Doketon.
Per fess gu. and az. three crescents arg. Aumeral,

quartered by Lemprifere of Rozel. Damarell,
Woodbury, co. Devon ; the coheirs m. Bonville

and Maltravers. Moone or Mowne, co.

Devon.
Per fess embattled or and gu. three crescents

and as many gates counterchanged. Yate.co.
Oxford.

Per pale arg. and sa. three crescents counter-

changed. ToPCLiFF, CO. Lincoln ; and Norfolk.

Per pale wavy arg. and sa. three crescents coun-

terchanged. Reade. Reede.
Per pale arg. and vert three crescents counter-

changed. ToPLiFFE or TOPLIS.

Per pale az. and gu. three crescents arg.

Mallesome or Malson. Mallessour, V.

MoLSON. Osmond, Thorpe.
Per pale az. and gu. three crescents arg. each

enclosing an estoile irradiated or. Hobhouse,
Hadspen House, co. Somerset ; descended

from Hobhouse, Westbury College, co. Glou-

cester; and Chantry House, co. Wilts, Bart.

Per pale erm. and ermines three crescents coun-

terchanged. Hariot or Heriot. Hariott,
V*. Heriet, London.

Per pale erm. and erminois three crescents coun-

terchanged. Hariot, Lord Mayor of London,
1481. But per pale ermines and erm. three

crescents counterchanged. Wm. Heriot alias

Harriot, Lord Mayor of London 1481 ; Stow.

Per pale erm. and gu. three crescents counter-

changed. Heriet Herriot or Herriott.
Per pale gu. and arg. three crescents counter-

changed. Patton.
Per pale gu. and az. three crescents counter-

changed. MowNE, CO. Devon.
Per pale or and az. three crescents counter-

changed. FoRNAM.
Per pale or and gu. three crescents counter-

changed. Perwiche.
Per pale or and sa. three crescents counter-

changed. ToPCLiFFE, CO. Lincoln, V.

Per pale or and vei-t three crescents counter-

changed. TopLXFFE, Somerby, co. Lincoln.

Per pale sa. and arg. three crescents counter-

changed. TOPCLIFF, 1730.

Quarterly erminois and ermines three crescents

two and one counterchanged. Heriot.
Sa. three crescents arg. Blades. Blare. Cleave.

Cleve, CO. Chester, V. Harris, Radford, co.

Devon ;
and Trecarrell, Cornwall ; the heiress

m. Harris. Honell, Suffolk. Rous, Norfolk,
F. Rouse, V*.

Sa. three crescents and over all two labels that

in chief with two points the other in the centre

with one point (sometimes the labels do not

cover the crescents) arg. Fitz Symond, Harl.

MS. 5866.

8 CBESCENTS cont.

Sa. three crescents each enclosing a mullet arg.

Beconsall. Shaeples. Ward or Warde.
Sa. three crescents arg. each enclosing a mullet

or. Shaeples, Sharpies, co. Lancaster.

Sa. crusily and three crescents arg. Blare. Wil-

liam Fitz Lee, A ; or Fitz Lel, Harl. MS.
6137.

Sa. three crescents or. Boughton, Lawford, co.

Warwick. Fouk (Fraunc, E) de Boun, X.

BowTON, V. Fuce de Foir, F. Gleaoe or

Gleave, High Leigh, co. Chester. Joynee or

JOYEE.
Sa. three crescents or in chief (sometimes in the

centre) a mullet for diff. arg. Sir William

RiTHER alias Rldeb, Lord Mayor of London
1600.

Vert three crescents arg. Kiddee, Ireland.

Vert three crescents or. Kidder, Ireland; and

Maresfield, Sussex.

3 CRESCENTS and in chief....

Beast
Per fess az. and gu. three crescents two and one

arg. in chief a lion ramp, or betw. two

swords erect ppr. Mac Loghlin, Ireland.

Macloughlin, Ballythomas.
Canton

.... three crescents .... a canton .... Peter

LE Veeb.

Arg. three crescents and a canton gu. Batisfoed,
V. Raffe de Stopham, A.

Arg. three crescents gu. a canton sa. Batisford,
Kent, V. Battisford, quartered by Fiennes.

Gu. three crescents arg. a canton of the second.

Cooke, Kent; and Broadwater, Sussex, quar-

tering Goodyer, Thorneburne, Brent and Ni-

chols.

Gu. three crescents arg. a canton erm. Cooee,
Sussex, W.

Gu. three crescents or a canton erm. Dalison,
Laughton, co. Lincoln; Bai'onetcy 1611-45:

Kent, Harl. MS. 4108, fo. 67. Dalyson, V.

Gu. three crescents and a canton or. Coke,
Trusley, co. Derby; quartering Owens, Oding-
sell, Kirkby, Sacheverell, Beresford, Snitterton,
and Hopwell; the coheirs m. Wilmot and Coke.

George Coke, Bishop of Bristol 1633, Here-
ford 1636-46. Cooke, co. York.

Gu. billetty three crescents or a canton of the

last. Waeeison. The canton barruly gold
and az. Waerison, Tournay.

Or three crescents each enclosing an estoile gu.
a canton az. Bateman, Hartington Hall, co.

Derby ; Baronetcy ....

on a Canton. . . .Bars

Or three crescents sa. on a canton arg. as many
bars az. over all an anchor in pale of the second.

Hodges, Middlesex.
Bird

Gu. three crescents arg. on a canton of the second
a martlet sa. Cooke, Sussex, W.

Coronet

Or three crescents sa. on a canton of the second
a ducal crown of the first. Hodges, co. Dor-

set; and CO. Gloucester. Hodges, W. Hodges,
Collinson, Somerset, i, 191. Hodges, Hem-
sted, Kent.

Sa. three crescents or on a canton gu. a ducal

crown of the second. Hodges, Broadwell, co.

Gloucester. Hodges, Hanwortli, Middlesex;
and London, IGIO. Hodges, Spickington, co.

Somerset.
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3 CRESCENTS and in chief cont.

on a Canton cont. Crescent

Arg. three crescents gu. on a canton erm. a cres-

cent of the second. Thomas, Kent.
Or three crescents sa, on a canton of the second

a crescent as the first. Hodges, co. Somerset,
....Crosses

Erm. three crescents az. on a canton gu. four
crosses croslet fitchy .... Jeffcott or

Jephcott, Ireland; co. Northampton ; and co.

Worcester.
Chief

Gu. three crescents arg. a chief erm. Francham.
Fransham. Fulnesby or Fulnetby, co. Lin-

coln; and Glenford, Suffolk. Fdlnesby, V*.
Fulnetby, co. Lincoln, V. Fulvetby.

Gu. three crescents in fess arg. a chief or.

Damerley.
Gu. three crescents or a chief erm. Fulnetby,
impaled by Rereshy, in church at Thriberg, co.

York.
Gu. three crescents and a chief or, Cooke, A1-

resford, co. Hants, quartering Sayer and Baker.
on a Chief Bonndles
Gu. three crescents arg. in the centre a martlet

for diff. on a chief or as many ogresses.
VowELL, Essex.

.... Spears
Barry of six arg. and gu. three crescents erm. on

a chief of the second two lances in saltire their

heads broken off silver. Watson, Kent; Lon-
don

; and Suffolk. The lances or. Watson,
Suffolk, 1716. But the chief or two broken

spears in saltire of the second. Watson,
Frendsbury, Kent ; and Walpett, Suffolk.

Heart

Arg. three crescents each enclosing a cross croslet

fitchy az. in chief a human heart gu. Cathcart,
1797.

Label
Az. three crescents or a label of as many points

gu, Saterthwater or Saterthwayte, co.

Lancaster.

Quarter

Arg. three crescents and a quarter gu. Raffe de

Stopham, a, Harl.MS. 6137.

Scoops
Gu. three crescents and in chief as many scoops

palewise arg. Elwin Elwyn or Elwynn.

3 CRESCENTS and in base....

Beast

Arg. three crescents gu. in base a talbot sejant
sa. FuRNES Furnese and Furness.

Bird

Arg. three crescents gu. in base an eagle displ.
sa. Spittle, Leucbat, Scotland.

3 CBESCENTS betw. or within

Bars
Gu. three crescents witliin two barrnlets or betw.

three woolpacks arg. Cook, Blackheath, Kent.
BUlets

Gu. three crescents betw. (eight, another) nine
billets arg. Colimer, Kent,

Gu. three crescents betw. nine billets or.

CoLLAMORE Or CoLLMORE, Birmingham, co.

Warwick. But (ten, F*) eleven billets or.

CoLEMORE, Ireland, V.
Gu. three crescents betw. billets arg, Colemeee.
CoLEMORE or CoLLYMORE, Toumay; and Col-

more, CO, Somerset. Collimohe, London.

CuLLEYMORE, London ; granted 1611,

3 CRESCENTS betw. or witliin .... co«t.

Billets cont.

Gu. three crescents betw. billets or. Colemore
or CoLLYMORE, Toumay ; and Colmore, co.

Somerset. Colmore, Colmore, co. Somerset.
CuLLAMORE, Loudon.

Per chev. gu. and az. three crescents two and
one erminois betw. nine billets three three and
three arg. Colmore, Charlton Kings, co.

Gloucester; quartering Cregoe,
Bordure

Az. three crescents within a bordure arg. Paton,
Scotland.

Gu. three crescents within a bordure arg.
Hallow.

Gu. three crescents arg. within a bordure of the
second charged with eight roses as the first.

Melville, Cassingorie, Scotland; quartering
arg. a fess gu. all within a bordure or. And
with a crescent for diff. Melville, quartered
by White.

Gu. three crescents within a bordure engr. arg.
Alden. Allden or Alldin. Haixow, Kent.

Oliphant, Kelly, Scotland.

Gu. three crescents arg. within a bordure invecked
of the second charged with eight roses as the
first. Melville, Scotland.

Gu. three crescents arg. within a bordure chequy
of the second and first. Oliphant, Kinnedder,
Scotland. But the bordure countercompony.
Oliphant, Condie, and Newton, co. Perth;
quartering Blackadder, Duffus, Stirling, and

Cheyne.
Gu. three crescents arg. within a bordure engr.

or. Halowe or Hallow, Kent. Rauf Holowe,
Kent, V.

Gu. three crescents erm. within a bordure engr. arg.
Aldam or Alden. Alder. And with in the

centre a mullet for diff. silver, Alden, V.

Aldon, V*.
Gu. three crescents within a bordure engr. erm.
Alden.

Gu. three crescents or within a bordure engr, arg.
Gawyn.

Gu. three crescents or within a bordure
erm. an annulet in the centre for diff. gold.
LONGCHAMPE.

Sa. three crescents within a bordure arg. Harris,
Cornwall ; Eyston, co. Devon ; and co. Hertford.

Harris, Hayne, co. Devon ; and Kenegie, Corn-

wall; Baronetcy 1673; derived from Harris,

Radford; the heiress m. Donnithorne,

Sa. three crescents arg. within a bordure or.

Haris, CO. Devon.
Sa, three crescents erm. within a bordure engr.

(arg. another) or. Bateman, Suffolk.

Crosses

Az. three crescents betw. six crosses croslet or.

Hue Sauns Aver, F.

Az. three crescents betw. seven crosses croslet

arg. three one two and one. Ddreim or

Durham, co. Chester. Henry de Ekont, D.
Az. three crescents betw. seven crosses croslet

or. St. Saviour or St. Savoyre. Hughe
Santaver, a, or Sans Aver, Harl. MS. 6137.

Sr. Raufe St, Savoir or Sanzavoir, Sur-

rey, V.

Gu. three crescents in fess erm. betw. seven

crosses croslet fitchy (arg. another) or. Fleming,
CO. Salop ;

and Wales.

Sa. three crescents betw. seven crosses croslet

arg. Blare. William Fitz Lee, 4 ; or FitzLel,
HarJ. MS. 6137.

76
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8 CRESCENTS betw. or within. , . cont.

Crosses cont.

Az. three cresceuts betw. nine crosses croslet arg.
Deram, Deham or Deeham, as quaitered by

D'Oyley. William de Ekont, D. Ranulph de

Glanvill, lord of Coverbam, V. Tbe croslets

fitchy, Glanville.
Az. three crescents arg. betw. nine crosses croslet

or. Durham, V. Sr. Philip Thornbeey, V.

Thornebeey, F*. St. Saviour or St. Savoyre.
Az. three crescents betw. nine crosses croslet or.

Fawnes. M. Hue Sans Aveir, D.
Gu. three crescents erm. betw. nine crosses cros-

let or. John Flemyng, buried at the Grey
Friars at Cardiflf, 1373, F. Fleming, F*.

Gu. three crescents betw. nine crosses croslet or.

Thomas Gorney, V.

Az. three crescents betw. eleven crosses croslet

arg. Eliont or Geanvile, E.
Az. three crescents arg. betw. crosses croslet or.

Durham, Norfolk. Monsire Saunzaveir, Y.

Az. three crescents betw. crosses croslet or. Hughe
Santaver, a ; or Sans Aver, Harl. MS. 0137.

Hue Saunt Aver, E, Harl. MS. GI37. Sire

Rauf Sanzaver, N. The croslets in orle.

Savor, Surrey.
Az. three crescents betw. crosses croslet fitchy or.

Hugh Sauns Avoir, Y.

Gu. three crescents betw. crosses croslet arg.
Deram.

Gu. three crescents betw. crosses croslet fitchy
or. Fleming, quartered by Gary.

3-FoiIs

Or three crescents betw. .3-foils gu. Fisher,
London. The S-foils slipped. Sawbridge,
London ; and co. Wilts.

Heads
Gu. three crescents interlaced or betw. as many

wolf's heads erased arg. armed and laugued az.

within a bordure of tbe third charged with

eight mullets of the first. Robertson, Glad-

ney, and Muirtown, Scotland.

Tressure

Or three crescents within a double tressure

flory counterflory gu. Edmonstone, Duntreath,
CO. Stirling ; Baronetcy 1774. Seaton, North-

ing, Scotland ; quartering arg. a cross engr. sa.

Seton, That Ilk. Seton, Gargunnock, Scot-

land ; quartering Turnbull and Hay. Seton,
Viscount of Kingstoun 1650; quartering arg. a

dragon with wings expanded tail nowed vert.

Seton, Barony 1448, Earl of Winton ICOO,

quartering Buchan; over all an escucheon for

Seton and Winton. Seton, Gakletoun, Scot-

land; quartering Buchan, all within a bordure

quarterly az. and or. Seton, Meldrum, Scot-

land ; quartering Meldrum. Seton, Earl of

Dunfermline, 1605-30; quartering arg. on a

fess gu. three 3-foils of the first. Seton, Cul-

beg, and Tough, Scotland; quartering arg. (an-

other, erm.) three inescucheons gu. And with a

crescent in the centre for diff. Seton, Par-

broth, Scotland. But with a mullet for diff.

Seton, Mounie, co. Aberdeen ; the heiress m.
Anderson ; derived from Seton, Pitmeddeu,
Scotland, 1591. But a boar's head in the centre

for diff. Seton, Lathrisk. But an otter's head
sa. Sexon, Cariston. But a heart. Seton, Pit-

medden, since 1C39. Seton, Abercorn, Bartcy.
1003 ; quartering Hay; all within a bordure gu.

Arg. three crescents within the royal tressure

gu. all witbin a bordure engr. of the last.

Seaton, St. Martin's, Scotland.

3 CRESCENTS betw. or within
and in chief. .. .cout.

Canton
Gu. three crescents betw. billets or and in chief a

canton barruly or and az. Warrison, Tournay.
The canton simply or. Warkison.
on a Canton

Az. three crescents arg. within a bordure erm.

on a canton or a lion's head erased gu. Rider,
Kent.

Chief

Az. three crescents in pale or betw. two ogresses
a chief arg. Dolan.
on a Chief

Az. three crescents arg. within a bordure erm. on
a chief gu. a lion's head erased or. Rider or

Ryder, Kent.

On 3 CRESCENTS

Arg. on each of three crescents gu. a mullet of

the first. Longchamre.
Or on each of three crescents gu. a mullet arg.

William de Longchamp, Bishop of Ely 1189-97.

Hen:-y Longchamp, Y. Longchampe, Wilton, co.

Hereford, temp. Henry I. Lunechamp, V.

The mullets six-pointed. Henry deLuNCHAMP,
E; but Henri D'Thaine, E, Harl. MS. 6137.

Erm. on each of three crescents gu. at the bottom
half a bezant. Cubham, Harl. MS. 1 386, fo. 05.

Erm. on each of three crescents gu. a bezant.

Sr. Hugh Cobham, V. Longchampe, jya?i. IfS.

1386, fo. 00.

Arg. on each of three crescents gu. a plate.
Longchamp or Longchampe.

Or on each of tliree crescents gu. a plate.
Longchamp. Longchampe, V.

Az. on each of three crescents or an ermine spot.

Henry Ryder, Bishop of Gloucester 1815,

Lichfield, etc. 1824-30; quartering gu. three
doves arg. Ryder, Baron Harrowby 1776 ; Vis-

count Sandon and Earl of Harrowby 1809.

4 CRESCENTS

.... four crescents in cross .... within the bottom
crescent a 5-foil .... Andrew de Bieumouth.

Arg. fi-etty and four crescents in cross az.

Bokenham, V.

Per saltire gu. and arg. four crescents counter-

changed. Spry.
Per saltire or and gu. four crescents counter-

changed. Ella, King of the South Saxons.

Quarterly arg. and az. four crescents counter-

changed. Faringham Farneham or Farnham,
CO. Stafford. Farman or Fyannam, Harl. MS.
liOl, fo. 22 b. Sire Robert de Farnham, N, co.

Stafford, temp. Edward I, F. Fermingham, co.

Warwick. Feamham. Feamsham, co. Warwick.

Quarterly arg. and gu. four crescents counter-

changed. Tatton, Kenworthy, and Withen-

shaw, CO. Chester. Taunton.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. four
crescents counterchanged. Bartelet, V*.
Sr. de Bartellet, co. Hants, F. Bartlet,
CO. Gloucester. Bartlett. Stopham.

Quarterly indented arg. and gu. four crescents

counterchanged. Barlet.

Quarterly az. and or four crescents counter-

changed. Farnham.
Quarterly or and az. four crescents counter-

changed. Keys. Lake, Welston, and Buckland,
CO. Buckingham; co. Hertford

;
and co. Stafford.

Quarterly or and gu. four crescents counter-

changed. Sire Maheu de Basingbourne, 0.
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4 CEESCENTS and in chief. . . .

Gu. four crescents arg. on a chief az. two more
of the second. Dumerle, F*.

6 CRESCENTS
Az. crusily or five crescents arc. Durham, Nor-

folk.

Az. five crescents in cross or. Hamond, Isle of

Wight.
Az. five crescents in saltire or. Pinto, Portugal.
Barry of four (? gu.) and erm. in the first five

crescents three and two (? sa.) Waterton.
Gu. five crescents in saltire or. Kensington.

William de Kilkenny, Bishop of Ely 1254-0.
Or five crescents in cross az. Hamond, co.
Hants.

5 CRESCENTS and in chief

Or five crescents in cross az. on a canton of the
last an ostrich's feather in pale arg. Hamond,
Chertsey, Surrey.

6 CRESCENTS

Arg. six crescents sa. Hogillington or
HoGLiNGTON. lu pile. Blaquiere. Blare, IT.'JO.

Az. six crescents in pile or. Rye. Sir William
Ryther, I.

Barry wavy of five arg. and az. six crescents in

pile as the second. Hornbrook, Tavistock.
Gu. six crescents arg. Levall. In pile. Lealle.

LlALL.
Gu. six crescents arg. over all a bend compony or
and az. Welles, Kent. In pile. Leal Leale
or Lealle. Liall, Kent. Welle, Kent.

Gyronny of six gu. and or as many crescents

counterchanged. Bradstreet, Ireland.
Per bend arg. and sa. six crescents counter-

changed. Wychalfe.
Per chief az. and gu. six crescents arg. Dumerle.
Per fess arg. and sa. six crescents in pale coun-

terchanged. Wichalfe Wichaple Wichlase
or Wychelfe, Chudleigh, and Barnstaple, co.

Devon.
Per pale arg. and sa. six crescents tvpo two and
two counterchanged. Nicholas. Stretchley,
Stretchleigh, co. Devon. Wichehalfe, V.

WiCHALSE, CO. Devon.
Sa. six crescents arg. Blare.
Sa. six crescents each enclosing a cross croslet

fitchy arg. Adam Blare, E.
Sa. crusily arg. and six crescents or. Adam De
Bh&STjF. But crusily fitchy. Adam De Blare,
E, Harl. MS. 6137.

6 CRESCENTS betw. or within

Gu. six crescents arg. within a bordure compony
or and az. Sir Johan de Welle, N.

7 CRESCENTS
Az. seven crescents three three and one arg.
Lawford.

Barry of five arg. and sa. seven crescents three
three and one as the last. Hewes.

8 CRESCENTS

Gyronny of eight sa. and or as many crescents

counterchanged. Tawse, Scotland.

9 CRESCENTS

Lozeugy gu. and arg. nine crescents in saltire

alternately counterchanged. CasselotCassell.

10 CRESCENTS
Gu. ten crescents each enclosing a 4foil arg.

RONGROLLIS.

On 10 CRESCENTS
Or on each of ten crescents gu. a hawk's bell arg.
Francois.

CRESCENTS
Arg. fretty sa. in each interstice a crescent gu.
Creevey.

Arg. fretty vert on each crossing of the fret a
crescent or over all a buck saliant sa. attired or.
Warnett or Warnitz.

Az. crescents or. Sir WJlliamDE Rye, H. William
de RiDRE,^.

Az. billety and crescents or. Donmare.

CRIFPIN& IRONS
Erm. three glazier's cripping-irons in saltire gu.
Titherly, Titherley.

CROCHET see Fleam

CROCODILE see Reptile

CROOK and CROSIER see Staff

CROSS or CROSS-STAFF see Implement

CROSS

From old blasons it might be inferred that a
cross moline was originally a pierced cross

sarcelly ; but as later writers have used the
terms sarcelly or recercily for voided through-
out, and sometimes for fimbriated, and even
for cotised, the following entries are made in
accordance with the original blasons, and where
the coats have been tricked the present no-
menclature has been Hdopted; the same system
has been adopted where flory or patty have
been used for patonce.

.... a cross patty Augustinian Priory
at Greiseley, CO. Derby; impaling vairy erm.
and gu.

a cross moline .... Christ's Hospital,
CO. Lincoln.

.... a cross patonce square pierced ....
O'Phealan or Offealan.

Arg. a cross az. Bourton or Burton, Bourton-

super-Dunsmore, CO. Warwick; the coheirs m.
Garshall and Verdon. Guthry, That Ilk,

quartering Cuming. Alexander Totington,
Bishop of Norwich 1407-13.

Arg. a cross botonny az. Egmon.
Arg. a cross croslet az. Britton.

Arg. a cross engr. az. Sinclair, Polwarth, Scot-

land, quartered by Home. Sinclair, Blansse,
Scotland, quartering or three martlets gu.
Sinclair, Herdmonstone, East Lothian. St.

Clair, Hormiston.

Arg. a cross flory az. Bevercourt. Lexington.
Malpas, CO. Chester, quartered by Holte.

Verdon, co Leicester, Harl. MS. 1407. And
with a label az. Bevertote or Bevertourt.

Arg. a cross flory voided (? az.). Melton, co.

Lancaster.

Arg. a cross fourche au kanee az. John de

Lexington, B.

Arg. a cross humetty triple parted az. Hurst,
CO. Salop. Hurste.

Arg. a cross humetty voided az. Wasborne, V.

Washborne, V*.

Arg. a cross moline az. Malpas. Miller, Scot-

land. Sampson, Colyton, co. Devon, quartering
Braddich. Zefoild.

Arg. a cross moline az. surmounted by a sword
in pale ppr. Deans, Longhermiston, Scotland.

Arg. a cross moline quarter pi«rced az. Sibbald,

IBalgony, Scotland.
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CROSS cont.

Arg. a cross patonce az. Bevercots, V. Eus-

face, and hia successor, Eynion-ap-David, as

barons of Malpas, temp. John. Bevekcouet.
William Dudley, Bishop of Durham, 1470-83;

Sutton, quartered by Dudley, seal. Lexinton,

Lexington or Laxton, co. Nottingham.

Lezington, V*. David, Baron of Malpas, V.

Sr. Richard Sutton, Malpas, co. Chester, V.

Malpas, quartered by Paganel, and Sutton

baron Dudley, U. And with a label of three

points gu. Bevercox.

Arg. a cross patonce voided az. Melton, co. York.

Arg. a cross patty az. David. Dudley. William

Dudley, Bishop of Durham, 1476-83. Sire

John de Sutton, O. Richard de Sutton, Y.

Redemptorist Priory at Ingham, Norfolk.

Arg. a cross voided az. Serisby. Washborne.

Arg. a cross chequy az. and or. Attelee, co.

Hereford. Delalee Laleed or Lallee, co,

Hereford. Late. Sire Juhan de la Lee, co.

Hertford, N.

Arg. a cross chequy gu. and of the first. De
Cokfeild, T.

^

Arg. a cross chequy- s'a. and of the first. William

Schillithoene, Y^ Shillithoep.

Arg. a cross patty thoughout chequy sa. and or.

Lawley, Spoonbill, co. Salop, baronetcy 1041.

Arg. a cross compony az. and or. Lalee, F*.

Arg. a cross compony gu. and or. Whitney, F*.

Arg. a cross counter-compony az.andor. La Lee, F.

Arg. a cross counter-compony gu. and or. Sr.

Eustace Whitney, F.

Arg. a cross counter-compony sa. and of the first.

Curson.

Arg. a cross gu. Adam, co. Lincoln. Baedenill
or Bardevu.e, Middlesex. Breyley. Durward,
Scotland. Galaad. Genoa. Hartelow, Nor-

thumberland, F. Hartlow, F*. Sire Michel

de Herteclawe, N. Hertlaw, Northumber-
land. LiNDEFOUED, F. LyNDEFORD, F*.

Lyndfoed. Musenbuegh. Offield or Ofield.

St. George, F; Z, 578 ; used by Charles 1. im-

paling France, quartering England with Scot-

land and Ireland. Robert de Veer, B. Sr.

John de Veer, Adington, F. Verb, F*.

Arg. a cross gu. in the dexter chief a martlet.—
Hertley, Suffolk. The martlet sa. Sr. An-
drew de Haecla, M; Y; barony 1321, Earl of

Carlisle 1322, beheaded 1323; or Harclay, L ;

or de Hartisle, L, Hail. MS, 6137
;

or de

Herteclawe, N. Hertlaw.

Arg. a cross gu. a label az. Nichol de Veer, Y.

The label of three points. John Uyveshall,
V. But five points az. Sire de Harclay, R.
Haetelowe. Hertlaw, Northumberland.

Arg. a cross gu.over all two bars az. Bqcket.

Arg. a cross gu. over all a bend az. Nettnchan,
Sussex ; and Surrey. Nevenham or Newenham,
Suffolk; Sussex; and Surrey. Newenham, F*.
Sire Johan de Newenham, N. But a hendlet.

Sr. John de Newenham, Surrey, temp. Edward I,

F. Thebendsa. Newenham,Coolmore,co.Cork.
Arg. a cross gu. over all on a bend az. three cres-

cents of the first. Lynam, Ireland.

Arg. goutty de sang a cross gu. Fitz ; Fitzford,
CO. Devon ; Guillim.

Arg. a cross gu. fimbriated or. Bradestone.

Arg. a cross batune {i.e. potent) gu. Prerley;
Harl. MS. 1407.

Arg. a cross botony gu. Brereghly. Brerlegh,
V. Berloghe, i/ari. 1/S. 1407. Bryerlegh.
Holm. Holme, T'.

CROSS cont.

Arg. cruaily and a cross botonny gu. Raleigh,
CO. Warwick.

Arg. a cross botony voided gu. Pilkington,
Durham; co. Lancaster; and Worthington, co.

Leicester.

Arg. a cross croslet gu. Thomas Brereleigh, Y.

Brierley. Bkightley, 1730. Brightly.

Crossley, Crossley Hall, co. York. Dunning,
Maler, Scotland. Herward. Hirward, F*.

Hiewarde, F.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. Baconthorpe. Charnells,
CO. Warwick. Thomas Dalangrige, A'. Sr.

John Dalingrigge, F. Dalinorttgge.

Dalingrygge, Sussex. Delalynd, Surrey; and
Sussex. Delatune, Hampshire. Mounsyer
Delingrigge, T; but Dallingeeige, r,^sAmoZ.
JliS. 1120. Symon of Deayton, F. Sire Symon
de Drayton, O; F. Goeney, Maldon, Essex;
and Norfolk. Goueney or Gueney, Harpiey,
Westbarsham, Keswick, and Norwich, Norfolk.

Green, co. Leicester; and Drayton, co. North-

ampton. M. Heni-y Geene, S. Geeening.
John de Gueney, C. Gurney, Keswick, Earl-

ham, and North Runcton, Norfolk. Haktley,
CO. Dorset, quartered by Williams. Lalynde.
John Di; LA Linde, E. Sir Walter de laLinde,
N ;

or de la Lynde, Sussex, F. Lynde. John
de la Lynde, Y. Lyndey, Surrey. Pollard.
Andrew Rat, F. Eutt. Payne Tibtott, Y.

Typtost.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. a label of three points az.

Sir John Herward, L, Harl. MS. fil48 ;

but Norwood ; L,Harl. 31S. C589, fo. 30 and 44.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. over all a bend az.

Treminell or Teemynell.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief a cres-

centaz. GuENEY,Causton,& Ayleshara, Norfolk.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief a 5-foil

az. Gerney, Essex. Gorney, London; Essex;
& Devon. GuRNEY,WestBarsham, Norfolk. The
5-foil vert. Gournay, Dartmouth, co. Devon, TF.

Arg. billety a cross engr. gu. Heath, Brasted,

Kent; and Lyndsfield, and Tarridge, Surrey.

Arg. goutty de sang a cross engr. gu. Fitz,

Fitzford, co. Devon; the heiress m. Percy,

Darcy, Howard, and Granville.

Arg. a cross fitchy at base gu. Potesfoed or

Putford, Church Putford, Devon; the coheir-

esses m. Stockhey and Pollard.

Arg. a cross flory gu. Bracebridge. Caelyle,
Lord Carlyle of Torthorwald, co. Dumfries,
created 1474; quartering Corsbie; and over all

arg. a saltire az. Colvile. Crispin. Geensell.

Harptree, Collinson, Somerset, iii, 590.

Moigne or MoiN. Peecehay, Ryton, co. York ;

the heiress m. Selby. Peecy. Perisey.

Perthey. Towlers. Trossett, Harl. MS.
1407. Sr. William Trussell, F. M. John
Trussell, S. Trussell, co. Leicester ;

co.

Nottingham ; and co. Stafford.

Arg. a cross flory in saltire gu. Harpetee,
Harpetre, co. Somerset. Sir Henry Harterey,
Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 125. Hartery.

Arg. a cross flory gu. over all a bendlet az.

Prideokis, Cornwall.

Arg. a cross flory voided gu. James Pilkinton,

Bishop of Durham, 1561-76 ; quartering Elton.

Toller. And with a mullet for diff. Pilkington,
CO. Lincoln

; and Wastell, and Pennyless-Pery,
CO. Northampton.

Arg. a cross flory voided and ringed gu. Monsire
John MoLTON, Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 34.
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Arp. a cross fourchy gu. Gilbert de la Vale, de

la Marche, B.

Arg. a cross humetty at the tops les bouts Jlorettes

gu. William TnussELi>, Y.

Arg. a cross bumetty voided gu. Dockesbuky,
CO. Chester, V. Dokesbury, V*.

Arg. a cross bumetly gu. tbe point in chief ter-

minating in a crescent of the last. Wanley.

Arg. a cross humetty pointed and voided gu.
Howell Vakf Vehinoc, or Veimoc.

Arg. a long cross gu. on a grice of three steps
the upper one az. the second as the cross and

. the undermost sa. Almears or Almeers.

Arg. a cross calvary on three degrees gu. Legat,
Edinburgh.

Arg. a cross of five lozenges conjoined gu. Sr.

de Kessell, V. But lozenges. Flynton,
Laceby, co. Lincoln.

Arg. a cross maltese gu. Order of S. Stefano,
Pisa, 1501.

Arg. a cross of nine mascles throughout gu. John
de Brewes, V. But masculy. Brewis or

Brews.

Arg. a cross moline gu. Bernevilles, V. Budall,

Hampshire. Gilbert de Golavilla or Colvyle.
Colvile. Colville, Lord Colville of Culross.

Chokeyn, Ireland, Harl. MS. 6096 fo. 21.

DowNDALE Dovedale or Doovedale. FaWell.
V. FowLTHoRPEjCO.York. FuLTHoKP. Fusswell.

Laton, V*. LoNGULiJEKS, V* . MiLLAR, Eng-
land. De OuNEDALL, K. Percehaye, Cothnson,
Somerset iii, 260. Undal error for Uyedale,
1716, CO. Dorset. Uvedall, V. UvEDitt.E,

MoreCrichill,co.Dors.et; and Horton,co.Hants;

quartering Foxley: descended from Uvedale
or Uvedall, Wikeham, co. Hants, with a cres-

cent in the dexter chief for diff., quartering

Sydney ; tbe coheirs m. Corbet, Berkeley, and
Howard. Whyte. Woodall, Scarborough,
CO. York. WooDBALL, Walden, co. Essex.

Arg. crusily patty sa. a cross moline gu. Robert

Ralegh, V.

Arg. a cross moline gu. over all on a bend az.

three mullets or. Rafe. Valenges, V.

Arg. a cross moline pierced gu. Milborne.

Arg. a cross moline quarter pierced gu. Crokeyn,
Ireland, V. Dowdall. Mllborne. Sibbald,

Balgony, Scotland.

Arg. a cross moline voided'gu. Crokeine, Ireland.

Arg. a cross double parted gu. Bare:

Arg. a cross patonce gu. Thomas Brerlegh, V.

CAiRLYLEor CARLYLE,Torthorald; barony 1473;

quartering Corsbie; the heiress m. Douglas.
Chitwood, quartering gu. a cross patonce arg.

Sire Henry de Colevill, co. Cambridge, N,
Harl. MS. 1068. Sire de Colevill, F. Philip
de Colevile, E ; F. Colvile. Colvill, V*.

Cornewall. Trevan, V*. Trevane, V.

Arg. a cross patonce in saltire gu. over all on a fess

of the second three mullets as the first. Stable.

Arg. a cross patonce voided gu. Pilkington,

Tore, co.Westnieath ;
derived from Pilkington,

Rivington, co. Lancaster. Pilkington, co. Lan-

caster, V. James Pilkington, Bishop of Dur-

ham, 1561-76; quartering gu. on a chief vert

three suns or. Pilkington, Chevet Hall, co.

York, Baronetcy 1635. Pilkington, Doncaster,
CO. York. Pilkington, Stanton, co. Derby.

Pilkington, Bolton, CO. Lancaster; quartering

arg. a chev. betw. three lozenges erm. And
with on a mullet sa. a crescent for diff.

Pilkington, Stockton, co. Warwick.

CBOSS cont.

Arg. a cross patonce voided and pomelled at the
four ends gu. Monsire John Melton, Harl.MS.
1386, fo. 34.

Arg. a cross patriarchal on a grice of three steps
gu. Cluniac Priory at Bromholm, Norfolk.

Arg. a cross patriarchal voided gu. Ashafen.
Arg. a cross patty gu. Aldewinckle, confirmed

1584. Breuely. Chetwood, Oakley, CO. Staf-

ford; Baronetcy 1700; Chetw(»de, and Ogden,
CO. Berks

;
and Whitley, co. Chester; quartering

gu. a cross patty arg. Sr. Thomas Chetwood,
CO. Buckingham ; quartering gu. a cross patty
arg., V. Cij^brock or Cleybroke, Kent ; and
Middlesex. Sire Henri de Colevile, N; Y.

Colvile, Adewinkill, Harl. MS. 1407. Henry
CoLViiJ.E.co.Cambridge; contested byPercehay,
Y. Coi.viLL, Gome, Ireland; granted 1670;
quartering sa. a fess chequy or and vert. Beren-

gerLE Moyne, Y. Ovekton, Morecot, Rutland.
Peecehay. Wauter Perchay, Y. Syanton.

Arg. a cross patty throughout gu. Colvyij;,
Aldwynkell, V.

Arg. goulty de sang a cross patty gu. Anselm,
Archbishop of Canterbury 1093-1109.

Arg. a cross patty gu. over all a bend az.

Prydeux, Cornwall.

Arg. a cross patty gu. in each end one engrail.

DYiaocK, V*. Dymock Overton, Morcolt, co.

Northampton, V. Overton, Overton, V.

Biddulph or Overton, Upper Biddulph or

Overton, co. Stafford; a heiress of Tlios. of

the Overton of Biddulph m. Robert of Middle

Biddulph, temp. E. 111.

Arg. a cross patty eiigr. gu. Fitz; Harl. MS.
1465 fo. 49 b.

Arg. a cross patty flory gu. Snardcote, Cornwall.

TR0US.SELL, V. Sir William Trussel, O.

Trussell, Peatling-Magna, CO. Leicester ;
and

Gayton,co.Norihampton. Sir John Trussell,JJ.

Arg. a cross patty flory voided gu. Trussell.

Arg. a cross patty elongated at the foot and

pierced gu. Molton.

Arg. a cross patty voided gu. Braconbridg.
MALTON or Melton, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a cross patty pierced botonny gu, John de

Melton, Y.

Arg. a cross potent gu. Brerely. Brierley.

Ponchardon, Essex. Prerley. And with in

the dexter chief a fleur-de-lis of the second.

Breerely, Marland,co.Lancaster;andLondon,
granted 1615. Butaroseof the second. Brerely,
V. BREARLEYorBRiERLY,London,5rrantedl625.

Arg. a cross potent voided gu. Pilkington,

Stainley, near Wakefield, co. York ; Baronetcy
1635, quartering Eggleton.

Arg. a cross raguly gu. Crokyn, Ireland.

Laurence, F*. Sr.Tbos. Lawrence, co. Lane, F.

Lawrence, Ashton Hall, and Washington, co.

Lancaster; Prior's Court, and Sevenhampton,
CO. Gloucester; Tisbury, co. Wilts; Crich

Grange, co. Dorset; and St. James's, co. Suf-

folk. Lawrence, Claughton, co. Lancaster;

quartered by Farington. Lawrence, Green-

way, in Little Shurdington, co. Gloucester.

Lawrence, Lisreaghan, Laurencetown, co.

Galwny; quartering Scott. Lawrence, Studley

Park, CO. York ; quartering Aslabie. Lawrence,
Cowsfield House, co. Wilts; and Mossley Hall,

CO. Lancaster ; descended through Lawrence,
Fairfield in Jamaica ; from Lawrence, St. Ives,

CO. Huntingdon. And with a crescent for diff.

Lawrence, Sandywell Park, co. Gloucester.
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CBOSS cont.

Arg. a cross sarcelly gu. Deundale or Devendale,
CO. Hants. Domandell and Dovidall; Harl.
MS. 1407, fo. 7. John Dovedale, Y. Tho-
mas DovEDALL; quartering az. fretty or; X.
Travane. Monsire de Wonnedale, Y.

Arg. a cross sarcelly gu. over all a bend az.

Benhall. Monnox.
Arg. a cross sarcelly gu. over all on a bend az.

three mullets or. Valence.

Arg. a cross sarcelly voided gu. Ponchardon,
Punchardon, in Kentish bear, and Heanton
in Punchardon, co. Devon; the coheirs ru.

Beaumont, Ralegh, and Beauple.
Arg. a cross voided gu. Ceenecour Cbenecouet

or Crenker. Dokesbtjry, co. Chester.

Grenker. Augustinian Priory at Leedes,
Eent. Malton, V. Taverner.

Arg. a cross wavy gu. Loband.

Arg. a cross lozengy gu. and vair. Sr. Baldwyn
de Feeviix, V.

Arg. a cross or bordured sa. Tippet.

Arg. a cross engr. or. M. Robert BuRSons,
Tournament, 1334, at Dunstable.

Arg. goutty az. a cross engr. or. Chanrey ; Ed-
mondson.

Arg. a cross engr. per pale gu. and sa. in the

dexter chief an annulet sa. for diff. Brooke,
Hasleover, co. Staflford, Erdesiuick. But with a

crescent for diff. Brooke, Gattesford, co. York.

Arg. a cross patty per saltire gu. and az. Re-

demptorist Priory at Ingham, Norfolk.

Arg. a cross humetty quarterly of the first and gu.
Howel ARE FiNIOG.

Arg. a cross humetty pointed quarterly and the
middle square pierced quartered of the first

and gu. Howell Vars Vehinoc (in error),
Harl. MS. 1441, fo. 37 b.

Arg. a cross quarterly engr. sa. and gu. Sinclair,
Oldbarr, Scotland ; Baronetcy ....

Arg. a cross sa. Absall. Arnais, France.

Eanester, CO. Lancaster. Capsal or Capsaix.

Augustinian Priory at Carlisle, Cumberland.
Cokeseged or Cocksedge. Cokerith.
Colley. Copland, W. Copland Coppland
and CopsAL. Dueant, Cornwall. Floyd.
FuLCON. GuTHRY, Carsbank, Scotland; quar-
tering az. three garbs or all within a bordure

engr. gu. Haselden. Holinshed. Bene-
dictine Priory at Norwich. Johan de

Opsale, G. Sire Geoffrey de Opsale, N. Sr.

Geoff. OpsALL,Essex,F. Opsate.F*. Pattison,
Kilwinning, CO. Ayr. Pyncherdon. Ravensford.
Rainsford or Raynsford, Stanmore-Magna,
Middlesex; Dal]ington,co. Northampton; Tew,
CO. Oxford; and co. Warwick; Raynsford,
quartering Edwards. Sutton, Nottingham.
SwiLMAN. Tregore or Tregour, Nance,
Cornwall, Sir Geffray de Upsax, M. Getfray
de Upsale, Y. Upsale. Velayne, Ches-
ter. Villiers. Sr. Thomas Wall, K.G., V.
Thomas W^ale, S. Whaley, Kent. Whetham.
Thomas Westfield, Bishop of Bristol,
1642-4. Woodhouse, Woodhouse, co. York.
And with a label gu. Trengrove.

Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a mullet of the
second charged with an annulet or. Sutton, V.

Arg. a cross sa. over all a bend vert. Newnham.
Newenham, Norlhaw, co. Hertford.

Arg. a cross sa. over all on a sun in splendour
surrounded by clouds az. radiated or a ducal
coronet ppr. Robert Wakeman, Beerferris,

Devon, granted 1616 ; Harl. MS. 6095, fo. 37.

CEOSS cont.

Arg. goutty de sang a cross sa. Anselm, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury 1093-1109.

Arg. a cross quarterly pierced sa. Dakenfeld, V.

Dukenfeld, V*.

Arg. a cross boionny sa. Scot or Scott, Kent.
Wasceley. Wastlet. Wastnes. Winwood,
Dittou Park, and Quainton, co. Buckingham.

Arg. a cross botonny fitchy sa. Brewett, Harl.
MS. 1407. Bkowett, Herford (? Hereford), F.

Arg. across clechysa. Sr. Thomas Banaster.K.G.
Arg. a cross croslet sa. Bishworth, co. I'^ork.

Brierly. Ryshworth. Scott. M.John Skette,
S. Skotte, V. Wasteley, V. Wekersley.
Wickerley, 1730.

Arg. a cross croslet in saltire sa. Julian or

JuLioN. St. Julian. St. Julyan, V.

Arg. across croslet fitchy sa. Scott, High Hal-

den, Kent. Scott, Conghurst, Kent; quarter-

ing Conghurst ; the co-heiresses m. Frewen.
Skole, Rent.

Arg. a cross croslet fitchy issuing out of a cres-

cent sa. AcHANY, Sorbie, Galloway, now
Hannay.

Arg. a cross croslet crossed sa. Bb^vdnell, co.

Lancaster.

Arg. a cross croslet patty sa. Wykersley, V.

Arg. a cross embattled sa. Balmanno, afterwards

Auchenleck.
Arg. a cross engr. sa. Monsire de Conan, Kelk-

field, Y. Conan, Kelfield. Fitz-Henry, Kel-

field, CO. York. Conan Fitz-Heney, Kel-

field, Y. M. Thomas Fitz-Henry, S.

Fitz-Williams, CO. Lincoln. Kelkefield.
Sr. John Kelkfeld, V. Manfield. Mohun
or Moynes. Moone Moun or Moyne.
Pollard. Ridge, Portsmouth, co. Hants.
St. Clair-Erskine, Earl of Rosslyn; quarter-

ing Erskine, Marr, and Wedderburn. Sinclair,
Scotland. Arthur Teaffobd, V. Teosford.
WiNTWORTH. WOTTON.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. over all five concentric
annulets az. Robert Gifford, .4, ifari.J/5. 6137.

Arg. flory gu. a cross engr. sa. Herdeson,
Kent, W. Herdson or Herdsonne, Kent.

Arg. a cross flory sa. Adlington, co. Chester.

Banester, CO. Lancaster; and Surrey. Copley,
Sprotborough. Godfrey Goldsborough, Bishop
of Gloucester 1598-1604, quartering arg. three
chev. sa. in the centre a mullet gu.; Rudder,
Gloucestershire, p. 157. Haselday, co. Cam-
bridge. Haselden, Goldington, co. Bedford.
Hesilden. Hesketh, CO. Lancaster. Hesketh,
V. Lamploe, Cumberland. John Lamplowe, JB.

Leigh, co. Chester. Newcom, co. Chester.
St. George, co. Cambridge. Santon. Sir

Roger de Someeton, L, Harl. MS. 2213, alias

SwiNERTON, Ij,Harl. MS. 6148, fo. 145 b, and in

a later hand Swynnebton, //arZ. 3IS. 1068, fo.

11 b. Someeton alias Swynerton, jf/a?-/. ilfS.

1407. Stiylveeton, co. Cambridge, V. Sire

Roger de Suylveetone, N. Swinnerton or

SwYNNERTON,Swynerton,co. Salop. Swinnerton,
Swinnerton, co. Stafford ;

the heiresses m. Ver-

non, Fitzherbert, and Gatacre. Adam de
SwvNERTON, F. Sr. deSwYNERTON, F. Sire Tho-
mas Swynerton, Q ; or Swynnerton, Ifa?-Z. MS.
6595. Monsire William Swynerton, Y.

Upton, Kent. Walton, V. And with a label

gu. Wynerton. The label of three points
gu. Sir Roger Swynerton, E. The label

of five points gu. Banestee, Easington, co.

York
; confirmed 1578.
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Arg. a cross flory sa. in the dexter chief a crescent

gu. Copley.

Arg. a cross flory sa. over all a bend gu. Nelson,
Randesley, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a cross flory sa. over all an escucheon gu. a

lion ramp. arg. Sir Richard Pessall, V.

Arg. billetty and a cross flory sa. Norbies, V*.

NoRRis, Scotland, lionms; granted 1622. Sr.

John NoRRYS, lord of Penlwe, Wales, 1473, F.

Arg. a cross flory engr. sa. PeshalEjiS. Wendon.
Arg. a cross flory sa. the ends or. Newton, co.

Chester; and Highley, co. Salop. Newton,
Wales ;

Harl. MS. 1441, fo. 25 b. Wilton.

Arg. a cross flory fitched at the foot sa. Richard
de Syward, Talavan ;

Enderbie.

Arg. a cross flory voided sa. Pilkington.

Arg. a cross of four fusils sa. Sr. Thomas
Banester, K.G., F*.

Arg. a cross graded of three sa. Wyntwoeth, V.

Arg. a holy cross sa. Anwicke.

Arg.acrosshunnettysa. Dukenfilde.co. Chester,
Harl. MS. 1407, fo. 2. Nants alias Trengkove.
Trengoff, Trengofi", Cornwall. Tbengove,
Cornwall ; and co. Hants.

Arg. a cross huraetty pointed sa. Banester, co.

Lancaster, Harl. MS. 14C5.

Arg. a cross humetty pointed and voided sa.

DoCKINGFELDjF*. DOKINFELD.F. DUCKENFELD,
V*. DUCKENFIELD, 1730. DUKENFELD, F.

DuKiNFiELD, Dukinfield Hall, co. Chester; Ba-

ronetcy 1605.

Arg. across humetty at the tops les {bouts, Y)

chefs florettes sa. Sire Roger de Suylvertone,
N. Adam de Swynerton, Y. Monsire William

Swynerton, Y.

Arg. a cross humetty raguly sa. Worth, co.

Chester. And trunked. Tythington, co.

Chester. Warth.
Arg. a cross humetty ringed at the ends sa.

West, F*. West or Westlee, Harl. MS.
1465. Weste, F. Westle, F. Westley.

Arg. a cross humetty voided sa. Nankevill alias

Tippet, St. Wenn, Cornwall. Woodenet.
WooDNOTH, CO. Chester. Woodnett Woodnot
or WooDNOTH, Wistanton, co. Chester ;

and

Shavington St. Clere, Cornwall.

Aig. a cross humetty wavy sa. Coij.ee Coixey
or Cooling.

Arg. a cross moline sa. William Alnewick,

Bishop of Norwich 1426, Lincoln 1436-49.

Alnwyck or Alnwyk. John de Bokingham,
Bishop of Lincoln 1362-98 ; see Harl. MS.

6829, fo. 45-67. Bampfield. Banester,
CO. Chester. Colby. Colvil, Cleish, Scotland.

Colvile. Collville, Lord Colville of Culross,

quartering gu. a fess chequy arg. and az.

Copley, Sprotborough, co. York; Baronetcy
1778; Surrey; and Batley Hall, and Wad-
worth, CO. York. Coppeley, F. Foulthobpe.

Fdlthorp, Tunstall, co. Durham. Fulthorpe,
F. And with a crescent for diS". Fowlthorpe,
CO. York. But a mullet. Colvil or Colvill,

Edinburgh. The mullet on the cross for difi". of

the first. Copley, co. York.

Arg. a cross moline saltirewise sa. Banester.

Arg. a cross moline quarter-pierced sa. Colvil,

Ochiltry, Scotland. Robert Copley, called

Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln 1235-53.

Copley, Batley, co. York. Sr.Thos.Melbourne,
F. Milborne.

Arg. a cross moline quatrefoil pierced sa.

Milborne.

CEOSS cont.

Arg. a cross moline engr. sa. Cotes, Harl. MS.
6829, fo. 9; quartering Inglethorpe. Cottez, F.

Arg. a cross moline rebated engr. sa. Cotes,
Harl. MS. 6829, fo. 9, quartering Inglethorpe.

Arg. a cross triple-parted and fretted sa. Franch.
Sr. John Scyrlow, V. Skirlaw, Collinson,
Somerset, iii, 401.

Arg. a cross patonce sa. Sir Adam Banaster,
L; or Banester, Banke, co. Lancaster, F;
quartered by Parker. Banester, Darwyn, co.

Lancaster, Harl. MS. 891, fo. 87. Sir William

Banester, -iJ. Estonwe or Estonwey. Georg.
Godfrey Goldisbury or Goldsborough, Bishop
of Gloucester 1598-1604 ; quartering arg. three
chev. sa. in the fess point a mullet charged
with a crescent .... Milburne. Sire Buldwyn
St. George, N, Harl. MS. 1068. St. George,
CO. Cambridge, V. Sir Roger Swinerton, L,
Harl. MS. 6589, fo. 29 ; but de Somerton, L,
Harl.MS. QIS7. WASsELEYorWASTERLEY. And
with a mullet in the sinister chief sa. Banestre,
Hoduct, CO. Salop ; Harl. MS. 7510, fo. 20.

Arg. a cross patonce sa. the ends or. Newton,
Heighlty, Wales, Harl. MS. 7510, fo. 41.

Wilton, Norfolk, F.

Arg. a cross patty sa. Sire Adam Banastee, N.
Thomas Banestre, Y. Monsire Banister, Y.

GoDARD. Monsire de Goldesbrough, Y.

Haseldon, CO. Cambridge. Leigh. Newton.
St. George. Sire Baudewyn de Seyn George,
N. Monsire Richard de Sutton, Y. Sir

Roger de Swynerston, M. Wintworth. And
with a label gu. Sire Thomas Banastre, N.

Arg. a cross patty fitchy sa. Belgeave, Belgrave.
Arg. a cross patty fitchy at the foot sa. Wotton,

Marlay, Kent.

.\rp. a cross patty fixed (i. e. throughout) sa.

WooDHOUSE, Woodhouse, co. York ; the heiress

m. Wentworlh.

Arg. a cross patty engr. sa. Coley. Peshall,
Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 49 b. Sampson, Harl. MS.
1407.

Arg. a cross patty throughoutengr.sa. Peshall,F.
Arg. goutty de sang a cross patty throughout sa.

Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury 1093-1109;
Lansd. MS. 255.

Arg. a cross patty flory sa. Conghull, Harl.
MS. 1525, fo. 101. Legge, co. Cambridge.
M. Roger de Swilton, 1334. Swineston, Lon-
don. SwiNNERTON, Butterton, co. Stafi'ord ; the

coheirs m. Bagot, Pilkington, and Tynte.
SwiNSTON, 1 730. Sir Robert de Swy'nerton, N,
Harl. MS. 6589; and seal, Harl. MS. 1077, fo. 3.

Arg. a cross patty flory sa. over all a bendlet gu.
SwiNNERTON,Swinnerion, and Drayton,co. Salop.

Arg. a cross patty pointed sa. Sr. Thomas
Banaster, K.G. ; F.

Arg. a cross patty voided sa. Copley, Harl. MS.
1407. Pilkington.

Arg. a cross patty throughout, wavy sa. Coley, F.

Arg. a cross patty pointed voided sa. Dokenfeld,
Dokenfeld, Harl. MS. 1424, fo. 54 b.

Arg. a cross pomelly sa. Powmale. Wasseley,
F*. Wasteley, F; and Harl. MS. 1465.

Wasterley, F». Westley.

Arg. a cross potent crossed sa. Crowcher, F*.

Arg. a cross raguly sa. Sandes, F*. Sr. de

Sands, F. Sands or Sandys, London. Sandys,

Barony 1529. Wroth.
Arg. a cross sarcelly sa. Banester. John de

Bokingham, Bishop of Lincoln 1362-98; see

Harl. MS. 6829, fo. 45-67. Robert Colvile, Y.

lover.
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Copley ; Harl. MS. 1407, fo. 7. Fulthorp ;

Harl. MS. 1407, fo. 7.

Arg. crusily gu. a cross sarcelly sa. Raleigh.
Arg. a cross sarcelly engr. sa. Cotter.
Arg. a cross of four ermine spots sa. Huddelstone

or Hurlstone, co. Chester, Harl. BIS. 138G, fo.

36. HurlestoNjF*. Hurleton, co. Chester, F.

HURLEXTON, V. HURLISTON Or HURSTON, CO.

Chester.

Arg. a cross voided sa. Duckenfield, co. Ches-
ter. Walshman. Wodnot, V*.

Arg. a cross wavy sa. Collee or Cooling. Colley,
Glasson, Rutland. Colley, V. Culling.

Arg. a cross wavy voided sa. Duckenfield,
1730

; and co. Devon ; co. Chester ; and co.

Lancaster. Duckensfield.
Arg. a cross vair. Schardelow,
Arg. a cross lozengy vair. Frevile, co. Worcester.

Arg. a cross vert. Ceindall Cendall or Ceddall.
Cendalle, V, Husee Hussee and Hussy.
HussEY, Henington, co. Lincoln. Kiekby.
And with a fleur-de-lis on the dexter chief gu.
Sendall, V.

Arg. a cross vert over all on a bend gu. three
fleurs-de-lis or. Beeinger, co. Hants.

Arg. a cross embattled vert. Anketell, Shafts-

bury, CO. Dorset.

Arg. a cross engr. vert. Bassingweeke or

BASsiNGWERKE,co.Chester. Cadul. Kirkbride,
EUerton, in Hesket, Cumberland. Kirkebirde
or KiRKELBRIDE, K. KiRKEBYRD.

Arg. a cross flory vert. Blake, Harl. MS. 1407.

Sefonghell, r*. Sesongall or Sesongell.
Sesonghill. Wyth, V*.

Arg. a cross humetty at the tops les bouts Jlorettes
vert. Monsire Rauphe Sesonchell, Y. Rauf
Sofonghell, Y.

Arg. a cross lozengy vert over all a bend chequy
erm. and az. Braddyi.l, co. Lancaster ; quar-
tering Gale, Richmond, and Vaux. Beaddyll,
Braddyll, and Brockhole. But compony erm.
and of the first. Bradhull, V*.

Arg. a cross of nine lozenges conjoined vert over
all a bend compony erm. and az. Bradhull,
Brokhole, V.

Arg. a cross patonce vert in the dexter chief a
martlet gu. Sr. Ralfe de Jefoul, Norfolk, N,
Harl. MS. lf)68. Sr. Raufe de Zefrell or

Zefuell, Norfolk, V.

Arg. a cross patty vert. Sesongall or Sesongell,
And in the dexter chief a martlet gu. Zeffeley,
CO. Bedford. Sr. Raufe de Zefoul, N.

Arg. a cross patty flory vert. Sefoughell, V.

Wyth, V.

Arg. a cross slipped vert. Raded or Radeix,
Harl. MS. 5806.

Az. a cross arg. Alisborne. Sr. Thomas
Aylesbury', V. M.John de Aylesbury, S; and
ca. Warwick. Ellesbury. Navarre, as borne

by Berengaria, wife of Richard I. And with
a label gu. Sire Robert de Aillesbyry,
O. The label of three points gu. M. Thomas
de Aylesbury, the son, S. Sr. Thomas
Aylesbury, 1402, V.

Az. billetty and a cross arg. Sire Robert de

Estanegrave, iV. EsTiNGRAVE.Kent. Morris.
Sr. Robert Stangrave or Stangray, Okested,
Surrey, temp. Edward IV, V. Sr. Raufe
Stangray, V. Sr. Robert de Staneg'ave, 0;
or Stangrave, L ; or Stonegrave, L, Harl.
MS. 6137. Rauf Stangray, Y. John de

Stangraye, Y.

CROSS cont.

A z. billetty or a cross arg. Gotesham. Goteshan.
Gotesam, V. Gotsan. Totsham, Kent.

Az. a cross arg. over all a bend gu. John de
Aylesbury, Y.

Az. crusily and a cross arg. Cobham, W.
Az. a cross botonny arg. GoLDisBURGH,HarLJII5.

1407.

Az. a cross croslet recoui'sy arg. Basing.
Az. a cross eogr. arg. Breeeto. Broatham.

Sr. Thomas Beoughton, co. Oxford, V. M.
Thomas de Broughton, S. Charnel, Ireland.
GoNNER. Morris. Stoughton, co, North-

ampton ; and Surrey.
Az. a cross engr. arg. in the dexter chief a cres-

cent Charnell, Ireland, F.
Az. goutty arg. a cross engr. or. ( ? Chanrey. )

Az. a cross flory arg. Cheney, 1730. Florence,
F. GOLDSBEOUGH Or GoLDISBOEOUGH, CO.

York. Goldesbuegh, Chipping Ongar, Essex ;

and Goldesburgh, CO. York. Milton. Paveley.
Ward, Bristol, quartering Danvers.

Az. a cross flory voided arg. Malton or Melton,
South Hayne, co. Devon; and co. York.

Az. a cross hame9on arg. Magens, East Grin-

stead, Sussex
; and London

; quartering Dor-
rien.

Az. a cross humetty voided arg. Ceaucure or
Ceavicuee.

Az. a cross moline org. Bentinck, Baron Ciren-

cester, Viscount Woodstock, Earl of Portland,
lOSa, Marquis of Titchfield and Duke of Port-
land 1716. Deans, as quartered by Dundas.
Hotoft, Suffolk, F. Hotofte or Hotoste.
HoTosT, V*. MoLiNEUx, Woodhouse, CO. Lan-
caster. Paeker, Bromston, co. Lancaster.

Segar; granted 1612. Teelese, 1730.

Treleske, F.

Az. a cross moline arg. over all a bend or.

Phaire or Phayer, Grange, co. Cork ; and
Killoughram, co. Wexford; seal 1655.

Az. billetty or a cross moUne arg. Benereston.
Beverston, F.

Az. a cross moline lozenge pierced arg. Gailie.
Az. a cross double parted arg. Doubler.
Az. a cross moline square pierced arg. Mollynes.
Az. a cross patonce arg. Eustace, Lord Malpas.

GAULDESBORouGHjChipingonger. Goldesbery,
Harl. MS. 1407. M. Richard de Goldesborow,
S. GOULDESBOROUGH. GoLDESBURGH, F.
GoLDSBRouGH orGouLDSBROUGH,co. Lancaster;
and CO. York. William de Melton, Arch-
bishop of York 1317-40. Ward, Baron Bangor
1770*, Viscounty 1781; quartering Hamilton.
William Ward, Bishop of Sodor and Man
1828-38. Ward, Guilsborough Park, and Great
Addington Hall, cor Northampton. Ward, Lord
Mayor of London 1719.

Az. a cross patonce voided arg. M. William de
Melton, S. Sr. John Melton, F. William
de Melton, Archbishop of York 1317-40.

Az. a cross patty arg. Bauldwin de Ekont, D.
Richard Gouldesbdrgh, Y. Monsire William
de Melton, Y.

Az. crusily and a cross patty arg. Beronger Le
Moye, G.

Az. a cross patty fitchy arg. Cadwallader, last

King of the Britons.
Az. a cross patty flowered arg. Walsam.
Az. a cross patty voided arg. John de Melton, X.
Az. a cross ponietty arg. Berengaeia, daughter

of Sancho the Wise, King of Navarre, wife of
Richard I.
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Az. a cro'^s potent arg. Allesbuet or
Aylksbuky.

Az. a cross sarcelly arg. Goldsbrough or

GOULDSBRODGH. HoLTOFT.CO.York. HOSTETOFT
or HoTOFT. HoTOST. Trelesker.

Az. Itilletty and a cross sarcelly arg. John
MORYS, Y.

Az. a cross sarcelly pierced arg. Melton, Aston,
CO. York.

Az. a cross chequy arg. and gu. Bokefieij).

Brayfield, Norfolk. Cokefield, Suffolk. Sire

Johan de Kokfeld, N. Klokefield, Norfolk.
Az. a cross patouce chequy arg. and gn.
BOKENHAM, V.

Az. a cross patty chequy or and of the first.

EOCKENHAM Or BoKENHAM.
Az. a cross chequy or and sa, "Whitney, Whit-

ney, CO. Hereford.
Az. a cross compony gu. and arg. Cokfeld, V*.

Sr. John Kocfeld, Norfolk, V. Kokefield, F*.
Az. a cross flory compony or and of the first.

BoKENHAM.
Az. a cross compony or and gu. Coddington,

Ireland.

Az. a cross countercompony arg. and gu. Eustace
de WiTENEYE, F.

Az. a cross countercompony or and gu. M. Ro-
bert de Whitneye, S. E ustase De Witeneie,£.

Az. a cross erm. Staulton.
Az. a cross engr. erm. Dotton. Stalton.
Stanton or Stayton. Staunston. Stoughton,
Stonohton, Surrey ; Bartcy. J692. Stoughton,
St.John's, near Warwick ; tlie heiress ra. Money.
Stouton, F. Tendail or Tendai.l. Scotland.

Az. a cross flory erm. Briant Hir, Enderbie,
Cambria.

Az. a cross patty erm. Whem.
Az. a cross moline voided erminois. Molineb,

Ipswich, Suffolk.

Az.acrossor. Johan deBouN.G. Bowne orBowYN.

CHELDON,Snffolk. Dellorty. St. Denis. City of

Durham. KingEGBERT. KnoiDiKeni; Add. MS.
14307. Henry de Hercy, E ; or del Horcie,B,
Harl. MS. 6137. Sire Henri de Lorty, N.
John de Lorty, Y. Lorty, co. Leicester, and
CO. Somerset. Sr. Walter de Mandbye, N,
Harl. MS. 6137; and Mandby, N, Harl.
MS. 2213. Maby or Manthey. Mautbey.
Mawedby. Sire Wanter de Pavely, N ;

but Maudby, N
;
in Pari. Writs. Sire de

Sceltone, N. Scholten, 1716. M. Rauff de

Shelton, S. Sr. John Shelton, Norfolk, V.

Shelton, Norfolk; co. Worcester; and Dar-

rington, co. York. Silk. Tunes. And with

a label of three points arg. M. Rauff de

Schelton, S.

Az. billetty or a cross of the last. Choiseul,
Ireland. Totsham, Kent.

Az. a cross or pierced of the first. Sr. Hugh
Geneene, F, Cotton 3IS. Tiberius D iO.

Genon or Genron. Gentile, Genoa; Msfcet,

i, 193.

Az. a cross quarter pierced or. Horsley.
Az. a cross or pierced sa. Molineux, Cranboume,

CO. Dorset ; quartering arg. three wolf's heads
erased az.

Az. a cross anchory or. Beaurain.
Az. a cross botonny or. Button, Chester.

JhiTFOHD, Norfolk. Molton. Warde, Kent,
Harl. MSS. U07 and 4108.

Az. a cross calvary or. Prester-John.
Az. a cross croslet or. Mein, Eugland.

CROSS cont.

Az. a cross engr. or. Brewse. Broathum.
Bboughton, CO. Salop. Brune. Bruyn. Sire

Jorge deCHARNELES, JV. Sr.NicholasCHARNELs,
CO. Warwick, F. Charnell, co. Warwick ; and
Muston, CO. Leicester. Charnells, F*. Nichol

CHARNELLS,,r. Sire Nichol de Charniles, 0.

Thahnell. Yarnell. Yarvill.
Az. a cross engr. or over all a bend gu. Bassing.

Bassinges.
Az. goutiy arg. a cross engr. or. (? Chaneey.)
Az. a cross engr. voided plain or. Baewick.

Barwyke, F.

Az. a cross flory or. Chein Cheine or Chien.
Cheyney. City of Durham. Edwyn, King of

Northumherlond. Saxon Kings of England ;

Upton. Florence. Goldacre. Lamplow. Ei-

nion ap Llywarch. Sr. Reginald Paveley,
lord of Broke, temp. Edward I, F. Reinaud de

Paveli, E. Ward, Bishop Middleton, co.

Durham ;
Essex ; Kent; and co. York. Warde,

Squerries, Kent ; a branch of Warde, Hooten

Pagnel, co. York. Warde, Woodland Castle,
CO. Glamorgan. And with a martlet in the

dexter chief for diff. arg. Sir John Paveley,
R. The martlet gold. Sire Walter de Pavely,
O. But with a crescent for diff. Ward, Trim-

don, CO. Durham.
Az. a cross humelty at the tops les bouts florettes

or. Monsirele Paveley, Y. John de Pavilly, Y.

Az. a cross humetty terminated with four leopard's
heads or. Peckham, F*.

Az. a cross of four raascles conjoined or. Mellez,
F. Miller, Radway, CO. Warwick. Miller, F.

Az. a cross moline or. Braham, F; and co. Lan-
caster. Brayne alias Hotoft. Suffolk, Harl.
BIS. 1449. Brewne, Sowton Okenden, Essex.
Sr. Morice Le Brune, L, Harl. MS. 0137.

Brune, Collinson, Somerset, iii, 256. Brun,
CO. Lancaster. Brune, Essex ; the heiresses

m. Harleston, Heveringham, Tirrel, Brandon,
and Mallory: Brune, Plumber, co. Dorset; the

heiress m. Pleydell : both quartering lozengy
gu. and erm. Bruyin, Essex ; and Surrey, Sr.

Morice Bruyne, F. Cadwallader Mawr, last

Kingof theBritons,ob.'G88; quartered byEyton,
1674. Cistercian Abbey at Holme CuLTRA.m,

Cumberland; impaling or a lion ramp. sa.

LaBrion. Adam MoLEYNs,Bishopof Chichester

1445-50. Molineux, Hawkley, co. Lancaster.

Molineux, Tavershal, co. Nottingham, 1730.

Molyneux, Baronetcy 1611, Baron Sefton 1831,

Viscounty 1628,Earlof Seftonl711. Molyneux,
Losely, Surrey ; quartering More. Ward,
Northwood Park, Isle of Wight.

Az. a cross moline or over all a hasten gu. SirWil-

liam Basings, L, Harl. MS. 6137. But a bendiet

gu. Basinges,F. But abend gu. Basinges.F*.
Az. a cross moline pierced lozengewise or.

Moijneux, CO. Lancaster. Molineux, Baro-

netcy 1611, Barony and Viscount Maryburgh
1628, Earl of Sefton 1711.

Az. a cross moline quarterly pierced or. Bassinges,

MoLENEUX, Sefton, co.Lancaster. De Molines.
Sir Richard Molineux, co. Lancaster, F,

Molyneux, Haughton ; and Teversal, co. Not-

tingham,Baronetcy 1611-1812. Molyneitx,F«.

Mullins, Ireland. And with a crescent for diff.

De Moleynes, Baronetcy 179/, Baron Ventry
1800. But with a fleur-de-lis in the dexter chief

arg. Molineux, Kuerdale, CO. Lancaster. The
fleurs->dc-lis or. Molyneux. Castle Dillon, co.

Armagh ; Baronetcy 1730.

77
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Az. a cross moline voided oi\ Sir Jobn de

Basinge, A'', Harl. 3IS. CJ37.
Az. a cross moliHc voided or over all a baston gu.

Sir William de Bassinge, A^ Harl. 31S. 6137.
Sir William de Cassinges, L, Harl. MS. (J137.

Az. crusily across moline (voided thronghout.i.e.)
disjoined or. Thomas Knoles, V. Knollys
or Knowles, Barony 1003, Viscount Walling-
ford 1C16, Earl of Banbury 1626, ob. s. p. 1.

1632. Knowles, Lovel Hill, co. Berks ; Baro-

netcy 1765, quartering gu. on a cbev. arg. tbree

roses of tlie first.

Az. a cross patonce or. Buenchesley or

Beenchley. Monsyer William Cheney, quar-
tering gu. on five fusils conjoined in fess arg.
so many escallops as tbe first; T. King
Egbert, and bis successors until Edward tbe

Confessor; Upton. Einion ap Llowarch. Sir

Walter Panell, K.G. 1348. Panesley, Harl.
MS. 1407. Water Paveley, S. Ward, London;
Bowes, CO. Durbam ; and oo. York. Ward
alias Warde, Harl. MS. 1407. Jobn Wakde,
Q ; S. Sr. de Warde, co. York, V.

Az. a cross patonce or a mullet for difF. W^aed,
Great Ilford, Essex; Brayford, co. Warwick;
and Gevendale, co. York. Warde, Barford,
and Clopton, Norfolk ; and Welcombe House,
CO. Warwick

; descended from Ward, Pillerton,
CO. Warwick.

Az. a cross patonce engr. or. Brenchley, Maid-

stone, Kent.
Az. a cross patonce fitcby or. (Assigned to)

Cadwallader, last king of tbe Britons, Z, 551.
Az. a cross patonce voided or. Malton. Melton.
Az. a cross patty or. King Egbert.
GOLDESBOEOUGH Or GoLDESBROUGH. LUWARD,
CO. York. Malby, Noi-folk. WARD.Capestborne,
CO. Cbester; Kent; Lord Mayor of London
1681 ; and Middleton, Garton, and Gynendale,
CO. York. • Mnnsiro Svniori t\a \\''\t}T-,, Y Soth
W,.i;.). PWi' . ' ivJI- Sa!!:,bu.v
]:;:<: :'(. sii . 1 \

'

'•"vncK. Lull. MS.
.\/i. ;• iT'lsi j!'!T!; :ci^y [•K;.^i'^d.

'
...lM:i|.t,'ii'V )•; j;,;,.-U>. uist kii :'

'''• 'j'-- : il "<':. .<[S. ; .LJi ; i.ivcit/j>

I»< <

t\ WV'
•iAlMA7.TJ, 'V:ii

".V. wy.i: and
'f>tri.

Az. goutty and a cross patty fitcby or. Reade
or Reede, CO. Gloucester.

Az. a cross patty fitcby disjoined or. Brokencross.
Az. a cross patty flory or. King Egbert.
Az. a cross patty voided or. Winchcomb.
Az. a cross potent or. Beanchesle, V.

Branchesley. Beanchley.
Az. a cross potent engr. or. Branchesley or
Branchley. BrencSesley, V. Beenchisley,
Harl. MS. 1465.

Az. a cross potent fitcby or. Etheleed, King of
tbe West Saxons.

Az. a cross potent voided or. Sampayo, Portugal ;

quartering quarterly or an eagle displ. gu., witb
cbequy or and az. on a bordure gu. eigbt Ro-
man S's of tbe first, and or six crescents re-
versed az. and az.tive tieurs-de-lis in saltire or.

Az across sarcelly or. Browne, Essex. Broyne,
Kent. Brume or Brune. Sir Morice le Brune.
L. Bruyin, Essex; and Surrey. Panell.
Edward de Paveley, C. Rossely'ne.

Az. a cross sarcelly disjoined or. Basinges.
Morice de Brune, Y.

CBOSS cont.

Az. a cross sarcelly disjoined or over all a baston

gu. William Basinges, Y. Monsire de

Brenne, Y.

A z. crusily a cross sarcelly disjointed or. Knowles,
Earl of Banbury, ob." s. p. 1. 1632. Tbomas
Knoles, V.

Az. a cross sarcelly voided or. Sire Jobn de

Basinge, Middlesex. N, Harl. MS. 2213.

Az. a cross sarcelly voided or over all a baston

gu. Sire William de Basinges, Kent, iV. Sire

William Basings, Harl. MS. 6589, fo. 30 ; but
alii Cassings, L, fo. 44. Tbe baston sinister.

Sir William Basinos.L, Hari. MS. 0148, fo. 147.

Az- a cross voided or. . Conway, co. Warwick.
Warcup.

Az. a cross voided and over all a bend or.

Bashings. Tbe field flory or. Basing, Kent.
Add. MS. 14307.

Az. a cross patty per pale gu. and arg. Hospital
of St. Thomas of Aeon, London.

Barry of three arg. and gu. over all a cross flory
sa. Gower, Lillesbull, and Trentbam, co.

Staff'ord ; Baronetcy 1620.

Barry of five arg. and gu. over all a long cross

(sometimes called a crosier) in bend sinister or.

Gilbertine Priory at Sempringham, co. Lincoln.

Barry of five arg. and sa. over all a cross patty
flory gu. Brereton, Honford, co. Chester,

Baronetcy 1627-73; descended from Brereton,
Malpas.

Barry of six gu. and arg. over all a cross portate
in bend sinister az. (?) St. Gilbert.

Barry of seven .... and .... a cross moline
.... over all a bendlet .... Phaire, Ireland ;

quartering per bend .... and .... in chief a
lion pass and in base a triple-towered
castle . . . ., seal.

Barry of eight arg. and gu. over all a cross flory
sa. Goare.

Bnrvv "-f eight arg. Dr^fl ,7u. ov
"

•

"
a cv;.ss per-

il', 'nivnd HZ. S'i ilbkiiT.

l;.7.i
.

"h\. !iV >•. 4ii. 0^"tV y<[ ': CTiSS pa-
ioj;c! f)' viiw, r..~tio;i<:icy U>2':, Baron
i::--ivir i/i.:', i-istN'Miol I'rirrVi.':..:. n.i Earl

. "t:- \ ]''- .:i;.>n:! '-l' Sl.iilV.i-'.; I'<v.l,Duke
!ivi :

.

•.-:.;*; V Ki.teriiii^ ; tveson,
^.js^iv'ib-. T^K-iirrxin. ^-^^.il-v. -range,

,..v^^^:..^i'. ITiM; ^'^
'

'..^-ri'. V- 1 Hill,
. . '.•li; :i.,'.\.vlc\'u-i^

'' ••'••r.i. i veson-

GowEE, Baron Leveson 1833, Viscount Gran-
ville 181 5, Earl Granville 1833.

Barry of nine arg. and gu. over all a cross croslet

sa. GowER, CO. York.

Barry of ten arg. and gu. over all a cross patonce
sa. GowER, F*. Sr. Edward de Stydnam, V.

Barry arg. and gu. over all a cross sa. Jobn
GRENDALL, Y.

Barry arg. and gu. over all a cross flowered sa.

Grindall.

Bendy of tbree arg. witb compony sa. and or over

all a cross gu. Blockborne.

Bendy of three arg. and gu. over all a cross or.

Gallway, Ireland.

Bendy of tbree arg. and gu. over all a cross

patriarchal sa. Rorke, Ireland.

Bendy of three gu. and arg. over all a cross croslet

filchy sa. Welstead.
Cbequy arg. and gu. a cross az. Sire Robert de

Reydone, iV. Ridon, Suffolk. Rowdon, Kent;
and Suflc)lk. Sr. Rnbert Roydon, Suflolk, V.

Roydon, Forton, Kent; and Roydon Hall,
Suffolk.
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Chequy arg. and gu. a cross raoline az. Eeydon.
EowDON, Kent; and Suffolk. Royden.

Chequy gu. and arg. a cross az. Kyrkyn. Larkin.
Larkyne, Roydon, Kent, Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 36.

Stephen de Lerkinge, V.

Chequy or and az. a cross az. Goluino.

Chequy or and gu. a cross az. Ridon. Rowdon,
SuflFolk.

Erm. a cross .... John de Podynoton, Loudon,
1327; Cotton MS. Julius C 6, fo. ISi.

Erm. a cross croslet az. Leming.
Erm. a cross patty az. Garthside. Leming,

CO. Lancaster.

Erm. a cross potent az. Leming, Colchester,
Essex; and York. Lehyng, V. Lemynge,
1730.

Brm,.a^EaMejgB«rterly pierced ermines. William

Brtjo«|4 vmMT {ihe first so called), V.
Brtn. a cross flory ermines. Kene, V.

Erm. a cross patonce ermines. George Keen, F.
Erm. a cross gu. Boys, Suffolk. Colbkoke or
CoLBROOKE. Richard Daventre, V. Robert
Daventrev, Y. Lodbrooke. Marten or

Marton, V. Peche. Robert de Scotto, A.
Erm. a cross croslet fitchy gu. Curtayne.
Erm. a cross engr. gu. Dallinger. Grandall

or Gkaundaix. Gueen. Hawley, Brentford,
Middlesex. Northwode, Kent. Sr. de

NoRTHwoop, Kent, V. Roger de Northwood,
A. John de Nokthwoode, Y. Norwood, V.

Norwood, co. Bedford ; Tulsey, and Leckhamp-
ton, CO. Gloucester. Sire Johan Norywode,2^.
And with a label az. Sire Johan Norywode, le

le fitz, 2^.

Erm. a cross engr. gu. a crescent for diff.

Northwood or Norwood, co. Buckingham ;

and Norfolk; granted 1585.
Erm. a cross flory gu. Gower, Stanesby, co. York.

Grindall, CO. York.
Erm. a cross humetty in the dexter chief quarter

gu. Kingsford.
Erm. a cross humetty and the tops invecked gu.

Grandall, Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 40 b.

Erm. a cross lozengy gu. Brewes.
Erm. a cross masculy gu. John de Brewes, X.
Erm. a cross moline gu, Fannell.
Erm. a cross patonce gu. Go\\'er, Stitnam.
Grandale. Grandall, V*. Sr. Walter
Graundall, CO. York, V. Grindall. Ingham,
CO. Leicester. Rigges.

Erm. a cross patty gu. Bray, co. Oxford, Harl.
MS. 1405. Claybroke, Harl. MS. 14fi5.

Godarte. Thomns Gower, Stitenham, Y.
Sire Walter le Grandale, N. Grandall, co.

York.
Erm. a cross patty throughout gu. Bray, co.

Oxford^l^ aarrSBO)KE,F. ThomasLEYCROFT,F.
Brtifiii i^BS'paMl^ fitchy gu. M'Clean, Ireland.
Thomas I, 4rchbi8hopof YoiklO? 0-1100; and

i^:'&b«mjMfi; 1109-14.
^rm. a cross paity invected gu. Grandale,

Harl. MS. 1407.

Erm. a cross raguly gu. Laurence, co. Lan-
caster.

Erm. a cross voided gu. Hadringdon, V*.
Hatroingdon, F. Malton, V. Moyn, F.
Raffe de Otigedene, A ; or Otringdene, A,
Harl. MS. 6137.

Erm. a cross pean. Bridges.
Erm. a cross flory purp. Rigg or Rigges.
Erm. a cross patonce purp. Rigges, V, and

Harl. MS. 1405, fo. 49. Rygges, V*.

CBOSS cont.

Erm. a cross sa. Archer, alias De Boys, Essex.
Archer, 1730, Arther. Bois or Do Bois.
M. Robert de Bois, 1334. Sr. Robert Boys,
Suffolk, V. Sir Robert Boys orde Boys, L ; or
du Boys, N. Daventre, co. Northampton.
Daventre, F*. Martin, F*. Marton, V*.

Erm. a cross boionny sa. Godard, co. Ches-
ter.

Erm. a cross croslet sa. Carrol or Carroll.
Erm. a cross engr. sa. Houghton, co. York.
Norwood, co. Devon ; and co. Gloucester.
Pollard, Pollard Hall in Bishop Auckland, co.

Durham; Brompton or Brunton, and Bierley,
CO. York ; and Poulton, co. Lancaster. Pollard,
Bishop's Auckland, co. Durham

;
and Brauton,

CO. York, F.

Erm. a cross flory sa. Dickino, Bubbington, co.

Stafford. Kene.
Erm. a cross moline sa, Fletcher, Mawgan,

Cornwall. Sr. John Godard, V.

Erm. a cross patonce sa. Dickins, Babbington,
CO. Stafford. Sr. Hugh Godard, co. Chester, F.

Godard, Harl. MSS. 1068 and 1407. Goddard,
1730. Grendall, CO. York.

Erm. a cross patty sa. Sire Huge Godard, N.
Godard, Harl. MS. 1407. Goddard. Mose.
Moser, London. Charles Moss, Bishop of
Oxford 1807-11. Thomas Mosse, seal, 1655 ;

quartering per pale .... and .... three lions

pass
Erm. a cross patty throughout sa. Godaiid, co.

Chester, V.

Erm. a cross sarcelly sa. Godard, co. Chester.

Erm. a cross voided sa. Archdeacon, Harl. MS.
5860, fo. 4 b.

Gu. a cross .... Eutledge, Ireland.

Gu. a cross arg. Cann, Cornwall. Cobham,
Randall, Kent, F. Sire Henri de Cobham, le

oncle, N. Sire Stevene de Cobham, O. M.
Tho. de Cobham, S. Copham. Denmark,
Leigh, quartering arg. a cross and fleur-de-lis

sa. with az. a chev. betw. three cruets or and

arg. a mullet sa. Pannell. John Paynell, Y.

Paynell, W, Estephyn Penecester, A. M.
Ksleven Pencestre,D; or de Pencestbe,£;G;
Y. Pinchester, F*. Stephen Pynchester, F.

Boniface of SaVOY, Archbishop of Can-

terbury 1245-70; Lansd. MS. ^55. Piers de

Sauvoye, B. St. Awen or Seyntwin,co. Here-
ford. St. John of Jeri;salem ; granted with

the letters Fert to Savoy 1315 : Fortitudo ejus
Rhodem lenuit. St. Michael or St. Michell,
St. Owen, co. Here lord. Spearman or

Abperement, Durham. Temple Hospital,
London. Vesci or Vescy, Northampton. And
with a label az. Sit e E.slevene de Cobham, N.

Gu. a cross arg. over all a bend az. Hebert.
Gu.a cross arg. over all a bend compony (counter-

oompony, F*) or and az. Ormesby, V.

Gu. a cross arg. over all on the dexter side a

crosier in pale (arg., sometimes) or. Bene-
dictine Abbey at Shirburne, co. Dorset.

Gu. billetty and a cross arg. a mullet fur diff. sa.

Totesham, Kent.

Gu. crusily and a cross arg. Halsweij:,, F.

Gu. flory and a cross arg. Henry Cobham, V.

Henry de Cobeham, A.

Gu. flory or a ci-oss arg. Henrei de Cobbeham,
E ; F. Henry de Cobeham, A, Harl. MS. 6137.

Gu. platy and a cmss arg. Welesley, Ireland,

F. Weij,esley, F*.
Gu. a cross botoni)y arg. Aton, F. Atton.
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CBOSS cont.

Gu. a cross botonny arg. over all a bend az.

GoDLEY, Ireland.

Gu. a cross bottony and raguly arg. John le

Frome, Harl. MS. U65, fo. 48 b.

Gu. a cross croslet arg. Cheistian, Ireland.

Gu. a cross engr. arg. Bloyon, Cornwall.

BocKHiLL or Brockhill. Bradley, V*.
Englethorpe. Ingaldesthoep, Norfolk. M.
.John de Ingesthorp, S. Thomas Inglethorp,

Bishop of Rochesier l'^83-91. Inglethorp
or Inglethorpe, Norfolk. Inglethorp, V*.

Ingi.ethoepe, quarttved by Cotes, Harl. MS.

6829, fo. 9. Sr. de Ingoldthorpe, Norfolk, V.

Keme. Legh, Bradley, CO. Lancaster, F. Legh,
The Limes, Lewisiiam, Kent; quartering Mills.

Legh, Lyme, co. Chester; the heiress m.
Ormerod. Leigh alias Norley, 1309. Leigh,
Colliiison, Somerset, ii, 69. Middleton.
Nocot'rt. Norley, Norley, co. Chester. Siie

Thomas de Yngoldthorp, N. And with a

label or. Sire John de Yengethorp, 0.

Gu. crusily fitchy or across engr. arg. Brokhdll,
Kent, V.

Gu. a cross fleuronny arg. Bromflett.
Gu. a cross flory arg. Atton, W. Gilbart de

Atton, Y. Qui.ntwell or Quittwell, Filming-

Ion, Norfolk. QuiTWELL, Norfolk. Wootwell,
W. WOTWELL.

Gu. a cross fusily arg. Stawell, Cothelstone,
CO. Somerset.

Gu. a cross of nine lozenges conjoined arg.

Stowell, Cuderston, Harl. MS. ilU?, fo. 2.

But ten lozenges. Thomas Stawell, V.

Gu. a cross lozengy arg. Stanwell. Stawell,
West Anste)', co. Devon. Stawe i.l, CoZimscm,
Somerset, iii, 252, 253, 264. Stuwell, co. So-
merset.

Gu. a cross maltese arg. Knights of Malta.
Gu. a cross of four mascles arg. at each point a

bezant. Walois.
Gu. a cross inasculy arg. BdtleR.
Gu. a cross molinearg. Alford. Beake. Joan

de Beck, E. Jon Beck. F. Thomas Becke,
Bishop of St. David's 128093. Sire Wauter de

Bfk, -T. Anthony Pf'', "R'shop of Lincnlr

lil;'>, Kovvi.^h i;>OV jr.. :n,dj Bm<;:. i". .^;K^s.,

Durbi.rr.. I'r.KE, .'|i! arttrod bv iiiiron •."]

^CUMhi--; a;;;i hy W^U.-'OKhby Baroi. iHvi;; . T;

I

HiKNi.?tof; >;:• V-.i-.i dt) ^lA^^i.V?.
''

\

Sir jr.;-;;!!! WiiLovi !'VV, J. T.i Sir>' '

I '^i':T!.I..'l wH.'iV. rj'iavtfiiMJ '!• -.1 i'.i.'iiS^ i^iri.'-. -M.

j \in »!••;•..•/). ;': i-ui Kii. u '••.•• ^trur. .^•, T,

\ .'4\.iuoi. MS ll^i; ^* I :!;.. .): v. i.s><\\

:."'.. ^s C'- t.;\:ff' \i-;r
;- .-, .,]' ;. j. o

'

<•;-.

Benhalle, F*. Fere, F*. But a bendletaz.

Benhalle, F. Sr. Guy Ferree, V. The cross

square pierced. Ferre, Harl. AIS. 1407, fo. 12.

Gu.acrossmoline arg. over all abend sa. Fehrers.
Gu. a cross moline arg. over all a bendlet sa.

Sir Robert Willoughby, R.
Gu. a cross moline sarcelled arg. Beg.
Gu. a cross moline voided arg. Beack or Beeke.
Gu. a cross pall arg. Deycheleb, Germany.
Gu. a cross patonce arg, Amentom. Ameele.

Sr. Gilbert de Aton, Cumberland, temp. Ed-
ward I, V. Aton, temp. Edward IV, Harl. MS.
6137. Atton, Westmoreland, F. Aumerie.
Ayton. Bec or Beck. Latimer, 1730. Farnell.
Paynei.l, F. M. John Paynell, Knapcost, £.

Boniface of Savoy, Archbishop of Canterbury
1245-70. Eustace de Vescy, F. William de

"V'escy, B. And with a label of three points
az. M. Thomas Latymer, S.

CBOSS cont.

Gu. a cross patonce arg. over all a bend flory

counteiflory or. Latymer.
Gu. a cross patonce voided arg. Melton.
Gu. a cross patty arg. Aton, Westmoreland ;

and CO. Lancaster. Sire Gilberd de Atone, N.

Sr. Gilbert de Atton, M ; Y. Cross, 1730. Si-

mon IsLip, Archbishop of Canterbury l-'Ug-Oe,

Lansd. MS. 255. Paynell. Quintwell or

Quittwell, Filmington, Norfolk. Rowgy. Order

of St. John of Jerusalem, or Hospitallers.

Gu. a cross patty crenelly at the ends arg.

Batnymersh, F.

Gu. a cross patty fitchy arg. Thomas le Bek or

Beke, Bishop of Lincoln 1342-46. Columbers.
Gu. a cross patiy fitchy at the foot arg. Rote.
Gu. a cross patty pointed voided arg. at each

corner a bezant. Henry Le Waleys, F. Sir

Henry Lee, Wales. Harl. MS. 1405, fo. 57.

Gu. a cross potent arg. Crosse, Liverpool, co.

Lancaster.

Gu. a cross sarcelly arg. Monsire de Br:KE, Y.

Bernevill. Malton or Melton, co. Lancas-

ter. Offield or Ofield. Paynell. Samay.

Sir Pierce Sannay, I.

Gu. a cross sarcelly and over all a bend arg.

Bennall.
Gu. a cross sarcelly arg. over all a baton az.

Robert Benhalle, Y. Guy Ferre, G.

Gu. a cross voided arg. Duxbury.
Gu. bezanty a cross humetty cheqny arg. and az.

Walsingham, Kent.

Gu. a cross chequy arg. and sa. Sampson, Suffolk.

Gu. a cross humetty chequy or and az. William

Glocester, V.

Gu. a cross chequy or and sa. Gloucester.
Sampson.

Gu. bezanty a cross compony arg. and az.

Walsingham, Scadhery, Kent, F. The cross

humetty. Sr de Walsingham, F.

Gu. a cross compony arg. and sa. Sampson, F*.
Gu. a cross compony or and sa. Sampson.

Gu. a cross countercompony arg. and sa. Sr.

Thomas Sampson, V.

Gu. a cross countercompony or and az. Codinton.
r^r, n (••osti ovm S[-. Nicho'"" Bftti^, 'Peno, '»'<

1 ANV;.

Hob*.-'

-, i.i.

.. c;i:-

"^< 1 .' < (M

'• v<: .<

.1- j! , i.

-
: ir,

l.vi.i

Si. .!

tie CoBJJiM.

V,. >\OV.!\i'-

!U'v;

i.-. ''irtni.-.'", ;•). It !u

.i"-!.i;c.!;- Moii.se,
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iDi
I" -r. 1

Berks; Penny Darren Place, Rhonda House,
and Landaff House, co. Glamorgan ; Yarmouth,
Norfolk; and Aston and Rotherham, co. York.

Gu. a cross croslet erm. Ateste. Atley or

Ati.eigh. Sr. Richard Atleys, V. At-Lezze,
Lezze Court, Kent. Atteleys. Keene.

Norton, Kent, Harl. MS. 4108, fo. 61.

Gu, a cross engr. erm, Macklesfield or

Maxfield. Maclefield or Maclesfield,

Horton, CO. Chester; and co. Stafford. Maxfeld,
F. Maxfield, V* ;

andco. Chester. Mayfield.

Gu. a cross flory erm, Beake, Maidstone, Kent.

Gu. a cross gringoly erm. heads or. Kaer.

Gu. a cross moline erm. Bec or Beck, Pleasley,

CO. Derby; the coheirs of Anthony Beke, Bi-

shop of Durham 1283-1311; K,Harl. MS. 0589,

or de Beeke, K, Harl. MS. 0137; m. Harcourt

and Willoughby. Sr. de Beke, F. H.vrold.

Panneli..
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CSOSS cont.

Gu.a cross patonceerm. Humphreys. Paynell.F.
Gu. a cross paUy erm. Norton, Ireland.

Gu. a cross potent erm. Sr. John Norton, Nor-

wood, Kent, F. Norton, 1730.

Gu. acrosssarcelly erm. BECK.co.York. Anthony
Bek, Bishop of Durham 128 $-1311; K. Beke.

Gu. a cross sarcelly erm. over all a bend az. Beake.

Gu. a cross ermines. Dirwyne, Harl. MS. 1405,
fo. 34 b.

Gu. a cross of one barrulet ermines and an en-

dorse erm. both humetty. Sponne.
Gu. a cross lozengy az. and or. Courington.
Gu. a cross or. Barnaveile. Burnaville, V.

BuRGE.
"

Creneker, Kent. Sire Robert le

Creukeb, N. Crosbie, Edinburgh. Felix,

quartering az. a millrind or. Griffith.

Ocurboene. Owen. Pencester, Sussex.

John Pencestre, Y. Pyncester. Savoy.

(?) Priory of St. John at London.
Gu. billetty and a cross or. Sr. Francis Vilers,

CO. Nottingbam, V. Sire Fraunceys de Vilers,

N. ViLiERs, V*. Sr. Robert Villiers, V.

Villiers, CO. Nottingham.
Gu. crusily and a cross or. Fearnland. Frebant,

CO. Buckingham. Sire Nicholas FREMBAUD.iV.
Frenband, V. Freneland, V. Wodhous, F.

WOODHOUSE, V*.
Gu. across or over all on the dexter side a crosier

in pale (arg. sometimes) or. Benedictine

abbey at Sherborne, co. Dorset.

Gu. a cross boionny or. Bockingham, V*.

BOKINGHAM, V. John BOKYNGHAM, Bishop Of

Lincoln 1302 98, seal.

Gu. a cross boionny nowed or. William

Chaderton, Bishop of Chester 1579, Lincoln

1595-1008; quartering Cheteham.
Gu. a cro^s boionny voided or. Raymond, Earl

of Toulouse, Z, 70.

Gu. a cross croslet or. Frenband, co. Bucking-
ham. Keys. Streche.

Gu. goutty d'eau and a cross croslet or.

Hawborough.
Gu. a cross croslet crossed next the centre or.

Chaderton, Cheiham, co. Lancaster, V.

Gu. a cross croslet crossed croslet next the centre

on the upper and lower limbs or. Chaterton,
Harl. MS. 1405.

Gu. a cross crossed upon a griece of three steps
or. Jones, Lanvajire, co. Denbigh.

Gu. a cross engr. or. Allingridge. Cann.

Sr. George Cawne, Kent, V. Crecy. Sir Sy-
mond de Crey, Kent, V. Symond de Creye,

A; £; or de Cray, E, Harl. MS. 6137 ;
or de

Creie, N. John de Ci<ey, Y. Girle. Grey.
Hache. Monsire de La Hatch, Y. Leigh,

Lyme, and Bradley, co. Chester, Harl. MS.

1535, fo. 188. Nalingest or Nallinghurst,
Essex. Nalingherst, Essex, V.

Gu. a cross eugr. or over all a haston arg. Sr.

William de Croy, L.

Gu. a cross engr. or over all a baston sin'.ster arg.

William de Krey, L,Harl. MS. 6148, fo. 140.

Gu. a cross engr. or over all a bend az. Cray
or Crey, Kent. Sire William de Cr'eie, N.

Gu. flory and across engr. or. Nalingest, Essex.

Gu. a cross of four escallops the tops meeting in

the centre or. Adrian, V*. John Adryan,
Lord Mayor of Loudon 1-270-1, W.

Gu. a cross flory or. Delamore, quartered by

Brougham. Latimee, Barony 1299.

Gu. a cross flory or over all on a bend az. three

fleurs-de-lis of the second. Latimer.

CROSS cont.

Gu.a cross flory of nine fusils or. Fotherby,
CO. Lincoln, 1730.

Gu. a cross flory of one lozenge or. Cassyll, V.
Gu. a cross flory lozengy or. Fotherby, Barton,

CO. Lincoln ; and Barham, Kent ; granted 1005.
And with a crescent in the dexter chief for diff.

Mariin Fotherby, Bishop of Salisbury 1618-20.
Gu. a cross of five lozenges or, Benningworth.
Byneworth, V. Bynworth, Harl. MS. 1407,
fo. 2 b.

Gu. a cross lozengy or. Stowell.
Gu. a cross moline or. Berneston, V. Densy.
Feney. Feue. Grindal or Grindall. Le Sire

Lattymer, T\ Ashinol. MS. 1120. Monceaux,
V. MouNSACK. Orde. Perwicue CO. Lei-
cester ;

and Blisworih, co Northampton.
Gu. a cross moline and in the dexter chief a

crescent or. Latimer.
Gu. a cross moline or in the dexter chief or

mullet arg. Beuneston, V, Monceaux, Ber-

neston, V. The mullet pierced. Berneston.
Gu. a cross moline pierced or. Densey. Fenne.
Gu. a cross moliue rebated and lozenge pierced

or. Feney, V.

Gu. a cross patonce or. Baldwin Frevile (error
insomeMS.). GolcaR or Goldear. Sir Gilbert
de Heyston, L ; or de Hicton, L; Harl. MS.
0137. Latimer; quartered by Willoughby,
Baron Broke, U. William de Latimer, K.
William le Latimer, E; G

; or Latymer, J.

Hugh Latimer, Bishop of Worcester, 1535-9.
Sr. de Latimer, co. York, V. Sir William
Latymer, L. Le Sire Lattymer, T. Latymer,
Corbie, and Wardun, co. Noi thampton ; Barony
1299. And with a label of three points az.

M. Thomas Latymer, S. The label of five

points az. Joan le Latimer, E. The label

az. flory gold. Sir Thomas Latimer, L; and
Norfolk, V. Latymer, F*. The label az.

bezanty. Sir Thomas Latimer de Bouch rax,

L; Harl. MS. Ql-18. Latymer, Braibrok, and
Wardon, co. Northampton; and Womundle,
CO. Leicester. The label az. (another sa.)
three plates. Sir Thomas Latimer le Bou-
chard, L. The label of three points sa. nine
bezants. Latymer.

Gu.a cross patonce or over alia bend az. flory gold.

Hugh Latimer, Bishop of Worcester, 1535-9.

Gu. a cross patonce or over all on a chev. arg.
five annulets sa. Barker, V.

Gu. across patty or. BuRNAWicKor Burnawyke.
Delamere, CO. Lancaster. Goldacre or

GoULDACRE. GoLDCANE. Go^^DlfEAR, Sufl"olk.

Sire Gilbert de Heycton, L ; "but Hoyeton in

index; Harl. MS. 2213. Simon Ielip, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury 1349-00. William de

Latimer, K. Sire William le Latimer, N.

Monsire le Latimer, Y. Sire William Latymer

Baneret, 0. Le Sire Latymer, Y. M. William

Latymer, 1'3S4.

Gu. a cross patty or a label arg. Jgr^ William la

Latymer le fllz, H.
'

""v..

Gu. a cross patty or a label az. Sire Thomas le

Latymer, M. The label az. flory gold.
Thomas Latymer, Norfolk, Y. M. Thomas
Latymer, 1334. Sire Thomas le Latymer,
N. John de Latymer, 0. The label sa.

simply. Sire Thomas le Latymer, N. The
label sa. flory gold. Sir John de Latymer
Bouchard, M. The label sa. hezanty. Sr.

William le Latymer Bouchard, M. The label

sa. platy. Sire Wiilium le Latymer, N.
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CROSS cont.

Gu. a cross patty or a label sa. and a martlet arg.
Sire William Latymer Bocbard, 0.

Gu. across patty or over all on a bend a/, three

fleurs-de-lis of the second. Latin or Layton.

But flory. Sire Mostas le Latimer, N. Sire

Nicholas Latymer, O.

Gu. crusily and a cross patty or, Sr. Wil-

liam le Latymer, Jf.

Gu. across patty throughout or. Goldecar, V.

Gu. a cross patty fitchy or. Coi.umbers, Devon.

Gu. a cross patty fitched at foot or. Sir Gilbert

Heyton, L, Harl. MS. 6589, fo. 44.

Gu. a cross patty flory or. Atton.
Gu. a cross pometty voided or. Braunston.
Gu. a cross potent or. Chaderton, co. Lanfas-

ter; andco. Y')rk. Chatterton,co. Cambridge.
Chederton, V*.

Gu. a cross potent crossed next the centre or.

William Chaderton, Bishop of Chester ir)79,

Lincoln 1595-1608 ; but Chatterton, Hail.

MS. 1534, quartering Cheteham. Chadderton
or Chatterton. Chederton, F*, quartei-ing

Cheteham, Harl. MS. 1549, fo. 41.

Gu. a cross raguly or. Liston. Thos. Lyston,F.
Gu. a cross sarcelly or. Baron. Ordree.
MOUREST.

Gu. a cross sarcelly or flory arg. Atton or

Attone, Westmoreland.
Gu. a cross tau surmounted by a crescent or.

Wanlky.
Gu. a cross per fess or and arg. Brockhall.
Brockhdxx. Brokhull, V.

Gu. a cross moline per pale arg. and erm.

Friskeney, CO. Lincoln, V. Friskney, V*.

But the cross sarcelly. Fuskney.
Gu. a cross per pale gu. and arg. over all a bend

az. Predieux, F*.
Gu. a cross moline per pale or and erm.

FULKNEY. FuSKENRY.
Gu. a cross flory (another, patonce) potent coun-

terpotent arg. and az. (meaning vair). Car-

melite Priory at Bolton, co. York.

Gu. a cross vair. Le Counte de Albemarle, C.

Almont. Cuyet. Prendergast. St. Quintin,

Gansted, co. York. Tayre Tayrie or Twyre,
Scotland. M. Robert Twyer.S. William Twyer,
r. Sr. Robert Twyer, co. York, F. Twyre, V*.

Gu. a cross flory vair. Legros, Earl of Albe-

marle 1127-79; his heiress m. De Forti^us,
Earl of Albemarle 1189-96, Z, 105.

Gu. a cross patonce vu'r, i. ionte de Albemarle,
D; 1 • uv v SI iiA-.:^;, E; F ; G; till 1293.

Am.'R).'.. .'•:,,: :.T(i.r: Carmelite Priory at

Bol.r^^^•, no, 1.!!:; '

), Earl of Albemarle.
V.'iU'niu )M r;. ;;;::, ,

Earl of Albemarle,
1 'il ; i'ljr'.iii!:, lion ramp ,seal.
V .k;.-. \V;iiit:!n h <-'u-: Earl of Albema
I U:;' '.Stephen son. of

"r '>fWill;,!ii T.K.-i
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CROSS cont.

Or a cross engr, gu. interlaced by five (or six)
concentric annulets vert. Robert Gyffard, A.

Or a cross engr. gu. over all a bend az.

PoLTESMORE, CO. Devon. Charles Trimneli.,

Bishop of Norwich, 1708; Winchester, 1721-3,

Trymenell, V*. But a bendlet. Cruminell,
CO. Leicester. Sr. Nicholas Trymineij:., co.

Leicester, V. But a baston. Sire Nicholas

Tryminel, N. Trimoneff, CO. Leicester.

Or a cross engr. gu. over all a bend compony az.

and arg. Sr. William Poltesmere, co. Devon, V.

PoLTESMORE, CO. Devon. Sr. Richard

PoLTESMoR, N. The bend compony az. and of

the first. Poi.TESMORE, CO. Devon.
Or a cross flory gu. Anny, Scotland. Carliell

or Carlisle, Kirkhampton, co. Cumberland.
Carlill, Kent ; and Cumberland. Colvill,
Cumberland. Frevile. And with a rose in

the dexter chief of the second. Carlill, Cum-
berland ; and Westmoreland.

Or a cross humetty gu. Knolles.
Or a cross indented gu. Sir Eustace de La
Hach, J; Harl. MS. 6137. Thomas de

Marinel, £; Harl. MS. 6137.
Or a cross lozengy gu. Delahache, Harl. MS.

1386 fo. 66. Marvyle.
Or a cross of nine mascles gu. Qdarterman, co.

Leicester.

Or a cross moline gu. Favell, F*. Ingham.
Laton, V. M. William de Laton, iS. Laton,
CO. Somerset. Augustinian Priory at Leeds,
Kent. LoNGViLi.ERs, r. Marshall, co. Hants.
PiGET. Woodhall, V*.

Or a cross moline square pierced gu. Marshall.
Or a cross patonce gu. Carrell. Carlile, co.

Northumberland. Freville, Cambridge. Sr.

de Frevill, V. M. Baudewyn Frevill, S.

Or a cross patonce round pierced gu. Doughty,
Hanwnrth, co. Norfolk. Dowty.

Or a cross patty gu. Burgh. Cardeill. Sire

William de Carlel, N. Carlell or Carlyle,
CO. Stafford. Evett, co. Worcester. Frevile.

Or a cross patty titched at the foot gu.
ESCUDAMORE.

Or a cross patiy fitchy gn, Scudamore, Norton,
and Upton Scudamore, near Warminster, co.

"Wilts. Skydmore, CO. Hereford, changed to

Scudamore.
Or a cross patty flory gu. Trussell.
Or a cross patty and at each end flory gu. Evett,

CO. Worcester.
Or a cross potent gu. Acres.
Or a crosssarcelly gu. Bigot. Fttlnell. Laton.

LONGVILLIERS, MARSHALL.
Or a cross voided gu. Caverner. Hamon
Creveceuer, B. Sr. de Crevecoeur, Kent, V.

Robert de Creveceur, D ;
or Crevecuer, E ;

or Crevecure, E; Harl. MS. 6137. Ro. de

C'UEQR', A ; or Crevequer, A, Harl. MS. 6137.

Creverquere. Crevesuer, V*. Harrington.

Augustinian Priory at Leeds, Kent. Taverner.
Robert de Trenamer, F.

Or a cross lozengy gu. and vair. Exmill.

Exnnle,. V, but Exnule in text, and Exunle
in index, V, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10.

Frevile, co. Worcester. Sr. Baldwin de

Fryville, Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 38 b; or

Baudwin de (Frivile in a later hand), F.
Or a cross lozengy gu. and vert. Frevile, Harl.
MS. 1407, fo. 2. Frevill, Hari. ilfS. 146.5, fo.38b.

Or a cross lozengy sa. and arg. Sr. Henry Bessom,
V, and Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 38 b. Bessum.

CBOSS cont.

Or a cross masculy gu. and vair. Sire Allisandre
de Frewylle, N. John Frevyle, Y.

Or a cross per pale gu. and sa. Broke, co.

Chaster. Brook, 1730. Brook or iiRooKE,
Norton, co. Chester.

Or a cross engr. per pale gu.and sa. Broke, Nacton,
and Broke Hall,Sufi"olk;bartcy. 1631 -as,* 1813.

Broke, Leighton, co. Chester, V, and Harl. MS.
1465,fo.45,a8BROOK. Brooke, Horton,co. Glou-
cester. Brooke, Mere, co. Chester; quartering
Langford. Brooke, Norton Priory, co. Chester;
Baronetcy 1602. Brooke, Chester, and Byrn,
Beaumaris, co. Anglesey, bart. Brooke,
Colebrooke, co. Fermanagh; baronetcy 1822.

Brookes, York; baronetcy 1676-1770.
Or a cross raguly per pale gu. and sa. Brooke,

Nacton, Sutfolk ; Baronetcy 1661-93.
Or a cross engr. per pale sa. and gu. Broke,

Nacton, Sufl'olk; baronetcy 1661-93.
Or a cross indented quarterly gu. and az. Irons.
Or a cross engr. quarterly gu. and sa. Brooke,

Norton, co. Chester, Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 45 h.

Or a cross sa. Aton. Sir Gilbert de Atton, ; Y.

Brugges. Eaton. Eton. Sire William de

Vesci, N. Vesci; quartering Tyson. John de
Vescy, A; D ; G. Eustace Vescy, Y. Vescy,
Ireland; and Northumberland. Dominus de

Vescy, V. Sr. William Vesey, I. Vesey, V*.
Joan de Vessi, E ; F. Villiers, France.

Or a cross sa. a label of five points gu. William
de Vessy, A; E.

Or a cross sa. over all a bendlet gu. Barrett.
Or a cross croslet sa. Christian.
Or a cross engr. sa. Cistercian Abbey at Bindon,

CO. Dorset. Brocket. Augustinian Abbey at

Bruton, CO. Somerset. Robert de Giffard

(in margin 'credo Ufford'^, E. Robert

GiFFORD, V. Mohun, Boconnock Hall, Corn-
wall ; and Oakhamptou, co. Devon ; Baronetcy
1612; Baron Mohun 1628. Sr. John Mohun,
V; or Moun, H. Mohun, CoHtn«ora, Somer-
set ii, 9. M. de Mohun, S. Mohuon, Baron
of Dunster, Z, 383. John de Moun, .ST; N.
Monsire de Moun, Y. Le Sire Moune, Y.

Robert D'Offord, G. Rait or Rhet, Hal-

green ; and Drumnager, Scotland. Reath, Ed-
mistoun. (Ufford) Le Count de Southfolke,
P; 171 error.

Or a cross engr. sa. on a label of three points arg.
as many torteaux. Moon or Moyne, Cornwall.

Or a cross engr. sa. a label of five points compony
gu. and arg. Moune or Moynes. Sir Reignold
MoYNE, in margin Mohun, R.

Or a cross engr. sa. a label gu. Sire John de

MoouN, 0. The label of three points gu.

charged with nine bezants. Mohun, V*.

MoNE, Cornwall. Moun, V. Moi^njs, Moyne
Park, Essex.

Or a cross engr. sa. a label of the first charged
with hurts. Moone.

Or a cross engr. sa. over ill five concentric annu-

lets az. Robert Gifford, A, Harl. MS. 6137.

Or a cross engr. sa. over all a bend az.

Treville.
Or a cross engr. sa. over all a (bend, Mohun, V*)

bendlet gu. Meyny. Mohun, V. Mowne.
Or a cross flory sa. Ainslie, Dolphington, and

Pilton, Scotland; and Great Torrington, co.

Lincoln, bart. Brocket or Brockett, co.

Hertford. Berbrome. M. Thomas Lampelewe,
S. Lamplew. Thomas Lamplugh, Bishop of

Exeter 1676; Archbishop of York 1688-91.
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Lamplow, F*. Sire Johan de Lamplou, N.
Sr. John Lamplowe, co. Northumberland, V.

Lamplugh, Lam plugh. Cumberland. Lamplugh;
impaling Smith, Robert de Langplowe, G.

Langriplover. Plower.
Or a cross flory sa. over all a bendlet gu.

Nelston, Mawdisley, co. Lancaster 1587.

Or a cross flory voided sa. Lamplugh or

Lamplow.
Or a cross humetty at the tops and les {boutf: Y)

chefs florettes sa. Thomas Berbroune, T. Sire

Johan de Lamplou, N.
Or a cross indented sa. Robert Giffarde, F.
Or crusily and a cross patty sa.. Moyne.
Or a cross patty engr. sa. Peshall.
Or a cross patty fitchy sa. Lampuric.
Or a cross lozengy sa. Besom. Gaffard.

GlFFORD.
Or a cross moline sa. Caples. Sampson, Sir

William Samsonne, I.

Or a cross patonce sa. Brocket, Brocket

Hall, CO. Hertford. Broket. Godschall.

Sampson, Barwycke, V.

Or a cross patonce sa. over all a bendlet gu.

Nelston, Mawdisley, Sloane MS. 1301, fo. 219.

Or a cross patty sa, Sampson. Sire Johan

Samsom, N.
Or a cross raguly sa. Berkae, Germany.
Or a cross sarcelly sa. Saunson.
Or a cross vair. Exmvle. Exunle, Camor.
WiLLINGTON.

Or a cross vert. Candall. Sr. de Husse, Hers
well, CO. Lincoln, V; Baron Hussey of Sli-

ford, W. Hussey, Kent; and Sussex ; quarter-

ing Hussey, (barry of six erra. and gu.) with

Lake, Lucas, Taylor, Fairsted, and Callow.

Sir John HussEy, R. Hussey, co. Dorset;

Hador, Gowthorp, and Linwood, co. Lincoln
;

and Wiltshire. Hussy, Dnffifld, co. York.
Kendall or Cendall. Rising, F*, Shelton,
Harl. MS. 1441. And with a label gu. Hussey,
CO. York; and Ireland. Sire Johan Husee,
N ; or DE LA Husee, Y.

Or a cross vert over all a bend gu. Beringer
or Boranger. Sire Ingram Berenger, N.
Beringer, F*. Borenger. Vertnige,

Or a cross vert over all on a bend gu, three
fleurs-de-lis of the first, Beringer, co.

Buckingham.
Or a cross vert over all a bendlet gu, Benger,

Kent, Sr. Ingram Beinger, co. Hants,
V. Beringer. Binger, Haugham, Kent.

Boranger, IF. Hussey. Rerenger, Owborn,
CO. Buckingham.

Or ft iv.(;S'
'
ert ov"' oil a baston gu. Ingram

.»'.r!'.i-.:\Gi,.: V.

i.'.r r», '.raw < vocle! voft. Stedman, CO. Gloucester.
ST.:i .s:vy, ;<,. .llr".- .^<;ter 1716.

Or a crobrt -.jiy^v Hussey, Kykkbryn,
Norwich. Noxi;- a.. j;f or Noves, Shelf-

hanger, co. N r.Vil; ?.':•'. ,U.S\ 1449, fo. 71.
Sr. Edmund . N'o';v .. >;.>;•;'))!!:, F. M.Ed-
ward Noon, S. -Num-,.', ]', Vhom:. '"orfolk.

NuNN, 1716.

Or a cross flory vert. Da^l r.v.

Or a cross raguly vert. ANKETt^, . etel Grove
CO. Monaghan.

Pean a cross quarter-pierced erminois, Groin>
Wellington, or Willington, Norfolk, Harl. MS.
1177, fo. 150-154 b.

Per bend arg. and sa. a cross potent counter-

changed. Almack, Sufi'olk,

CROSS cont.

Per bend az. and arg. a cross moline per bend or

and of tbe first. Hawtre, co. Bedford.
Per bend dancetty or and az. a cross moline

counterchanged. Smyth, Anrables, co. Hert-
ford

; quartering Willarby.Otteby, Lilburne, and
Shan.

Per bend or and gn. a cross mnline counter-

changed. Spurdens, Lubeck ;
and Norwich, and

North Walsham, Norfolk.

Per bend or and sa. a cross potent counter-

changed. Alman, Pevensey, and Warbleton,
Sussex; heiresses m. Meres and Parnell.

Per bend dancetty sa. and arg. a cross moline
in the sinister chief of the last. Bemeley.

Per bend sinister indented sa. and or a cross sar-

celly in chief of the second. Beverley.
Per chev. arg. and gu. a cross counterchanged.
Chapman, co. York.

Per chief arg. and gu. a cross moline counter-

changed. Columbers.
Per chief arg. and gu. a cross resercely counter-

changed. Maheu Columbers, Y.

Per chief arg. and gu. over all a cross moline or.

Folvile or FoLviLL, CO, Chester. Folvile
called FovELL, Midlewicb, co. Chester; con-

firmed 1599 ; Harl. MS. ri095, p. 25. Folvile
alias FoviL Fovile or Fovill, Midlewicke,
CO. Chester; confirmed 1599; Harl. MS. 1424.

Per chief arg. and or over all a cross moline gu.
(The ancient coat of) Folvile, HarL MS. 1424.

Per chief sa. and arg. over all a cross gu. Order
of tbe Temple, C.

Per fess arg. flory sa. and arg, over all a cross of
the second. Suyluer, F.

Per fess arg. and gu. a cross moline counter,

changed. Colvile. Mathew de Columbers, E;
F; V. Mahend.

Per fess arg. and gu. a cross sarcelly counter-

changed. Columbers.
Per fess arg. and or over all a cross moline gu.

Folvile, Ashby, co. Buckingham ; and co.

Huntingdon.
Per fess az. and gu. over all a cross or. Lort,

Stackpoole Court, co. Pembroke; Baronetcy
16fi2-98 ; the heiress m. Campbell.

Per fess az. and or a cross moline counter-

changed. Braham, Suffolk, F.
Per fess erm. and or over all a cross patty arg.
Folvile.

Per fess erm. and or over all a cross moline gu.
FaNNELL. FaVYLE. FOLEVILLE, V. FoLVILE,
CO. Leicester; Harl. MS. 1424, fo. 61 b.

Per fess erm. and or over all a cross sarcelly gu.
Fannell. Felvile. Folleville or Folvile.

Per fess gu. and arg. a cross moline counter-

changed. Columbers.
Per fess or and arg. over all a cross moline gu.

Folville, CO. Leicester.

Per fess or and az. over all a cross moline gu.
depressed by a bend sa. Langton, T'*.

Per fess sa. and arg. over all a cross gu. Order
of the Temple, C.

Per pale .... and .... over all a cross moline
.... Giles de Merc; seal.

Per pale arg. and gu. a cross counterchanged
over all a bend az. Predieux, Cornwall ; F;
and Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 35.

Per pale arg. and gu. a cross engr. counter-

changed. Haydon, Grove, co. Hertford. Lant,
Exeter. Lant, co. Stafi'ord, F. Lante. And
with a 5 foil in the dexter chief. Lant, Port-
cullis Herald, F. Lant, Thorp Underwood,
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CO. Northampton; Devon; and co. Stafford;

quartering Andrews.
Per pale arg. and gu. a cross patonce counter-

changed over all a (bend, V*) bendlet sa.

Pbedieulx, V.

Per pale arg. and gu. a cross patty counterchanged
over all a bend of the first. Pbydeux.

Per pale arg. and or over all a cross moline gu.
Okdre, Baron, V.

Per pale arg. and sa. a cross engr. counterchanged
Benynqton. Berinoton, CO. Salop ; quarter-
iog Winsley, oo. Hereford. Berinoton, V.

BerningtoNjF*. Bernyngton, V. Berynqton,
V*.

Per palearg.and sa.acrossmolinecounterchanged.
Augustinian Hospital of St. Mary le Grand,
Bishopsgate Without, London.

Per pale arg. and sa. a cross patonce counter-

changed. Bbaham, V.

Per pale arg. and vert over all a cross sarcelly gu.
Ingham, Norfolk.

Per pale az. and arg. a cross lozengy counter-

changed. Haslefoote.
Per pale az. and arg. over all a cross moline gu.

Pechein. The cross sarcelly. Pebcham.
Per pale az. and gu. over all a cross engr. erm.

Sr. de Barney, Dyrbyn ; V. Stooghton.
Per pale az. and gu. over all a cross fleur-de-lisy
on the sides or. Gilbert Ironside, Bishop of

Bristol lfi61-7l ; and his son Gilbert, Bishop
Bristol 1689, Hereford 1691-1701; quartered
by Fust.

Per pale az. and gu. over all a cross patonce or.

Ironside, Houghton-le-Spring, co. Durham.
Per pale az. and purp. over all a cross flory or.

ISAACK, BolIiot,£xeter,andHeavitree,co.Devon.
Per pale erm. and vert over all a cross patty gu.
Ingeham or Ingham.

Per pale gu. and az. over all a cross engr. arg.
Sr. Thomas Barney, V.

Per pale gu. and az. over all a cross engr. erm.

Barney, Park Hall, Norfolk. Sir de Barney,
Dyrbyn, V. Barny, V*.

Per pale gu. and az. over all a cross botonny or.

Snell, Hemsted Marshall, co. Berks, Harl. MS.
4108.

Per pale gu. and az. over all a cross flory or.

Wayneman, Fiingeford, and Thame Park, co.

Oxford. Waineman or Wenman, Baronetcy
1662-1800; Barony and Viscounty 1628.

Per pale or and az. a cross lozengy counter-

changed. Haslefoote.
Per pale or and az. a cross patty also fitchy at

foot counterchanged. Clopton, Clopton, co.

Warwick, Harl. MS. 1563 fo. 49.

Per pale or and az. over all a cross flory gu.
Langton. And with for diff'. a bend sa. Langton.

Per pale or and az. over all a cross moline gu.

QUAERA or QUEREY.
Per pale or and az. over all a cross moline gu.

a bendlet sa. Langton, V.

Per pale or and gu. a point in point erm. over all

a cross tau az. Anthony de Lisle, Garssey, V.

Lylsey, Harl. MS. 1386 fo. 66.

Per pale or and gu. goutty erm. over all a cross

tau az. Anthony, Guernsey.
Per pale or and gu. a cross patty counterchanged.
Clopton, co. Warwick.

Per pale or and gu. a cross patty throughout hu-

metty fitchy {like patonce) at foot counter-

changed. Clopton, V. Cockfeild, Harl. MS.
1465 fo. 8, b. COKEFELD, F.

CBOSS cont.

Per pale or and gu. a cross tau counterchanged.
Thomas Thirlby, Bishop of Westminster 1540
Norwich 1550, Ely 1554 9.

Per pale or and sa. a cross engr. counterchanged.
Benyngton.

Per pale or and vert over all a cross fourchy gu,
HiNGHAM.

Per pale or and vert over all a cross moline gu.
Engham. Higham, Norfolk. Sr. Oliver

Ingham, Norfolk, V.

Per pale or and vert over all a cross pometty gu.
Augustinian Priory at Combwell, Kent; Cole
MS. xviii, 216.

Per pale or and vert over all a cross resercely gu.
Monsire Oliver de Ingham, Y.

Per pale (or) and vert over all a cross resercely

gu. a bend sa. John de Longeton, Y.

Per pale purp. and az. over all a cross flory or.

Wayneman or Wenman.
Per pale sa. and gu. both goutty d'or over all a

cross moHne fitchy of the (second, F*.) third.

Rede, V.

Per pale sa. and or a cross engr. counterchanged.
Pole, Z, 442.

Per pale sa. and sa. goutty d'or over all a cross

flory (another, patty) fitchy arg. Reade, Mid-
dlesex.

Per pale vert and or over all a cross moline (gu,

another) sa. Bigot.
Per pale vert and or over all a cross resercely gu.
and a label sa. Hugh de Baucoy le Labyn, C ;

in the margin 'Ingham's cote
' Harl. MS. 6589.

Per pale vert and sa. over all a cross patty arg.
Fox, Essex.

Per pale vert and sa. over all a cross potent arg.

Fox, Rodon, Essex, F.

Per saltire arg. and gu. a cross croslet counter-

changed. Twiselden, Kent.
Per saltire arg. and gu. over all a cross or. Gage.
Per saltire az. and gu. over all a cross botonny

or (sometimes standing on a bezant). Lanfranc,
Archbishop of Canterbury 1070-89 ; Lansd. MS.
255.

Per saltire az. and gu. over all a cross botonny
crowned arg. standing on a mound or. King
Athelstan, Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 48 b, and 4033.

Per saltire az. and gu. over all a cross patonce
or. Athelston.

Per saltire az. and gu. over all a cross potent or.

Prewes.
Per saltire erm. and or over all a cross patonce

gu. Durrant, Southover, Sussex.

Per saltire gu. and arg. over all a cross croslet or.

Prowes, F*.
Per saltire gu. and az. over all a cross botonny

standing on a mound or. King Athelstan.
Per saltire gu. and az. over all a cross croslet or.

Prewis, Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 48. Prowes, F.

Per saltire gu. and az. over all a cross flory or.

Athelstan.
Per saltire gu. and az. over all a cross potent or.

Prewes, Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 44 b.

Per saltire or and arg. over all a cross patty ae.

Hugh Pace Pudsatz Pudsey Pusatz Pusey
or de P0TIACO, Bishop of Durham 1153 95;

Harl. MS. 1407 fo. 86, and 1465 fo. 29. Pddsey,
Northumberland.

Per saltire or and erm. over all a cross humetty

gu. Orgaine, CO. Wilts ; and Lambrooke, co.

Berks. Owgan, Lamborne, co. Berks.

Per saltire or and erm. over all a cross patonce
eU. DURANT.

78
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Purp. a cross patty flory {i. e. patonce) arg. Bo-
niface of Savoy, Archbishop of Canterbury
1245-70.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross counterclianged.
Bevenott. Bevercot. Beverett. But over

all a label of three points gu. Bevercot.

Bevenott, V*. Beverett, V.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross engr. counter-

changed. Haydon, Grove, Oxley, and Watford,
CO. Hertford. William de Haydon, Newstrete,
CO. Somerset, F. Headon or Heydon, co.

Hertford ; and co. Lincoln.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross moline counter-

changed. Collingborne.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross patonce counter-

changed. Eton.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross sarcelly counter-

changed. James, Surrey.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross counterchanged.
Barnaby or Barnarly. Barnerly. Beverley,
V. Bewley, London, 1245. Haydon, V*.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross botouny counter-

changed. Crosland, quartered by Calvert,

Harl. MS. 5866.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross engr. counter-

changed. Haydon, Baconstrope, Norfolk. Sr.

John Haydon, Norfolk, V. Sir Henry Hey-don,

temp. Edward IV, Harl. MS. 6137.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross flory counter-

changed. Chisull. Crosland, co. York.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross patonce counter-

changed. Hugh Chishtill, temp. Edward II, V.

Haighdon, Heydon or Heyton ; Harl. MS.
1988.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross patty counter-

changed. Thomas Chethewode, Wodyll, seal.

Chetwood, CO. Buckingham. Chishull, Essex.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross throughout gu.
Walter de (Berg, Leland,) Burg, C.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross croslet in the dex-
ter chief of the second. Crosse, granted 1602.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross flory in the dexter
chief of the second. Crosse.

Quarterly arg. and or over all a cross engr. gu.
Frethorne.

Quarterly indented arg. and sa. a cross coun-

terchanged. Glendining. Glendonyn.
Glendinning or GLENDONWYN,ThatIlk; Nisbet,

i, 113 ; Lansd. MS. 255 fo. 20 h ; which coat, or

rather one having an earlier origin with the field

quarterly engrailed, passed by marriage, 1474,
to Coulthart of Coulthart, chief of the name

;

and is quartered with seven other coats by John
Ross Coulthart, Esq., of Ashton-under-Lyne,
CO. Lancaster, the present representative of the

Coulthart and Glendonyn families: Knowles,
Genealogy of the Coultharts, fo. 13 and 18.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross flory counter-
chanced. Grosvenor. CO. Chester. James.

t.).:;:'r!''i'!-.' -iTj^ and v.a. n, i'sv-v

crfti:^^:a,
t."

iU:,-: .. . ;• .. ...... ..,.-:.<£,
y. Taylard, CO. Huntingdon. And with a
lahel for difi". Eaton, Eaton, co. Chester. But
with a mullet in the dexter chief of the second.
Eaton, London, 1687.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross patonce per cross
sa. and or. Taylard, V. Taylor, T'*.

Quarterly arg. and vert a cross counterchanged.
Clarke.

CBOSS cont.

Quarterly arg. and vert over all a cross counter-

corapony of the second and first. Norhope,
Kent; and co. Nottingham.

Quarterly az. and arg. a cross moline in the dex-

ter chief of the second. Cross.

Quarterly az. and erm. over all a cross or.

OSBOURNE, 1716.

Quarterly az. and erm. over all a cross engr. or.

Osborne, 1646.

Quarterly az. and gu. over all a cross flory arg.

Snell, CO. Wilts. SuELL. The cross sarcelly.
Snell.

Quarterly az. and gu. over all a cross erm.
Barnes. Barney or Berney, Norfolk.

Quarterly az. and gu. over all a cross engr. erm.
Stadghton. Anthony Stoughton, co. War-
wick, 1619, W. Stoughton, Surrey.

Quarterly az. and gu. over all a cross flory or.

Ironside. The cross patonce. Ironside.

Snell, F, and Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 56 b.

Quarterly erm. and arg. over all a cross gu.
a bend or. Schordeth. Shordiche, V*. But
a bendlet. Sr. de Schordeche, F; Cotton MS.
Tiberius D 10.

Quarterly erm. and az. over all a cross or.

Osborne, Baron Godolpliin, 1832; quartering

Godolphin. Osborne, co. York. Osborne,
Lord Mayor of London 1583; Baronetcy 1620,
Baronies 1673 and 1832, Viscounties 1673 and
1675, Earl of Danby 1674, Marquis of Carmar-
then 1689, Duke of Leeds 1694; quartering
D'Arcy.

Quarterly erm. and az. over all a cross engr. or.

Osborne, Kelniarsh, and Dodington.co. North-

ampton.
Quarterly erm. and gu. over all a cross or.

Osborne, London ; and Kent.

Quarterly gu. and az. over all a cross engr. arg.
Berne.

Quarterly gu. and az. a cross of four pheons the

points to the centre arg. Trvesukwe, Harl.MS.
1404 fo. 22.

Quarterly gu. and az. over all a cross engr. erm.

Berney, Park Hall, Norfolk ; Baronetcy 1620.

Quarterly gu. and az. over all a cross flory or.

Burton. Gilbert Ironside, Bishop of Bristol

1661-71
;

or his son Gilbert, Bishop of Bristol

1689, Hereford 1691-1701. Snell, Kennicott,
CO. Devon; co. Gloucester; and Kingston, co.

Wilts.

Quarterly gu. and az. over all a cross moline or.

Snell, Hampstead Marshall, co. Berks.

Quarterly gu. and az. over all a cross patonce or.

Ironside. Wenman, co. Oxford ; Baronetcy
1662-1800.

Quarterly gu. and or over all a cross arg,
Streveling.

Quarterly gu. and or a cross in the dexter chief

arg. Middleton, co. York.

Quarterly gu. and or a cross flory in the dexter
chief arg. Middleton, Middleton Hall, co.

Lancaster. Middleton, Silksworth, 1615;
quartering Wardwick, and Strynley. And with
a mullet in the centre for diflP. Middleton,
Seaton,1615.

Quarterly gu. and or over all a cross of five fusils

arg. Fotherinoay, Harl. MS. 5804 fo. 59 b.

Quarterly gu. and or a cross moline for difi". in

the dexter chief arg. Sr. Symon Chamberleyn,
F. Chamberlyn. F*.

Quarterly gu. and or a cross patonce in the first

quarter arg. Thomas Midleton, Belso, North-
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umberland, F. Middleton, Westerham, Kent.
. MiDDLETON, Belsay, Northumberlaud; Baro-

netcy 1662 : from whom descended Myddleton,
. Offerton, co. Durham, quartering Wharton and

Conyers ; the coheirs m. Wharton and Heron.
William de Midletone, E. Muddelton, J^.

Stryvelin, V.

Quarterly gu. and or over all a cross patty arg.
. LiVERPOLE.

Quarterly gu. and or a cross patty in the dexter
chief arg. John Midelton, Nonhumberland, F.

Quarterly gu. and or over all a cross potence arg.
Levehpoole.

Quarterly gu. and or a cross patonce in the dexter
chief of the second. . Mlddleton, F*.
MiDLETON, Kent, Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 61.

. Strivelin, V*.

Quarterly gu. and or a cross patty in the dexter
chief of the second. Middleton.

Quarterly gu. and sa. over all a cross arg. Pigot.
Pyoott, F.

Quarterly gu. and sa. over all a cross engr. arg.
RiGGE, CO. Hants ; and Ryegate, Sussex.

Quarterly or and arg. over all a cross lozengy sa.

Sv?YNERT0N.

Quarterly or and az. a cross moline (i. e. sarcelly)
counterchanged. Collingborne, F.

Quarterly or and az. a cross patonce counter-

changed. CoLiNGBDRN. The cross patty.
Collingburne, Northumberland.

Quarterly or and az. over all a cross flory gu.
Langton.

Quarterly or and az. over all a cross moline gu.
Peron. Quarley, co. Wilts.

Quarterly or and az. over all on a griece of three

steps a holy cross all (of the first fulfylled sa.

i. e.) sa. fimbriated gold. Cluniao Priory at

Lynton, CO. Nottingham ; Cole MS. xviii, fo.

215 b.

Quarterly or and gu. a cross moline in the sinister

chief arg. Monsire Symon deCHAMBERrAYNE,r.
Quarterly or and gu. over all a cross lozengy arg.
FODERINGHAY. FoDRlNGAY.

Quarterly or and gu. a cross patonce saltirewise

coupterchanged. Essex, co. Bedford; co.

Buckingham ; and Essex.

Quarterly or and gu. overall a cross arm. Camock,
Walden, Essex. Gammocke.

Quarterly or and gu. a cross croslet in the first

quarter of the second. Middleton, Unthank,
CO. Durham.

Quarterly or and sa. a cross flory counterchanged.
Stanley. Tayler, London.

Quarterly or and sa. a cross lozengy counter-

changed. HONT.
Quarterly or and vair over all a cross gu. Gall.

Quarterly or and vert over all a cross engr. gu.
Ingham, Earl. MS. 1465 fo. 45 b; Kent; and
Norfolk.

Quarterly or and vert over all a cross moline gu.
Ingham, Norfolk.

Quarterly sa. and arg. a cross counterchanged.
Larayne or Lareyn. Sr. de Lareyn, F.

Loeaine, Kirkeharle, Northumberland ; Baro-

netcy 1604. And with a crescent for diff.

LoRAiNE, Lumley Park, co. Durham.
Quarterly sa. and arg. a cross flory counter-

changed. Eyton. Fletcher.

Quarterly sa. and az. over all a cross engr. or.

Crown or Crowne.
Quarterly sa. and gu. over all a cross arg.
Hague.

CBOSS cont.

Quarterly sa. and gu. over all a cross engr. arg.
Rudge, Seysdon, co. Stafford

; and Evesham,
CO. W^orcester.

Quarterly sa. and vert over all a cross croslet arg.
Fox, Essex.

Sa. a cross arg. Bernham. Sire William de
Brom.O. Delamare. Delamore, F*. Fannell.
Havenell. Homell or Honell, Suffolk. Sr.
de HovELL, Sufi'olk, V. Hovell, Sussex.

More, Kittington, co. Nottingham. More or
De la More, co. Leicester. Sr. William
De la More, V ; Y. Orfeur, High Close, and
Plumbland Hall, Cumberland

; granted 1685;
the coheirs m. Yates and Pattenson. Bene-
dictine Abbey of St. Augustin at Canterbury.

Sa. billeity and a cross arg. Estingrave, Kent.
Morris. N orris.

Sa. a cross quarterly pierced arg. St. Barbe,co.
Somerset, Harl. MS. 2012 fo. 44. Saintberbe,
CO. Somerset. Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 42 b.

Sa. a cross anchory arg. Arpin.
Sa. a cross croslet arg. Bickerstaffe, Kent ;

and CO. Lancaster. Crouchman. Durant,
Middlesex.

Sa. a cross croslet in saltire arg. Giles, Giles-

town or Gilston, CO. Glamorgan; quartering az.

a chev. hetw. three coronets adorned with two
ostrich feathers .... Kerne. And with a
crescent in chief. Howell Kerne, F.

Sa. a cross engr. arg. Bloyne. Thomas
Bradford, F. Bradford, co. Chester; and co.

Devon. Castelyn. Kiekbrid, Kirkbridge,
Cumberland. Knutsford, Knutsford; Harl.
MS. 1988. Morris. Paget. Woodburn.

Sa. a cross flory arg. Bawee. Bowert or Bowet.
Braham, Windsor. Brushford, co. Devon.
Chatham, co. Lancaster. Estonce or Estonne,
Essex. Favencourt. Augustinian Priory at

Haltemphise, CO. York. Lassew Lassey or
Lassow. Mannock, Stoke, Sufiblk, quartered
by Fust. PoLEFOKD. Seward. Richard
SiWARD, E, Harl.MS. 6137; J: or Sywaed,£;
G ; I, Harl. MS. 6589. M. Richard Sywaed,
D. Sr. Richard de Syward, H. Snard, Corn-
Cornwall. Seward Snardicote, Cornwall, F.

Sward. Swardicote or Swardscote, Cornwall.
Sa. billetty and a cross flory arg. Irishe, F.

Sr. John de Moeais, L, Harl. MS. 403-3. Sir

John Moreys, L, Harl. MS. 6589 ; or Morris,
L, Harl. MS. 65B9 fo. 44 : but Norays, L,
Harl. MS. GIST. Norreysot Norris, Penlyne,
CO. Glamorgan.

Sa. billetty or a cross flory arg. Norris, Geist,
Norfolk

;
descended from Norris, Milverton,

00. Somerset.
Sa. a cross flory raguly arg. Bbotherton, Stub-

bings House.Maidenhead; quartering arg. three

herons sa.

Sa. a cross fusily arg. Sir Robert Palfoed, L.
Sa. across humetty at top andjloretie lechef&rg.

Sire Richard Siwaed, N, Harl. MS. 4033 text;
and 2116 fo. 20 b. Robert Stuwabde, K, Harl.
MS. 6137.

Sa. billetty arg. a cross humetty at top and there

flory of the last. Sr. John Mobis.co. Gloucester, ,

Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 53. Sir John Noreys, co.

Leicester,F. Norreys,co. Glouc. Noeries, F*.
Sa. a cross humetty at the tops and les {bouts, F).

chefs flurettes arg. Sire Richard Siward, N^
but patonce in N, Harl. MS. 4033 trick..

Monsire le Suard, Scotland, Y. Richard Suwar3j

(? for Syward, K). Richard Syward, Scotland, Y.
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Sa. billetty arg. a cross humetty at the tops and
les chefs flurettes of the last. Sire Johan le

MoEEYs, N, Harl. MS. 1008; but Noreys, N.
Sa. a cross humetty pierced arg. Geill.

Sa. a cross humetty pointed arg. Graveley, co.

Chester, Harl. MS. 1465.

Sa. a cross lorraine arg, Ralph de Turbine,

Bishop of Rochester 1108, Archbishop of

Canterbury 1114-22; and his brother Sigefrid,

Bishop of Chichesterll25-43; and their nephew
John 1, Bishop of Rochester 1125-37.

{? Sa.) a cross lozengy (arg.) over all a bend

corapony (? or and gu.) Kenyon, Lancaster,

seal, V.

Sa. a cross lozengy gu. over all a bend eompony
or and of the second. Kenyon.

Sa. a cross moline arg. Follye, V*. Le Follye,
V. Sir Richard Sywakd, I. Uppeton, Corn-
wall or Devon, F. Upton, r*. Upton, Upton,
and Lupton, Cornwall; and Ingmire Hall,
Westmoreland ; quartering Carwather, Mules,
Trelawney, Mohun, Peneles, Raleigh, and

Otway. Wemme or Wenne.
Sa. billetty or and a cross moline arg. Benckistian

and Beverrestem, /or Beverston.
Sa. a cross moline engr. arg. Tadington, V*.
Sa. a cross moline square pierced arg. Upton,

CO. Devon.
Sa. a cross triple parted and fretted arg.

Fhanche, V.

Sa. a cross patonce arg. William Botox, E ; or

de Bourt, F. Eston alias Estnoche, Kent;
Add. MS. 14307. Estonwey. Estoukke, V.

Gresnore, I'eton. Grosvenor. Humphreys.
Mannock, Suffolk. PoLEFORDE. Sr. Robert

PuLFORD, L; CO. Chester, V. Pulford, Pul-

ford, CO. Chester.

Sa. billetty and a cross patonce arg. NoRRis.
Sa. a cross patriarchal (sometimes issuant

from the base) arg. Ralph de Turbine,
Bishop of Rochester 1108, Archbishop of

Canterbury 1114-22 : and his brother Seffride

or Sigefrid, Bishop of Chichester 1125-43 ; and
their nephew John I, Bishop of Rochester
1125-37.

Sa. a cross patty arg. Boure or Bower. Sire

Baudwyne de Estouwe, N. Graham, Eske,
Cumberland. Maplesden, 1730. Pelliford,
CO. Lancaster. Sire Robert de Poleford, 1^.

Monsire de Pulford, Y. Richard Pulford, Y.

Swardestost. Robert Swynerton, Y.

Sa. a cross patty throughout arg. Bacancell,
CO. Lancaster, F. Bancancell, F*. Estoukeke,
V.

Sa. a cross patty fitchy arg. Maplesden, Kent.
Sa. a cross patty voided arg. Copley, Harl. MS.

1407.

Sa. a cross potence arg. Aprice, Wales.
Sa. a cross sarcelly arg. Le Foij^ey. Pulfoed,
Westmoreland. Sywahd. Upton.

Sa. a cross voided arg. Tame, Ireland, Harl.
MS. 0096 fo. 18; and 5866. Walsam or
V,'Ar.£K.>^T.

Sa. ti :,••>>- ftvnt. ilAT.!.' h. ;-i'. V^'iUiv.Tii Vut.i:,t .«.

IjUilttOD. V.
'

i:i a ;if".s cv>-sii:; -'yn<.. J).'.? i-
,

ii' T;- .•;,
I

' J Ana with a crescent in the dexter chief
'vr diff. or. DuRANT, Durant, co. Derby;
'iiiu-ed 1600, quartering St. Lyse, Harl. MS.
i>li-\\ fo. 7 b.

^i. K cross engr. erm. Dodingfeld called

l>TTi>N, F. Dodingfield. Doi.ton. Dotxon.

CBOSS cont.

DuTON. Hallom. Halton. Hatton. Hatton,
F* ; quartering az. five S-foils in cross arg.,

with arg. three bendlets sa. on a canton of the

last a tower as the first, and arg. on a chief gu.
three fleurs-de-lis or. Wotton. And in the

dexter chief a crescent arg. Robert Halltjm,

Bishop of Salisbury 1408-17.

Sa. a cross flory erm. Durant, Rutland.

Sa. a cross indented erm. Motham, Drinkston,
Suffolk.

Sa. a cross moline erm. Sr. Thomas Molington,
Baron of Weme, co. Gloucester, in right of his

wife Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of Wil-

ham le Boteler, F. Molynton, F*.

Sa. a cross patty erm. Durant, Barndon, Rut-

land. Whem.
Sa. a cross patty filched at the foot erm. Wem,

CO. Gloucester (in a later hand than) W.
Sa. a cross patty throughout erm. Molington,

F*. Baron of Weme, co. Gloucester, V.

Sa. a cross potent erm. Durant, co. Oxford.

Sa. a cross sarcelly erm. Mollington.
Sa. a cross or. Bellesby. Braham; granted

1646. John Fannell, Y. Havell. Havenell,
F. Sire Huge Hovel, N. Robert Hovell,
E ; J; S. Hovell, quartered by Thurlow.

Hovell, Ashfield, Suffolk. Robert Howel, F.
Hovel Hovell Howel and Howell. Hovell
or Howell, Soulgrave, co. Northampton ; co.

Oxford; Suffolk; and Pack, co. Warwick.

Howelle. Smith, Chertsey, Surrey.
Sa. a cross or a label arg. Sir Stephen Houeli.,
L ; or Hovell, L, Harl. MS. 6137. Sire Este-

vene Hovel, N.
Sa. a cross anchory or. Tatyngton, Suffolk,
Harl. 3IS. 1449.

Sa. a cross botonny or. Godsall Godsell and
Godseel.

Sa.acrosscrosletor. Alan. Sr. Piers Taddington,
Suffolk, temp. Edward I, F. Tuddington, F*.

Sa. a cross engr. or. Braunche, brass 1364 at

Lynn. Brooke. Sire Robert Dofforde, L,
Harl. MS. 6137 ;

N. Robert Duffoed, O; or

de Dufford, .4. M.Robert Dufford, l:t34.

Dufford, Suffolk, Hayton, Moreton .Court,

CO. Hereford. M. Robert de Offord, X>; or

D'Offord, E. John Offord, or De Ufford,
Archbishop of Canterbury 1348-9. Le Conte
de SouTHFOLKE, P. Ufford, Peyton, Suffolk.

Ufford, Suffolk, V. Robert de Ufford, A,
Harl. MS. 6137 ; J; L. Robert Ufforde, Q.
MonsiredeUFFORD,Couuteof Suffolk (1337-81),
r, Le Sire de Wyloughby, quartering

gu, a cross moline arg., S. Willoughby,
Knoll, Wiltshire, quartering gu. a cross moline

arg. all within a bordure eompony .... and
.... Willoughby, St. Ennsder, Cornwall ;

and Selton, CO. Dorset. Sir William Willoughby,
baron Willoughby (1547.1779) for Broke quar-

tering Beke, Fitzallan quartering Matrevers
with over all a crescent sa., Welles, Graynsby,
and Waterton, U. Sir Robert Willoughby,
b>,ron Broke,(l492-1522,VERNEY since 1696) for
'

ford quartering Beke with over all a crescent

«!(,'., quartering Latimer, Cheney, and Stafford,
And with an annulet for diff. M. Rauf

Dufford, 1334. But a martlet for diff. arg.
Pertond. But a fleur-de-lis for diff. Ufford.
But a label of three points arg. Sir Robert de

Sturmy, I. But a mullet for diff. Christopher
Peyton, Auditor. But with a six-pointed
mullet for diff. arg. Ufford, Ireland, V.
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Sa. a cross engr. or over all a bend arg. Devifohd.
Sire Thomas Dofforde, N. But a bendlet.

DuFFOHD. Butabaston. Sir Thomas Uffobd,
L; or de Uffokde, L, Earl. MS. C137. M.
John DtTFFORD, 1334.

Sa. a cross flory or. Aveethorp. Barham or

Braham, Suffolk ; and Surrey. Delafield.

Holland, Westmoreland. Hoovill or Hovell,
Suffolk. Lascells, Soresby, and Brackenbury,
CO. York. Lassew Lassey or Lassow. Mannock,
Essex, 1730. Mannock, Stoke, Suffolk; Baro-

netcy 1627-1787. Manox, 1730. Massey.

MoNNOKE, V. Pycroft. Sampson, CO. York.

And with a crescent for diff. WARDE,Trimdon,
CO. Durham.

Sa. billety and a cross flory or. Chanflere, V.

Chanflore, Harl. MS. 1405. Chauflere, V.

Hanslore.
Sa.a cross humetty quarter pierced or. Grill,1730.
Sa. a cross humetty at the top and there flory or.

Sr. Richard Siward, Harl. MS. 2116 fo. 26 b.

Sa. a cross indented or. Robert de Uffobd, F; J.

Sa. a cross lozengy or. Uffokd.
Sa. a cross lozengy or over all a bend arg.

Ufford.
Sa. a cross of five mascles or. Brandreth, Lees,

and Stulach, co. Chester.

Sa. a cross moline or. Brayne. Tadington,
Suffolk, V. TuDiNOTON, Suffolk. Upton, baron

Templetown 1776 ; viscounty 1806.

Sa. billety and a cross moline or. Chaunstob, co.

Somerset.
Sa. a cross moline quarterly pierced or. Sampson.

Sa. a cross patonce or. Abraham, co. Lancaster.

Sr.de Alvirthorp, V. Almithorpe, Harl. MS.
1407. Braham, Harl. MS. 1407. Braham,
Windsor, co. Berks. Bulford, Harl. MS. 1407.

De la Feld, V. De laFieij), Fieldston; quar-

tering Fitzwarine, Montacute.Buf ler,Grey, How-

ard,Hampden,etc. DELAFiLDE,irarLilfS.1407.

Lasels, Harl. MS. 1407. Lassels, Sourby,

Richmondshire, V. Lassells, Allerthorpe, V.

Harland, V. Hoyland, Harl. MS. 1407.

Lascells, Lascells, Sowerby, Brakerbergh.and
Northallerton, co. York. Mannock, Kent.

Mannock, 1730. Massy, Holand, F. Massey,
Harl MS. 1407. M. John Massy, S. Tadington,
Suffolk.

Sa. a cross patonce or over all a bend gu. Nelson,
Ballinrath, King's County.

Sa. a cross patty or. Allen. Axverthorp,
Barranell, Harl. MS. 1407. Bray, Harl. MS,
1407. CLEYBROOKE,£fari.ifS.1407. Deijlfield.

CO. Lancaster. Estolk Estonke or Estonne.

CO. Cambridge; Cornwall; andEssex. Hebland.
Sire William de Hoilaunde, N. Holland, co.

Lancaster. John Lascells, Allerthorp, Y.

Monsire Lascelles, Worthorpe, Y.

Sa. a cross patty titchy or. Calziee, Calzier,

Scotland. Collier, Darlington, co. Stafford;

granted 1629. Collumbreis, Harl. MS. 1407.

CoLLYER,co. Stafford; conJlrmedlii29. Kadwaxl
or Kadwell, Wales.

Sa. across patty throughout fitchy or. Coluab, V*.

Collier, V*.
Sa. a cross patty voided or. Matson, co. Lan-

caster.

Sa. a cross potent or. Allan, co. Hereford ; and

CO. Stafford. Allen, London; and Fincbley,
Middlesex. Allen, impaled by Leversuch in

St. John's Church at Winchester. Alleyn,

Thaxted, and Hatfield Peverill, Essex; Baro-

CBOSS cont.

netcy 1629-1759. Alleyn, The Mote, Kent;
and Greseley, co. Derby. Allyn, Harl. MS.
1465. Aseya, Add. MS. 21025 fo. 40.

Sa. 8 cross raguly or. Stone. Stoway, 1730.

Stowncy, V. Stodney, V*. Stowney, V*.
Stownaye or Stowwaey, Harl. MS. 1407, fo. 5.

Sa. a cross recersely or. Sire Peres deTADiNoxoNE,
N. The cross sarcelly. Taddington.

Sa. a cross voided or. Aplederfield or

Apulteefield. Apledoefilde, Harl. MS.
1407, fo. 6. Appuldebfeld, V. Appuldeefield,
F*. Apuldeefield, co. DeYon. Apuldeefield,
Apulderfield,Kent.HATERINGTON.PULDEBFIELD,
CO. Devon.

Sa. a cross patonce quarterly arg. and gu. An-

gustinian Priory at Haltempeise, co. York.

Sa. a cross sarcelly quarterly or and arg.
Mornsell.

Vair a cross gu. Baudewin de Fbiville, C.

Vair a cross patty fitchy or. John Harbis, Bishop
of Llandaff 1729-38.

Vert a cross arg. House.
Vert a cross avellane arg. Peppin; granted 1757

to Sydenham, Combe in Dulverton, co. Somer-
set.

Vert a cross croslet arg. Bereie, Westerbogie,
Scotland.

Vert a cross croslet fitchy in the foot .... Ingon,
France.

Vert a cross engr. arg. Kingsley, Sorrett, co.

Hertford. Thomas Kirkbeide, Y. Vetnall.

Wabnee, F. Sr. Richard Whetnell, V.

Wetenhale. Whitney, Ireland.

Vert a cross flory arg. Boydell, Harl. MS. 1407.

Sefflee or Seffley. Selfe.
Vert a cross invecked arg. Hawley, Glarenceux

King of Arms, ob. 1577.

Vert a cross patonce arg. Leaey, Ireland.

Vert a cross voided arg. Plowman.
Vert a cross patonce chequy arg. and gu. Bokenham.
Vert a cross patonce (compony F*) counter-

compony arg. and gu. John Bokenham, F.

Vert a cross engr. erm. Beak. Kingsley, Kings-
ley, CO. Chester ; with (as an honorary escu-

oheon) arg. a bugle strung sa. Whetenhall,
Kent. Whetnall, F. Whetonhali..
Wettenhall, Wettenhall, and Hankilow, co.

Chester. And with a crescent in the dexter
chief for diff. W. Kingsley, Archdeacon of

Canterbury 1620.

Vert a cross or. Adams. Rising. Ryfingo.
Sr. Thomas Rysino, F.

Vert a cross croslet or. Beby, Utterbury, co.

Lincoln. Beeby, co. Oxford. Burey. Buby,
1730. Buby, Baron TuUamore, 1797; Viscount

Charleville, 1800; Earldom 1806; quartering
Moore.

Vert a cross engr. or. Gebson, Gerson, co. Lan-
caster. Jermain. Jebmayne, Westminster.

Wabnee, Ireland ; and Norfolk.

Vert a cross of four escallops the tops at the

centremeeting or. Wencelatjgh, Brandsburton,
CO. York, 1584, W.

Vert a cross flory or. Boydell. Beaint Hie,
Lord of Isdalas, ancestor of Vaughan, Pont-y-

gwyddol.
Vert a cross moline or. Bayden. Baynham, co.

Hereford ; 1588. Beynham, Grove, sp. Here-

ford; Harl. MS. 1453. Bingham, co. Hereford ;

Harl. MS. 1453.

Vert crusily litcby and a cross moline or. Eymont,

I Essex, F.
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Vert a cross patonce or. Bayden, co. Chester.

Sr. William Boydell, co. Chester, V. Braint

HiR, Harl. MS. 1977 fo. 16.

Vert a cross paity or. Boydell.
Vert a cross potent or. Buey, Baron Tullamore

1797; Viscount Charleville 1800; Earldom
1806 ; quart ering Moore.

1 CBOSS and in chief.

Annulet

Arg. a cross enar. and in the dexter chief an

annulet gu. Hanby, co. Lincoln.

Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief an annulet

sa. BiDALL. BYDALE.ifajI. MS. 1465. Bydall.
Gu. a cross engr. erm. in the dexter chief an an-

nulet or. Enkesthoep, Essex, V. Enkshop
Enksthorp or Enkesthoep, Essex.

Or a cross and in the dexier chief an annulet sa.

Bydale, V.

Axes
Per fess embattled gu. and az. a cross moline and

in chief two pickaxes or. Pickwick, Bathford,
CO. Somerset; granted ....

Beast (Lion)

Arg. a cross raguly and in the dexter chief a lion

pass. gu. Lawrance, Foxhall, co. Gloucester.

Arg. a cross gu. in the dexter chief a lion ramp,
sa. BouRGH. Mackwilliam, Ireland.

Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a lion ramp,
gu. Cahn or Cahun, Scotland.

Arg. a cross vert in the dexter chief a lion ramp,
guard, gu. Sendall, V.

Erm. a cross cheqiiy gu. and or in the dexter
chief a lion pass, (another, ramp.) sa. Lannde,
Sussex.

Erm. a cross (compony, V*) countercompony
gu. and or in tlie dexter chief a lion ramp. sa.

Richard Launde, V,

Erminois a cross gu. in the dexter chief a lion

ramp. sa. De Burgh, Castle Connell, co.

Limerick ; Baronetcy 1785.

Gu. a cross or in the dexter chief a lion ramp,
supporting an anchor with cable or. Croissy.

Or a cross az. in the dexter cliief a lion pass. gu.
Shelton, CO. Nottingham; co. Staflbrd; and co.

York; granted. 1690.
Or a cross and in the dexter chief a lion pass. gu.
Borough, Ireland.

Or a cross gu. in the dexter chief a lion ramp. sa.

Bourke, Dromsally, and Thornfield, co. Lime-
rick. Burke, Glinsk, CO. Roscommon; Bartcy.
16"-^8. Burke, Ower,Kilcorn8n,Derryraac]oghny,
Castle Hacket, Headford, Ballydugon, Tyaquin,
St. Clerans, and Tintrim, co. Galwoy. Burke,
Clongowna, and Elm Hall, co. Tipperary ;

quartering Dowdall ; descended from Burke,
Meelick. Burke, Baron Leitrim 1582-3; Vis-

count Clanraorris 1620; Baron Tynquin and
Viscount Galway 1687-91. Burke, Marble Hill,
CO. Galway; Baronety 1797. De Burgh, Baron
Dunkelin and Earl Clanricarde 1543 ; Marquis
1644; Earl of St. Alban's 1644-57; Marquis
1785-97 and 1825; Baron Somerhill 1826.

FiTZ- Richard. Mackwilliam, Ireland.
Beasts

I : ..u i—'^ <'renely vert and arg. a cross flory of

tbR tirsl; ill ehio!' Iawi bucks 'rinnant ppr. each

g0rg'.'(l with U. Civllar^T r,\T;KU(n .-.: ,"-'''
f"

''l.jts, T3;tt.:.vr). (•:>, riiiMis

Id sfjo T.f.i'dges
.•jj id

A/, -. '• >">8 and in the sxii.s.;ci' 'j-'e^';. i-ilit: •:;

h.- <.' '- EEY.

1 CBOSS and in chief cont.

Billets

Az. a cross or in the sinister chief five billets arg.
Steyngrey.

Bird

Arg. a cross patonce vert in the dexter chief an

oisel gu. Sr. Raufe de Zefoul, N ; and HarL
MS. 2213. The cross patty. Sr. Raflfe Sefoule,
N; Harl. MS. 6137.

.... Crow
Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief a rook sa.

Rokesley, LuUingstone, Kent.

Or a cross gu. in the dexter chief a raven sa.

Rokesley, Harl. MS. 1465.

Or a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief a Cornish

chough ppr. Massenden or Missenden,
Helme, co. Lincoln. Sr. Thomas Mussenden,
Heling, co. Lincoln, V. But a crow ppr. M.
Edmond de Missenden, S.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross engr. counter-

changed in the dexter chief a Coruish chough
sa. Haydon, CO. Worcester.

.... Eagle
Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief an eagle displ.

gu. Darcet.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. on the dexter chief an

eagle displ. gu. Draycot, V*. Draycott, co.

Wilts, ColUnson, Somerset, i, 225. Sr. Simon

Draycott, V. Draycotts, V.

Az. a cross and in the dexter chief an eagle displ.

arg. Warde, Suffolk ; granted by Cooke, W.
Erm. a cross patonce sa. in the dexter chief an eagle

displ. gu. GoDAED, London ; confirmed 1598.

Gu. a cross and in the dexter chief an eagle displ.

arg. Webb, Ireland.

Gu. a cross lozengy or in the dexter chief an

eagle displ. arg. Abgentyne.
Gu. a cross engr. or in the dexter chief an eagle

displ SymondeCREY,^; JfarL3/-S.C137.

Gu. a cross and in the dexter chief au eagle displ.

or. Webb, 1712.

Or a cross of lozenges and in the dexter chief an

eagle displ. gu. FoDRiNGEYor Fodeinghey, V*.

Or a cross quarterly gu. and sa. in the dexter

chief an eagle displ. of the third. Webb, Lon-
don ; granted by Cooke ; W. Webb, co. Glou-

cester
;
and Kent. Webbe, Kent, Harl. MS.

1465 fo. 42, and 41 08 fo. 69. The eagle beaked

and membered of the second. Webb, Weobley,
CO. Hereford. Webb impaling Blanchard;

ColUnson, Somerset, i. 140.

Or a cross and in the dexter chief an eagle displ.

sa. Webb, Exeter; and Saltash.

Or a cross engr. and in the dexter chief an eagle

displ. sa. SoLAY or Soley.
Or a cross humetty and in the dexter chief an

eagle displ. sa. Webbe, Exeter.

Or a cross wavy sa. in the dexter chief an eagle

gu. Webb, V*. The eagle displ. of the se-

cond. Webb, Harrow Hill, Middlesex; granted
1587; TF.

Quarterly gu. and or a cross lozengy arg.in the sinis-

ter chief an eagle displ. of the third. Fodering.

Quarterly or and gu. a cross of lozenges arg. in

the dexter chief an eagle displ. as the last.

Fodringey, V.

Quarterly or and gu. a cross lozengy arg. in the

sinister chief an eagle displ. of the third.

. FoDRiNGAY. FoDEiNGHAY, V. The eagle or.

Fodeingay.
I. a cross lozengy arg. in the dexter chief an

eagle displ. of the second. Kenyan, London ;

and Easihall, co. Oxford, 1590.
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1 CBOSS and in chief cont.

Bird coni. Martlet

Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief a martlet

gu. Whetysham.
Arg. a cross gu. in the dexter chief a martlet sa.

AnDEEWES.
Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a martlet

gu. Whitsham. Whelsham, V. Sr. Robert

Whetisham, V. The martlet of the second.
Sir William Whetisham, co. Chester, temp.
Henry VIII, Harl. MS. 1465.

Arg. a cross patonce vert in the dexter chief a
martlet gu. Sr. Ralfe de Jefoul, Norfolk, N,
Harl. MS. 1068. Sr. Raufe de Zefbell or

Zefuell, Norfolk, V.

Arg. a cross patty vert in the dexter chief a mart-
let gu. Zeffeley, CO. Bedford. Sr. Raufe de

Zefoul, N.
Or a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief a martlet

az. Hardhill, V*.
Or a cross gu. in the dexter chief a martlet sa.

ROCKLEY. RoKESLEY, V.

Or a cross engr. gn. in the dexter chief a martlet
vert. Sire William de Hardeshill, N.
Hardhill, V. Hardehill Harde shall or

Hard^hai-l, CO. Leicester.

Or a cross engr. vert, in the dexter chief a martlet
of the last. Hardishall, V*. Sr. William
Hardishull, V.

Per pale arg. and sa. a cross moline counter-

changed in the dexter chief a martlet (gu.
sometimes) sa. Augustinian hospital of St.
Mary le Grand, Bishopsgate Without, London.

Owl
Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief an owl gu.
Hauohton.

Birds .... Eagles
Per chev. or and sa. a cross croslet arg. in chief

two eagles displ. of the second. Townsend,
Thornbury ; granted ....

.... Martlets
Per chev. or and gu.in base a cross and in chief two

martlets counterchanged. Bashe, co. Hereford.

Arg. a cross gu. in the dexter chief five martlets
in saltire sa. Hardeclowe.

Bonget
Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross patonce counter-

changed in the dexter chief a bouget or. Eaton,
Gostrie, CO. Chester; Harl. MS. 20II, fo. 96.

Canton

Arg. a cross eng. and a canton gu. over all a
bend az. Trimnell, Ockley Hall, co. Wor-
cester.

Arg. a cross raguly gu. a canton ermines.

Lawrence, London ; granted 1002.

Arg. a cross sa. a canton erm. Whitehead.
Arg. a cross sa. a canton ermines. Hollinshed,

Hollins, Sutton, co. Chester, the heiress m.
Ravenscroft. Hollinshead,- Cophurst, the
heiress m. Corbet. Hollinshead, Bug Law-
ton, and Heywood.

Az. a cross patty or a canton arg. Ward, co.

Stafford.

Erm. a cross raguly gu. a canton ermines,
Lawrence, Lord Mayor of London 1664; a co-

heir m. Gyll.
Erm. a cross patonce sa. a canton gu. Dickins.
Sa. a cross patty fitchy or a canton arg. Collier

or COLLYER.
on a Canton .... Bend

Per fess arg. and gu. a cross patty counterchanged
on a canton .... a bend raguly .... Stysted,
Kisgrave, and Ipswich, Suffolk.

1 CBOSS and in chief cont.

on a Canton cont. Bird cont.

Arg. a cross patty vert on a canton or a martlet
gu. Seafowle or Sefowle, Norfolk.

. . . .Castle

Or a cross patty fitchy gu. on a canton az. a cas-
tle with a breach in the middle thereof ppr.
Collier; Baronetcy 1814-24.

... .Chevron
Gu. a cross arg. on a canton or three chev. of the

first. St. Owen, V*.
... .Fees

Arg. a cross sa. on a canton gu. a fess counter-

compony arg. and az. betw. four- croslets or.
Sr. Hugh Wrankeslow, V.

.... Fleur-de-lis

Arg. a cross sa. on a canton gu. a fleur de-lis of
the first. Clayton or Cleyton, Shefiield.

....6.Foil

Or a cross patty gu. on a canton sa. a 5- foil or.

Brierley; a heiress m. Newport, circa 1300.
. . . .Head (Beast) Lion

Arg. a cross flory sa. on a canton (? quarter) gu.
a lion's head erased of the first. M. Adam
Peshale, S. But crowned or. Peshall or

Pessall, V.

Arg. a cross patonce sa. on a canton gu. a lion's

head erased of the first. Persall.

Arg. a cross patty flory sa. on a canton gu. a
lion's head erased of the first crowned or.

Pecksall. Peshall, CO. Salop.
....Wolf

Arg. a cross flory sa. on a canton of the last a
wolfs head erased as the

fir^t. Pershall,
Bromley, Kent.

Arg. a cross patty flory sa. on a canton gu. a
wolf's head erased of the first. Pershall or
Peshall, Doynton, co. Lincoln ; and Horsley,
CO. Stafford. PESHAiL, Peshall or Pershall, co.
Stafford.

.... (Monster) Griffin

Arg. a cross patty flory sa. on a canton gu. a
a griffin's head erased of the first crowned or.

Peshall, co. Salop.
Human figure

Vert a cross (sometimes botonny, Ashmol. MS.
sometimes tiory ) arg. on a cunton of the last

the Virgin Mary holding in the right arm her
child and in the left a cross ppr. Benedictine

Abbey at Glastonbuey, co. Somerset,
on 2 Cantons

Arg. a cross flory sa. on a dexter canton az. a wolfs
bead erased of the first on a sinister canton

arg. a lion ramp, double tailed gu. ducally
crowned or. Peshall, Eccleshall, co. Stafford.

Castle

Per chev. az. and erminois on a mount vert a
cross patty fitchy and in chief three towers or.

NOGUEIRA.
Chief

krg. a cross patty fitchy gu. a chief indented az.

Saxam, Suffolk.

Arg. a cross moline gu. a chief az. Loghead or

LocBHEAD, Scotland.

Arg. a cross raguly sa. a chief az. Ceabtree.

Arg. a cross gu. a chief chequy sa. and of the
first. SCOLYCORNE, V.

Arg. a cross gu. a chief sa. Order of the Temple,C
Arg. a cross sa. a chief chequy of the second and

first. SciLLEKOw or Scolyoorn, CO. Lancaster.

Skylicoen, F. SkyllicoeNjF*. Skylycorne, F.

Arg. a cross sa. a chief chequy of the second and
or. Skillicorne, co. Lancaster.
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1 CEOSS and in chief cont.

Chief cont.

Arg. a cross croslet sa. a chief gu. Donkin.
Arg. a cross hunietty pierced sa. a chief gu.

Knowlys.
Arg. a cross patty throughout sa. a chief gu.

Raine.

Arg. a cross and a chief sa. John, Bishop of

Exeter, 1185-91.
Az. a cross humetty arg. a chief nebuly gu. radi-

ated alternately wavy and straight or. Lew.
Az. a cross of three barrulets and as many en-

dorses fretted arg. a chief dovetailed or.

PiCKPORDt
Az. a cross moline arg. a chief or. Segar,
Wrotham, Kent ; and co. Lancaster.

Az. a cross patty arg. fimbriated or a chief of the

second. Motherwell, Scotland.

Gu. a cross croslet and a chief arg. Ebden, co.

Salop.
Gu. a cross patty arg. a chief az. Chaulx.
Or a cross engr. az. a chief gu. Ensor.
Or a cross gu. a chief chequy sa. and arg.
Skillicorne.

Or a cross gu. a chief vert. Delavere or

Delaverty. Dellaber. Laverye. Vere or

Verre, Stanbroke, Suffolk ; granted \f)%^. And
with a label of three points on the chief arg.
Delavere or Delavobe. Verb.

Or a cross engr. gu, a chief arg. Faulcaly.
Foulcanley.

Or a cross moline gu. a chief arg. Fawell.

Feneault, v. Ficaulte, V*. Foricall, V.

Forican. ^
Or a cross sarcelly gu. a chief arg. Fencall.
John FoLVYLE, Y. Fontall.

Or a cross gu. a chief vert (sometimes) a label

of three points arg. De la Vere, V. Vere, V*.
Or a cross engr. per pale gu. and sa. a chief erm.

Abrook.
Or a cross flory and a chief sa. Lamplow or

Lampluoh.
Per pale az. and gu. a cross flory and a chief or.

Johnson, Beaconsfield, co. Buckingham.
Quarterly az. and gu. a cross patonce and a chief

or. I'anson, Westmoreland ; co. York ; co.

Northampton ; and co. Dorset. ; derived from
I'anson, Hawkeswell, co. York. Jansen.

Janson, London; impaling Lee; Harl. MS.
6095 fo. 6. Janson or Johnson, Kent

; granted
1605.

Quarterly az. and or a cross patonce gu. a chief

arg. I'anon.

Sa. a cross potent fitchy arg. a chief erm.
COSTLEY.

Sa. a cross arg. a chief of the first semy-de-
lis or. Sr. Richard Suyluerd.co. Cambridge, F.

on a Chief Bar
Or a cross quarter pierced az. {correctly, but sa.

fo. 43) on a chief of the first a bar humetty
bretissed sa. Pallavicini, Cole MS. xviii, fo. 42.

....Beast (Leopard)
Az. a cross of lozenges or on a chief gu. a leopard

pass, guard, of the second spotted sa. holding
in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis gold. Delaune.

(Lion)

Arg. a cross sarcelly gu. on a chief az. a lion pass.
or. ZiNFEN.

Arg. a cross gu. on a chief az. a lion pass, guard.
betw. two bunches of grapes erect stalked and
leaved or, Canary Company, 1663.

Arg. a cross gu. on a chief of the second a lion

pass, guard, or, Lawrence, Scotland.

1 CBOSS and in chief cont.

on a Chief cont. Beast (Lion) cont.

Arg. a cross gu. on a chief as the second a lion

pass, guard, crowned or, Clarenceux King at

Arms.

Arg. a cross raguly gu. on a chief of the second
a lion pass, guard, or. Lawrence, Iver, co.

Buckingham ; and St. Ives, co. Huntingdon.
Arg. a cross gu. on a chief per pale and of the

second a lion pass, guard, crowned betw. a
fleur-de-lis and a key gold. Norboy King atArms.

Az. a cross of lozenges or on a chief gu. a lion pass,

guard, holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis

gold. De Lune, Blackfriars, London.
Erm. a cross engr. gu. on a chief of the second a

lion pass, as the first. William de Ayreminne,
Bishop of Norwich 1325-36.

Erm. a cross raguly gu. on achief of the second a
lion pass, or and a canton erm. Lawrence,
impaling Dece.

Gu. a cross botonny arg. on a chief az. a lion

pass. or. Chawncy, Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 48 b.

The lion pass, guard. Chauncey. Chauncy,
Baron of Skyrnby, V.

Gu. a cross patonce arg. on a chief az.a lion pass,
or. Cauncey or Chaunsey. Chancey or

Chauncey, Sawbridgeworth, co. Hertford.

Channy, CO. Hertford. Chatjncy, Baron of

Skirpenbeck, co.York, F. Chauney. Chawney,
CO. York. Sr. Kirpenbeke, Harl. MS. 1465.
The lion pass, guard, or. Chauncy, Baron of

Skirpenbeke, co. York, V.

Gu. a cross patty arg. on a chief or a lion pass.
guard az. Chauncy, Skirpenbeck, co. York.

Gu. a cross patonce arg, on a chief vert a lion

pass or. Chauncy, Little Munden, co. Hert-
ford; quartering Chancy ancient, Albini,
GiSbrd, Ross, Proffit, Home, Cornwall, Parke,
Augar, and Harrison.

Gu. a cross botonny or on a chief az. a lion pass,
of the second, Chancey, Essex

;
and Porton,

Norfolk.

Or a cross engr. per pale gu. and sa. on a chief of
the second a lion pass, guard, as the first.

Brooke, York Herald, 1592.
Or a cross botonny purp. on a chief gu. a lion pass.

arg. Skrymby or Skyrnby.
Or a cross botonny purp. on a chief of the second

a lion pass, as the first. Skrymby or Skrynby,
The Baron of Skyrnby, Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 48.

Or a cross croslet purp. on a chief of the second
a lion pass, guard as the first. Barringston.

Purp. a cross moline or on a chief gu. a lion pass,
of the second charged on the body with the
letter L sa. Regius Professorship of Law at

Cambridge.
Sa. a cross flory or on a chief engr. erm. a demi

lion issuantbetw. two crosses croslet gu. Smith,
Eardiston, co. Worcester, Baronetcy 1809.

Vert a cross botonny arg. on a chief of the last a
lion pass. gu. Crombie. Crumbe or Crumbie,
Crumbe, Scotland.

,,.. (Sheep)
Per pale or and erm. a cross croslet gu. on a chief

dancetty of the last a lamb pass. ppr. Farley,
Effingham, Surrey.

, . . .Beasts (Lions)
Per pale or and az. a cross patonce counter-

changed on a chief quarterly of the first and
second a lion pass, guard, in dexter chief and
sinister base points three bezants in fess at the
sinister chief and dexter base. Robinson,
London, F; and Drayton Basset, co. Stafibrd.
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1 CBOSS and in chief cont.

on a Chief cont. Bird (Dove)
Or a cross patooce quarterly gu. and az. on a

chief of the third a dove rising nimbed betw.
two bucks pass, as the first. John Chambers,
Bishop of Peterborough 1541-56. Sometimes
quarterly or and az. the cross counterchanged.

.... (Heron)
Or a cross gu. on a chief az. a stork arg. beaked
and legged of the second. Lescher, Boyles ;

and Upton, Essex ; from Kertzfiid in Alsace.
....Birds (Eagles)

Sa. a cross or on a chief arg. three eagles displ.

gu. Penaky or Peneret, quartered by Cox.

Penury, West Yoke, Ash, Kent.
.... (Thrashes)

Vert a cross raguly humetty or on a chief of the
last three blackbirds ppr. Beck, Woodside,
Surrey ; granted 1864.

.. ..Buckles
Az. a cross flory arg. on a chief gu. three round

buckles or. Carter.
Gu. a cross flory or on a chief az. three round

buckles points to the dexter of the second.

Carter, Massington. John Carter, Lord
Mayor of London 1859. Carter or Haselden.

Gu. a cross patonce or on a chief az. three round
buckles of the second. Haslatine. Hastaline.

Haselden, Stamford, co. Lincoln. The tongues
dexter. Hesleden, quartering Smith.

.... Coronet

Arg. a cross gu. on a chief az. a ducal coronet en-
circled with a garter betw. a lion pass, guard,
on the dexter and a fleur-de-lis on the sinister

or. Garter King of Arms.
Vert a cross engr. erm. on a chief arg. a ducal

coronet gu. betw. two mullets sa. Bacon, Sut-
ton Bonnington, and Nottingham.

.... Crescents

Vert a cross humetty pierced or on a chief arg.
three crescents gu. Cricket or Crickett.

Crosses

Gu. a cross croslet fitchy arg. on a chief az. two
of the same. Daumarle, V.

Az. a cross tan arg. on a chief indented gu. three
of the first. Thurland, Reigate, 1730; inerror.

.... Escallops
. r . . a cross flory ... on a chief .... three es-

callops .... Sir Alexander Avenand or

AvENON, Lord Mayor of London, 1569 (in error).
.. ..Estoiles

Arg. a cross flory sa. on a chief az. three estoiles

or. Dabernon, co. Devon.
.. ..Fleur-de-lis

Sa. a cross arg. on a chief of the first a fleur-de-

lis or. SwYLLlARD, Cumberland.
.. ..Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. a cross patty fitchy sa. on a chief of the

second three fleurs-de-lis of the first. Pijiyne,
Kent.

Arg. a cross sa. on a chief of the second three

fleurs-de-lis or. Swilverton.
Or a cross patty fitchy sa. on a chief of the second

three fleurs-de-lis of th efirst. Brockman, Beach-

borough, Kent.

Sa. a cross arg. on a chief wavy erm. three fleurs-

de-lis gu. HovELL. The cross or. Hovell,
Suffolk. HouELi,, Plymouth ; granted 1652 ;

Harl. MS. 1045 fo. 24 b.

Az. a cross or on a chief arg. five fleurs-de-lis

three and two sa. Pannell.
Sa. a cross arg. on a chief of the first fleurs de-lis

or. Sr. Richard Suvluerd, co. Cambridge. V.

1 CBOSS and in chief .... cont.

on a Chief cont. Flower

Quarterly gu. and sa. across patty quarterly erm.
and or on a chief of the last a derai-rose radi-

ated betw. two pelicans vulning themselves of
the first. Bonner, co. Lincoln.

Quarterly gu. and sa. a cross (pometty, sometimes)
sarcelly quarterly or and ermines on a chief of
the third a rose en soleil betw. two pelicans as

the first. Edmund Bonner, bishop of Here-
ford 1539, London 1539-49, 1553-9.

Arg. a cross gu. on a chief ez. a double rose red
and white barbed vert betw. two fleurs-de-lis

or in the dexter canton a dagger of the second.
Christ's Hospital, London.

Sa. a cross arg. on a chief of the last a rose betw.
two fleurs-de-lis .... Morbit.

Heads

Arg. a cross raguly gu. on a chief az. three leo-

pard's heads or. Lawrance or Lawrence, De-
laford, Cbertsey, and Iver, co. Buckingham ;

St. Ives, CO, Huntingdon ;
and Chelsea, Mid-

dlesex. Thomas Lawrence, London, W.
Or a cross moline sa. on a chief of the last three

leopard's heads as the first. Molyne, co. Lei-
cester.

.. ..Horns
Sa. a cross arg. on a chief as the second three

buglehorns of the first stringed gu. Langhorn
or Lanohorne, Bedford ; granted 1610.

....Insects

Gu. across moline arg. on achief of the last three

grasshoppers az. Thatcher, Ringmer, Sussex.
The grasshoppers vert. Thetcher, Harl. MS.
1045 fo. 12 b. But on a chief or three grass-

hoppers ppr. Thatcher, Essex ; and Sussex.
....Mascles

Or a cross sarcelly gu. on a chief arg. three
mascles of the second. Fencall.

.... Maunoh
Quarterly or and vert a cross moline quarterly
counterchanged on a chief arg. a maunch sa.

Ingham, Marlon in Craven.
Mullets

Gu. a cross engr. erm. on a chief vert two mullets
or. Bacon, V.

Gu. a cross croslet fitchy or on a chief arg. two
mullets sa. Cobell, Ballignoth, Scotland.

Or a cross gu. on a chief of the last three mul-
lets as the first. Alley, Ireland.

Sa. a cross moline arg. on a chief of the last three
mullets gu. Upton, co. Somerset.

.... Falets

Arg. a cross croslet fitchy and an escallop in fess

arg. on a chief gu. three palets or. Keith,
Ludquhairn, Scotland.

Beptile

Vert a cross erm. on a chief or a snake nowed ppr,
Cambeeres Of Chambers, Westmoreland.

. . . .Bouiidles (Bezants)

.... a cross patty fitchy .... on a chief .... three

roundles .... Hugh of the Stok, Stivecle

Magna; seaZ, 1348.

Arg. a cross croslet az. on a chief of the last three

bezants. I£ercher, Norfolk ; ^rranted 1606.

.... (Ogresses)
Gu, a cross moline arg. on a chief of the last three

ogresses. Clapperton, Edinburgh.
....(Bezants)

Arg. a cross calvary gu. on a chief az. five be-

zants. Stephen Weston, bishop of Exeter
1724-42.

79
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1 CEOSS and in chief cont.

on a Chief cont. Spheres
Az. a cross patt}' fitchy or on a chief of the last

three globes az. Eldred, Olavers, Stannaway,
Essex.

...Staff
Or a cross quarterpierced az. on a chief of the first

a ragged staff sa. Palavicini, Cambridge.
... .Snns

Arg. a cross patonce voided gu. on a chief vert

three suns or. James Pilkington, Bishop of

Durham 15G1-76, Lansdown MS. 255; granted
1560.

Tree
Or a cross flory sa. surmounted of a bend gu.

thereon another engr. as the first charged with

three bombs of the second fired ppr. over all on
a fesse wavy az. the word Trafalgar gold on a
chief undulated arg. a palm-tree issuant betw. a

disabled ship on the dexter and a ruined bat-

tery on the sinister in waves ppr. Nelson ;

baronv 1798 and 1801; Viscount 1801 and 1805;
Earl 1805.

Coronet
Az. a cross raoline and in the chief point a ducal

coronet or. Molineux or Molyneux, Crosby,
CO. Lnncaster ; quartered by Charnocke, Harl.
MS. 1437 fo 17.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross patonce counter-

changed in the dexter chief a ducal coronet gu.
Taylor, Westminster.

Crescent

Arg. a cross wavy gu. in the dexter chief a crescent
sa. CoLviLE or rather Trevile.

Az. a cross engr. erm. in the dexter chief a cres-
cent ai-g. Berney.

Gu. a cross engr. arg. in the dexter chief a
crescent or. Leversedge, V*. Leyersege.
Levirsege, V.

Gu. a cross tau surmounted by a crescent or.

Wanley.
Or a cross engr. and in the dexter chief a cres-

cent gu. Camm.
Sa. a cross croslet in saltire arg. in chief a cres-

cent Howell Kerne, V.
Crescents

Arg. on a erice of three steps sa. gu. and az. a
cross Calvary as the third in chief two crescents

gu. BUNN.

Cups
Sa. a cross patty and in chief two covered cups

arg. Cluniac Priory at Lund or Monk-Breton,
CO. York.

Escallop

Gu. a cross flory and an escallop in the dexter
chief arg. Brandling. Delamoee, F*.
Delamoore.

Gu. a cross patonce arg. in the dexter chief an
escallop or. Brandling alias Delamore, V.

Gu a cross patty and in chief an escallop arg.
Delamare. More, Cambridge.

Gu. a cross patty flory and in the dexter chief an
escallop arg. Delamare. Delamore, V.

Gu. a cross moline or in the dexter chief quarter
an escallop Hamond.

Gu. a cross patonce and in the dexter chief an
escallop arg. Brandling, Gosforih House, co.

Northumberland; Middleton Lodge, co. York
;

and Shotton Hall, co. Durham. Bravelinge,
Harl. MS. 1407.

Gu. a cross patonce or in chief an escallop arg.
Monceaux, Berneston, co. York.

1 CEOSS and in chief , cont.

Escallop cont.

Sa. a cross engr. and in the dexter chief aii escal-

lop arg. Pagett. Pagit, London, 1730; and

Hadley, co. Middlesex*; and Crayneford, Bar-
ton Segrave, and Hanned, co. Northampton.
Pagitt, London; confirmedlb'ib. Piget, Kent,
Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 62.

Sa. a cross fiory and in the dexter chief an escal-

lop arg. Delamore.
Sa. a cross patty and in one of the chief quarters
an escallop arg. Beconsall, Harl. MS. 1974
fo. 11.

Sa. a cross patty arg. in the sinister chief an es-

callop (of the second another) or. Beaconsaw,
Beaconsaw, IV. Beckensaw. Beconsall or

Beconsaw, Beconsall, CO. Lancaster. Beconsall,
quartering Ashton, ff'arrington, Farrintiton, and
Claiton ;

all quartered by Hndlestone, iifarZ. MS.
1549 fo. 35. Beconsaw, V*. Beekenshall.

Escallops
Sa. a cross lozengy .... and in chief two escallops

or. Pandulph, bishop of Norwich 1218-26.
Escucheon

Arg. a cross flory gu. in the dexter chief an escu-
cheon quarterly sa. and or. Sir Walter Pechay,
B.

on an Escucheon.. ..Bars
Gu. a cross engr. arg. in the dexter chief on an
escucheon of the second (abend sa. and three

bars az. another) two bars az. a bend as the
first. Leigh, Rushall, co. Stafi'ord. The es-

cucheon barry of five az. and arg. over all a

bend gu. Leigh, Walington, co. Salop; Harl,
MS. 1535 fo. 189.

... .Beast (Lion)

Arg. a cross fiory sa. in the dexter chief on an
escucheon gu. a lion ramp. (arg. another) or.

Possall.
.... Chevrons

Arg. a cross flory sa. in the dexter chief on an
escucheon or three chev. gu. Malolacu, Harl.
MS. 1407.

Gu. a cross arg. in the dexter chief on an escu-
cheon or three chev. of the first. Owen.
St. Owen, CO. Gloucester. Sir John de St. Owen,
L.; or St. Owen, L.; or Seint Oweyn, N.
Sr. John Saint Owen, co. Hereford, V.

Gu. a cross or in the dexter chief on an escucheon
of the second three chev. as the first. St. Owen,
CO. Hereford.

.... Cross

Arg. a cross flory gu. in the sinister chief on an
escucheon sa. a cross of the first. Penthar.

Arg. a cross patty gu, in the .... chief on an
escucheon (for Atton) or a cross sa. Sire

Wauter Peesehay, 0.

.... Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. a cross gu. in the dexter chief an escucheon
of France and England quarterlyregally crowned
or. East India Company, 1698.

Estoiles

Az. a long cross and in chief two estoiles of eight
points or. Thurlow.

FesB

Arg. a cross gu. in the dexter chief a fess cora-

pony az. and of the first betw. four crosses
croslet or. Wrankeslow, F*.

Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a fess chequy
az. and of the first betw. four crosses croslet gu.
Wrankslow.
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1 CBOSS and in chief .... cont.

Flear-de-lis

Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a fleur-de-lis

gu. Adokes, CO. Lancaster. Eagleston.
EccLESTON, Eccleston, co. Lancaster; and co.

Buckingham. Ecclestone. Ecleston, Row-
borne, CO. Lincoln. Egleton. Egleshoyle
or Egloshoyle, Egloshajle, Cornwall

; the
heiress m. Kestell. Engleston, London.

Arg. a cross moline sa. in the dexter chief a fleur-

de-lis gu. Hall, Middleham, co. Bedford.

Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief a fleur-de-lis

sa. Egleshoyle or Egloshoyle, Egloshayle,
Cornwall ; the heiress m. Kestell. Egleston,
CO. Lancaster, V. Haddock, co. Lancaster.

Hadokes, F*. Haidocke Haydock or

Heydock, Grey well, co. Hants, 1C12. Sr.

Mayn Haydokes, V. Heigh, co. Chester.
Leigh or Leye, co. Chester ; and Kent. Leigh,
Kent, Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 61.

Arg. a cross vert in the dexter chief a fleur-de-lis

gu. Sendall. The fleur-de-lis for difi". sa.

Sendall, V.

Gu. a cross engr. or in the dexter chief a fleur-de-

lis arg. AsHEEST, co. Lancaster, V. Ashebte.
Sr. Adara Hasherst, V.

Gu. a cross engr. and in the dexter chief a fleur-de-

lis or. Ashuest, Waterstock, CO. Oxford; Ba-

ronetcy 1688-1732; and co. Chester.
Or a cross sa. in the dexter chief a fleur-de-lis

.... Heycock, Mortimer, co. Berks ; and Til-

ton, Owston, and East Norton, co. Leicester.
Flower

Az. a cross or in the dexter chief a rose arg.

Hoet, Castle Strange, Middlesex ;
and Hortland,

Kildare, Baronetcy 1767.
Or a cross patonce and in the dexter chief a rose

gu. Sr. William Carlill, Northumberland;
and Westmoreland, V.

S.Foil

Arg. a cross moline sa. in the first quarter a 3-foil

gu. Copley.
Ou. a cross engr. arg. in the dexter chief a 3-foil

slipped vert. Ridge, Chichester, Sussex.
5-Foil

Arg. a cross (fusily, another) lozengy and in the
dexter chief a 5-foil gn. Augustinian Priory
of St. Maey Oveeies, Southwark, Surrey.

Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief a 5-foil sa.

Moresby, Cumberland.
Sa. a cross and in the dexter chief a 5-foil arg.
M. Christopher de Apresby, S. Apeestby.
MoEESBY, V.

Sa. a cross arg. in the dexter chief a 5-foiI or.

Moresby, Moresby, Cumberland ; the heiress

m. Pickering. The 5-foil pierced. Mobisby or

MORISON.
Sa. a cross or in the dexter chief a 5-foil arg,

Hugh MORICEBY, Y.

Hand

Arg. a cross gu. in the dexter chief a dexter hand
apaumy couped sa. Boubke, Baron of Castle

Connell. But a gauntlet sa. MacErgsterighte.
Or a cross gu. in the dexter chief a dexter hand

sa. Burke ; quartered by Purdon. Bouek,
Baron of Castle Connell.

Head. . . .(Beast) Seer

Arg. a cross engr. vert in the dexter chief a stag's
head cabossed gu. Caddei.l.

Gu. a cross flory erm. the ends or in the dexter
chief a hart's head couped arg. Averell,
Harl. 3IS. 1407.

1 CEOSS and in chief .... cont.

Head cont. (Beast) Leopard
Sa. a cross erm. in the dexter chief a leopard's
head arg. Ambler, Kirkton, co. Lincoln, 1716

....Wolf
Az. a cross erm. in the dexter chief a wolf's head

erased arg. Ward, London.
Erm. a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief a wolf's

head couped .... Noethwood or Norwood.
Erm. a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief a wolfs
head couped purp. Northwood, V. Norwood,
F.

Erm. a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief a wolfs
head erased sa. Norwood.

Erm. a cross engr. sa. in the dexter chief a wolf's

head couped (another erased) gu. Northwood
or Norwood, Dean Court, Kent.

.. ..(Monster)
Erm. a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief a grif-

fin's head couped sa. Narwold or Noewold,
Kent.

Heads .... (Beasts) Goats
Or a cross moline sa. in chief three goat's beads

erased of the last. Mollins, Watterton, Hants.
.. ..Leopards

Erm. a cross moline and in chief three leopard's
heads erased sa. Molines, W. Molynes, F*.
MoLYNS, Sandell, Hants; and co.Somerset; Chap-
cot and Wallingford, CO. Berks and co. Leicester.

(Birds)

Arg. a cross flory gu. in chief three eagle's heads
erased .... Tilije, Cornwall.

....(Monsters)
Arg. a cross barhy gu. in chief three griflBn's heads

sa. Tillie, Pentillie Castle, Cornwall.
Human Figure

Vert a cross potent fitchy arg. in the dexter chief
the Virgin and Child in glory. King Edbed,
ob. 955, Harl. MS. 4033.

Key
Az. a cross moline or in the dexter chief a key and

in the sinister an anchor . Ward, Gilston

Park, CO. Hertford ; quartering Plumer.

Keys
Arg. a cross croslet fitchy sa. in chief two keys

saltirewise gu. Kennedy, Kilmuches, Scot-
land.

Per fess gu. and az. in base a cross calvary sup-
ported by a saint on steps ppr. in chief two

keys saltirewise or. Bishopric of Cashel,Emly,
"Waterford, and Lismore.

Label

Arg. a cross az. a label gu. Monsire John de

Bfvercote, r.

Arg. a cross patty az. a label gu. Sire John de

Beavercote, Y
;
or Bevehkote, 0.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. a label of three points az.

Sir John Herward, L. Harl. MS. 6148; but

Norwood, L. Harl. MS. 6589, fo. 30 and 44.

Arg. a cross patty flory and a label of five points

gu. Swynerton.

Arg. a cross patonce vert a label of three points

gu. Brewercott.
Az. a cross flory arg. and a label of three points

gu. Geimsarwe or Grimshaw ; quartering

Maidenhach, and so quartered by Holte.

Az. a cross patty or a label of five points arg.

Trusbutt, Harl. MS. 1407. The label gu.
Trusbut.

Gu. a cross arg. a label of three points az. Wil-

liam de Heury, A. But five points. Heuer
or Hever. William de Heure, A, Harl. MS.
6137 ; or de Hevere, D.
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1 CBOSS and in chief .... cont.

Label cont.

Gu. a cross arg. a label of five points or. Robert

DORNHAY, V.

Gu. a cross patty arg. a label az. Godion, co.

Bedford. Gubyon, V*. The label of three

points. Sir Hugli Gobion, 1730.

Gu. a cross patty throughout arg. a label of three

points also throughout az. Hugh Gubion, V.

Gu. a cross patty arg. a label sa. Gulion, co.

Bedford.
Gu. a cross or a label az. flory of the second.

Chamberlayne.
Or a cross gu.a label az. RiNSHALL/orREVESHALL.
The label of five points. Bigott. John de

Reveshale, E; or Reve SHALL, F. Say. The
label of three points az. flory gold. Pabenham.
The label of five points az. flory gold. John
de Reveshale, F. Say.

Or a cross sa. over all a label of four points gu.
Raveshall for Reveshall. The label of five

points. William de Vessey ; A; E.

Per pale vert and or a cross recerseley gu. a label

sa. Hugh de Baucoy le Labiau, G; but

Labyn, and in the margin Ingham's coat, Harl.

3IS. 6589.

Sa. a cross sarcelly or a label gu. Halnesby.
Letter

Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief a Roman L
gu.

" The auncient armes of the City of

London, as they stand in our Ladye church at

Antwerp," etc., Harl. MS. 1349.

Lozenge
Arg. a cross patonce and in the dexter chief a

lozenge gu. Percehay, Harl. MS. 1407. Sire

de Percehay, V. Peechay. F*. Perechay,
F*. The cross patty. Monsire William de

Percehay, Y. William Perchehay, Y.

Gu. a cross arg. in the dexter chief a lozenge of

the second. Lee, Surrey.
Gu. a cross engr. and in the dexter chief a lozenge

arg. Leigh, Baron Leigh, 1643-1786; and
1839. Leigh, Harl. MS. 7510 fo. 53. (The
arms adopted by the descendants of) Sir Tho-
mas Leigh, Lord Mayorof London 1559, Harl.
MS.lbSb fo. 189. Leigh, Scarlets Wargrave,
CO. Berks. The lozenge or. Legh, co. Staflbrd.

Leigh, co. Salop ; and Ridware, co. StaflTord.

Lozenges
.... across .... in the dexter chief five lozenges

in bend .... William de Heeleston, xiii

cent., Sparsholt.co. Berks.

Mascle

Az. a cross engr. and in the dexter chief a mascle
or. Lee.

Mullet

Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief a mullet gu.
Corbet.

Arg. a cross gu. in the dexter chief a mullet sa.

Apden, F.

Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a mullet gu.
Whelsham or Whetisham.

Arg. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a mullet of
the second charged with an annulet or.

Sutton, F.

Gu. a cross moline or in the dexter chief a mullet

arg. Berneston, F. Monceaux, Berneslon,
F. The cross sarcelly. Bemston for
Beenston.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross patonce counter-

changed in the dt-xter chief a mullet of the
second. Eaton, Blackden, co. Chester.

1 CBOSS and in chief cont.

Mullet cont.

Sa. a cross engr. erra. in the dexter chief a mullet
or. Kingsley, Canterbury.

Sa. a cross engr. or in the dexter chief a mullet

arg. Panton. Sir Robert Peyton, temp.
Edward IV, Harl. MS. 6137. Sir Robert

Payton, CO. Cambridge, F; Baronetcy 1611-

1815 ; and his brother Sir John Peyton, Knowl-

ton, Kent; Baronetcy 1611-83; from whom
descended Peyton, Doddington; Baronetcies

1660-00, 1666-1771, 1776. Peyton, Yealmpton,
CO. Devon. Peyton, East Barnet, co. Hertford,
1730. M. John de Peyton, S.

Sa. a cross engr. or in the sinister chief a mullet

arg. Peyton, Wakehurst Place, Sussex.

.... a cross lozengy .... and in the dexter chief

a six pointed mullet Dufford.
Sa. a cross engr. or in the dexter chief a six

pointed mullet arg. Ufford, Ireland, F.

Sa. a cross engr. and in the dexter chief a mullet
or. Payton, Bury St. Edmund's, Sutfolk.

Vert a cross engr. erm. in the dexter chief a pierced
mullet .... Knightly, Chorley, co. Lancaster.

Mullets

Arg. a cross moline az. placed in a lock ppr. and
in chief two mullets of the second. Miij.er,

Gourlebank, Scotland.

Quarterly or and az. a cross moline in chief two
mullets pierced all counterchanged. Brewin,
Loughborough, co. Leicester.

Arg. a cross moline gu. in chief three mullets

sa. Dinely, CO. York.
Pall

Sa. a cross arg. in the dexter chief the archiepis-

copal pall ppr. Benedictine Abbey of St. Au-

gustin at Canterbury.
Pot

Arg. a cross patonce sa. in the dexter chief a

fleshpot of the second. Banestee, Prescot.

on a Quarter .... Beast

Erm. a cross (compony, V*) countercompony gu.

and or on the dexter chief quarter arg. a lion

ramp. sa. Launde, F.

....Fess

Arg. a cross (gu., V*) sa. on the dexter chief

quarter (arg., F*) gu. a fess (compony, F*)
countercompony arg. and az. betw. four crosses

croslet or. Sir Hugh Wrankeslovt, F.

. . . .Head (Beast) Lion

Arg. a cross flory sa. on the dexter chief quarter

gu. a lion's head erased of the first. M. Adam
Peshale, S. But crowned or. Peshall or

Pessall, F.
....Wolf

Arg. a cross patty gu. on a quarter as the second

a wolfs head erased of the first. Peshall, co.

Chester.

Bonndle

Arg. a cross moline gu. in the dexter chief

a torteau. Dingdale, Clithero, co. Lan-

caster; (/ranted 1560. Dugdale, co. Lancaster;

and Shustock, co. Warwick. Dugdale, Blyth

Hall, CO. Warwick; quartering harry of ten

arg. and az. a lion ramp. gu.
Sword

Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief a sword erect

gu. of the second. City of London. Company
of Carmen, London.

Tail

Arg. a cross moline gu. in the dexter chief an
ermine spot. Woodhall, Cockermouth, Cum-
berland.
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Wheel
Arg. a cross and in the dexter chief a Catherine

wheel gu. Stone.
Wreaths

Arg. a cross tau (called by Edmondson, a quarter
of a cross potent couped at the bottom) gu. in

chief three crowns of thorns vert. Tauke,
Sussex.

1 CBOSS and in base ....

Beast (Horse)
Arg. in chief a cross croslet fitchy sa. in base on

ground vert a horse pass, of the second saddled
and bridled gu. Torrie.

.... (Lion)
Per saltire in chief arg. a cross gu. in the dexter

flank gu. a lion pass, guard, or in the sinister

flank or a red rose in base az. a swan eating an
eel ppr. Town of Gorey, Ireland; granted 1623.

Head
Per fess gu. and arg. in chief a cross of the second

in base a horse's head couped sa. Cessfoord.
Instrument

Quarterly erm. and gu. in the dexter chief a cross

croslet of the second in the sinister base a plum-
met sa. Cross, quartered by Starkey. Cross,
Wrernbury Hall, co. Cbester.

Boandle
Per saltire az. and gu. a cross botonny rising

from a bezant. Lanfranc, Archbishop of Can-

terbury 1070-89.

Sphere
Per saltire az. and gu. a cross botonny rising
from a mound or. King Athelstan.

Wheel
Az. (another gu.) a passion cross standing on a

Catherine wheel arg. Augustinian Nunnery at

Flixton, Suffolk.

1 CROSS betw. or within

^nnlets

Arg. a cross betw. two annulets vert. Kirkby,
CO. Leicester. The annulets in bend. John
de Kiekeby, Bishop of Ely 1286-90.

Arg.acrossbetw.fourannuletssa. Cost. Wesley.
Az. a cross chequy or and of the first betw. four

annulets as the second. Bradfield, Norfolk.

Az. a cross patonce betw. four annulets or.

Ward, Little Abbington, co. Cambridge ; and
Cbarlton-Curliew, co. Leicester.

Erm. a cross flory betw. four annulets az. Ward,
Hackney, Middlesex.

Gn. a cross vair betw. four annulets arg.
BOSWORTH.

Or a cross patty betw. four annulets gu. John
Overau:, Bishop of Lichfield, etc., 1614, Nor-
wich 1618-19 ; at thQ Charterhouse 1619.

Quarterly or and az. a cross of four lozenges
throughout betw. as many annulets counter-

changed. Peacock, Scotland; and London.

Peacocke, Barntic, co. Clare; and Grange, co.

Limerick; Baronetcy 1802. Pecock, F. Dame
Margret Pycoke, V,

Arg. a cross betw. sixteen annulets sa. Westley.
Bars

Arg. a cross croslet fitchy az. betw. two bars gu.
Hanslop, CO. Northampton ; and co. Warwick.

Beast... .Lion

Per fess erm. and or a cross betw. in chief a lion

ramp, and a dexter hand couped gu. Bourke,
Baron Naas 1776, Viscount Majo 1781 ; extinct

1785.

1 CBOSS betw. or within.... con«.

Beast cont. Lion cont.

Per fess or and erm. a cross gu. betw. in chief a
lion ramp. sa. and a dexter hand couped ( gu. but
properly) sa. Boueke or Burke, Viscount
Bourke of Mayo 1627-67.

Beasts .... Deer
Sa. a cross patty fitchy arg. betw. in chief two

harts or and in base a hart's head cabossed of
the second. Hartwbll, Northumberland.

....Lions

Arg. a cross gu. in dexter chief and sinister base
a lion rarap. of the second in sinister chief
an eagle displayed with two beads sa. in dex-
ter base a dexter hand couped at the wrist of
the second. Bourke, Holborn; granted 1757.

Arg. across engr.sa. between in dexter chief and
sinister base a lion pass, guard, gu. crowned
or in sinister chief and dexter base three cres-
cents of the third. Ogilvie, Carnoustie, co.

Banff; Baronetcy 1626.

Quarterly gu. and az. a cross arg. betw. in dexter
chief and in sinister base a lion pass, guard,
regally crowned or in sinister chief and dex-
ter base a unicorn pass, of the third armed
maned and hoofed as the fourth gorged with a

prince's coronet with chain atiixed and reflected
over his back and betw. his hind legs of the
last. Company of Newfoundland, London.

Quarterly or and az. a cross engr. sa. betw. in
dexter chief and sinister base a lion ramp. gu.
in sinister chief a ship anchored within a double
tressure flory counterflory gold in dexter base
a ship under full sail of the last. Sinclair,
Mey, Scotland.

Sa. a cross croslet or betw. three lions pass,
guard, arg. Pempens, Cornwall.

....Bats

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four bats displ. sa. Batt,
Hackney, Middlesex.

.... Beavers

Arg. a cross gu. betw, four beavers pass. ppr..
Hudson's Bay Company.

.... Deer

Arg. a cross betw. four stags pass. sa. Pabcust,
Bishop of Norwich, Lansd. MS. 255.

Arg. a cross ermines betw. four bucks trippant
ppr. Parkhurst, F; and London.

.... Leopards
Gu. a cross betw. four leopards pass, guard, arg,

spotted sa. Bathe, Harl. MS. 1603.
....Lions

Arg. a cross betw. four demi-lions ramp, couped
gu. Benett, Fareham, co. Hants. Robert
Bennet, Bishop of Hereford 1605-17, quarter-
ing paly of sis or and vert, Goulding, Ireland.

.... a cross betw. four lions ramp Sx.

(Quention, Berry) Quenton, co. Devon.

Arg. a cross betw. four lions pass. az. Lagenham.
Arg. a cross countercompony az. and of the first

betw. four lions rampant ppr. Lawndy,
Youghall.

Arg. a cross betw. four lions ramp. gu. Sr, Tho-
mas Dabeney, Norfolk, temp, Edward I, V.
Dakeney Dakeyne Dakyn Dakyns Deakinnb
or Deakyn, Biggin Grange, Chelmorden, Dar-

ley, Stubbing Edge, etc., co. Derby ; and Hack-
ness, Linton, Attercliffe, Brandes Burton, etc.,

CO. York. Sire Thomas Dakeny, N.

Arg. a cross betw, four lion pass. gu. Lagenham.
Arg. a cross voided betw. four lions pass. gu.

Goulding, North Newherbar, Kent ; confirmed
1772.
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1 CEOSS betw. or within. .cont.

Beasts cont. Lions co7it.

Arg. a cross betw. four lions ramp. gu. Caelil,
Northumberland. Dawbney, Cambridge; and
Norfolk. Genhavek. Lagenham. William

Lakenham, Y.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four lions pass. sa.

Gerrow.
Arg. a cross gu. betw. four lions pass, respectant

sa. Gerow, F. Odrow, V.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four lions ramp. sa. Gerrow.
Arg. a cross betw. four lions ramp. vert. Akeney.
Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp. arg. Jon
Akennion, F. Sire Johan de Bokesworthe,
N. Deram. Sr. John Dokesworth, co. Cam-
bridge, temp. Edward I, V. Benedictine Mo-
nastery of S. Cnthbert at Durham.

Az. a cross patonce betw. four lions ramp. arg.

Atkinson, Stowell, co, Gloucester.

Az. a cross arg. betw. four lions ramp. or.

Dakeney, F*. Dakeny Deakene orDE Akeny,
Norfolk. Dawbeney, F*.

Az. a cross or betw. four lions ramp. arg.

Bishopric of Durham, Q, Harl. MS. C589 ; U.

Az. a cross flory or betw. four lions ramp. arg.

City of Durham. Benedictine Monastery of S.

Cuthbert at Durham, ^dd. MS. 5819 fo, 212 b.

Oswalds. The cross patty. Benedictine

Abbey at Bardney, co. Lincoln {in error, Add.
3IS. 5819 fo. 217 b). Bishopric of Durham {in

error) Add. MS. 5819 fo. 217 6. St.Oswald,
King of Northumberland.

Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp. or. Beny, Cum-
berland. Byney, CO. Cambridge. Joan Dareni,
E; but DAKENY,E,HarLilfS. 6137. Dakeny, F.

SireBaude.wyne Dakeny, 2\/^. Baudwin D'Akeny,
r. Sr. Bawdwin Dawbeney, co. Cambridge,
temp. Edward I, F. Deram. Dokesworth, co.

Cambridge. Bishopric of Durham, Q, Harl.
MS. 0595. Oswald, England. Walcher.

Az. a cross patonce betw. four lions ramp. or.

Bishopric of Durham.
Az. a cross voided betw. four lions ramp. or.

Atkinson, co. Somerset.
Az. a cross betw. four lions sejant guard, or.

Baxter.
Gu. a cross hetw. four lions pass, guard, arg.
Bath or Bathe, Ireland. The lions charged
with ogresses. Bathe, Harl. MS. 1003.

Gu. a cross betw. four lions ramp. arg. Bath,
Athcarne Castle, co. Meath ; Baronetcy 1003-86.
Bath or De Bathe, Knightstown, co. Meath ;

Baronetcy 1801. Cistercian Abbey at

Fountains, co. York, Add. MS. 5819 fo. 213,
in error. St. Oswald, in error.

Gu. a cross betw. four lions ramp, guard, arg.
Bath or Bathe, Ireland.

Gu. a cross arg. betw. four lions ramp. or.

BuRWASCH, F*. Burwash, F*. The lions

double tailed. Henry Burwash, Bishop of
Lincoln 1320-40; brother of Bartholomew de

Burghersh, F.

Gu. a cross countercompony sa. and arg. betw.
four lions ramp. or. St. George.

Gu. a cross betw. four lions ramp. or. Augus-
tinian Priory at Nostell or Nostle, co. York

;

Add. 31S. 5819 fo. 211. St. Oswald, King of

Northumberland, Harl. MS. 1407.
Gu. a cross vair betw. four lions pass. or.

Habebuead, CO. York. Tbe lions ramp.
Harbred, CO. York.

Purp. a cross betw. four lions ramp. or. St. i

Oswald, King of Northumberland, Y.

1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Beasts cont. Lions cont.

Sa. a cross moline betw. four lions ramp, arg.
Bust.

Sa. a cross betw. four lions ramp. or. Bendish
F*

; and co. Cambridge. Bendishe, F.

.... Sheep
Per pale az. and purp. (? brown) a cross croslet

or betw. four rams statant arg. Isaack, Harl.
MS. 1404.

Purp. a cross patty throughout fitched at eacii

foot or betw. four lambs statant arg. each
collared with a rope pendant in front az.

ISACK, F.

Quarterly or and purp. a cross patty fitchy gold
betw. four lambs arg. each gorged with a rope
pendent in front az. Isack, F*.

Lions

Arg. a cross patty betw. six lions ramp. sa.

Hantom.
. ..."Urchins

Arg. a cross engr. az. betw. four hedgehogs sta-

tant sa. Harde. Thomas Hardy, F.

Or a cross engr. az. betw. four hedgehogs sa.

Hardey.
Bendlets

Arg. a cross croslet betw. two bendlets engr. on
the outer side sa. Radcliff.

Billets

Arg. a cross engr, betw. billets gu. Heath,
Pedingham, Sussex ; quartering Comber.
Heath, Brasted, Kent; and Lyndi^field and

Tanridge, Surrey. Sir Robert Heath, Chief

Justice, ob. 1049; quartering az. on a bend

arg. betw. two cotises indented or three mul-
lets gu. Haymo de Hythe, Bishop of Ro-
chester 1319-52.

Arg. a cross flory betw. billets sa. Norries, F*.
NoRRis, Scotland. Honiiis: gra7ited I (i22. Sr.

John Norrys, lord of Pencline, Wales, 1473, F.

Az. a cross betw. billets arg. Sire Robert de

Estanegrave, N. Estingrave, Kent. Morris.
Sr. Robert Stangeave or Stangray, Okested,
Surrey, temp. Edward IV, F. Sr. Raufe
Stangray, F. Sr. Robert de Staneg'ave, ;

or Stangrave, L ; or Stonegrave, L, Harl.
MS. 6137. Rauf Stangray, T. John de

Stangraye, Y.

Az. a cross arg. betw. billets or. Gotesam, F.

Gotesham. Goteshan. Gotsan. ToTSHAM.Kent.
Az. a cross moline arg. betw. billets or.

Benereston. Beverston, F.

Az. a cross sarcelly betw. billets arg. John
MORYS, Y.

Az. a cross betw. billets or. Choiseul, Ireland.

ToTSHAM, Kent.
Gu. a cross betw. billets or. Sr. Francis Vilers,

CO. Nottingham, F. Sire Fraunceys de Vilers,
N. Viliers, V*. Sr. Robert Villiers, V.

ViLLiERS, CO. Nottingham.
Gu. a cross flory betw. billets or. Villequier,

1489.
Sa. a cross betw. billets arg. Estingrave, Kent.
Morris. Norris.

Sa. a cross flory betw. billets arg. Irishe, F.
Sir John de Morais, L, Harl. MS. 4033. Sir

John Moreys, L, Harl. MS. 0589 ; or Morris,
L, Harl. MS. 0589 fo. 44: but Norays, L,
Harl. MS. 0137. Norreys or Norris, Pen-

Ivne, CO. Glamorgan, Harl. MS. 1386.
Sa. a cross flory arg. betw. billets or. Norris,

Geist, Norfolk; descended from Noeris, MiI-

vcrlon, CO. Somerset.
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1 CBOSS betw. or within cont.

Billets cont,

^a. a cross humelty at top and there flory betw.

billets arg. Sir John Moris, co. Gloucester;
Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 53. Sir John Noreys,
CO. Leicester, V. Norreys, co. Gloucester.

NORRIKS, V*.
Sa. a cross humetty at the tops and les chefs

fiurettes betw. billets arg. Sire Johan le

Noreys, A^; but Moreys, N, Harl. MS. 1068

fo. 46.

Sa. a cross moline arg. betw. billets or. Monsii-e

Henrey de Benchristian and Beverrestem,
Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 55,m error for Beverston.

Sa. a cross patonce betw. billets arg. Norris.
Sa. a cross flory betw. billets or. Chanflere, V.

Chanflore, Harl. MS. 1465. Chauflere, V.

Hanslore.
Sa. a cross moline betw. billets or. Ghaunstor,

CO. Somerset.
Bird Crow

Sa. a cross or betw. in chief a chough arg. beaked
and legged gu. and a text T silver. Rashi.egh,
Barstable. And (? in sinister base a crescent).

Rashlegh, Fowey. But in base two crescents

arg. Rashleigh, Prideaux, Cornwall ;
Baro-

netcy 1831.

Birds ... Dove
Az. a cross engr. erm. betw. in dexter chief

and sinister base a dove arg. but in sinister

chief and dexter base a garb or. Watney,
Wandsworth.

....Eagle
Quarterly or and az. a cross quarterly gu. and

arg. betw. in dexter chief and sinister base
an eagle displ. in sinister chief and dexter

base a water bouget counterchanged. Mairis
Maris Maries De Marys and De Majiisco,

Huntspill, and Gamely, co. Somerset.

Arg. a cross flory sa. betw. in dexter chief and
sinister base an eagle displ. but in sinister

chief and dexter base a dolphin az. Pascall,
CO. Hants. ,

Martlet

Az. a cross betw. in dexter chief and sinister

base a martlet but in sinister chief and dexter

base a chaplet or. Warren, Harl. MS. 4108

fo. 69 ; and Dover, Kent; Add. MS. 5526 fo. 79.

Sa. a cross or betw. in dexter chief and sinister

base a martlet of the second but in sinister

chief and dexter base a chaplet arg. Warne.
Owl

Arg. a cross sa. betw. in dexter chief and sinister

base an owl ppr. Haughtok or Houghton,
Beckbury, co. Salop.

Pelican

Az. a cross betw. in dexter chief and sinister

base a pelican and her nest but in sinister

chief and dexter base a 5-foil arg. Fouler,
Scotland.

Birds

Vert a cross patonce erm. betw. three birds arg.

NoBBES, Houghton, Norfolk.

.... Doves

Arg. a cross az. betw. three (? four) ringdoves
vert beaked and legged gu. Dalton ; Berry.

Martlets

Arg. a cross patty fitchy betw. three martlets gu.

Becquet, London.
Sa. a cross (it is a fess) dancetty betw. three

martlets arg. Oreseyt. Crevit.

1 CROSS betw. or within.. . .cojtt.

Birds cont.

.... a cross flory engr. betw. four birds (pro-
bably choughs) .... Edwin, London.

Arg. a cross raguly gu. betw. four birds az. legged
of the second. Anstice. Anstis, Cornwall.

Arg. a cross flory betw. four birds (probably
doves) close gu. Gilborn.

Arg. a cross patonce engr. betw. four birds statant
sa. Edwyn Frevin, Harl. MS. 1386 fo. 27.

Arg. a cross flory vair betw, four birds . . . . Cis-
tercian Abbey at Melsa or Meaux, co. York.

Az. a cross betw. four birds (? falcons) or. Sir
Thomas Wriothesley, Garter King at Arms.F.

Az. a cross patty fitchy betw. four birds (? doves)
or. Edwal or Idwal Jwerth, or Iwrth or

YwRCH, King of the Carabro-Britons, ob. 720 ;

quartered by Mainwaring through Eyton.
Gu. a cross humetty bt«tw. four birds arg.

MoNiNGS. MoRiNs, Kent.

Quarterly az. and gn. a cross engr. betw. four
birds or. Reuthall or Rewthall.

Vert a cross patonce erm. betw. four birds (pro-

bably doves) arg. Mabbs, Bynhara, and Wal-

lingham, co. Norfolk.

Bastards

Arg. a cross engr. az. betw. four bustards respect-
ant sa. George Smalbidge, bishop of Bristol,
1714-9.

Gu. a cross patonce or betw. four sea-pies sa.

winged arg. Edmund de Abbendon, Archbi-

shop of Canterbury 1233-40.
.... Cocks

Arg. a cross betw. four cocks gu. Cockerell,
V. COCKVILLE.

Az. a cross betw. four cocks or. Cockfield,
Kent. Sire Richard de Cokfeld, N.

Gu. a cross betw. four cocks arg. Cockfield,
Norfolk.

Or a cross betw. four cocks gu. Cockerell.
Robert Kokerell, E ; F.

.... Cormorants

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four sea aylefs of the se-

cond beaked and membered gu. John Aylmer,
Bishop of London, 1577 94

; Lysons, Environs.

Aylmer, Essex.
.... Crows

Arg. a cross flory az. betw. four Cornish choughs
ppr. Offley, London; and Putney, Surrey;
granted 1588. Offley, Norton Hall, co. Derby ;

tlie coheirs m. Shore and Edmunds.
Arg. a cross gu. betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.

Hugh D'Orivalle, Bishop of London, 107.'5-85.

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.

Aylmer, V. Aylmer, Lyons, co. Kildare.

Aylmer, Donadea Castle, co. Kildare; Baro-

netcy 1C21, and Walworth Castle, co. Durham.
Sir Humphry Edwin, London, 1730. Elmer,
Risby, CO. Lincoln. Peterstjir. The choughs
sa. Aylmer ; Baronetcy 1662, and Barony
1718. Edwin.

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four daws ppr. Aylemer.

Arg. a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four Cornish

choughs ppr. Edwards. Edwards, co. Here-
ford. Edwards, Rhual, North Wales. Edwyn,
Lord of Tegaingle, co. Flint, founder of the

XII noble tribe of North Wales (derived from

Cadelh, second son of Rhodwri Mawr), from

wbomdescendedOwEN,Tedsmore,Bettws,Wood-
house, and Condover ; Lloyd, Hartsheath, and

Pentrehobyn ; Parry, Llaneurgain ; and Wynn,
Copparleni. Edwyn ap Grono. Ithell, co.

Cambridge ; and Billesdon, co. Leicester.
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1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Birds cont. Crows cont.

Phtlups, CO. Salop. Powell, Nanteos. Wil-

liam Roberts, Bishop of Bangor, 1637-65.

Tudor ap Ithel Vychan. Wynn, Nerquis, co,

Flint ; the heiress m. Pindar. Wynn, Pen-y-

Clawdd, CO. Denbigh ; the heiress m. Hughes.
Arg. a cross moline sa. betw. four Cornish choughs

ppr. Jones, Gwyfryn, co. Cardigan.

Arg. a cross patonce engr. sa. betw. four Cornish

choughs ppr. Richards, Caerynweh, co Me-
rioneth ; quartering erm. on a saltire gu. an es-

callop arg. with or a lion ramp. gu. and vert

three eagles displ. in fess arg.

Arg. a cross potence raguly sa. betw. four Corn-
ish choughs ppr. Chaloner, Steeple Clayton,
CO. Bnckingham.

Arg. a cross flory raguly betw. four crows sa.

Chaloner, Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 47.

Arg. a cross flory raguly betw. four Cornish

choughs sa. Ithell, co. Cambridge; and Bil-

lesden, co. Leicester. The birds ppr. Ithell,

Temple Dingley, co. Hertford ; quartering
Delwood, 1716.

Arg. a cross voided betw. four rooks sa. Rookes.

Arg. a cross patonce engr. betw. four Cornish

choughs sa. Pecksall, Westminster.
Az. a cross quarterly erm. and or betw. four Corn-

ish choughs of the last collared arg. Geendall,
St. Blight's, Cornwall.

Paly of ten gu. and or a cross moline arg. betw.

four crows sa. Grosvenor, Leek, co. Stafford.

.. ..Doves

Arg. a cross az. betw. four ringdoves vert beaked
and legged gu. Dalton, V*.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four doves the dexter wings
expanded and inverted az. Herald's Office,
or College of Arms.

Arg. a cross betw. four doves gu. (? Gilboen.)
GOULBUEN.

Arg. a cross flory sa. betw. four doves az.

Peckshall, Harl. MS. 1407.

Az. a cross patty betw. four doves statant arg.
Thomas DovE,Bishopof Peterborough, 1601-30,

seal, Gent. Mag. cxvi, 185, HarZ. MS. 1507. But
the doves volant arg. beaked & legged gii. Dove.

Az. a cross quarterly erm. and or betw. four doves

arg. legged gu. Gryndall,Kent; Add.MS. 14:307.

Gu. a cross engr. betw. four stock doves az.

Albery, Wickingham, co. Berks, 1590.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross quarterly erm. and
or betw. four doves counterchanged. Edmund
Grindall, Bishop of London 155fl, Archbishop
of York 1570, Canterbury 1676-83 ; granted
1559 ; Harl. MS. 1441 fo. 62 b.

Vert a cross patty betw. four doves arg. Mobbs,
Houghton, Norfolk.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four stockdoves az.

Alvery, Wokingham ; Harl. MS. 1441 fo. 13 b.

Vert a cross patonce erm. betw. four doves arg.

(? Mabbs, Bynbam ; and Wallingham, Norfolk.)
.... Ducks

Az. a cross patonce betw. four ducks arg.

Cambridge, V*.

Eagles
Arg. a cross gu. betw. four eagles displ. az.

Beckard, CO. Cambridge. Chenreuse, V.

Cheureuse, F*.

Arg. a cross betw. four eagles close gu.
AYI.EMER.

Arg. a cross betw. four eagles displ. gu. Strachey,
Sutton Court, co. Somerset; Baronetcy 1801.

Steachey, Collinson, Somerset, iii, 91.

1 CBOSS betw. or within. .cont.

Birds cont. Eagles cont.

Arg. a cross engr. l)etw. four eagles displ. gu.

Deaycott, Suffolk.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four eagles displ. sa. Mantua
Mantue or Manton. Morres ; Baronetcy
1631 ; a second son became Baron Mount-
morres 1756, Viscounty 1763; a second son be-

came Baronet 1 758-1829, Baron Frankfort 1800,
Viscount Frankfort de Montmorency 1815.

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four eagles displ. gu.
Coram or Corham, Ottery, co. Devon. Corham,
Barton, co. Hants. Curtham.

Arg. a cross betw. four eagles close sa. Poteister,
F.

Arg. a cross sa. fimbriated or betw. four eagles

displ. of the second. Abbott, F*.

Arg. a cross fusily betw. four eagles displ. sa.

GocH or GoFF, Devon.

Arg. a cross lozengy betw. four eagles displ. sa.

GoFFE, Woodbury, co. Devon. Gove,
Az. a cross betw. four eagles displ. arg. Ward

or Warde, Gorleston, and Homesfield, Suffolk ;

granted 159:1. Fennor.
Az. a cross masculy arg. betw. four eagles displ.

or. Spinkes, CO. Northampton ; granted 1700.

Gu. a cross betw. four eagles displ. arg. armed
az. Daniell.

Gu. a cross or betw. four eagles displ. arg. Owen
ap Griffith, F.

Gu. a cross vair betw. four eagles displ. or.

WoRMELAYTON WoRMLAYTONOrWoRMLEIGHTON,
CO. Leicester ; and London, 1611.

Or a cross gu. betw. four eagles displ. az.

Morres ; Baronetcy 1631; a second son became
Baron Montmorres 1756, Viscounty 1763; a

second son became Baronet 1758-1829, Baron
Frankfort 1800, Viscount Frankfort de Mont-

morency 1815.

Or a cross gu. betw. four eagles displ. sa.

Montmorency, France.

Or a cross gu. dovetailed at the ends betw. four

eagles displ. sa. Dyxon, Kent ; W.
Or a cross patty throughout gu. betw. four eagles

displ. sa. DrxoN, Heldon, Kent.

Or a cross betw. four eagles displ. sa. Dixon,
Bishopthorpe, co. York ; quartering or a lion

ramp. guard, with two heads az. Micuelbourne,
Tf; and Bradhurst, Stanmer, Sussex ; and

Kilcandra, co. Wicklow. Mychelbourne,F*
Or a cross botonny in saltire betw. four eagles

displ. sa. Davis, Kent.
Or a cross flory betw. four eagles displ. sa.

Dixon, Hackney, Middlesex. Dixon, Loversal,
CO. York, 1783.

Or a cross patty betw. four eagles displ. sa.

Dixon, Kent.

Sa. a cross voided betw. four eagles displ. or

Abbot, Hartland, co. Devon ; a heiress m.
Lutlrell. Abbott, W.

Vert a cross betw. four eagles displ. arg. Fenner.
Fennor.

.... Falcons

Az. a cross or betw. four falcons arg. John Writh
or Wrythe, Garter Kingat Arras, oh. 1504; Wil-

liam Wrythe or Wriothesley, York Herald,
from whom descended Wriothesley, Barony
1544, Earl of Southampton 1547, extinct 1667.

Thomas Weeseley Writhe Writhesley
Wrotesley Wrye Wryst or Wriothesley,
Garter King at Arms, ob. 1534. Charles

Wriothesley, Windsor Herald, ob. 1561. The
falcons belled or. Wriothesley, V*.
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SirdB cont. Falcons cont.

Az. a cross betw. four falcons or. (? Sir Tho-
mas Wriothesley, Garter King at Arms, V.)
Wriothsley.

Gu. a cross betw. four falcons close or. Weed,
Oldstock, CO. Wilts; Baronetcy 1044. Webb,
Salisbury, co. Wilts; and Gillingham, and Mot-
comb, CO. Dorset; granted 1577, Harl. MS.
5815 fo. 105 b.

Gu. a cross humetty engr. betw. four falcons or.

Webb, Motcomb, co. Dorset; granted 1577.

Quarterly az. and gu. a cross erminois betw. four
falcons arg. belled or. Webb.

.... OuIIb

Az. a cross wavy arg. betw. four sea-galls swim-

ming ppr, Whittaker.

.. ..Martlets

Arg. a cross flory az. betw. four martlets sa. Sr.

Thomas Offley (in a later hand than) V.

Arg. a cross betw. four martlets gu. Bery.
BuED. GoLBORNE, V; and of Overton. John
Oreyle, Y. Terry. Trayley.

Arg. a cross flory betw. four martlets gu.
GOLDBORNE. StRANGER.

Arg. a cross patonce betw. four martlets gu.
Sr. Richard GALBORNE,co.Chester,F. Golborne,
Goulborne. Jordan. And with a label of the

second. Golborne, Golborne David, and Over-

ton, CO. Chester.

Arg. a cross patty betw. four martlets gu.
GoLBORN or Golborne, Overton, CO. Chester.

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four martlets gu. Sympler,
V*.

Arg. a cross flory sa. betw. four martlets gu.
Simpler. But the cross patonce. Sympler, V.

Arg. a cross betw. four martlets sa. Portester
or Potester, co. York. Potrester, V.

Potersten.

Arg. a cross betw. four martlets within a bordure
sa. Bery, co. Devon. Bury, V.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four martlets sa. Sr.

Walter Mantell, V. Mantle, Kent, Harl. MS.
4108 fo. CI. Mantell or Mantle, Kent; and

Heyford, co. Northampton. Martell.

Arg. a cross patonce betw. four martlets sa.

Benedictine Abbey at Abingdon, co. Berks, V.

Richard de Bury alias Angarvill, Bishop of

Durham 1333-45.

Arg. a cross vairy or and az. betw. four martlets

of the second. Hacker.
Arg. a cross betw. four martlets vert. Baij)en.

D'Aldein, V. Dealden.
Arg. a cross patonce betw. four martlets vert.

Dalden, V.

Az. a cross flory betw, four martlets arg.

Plesington, F. Plessington, Demples, co.

Lancaster.
Az. a cross moline betw. four martlets arg.

Bronkby, CO. Lancaster; Edmondson.
Az. a cross patonce betw. four martlets arg.

Pleasington, Pleasington, CO. Lancaster ; the

heiress m. Winkley. Plessington, Demples,
CO. Lancaster. Plesington, V.

Az. a cross patty betw. four martlets arg. Robert
de Plesington, Y. Winkeley, Winckley,

" or

de Hoder Foote," Harl. MS. 893 fo. 33 b.

Az. a cross flory betw.-four martlets or. Edgar,
King of England, Z, 551. King Edward

• 900-25 ; and King Edward Ironside, 1016-7 ;

Harl. MS. 1984. King Edward the Confessor,

1041-66, HarJ. MS. 1156; 3504.

1 CBOSS betw. or withia.... con«.

Birds cont. Martlets cont.

Az. a cross patonce betw. four martlets or.

Edward, and Edgar, Atheling, Harl. MS. 4033.
Cerdic, 519. Edgar, 959-75. Edmund I,
941-8. Edward the Elder, 900-2.5. Ethelred
II, 978-1016 (? Hengist). Edmund Ironside,
lOlC-7. University College, Oxford. And
with a bordure erm. Tompkinson, Manchester.

Az. a cross patty betw. four martlets or.

Edgar, 959-75. Edred, 943-55. Edward the

Martyr, 975-8, Harl. MS. 4033. Edward the
Confessor. Ive. The cross patty fitchy. Id-
wall Ywrth, 650, Harl.MS. 1418.

Gu. a cross patonce vair betw. four martlets arg.
Cistercian Abbey at Melsa or Meaux, co. York.

Or a cross erm. betw. four martlets rising ppr.
Alan Chambre, 1716.

Or a cross betw. four martlets gu. Joan Traili,
E; or TrailY, F. Trailly or Trayley, co.

Bedford; Cambridge; Kent; and co. North-

ampton. Sire de Traily, N. Sr. James
Trayley, co. Bedford, temp. Edward I, F.
M. John Trayly, S.

Or a cross quarter-pierced betw. four martlets

gu. Ansty, CO. Cambridge.
Or a cross engr. betw. four martlets gu. Anstey,

CO. Cambridge ; and Cumberland. Ansty or

AwsTREY, F. Awstry, F*. Trayley, co. Bed-
ford.

Or a cross gu. betw. four martlets sa. Godfrey.
Or a cross engr. gu. betw. four martlets sa.

Ansty, Sussex,
Or a cross flory engr, sa. betw. four martlets az.

Pexall, CO. Buckingham.
Or a cross flory betw. four martlets sa. Bene-

dictine Abbey at Abingdon, co. Berks.
Or a cross betw. four martlets vert. Chamber.
Per pale arg. and sa. a cross betw. four martlets

counterchanged. Combe.
Sa. a cross betw. four martlets arg. Tempest, F.
Sa. a cross betw, four martlets arg. within a bor-

dure of the last charged with eight hurts.
Olde,

Sa, a cross croslet arg. betw. four martlets or.

DuKET, Ireland.

Sa. a cross humetty erm. betw. four martlets

rising or. Chambers.
Sa. a cross voided erm. betw. four martlets or.

Chambers, co. Wilts.

Sa. across betw, four martlets or. Crosley, co.

Berks, Ducket, co. Devon.
Sa, a cross voided betw. four martlets or. Rokis

or RooKE.
.... Owls

Arg, a cross sa, betw, four owls gu. Houghton.
Az. a cross croslet saltirewise betw. four owls

arg. Eatishall, East Week, co. Devon.
Az. a cross croslet saltirewise or betw. four owls

(arg. beaked and legged gold, another the owls)
or. Battishill, Westwick, co. Devon.

Parrots

Arg, a cross az, betw. four popinjays vert.

Dalton, CO. York. But beaked legged and
collared gu. Dalton, F.

Arg. a cross patty gu, betw. four popinjays ....

Jordan de Dalden, X.

Peafowls

Arg, a cross betw. four peacocks az. Smith,
Asbby-Folville, co. Leicester,

Arg. a cross gu, betw. four peacocks az.

Carrington,. CO, Warwick. Palmer, Smith,
Essex, F. Smyth, co. Bedford; Blackmore,

80
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1 CROSS betw. or within .... cont.

Birds cont. Peafowls cont.
and Ravenahall, Essex; Ashby-Folville, co.

Leicester; Sbouldham, Norfolk; and Wotton,
CO. Warwick ; Baton and Viscount Carrington
1643-1706. The peacocks ppr. Corrington.
Smith, Tver, co. Backingbam ; and Cbeltenbara ;

quartering arg. on a bend sa. six swords in

saltire of the first.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross quarterly ermines
and gold betw. four peahens collared counter-

changed. Edmund Gryndali. Bishop of Lon-
don 1559, Archbishop of York 1570, Canter-

bury 1576-83 ; granted 1559.

Quarterly or and az. a cross quarterly ermines
and gold betw. four peahens counterchanged.
Gkindail, Lannd. 3IS. 255.

Swallows

Arg. a cross raguly gu. betw. four swallows az.

legged of the second. (PAnstice). (?Anstis,
Cornwall).

Arg. a cross flory vair betw. four swallows gu.
(? Cistercian Abbey at Meatjx, co. York).

.... Swans
Az. a cross pafonce betw, four swans arg.

Cambridg, V. The cross patty. Cambridge,
London.

.... Martlets

Arg. a cross pntonce betw. five martlets sa.

Abingdon (? Monastery).
Az. a cross flory betw. five martlets or. Assigned

to King Edward the Confessor: granted as

augmentation to Mowbray Duke of Norfolk, by
Richard II who used this coat impaling France

quarterly with England. And with a bordure

arg. as augmentation to Holland Duke of

Surrey by Richard II. But with the bordure
compony arg. and az. Augmentation to

Beaufort; Z, 191.
Az. a cross flory betw. five martlets or a label of

three points arg. Augmentation to Holland
Duke of Exeter by Richard II: Z 191. 218.

Az. a cross patonce betw. five martlets or. Cerdic,
King of Wesaex, Harl. MS. IICO fo. 47.
Alfred the Great. Edward the Confessor.

(Used by) Henry VI, impaling France quar-
tering England. Benedictine Nunnery at

Shaftsbury, CO. Dorset; Hutchins, Dorsetshire,
ii, 414.

Az. a cross patty betw. five martlets or. Edward
the Confessor, Harl. MS. 1156. Kings of
Wessex. Harl. MS. 1984. King Edward,
975-8; Harl.MS.^9S4..

Gu. a cross flory betw. five martlets or. Colridge.
.... Eagles

Or a cross gu. betw. sixteen eagles displ. az.

Matbieu de Montmorency, 1214; Z, 33. The
eagles sa. Montmorency.

. . ..Slartlets

Arg. a cross within an orle of martlets sa. Le
Meyre de Srgny, C; but Sire de Segni, C,
Harl. MS. 6589.

Sits
Sa. a long cross botonny at the upper ends stand-

ing on an orb betw. two bits arg. Hamond,
Cole MS. xviii, p. 57.

Bordure
.... a cross lozengy .... within a bordure ....

charged with castles .... Chastelyn.
Arg. fretty gu. a cross of the first within a bor-

dure as the second. Sir Hugh Brise, Lord
INIayor of London 1485, Cotton MS. Claudius
E iii.

1 CBOSS betw. or within.... cont.

Bordure cont.

Arg. fretty gu. a cross of the first within a bor-

dure sa. Sr. Hugh Brice, Ireland, V.

Arg. fretty gu. a cross of the first within a bor-

dure sa. charged with 5-foils as the field. Brice,
CO. Lancaster; and London, 1456. The 5-foils

or. Brice, Lord Mayor of London, 1485.

Arg. a square pierced cross moline within a bor-

dure az. Sibbald, Rankeilor.

Arg. a pierced cross moline az. within a bordure

chequy of the second and first. Sibbald,
Aberdeen, Scotland.

Arg. a cross moline az. within a bordure counter-

compony or and sa. charged with roses gu.
and mascles gold. Sibbald, Scotland.

Arg. a cross moline az, within a bordure engr.

gu. Sibbald, Scotland.

Arg. a cross patonce az. within a bordure or.

Fancodrt.

Arg. a cross gu. within a bordure az. Brampton,
Norfolk, V.

Arg. a square-pierced cross moline gu. within a

bordure az. Sibbald, Rankeilor.

Arg. a cross moline gu. within a bordure counter-

compony az. and of the first. Millar.

Arg. a cross moline gu. within a bordure com-
pony sa. and or the last charged with mascles
of the second. Sibbald.

Arg. a cross within a bordure gu. Holcroft.
Arg. a cross croslet fitchy within a bordure gu.

Chysdal.

Arg. a cross engr. within a bordure engr. gu.
HOPCROFT.

Arg. a cross flory within a bordure engr. gu.
Perthey.

Arg. a cross patty within a bordure engr. gu.
Waltham.

Arg. a cross patty within a bordure resercely gu.
Monsire Walter de Percehay, Y.

Arg. a cross gu. within a bordure or over all an
escarbuncle sa. Benedictine Abbey of St.
John at Colchester, Essex ; Edmondson.

Arg. a cross gu. within a bordure sa. Ancrenges.
Averinge. Averinges, T'.

Arg. a cross gu. within a bordure sa. bezanty.
Sir John Polley or Poyle, L, Harl. MS. 6589
fo. 44 b, in error.

Arg. a cross gu. within a bordure engr. sa.

Averinge. Daveregnes, Harl. MS. 1465 fo.

416. Davereignes. Millseynt.F*. Milseynt,
V. MiLSENNY, V*.

Arg. a cross gu. within a bordure resercely sa.

Richard Davereignes, Y.

Arg. a cross patonce voided (gu. V*) purp. within
a bordure sa. charged with 3-foils slipped of
the first. Malton, V.

Arg. a cross patonce voided purp. within a bor-
dure sa. Malton, Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 54 b.

Arg. a cross moline sa. within a bordure engr.
az. a martlet for difi". Dodmaston, co. Salop.

Arg. a cross flory (another, patonce) sa. within a
bordure az. charged with escallops of the first.

Copley, Baron Lyndhurst, 1827-63,

Arg. a cross flory sa. within a bordure gu. bezanty.
Seint Andrew, V.

Arg. a cross flory engr. sa. within a bordure
gu. bezanty. St. Andrew, Harl. MS. 1465
fo. 53. M, John Seint Andrede, S. The
bordure platy. St. Andrew.

Arg. a cross flory engr. sa. within a bordure engr.
gu. bezanty. Pcrslow, Sudbery, and Hox-
stow, CO. Salop.
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Bordare cont.

Arg. a cross moline sa. within a bordure engr.
gu. Walton, Harl. MS. 6137 fo. 44.

Arg. a cross patonce sa. within a bordure gu.
bezanty. Banesteb, co. Leicester ; and co.

Stafford.

Arg, a cross patonce sa. within a bordure engr.
gu. Walton, Harl. MS. 1407.

Arg. a cross patonce engr. sa. within a bordure
engr. gu. bezanty. Pdrslow, Sudbery, and
Hoxstow, CO. Salop.

Arg. a cross patty sa. within a bordure engr. gu.
Walton, Compton, co. Somerset. Wotton,
CO. Somerset.

Arg. a cross patty sa. within a bordure indented

gu. Sire Adam de Waltone, N.
Arg. a cross patty flory sa. within a bordure engr.

gu. John de Swyneeton, Harl. MS. 1077
fo. 3. SWYNEKTON, V.

Arg. a cross sa. within a bordure or over all an
escarbuncle arg. Benedictine Abbey of St.
John at Colchester, Essex.

Arg. a cross sa. fimbriated on a step within a bor-
dure or. Cluniac Priory at Bkomholm, Norfolk.

Arg. a cross moline sa. within a bordure quarterly
gu. and of the first. Colvil, Blair, Scotland.

Arg. a cross within a bordure sa. Henry
Kaynford, X.

Arg. fretty gu. a cross within a bordure sa.

Brice, V*.

Arg. a cross plain within a bordure engr. sa.

Geyronde, Kent ; Add. MS. 14307. Halcboft,
Harl. MS. 1407 fo. 2 b. Holcroft alias

Henley, Vale Hall, co. Chester; Eastham,
Essex ; Basingstoke, co. Hants ; and Holcroft,
CO. Lancaster. Kirby.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. within a bordure of the last.

Holcroft. Holcrost, V*.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. within a bordure of the
second charged with eight plates. Sinclair,
Dun, 00. Caithness, Scotland.

Arg, a cross engr. within a bordure engr. sa.

Holcroft, Vale Royal, co. Chester, Z, 397.

Holcroft, co. Lancaster, V. And with an
annulet in the dexter chief .... Hugh
Cheydock, Holcroft, V.

Arg. a cross moline engr. within a bordure sa.

bezanty. Purslow, co. Worcester.

Arg. a quarter pierced cross moline within a bor-
dure engr. sa. Thomas Mulle, V.

Arg. a cross patonce within a bordure engr. sa.

Sr. Adam Walton, Westmoreland, temp. Ed-
ward I, V.

Arg. a cross patty flory ifithin a bordure engr. sa.

SWYNERTON, V*.
Az. a cross arg. within a bordure engr. gu.

CocKSEY, CO. Worcester.
Az. a cross moline or within a bordure arg.

MoLiNEOx, CO. Nottingham.
Az. a cross patty or within a bordure arg. Ward,

CO. York.
Az. a cross patonce or within a bordure erm.
Ward.

Az. a cross engr. within a bordure also engr. or.

Cresset, Upton, co. Salop; Harl. MS. 7510
fo. 31 b. Edward Cresset, Bishop of Llandalf
1749-55.

Az. a cross patonce or within a bordure of the
last charged with eight hurts. Ward, New-
castle-under-Lyme, andStramshall, co.Stflfford.

Ward, Ogbourne St. Andrew, and Druycot
Foliot, CO. Wilts; quartering Hawkes and Foster.

.cont.1 CBOSS betw. or within...

Bordare cont.

Gu. a cross moline within a bordure invecked ....
Caddell.

Gu. a cross within a bordure arg. Leigh.
Gu. a cross within a bordure invecked ai-g.

Alley.
Gu. a cross engr. within a bordure arg. Alley.
Leg or Legg. Sir John Leigh, Stockwell,
Surrey, F; and Harl. MS. 1535 fo. 189.

Gu. a cross engr. within a bordure engr. arg.

Leigh, Stockwell, Surrey ; and Couldray, co.

Hants; Harl. MS. 1535 fo. 189; a cadet of

Leigh of Ridge.
Gu. a cross moline fitchy within a bordure engr.

arg. Anthony Bee, Bishop of Lincoln 1320
;

Norwich 1337-43.

Gu. a cross resercely arg. within a bordare az.

Benhalle, Y.

Gu. a cross arg. within a bordure or. Caebew,
Norfolk. John Carbonell, Y.

Gu. a cross arg. within a bordure engr. or. M.
Robert Carbonel, S. M. William Carbonel,
1334. Sr. Roger Carbonell, V. Carbonell,
Norfolk. Carbonnell, F». Schardelow.
Sr. John Shardelow, V.

Gu. a cross arg. within a bordure indented or.

.Sire Johan Carbonel, N.
Gu. a cross moline arg. within a bordure engr.

or. Mounsyer Andrew Butler, quartering
arg. six cups sa., in error, T, Harl. MS. 6137.

Gu. a cross croslet erm. within a bordure com-

pony arg. and sa. Green, Kent, Harl. MS.
4108 fo. 59.

Gu. a cross erm. within a bordure of the second.
Salfe.

Gu. a cross erm. within a bordure or. Lethim,
Scotland.

Gu. a cross or within a bordure arg. Crosbie.
Gu. a cross engr. {with one cusp to each side of

each arm) or within a bordure arg. Benedictine

Abbey at Tewkesbury, co. Gloucester; U.

Gu. across patonce or within a bordure engr. arg.

Latimer, co. Dorset.

Gu. a cross patty or within a bordure engr. arg.
a label az. flory gold. Latimer le fitz Thomas,
1334.

Gu. a cross or within a bordure az. Rockelton.
ROKYLTON, V.

Gu. a cross flory or within a bordure az. charged
with crosses croslet arg. Benedictine Abbey
at Croyland, CO. Lincoln ; Cole MS. xxx.

Gu. a cross patonce or within a bordure az.

charged with three fleurs-de-lis of the second.

Latimer.
Gu. a cross within a bordure or. Eudo, quar-

tered by Fiennes.

Gu. a cross within a bordure or over all an escar-

buncle of eight staves sa. Benedictine Abbey
ol St. John at Colchester, Essex; U: the staves

flory arg., Morant.
Gu. a cross within a bordure or over all an escar-

buncle of eight points plain staves sa. bezanty.

Dapifee, V: i. e., Eudo Fitzhubert de Rya,
seneschal of Normandy, founder of the Bene-
dictine Abbey of St. John at Colchester;
Cotton MS. Nero D viii fo. 345.

Gu. a cross or within a bordure of the second

charged with eight six-pointed mullets of the

first. Benedictine Abbey of St. John at

Colchester, Essex ;
Edmondson.

Gu. a cross within a bordure engr. or. Carbonell
Essex.
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1 CBOSS betw. or withio.... cent.

Bordure coni.

Gu. a cross patty fitchy at the foot within a

bordure engr. or. Hoddelow Hoddylowe or

HoDiLow, Relden, Essex
; Grafton Underwood,

CO. Northampton ; Hampstead, Middlesex ;

CO. Cambridge; Leicester; Chester; Stanty,
CO. Denbigh ; Ely ; Radwell, co. Hertford ;

Wenham, Suffolk; and London.
Gu. a cross sa. within a bordure engr. erm.

Acton, Edmondson.

Gyronny of eight arg. and sa. a cross of four

fleurs-de-lis (un crois de lizee) within a bordure

charged with eight estoiles and as many
roundles counterchanged. Dominican Brethren
of the Inquisition ; Nishet, i, 20.

Lozengy arg. and gu. a cross within a bordure of

the second the latter charged with eight 5-foiIs

as the first. Sir Hugh Bryce, Ireland, V; but

BEYES,.Co«on MS. Tiberius D 10.

Lozengy gu. and arg. a cross of the last within

a bordure az. charged with eight 5-foils as the

second. Bryce, V*.

Lozengy gu. and arg. a cross of the second
within a bordure sa. charged with eight 4-foils

Brise, Spains Hall, Essex ;
and Clare,

Suffolk ; quartering Buggies.
Or a cross moline az. within a bordure of the last.

SiBBALD, Sitwood Park, co. Berks.

Or a cross az. within a bordure gu. Wynester.
Or a cross gu. within a bordure az. billety of the

second. Valoins, Suffolk.

Or a cross engr. per pale gu. and sa. within a

bordure counterchanged. Brooke, Calais,
Harl. MS. 14G5 fo. 46.

Or a cross palonce engr. sa. within a bordure gu.

bezanty. Spodeslow, afterwards Purslow,
Sudbury, Earl. MS. 1988 fo. lt)4.

Or a ci'oss patonce engr. sa. within a bordure

engr. gu. bezanty. Spurslow, Harl. MS. 5848
fo. 35.

Or a cross engr. within a bordure invecked sa.

Rait, Dundee, Scotland.

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross engr. counter-

changed within a bordure compony or and of

the second. Haydon.
Quarterly arg. and az. a cross counterchanged a

bordure sa. Carter, Eent.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross within a bordure
or over all an escarbuncle sa. Benedictine

Abbey of St. John at Colchester, Cole MS.
XXX.

Quarterly or and az. a cross patonce within a
bordure charged with twenty lions ramp, all

counterchanged. Town of Westbury, Wilts.

Quarterly sa. and arg. a cross patonce counter-

changed within a bordure erm. Thomas
Halwardine,' CO. Chester, V. Halwardyne,
V*. The cross patty. Hawardyn, Harl.MS.
1415 fo. 244.

Sa. a cross within a bordure engr. arg. Grevile.
Grevill, V.

Sa. a cross engr. arg. on a bordure of the last

eight towers of the first. Catelline, 1730.
Sa. a cross flory arg. within a bordure ^engr. or.

Faircotjrt. Fancourt.
Sa. a cross patonce arg. within a bordure engr.

or. Sr. Bartholomew Fanacourt, V; and
Harl. 31S. 1407.

Sa. a cross patty arg. within a bordure indented
or. Sire Berth, de Fanancourt, O. The bor-

dure resercely. Bartholomew de Fanacourt,
Y; or Fanecourt, Y.

1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

Sa. a cross engr. erm. within a bordure arg.

William Hatton, co. Northampton ; quar-

tering az. five 5-foils in cross arg., with arg.

three bendlets sa. on a canton of the last a

tower as the first, and arg. ou a chief gu. three

fleurs-de-lis or, W.
Sa. a cross or within a bordure arg. charged with

three crosses patty fitchy points to the centre

of the first. Milicent, 1370; Harl. MS. 1487

fo. 105 b.

Sa. a cross flory or within a bordure engr. arg.

Pycroft, Swanson Abbot.

Sa. a cross patonce or within a bordure engr.

arg. Pykerke, V.

Sa. a cross within a bordure engr. or. Cocksey,
CO. Worcester. Grevile.

Sa. a cross engr. within a bordure or. Cocksey,
V*. Grebell, Canterbury.

Sa. a cross engr. or within a bordure or charged
with eight towers gu. Castelyn.

Sa. a cross engr. within a bordure engr. or. Sr.

Thomas Cocksey, F. Grevill, Harl. MS.
7510 fo. 48.

Sa. a cross flory within a bordure or. Lascelles,
Baron Harewood 1790-5, Viscount Lascelles

179(5, and Earl of Harewood 1812.

Sa. a cross patonce within a bordure engr. or.

Lassells, CO. York.

Sa. a plain cross potent within a bordure engr.

or, Allan.
Bordures

Arg. a cross quarterly sa. and silver betw. two

bordures engr. of the second. Taylard, V.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross counterchanged
betw. in the second and third quarters two

bordures engr. as the second. Taylard, V*.

Erm. a cross gu. between four bordures az.

Zewike, Harl. MS. 1407 fo. 15 b.

Bougets
Per pale az. and gu. a cross engr. errainois betw.

two water bougets one in dexter chief the

other in sinister base arg. Cam, London ; and
Wilton Place, co. Gloucester; quartered by
Thackwell.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. betw. four bougets
sa. BoTiRCHiER, quartered by Fetherston.

BouRCHiER, Baron, V. Monsire Robert

BouRCHER, Y. Sir Henry Bourchier, Earl of

Essex and Ewej quartering Bohuu, Wydvile,
and Louvain ; U. Bourchier or Bourgchier,
Z, 212, 235, 240, 385. Thomas Bourchier,

Bishop of Ely 1444, Archbishop of Canterbury
1454-86 ; quartering gu. a fess arg. betw. billets

or; Cole MS. xlviii fo.lOb; and within a bor-

dure az.; xix fo. 17; xxv fo. 1. Mounsyer
William (Bourcher, Harl. MS. C137) Bowser,
T; quartering gu. a fess (arg. Harl. MS. 0137)
or betw. seven billets gold. Robert Bouseu,
Y. Sir Robert Bowser, E. Le S. le Bousers,
S. And with a label of three points az. M.
Bartholomew Bousers, S. Bourchier, quar-

terly with Louvain over all a label of three

points az. charged with as many lions ramp. or.

Sr. John Bourchier, Baron Berners, , quarter-

ing Bemers, U. Bourchier, quarterly with

Louvain, over all a label of three points az.

charged with nine fleurs-de-lis or all quartering
Fitzwarine. Sir John Bourchier, Baron Fitz-

warine, U.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. betw. four water bougets
sa. v/ithin a bordure compony or and of the
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Boogets cont.

second (another charges it with seven bezants).
BogKCHiEE, Kent.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. betw. four water bougets
sa. within a bordure countercompony or and of

the second. Bowser, Kent.
Erm. a cross chequy arg, and gu. betw. four

water bougets of the third. Bowssab, co.

Gloucester, IGOG.
Sa. a croSs betw. four water bougets arg. Honell,
Ashboking, Suffolk.

Buckles

Arg. a cross betw. four lozenge buckles gu.
Dadews.

Arg. a cross betw. four buckles gu. Dawbney,
Norfolk.

Arg. a cross humetty (another, in error, patty)
betw, four round buckles tongues erect gu.

Childees, Cantley, co. York.
Gu. a cross chequy arg. and az. betw. four buckles

of the second. Weddell.
Caltraps

Arg. a cross tlory betw. four caltraps az. Milton,
London, 1684.

Az. a cross betw. four caltraps or. Herbert

Westfaung, Bishop of Hereford 1586-1C03 ;

granted 1559.
Clarions see Bests
Coronets

Az. a cross moline arg, betw. three antique
crowns or. M'Arthur, Scotland.

Az. a cross humetty raguly betw. three crowns
or. CoiLus, King of the Brigantes a.d. 2C2-89,
Harl.MS. 1977 fo. 12.

Az. a cross moline betw. three antique crowns or.

M'Akthce-Stewaet, Miltoun and Ascog ; quar-

tering Stewart,

Az. a cross patonce betw. three antique crowns or.

Macabthtjr or M'Arthdr, England.
Az. a cross patty betw. three ducal coronets or.

Mac Arthur, England.
Gu. a cross humetty raguly betw. three crowns

or. Town of Nottingham ; Harl. MS. 5891.

Sa. a cross patty betw. three crowns or. Thomas
Thlelby, Bishop of Westminster 1540, Nor-
wich 1550, Ely 1554-59.

Az. a cross flory betw. four crowns or. King
Edward the Martyr, buried at Shaftesbury;
Harl.MS. 1156 fo. 17 and 52

;
2021 fo. 125.

• Az. a cross humetty raguly betw. four crowns or.

Aurelius Ambrosids or Emrys, second son of

CoDstantine of Armen, Harl. MS. 6870 fo. 15 b.

Cadwell Deirnlltjc or Cadell Deybnli-wg,
Prince of Powis, cc. 450 ; as quartered by

. Eyton, of Eyton, co. Denbigh.
Az. a cross patonce betw. four crowns or. King
Edward, 924. King Edward the Martyr, 975 ;

Harl. 31S. 1407, 141 8. King Edwin, Harl MS.
4033.

Az. a cross patty fitcby betw. four crowns or.

Roderic Moi.wynog, Harl. MS. 1971 fo. 151;
1974 fo. 8 ; 1977 fo. 12. Conan Tyndarthwy
^?Tyndaethwy), KingoftheCambro-Britoas,ob.
cc. 818; quartered by Mainwaring through Eyton.

Az. a cross raguly betw. four crowns or. Coel
GoDEBOc, Harl. MS. 1977 fo. 87 ;

6831 fo. 338 b.

Cotises

Or a cross of the first fimbriated and cotised gu.

Creveseur, Harl. MS. 1407 fo. 6.

Arg. a cross voided and double cotised sa. within

. a bordure or. Cluniac Priory at BROMHOLa,
Norfolk.

1 CBOSS betw. or withia....con(.

Crescents

Arg. a cross sa. betw. two crescents in chief gu.
Waxande, V.

Gu. a cross arg. in chief two crescents and in
base as many mullets of the second. Marshall,
Ireland.

Gu. a cross erra. betw. two crescents in chief or.

Letham or Lethem, Scotland.
Or a cross croslet fitchy az. betw. two crescents

in chief and a fusil in base gu. Keith, Hart-
hill, in error for Leith, Hearthill, Scotland.

Or a cross croslet fitchy sa. betw. two crescents
in chief gu. and in base three fusils az. two
and one all within a bordure of the third.

Leith, Craighali, Scotland.

Sa. a cross betw. two crescents arg. Eashlegh,
Foy, Cornwall.

Arg. a quarterpierced cross moline sa. betw. three
crescents gu. Milward, V.

Or a cross calvary on a griece of three steps betw.
so many crescents gu. Edmonston.

Or a cross croslet fitchy sa. betw. three crescents
in chief and as many fusils in base barwise

gu. Leith, LeJthall, Scotland, But lozenges.
Leith, St. Peter's, Norfolk; Baronetcy 1775.

Sa. a cross croslet fitchy betw. three crescents or.

Harris, Alderman of London, buried at Keevil,
CO. Wilts.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four crescents gu.
Barnham.

Arg. a cross flory betw, four crescents gu.
Tillegh, CO. Dorset. Tillet or Tylly. Tilli.

Arg. a cross patonce betw, four crescents gu.
Tilley, V*. Sr. John Tilly, V. John Tyllet,
V. Tylley, CO. Salop, Harl. MS. 1045 fo. 103-.

Arg. a cross patty betw, four crescents gu. John
Tilly, Y. Tylly or Tyly, Harl. MS. 1407.

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four crescents gu. AVaxande,
V*.

Arg. a quarterpierced cross sa. betw. four cres-

cents gu. WOOLDRIDGE.

Arg. a cross humetty voided sa. betw, four cres-

cents gu. Tippets,

Arg. a cross moline sa. betw. four crescents gu.
Melward, quartered by Jefferay. Milward,
CO. Bedi'ord.

Arg. a cross betw. four crescents sa. Fludd.
Az. a cross moline or betw, four increscents arg.
Waemster, Harl. MS. 1566 fo. 167.

Gu. a cross betw. four crescents arg. Burham.
Gu. a cross croslet arg. betw. four crescents or.

Linton, Drumerick, Scotland.

Gu. a cross engr. arg. betw, four crescents or,

Leversedge.
Gu. a cross betw. four crescents or. Sookdevall,

V. Surdwall, Aberescir, cc. 1180.
Or a cross engr, betw. four crescents gu.
WiDDEESPOONS, Scotland.

Sa. a cross betw, four crescents arg, Barnam,
V*. Sr, Walter Baruoham, co, Worcester, V ;

but Bermingham, Harl. MS. 1556 fo. 167 b.

Sire Walter de Bernham, N. Bernham, V*
;

and Berntham, Norfolk. BREHAMor Bremham.
Sr, Walter Brenham, Norfolk, V. Brenham
or Burham. Bruham. Buenham, Suffolk.

Sa. a cross voided betw, four crescents arg.
Small or Smallev, Paddington, Middlesex.

Sa. a cross engr. betw. four crescents arg.

Barnham, South wick, co. Hants ; and HoUing-
bourne, and Boughton Monchelsey, Kent; Ba-

ronetcy 1663-17:^8 ; the heiress m. Rider.

Barnham, 1730. Beaeman, Glendie, Scotland.
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1 CBQSS betw. or witMn.... cont.

Crescents cont.

Sa. a cross croslet in saltire arg. betw, four cres-

cents or. Kerne, Truro, Cornwall.
Sa. a cross betw. four crescents erm. Hurlston.
Sa. a cross erm. betw. four crescents or.

Harlston.
Sa. a cross of bezants betw. four crescents arg.

Tilly.
Crosses

Arg. a cross betw. in chief two crosses croslet

fitchy az. Boulderson, co. Devon.

Arg. a cross betw. in chief two crosses cros-

let fitchy sa. Balderston Balderstone
Balderstoun Batjderston and Bauderstone,
Scotland. The crosses croslet fitchy charged
with a mascle or. Balderstone, Scotland.

Quarterly az. and gu. a cross arg. betw. in chief

two crosses botonny or. Barnes, Lord Mayor
of London 1370 and 1371.

Quarterly az. and gu. a cross or betw. in chief

two crosses croslet (sometimes fitchy) arg.

Bdrford, V.

Quarterly gu. and az. a cross or betw, in chief

two crosses croslet fitchy arg. Burford, F*.

Quarterly or and gu. a cross of pearls betw, in

dexter chief and sinister base a cross az, in

sinister chief and dexter base three lions pass.

guard, gold at the centre chief point on a plate
an Omrah turban. Hussey, Wood Walton, co.

Huntingdon.
Vert a cross moline betw. in chief two crosses

croslet fitchy or. Daynton.
Vert a cross sarcelly indented az. betw. three

crosses croslet fitchy or. Eymobe.
.... a cross croslet .... betw. four crosses couped

.... Johannes de Nassington, seal, 1330.

.... a cross humetty .... betw. four crosses

couped .... John de Pontisara, Bishop of

Winchester 1282-1304, Gent. Mag., 1837, viii,

238.

Arg. a cross potent az. betw. four crosses patty
gu. Robert de Sigillo, Bishop of London
1141-51.

Arg. a cross betw. four crosses botonny fitchy gu.
Belinge.

Arg. a cross betw. four crosses croslet fitchy gu.
Bealtng. Billing, Billinge, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a cross voided betw. four crosses croslet gu.
Bylling, F*. The crosses croslet fitchy.
Billinge, Billinge, co. Lancaster. Thomas
Bylling, F.

Arg. a cross betw. four crosses patty gu. Lam,
Scotland.

Arg. a cross moline (rather sarcelly) gu. betw.
four crosses patty sa. Ralegh, F.

Arg. a cross crouchy betw. four crosses croslet or.

Jerusalem, Z, 299, 524.

Arg. a cross potent betw. four crosses patty or.

Godfrey, BoUeyne. City of Jerusalem ; quar-
terly with harry of seven arg, and az. a lion

ramp, gu, for Cyprus; but quarterly with az.

flory or a label arg. for Naples, Harl. MS.
0829 fo. 46. Sometimes set up by Sir Richard
Clouoh.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. four crosses croslet

fitcby gu. Adenstoun Adingstoun or.

Adinston. Aldestoun, That Ilk, Scotland.

Arg. a cross betw. four crosses patty sa. Dakcy.
Az. a cross engr. arg. betw. four crosses croslet

fitchy or. Ottys.
Az. a cross sarcelly or betw. four crosses croslet

fitchy arg. Carlisle.

1 CSOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Crosses cont.

Az. a cross moline (ratber, sarcelly) betw. four
crosses patty or. Forester. Forster, F.

Az. a cross sarcelly betw. four crosses patty or.

Forsoldee. Foster.
Gu. a cross betw. four crosses croslet arg.

Byllinges, F*. The crosses croslet fitchy arg.

Billings, co. Bedford. Byllings, F.

Gu. a cross betw. four crosses croslet fitchy or.

ASTWELL.
Or a cross az. betw. four crosses croslet fitchy gu.
Lyell or Lyle, Dysart, Scotland. And with a

bordure engr. of the last. Lyell, Kinnordy,
Scotland.

Or a cross az. betw. four crosses patty fitchy gu.
Lyell or Lyle, Murthill, Scotland. And with
a bordure engr. of the second. Lyell or Lyle,
Woodhead, Scotland.

Or a cross betw, four crosses patty fitchy gu.
within a bordure engr. az. Lyal, Scotland.

Per pale gu. and arg. a cross potent counter-

potent and quadrat betw. four crosses patty

counterchanged. Saint Chad, Bishop of Lich-
field. Bishopric of Lichfield and Coventry.

Per pale gu. and arg. a cross potent per pale
betw. four crosses patty the dexter silver the
sinister gold. Bisliopric of Lichfield and

Coventry, Lansd. MS. 255; Cotton MS. Tibe-
rius D 10.

Quarterly az. and gu. a cross betw. four crosses
croslet or. Barnes, London.

Sa. a cross betw. four crosses tau arg. Mabbehy,
F. Maebury.

Vert a cross moline betw. four crosses croslet

fitchy or. Baynham, co. Hereford,
Vert a cross patonce or betw, four crosses patty

arg. Town of Abingdon, co. Berks ; confirmed
1623.

Arg. a cross sarcelly gu. betw. five crosses patty
sa. Raleigh.

Arg. a cross sarcelly gu. betw. six crosses patty
sa. Raleigh.

Vert a cross sarcelly betw. six crosses croslet

fitchy or. Eywen.
Arg. a cross sarcelly gu. betw, eight crosses patty

sa, Raleigh.
Gu. a cross betw. eight crosses patty arg. Moone

or Moyne.
Arg. a cross moline (rather, sarcelly) gu. betw.

nine crosses patty sa. Robert Ralegh, F. •

Az. a cross sarcelly disjointed betw. nine crosses

croslet or. Knolles.
Vert a cross moline betw. nine crosses croslet

fitchy or. Eymont, Essex, F.

Arg. a cross chequy (sometimes compony) az.

and or betw. twelve crosses croslet fitchy sa.

. Cluniac Priory at Castle-Acre or Estacre,
Norfolk.

Arg. a cross moline betw, twelve crosses croslet

gu, Raleigh, Farmings, co. Warwick.

Arg. a cross voided betw. twelve crosses croslet

fitchy gu. Billing, Deding, co. Oxford.
Az. a cross arg. betw. twelve crosses croslet fitchy

or. ExTON, Lord Mayor of London 1386.

Gu. a cross betw. twelve crosses croslet arg.
Brockhill. Halswell, F*.

Gu. a cross betw. twelve crosses croslet fitchy arg.

Halswell, F.
Gu. a cross engr. betw. twelve crosses croslet

fitchy arg, Brockhill.
Gu. a cross betw. twelve crosses patty fitchy arg.
H ALSWELL,
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1 CROSS betw. or within.... con t.

Crosses cont.

Gu. a cross engr. arg. betw. twelve crosses croslet

or. Brockhill or BnocKHULi-, Aldington,
Kent.

Gu. a cross engr. arg. betw. twelve crosses croslet

fitcby or. Brokhull, Kent, V. Shelling,
Kent.

Gu. a cross betw. twelve crosses croslet or.

. Freeman. Frenband, V. Wodhous, V.

WooDHousE, V*. WooDHousE, Wombume
Woodhouse, co. Stafford.

Az. a cross moline disjoined betw. thirteen crosses
croslet or. Thomas Knoles, V.

Az. a cross patty betw. sixteen crosses croslet arg.
Beronger Le Moye, (?.

Gu. a cross betw. sixteen crosses croslet or.

WoODHOtlSE.
Az. a cross betw. eighteen crosses croslet arg;
COBHAM, W.

Gu. a cross betw. eighteen crosses croslet or.

Fbeneland, V.

Arg. a cross botonny betw. crosses croslet gu.
Raleigh, co. Warwick.

Arg. a cross sarcelly sa. betw. crosses croslet gu.
Raleigh. .

Az. a cross moline (voided throughout, i. e.) dis-

, joined betw. crosses croslet or. Knollys or

Knowles, Barony 1G03, Viscount Wallingford
1616, Earl of Banbury 1636, ob. s. p. 1. 1632.

Knowles, Lovell Hill, co. Berks; Baronetcy
1705, quartering gu. on a chev. arg. three roses
of the first.

Gu. a cross betw. crosses croslet or. Fearnland.
Frebant, CO. Buckingham. Sire Nicholas

. Fbembaud, N.
Gu. a cross betw. crosses croslet fitchy or.

Brocket or Brockhill, Kent. Exton.
Gu. a cross patty or betw. crosses croslet ....

Sr. William le Latymer, H.
Or a cross patty betw. crosses croslet sa. Moyne.

Caps
Vert a cross croslet betw. three covered cups arg.

SirHamondSucTON,L,HarL il/S.C589 fo. 44 b.

Gu. a cross betw. four covered cups arg. RichHrd
De la Wich, Bishop of Chichester 1245-53.

Or a cross sa. betw. foiu' covered cups gu.
EUSTON.

Cushions

Gu. a cross arg. betw. four cushions lozengewise
erm. tasseled or. William Redman, Bishop of

Norwich 1595-1602; granted 1595.

Gu. a cross arg. betw. fonrwoolpacksor. Redman.
Gu. a cross betw. four cushions erm. Redman.

Escallops

Quarterly or and arg. a cross engr. per pale sa.

and gu. in the sinister chief two escallops and
in the dexter base one of the third over all a
bend of the last. Cottrell, Garnons, co.

Hereford ; Baronetcy 18(16.

Sa. a cross engr. betw. in chief two escallops arg.
John de Pandouce, V.

Sa. a cross engr. or betw. in chief two escallops

arg. John de Pondonce, V.

Sa. a cross or betw. in chief two escallops arg.
Ufford.

Sa. a cross engr. or betw. in chief two escallops
arg. Waddon.

Sa. a cross indented or betw. in chief two escallops

arg. John de Ufford, F.

Arg. a cross erm. betw. four escallops sa.

Grossman, co. Somerset.

1 CBOSS betw. or within cont.

Escallops cont.

Arg. a cross patonce gu. betw. four escallops az.
Richard Sampson, Bishop of Chichester 1536,
Lichfield etc. 1543-54.

Arg. a cross patonce voided betw. four escallops
gu. Richard Sampson, Bishop of Chichester
1536, Lichfield etc. 1543-54; Add. MS. 12443.

Arg. a cross flory gu. betw. four escallops sa.

Sampson.

Arg. a cross moline gu. betw. four escallops sa.

Sampson, Henbury, co. Gloucester.

Arg. a cross patonce gu. betw. four escallops sa.

Sampson, Suffolk, V.

Arg. a cross betw. four escallops sa. Cockshall
or Coyshall, Essex. Sire de Cogeshale, N.
Coggeshall, Milton, and Bengali, Suffolk.

CoGGESHALL.Coggeshall. SirRichard Cogshall,
Essex, V. M. William Cog'sale, S. Cokefull.

Arg. a cross patonce betw. four escallops sa.

Morgan.
Arg. a cross vairy or and gu. betw. four escallops

sa. Collar or Coller, co. Gloucester; and
Loudon.

Az. a cross pierced betw. four escallops arg.
HORSLEY.

Or a cross patonce gn. betw. four escallops sa.

Sampsonne, Norfolk, Harl. MS. 1449 fo. 84.

Per pale sa. and arg. a cross betw. four escallops
counterchanged. Hok, V, Hoke, F*.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross betw. four escallops

counterchanged. Hack, Essex. Hoke or
Hook. Hooker, Harl. MS. 1045 fo. 95.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross engr. betw. four

escHllops counterchanged. Hoke or Hooke.
Hole, co. Salop.

Quarterly sa. and arg. a cross betw. four escallops

counterchanged. Hoke, V. Hooke, V*.
Hooke, Alway, co. Gloucester

; Brarashott, co.

Hants; Hanchford, Surrey; and Chichester,
Sussex ; confirmed 1559-60.

Sa. a cross betw. four escallops arg. Cockshall.
Sa. a cross flory betw. four escallops arg.

Fletcher, co. Stafford. Fletcher, co. Glou-
cester. Fletcher, Saltonn, Scotland. But
with a bordure engr. for diff. arg. Fletcher,
Aberlady, Scotland.

Sa. a cross flory betw. four escallops arg. each

charged with a cross flory of the first. Fludyer,
Lord Mayor of London 1761.

Sa. a cross flory voided plain betw. four escallops

arg. Fletcher, Harl. MS. 1045 fo. 36.

Sa. a cross flory arg. betw. four escallops or.

Atkins, V*. Atkinson, co. Cambridge; granted
1624.

Sa. a cross patonce betw. fonr escallops arg.

Fletcher, Salton. Mili.ington. And with a

bordure engr. arg. Fletcher, Aberlady.
Nishet.

Sa. a cross patonce betw. four escallops arg. each

charged with a cross patonce of the field.

Fludyer, London
;
and Troustrey, co. Mon-

mouth; Baronetcy 1759.
Sa. a cross patonce voided betw. four escallops

arg. Richard Fletcher, Bishop of Bristol

1589, Worcester 1592, London 1595-6, Landg.
MS. 255 ; but voided plain in Harl. MS. 4199.

Voided plain, Fletcher, Kent, W.
Sa. a cross wavy betw. four escallops arg.

Stringer, co. Gloucester.

Sa. a cross erm. betw. four escallops arg. Wil-

liam Pleasaunce, Tudenbam, Suffolk ; granted
1576, W.
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1 CSOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Escallops cont.

Sa. a cross patonce or betw. four escallops arg.

Sampson, Bynfield, Berks; and Kersey, Suflfolk.

Arg. a cross betw. in each quarter three escallops
sa. Wesley.

Escucheons

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four escucheons each re-

gally crowned ppr. in the dexter chief and
sinister base quarterly France and England in

the sinister chief Scotland the third Ireland.

Company of Virginia Merchants.
-, ... a long cross mounted on three degrees en-

signed on the top with a fleur-de-lis betw. two
escucheons each charged with two chev. and a

chief .... Town of Heytesbury, co. Wilts.

Estoiles

Gu. a cross betw. in chief two estoiles or

Hancorne, London, 1634.

Arg. a cross patty betw. three estoiles az. Innes,

Edinburgh.
Az. a cross patty betw. three estoiles arg.

Murray, Drumcairn, Scotland.

Arg. a cross betw. four estoiles az. Bannatyne,
Scotland.

Arg. a cross moline az. betw. four pierced estoiles

gu. Webb.
Arg. a cross patonce az. betw. four estoiles gu.
Richmond alias Webb, Stewkley, co. Bucking-
ham ; and Radborne, co. Wilts; Hurl. MS.
1443 fo. 58. The estoiles pierced. Richard

Richmond, Bishop of Sodor and Man 1755-72.

Arg. a cross betw. four estoiles gu. Clere, V*.
Kleere. IClere, V. But rowels of six points.

Banbury, as quartered by Doyley.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four estoiles gu. Gorney,
V; and Norfolk. Gourney.

Arg. a cross patty betw. four rowels gu. Sire

Thomas de Baunebury, N.

Arpj. a cross voided betw. four estoiles sa. Stapers,
London.

Az. a cross flory betw. four estoiles or. Sterling.
Az. a cross patty betw. four estoiles or. Sr.

John Sterunge, Suffolk, V. Sterling, F*.
Or a cross betw.fourestoiles gu. Klere or Kleere.
Az. a cross patty fitchy arg. betw. eight estoiles

or. Caldwell, Inglis, Scotland.

Az. a cross patty fitchy betw. eight estoiles or.

Caldwell, Harl. MS. 1560 fo. 49 b. Kadwall.
Az. a cross patty fitchy betw. ten estoiles or.

Caldwell, London ; and co. Worcester.
Fire

Arg. a cross betw. four flames of fire gu. George
Day, Bishop of Chichester 1543-51, and 1554-6.

Fireballs

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross betw. in the dexter
chief and sinister base a fireball but in sinister

chief and dexter base a rose counterchanged.
George Day, Bishop of Chichester 1543-51, and
1554-6 : ? granted 1582 : Cole MS. Ivii, fo. 367.

Fish
Az. a cross flory betw. six herrings or. Heigham.

Fleurs-de-lis

Quarterly arg. and az. a cross counterchanged
betw. in dexter chief and sinister base a fleur-

de-lis of the second in sinister chief and dexter
base a leopard's head as the first. Town of

Shaftesbury, co. Dorset.

Quarterly az. and gu. a cross arg. betw. in dexter
chief and sinister base a fleur-de-lis but in

sinister chief and dexter base a lion pass,

guard, or. Company of French Merchants
;

granted 1013, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10,884.

1 CROSS betw. or within. .cont.

Fleurs-de-lis cont.

Az. a cross arg. betw. in chief two fleurs-de-lis

and in base as many (escallops) .... Chenevix,
Bishop of Killaloe 1745, Waterford 17 46-79.

Arg. a cross croslet fitchy sa. betw. three fleurs-

de-lis gu. Hilliard.
.... a cross erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis in

saltire .... Town of Doncaster.

Arg. a cross engr. az. betw. four-fleurs-de-lis gu.
Cowie, Aberdeen.

Arg. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis gu.
Tottenham, Ireland.

Arg. a cross humetty betw. four fleurs-de-lis gu.
W^ATKINSON.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa.

Fenton, CO. York.

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four fleurs-de-lis gu.
Egleston, CO. Lancaster.

Arg. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa. Fenton,
Kent; W: Harl. MS. 1415 fo. 24 6; 4108 fo. 67;
Crake, co. York ; and co. Nottingham. Thomas
de Fenton, Y. Lee.

Az. a cross engr. arg. betw. four fleurs-de-lis erm.

Goldingham, F.

Az. a cross botonny fitchy arg. betw. four fleurs-

de-lis or. Rede, Norfolk.

Az. a cross erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Andrewes, Bisbrooke, Rutland.
Az. a cross patty erminois betw. four fleurs-de-lis

or. Ward, Willey, Surrey. Ward, co. Ciiester.

Az. a cross patty throughout or betw. four fleurs-

de-lis gu. Jager.
kz. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Crozier,

Stoke Dabernon, Surrey.
Az. a cross flory betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Jenner, Essex. Joyner.
Az. a cross patty betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Jennour, Essex.
Az. a cross patonce betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Alverston, Dunmore. Jenoure, Much Dun-
mow, Essex ; Baronetcy 1628-1755. Jenoyre,
Essex : granted by Cooke, W.

Az. a cross potent betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Jenner, Essex.
Gu. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg. William

AsHURST, Lord Mayor of London 1694. Tho-
mas ASHURST, 1716. ASHHURST Or ASHURST,
Ashurst, CO. Lancaster. Ashurst, Waterstock,
CO. Oxford ; Baronetcy 1688-1732 ; the heiress

m. Allin.

Gu. a cross engr. betw. four fleurs-de-lis ai'g.

Sr. Adam Ashenhurste, Q. Ashurst, co.

Lancaster, V.

Gu. a cross erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Fenton; quartered by Scott.

Gu. a cross engr. or betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg.
Ashurst, co. Lancaster.

Gu. a cross humetty engr. or betw. four fleurs-de-

lis arg. Ashworth, Ashworth, and Hall Carr,
CO. Lancaster ; and EUand Bank, co. York.

Gu. a cross patonce fitchy betw. four fleurs-de-lis

or. Reade.
Or a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis az. Burton.
Per pale gu. and az. a cross botonny fitchy or betw.

four fleurs-de-lis arg. Rythe, Chipsted, Surrey.
Per pale gu. and sa. a cross botonny fitchy arg.

betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Reade, Lord Mayor
of London 1502. Reede, London, Harl. MS.
1466fo.48i>.

Per pale gu. and sa. a cross botonny fitchy or betw.
four fleurs-de-lis arg. Read, F*. Rede, V.

Ryth, V*. Rythe, V,
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1 CBOSS betw. or within cont.

Fleurs-de-lis cont.

Per pale gu. and sa. a cross botonny fitchy betw,
four fleurs-de-lis or. Reade, Coussom, co.

Wilts; and London. Rede, V*. Rither,
Harl. MS. 1405 fo. 48 b. Rythe, F*.

Per pale gu. and sa. a cross croslet fitchy betw.
four fleurs-de-lis or. Rythe.

Per pale or and arg. a cross botonny fitchy betw.
four fleurs-de-lis counterchanged. Rede. The
fleurs-de-lis sa. Reade, Yate, co. Gloucester.

Per pale sa. and gu. a cross botonny betw. four
fleurs-de-lis or. Rich, Leydon, Essex ; granted
1590.

Sa. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg. Banke.
F. John de Banke, quartering arg. a chev.
betw. three annulets gu., X. Banks, co.

York.
Sa. a cross engr. erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Bankes, Corfe Castle, and Kingston Hall, co.

Dorset; quartering Bruen, Martin, Pydel,
Wynne, and Jones.

Sa. a cross or betw. four flenrs-de-lis arg. Banck
or Banke, London ; and co. York. Banke,
Quixley, co. Stafibrd ; descended from Banke,
of Banke Newton, Harl. MS. 1415 fo. 20.

Banks, Revesby Abbey, co. Lincoln ; Baronetcy
1781-1820.

Sa. a cross engr. or betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg .

Bancks. CO. Gloucester; and co. Lancaster.
Bank, Craven, V. Banke.

Sa. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Banks,
CO. York.

Sa. a cross botonny fitchy betw. four fleurs-de-lis

or. Reade, Harl. MS. 1407.

Quarterly az. and gu. a cross wavy arg. betw. in

dexter chief and sinister base six fleurs-de-lis

but in sinister chief and dexter base as many
rings or gemmed az. Montgomery, Magbie
Hall, CO. Peebles ; Baronetcy 1774-18-31.

Arg. a cross betw. in chief fleurs-'de-lis sa.

SUYLUER, V.

Az. a cross arg. betw. twelve fleurs-de-lis or.

Fresmes or Fresnes, France.
Az. a cross betw. twelve fleurs-de-lis or. Fresmes.
Gu. a cross betw. twelve fleurs-de-lis arer. Henry
Cobham, V ; or de Cobeham, A, Harl. MS.
6137.

Gu. a cross arg. betw. twelve fleurs-de-lis or.

Henry de Cobeham, A ; or Cobbeham, F.
Gu. a cross betw. twelve fleurs-de-lis or. Cobham,

Kent.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. eighteen fleurs-de-^lis

gu. Herdeson, Kent, IF. Herdson or

Herdsonne, Kent.
Gu. a cross arg. betw. eighteen fleurs-de-lis or.

Heorri de Cobbeham, E.
Arg. a cross engr. betw. twenty fleurs-de-lis gu.
Herdson, Kent. The cross sa. Herdsonne,
Kent, Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 60.

Gu. a cross engr. betw. fleurs-de-lis or.

Nalingest, Essex.

Flower Bose

Arg. a cross patonce sa. betw. in the dexter chief

a rose in base a orescent and a harp gu. Mat-
thias Tayler, Wisbeach, ob. 1633, CoZe MS. xi,

25. Sir Thomas Tayler, Suffolk. Tayler,
Deeping, co. Lincoln.

Flowers .... Mayflowers
Gu. a cross engr. erm. betw. in chief two May-

flowers slipped or. Mayfield, co. Cambridge;
granted 1684.

1 CBOSS betw. or within cont.

Flowers cont. Boses
Az. a cross arg. betw. in chief two roses or and in

base as many fleurs-de-lis of the second.
Quennell, Chittingfold, Surrey.

Az. a cross betw. in chief two roses or and in
base as many fleurs-de-lis arg. Qitstnell,
Compton, Surrey, The fleurs-de-lis or. Peter
QuiviLL, Bishop of Exeter 1280-91.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross flory counter-

changed betw. in dexter chief and sinister
base a rose of the second seeded or barbed
vert in sinister chief and dexter base (an es-
toile of thirty-two points, another) a sun or.

Thomas Bentham, Bishop of Lichfield, etc.

1500-79; granted 1560; Lansd. MS. 255,

,,., Thistles

Or a cross calvary upon a griece of three steps gu,
betw. two thistles in fess ppr, Christaix,
Aberdeen.

.. ..Lilies

Sa. (but az. Tanner) a cross (sometimes engr.)
or betw. four lilies arg. Benedictine Abbey at

Cerne or Cernell, co. Dorset.

. . . .Boses

Arg. a cross betw. four roses gu. Samuel Trotman,
CO. Gloucester, 1716. Trotman, V*. The
roses seeded or barhed vert. Trotman, Cam,
CO. Gloucester; granted 1571.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four roses gu. Aiton,
That Ilk, CO. Berwick ; a heiress ra. Home.
Aiton, Duomure, co. Fife. And with a bor-

dure of the second. Aiton, Sinaldy, a cadet
of that Ilk. But with a crescent for difi*.

Aiton, Inchdarnie.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four roses gu. over all a

black rod ppr. Aiton, Kippo.
Arg. a cross gu. betw. four roses ppr. Knapp.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. four roses gu. Keir,
Kenmouth, co. Perth ; quartered by Small.

KiER, Scotland.

Arg. a cross flory betw. four roses vair. Cister-

cian Abbey at Melsa or Meaux, co. York.
Az. a cross patty betw. four roses arg. Sire Ro-

bert de Hoscote, J, Harl. MS. 6137.

Az. a cross arg. betw. four roses or. Hoton.
Az. a cross patty arg. betw. four roses or. M.

Robert Hotot, S.

Az. a cross patonce erm. betw. four roses or.

Sr. Robert de Hostot, co. Bedford, temp.
Edward I, F. The cross patty. Sire Robert de

HoFTOT,2V'. Hostetoft or Hotoft. Hhtetoft.
Az. a cross engr. or betw. four roses arg.

Burton, F*. The roses barbed vert. Burton.
Az. a cross patty betw. four roses or. Sire Ro-

bert de Hoscote, J, Harl. MS. 6589. The
cross sarcelly. Horscote.

Gu. a quarter-^pierced cross betw. four roses arg.

Waget.
Gu. a cross lozengy betw. four roses arg.

Packer; granted by Camden, W. Packer,

Alston, CO. Gloucester ; Groombridge, Kent ;

Baddow, Essex ; and Bucklebury, co. Berks.

Gu. a cross flory arg. betw. four roses or. Sr. de

Cantoke, V.

Gu. a cross lozengy or betw. four roses arg.

Packer.
Gu. a cross betw, four roses or leaved vert,

Babnsley,
Per pale az. and purp. a cross engr. or betw. four

roses arg. Burton, co. York. Burton, Bur-

ton Hall, and PoUacton, co. Carlow.
81
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1 CBOSS betw. or within.... cont.

Flowers cont. Boses cont.

Per pale gu. and az. a cross engr. or betw. four
roses arg. Burton, co. Salop, W.

Per pale (or) and (gn.) a cross botonny betw.
four roses (countercbanged). Fayrbeard, V*.

Purp. a cross engr. or betw. four roses arg. barbed
vert a crescent for diflf. Burton, co. Salop.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross betw. four roses

countercbanged. George Day, Bisbop of Cbi-
cbesler 1543-51 and 1554-C; ColeMS. xiv,fo.l9 b.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross quarterly pierced
betw. four roses countercbanged slipped vert.

Day.

Quarterly (az. and gu., Burton, co. Salop ;) gu.
and az. a cross engr. or betw. four roses arg.

Burton, Longnor, co. Salop, W.
Sa. a cross betw. four roses arg. a mullet gu. for

difiF. Barnesly, co. Stafford; and Surrey;
granted 1597.

8-Foils

Arg. a cross countercompony sa. and or betw.
four 3-foils slipped of the second. Foyle, co.

Dorset ; and co. Hants, 1609.

Gu. a cross flory betw. four 3-foils slipped or.

Manning, Downe, Kent; confirmed 1577.
Gu. a cross patonce betw. four 3-foils or.

MANNiNG,Sussex. The3-foilsslipped. Manning,
Cholmondley, CO. Chester. Manynge, V.

Or a cross raguly betw. four 3-foiIs slipped vert.

Clarke. Clerke.

Quarterly az. and gu. a cross patonce betw. four
3-foils slipped or. Manning, Norfolk.

Sa. a cross patonce betw. four 3-foiIs slipped or.

Maning, V*. Manynge, V.
d-Foils

Quarterly az. and arg. a cross betw. in dexter
chief and sinister base two 5-foils of the se-
cond but in sinister chief and dexter base as

many pelicans feeding their young gu. Fullar,
Scotland.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. three 5-foils so. Foxley.
Arg. a cross croslet fitcby sa. betw. three 5-foils

within a double tressure flory counterflory vert.

Livingston, Counteswells.

Arg. a cross betw. four 5-foils gu. Langan, Ire-
land. Lawrance, CO. Hants. Lawrens, co.
Dorset ; and Winchester.

Arg, a cross patonce betw. four 5-foils vair. Cis-
tercian Abbey at Melsa or Meaux, co. York.

Az. a cross patty erm. betw. four 5-foils or.

Huttofts, CO. Bedford. The cross patty
throughout. Hutostes, co. Bedford, V.

Az. a cross flory betw. four 5-foils or. Marcury.
Merary. Mercury, V*. St. Martney or
St. Mercney. St. Mercury, V.

Az. a cross patonce voided arg. betw. four 5-foils
or. Melton, Chester; granted 1560, W.

Az. a cross patty betw. four 5-foils or. Hutosts.
V*.

Az. a cross patty throughout or betw. four 5-foils
.... Hutosts, F. The 5-foils or. Hutoft, T*.

Gu. a cross patonce betw. four 5-foils or.

Manning, Combam, Kent, Add. MS. 14307
;

granted 1577.
Per pale or and gu. a cross botonny betw. four

5-foils countercbanged. Fairbeard, North-
more, CO. Oxford ; granted 1610. The cross
botonny fitcby. Fairbeard, Middlesex.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a cross betw. four 5-foils

countercbanged. Allieson or Allison.
.... a cross betw. twenty 5-foils or. Haldenby,

CO. Northampton.

1 CROSS betw. or within. .cont.

Fruit Plumbs
Sa. a cross engr. betw. four plumbs arg.

Butterworth, v.

.... Pomegranates
Sa. a cross engr. arg. four pomegranates slipped

or. Whittington, Whittington, co. Derby;
coheirs m. Deihick and F,yre. Whittington,
quartered by Eyre, W.

Fusils

Gu. a cross betw. in chief two fusils or and in

base as many buck's heads erased arg. armed
of the second. Cleverill.

Az. a cross croslet betw. three fusils or. Wabryn,
CO. Chester,

Garbs

Arg. a cross sa, betw. two garbs in chief gu.
Guthrie.

Gu. a cross betw. four garbs or, Thomas
Westfield, Bishop of Bristol 1642-4.

Sa. a cross chequy or and az. betw. four garbs of

the second. Skillicower, Pears, co. Lan-
caster. The cross compony. Skiijjcorne,

Pears, co. Lancaster; and Press, co. York.

But countercompony. Skyllecobne, Prees,
CO. Lancaster, W.

Gouttes

Gu. a cross croslet or betw. eight gouttes d'eau,

Hawborough.
Arg. a cross (sometimes patty throughout) sa.

betw. twelve gouttes de sang. Anselm, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury 1093-1109.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. twenty gouttes de sang.

Fitz, Fitzford, co. Devon
; Guillim. The cross

engr. gu. Fitz, Fitzford, co. Devon ; the
lieiress m. Percy, Darcy, Howard, and Gran-
ville,

Arg. ft cross patty gu, betw, gouttes de sang,
Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury 1093-1109.

Arg. a cross engr. or betw. gouttes de larmes.

Chanrey; Edmondson.
Az. a cross engr. or betw. gouttes d'eau.

(? Chanrey).
Az. a cross patty fitcby gold betw, gouttes d'or.

Reade or Reede, co. Gloucester.
Heads (Beasts) Goat

Gu. a cross or betw. in chief two goat's heads
erased arg. attired gold and in base as many
lozenges of the second. Cheverill, V.

Gu. a cross or betw. in chief two goat's heads
erased arg. and in base as many lozenges vair.

Gatesbery, F. Gatesby, r*. Geteseery,

, ...Leopard
.... a cross botonny .... betw. in chief two

leopard's heads and in base as many 5-foils

.... Whiting, Glastonbury, co. Somerset.
Per pale arg. and gu. a cross patonce betw. in the

sinister chief and dexter base a leopard's face

countercbanged, Milborne, quartered by
Pilkington.

Quarterly az. and gu. a cross engr. per pale or
and arg. betw. in dexter chief and sinister base
a leopard's face or and in sinister chief and
dexter base a cbaplet gold. Brook, London.

....Wolf

Arg. a cross flory betw. two wolf's heads erased
in bend sa. Pearsali., Willsbridge, co. Glou-
cester.

Bear
Az. a cross patty betw, three bear's heads couped

arg. muzzled gu. Forbes, Ardo, Scotland ;

quartering arg. three unicorn's beads erased sa.
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1 CROSS betw. or within cont.

Heads cont. (Beast) Bear cont.

Az. a cross patty fitcby betw, three bear's heads
couped arg. muzzled sa. Forbes, Craigjvar
Castle, CO. Aberdeen; Baronetcy 1630. Forbes
Mitchell, Thainston, co. Aberdeen; quarter-
ing Mitchell.

Az. a cross patty fitchy or betw. three bear's
heads couped arg. muzzled gu. Forbes, Corse,
Scotland.

.. ..Boar

Arg. a cross croslet fitchy gu. betw. three boar's
heads couped sa. Cruikshanks, London.

Arg. a cross croslet sa. betw. three boar's heads
erased az. Hogue, Scotland.

Az. a cross flory betw. three boar's heads erased

arg. Gordon, Camousie, Scotland.
Az. a cross moline betw. three boar's heads erased

or. Gordon, Edinglassie, Scotland.
.... Monster

Per chev. sa. and arg. a cross patty counter-

changed betw. in chief two griffin's heads erased
of the second collared gu. and iu base another
as the first collared or. Tooke, Thompson,
Norfolk.

. . . . ( Beast ) Boar

Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross quarterly ermines
and erm. betw. four boar's heads counterchanged
each holding in the mouth a sprig of oak
ppr. Owen Oglethorpe, Bishop of Carlisle
1557-60.

....Deer
Az. a cross betw. four hind's heads couped arg.
Dickenson or Dikenson.

Sa. a cross betw. four hind's heads erased or.

Dixon, co. Hertford ; granted 1630.
Vert a cross betw. four hind's heads couped or.

DiccoNSON. Dickinson, V* ; granted 1625.
.... Goats

Gu. a cross or betw. four goat's heads erased arg.
Gadbery.

....Horse
Gu. a cross moline arg. betw. four nag's heads

erased or. Beke, Norfolk.
.... Leopards

Arg. a cross patonce quarterly az. and gu. betw.
four leopard's faces sa. Hutchinge, co. Devon.

Az. a cross or betw. four leopard's beads arg.
Sr. Anthony Kingeston, K.G., V. Kingston,
CO. Leicester; co. Gloucester; and Grimslye,
and Bassingham, co. Lincoln.

Az. a cross betw. four leopard's heads or.

Kingston.
Gu. a cross betw. four leopard's faces arg.

Smail, Scotland.

Sa. a cross arg. betw. four leopard's heads or. Be-
nedictine Priory of St. Martin at Dover, Kent.

Sa. a cross erm. betw. four leopard's faces

or. THORNDicKjBurnell, co. Lincoln; granted
1016.

Sa. a cross betw. four leopard's faces or.

Boulting, Collinson, Somerset, i, 192. Bene-
dictine Priory of St. Martin at Dover.

Sa. a cross betw. four leopard's heads jessant-de-
lis or. Hulbat or Hublblatt, Farnham,
Surrey. Hulbebt, Corsham, co. Wilts.

Sa. a cross botonny betw. four leopard's heads or
within a bordure engr. arg. charged with eight
torteaux. Westbery, V. Westbury, F*.

Vert a cross raguly betw. four leopard's faces arg.
Newton, co. Lincoln ; granted 1000.

Vert a cross raguly betw. four leopard's heads or.

Stowe, Newton, co. Lincoln.

1 CBOSS betw. or within.... cont.

Heads cont. (Beast) Lion
.... a cross betw. four lion's heads erased gu.
Thackston or THEXTON.Trunch, Norfolk, 1588;
quartering erm. fretty nz.

Arg. a cross flory betw. four lion's heads erased
gu. Stokes.

Arg. a cross patonce gu. betw. four lion's heads
erased sa. Stokys, V.

Arg. a cross patty quarterly az. and gu. betw. four
lion's heads erased sa. langued of the second.
Hichins, Cornwall.

Arg. a cross flory quarterly gu. and az. betw. four
lion's heads erased sa. Hitchins. The cross
patonce. Hechins, Hole, Cornwall.

Az. a cross or betw. four lion's heads erased arg.
Kingston, co. Leicester.

Gu. a cross raguly betw. four lion's heads erased
arg. crowned or. Walker, Bringwood, co.

Hereford; ^rajitei 1060.

Quarterly gu. and az. a cross erm. betw. four
lion's heads erased or. March, Willesly
Park, CO. Cambridge; and More Critchell, co.
Dorset.

Sa. a cross betw. four lion's heads erased arg.
Marche. Marshe, London ; and Westminster.
And with a crescent for difl'. Richard March,
CO. Worcester, V. The cross patonce. March.

Sa. a cross betw. four lion's heads erased or.

Marshe, London ; and co. Worcester.
Wolf

Gu. a cross moline arg. betw. four wolf's heads
erased or. Beke, Norfolk.

(Birds) Pelican
Gu. a cross lozengy erm. betw. four pelican's
heads erased or. Canham.

.... (Human figure)

Arg. a cross az. betw. four Moor's heads couped
sa. More.

Arg. a cross betw. four Moor's heads couped sa.

More, co. York.
Or a cross gu. betw. four blackamoor's heads

afironty couped at the shoulders ppr. wreathed
about the temples (gold, another) of the se-

cond. William Juxon, Bishop of London 1633,

Archbishop of Canterbury 1660-63; Add. MS.
610!). Juxon, Albourne, Sussex; Baronetcy
1660-1740.

Quarterly indented arg. and sa. a cross betw.
four Moor's heads couped counterchanged.
Glendinning, The Isle, co. Dumfries.

....(Monster)
Gu. a cross engr. arg. betw. four unicorn's heads

erased or. Leigh, W.
.... (Spears)

Sa. a cross engr. betw. four spearheads arg.

Pbosser, Lanaore ; quartered by Morgan. Sir

John Morgan, Knight of the Sepulchre ; En-

derbie, Cambria.
Hearts

Arg. a cross engr. gu. betw. in dexter chief and
sinister base a heart az. but in sinister chief

and dexter base a rose of the second. Curr
and Curre, Clemenstone, and Itton Court, co.

Glamorgan ; quartering Tuberville.

Az. a cross patty betw. three hearts arg. each

heart charged with a mullet or in the flanks

two crescents of the last all within a double

tressure flory counterflory gold. Murray, Lord

Scone J 605,Viscount Stormont 1021, Harl.MS.
1413 fo. 4 b, and 98 and 109.

Arg. a cross potent az. betw. four hearts gu.

Butter. Melders, Scotland.
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1 CEOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Hearts co7it.

Arg. a cross nioline betw. four hearts gu. Miller,
Scotland.

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four hearts gu. Butter,
Faskally, co. Perth.

Arft. a cross xnoline sa. betw. four hearts gu.

Miller, Monk Castle, co. Ajr.

Arg. a cross patonce sa. betw. four hearts ppr.
Butter.

Or a cross potent gu. betw. four hearts ppr.

Butters, Scotland.

Hnman figure
Vert a cross boionny arg. betw. in the dexter

chief quarter the Virgin holding the iufant in

her dexter arm but a sceptre with the sinister

hand and in each of the other quarters a ducal

crown or. Benedictine Abbey at Glastonbury,
CO. Somerset.

Human figures
Az. (another, gu.) a cross calvary upon a griece

of three steps arg. supported betw. two angels
volant (arg., another) or. Augustinian Abbey
at Waltham, Essex.

Inkmoline
Erm. a cross quarter pierced betw. four inkmolines

sa. Turner, Parenden, Essex ; and Saultrey,
CO. Huntingdon.

Insects

Arg. a cross betw. four flies sa. De Bosco.
Sa. a cross betw. four bees erect or. Crosyer,

Essex.
Sa. a cross betw. four butterflies volant or.

Crotsek,F*. Handsacre, V*. Handsaker,F*.
Sa. a cross betw. four gadbees or. Croyser, V.

Handsaker, V.

Sa. a cross betw. four flies or. Croysier or

Crozier, France; and London.
Instruments

Az. a cross engr. or betw. four pair of currier's

shavehooks (Stow, 215; another, saws) in sal-

tire arg. handled of the second. Company of

Curriers, London.
.... a cross betw. the instruments of the Passion

.... Philip de Eepingdon, Bishop of Lincoln

1405-20; seal.

Keys
Arg. a cross gu. betw. four keys palewise az.

Chollet.
Or a cross betw. four keys gu. Beauvois.

Leaves

Arg. a cross az. betw. four hazel leaves slipped
ppr. Haslam, Ireland.

Legs
Gu. a cross erm. flory at the ends betw. four gambs

or. Newton, Cheadle Heath, co. Chester.
Letters

Arg. a cross betw. in chief two text T's sa.

Eashleigh, Eashleigh,Wemworthy, near South
Molton, CO. Devon.

Sa. a cross or betw. in chief two text T's arg.
Eashley, Rashley; the heiress m. Furlong
alias Clotworlhy.

Sa. a cross betw. four Roman T's arg. Maerery,
V. Marbury.

Lozenge
Arg. a cross moline betw. in chief a lozenge en-

closed by two mullets az. in base a bar wavy
vert. Miller, Glenlee, co. Ayr; Baronetcy
1788. Miller, Collierswood, Surrey.

Arg. a cross moline betw. in chief a lozenge en-
closed by two mullets sa. in base two bars

wavy vert. Miller, EnrKkimming, Scotland.

1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Lozenges
Arg. a cross molino betw. in chief two lozenges

and in base a boar's head couped sa. armed or.

Hudson.
Gu. a cross or betw. in the dexter chief and

sinister base a lozenge vair but in the sinister

chief and dexter base a goat's head erased arg.

GoTESBURY. Gottesrurye, Harl. MS. 1078

fo. 8 b.

Gu. a cross or betw. in chief two lozenges vair

and in base as many goat's heads erased arg.

Gatesby or Gatesbery, V. Gotesey.

Arg. a cross moline betw. four lozenges az. Mael

Mely-nidd, Harl. MS. 1386 fo. 29.

Arg. a cross betw. four lozenges gu. Fercoll,
CO. Gloucester.

Gu. a cross arg. betw. four lozenges vair. Capell,
F*. John Capoll, co. Hereford, V.

Gu. a cross engr. arg. betw. four lozenges erm.

Leigh, Whitley, co. Lancaster ; Baronetcy ....

Gu. a cross erm. betw. four lozenges or each

charged with a pellet. Towndrow, Notting-
ham; granted 1&26

; quartering Payne.
Or a cross moline betw. four lozenges az. Evans,

Shrewsbury. Mael Melinydd. Williams,
Oswalstry, co. Salop.

Or a cross gu. betw. four lozenges vert. Freville.

Or a cross patonce gu. betw. four lozenges vert.

Bawdwen, V. Bawdwyne, Harl. MS. 1465

fo. 53 b.

Or a cross patty gu. betw. four lozenges vert.

Dawdwen.
Sa. a cross erm. betw. four lozenges of the last

within a bordure engr. arg. Hounston, Boston,
CO. Lincoln.

Mascles

Arg. a cross moline betw. in chief two mascles

gu. and in base a boar's head erased ....

CoLLiCE, Scotland.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. in chief two mascles sa.

Sinclair, Edinburgh.
Arg. a cross moline betw. in chief two mascles

and in base a boar's bead erased sa. Colless,

Balnamoon, Scotland.

Az. a cross arg. betw. four mascles or. Miller,
London.

Mitre
Gu. a cross arg. betw. in the dexter chief a mitre

labelled and in the sinister a crown or. Bene-
dictine Abbey at Battle, Sussex, Cole MS. xviii,

fo. 218; XXX, fo. 8.

Monsters
Sa. a cross patonce betw. four griffins pass. arg.

Risby, Sufi'olk.

Mullets

Arg. a cross calvary betw. two mullets gu.
Manson, Scotland.

Arg. a long cross gu. betw. in chief two mullets

and in base a crescent az. Manson, Innenhie.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. two mullets az.

Sinclair, Scotland.

Az. a cross chequy or and az. betw. in chief two
mullets arg. BRADFEiLDE,ifarZ.M(S.l465fo.40.

Az. a pierced cross patty betw. two pierced mul-
lets or. Mills.

Gu. a cross betw. in chief two crescents and in

base as many mullets arg. Marshali., Ireland.

Or a cross humetty engr. sa. betw. in chief two
mullets and in base a crescent az. Scott.

Quarterly or and az. a cross moline betw. in chief

two pierced mullets counterchanged. (Brewin,
Loughborough, co. Leicester, ?).
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1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Mullets cont.

Sa. a cross engr. or betw. two mullets in chief

arg. John de Peyton, ¥.

Arg. a cross moline sa. betw. three mullets az. a

bordure gu. Miller, Scotland.

Arg. a cross patonce gu. betw. three mullets sa.

Mylne, Scotland.
Az. a cross moline betw. three mullets arg. within

a bordure quarterly or and sa. Mtjbkay.
Az. a cross patty betw. three mullets arg. within

a double tressure flory counterflory or. Mtihhay,
Balvaird, Harl. MS. 1423 fo. 124. Murray,
Glendoick, Scotland.

Az. a cross patty betw. three mullets or each

charged with an ogress. Mills, Lexden Park,
Colchester, Essex ; granted 1800.

Gu. a cross patty or betw. three mullets arg.

Bennet, Scotland.

Or a cross moline betw. three mullets az. Mill,
Bonniton.

Or a square-pierced cross moline betw. three

mullets az. Mimje, Balfarg; granted 1460-88
to John, father of Alexander, father of Thomas,
father of John, father of John, father of John,
uncle of Robert Milne of Balfarg, all King's
Master Masons for Scotland; Nisbet, i, 127.

Or a lozenge-pierced cross moline betw. three
mullets az. within a bordure nebuly sa. Milne,
Edinburgh. The bordure invecked. Milne,
Muretoun, Scotland.

Or an oval-pierced cross moline az. betw. three
mullets sa. within a bordure wavy of the se-

cond. Milne, Blairtoun, and Aberdeen.
Or a cross moline engr. betw. three mullets az.

Milne, Balwyllo.
Or a pierced cross patonce betw. three mullets

within a bordure nebuly az. (? Milne).
Or a cross humetty betw. in chief three mullets
and in base a crescent gu. Casse, Scotland.

Or a cross moline betw. three mullets sa. Mill.

Arg. a cross dovetailed betw. four mullets az.

HoESENAiL, 'Wovvill, CO. Berks
; granted 1740.

Arg. a cross flory betw. four mullets az.

AlTKENS.

Arg. a cross patty az. flory or betw. four mullets
of the second. Atkyns.

Arg. a cross patonce az. betw. four mullets gu.
Richmond alias Webb, Stewley, co. Bucking-
ham ; and Redborne, co. Wilts.

Arg. a cross chequy az. and or betw. four mullets
of the second. Bradfield, Norfolk.

Az. a cross (compony, F*.) countercorapony az.

and or betw. four mullets of the second.

Bradfeld, Norfolk, V.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four mullets az. Bradford.

Arg. a cross betw. four mullets gu. Danbuky.
Flammicke or Flammyke. Flamyn. With a

crescent for difi". Banbury, Collinson, Somer-

set, iii, 198. But six-pointed rowels. Banbury,
quartered by Doyley.

Arg. a cross betw. four pierced mullets gu.

Banbery, V*. Bandbury or Banbury, co.

Oxford. Flamank or Flamook, Bokarne, Corn-
wall. Flammok, Cornwall, V. Hammok,
V*. The mullets of six points. Thomas de

Banneburi, G.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four mullets gu. Gorney,
V. Montgomery, V. John Mountgouery,
Y; or de Mountgomery, Y.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four six-pointed mullets

gu. Gorney, Norfolk.

Arg. a cross flory betw. four mullets gu. Bkidde.

1 CBOSS betw. or within cont.

Mullets cont.

Arg. a cross patonce betw. four mullets gu.
Bandebury, V*. Bhaundbury, V.

Arg. a cross patty betw. four mullets gu.
Bridde.

Arg. a cross patty betw. four six-pointed mullets
gu. Banbury.

Arg. a cross patty betw. four rouwes gu. Sire
Thomas de Baunebcry, N.

Arg. a cross potent betw. four pierced mullets gu.
Baunbury or Bunbury.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four pierced mullets sa.

GUTTERIDQE or GUTTRLDGE.
Arg. a cross betw. four mullets sa. Peteestrey.

Petrister, V. Playfair, England. Webster,
CO. Chester.

Arg. a cross flory betw. four pierced mullets sa.

Salter, co. Devon.

Arg. a cross fleur-de-lisy on the sides betw. four

pierced mullets sa. Atkins, Fountainville, oo.

Cork.
Az. a cross betw. four mullets arg. Geaydon.
Az. a cross 4)atty betw. foiur mullets arg.

COULTMAN.
Az. a cross flory arg, betw. four pierced mullets

or. Helyae, Coker Court, co. Somerset, from
Devon. Helyae, Newton Park, Cornwall.

Az. a cross chequy arg. and gu. betw. four mul-
lets or. Beendfyld.

Az. a cross chequy or and of the first betw. four
mullets as the second. Bradfeilde, Harl. MS.
1465 fo. 40. Beodfield.

Az. a cross compony or and of the first betw.
four mullets as the second. Bradfeld.

Az. a pierced cross patonce or betw, four pierced
mullets arg. Coltman, co. Leicester; co.

York; and London.
Az. a cross betw. four mullets or. Sterling,

Ireland.

Az. a cross moline betw. four mullets or.

HiLLIARD.
Az. a cross vairy or and of the first betw. four

pierced mullets as the second. Hackee,
Trowel), and Flintham, co. Nottingham.
Hawker.

Gu. a cross or betw. four mullets of the second.
Wyvill.

Gu. a cross vair betw. four mullets or. Fychett,
F».

Or a quarler-pierced cross fleur-de-lisy on the
sides az. betw. four mullets sa. Atkins, Bristol ;

and 00. Somerset.
Or a cross sa. betw. four mullets az. Hobsnell,
Harl. MS. 1045 fo. 59.

Or a cross patonce sa. betw. four mullets gu.
over all a bendlet of the last. Nelson.

Per fess arg. and sa. a cross flory betw. four muU
let« counterchanged. Colman, Gornhay in

Tiverton, and Hillersdon in Collumpton, co.

Devon.
Per fess arg. and sa. a cross patonce betw. four

mullets coimterclianged. Coleman. Colman,
Kent, V; and Harl. MSS. 1078 and 4108.

Per fess arg. and sa. a cross patty betw. four

mullets counterchanged. Coleman.
Per fess gu. and arg. a cross patonce betw. four

mullets counterchanged. Richemond, V.

Richmond, V*. Rychemond, V.

Sa. a cross botonny betw. four mullets arg.

Webster.
Sa. a cross invecked betw. four mullets arg.

Plafaib, Scotland.
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1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Mullets cont.

Sa. a cross arg. betw. four mullets or. Augusti-
nian Priory at Dunmow, Essex.

Sa. a cross arg. betw. four mullets or within a

bordure gu. Beanton, V*.
Sa. a cross voided betw. four mullets or. Spiller,

KingseyjCO.Buckingham; con^rmed by Camden.
Sa. a cross voided betw. four pierced mullets or.

Spiller, co. Buckingham; Laleham, Middle-

sex; and Sutton, Surrey.
Sa. a cross patonce per fess arg. arid of the se-

cond betw. four mullets counterchanged.
COLMAN, V*.

Quarterly az.and arg. a cross or betw. in the dexter

chief and sinister base five mullets silver but

in sinister chief and dexter base an eagle displ.

sa. Hubert Walter, Bishop of Salisbury 1182,

Archbishop of Canterbury 1193-1205.

Gu. a cross within an oi'le of six-pointed mul-
lets or, Benedictine Abbey of St. John at

Colchester, Essex.
Nails

Arg. a cross calvary sa. betw. two passion nails

gu. Bishopric of Dunkeld.

Arg. a cross betw. four nails gu. Pile, Compton
Beauchamp, co. Berks; Baronetcy 1628-1761.

Pyle, V.

Sa. a cross betw. four nails arg. Maebuey, Nor-
thumberland.

Orle

Az. a cross humetty within an orle or. Dyeby, F.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a cross flory within an orle

counterchanged. Tayloe, Stone, co. Stafford.

Pall

Sa. a cross arg. betw. in the dexter chief a pall
and in the sinister a lily arg. Saint Augustin,
Lansd. MS. 255.

Fheons

Arg. a cross betw. four pheons az. Price, Barton
'

Regis, CO. Gloucester; granted 1573.

Arg. a cross humetty betw. four pheons az.

Hailstones, That Ilk. Hillson.
Az. a cross betw. four pheons or. Grindley.

Johnson, London. Jones, V*. Jones, Litt-

lington, CO. Bedford. And (1730) Jones, Baron
Jones of Navan and Viscount Ranelagh 1628,
Earl of Ranelagh 1674-1711.

Quarterly or and az. a cross quarterly erm. and
of the first betw. four pheons counterchanged.
Geindlay.

Sa. a cross engr. betw. four pheons arg. Maebuey,
Marbury, co. Chester, temp. Edward II.

Maebuey, Lambeth, Surrey; granted 1616.
Sa. a cross patonce betw. four pheons or. John
Jackson, Bishop of Lincoln 1853.

Files see Nails
Sa. a cross engr. betw. four piles arg. Sr. Law-

rence Maebuey, V. Maebuey, Marbury, co.

Chester. Maebuey, Surrey, 1616.
Bests

Quarterly sa. and gu. a cross arg. betw. in the
dexter chief and sinister base three lance-
rtsts but in sinister chief and dexter base as

many cockatrices or. Jones.

Boundles Ogresses

Arg. a cross potent gu. betw. three ogresses.
Beeeehouoh.

....Torteauz

Erm. a cross moline sa. betw. three torteaux
each charged with a crescent or. Mxlwaed,
LocLlade, co. Gloucester.

1 CBOSS betw. or within.... cont.

Boundles cont.

Quarterly or and gu. a cross betw. four roundles

counterchanged. John de CmsHULL, Bishop
of London 1274-80.

.. ..Bezants
Az. a cross or betw. four bezants. Ascribed to

William Ascough, Bishop of Salisbury 1438-50;
but really on the tomb of Giles de Bridport,
Bishop of Salisbury 1256-02, but not his coat.

Chubbe, V*. Chubbe, CO. Dorset.

Az. a lozenge-pierced cross or betw. four bezants.

Sudel.
Az. a quarterly-pierced cross or betw. four be-

zants. Sudel, Preston, co. Lancaster; and
CO. York; granted 1686. Sxtple.

Gu. a cross arg. betw. four bezants. Robert de

Donew'rye, G.
Gu. a cross chequy or and az. betw. four bezants.

Walsingham, Kent.

Gu. a cross croslet (? or) betw. four bezants.

AiCKEN or Aiken.
Sa. a cross or betw. four bezants. Downroy.

.... Plates

Az. a cross compony or and gu. betw. four plates.
Ceouchfield. Crutchfuld.

Gu. a cross arg. betw. four plates. Wellesby
Wellesley or Wellisley, Ireland.

Sa. a cross arg. betw. four plates. Butts. Grey.
Sa. a cross engr. arg. betw. four plates each

charged with an arrow of the first. Fletcher,
CO. Chester. Fletcher, Clea Hall ; Bartcy.
1782; and Hutton, Cumberland.

Sa. a cross wavy erminois betw. four plates each

charged with an arrow in bend of the first.

Fletcher, Newcastle-under-line ; and Betley,
CO. Stafi'ordj quartered by Boughey.

Sa. a cross or betw. four plates. Bonis, V.

Butts, V.

.... Ogresses

Arg. a cross az. betw. four ogresses each charged
with a martlet or. Eston.

Arg. a cross sa. betw. four ogresses. Claydon.

Clayton, Marden, Surrey; Baronetcy 1730.

Sr. Robert Clayton or Cleeton, Lord Mayor
of London 1680.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. four ogresses.

Clayton, Newcastle.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. four ogresses each

charged with an arrow point downward of the

first. Flecher. Fletcher, V.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. four ogresses each

charged with a pheon of the first. Fletcher,
Clea Hall, Cumberland ; and Ashley Park,

Surrey; Baronetcy 1782. Fletcher, Moresby,
Hutton Hall, and Tallantire, Cumberland.

....Torteaux

Arg. a cross moline az. betw. four torteaux.

Belfarge or Belfrage, Scotland.

Arg. a cross gu. betw. four torteaux. Sieveweight
or Sievwright, Scotland.

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. four torteaux.

Claiton, quartered by Farington, Harl. MS,
1549 fo. 35. Clayton, Norwich ; quartered by
Loftus. Clayton, Adlington, co. Leicester.

Thomas Clayton, Cleton Hall, co. Lancaster,
V. Cleyton, CO. Lancaster, V.

Arg. a cross patty gu. betw. four torteaux. Sire

Thomas de Banebuby, N, but (tricked pa-

tonce) Banneburie, Harl. MS. 1068, fo. 63 b.

....Plates

Gu. a cross or betw. nine plates saltirewise.

Westley.
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1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Boandles cont. Bezants

Gu. a cross humetty (chequy, another) compony
(another, countercompony) arg. and az. betw,

fifteen bezants. (Assumed, temp. Edward III,

by) Osmund Walsingham, whose descendant,

quarterins Hertoft, Barame, Dryland, Ryton,

Writele, Boys, and Ramsey, was Sr. Francis

Walsingham, temp. Elizabeth. Walsingham,

Scadbery, Kent, V. Sr. de Walsingham, V.

....Plates

Gu. a cross arg. botw. twenty plates saltirewise.

Wellesley, quartering Colley j Baron Cowley,
1800. Wellesley, quartering Colley, and

over all on an escucheon the Union flag ; Baron

Douro and Viscount Wellington 1809, Earl and

Marquis 1812, Duke 1814. Wellesley, quar-

tering Colley, and over all on an escucheon the

Mysore standard. Baron Wellesley 1797, Mar-

quis 1799-1842. But thirty-two plates saltire-

wise. Welesley, Ireland, V. Weseley.
Shackles

Az. a cross betw. four fetterlocks or. Cokefield,
CO. Buckingham.

Ships

Quarterly az. and or a cross engr. sa. betw. in

dexter chief a ship at anchor sails furled oars

erect in saltire within a double tressure flory

counterflory of the second in sinister chief

and in dexter base a lion ramp. gu. in sinister

base a ship under sail gold. Sinclair, Earl

of Caithness 1455. And with a bordure chequy
or and gu. Sinclair, Dumbaith, co. Caithness,

Baronetcy 1631. Sinclaib, Freisweek. The
bordure compony gu. and or. Sinclair, Stir-

cock. But sa. and arg. Sinclair, Ulbster,co.
Caithness. But with a bordure engr. gu.

Sinclair, Longformacus, co. Berwick; Baro-

netcy 1C36. But the bordure indented gu.

Sinclair, Dumbaith; Baronetcy 1631. The
bordure invecked gu. Sinclair, Stamstare.

No bordure, but the cross engr. quarterly arg.

and sa. Sinclair, Earl of Caithness. But the

cross charged with a crescent for difif. arg.

Sinclair, Stevenston, co. Haddington; and

Murkle,co. Caithness; Baronetcy 1636.

Quarterly az. and or a cross engr. sa. betw. in

the dexter chief and sinister base a ship with

three masts (sometimes at anchor, sometimes

under sail) or in sinister chief and dexter base

a lion ramp. gu. Sinclair, Earl of Caithness.

And with a bordure compony arg. and sa.

Sinclair, Ulbster ; Baronetcy 1786.

Az. a cross gu. betw. four ships of three masts

each under full sail on the sea ppr. on each

sail pennant and ensign a cross gu. Guild or

Fraternity of the Trinity House, London.

Spears
Per pale az. and purp. a cross patty or betw. four

lances arg. Isake or Izake, co. Devon.
Sun

Az. a cross calvary on a griece of three steps arg.

betw. a sun in splendour and a moon in her

detriment ppr. Martin.

Quarterly az. and arg. a cross moline or betw. in

the dexter chief the sun in splendour in the

sinister chief the ark on the summit of Mount
Ararat and a city at the base with this inscrip-

tion in the Armenian language naksivan in the

dexter base the angel Raphael and Tobias

standing on a mount with a fish ppr. in the

sinister base an anchor with cable entwined in

bend or. Raphael, Ditton Lodge, Surrey.

1 CBOSS betw. or within.... cont.

Sans
Az. a cross betw. four suns or. Nicholson, Ire-

land.

Swords
Az. a cross or betw. in dexter chief and sinister

base a sword arg. hilted etc. gold in sinister

base a ducal coronet ppr. Brychan, lord of

Brecknock, ob. 450 ; Harl. MS. 4181 fo. 128.

Gu. a cross arg. betw. four swords erect of the
last pomels and hilts or. Colbend orColbrond,
V. CoLBORNE. Philipot, Folkestone, Kent.

Henry Phillpotts, Bishop of Exeter 1831.

Philpot, London; granted temp. Richard II.

Philpot, F*. Philpot, Apstone Hall, co.

Hertford. Philpott, co. Worcester.
Tails

Arg. a cross flory sa. betw. four (? properly billets)
ermine spots. Norris, Penlline Castle; quar-

tering arg. an unicorn ramp, within a bordure

sa. ; as quartered by Nicholl, Llantwitt-Major.
Or a cross croslet ermines betw. four erm. spots.

DuRRANT, Norfolk ; granted 1714.

I CBOSS betw. or within....
and in chief. . . .

&.nnalet

Arg. a cross engr. sa. within a bordure (plain, F*.)

engr. sa. in the dexter chief an annulet ....

Hugh Cheydock, Holcroft, F.

Bird

Arg. a cross moline within a bordure engr. az. in

the dexter chief quarter a bird reguard. of the

last. DUDMASTON.
Canton

Arg. a cross flory betw. four martlets gu. a canton

az. Bird, Broxton, co. Chester; heiresses m.
Dod and Bulkeley. The cross moline. Byrde,
CO. Stafford. The cross patonce. Bird, Clop-

ton, and Broxton, co. Chester; Harl. MS. 1988

fo. 37. Byrd, CO. Chester; (in a later hand than)
V. GoLBORNE, alias Stringer, Harl. AfS..
1988 fo. 49 b.

Arg. a cross patonce betw. four martlets gu. a

canton of the last. Bird, Cborley, and Yow-

ley, CO. Chester, Harl. MS. 1988, fo. 37.

Arg. a cross patty flory betw. four martlets gu. a

canton .... vert. Bird, Denston, Sufi"olk.

Arg. a cross patonce betw. four martlets sa. a

canton erminois. Thomas Stringer, Bexwell,

Essex, 1730.

Sa. a cross or betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg. a canton

of the second. Banks, Winstanley Hall, co.

Lancaster.

Arg. a cross flory (another, patty) betw. four

mullets gu. a canton az. Bridde.

Arg. a cross potent gu. betw. four torteaux a

canton az. Brearey or Breary, Brearey,

Mensington, and Middlethorpe, co. York ;
the

heiress m. Fairfax.

on a Canton Chevron

Arg. a cross botonny engr. az. betw. four birds

gu. on a canton sa. a chev, betw. three spear-

heads of the first. Powell.
....Coronet

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. four ogresses each

charged with a pheon or on a canton az. a ducal

crown gold. Fletcher, Water Eyton.

.... Cross

Arg. a cross croslet gu. betw. two bendlets engr.

sa. a label of three points throughout on

a canton az. a cross croslet or. Radcliffe,

Hitchin Priory, co. Hertford.
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1 CEOSS betw. or within...
and in chief. , . .cont.

on a Canton cont. Human figure
Vert a cross botonny arg. betw. four crowns or

on a canton of the second a Virgin and child

gold. Benedictine Abbey at Glastonbury, co.

Somerset.
....Mullet

Arg. a cross flory betw. four martlets gu. on a

canton az. a mullet of five points or a crescent

for diflf. Bird, Drybridfje, co. Hereford.

Or a cross quarterly pierced az. betw. four ranscles

gu. on a canton as the second a wreath of oak-

leaves like the first. Henry Winchester, Lord

Mayor of London 183i.

Chief
Per pale gu. and az. a cross engr. betw. four doves

or a chief erm. (sometimes ermines). Thomas
EuTHALL, Bishop of Durham 1507-22 ; Cole
MS. XXX, 22.

Arg. a cross moline vert betw. four martlets gu.
a chief dovetailed az. Bird, London ; and

Coventry, co. Warwick.

Arg. a cross betw. four crescents az. a chief of
the last. Hills.

on a Chief Annulets

Arg. a cross humetty gu. betw. four ermine spots
sa. on a chief of the second three annulets or

Gylt, Kent, Add. MS. 14307.

( Beast ) Dog
Arg. a cross patonce gu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis

vert on a chief az. a erreyhound courant of the

first. Denys, Easton Neston,co. Northampton ;

Baronetcy 1813.

.... Lion

Arg. a cross corapony az. and or in the dexter
chief a water bouget in the sinister chief an

eagle displ.in the dexter base a swan close and
in the sinister base an escallop sa. on a chief

az. a lion pass, guard, arg. Pardoe, as quar-
tered by Purton. The lion ramp, reguard. arg.
Pardoe, Faintree, co. Salop. The lion pass,

guard, or. William Pl"rde, London, V.

Vert a cross flory arg. betw. four garbs or on a

chief of the second a lion ramp. gu. Morris,
Barnwood, co. Gloucester; granted 1795.

Arg. a cross humetty betw. four ermine spots sa.

on a chief gu. a lion pass arg. holding a cross

patty fitchy of the second. Vawdrey, Vaudrey,
CO. Chester, Harl. MS. 1 988.

, . . . ( Birds ) Pelican

Gu. a cross betw. four uncovered cups or on a
chief arg. three pelicans with wings elevated
sa. vulning their breasts ppr. Gyles, London

;

granted 1579. But on a chief gold three peli-
cans sa. Giles, London ; and co. Worcester.

Crescents

Arg. 8 cross ermines betw. four bucks (aliter

stags) trippant ppr. on a chief gu. three cres-

cents or. John Paecust or Parkehurst,
Bishop of Norwich 1560-75; granted 1559.

Parkhurst, Lord Mayor of London 1035.

.. ..Escallops

Az. a cross oro.slet arg. betw. four martlets or on
a chief of the second three escallops gu.
Morshead, Trenant Park, Cornwall ; Baro-

netcy 17B4. And with a bordure wavy erminois.

Morshead, Lavethan, Cornwall.
Or a cross croslet issuant out of a crescent gu.

within a double tressure flory counterflory sa.

. on a chief of the last three escallops of the
first. Graham, Gogar, Scotland.

1 CROSS betw. or within
and in chief., .tcont.

on a Chief cont. Flower

Arg. a cross az. betw. four billets sa. on a chief
of the second a rose as the first barbed or
betw. two fleurs-de-lis like the last. Morritt.

Az. a cross engr. betw. four birds or on a chief
erm. two roses gu. slipped and leaved vert.

Rowthall.
Az. a cross engr. betw. four birds or on a chief

quarterly arg. and erm. two roses in fess gu.
slipped and leaved vert. Rowthall. Thomas
Ruthall, Bishop of Durham, 1507-2'2.

Gu. a cross engr. arg. betw. four birds (of the

second, V*.) or on a chief quarterly arg.
and erm. two roses gu. with a pair of leaves
on each stalk vert. Richard Ruthall, V.

Gu. a cross patonce betw. four doves or on a
chief quarterly arg. and erm. two roses of the
first stalked and leaved vert. Thomas Ruthall,
Bishop of Durham 1507-22

; Cole MS. xxx, 22.
Per pale az. and gu. a cross engr. betw. four

doves or collared sa. on a chief quarterly arg.
and ermines two roses of the second stalked
vert. Ruthall. The chief or and erm. two
roses gu. seeded gold. Thomas Rewthehall,
Bishop of Durham 1509-23, U.

Per pale gu. and az. a cross engr. betw. four
doves or on a chief quarterly arg. and erm. two
roses .... stalked vert. Thomas Ruthall,
Bishop of Durham 1509-23 ; Cole MS. xxx, 22.

Az. a cross engr. betw. four martlets or on a
chief quarterly arg. and erm. two roses gu.
slipped vert. Ruthall, Wolverton, co. Buck-
ingham ; and Little Billing, co. Northampton.

Arg. a cross engr. gu. betw. four mullets az. on a
chief or three damask roses of the second
seeded gold barbed vert. Allgood, Nunwick,
Northumberland.

Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp, arg, on a chief
silver three roses gu. Deacon, London.

Az. a cross betw. fotir lions ramp, or on a chief
silver threerosesgu. Deacon, Longcross House,
CO.. Glamorgan; quartering Lill, Head, and
Boys.

Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp, or on a chief

gold three roses gu. Deacon, London.
Sa. a cross betw. four lions ramp, or on a chief

gold three roses gu. Deacon, W. Deacons, F*.
.. ..Head

Arg. a cross engr. sa. betw. four Cornish choughs
ppr. on a chief az. a boar's head couped of the
first. Madoc ap Urien, Mayngwynedd, de-

riving from Idnerth Benfras ; Enderbie.

Arg. a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four Cornish

choughs ppr. on a chief az. a boai-'s head
couped arg. tusked or and langued gu. Owen,
Llunllo, CO. Montgomery ; Tedmore, co. Salop ;

Woodhouse ; and Condover; quartering Owen,
Hatchett, Bulkeley, Mainwaring, Kinaston,
Oteley, etc.; derived from Grono ap Owen ap
Howel Dha. Griffith, Brongain, co. Mont-
gomery ; and Caerhyn, co. Carnarvon ; de-
scended like Davenport, Brarahall, and Lloyd,
Llaiiarmon, from Idnerth Benfras ap Edwyn
ap Grono ap Owen ap Howel Dha. Humffreys,
Llywn, CO. Montgomery, quartering erm. on a
saltire engr. gu. a crescent or; descended from
Idnerth Benfras. Powell, Nanteos, co. Car-

digan; quartering Owen. Idnerth Benfras,
lord of Masebrooke, cc. 1100 : and his descend-
ant Bromfield, Mortyn, co. Denbigh, cc. 1635,
quartering Edwyn ap Grono, Cadogan Vychan,
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1 CBOSS betw. or within ....

and in chief. . .cont.

on a Chief Head cont.

Gwyn ap Madoc, from Rhirydd Vlaith, and
Yonas (of Penley) ap Grono second son of

Tudor ap Rhys Sais; the heiress m. Eyton of

Eyton, CO. Denbieb. Bromfield, quartering
Cadogan Vychan, Ynyr(of Yale), Yonas (of Pin-

ley), Eignion Evell, Cadogan ap Rhirydd, levan
Voell (of Penkally^, Elystan Glodrudd, and

Ryno ap Edenowen, as quartered by Eyton.
BnowNFEELD, hearing Idnerlh Beufras, Edwyn
ap Gronwy, Kynvyn, Gronwy lord of Vochnant,
Tudor (Trevor), Riwallon ap Dingad, Jestin ap
Gwrgan, Aleth king of Dywed, Madog o'r

Hendwr, and Ryrid ap Jonas; Dwnn,i\, 361.

Arg. a cross patty flory engr. betw. four Cornish

choughs ppr. on a chief az. a boar's head

couped arg. Griffith Porter, Add. MS. 5533.
Horns

Or a cross flcrry gu. betw. four griffin's heads
erased az. on a chief sa. three stringed bugle
horns of the first. Robert Horne, Bishop of
Winchester 1561-80,

Insect

Erm. a cross within a cotise fleur-de-lisy gu. on
a chief az. three bees volant or. (? Thrupp).

Key
Arg. a cross gu. betw. four (another, twelve)

3-foils slipped vert on a chief az. a key erect
or. Bishopric of Killaloe, Kilfenora,
Clonfert, and Kilmaduagh, Sari. MS. 4040.

.... Mitre
Az. a cross moline or betw. four aeoms gu. husks
. and stalks vert on a chief .... a mitre gold

enclosed by two birds .... Hawkborne.
.... Monster

Az. a cross ringed and linked with nn annulet at

each end or betw. four bezants on a chief arg.
a griffin pass. sa. Doraina Agnes Hungerfobd,
r.

Pale
Az. a cross flory (another, patonce) betw. four

(or five) martlets or on a chief of the last a

pale of France quarterly with England enclosed

by (two roses gu. but sometimes) two double
roses arg. upon gu. barbed vert seeded gold.
Bishopric of Westminster.

.... Beptile
Or a cross erm. betw. four martlets rising ppr.

(for augmentation) on a chief az. a crowned
snake devouring a child ppr. enclosed by two
roses of the first. Alan Chambre, 1716.

Staff

Arg. a passion cross gu. betw. on the dexter side

a serpent erect wavy reguard. vert and on the
sinister a dove holding in the beak an olive

branch ppr. on a chief of the second a crosier

surmounted in saltire by a key with wards

upwards and in the centre chief point an im-

perial crown or. Bishopric of Antigua.
Crescent

Or a cross engr. within a bordure engr. gu. in

the dexter chief a crescent az. Ribton, Rib-
ton Hall, Cockermoutb, Cumberland.

Escarbnncle
Gu. a cross within a bordure and in the dexter

chief an escarbnncle or. Dapifeb {but error

for an escarbuucle over all ?).

Estoile

Arg. a cross moline within a bordure az. in the
dexter chief an estoile of the last for diff.

SiBBAi.D, Kips.

1 CROSS betw. or within
and in chief. ...cont.

Label

Arg. a cross engr. gu. betw. four eagles sa.
on a label az. nine fleurs-de-lis or. Richard
Seed J who married Anne d. of Sir John Nor-
wich : Walter Seed, 1558, Add. 3IS. 5028.

Lozenge
Arg. a cross moline az. rising out of a base wavy

vert within a bordure gu. charged with three
5-foils of the first iu chief a lozenge enclosed
by two mullets as the second. Miller, Ha-
milton, Scotland.

Arg. a cross patty within a bordure gu. in the
dexter chief a lozenge of the last. Percehay.
The bordure indented. Walter Perchehay, Y.

Gu. a cross engr. within a bordure arg. in the
dexter chief a lozenge or. Leigh, co. Warwick.

Or a cross engr. within a bordure engr. gu. in

chief two lozenges az. Ribton, Woodbroke,
CO. Dublin; Baronetcy 1759.

Mnllet
Sa. a cross engr. or within a bordnre erm. in the

sinister chief a mullet arg. Peyton ; granted
1641.

1 CBOSS betw. or within
and in base ....

Beast .... Deer

Per chev. or and vert in chief a cross f au betw.
two crosses patonce fitchy gu. in base on a
hind trippant arg. a cross tau of the third.

Crossley, Ireland, 1725.

....Lion
Or in chief a cross croslet betw. a six-pointed

mullet and a rose .... in base a lion ramp. sh.

Fearguson, Ireland.

On 1 CBOSS

Annulet

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. an annulet or. Green,
Essex.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. an annulet of the first.

Fitz-Henry, V.

Arg. on a cross engr.sa.an annulet or. Fitz-Haery
or Fitz-Henry, co. Lincoln.

Az. on a cross or an annulet gu. Sheldon or

Shelton, V.

Vert on a cross engr. arg. an annulet sa.

COKENINGHAM, CO. York.

Vert on a cross engr. erm. an annulet sa.

Kyngesley, V.

Annulets

Arg. on a cross moline gu. four annulets or over

all a bend countercompony of the last and az.

ScHERLABY, CO. York.

Vert on a cross engr. arg. four annulets sa.

Ringley.

Arg. on a cross moline gu. five annulets or over

all a bend countercompony of the last and az.

Surlee, CO. York.

Erm. on a cross gu. five annulets or. Abew,
Cornwall. Abyne.

Gu. on a cross moline arg. five annulets sa. over all

a bend countercompony or and az. Serlby,

Harthill, co. York.

Gu. on a cross patonce or five annulets sa.

Barker, V.

Gu. on a cross patty or five annulets sa. Baker.

Barker.
Beast Lion

Arg. on a cross flory az. a lion pass, guard.
or. Ottley, F*.
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On 1 CBOSS cont.

Beast cont. Lion cont.

Arg. on a cross patty flory az. a lion pass, guard.
or. Offley, 1716. But the lion armed and

langued gu. Offley.
Az. on a cross arg. a lion ramp. gu. MoERELii.

Or on a cross gu. a lion ramp. arg. Layer.

Sheep
Arg. on a cross gu. a paschal lamb or carrying a

banner arg. charged with a cross of the second.

The Honourable Society of the Middle
Temple.

Arg. on a cross sa. a paschal lamb in glory.
Wakeman.

Beasts Lions

Arg. on a cross gu. five lions pass, guard, or.

City of York, V*.

Arg. on a cross gu. five lioncels ramp. or. Audrin.

AuDYN, Dorchester. Cutworth, Surrey, W,
And with an annulet in the dexter chief ....

AUDIN, V*.

Arg. goutty de poix on a cross gu. five lions ramp.
or. EVERAED.

Arg. on a cross gu. five lioncels salient or a mullet

gu. for diff. AuDYN, Dorchester.

Arg. on a cross sa. five lions ramp, of the first.

Bellen, Harl. MS. 1988. Belyn, co. Chester.

Arg. on a cross sa. five lions ramp, erminois.

Wolley, Woodhall, Shrewsbury ; granted 1772.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five lions pass, (guard.

V*.) or. Feodham, V*. Frodsham, Surrey, W.
Arg. on a cross sa. five lions pass, guard, or.

Frodham.

Arg. on a cross sa. five lions ramp. or. Cutworth
or OwTwoRTH, V*. Wakelin or Walkelin,
Rosleston, Bretby, and Hilton, co. Derby.
Wakelyn, Hylton, co. Derby; and Eydon, co.

Northampton. Wale, Essex; and Stephen
Mallet, CO. Somerset. Sire Thomas Wale, N.
Wale or Wall, Bristol ; Essex ; Alby, Nor-
folk; Rutland; and Resby, Suffolk. Wall,
Claverton, co. Somerset ; Stonepit, Kent ; and
Norman Court, co. Hants. Sr. Thomas
Walle, Rutland, V. Wancye or Wanncy,
Northumberland. Watte, Kent; and co. So-
merset ; granted 1591.

Erm. on a cross gu. five lions pass. or. Everard,
F*.

Ermines on a cross gu. five lions pass. or.

Everard, V.

Or on a cross gu. five lions ramp. arg. Wykeford,
V. Wykfoed.

Or on a cross gu. five lions ramp, of the first.

Reade.
Sa. on a cross arg. five lions ramp, of the first.

Belbin.
BeUs

Arg. on a cross gu. five bells of the first.

Sedgewicke, Wisbeach, co. Cambridge, Add.
MS. 49G2.

Or on a cross gu. five bells arg. Sedgewicke,
Dent, CO. York; and Wisbeach, co. Cambridge,
Harl. MS. 1403 fo. 93 b ; and 1534 fo. 36 h.

Or on a cross gu. five bells of the first.

Sedgewick, CO. Lancaster.
Billet

Or on a cross az. a billet (or block) betw. four
mascles or. Percke, Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 52.

Billets

Arg. on a cross sa. five billets of the first

Augustine Priory at Walsingham, Norfolk.
Arg. on a cross raguly sa. five billets of the first,

Pettvward, London; grnnted 1660.

On I CROSS cont.

Billets cont.

Gu. on across arg. thirteen billets sa. SampsoNjT.
Az. on a cross arg. billets of the first. Stangeave.

Sire Robert de Stanegeave, O.

Bird
Or on a cross quarterly az. and gu. a bird betw.

in chief a lion pass, in fess two squirrels sejant
and in base an annulet of the first. John

Page, London, W.
Eagle

Arg. on a cross sa. an eagle displ. double-headed
or. Abelyn.

Martlet

Arg. on a cross sa. a martlet or. Copley, co.

Worcester.

Arg. on a cross moline sa. a martlet in the centre

for diff. Copley, Harl. MS. 1566 fo. 90 6.

Az. on a cross or a martlet gu. Enold or Ernold,
Kent. LoRLY or Loety, co. Dorset; and co.

Somerset. Sr. Henry Lorty, co. Somerset,

temp. Edward I, V.

Gu. on a cross arg. a martlet of the first.

Scorloke.
Or on a cross engr, gu. a martlet sa. Massenden

or Missenden, co. Lincoln.

Vert on a cross or a martlet gu. Sr. John Loety, F.

Birds Crows

Sa. on a quarter-pierced cross arg. four ravens of

the first. Rokes, V. Rokes or Rooke.

Eagles
Arg. on a cross vert three eagles displ. of the

first. Charlston, Essex ; (error for chev.)

Eagles
Arg. on a cross sa. four eagles displ. of the first.

Abeline.
Sa. on a quarter-pierced cross arg. four eagles

displ. of the first. Buller, Woods, and Lil-

lesdon, CO. Somerset; Shillingham, and Morval,

Cornwall; and Lupton, co. Devon. Buller,
1421, V. William Buller, Bishop of Exeter
1792-96.

Martlets

Or on a cross flory gu. four martlets of the first.

Oughtrede.
Sa. on a cross engr. or four martlets of the first.

Randali..
Ducks

Arg. on a cross gu. five ducks of the first.

Barett, V*.

Eagles
Arg. on a cross sa. five eagles displ. of the first,

Abeline. Abileyke, V.

Arg. on a cross vert five eagles displ. or.

Chaelston, Essex.
Gu. on a cross arg. four eagles displ. sa. Digges,

Kent, V. And armed of the first, Diggs or

Dyges, Kent; Ryegate, Surrey; and Pixton,
CO. Wilts.

Gu. on a cross arg. five eagles displ. double-

headed sa. Diggs, Bertram, Kent.
Gu. on a cross or five eagles displ. sa. Daniel,

Beswick, co. York.
Or on a cross sa. five eagles displ. arg. Nicholas
de Abelin or Labein,^. Abh.eyn, F. Nichol

Ablin, E. Albyn. Nicole Alcelin (changed
into Abelin), A, Harl. 31S. 6137. Habileyne,
F*. Nicholas de Habilyne, F.

Sa. on a cross arg. five eagles displ. gu. Newent,
V.

Sa. on a cross arg. five eagles displ. of the first.

Newent,
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On 1 CEOSS cont.

Birds cont. Martlets

Arg. on a cross sa. five martlets of the first.

Harman, Ireland.

Arg. on a cross vert five martlets of the first.

Eandoll. Windle.
Az. on a cross arg. five martlets sa. More, Lose-

ley, Surrey; Baronetcy 1642-84; the heiress
m. Molyneux. More, co. Derby ; co. Wor-
cester ; and co. Salop. And with an annulet in

the dexter chief or. More, of the Exchequer,F.
Erm. on a cross gu. five martlets or. Eo-

bert de Estotot, F. Laverock or Lesterock.

Lestocote, V*. Lestocot, V. Robert de

ScoTTO, A, Harl. 3IS. 6137. Robert le

Stottot, E.
Erm. on a cross sa. five martlets or. Vessev,

Pondhall, Essex ; Beddingham, Norfolk ;

Chimney, co. Oxford ; and Suffolk. Vesy, W.
Swans

Arg. on a cross gu. five swans of the first. Sr.

Thomas Barett, V.

Bougets
Arg. on a cross gu. five water bougets or. Sr. de

HooKE, V. The cross engr. Hooke.
Gu. on a cross patonce or five water bougets

{properly maunches) of the first. Sir Wareine
Latymer, R.

Caltraps
Az. on a pierced cross or four caltraps of the

first. Ball, London.
Or on a quarter-pierced cross az. four caltraps of

the first. Garter, Norfolk.

Or on a cross az. five caltraps of the first.

Garter, Brigstock, co. Northampton ; granted
for diflF. 1612-3. Garter, V*.

Castle

Erm. on a cross gu. a castle arg. Hill.
Chevrons

Az. on a quarter-pierced cross or four chev. gu.
Robert Whitgrave, F* ; and Whitgreve, V,
Great Bridgeford, co. Stafi'ord ; granted 1441-2,
by Humphrey Earl of Stafford

; Erdesivick.
Erm. on a quarter-pierced cross or four chevrons

gu. City of Litchfield.
Coronet

Arg. on a cross gu. a crown or. Nicholas.

Arg. on a cross gu. a regal crown ppr. Society
of Antiquaries.

Arg. on a cross sa. a crown or. Bishopric of
. Carlisle.

Arg. on a cross sa. a ducal coronet ppr. in a glory
surrounded by a cloud az. radiated alternately

straight and wavy or. Robert Wakeman, D.D.,
Beerferris, co. Devon ; granted 1616, Harl. MS.
6095 fo. 37.

Or on a cross gu. a ducal crown coronet gold.
Nicolas.

Coronets

Erm. on a cross gu. five crowns or. Earles,
granted 1660.

Crescent

Arg. on a cross az. a crescent betw. four mullets
of the first. Binning, Scotland.

Arg. on a cross sarcelly az. a crescent of the first.

Copale or CoPLE.

Arg. on a cross huraelty quarterly gu. and sa. a

crescent or.
• Howell Varfe Veinog; Enderbie.

Arg. on a cross moline sa. a crescent of the first.

Alan FoLTHERor. coustfible of Middleham,
Harl. MS. 1499 fo. 32. M. William de

FULTHORP, S.

On 1 CBOSS. .cont.

Crescent cont.

Arg. on a cross patonce sa. a crescent of the first.

Haseldon, V*. Hasylden, V.

Arg. on a cross sarcelly sa. a crescent or. Copley,
Suffolk.

Erm. on a cross sa. a crescent arg. Archer,
Theydon, Essex ; granted 1574.

Erm. on a cross sa. a crescent or. Arohard,
Kent.

Or on a cross engr. vert a crescent of the first.

NooNE, Walton, co. Leicester. Nove, Lei-

cester, 1611.

Sa. on a cross patty or a crescent .... Crusoe,
Middlesex. Add. MS. 5633 fo. 156.

Crescents

Arg. on a cross sa. three crescents in fess or.

Sinclair.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. five crescents of the
first. Green, Norfolk.

Arg. on a cross sa. five crescents of the first.

Ellis, Cornwall; and co. Warwick. Thomas,
CO. Wilts.

Arg. on a cross moline sa. five crescents of the
first. CoPLAY, V. The cross sarcelly. Copley,
Suffolk.

Arg. on a cross sa. five crescents or. Flowde,
Norfolk. Flud.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five crescents or flam-
mant gu. Schotesbery, V. Schotesbery, V*.
Shottesbury, Harl. MS. 1986 fo. 36.

Erminois on a cross sa. five crescents arg. Ellis,
Baron Howard of Walden 1597, Baron Seaford

1826; quartering Hervey, Felton, and Howard.
Gyronny of eight arg. and az.on a cross counter-

changed five crescents or. Thomas Lloyd,
Precentor of St. David's 1523-47.

Or on a cross az. five crescents of the first.

Bellamy, Lord Mayor of London 1735.

Or on a cross sa. five crescents arg. Elles,
Kent, Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 67. Ellis, Kent.

Ellis, Baron Howard de Walden 1597, Baron
Seaford 1826. Ellis, Baron Clifden 1776,

Viscounty 1781, Baron Mendip 1794, Baron
Dover 1831 ; quartering Agar. Sr. John Ellys,
r. Ellys, Kyddall, co. York, Harl. 3IS. 141 D

fo. 57. Elys. Thomas, Lewes, Sussex
; from

Wales ; granted 1628. And with a crescent in

dexter chief for diff. Ellis, Doncaster. The
crescent gu. Elys, Barnborough, and Holme,
Harl. MS. 1415 fo. 207.

Or on a cross sa. five crescents of the first.

Ellis, Kidhall or Kyddall, co. York; the heiress

m. Burroughes. Ems, co. Lincoln.

Cross

Arg. on a cross az. another of the first. Serisby.

Washborne.
Arg. on a cross az. another humetty of the first

charged with a crosier enfiling a mitre or.

Bishopric of Kilmore and Ardagh.

Arg. on a cross az. another of the first charged
with five hons ramp .... Wall, Ireland.

Arg. on a cross flory ( ? az.) another of the first.

Melton, co. Lancaster.

Arg. on a cross humetty az. another humetty of

the first. Wasborne, V. Washborne, F*.

Arg. on a cross patonce az. another of the first.

Melton, co. York.

Arg. on a cross gu. another throughout of the

first. Crenecour Crenecourt or Crenker.

DoKESBDRY, CO. Chester. Grenker. Augus-
tinian Priory at Leedes, Kent. Malton, F.

Taverner.
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On 1 CBOSS cont.

Cross cont.

Arg. crusily fitchy gu. on a cross as the second
auolher throughout of the first. Billing,

Deding, co. Oxford.

Ars. on a cross botouny gu. another of the first.

PiLKiNGTON, Durham; co. Lancaster; and

Worlhington, co. Leicester.

Arg. on a cross flory gu. another of the first.

James Pilkinton, bishop of Durham 1561-76;

quartering Elton. Toller. And with a mul-
let for diff. PiLKiNGTON, CO. Lincoln ; and

Wastell, and Pennyless Pery, co. Northampton.
Arg. on a cross humetty gu. another humetty

of the first. Dockesbuey, co. Chester, V.

DOKESBUKY, V*.

Arg. on a cross humetty pointed gu. another

pointed of the first. Howell Vaef Vehmoc or

Veimoc, Harl. MS. 1977 fo. 13 b.

Arg. on a cross patonce gu. another patonce of

the first. Melton, co. Lancaster, Harl. MS.
1408 fo. 104 fc. and 6159 fo. 57. Pilkinoton,
Tore,co.Westmeath; dei'ivedfrom Pilkington,
Rivington, co. Lancaster, Harl. MS. 14G8 fo.

lU6 b. Pilkington, co. Lancaster, V. James
Pilkington, bishop of Durham 1561-76 j

quartering gu. on a chief vert three suns or;
but paly of six arg. and gu. on a bend sa.

three mullets or, Harl. MS. 1171 fo. 64 b.

Pilkington, Chevet Hall, co. York ; Baronetcy
16;}5; quartering Eggleton, Swinnerton, and
Milborne. Pilkington, Worthington, co. Lei-
cester

;
and Stanton, co. Derby, Harl. MS. 6183

fo. 55 ;
and Doncaster, co. York. Pilkington,

Bolton, CO. Lancaster ; quartering arg. a chev.
betw, three lo?enges erm. And with on a
mullet sa. a crescent for diflf. Pilkington,
Stockton, CO. Warwick.

Arg. on a cross patonce pomelled at the four
ends gu. another patonce of the first. Monsire
John Melton, Harl. MS. 1386 fo. 36.

Arg. on a cross patriarchal gu. another patri-
archal of the first. Ashafen.

Arg. on a cross patty gu. another of the first.

(Bbaconbridg?). Maxton or Meiton, co.
Lancaster.

Arg. on a cross patty flory gu. another patty
dory of the first. Trussell.

Arg. on a cross potent gu. anotherpotent of the first .

Pilkington, Stainley, CO. York; Baronetcy 1635;
quartering Eggleton ; James Pllkington, Bi-
shop of Durham 1561-76 was of this family.

Arg. on a cross gu. another humetty or.
Bradestone.

Arg. on a cross gu. another lozengy vair.

Freville, Tamworth.
Arg. on a cross sa. another throughout of the

first. Dcckinfield, co. Chester. Pylkington,
00. Lancaster, Harl. MS. 891 fo. 98. Walshman.
WODNOT, V*.

Arg. on a cross flory sa. another of the first.

Pilkington.

Arg. on a cross humetty sa. another humetty of
the first. Nankevill alias Tippet, St. Wenn,
Cornwall., Woodenet. Woodnoth, co. Clies-
ler. Woodnett. Woodnott or Woodnoth,
Winstanton, co. Chester; and Shavington St.

Clere, Cornwall.

Arg. on a cross humetty pointed sa. another
pointed of the first. Dockingfeld, V*.
Dokingfeld.F. Duckenfeld, F*. Dukenfej.d,
F. Dukinfield, Dukinfield Hall, co. Ches-
ter; Baronetcy 1665-1858.

On 1 CBOSS cont.

Cross cont.

Arg. on a cross patty sa. another patty of the

first. Copley {terror in) Harl. MS. 1407 fo.

10. Pilkington, Harl. MS. 1407 fo. 6.

Pilkington, Pilkington, co. Lancaster, Harl.

MS. 1468 fo. 106 b.

Arg. on a cross patty pointed sa. another of the

first. Dokenfeld, Harl. MS. 1424 fo. 54 6.

Arg. on a cross wavy sa. another wavy through-
out of the first. Dl'CKENFIeld, 1730; and co.

Devon, Harl. MS. 1538 fo. 8; co. Chester;
and CO. Lancaster. Duckensfield.

Arg. on a cross sa. another humetty or. Tippet.

Az. on a cross croslet arg. another croslet of the

first. Basing.
Az. on a cross flory arg. another of the first.

Malton or Melton, South Hayne, co. Devon ;

and CO. York.

Az. on a cross humetty arg. another humetty of

the first. Craucure or Cravicure.
Az. on a cross patonce «rg. another patonce of

the first. M. William de Melton, S. Sr.

John Melton, V. William de Melton, Arch-

bishop of York 1317-19. But charged with a

bezant. Melton, South Hayne, co. Devon,
Harl. MS. 1538 fo. 275 b.

Az. on a cross patty arg. another patty of the

first. John de Melton, X. Pilkington,
Stanton, co. Derby, Harl. MS. 1537 fo. 1.

Az. on a cross or another throughout arg. charged
with five mullets gu. Verney, Claydon House,
CO. Buckingham; Baronetcy 1818.

Az. on a cross or another of the first. Conway,
CO. Warwick. Waecup.

Az. on a cross or another throughout as the first

and over all a bend of the second. Bashings.
Az. crusily or on a cross of the last another

throughout as the first and over all a bend
of the second. Basing, Add. MS. 14307 fo. 8.

Az. on a cross or another of the first charged
with four garbs gu. Whitgeave, Essex.

Whitgreave, Moseley, CO. Stafiord ; Erdeswick.

Az. on a cross engr. or another plain throughout
of the first. Barwick. Barwyke, F*.

Az. on a cross moline or another of the first.

Sir John deBASYNGE.iV^; HarZ.M5.6137. Over
all a baston gu. Sire William de Bassinge ; N,
Harl. MS. 6137. Sir William de Cassinges,

L, Harl. MS. 6137.

Az. on a cross patonce or another of the first.

Malton. Melton.
Az. on a cross patty or another of the first.

WiNOHCOMB.
Az. on a cross potent or another of the first.

Sampayo, Portugal.
Erm. on a cross gu. another throughout arg.
Rauf de Hateringdene, E. Hateringdon.
Rauf de Hobeingedene, E, Harl. 3IS. 6137.

Raf de Hoteeingesdene, F. Malton or

Melton, Middlesex.
Erm. on a cross gu. another throughout of the

first. Hadringdon, F*. Hatroinodon, F.

Malton, F. Moyn, F. RatTe de Otiqedene,
A, or Oteingdene, A, Harl. 3IS. 6137.

Erm. ou a cross gu. another throughout or.

Rafe de Ottingden, D,
Erm. on a cross sa. another throughout of the

first. Archdeacon, Ireland.

Gu. on a cross arg. another of the first. Duxbury.
Gu. on a cross patonce aig. another patonce of

the first. Le Comte de Lisle, Harl. MS. 1465.

Melton, Harl. MS. 1407.
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On 1 CBOSS cont.

Cross cont.

Gu. on a cross patty and pointed arg. at each
end a bezant another cross patty pointed of
the first. Henry le Wateys, V. Sir Henry
Lee, Wales, Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 57.

Gu. on a cross engr. or another of the first

charged with a crown imperial gold. Blincaene
or Blinckarne, Kent.

Gu. on a cross botonny or another of the first.

Raymond Earl of Toulouse, Z, 70.

Gu. on a cross pometty or another of the first.

Braunston.
Or on a cross az. another throughout of the first.

Wassboen, v.

Or on a cross humetty and pointed az. another

pointed of the first. Burr,
Or on a cross gu. another lozengy vair. Bau-

dewin de Fkevile, E, Harl. MS. 6589 fo. 6.

Or on a cross patonce gu. another of ten (some-
times twelve) lozenges vair. Frivile, E.

Or on a cross gu. another throughout of the
first. Caverner. Hamon Creveceuer, B.
Sr. de Cbevecoeur, Kent, V. Robert de

Creveceur, D ; or Crevecueh, E ; or

Crevecure, E, Harl. MS. CI 37. Ro. de
C'uEQR, A ; or Crevequer, A, Harl. MS. 6137.

Creverquere. Crevesuer, V*. Harrington.
A ugustinian Priory at Leedes, Kent. Taverner.
Robert de Trenamer, F.

Or on a cross sa. a cross calvary crossed at the

top .... Knapton.
Or on a cross sa. a cross croslet fitchy of the

first. Vesey, Ireland. But a cross patriarchal.
Vesey ; Baronetcy 1C98, Baron Knapton 1750,
Viscount de Vesci 1766.

Or on a cross fiory sa. another of the first.

Lamplow or Lamplugh.

Quarterly or and az. over all on a passion cross

of the first standing upon a griece of three

steps of the first another upon similar steps
sa. Cluniac Priory at Lenton or Lynton, co.

Nottingham, Harl. MS. 1499 fo. 21.

Sa. on a cross arg. another of the first. Tame,
Ireland, Harl. MS. 5866 fo. 8 b; and 6096 fo.

18. Walsam or Walsham.
Sa. on a cross arg. another throughout of the

first charged with five crosses croslet as the

second. Walsam, V.

Sa. on a cross patty arg. another patty of the
first. Copley, Harl. MS. 1407 fo. 10.

Sa. on a cross or another of the first charged
with five crosses patty fitchy as the second.

Walsham, Walsham, Norfolk; and Knill, co.

Hereford ; Baronetcy 1831 ; quartering Knill.

Sa. on a cross or another throughout of
the first, Aplederfield or Apultrefield.

. APLEDORFiLDE,ffari.ilfS.1407. Appulderfeld,
F. Appulderfield, F*. Apulderfieij), co,

Devon; and Apulderfield, Kent, Haterington.

Pulderfield, CO. Devon.
Sa, on a cross patty or another of the first.

Matson, CO. Lancaster.
Vert on a cross arg, another of the first.

Plowman.
Crosses

Erm. on a cross sa. four crosses moline arg.

Turner, as quartered by Camac,
Arg, on a cross gu. five crosses patty or.

. Crathorne, Crathorne, co. York.

Arg. on a cross sa. five crosses croslet or. Heathe.
Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five crosses croslet fitchy

or. A ugustinian abbey atWALTHAM, Essex, U.

On 1 CBOSS cont.

Crosses cont.

Erm. on a cross sa. five crosses botonny arg.
Turner, co. Warwick.

Erm. on a cross sa. five pierced crosses moline
arg. Turner, co. Warwick.

Gu. on a cross erm. five crosses botonny (or cros^

let, or patonce) or. Wakes, Harl. MS. 1404.
Or on a cross az. five crosses croslet of the first.

Spalding, France.
Sa. on a cross arg. five crosses croslet of the first.

Walsam or Walsham.

Caps
Or on a cross az. four covered cups of the first.

EsTON, Kent; Add. MS. 14307.
Gu. on a cross patonce or five cups covered sa.

Sire John le Latimer, J.

Escallops

Arg. on a cross gu, three escallops in fess or,

Weylande, And with a label of three points
az. Weylande, Harl. MS. 1407 fo, 2.

Az. on a cross arg. (another, or) four escallops gu.
AcHiT or Acre, Westmoreland.

Gu. on a cross botonny arg. four escallops sa.

Humfeey, Truro, Cornwall.

Gu, on a cross or four escallops of the first,

Nanscawen, Cornwall.
Gu. on a cross patonce or four escallops sa.

Latimer, co, York, Sr. John Lattymer, co.

York, temp. Edward I, V; or le Latimer {as
tricked in), N, Harl. MS. 1068.

Gu.on a cross patty or four escallops sa, Latimer.

Arg, on a cross az, five escallops or, Roger
Foxcote, V. William de Mortimer, E. Henry
de Mortm', Foxcote, F, William Mortimer,
V. Stonam or Stonham.

Arg. on a cross patoooe az. five escallops or,

Mareham.
Arg, on a cross gu. five escallops of the first.

Chevaijjer, Aspal, Suffolk. Sr. Nicholas

Villers, Sufiblk, V. Sr. Nicholas Weyland,
temp. Edward I, V.

Arg, on a cross fiory gu. five escallops of the first.

FOULKEWORTH.
Arg, on a cross gu. five escallops or, Hangrest.

BuRNAViLL, V. Sire Nicholas de Valeres, N.

Villers, confirmed 1771. Villers, Brookesby,
CO. Leicester, V. Nichol de Villers, Y. Sr.

Nicholas Villers, co. Gloucester, temp. Ed-
ward I, V. ViLLiERS, Baron and Earl of

Anglesey 1623-86. Henry Montagu Villiers,

Bishop of Carlisle 1856. Villiers, Baron

Hyde 1756; Earl of Clarendon 1776. Child-

ViLLiERS, Viscount Grandison 1620 ; Earl
Grandison 1721-66; Baron and Viscount Vil-

liers J 69 1; Earl of Jersey 1697; quartering
Child. Villiers, Ireland; and co. Oxford.

Wayland, Sufl'olk. Weyland. Sire Nicholas

de Weylande, N. And with a label az. Sire

William de Weylande, N. But with a martlet

of the second for diff. Villiers, Baron Whad-
don and Viscount Villiers 1616; Earl of Buck-

ingham 1616 : Marquis 1617 ; Duke 1623 ; Earl

of Coventry 1623; extinct 1087; Z, 398. But
with a crescent for difl". Villiers, Brookesby,
CO, Leicester ; and co, Stafibrd,

Arg. oi) a cross humetty gu. five escallops or.

Overton, Harl. MS. 1386 fo. 66.

Arg. on a cross patty gu. five escallops or.

Falkworth. Fulkworth.

Ar^?. on a cross patonce gu, five escallops or.

FOLKEWORTH, V. NiXON.
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On 1 CBOSS cont.

Escallops cont.

Arg. on a cross sa. five escallops of the first.

Eobert Stonham, V. Vastons or Wastoyle, F.

Vastoyle, V*.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five escallops of the first.

Bygod or Bygot.

Arg. on a cross sa. five escallops or, Beauvais.
Stonam or Stonham. Wastoile or Wastoyle.

Arg. on a cross engr. (wavy V*) per pale gu. and
sa. five escallops or. Brooke, co. Hereford, W.

Az. on a cross arg. five escallops gu. Abe.

Creketofte, F*. Ceeketoftes, F. Nicholas

D'Acee, F. John Garboneli., F. Sire William

Kieketot, N. Kieketot Kirktot Kyrktot
Kkibitot or Kribtot, Sufi'olk.

Az. on a cross engr. arg. five escallops gu.

Critoft, CO. Oxford ; quartered by Daunsey.
Az. on a cross or five escallops gu. Rondulf de

AcRE,F. Creketost orCRooKETOST. Randolph
Dacre, A'; Y. Nichol ViLLiERS, y.

Krm. on a cross gu. five escallops or. Waling or

Weyland.
Gu. on a cross arg. five escallops az. Wellesby.
Gu. on a cross patty arg. five escallops az. Allen.

Nicholas Ablyn, Y. Alay.m, Alaym,co. Chester
;

Harl. MS. 1988 fo. 33 b.

Gu. on a cross moline or five escallops of the

first. Lattymer; Harl. MS. 1538 fo. 12.

Gu. on a cross or five escallops sa. Sire Johan le

Latymer, N.
Gu. on a cross patonce or five escallops sa.

Latimer.

Gyronny of eight arg. and gu. in the second

quarter on a cross patty arg. five escallops of

the second. Acton.
Or on a cross az. five escallops of the first. Foxall

or FoxcoTE, CO. Huntingdon.
Or on a cross gu. five escallops arg. Bagot. Sr.

Eaufe BiGOD, co. Norfolk, F. Joan BiG0D,^,i<'.
Eauf BiGOD, Y. Rafe Bigot, B. Begard
or Bignard, Norfolk. Bygod or Bygode,
Seakelthorp, co. York. Sire Eauf Bygod, N.
Lavall. Lavell. Pigot, co. York, Verdon.

Or on a cross engr. gu. five escallops of the first.

Bygot.
Or on a cross patonce gu. five escallops of the

first. Oughtred, V. Uchked, F*. Uchtred,
CO. York, F.

Or on a cross engr. per pale gu. and sa. five escal-

lops arg. Brooke, Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 32.

Or on a cross sa. five escallops arg. Sr. Piers

Capitan' De la Bouche, F. Le Capitow de

Bough, S. Debouche or Debughe. Sr. John
Graxlly, E.g., Captal de Buch, temp. Edward
III. Greilly. Oreablin, F.

Or on a cross sa. five escallops of the first.

Bygood, Adyngflet, co. York.

Or on a cross vert five escallops arg. Thoeley.
Gu. on a pierced cross baton arg. twelve escallops

sa. Humrrey, Chaldon- Humphrey, co. Dorset;
Leicester; and Barton, co. Northampton.

Escucheon

Arg. on a cross per pale gu. and sa. an escucheon
of the first. Brooke.

Sa. on a cross engr. arg. an escucheon gu.
De la Hay, IV.

on an Escucheon

Arg. on a cross flory sa. an escucheon gu. charged
with a lion ramp, of the first. Postiiall.

Arg. on a cross erm. an escucheon of the first

charged with a rose gu. Noah Bridges, Clerk
of the Parliament at Oxford.

On 1 CROSS cont.

Estoile

Arg. on a cross sa. an estoile or. John
KOKERIKGHAM, F.

Arg. on a cross vert a pierced estoile or. Lincoln.
Gu. billetty arg. on a cross of the second a pierced

estoile of the first. Tatesham or Totesham, F.

Vert on a cross or an estoile sa. Adam, Walden,
Essex. Adams, Anstey, co. Warwick ;" and co.

Northampton. Adamson, Westmoreland.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. three six-pointed estoiles

of the first. Froelsham, Elton, co. Chester.
Estoiles

Arg. fretty sa. on a cross gu. five estoiles or.

TowNSEND, Surrey; granted 1504.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five estoiles or.

Branketree, F. Brakentree. Branketree
Brankfrey Branketoy or Branktroy, Essex.

Brantree, Brantree, Essex. Fordsham, Essex.

Feodesham, V. Frodsham, Elton, co. Chester.

Arg. on a cross moline sa. five estoiles or. Sr.

William Gourle, V. Gouelee, V*.

Arg. on a cross raguly sa. five estoiles of the
first. Pettiwaed, Putney; Add. MS. 5b3S.

Erm. on a cross engr. sa. five estoiles or.

Brakentree, Somerset. Branketry.
Erm. on a cross raguly sa. five estoiles or.

Warner, Suffolk.

Gu. on a cross arg. five estoiles sa. Ealph, Bishop
of Norwich 1236.

Lozengy arg. and sa. on a cross engr. gu. five es-

toiles or. Townsend.
Or on a cross gu. five estoiles arg. Ltncolne.
Or on a cross sa. five estoiles of the first. Vyseey.
Or on a cross engr. sa. five estoiles of the first.

Frodesham or Frodsham, Essex.
Or on a cross patty sa. five estoiles of the first.

Eosser, Suffolk.

Gu. on a cross patonce or nine estoiles sa. Gower,
F. The cross patty. Gower.

Vertonacrossarg.nineestoilessa. BRiGiD,Ireland.
Feather

Arg. on a cross moline gu. a feather of the first

betw. two annulets in pale or. Vidal, Corn-

borongh Abottsham, co. Devon ; granted ....

Fleur-de-lis

Arg. on a cross flory az. a fleur-de-lis or. Pethee.
Arg. on a cross gu. a fleur-de-lis or. City of

Lincoln.
Az. on a cross patonce arg. a fleur-de-lis sa.

Goldisborough, V. Goldisburgh, F*.
Or on a cross gu. a fleur-de-lis of the first. Burke.

Fleurs-de-lis

Gu. on a cross arg. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Toniford,
Toniford, co. Kent.

Arg. on a quarter-pierced cross az. four fleurs-de-

lis or. BRE\^TEE.

Arg. on a cross sa. four fleurs-de-lis or. Arras, co.

Buckingham.
Gu. on a cross engr. or four fleurs-de-lis az.

Asherst, F. Ashuest, F*.
Or on a quarter-pierced cross az. four fleurs-de-lis

of the first. Burton, Eigbury, co. Devon, W.
Burton, co. Devon, F; and co. Chester.

Or on a cross sa. four fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Burton, Harl. 31S. 1405.

Arg. on a cross az. five fleursde-lis or. Aeras.
Eauf D'Arras, E ; or Eaf de Arras, F.
Mortimer.

Arg. on a cross patonce az. five fleurs-de-lis or.

M. John de Walcote, S. Walcott, V. The
cross patty, Walcote. Tho cross patty rebated.

Walcot, Harl. MS. 6l5i3 fo. 59 b.
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On 1 CROSS cont.

Flears-de-lis cont.

Arg, on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

FiNETT, Kent. Ivat or Ivatt, London ; con-

firmed 1C2G. JUATT, V*. JUET.
Arg. on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis or. Cister-

cian Abbey at Tiltey, Essex.

Arg. on a cross engr. gui five fleurs-de-lis of
the first. FiNET, Soulton, Kent.

Arg. on a cross flory gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the
first. IVETT.

Arg. on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Barlingham, Essex. Biulingham. Sr. Wil-
liam DuEESME, Essex, temp. Edward I, V.
Sire Gelera de Dtoem, A''. Osmond Dubesme,
Essex, r. Durham.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. five fieurs-de-lis or.

BiLLINGDON.F. BiLLINGHAM, F*. BiRLANGHAM,
V. Byrlangham, V*.

Arg. on a cross patonce gu. five fleurs-de-lis or.

. Walcote, v.

Arg. on a cross sa. five fleurs de-lis of the first.

Belgrave, Cockfield, SuS'olk.

Arg. on a cross sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Le Neve, London; Tivetshall, Norfolk; and
SuS'olk; confirmed to William Le Neve, Cla-
renceux King of Arms. Neve, Norfolk, If.

Arg. on a cross purp. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Birijngham.

Arg. on a cross sa. five fleurs-de-lis or. Arras
or Heatcock, co. Buckingham. Neave, Dag-

. nam Park, Essex : Baronetcy 1795.

Arg. on a cross flory sa. five fleurs-de-lis or.

(The ancient coat of) Walcot, Walcot in Lyd-
bury, CO. Salop.

Az. on a cross or five fleurs-de-lis gu.
Dokeswoeth, Essex, V.

Erm. on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Beelinge.
Gu. on a cross arg. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Ivat, London.
Gu. on a cross arg. five fleurs-de-lis or. Burton.
Gu. on a cross or five fleursde lis az. Ashurst.
Or on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Bowerton.
Or on a cross patty az. five fleurs-de-lis of the

first. Burton, co. Devon, IF.

Or on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Berlangham. Berlingham. Birlangham,
V. BiRLINGHAM. DURHAM, EsseX.

Or on a cross sa. five fleurs-de-lis arg. Morrison,
CO. Lancaster.

Or on a cross sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

MoRisoN, Standon, CO. Hertford; and Cadby,
CO. Lincoln. Thomas Morryson, Pipe OfiBce;

granted by Cooke, W. Morrison, F*.
Or on a cross anchory sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the

first. Burton, V.
Flower .... Rose

Arg. on a cross gu. a rose or. Nicholas.
Az. on a cross or a rose gu. stalked and leaved

vert. BowN.
Gu. on a cross engr. or a rose of the first.

CuMBERFORD, CO. Stafiord.

Or on a cross engr. gu. a rose of the first.

Hawley.

Flowers Gillyflowers

Gu. on a cross raguly arg. two gillyflowers in pale
ppr. LisTON, Scotland.

.... Roses

Gu. on a quarter-pierced cross arg. four roses of

the first. Waoet.

Oa 1 CROSS cont.

Flowers cont. Lilies

Arg. on a cross sa. five lilies stalked of the first.

Augustinian Priory at Walsinqham, Norfolk.
.. ..Roses

Arg. on a cross az. five roses or. Blobeey.
Blobdry, V.

Arg. on a cross gu. five roses of the first. Linton,
CO. Cambridge.

Arg. on a cross flory gu. five roses of the first.

Morgan.
Gu. on a cross engr. arg. five roses of the first.

CoMBEEFOED or CuMBEEFOED, CO. Warwick.
MuscoTE, Barton, and Welby, co. Northampton.
The cross sometimes fusily. Amary, Froles-
worth, CO. Leicester.

Gu. on a cross engr. or five roses of the first.

Sr. de Comberford, co. Stafford, F.
Or on a cross az. five roses arg. Sr. de Lacer,

V. Lacy.
Or on a cross engr. gu. five roses arg. Augus-

tinian Priory at Edindon Edyngdon or
Hfdington ; this coat " in the glass window
in Farnham Church in co. Surrey 1623," W.

Or on a cross per pale arg. and gu. five roses

counterpaled az. and gu. Langton, Add. MS.
12443 (in error.)

Or on a cross per pale az. and gu. five roses arg.
Langton, W.

Or on a cross quarterly az. and gu. five roses arg.
Langton, W. Thomas Langton, Bishop of St.

Davids 1483, Salisbury 1485, Winchester
1493-1501 ; Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10 fo. 863.
The roses of the first. Langton.

Or on a cross engr. sa. five rosea of the first.

Edmonds.
3.FoiI

Arg. on a cross patonce gu. a 3-foil of the fii'st.

Seagram, co. Wilts.

Sa. on a cross flory arg. a 3-foil vert. Upton,
Sussex ; qranted 1569.

4.Foil

Az. (another in error gu.) on a cross patty
throughout per bend sinister erm. and or a
4-foil counterchanged. Richard Slacke, Wind-
sor Herald, F.

S-Foil

Az. on a cross erminois a 5-foil vert betw. four

pierced mullets sa. Randall.
Az. on a cross or a 5-foil betw. four lozenges gu.

Bryant.
Or on a cross az. a 5-foil betw. four mascles of

the first. Haley, Eartham, Sussex. Hayley,
CO. Salop ; granted 1701.

5-Foils

Gu. on a cross engr. -arg. four 5-foils of the first;

Amary.
Or on a pierced cross az. four 5-foils of the first.

Acotts.

Arg. on a cross gu. five 5 -foils of the first.

Hartley, Ireland.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. five 5-foils of the first.

Augustinian Priory at Edindon Edyngdon or

Hedington, CO. Hants.

Arg. on a cross gu. five 5-foils or. John de
St. Maeke, F.

Arg. onacrossengr.8a.five5-foilsor. Edmonds, co.

Cambridge. Edmunds; as quartered by D'Oyley.
Gu. on a cross engr. arg. five 5-foils of the first.

Amaey, Essex.

Lozengy and on a cross engr five

5-foils .... William Edendon or Edington,
Bishop of Winchester, 1346-66.
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On 1 CBOSS cont.

5-FoiIs cont.

Or on a cross az. five pierced 5-foils arg. Lacy.
Or on a cross engr. gu. five 5-foils of the first.

Augustinian Priory at Edindon Edyngdon or

Hedington, CO. Wilts.

Or on a cross engr. sa. five 5-foils of the first.

Edmondes, Essex, V.

Per bend arg. and az. on a cross counterchanged
five 5-foils or. Talley.

Sa. on a cross or five (sometimes pierced) 5-foils

of the first. City, or Bishopric, of St. David's.

Fret
Or on a cross az. a fret of the first. Wardon.

Fretty
Arg. on across az. fretty or, Robert de Verdon,

Draycot in Ibstock, co. Leicester, 1279-80 ;

Sloane MS. 1301. Sr. Robert Verdon, co.

Warwick, V; after marriage with a heiress of
Bourton. Sire Robert de Verdun, co. Warwick,
N. Wardon, Berkshire.

Arg.on a cross gu. fretty of the first. Nethervill.
Arg. on a cross gu. fretty or. Brayton, V.

Mentervile or Vomatervile, Harl. 3IS. 6096

(error for) Nettervill, Viscount Dowth, 1622.

Nbutervixle, F*. Nutervill, Ireland, V.

Arg. on a cross sa. fretty of the first. Muscross.
Thwaites, Harl. MS. 6829 fo. 32. Thwaytes,
Kent, V. Thomas Thwayts, Cowpland, Y.

Arg. on a cross sa. fretty or. Richard de

Oppeshale, E. Oppeshall or Oppsall. Ni
colas de Oppsall, V. Michel de OpsHALE,i^.
Palyard. Polliard. Cistercian Abbey at

RuFFYN or RusHiN, Isle of Man, Lansd. MS.
255. Thwaites, Thwaites, and Unerigg Hall,
CO. Chester. Thwaits. Upsale. And with a
fleur-de-lis in the dexter chief for difi". gu.
Thwaites, co. Buckingham ; and Newland
Hall, Essex.

Az. on a cross arg. fretty gu. Broon. Fyers.
MONTLABY. MoUNTSTABET. SoREY.

Az. on a cross or fretty gu. Molton. Montaby.
Sr. John Mounteby, V. Sire Johnn deScEPEYE,
N. William de Scephowe, F. Sepheie, Harl.
MS. 6589. Sephey. William Sephrie, E,
but Shepep, E, Harl. MS. 6137. Sr. John
Shepey, CO. Derby ; temp. Edward J, F.
William de Shepey, F. John de Shepey, Bishop
of Rochester 1352-60. Shepey, Smithsby, co.

Derby ; a branch of Shepey, Shepey, co. Lei-

cester, temp. Henry II. John Sheppey, N,
Harl. MS. 6589. Sopekey or Sorpepey, co.

Nottingham. Stepey or Stepy. Robert de
Verdon, Draicote near Bourton, co. Warwick,
1307 ; Dugdale, Warwickshire {in error).

Chequy arg. and az. on a cross of the second
fretty as the first. Calthorp, Kent.

Erm. on a cross flory az. fretty or. Lewthwaite,
Broadgate, Cumberland; quartering Nicholson.

Erm. on a cross gu. fretty of the first. Cpey.
Gu. on a cross arg. fretty az. Neterviie,
Harl. MS. 6096. Taafe, Barony Ballvmote
1628, Viscounty 1628, Earl of Carlingford
1661-1738. Tathe, Ireland, F.

Gu. on a cross arg. fretty sa. Carboneli,, F;
and Sufi'olk.

Gu. on a cross or fretty az. Codington, F.
Codinton. St. Michael, Quadrendon, Sussex.
Laurence de Sentmicheu., A.

Or on a cross az. fretty of the first. Wardon.
Or on a cross sa. fretty arg. Besstjm.
Sa. on a cross potent or fretty gu. .1 ohn Aleyn or

AiXEYN, Thaxsted, Essex, V. Ai.i.en. Am.yn.

On 1 CROSS.... cont.

Fruit

Arg. on a cross gu. five pine apples ppr. Island
of Jamaica ; granted in charter ] 680.

Garbs

Arg. on a cross az. five garbs or. Beaumeys or

Beymeys; left by John Beaumeys of Sawtrey
to his cousin and heir Thomas Grendale,
Fenton, co. Huntingdon, who gave this coat to

William Moigne 22 Nov. 1391; Cott. MS.
Julius F. viii fo. 7 : it appears to have been
assumed by Milverton. Grendall.

Arg. on a cross engr. az. five garbs or. Manton.
Mylneton or Mylton, V. Millington, co.

Chester.

Arg. on a cross gu. five garbs or. Swinborne.
SWYNBORNE, F. SWYNBURNE, F*.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five garbs or. Middleton,
Sufiblk.

Oouttes

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five gouttes d'or.

Shottesbery ; Harl. MS. 1188, fo. 10, in

error for Stottesbery, Sulgrave, co. Northamp-
ton, Harl. MS. 1187 fo. 14 b. But seven

gouttes, Stotesbiiry, Harl. MS. 1094 fo. 125 ;

1184fo. 122. But eleven gouttes. Stottesbery,
Harl. MS. 1553 fo. 31.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu, gouttes d'or,

Milketfield.

Arg. on a cross sa. gouttes d'or. Leeson, co.

Northampton. Maleby, V.

Arg.on a cross engr. SH. gouttes d'or. Mekelfeid,
V*. Mekilfield. Michelfiei.d. Mekylfeld,
F. Milketfield. Sr, de Mykelfeld, Suf-

folk, V. Mekitfield, F*.
Or on a cross engr. sa. gouttes d'eau. Mekerfreld,
Sa. on a cross arg. gouttes de poix. Hallom.

Ouns
Or on a cross az. five pairs of pistols saltirewise

of the first. Toulson, co. Lancaster.
Head (Beast) Deer

Arg. on a cross sa. a stag's head betw. four birds

of the first. Harmon, Moor's Hall, co. Stafi'ord.

Arg, on a cross sa. a buck's head couped betw.

four martlets of the first. Harman, co. War-
wick; and Taynton, co. Oxford.

.... Leopard
Arg. on a cross az. a leopard's face betw. four

lozenges or. Aylward.

Arg. on a cross erm. a leopard's head or. Bruges,
London ; granted 1612.

Arg. on a cross sa. a leopard's face or. Bridges,
Cainsham ; Collinson, Somerset, ii, 404 ;

Gloucester ; and co. Worcester. Bruges,
Coberley, co. Gloucester, V. Sr. John Bruges,
Dymonok, F; but Dymmok, Cotton MS. Tibe-
rius D 10. Bruges, Sudley Castle, co. Glou-
cester. Sr. Giles Bruges, T, Harl. 3IS. 6137
fo. 44. Bruges, Baron Chandos; Z, 542;
Viscount Wilton and Earl of Carnarvon 1714,

Marquis of Carnarvon and Duke of Chandos
1719-89. Brydges, F*, and Denton Court,

Kent; Baronetcy 1815. Burges, V.*; and
Westham, Essex. With a martlet for diif.

Brydges, Bosbury, co. Hereford; heiresses m.
Warner and Wynniatt. But with a mullet for

diff'. Bridges, Lord Mayor of London 1520.

Erm. on a cross flory az. a leopard's face betw.
four 5-foils arg. Dickins, Soutbbridge House.

Erm. on a cross flory sa. a leopard's face or.

Dickin, Loppington, co. Salop ; quartering
Acherley. Dickins, West Stoke, Sussex ;

granted 1625; quartering Scrase,
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On 1 CBOSS cont.

Head cont. (Seast) Leopard cont.

Erm. on a cross flory {or patonce^ sa, a leopard's
header. Dickens. Dickens, London; from
CO. Derby ; granted Add. MS. 12225 fo. 70.

Erm. on a cross patonce sa. a leopard's head is-

suing out of a ducal coronet or. Dickens.
Lion

Vair on a cross gu. a lion's head erased or. Pakler,
CO. Lancaster.

Heads .... (Beasts) Leopard
Arg. on a cross az. five leopard's faces or. Atellee

or De la Lee, co. Hertford. Moybhold.
MOYSHOLE, V. MOYSHOLL, V* .

Arg. on a cross chequy az. and or five leopard's
faces gold. De la Lee.

Arg. on a cross gu. five leopard's heads of the
first. Lee, co. Hereford.

Arg. on a cross gu. five leopard's faces or. Walker.
Garter King of Arms 1C76; quartering Walker.

... .Lion

Arg. on a cross gu. five lion's heads erased or.

Henslow, Hampshire.
. . . . Oz

Arg. on a cross sa. five bull's heads of the first.

BOYNEM.

Arg. on a cross vert five bull's heads cabossed of

the first. Bull, co. Hertford, Harl. MS. 15-iC

fo. 29.

Or on a cross sa. five bull's heads arg. Bayman.
Beyman. The heads cabossed arg. Bonhau
Boymen Boynam or Boynan. Sr. Robert

BoYNTON, V. Granted 5 April, ] 375, after a

dispute settled in favour of Aton, by Wra. de
Aton brother of Gilbert Lord Aton, to Robert
de BoiNTON.

Wolf
Arg. on a cross gu. five wolf's heads erased of the

first. Lee, co. Hertford.

(Birds) Eagle
Erm. on a cross gu. five eagle's heads erased arg.

Merydal, Great Brickhill, and Salbury, co.

Buckingham.
.... (Human figure)

Sa. on a cross arg. five Negro's heads couped ppr.
More.

Heart
Az. on a cross arg. a heart gu. Boonfoy. Bonfoy

or BuNFOY, Hease, Middlesex.
Horn

Or on a cross engr. sa. a hunting-horn of the
first stringed gu. Rait, Pilforthie.

Horseshoes
Gu. on a cross arg. five horseshoes of the first.

Thomas Randolf, Wood Bevinton, co. War-
wick, W. Randolfe, V*.

Gu. on a cross arg. five horseshoes sa. Kendolph,
Wallingford, co. Berks. Randall, Wolton, co.

Northampton; and Bonnington, and Wilford,
CO. Warwick

; granted by Cooke.
Human Figure

Arg. on a cross calvary with a griece of three steps

gu. the Saviour or. Butler, Baron Caher

154B, 1583; Viscount Caher 1816-58; Earl of

Glengall 1816-58; quartering gu. three covered

cups or with a crescent for difi"., with per pale in-

dented or and gu.. or a chief indented az., erm. a
sal tire gu., and arg. an eagle sa. betw. three

crosses patty gu.
Inkmoline

Erm. on a quarter-pierced cross arg. four inkmo-
lines sa. Turner, Stoke Rochford, co. Lincoln ;

1730; and Kilnhurat, co. York. Turner, V*.

On 1 CBOSS cont.

Inkmoline cont.

Erm. on a quarter-pierced cross sa. four inkmolines
arg. Turner, Suflfolk; and co. Huntingdon.

Ermines on a quarter-pierced cross arg. four ink-
molines sa. Henry Turner, V. Turner, co.

Derby 1634; Bluntshall, Essex; Panton, and
Stoke Rochford, co. Lincoln

; and Shillinglee
Surrey. Turner, Baron Wiuterton 17fil; Vis-'
count Turner and Earl of Winterton 1766.
Turner, Dowuhathley House, co. Gloucester.

*

Sa. on a cross arg. five pierced inkmolines of the
first. Sir William Turner, Lord Mayor of Lon-
don 1669. Turner, Kirk Leedham, co. York.
And with a martlet in the dexter chief for difi"!

Turner, Stanley, near Warrington.co.Lancaster.
Letters

.... on a cross .... a text T . . . . The Treasurer
of the Priory of St. Augustine at Canterbury :

ArchcEologia, xviij, 425.

Arg. on a cross az. the letter M crowned or.
William de St. Mary's Church, Bishop of Lon-
don 1199-1221. Simon Mepham, Archbishop
of Canterbury 1328-33. Simon Sudbtiry (not
Sodbury) alias Tybolu, Bishop of London 1362;
Archbishop of Canterbury 1375-81.

Arg. on a cross gu. a text R and in chief a lion

pass, guard, or. City of Rochester.
Az. on a cross arg. a text (R, Tanner) X and in chief

the letter I of the first. Benedictine Priory (but
with thelettersroman,the Deanery)of the Holy
Trinity or Christchurch at Canterbury.

Lozenge
Or on a cross gu. a lozenge arg. charged with (a

cross, Frevil, V*, and Frevill, Harl. MS.
1404 fo. 50 b ; but) a saltire of the second en-
closed by four lozenges vair. Sr. de Frevill,
CO. Worcester, V.

Lozenges
Arg. on a cross sa. five lozenges erm. Bredman,

CO. Bedford.

Arg. on a cross sa. five lozenges or. Brightwell
or Britwell, co. Buckingham.

Gu. on a cross patty or five lozenges vair. Mon-
sire Baldwin de Frevill, Y.

Or on a cross patty gu. five lozenges arg. Frevile.
Or on a cross gu. five lozenges vair. Frevill, V*.

Freville, CO. Worcester, Sr. Robert de

Veere, V.

Or on a cross flory gu. five lozenges vair. Frevile,
Tamworth; Erdeswick.

Or on a cross patonce gu. five lozenges vair.

Frevill, V. Sr. de Freville, V.

Or on a cross patty gu. five lozenges vair.

Frevile, co. Worcester. Baldwin Frevile, F.

Or on a cross gu. five lozenges vert. Frevill;
Harl. MS. 1407 fo. 13 b.

Sa. on a cross engr. or five lozenges gu. Paynton,
V*.

Uascle
Gu. on a cross moline or a mascle of the first.

Feney or Feny {in error),
Mascles

Arg, on a pierced cross az. four mascles of the

first. Prieecke.
Or on a pierced cross az. four mascles of the first.

Pearse. Perike. Perke. Prykele.

Or on a quarter-pierced cross az. four mascles of

the first. Perke. Prickett, AUerthorpe, co.

York. Prikkes or Pryke, Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk. Prykke, V.

Or on a pierced cross gu. four mascles of the first.

Prike or Prykke.
83
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On 1 CBOSS cont.

Mascles cont. ^ .

Or on a cross gu. mascles vair. Sire Baudewyne

de Feewylle, 2^. Jobn Fkeyyle, Y.

Gu. on a*cross flory or five maunches of the first.

ai^on'T cross patonce or five maunches of the

first. Sr. Waren Latimer, F.
L^.^^f^'j;;-

Monsire Waryne Latimer, Harl. MS. lAV,b lo.

34. Sr. Wareine Latymee, R.

Gu. on a cross patty or maunches of the first.

Sire Waryn Latymee, Y; or de Latymee, 0.

Mitre

Arg. on a cross patonce az a mitre or Henry

de Lexington, Bishop of Lincoln 1254-8.

Arg. on a cross sa. a mitre with labels or. Bi-

shopric of Carlisle.

Arg. on a cross gu. a mitre betw. two
regf

^

°f^^^
in pale and two orbs (or mounds, another, four

swords) in fess or. Benedictine Abbey at

Battle, Sussex.
. r^^^^m

Or on a cross flory sa. a mitre ppr. Leofric,

Bishop of Exeter 1046-72.

Mallet

Arg. on a cross patty gu. a mullet or. Aldewincele.

The mullet pierced. Adronkel.

Are on a cross sa. a mullet of the first. John

de Copland, X. M. John de Coupelande, S.

Sr. John CouPLAND, V. The mullet pierced.

Copland. . , ^^ i. r it.„

Arg. on a cross sa. a six-pointed mullet of the

first. BURNAVILLE. COKERAM. St.Johu COOTELL,

V. Kokeram. Kokerham, V.
^ , „ ,

Arg. on a cross moline sa. a mullet of the first.

Copley, co. York.
tpa a

Arg. on a cross patonce sa. a mullet . . .. iiiawara

Banester, Iddesworth, co. Hants, W.

ArK. on a cross sa. a mullet or. Cockerington

or Cockerith. Gilbert de Cokerington, Y.

COCKERYTH, F*. COKERYTHE, F. Sir Huge

de HoLiNGESHEVED, N. Vastoile. The mullet

pierced. Cokerington. Vastoile.

Erm. on a cross patty gu. a mullet or.

Aldewinckell ; quartering sa. three butterflies

within a bordure engr. arg.

Gu. billety on a cross arg. a mullet for difl. sa.

ToTESHAM, Kent.

Gu. on a cross engr. arg. a mullet for difl. sa.

Leigh, Rushall, co. Stafi-ord: Erdeswick.

Or on a cross vert a mullet arg. Chawcombe,

CO. Wilts.

Or on a cross flory {aliter patonce) gu. a mullet

arg. Ainslie, Great Torrington, co. Lincoln ;

Baronetcy 1804; extinct

Or on a cross vert a mullet of the first. Hussey,

CO York. HussEY, Scotney Castle, Sussex;

quartering harry of six erm. and gu., with Lake,

Lucas, Berkeley, Calow, Bridge, Jemmet,etc.

Sa. on a cross engr. or a mullet arg. Sire Jehan

de Peytone, N.

Vert on a cross or a six-pointed mullet gu.

Adams.

Mullets

Az. on a cross arg. three mullets in fess gu.

BURROUGH, Ipswich. ,, , • r

Gu on a cross arg. three pierced mullets in fess

sa. Randyll, Hay ;
Davis Gilbert, Cornwall,

i 421 ; ii, 353.

Arg. on a cross flory gu. four mullets (another,

pierced) or. Owtred.

On 1 CROSS cont.

Mullets cont.

Or on a cross patonce gu. four mullets or.

DoTRED, Harl. MS. 1407. The cross patty

Sire Robert OuoTRED, J/; tricked patonce for

Sir Robert Outred, Harl. MS 10C8 fo 76

Arg. on a cross az. five mullets of the first.

Chamcombe. ^ _

Arg. on a cross az. five mullets or. Lincolne,

V. Lynaker. , ^
Arg. on a cross flory az. five mullets or. Bigbye,

HorrockHall,co.Lancaster;quarteringBaldwm.
Are on a cross patonce az. five mullets or.

Bickerstath, Bickerstath, co. Lancaster.

Arg on a cross gu. five mullets .... Apadam

Apden Aphadam and Appadame.

Arg. on a cross gu. five mullets of the first.

AsADAM. Seamarke. Twinsted, Norfolk.

Twisted or Twysted. Twynsted, F.

TwYNSTEED, F*. The mullets pierced.

Seamarke. k^.-^,^
Arg. on a cross gu. five mullets or. Abadam.

Adams, London. Adams, Middleton Hall, co.

Carmarthen. Adams, Holyland, co. Pembroke;

quartering Paterchurch. Apadam. SireJohan

de Baddeham, N. Sr. John Badeham,H ;
but

BoDEHAM,!. Bleddyn-Broadspeare, Lord ot

Llanhowell. Bodeham or Bodenham. br.

John Bodeham, F. Seamark.
_

Arg. on a cross gu. four mullets pierced or. John

ap Adam, Y. Skmarke, F. Sentmarke, F*.

Sent Marke, F.
. j i, „ ^,.

Arg. on a cross patty gu. five pierced mullets or.

Arg. on a cross sa. five mullets of the first.

Bastoyle, Essex.
-. .u «

Are on a cross engr. sa. five mullets of the first.

Chetwynd, Grendon, co. Stafl^ord. Chetwynd,

Brocton, co. Stafi"ord (in error). Chis^hall.
The mullets pierced.

Chetwynde, co. Salop.

Are on a cross sa. five mullets or. Peverell,

V* Sire Johan Vascoyl, N. Vastoile.

Wa'stoile, Essex. Sr. John Wasto-vle, Essex,

temp. Edward I, F.

Are. on a cross engr. sa. five mullets or.

Chetwyn. Trafford. Venables, CO. Lincoln.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five pierced mullets or.

FORDESHAM. „ t) „ .

Arg. on a cross flory sa. five mullets or. Rigby

or RiGHBY. ,,

Are on a cross patonce sa. five mullets or.

Bickerstath, Bickerstath, co. Lancaster.

RiGBY, CO. Lancaster, F. The mullets pierced.

Rigby, Preston Wiggan, co. Lancaster.

Are on a cross vert five mullets or. Rigby.

Arg. on a cross engr. vert five mullets or.

Cistercian Abbey at Basingweeke, co. Hint,

Harl. MS. 1988 fo. 35 b. William de

Bassingwirke, HarLMS.1988fo.75b.
Az. on a cross arg. five mullets of the first.

Rich. Warme, Peterborough, co. Northamp-

ton. WoEME, CO. Northampton ; granted IbS^i.

Az. on a cross arg. five (sometimes pierced) niul-

lets gu. Ralph Verney, Lord Mayor of London

1465 ;
and Middle Claydon, co. Buckingham ;

Baronetcy 1660, Baron Verney and Viscount

Fermanagh 1703, Earl Verney 1742-91, Ba-

roness Fermanagh 1792-1810.

Az. on a cross arg. four mullets gu. pierced or.

Sr. Rauf Verney, V. „ „ ^

Az. on a cross arg. fimbriated or five mullets gu,

Verney, Claydon House, co. Buckingham;

Baronetcy 1818, quartering Calvert.
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On 1 CBOSS cont.

Uullets cont.

Az. on a cross or five mullets gu. Sr, John de

Saintomer, M.
Az. on a cross or five pierced mullets gu.

Verney, CO. Hertford.

Erra. on a cross engr. sa. five mullets arg.
Brakentre, V. Brakentree, CO. Somerset.

Gu. on a cross arg. five mullets of the first

pierced or. Verney.
Gu. on a cross patty arg. five mullets of the first.

Ugletreioht.
Gu. on a cross arg. five mullets sa. Randall,

CO. Wilts. Sire Joban Randolf, N; or

Randolfe, CO. Wilts, temp. Edward I, V.

Randolph, Badelismer, co. Cambridge; con-

Jirmed lf>7l ; and co. Wilts. Randolph, Kent,
Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 62. The mullets pierced.
Randall or Randolph, Aylesford, Kent; Suf-

folk, 1716
;
and co. Worcester. John Randolph,

Bishop of Oxford 1V99, Bangor 1806, London
1809-13.

Gu. on a cross humetty arg. five mullets sa.

. Justice. The mullets pierced. Randall.
Gu. on a cross moline arg. five mullets sa.

Beake, Harl. MS. 1974 fo. 120. Beck, co.

Carnarvon.
Gu. on a cross or five mullets sa. Randall,

Harl. MS. 1045 fo. 122 6.

Gu. on a cross flory or five mullets of the first.

Howtred, CO. York.

Gu. on a cross patonce or five mullets of the first.

Sr. Henry Oughtred, V. Sr. Robert Oughtred,
CO. York, V. Owtred, V. Owtree alias

Owghtred, Harl. MS. 1407. Sr. Thomas
Ughtred, CO. York, temp. Edward III, Q.

Utreight, V. The mullets pierced. Ughtred,
CO. York. But pierced mullets of six points.
M. Thomas Oittrich {note Uchtred), S.

Gu. on a cross patty or five mullets of the first.

Monsire Thomas Ughtred, Y. The mullets

pierced. Thomas Ughtred, Y.

Gu. on a cross or five mullets sa. Bodlam, En-
field, Middlesex.

Gu. on a cross patty or five mullets sa. Ward.
Or on a cross engr. az. five pierced mullets of the

first. Benedictine Abbey at Burton, co. Staf-

ford; for Wulfric Spot, the founder, Leland,
Coll. i, 27.

Or on a cross humetty with engr. sides az. five

pierced mullets arg. Benedictine Abbey at

Burton, co. Stafi'ord, Cotton MS. Tiberius
D 10.

Or on a cross gu. five mullets arg. Sr. Edmond
Burgh', V. Borough or Burrowe, Suffolk.

Or on a cross gu. five mullets of the first.

Badham. Galwey, Lota, co. Cork ; descended
from Sir John de Burgh or de Galwey ; quar-
tering the augmentation arg. Baal's Bridge,
1361.

(? Or) on a cross engr. (gu.) five mullets (of the

first). Secretum of seal of William Edinqton,
Bishop of Winchester 1346-66.

Or on a cross gu. five pierced mullets of the first.

Borough, Sandwich, Kent.

Or on a cross gu. five pierced six-pointed mullets
of the first. Grymelles or Grymes.

Or on a cross patty gu. five mullets of the first.

Owthred, CO. York.
Or on a cross sa. five mullets arg. Sire Johan
Rossel, N; or Rossell, Essex, temp. Edward
I, V. Russell, Essex, 1716; and Pemsoy,
Sussex.

On 1 CBOSS cont.

Uullets cont.

Or on a cross moline sa. five mullets arg.
RiCORD.

Or on a cross sa. five mullets of the first.

Bastoyle, Essex.
Or on a cross engr. sa. five mullets of the first.

Frodesham.
Or on a cross vert five mullets arg. Sire Thomas

(de, N) Chaucombe, N ; co. Wilts, temp. Ed-
ward I, V. Chawcombe, CO. Wilts. The
mullets of the first. Chamonby, co. Wilts.

Quarterly arg. and gu. on a cross sa. five mullets
or. Blethin Broadspeare ; Enderhie.

Vert on a cross engr. arg. five mullets gu.
Hawley, V*.

Vert on a cross or five mullets sa. Barnard,
Kent.

Or on a cross sa. six mullets arg. Rossell,
Essex.

Pheons

Arg. on a cross gu. five pheons of the first.

Herrison, CO. Hertford.

Or on a cross az. five pheons of the first.

Harrison, Atcliff, co. Lancaster ; and Elking-
ton, CO. Northampton ; granted 1616.

Or on a cross gu. five pheons of the first.

Harrison, co. Hertford, 1716.

Boundle Bezant

Arg. on a cross gu. a bezant. Benedictine Abbey
of St. Mary at York ; Cotton MS. Tiberius D
10. The bezant sometimes charged with a

royal bust.

Arg. on a cross moline sa. a bezant in chief.

Upton, Northolme, co. Lincoln.

Erm. on a cross patty sa. a bezant. Charles

Moss, Bishop of St. David's 1766, Bath, etc.

1774-1802. Mo8SE,Horton Regis, co. Bedford.
Or on a cross patty flory gu. a bezant. Evett.
And with a label of three points az. in chief of

the cross. Evett, Hollow, co. Worcester.

Or on a cross patonce gu. a bezant. Doughty,
Hanworth, Norfolk. Dowty.

Or on a cross az. a bezant betw. four fleurs-de-lis

.... BiTRTON, Bigbury, co. Devon, Harl. MS,
1538 fo. 6 6.

Boondles Bezants
Or on a cross flory az. three bezants. Whitgift,

CO. Worcester.
....Plates

Arg. on a cross sa. three plates. St. Aubin, F*.
.... Bezants

Arg. on a cross flory sa. four bezants. John

Whitgift, Bishop of Worcester 1577, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury 1583-1604; quarterly
with or on a cross flory az. four bezants, Harl.

MS. 5863 fo. 100 b ; granted 1580.

....Hurts

Gu. on a quarter-pierced cross or four hurts.

Waqet, V*. Wagett, V.

.... Ogn^esses

Gu. on a cross botonny or four ogresses.

Humphry, Essex.

Per saltire sa. and arg. on a cross potent of the

second four ogresses. Almonde, Harl. MS.
1465 fo. 44 6.

Torteaux

Sa. on a cross patty throughout arg. four torteaux.

Cobbold.
Boundles

Per bend or and sa. on a cross potent five roundles

counterchanged. Almonde, Harl. MS. 1465

fo. 44 b.
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On 1 CROSS cont.

Boondles cont. Bezants

Arg. on a cross az. five bezants. Wagett, co.

Devon, Harl. MS. 1538 fo. 19.

Arg. on a cross gu. five bezants. Abew.
Steetton.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. five bezants. Sinclair,

Steventoun, Scotland.

Arg. on a cross engr. per pale gu. and az. five

bezants. Brooke, Calais.

Arg. on a cross sa. five bezants. Androwas.
Sr. Walter de Cornwall, N, Harl. MS. 01.37.

CoRKWELL, AVilsdon, Middlesex; Harl. MS.
1546 fo. 58. Jobn De la Lee, W. Seynt

Aubyn, V. Stanton or Stayton. Stratton,
Weston, V. Upton, Cornwall. Waltabyn or

W^altobien.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. five bezants. Tamworth,
CO. Lancaster.

Arg. on a cross flory sa. five bezants. Cornwall,
quartered by Doyley. Jobn Whitgift, Arch-

bisbop of Canterbury 1588, quartering or on a

cross flory (az. i/arL ilfS. 1441 fo. CI b) sa.

five bezants, Harl. MS. 1507 fo. 136 h.

Arg. on a cross patty sa. five bezants. Cornwall,
Cornwall ; and co. Devon.

Arg. on a cross patonce sa. five bezants. Sr.

Laurence Cornwall, co. Lancaster, F. Sr. Wal-
ter Cornwall, Cornwall, V. M, de Cornwayle,
N, Harl. MS. 6137. St. Lawrence.

Arg. on a cross wavy vert five bezants. Peverell,
CO. Somerset.

Erm. on a cross gu. five bezants. Abwe, V.

Albam, Cornwall. Asbone. St. Albyn, quar-
tered by Fulford. St. Aubyn, Clowance, Corn-
wall; Baronetcy 1671. And with an annulet
in the dexter chief. St. Aubyn, Cornwall, V.

Or on a cross flory az. five bezants. Sratton,
Sergree, co. Wilts. St. Aubin, Cornwall.

Whitgift; granted 2 May 1577, Harl. MS.
1441 fo. 61 b. Gilbert de Woltaubin, F.

Or on a cross patty sa. five bezants. Laurence
de CORNEWALLE, Y.

Hurts
Vert on a cross or five hurts. Eaising, co. York.
Rasyn or Rasynge.

. . . .Ogresses
Gu. on a cross botonny arg. five ogresses.
HuMFREr, Rottendon, Essex ; co. Gloucester ;

and CO. Northampton.
Sa. on a cross engr. or five ogresses. Fouller.

Gravill, V. Grevill, V*.
Vert on a cross. arg. five ogresses. Granville.

Plates

Arg. on a cross gu. five plates. Reilly, Ireland.

Arg. on across sa. five plates. Hanett. Hannell.
St. Aubyn, V.

Arg. on a cross patty sa. five plates. Cornwall,
Cornwall; and co. Devon.

Arg. on a cross wavy vert five plates. Payn, V*.
Payne, V. Peufrel, F*. Peverell, co.
Somerset. Peverell, V.

Or on a cross sa. five plates. Gilbert, V*.
Giles, V*. Gyles. Gilbert de Sent Aubi',
A ; but AuBERi, A, Harl. MS. 0137

;
but Sent

Aubin, E. Gilbert, or Giles, do St. Aubyn, V.
Or on a cross quarterly az. and gu. five plate's.
Thomas Langton, Bishop of St. David's 1483,
Salisbury 1485, Winchester 1493-1501.

.... Torteaux
Az. on a cross arg. five torteaux each charged

with a mullet or. Lister, Essex; andFinchley,
Middlesex.

On 1 CBOSS cont.

Eoundles cont. Torteaux cont.

Gu. on a cross arg. five torteaux. Despard.

Senescall, V*. William le Seneschal, E ;

or Seneshall, V. Seneschall, Trenethic in

Wendron, Cornwall : the heiress m. Hill.

Gu. on a cross patonce or five torteaux. Latimer,
CO. Dorset.

Sa. billetty arg. on a cross patonce of the second

five torteaux. Morris, Wanstead, Essex ;

granted by Richard St. George.
Vert on a cross arg. five torteaux. Greenefield.

Sr. Thomas Greenfeld, co. Buckingham, V.

Greenfield.F*. Greenville, F*. Grenville;
Baron and Viscount Cobham 1718, Earl Temple
1749, Earl Nugent 1776, Marquis of Buckingham
1784, Duke of Buckingham andChandos 1822;

quartering Leofric Earl of Mercia.with Temple,

Nugent, Brydges, and Cbandos. Grenvili.e,
Baron Grenville 1790-1834. Grenville, Baron

Glastonbury 1760-1825. Grenville, Baron

Nugent 1800-50.

Vert on a cross arg.five torteaux each charged with

a mullet or. Lister, New Windsor, co. Berks.

Verton a cross or five torteaux. GRENViLLE,London.
Ogresses

Gu. on a cross flory or seven ogresses. Latimer,
as quartered by Lempriere of Rozel.

.... Bezants

Arg. on a cross sa. nine bezants. Strayton.

Arg. on a cross patonce sa. nine bezants.

Cornwall, Harl. 3IS. 1407.

Erm. on a cross gu. nine bezants. St. Alban.

Az. on a quarter-pierced cross az. twenty bezants

by fives in saltire. Acootes or Acotes.

Or on a quarter-pierced cross az. twenty bezants

by fives in saltire. Acottes, V.

Or on a cross engr. sa. twenty-two bezants.

Basker, F.

Arg. on a cross sa. bezants. Sire Wauter de

Cornewaille, N.

Arg. on a cross patty sa. bezants. Sire Laurence
de Cornewaylle, N.

Or on a pierced cross az. bezants. Acotts.

Or on a cross gu. bezants. Baskeb.
.. . .Ogresses

Gu. on a cross botonny arg. ogresses. Umphrey,
Kingsdown, Kent.

Staff

Arg. on a cross patty gu. a crosier enfiling a

mitre or. Bishopric of Cork and Ross.

Arg. on a cross voided az. a crosier enfiling a

mitre or. Bishopric of Kilmore and Ardagh,
Harl. MS. 4040.

Arg. on a cross sa. a crosier enfiling a mitre with-

out labels or. Bishopric of Kilmore.
Snn

Arg. on a cross sa. a sun or surrounded by a

cloud az. radiated alternately plain and wavy
gold charged with a ducal coronet of the fourth.

Robert Wakeman, D.D. Beerferris, co. Devon;

granted 1C16 ; Harl. MS. 6095 fo. 37.

Tails

Gu. on a cross engr. five ermine spots. Good.
Sa. on a cross (dancelty or) indented arg. five

ermine spots. Mootham, Harl. MS. 1045 fo. 39.

Or on a cross gu. ermine spots arg. Deobody,
Ireland.

Tree
Az. on a cross or an oaken slip vert. Brayne. '

Sa. on a cross or an oaken slip of three acorns

vert. DoYNGELL, quartering Charnedon and

Corington with Vagc, Ifart. MS. 1079 fo. 95.
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On 1 CBOSS and in chief....

Annalet

Arg. on a cross gu. five lions ramp, or in the

dexter chief an annulet .... Audin, 7*.
Beast .... Lion

Or on a cross gu. a crescent (a fleur-de-lis,

Harl. MS. 009B) df the first in the dexter chief

a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued as the se-

cond. De Bdbgh, Baron of Dunkellin and
Earl of Clanricarde 1543, Viscount Burke of

Clanmorris ;
Baron Somerhill and Viscount

Tonbridge 1624, Earl of St. Alban's 1028,

Marquis of Clanricarde 1644 and 1785-97 and

1825, Baron Somerhill 1826 ; quartering arg.
an unicorn ramp, in a tressure flory counter-

. flory gu.

Arg. on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis or in the

dexter chief a lion ramp. gu. Hiscocks.

Hitchcock, Preshute, co, Wilts.

Arg. on a cross sa. a leopard's face pierced by
two pheons in pale or in the dexter chief a

lion ramp. gu. holding a pheon point downward
as the second. Bkydoes ; Baronetcy 1815.

Or on a cross sa. a sun of the first in the dexter

chief a lion ramp, as the second. Welles,
CO. Cambridge ; granted 1614 ; and Woodspeen,
Newbury, co, Berks.

Bird Crow
Or on a cross engr. gu. another plain sa. in the

dexter chief aCornish chough ppr, Missenden,
V. Mussenden, V*.

....Eagle
Arg. on a cross gu. five lozenges vair in the dex-

ter chief an eagle displ. sa. Bardvill, Jfarl.

MS. 1546 fo. 57.

Bend
.... on a cross .... five mullets ... in the

dexter chief a bendlet .... John Abadam,
Lord of Burrstow, Harl. MS. 6111 fo. lUl b.

Canton

Arg. on a cross sa. a 3-foil slipped of the first a

canton ermines. Hollinoshed, co. Staflford.

Arg. on a cross sa. a mullet or a canton erm.
Holinshed.
on a Canton ( Beast ) Lion

Arg. on a cross sa. a leopard's face of the first a

. canton or charged with a lion ramp. gu.

Bkidges, Edinburgh.
Or on a cross gu. five mullets arg. a canton of the

second charged with a lion pass, as the first.

BuKEOWES or Burrows. The mullets pierced.
BoRowEs or BoRROWES, Giltown, co. Kildare ;

Baronetcy 1646.

Chief

Or on a cross gu. a crescent of the first a chief

vert. Vex, Suffolk.

Az. on a cross patty arg. another or a chief of

the second. Motherwell, Scotland.

Or on a cross az. five pheons of the first a chief

as the second. Harrison.
on a Chief (Beast) Ooat
Or on a cross sa. five bull's heads arg. on a chief

gu. a goat of the third. Boymen.
Horse

Arg. on a cross moline az. a two-handed sword
in pale ppr. hilted and pomelled or a chief gu.

charged with a horse pass, of the first. Deans,
Loeg, Scotland.

....Lion

Arg. on a cross az. a passion cross or a chief gu.

charged with a lion pass, guard, holding in the

, dexter paw a crosier erect of the third. William

Piercy Austin, Bishop of Guiana, 1842.

On 1 CBOSS and in chief.... cont.

on a Chief cont. (Beast) Lion
Or on a cross gu. a text R (another, a text X) of

the first (another, or) a chief as the second
charged with a lion pass, guard, (like the first,

another) like the second. City of Rochester.
.... Birds

Gu. on a cross moline arg. a crescent for difl".

.... a chief or charged with three birds volant
recursant az. John Thacher, Essex, F.
Thatcher, F*.

.... Cross

Arg. on a cross sa. a buck's head couped betw.
four martlets of the first a chief az. charged
with a cross patonce or enclosed by two roses
as the last barbed and seeded ppr. John
Vesey aliter Harman, Bishop of Exeter 1519-
21 and 1553-4.

.. ..Escallops
Gu. on a cross arg. five mullets of the first a chief

as the second charged with three escallops
like the field. Ghrimes.

.... Fleur-de-lis

Az. on a cross patonce arg. five martlets sa. a
chief or charged with a fleur-de-lis betw. two
annulets giu Wollcote, Exeter.

Az. on a cross flory arg. five martlets sa. a chief
or charged with a fleur-de-lis betw. two annulets

purp. WooLCOT, Morston, CO. Devon.
Az. on a cross flory or five martlets sa. a chief of

the second charged with a fleur-de-lis betw.
two annulets gu. Taylor, Mythe House,
Tewkesbury, co. Gloucester.

Per pale az. and gu. on a cross flory arg. five

martlets sa. a chief or charged with a fleur-de-

lis betw. two annulets purp. Wolcott, Wol-

cott, Chagford, Sidbury etc. co. Devon; a
heiress m. Yeatman.

Per pale az. and gu. on a cross patonce arg. five

martlets sa. a chief or charged with a fleur-de-

lis betw. two annulets of the second. Walcot
or Walcott, CO. Oxford. Walcot, F. Wolcott,
F.

Per pale az. and gu. on a cross patonce or five

martlets sa. a chief of the second charged with

a fleur-de-lis betw. two annulets of the first.

Walcot, F*.
Gu. on a cross flory arg. five martlets sa. a chief

or charged with a fleur-de-lis betw. two crosses

patty of the first. Woolcot.
Or on a cross patonce az. five martlets of the

first a chief as the second charged with a fleur-

de-lis like the first betw. two bezants each

charged with an escallop sa. John Eston,
Southwark, F.

Or on a cross patty az. five martlets arg. a chief

of the second charged with a fleur-de-lis as

the first betw. two plates charged with a billet

az. ESTEN.
.. ..(Flower) Rose

Sa. on a cross engr. arg. a lion pass. gu. betw.

four leopard's faces az. a chief or charged with

a rose of the third seeded as the fifth barbed
vert enclosed by two Cornish choughs ppr.
Christ Church College, Oxford, as founded

by Thomas Wolsey, Bishop of Lincoln 1514,
Bath etc. 1518, Durham 1523, Winchester

1529-30, Archbishop of York 1514-30,

Sa. on a cross engr. arg. a lion pass, guard, gu.
crowned or betw. four leopard's faces az. a

chief of the second charged with a rose as the

third enclosed by two Cornish choughs ppr.

WooLSEY, Sufi'olk.
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On 1 CBOSS and in chief cont.

on a Chief cont. (Flowers) Boses
Az. on a quarter-pierced cross or four chev.

gu. a chief arg. charged with a red rose radiated

gold within a wreath of oak ppr. Whitgreaye,
Whitgreave, Burton, and Moseley Court, co.

Stafford; quartering Clifford.

Arg. on a cross flory sa. five mullets or a chief

az. charged with three roses of the third. Eo-
bert BiCKEESTETH, Bishop of Ripon 1856.

BiCKEESTETH, Baron Langdale 1830-51.
5-Foil

.... on a cross engr five 5-foils .... a

chief .... charged with a 5-foil betw. two birds

.... Thomas Woi.sey (?
error in print of

Whitehall ruins by Stukeley 1718).
.... Heads

Arg. on a cross raguly gu. (another, sa.) five

crescents or a chief az. (another, sa.) charged
with three leopard's faces gold. Laueence or

Lawrence, London, Add. MS. 5533 fo. 113 b

and 131 b.

Horn
Sa. on a cross arg. five fleurs-de-lis gu. a chief of

the second charged with threo buglehorns of

the first stringed of the third. Lanhorne,
London.

.. ..Instrument

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. a compass dial betw.

four pheons or a chief gu. charged with a level

staff enclosed by two double coal-picks of the

third. FLETCHEE,Steynesby, CO. Derby ; granted
1731.

.. ..Legs
Per pale arg. and sa. on a cross gu. five fusils or

a chief az. charged with three eagle's legs erased

at the thigh arg. Mundy, co. Buckingham.
Sa. on a cross arg. four lozenges purp. a chief or

charged with three eagle's legs erased az.

MUNDAY, F*.
Gu. on a cross engr. arg. five lozenges az. a chief

or charged with three eagle's legs erased at the

thigh sa. MuNDAY, Rialton, Cornwall.
Gu. on a cross engr. or five lozenges sa. a chief

as the second charged with three eagle's legs
erased at the thigh of the second a canton erm.

charged with an anchor az. Munden.
Per pale gu. and sa. on a cross engr. arg. five

lozenges az.a chief or charged with three eagle's

legs erased at the thigh of the fourth. Mundy,
Markeaton, and Shipley Hall, co. Derby; quar-
tering Miller, with erm. on a chief indented

gu. three ducal coronets or, and Meynell.
Per pale gu. and sa. on a cross engr. arg. five

lozenges az. a chief or charged with three

eagle's legs erased at the thigh of the second
on a canton erm. an anchor .... Munden,
Chelsea, Middlesex ; granted 1680.

Per pale gu. and sa. on a cross arg. five lozenges
purp. a chief or charged with three eagle's legs
erased at the thigh az. Sir John Mundy, Lord

Mayor of London, F. But the cross engr.
Mundy, Chekenden, co. Oxford, Lord Mayor of

London 1522-3 ; descended from Mundy, Mark-
eaton, CO. Derby. Mundy, Burton Hall, co.

Leicester.

Sn. on a cross engr. arg. five lozenges purp. a
chief of the second charged with three eagle's

legs erased at the thigh az. Mundy, London.
.... (Monster) Dragon

Sa. on a cross engr. arg. five ogresses a chief

chequy or and az. charged with a dragon pass.
of the third. Grevile, co. Wtjrwick.

On 1 CBOSS and in chief cont.

on a Chief cont. (Monster) Griffin

Sa. on a cross engr. or five ogresses a chief

chequy of the second and az. charged with a

griflin pass. erm. Grevile, co. Warwick. And
with a mullet (of the second, Grevill, F*.)
in the dexter chief for diff. .... Sr. Gyles
Grevill, V.

.. ..Portcullis

Arg. on a cross gu. a lion pass, guard, or a chief

az. charged with a portcullis of the third en-

closed by two ostrich feathers as the first.

Artillery Company, London.

(Boundle) Plate

Or on a cross patonce az. five martlets of the

first a chief as the second charged with a plate.

EsTONNE, Surrey.

(Bonndles) Bezants

Arg. on a cross az. five crescents of the first a

chief as the second charged with three bezants.

Gryme.
Arg. on a cross gu. five crescents of the first a

chief az. charged with three bezants. Barnaby.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. five crescents of the

first a chief az. charged with three bezants.

Greene, co. York, V. The crescents or.

Geeen, Stanleche, co. Wilts ;
and co. York.

Suns

Arg. on a cross patonce another of the first a

chief vert charged with three suns or. James

PiLKiNGTON, Bishop of Durham 1561-76,
Lansd. MS. 255 ; granted 1560, HarJ. MS. 1507

fo. 17 b.

Sword
Erm. on a cross az. a woolpack arg. betw. four

lions pass, erminois a chief gu. charged with

a sword ppr. pomeled and hilted or surmounted

by a key in saltire gold. York, Wighill Park,
CO. York.

Cross

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. a mitre or in the dexter

chief a cross patty fitchy gu. Richard de

Maeisco, Bishop of Durham 1217-26.

Cap
Gu. on a cross arg. four (? wolf's) beads erased

sa. in the dexter chief a covered cup as the

second. Baylie alias Goodman, Harl. MS,
1603.

Flenr-de-lis

Arg. on a cross vert a mitre or in the first quarter
a fleur-de-lis gu. John de Sandale, Bishop of

Winchester 1316-9.

Hand
Sa. on a pierced cross arg. four eagles displ. of

the first in the dexter chief an arm embowed

issuing out of a ducal coronet or the hand

grasping a trident . . . c Buller, Trenant

Park, Cornwall.
3-Foil

Gu. on a cross patonce or an ogress in the dexter

chief a 3-foil slipped of the second. Mannynge.
Head

Arg. on a cross sa. five crescents of the first

in the dexter chief a spear's head gu. Mericks,
Wales.

Arg. on a cross sa. five crescents or in the dexter

chief a spear's head erect az. Ellis. The
head gu. Griffith ap Eudyr. The head sa.

GwiLLiAM, Wales.

Arg. on a cross sa. five escallops or in the dexter

chief a spear's head az. Ellis, F*
;
not in

F; but quartered by Sir Rios ap Thomas, F,
Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10.
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On 1 CBOSS and in chief.... cont.

Key
Arg. on a cross gu. a bezant charged with a demi

king in bis robes ppr. in the dexter chief a

key in pale (of the second, sometimes) sa.

Benedictine Priory of St. Maby de Mendham,
CO. York, Cotton MS. Tiberius D lOfo. 864;
but ascribed to the Abbey at Whalley, co.

Salop, fo. 851.

Mullet
Gu. on a cross arg. fretty az. ia the dexter chief a

mullet arg. Wyvill, V*.
Gu. on a cross or fretty az. in the dexter chief a

mullet arg. Taite. (? Tatte.)
on a Quarter
Erm. on a cross gu. a cross croslet fitchy or in

the sinister chief a quarter arg. charged with

two mullets az. Rind.
Boundle .... Plate

Az. on a cross patonce or fretty gu. in the dexter

chief a plate charged with a mole sa. Molle.
Tortean

Arg. on a cross moline gu. a coronet or enclosed

by a garter ppr. in the dexter chief a torteau.

Dugdale; granted lt598.

Arg. on a cross gu. an imperial crown or in the

dexter chief a torteau. Nicholas, Hitchin,
CO. Buckingham, quartering arg. a fess betw.

three choughs sa.

On 1 CBOSS betw. or within....

Annulets
Az. on a cross betw. four annulets or fretty gu.

Pawson.
Axes

Quarterly arg. and erra. on a cross raguly gu.
betw. in the first and fourth quarters a fasces

or enclosed by a wreath of oak leaves vert a

pair of compasses in chev. gold. William

Lawrence, Lord Mayor of London 1864.

Bars

Arg. on a cross patonce betw. two bars sa. five

bezants. Brereton, co. Stafi'ord ; and co.

Chester.
Beast .... Lion

Quarterly gu. and az. on a cross arg. betw. in the

dexter chief a lion pass, guard, in the sinister

a fleur-de-lis in the dexter base a rose and in

the sinister a portcullis without chains or

another cross as the first. Society ofTradesmen
AND Artificers.

Beasts .... Leopards

Arg. on a cross sa. betw. in dexter chief and
sinister base a leopard pass, guard, ppr. five

fleurs-de-lis of the first. Neave, London ;

granted 1763.
.. ..Tortoises

Arg. on a cross az. betw. in dexter chief and
sinister base a tortoise gradient vert five fleurs-

de-lis of the first. Le Neve, London.
.... Lions

Sa. on a cross betw. four lions ramp. ai"g. five

eagles diapl. of the first. Peterson.

Arg. on a cross engr. betw. four lions pass, guard,

gu. five martlets or. Grtjndie, Turgarton, co.

Nottingham. Grundy, The Oaks, co. Lei-

cester.

Gu. on a cross erm. betw. four lions pass, guard,
or a bible lying fesswise of the first clasped
and garnished as the third the clasps in base.

University of Cambrtdqe.
Az. on a pierced cross or betw. four lions, ramp,

arg. a ducal crown of the second. Nilson.

On 1 CBOSS betw. or within.... cont.

Beasts cont. Lions cent.

Arg. on a cross betw. four lions pass. gu. another
cross throughout of the first. Gouldino,
North Newherbar, Kent; confirmed 1772. The
lions pass, guard. Gouldinqe, Harl. MS. 5802
fo. 7.

Arg. on a cross betw. four lions ramp. sa. another
cross of the first charged with five estoiles as
the second. Biixingsley, co. Salop.

Az. on a cross betw. four lions ramp, or another
cross throughout of the first. Atkinson, co.

Somerset.

Quarterly or and arg. on a cross humetty gu.
betw. four lions ramp. sa. five escallops of the
second. Massingberd, V.

Quarterly or and sa. on a cross betw. four lions

ramp, counterchanged five escallops arg.
Massyngberd.

.... on a cross betw. in the dexter chief and
sinister base a lion pass, guard, but in sinister

chief and dexter base a lion ramp, all looking
to the sinister side .... five fleurs-de-lis ....
John deHASTiNG,seaZ \^Gl,Vetuatamonumenta,
i, pi. 29 ; Archceologia, xvi, 205.

Arg. on a cross engr. betw. four lions ramp. gu.
as many bezants. Rhodes, Knaresborough,
CO. York.

Arg. on a cross engr. betw. four lions ramp. gu.
five bezants. Rhodes or Rodes, Skyrkett,
and New Halifax, co. York; granted 1585.

Erm. on a cross engr. gu. betw. four lions ramp,
a spear in pale ppr. betw. four bezants.

Roydes, Rochdale; confirmed 1828.

Or on a cross betw. four lions ramp. sa. a sun of
the first. Welles, co. Cambridge.

.... Sheep
Arg. on a cross engr. betw. four rams sa. as many

bezants. Wescombe, co. Lincoln.
Billets

Sa. on a cross patonce betw. twelve billets arg.
five torteaux. Morris, Wanstead, Essex.

Gu. on a cross betw. billets arg. a pierced estoile

of the first. Tatesham or Totesham, Kent, V.

Gu. on a cross betw. billets arg. a mullet for

difT. sa. Totesham, Kent.
Bird

Sa. on a cross or betw. in the dexter chief a Cor-
nish chough arg. beaked and legged gu. in the

sinister chief a text T and in base crescents of

the third a rose in chief .... Rashleigh,
Menabilly, Cornwall.

Birds

Arg. on a cross sa. betw. in dexter chief and
sinister base a bird volant of the second mem-
bered gu. but in sinister chief and dexter base

a lion pass, guard, as the cross armed or a

paschal lamb couchant like the first in glory

holding a red banner. Pascall or Paschall,

Much-Badowe, and Springfield, Essex ; granted
1558.

.... Martlets

Arg. on a pierced cross gu. betw. in dexter chief

and sinister base a martlet sa. four S-foils

or. Hartley, Manchester, co. Lancaster;

and Gilfoot, and Whitehaven, Cumberland,

Hartley, Bucklebury House, co. Berks ; quar-

tering Stevens, Wincbcombe, Howard, Brother-

ton, Warren, and Mowbray.
Birds

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. four birds az. (sa.,

Harl. MS.) fretty (or, Harl. MS.) sa. Nicholas

de Ore, A.
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On 1 CSOSS betw. or within. . cont.

Birds cont.

Az. on a cross or betw. four birds arg. gouttes de

sang. Ilys, V, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10.

The birds beaked and legged gu. Illes, F.

Arg. on a cross az. betw. four birds sa. five nails

or. Alfounder, Kirkby, and Dedham, Essex.

.... Bastards

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. betw. four sea aylets
within a bordure compony az. and purp. five

bezants. Aylemer.
.... Crows

Arg. on a cross flory az. betw. four Cornish

choughs ppr. a lion pass, guard, or. Sir Tho-
mas Ofley, Lord Mayor of London 15C0,
Earl. MSS. 1049 and 1349.

Arg. on a cross patty flory az. betw. four Cornish

choughs ppr. a lion pass. or. Offley, Lord

Mayor of London 1566. The lion pass, guard.
Offley, Madeley, co. Stafford.

Arg. on a cross flory sa. betw. four Cornish

choughs (another, crows) ppr. a lion pass,

guard, or. Offley, co. Gloucester.

Or ou a cross gu. betw. four Cornish choughs
ppr. five blocks of tin marked with the letter W.
Kn&pman, CO. Devon.

Arg. on a cross betw. four rooks sa. another cross

of the first. Eookes.

Arg. on a cross sa. betw. four Cornish choughs
ppr. five bezants. Ellnob, London.

Arg. on a cross betw. four ravens sa. within a

bordure compony az. and of the first five be-

zants. Lawrence Aylmer, Lord Mayor of

London 1507 ; Harl. MS. 1340.

Arg. on a cross invecked betw. four ravens sa.

five bezants. Welcome, Market Stanton, co.

Lincoln; granted 1581.

. ...Doves

Arg. on a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four birds az.

membered gu. with rings about their necks
silver an escallop or. Pepsall ( error). Pexall.

Pexsall, CO. Hants, Harl. MS. 1544 fo. 25
and 114.

Arg. on a cross patonce engr. sa. betw. four birds

(? doves) close az. an escallop or. Pexall,
Earl. MS. 1404 fo. 145.

Or on a cross (fitchy, V*.) flory engr. sa. betw.

four birds az. (collared arg., F*.) an escallop
of the first. Pexall, F*. Pexsall, V.

Az. on a cross or betw. four doves arg. gouttes de

sang. Illes Ili.ey or Ilys.

Arg. on a cross engr. betw. four doves sa. five

bezants. Welcome, Earl. MS. 6829 fo. 51 .

.... Eagles
Sa. on a cross engr. betw. four eagles displ. arg.

five lions pass, (afterwards guard. (1716) of the
first. William Lord Paget of Beaudesert, co.

Stafi'ord (1552), F; Baron Burton 1712, Earl
of Uxbridge 1714-69; Baronetcy 1730; Earl
of Uxbridge 1784, Marquis of Anglesey 1815.

Pagett, F*.

Arg. on a cross betw. four eagles displ. another
cross humetty sa. Abbott, F*.

Az. on a cross arg. betw. four eagles displ. or a
cross patty sa. Fenner.

Gu. on a cross betw. four eagles or a cross patty
of the first. Fenne.

Sa. on a cross betw. four eagles displ. or another
cross throughout of the first. Aedot, Hart-

land, CO. Devon. Abbott, W.
Vert on a cross betw. four eagles displ. arg. a

cross patty gu. Sr. Robert Fenner, Middle-

sex; F: and Sussex. Venner, F.

On 1 CBOSS betw. or within .... con^

Birds cont. Eagles cont.

Per bend sa. and or on a cross patty throughout
betw. four eagles displ. as many crosses croslet

counterchanged. Dixon, Unthank Hall, Nor-
thumberland ; quartering Brown.

Arg. on a cross engr. betw. four eagles displ. gu.
a fleur-de-lis enclosed by as many 5-foils or.

Smachey, F*. Strachey, Essex
; granted by

Cooke, W. Strachey, Sutton Court, co. So-

merset; Baronetcy 1801.

Erm. on a cross engr. betw. four eagles displ. gu.
five 5-foils or. Stracey, Rackheath Hall,
Norfolk ; Baronetcy 1818. Stracey, Kirby
Bedon, Norfolk.

Or a cross gu. betw. four eagles displ. az. each

charged on the breast with a bezant fretty of

the first. Mawbey, Keonington, Surrey ;

granted 1757. Mawbey, Botleyes, and Vaux-
hall, Surrey; Baronetcy 1765-1817.

.... Falcons
Az. on a cross quarterly erm. and or betw. four

falcons close arg. belled of the third a fret en-
closed by so many lozenges as the first. White,
Southwike, co. Hants. The lozenges and fret

gu. John White, F.

.. ..Magpies
Az. on a cross arg. betw. four magpies or five

torteaux each charged with an estoile of the
third. Richard Litster, Attorney- General;
F.

....Martlets
Or on a cross betw. four martlets gu. an annulet

for difl". arg. Sr. John de Traley, co. Bedford,
F. Traly, F*.

Gu. on a cross erm. betw. four martlets arg. a
book of the first garnished or. Regius
Professor of Divinity, Cambridge.

Sa. on a cross erm. betw. four martlets or another
cross of the first. Chambers, co. Wilts.

Sa. on a cross betw. four martlets or another cross
of the first. Rokis or Rooke.

Az. on cross betw. four martlets arg. gouttes de

sang. Illay or Illis.

Arg. on a cross betw, four martlets gu. five be-
zants. Anstey or Anstie.

Arg. on a cross engr. betw. four martlets sa.

within a bordure compony gu. and or five be-

zants. White.
Or on a cross engr. betw. four martlets sa.

within a bordure compony purp. and arg. five

bezants. Aylmer, London.
.... Peafowl

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. four peacocks az. a
crescent for difl". Smyth, Essex ; quartering Ne-
vill; afterwards Nevill, IfarL MS. 2011 fo. 109.

.... Pelicans

Az. on a cross or betw. four pelicans vulning
themselves .... gouttes de sang. Adam
LoFTUS, Archbishop of Armagh 1567, Dublin

1567-1605; granted 1567; from whom de-

scended LoFTUs, Baron Rathfaruham and Vib-

count Lisburn 1685-91; and Loftus, Baronies
1751 and 1785, Viscount 1756, Earl of Ely
1761 and 1766.

.... Popinjays
Arg. on a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four popinjays

az. beaked and legged gu. collared silver an

escallop or. Pepsall, {in error for) Pexsall,
CO. Hants.

.... Eagles
Or on a cross gu. betw. t\?elve eagles displ. vert

five escallops arg. Lanall or Lavell.
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On 1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Bordare

Arg. on a cross patonce (gu. V*.) purp. within a

bordure sa. charged with .S-foils slipped of the
first another cross patonce of the first.

Malton, F.

Arg. on a cross patonce pnrp. within a bordare
pa. another cross patonce of the first. Malton,
Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 64 b.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. within a bordure com-

pony of the second and first another cross

throughout invected silver. SiNCLAiR.Brimmes,
Scotland ; Nisbet, i, 124.

Arg. on a cross flory sa. within a bordure of the
second charged with 3-foils of the first another
cross purp. Malton : Edmondson.

Arg. on a cross patriarchal within a bordure or

another cross patriarchal sa. Clueiac Priory
at Bromholm, Norfolk; Cotton MS. Tiberius
D 10 fo. 858.

Arg. on a cross gu. within a bordure vert five

escallops of the first. David Preston, Blake-

more, V. Preston, Arton in Craven, as quar-
tered by Marton, Harl. MS. 1487 fo. 13U.

Arg. on a cross gu. within a bordure vert five

escallops or. Preston.
Az. on a cross arg. within a bordure or five es-

callops gu. De Renzy, Carnew, Ireland.

Gu. on a cross patonce or within a bordure arg.
five escallops sa. Latimer, co. Devon.

Gu. on a cross engr. arg. within a burdure wavy
of the second an escucheon in the chief point
sa. semy of estoiles and an arm in armour em-
bowed with a pennon arg. held in the hand

ppr. Thomas Leoh. Lyme, co. Chester. The
\

bordure wavy or. William Legh. The bor-
j

dure erra. Peter Legh. The bordure arg.

charged with four roses gu. Maria Legh. But
\

four 3-foils. Margaret Legh. But four 4-foils.
|

Emma Legh. But four 5-toils. Mary Legh.
Arg. on a cross engr. within a bordure engr. sa. a

fleur-de-lis or. Holcboft, Balkerton,co. Not-
;

tingham.
Arg. on a cross within a bordure az. four fleurs-

'\

de-lis of the first. Joyner, Norroy King of

Arras, temp. Henry VIII.

Or on a plain cross within a bordure engr. az.

four fleurs-de-lis of the first. John Jennor, V.

Arg. on a cross within a bordure engr. az. five

fleurs-de-lis of the first. Innek or Junoe.
Joyner.

Arg. on a plain cross within a bordure engr. az.

five fleurs-de-lis or. Robert Abras alias

HicHC0KE,Cover6feld, CO. Buckingham; granted
by Dalton, W.

Or on a cross engr. within a bordure az. five

fleurs-de-lis arg. (another, a label of five points

gu.). Joyner.

Arg. on a cross patonce gu. within a bordure

engr. sa. five roses of the first. Morgan, V.

Or on a cross engr. within a bordure engr. sa.

five .5-foils of the first. Edmonds, co. Cam-
bridge.

Sa. on a cross within a bordure engr. or a pierced
mullet of the first. Grevile.

Gu. on a cross arg. within a bordure or semy of

hurts five mullets sa. Randall, London.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. within a bordure com-

pony of the second and or five bezants.

Sinclair, Stircock, Scotland {in error).

Arg. on a cross sa. within a bordure engr. or five

bezants. Grevill. Ghewille, Cotton MS.
Tiberius D 10. The bordure sa. Greviij., F.

. cont.

fivefour towers arg,

Waterhouse, F.

four castles arg.

Waterhouse, quar-
Hertford.

five

On 1 CBOSS betw. or within.

Bordure cont.

Sa. on a cross engr. within a bordure engr. arg.
five ogresses. Grevile.

Sa. on a cross within a bordure engr. or five

ogresses. Gerell. Grevile, co. Warwick.
Greyville, Collinson, Somerset, ii, 90. The
cross engr. Grandvell. Greville, Baron
Brooke 1020, Earl Brooke 1746, Earl of War-
wick 1750; quartering Wilioughby and Beau-
champ. And the bordure semy of ogresses.
GREvnx, CO. Gloucester.

Sa. on a cross engr. within a bordure engr. or
nine ogresses. Grevile. The bordure of the
first. Grevill, F*.

Caltraps
Vert on a cross engr. or betw. in dexter chief and

sinister base a caltrap but in sinister chief and
dexter base a lion ramp. arg. five fleurs-de-lis

sa. Dekewer, Hackney, Middlesex ; granted
1742.

Cards
Gu. on a cross arg. betw. in chief the aces of

hearts and diamonds but in base the aces of
clubs and spades ppr. a lion pass, guard, as the
first. Company of Cabdmakers, London.

Castles

Sa. on a cross engr. betw.

spearheads of the first.

Sa. on a cross erm. betw.

spearheads of the first.

tered by Waterhouse, co.

Chevrons

Quarterly sa. and arg. on a cross gu. betw. in

dexter chief and sinister base a chev. enclosed by
three fleams silver but in sinister chief and
dexter base a roseofthe third seeded gold barbed
vert a lion pass, guard, or. Company of Barber-
Surgeons, Exeter.

Quarterly sa. with per pale arg. and vert on a

cross gu. betw. in dexter chief and sinister

base a chev. enclosed by three fleams silver but
in sinister chief and dexter base a (spatula in

pale az. surmounted by a) double rose red upon
white crowned ppr. a lion pass, guard, or.

Company of Barber-Chirurgeons, London.
Coronets

Gu. on a cross or betw. in dexter chief and sinis-

ter base a crown but in sinister chief and
dexter base a sword erect ppr. a text R (some-
times a mitre) az. Benedictine Abbey at

Battle, Sussex.

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. in dexter chief and
sinister base a crown or but in sinister chief

and dexter base a sword erect az. hilted gold a

mitre of the last. Benedictine Abbey at

Battle, Sussex.

. ... on a cross .... betw. four crowns .... a

mitre .... Benedictine Abbey at Battle,
Sussex; seal.

Cotises

Az. on a cross betw. cotises or another cross

throughout of the first. Crevicoure, quar-
tered by Conway, Harl. MS. 1100 fo. 14.

Or on a cross betw. cotises gu. another cross

throughout of the first. Crevesuer, Harl. MS.
1407 fo. 6.

Arg. on a cross betw. cotises fleur-de-lisy on the

outside sa. enclosed by four pierced mullets

az. five mullets or. Atkyns, London.

Arg, on a cross within double cotises sa. and a

bordure or another cross throughout of the

first. Cluniac Priorv at Bromhoi.m, Norfolk.
84
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On 1 CEOSS betw. or within cont.

Crescents

Arg. on a cross humetty sa. betw. four crescents

gu. another cross humetty of the first.

Tippets.

Sa. on a cross betw. four crescents arg. another

cross of the first. Small or Smalley, Padding-
ton, Middlesex.

Crosses

Arg. on a ci-oss engr. sa. betw. in chief two crosses

croslet fit(hy gu. an estoile or. Duddingston,
Duddingston, Scotland.

Arg. on a cross betw. four crosses croslet gu.
another cross throughout of the first. Bylling,
V*. Bylling, V. The crosses croslet fitchy.

BiLLiNGE, Billinge, co. Lancaster. Thomas
Bylling, V. The crosses botonny fitcby. Tho-
mas Bylling, V, Cotton MS. Tiberias D 10.

Arg. on a cross betw. four crosses croslet fitchy
sa. a mascle or. Baldeeston, Scotland.

Or on a cross engr. betw. four crescents gu. a
mascle arg. Woddfrspoon.

Az. on a cross engr. betw. four crosses croslet

fitchyor a torteau. Phillips, Tredrea, Cornwall.

Arg. on a cross betw. twelve crosses croslet fitchy

gu. another cross throughout of the first.

Billing, Ceding, co. Oxford.

Az. on a cross betw. twenty crosses croslet or

another cross throughout of the first over all a

bend asthe second. Basing, .(4d(7.MS'.14307fo.8.

Escallops

Arg. on a cross betw. in chief two escallops
gu. another escallop in chief of the first.

Westmoreland.
Arg. on a cross patonce betw. four escallops gu.

another cross patonce of the first. Richard
Sampson, Bishop of Chichester 1536, Lichfield
etc. 1543-54; Add. MS. 12443.

Sa. on a cross betw. four escallops arg. another
cross throughout of the first. Fletcher,
Harl.MS. 1407 fo. 10.

Sa. on a cross flory betw. four escallops arg. a
cross humetty az. Fletcher.

Sa. on a cross flory betw. four escallops arg. an-
other cross flory of the first. Fletcher, Swin-
ford, CO. Leicester; and Coventry, co. Warwick.

Sa. <<n a cross flory betw. four escallops arg. a

cross humetty of the first. Fi.etcher, Harl.
MS. 1045 fo. 36.

Sa. on a cross patonce betw. four escallops arg.
a cross humetty of the first. Fletcher,
Kent, W; and Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 59.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. betw. four escallops sa.

five bezants. Lampet, F; and Suffolk.
Estoiles

Az. on a cross humetty betw. three estoiles arg. a
saltire humetty gu. Murray, Ochtertyre, co.

Perth; Baronetcy 1673. And with a martlet
in the dexter chief tor diff. or. Murray, Perth,
Scotland. But a crescent surmounted of a
mullet in the dexter chief point. Murray,
Dullace, Scotland.

Arg. on a cross betw. four estoiles sa. another
cross throughout of the first. Staper, Lon-
don ; Harl. MS. 1463 fo. 15. Stapers.

Fess

Quarterly gu. and az. on a cross erm. betw. in
dexter chief and sinister base a fess dancetty
arg. charged with a lion pass, of the first but
in sinister chief and dexter base a cap of main-
tenance or enclosed by three castles nrg^. a
sheathed sword palewise ppr. Stamer, Dublin

;

Baronetc^' ISOf).

On 1 CBOSS betw. or witbin cont.

Fish

Quarterly vert and gu. on a cross arg. betw. in

dexter chief and sinister base a dolphin naiant

of the third enclosed by three crosses croslet

or but in sinister chief and dexter base a lion

pass, guard, as the last inter three slipped
3-foils silver a ship in full sail ppr. cantoned

with four anchors erect az. James, Dublin;

Baronetcy 1823.

Flenrs-de-lis

Quarterly arg. and az. on a cross betw. in dexter

chief and sinister base a fleur-de-lis but in

sinister chief and dexter base a dolphin
embowed five crescents counterchanged.
Hangshawe, Yeoman of the Bottles, V.

Henshaw, V*. Henshaw, Chester; granted
1565.

Sa. on a cross betw. in dexter chief and sinister

base a fleur-de-lis but in sinister chief and dexter

base an eagle's head erased three ogresses
in fess. Banks, Leeds.

Sa. on a cross or betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg. an

annulet in the centre for diff. gu. Banks,

Quixley, co. York, Harl. MS. 141 5 fo. 39.

.... on a cross humetty betw. four fleurs-de-lis

another fleur-de-lis of the first. Guild of

the Fratei-nity of the Exaltation of the

Cross, Lincoln.

Az.on a cross humetty betw. four fleurs-de-lisoran-

other betw. as many lion's heads erased of the

first. Yeldham, Great Saling, Essex; granted
1754.

.... on a cross betw. four fleurs delis .... five

fleurs-de-lis (Used by) John de Hastings,
Vetusta Man. i, pi. 29 ; Archceologia, xxi, 205.

Sa. on a cross betw. four fleursde-lis arg. five

pheons az. Banks, Aylesford, Kent.

Sa. on a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg. five

ogresses. Banke, V*.
Sa. on a cross or betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg. five

ogresses. Banks, London ; Baronetcy 1661-90.

Quarterly az. and gu. on a cross wavy or betw. in

dexter chief and sinister base three fleurs-de-

lis gold but in sinister cliief and dexter base

three rings of the last gemmed a mul-
let enclosed by four crescents as the first.

Montgomery, Stanhope, co. Peebles; Baro-

netcy 1801.

Flowers

Quarterly vert and sa. on a cross gu. betw. in

dexter chief and sinister base a white rose

crowned ppr. but in sinister chief and dexter

base a chev. enclosed by three fleams (or

lancets) arg. a lion pass, guard, or. Company
of Barber-Chirurgeons, London, after 1569:

Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10 fo. 888.

Arg. on a cross engr. betw. in dexter chief and
sinister base a rose but in sinister chief and
dexter base a griflin's head erased gu. five

martlets or. Careell, London. The field or.

Carlill, London.
Or on a cross engr. betw. four roses gu. five mart-

lets of the first. Carlife, London.

Quarterly arg. and gu. on a cross betw. four half

roses a daisy counterchanged stalked vert.

George Day, Bishop of Chichester 1543-5, and
1554 6, Harl. MS. 1 Ufl fo. 41 i.

Arg. on a cross betw. four roses gu. five estoiles

or. Neffort, F.

Sa. on a cross betw. four roses arg. a mullet for

diff. gu. Barnesly, co. Stafford ; and Surrey ;

granted 1597.
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On 1 CBOSS betw. or within.... cont.

Flowers cont.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. betw, four roses gu. five

bezants. Bellinoham.
3-FoiI

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. in cbief a 3-foil slipped
vert and a portcullis az.flve fleurs-de-lis of the

first. Jett, London.
3-FoilB

Gu. on a cross betw. four 3-foils slipped or fretty
az. CoDDiNGTON, Oldbridge, co. Meath.

Or on a cross sa. betw. four 3-foils vert five mul-
lets arg. CouPLAND, London. The 3-foils

slipped. Copland.
6-Foils

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. four 5-foil8 sa. another
cross throughout of the first charged with five

crosses croslet fitchy of the second. Tewtdall,
Staines, Middlesex.

Az. on a cross patonce arg. betw, four 5-foils or

another cross patonce of the first. Melton,
Chester; granted 1500, W.

Vert on a cross betw. four 5-foils arg. a rose gu.
James Bowstead, Bishop of Sodor, etc. 1838,
Lichfield 1840-3. The rose of the first.

BOUSTEAD.

Arg. on a cross humetty betw. four 5-foils sa. an-

other 5-foil of the first. Hodgkinson.
Or on a cross humetty betw. four 5-foils vert an-

other 5-foil of the first. Hodgkinson, London.

Hodgkinson, Overton Hall, .\shover, co. Derby;
quartered by Banks.

Frets

Arg. on a cross betw. four frets gu. a castle of the

first. Brice.

Arg. on a cross betw. four frets gu. a castle or.

Bence, Aldeburgb, Benhall, and Thorington
Hull, Suffolk ; quartered by Sparrow,

Garbs
Az, on a cross nebuly erra. betw, four sheaves of

rye or a rose gu. barbed vert seeded gold.

RxLAND, Bearley, and Sherborne, co. Warwick.
Oouttes

Gu. on a cross croslet arg. betw. four gouttes
d'eau five annulets az. Harward, Hayne, co.

Devon ;
a heiress m. Blake.

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. gouttes-de-poix five

lions ramp. or. Everard.
Heads (Beast) Lion

Sa. on a quarter-pierced cross potent betw. in

chief two lion's heads erased or within a bor-

dure engr. erm. four gouttes-de-sang. Allan,
Blackwell Grange, co. Durham, quartering
Perabertou, Hindmarsh,Killinghall, Herdwjk,
LarabtoD,and Dodsworth. The bordure ermi-
nois. Allan, Newbottle House, and Durham.

....Wolf
Gu. on a cross raguly arg. betw, in dexter chief

and sinister base a wolf's head erased erminois
an arrow in pale pheon upwards sa. Hordern,
Oxley Houst^, Dunstal Hall, and Wolverhamp-
ton, CO. Stafford.

(Human figure)

Arg. on a cross sa. betw. in dexter chief and
sinister base a Negro's head ppr. but in sinister

chief and dexter base a mullet gu. a bee volant

or. Moore, Liverpool.

....(Spear)

Arg. on a cross engr. quarterly gu. and az. betw.
in dexter chief and sinister base a spear's head
but in sinister chief and dexter base a stag's
head cabossed sa. five bezants. Rauf Brook,
Calais, V

; Brooke, V*.

On 1 CBOSS betw. or within cont.

Heads cont (Beast) Boar
Gu. on a cross engr. betw. four boar's heads

erased arg. three blackbirds in fess ppr. and
two crosses patty fitched at the foot az. Meioh,
Ash Hall, CO. Staftord ; granted 1840.

Dog
Sa. on a cross betw. four talbot's heads erased

arg. five eagles of the first. Peterson.
.... Horse

Quarterly az. and gu. on a cross erm. betw. four

nag's heads erased or a pierced 5-foil enclosed

by as many crescents sa. Eli.is.

.... Lion
Sa. on a cross betw. four lion's heads erased arg.

five eagles displ. of the first. Peterson, Scot-

land ; and London.
Sa. on a cross betw. four lion's heads erased arg.

a crescent in chief for diff. March, co. Wor-
cester, F.

Sa. on a cross or betw. four lion's heads erased

arg. as many crescents gu. March, Isle of

Wight.
Sa. on a cross betw. four lion's heads erased arg.

fretty of the first. Marshe, Kent.
Sa. on a cross betw. four lion's heads erased or

fretty az. March, London.
Gu. on a cross engr. arg. betw. four lion's heads

erased or five hurts. Legh or Leigh.
(Monster) Griffin

Az. on a cross or betw. four grifiin'R heads erased

arg. a (cross humetty,.another a) pierced 5-foil

gu. Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester
1531-50 and 1553-6.

. . . , Unicorn
Sa. on a cross or betw. four unicorn's heads era-

sed arg. armed maned and tufted of the second
a cross engr. gu. charged with a javelin erect

gold headed as the third. Wright, Manchester.
Az. on a cross engr. arg. betw. four unicorn's

heads erased or five hurts. Sir Thomas Leigh,
Lord Mayor of London (1558), W.

Gu. on a cross engr. arg. betw. four unicorn's

heads erased or five hurts each charged with

an ermine spot silver. Sir Thomas Lee or

Leigh, Lord Mayor of London 1558.

(Spear)

Arg. on a cross sa. betw. four spearheads az. five

crescents or. Rice.
Human figures

Sa. on a cross engr. betw. four cherubim or a

human heart of the first wounded on the left

side ppr. crowned with thorns vert, Wilson.
Instrument

Quarterly per pale arg. and vert with sa. on a

ci'oss betw. in dexter chief and sinister base a

spatula of the first surmounted by a rose re-

gally crowned or but in sinister chief and dex-

ter base a chev. enclosed by tliree fieams (or

lancets) silver a lion pass, guard, or. Company
of BarberChirurqeons, London

;
as altered

1569; Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10 fo. 888.

Keys
Sa. on a cross betw. four keys erect or a fleur-de-

lis .... Town of Calais ; impaling arg. five

bars wavy sa. over all a lion ramp, or : Lansd.

MS. 255 "fo. 15 b.

Leaves

Arg. on a cross flory gu. betw. four leaves vert

a plain cross humetty of the first a crescent for

diff. Toler, Baron Norwood 1797, Baron

Norbury 1800, Viscount Glandine and Earl of

( Norbury 18.27 ; quartering Graham.
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On 1 CBOSS betw. or within.. ..con(.

Leaves cont.

Or on a cross sa. betw. four oak leaves vert five

mullets of the first. Copland, Twickenham,
Middlesex.

Letters

Gu. on a cross betw. four T's arg. a goat's head

erased sa. attired or. Taylour, co. Wilts.

Lozenges
Per pale arg. and gu. on a cross moline betw. two

lozenges in fess a lozenge betw. four mullets

counterchanged. Ibgrave, co. Hertford.

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. four lozenges vairy or

and sa. each charged with a cross as the second

five lozenges of the first. Feevile.
Mitres

.... on a passion cross arg. betw. two mitres

.... as many nails .... Philip de Repinodon,

Bishop of Lincoln 1405-19, Add. MS. 12443.

Monsters
Az. on a cross betw. a winged lion an eagle an

angel and a winged ox or five lions ramp. gu.
armed and langued az. Walter Reynolds,

Bishop of Worcester 130U, Archbishop of Can-

terbury 1314-27.

....GrifSns

Sa. on a cross betw. four griffins segreant or an-

other cross throughout of the first charged
with five billets as the second. RisBVE,Sufi'olk.

Gu. on a cross flory betw. four demi-grifiins or

five pierced 5-foils az. Watkins, co. Yoik.

Watkyns, CO. Somerset.
Mullets

Gu. on a cross arg. betw. two mullets in chief or

fretty az. Wyvill, V.

Az. on a cross humelty betw. three mullets arg.
within a bordure gu. a saltire of the last.

Murray, Kineairuie.

'Az. on a cross humetty betw. three mullets arg.
within a double tressure flory counterflory or

a saltire gu. a crescent for difi". Murray.
• Arg. on a cross betw. four mullets az. a crescent

of the first. Downfield.

Arg. on a cross az. betw. four mullets gu. a cres-

cent or. Bannatyne, Newhall. Bannatyne,
as quartered by Elwes.

Arg. on a cross betw. four pierced mullets

gu. a crescent for diff. Richard Barber, V.

Barthelmowe, V, Cotton MS. Flammyke, V.

Arg. on a cross engr. betw. four pierced six-

pointed mullets gu. a plain cross as the first.

William Gornay, W.
Sa. on a cross betw. four mullets or another cros^

throughout as the first. Spiller, Kingsey,co.
Buckingham; covjirmed. by Camden. The
mullets pierced. Spiller, co. Buckingham ;

Laleham, Middlesex; and Sutton, Surrey.
Arg. on a cross betw. four pierced mullets ....

tieurs-de-lis or. Atkyns, co. Monmouth ; Sa-

perton, co. Gloucester; and Totteridge, co.

Hertford.-

Az. on a mosh betw. four mullets or fretty of the
first. lioLBROOKE, Newington, Kent. Winall.
Wynnall, Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 19, and 5862
fo. Oli.

Gu. on a ci-oss arg. betw. four mullets or fretty
az. Wyvell or Wyvill, co. York.

Gu. on a cross arg. betw. four pierced six-pointed
mullets or fretty az. Robert Wyville, Bishop
of Salisbury 1330.75. Wyvlll, V. The fretty
or. Wyvill, V*.

Gu. on a cross betw. four mullets or fretty of the
iirm. Wvnali,, Kent.

On 1 CBOSS beiw. or within cont.

Mallets cont.

. . . . on a cross patty betw. four mullets .... a

mullet. Ithel V>chan Ap Bleddyn Vychan,
buried at Northope, Harl. MS. 1971 fu. 169.

Gu. on a cross betw. four pierced mullets or a

pheon of the first. Jones, Benada Abbey, co.

Sligo.

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. four pierced mullets sa.

two pastoral staves in saltire surmounted by a

mitre or. William (Abbot) of St. Caeilef,

Bishop of Durham 1080-96.

Arg. on a cross betw. four mullets az. a sword
erect of the first hiked and pomelled or.

Ballaktine, as quartered by Dykes.
Ballentine, Crookdale.

Fheons
Az. on a cross betw. four pheons or five estoiles

gu. Sr. Roger Jones, SherifiFof London 1605,

IF; from co. Lancaster; granted 1604. But
five mullets, his descendant Thomas Jones,

Bishop of Meath J 584, Archbishop of Dublin

1605; and his son Baron Jones of Navanl628,
Viscount Ranelagh 1628, Earl 1(174-1711.

Arg. on a cross raguly az. betw. four pheons gu.
five bezants. Johnes, Harl. MS. 1465. Sir

Henry Jones, W. Jones, Abermarles, co. Car-

marthen ; Baronetcy 1643, extinct . . . . ; quar-
tered by Coinwallis.

Arg. on a cross raguly betw. four pheons gu. five

bezants. Johnson. Jones, Cicester, co.

Gloucester, V.

Bonndles
Gu. on a cross arg. betw. four bezants a 5-foil az.

William Towneeaw, CO. Derby ;pran(edl562,TF.

Arg. on a cross engr. gu. betw. four ogresses a

label of five points az. flory or. Bodrchiee.

Arg. on a cross engr. sa. betw. four torteaux a

lion pass. or. Clayton, Lostock Hall, co. Lan-
caster.

Arg. on a cross sa. betw. four torteaux and a bor-

dure of the second goutty d'or a leopard's face

as the first. Anstell.

Ships

Quarterly az. and or on a cross enj/r. quarterly

arg. and sa. betw. in dexter chief a ship at

anchor sails furled oars erect in saltire with a

double tressure flory couuterflory of the second
in sinister chief and dexter base a lion ramp,
gu. in sinister base a sliip undt- r sail gold a

crescent silver. Sinclair, Stevenston, co.

Hafldington ; and Murkle, co. Caithness ;
Ba-

ronetcy 1636.

Suns
Az. on a cross arg. betw. four suns or a cathedral

church gu. Nicholson, Virginia; granted
1693-4.

Swords
.... on a cross .... betw. four swords points
downward with a bird statant on the pomel of

each .... a lion pass. gu. O'Nolan.
Gu. on a cross or betw. four swords erect arg.

pomelled and hilted of the second a lion ramp,
of the first enclosed by four Cornish choughs
ppr. Noland Nowlan or Nowland, Ireland.

Tails

Quarterly arg. and az. on a cross erminois betw.
in dexter chief and sinister base an ermine

bjiot, five annulets gu. Osborne.
Quarterly arg. and az. on a cross or betw. in dex-

ter chief aud sinister base an ermine spot five

annulets sa. Osborne, Harllip, Kent, Harl,
MS. 4108 fo. 62, and 5802 fo. 02.
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On 1 CBOSS betw. or within .... cont.

Tails cont.

Or on a cross az. betw. four erm. spots five estoiles

arg. Bayms, London ; granted 1725.

Arg. on a cross gu. betw. tour erm. spots five be-

zants. St. Aubin.
Or on a cross sa. betw. four ermine spots five be-

zants. W'asey, Norfolk; and Westminster;

granted 17ti9. Wasey, Prior's Court, co.

Berks.

On 1 CBOSS betw. or within ....

and in chief....

Canton
Sa. on a cross flory betw. four escallops arg. an-

other cross humetty of the first a canton erm.

Fletcher, Chichester, Sussex ; granted 1707.

Or on a pierced cross az. betw. four masoles gu.
as many crosses croslet fitchy arg. a canton of

the second. Winchester, Maiden, Surrey ;

granted ....

on a Canton . . . Swords
Or on a pierced cross az. betw. four roascles gu.

as many crosses croslet fitchy arg. a canton of

the second charged with two swords in saltire

points upwards ppr. pomelled and hilted of

the first encircled by a double chain gold.

WiKCHESTER, Lord Mayor of London 1834;

Hawkhurst, Kent; granted 1826.

Wreath
Sa. on a cross engr. erm. betw. four plates each

bearing a pheon erect az. a sword in pale ppr.
a canton or charged with a wreath of laurel

vert. Fletcher, Carrow, co. Cork j Baronetcy
1812.

on a Chief Beast

Arg. on a cross gu. (sa., V.) betw. four birds az.

beaked and legged as the second a garb or

within 80 many bezants a chief of the third

charged with a lion pass, enclosed by two

leopard's faces gold. Thomas Winter, co.

York, W.
....Beasts

Az. on a cross engr. arg. betw. four garbs or an

oak slip fructed betw. as many I'ed roses barbed

and seeded ppr. a chief indented as the second

charged with three lions ramp. gu. Skingley,
Wakes Colne Hall, Essex.

....Fish

Gu. on a cross croslet fitchy arg. betw. four demi-

lions or five ogresses a chief paly of four as

the second and az. charged with a fish naiant

counterchanged. Fecher, Hatfield, co. Hert-

ford.

Gu. on a cross botonny fitchy betw. four demi-

lions ramp, or as many ogresses a chief paly
of four az. and or charged with a fi^h naiant

counterchanged. Richard Fisher, Bishop At-

feld, CO. Hertford, V.

.. ..Flower
Sa. on a cross engr. arg. betw. four leopard's

faces az. (? or) a lion pass, guard, gu. a chief

of the second charged with a red rose enclosed

by two birds as the first. Thomas Wolsey;
Noble, Mint of Durham; {in error).

Crescent

Sa. on a cross engr. or within a bordure engr. of

the first nine ogresses and a crescent in dexter

chief for diS". Grbvill, V.

Letter

Az. on a cross arg. betw. four mitres labelled or

a text R and in chief the letter 1 (auother S)
sa. Dominican Priory at Canterbury.

2 CBOSSES

Arg. two crosses patty in fess sa. Honinoha.m,
CO. York.

Az. two crosses patty or. Rothersild.
Az. two crosses tau or. Crynes.
Per bend dancetty (or indented) az. and or two

crosses nioline in saltire counterchanged.
Smyth, Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 117.

Per bend indented az. and or two pierced crosses
moline counterchanged. Smith.

Per bend indented or and az. two crosses moline
counterchanged. Smith or Smyth, Annas, co.

Lincoln. Smith, Little Houghton, co. North-

ampton.
Per saltire arg. and na. two crosses patty of the

second. Plantaynb. Planteyn, V. Plantyne,
V*. Weston, V.

Quarterly az. and arg. two crosses moline of the
last. Crosse, Westminster; granted 1701;
Baronetcy 1713-62.

Quarterly az. and arg. two crosses patonce sa.

Crewe, Baron Crewe 1806 ; quartering arg. a
cross patonce sa. ; with az. a lion ramp. arg. ;

and quarterly arg. and purp. over all a bend

gu. charged with three mullets arg. {in error).

Quarterly gu. and arg. two crosses potent of the

second. Crosse. The crosses or. Cross.

Quarterly gu. and or two crosses botonny arg.

Crosse, Liverpool.

Quarterly gu. and or two crosses potent arg.
Cross or Crosse. Cross, V*. Crosse, Wigan,
Liverpool, and Chorley, co. Lancaster.

Quarterly gu. and or two crosses potent of the

last. Cross, Ireland. Crosse, Laverpool, co.

Lancaster, V.

Quarterly per pale indented or and gu. two crosses

lozengy of the second. Alnot, Anneto, V.

William Darmo, V. But masculy. Almot
Alneot or Alnot.

Quarterly sa. and or two crosses moline of the

last. Upton, Faversham, Kent.

2 CBOSSES and in chief. . . .

on a Chief. . . .Annulet

Erm. two crosses patty vairy arg. and gu. on a

chief az. an annulet betw. two yew trees or a

crescent for difif. Broadwood.
Mallets

Gu. two crosses croslet fitchy or on a chief arg.

three mullets az. Rowan, Scotland.

2 CBOSSES and in base....

Annolet
Per chev. gu. and az. two crosses patty and in

base an annulet or. Wotton. The crosses

potent. Wotton, Norfolk, V.

Fish

Per fess arg. and vert two crosses patty fitchy gu.

and in base a salmon naiant of the first.

M'Leur or M'LuRE, Scotland.

S-FoU
Sa. two crosses croslet and in base a 5-foil or.

Best, Wierton; desceuded from Best, Park

House, Kent.

Mullet

Az. two crosses flory pierced and in base a mullet

arg. KiLTRA, Scotland.

Ship

Arg. two crosses croslet fitchy sa. and in base a

galley sails furled of the last flags gu.

RoNALDSoN, Scotland.
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2 CBOSSES betw. or within

Beast .... Lion
Gu. two crosses patty arg. betw. in chief a lion

pass, or and in base another cross patty of the

second. Staynton, F*. Sr. Robert Steynton,F.
Chief

Or two crosses croslet fitchy gu. betw. a chief

chequy of the last and arg. and the attires of a

stag aflBxed to the scalp as the second.

MoLLESONE, Aberdeen, Scotland.

Flaunches
Gu. two crosses patty in pale or betw. as many

flaunches chequy arg. and az. Sherington,
CO. Wilts, 1716. The crosses voided.

Shekington Harl. MS. 1404 fo. IJ6.

Gu. two crosses patty in pale or betw. as

many flaunches chequy of the second and az.

William Sherington, V.

2 CBOSSES betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

Or two crosses croslet fitchy and in base the

attires of a stag afiixed to the scalp within a

bordure gu. a chief chequy of the second and

arg. MoLLEsoN.

On 2 CROSSES betw. or within

Gu. on each of two crosses patty in pale or betw.

as many flaunches chequy arg. and az. another
cross patty (of the first, Sherington; Harl.
MS. 1404 fo. 1]«; but) sa. Sherington, She-

rington, Norfolk; Medburne, and Lacocke, co.

Wilts ; and co. Worcester.

3 CROSSES

Arg. three crosses (sometimes called chevrons

humetty saltirewise with an annulet at each
end az. Wastley.

Arg. three crosses croslet fitchy az. M'Cubbin,
Scotland. A crescent for diff. gu. Adamson,
Graycrook, North Britain.

Arg. three crosses gu. Delamare or Delamayne.

Arg. three crosses botonny gu. Aemitage, Don-
caster, lord of the Foliot Manor of Barn by, co.

York. Akmytage, London ; and co. York.

Arg. from the top of mountains issuing from the
base one in front and two behind vert three

crosses calvary gu. Hill, Ireland.

Arg. tliree crosses croslet gu. Sr. Philippe de

Arcy, H. An annulet in the centre for difi".

gu. Staynton, V. But a crescent in the centre
lor diff. Adam, Christchurcli, co. Hants.

Arg. three crosses cioslet fitchy gu. Adamson,
Newcastle. Edie, Moneaught, Scotland.

Arg. three crosses flory gu. Stanton. And with
an annulet in the centre for difi". gu. Stanton.

Arg. three crosses moliiie gu. Doneton.

Arg. three crosses paionce gu. Staynton, V.
And with an annulet in the centre for diS". gu.
Stainton, F.

Arg. three crosses patty gu. Colvile. Stanton.
Stoep. Storpe, F. But fitchy. Woodroofe,
Harl. MS. 1407.

Arg. three crosses sarcelly gu. Domton ? Harl.
MS. 1407 fo. 7.

Arg. three crosses botonny sa. Astwicke, co.

Bedford. But fitchy. Bakysle, V*.

Arg. three crosses croslet saltirewise in bend sa.

Walter NoRTHcoT,Crediton, CO. Devon; granted
1670; Harl. MS. 1453 fo. 48.

Ars. three crosses croslet crossed in bend sa.

NoRTiicoTi;, Haine, co. Devon.

3 CROSSES cont.

Arg. three crosses croslet pomelly in bend sa.

Walter Northcot, Crediton, co. Devon ; Harl,
3IS. 1001 fo. 129 b.

Arg. three crosses croslet fitchy sa. Bakisley.

Bakysle, F.

Arg. three crosses humetty sa. Habergham,
Leland, Collect., i, 689. Haberiam, Haberiam-
Eurs, CO. Lancaster. Howberiam, Howberiam-
Eves, CO. Lancaster. John Williamson, V.

Arg. three crosses (sometimes called chevrons

humetty) saltirewise with a ring at each end
gu. Wastlay, V.

Arg. three crosses patonce sa. Germyn, V.

Arg. three crosses patty sa. Dugett, Aiken-

husse, Scotland. Germyn, V. But fitched at

foot. Pointer, F*. But fitchy. Beuyn.
Az. three crosses arg. Damport.
Az. three crosses croslet in bend saltirewise arg.

Noye, Pendrea, in St. Burian, Cornwall ; Harl.
MS. 1453 fo. 48.

Az.three crosses crosletfitchy arg. Chene. Chiney.
Az. three crosses croslet fitchy each enclosed by

a crescent arg. Cathcart, Baron Greenock
and Viscount Cathcart 1807, Earl Cathcart 1814;

quartering Wallace and Schaw. Kathcairt.
And with a heart in the centre point for difi".

.... Cathcart, Carleton, Scotland. The
heart in the collar point and crowned ppr.
Cathcart, Carbiston, Scotland.

Az. three crosses moline arg. Ainsley, Dolph-
inston, Scotland.

Az. three crosses patonce arg. Bramston.
Az. three crosses patty arg. Duniguid {in error

for) DwiGWiD, Auchenheuf, Scotland.
Az. flory or three crosses patty arg. Peake,
London.

Az. three crosses sarcelly arg. Beawfice.
Az. three crosses or. W^illiam de Sahran, B.
Az. three crosses croslet in bend or. White,
Weymouth, co. Dorset.

Az. three crosses croslet fitchy or. Clerk-
Eattray, Craighall Rattray, Scotland ; quar-
tering or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. in chief

two crescents gu. and in base a boar's head

couped sa. within a bordure az., with vert a
a fess dancetty erm. betw. in chief a buck's
head cabossed and in base two crescents or.

Az. three crosses patriarchal each held in the
mouth of an eagle's head erased and erect or.

Town of Lynn Regis, Norfolk.
Az. three crosses patty or. Strangbowe, Harl.
MS. 1078 fo. 12 b.

Az. tliree crosses tau or. Crosse, quartered b}"

Portman, Harl. MS. 1141 fo. 134. Grime.

Geyme, Norfolk ; Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 118.

Barry of four arg. and gu. three crosses croslet

(of the first, another) or. Terrell or Tyrrell,
Ireland. TEi!EiLL,Ireland,ifarLMS.14041o. 118.

Barry of six gu. and arg. in chief three crosses

croslet or. David.

Chequy arg. and az. three crosses croslet fitchy
or. Warren.

Chequy az. and gu. three crosses croslet fitchy or.

Warren.
Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy arg. FitzEustace,
Harl. MS. 1465 fo. 47 b.

Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy arg. each enclosed

by a crescent or. Pinney, Soraerton, co. So-

merset.

Gu. three crosses engr. arg. Bruchesley.
Gu. three crosses humetty nrg. Boyvill, co.

! Northampton; and Rutland.
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3 CBOSSEB cont.

Gu. three crosses humetty voided arg. Gakde,
Ireland.

Gu. three crosses patonce arg. Crotjker, Harl.

MS. 1407.

Gu. three crosses patty arg. Barclay, Balvaird ;

quartered by Murray. Cross or Crosse, Hull.

Gu. three crosses sarcelly arg. Rosselyne.
Gu. threecrossesmolineerm. Harold. Horold,

V.

Gu. three crosses botonny in bend or. Wren,
CO. York.

Gu. three crosses botonny fitchy or. Arderne.
Gu. three crosses croslet or. Kirry.
Gu. three crosses croslet in bend or. Wrench.
. Hadenham, co. Cambridge ; granted 1588.

Wrench, co. Oxford ; London ; and Camber-
well, and Kingston, Surrey.

Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy each enclosed by
a crescent or. Pinney, Bettiacombe, co. Dor-
set ; Collinson, Somerset, ii, 175.

Gu. three crosses engr. or. Brencheley, V.

Brenchley, V*. Brenchesley.
Gu. three crosses patty fitchy or. Caldwell,

Harl. MS. 1566 fo.47 b.

Gu. three crosses pomelly fitchy or. Arderne, Tf'.

Or three crosses croslet fitchy az. Remnant,
England.

Or three crosses gu. Delamaine. Delamare.

Delamayne, V*. De la Mayne, V.

Or three crosses croslet fitchy in chief gu.

Lamprey, Ireland.

Or three crosses tau in chief gu. Priset.

Or three crosses croslet sa. Shears.
Or three crosses patty fitchy sa. Smethwicke,

Smethwick, co. Chester.

Or three crosses moline sa. Bain or Baine.

Per chev. arg. and gu. three crosses croslet coun-

tercbanged. Chartman or Chartnam.
Per chev. gu. and arg. three crosses botonny

counterchanged. Chartman Chartnam or

Chartnay, V*.
Per chev. gu. and arg. three crosses croslet coun-

terchanged. Chartman or Chartnam, V.

Gilbert Chartnay, V. Chartnay and Chartney.
Per chev, sa. and or in chief three crosses patty

of the second. Walter Blandford, Bishop of

Oxford 1665, Worcester 1671-5.

Per chief az. and gii. over all three crosses cros-

let fitchy arg. Dattmarle, V.

Per fess az. and gu. three crosses botonny fitchy

arg. Damarle, Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 113.

Per fess az. and gu. three crosses croslet fitchy

arg. Damerley.
Per fess gu. and sa. three crosses patty or.

Stafford.
Per fess or and az. in chief a cross tau gu. betw.

two crosses potent fitchy of the second.

Crossley, ScaitclifTe, co. Lancaster, quartering
Lockwood.

Sa. three crosses botonny in bend arg, Morgan,
Eston, CO. Somerset; granted 1591.

Sa. three crosses croslet in bend arg. Morgan,
CoZiinson, Somerset, iii, 150.

Sa. three crosses croslet fitchy arg. Doctor Lake,
Kent, Harl. MS. 4108 fo, 60.

Sa. three crosses patty arg. Apryce, co. Wilts.

Peleford, CO. Lancaster; and co. York.

Pelingard, Pelingard, co. Lancaster. Grifi&th

Ap Rice, North Wales, F.

Sa. three crosses pomelly arg. Febes, Harl. MS.
1404 fo. 114. Ferrers,

Sa. three crosses botonny or. Kandishe, V*.

3 CSOSSES cont.

Sa. three crosses botonny fitchy or. Candish,
V*. M, Andrew Caundysh, S.

Sa. three crosses croslet or. Candishe, V.
Sa. three crosses croslet fitchy or, Candysh, V.

Candishe.
Sa. three crosses patty or a label of as many

points arg. Griffith, North Wales, F.

3 CROSSES and in chief....

Beflst

Barry of four arg. and gu. three crosses croslet
as the first in the top bar a demi-lion ramp. sa.

TiRBELL.
Gu. three crosses patty two and one arg. in chief

a lion pass or. Sr. Robert Steynton, F.

Staynton, V*.
Chief

Arg. three crosses botonny plain voided gu.
a chief vairy ermines and erm. Sr. Richard
Verney, CO. Warwick, V.

Arg. three crosses croslet fitchy gu. a chief in-

dented az. Saxam.

Arg. thre« crosses inoline gu. a chief vairy erm.
and sa. Verney, co. Warwick.

Arg. three crosses croslet sa. a chief indented gu,
Bracliffe or Brearcliffe.

Az. three crosses patty fitchy or a chief per pale
indented erm. and gu. Warham. The chief

per pale indented gu. and erm. Wharham,
Harl. MS. 14:04: {o. 118,

Az. three crosses tau and a chief or. Grimes,
Harl. MS. 6095 fo. 17,

Gu, three crosses botonny fitchy and a chief or.

Arden. The chief engr. Arde, co. Chester,
Harl. MS. 1386 fo. 36. Arderne.

Gu, three crosses croslet and a chief or.

Arderne, co, Lancaster, W.
Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy and a chief or.

Ardern, Elford, co. Stafi"ord ; Erdeswick ; the
heiress m. Stanley, Arderne, Sutton in

Prestbury, co, Chester ; and co, Worcester.

Arderne, F, in error ofW. Bangton, V.

Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy and a chief engr. or.

Ardern, F, Cotton MS. Tiberius D. 10. Cooke.
Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy and a chief in-

dented or. Arderne, co. Chester, W.
Gu. three crosses moline or a chief vairy sa. and
erm. Varty, Cumberland.

Gu. three crosses patonce fitchy and a chief or.

Arderne.
Gu, three crosses patty fitchy the upper and

lower limb crossed and a chief or, Arden,
Add. MS. 21025 fo. 13 b.

Gu. three crosses recercely disjoined or a chief

vairy erm. and ermines. Verney, Baron Wil-

lough by de Broke 1492; CoWinsow, Somerset,
ii, 376 ; quartering Barnard.
on a Chief Beast

Arg. three crosses croslet sa. on a chief gu. a lion

pass, guard, or. John Redy, V.

Arg. three crosses croslet arg. on a chief gu. a

lion pass, guard, or. John Redy, F, and Cotton
MS. Tiberius D 10.

Bird

Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy or on a chief of

the second a martlet for difi". of the first.

Ardern or, Arderne, co, Bedford ; and co.

Warwick.
Crescent

Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy arg. on a chief or

a crescent of the firsL Arden, Baron Alvanley
1801 ; extinct ....
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3 CBOSSES and in chief.... cone.

on a Chief cont. Crosses

Arg. three crosses patty sa. on a cliief etnbattled

as the second so nnany in fess like the first.

Warmefohd, V.

Sa. three crosses croslet arg. on a chief as the

second so many in fess like the first. Cabeon.F.
.... Escallop

Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy or on a chief

engr. of the last an escallop sa. Aedeene,
quartered by Rosindale.

.... Escallops
Gu. three crosses botonny arg. on a chief az. two

escallops or. PAYNE,CoiZinson,Somer8et,iii,.')91.
.... Heads

Vert three crosses patty arg. on a chief of the

last as many boar's heads sa. tusked or langued

gu. Oepwood, Abington, co. Berks; confirmed
1600.

.... Boundles

Arg. three crosses croslet sa. on a chief bz. as

many bezants. KERCHERKERsnARor Keesher.
Kershaw, Heskin Hall, co. Lancaster. The
centre bezant charged with across gu. Kershaw,
Savile Green, co. York.

Or three crosses botonny az. on a chief of the

last as many bezants. Kercher or Kerther.
Or three crosses croslet az. on a chief of the last

as many bezants. Kercher, Norfolk; granted
1606.

Heads
Per fess engr. arg. and sa. in base three crosses

patty and in chief as many lion's heads erased

counterchanged. Bengocgh, The Ridge, Wot-
ton-under-Edge.

Mullet

Sa. flory and three crosses or in chief a mullet
for diff. .... Peake, Tirlington, co. Leicester.

Heart

Arg. three crosses croslet fitchy each enclosed

by a crescent az. in chief a human heart gu.
Cathcart, 1797.

Label

Sa. three crosses patty or a label arg. Griffith,
North Wales, F.

3 CBOSSES and in base....

Beast Deer
Per chev. or and vert in chief a cross tau betw.
two crosses patonce fitchy gu. in base a hind

Irippant arg. charged on the neck with a cross

tau gu. Crossley, Ireland 1725.
....Lion

Per chev. embattled az. and arg. in chief three
crosses patty fitchy or in base a lion pass. sa.

ducally crowned gold. Smith, Bristol, co.

Somerset ; granted 4 July 1766.
Wolf

Az. in chief three crosses patty fitchy arg. in base
a wolf ramp, of the second collared and chained
or. Bushe, CO. Wilts.

Sa. in chief three crosses fitchy . ;. . and in base
a wolf salient arg. Rushe, co. Wilts.

Bird
Per chev. or and az. in chief three crosses patty

gu. in base a dove wings expanded as the first

beaked and legged of the third. Gleadowe,
Hull : and Frodeslay, co. Salop.

FiBh
Per fess wavy arg. and vert in chief three crosses

croslet gu. in base a salmon naiant of the first.

Mac Concai.ep, Ireland.

3 CBOSSES and in base. .cont.

Fret

Arg. three crosses pattv in fess and in base a fret

sa. Treghowe, HarZ. MS. 1404 fo. 117.

Head
Arg. in chif^f three crosses fitchy .... in base a

buck's head .. .. Thomson.

3 CBOSSES betw. or within

Bars

Arg. three crosses croslet in fess betw. two bars

gemel within a bordure sa. Beanshop,
Essex.

Beasts .... Boars

Arg. three crosses patty in pale gu. betw. as

many boars statant two and one sa. Boteler,
V.

.... Deer
Vert three crosses croslet betw. as many stags

trippant two and one or. Green, Chiddingly,
Sussex ; quartering Verral.

. . ..Lions

Arg. three crosses croslet fitchy betw. as many
lions ramp, two and one gu. Belhouse, Ave-

ley, Essex.
Per pale gu. and az. three crosses patty fitchy

erminois betw. as many lions ramp, two and
one arg. Prodgers or Progers, Gwerndee,
and Gwenvale, South Wales; and Bromfield,
CO. Salop.

Bells

Gu. three crosses croslet betw. as many bells two
and one or. Samoure.

Bendlets

Arg. three crosses croslet fitchy in bend az. betw.

two bendlets gu. Hall.
Are. three crosses croslet betw. two bendlets gu.

London, Albye, Norfolk; granted 1664.

Az. three crosses croslet in bend betw. two cotises

engr. counierengr. or. Knachbull, Kent;

granted 1574; Harl. MS. 4108 fo. 60.

Knatchbull, Kent.
Az. three crosses croslet fitchy in bend betw. two

bendlets or. Knatchbull, Mersham Hatch,
Kent; Baronetcy 1641.

Bendy of three gu. and az. three crosses patty

fitchy or betw. two cotises wavy on the outer

side arg. John de Kiekeby, Bishop of Carlisle

1332-53.
Gu. three crosses croslet betw. two cotises

engr. counterengr. and as many garbs ....

Faembrough.
Or three crosses croslet in bend sa. betw. two

cotises dancetty ( gu. another) sa. and six eagles

displ. of the last. Vale ; quartering Martin-

dale.

Birds
Az. three crosses croslet fitchy in fess betw. as

many eagles displ. or. Lynne, co. York.

Bordure

Arg. three crosses botonny within a bordure gu.

Chisnall, F*.
Arg. three crosses croslet {sometimes pomelly)

fitchy within a bordure gu. William Chisnall,
F.

Arg. three crosses croslet botonny fitchy within a

bordure (sometimes engr.) gu. Chisenhal or

Chisenhall, Chisenhall, co. Lancaster.

Arg. three crosses croslet fitchy within a bor-

dure sa. Sokeborne.

Bougets
Gu. three crosses patty in fess arg. betw. as many

water bougets or. CHESBROtiGi*.
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3 CROSSES betw. or within.... co»f.

Crescents

Per pale wavy gu. and az. three crosses patty in

fess or betw. as many crescents arg. Godsalve,
Bucknam Ferry, Norfolk.

Fishes

Az. three crosses croslet fitchy or betw. as many
fishes haurient two and one arg. Oyeey.

Oyry, V. Vyrey, V*. Vyry, V.

Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. three crosses patty gu. betw. as many fleurs-

de-lis two and one sa. Wadding, Ballycoglie,

CO. Waterford.

Arg. three crosses croslet filchy betw. as many
fleurs-de-lis two and one sa. Elyngton.

Sa. three crosses croslet betw. five fleurs-de-lis

one two and two arg. Hillary.
Sa. three crosses patty betw. nine fleurs-de-lis or.

Peake, Tirlingtou or Torliugton, and Lutter-

worth, CO. Leicester; and London ; <7ran(ed

1598. But twelve fleurs-de-lis or in chief a

mullet for dilf. Peake, Tirlington, co. Lei-

cester, V; Cotton 3IS. Tiberius D 10 fo. 806.

S-Foils

Az. three crosses croslet betw. five 5-foils arg.

Handby.
Heads (Beasts) Leopard

Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy betw. as many
leopard's heads jessant fleurs-de-lis two and

one arg. Nevil, V*. Sr. Robert Nevill, co.

Leicester, V.
Lions

Per fess gu. and az. three crosses croslet fitchy

betw. as many lion's heads erased two and one

or over all on a bend arg. three 5-foil8 gu.

Giles, V*. Gilles, Norfolk, V.

Horns
Az. three crosses croslet betw. as many hautboys
mouths downward two and one or. Bourdon
or Burdon.

Mallets

Az. three crosses patty fitchy or betw. as many
mullets one and two arg. Arrat, That Ilk,

Scotland.

Gu. three crosses croslet fitchy or betw. as many
mullets one and two arg. Cdllow, Scotland.

Or three crosses croslet fitchy in fess gu. betw.

six mullets three and three az. Nind.

Palets

Arg. three crosses patty in pale betw. two plain
endorses within a bordure engr. sa. Crouche,
HarLMfif. 1404 fo. 118.

Arg. three crosses patty in pale betw. two en-

dorses engr. within a bordure sa. Crouche or

Crowche, F*. The bordure engr. Chowche,
CO. Hertford, V.

Boundles
Az. three crosses croslet betw. as many bezants

two and one. Coffen alias Gosken, Portlodge,

CO. Devon ;
Harl. MS. 1093 fo. 61.

Staves

Az. three crosses croslet fitchy betw. as many
crosiers erect two and one or. Benedictine

Abbey at Thorney, co. Cambridge.

8 CEOSSES betw. or within
and in chief....

Beasts
Per chev. arg. and purp. three crosses patty of

the first within a bordure az. flory or in chief

two lions ramp, combatant sa. Bledlow,
London.

3 CBOSSES betw. or within
and in chief cont.

on a Chief Fleur-de-lis

(? Arg.) three crosses croslet fitchy in pale sa. betw.
two ogresses on a chief gu. a fleur-de-lis arg.
Dalley; Berry, Supplement.

Boundle
Az. three crosses crosletfitchy betw.as many lozen-

ges two and one or on a chief per pale dancetty
(or indented) erm. and gu. a roundle in the
sin. corner for diS'. of the third. Warham, V.

On 3 CROSSES....

Crosses

Gu. on three crosses humetty arg. as many of

the first. Garde, Ireland.

Estoiles

Per chev. engr. erm, and errainois on three

crosses patty az. as many estoiles or. Rosher,
Northfleet, Kent.

On 3 CROSSES and in chief....

Arg. on three crosses botonny gu. as many plain
crosses of the first a chief vairy ermines and
erm. Sr. Richard Verney, co. Warwick, V.

On 3 CROSSES betw. or within

Gu. on three crosses patty in pale or betw.

flaunches chequy arg. and of the second as

many crosses patty az. Sherington.

4 CROSSES

Quarterly arg. and gu. four crosses patty coun-

terchanged. Chetwode, Oakley, co. Stafford;

Chetwode, and Ogden, co. Berks; and Whitley,
CO. Chester; Baronetcy 1700. Sr. Thomas
Chetwood, 00. Buckingham, V. Chitwood,
Harl. MS. 1407.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and arg. four

crosses (botonny fitchy, V*) croslet fitchy

coimterchanged. Corbreyke, V.

Quarterly indented gu. and arg. in each of the

first and fourth quarters two crosses croslet

fitchy in fess or. Corbreigke, V.

Quarterly indented gu. and arg. four crosses

croslet fitchy (patty fitchy, Coebreake) coun-

terchanged. CorbReake or Corbreyke.

4 CROSSES and in chief. . . .

Gu. four crosses flory two and two arg. on a can-

ton or a lion pass. az. Chace, Chesham, co.

Buckingham.
Gu. four crosses patonce two and two arg. on a

canton az. a lion pass. or. Chansey, V.

Chase, V*. The crosses potence. Chace.

Gu'. four crosses moline two and two .... on a

canton az. a lion ramp. or. Chase.

Gu. four crosses croslet two and two or on a can-

ton az. a lion pass, of the second. Chase.

4 CRO'SSES betw. or within ....

Arg. four crosses croslet betw. three martlets sa.

GoDDisTON, Essex.

6 CBOSSES

Arg. fretty of six sa. five crosses croslet fitchy in

cross as the first. Sr. de Bugg, V.

Arg. five crosses croslet gu. over all on a quarter-

pierced cross as the last four crosses croslet

like the second. Bonkell, London; granted
1091. The field of the dexter canton erm. for

diff. BoNNELL, Windsor.
85
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^ 5 CEOSSES cont.

Arg. five crosses croslet in saltire gu. Cross.

Arg. five crosses croslet fitchy in cross gu.
CoKSE or Crosse, Scotland.

Arg. five crosses botonny saltirewise sa.

Thoeowgodd, CO. Hertford, 1710.

Arg. five crosses croslet in saltire sa.

Thoeoughgood or Throwgood, Loudon.

Arg. five crosses patty in saltire gu. Funston,

Wymondham.
Arg. five crosses patty fitchy two two and one sa.

Hospital of St. Cross, near Winchester.

Az, five crosses croslet in saltire or. Syms,

Charde, co. Somerset.

Az. five crosses patonce or. Gryme.

Paly of five or and sa. so many crosses croslet

fitchy in saltire as the second. George (John)
BucKEREDGE, Bishop of Rochester 1611, Ely
lri28-3l, Harl MS. 6095 fo. 14 b. Buckeridge,
Highgate, Middlesex.

Per chev. az. and arg. in chief five crosses croslet

tliree and two {this ix the arg. and az. ampty
the chief crusily) or. M. Raphe de Wilshire,
Y. The crosses patty. VVii.sher, Harl. MS.
1404 fo. 118. WiXTSHiERE, V. Sr. John
Wysdesher; Wysdeshier; Woidshierj as

in Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10 fo. 832; but

Wiltcher, fo. 818. Wiltshire.

6 CBOSSES betw. or within....

Beasts

Sa. five crosses croslet fitchy in fess or betw.

three lions ramp. arg. Wibery.
Cross

Arg. five crosses croslet fitchy within a voided

cross gu. betw. four 5-foils sa. Tewydall,
Staines, Middlesex.

Sa. five crosses croslet within a voided cross arg.

Walsam, V.

Sa. five crosses patty fitchy within a cross voided
or. Walsham, Walsham, Norfolk ; and Knill,
CO. Hereford; Baronetcy IgSl, quartering Knill.

Escallops
Gu. five crosses croslet fitchy in saltire betw. four

escallops or. Tonson or Tounson, co. North-

ampton ; and Salisbury. Robert Tonson
TouNSON or Townson, Bishop of Salisbury
1620-1 ; granted ....

Flannches
Gu. five crosses croslet betw. two flaunches arg.
Elkington, London; and Shawell, co. Lei-

cester, 1608.
Boandles

Az. five crosses croslet or within four bezants.

COFFYN, V.

6 CBOSSES

Arg. six crosses croslet fitchy gu. Tenison,
Ireland.

Arg. six crosses croslet fitchy sa. Hillary.
Barry dancetty of five az. and erm. six crosses

croslet or. Hairsnet. Harsewitt, Norvell.
Samuel Harsnet, Bishop of Chichester 1609,
Norwich 1619, Archbishop of York 1628-31;
granted 1613.

Barry of five or and sa. six crosses croslet gu.
Mellent or Mellert.

Barry of six erm. and gu. six crosses croslet or.

Daundelegh, V. Daundeligh, F*. Tyrell,
Ireland, V.

Gn. six crosses croslet fitchy arg. Beetewell.
Gu. six crosses croslet fitchy or. Darderne.
Theobald, Gray's Thurrock, Kssex. Theobald,
Kent; granted 1583.

6 CBOSSES cont.

Gyronny of twelve arg. and sa. six crosses croslet

or. Angy. Engayne. The croslets in orle.

Engheyn or Enghien.
Paly of five arg. and sa. six crosses botonny fitchy

two two and two or. Betton, co. Worcester.

Betlnes, CO. Salop ; V. The crosses croslet

fitchy. Betton, Great Berwick, Salop.
Paly of five az. and arg. six crosses croslet fitchy

sa. Radell.

Paly of six arg. and sa. six crosses croslet or.

Govm, Collinson, Somerset, iii, 219.

Paly arg. and sa. six crosses croslet fitchy or.

Eyton, CO. Salop.
Per chev. az. and or in chief six crosses croslet

of the second. Wilshere, Hitchin, co. Hert-
ford.

Per chev. az. and or in chief six crosses patty
four and two of the second. Wiltshire, co.

Bedford; and co. Gloucester.

Per chief arg. and sa. six crosses croslet counter-

changed. Cabron, V.
Per chief embattled sa. and arg. six crosses patty

counterchanged. Warneford, V.

Per fess arg. and sa. six crosses croslet counter-

changed. Corbet.
Per fess arg. and sa. six crosses botonny counter-

changed. Cabron.
Per fess embattled sa. and arg. six crosses patty

three two and onecounterchanged. Warneford,
V*. Warnford, Stanbridge, co. Hants.

Per fess embattled sa. and arg. six crosses patty
three and three counterchanged. Warneford,
Warneford Place, co. Wilts,

Per fess sa. and arg. six crosses patty flory coun-

terchanged. Corbet, Suffolk.

Quarterly indented g"u. and arg. six crosses bo-

tonny fitchy or. Corbreicke.

Quarterly indented gu. and arg. six crosses cros-

let counterchanged. Corbreake.
Sa. six crosses croslet fitchy issuing out of cres-

cents arg. Adam Blare, E.
Sa. six crosses patty arg. Warnford.
Sa. six crosses patty fitchy arg. Hilerey, V.

HiLLERY, V*.

6 CBOSSES and in chief

Beast
Gu. six crosses recercely or in chief a lion pass.

arg. Henry Sleghtes, Stremby, Y.

on a Canton
Gu. six crosses patty arg. on a canton az. a lion

pass. or. Chace.
Chief

Arg. six crosses croslet fitchy and a chief indented
az. Saxam or Saxham.

Arg. six crosses croslet fitchy gu. a chief indented
az. Saxsam, V.

Arg. six crosses croslet fitchy sa. a chief vair.

Bltindeston, TF. The chief vairy gu. and arg.
Blundestone or Blunstone, SuS"olk.

Barry of five gu. and erm. six crosses croslet or
a chief of the second. Daundelegh. Tyrell.

Gu. six crosses botonny and a chief or. Sir

John de Arderne, L, Harl. MS. 6589.
Gu. six crosses croslet three two and one and a

chief or. Sr. John Ardeene, L, Harl. MS. 6589,
and de Arderne, L, Harl. MS. 6137. Sr. John
Aederne.co. Salop, V; or D'Arderne, R.

Gu. six crosses (? croslet) fitchy and a chief

or. Hugh d'ARDERNE, Y. Monsire John
D'Arderne, Y.
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6 CBOSSES and in chief. .cont.

on a Chief . . . Mallets

Arg. six crosses croslet fitchy sa. on a chief az.

two mullets or. William Clinton, Earl of

Huntingdon, Q; V: 133(», extinct 1354. Wil-
liam de Clinton, Y. Clinton, Earl of Hunt-

ingdon 1572,Duke of Newcastle 1750. William

Clinton, Welwyn, co. Hertford. The mullets

pierced. William Clinton, Earl of Huntingdon,
Q, Harl. MS. 0595. The mullets pierced gu.

Augnstinian Priory of St. Mary and St. Michael
Rt Maxtoke, CO. Warwick; Leland, Coll., i, 50.

The mullets of six points pierced gu. Clinton,
extin<!tl354. But three mullets. John Clinton,
Y; Earl of Huntingdon 1337-54.

Boondles
Gu. six crosses croslet fitchy arg. on a chief or

three ogresses. Boylston.

6 CBOSSES betw. or within

Bordure
Gu. six crosses croslet fitchy within a bordure or.

Preston.
Flannches

Gu. six crosses croslet two one one and two
betw. flaunches arg. Elkington. V.

Gu. six crosses croslet fitchy two one two and
one betw. flaunches arg. Ellington, HarZ. il/<S.

1404 fo. 113.

Gu. six crosses croslet two one one and two or

betw. flannches arg. ELKiNGE.and Elkington,
London, Harl. MS. 1441 fo. 67. Thomas
Elkington, London ; granted 1G08, Harl. MS.
6095 fo. 1". Eskinton, London ; granted 1008.

Gu. six crosses croslet two one two and one or

betw. flaunches arg. Elkington, London ;

granted 1608. The flaunches erm. Elkington,
CO. Leicester.

Heads

Paly of five sa. and or six crosses croslet gu.
betw. three leopard's heads of the second.

LoNQE, Calais.

6 CBOSSES betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

Per chev. az. and arg. six crosses patty four and
two or betw. in base a Beloochee soldier habited
and armed brandishing a sword ppr. mounted
on a bay horse caparisoned and on a chief silver

the fortress of Khelat a canton gu. charged with
the Dooranee badge. Willshire; Baronetcy
1840.

7 CBOSSES
.... seven crosses humetty three three and one

Rigaldus de Asserio, Bishop of Win-
chester 1320-3.

Barry of five az. and or seven crosses croslet of

the last. Sir Thomas Blakingham, Suffolk, F.

Blaknys, Norfolk.

Barry of five gu. and vair seven crosses croslet

three three and one .... Harsnet. Mortimer
alias ZoucH.

7 CBOSSES betw. or within. .,

Barry of five az. and or seven crosses croslet

three three and one of the last within a bor-

dure engr. gu. Bay.

8 CBOSSES

Barry of five gu. and vair eight crosses cros-

let four three and one or. William de

Mortimer, V.

Per chev. az. and arg. in chief eight crosses patty
or. Wiltshire, Stone, Kent.

8 CBOSSES and in chief. . . .

on a Canton

Purp. eight crosses croslet or on a canton arg.
(another, erm.) an estoile sa. Peecivall.

Chief

Gu. eight crosses croslet and a chief or. Arderne.

8 CBOSSES betw. or within....

Sa. eight crosses croslet fitchy in fess or betw.
three lions ramp. arg. Wibery.

9 CBOSSES
Az. nine crosses croslet or. Pelmore. William

de EiDHE, K, Harl. MS. 6137 (in error).

Barry dancetty of five az. and erm. nine crosses

croslet or. Harsnet, Sussex.

Barry of six gu. and erm. nine crosses patty arg.
TiRRELL.

Or fretty of six sa. nine crosses croslet crossed

arg. BooG, by inheritance from Champaign,
lord of Thurleston, quartered by Turvile;

Burton, Leicester, 289-90. The crosses croslet

fitchy nrg. Bogge or Buog.
Or nine crosses croslet az. Pelmore.
Or fretty of six sa. nine crosses croslet fitchy as

the first. EoGO, V. Bugge, V*. Sr, William

Champayn, v.

Paly wavy of five arg. and az. nine crosses crosslet

three three and three gu. Doderidge,co. Devon.

Paly wavy of five arg. and gu. nine crosses croslet

of the second. Doddridge.
Per chev. embattled arg. and sa. nine crosses

croslet counterchanged. Tighe, Mitchelstown,
CO. Westraeath; quartering Morgan and Tisdall;
and Woodstock, co. Kilkenny ; and quartering
Borr, Hore, Gaban, and Bunbury.

Sa. nine crosses arg. Fressylles.

9 CBOSSES and in chief

Purp. nine crosses croslet or on a canton erm. an
estoile sa. Sir Peecevall of the Round Table,
Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 117.

10 CBOSSES

Arg. ten crosses croslet gu. Hatfeld, V.
Whitfield.

Arg. ten crosses patty gn. Humfrevill, V.
Az. ten crosses croslet or. Delapipe, co. Stafford.

Or ten crosses croslet az. Stanapyli,, V.

10 CBOSSES and in chief

Barry of seven gu. and erm. ten crosses patty
and a canton or. Hadsor, London.

10 CBOSSES betw. or within ....

Arg. ten crosses croslet within a bordure gu.
Bertram.

Sa. ten crosses croslet within a bordure or.

WiTFIELD.

13 CBOSSES

Arg. fretty of six and thirteen crosses croslet gu.
Nechure.

Arg. fretty of six and thirteen crosses croslet sa.

Sandall.

CBTJSILY

Barry of five gu. and vair crusily or. William de

Mortimer, F.

Gu. crusily or. Ferneland or Febnland.
Or crusily az. Petmore.

Purp. crusily or. Percivall.

Quarterly gu. and arg. crosses patty and annulets

alternately in orle counterchanged. Alt,

Loughborough, co. Leicester.
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CUBES see Dice CULVERIN see Gun

CUP

including Acorn-cup, Chalice, Drinking pot, Ewer,

FlEgon, Flesh pot, Flower pot, Laver pot, Jug,

Pitcher, Pot, Salt, Urn, and Vase

Arg. a cup covered sa. Cleuere, V. Cleuee.

Clever or Clevere.

Arg. a standing cup covered sa. John Cluer,

London, 1716.

Arg. a pot sa. with fire issuant ppr. Haywood.

Per chev. sa. and arm. over all a cup covered or.

OwiNGHAM, Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 123.

Per fess gu. and sa. a cup arg. with a garland

enclosed bj' two laurel branches issuant ppr.

Laurie or Lawrie, Plainstones, and Ports-

burgh, Scotland.

Per fess gu. and sa. a cup or -with laurel issuant

ppr. Lawrie, London; and Sydenham, Kent.

Sa. a cup covered arg. Sr. Malaguyn of the

Round Table, W. Mallagyn.

Sa. a cup arg. with a garland enclosed by two

laurel branches issuant ppr. Lawrie, Max-

welton, CO. Dumfries ; Baronetcy LowRy,

Pomeroy House, co. Tyrone.
Sa. a cup or with a chaplet of roses enclosed

by a wreath of laurel issuant ppr. Sir Peter

Laurie, Lord Mayor of London 1832. Laurie,

Siichell, CO. Roxburgh.
Sa. a cup or with two sprigs of laurel in orle

issuant ppr. Lowry.

Vert a flower pot arg. with gilliflowers issuant gu.

leaved vert. New, or Our Lady's, Inn, London.

1 CUP and in Chief

on a Chief (Beast) Lion

Az. a cup or with four laurel branches issuant

arg. the centre ones orlewise on a chief of the

third a lion pass. gu. betw. two mullets of the

first. Lawrie, Edinburgh.
....Head

Per bend gu. and az. a pitcher in bend or on a

chief of the last a beast's head erased betw. two

mullets sa. Wheller, Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 111.

5-FoiIs

Sa. crusily arg. a cup covered or in chief two
5-foils erm. Butler.

Fruit

Az. goutty d'eau a cup or with flames issuant ppr.
in chief three ears of barley banded as the

second betw. two chessrooks gold. Smith,
Whitechapel.

Sun

Arg. a cup and in chief a sun gu. Vassall.

Az. a (chalice or) vase or and in chief a sun in

splendour. Vassall.

1 CUP betw. or within

Candlesticks

Az. a laver pot (or vnse)betw.two(prickets or) taper
candlesticks or. Company of Founders,London.

Chessrooks

Az. a cup aig. with flames of fire issuant ppr.
betw. two chessrooks of the second. Smyth,
Nutwood, Surrey; Baronetcy 1821; quarter-
ing Carmichael.

Az. a cup or with flames of fire issuant ppr. betw.

two chessrooks of the second. Smythe, Meth-
ven Castle, co. Perth.

Crosses

Per fess or and sa. a cup arg. with a garland of

laurel enclosed by two branches issuant ppr.
betw. so many crosses patty as the third.

Lawrie, Redcastle, quartering Kennedy.

1 CUP betw. or within .... conf.

Crosses cont.

Arg. a cup covered betw. four crosses patty sa.

Boteler, W.
Sa. a cup covered or betw. four crosses patty arg.

Boteler, V*. Boteller, from Gallicia, F.

Gu. a cup covered and ensigned with a cross

patty or hetw. five crosses patly fiteby of the

last. Bishopric of Ossory ; Edmondson.
3-Foils

Sa. a cup arg. with a garland of laurel issuant

ppr. betw. two 3-foils slipped as the second.

Lourie, Scotland.
5-Foils

Sa. a cup covered or betw. in chief two 5-foils

and in base as many crosses patty arg.

Boteller, V.

Sa. a cup covered or betw. four 0-foils arg.

BOTILLER, W.
Heads

Gyronny of eight sa. and arg. a cup covered or

"betw. two talbot's heads erased and counter-

changed as the first collared like the third.

BuTi.EE, Kent.
Wheels

Per pale az. &oi gu. a cup covered with handles

arg. betw. three Catharine wheels or. Street,

Kilburn, Middlesex.

1 CUP betw. and in chief

on a Chief Beast
i Az. a cup or with Uaraes issuant ppr. betw. two

chessrooks of the second on a chief arg. a cat

ramp. sa. enclosed by two mullets as the first.

Smith, Edinburgh.
....Heads

Az. a cup or with flames issuant ppr. hetw. two

chessrooks as the second on a chief arg. bor-

dered of the same three boar's heads erased

burwise like the first. Smith ; Robson, plates.

2 CUPS

Az. two chalices in fess or. Emerle, V.

Az. two cups covered in fess arg. Emerle.

Emerley, Harl. MS. 1404 fo. 123.

Gu. crusily and two cups arg. Sire Giles de

Argentein, N.
Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two cups covered

urg. Ovingham or Owinghah.
Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two cups covered

or. Ovingham or Owingham. Owyngham, V.

2 CUPS and in base

Sa. in chief two cups covered and in base across

patty arg. Cluninc Priory at Lund or Monk-

Breton, CO. York.

3 CUPS

.... three cups Siderfin, Collinson, So-

merset, ii, 26.

Arg. three cups of acorns az. Athui.l, F*.

Arg. three cups gu. William Argentyne, Y.

Arg. three ewers (or pots) gu. Bland.

Arg. three flesh pots gu. Montbochee.
Moundowchier or Mownbownchier.

Arg. three cups covered gu. Aeoenton.

Arg. three cups sa. John Nowell, F.

Arg. three drinking pots sa. Geriare, co. Lin-

coln, W.
Arg. tliree cups uncovered sa. Geriare, W.
Gerrare, F*. Geeeneee, V*.

Arg. three cups uncovered (sometimes beacons,

cressets, lamps, or pots) sa. flaming pp>-.

Hebborne, Hebborne, co. Northumberland.
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3 CUPS cont.

And with a label of three points gii. Helbokne,
Durham. But five points. Hebborne, Hard-

wick, CO. Durham, quartering Hoton.

Arg. three cups sa. coronetted or. Brandishfield.

Arg. three cups covered sa. Clener. Neweke.
Newike. Newlands, Edinburgh. Nowell,
CO. Hertford, V; Kent; co. Lancaster, W; and
Sussex. Pulverston, Bromsford, co. Lan-
caster. Sr. John Strevelyne, W. Warcup.
Warcupp. And with a crescent for ditf.

NowELL, Edmonton, Middlesex.

Arg. three standing cups covered sa. John
WoLTON, Bishop of Exeter 1579-94; being the

coat of his maternal grandfather; Harl.MS.b827.
Az. three standing cups arg. with a boar's head

issuant from each or. Bowles, Gosberkirk,
CO. Lincoln. Bowles, Milton-hill, Abingdon.

Az. three cups covered arg. Bossard. Bussard.
Conarton or Cornarton, Cornwall. Aleyn de

KirxoM, P. Kyllam, Danby, W.
Az. three cups or. MonsireEdmond leBoTELER,r.
AleynBoTiLERE,Berdene,r. Butler. Killom,!'.

Az. three standing cups or. Kilmore.
Az. three cups or with a boar's head pouped issu-

ant from each arg. Bolle alias Bolles, BoUe
Hall, and Hough, co. Lincoln. Bolles, Scamp-
ton

; Baronetcy 1628-1714. Bolles, Thorpe
Hall; the co-heiresses m. Bosvile and Eyre.
Bowles, London.

Az. three cups covered or. Butler, Amberley
Cnstle, and Warminghurst Sussex; heiresses

m. Clough. Sr. John Clederow, (error in) V.,
Conarton or Cornarton, Cornwall. Covarton,
Cornwall, V. Coverton, V*. Fooan, Ireland,

{error in) V. Heere, York, W. Kelham (an-

cient). Kellam or K1LI.0ME, Danby, CO. York.
Lanherne (originally Pincerna ; the heiress

m. Arundel). Rive, co. Bedford. Schaw, Scot-

laud. Shaw, Greenock; and Sauchie, Scot-

lond. Togan, F*.
Gu. three cups arg. Rauf Argentyne, Y. Mon-
siredeARGENTYNE,r. SireJohanDARGENTEM,A'^.

Gu. billetty and three cups with handles arg.
Goyter.

Gu. crusily fitchy and three cups arg. Monsire
William de Argentyne, Y.

Gu. three ewers arg. Bland. Conduit, V*.

Reginald, F*.
Gu. three flagons arg. Euisdail, Scotland.
Gu. three college pots arg. Argenton, co. Devon.
Gu. three flower pots with a lily issuant from each

arg. \Yain, Scotland.

Gu. three lily pots arg. Argentyne.
Gu. three flagons uncovered arg. Reginald
At Conduit, Lord Mayor of London 1334, V.

Gu. three cups covered arg. Argente, Isle of

Ely, CO. Cambridge. Argentin and Argentine.
Argenton. M. Giles de Argentun, D ; but

D'Argentene, E, or D'ARGENTE\^NE, £, Harl.
ITS. 6137. Sr.deARGENTYN, F. Argentyne,
Harl. MS. 6137 fo. 44. Sr. John and Sir Giles

de Argentyne, i. Ayer. Pagan, Harl. MS.
1425 fo. 225 b.

Gu. three flagons covered arg. Blande, F.

Gu. three cups covered with one handle to each

arg. Reginald At Conduit, Lord Mayor of

London 1334-5.

Gu. crusily botonny and three cups covered arg.
Saltmarsh, CO. Leicester. But crusily.

Argenton, CO. Cambridge. Giles de Argentyne,
L, Harl. MS. 6137. The croslets fitchy. Sir

Giles Argentyne, Y.

3 CUPS cont.

Gu. three cups covered arg. garnished or. M.
Gills D'Argentine, S.

Gu. three cups covered or. Butler, Ireland, V.
Butler, Baron of Carrick or Cahir 1285, Earl
of Carrick 1299. Sr. John Clederow, Cotton
MS. Tiberius D 10. Clyderow, V. Pagan,
Derry Pagan, Faganstown, Monrath, co. Meath

;

Peltrim, co. Dublin ; Killarney, co. Kerry; and
CO. Cork. FoGAN, Ireland, Cotton MS. Tibe-
rius D 10. Togan, F*. Trye, F.

Or three cups covered az. Eston.
Or three cups covered gu. Aton. Eston. Estdn'.F.
Or three urns sa. with flames issuant from each

ppr. Blandy, Lettcombe Basset, co. Berks.
Per chev. az. and gu. three cups covered or

sprinkling salt arg. Company of Salters.
Per chev. gu. and erm. in chief three cups

covered or. Pagan, Harl. MS. 1441 fo. 41.

Per chev. or and az. three cups counterchanged.
Hardres.

Per chev. sa. and erm. three cups covered or.

Faine, Harl. MS. 1441, fo. 41.

Per chev. vert and erm. three cups covered or.

Fagan.
Per pale indented gu. and az. three cups arg.

with a boar's head erect issuant from each or.

Bowles, London ; granted 1796.

Sa. throA covers for cups arg. Koverdaw,
F*. KovERDEW, F; for Koverdow, Cornwall,
CottonMS. Tiberius D 10. LovERDAw,Cornwall.

Sa. three cups arg. Genor or Genore. Gernance.
Sa. crusily and three cups arg. John de
Stryveline, Y. But crusily fitchy. Monsire
John D'EsTRivELYN, r. Strynley.

Sa. three drinking pots arg. Geriare, co. Lin-
coln, F.

Sa. three ewers arg. Butler, F*. Totewhill,
Cornwall, F.

Sa. three flagons arg. Totewhill, F*.
Sa. three pots arg. Stanke. Totewhill, Corn-

wall.

Sa. three vases with double handles (sometimes
called flower pots) arg. Flanke or Slanke, F.

Slank, F*.
Sa. three flagons uncovered arg. Butler, Ba-

bingley, W.
Sa. three cups covered arg. Danerey. Engijsh.

Garlynape,Middlesex. Genare,F. Greenacre.
M. Richard Grenacre, <S. Sr. de Warcop, F.

Warcoppes, Harl. MS. 6137 fo. 44. Warcup,
T'*. Warcup, North More, co. Oxford, 1730.

Warcup, co. York. Warcoape or Warcup,
Carlisle Herald temp. Mary. Warcupp, Cum-
berland ; English, and Northmore, co. Oxford.
Warkhouse. And with an annulet in chief for
difi'. arg. Grenacre. The annulet in the
centre for ditf. Robert Grenacre, S.

Sa. three covered pots with handles arg. Butler.
Sa. three cups arg. covered or. Symond, F.

Symonds, White Lady Aston.
Sa. three cups or. Genor.
Sa. three standing cups or with a boar's head

issuant from each arg. Bowles, London.
Sa. three cups or covered arg. Symonds.
Sa. three standing cups covered or. Richard

FlLELL, E.
Sa. three cups covered per fess or and arg.
Symonds.

Vert crusily and three cups covered arg. Sire
Hamond de Sottone, N. Sir Hamond Sucton,
L, Harl. MS. 6589. Sulton.

Vex't crusily and three covered cups or. Sotram.
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3 CUPS and in chief

Chief

Arg. three cup^fapvered az. a chief gu. Ayncotts.
Az. three cupsncovered or a chief indented arg.
Lawles.

Az. three cups covered and a chief or on a canton

arg. a cross gu. Butler, Exeter ; granted 1670.
on a Chief Castle

Arg. three cups covered az.on a chief gu. a tower
or enclosed by two lions pass, of the first.

Ayncotes,

Arg. three cups covered sa. on a chief gu. a castle

enclosed by two lions pass. or. Ancottes.
.... Estoiles

Per pale gu. and az. three cups covered or on a

chief engr as many estoiles sa. Kelham,
Bleasby Hall, co. Nottingham; quartering
Kelham and Langdale.

Ship
Az. three covered cups or on a chief arg. a ship

under sail ppr. a canton gu. charged with the
mace of the city of London surmounted by a
sword in saltire ppr. pomel and hilt of the
second. Shaw, Kilmarnock, co. Ayr; Baro-

netcy 1809.

Estoile

Gu. three cups covered or in the chief point an
estoile arg. M'Ilvain, Grimet, Scotland.

Boundle

Arg. three cups sa. a torteau for difT. Richard
Geeneacres, Y.

8 CUPS betw. or within

Bendlets

Arg. three cups covered in bend sa. betw. two
cotises gu. Boteller, Sussex, V. Sr. Andrew
BoTELLER, V. Butler, Sussex. The cotises

engr. Joseph Butler, Bishop of Bristol 1738,
Durham 1750-2; Add. MS. 5798 fo. 51 b.

Arg. three cups covered in bend betw. two cotises
sa. BoTELEE, Suffolk.

Arg. three cups covered in bend betw. two bend-
lets engr. sa. Butler, Swithland Hall, co.

Leicester; quartering Danvers. But the cotises

engr. Botteler or Butler, co. Cambridge,
1575. Butler, Baron of Newtown-Butler 1715,
Viscount Lanesborough 1728, Earl 1756

; quar-
tering Gobion and Brindsley.

Bordnre

Arg. three cups covered within a hordure engr.
sa. Cliderowe. Clyderowe.

Arg. three pots gu. within a hordure sa. bezanty.
Manbucker or Montbucher.

Arg. three flesh pots gu. within a hordure sa. be-

zanty. Montbocher.
Arg. three water pots covered gu. within a hor-

dure sa. bezanty. Monboucher.
Arg. three flesh pots gu. within a hordure engr.

sa. bezanty. Mounteoucher.
Gu. three cups covered within a bordure engr.

or. BuTLER,F*. ShELBR0KE,F. SKELBR0KE,Tr.
Sa. three cups covered or within a bordure engr.

arg. Norton, Southcreak, Norfolk.
Sa. three cups covered within a bordure or.

Boteler, V*. Richard Boteller, Kent, Harl.
MS. 1453 fo. 17 and 30. Piers Boteixer, V.

Butler, Kent.
Crosses

Vert three cups covered betw. six crosses croslet

arg. SoTTON, V*.
Vert three cups covered arg. betw. nine crosses

croslet (arg., W.) or. Sr. Edraond Sotton,
Essex, V.

3 CUPS betw. or within. . cont.

Crosses cont.

Arg. three cups covered sa. betw. seven crosses
croslet fiichy gu. Butler, Handley, co. Derby;
granted 1606.

Sa. three cups covered betw. seven crosses croslet

arg. Strevelino.
Gu. three cups covered betw. eight crosses croslet

fitchy arg. Chaplin, Weston, co. Northampton.
Gu. three cups covered betw. nine crosses croslet

fitchy arg. Argenton. Aegentyne, co. Cam-
bridge, V.

Sa. three cups covered betw. nine crosses croslet

fitchy arg. Strivelin, F*. John Strynley,
W. John Stryvelyn, F.

Vert three cups covered betw. ten crosses croslet

or. Sutton, Essex.
Ooattes

Gu. three cups covered betw. as many gouttes
one and two of the last. College of St.
Lawrence Poultney, London.

Palets

Sa. three covered cups in pale or betw. two palets

arg. Nayloe, Wakefield, co. York.

4 CUPS

Quarterly gu. and or four cups covered counter-

changed. Langrish or Langrishe, Ireland.

Quarterly' sa. and or four cups covered counter-

changed. Langrish, West Ashling, Sussex.

Langrishe, Khocktopher, co. Kilkenny; Ba-

ronetcy 1777.

6 CUPS

Arg. six cups covered sa. (Quartered by) Andrew
Butler, T, Harl. MS. 6137.

Bendy of five arg, and sa. six cups covered as

the second. Andrew Butler, T,Ashinol. 31S.
1120.

On 1 CUSHION
Sa. on a cushion a dog couchant or. Alaband.

3 CUSHIONS including Pillows

Arg. three cushions gu. William Greystok, X.
WiNCHAKE. Nicol de Wunhale, E. Nichole

Wymale, X.

Arg. three lozenge cushions gu. John Becard,
F. Beoarde. But tasselled or. Becard, V*.

.^rg. three pillows gu. Earl of Morxy, Fruissart.

Arg. three oreillers sa. Richard Norton, A'.

Barry of three gu. and arg. as many cushions of

the second tasselled or over all on a bend sa.

gouttes d'or. Lasinby or Lasoney, co. York.

Barry of six arg. and az. three oreillers (en le

sovereign barre) in chief gu. John Fleming,
Layland, Y. Monsire John Fleminge, Y.

Gu. three cushions arg. Le Baron de Grestoc,£.
Gu. three square cushions arg. Robert de

Greystock, lord of Morpeth, V. But tasselled

or. Baron of Greystock, ob. 1306; in church
at Greystock, Cumberland.

Gu. three tasselled lozenge cushions erm. Rich-
ard Redemaine, Y. Sire Mahteu de Redeman,
N. Monsire Richard Redman, T. Redman,
Cumberland. Rcdiman. And with a crescent

in the centre for diff. arg. Redman ; quarter-

ing Twysylton, Harl. MS. 1415 fo. 246. Rich-

ard Redman or Redmayn, Bishop of St. Asaph
1471, Exeter 1496, Ely 1501-5 ; quartering
Aldbrough.

Gu. three cushions erm. tasselled or. Redman,
CO. Berks; Kent; Harwood, co. York; and

Westmoreland.
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3 CUSHIONS cont.

Gu. three lozenge cushions erm. tasselled or.

Redman, Harwood Castle, co. York, V ; and

Cumberland, 1730. Sr. Richard Red"mane, S.

Gu. three cusliions or. Redman, co. Chester ;

and CO. York. But tasselled erin. Redman,
Harwood Castle, co. Yurk.

Gu. three horielers or. Maheu de Redmain, B.
Per chev. embattled or and gu. three cushions

counterchanged. Dunbar, Barmuchetty, Scot-

land.

Vert three pillows erm. Hopkinbon, Loflhouse,
CO. York.

3 CUSHIONS betw. of within....

Arg. three cushions within a double tressure flory

counterflory gu. Randalph, Earl of Murray,
1313-46.

Or three cushions (pendent lozengewise,
Randolph, Scotland) within a double tressure

flory counterflory gu. Randolph ; quartered
hy Dunbar and by Keith. And with a mullet
for diS'. Dunbar, Mochrum, Scotland.

On 8 CUSHIONS betw. or within....

Bordure
Or on each of three cushions within a bordure

gu. a crescent of the first. Melyille, Carn-

bee, Scotland.
Tressore

Or on each of three cushions within a tressure

flory counterflory gu. a crescent of the first.

Melville.

CUTTING KNIFE see Instrament

CUTLA.8S see Sword

OANISH-AXE see Axe
DANSE see Fess dancetty

OABT see Arrow DEER see Beast

DELVES see Billets, Blocks, Dice, and Oads

3 DIBBLES
Az. three deebles arg. Deeble.

On 3 DICE

see also Bars hometty, Billets, Blocks, Cubes,

and Oads
Annulets

Arg. on each of three dice (or billots or blocks

or cubes or gads) sa. an annulet or. Ambrose,
CO. Lancaster.

Az. on each of three dice (or billets or blocks or

delves) arg. an annulet sa. Paynter, Boskune,
Cornwall. Paynter, Denmark Hill ; and Rich-

mond, Surrey.
Or on each of three dice (or bars huraetty or

billets or blocks or cubes or gads) sa. an an-

nulet in the centre arg. Ambesace, 1730.

Ambrose, Ambrose Hall, co. Lancaster.
Mullet

Arg. on each of three dice (or billets or blocks
or cubes or gads) sa. a mullet as the first.

Ambrose, co. Lancaster. Trent.
Boundles Plates

Arg. on each of three dice (or blocks or cubes)
az. a plate within an annulet as the first.

William Ambelas, A, Harl. MS. 6137.

Or on each of three dice (or blocks or cubes) gu.
a plate. Ambesace or Ambobaes.

Or on each of three dice (or blocks or cubes) sa.

a plate. William Ambesace or Amboraes.
WiUiani Dambesas, A, Ashmol. MS. 1120.

On 3 DICE cont.

Boundles cont. Ogresses
Gu. on each of three dice in perspective arg.

eleven ogresses six in front three on the
sinister side and two on top. Mathias, Lon-
don ; and Laraphey Court, and Llangwarren,
CO. Pembroke.

DISH see Cap and Flatter

DOQ see Beast DOG-COLLAB see Belt

D06-IB0N see Instrument

DOLPHIN see Fish DOSSEB see Bouget
3 DOVE-HOUSES see also Buildings

Sa. three dove-houses arg. Sapcote, Elton, co.

Huntingdon ; Cotton MS. Julius F. 8 fo. 7.

Sapcotes, Cornwall ; co. Hertford ; and co.

Lincoln. Sr. John Sapcott, co. Northants, V.

DBAGON see Monster

DRAKE and DUCK see Bird

DRINKING POT see Cup

EABS

Arg. three hind's ears gu. Audice.

EEL see FISH. EELFOT see Basket

ENDOBSES see Palets

EBMINE
For Ermine quartering a obargfed field (with or

without a charge over all) see Quarterly
the second and third charged

Erm. simply. (Ascribed to Geffray, Earl of

Bretagne and Richmond 1066, whose younger
son, Ribalt was Lord of Middleham ; and to the

eldest son) Alan or Alban Fergaunt Earl of

Bretagne, ob. 1089, and his successors until

Peter de Dreux first Duke of Brittany, and

Earl, 1219, of Richmond; and ascribed to

John de Dreux, Earl of Montfort and sixth

duke : but to his son John ob. 1399, husband
of Mary Plantagenet daughter of Edward HI,
Z, 93, 179. Albane. Montfort, granted 1342;

{erroii). Quinson. St. Hermines. And with

a crescent in fess gu. (? for difi".). Alban.

ERMINES
Ermines simply. Mignon or Roux.

EBMINE SPOT or MUSCHETOB see Tail

ESCALLOP
.... an escallop .... Geofi'rey de Taleeth,

seal, W.
Arg. an escallop gu. Prelate, Cirencester, co.

Gloucester. Prelate, F*. William Prellate,
CO. Gloucester, V.

Az. an escallop arg. Boyton or Boytonne.
Az. an escallop or. Bayton. Boyton or

Boyttone. Boytonne, V.

Barry of six arg. and vert an escallop for diff. as

the first. HoPwooD, Hopwood, co. Lan-
caster {in error).

Gu. an escallop arg. Scales.

Gyronny of eight or and az. an escallop (in error

for escu.) gu. over all a hasten arg. Ipre, Earl
of Kent 1141-62.

Paly of six arg. and vert an escallop for diff". as

the first. HopwooD, Hopwood, co. Lancaster.

Per pale arg. and gu. an escallop or. Augusti-
nian Abbey of St. James at Northampton.
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ESCALLOP cont.

Per pale az. and gu. an escallop or. Winch,
Hannes, co. Bedford. Winche. Wynch,
Harleford, co. Buckinglmm ; and Haumes, co.

Bedford ; Baronetcy 1660-1703.
Per pale su. and gu. an escallop or. Auguslinian

Priory of St. James at Northampton.
Quarterly gu. and arg. in the first quarter an

escallop or. Tymperley, Ipswich, Suffolk.

Sa. an escallop arg. Travers, Mount Travers,
' in the Friary Church at Preston, co. Lan-

caster, in glass and stone', W.

1 ESCALLOP and in chief

Bird
Az. an escallop with a dunghill cock standing

upon it or. Ottenbuey, co. York. Ottereury.
Gu. an escallop with a dunghill cock standing
upon it or. Ottenbuey, Harl. MS. lAO-i fo.

110; and co. York.
Birds

Per chev. engr. erm. and az. an escallop arg.
within an annulet or in chief three martlets of

the second. AVintle, co. Gloucester.

Castles

Per chev. flory counterflory arg. and sa. an es-

callop and in chief two (castles, Whitorne)
towers counterchanged. Whitehorn.
on a Chief. . ..Birds

Or an escallop sa. on a chief as the last three
martlets like the first. (? Wogan.)

.... Escallops

Arg. an escallop sa. on a chief as the last three

escallops as the first. Graham, Ireland.
Fish

Or an escallop sa. on a chief wavy of the second
three dolphins embowed as the first. BuNTiNd,
W. Buntinge, Norfolk.

Mullets

Arg. an escallop gu. on a chief sa. two pierced
mullets of the first. Sabine, Patricksbourne,
Kent ; and Ion House, co. Bedford ; granted
1063.

Palets

Barry of four arg. and sa. an escallop silver foi-

difl'. on a chief of the last two palats as the
first. Churchman, London.

Label

Quarterly erminois and gu. in the first quarter
an escallop for diff. sa. over all a label of five

points az. Cheere, Papworth Hall, co. Cam-
bridge.

5-Foils

Az. an escallop and in chief two 5-foils or.

Livingstone, Mewston.

1 ESCALLOP betw. or within

Beasts

Quarterly or and arg. an escallop betw. four lions

ramp. sa. Massingbird, co. Lincoln
(? error).

Bendlets
Or an escallop in chief for diff. sa. betw. two

bendlets gu. Hanbury Tracy, Baron Sudeley
1838. Lord Tracy, Ireland, 1730. Tracy,
Barnstaple, co. Devon ; and Stauway, co. Glou-
cester.

Or an escallop (for diff.) sa. betw. two bends ru.
a label of five points az. Sr. John Tracy, B.

Crescents
Or an escallop for diff. betw. three crescents

within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
Seaton, Pethoder, Scotland.

1 ESCALLOP betw. or within cont.

5-Foils

Az. an escallop and in chief two 5-foils or.

Levingston, Scotland. Livingstone, Mewston.
Cross

Az. an escallop within a quarter-pierced cross or

charged with four escallops as the first and
cantoned by so many of the second. Hoesi.ey,
V.

Gu. an escallop arg. within a quarter-pierced
cross or cantoned by four escallops of the
second. Wigott.

Heads . . ..( Beasts ) Deer

Arg. an escallop gu. betw. three buck's heads
cabossed sa. attired or. Tom, Little Peterick,

I Cornwall.

I

Birds

j

Sa. an escallop betw. three swan's heads erased

I arg. MiCHEALL.
Sa. an escallop betw. three swan's heads erased

or. MiCHEALL. Mitchell, Truro, Cornwall.
Human figure

Sa. an escallop or (? for diff'.) betw. three helmels
close arg. garnished of the second. Kennedy.
Ireland; granted \G\(^ ; quarterpd by Levinge.

.... (Monsters ) Griffin

Sa. an escallop betw. three griffin's heads erased

gu. Michell, Harlyn, Cornwall ; quartering
Tregoyes; the heiress m. Peter.

Pales
Vert an escallop arg. betw. two pales or.

Carpenter, co. Somerset; granted 1663.

1 ESCALLOP betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

Arg. an escallop within a bordure and in chief

two gilliflowers gu. Livingstone, Aberdeen.
The bordure indented. Livingstone, Bal-
rowan.

1 ESCALLOP betw. or within
and in base ....

Beast .... Lion

Sa. an escallop betw. two estoiles or in base a
lion pass. arg. Taylor, Portsmouth, co. Hants;
granted 1758.

....Wolf
Gu. an escallop betw. two horseshoes and in base

a wolf pass, reguard. or. Smith, East Bourne,
Sussex; (/rajitfd 1750.

2 ESCALLOPS

Quarterly gu. and or two escallops arg. Ayrton.
Linford.

2 ESCALLOPS and in base

Beast

Barry wavy of seven arg. and az. two escallops of

the second in l)ase a lion ramp. or. Field,
Heaton Hall, Helmesley Lodge, and "Weston

House, CO. York ; quartering Wilmer, Thweng,
Bruce, etc.

Pbeon
Per fess gu. and arg. two escallops or and in base

a pheon az. Phin, Whitehill, Scotland.

2 ESCALLOPS betw. or within

Bars

Arg. two escallops az. betw. as many bars gu.
over all a bend sa. charged with three martlets

or. Martindale, quartered by Vale.

Bendlets
.A.Z. two escallops betw. as many bendlets and

lour other escallops two and two arg. Cruse,
Ireland, T'.
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2 ESCALLOPS betw. or within cont.

Birds
Per saltire or and arg. two escallops in fess betw.

as many moorcocks in pale sa. More, co.

Bedford.
Mallets

Gu. two escallops in fess arg. betw. as many six-

pointed mullets in pale or. Tonno.

3 ESCALLOPS

.... three escallops .... in the centre a crescent
for diff. Dacres.

.... three escallops .... Hulls, co. Somerset;
and CO. Dorset.

Arg. three escallops .... Augustinian Priory at
Old Buckenham, Norfolk.

Arg. three escallops az. Syme. Trovemeb.
Arg. three escallops gu. Alrey. Barnaby, 1730.
Chidcroft. Chynedon. Clavedon. Clivedon,
V*. Clynedon or Clifton, co. Northampton.
Sr. Thomas Clyvedon, co. Northampton, V.
John Clyvedon, X. Piers De la Hay, X.
Holden. Kelke, Barnaby, co. Lincoln.

Arg. three escallops sa. Arnaway Arneway or

Arnold, co. Buckingham. Arneway, V.
Arnway. Holdon. Lowdham, Suffolk,

Strickland, co. Lancaster.

Arg. three escallops sa. the one in base debruised

by a pale gu. over all a chev. of the second.

Dardes, Ireland.

Az. three escallops arg. Trill, Cornwall. And
with a mullet for diff. Pringle, London, Ba-
ronetcy 1766-82. ScHELLEY, F*. John
Shelley, V.

Az. three escallops or. Deaudon, Deaudon, co.

Devon ; a heiress m. Malet, Collimon, Somer-
set, i, 90. DeDENDON. HARFI.EETOrHARTFLEET,
Hartfield, 1730. Hartfleet, co. Kent.
JoscELiNE or JosLiN, Mount Tregamenian,
Cornwall. Malet, Ash, in Iddesleigh, co.
Devon. Malet, Wilbury House, co. Wilts;
Baronetcy 1791. Malet or Mallet, Cornwall;
CO. Devon; and Audres,co. Somerset, Mallet,
St. Andrew's, in Quantoxhead, co. Somerset.
Sr. Bawdwyn Mallet, V. Pringle, Stitchel

House, CO. Roxburgh ; Baronetcy 1683. Be-
nedictine Abbey of St. James's at Reading, U;
Leland, Collect, i, 31, 69. Tibbell, South
Okingdon, Essex.

Az. three escallops in pale or. Symes, Collinson,
Somerset, ii, 238. 9tmmes or Symes, Chard,
and Ponsted, co. Somerset.

Az. three escallops vair. BosiSTow or Bosustowe,
Bosistow, Cornwall.

Barry of four or and az. in chief three escallops
Ru. Clebke. But harry of five. Clarke, co.

Somerset ; and London.

Barry of fifteen gu. and arg. three escallops of
the second. Sr. John de Seyntlo, M.

Cbequy gu. and arg. three escallops in bend or.

Gaston. F*. Goston, Kent, F.
Erm. three escallops gu. Clenedon, co. So-

merset. Dewhurst, Middlesex ; and Dew-
hurst, CO. Lancaster. Plompton.

Erm. three escallops or. Drwyherst, F*.
Gu. three escallops arg. Sire William de Acre,
N. Acre or D'Acre. Le Sire D'Acre, Y.

Charney. L. S. de Dacre, S. Dacre, quar-
tered by Howard. Dacre, F*. Dacre, Cum-
berland ; and Westmoreland. Dacres, Hol-
bycbe, co. Lincoln. Lord Dacres, Gilleslaud,
Z, 541. Sr. Randolph Daker ab origine
Gernet, V. William Dakere, G, Premon-

8 ESCALLOPS cont.

stratensian Abbey at Egleston, co. York.
EscAi.ES. Gerneth. Keppel, F*. Keppel
Baron Arnford, Viscount Bury, and Earl of
Albemarle 1695. Sire Henry de Pheyers, N.
Prior Pryer or Pryor. Sr. Walter de'

Ridmore, L. Shelton, co. Stafford, 1716.
Westley. And with a martlet for diff. Fre-
derick Keppel, Bishop of Exeter 1762-77.

Gu. semy of 3-foils or three escallops arg. Sire
Edmon de Acre, N.

Gu. three escallops erm. Germyn.
Gu. crusily fitchy or three escallops erm. Wil-
liam Davenant, Davenant, Essex ; granted
1588, IF.

Gu. three escallops or. Akers, West Indies.
Chamberlayn. Sir John de Chamberlen, I.

Martin Chambebleyn, B. Herbert le

Chamberleyn, B. Sir John Chambeleyne, J,
Harl. MS. 6589. Chambley or Chambly. De
Marais De Marys De Marisco Dumabesqde
or Du Mareys, Jersey. Erlegh, co. Somerset.
Gerneth. Pale, 1730. Palmer, F. Prayers
or Pryers, Rutland.

Gu. crusily fitchy and three escallops or.

Davenant, F*.
Or three escallops gu. Harbotell, Northum-

berland. Harbottle.
Or three escallops in chief gu. Sleath.
Or three escallops in chief sa. Spilsbury.
Per chev. embattled arg. and gu. three escallops

counterchanged. Hudson, Melton Mowbray,
CO. Leicester; Baronetcy 1660.

Per chev. arg. and sa. three escallops counter-

changed. Crosbie.
Per chev. az. and or three escallops counter-

changed. SMiTH.Denby.co.Derby; grantedldSi.
Per chev. gu. and az. three escallops erm.

Norham, F. Nobman.
Per chev. or and sa. three escallops counter-

changed. Brindesley Bbindsley or Brinsley.
Per chev. sa. and az. three escallops arg.
Trillo or Trippoke, Cornwall, V. Tripoke.
Tryppack, Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 66.

Per chev. vert and or three escallops counter-

changed.' Leving or Levinge.
Per chief indented az. and or three escallops

in bend counterchanged. Butler, Baron

Dunboyne, 1541.

Per fess indented or and gu. three escallops

counterchanged. Burgin.

Quarterly arg. and gu. three escallops counter-

changed. Kelk, Walsoken House, Norfolk.

Sa. three escallops arg. Bisse, co. Somerset.
Craven. Eastcott. Selton. Shelton,
West Bromwich ; co. Stafford ; Erdeswick.
Thomas Stirkelant),X. Sr. Tbos. Strickland,
CO. York ; F. William Strickland, Bishop of

Carlisle 1400-19. M. Wauter Strykelande, S.

Sr. Wauter de Styrkeland, M.
Sa. three escallops in bend arg. Webb, Clifford,

CO. Somerset; granted by Cooke, W.
Sa. three escallops in pale arg. Biss, Durham ;

and CO. Somerset. James Bisse, Atcombe, co.

Somerset ; granted by Cooke, W. Bisse, Spar-

grove, and Westcombe ; Collinson, Somerset,

iii, 467. Philip Bisse, Bishop of St. David's

1710, Hereford 1713-21. Bysse.

Sa. three escallops or. Brookes or Brooks,
Scotland. Fallowfield, Cumberland. Walcot,
1730. WiLDECOT, F*. Sir Wm. Waldecott,F.

Sa. three escallops in pale or. Keogh, Ireland.

Vert three escallops arg. Anlev.
. 86
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3 ESCALLOPS and in chief

Bird

Arg. three escallops two and one and in cbief an

eagle displ. double headed sa. William Pope, V.

Canton
Sa. three escallops in pale arg. a canton erm. and

a crescent for diflf. or. BissE,- Ireland ; granted
25 May, 1037.

Chief

Arg. three escallops and a chief gu. HiLTON.
on a Chief Beast

Gn. three escallops or on a chief arg. a wolf pass,
sa. Cattle, co. Lancaster.

Bird

Gn. three escallops in bend nrg. on a chief of the

second a martlet sa. Stalling, CoUinson,
Somerset, iii, 59.S.

.... Crosses

Arg. three escallops gu. on a chief az. as many
crosses croslet or. Genflor or G;enslor.

Henry Genslwyk, F. Genstwar, V. :

Mitres

Az. three escallops or in chief two mitres ppr.
Benedictine Abbey of St. James at Reading.

3 ESCALLOPS and in base

Arg. three escallops sa. in base a lion ramp. gu.
Clxjtterbuck, Stanmore, Middlesex.

Az. three escallops and in base a lion ramp. arg.

Clutteebuck, Northumberland ; descended
like Clutterbuck, Ireland; and . Cornwall,
from Clutterbuck, Eastington, co. Gloucester.

Clutterbuck, co. Gloucester. Clutterbuck,
Harnish House, co. Wilts.

Az. three escallops or in base a lion ramp. arg.
Clutterbuck.

3 ESCALLOPS betw. or within....

Beasts . .. .Lions

Arfr. three escallops in fess sa. betw. as many
lions ramp. gu. Ponsford, Exeter; granted
1710.

Bendlets or Cotises

Arg. thrte escallops in bend gu. betw. two bend-
lets sa. Delahay. De la Hay, V. De la
Have.

Arg. three escallops in bend sa. betw. two cotises

gu. Piers Delahay, X. Hay.
Az. three escallops betw. two cotises arg. and

three fleurs-de-lis or. Hamsted, V.

Gu. three escallops az. betw. two bendlets vair.

Brafield. Beayfield.
Or three escallops gu. betw. two bendlets sa. and

as many escucheons .... De la Hay, W.
Or three escallops sa. betw. two bendlets gu.
Tracy.

Or three escallops betw. two bendlets and six

escallops gu. Tracy, V. Tresse, V*. Wil-
liam Trasi, E; and with seven escallops, E,
Harl. MS. 6137.

Bordare

Arg. three escallops gn. within a bordure engr.
sa. Clenedon, co. Wilts.

Az. three escallops within a bordure arg. charged
with eight crosses croslet fitchygu. Melborne;
granted 1615.

Az. three escallops within a bordure engr. arg.
charged with eleven crosses croslet gu. {Con-
firmed to) Richard Milbourne, Bishop of St.

David's 1615. Carlisle 1621. The crosses cros-
let fitchy. Malbourne ; confirmed June 1615.

Az. three escallops within a bordure engr. or.

Pringle, Greenknow, Scotland.

3 ESCALLOPS betw. or within cont.

Bordare cont.

Gu. three escallops within a bordure engr. arg.

Earl, V*. Earl, Swallowfield Place, co. Berks.

Earl or Eklley. Earle, Topsfield, Essex ;

and Craglethorpe, co. Lincoln. Erle, Beck-

ington, CO. Somerset; Ashburton, co. Devon ;

and Cbarborough, co. Dorset ; the heiresses

m. Erie and Drax. Erleigh, CoUinson, So-

merset, ii, 200. John de Erlley, V. And
with an annulet or in the centre for diflf.

Earle, Boston, co. Lincoln.

Sa. three escallops within a bordure engr. arg.
Stirkland or Strickland, Sizergh, Westmore-
land; quartering Newc41, Alf'ord, and Trent-

ham. William Strickland, Bishop of Carlisle

1400-19. Strickland, Cumberland 1615 ; and
Thornton Bridge, co. York.

Chevrons

Arg. three escallops vert betw. two chev. sa.

AsHFORD, CO. Devon, V.

Per chev. gu. and az. three escallops or within

two chevronels erm. betw. as many swans in

chief and a lion ramp, in base arg. Brindley,
Union Hall, co. Stafford.

Chief

Per chev. arg. and purp. in chief three escallops
az. on a chief of the second a cross formy
betw. two griffin's heads erased of the first in

base a griffin's head erased or. Gardner or

Gardener, London.
Crosses

.... three escallops .... betw. seven crosses

croslet fitchy .... David de Graham, Oving-
ton, CO. York.

Gu. three escallops erm. betw. eight crosses

croslet fitchy or. Davenant, Davenant, Essex.

Gu. three escallops betw. nine crosses croslet

fitchy or. Davenant, V*.
Gu. three escallops arg. betw. nine crosses croslet

fitchy or. Davenant or D'Avenant, co. Oxford.

Gu. three escallops erm. betw. nine crosses cros-

let fitchy or. William Davenant, Davenant,
Essex ; granted 1588, W.

Gu. three escallops betw. crosses crusily fitchy or

a crescent for diff. John Davenant, Bishop
of Salisbury 1621-41.

Flaunches

Arg. three escallops in pale betw. two flaunches

az. Clarke, co. Hants, W. The flaunches

goutty d'or. Clarke, W.
Az. three escallops in pale or betw. two flaunches

erm. Clarke, Swanswick, co. Somerset ; and

Hyde Hall, co. Chester; quartering Hyde.
Clarke, Soraershall, W ;

and Chilcote, and

Sutton, CO. Derby ;
the heiresses m. Price and

Butler.

Az. three escallops in pale or betw. two flaunches

erm. each charged with a cross patty fitchy gu.
Clarke, quartered by Jervoise.

S-Foils

Gu. three escallops betw. nine 3-foils slipped
three three two and one arg. Acre.

3 ESCALLOPS betw. or within
and in chief

on a Chief Beasts
Az. three escallops in pale or betw. two flaunches

erm. on a chief arg. three lions ramp, of the

first. Clarke, CO. Salop, 71^ Clerke, London,
1633-4

;
Harl. MS. 1358, fo. 65 b. The lions

ramp, guard. Clarke, Shrewsbury.
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3 ESCALLOPS betw. or within .... cont.

and in chief. . . .

on a Chief eont. Heads

Arg. three escallops in pale betw. two flaunches

az. goutty d'or on a chief of the second a bull's

head couped as the third betw. two martlets

like the first. Clarke, co. Hants.

4 ESCALLOPS

Gu. four escallops in cross the tops at the centre

rueeiingor. Adbian, F*. John Adryan, Lord

Mayor of London 1270 and 1271, W.

Quarterly gu. and arg. four escallops counter-

changed. Burton, Essex, 1570. Burton,
Eastbourne. John Burton, Castlebowrne,

Sussex; granted 1570, W.

Quarterly or and gu. four escallops counter-

changed. Meested, called Olsted,F. Meksted
or Notsted, Harl. MS. 1407. Metsted, co.

Devon. Andrew Metsted, Y. Monsire de

Metsted, Y.

Vert four escallops in cross the tops at the centre

meeting arg. Wenselaqhe or Wenslaye,
Brandesburton, co. York.

Vert four escallops in cross the tops at the centre

meeting or. Wencelaugh, Brandsburton, co.

York, 1584 ; W.

6 ESCALLOPS

Arg. five escallops in cross az. Bonnet.

Az. five escallops two two and one arg. Rowton,
17 TO.

Az. five escallops in cross or. Barker, Hopton
Castle, W; and Wollerton, co. Salop. Barker,
Fairford Park, co. Gloucester; quartering Ray-
mond.

Az. five escallops in saltire or. Ratesden, 1730.

Az. five escallops two two two and or. Shoreviue,
1730. Shorevillk.

Az. five escallops in saltire or. Barker, Colds-

hurst, CO. Salop, W.

Chequy of nine gu, and or five escallops as the

last. Wigott, F*. Wygott, W.
Gu. five escallops two two and one arg. Brimpton,

Brimpton, co. Berks. Escales. William

Stokes, Brampton, F.

Gu. five escallops or. Stoke or Stokes.

Gu. five escallops three and two or. Brampton.

Gu. five escallops in cross or. Walter Jobson,

Snayth, co. York ; granted by Cooke, IF.

Gu. five escallops in saltire or. Jobson, F*.

Or five escallops in cross gu. Creasy.

Vert five escallops in saltire arg. Holbech, V.

HOLBECHE, F*.

6 ESCALLOPS

Arg. six escallops sa. Ridlesford.

Az. six escallops arg. Ratilisdon or Ratisdon.

Sir John Ratillisdon, F. Ronton.
Az. six escallops or. Methoulde or Methwold,

Longford, and Ringsworlh, Norfolk.

Az. six escallops three two and one or. Bonyton
or BoYNTON, Sufi"olk. Boyton, Sussex. Sr.

William Boyton, SufiFolk, temp. Edward I, F.

Bendy of five az. and arg. six escallops two two

and two of the last. Cruse, Ireland, F.

Erm. six escallops three two and one gu. Parker,

Syberswold, Kent; confirmed 1588.

Gu. six escallops three and three .... Amiel.

Gu. six escallops three two and one over all

a bend az. Scales.

Gu. six escallops arg. Catley or Cattley.

Sire Robert de Eschales, N. Sr. Robert de

Scales, H.

6 ESCALLOPS cont.

Gu. six escallops three two and one arg. Sire

Roberd de Escales, J. Sir Robert Escales, I.

Robert de Escalis, G. Scaife, Newcastle-on-

Tyne. Scales, Barony 1299. Scales, Scot-

land. Le S. de Scales, T; Y. Le S. Le

Scales, S. Robert de Scales, K. Scales,
Middleton, Norfolk, Shales.

Gu. six escallops or. Brymton. Stokes, F*.
Gu. six escallops three two and one or. Scales,

Barony 1299.

Per pale gu. and az. six escallops three two and
one or. Fulchampe.

Per pale sa. and az. six escallops (in orle,

FouLCHAMP, Harl. 3IS. 1404 fo. 25) three two
and one arg. Foulchampe.

Quarterly gu. and or {although in judgment 14

November 1378 or and gu.) six escallops arg.

Massey, Denleld, Harl. MS. 1535 fo, 99 ;
and

Audlem, co. Chester : but Massey, Tatton ; the

heiress m. Stanley; Harl. MS. 1424 fo. 99.

Massy, F. With a crescent in centre for difi".

Massey, Dychehouse. But with a mullet in

the centre for difi". sa. Massey, Denfeld,
Harl. MS. 1424 fo. 99.

Sa. six escallops three two and one arg. EscoT.

Escott. Estcot, Launceston, Cornwall. Sr.

Hugh de EsTOKE or Estote, F.

Sa. six escallops three two and one or. Eastoft,
Eastoft. Escot, Cornwall. Hugh Esshcote,
X. EsTEOTE EsTOFT and EsTOTEs, CO. Lincoln.

Vert six escallops arg. Hoi^ech, Holbech, co.

Lincoln ; Farnborough, co. Warwick ; and Mol-

lington, CO. Oxford; quartering AUington.
Thorle, V*. Thorley.

6 ESCALLOPS and in chief....

Gu. six escallops three two and one arg. a chief

embattled of the second. Griffith.

6 ESCALLOPS betw, or within....

Barry of five gu. and erm. six escallops or three

two and one within a bordure as the second.

Sir .... Dabrigecourte, F.

Vert six escallops arg. within a bordure az.

charged with eight fleurs-de-lis or. Holbiche.

7 ESCALLOPS

Az. seven escallops or. Methoulde or Methwold,
Longford, and Ringworth, Norfolk.

Erm. seven escallops four two and one gu. John

Parker, Sibersweld, Kent ; granted by Cooke,
W.

8 ESCALLOPS

Az. eight escallops or. Methoulde orMethwold,
Longford, and Ringworth, Norfolk.

Barry of five or and gu. eight escallops az.

Prew or Proe.

9 ESCALLOPS

Az. nine escallops three three two and one or.

Methwold, V*.

Bendy of five or and gu. nine escallops of the

second. Tracy, F. William Trasi,£. Tresse,
F*.

Chequy of nine az. and or as many escallops

counterchanged. Horsley, F.

9 ESCALLOPS and in chief

Arg. nine escallops three three and three sa. on

a canton gu. a pierced mullet or. Christopher

KiNGScoTT, Kingscott, co. Gloucester, IF.
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10 ESCALLOPS

Arg. ten escallops four three two and one s&.

BuESLEM ; quartering Godolphin.
Arg. ten escallops four tbree two and one vert.

Thurlby, Loudon ; and Northampton, 1634.

Bendy of five or and gu. ten escallops of the se-

cond. William Teasi, E, Harl. MS. 6137,
Erm. ten escallops four three two and one gu.

Parkeh, Sibbersweld, Kent; Harl. 3IS. 1453
fo. 56.

Gu. ten escallops arg. Robert D'Escales, E.
Sa. ten escallops or. Hue de Estcote, F.
Vert ten escallops four three two and one arg.

SxANiER, Leaton, and St. James's, Bridgenorth,
CO. Salop. Stonehewer. Thorle, V. Thorlby
or Thorley, Scotland. Thorland, co. York.

Vert ten escallops or. Thomas Thirlby, Bishop
ofWestminsterl541,Norwichl550,Elyl554-59.

10 ESCALLOPS and in chief. . . .

Arg. ten escallops four three two and one sa. on
a canton gu. a mullet pierced or. Kinsscote,
Kingscote, co. Gloucester. John Kingscote,
Bishop of Carlisle 1462-3.

12 ESCALLOPS
Gu. twelve escallops in orle or. Deladowne,
London.

Or twelve escallops two three two three and two
gu. Deladowne, London; granted 1591:
Harl. MS. 1453 fo. 48.

ESCALLOPS nnnnmbered
Az. semy of escallops or. Sire William de
Boytone, N.

Gu. semy of escallops arg. over all a bend vair.

Sire Robert Beaupel, N.
Or semy of escallops gu. John de la Downe,
London ; granted 1591, W.

ESCABBUNCLE
of eight rays and pierced in the centre, unless

otherwise described.

see Annulet.

Arg. an escarbuncle or over all an escucheon sa.
Cleve.

Arg. an escarbuncle sa. Bothor. Cleve.
Az. an escarbuncle of (six, V*) eight rays arg.

over all a fess as the second. Pheipowe, Ire-

land, V. Phepon, Harl. MS. 1441. Pherpowe,
V*. Pheypowe or Phisey, Ireland.

J hz. an escarbuncle or. Sire Fraunceis de
Haxtham, O.

Barry of five arg. and az. an escarbuncle gu.
Blount. Butnowedor. BLOONT.co.Gloucester.

Barry ot five arg. and az. an escarbuncle gu.
poraetty and flory or. Blount.

Barry of five arg. and az. an escarbuncle or.

Blount, London
; and co. Gloucester.

Barry of six arg. and az. an escarbuncle or. Sir
Nicholas Gray, ifarM/yS. 1386 fo.89. GEAYE,Jr.

Barry of six az. and arg. over all an escarbuncle
or. Graye, V*.

/Gu. an escarbuncle or. Mandeville. Navarre,
Z, 270. Navere, Cotton MS. Tiberius D lU.

Gu. an escarbuncle or over all an escu. arg.Duke of Cleves, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10
fo. 969.

Gu. an escarbuncle of six points or. Naverne,
quartered by Evreux

; i. e. Navarre, cc. 1328-
84 ; Harl. MS. 6829 fo. 46.

Gyronny of eight gu. and arg. an escarbuncle sa.
Mandeville.

ESCABBTJNCLE cont.

Or an escarbuncle sa. Apifer.
Per chief arg. and gu. over all an escarbuncle

or. Andegarvia, Z, 519. (The ancient coat

of) Anjou, V. Bromestalke
; i. e., Geoffry

Plantagenet Martel, Earl of Anjou; Z, 34;
father of Henry II; sometimes with over all

an escucheon gu. two lions pass, guard, or.

Per pale az. and gu. an escarbuncle or. Messire
Ondert de Lylle, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10.

Quarterly arg. and gu. over all an escarbuncle or.

Magnavii.e or Mandeville ; adding the escar-
buncle on creation as Earl of Kent 1148, Gough,
i, 24, from Chronicle of Walden Abbey.

Quarterly az. and gu. over all an escarbuncle or.

Ondert, Hari.JfS. 1404 fo. 110. Onedert.
Ordeit.

Quarterly or and gu. over all an escarbuncle sa.

Mandevile, V : Earl of Essex {granted ?)
1139: Harl. MS. 1407 fo. 22.

Quarterly gu. and vert over all an escarbuncle or.

Wigenhale, St. German's Wigenbale, Essex.
Sa. an escarbuncle or. Ruthefos, Cornwall.
But with twelve rays. Ruthfio, Cornwall, W.

1 ESCABBTJNCLE and in chief....

Per pale arg. and or an escarbuncle az. on a chief

nebuly of the last a ducal crown betw. two

escallops as the second. Taylor, Todmorden
Hall, CO. Lancaster, quartering Crossley.

1 ESCABBTJNCLE betw. or within

Bordure

Arg. an escarbuncle pometty flory throughout
within a bordure gu. Cleves ; Z, 489.

Or an escarbuncle sa. within a bordure engr. of
the last. (A quartering of) Tendirden, V.

Estoiles

Gu. an escarbuncle betw. two estoiles or. Harold,
Suflblk.

Gu. an escarbuncle betw. three estoiles arg.
Haeolde, Harl. MS. 4632, fo. 43 b.

Gu. an escarbuncle or betw. three estoiles the
two in chief gold the other arg. a label of three

points silver. Harrold, Harl. MS. 21 20 fo. 29.
Gu. an escarbuncle betw. three estoiles or.

Harold, Ireland. Harrold, Harl. 3IS. 1425
fo. 212 b. Harvard and Harwood, Harl. MS.
1425 fo. 227.

S-Foils

Per pale gu. and vert an escarbuncle or betw
5-foils in orle arg. Jugg, London.

Mullets
Gu. an escarbuncle arg. betw. three six-pointed

mullets or. Harolde, Dublin
;
Harl. MS. 1425

fo. 218 6.

Gu. an escarbuncle or betw. three six-pointed
mullets arg. a label of as many points silver.

Harrold, HaW. 31 S. 5866 fo. 7 and 6096 fo.l3,
Gu. an escarbuncle betw. three six pointed mul-

lets or, Harrold, Harl. MS. 5666 fo. 18,

On 1 ESCABBUNCLE

4-Foil

Quarterly gu. and arg. over all an escarbuncle sa.

oppressed by a 4foil quarterly arg. and gu.
Sr. Getirey Mandevile, P^arl of Essex, founder
of the Abbey of St. John at Colchester ; Cotton
MS. Tiberius D 10.

5 -Foil

Gu. on an escarbuncle or a 5-foil .... William
Earl of Flanders 1127-8; Z, 17.
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On 1 ESCABBUNCLE cont.

Botmdles

Barry of four arg. and az. on an escarbuncle gu.
bezants. Edward Blount, Mangerfeild, V ;

CO. Gloucester, W.

3 ESCABBTTNCLES
Gu. three escarbnncles arg. Josselyn.
Gu. three escarbuncles or. Joskyn.

1 ESCBOLL and in base ....

Arg. in chiefon an escrollsa. the word" Emmanuel''
or in base a lion ramp. az. holding in the dexter

paw a chaplel of laurel vert. Emmanuel
College, Cambridge.

ESCUCHEON

excepting escncheons that are barry, bendy,
chequy, chevronelly, fretty, fnsily, gyronny,

lozengy, paly, parted, quarterly, or vair;
for such see BORDITBE : see also

TAEGET.
False escucheon in Rolls B, C, H, is an ORLE :

but in Roll Fis an escucheon : forescucheons
voided of Roll Y, etc., see ORLE.

Arg. an escu. az. Bartron. Mons. Thomas
Stragextff, W. Steaguff, V*.

Arg. au escu. erm. Bazin, London.

Arg. an escu. ermines. With, V*. Morice
Withe, V. Wyth, V*.

Arg. an escu. gu. Allison. Sire de Bubre, W.
Conestable de Flanders; A, Harl. MS. tii37.

HoESTON, Harl. MS. 1404. Hoston. Ursling.

Arg. an escu. gu. over all a baston sa. Sire Ro-
bert Crey, L ; or De La Ceey, £., Harl. MS.
2213 and 6589 ; but De Le Grey, L, Harl. MS.
0148.

Arg. an escu. gu. over all a bend sa. Sire Ro-
berta de Lacy, N. Lacy, V*; and co. Cambridge.
Lacye, CO. Devon; Harl. MS. 1404. But a

bendlet. Sir Robert de Lacy, co. Cambridge,
temp. Edward I, V.

Arg. frett}' sa. an escu. gu. Rever. Revebs.
i3e La River, V. Richard de la River, Y.

Sir William Rivers, F. Ryvers, V*.

Arg. an escu. sa. Barington or Berington,
Moresborough, co. Chester, Harl. MS. 1535 fo.

8. Bass. Darcie. Fulthorpe. Loudoun.
Arg. an escu. sa. over all an escarbuncle or.

Frederick Duke of Schomberg.
Az. an escu. arg. Aleston. Allanson. Allenson,

Harl. MS. 1404. Eltham, Cornwall. Sire de

Gaigancourt, W. Le Chastelin de Gaunt, Y,

Gaygancourt, F*. Harleston, F; and Harl.
MS. 1404. Walter de Tupigni, A-, or de

TupiGNY, W. Sire de Wanhyn, W. And with

a label of five points gu. Robert de Waverey,
W. Waweryn.

Az. an escu. arg. over all a bend engr. gu.
Constable, F*. Le Constable de Flanders;
Harl. MS. 6137, and W.

Az. an escu. or. Bartbum, Essex ; Harl. MS.
1404. Berteam, Lord of Mitford. Gyles
Copeigne, W. Harleston.

Barry of six or and sa. an escu. erm. Bobs or

BORSEY.

Barry of seven or and gu. an escu. in the dexter
chief erm. Sir .... de Martyn, V. Maetin,
Kent; and co. York. Maeton, Capenwray
Hall, CO. Lancaster.

Barry embattled of nine arg. and sa. an escu. gu.
Straiton, Laureston, Scotland. Steaton, Scot-
land.

Adam de

Rondell,

ESCUCHEON cont.

Chequy or and gu. an escu. erm.
Caili, E,

Compouy or and sa. an escu. erm,
Harl. MS. 1441.

Erm. an escucheon arg. Blanckfeont or
Blaenekfront.

Erm. an escu. az. Rockley. Rokeby. Rokeley,
F; and Hari.il/fir. 1404. Rote.

Erm. an escu. gu. Balgoill. Holgrave, F.
HoLGREVE Hulgrave Hulgeeeve Or
Hulgeeve.

Erm. an escu. gu. over all a (bend, F*) bendlet
sa. William Bennet, V.

Erm. an escu. gu. over all a bend engr. sa.

Bennet, Norfolk,
Erm. fretty sa. an escu. gu. Monsire Richard
Delaryveb, Y.

Gu. an escu. arg. Sire Johan de Baylolf, N.
Gu. an escu. arg. over all an escarbuncle of eight

staves pometty flory (of the first, Z, 489, but?)
or. Cleve, as borne by Anne, daughter of
John III, duke of Cleve, and fourth wife of

Henry VIII; quartering Juliers, Schwarzen-
berg, Berg, Lamarck, Luxemburg, and Ravens-

berg. But on the escarbuncle a hurt. Duke
of Clbves, Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10 fo. 664.

Gu. an escu. arg. over all a bend sinister erm.

Henry de Mebkington, Y.

Gu. an escu. arg. over all a bend sa. Quixley or

QOYXLEY.
Gu.an escu. erm. Hundescot. Sr.de Hundescott,
F; and Harl. MS. 1404. Sire de Hundiscote,
D. Hundscot.

Gyronny of eight az. and or an escu. arg. Syr
Peter de Spayne, Q.

Gyronny of eight or and az. an escu. arg.
Despayne. Landon, Cheshunt, co. Hertford;
quartering Palmer. Landon, Wales; Harl. MS.
1977 fo. 2L

Gyronny of eight or and az. an escu. gu. (At-
tributed to) Matilda of Flanders, wife of
William I, Z, 2, 16, 519.

Gyronny of eight or and az. an escu. gu. over all

a baston arg. William de Ipre, Earl of Kent
1141-62; Burke, Extinct Peerage.

Gyronny of eight or and az. an escu. sa.

M'CuLLUM, Scotland.

Gyronny of ten gu. and az. an escu over
all a baston sinister couped arg. Ypbes.

Gyronny of ten or and az. an escu. gu. over all a
baston sinister arg. D'Ipue, Kent. Dypres.
William de Ipres, Earl of Kent 1141-62;
Bankes. The baston couped. Dypre.

Gyronny of twelve arg. and gu. an escu. or.

Elers, Chelsea, Middlesex.
Or an escu Brayne, Aston Mondrem.
Or an escu. az. Bartbum, Cum berland,Hari.MS.

1404. Beeteam. Buttol. Hebtham.
Or an escu. az. over all a bendlet compony gu.

and arg. Le Sr. Dansert, W.
Or an escu. gu. Constable, F*. Constantino

deFiANDERis; A, Ashmol. MS. Constable of

Flaundees, W.
Or an escu. sa. Herwesell.
Or an escu. vert over all a bend compony gu. and

arg. Walchange or Walhang.
Quarterly or and gu. an escu. sa. Fitz^Piers.
Sa. an escu. erm. Bafyn, F,

1404.

Sa. fretty arg. an escu. gu. Boyes.
Vair an escu. or. Gwine. Gwyn. Robert

Gynes, F.

Basing, Harl. MS.
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1 ESCUCHEON and in chief

For barry coats with a chief, plain or charged,
and over all an escncheon, such as the arms

of Mortimer, see Chief.

Birds

Arg. an escu. and in chief three martlets gu.
Walsh, Ireland.

Fruit
Or an escu. gu. in chief three acorns vert.

AccoRNE, Scotland.
Label

Arg. an escu. az. a label of five points gu.
Waverly, V*.

Arg. an escu. gu. a label of five points az.

Reysforshacke, Earl. MS. 1404.

Arg. an escu. sa. a label of five points gu. Sire

de CoRANCE or Corane; A, Harl. MS. 6137.
Az. an escu. arg. a label of three points gu.

St. Bennant, France ; Harl. MS. 1404. But
five points. Robert de Waverey, W. Waweryn.

Or an escu. sa. a label of five points gu. Sire de
CoRANOE or CORANE, A.

Hallet

Arg. an escu. vert a mullet in the dexter chief

.... Sr.de ScoRPos, W.

1 ESCUCHEON betw, or within . . .

Annulets
Sa. an escu. betw. three annulets or. Nottingham,
England. Nottyngham. And with a bordure
of the second. Nottingham. Nottyngham.
WoTiNGHAM, Ifari. MS. 1458 fo. 272.

Beasts
Gu. an escu. betw. four lions ramp. arg. Clarke,

Suffolk.

Sa. an escu. erm. betw. four lions ramp, in cross

arg. Dr. Wilhara Pai>dye ; and Nicholas

Paddy, Lancaster Herald, temp. Elizabeth;
granted 1591 ; Harl. MS. 1453 fo. 44.

Az. an escu. arg. betw. six lions ramp. or. Smyth,
London.

Billets

Arg. an escu. within ten billets in orle sa, Filkyn
or Fylkin, Tattenhall, co. Chester. Fdlkin,
Harl. MS. 1404.

Birds Martlets

Gu. an escu. betw. three martlets arg. Borlemat.
Bourtynet, Tournay.

Gu. an escu. betw. three martlets or. Bourtynet,
Tournay.

Eagles
Arg. an escu. betw. six eagles displ. gu. Sr. de

Clere, Norfolk, V. Howedon. Howeldon,!^.
Gu.an escu. betw. six eagles displ. arg. Howeldon.
Gu. an escu. arg. betw. six eagles displ. or.

Dabcie, CO. Lincoln. Sir Philip Darcy, V.

.... Martlets
Az. an escu. betw. six martlets arg. Tupigney.

Crows

Arg. an escu. gu. betw. ravens in orle vert.

Thieubrone, v.

.. . .Martlets

Arg. an escu. betw. martlets in orle gu. Vane or

Vanly, Norfulk. Vaulx, Kent. Sr. John
Vaulx, Norfolk, V. Sire William de Vaus, N.
Sir William Vaux, de Vattx, or de Vaulx, L.
Sire Johan de Vaux, O. Monsire de Vaux, Y.
William Wassee, T.

Arg. an escu. gu. betw. martlets in orle sa.

HoLGRAVE, CO. Chester. Thomas Holgreve,
Chester, V.

Arg. an escu. or betw. martlets in orle gu. James
Vaux, Y.

1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within cont.

Birds cont. Martlets cont.

Arg. an escu. sa. betw. martlets in orle gu.
Darcy. Limborne. Limburne.

Arg. an escu. betw. martlets in orle sa. Caltoft
or Caltest. Dearden, The Orchard, and
Handle Hall, Rochdale. Holgrave. Rashdale,
EUand, and Parnhill, co. York.

Az. an escu. betw. martlets in orle arg. M. Tho-
mas de Herpyngham, S. Walcot. Walcotes,
V. Walter Walcots, Y. Wolcotts.

Az. an escu. arg. betw. martlets in orle or.

Geney. Genney or Jeny. Jasper.
Az. an escu. betw. martlets in orle or.

Chattersett, F*. M. Thomas Erpingham, S.
Geney. Genney, Schatersett, T'*. Sr. Tho-
mas Jeney, Sohatersett, V. Jenney, V.

Scatersett, V. Sr. Thomas Schatebset,
Giuney, V. Schaterset or Scatterset.
Walcot. Sr, William Wallcott, V.

Gu. an escu. betw. martlets in orle arg. Chadwick,
Chadwick, and Healey, co. Lancaster,

Chamberlan, quartering gu. achev. betw. three

escallops or. Chideck. John Chideuk, Y.

Chidiock, Chidiock, co. Dorset. Emenfxeld
or Enfield, Essex. Erpingham, F*. Eynfield,
Radhau. William de Redham, F.

Gu. an escu. arg. betw. martlets in orle or. Mon-
sire Henry de Enefele, Y. Enenfeld, F.

Enenfield, F*. Evefield.
Gu. an escu. or betw. martlets in orle arg. within a

bordure engr. (sometimes inveeked) of the se-

cond charged with eight crosses croslet sa.

Chadwick, Swinton Hall, co. Lancaster.
Gu. an escu. betw. martlets in orle or. Hugh de
Enfield, Y,

Or an escu. betw, martlets in orle gu. Eynfield.
Or an escu. betw. martlets in orle gu. Medwel,

CO. Northampton.
Or an escu. betw. martlets in orle sa. Brownlow,
Humby, co. Lincoln

; and London ; Baronetcy
1641, Viscount Tyrconnell and Baron Charle-
ville 1718 ; extinct 1754. Brownlow, Belton,
CO. Lincoln ; Baronetcy 1641-80.

Per fess gu. and az, an escu. betw. martlets in

orle arg. Board, Linfield, and Bordhill,
Sussex.

Per pale erm. and or an escu. betw. martlets in

orie gu. Maydwell.
Sa. an escu. betw. martlets in orle arg. Baalun

or Bolum. Boling or Bolling. Bulling.
Monsire de Empingham, Y. Rachedall, F.

Richdale. RtsHDALE. Sedgewick. Sedgewicke
or Sedgwike.

Sa. an escu. erm. betw. martlets in orle arg.
Tristram Rolling, co. York, V. Bouling.
Bowling, F*,

Sa. an escu. betw. martlets in orle or. Bagnall.
Bagnill, F. Beegnel or Begnye. Beegnill,
V. Smailepais or Smallpage, London ; granted
1585.

Vert an escu. betw. martlets in orle arg. Sire
John de Empyngham, O. Eppingham or

Erpingham, ^Zas8 at Fuhhsim, Bloniejield, Nor-

folk, iv, 377. Mounsyer Thomas Erpingham,
T. Sr. Robert Erpingham, Norfolk, V. Sr.

Thomas Erpingham, Norfolk, temp. Edward I,

F. Walter de Herpingham, Y.

Vert an escu. arg. betw. martlets in orle or.

Empringham, Harl. MS. 6829 fo. 6; and

Grimsby Magna, co. Derby.
Vert an escu. erm. betw. martlets in orle arg.
Erpingham.
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1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within cont.

Birds cont. Owls

Arg. an escu. betw. owls in orle sa. Bowling,
Bowling, CO. York. Calve eley. Scott, V.

Seetes.
Sa. an escu. betw. owls in orle arg. Sr. W.

Calverley, CO. York, V. Calverley, Sussex
;

and Epsom, Surrey : a branch of Calverley,

Calverley, and Eryholme, co. York; descended
from John Scott who m. the heiress of Gos-

patrick lord of Calverley. Scot, Kent. Sole.

Sa. an escu. arg. betw. owls in orle or. Scott,

Wetherby, co. York.
.... Starlings

Sa. an escu, betw. starlings in orle arg.
Calverley.

Bordnre

Arg. an escu. within a bordure az. Depings.

Spring, F*. John Springe, V.

Arg. an escu. within a bordure gu. Eustache de

Bailiol, C. Alexander de Bailol, F. Sire

Johan de Bailloll, J; P. M. Alexander

Balioll, D ; E. John Balioll, Barnard

Castle, Y. John de Ballioll, B. Baliol

College, Oxford. Essex, Bewcot, co. Berks.

HiNDSEY. Lyndsey, CO. Lancaster. And with

a label or. Eustace de Tours, P.

Arg. an escu. within a bordure gu. over all a bend
erm. Quyxley. Town of Richmond, co.

York. The bend ermines. Markington, co.

York. Quixley, V. The bend or. John
Litheqraynes, Y. The bend sa. Ranf de

Langton, F. The bend vair. Herbert Bayouse,
Merkington, Y.

Arg. an escu. gu. within a bordure of the last

charged in chief with three mascles or. Parrot
or Parrott.

Arg. an escu. within a bordure sa. Le SprjNG,
Durham.

Az. an escu. within a bordure or. Bertram, Ba-
ron of Bothall, Northumberland, V. Sire Ro-
bert de Bertram, N. Le Baron Bothale,
Y. Bdttolf. Hertham, Northumberland.

Landel, CO. Berwick. And with a label of five

points gu. William de Bailol, E, Harl. 3IS.

6137 ; but Bailloll, E.
Az. an escu. or within a bordure of the last

charged with four crosses tau sa. Landell,
Southwark.

Barry embattled of seven arg. and az. an escu.

gu. within a bordure engr. of the second.

Straiton, Montrose, Scotland.

Erm. an escu. within a bordure gu. Ingram de

Bailoll, E. Ingram Balioll, Y. Sire de

Humframvill, V. Humfravill, F». Ingram
de Umfravile, F. And with a label az. Roth.

Ingram de Umfravile, Y. Umfrevile. The
label of five points. Ingram de Umfravile, E.

Ingram Bailol, F.

Erm. an escu. gu. within a bordure of the last

charged with nine billets or. Wallop, V.

Erm. an escu. gu. within a bordure engr. of the
last. Hepell. Sr. Robert Heppell, V. Leple.

Erm. an escu. sa. within a bordure of the last

charged with 5-foils sa. Darcy.
Gu. an escu. within a bordure arg. Angihsh.
Alexander Bailoll, E ;

or Balioll, Y. Alex-
ander de Bailloll, K; or de Baliol, F. Sr.

Robt. Bayllol, V. Sire Alexander de Bayloll,
J; but de Baylolfz, H. Essex, Bewcot, and

Laraborne, co. Berks. Rotherford. And
with a label az. Sire Thomas de Batlolf, N.
But sa. Bayloffe, Northumberland.

1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

Gu. an escu. arg. within a bordure of the last

charged in chief with three martlets as the
first. Rotherfield. Rotherford, V ; and
Middleton Hall, Northumberland. The mart-
lets sa. Rutherford, That Ilk ; an heiress
m. Stewart.

Gu. an escu. az. within a bordure arg. Milfoed.
The bordure or. Milford.

Gu. an escu. or within a bordure arg. charged
in chief with three martlets sa. Rutherford,
Hnmialee, Scotland.

Gu. an escu. within a bordure or. Milford.
Or an escu. within a bordure az. Dirby. Sr.

John de Lanndeles, M. Laudeles. Wreake.
Wreke. V.

Or an escu. az. within a bordure of the last

charged with six (Harl. MS. 1982 fo. 156 ; but
seven 1396 fo. 159) crosses croslet as the first.

Palmer, quartered by Hoorde.
Or an escu. within a bordure gu. Bartram,
Cumberland; sometimes a label gold.

Or an escu. gu. within a bordure of the last

charged with billets as the first. Spelman alias

Yallop, Bowthorp, Norfolk.

Or an escu. gu. within a bordure of the last

charged with crosses croslet or. Bertram,
lord of Mitford, V.

Or an escu. sa. within a bordure az. impaling
arg. a cross flory dimidiated .... Bartley,
Scotland ; Berry, Supp.

Purp. an escu. within a bordure or. Hertham,
Northumberland.

Sa. an escu. within a bordure arg. William

Bartram, Y. William Lucre, Y.

Sa. an escu. arg. within a bordure of the last

charged with billets of the first. Filkyn.
Fylkin. Fylkyn, V. Stretch. And with a

crescent in centre for difi". of the first. Filkyn,
F*. FULKIN. FULKYN, V. FyLKYN, V.

Sa. an escu. arg. within a bordure of the last

charged with martlets as the first. Lestwiche,
Lestwiche, co. Chester. Winington, F.

Winnington, Stamford Court, co. Worcester;
Baronetcy 1775. Winton, Essex. Wynington,
Hermitage, and Offerton, co. Chester; and
London

; granted 1675.

Sa. an escu. arg. within a bordure of the last

charged with 5-foils gu. Monsire Robert

Darcy, Y.

Sa. an escu. arg. within a bordure of the last

charged with 5-foils as the first. Caltoft.
Sa. an escu. within a bordure or. Herveseli..

Herwesell, F.

Vair an escu. within a bordure gu. Walter de

Lindesey, B. Wat de Lingdesheie, £ ; or de

LiNDESAY, F.
Vair an escu. gu. within a bordure of the last

charged with crosses croslet or. Sr. Robert

Lyndesey, CO. Huntingdon, F.

Vair an escu. within a bordure or. W^alter

Lyndesey, Y. And with a label az. Walter

LiNDESAY, the son, Y. The label of five points

gu. William de Bailol, F.

Crescents

Gu. an escu. arg. betw. crescents in orle or.

Hunt.
Crosses

Gu. an escu. arg. betw. four crosses patty fitchy
in saltire or. Cooke, Langham, Suffolk.

Az. an escu. betw. crosses croslet fitchy in orle

arg. Sutter
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1 ESCirCHEON betw. or within cont.

Crosses cont.
Az. an escu. betw. crosses croslet fitchy in orle

or. Breach. Shcter, Winterbourne, co.

Wilts ; granted 1614.
Gu. an escu. betw. crosses croslet in orle arg.

Bertram, in church at Aston, co. York.

Escallops
Ax. an escu. betw. three escallops arg.
TUBBINGHAM.

Or an escu. gu. betw. three escallops az.

Messingham, Ireland.
Gu. an escu. arg. betw. four escallops two and
two or. Pendleton, W. The escallops in

saltire. Pendleton, Norwich.
Az. an erm. betw. six escallops arg. Tupxgney.
But nine. Walter de Toepigny, A, Harl.
MS. 6137.

Estoiles

Az. an escu. betw, estoiles in orle or. Teest,
Culworth, CO, Northampton.

Gu. an escu. betw. estoiles in orle arg.

Chamberlayne, Maugersbury, and Oddington,
CO. Gloucester.

Gu. an escu. arg. betw. estoiles in orle or.

Chamberlain, CO. Oxford ; and co. Gloucester.
Gu. an escii. erm. betw. estoiles in orle or.

Wickham, Oxford.
Fleur-de-lis

Gu. an escu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis at the corners

arg. Browne.
Flowers

Sa. an escu. betw. three roses arg. Powel or
Powell. Powell, Horsley, co. Denbigh ; and

Birkenhead, CO. Chester; Baronetcy 1629-95.

Arg. an escu. sa. betw. roses in orle gu. Sire
Johan Darcy, t7.

Gu. an escu. arg. betw. roses in orle or over all a
bend sa. Tanerett, F*. But a baston sa.

Tancrett, CO. Devon, V.

Sa. an escu. arg. betw. roses in orle or over all a
bend erm. Tanerett.

4-Foil8

Az. an escu. arg. betw. 4-foils in orle or.

Ali,anson, Adlington, co. Lancaster; and Mid-
dleton Quernhow, co. York.

5-Foils

Arg. an escu. sa. betw. three 5-foils gu. Sir John
Darcy, L.

Are. an escu. betw. six S-foils three two and one
gu. Syr Amory (Audemar, Harl. MS. 6589)
Darcye, Q.

Arg. an escu betw. 5-foils sa. Sir William
de Vaux, L, Harl. MS. 6148 fo. 144 h.

Arg. an escu. betw. 5-foils in orle az. Sr. Wil-
liam Darcy, Parke, V.

Arg. an escu. az. betw. 5-foils in orle gu. Darcy,
CO. Lincoln.

Arg. an escu. betw. 5-foils in orle gu. Hedworth,
CO. Lincoln.

Arg. an escu. sa. betw. 5-foil8 in orle gu. Darcie,
CO. Durham; and co. Lincoln. Darcy, Parke,
V. Sir John Darcy, co. Lincoln

; temp. Ed-
ward I, V. Monsire Darcy le frere, 1'. Sr.

John Darcy, R. Hedworth, Chester Deanery,
CO. Durham; the coheirs m. Musgrave and
Milbanke; descended from Hedworth, Har-
raton, co. Durham, who m. Darcy of Harraton,
quartering Huton, Cbauncellour, GefFey and
Skelton

;
the colieirs m. Lambton and William-

son. John Hedworth, Herverton, co. Durham,
V. Sr. John Lynburve, i?.

1 ESCTTCHEON betw. or within. .cont.

5-Foil8 cont.

Arg. an escu. betw. 5-foiIs in orle sa. Cai.stost,
Cotton MS. Tiberius D 10 fo. 494. Caltoft,
F*.Sr.PhilipCALTOST,co. Lincoln. Shadwortii.

Az. an escu. betw. 5-foils in orle or. Paltock,
Kingston ; confirmed 1012. Poltock, Surrey.

Gu. an escu. betw. 5-foils in orle arg. Bassinges.
Doctor Hugh Chamberlen, ob. 1728 ; the co-

heirs m. Hopkins and Luther. Tankerville.
Gu. an escu. arg. betw. 5-foils in orle or.

Chamberlayn, F. Doctor Hugh and Doctor
John Chamberlayn, London, 1684. Guy
Tankerville, lord of Tankerville, temp.
Henry I.

Gu. an escu. arg. betw. pierced 5-foils in orle or.

Godfraye de Basemes; A, Ashmol. MS.
Gu. an escu. or betw. 5-foils in orle arg. Godfrey,

Basenes.
Gu. an escu. betw. pierced 5-foils in orle or.

Godfraye de Basevile, A, Harl. MS. 6137.
Sa. an escu. betw. 5-foils in orle arg. Builli or
BuisM. Sr. John Bussy, V.

6-Foil8

Arg. an escu. sa. betw. '
siste-foils' in orle gu.

Sire John Darsy, 0,

7-Foil8

Arg. an escu. sa. betw. three * sit-foils' gu.
D'Arcy, Parke, Y.

Arg. an escu. sa. betw. six '
sit-foils' in orle gu.

John Darcy, Y.

Garbs

Arg. an escu. betw. three garbs within a double
tressure flory counterflory gu. Scot.

Heads Beast (Wolf)
Gu. an escu. betw. three wolf's heads erased arg.

Scot-RoRERTsoN, Bonholm, Scotland, quarter-
ing Scott.

Fish
Gu. an escu. arg. betw.three(ged's or) pike's heads

couped or. Geddeis or Geddes, Rachan,
Scotland ; Nisbet,

Horseshoes
Gu. an escu. arg. betw. horseshoes or. William

de Mongomeri, F.
Gu. an escu. erm. betw. horseshoes in orle arg.

MOGUNCHERY, 1730. MoG0NCLAY, 1730.

Mongomerie, Harl. MS. 1404. Montgomery,
V. John Mountgomery, F.

Mascles
Az. an escu. betw. four mascles or. Miller, co.

Devon ;
and Islington, Middlesex.

Mullets
Sa. an escu. betw. three mullets arg. Witham, V.

Sa. an escu. arg. betw. three mullets or. Withem.
Gu. an escu. betw. mullets in orle arg. Sire John

de Crameville, 0.

Gu. an escu. erm. betw. mullets in orle or.

Wickham, V*. Wyckham, Swacliffe, co. Ox-
ford, V.

Gu. an escu. arg. betw. mullets in orle or.

Chamberlayne, Ryes, Essex ; quartering
Brocket; descended through Chamberlayne,
rrinceThorpe,co.Warwick,fromCHAMBERLAYNE,
Presbury, co. Gloucester; Wickham, co. Ox-
ford ; and Thoroldhy, co. York. Chamberlayne,
Cranbury Park, and Weston Grove, co. Hants.

Sa. an escu. betw. mullets in orle arg. Dearden,
Upton House, Poole, co. Dorset.

Nails
Gu. an escu. betw. three nails pointing to the

centre and as many holly leaves arg.
Holstein.
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1 ESCTTCHEON betw. or within

Orle

Az. an escu. within an orle or charged with three

5-foils as the first, John Landal, seal (no
tinctures), Nisbet, i, QAft. Landels, Scotland.

Gu. an escu. within an orle arg. Rutland, Saf-

fron Walden, Essex; and London.
Gu. an escu. within an orle and a bordure arg.

Bagway, V.

Or an escu. within an orle sa. charged in chief

with three annulets gold. Nottyngham, V*.
Orles

Arg. an escu. within two orles gu. Buedon.

Arg. an escu. within two orles and a bordure gu.
Chideok {in error).

Gu. an escu. within two orles arg. Chadioke.
Sire Johan Chideok, N.

Or an escu. within two orles and a bordure az.

Landles.
BoundloB .... Bezants

Az. an escu. gu. betw. bezants in orle and in the

centre a 5-foil (? for diff.) erm. Danoerfield.
Gu. an escu. arg. betw. bezants in orle. Honte.

HuMET, Sandford, co. Lincoln, Constable of

Normandy temp. Henry II. John Hunt, V.

And with a label erm. Hunte, 1730.

Sa. an escu. arg. betw. bezants in orle. William
de BoDiHAM, A, Ashmol, MS.; but Lodiham, ^,
Harl. MS. 6137.

Sa. an escu. erm. betw. bezants in orle. Turville.
Sa. an escu. gu. betw. bezants in orle. Bamet

or Banet. And with in the centre a 5-foil

(? for diff.) erm. Richard de Bury alias De
Angaeyiiol, Bishop of Durham 1333-45.

Ogresses

Arg. an escu. vert betw. ogresses in orle within a

bordure engr. gu. Birkenhead or Bieket.
....Plates

Gu. an escu. arg. betw. plates in orle. Hantey.
....Torteanz

Arg. an escu. sa. betw. torteaux in orle. Sr. de

WlNDHUIi, V. Wyndhull, V*.
TresBore

Arg. an escu. within a double treasure flory ooun-

terflory gu. Brewse. David. David Karl of

Huntingdon and Garrioch, father of John (Le
Scot, Earl of Chester 1231-44), Nisbet.

Gu. an escu. within two tressures (these are orles)

arg. Sire Johan Chideok, N.

Pily in point of six traits gu. and or an escu.

within a tressure of the last. De Scoll,

England.

1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within
and in chief.

Axmnlets
Sa. an escu. within a bordure and in chief three

annulets arg. Notingham. Nottingham.
Sa. an escu. within a bordure and in chief three

annulets or. Notingham or Notyngham, V.

Nottingham. Nottyngham, V*.
Cantons

Quarterly or and az. in base tw o piles meeting at

the centre (sometimes called a chev.) counter-

changed an escu. within a bordure arg. and in

chief two cantons of the second and first.

LoNDONS, Wales, V.

on an Escncheon

Arg. an escu. within a bordure gu. in the dexter

chief on an escu. az. a lion ramp. arg. crowned
or. Hugh, son of John, de Ballioll, B.

Hugh Bailiol, Bywelle ; as meant in P: and

Baliol, Bywell, as meant in Y.

On 1 ESCUCHEON
Annulet

Erm. on an escu. gu. an annulet betw. three
crescents or. Lonochampe, V*.

Bar see Fess
Bars

Gu. on an escu. arg. two bars az. Copeinge.
Sr. de Genepole, W. ^

Beast
Or fretty az. on an escu. gu. a demi-lion erased

arg. Anthony Montrollier, V.

Gu. in the dexter chief on an escu. arg. a lion

ramp. sa. Eastman.

Gyronny of eight or and az. on an escu. sa. a lion

ramp. arg. Mountstephen or Mountsteven,
Collumpton, co. Devon; and Peterborough,
CO. Northampton.

Bend
Arg. on an escu. or a bend gu. charged with three

coronels reversed arg. Guise, Harl, MS. 4030
fo. 108.

Bendy of three az. and arg. on an escu. or a bend

engr. sa. Sr. John de Lydevusere, France, 0.

Chequy or and az. on an escu. arg. a bend gu.
John Brewes, V. Brewse.

Sa. on an escu. arg. a bend gu. Ayland, V*.

Aylande, W. Eyland.

Bendlets
Gu. fretty arg. on an escu. of the last two bends

engr. sa. Fleming, Manchester.

Birds

Arg. on an escu. gu. martlets in orle of the first.

Vaus or Vaux.
Bordure see OBLE
ChoTron

(Az. F*.) on an escu. arg. a chev. gu. Noyalles,
V*. Sr. de Noyelles, W.

Az. on an escu. or a chev. gu. and a chief erm.

Erlescamp, V*.
Per chief erm. and az. on an escu. or a chev. gu.
Erllescamp, W.

Chief

Erm. on an escu. arg. a chief chequy or and az.

Hansted, CO. Northampton ; temp. Edward I;
Harl. MS. 5803.

Vair on an escu. arg. a chief gu. Sir William
Beaochamp the brother, B.

Crescent

Sa. on an escu. arg. a crescent of the first.

Melborne, V.

Crosses

Gu. on an escu. arg. crosses croslet of the first.

Bertram.
Or on an escu. sa. crosses croslet of the first.

Witfield.

Escucheon

Arg. on an escu. gu. another escu. within an orle

of the first. Bagway, V.

Fess or Bar

Arg. on an escu. or a fess chequy az. and arg.
betw. three crowns gu. Earl of Mar, HarZ. MS.
4030 fo. 102 (? Garrioch with a bordure) for

Isabel wife of Robert (Bruce) I, 1306-29.

Gu. on an escu. arg. a fess ea. Ward. Warde, W.
Sa. on an escu. arg. a fess lozengy gu. Newmarch,
W.

Vair on an escu. gu. a fess embattled arg. masoned
sa. Straiton, Edinburgh.

Fleurs-de-lis

Chequy arg. and sa. on an escu. gu. flory or.

Gargat.
87
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On 1 ESCUCHEON cont.

6-Foil

Gu. on an escu. arg. a 5-foil of the first. Vowell,
CO. Somerset.

Fretty
Arg. on an escu. gn. fretty or. Monsire Hugh

de AuDELEY, Y, John de Audley. Y. Hewgh
AwDLEY, Earl of Gloucester (1337-47), Q;
Harl. MS. 58U3 and 0595. Hugo.

Az. on an escu.arg.fretty of the first. HarcotEjF'.
Az. on an escu. arg. fretty gu. each joint charged

with a bezant. Roger Trussell, V.

Chequy arg. and vert on an escu. sa. fretty arg.
Harington.

Or on an escu. az. fretty arg. Londe, Harl. MS.
5803. LoNDEY, Northumberland. Lounde,
F. LowNDE, CO. Lincoln

; granted 1596.
Or on an escu. gu. fretty arg. Hudelston.
Or on an escu. gu. fretty of the first. Hudelston,

CO. York ; Harl. MS. 5803.
Fusils

Bendy wavy of seven or and az. on an escu. arg.
as many fusils gu. Simon Montacute, Bishop
of Worcester 1334. Ely 1337-45.

Head .... (Beast) Deer
Vert on an escu. arg. a stag's head cabossed gu.
Cheshau, V; and co. Lancaster.

(Bird)

Gyronny of eight arg. and az. on an escu. of the
first au eagle's head erased sa. within a bordure

gu. Spence.

(Human figure)

Gyronny of eight or and az. on an escu. arg. a

blackamoor's head couped sa. wreathed of the
second and third. Titus, Bushey, co. Hert-
ford.

Heads
Erra. fretty of eight .... on an escu. az. three

wolf's heads erased arg. M'Culloch, Cardi-
uess, Scotland.

Label
Gu. on an escu. vair a label of three points as the

first. Beadchamp, co. Buckingham.
Mauuch

Barry (of twelve) arg. and az. on an escu. or a
maunch gu. Hastings, co. Gloucester.

Uonster

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or on an escu.

arg. a griffin segreant vert. Bromley, co. Staf-
ford

; CO. York ; and Badingion, co. Chester.
Mullet

Erm. on an escu. in the dexter chief gu. a mullet
or. KiNGESCOT, V.

Eoundle
Erm. on an escu. gu. a bezant within three cres-

cents or, Mons. Henry Longechamp, W.

On 1 ESCDCHEON and in chief

For barry coats with a chief, plain or charged,
and over all on an escucheon

, such as
the arms of Mortimer, see On a Chief.

On 1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within....

Birds Martlets

Arg. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle gu. a lion
ramp. or. Partrich.

Gu. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle or two
lions pass. az. Sire Johan de Vaus, A''. Sr.
John de Vaus, co. Worcester, temp. Edward 1,
V. Sir John de Wayez, L, Harl. MS. 0589 ;

or Wayz, 0137. TJie lions pass, guard. Sr.

On 1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within cont.

Birds cont. Martlets cont.

John Wey (in margin credo Ware or Were) ;

L, Harl. MS. 0589.

Gu. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle or two
lions pass, of the first. Wans, co. Worcester.

Gu. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle or two
lions pass.sa. Sir John de Wayz, L, Harl. 3IS.
6148.

Vert on an escu. betw. martlets in orle arg. a

chev. gu. Marlion, V.

Arg. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle gu. a

crescent of the first. Boun. LanfauntBotjNN,
V. BouR. BouzE or Bowze. Lanfaunt, F*.

Arg. on an escu. sa. betw. martlets in orle gu. a

crescent of the first. Bowater, London.
Or on an escu. betw. martlets in orle gu. a cres-

cent (? for difi".) arg. Maydwell, London;
and CO. Northampton ; granted 1034.

Az. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle or a cross

gu. Theobald Valeynes, Y.

Gu. on au escu. betw. martlets in orle arg. a

cross of the first. Chadock, Chadock, in the

village of Tildesley, and hamlet of Chadock,
CO. Lancaster. Chadock or Chadwick, Corn-
wall. Sr. John de Chaidoc, Cumberland, F.

Chaidock, F*. Chediocke.
Sa. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle arg. a fess

fusily (lozengy) gu. Hewmarche. Sir Tho-
mas Newmarch, V.

Arg. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle sa. a
5-foil or. Maydenwell, Nether-Teynton, co.

Lincoln.

Sa. on an escu. erm. betw. martlets in orle a

leopard's face or. Bagnall, co. Stafi'ord.

Sa. on an escu. erm. betw. martlets in orle or a
lion's head erased vert. Bagnall, co. Statfoid.

Arg. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle gu. a

wolf's head erased of the first. Vaulx Vaus
or Vaux, Odiam, co. Hants. Robert Vaus, F.

Sa. on an escu. betw. martlets in orle or fivo

lozenges gu. Nowmery.
Barry (often, Hastings, co. Gloucester, F.) arg.
and az. on an escu. or betw. martlets in orle a
maunch gu. Sir John Hastings, Z.

Owls
Sa. on an escu. betw. owls in orle arg. three

gouttes-de-poix. Calvert, co. Lancaster, pro-
perly Calverley, as descended Irom a fuurih
son of Sir Waller Calverley, of Calverley, co.

York ; Harl. MS. 4040 fo. 402.
Bordure

Gn. on an escu. within a bordure arg. a lion ramp.
ot the first. Blamore.

Gu. on an escu. arg. within a bordure or a lion

ramp, of the first. Blomer or Bloomer, Lon-
don ; CO. Warwick; and Hagthorp, co. Glou-
cester.

Or on an escu. within a bordure gu. a lion salient
of the first a label of three points cumpony
az. and vert. Blaumester, V*.

Arg. on an escu. gu. within a bordure engr. az.

bezanty a bend vair enclosed by two 5-loils or.

Briggs, CO. York.
Erm. on au escu. within a bordure gu. charged

with eleven billets three billets or. Johan de
Waleis, F. Joan de Walhope, E.

Sa. on an escu. witliin a bordure arg. charged
with nine billets a crescent for diff. ns the first.

FlLKYN, F*. FULKIN. FuLKYN, F. FYLKyN,F.
Sa. on an escu. within a bordure arg. charged

with martlets a crescent (? for diff.) as the first.

FULKIN. FuLKYN.
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On 1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within cont.

Fruit cont.

Or on an escu. within a bordure az. charged with
crosses croslet a cross croslet of the first.

Eustace de Balioll, B.
Vair on an escn. within a bordure gu. charged

with crosses croslet a cross croslet arg. Sire

Wauter de Molesworthe, N.
Vair on an escu. within a bordure gu. charged

with crosses croslet a cross croslet or. Sire

Gilberd de Lindeseye, N.
Or on an escu. within a bordure az. charged with

crosses croslet three of the first. Sr. de

DiNAWESBRAN, F.
Or on an escu. within a bordure gu. charged with

crosses croslet three crosses croslet of the first.

Roger Bertram, F. Sr. Bertram, Baron of

Mitford, V.

Vair on an escu. within a bordure gu. charged
with crosses croslet three crosses croslet or.

Sr. Robert Lyndesey, co. Huntingdon, V.

But four crosses. Will, de Lindesheie, E ;

Harl. MS. 6589.

Or on an escu. within a bordure gu. charged
with crosses croslet five crosses croslet of the

first. Roger Bartram, Baron of Metford, Y.

Roger Bertram, B ; E.
Vair on an escu. within a bordure .... charged

with crosses croslet six crosses croslet or.

Will, de LiNDESTAE ; E, Harl. MS. 6137.

Arg. on an escu. within a bordure gu. another
escu. and an orle of the first. Chadioke. Sire

Johan Chideok, JV^.

Gu. on an escu. within a borduro arg. another
escu. and an orle of the first. Bijrdon.

Arg. on an escu. within a bordure gu. charged
with an orle another orle of ihe first. Chideok
(in error).

Arg. on an escu. within a bordure gu. two orles

of the first. Chideok, (in error).
Or on an escu. within a bordure gu. two orles of

the first. Landles.
Crosses

Arg. on an escu. betw. three crosses patty point-

ing towards the centre sa. a cross or. Mylecut,
CO. York. The crosses patty fitchy. Mileson,
Estathesley, co. York. Millicent, 1370,
Harl. MS. 1487 fo. 165 b.

Gu. on an escu. betw. crosses patty in orle arg. a

thistle- head ppr. Bartram, Scotland.

Escallops

.... on an escu. betw. escallops in orle ... a
bend .... Pelton or Polton, Essex.

Gu. on an escu. berw. escallops in orle arg. a fess

(of the first, V*.) sa. Sr. Robert Punchardon,
V.

Escncheon

Gu. on an escu. az. within another voided arg. a

lion ramp, of the last crowned or. Hugh
Baiixol, Bywe]le,P; butBALiOLL, Bywell, Y ;

(both in error).

Flowers

Gu. on an escu. betw. roses in orle arg. a bend
sa. Tancrette, co. Devon.

5-Foils

Arg. on an escu. sa. betw. 5-foil8 in orle gn. an
estoile or. Sire John Darsy the son, 0.

Fruit

Arg. on an escu.. gu. betw. seven apples on a stalk

ppr. three lions pass, guard, or. Town of

Appleby, Westmoreland.

On 1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within cont.

Fruit cont.

Sa. on an escu. harry of (four, F*.) fiv* arg. and
sa. betw. ears of wheat bendwise three ears of
wheat also bendwise or. Stokes, V.

Orle

Arg. on an escu. within an orle gu. another orle

arg. BuRDON.

Arg, on an escu. within an orle and bordure gn.
another orle of the first. Chideok (in error).

Gu. on an escu. within an orle arg, another orle
of the first. Chadioke. Sire Johan Chideok, F.

Or on an escu. within an orle and bordure az.
another orle of the first. Landles.

Roundles
Az. on an escu. gu. betw. bezants in orle a 5-foil

(? for
diflT.)

erm. Dangerfield.
Sa. on escu. gu. betw. bezants in orle a 5-foil

(? for
difl".)

erm. Richard de Bcry alias De
Angarvill, Bishop of Durham 1333-5.

Swords
Sa. on an escu. or within in fess two swords ppr.

hilts and pomels gold and three padlocks of
the second a boar's head erased gu. betw. three

bougets as the first. Ross, Lamer Park,
W^reathampstead, CO. Hertford.

Tressure
Or on an escu. az. within a double tressure flory

counterflory gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the first

(granted 1663 to be quartered by) James
Crofts, afterwards Scot, Baron Tindale Earl
of Doncaster and Duke of Monmouth 1662-85,
natural son of Charles II ; Z, 639.

On 1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within
and in chief,...

Gu. on an escu. within a bordure arg. a martlet
and in chief two other martlets of the first.

Rutherford, England.
Gu. on an escu. or a boar's head erased az, betw.

three ged's heads couped of the second in chief
a mullet sa. Geddes, Edinburgh.

On 1 ESCUCHEON betw. or within
and in base.. ..

Az. on an escu. or ensigned with a prince's coro-

net gold betw. two ostrich feathers arg. labelled

of the second a lion ramp. gu. within a bordure
sa. bezanty in base a point for waves ppr.
Town of Saltash, Cornv^all.

2 ESCUCHEONS

Gu. three escu. (that in the sinister point re-

bated) arg. Charner.

On 2 ESCUCHEONS and in base ....

Arg. on each of two escu. a rose ppr. in base a

pointcharged withafleur-de lis Kneller,
CO. Wilts; quartering sa. on a chev. betw. three

covered cups arg. a rose . . . . , with sa. two bars

engr. arg. on a chief or a lion pass. betw. two
fleurs-de-lis ...,, and or an eagle's leg couped
contourned and a sinister wing in fess ....

3 ESCUCHEONS

Arg. three escu. az. Villand, Tournay.

Arg, three escu, gu. Ayeleirs, Sufiblk. Sire

Barthelmew de Awyllers, N. Davillers.

Sr. Bartholomew Davillers, Sufiblk, temp,
Edward I,, F. Sire Berth. Dadelers, O. Hay,
V*. Hay, Baron Kilmarnock, 1831 ; Earl of

Erroll, 1452. Hay, Baron Hay 1(^15 Vi>C(juiit

Doncaster 1628 Earl of Carlisle 1622; exiiuct
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3 ESCUOHEONS cont.

ICGO. Hay, Baron Hay and Viscount Dupplin
1C27, Earl of Kinnoul 1G33, Baron Hay 1711.

Hay, Ballenkeele, co. Wexford, Ireland. Hay,
Newton, Scotland, quartering az. on a cbev.

betw. three pheons erm. a crescent sa. Hay,
Rannes, Scotland, quartering gu. a crescent

betw. three 5-foils arg, Houghton. Maney.
FiTzSiMONS, Ireland. Fitz-Symon. Fitz

Amond. Richard Fitz Symond, S. Villers

or Wylleks, Suffolk, Harl. MS. 1449, fo. 3.

Ursling. Villane. And with a crescent in

the centre for difi'. Hay, Wire, Scotland. But
a O-foil. Hay, Ardmorrow ;

and Dalgetty. But
with a mullet. Hay, Muchals, Ranfleld, and

Inchnock. The mullet in chief for diff. Hay,
Bonie.

Arg. three escu. voided gu. Bagway; see ORLE.

Arg. three escu. sa. Loddham, Lowdham, co.

Suffolk, temp. Edward III. Rauf de Loudham,
r. Sire Johan de Loudham, N. Sr. John

LoxTDHAM, Suffolk ; temp. Edward I., V.

Loudon. Lowdeb. Lowdham, quartered by
Bleverhassett. Sudham. And with a label of

three points gu. Londuam (? Loudham), Nor-
folk.

Arg. three shields in fess sa. Curren, Scotland.

Arg. three escu. vert. Hat, Brokesmuth, Scot-

land; the heiress m. Home. Hume, Brox-
mouth ; quartered by Home.

Az. three escu. arg. Hay as quartered by Seton
of Gargunnock. Monjoye, Yeldersley, co.

Derby; the heiress m. Ireland.

Az. three escu. arg. quarterly with three phoenix'
heads erased or. Company of Painter

Stainers, London. Company of Painters,
Exeter.

Az. three escu. or. Bechton, W.

Barry of five erm. and gu. over all three escu. or.

Sir .... de Hall, V.

Barry of eight arg. and az. three escu. erm.

Maskaix, Kent, W.

Barry of eight erm. and gu. three escu. arg.

Hall, co. York, 1730.

Barry of eight gu. and ... three escu. arg.

Hall, Cilgwyn, co.. Cardigan; and Greville

House, Middlesex, a cadet of Fitzwilliam of

the Hall, Hall Place, Norfolk; quartering gu.
on a chev. arg. betw. three talbot's heads ppr.
collared or and langued gu. as many blue bells

ppr.

Barry of eight or and az. three escu. erm.

Maskall, V*. Mascall, Kent.

Barry of nine or and az. three escu. erm.

Mascall, Harl. MS. 4108, fo. 60.

Barry of eleven erm. and gu. three escu. or.

Halhead. Hall, Ipswich, Suffolk, confirmed
1587; Coggeshall, Essex ; and co. York. And
with a mullet for diff. Hall, Barkham, co.

Berks; and co. Oxford.

Barry of twelve (? erm.) and (? gu.) three escu.

(? or). Thomas Halle, Tbannington, Kent,
I4H5.

Barry of thirteen gu. and erm. three escu. or.

Aula or At-Hall, Heme, Kent; Add. MS.
5507, fo. 334.

Barruly erm. and gu. three escu. or. Hall.
Erm. three old escu. ermines. Henry Bromley, V,

Erm. three escu. gu. Aekey. Hay, Lies, Scot-
land. Hay, Leys, CO. Perth ; and Randerston,
CO. Fife ; quartering Balfour.

Erra. three escu. gu. Hayes, Great Badgehury,
Kent; granted 1689.

3 ESCUCHEONS cont.

Erm. three escu. sa. Bromley, Herald to King
Richard III. Bromley, W.

Gu. three escu. arg. Bacon. Charney.
Joan le Fitz-Simon, E. Fitz Simonds.

Fitz-Symon, Essex. Fitz Symon, V. Hugh
Fitz Symon, Y. Temperley or Timberley.
Timporley. Sir Tymperley, R ; V.

Gu. three escu. one in the sinister point rebated

arg. Charner.
Gu. three escu. erm. Thomas Gerard, Y.

Gerbuidge. Sr.WilliamGERMYN,F. Germine.
Jermy. Tremayne.

Gu. three escu. erm. a mullet arg. William

Germyn, y.

Gu. three escu. or. Chipper. Esteven de

Mountjoye, a. Stewyn, F*. Stewin de

MoNTJOYE, W. Stokes.
Or three escu. barry of five vair and gu. Will.

de Munchanesi, F.
Or three escu. barry of six vair and gu. William

MoNcsANsi, E, Harl. MS. C137; but de

MoNCHANESi, G; and de Monohensi, A,
Harl. MS. 6137. Monchensey, 1730.

MoNCHENSY. Montchancy or Montchansey.
Sr. Montchensev, V. William Munchancey,
E. Munchensi or Montechensi. Stalworth,
V.

Or three escu. barry of seven vair and gu. Wil-

liam de Munchense, A, Ashmol. 31S.

Or three escu. barry vair and gu. Warrin de

MoNCHENSY, JS. Warin de Mont Chf.sy,
C. Waryn de Mounchensy, P. William

MOUNCHENSY, Y.

Or three escu. bendy vair and gu. Waryn de

MoNCHENSY, Y.

Or three escu. gu. Davillers, Suffolk.

Or three escu. masculy vair and gu. Sire William
de Monchensi, N.

Or three escu. paly of six arg. and gu. Raufe

Monohessy, W.
Or three escu. vair. M. William de Monchensy,
D.

Or three escu. vairy gu. and arg. Mounchensey.
Or three escu. vairy gu. and of the first.

Mounchensy.
Sa. three escu. arg, John Mornsby, W.

3 ESCUCHEONS and in chief.

Arg. three escu. gu. in chief a pair of ox yokes or.

Hay.

3 ESCUCHEONS betw. or within ....

Bordure
Arg. three escu. gu. within a bordure engr. az.

charged with as many S-foils or. Hay, Foster-

seat, Scotland.

Arg. three escu. gu. within a bordure engr. az.

seray of 5-foils as the first. Hay, Muntan,
Scotland.

Arg. three escu. gu. within a bordure indented

az. charged with eight 5-foils of the first. Hay,
Lethira, Scotland.

Arg. three escucheons gu. within a bordure

cheqny of the second and first. Hay, Melginch,
and Pitfour; derived from Hay of Leys, and
ancestor of the Earls of Carlisle and Kinnoul.

Hay, Seggieden, co. Perth; descended from

Hay, Pitfour, quartering Nairn, and for diifei -

ence in the centre of the quarters a bull's head

couped gu.
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3 ESCUCHEONS betw. or within cont.

Bordare cont.

Arg. three escu. gu. within a bordure counter-

compony of the second and first. Hav, Lon-
don. And with a cresiicnt for difl'. Hav, Scot-

land.

Arg. three escu. gu. within a bordure evm. Hay,
Balhoussie, Scotland.

Arg. three escu. within a bordure gu. Dabcy.

Hay, Park, co. Wigton; Baronetcy 16fi3. Hay,

Locheloy and Park, Scotland. And with a 5-!oil

in the centre for difiF. Hay, Lands, Scotland.

Arg. three escu. within a bordure gu, charged
with eight crescents of the first. Hay, Suonzie,
Scotland.

Arg. three escu. within a bordure engr. gu. Hay,
Waughton ; and Acbencoy, Scotland.

Arg. three escu. gu. within a bordure engr. sa.

charged with eight annulets or. Hay, Kounins-

berg, 1807.
Boundles

Gu. three escu. arg. beiw. nine bezants. Hodgson,
Cumberland, 1716.

3 ESCUCHEONS betw. or within . . .

and in chief. . . .

Arg. three escu. gu. within a bordure engr. of

the last in chief an estoile .... Hay, Earn-

hill, Scotland.

On 3 ESCUCHEONS

Beast (Horse)
Barry of ten or and az. on each of three escu.

gu. a horse saliant arg. Cox, Rotherfield,
Sussex ; Charton, Faruingham, Kent ; and

Trevereux, Limpsfield, Surrey ; quartering

Penary, Middleton, and Miller.

(Lion)
Az. on three escu. gu. in the first as many lions

pass, guard, or, in the second three wheels arg.,
and in the last as many water bougets arg.
Sr. Walter Speke, V. Spike, V*. The lions

only pass. Espeake.

Barry of nine az. and arg. on each of three escu.

sa. a lion ramp, as the second. Robert Cecil,
Baron lfi03. Viscount Cranbourne 1604, Earl
of Salisbury 1605; at the Charterhouse 1619.

Or on each of three escu. az. a lion ramp, as the

first. Pigeon, Hampton-upon-Thames, Mid-

dlesex; and CO. Hants.
Sa. on each of three escu. arg. a lion ramp. az.

Haelaw.
Sa. on each of three escu. arg. a lion ramp. gu.
Andrewes. Hablow, Essex.

Bells

Barry of nine or and sa. on each of three escu.

arg. so many church hells like the second

clappers as the first. Haix, Essex.
Bend

Arg. on each of three escu. gu. a bend as the

first. Briggs, CO. Brecknock. And with a

fleur-de-lis in the centre for diflf. gu. Beigges,
Westmoreland. The fleur-de-lis sa. Brigis,
Westmoreland; Harl. MS. 5SiS, {0.15. Briggs,
Ernestrie Park, co. Salop.

Or on each of three escu. gu. a bend vair. Briggs,
London ; and co. Salop.

Gu. on each of three escu a bend vair betw.
two (roses or) 5-foils or. Beigges, Add. MS.
5333, fo. 63 b.

Arg. on each of three escu. gu. a bend vairy as

the first and sa. betw. two roses or. Bridges,
Chillingford, and Badow, Essex; granted 1562.

On 3 ESCUCHEONS coitt.

Bend cont.

Arg. on each of three escu. gu. a bend vair betw.
two 5-foil8 or. Patmer, co. York. And with
a bordure engr. az. bezanty. Patmer.

Bird Eagle
Or on each of three escu. sa. an eagle displ. as

the first. Hobbs, co. Somerset.
Sa. on each of three escu. or an eagle displ. as

the first. HoBBs, Stoke-Gussy, co. Somerset.
Martlet

Gu. on each of three escu. arg. a martlet sa.

(another, three martlets sa.) Boublynet.
Bordure

Arg. on each of three escn. or a bordure go.
Gboombridge.

Vert on each of three escu. arg. a bordure engr.
or. Burreix, Baron Gwydir 1796 ; quartering
or three bars wavy gu. Burreli., Beckenham,
Kent; a younger branch of Bureell, Holm-
sted, Sussex. Bueeeu., Valantine House,
Essex ; and West Grinstead Park, and Knipp
Castle, Sussex ; quartering Woodland.

Yen on each of three escu. or a bordure engr.

arg. Sr. Bubeell, V.

Cup
Arg. on each of three escu. sa. a cup covered or.

Boteler, Eastry, Kent. Richard Botelleb,
Kent; granted by Dethick, and afterwards

altered, Harl. MS. 1453 fo. 33-68.

Or on each of three esciL sa. a cup covered of

the first. Botei.er, Kent.
FesB

Arg. on each of three escn. gu. a fess vair betw.

two 5-foils or. Pasmebe, Exeter.

Arg. on three escu. two and one or a fess betw.

two chev. gu.; gu. three lucies haurient in

fess arg ; and sa. a fret (or fretty) arg. Cister-

cian Abbi^y at Caldeb, Cumberland.
6.Foil

Gu. on each of three escu. arg. a 5-foil az.

VowELL, CO. Devon, V; and co. Somerset, 1730;
and Creke Abbey, Norfolk. The 6-foil pierced.

VowELL, CO. Somerset, V. The 5-foil of the

first. VowELL, Norfolk, The 5-foil pierced.

Vowel, last prior of Walsingham. The 5-foil

sa. VoWELL.
Garb

Arg. on each of three escu. gu. a garb or banded
of the second. Hay, Leith, Scotland.

Hand
Arg. on each of three escu. sa. a sinister gauntlet

apaumy or. Lowman, Lowman, co. Devon, W.

LowMAN, Whitstone, co. Devon, 1620 ; and co.

Somerset.
Leaf

Gu. on each of three escu. or a leaf vert. Noxe,
W.

Monster
Or on each of three escu. gu. a griflBn segreant

of the first. Exisy (? Ejusy), Cornwall,

Mallets

Arg. on each of three escu. az. as many mullets

of the first. Levilloigne.
Fheon

Or on each of three escu. gu. a pheon of the first.

Samuel Pabker, Bishop of Oxford 1680-8,

Or on each of three escu, sa. as many pheons
arg. Pabkee, Essex.

Or on each of three escu. sa. a broad arrowhead

of the first. Paekee, Fryth Hall, Essex ;

granted 1537. But a pheon of the first.

Henry Parker, Frith Hall, Essex, V.
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On 3 ESCTICHEONS cont.

Roundles Plates

Arg. on each of three escu. sa. a plate.

SOTHERAM.
Bezants

Arg. on each of three escu. gu. six bezants.

Ferrant, F*.

Arg. on each of three escu. nine bezants three

three two and one. Sr. John de Ludham, V.

On 3 ESCUCHEONS betw. or within

Arg. on each of three escu. gu. all within a hordure

engr. az. bezanty a bend vair betw. two 5-foils

or. Henry Brigges alias Father, Halifax,

CO. York, V. Pasmere, co. Devon, W.

Or on each of three escu. gu. all within a hor-

dure engr. of the second an eagle displ. arg.

Warde, CO. Hertford.

4 ESCTICHEONS

Per saltire erra. and or four escu. in cross gu.

Sadler, Salisbury.

On 4 ESCTICHEONS

Per saltire or and erm. on each of four escu-

cheons one in chief and another in base sa.

a stag lodged arg. in the dexter side an escu.

gn. on a bend arg. betw. two garbs or three

crosses croslet fitchy sa. in the sinister side

an escu. sa. a harp. arg. Henry Sadleyer,
CO. Stafiford, V. Sadleyr, V*.

5 ESCTICHEONS

Barry of twelve erm. and gu. (another gu. and

erm.) five escu. arg. Hall.

On 5 ESCUCHEONS

Billets

Arg. on each of five escu. az. two one and two so

many billets in saltire like the first. Fetiplace.

Eoundles (Plates)

Arg. on each of five escu. in cross az. as many
plates saltirewise. Portugal, Harl. MS. Ii829

fo. 46. Beatrix (perhaps Pinto), quartering
az. five crescents in saltire or, born in Portugal,

married, before 1415, the Baron Talbot and

afterwards married Fettiplace; seal in Nichols,

Coll. Top. i, 87, 405.

Bezants

Arg. on each of five escu. in saltire az. as many
bezants. Kingdom of Portugal after 1139.

Arg. on each of five escu. in cross gu. six bezants

in pile. Jo. Ferbant, W.

On 6 ESCTICHEONS betw. or within

Arg. on each of five escu. in cross az. within a

bordure gu. charged with castles or as many
plates saltirewise. Portugal, as borne by
Beatrix legitimated daughter of John I, King
of Portugal and (married in 1405) Countess of

Arundel; seal in Nichols, Coll. Top., i, 84.

Portugal, Z, 256, as boine by Catherine of

Braganza, daughter of John IV, King of Por-

tugal and wife of Charles 11.

6 ESCUCHEONS

Arg. six escu. sa. Watling.
Az. six escu. arg. Schombergh or Scombergh.

Barry of six or and sa. as many escu. erm.
BooER or Bower, London.

Barry often arg. and az. six escu. sa. Fakenuam
or Feckenhabi.

On 6 ESCTICHEONS

Barry of ten arg. and vert six escu. gu. Milles.

Mills, co. Bedford ; and Casnalbery, co. Hert-

ford ; granted 1643.

Gu. six escu. arg. Shomburgh.

Barry of six arg. and az. on each of six escu.

sa. a lion ramp, as the first enraged gu.

Cecill, Exeter.

Barry of ten arg. and az. on each of six escu. sa.

a lion ramp, as the first. Cecil, Baron Bur-

leigh 1570, Earl of Exeter 1605, Z, 345; and
Baron Cecil 1603, Viscount Cranbourne 1604,

Earl of Salisbury 1605, Marquis 1789. Cecil,

F*. Sr. William Cicill, lord of Burghley, V.

Sr.WilliamSiTSiLT, Baron of Burley,r. Sitsilt

or Cecil ; Bossewell, 81. Sitsylt also Cseill,

Enderbie, Cambria Triumphans. And with a

crescent for difi". Charles Cecil, Bishop of

Bristol 1733, Bangor 1734-7.

8 ESCTICHEONS

Barryof tenor and az. eight escn. in orlearg. Pitt,
CO. Worcester, W. Pitt, Harl. MS. 1556 fo. 167.

Or eight escu. in orle sa. Crook.

ESTOILE

(of six wavy points unless otherwise described,)

including Comet: see also Mullet, and Sun.

.... an estoile flaming .... Dalison, brass cc.

1400 at Laughton, co. Lincpln.
.... a sixteen-pointed estoile enclosed by a

crescent .... Town of Ilchester, co. So-

merset.

Arg. a four-pointed comet star .... Hurston.

Arg. an eight-pointed estoile az. Herst alias

Grove.

Arg. an estoile gu. Delahay. Harpden.

Arg. a twelve-pointed estoile gu. M. John De
LA Hay, D {see ROELE). Hurst, Barrowby,
CO. Lincoln.

Arg. a sixteen-pointed estoile gu. Delahay, co.

Hereford. Herst, V. And w;th a crescent

for difi". Hurse, Sabridgeworth, co. Hertford.

Arg. an estoile sa. Parnell.

.\rg. an eight-pointed estoile sa. Pernell, V.

Arg. an estoile enclosed by a crescent sa.

Thorpe.
Az. an estoile arg. Hugqard. Ogard. Ogarde.
Az. an estoile enclosed by a crescent arg.

Holland, Harl. MS. 5863, fo. 127 b. Minshull,
Hampton, co. Chester, quartering Leycester ;

CO. Buckingham; co. Devon; SufibJk; and

Portslade, Surrey.
Az. an estoile arg. enclosed by a crescent or.

Richard Mynshull, co. Chester, V.

Az. a seven -pointed estoile arg. Ogard, V.

Az. an eight-pointed estoile arg. Hospital of

St. Mary Bethlem. Ogand. Ogarde.
Az. an eight-pointed estoile enclosed by a cres-

cent arg. Minshull, V*.

Az. an estoile or. Dufein, Wapping, Middlesex ;

quartering gu. an eagle's head erased arg. in

the beak an oak branch fructed ppr. Hedeney
or Hedney. Hewham. Hodney. Melweham,
quartering arg. three palets az., V. Meweham
Mewham and Mewtham. Skottow, London.

Az. an estoile or enclosed by a crescent arg.
William Moulson, V.

Az. an estoile enclosed by a crescent or. Caspar.

Az. a seven-pointed estoile or. Hedeney, V.

Az. an eit;ht-pointed estoile or. Oganu.
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ESTOILE coiit.

Az. an eight-pointed esloile or enclosed by a

crescent arg. Moulson (? Manelson, co. Lin-

coln). MouLSON, y*.
A/, an eiglit-pointed estoile enclosed by a cres-

cent or. Town of Portsmouth.
Az. a nine-pointed estoile or. Aldham.
Az. a sixteen-pointed esloile or. Bawdwyn.

HoGARD. HiiiTsoN. Cleasby, co. "York. The
estoile pierced. Aldham, V*.

Az. a comet in the dexter chief point with rays

streaming in bend or. Cartwright, Scotland.

Barry of live az. and or an estoile enclosed by a

crescent .... Sir W. Burdet, temp. Henry III ;

Erdeswick.

Bendy of six or and gu. a sixteen-pointed estoile

az. Morris.
Gu. an estoile enclosed by a crescent arg.
TowKE ; Harl. MS. 1386 fo. 66.

Gu. an eight-pointed estoile (or sun) arg. Baux,
Duke of St. Andree; quartering az. flory or.

Richmond, V*.
Gu. an eight-pointed estoile arg. Hansard.
Gu. a twelve-pointed estoile arg. Francis de

Baux, Duke of Andree; quartered by Eliza-

beth wife of Edward IV, Z. ai3.

Gu. an estoile or. Bruin or Bruyin, quartering
az. an estoile or.

Gu. an estoile enclosed by a crescent or. Rich-
ard TONKE, V. TONKES. ToWKE,

Or au estoile sa. Starre, Sydmouth, co. Devon.
Or an estoile flaming sa. Waldock.
Or an eight-pointed esloile sa. Waldeck, V.

Waldock, V*.
Per pale az. and gu. an eight-pointed esloile or.

Waldegrave.
Per pale gu. and sa. an eight-pointed estoile en-

closed by a crescent or. Boughtell, Bodmyn,
Cornwall; granted 1006.

Quarterly gu. and or an estoile in the first

quarter arg. Le Count D'Oxford, Y.

Sa. an estoile arg. Ingleby, Ripley, co. York.
John Ingleby, Bishop of Llandaff 1496-9.

John de Ingleby, X. Ingilby. Jodreli..

Sa. a seven-pointed estoile arg. Ingilby, V.

Sa. an eight-pointed estoile arg. Hanford,
Redmarley d'Abitot, and Woollers Hall, co.

Worcester. Harford. Honfoed,co. Chester,
V. Ingleby, CO. Chester.

Sa. an eight-pointed estoile enclosed by a cres-

cent arg. Densell, V*.

Sa. a sixteen-pointed esloile arg. Hanford,
Wooller's Hill,co. Worcester,1727. Hokenhull.
Ingleby, Norfolk.

Sa. an estoile erm. Ingleby, co. York.

1 ESTOILE and in chief

on a Canton
Az. a sixteen-pointed estoile or on a caoton

gu. a lion pass. arg. St. Clere, V*.
on a Chief . . . Bougets

Arg. an estoile az. on a chief of the second three

water bougets or. Terby or Tereby.

Arg. an esloile az. on a chief gu. three water

bougets or. Terely.

Arg. an estoile gu. on a chief az. three water

bougets or. Teeeby or Terby.

Arg. an eight-pointed estoile gu. on a chief az.

three water bougets or. Torraby, V.

....Heads
Az. an estoile or on a chief of the last three

spear's heads as the first. Hogarth or

Howgart, Scotland.

1 ESTOILE and in chief cont.

Crescents
Az. an esloile or in chief two crescents arg.
Lawson, Humby, Scotland.

Per bend indented arg. and gu. in chief two
crescents and in base a alar all counterchanged.
Allan, Sauchnell.

Estoiles

Or an esloile enclosed by a crescent in chief
two stars gu. Bateman.

Per fess wavy .... and .... in base an estoile

enclosed by two crescents interlaced in chief
as many stars each enclosed by a reversed
crescent .... Christian, Ireland, ob. 1699.

Fleurs-de-lis

Per chev. or and gu. an estoile and in chief two
fleurs-de-lis counterchanged. Smith, Wray,
CO. Lancaster; and London; quartering Skir-

row.
Fruit

Per fess or and az. an estoile and in chief two
acorns counterchanged. Delangle.

Quarter
Az. a sixteen-pointed estoile or on a quarter

gu. a lion pass. arg. St. Cleere, V.

1 ESTOILE betw. or within ...

Birds

Arg. an estoile gu. betw. three blackbirds ppr.
beaked and legged of the second. Van Zeller,
London.

Bordure

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter an estoile

arg. all within a bordure engr. sa. Hugh
de Veke, younger son of the Earl of Oxford;
K, Harl. MS. 6137.

Sa. an estoile arg. within a bordure engr. com-

pony gu. and or. Amcolts Ingilby, Ketlle-

thorpe Park, co. Lincoln ; and Ripley Castle,
CO, York; Baronetcy 164-2-1772.

Sa. an estoile arg. within a bordure or. Ingoldsby,
CO. York.

Sa. an esloile for difi". or within a bordure arg.
charged with 5-foils gu. Sire John Darsy the
son ; 0.

Canton
Gu. an eight-pointed estoile enclosed by an in-

crescent arg. in base a boar pass, or on a canton
erra. a sword ppr. hilled gold. Baird, New-
bylh, CO. Haddington; Baronetcy 1809.

Coronets

Gu. an esloile betw. three eastern crowns or.

Grant, Aucherinick. Grant, Burnside.
Crescents

Az. an estoile betw. two crescents in pale arg.
KiLTRA ; ( but see) Nisbet, i, 248.

Az. an estoile or betw. three crescents arg.

Thorpe, London ;
and co. Northampton.

Gu. at) estoile betw. three crescents arg.
Oliphant, Rossie, Scotland.

Crosses

Arg. au estoile gu. betw. three crosses croslet

fitchy az. Adamson, Scotland.
Flannches

Sa. an esloile or betw. two flaunches erm.
Hibberd. Hobart, Suffolk. And with an
escu. arg. a sinister hand gu. Henry Hoberte,
Chief Justice of the Common Pleas at the

Charter House, 1019.

Sa. an eight-pointed estoile or betw. two flaunches

erm. Hobart, Blickling, and Intwood, Nor-
folk; Baronetcy 1611, Barony 1728, Earl of

Buckinghamshire 1746; quartering Maynard
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1 ESTOILE betw. or within.... cont.

Flaunches cont.

and Bertie. Hobart, Dromore, co. Waterford ;

Mount Melick, King's County, and High Mount,
CO. Cork; heiresses m. Wight, and Seymour.
HoBEUT, Cotton MS. Claudius C 3 fo. 62 b.

Fleurs-de-lis

Gn. an estoile enclosed by a crescent betw. three

fleurs-de-lis reversed or. Town of Wareham,
CO. Dorset.

6-Foil8

Gn. an estoile or betw. three 5-foiIs arg. within a

bordure engr. of the third charged with fleurs-

de-lis vert alternately with crescents az.

Hamilton, Edinburgh, 1785.

Keys
Az. an eight pointed estoile or betw. three keys

erect arg. Ballow, Westminster; and Nor-
wich.

Boandles
Az. an estoile or betw. four bezants in saltire and

in each coi ner of the field acastle arg. Stainbank,
London ; granted 1755.

Spots

Pnrp. an estoile radiated wavy betw. eight spots
of the royal tiger in pairs saltirewise or.

(Augmentation representing the standard of

the Sultan of Mysore to) Wellesley, Marquis
Wellesley; granted 1790.

Treasure
Az. a twelve-pointed estoile flaming arg. within a

double tressure flory connterflory or. Winton,
as quartered for that title by Seton.

1 ESTOILE betw. or within ....

and in chief. . . .

Sa. an eight-pointed estoile or in base betw. two
flaunches erm. in chief a crescent (? for

difi".)

arg. HuBBABD, Durham.

Oq 1 ESTOILE

Arg. on an estoile sa.bezanty. Delahay.

On 1 ESTOILE betw. or within....

Crescent
Sa. on a ten (sixteen V*) pointed estoile betw.
two flaunches erm. a crescent .... Hobart,
F*. Hubbert, V. Waller Ubbeet, V.

Cups
Sa. on an estoile betw. three cups covered or an

annulet of the first. Garlehampe, Middlesex.
Gari.ehanap, v.

Boundle

Arg. on an estoile sa. betw. four ogresses a
bezant. Pewlle.

2 ESTOILES

Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two estoiles or.

Jacket. Jaket, V.

2 ESTOILES and in chief....

Canton
Gu. two estoiles arg. a canton erm, Leverton.

2 ESTOILES and in base....

Beast .... Lion
Per fess az. and gu. in chief two estoiles and in

base a lion pass. arg. Newton, Dalcoif, Scot-
land.

. . . .Wolf
Sa. two estoiles or in base a wolf ramp, per fess

erm. and erminois. Wilson, Flatt, near Blew-

castle, Northumberland; confirmed 177.').

2 ESTOILES and in ba8e....con^

Bird
Per chev. embattled sa. and arg. in chief two

estoiles as the second in base a heathcock of
the first combed and wattled gu. Heath.

Crescent
Or two estoiles and in base a crescent enclosing
an estoile gu. Bateman.

Per fess wavy .... and .... two estoiles each
enclosed by a reversed crescent in base as

many crescents interlaced with an estoile betw.
the centre horns .... Christian, Ireland, ob.
1C90.

Garb
Per chev. nebuly or and az. two estoiles and in

base a garb counterchanged. Meakin, Wor-
cester.

Bock

Arg. two estoiles and in base a rock sa. Kirwan,
Ireland.

2 ESTOILES betw. or within....

Chevrons
Gu. two estoiles arg. betw. as many chevrons and

three 5-foil8 or. Korke, V*.
Chief

Arg. two estoiles and a crescent in base sa. a
chief chequy of the first and second. Causland.

Gu. two estoiles in chief arg. a lion pass, in base
or on a chief of the second a wreath of lanrel

vert enclosing two swords in saltire ppr. pomels
and hilts or in chief the medal for Waterloo.
McInnes, Charlton Kings, co. Gloucester.

Clouds
Sa. two estoiles or betw. so many clouds as bars

arg. and four stars of the second. Clodeshale,
Harl.MS.2{i\i,io.mh.

2 ESTOILES betw. and in base

Sa. in chief two estoiles arg. within a bordure engr.
or and in base a martlet of the second. Baeon,
Essex ; and London.

3 ESTOILES

.... three estoiles .... Botleby.

Arg. three estoiles az. Innes, That Ilk. Innes,
Innes, co. Elgin. Innes, Lochlash, co. Ross;
and Coxton, co. Moray; Baronetcy 1819-01 j

quartering Graham.

Arg. three estoiles gu. Knovill, 1301.

Arg. three eight-pointed (four straight and four

wavy) estoiles in chief sa. Dennie or Denny,
Scotland.

Az. in chief three estoiles (another, mullets) arg.
Dalmahoy, Dalmahoy, Scotland; Baronetcy
1C79. Kelley or Kelly, Ireland.

Az. three estoiles arg. Nicol de Boneteby, B.

(The ancient coat of) Dowglas. Murray,
Broughton, co. Wigtown ; and Cally, co. Kirk-

cudbright; quartering Lennox and Stewart.

Vandergdcht, London.
Az. three estoiles or each enclosed by a crescent

arg. Saffin, Wolf-Hereston, co. Somerset.
Az. three estoiles or. Murray, Bothwell,

Scotland. PeUsay, Preston, co. Lancaster.
TiMBRELL. St. Wilfeid, Archbishop of York
718-35.

Az. three eight-pointed estoiles each issuing from
a crescent or. Chaffin or Saffin, co. Somerset.

Barry wavy of four az. and gu. in chief three
estoiles or. Jenkinson, co. Lincoln, (? error).

Erm. three estoiles az. Innes, Blairtoun, Scot-

land ; alteration \&H^.
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3 ESTOILES cont.

Gu. three estoiles org. Robert la Hamsaut, iiT;

but Hansarde, K. Harl. MS. 0137. Gilbert

Hansard, B. Hanford. Kirkai.dy, ( Inclitiire,

Scotland). Sr. Walter Ridmare, L, Harl. MS.
6148 ; but Ridmore or Rydmohe, L, Harl. MS.
6589.

Gu. three estoiles or. Hansard. Ridmore.

Sutherland, Torbal, Scotland.

Gu. three estoiiej* (? oi) sa. Levermore, Lanlivery,
CO. Cornwall.

Or three estoiles each enclosed by a crescent gn.

Bateman, London ; and How Hall, Norfolk.

Batewan, Middleton by Youlgrave, co. Derby ;

descended from Bateman, South Winfield.

Per chev. sa. and arg. three estoiles in chief or.

WiGTON, CO. Leicester. Wyogeston.
Per chief or and arg. three estoiles t-a. Hi;le, V.

Per fess or and arg. three estoiles sa. Hiche.

Hitch, ifaW. MS. 1566, fo. 124 b. Hule, V*.
But seven-pointed, Hyche, V.

Per fess or and sa. three estoiles counterchanged.
Hicke. Hitch, co. Worcester.

Per pale az. and gu. three estoiles flaming or each
enclosed by a crescent arg. HoBHOUSE,Hadspen
House, CO. Somerset; descended from Hobhouse
Wesibury College, co. Gloucester, and Chantry
House, CO. Wilts, baronetcy 1812.

Sa. three estoiles arg. Brockwell. Hersewell.
Stodart, or Stothert.

Sa. three estoiles or. Harleshall. Wigton,
CO. York.

3 ESTOILES and in chief. . . .

Canton
.... three estoiles .... and a canton arm. Hugh
Westwood, CO. Gloucester ; seal.

Gu. three estoiles .... a canton erm. Leverton.
Gu. three estoiles or a canton erm. Leverton,

Parley House, Croydon, co. Surrey.
Gu. three eight-pointed estoiles or a canton erm.

Leverton, or Lenton.
Or three estoiles each enclosed by a crescent gu.

a canton az. Bateman, Hartington Hall, co.

Derby; Baronetcy 1806.

Chief

Az. three estoiles and a chief wavy or. Robartes,
Lanhyderock, co. Cornwall; of Truro, Baronetcy
1621; extinct 1764. Lord Robartes, Viscount

Bodmin, and Earl of Radnor, 1679. Roberts,
Cornwall; and Twickenham, co. Middlesex;

grantedl&li. Roberts, Barnstaple, co. Devon.
Or three estoiles and a chief az. Take.

On a chief Palets

Arg. three estoiles gu. on a chief of the last as

many palets or. Dickson, Sornbegg and In-

neresk, Scotland.

Estoiles

Gu. in base three estoiles barwise and in chief a

crescent between two estoiles arg. Ouston.
Scotland.

Lahel.

Gu. three estoiles arg. a label of five points or.

Goges,
Or three estoiles gu. a label of five points az.

Knomley.

3 ESTOILES and in base

Beast .... Lion
Az. three estoiles and in base a lion ramp. arg.

Inglis, Manners and Mannerbead, Scotland.

Gu. three estoiles and in base a liou pass. arg.

Newton, Scotland.

,cont.3 ESTOILES and in base ,

Beast .... Lion cont.

Or three estoiles and in base a lion ramp. gu.
Fairlie, Bruntsfield, Scotland.

Vert three estoiles and in base a lion ramp. or.

O'MoRE, Leix, Ireland.
Wolf

Az. three estoiles and in base a war-wolf pass. arg.
DiCKisoN, Wiukelstoun, Scotland.

Sa. three estoiles arg. and in base a wolf salient
or. Wilson, Inverness; and Fingach, Scotland.
Wilson, co. Hertford.

Sa. three estoiles and in base a wolf ramp. or.

Wilson, Eastbourne, Sussex, Baronetcy 1660.

W'lLSON, Eshton Hall, co. York; derived from
Wilson, Brigsteare, Westmoreland. Wilson,
Ive's Place, Maidenhead, co. Berks ; and Esh-
ton Hall, Gargrave, co. York. Wilson, Brom-
head, co. York. Edmund Wilson, Willen, co.

Hertford, V.

Sa. three estoiles and in base a wolf salient or.

Wilson. Wilson, Stralby, co. Lincoln
; Forest

Hall, near Long Benton, Northumberland;
Eastbourne and She.sfield, Sussex; and Elton,
CO. York. Wilson, Field House, Brancepeth,
and Lumley Castle, Durham. Wilson, Melton,
CO. York. Thomas Wilson, Bishop of Sodor,
etc. 1(197 17f)5.

Head
Per fess dancetty sa. and arg. three estoiles and

in base a boar's head erased all counterchanged.
Shewal, That Ilk.

Monster
Per chev. or and az. throe estoiles and in base

a cockatrice (another a dragon) counterchanged.
Browne, Norfolk.

3 ESTOILES betw. or within

Beasts
Gu. three estoiles in chev. between as many lions

ramp. arg. Ross, Morinchie, Scotland ; a cadet
of Balnagowan ; New Register.

Bendlets or Cotises

Arg. three estoiles sa. within two cotises gu. betw. .

six lioncels az. Bohun.
Az. three estoiles in bend betw. double cotises

arg. Bbydaij,. Bridall, Middlesex; granted
1669.

Bordure

Arg. three estoiles az. within a bordure of the
second. Innes, Edinburgh. But twelve-

pointed. Innes, Eitfour, co. Banflf, Scotland.

Arg. three five-pointed estoiles within a bordure
indented az. Innes, Thurston, Scotland.

Arg. three estoiles az. within a bordure chequy of

the first and second. Innes, Edingight, Scot-

land.

Arg. three estoiles (gu.?) within a bordure az.

charged with eight annulets or. Innes.

Arg. three estoiles gu. within a bordure engr. sa.

Baron.

Arg. three estoiles within a bordure sa. Sprint.

Az. three estoiles within a bordure or. Sporle,
Suffolk, F.

Az. three estoiles within a bordure engr. or.

Sporley, or Spurley, Suffolk.

Sa. three estoiles within a bordure arg. Stoddard,
Leith, Scotland; and Sufl'olk.

Sa. three estoiles arg. (or V*.) within a bordure

engr. or a martlet in the centre for diflF.

Baron, W.
Sa. three estoiles within a bordure engr. or.

Gauston.
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3 ESTOILES betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

Sa. three estoiles and a bordure indented or. The
Baron of Wignetone, K.

Sa. three ten-pointed estoiles per fess arg. and or

within a bordure engr. of the second. Stodard,
V.

Sa. three eight-pointed estoiles per fess counter,

changed arg. and or within a bordure of the

second. Stodder, Kent.
Chevrons

Gu. three estoiles betw. two chev. arg. and three

five-foils or. John Koeke, V.

Gu. three e-toiles arg. betw. two chev. or and

three five-foils of the second. John Koeke, V.

Crosses

Az. three estoiles or accompanied with seven

crosses crosslet fitcby ttiree one two and one arg.

within a bordure embattled or. Sommerville,
Scotland.

Tressure
Az. three estoiles arg. within a double tressure

flory counter-flory or. Moray, Abercairny, co.

Perth; quartering Stirling. Crichton, That

Ilk, CO. Edinburgh. Lord Crichton and Vis-

count Frendrausht ; ext. 1C98, in memory of

descent from Dunbar, Earl of Murray. And
with an imperial crown in the centre for difF. or.

Murray, Baron Huntingdon and Earl of

Dysart 1643 and 1670.

Az. three estoiles arg. within a tressure flory

counter-flory or and a bordure per pale of the

second and third a martlet in the centre fur

diff. Murray, Spot, Scotland.

Az. three estoiles within a double tressure, flory

and counter-flory or. Murray, Touchadam and

Polmaise, co. Stirling; descended from Sir

William de Moravia, Sanford. Murray (Earl
of Mansfield) ; quartering Barclay. And wiih a

bordure or and crescent for difF. arg. Murray,
Murraythwaite, Scotland; quartering Dairymple.

3 ESTOILES betw. or within . . .

and in chief ....

Arg. three estoiles in fess az. betw. two barrulets

engr. gu. a canton of the third charged with

the Sim in splendour. Thompson, Lansdowne
Place, CO. Somerset.

Az. a crescent for diS". betw. three estoiles within

a double tressure flory counterflory arg. on a

canton of the last a thistle vert crowned or.

Murray, Earl of Annandale.
Gu. three estoiles in chev. betw. as many lions

ramp. arg. on a chief for augmentation or

a portion of the terrestrial globe ppr. charged
with "Arctceos Numine Fines" and an escu. ru. a

lion pass.guard.ofthe first. Capt.SirJohn Ross.

4 ESTOILES

Quarterly gu. and az. four estoiles or. Bruyin.
Bruin.

5 ESTOILES
Arg. five estoiles in fess betw. two barrulets az.

WiitE, Lord Mayor of London, 1858.

Az. five estoiles two two and one arg. Vivian,
France, 1736.

Gu. five estoiles or. Apabam,
Sa. five estoiles two one and two arg. Anderson,

Erbury, co. Warwick.

6 ESTOILES betw. or within
Cross

Arg. five estoiles within a cross voided cantoned

by four lions ramp. sa. Billingsley, Shrop-
shire.

5 ESTOILES betw. or within cont.

Flaunches
Gu. five estoiles arg. betw. two flaunches chequy

of the second and sa. Dobinson, Westminster.

Gu. five estoiles or betw. two flaunches chequy

arg. and sa. Dabbins, 1616.

6 ESTOILES

Arg. six estoiles gu. Sainsbury.

Barry of five arg. and sa. six estoiles gu.

Priekse, V*. Pearse, Court, co. Devon ;

granted 12 August 1641. Pearse, Dulverton,
CO. Somerset.

Barry of five az. and erm. six estoiles arg.

Harrison, Copford Hall, Essex ; quartering
Fiske. Harrison, Dow Hill, Kent.

Barry of five az, and erm. six estoiles or.

Harrison, Essex; Reisby, and Burton-Stath,
CO. Lincoln.

Sa. six estoiles in bend or. Esteby.

6 ESTOILES betw. or within ....

Gu. six estoiles three two and one arg. within

a bordure indented or. Auston.
Gu. six estoiles sa. each within a mascle or.

TiGNILL.

7 ESTOILES and in chief . . .

Az. seven estoiles in orbicular form in chief the

sun and full moon or. De Fontibus.

8 ESTOILES
Arg. eight estoiles three three and two gu.

O'Carol, Ireland.

Barry of seven arg. and gu. eight estoiles one

three three and one sa. Lionnel.

Or eight estoiles three two two and one sa.

Dargies.

8 ESTOILES and in chief....

Gu. eight e>toiles in orle arg. on a canton of the

second a lion ramp. sa. Torleste, F*. The lion

armed and langiied as the first. Forlesse,
Whatcombe, CO. Berks; granted 1637.

9 ESTOILES
Az. nine estoiles three three two and one arg.

Baillie, Hoperig, East Lothian. Baillie,

Lamington. Laurence Baily, Liverpool;

nephew of Arthur Baily, Townhill, co. Hants;

quartering Savage (Rivers) and Head
;

his

heiress m. the Hon. Sir Edward Butler.

Az. nine estoiles three three and three arg.

Bayi.ey.

.Az. nine estoiles or. Alston, Harl. MS. 1566.

fo. 47 b. Lewis Bayly, Bishop of Bangor,
1610-31.

Barry of six sa. and arg. nine estoiles three three

and three or. Glodsall, co. Worcester.

9 ESTOILES betw. or within ....

Bars
Gu. nine estoiles three three and three betw. two

bars gem els wavy or. Cloeshall.
Bordure

Az. nine estoiles three three two and one arg.

within a bordure of the second charged with

eight crescents as the first. Baillie, Balmudy-
side and Parbroth.

Az. nine estoiles three three two and one arg.
within a bordure nebuly of the second and sa.

Bailue, Polkemmet, co. Linlithgow ; Baronetcy
1823.

Az. nine estoiles three three two and one arg.

within a bordure wavy or. Baillie, Inshaughy,
Ireland.
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10 ESTOILES
Az. ten esfoiles four three two and one or.

Alston, Z, 539. Alston, Saxham Hall, Suf-

folk ; and Odell, co. Beds, descended from

Alston, Stisted, Essex; temp. Edward I;

Baronetcy 1642. Alston, Edwardston, Suffolk ;

and of Chelsea, Middlesex ;
descended from

Alstons of Srtxham Hall; Baronetcy 1681.

Alstoines. Alstoins, V.

Gu. ten eight-pointed estoiles in pile or. Alstons.

10 ESTOILES and in chief. . . .

Az. ten estoiles or on a chief arg. a crescent re-

versed gu, betw. two boar's heads couped sa.

Alstone.

ESTOILES

Or estoiles in orle gu. Daigers.

ESTOILES and in chief....

Gu. estoiles in orle arg. on a canton of the second

a lion ramp. sa. Toelesse, Berkshire.

TOKLESTE, V*.

EWEE see Cup

EYE

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

vert on one of the branches a pair of spectacles
on the top of the tree an eye ppr. Wate.

Arg. in chief an human eye ppr. in base an oak
tree growing out of a mount vert all within a

bordure gu. Watt, Edinburgh.

FALCHION see Sword

FALCON see Bird

1 FAN and in chief. . . .

For Winnowing Basket see Van

Or a fan displayed mounted with various devices

and colours slicks gu. on a chief per pale gu.

and az. the dexter side charged with a shaving
iron over a bundle of sticks tied together or on

the sinister side a framed saw in pale of the

last. Fanmakehs, or Fanstick Makers, Com-

pany of, London.

FASCES see Axe

Az. a fasces in pale or axe arg. over all on a fess

gu. three estoiles of the second. Cardinal

Mazarin, 1601.

FASCES and in chief. . . .

Barry dancetty of five or and sa. fasces in pale

ppr. a chief az. thereon three annulets arg.

Beck, Creeling St. Maiy, and Needbam Market,

Sutlblk, descended trom liecke, co. Lincoln.

Arg. Roman fasces and sword in saltire ppr. in

chiel an arm in armour holding a pair of balances

az. HosEASON, Zetland and Jamaica.

FEATHER
Gu. a pen held by the dexter paw of a lion ramp,

arg. Gbey.

FEATHEE and in chief. . . .

Per chev. or and az. an ostrich feather arg. in

chief two roses gu. stalked leaved and barbed

vert seeded ol the first. Kullingwike.
Per chev. or and az. a feather arg. in chief three

roses gu. stalked vert. Owen. co. Oxford.

FEATHER betw. or within ....

Arg. an ostrich feather eusigned with an

imperial crown ppr. betw. three cocks gu.

OocKDURN ; quartering gu. six mascles three

two and one or ; as quartered by Campbell.

2 FEATHERS
Gu. two ostrich feathers endoi'sed or. Scholley.

2 FEATHERS betw. or within. . , .

Az. two owtrich feathers in saliiie betw. three
boar's heads couped at the neck ars[. bristled
and tusked or. Newton, Charlton, Kent ; and
Priory, CO. Warwick; Baronetcy 162U; extinct
1700.

Gu. two ostrich feathers in saltire arg. betw. four

leopard's faces or. Hubbald, Stoke, Surrey ;

granted 1707.

3 FEATHERS

Arg. three feathers in pale each bending from the
other in the tops gu. shafis (or quills) or.

Brobrach.
Az. three plumes of ostrich feathers two and one

arg. Hewetson, Ireland.

Gu. three ostrich feathers arg. Griggs. .

Sa. three ostrich feathers arg. HuMrHREV,
HuMPHRiE.or Humphry.

Sa. three ostrich feathers erm. quills or transfixed

through as many scrolls of the last. John,
Duke of Lancaster, Z, 249.

Sa. three ostrich feathers or. Godin. Edward
Plantagenet, the Black Prince, son of Ed-
ward III, on his tomb at Canterbury, as by his

will.

3 FEATHERS betw. or within
and in base ....

Per chev. erm. and az. in chief a plume of three

ostrich feathers arg. betw. two chaplets vert

with roses gu. in base a civic mace enclosed by
the collar of the Lord Mayor of London or.

Sir James Duke, Lord Mayor of London, 1848;

Baronetcy 1849.

6 FEATHERS

Arg. a plume of six feathers alternately gu. and
or. Bremer.

Arg. six ostrich feathers three two and one sa.

Jauvis. Jervis, Exbridge and Exeter, co.

Devon.
Az. six ostrich feathers three two and one

arg. Jarvis, or Jarveis.

Gu. six"pennes"arg. Sire Renaud deCouPENNE.
N.

Gu. six ostrich feathers three two and one arg.

TUFFLE.

9 FEATHERS
Gu. nine ostrich feathers three three and three

ar^. TuFFLE.
Sa. three plumes of ostrich feathers three in each

arg. TuFFLE, V.

FER-DE-MOLINE see Ink-Moline

FERRIS see Instruments

Per pale arg. and az. a ferris counterchanged.
BoGNES.

PER FESS

See also Per Chief

Per fess dancetty .... and a label of five

points AV alter or William deWAssiNGELE;

seal, 33 7f, 1, Cotto7i MS., Julius,^' 8, fo. 13.

Per less dancetty arg. and az. Doling.

Per fess indented arg. and az. Acton.

Per fess wavy arg. and harry wavy of four az. and

or. Barle .

Per fess arg. and gu. Morton. Wawton, Clyff,

CO. York.

i

Per fess dancetty arg. and gu. Lambale.
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PER FESS cout.

Per fess nebnly arg. and gii. the nnder side radi-

ated or. Leuson, Holgrave ;
Harl. MS. 1U45,

fo. 132.

Per fe~s dancetty arg. and sa. each point terminat-

ing in a fleur-deiis. Woodmerton, V*.

Per fess embattled arg. and sa. Buck, Daddon
in Bideford, co. Devon.

Per fess az. and arg. Clun.
Per fess indented az. and arg. Valence.
Per fess neiiuly of three az. and arg. Bduugongne.
Per fess az. with chequy or and gu. Hamond de

BONET, A.
Per fess az. and or. Sampson.
Per fess dancetty az and or. Tel)audleBuTiLER,G.
Pt-r fess indented az. and or. Valeynes.
Per fess in chief bendy of six or and sa. in base

erra. Dabeton.
Per fess gu. and arg. Cocke, co. Hertford. Boyle.
Per fess gu. and arg. Duchy of Magdeburg ;

quartering Brandenburg (Prussia), Stettin,

Pomerania, Wenden, Cassubia, Crossen, Hal-

berstadt, Schwiebus, Nuremberg, Minden, Ho-

heu-Zollern,Cammin, Magdeburg, and the right
of regalia; over all on an escu. the Mark of

Brandenburg. (?) Dorothea Wilhelmina Chris-

tina, daughter of John Frederick, Marquis of

Brandenburg Anspach,wife of George H. Wil-

lement, lOi.

Per fess indented erno. and gu. Brome.
Per fess wavy gu. and arg. goutty de-poix.

PiEDONHALL.
Per fess gu. and az. Gyles.
Per fess gu. and erm. a label of five points ar.

Betfield, Glege, co. Lancaster.
Per fess indented gu. and erm. Broone.
Per fess dancetty or and az. Rauf de Sandviz,
A ; Ashmol. MS.

Per fess indented or and az. Sanders.

Saunders, Northumberland, 1730.
Per fess or and gu. Nicholas de Ceiell, A ;

Ashmol. BIS.

Per fess indented or and gu. Kkiielicke.
Kendall or Kendel.

Per fess wavy or and gu. Drumjiond, Coneraig,
and Borlands, Scotland.

Per fess indented sa. and arg. Le Poer or

PuWER, Ireland. Sir Roger Bar bamnve,
i.e. Baudwyn ; Harl. MS. 0137, fo. 37.

Per fess sa. and erm. Meelop, Wales.
Per fess indented sa. and or. Harsick or

Hartsick, Suffolk.

FESS
See also Bar

Arg. a fess az. Byrkin. Buhken. Burkin, Lon-
don; Burlirigham, co. Norfolk. Borselle.
Brett. Birken, co. York. Birkin ; extinct as
a Baronial family, temp. Henry III. Charters
or Chaetres, Scotland. DELAJtARE. Everddn,
V. Lamingham. Thewiniard, Devonshire.

Arpr. a fess az. a label of the same. Adam de

EVERINGHAM, M.
Aiis. a fess az. a label gu. Adam de Everingham.
EvERYNGHAM, V. Silvester de Eveedon, Bishop
of Carlisle, 1247-51. Byrkyn, V.

Arg. fretty gu. a fess az. Flemming.
Arg. a fess az. a bendlet gu. Irdis or Irish.

Arg. a fess az. over all three arrows points down-
wards one in pale the other two meeting in

point counterclaanged. Hutchison.
Arg. a fess az. over all a lion ramp. gu.
Whittinciiam, Sussex. Wiiittinoham, Holni-
fcide. CO. Durham. Horl. MS. Uf^s, fv. v!i(.

FESS cont.

Arg. a fess az. over all a saltire gu. Ashe.

Arg. a fess dancetty az. Chadwell. Robert

FitzElys, Newton, X.

Arg. a fess dancetty az. a label gu. of five points.
William le Vavessur, E.

Arg. three fusils in fess az. Cleedhill, Burkis-
land in Halifax, co. York.

Arg. a fess indented az. Sr. William Vavasour, I.

Arg. a fess lozengy az. Hastings.

Arg. a fess nebuly az. Swale, Swale Hall, co.

York, Bart.

Arg. a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a lion

ramp gu. Stewart, Scotland.

Arg. a fess chequy az. and of the first over all two
crows sa. pendent on an arrow fesswise ppr.

Murdoch, Cardonald, Scotland. Macmurdoch,
Rosehill.

Arg. a fess chequy gu. and or. Purdey, London.

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. Arderne, co. Staf-

ford ; CO. Warwick. Ardyn, Kent. Staning or

Stayning.

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. overall a lion ramp.
sa. armed gu. Borelev, co. Salop.

Arg. a fess chequy sa. and of the first in chief a
mullet as the >econd. Hilary, co. Norfolk.

Arg. a fess cheqny sa. and or. Hollery, co. Nor-
folk. PURDEW.

Arg. a fess dancetty compony az. and or.

WiLLESDON. WyIJDON.

Arg. a fess compony gu. and or. Masguler, V*.

Arg. a fess compony or and az. Steninge, F*.

Arg. a fess compony sa. and or. Hilary.

Arg. a fess countercompony gu. and or. Hillary,
Norfolk. Masculer, V.

Arg. a fess countercompony gu. and or in chief a

mullet sa. Hillary, Hadley, Sulf ilk.

Arg. a fess countercompony or and az. Sir John
Stenynge, V.

Arg. a fess erm. Harleston. Harlston, Essex.

Arg. fretty gu. a fess erm. Caddell.

Arg. a fess dancetty erm. Mytton, Little Mylton,
as quartered by Alherton ;

Harl. MS. 1 54.!),

fo. 151.

Arg. a fess gu. Bramfoed, Lincoln; co. York.
John de Bokesle, A. Bethune, France.

Burkin, Burlingham, Norfolk. Denyngsell.

Elliott, Ireland. Dodingsels, Kent, V.

Dodingsells, a crescent sa. for ditf. M. John
D0DYNGSELE,-S. EvEING or EvENG. KaYNILLE.
Thomas de Kent, A. Kiuketon. Kirton.

Lacy, Ireland. MEL\^LLE, Raith, Scotland ;

Dunbar, Scotland. Langham.. MARnriON.

Oldbury. Ramsey, Marcluvood, co. Hants.

RoMSEY,co.Cnesler; and co. Hants. Rochford.
Royston-priory, CO. Hereford ; impaling chequy
arg. and sa. Tronyill, Cornwall. Tweng, or

Thweng, Yorkshire; temp.Edwardll. Weldon.
WOEKESLEY.

Arg. a fess gu. quartering arg. in chief three

piles gu. in base a mount vert on a canton az.

a suu or. Ongley, Baron Ongley.
.4rg. a fess gu. in the dexter chief point a mullet

of the second. Odingskll or Odingells,

Eperston, CO.Nottingham. Rauf D'Oddingsei.ls,
Y. De Oddingellesse, F. Sr. John de

Odingsells, I. Sire Johan Dodingselles,
N.

Arg. a fess gu. a label of five points az. Rommesey,
V.

.\rg. and gu. per pale on the dexter side a fess of

the Inst. Wyneslow.
Arg. u fess ^u. ;i label of tlucc points az. Langiiaji.
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FESS co7it.

Arg a fess gu. a label of four points az. Rumsey,
CO. Brecon.

Arg. a fess gu. a label of five points ez. Rumsey.
Wautier Rommesay, X.

Arg. a fess and bend danretty gu. Domfll, co.

Wilts.

Arg. a fess and bend or bendlet gu. Poi-leyne.

FOLEYN. PoLIN.

Arg. a fess gu. and bendlet sa. Poleyne.

Arg. a fess gu. over all a bend sa. Fichek.

Arg. a fess gu. oppressed with two dolphins hau-

rient respectant in pale or tlie space between

them erm. Bdckland, V.

Arg. fretty az.a fess gu. Caverswaxl or Caeswall
Knighton.

Arg. a fess botonny gu. Abibson.

Arg. a fess dancettv gu. Ben, Surrey. Chedle.
Chetle. Sire William de Den, N. Deane,
Essex. Deden, V. Dkdeyne or Dedene.
Dene or De Dene, Essex. Dohell or Doynell,
Wiltshire. Dutton, Bulkley. and Cheadle,
CO. Chester. Essex. Nevil, Leicester, 1730.

Sire William de Montagu, N. Thomas
Stanmarche, Y. Stonymarch, Essex.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. over all a bend sa. Sire

Felip de Nevile, N. Nevii.l, Huntingdon, V,

and CO. Lincoln. Newport, co. Huntingdon.

Arg. crusilly and a fess dancetty gu. Sire Robert
de Watervii.e, N. John de Wateevilk, Y.

Watevile. Sire de Wautervill, V.

Arg. a fess embattled gu. Plaunche. Plaunch,
W. John de Raveneshelme, A'. RAVENsuoLiiE ;

Harl. MS. 1465. fo. 112.

Arg. a fess engrailed gu. Bamforth, SheflBeld,

CO.York ; co. Derby ; temp. Elizabeth. Banford.

Bawmford, V. Baumford or Baunford, Don-

ington, CO. Lincoln. Mons. William Montagu,
Conte de Salisbury, Y. BEAtiFoRo. Sr. Simond
de MoNTEACOT ; quartering az. a grifiln or, H
and N. Sir William Montagu, L; Ilarl. MS.
C148. William Mountague, B, L.

Arg. a fess engr. gu. a label sa. William de

Chavegh. C.

Arg. a fess flory counterflory gu. Cavill. Kaynet.l
or Keyneli,, Bridstone, co. Wilts. John
Kayvyi.le, X.

Arg. a fess fusilly gn. a crescent in the dexter

chief sa. for difif. Mons. Thomas Bosville, X.

Arg. a fess fusily gu. Newmarch. Stuteville.
Stootvili.e or Stuteville. Venmarke.

Arg. a fess oftwo fusils conjoined gu. Champeney,
CO. Devon, V.

Arg. a fess of three fusils gu. Champeney, V*.

HoBY. Simon Montacute, Bishop of Winches-

ter, and of Ely, 1337 45. James Montague,
Bishop of Bath, &c. 1608; Winchester, 1C16.

Arg. a fess of four or five fusils gu. Newmarche.
I3L0NVEILLE, V.

Arg. a fess indented gu. Fleming. Sir William

Montagu, L. Sire Thomas de Neumarche. H.

Arg. crusilly and a fess indented gu. Sr. de

Wautervill, V.

Arg. a fess lozengy gn. Bosevile. Le Conte de

Salisbury (Montagu), P.

Arg. a fess lozengy gu. quartering or an eagle

disp. vert. Le counts de Salisbury, T.

Arg. a fess of three lozenges gu. George Neville,

Bishop of Exeter, 1456-65
; Archbishop of York,

quartering gu. a saltire arg. with or an eagle

disp. vert. Richard Mountague, Bishop of

Gliichester, lO'^e ; Norwich, 1638. Sir William

Mountague, L.

FESS cont.

Arg. gutty de sang a fess nebuly gu. Sir John
Hayward, temp. Elizabeth.

Arg. goutly de sung a fess wavy gu. Dryland.
Arg. a fess wavy gu. Bamford.
Arg. a fess dancetty paly of six or and az. Wyi^idun

or WiLYSDON, V.

Arg. a fess indented paly vert and sa. Huddy,
Langman, co. Somerset.

Arg. a fess dancetty pean. West, Alscot, co.
- Warwick ; granted 1768.

Ars. a fess indented point in point vert and sa.

HoDY, CO. Dorset.

Arg. a fess quarterly az. and or. Macreadie,
I'earston,

Arg. a fess quarterly sa. and or. Macrery, Dura-

pender, Scotland.

Arg. a fe-s sa. Brytte ; Harl. MS. 1603. Byrt.
Campain. Champeine. Champney. Ihenhampton.
KiaoHLEY. Sr. John Kighlky, V. William

KiGHLAY, Y. KiOHLEY, Essex ; and co. York.

KejoHTLEY, Ireland. More, Essex. Petite.
Rightly. Weldon. With a mullet sa. for

difr. HiGHLEY ; Harl. MS. 1 566, fo. 62 h.

.Arg. a ffss and chev. sa. Honyngton.

Aig. a fess and cliev. interlaced sa. Kempsing,
CO. Kent.

Arg. fretty gu. a fess sa. Blake.

Arg. goutly de poix a fess sa. Higgins, co. Salop.
Lennock.

Arg. a fess of two chev. conjoined sa. Halfehide;
granted 1560.

Aig. a fess dancetty sa. Hurtle. Sir de

Bf.auburgh, V. Bamburgh. Lawake. Nevill.
Sr. de West, V. West, Buckingham; and Sus-

sex; granted 1560. West (Earl Delawarr);

quartering Delawair. And with a crescent on
a descent for diff. West, Cotton End, co.

Northampton.
Arg. a fess dancetty flory sa. Chastelion, V, or

Chastelin.

Arg. billetiy sa. and a fess dancetty of the last.

Sir William d'Eyncourt, M. Daynecourt,
V. Sir William Dayncourt, L,bui Vantorte,
L ; Harl. MS. 6137. Sire William Deyncort,
N. Sire John Deyncourt, R. William

D'EiNCouRT, Y. Sir William Wauntort, L;
Harl. 31S.6li8.

Arg. crusilly and a fess dancetty sa. Sr. Henry
Lekeborne,L ; Harl. MS. 6148 and 6137.

Arg. crusilly bottony and a fess dancetty sa. Sir

Henry Lekeborne, L; Harl. MS. 6589.

Arg. a fess engr. sa. Sr. Thomas Newmarche,
M. Henry Percy, Wiltshire X.

Arg. a fess flory sa. Kevell.

Arg. a fess sa. flory counterflory gu. Dusseaux.

Arg. a fess of four fusils sa. Knotford or

Kkotwoeth, V.

Arg. a fess fusily sa. Leech, Nestaling, Scotland.

ArK. a fess indented sa. Bromley. Power,
Ireland.

Arg. a fess indented counterflory sa. Chastelian.

Arg. a less uebuly sa. Hawrobyn. Harrodyn.

Arg. goutty de poix a fess uebnly sa. Hawrobyn
or Harrodyn, co. Chester, V.

Arg. goutty de poix a fe-is wavy sa. Harowden.
Harrowdin or Harwedon, co. Chester.

Arg. a fess vairy az. and gu. Heyrick, co. Lei-

cester.

Arg. a fess vairy gu. and of the first. Heire.

Arg. a fess vairy gu. and or. Heyre, V. Hereick
or Eyrick, Strittonand Beaumanor, co. Leices-

ter; Sliip[pool, CO. Cork.
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FESS coiit.

Arp. a fess vert over all a lion ramp. gu.

Whitingham, F*. Whittingham, Penley, co.

Hertford.

Arg. a fess wreathy az. and gu. Carmichael,
Tliat Ilk, and Hyndford ; Baron Carmichael,

1(147; Eailof Hyndfokd, 17( 1. Carmichael.

Borinytoun ;
heiress m. Dundas. Carmichael,

Castle Craig, Scotland ; quartering erm. on a

fess sa. three crescents arg.

Arg. a fess wreathy az. and gu. over all a pale
wreathed as the fess. Seresby, V.

Az. a fess arg. Blott. Noybers. Sire de Noyeus,
V. William de Londas.

Az. a fess arg. and bend gu. Ferrers.
Az. a fess arg. overall a bend gu. Irish or Ireys,

CO. Dorset.
Az. a fess arg. over all a pillar gu. issuant out of

the base wavy az. Udward or Edward, Long-
croft, Scotland.

Az. billetty or a fess arg. Brette, V.

Az. crusilly or a fess arg. Nicol Haversham, E.
Az. crusilly and a fess arg. Olney. Sire John de

Olneye, N.

Az.fietiyand a fess arg. Caverwell. Caverswall,
Caveiswall, CO. Stafford; Erdeswick.

Az. a fess dancetty ai-g. Barnardeston, V.

Barneston. Bingham. Bengham. Bkodbridge.
Li'CAS. MoYNES. Viand. Lucas de Viene, ^i ;

Ashmol. MS. Sire William Moyne,A^.
Az. a fess of five fusils conjoined arg. W^at de

Percy, E. Sr. Robert Dawtry, V.

Az. a fess of five fusils conjoined arg. a label of as

many points gu. William de JRutrene, E ;

or Autrine or Autruc', A ; Harl. 3IS. 6137.

Dawtrey, CO. Hants. Auirey, co. Hants, the

label or.

Az. a fess of five fusils arg. over all a bendlet gu.

Geoffrey de Altaripa or D'Autry, Y,

Az. a fess indented arg. Dengaine.
Az. a fess of five lozenges conjoined arg. a label

of as many points gu. William de Autbine or

AUTRENE.
Az. a fess lozengy arg. Chaffe.
Az. a fess chequy or and gu. Boyd, Kilmarnock,

CO. Ayr. Boyd, Merton Hall, co. Wigton.
BoY'D, Ballymacool, co. Donegal. Boyd, Ros-

lare, co. Wexford.
Az. a fess counter-compony gu. and arg. Berge.
Az. a fess dancetty erm. Thorp. M. John de

Thorp, S. Thorpe, V. Thorpe, Suflolk.

Mytton, Little Mytton, as quartered by Ather-
ton ; Harl. MS. 1549, fo. 101. Thorpe.

Az. crusilly arg. a fess dancetty erm. Thorpe,
Leicester. Thomas Barnardson, Y.

Az. crusilly arg. a fess double downset erm.

iMoiGNE, CO. Leicester.

Az. a fess indented erm. Thorpe.
Az. a fess lozengy erm. Dawtry.
Az. a fess nebuly eim. Allen. Alyne, V.

Az. f'reity arg. a fess gu. Cann ; Mayor of Bristol,
1048. Carswell. Cave, York. Caverwell.
CAVERSWALL,Caverswall, CO.Stafford -.Erdeswick.
Richard de Mundeville, B ; or Mttndevile, P.

Az. fretiy or a fess gu. Mandeville. Richard

Mandevile, Y.

Az. a fess or. Chastellayne, Essex. Ellyott.
Eliot. Elyott, F, Godalming, Surrey ; quar-
tering or on two bars gu. three crescents of the
first. Elliott, Rochester. De la Poole. Paul
de Kerdif, E. Kerdiff. Piers Marasse, F.

Marasse
; quartered by Pulgravc. Marsue.

bj'A.\GK.

FESS cont.

Az.afessor a label of three points gu. Dela Poole.
Az. a fess or over all on a pile arg. three human

hearts two and one gu. Kean, Ireland. •

Az. billety and a fess or. William de St. Omer, B.
Az. crusilly arg. a fess or. Olney.
Az. crusilly and a fess or. St. Ower. Thomas

de St. Omer, E. William de St. Omer, Y. Sr.

Tiiomas De la Pype.
Az. fretiy arg. a fess or. Parker, Cornwall.

Az. fretty and a fess or. Parker, Bexley and

Ration, Sussex ; Baronetcy 1674 ; extinct 1750;
heiress m. Lidgiter.

Az. a fess conuterflory or. Hardell.
Az. a fess dancetty or. Monckton or Mongton,

York.
Az. billety and a fess dancetty or. Ayncohrt.

Sr. Edmund D'Ayncourt, H. D'Eyncourt, J.

John Deyncourt, B. Sir John Deyncourt ;

temp. Edward I, V, Joan D'Eyncort, E.

Eincdrt,F. Sir John D'Eyncourt, I. Edmund
Deincourt, K. Edmund D'Eincourt, Y ; but
with a label gu. Eustace D'Engayne, Y.

Az. crusilly and a fess dancetty or. Langave or

Landgave.
Az. crusilly and a fess dancetty or over all a bend

gu. Sire Nicolas de Engayne, N.
Az. a fess dancetty the two upper points fleur-de-

lis or. Plowden, Plowden, co. Salop.
Az. a fess engr. or. Henry de Percy, i?. Henry

Percy, Sr. de Spoflbrd, Y. Walter Percy, Y.

Az. a fess engr. or a baton gobony arg. and az.

John de Sutton, Y.

Az. a fess engr. or a bend gu. Eafe de Alneham,
r.

Az. a fess of five fusils conjoined or. Percy ; as

founder of Salley Abbey, William Percy,
Bishop of Ciirlisle, 1452-62. Henry de Percy,^ ;

Harl. MS 6137. Henri de Perci, E. Sire de

Percy, F.

Az. a fess indented or. Dengaine. Percy, P.
.\z. crusilly and a fess indented or. Lucas de

ViENNE, A ; Harl. MS. 6137.

Az. a fess of three lozenges or. Freeman, Bush-

ley, co. Worcester.
Az. a fess of five lozenges conjoined or. Henry de

Percy, A.
Az. crusilly or a fess vairy of the last and gu.

Bakepace,F*. Bakeptiz, F. John de Bakepuz,
E. But Hakerus, F. Bakpuz, V*.

Barry indented of four arg. arid az. a fess gu. a

Iflbel of four points or. Sr. Peter Doynelmore,
CO. Wilts; 19 Edward I, F.

Barry nebuly of si.K aig. and sa. a fess gu.
Bracebridge.

Barry of six or and sa. a fess counterchanged.
Engham.

Barry of eight arg. and sa. a pale counterchanged
and a fess gu. Akeland, co. Devon.

Barry gu. and arg. a fess embattled sa. Tebbot
or Tibbot.

Bendy of three az. and or a fess arg. Dowson.

Bendy of three erm. and gu. a fess or. Pennel
or Pennell.

Bendy of three gu. and arg. a fess or. Fitz-

Osborne. Earl of Hereford, 1066-74. Osbern,
Bishop of Exeter, 1072-1107. De Bretevili.e.

Bendy of three gu. and arg. a fess vert. Fitz-

Osborne.

Bendy of three or and gu. a fess az. Elwas.

Bendy of three or and gu. a fess chequy arg. and
az. Stewart, Castlemilk, Sccitlund ; and with

a crescent gu. in the sinister chief point for dili.
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FESS cont.

Stewabt, Torrence, Scotland ; and with b

mullet in chief of the first, Stewart, Binnie,
Scotlflnd.

Bendy of three or and sa. a fesa gu. Polleyne,

King's Weston, co. Gloucester.

Bendy of seven or and gu. a fess of the last.

CoPENGER, Norfolk.

Bendy of seven or and gu. a fess sa. Coppinger
or CoPiNGER, Ireland.

Bendy of seven or and gu. a fess vert. Copenger,
Norlolk.

Cliequy arg. and az. a fess gu. Ligon. Liggen.
LiGNEY ;

or Lingen, Clifford, quartered by
Cavendish.

Chequy arg. and az. a fess vairy gu. and of the

first. FULKKOY.

Chequy arg. and az. a fess vairy gu. and sa.

Fokeray, V. Fokerhay, co. Devon ; Haii. MS.
1406, fo. 59.

Chequy arg. and gu. a fess az. Robert de

CuDHAM, A. Redesham. Pagan de Turbervixle.
Sire Gylbert Turdervile, Q ; Harl. MS. 6595.

Chequy arg. and sa. a fess erm. Bockham.
Cayly or Cayi,e, Norfolk.

Chequy arg. and sa. a fess gu. Pierrie, Scotland.

AcLAND, Killerton, co. Devon ; and Holnicote,
CO. Somerset; Baronetcy, 1645. Akeland, co.

Devon. M. John Ackland (in a later hand
than) S. AcLAND, Fairfield, co. Somerset, and

Newhouse, CO. Devon ; Baronetcy, 1818 ; quar-

tering Palmer and Fuller.

Chequy arg. and sa. a fess vairy gu. and of the

first. Folkeray or Fotheray, Buckland Baron,
CO. Devon; the heiress m. Huckmore.

Chequy az. and or a fess arg. Winter, Agher,
CO. Meath, Ireland. But vpith a label gu. John
Carson, F. John Curson, Y.

Chequy gu. and arg. a fess or. Toone.

Chequy or and az. a fess erm. Bucham. Buckham.
Calthrop, Lincoln; Calthrop Hall, Norfolk;
Stanhoe Hall, Norfolk. Calthorpe. WiUiam
Calthorp, Y. William Calthrop, Y.

COLTHORPE. GoUGH,WBrwick. SPRIGG. SPPEGE,
V. TuRBEviLLE or TuRBtL

; later, Tdrberville,
Crickhowel. Warwick.

Chequy or and az. a fess gn. Clifford, F. Roger
de Clyfford,^. Roger Clifford, D. Robert

de Clifford, C, H, J, K, N, S. Clifford,
Perrislone co. Hereford ; quartering Morgan
of Tredegnr. Devan, Teddington, Middlesex.

Deven. Marr, England.
Chequy or and az. a fess and bend gu. Clifford,

Kent.

Chequy or and az. a fess gn. charged with a

crescent or for difF. Clifford, Baron Clifford

of Chudleigh.
Chequy or and az. a fess sa. Cheyney. Clifford.

Chequy or and az. a fess vairy arg. and sa.

Fokeray or Foclkeray, co. Devon.

Chequy or and az. a fess vairy gu. and sa.

FuKEBAY or Fokerhay, co. Devon.

Chequy or and gu. a fess arg. Winter, Leicester.

Cayley or Cayly, Norfolk.

Chequy or and gu. a fess az. Olyverde Cudham,
A ; Harl. MS. 6187. Joan Legor,E ; Harl. MS.
6137; but Lesor, E.

Chequy or and gu. a fesa erm. Thorpe. Sir

Johan de Thorpe, N. Cayley or Cayly, Nor-

folk. Sir Adam de Cayley, Norfolk; temp.
Ed. I, V. Turberville, Coyty Castle, co. Gla-

morgan ; coheiresses m.BerkrouUs, Stackpoole,
de la Bere, and Gamage. Turberville, Tytheg-

RusH or Le Rush.

Shields, Ireland.

Winter. Wynter,

FESS cont.

stone, and Llantwitt-Major, co. Glamorgan;
quartering, Jestin ap Gurgant, Norris, and
Stradling; heiress m. Nicholl. Turberville,
Penlline Castle and Cleraenstone, co. Glamor-
pan; a heiress m.Curre. Turberville, Ewenuy
Abbey, co. Glamoigan ; quartering, Picton and
Powell. Sire Gilbert de Turbervill, co. Glou-

cester, V,

Chequy or and gu. a fess sa. Rauf Turbervile,
r.

Chequy or and gu. a fess vair. Fokeray or

Foukeray, CO. Devon.

Chequy or and sa. a fess arg. Curson, co. Derby ;

and CO. Stafford. Sire Roger de Cursoon, 0.

Winter, Derhara, co. Gloucester; Berninghani,
Norfolk; and co. Woi cester. Wynter, F*.

Chequy or and sa. a fess erm. M. Roger de
Beckham. Bokeham. Roger de Bokeham, Y.

Peckham, Swatfham, Norfolk. Curson, V*.

Roger Curson, Norfolk, V.

Chequy or and vert a fess gu.
Winder, Cumberland.

Chequy sa. and or a fess arg.

Wyntek, CO. Worcester.

Chequy sa. and or a fess gu.
Cantreff and Tallyne, co. Brecknock.

Chequy vert and or a fess arg. Milroy, Scotland.

Chevronny of three arg. and gu. in chief a fess uf

the last. Mack.

Chevronny of seven arg. and gu. over all a fess of

the last. AuNDEY. Andbly, V. Andby or

Anply. Audeleyej Harl. MS. 14:04:, fo. 4:.

Chevronny of sevtn az. and or over all a fess

gu. Town of Monmouth.
Chevronny of seven or and gu. over all a fess arg.
John de Monemoth, C. Monemue, Y. The
fess az. John de Monemu, F ; or Monemue, B j

or Monemuth, E. Guyde Monemueth, Y.

Erm. a fess az. D'Arderna. D'Arderne, V.

Derbern or Derdern. Nicholas de Pesone,
A.

Erm. a fess engr. az. Norwich, Norfolk, V.
Erm. a fess bendy of ten or and az. Moear,

London. William de Moreres, E.
Ei-m. a fess chequy gu. and or. Spihgeb.

Spirqrice. Sprigge.
Erm. a fess chequy or and az. Aeden, co. War-

wick ; and Longcroft, co. Stafford. Aederne,
vulgo Arden, CO. Warwick. Sire de Arderne,
N. Chamber. Fitzsimond. Harding, Ba-

raset, co. Warwick. John Daventeee (de
Arderne) T.

Erm. a fess chequy sa. and arg. Urswick. Cbispe,
Clive Court, in Thanet, Kent.

Erm. a fess indented chequy or and az. Dawtrey.
Erm. a fess coropony or and az. Chamber.
Arden, V. Dawntre, V.

Erm. a fess counter compony or and gu. Mahewe.
Mahuys.

Erm. a fess gu. Baenaby. Barnake. Bolnas.
Bartonie. Sire Johan de BiTT0NE,iV^. Button,
Alton, CO. Wilts; Baronetcy, 1641. Button, co.

Worcester. Sir John Beenake, V. Bernak,
Hethersett, Norfolk. Thomas de Bitton or

de Button, Bishop of Exeter, 1292-1307.
William de Bitton or de Button, Bishop of

Bath, &e. 1248-61 ; another 1267-74. John de

Button, X Bytton,co. Dorset. D'Anneville,

Guernsey; extinct, but till lately, 1838, near

Valognes in Normandy. Charters. Chabteris
or Chartres. Sir John Ditton, co. Dorset;

temp. Edw. IT, V. Deaton, co. Devon.
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Somerset.
Tedante.

FESS cont.

Faeneiax. Homer, Backwell, co.

Illey or IsLEY, Kent. V. Tebane.
Rydford.

Erm. a fess (gu.) and label of eleven points (az.)

Salier de Quincy, .Earl of Wim-hester,
Erm. semy of tliree foils slipped sa. a fess gn.

Clarke.
Erm. a fess dancetty gu. AsHEi.DAMor Ashelden,

Essex, V.

Erm. a fess embattled gu. Mather, Secroft, co,

York; granted 1575.

Erm. a less engr. gu. Barton, co. Lancaster.

Laverock. Laverike or Leverike, V.

QUADERiNG or QuADRiNG, Irisby, CO. Lincoln.

Queatherinq or Quathf.rine, co. Lincoln.

Norwich. Eomundby. William Hebdene, F.

Erm. a fess of three fusils conjoined gu. Sir

Edward Montague, V.

Erm. a fess of five fusils conjoined gn. M
KiPDEN, S. M. William Hebdent, X. William

Hebdene, Y. Hepden. V.

Erm. a fess indented gu. M. William Hebdent,X
Erm. a fess raasculy gu. Hl'TTOn.

Erm. a fess paly of six or and gu. Malyn.
Erm. a fess purp. Crownall, V.

Erm. a fess sa. Isley, Souldridgeor Sundridge,
Kent. Kydfoed. Yesi.ey or Y'estei.ey.

Erm. a fess dancetty sa. Benham or Bengham.

Deincourt,co. York; temp. Ed. I. Pennington,
17.S0. West; confirmed 101)3.

Erna. a fess engr. sa. Huswysse, V.

Erm. a fess of three fusils sa. Sherborne, Col-

Zinson, Somerset, iii, 589. Piggott, co. Salop,
1716. Piggott, Doddersball Park, co. Buck-

ingham. Pigott, Chetwynd, co. Salop; and
with a crescent for diff. Pigott, Patteshull,

CO. Stafford.

Erm. a fess of five fusils conjoined sa. Sr. Richard

Harpden, V.

Erm. a fess vairy or and gu. Apulderfield, W.

Freity, arg. and az. a fess gu. Sir Robert Cave, V.

Gu. a fess arg. Althan or Althaun. Austria.

Haspurg. Hampton. Lacy. Robertus de

Mezi, E, or Meesi. F. Narford. Nokie or

NoRRiE. ViAKDEN,Z. Sir Robert Mauncell,
CO. Gloucester, V.

Gu. a fess and label arg. Sire William Maunseli.,
N. Thomas Maunsell, Y. Hampton, co.

Hereford, F.

Gn. a fess arg. a label of five points or. William

Mauc. .t.,E; but (in a late hand) de Anstre, F.

Gu. a fess removed or debruised in the centre arg.
Brokrose.

Gu. a fess arg. over all a unicorn or. Swansby.
Gu.a fess arg. over all a chevron az. Broadhurst.
Gu. billetty and a fess arg. Robert de Brytby, X

Sir Robert de Lovaine, Suffolk; temp. Edw. I,

V. Maheu de Lovaine, J?. Louvaine; quar-
tered by Bourehier, U. Maeu de Loveine, F.

Mahewe de Loyayne, B. Maheu de Loveyns,
G. Sire Thomas de Loveyn, N. Sire Thorn us

Loveyn, 0. Lovayne, Suffolk. Lawyne, V*.

Sir Thomas Lo^^'YNE, Suffolk, W. Hankford.
Gu. billetty or a fess arg. Thomas Loveyn, Y.

Gu. billetty a fess and chevron arg. Hardby.

Gu. crusilly and a fess arg. Sire Johan Peche,
N. Sire John Pecche, O; and with a label

arg. Sire John Pecche, the son, 0. Pechey.
Wat deCoKSEY, E, or Kmkesey, F.

Gu. crusilly patty and a fess arg. Butler.

Gu. ci"u.silly patty or a fess arg. Sire Robert

Peverei.l, N,

FESS cont.

Gu. fretty arg. a fess of the same. Flf.myng.
Gu. a fess dancetty arg. Basentyne. Daubeney.
Newmarch. Orp.ed ; seals and plate. M. Wil-
liam de Pappeworth, S. Papworth, co. Cain-

bridge; CO. Dorset; co. Devon ; and co. Hunt-
ingdon.

Gu. billetty and a fess dancetty arg. John de

Herdebye, r.

Gu. billetty and a fess dancetty arg. Herddy, V*.

Herdeby, V.

Gu. billetty or and a fess dancetty arg. John
Brette, CO. Leicester.

Gu. crusilly and a fess dancetty arg. Sire Johan
de Longevyle, N. Sir Robert Waterville,
CO. Huntingdon, V*.

Gu. a fess embattled arg. Buren, Z. 079.
Gu. a fess embnttled conntert-mbattled arg.
Arkellot Aekle. Bynchester. Plaunche.

Gu. a fess engr. arg. Aubry, V. Aubigney.
Rauf Daubnly, B. Philip D'Aubney, X. Y.
Elias de Aubigney, K. Aubehy, Aurrey,
and Arobre, CO. Hereford. Styghull. John
de Durham, Y. John Dynham, Y. Arnold
Percy, Y.

Gu. a fess and pale engr. arg. Deewyn.
Gu. a fess of three fusils conjoined arg. Ralegh.
Le Sire Daweney, A'.

Gu. a fess of four fusils conjoined arg. Rauf
Daubeni, G. Sir Ellis Daubney, I. Caeteeet,
St. Ouen, Jersey; Baronetcy 1(U5

; extinct
1776. And with a label of one point silver.

Caeteeet, Jersey; Haii. MS. 6140, fo. 25 b.

Gu.a fess of threeor four fusils conjoined arg. over
all a baston az. Elys Daubeny, G.

Gu. a fess of five fusils conjoined arg. Rauf
D'Aubeny, E. Sir Hugh Newmaech, co. Not-

tingham, V.

Gu. a fess fusilly arg. Dawbney or Dawbeney,
CO. Devon. Dynham. Newmaech ; quartering
arg. a fess fusilly gu., in church at Sprot-
b(jrough, CO. York.

Gu. a fess fu.silly arg. over all a bendlet sinister

or. Dawbency, Worcester.

Gu. a fess indented arg. Barton. Nevill, co.

Leicester.

Gu. a fess indented arg. a label az. Sire Robert
de Nevile, N.

Gu. a fess of three lozenges conjoined arg.

Aslabie, as quartered by Lawrence.
Gu. a fess of four lozenges conjoined arg.

D'Ai.bini; quartered by Lerapriere, Jersey.
Rafl' Daubeni, A.

Gu. a fess of lour lozenges conjoined arg. a label

of one point silver. Carteret, Jersey ; Harl.
MS. 0140, fo. 25 b.

Gu. a fess of five lozenges conjoined arg. Rauf
de Aubeni, F.

Gu. a fess lozengy arg. Denham. Oliver
Din ANT, ^.

Gu. a fess nebuly aig. Appledore.
Gu. goutty and a fess nebtily arg. Deeland, Kent,
W. Doreland V*, or Dryland, V.

Gu. a fess wavy arg. Dryland. Janies de

Aetuoys, X.
Gu. goutty de larmes and a fess wavy arg.

Dryland, Kent.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. Hagarthy or

Hagarty, Ireland. Haigh, Scotland
; quartering

Abernethy. Lindsay, Earl of Crawfurd, 1398,
and Lindsay, Lord Spynie, 1590; also quaiter-
ing Abernethy. Lord Spynie bore a label of

tliree points arg.
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Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. in cliief a label of

three points of the second. Lindsay, Black-

holm and Wanohop, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. quartering Aber-

nethy all wiihin a bordure arg. Lindsay,
Evelick, Scotland. But the bordure charged
with eight roses gu. Lindsay, Kilspindy. But
the bordure of the third charged with estoiles.

Lindsay, Earl of Balcarras. But with mullets

arg. Lindsay, of Westville, CO. Lincoln; Baro-

netcy 1821. But with a bordure quarterly or

and gu. charged with eight martlets counter-

changed. Lindsay, Cavill, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. Butler.
Gu. crusilly or a fess chequy arg. and sa. Rauf

le BoTELLiER, B. Sire William le Botyler, iV^.

Gu. Iretty arg. a fess az. Fi.emyng, co. Glou-

cester; and CO. Lancaster. Sr. William

Flemynge,L, or Flemyng, V, N. Sire William

Flemenk, 0.

Gu. fretty or a fess az. Flemyng, co. York; oo.

Gloucester.

Gu. a fess chequy or and arg. Whitington, co.

Worcester.

Gu. a fess chequy or and az. Whitington,
Paunlett, co. Gloucester ; Culcheth Hall, co.

Lancaster. Richard Whittington, Lord

Mayor of London, 1397, 1406, 1419. Godard
or Godherd. Sr. Alexandre de Lindsey, H.
Alexandre Lindsay, T. Lindesay, Y.

Gu. a fess chequy or and az. in chief an annulet

for diflF. Whittington, co. Stafford. But with

a martlet, of co. Gloucester ;
and with a fleur-

de-lis, of Ive Thorn, co, Somerset.

Gu. billetty arg. a fess chequy or and az. Lee,
Middlesex, 1716. Lee, Langley, co. Salop, W.

Gu. a fess compony or and az. in chief an annulet

of the second. Whittington, Lord Mayor of

London, 1397, 1406, and 1419.

Gu. crusilly or a fess countercompony arg. and az.

Rauf Le Boteler, E.

Gu, crusilly or a fess countercompony arg. and sa.

Rauf Le Boteler, E ; Harl. MS. 6137,

Gu.afess countercomponyorandaz, Godherde,
V, Butinchief an annulet or. Whittington,
of Stanton. V.

Gu. billetty arg. a fess countercompony or and
az. Joan De la Lee, E.

Gu. crusilly arg. a fess countercompony or and sa.

William Le Boteler, F.

Gn. a fess erra. Axton. Bolnas. Crawfurd,
Crosby; quartering Loudoun and Crosby.
Cradfurd, ofCraufurdland.GifiFordland, Tweed-

dale; quartering Howison. Crawfurd, Lou-

doun; Scotland ;heiressm.Campbell. Crawfurd,
of Kiburney ; Baronetcy ; quartering Loudoun
over all an escu. of Crosby. Gower. Joley.

Leigh. De la Maziere, Cork. Pollock,
Priestley. Walers. Waleys, Suffolk.

Walleys, CO. Devon. Wallis, Cowden, co.

Hants, Richard Waleis, A, or Waleys, 4
;

Harl. MS. 6137. Sire Richard Le Waleys, N.
M.Richardde Walleis.D. Sr. Steven Walleys,
Q, or Waylys, Q, Harl. MS. 6589.

Gu. a fess. erm. a label of three points of the

same. Sir Robert le Wasle, V.

Gu. a fess erm. over all a pale of the second.

Dyrbyne, Y*. Sponne, V.

Gu. a fess erm. over all a pale engr. of the second.

Dyewin,
Gu. a fess erm. over all two spears in saltire arg.

Crawfurd, Scotland,

FESS cont.

Gu. besftnty a fess erm. Alain De la Sodche, E.
Roger Le Souch, F.

Gu. a ffss dancetty erm. Dinant. Dynant.
Emmesey or Emesey, co. Buckingham.
Ennesey, V. Sire le Enveyse, N. Eresty,
MoNTHAUT, V. MONTHAUNT. St. MiCHAEL,

Gu. a fess engrailed erm. Awbrey.
Gu. a fess engr. erm. over all a pale engr. of the

last. Dirwy'N or Durwyn. Dyrwyn, V.

Gu. a fess engr. erm. a label of five points az,

Pers Chalune, E. Piers de Chalouns, Y.

Gu. a fess of three fusils conjoined erm. Dynham.
V*. Chasijon, V.

Gu. a fess of four fusils conjoined erm. M, John
de Dynham, S. Sir de Dynham, F.

Gu. a fess of five fusils conjoined erm. a label of
five points az. Pers Chalune, E ; Harl. MS,
6137.

Gu. a fess humetty erm, over all a pale couped
ermines. Sponne, V.

Gu. a ffss indented erm. Emesey or Emeseux.
Sire Oliver Dynaunt,^^. Monthaut.

Gu. a fess of four lozenges conjoined erm. Oliver

Dinant, A ; Harl. MS. 6137. But five. Sr.

Oliver de Dinant, J.

Gu. a fess of five lozenges conjoined erm. a label

of as many points az. P. de Chaluns, F.
Gu. a fess nebuly erm. Notbone, V.

Gu. a fess or. Abenhall or Ablehall or

Abelhall, CO. Gloucester. Becham, co. York,

Beauchampe, Cornwall ; and co. Worcester.
Walter Beauchamp, E. William Beauchamp,
P. Bertram. Bortram. Folshurst, Crewe,
CO. Chester. Lance. Laws. Osteeete,
Worth, V.

Gu. a fess or a label of three points erm. Skeuke
or Sneake ; quartered by Clere of Ormesby,
Norfolk; Harl. MS. 1756, fo. 12, p. 14.

Gu.a fess oralabel of five points erm, Snekes, V.

Gu. a fess or a label of five points arg. James
de Beauchamp, F. William de Saute Mareis,
E. But Sentmartyl, F. The label az. Jamis
or Jarnes de Beauchamp, E.

Gu. a fess or over all a staff raguly arg.
Druitt.

Gu. billetty and a fess or, Beauchamp. John
de Beauchampe, A. Joan de Beauchamp, E, F.
Sr, John Beauchamp, Warwick, L. Sire Johan
de Beuchamp, N. Le Comte de Warwike, N.
Lothume. Lowtham or Lovayne, Essex.

Luthum, W. Levins, Essex,

Gu. crusilly and a fess or. Countee de Warwik*;,
r. Earl of Warwick.

Gu. crusilly botonny and a fess or. Beauchamp.
Gu. fretty arg. a fess or. Halram or Hellyon,
Heylyon or Helion, V.

Gu, a fess dancetty in the upper part or.

Thobelys, V.

Gu. a fess dancetty or. Sir Edward Fother or

FoDYR,F. Fotherley.co. Lincoln. Fothersley,
Rickmansworth ; covjirmed 1623. Dengayne,

Sir John De Engaine, R. Raphe D'Engayne,
r. Menersh. Meversh. Papworth. Wendout.
Wigamey or WiGMEY. Wingham.

Gu. a fess dancetty or a label of five points of the

same. Wendout.
Gu. bezanty and a fess dancetty or. Sir Roger
Le Bred, N. Sir Roger le Brett, co. Leices-

ter, V.

Gu. crusilly and a fess dancetty or. John de

Engaigne, A'. Sire Johan de Engayne, N. Syr

Henry Engaine, Q. William Engayne.
8a
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Gu. billetty and a fess dancetty or. Deyncourt,
CO, Oxford. Rauf D'Eincourt, E. John le

Bkette, Y.

Gu. a fess engr. or. Menmaech. Neesenche,
CO. Derby. Nemarch. Adam de Newmarche,
B. Sr. Adam de Newmarche, I; Harl.MS.
6589. Sire Joban de Neumakche, 2s''.

Gu. a fess of three fusils conjoined or over all a

bend arg. Raleigh, co. Devon.

Gu. a fess of five fusils conjoined or. Adam de

Newmarch, E, De novo Mercatu. Roger
Newmarch, r.

Gu. a fess fusilly or. Newmarch. Brecknock, co.

Wales ; Baronial family, 1264. Cistercian

Abbey at Saint Andrew's. Mount Sallay or

Sawley, CO. York.

Gu. a fess indented or. Windowte.
Gu. billetty and a fess indented or. Edmund
De la Bret, K; Harl. MS. 6137.

Gu. a fess nebuly or. Britwell, co. Buckingham.
Mallet,

Gu. a fess embattled on the upper part per fess

arg. and az. Mortimer; Harl. MS. 1465,
fo, 142.

Gu. a fess indented point in point arg. and az.

Strene.
Gu. a fess sa, Henry le Waleis, F.

Gu. a fess vair. Baskin, Scotland. FiTz Rauf,
Suffolk. Hugh le Fitzrauf, B. Sir William
FiTZ kaufe, r. Horn, co. Salop. George
Horn, Bishop of Norwich, 1790-2, Horne,
Aulds Arnold, co. Salop ; Sussex ; and co. War-
wick. Horne, Surrey, W.

Gu. billety or a fess vair. Henry de Kyele,
r.

Gu. a fess vairy az. and erm. Wright, London,
and Hartswood ; Surrey.

Gu. a fess vairy az. and gu. Alen de Cabray, Hip-
peswell, Y.

Gu. a fess vairy or and az. Catesbuey,
CO. Hertford. Home, East Grinstead, Sus-
sex.

Gu. a fess vert. Sr. John de Horne, Sussex;
and Surrey ; Harl. MS. 2116, fo. 42.

Gu, a fess dancetty vert. Hoorne ; Harl. MS.
1465, fo. 142 b.

Lozengy arg. and gu. a fess sa. Rakeley. Robert
de Rokeley, S. Rockley, Rockly, co. York,

Lozengy gu. and erm. a fess sa. Rockley, V.

Lozengy or and gu. a fess sa. Rackley or
Rakeley.

Or a fess az. Audenctjles. Sr. de Beaumorys,
V. Beaumaeis. Bewmaebis. Bramah. Bramars.
Eramaeasse or Bramaeiss. Eaton, co. Wilts.

Eaton, Eaten or Eton. Solees, co. Leicester.
Richard Solees, E, or De Soleys, E ; Harl.
MS. 6137. Ueyn.

Or a fess az. over all a bend gu. Elloway.
Elwes, Stoke Hall, Suffolk; Baronetcy 1660;
Roxby Hall, CO. Lincoln

; Throcking, co. Herts
;

from Elwes or Helwish, Askham and Worleby,
CO. York.

Or a fess az. over all a sal tire gu. Asche, V.
AscHEY or Ascher. Ash. Raphe Ashwy,
Mayor of London, 1243; Stow.

Or a fess az. over all on a saltire gu. a mullet of
the field. Ashe.

Or a fess az.over all on a saltire gu. five bezants.
Ash.; Collinson, Somerset, iii, J 63.

Or a fess dancetty az. Haslewood, V*.
Vavasour, F*.

Or a fess embattled az. Ader.

FESS cont.

Or a fess embattled on the upper side az.

Addeebury.
Or a fess engr. az. Perry. Piers Percy, B.
Robert Percy de Sutton sur Derwent, Y.

Or a fess engr. az. a label gu. John de Penington,
Y.

Or a fess of three fusils az. a baston or bend-

let gu. Angell, London ;
from co. Lan-

caster.

Or four fusils in fess az a bend gu. Angell, Lon-
don. Anngell, Kent. Aungell, V:

Or a fess of five fusils conjoined az. Pennington ;

in Church at Sutton by Dover. But over all a

bend gu. Pennington ; Collinson, Somerset,

iii, 589. Sr, de Penyngton, V.

Or a fess indented az. Sire William de

Peingtone, N.
Or a fess lozengy az. over all a bendlet gu.
Aungell or Angell.

Or a fess wavy az. Elmeet, Holland.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. Ingley, 1535.

Steuart, Dalguise, Scotland ; quartering or a

lion ramp, within a double tressure flory coun-

terflory gu. Stewart, Fornese; quartering az.

a stag's head cabossed arg. with Man and Lome
all within a bordure az, charged with buckles

.... Stewart, Duke of Athol; quartering
Athol. Stewart, Buch an and Strabork; quar-

tering Buehan. Stuart, Earl of Traquair ; quar-

tering Buchan, Rutherford, and Traquair.
Stewart, Appin, Ardsheill, and Gairntully;

quartering Lome. But within a bordure centre

erm. Stewart, Balcaskie. Stuart. Stuart ;

quartering arg. a lymphad sa. for Lome. Sir

John Stuart; Vice Chancellor, 1852.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg, a label gu. (another

sa.) Stewart or Stuart. But a fleur-de-lis.

Stewart, Innermeth, Scotland; quartering
Lome.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a lion ramp,
gu. Monteith, Duke of Albany. Shaw-

Stewart, Blackball and Greenock, co. Ren-

frew; quartering Shaw; Baronetcy. Stewart,
Gai'lh ; quartering Cumin. But within a bor-

dure arg. Stewart, Ladywell. But the bor-

dure charged with six wolfs heads erased gu.

Stewaet, Dundee.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a lion ramp,

gu.langued and armed of the second. Stewaet,
Ardgowau and Blackball.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a bend of

the second. Fleming, Brawchan, Scot-

land.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a bend and
in chief a rose gu. Stewart.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a bend

engr. gu. Sir John Steward.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a bend engr.
and in chief a rose gu. Stewart, Minto, Scot-

land. Stewart, Baron Blantyre, 10 July, 1606.

Or a fess chequy, az. and arg. over all on a bend

gu. a buckle arg. Denham-Stewart, Colt-

ness ; quartering Denbam.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. on bend gu. (another

sa.) three buckles of the first. Stewart, Baron

Darnley and Earl of Lennox, Duke of Lennox,
1581; Earl of Newcastle and Duke of Rich-

mond, 1603-4; Baron Stewart of Newbury and
Earl of Lichfield, 1645 ; extinct 1672. Stewart,
Bonkhill, Scotland. Alan Stuart, Ochiltree,

1377; seal. Stewart, Earl of Angus ; quarter-

ing Abernethy.
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Or a fess chequy az. and arg. on an escu. of the

third a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a hasten

(another a bend) raguly or. Stewaet, Harteley
Mauduit, CO. Hants; Baronetcy, lOtiO. Stewart,
Barton Mills, SufiFolk.

Or a fess chequy or and az. Le Conte de

Menteith, Y.

Or a fess compony az. and gu. Walter de Langton,
Bishop of Lichfield, &c. 1296-1321.

Or a fess dancetty compony az. and of the first.

WiLLESDON.

Orfrettygu.a fess arm. Carswell. Careswell.F.
Or a fess dancetty ermines over all a bend vert.

QnARLES.
Or billetty and a fess indented ermines. Perkins,

CO. StafiFord, W.
Or a fess gu. Ablehall or Ableshall, co. War-

wick ; and co. Gloucester. Sire Abbehale, N.

Abbehall, 00. Gloucester. Beauchamp. Ed-
mond CoLViLE, Sr. de Bythara, Y. John

CoLVYLE, Lord of Bitham, X. Colville,
Bitham, co. Lincoln. Wat de Colevile, E, F.

Sir Thomas Colvile, Q ; Harl. MS. 0595. Sire

Emour de Colewyle, N. Colvill; 1730.
LocRES. Lacy

;
as quartered by Viscount

Townshend. Rauf de Obehall, E, or Obehele,
E; Harl. MS. 6137. Sr. William le Fitz-

William, H. Vernon, Baron of Shipbrook, oo.

Chester. Wroth.
(Or) a fess (gu.) a label of three (another thir-

teen) points az. Robert QuiNCY. Butthe label

of five points. His son Sayer de QinNOY, Earl
of Winchester; Harl. MS. 1160, fo. 53 b;
sometimeb quartered by Ferrers, Zouch, and
Cumin.

Or a fess gu. over all a bend sa. Fecher.

Fisher, V. But a bendlet. Poleyne, V.

Or a fess bretessed gu. Crebott, Sussex.
Or a fess dancetty gu. Kidwall. Kidwalley.

Kydwalley, F.

Or a fess engr. gu. Sr, Henry Pynkeney, co.

Northampton, H, Y, V.

Or a fess of five fusils conjoined gu. Sire

Robert de Newmarch, J. Henry de Pinkenei,
G.

Or a fess of six fusils conjoined gu. over all a

baston sa. Thomas de Pinkene, G.
Or a fess indented gu. Sire Henri de Pinkeneye,
N. Kedwelley, Hartley and Winchtield, co.

Hants ; descended from levan Iscod of Gla-

morgan ; heiress m. Rudyard.
Or a fess sa. Meurs. Deen. Henry Deyne, co.

Oxford V. Dive, co. Oxford. Dyve. Sire

Job an Dyne, N. Petyt. Yellet.
Or billetty and a fess sa. Marrow.
Or goutty de poix and a fess sa. Whytocz, Scot-

laud.

Ora fess dancetty sa. DENGAYNE,i?. Le Vavasour,
CO. York. Sire William Vavasour, N. M. Wil-

liam le Vavasour, S. Vauvassour, M. William

Wavasor, (?. Sr. William Vavassour, H; or

Le Vavassoub, J: or Le Vavasour, K. Henry
Vavasor, Y. Vavasour, Haselwood, co. York.

Vavasour, Denton, Stopham, and Ackwith, co.

York ; quartering Stopham. Sir Henry
Vavasour of Haselwood, F. But with a fleur-

de-lis arg. for diflf. Vavasour, Spaldington,co.
York ; baronetcies 1826 and 1828. And with

a crescent within a crescent sa. Vavasour.

Coplethorp, co. York. Vavasour, Denton, co.

York; heiress m. Brocas, and afterwards

Langfield.

FESS conV
Or a fess double embattled at the top sa.
Adderbury or Abberbury. And with a
label of three points gu. M. Richard
Abberbury, S.

Or a fess embattled sa. Abberbury or Abebury,
CO. Oxford ; and SufiFolk. Alderby. Adderbury,
Sussex. Alderbery.

Or a fess embattled at top sa. Aberbury or

Aldeeberye, Suffolk
; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 34.

Sir Richard Aberbury, F.
Or a fess engr. sa. of five. Richard D'Autby, Y.

Arnold Percy, Y.

Ora fess of three fusils conjoined sa. Johnson,
F.

Or a fess of five fusils conjoined sa. Robert do

Percy, E.
Or a fess vair. Solers. co. Leicester.

Or a fess vairy of the first and gu. Creke, W.
Or a fess vert. Vernon, Shipbrook, co. Chester.
Or a fess vert over all a saltire gu. Sr. John
Parneys or Parvies, Lord Mayor of London,
1432.

Or a fess dancetty vert over all a bend sa. Nevill,
CO. Huntingdon.

Paly of three gu. and vair a fess as the second.

TWi'ER, F*.

Paly of six arg. and az. a fess gu. Chamond.
Chanenet. Chaven or Chavenot. Charent.
Sir Hugh Charrent. Sr. Peres de Chanent,
H. Sire Hugh Chauvent, co. Somerset, F.
Sire Johan de Chalivent, N. Chaumpvent.
Clement. Henry Lisse, France, F. Lisse.

Paly of six arg. and az. a fess or. Lys or Lysse,
France.

Paly of six arg. and gu. a fess az. Sire de
Grawson. Robert Fitz Nele, A

; Harl. M8.
6137.

Paly of six arg. and gu. a fess indented or.

GOUSLEY, F.

Paly of six arg. and sa. a fess gu. Walsingham,
Kent; Surrey; and Exall,co. W^arwick. Geof-

frey Walsingham, Lord of Little Walsingham,
Norfolk, and his son Sir Richard, and his son Sir

Richard, and his son Thomas, who was not Lord
of that Manor, and his son Richard, ob. 1365,
and his eldest son Richard, and his son Thomas,
whose heiress Catherine m. Bottetourt.

Paly of six az. and arg. a fess gu. Sr. John de
Chavent, J.

Paly of six az. and arg. a fess or. Chavent.

Paly of six gu. and or a fess az. Lysees, F*.
Lyzers, V*.

Paly of six or and az. a fess arg. Bocars.
BoRARD.

Paly of six or and az. a fess chequy sa. and gold.

Cortesy, CO. Lincoln.

Paly of six or and az. a fess chequy sa.and vert.

Courtis.

Paly of six or and az. per fess counterchanged
over all a fess chequy arg. and sa. Courtoys,
Boston, CO. Lincoln.

Paly of six or and az. a fess compony sa. and arg.
CORTESS.

Paly of six or and az. a fess countercompony of

the same. Curtis.

Paly of siz or and az. a fess countercompony sa.

and arg. Cortess, co. Lincoln, F. Henry
Cortess, CO. Lincoln, V.

Paly of six orandaz.afesserm. YvedeCLiNTONE,^.
Paly of six or and az. a fess gu. Burghill. Sir

Henry Burhulle, E. Henry de Bourchelle,
A, or Borchelle, A ;

Harl. MS. C137.
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Paly of six or and gu. a fess az. Lezbrs or

Leyzers. Lizdres. Lysers, v. Lyzers, V.

Paly of seven or and az. a fess gu. Bukhell, V.

Paly of seven vair and gu. a fess or. Le Sieur

de Hansford, W.
Paly of eight sa. and or a fess gu. Lander.

Paly of ten arg. and sa. a fess as the second.

Walsingham.
Per fess dancetty arg. and az. a fess dancetty

counterchanged. Dolynge.
Per fess arg. and az. a fess dancetty per fess

dancetty sa. and of the first. Doling. Dolling,
France ; Isle of Purbeck ; and Magheralin, co.

Down, Ireland. Sir John Dolynge, V.

Per fess arg. fretty az. with the second a fess gu.
MoRRYS ; Harl. 31 S. 1404, fo. 110.

Per fess arg. and gu. a fess az. Dive, North-

ampton.
Per fess arg. and or a fess vert over all a lion

ramp. gu. Whetingham. Whitingham, V.

Per fess arg. and sa. a fess dancetty per fess

dancetty each outward point terminating with

a fleur-de-lis counterchanged. Woodmerton.
WODMEETON, V.

Per fess az. and gu. a fess or. Lort, co. Pem-
broke.

Per fess az. and gu.a fess of clouds arg. radiating

eight points in base alternately wavy and plain
or. Lysons ; seal.

Per fess gu. and arg. a fess wavy az. with spikes
on each side counterchanged over all an escu.

or. Lidwall, Bathebar, Scotland.

Per fess gu. and sa. a fess dancetty (another in-

dented) on the under part arg. Blufield.
Bluffeld, CO. Stafford

; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 5.

Per fess gu. and sa. a fess dancetty on the under

part or. Blythfeld ; Harl. MS. 14U4, fo. 5.

Per fess or and arg. a fess nebuly gu. Anstead.
Ansted. Antishead or Anteshead.

Per fess or and az. a fess per fess dancetty counter-

changed. Phesant
; London, 1094.

Per fess or and az. a fess gu. over all a lion ramp,
counterchanged quartering erm. a fess chequy
or and az. Wilcocks, Knassington, co. Lei-
cester.

Per fess paly of six or and gu. with the first a fess

az. Faconbridge. Fauconbridg ; Harl. MS.
1404, fo. 103.

Per fess paly of seven arg. and gu. with the first

a fess as the second. Malines.
Per fess paly of seven erm. and gu. with the first

a fess as the second. Malyns ; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 103.

Perfesssa.and az. a fess dancetty arg. Bradbridg.
Per pale arg. and az. a fess counterchanged.
Earner. Cusacke, Ireland.

Per pale arg. and gu. a fess az. Town ofBedford ;

Harl. MS. 1370,fo. IG.

Per pale arg. and gu. on the dexter side a fess of
the last. Wyneslow, V.

Per pale arg. and gu. a fess counterchanged.
Barrett. Chadcer. Derpatrick, Ireland.
Wynscel. Winslow.

Per pale arg. and sa. a fess counterchanged.
CusACK, Ireland. Cusacke. Fitz-Paine, V.

Per pale arg. and sa. a fess nebuly counterchanged.
Cokayne. Kocking, CO. Hereford ; co. Hert-
ford, V. Knocking, V.

Per pale arg. and sa. a fess wavy counterchanged.
Booking. Southwell, V.

Per pale az. and gu. a fess wavy arg. Godsalve,
Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 44 b.

FESS cont.

Per pale az. and or a fess counterchanged. Gusack,
Meath.

Per pale erm. and az.a fess wavy gu. Broadbent,
or Brodbent.

Per pale erm. and erminois a fess vert over all a
lion ramp. arg. gutty de sang. Whittingham.

Per pale ermines and erm. a fess counterchanged.
William FiTZ-RiOHARD,Mayor of London, 1260,
1266; Stow.

Per pale erm. and sa. a fess counterchanged.
Cole. Cou or Coury. Cowie, Furleigh Loage,
Surrey. John Cou, V.

Per pale gu. and arg. a fess az. Nones.
Per pale gu. and arg. a fess nebuly counterchanged.
FOLKESTON.

Per pale gu. and sa. a fess or over all a lion ramp,
double queued arg. Kyekebey, V.

Per pale or and arg. a fess nebuly gu. Dantesey.
Robert Dantesey, co. Gloucester, V.

Per pale or and arg. a fess wavy gu. Amitesley,
CO. Gloucester.

Per pale or and az. a fess arg. Bundrish.
Per pale or and az. a fess counterchanged. Cusack,

V. Cusake, Ireland. Johnson. Kesackes.
Per pale or and az. a fess erm. Lions.
Per pale or and az. a fess gu. Clynbow.
Per pale or and az. a fess per fess dancetty coun-

terchanged. Phesant, Tottenham, Middlesex.
Per pale sa. and arg. a fess nebuly counterchanged.
SOTWELL, V.

Per pale sa. and arg. a fess wavy counterchanged.
Southwell.

Per pale indented sa. and arg. a fess wavy counter-

changed. Bazilie.
Per pale sa. and az. a fess dancetty arg. Barnwell.

Suffolk.

Per pale sa. and erm. a fess counterchanged.
FiTZ. Rice, Ireland. Fitz Richard, F.

Per pale sa. and or a fess of three fusils conjoined
counterchanged. Yllinge, V.

Per pile or and sa. a fess counterchanged.
Brinqborne, Fenshaw, Kent. Bringburn ;

Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 32 6.

Per pile sa. and arg. a fess engrailed erm. Ashton,
Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 32 b. Asheton, V.

Per saltire az. and arg. a fess gu. Caesey,
Reresby, co. Lincoln ; Harl. MS. 1504, fo. 99.

Per saltire az. and or a fess gu. Carsey, co. Lin-
coln.

Pily wavy of six traits in point or and gu. over nil

a fess of the first. Isam, F. Isham, F* ; Kent
and Londun. Ipsam, V.

Pily of six traits sa. and arg. over all a fess wavy
gu. Lovell, Balumby, Scotland.

Quarterly arg. and gu. fretty or over all a fess az.

NoEREYS, Speke, co. Lancaster. Noreeys,
Mallow. CO. Cork; Baronetcy 1838; quai'tering

Jeplison. NoEEis, co. Worcester.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a fess counterchanged.
Cusack; Harl.MS.UOl.

Quarterly erm. and az. a fess gu. Isely or Isley.

Quarterly erm. and ermines a fess arg. Gwalchmai
AP GWYDR.

Quarterlyerm. and ermines afess counterchanged.
FitzRichard, Mayor of London, 1200-1201
and 1266.

Quarterly gu. and or a fess arg. Oxenfoed.
Sa. a fess arg. Beancabtle. Sir Bryan
Beauchastle, V. Boeselle. Domae. Elyot,
Hampshire. Lucy, Ireland. Oldeeeuey. Lon-
don. Orrell, Kent. Orwell. Wading, V.

Waldeington. W'eere, V.
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FESS cont.

Sa. afess dancetty arg. Schanser. Schamfer, F.

Sa. a fess embattled arg. Osney, co. Worcester.

Spence, Bankbam, Neyland-Lynfield, and

South Mailing, Sussex; London; Wiggenholt,
and Polgrave, co. Norfolk.

Sa. a fess embattled and counterembattled arg.

Spence.
Sa. a fess fusilly arg. Bomeon.
Sa. a fess of three fusils conjoined arg. Thorne,

V*. Throne, V. Gifford, W.
Sa. a fess of five fusils conjoined arg. John de

Percy, A
;
Harl. MS. 6137.

Sa. a fess humetty arg. Bostock, Bostock, Bel-

grave, Mobberly, aud Tattenhall, CO. Chester ;

Abingdon, co. Berks ; and Tanridge, Surrey.
And with a martlet or. Bostock. But a cre-

scent or. Bostock, Churton, co. Chester.

John Bostock, Abbot of St. Al ban's ; Harl. MS.
139,fo. 97. But a mullet. Bostock, Moulton,
CO. Chester.

Sa. a fess of five lozenges conjoined arg. M. John

Dauntr', S. John Percy, A ; Ashmol. MS.
Sa. a fess az. Frenbingham; Berry.
Sa. a fess compony arg. and az. Cistercian Abbey

at FuRNESs, CO. Lancaster.

Sa. a fess compony or and az. Heoham.
Hygham.

Sa. a fess compony or and gu. Reign, V.

Malyns, V.

Sa. billetty or a fess countercompony of the

second and gu, Lee, Walsingham Abbey,
Norfolk ; quartering Warner. John Warner,
Bishop of Rochester, 1638-66 {error.)

Sa. a fess erm. W'inter, co. Gloucester; and co.

Worcester. Wintoor, Winchester, co. Hants ;

and Huddington, co. Worcester. And v^ith a

crescent arg. for difi". Winter; Collinson,

Somerset, iii, 179 ;
a^d Winter, of Lidney, ii,

352. Winter. The crescent erm. Wynter,
Brecon.

Sa. a fess erm. over all a bend gu. gutty d'or.

Spelman or Spilman.

Sa. a fess erm. over all a bend or gutty de sang.
Spelman or Spilman.

Sa. a fess erm. over all a bend pean. Spillman.

Sa. a fess of three lozenges conjoined erm.

Giffard ; as quartered by Collingwood.

GiFFARD, Kilcorrale, co. Wexford.

Sa. a fess or. Airy. Nicol D'Arci, E. Arcy.

Arey. Bond, Earth, Sutton, and Grange, co.

Dorset ; Holvyood, and Saltmarsh, co. Cornwall.

Bonde. Orrell, Orwell or Ornell. Sire

de Orwell, V. St. Omer. Waddon, Modi-

tonham, co. Cornwall. Wadynge, Ireland.

And with a crescent in the dexter chief

arg. Bonde. Sir Nicholas Bond, London,
V.

Sa. a fess debruised by a pile or. Bringburn ;

Earl. MS. 1465. fo. 32 6.

Sa. a fess dancetty flory on the upper points or.

DoRAND, CO. York.

Sa. a fess of three fusils conjoined or. Gyfford,
CO. Devon, V.

Sa.a fess engr. of five or. Henry de Ferlington, Y.

Vair a fess gu. Bracebridge or Brasbridge, co.

Lincoln. Duffield or Duffeld. William de

Marmion, D. William Marmion, A. Philip

Marmion, G, or Marmium, F. Sire Johan

Marmion, J, or Marmyoun, N. Le Sire

Marmion, Y. Philip Marmion, Y.

Vair a fess or. Marmyon.
Vair a fess paly. Philip Marmion, 25.

FESS cont.

Vairy arg. and sa. a fess gu. Bracebridge,
Bracebrigg, co. Lincoln; Kingsbury, and Ather-
stone Hall, co. Warwick; Chetwode Priory, co.

Buckingham. Mounsyer Raflfe Bracebridge,
T. M. Rauff Brasbrige, S. Sir Joha
Bracebridge, L. V. Sire Johan de Brasbrdge,
N. John de Beacebrig, Y.

Vairy or and vert a fess gu. Duffield,
London.

Vert a fess arg. Rodger or Roger, Scot-

land.

Vert a fess erm. Jobber, Aston, co. Salop.
Vert a fess dancetty erm. Somer, V, and Somers,

St. Margarets, and Rochester, oo. Kent; Scot-

land. SoMNER, CO. Kent, 1730. Summers. And
with a crescent for diflf. Somers, co. Dorset.

Vert a fess indented erm. Sommers, Scot-

land.

Vert fretty arg. a fess gu. Abell. Cabell, F,
or Capbill, V. Drysdale, Scotland.

Vert a fess or. Bandcourt. Duffield.

Duffeld, V.

Vert fretty arg. a fess or. Cabell. Capell.
Vert a fess flory counterflory or. Franoeys.

Richard Franceys, V. William Hardel,
Mayor of London, 1215; Harl. MS. 1049.

Hareold ; 173(>. Harold or Harrould, co.

Salop. Hercold, V. Lea, co. Salop.

FESS and in cMef....
8 Anchors

Az. a fess embattled arg. in chief three anchors or.

Peck, London.
Az. a fess or in chief three anchors of the second.

Terne, London.
1 Annulet

Arg. a fess engr. gu. an annulet of the second for

diff. Fireth. Fleshe. Freshe.

Arg. a fess engr. gu. in chief an annulet sa.

Fresh, V. Froishe, Mayor of London, 1394.

Gu. a fess dancetty or an annulet of the second.

Lobert or LoBERD, CO. Leicester.

2 Annulets
Or a fess gu. in chief two annulets of the last.

Dodingsell, F.

3 Annulets
Az. a chev. and fess arg. in chief three annulets or.

Hadley, London.
Gu. a fess arg. in chief three annulets of the

second. Roger Tirell, A. Roger Tirel, F.
TiRRELL.

3 Axes
Sa. a fess arg. in chief three battle-axes of the

last. Shephard, Walton, and Honiton, co.

Devon.
Sa. a fess arg. in chief three poleaxes of the

second. Shephard. Shepherd, co. Devon ,

and Kingston.
Balls

Arg. a fess gu. in chief three fireballs sa. fired ppr.
Tolhurst.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three fireballs of the se-

cond fired ppr. Wymond, Green Hall, Sussex.

Bar

Arg. a fess gu.in chief a bar dancetty (or indented)
of the second. John Hacelut, Y. Hachet.
John Hacloute, Y. Hanchet. Hachatt, V.

Barnacle

Arg. a fess and bar.iacle sa. Bernacke.
Beast.... (Boar)

Or a fess gu. in chief a boar pass. sa. Macmanus,
CO. Antrim.
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F£SS and in chief corit.

Beast cont. .... (Deer)

Arg. a demi stag gu. naissant out of a fess tortilly

of the second and first. M'Cokquodell, That
Ilk.

Arg. a stag gu. attired or issuing from a fess

wreathed az. and of the third a martlet sa. for

diif. in base. M'Coequodill, Scotland; granted
1783.

....(Hound)
Arg. a fess gu. in chief a greyhound of the second

(another, the greyhound purp. collared gu).
Bellet.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a greyhound sa. (another,

purp.) Billet, Norfolk.

(Leopard)
Arg. a fess sa. in chief a leopard pass, of the se-

cond. ZoucH.
.... (Lion)

Arg. a fess az. in the dexter point a lion pass gu.
Cleare or Cleee.

Arg. a fess az. in chief a demi lion ramp. gu.

Amyas, CO. Cambridge.
Arg. a fess gu. in chief a lion pass, of the second.

Rome. Walfoed, Middlesex; Hatfield Peverel.

Walford, Birdbrook, Essex.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a lion pass, regard, sa.

M. William de Betune, A.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a lion issuing from the

shoulders from the top of the fess sa.

Chalmees, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a lion pass. sa. Beton.
Betune.

Arg. a fess fusily gu. a lion pass, in chief sa.

Haeford, CO. Devon.

Arg. a fess pean in chief a lion pass. gu.

Roome, Newport, in America; granted 21Julv,
1772.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief a lion pass. gu. Roger
de Rome, A. Rome. Storks.

Arg. a fess engr. sa. fretty or in chief a lion pass.

gu. Sill, Stanley Lodge, eo. Northampton.
Gu. a fess arg. in chief a lion pass. or. Wallis or

Walleys, Sussex.

Gu. a fess corapony arg. and sa. in chief a lion

pass. gu. Constable, Burgwith, co. York.
Gu. a fess erm. in chief a lion pass. gard. or. Sire

Simon le Waleys, N.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. in chief a lion pass.

gu. Halson, CO. York. Stewart, Halstoun,
Scotland.

Or a fess chequy arg, and az. in chief a lion pass.

guard, gu. over all a bend of the last charged
with a bezant betw. two buckles gold. Stuart,
Allan Bank, co. Berwick ; Baronetcy.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief a lion pass.

gu. armed az. Stewart, Allertoo, and Liston,
Scotland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief a lion pass.

guard, gu. over all a bend of the last charged
with three oval buckles of the third. Stuart-

Barclay, CoUness, and Goodtrees, co. Lanark
;

Baronetcy. Quartering second and third, gu.
a chev. arg. betw. three stork's heads erased

arg.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief a lion ramp.

guard, gu. Stewart, Rosling, Scotland.

Or a fess sa. in chief a demi lion ramp. gu. Esme
or Esmey. Eames, CO. Somerset. Emes. Emme
or Eam. Hene. Eaines.

Or a demi lion ramp. gu. issuant out of a fess sa.

Emms. Eames, co. Somerset. Emes, Emme
or Eam, co. Berks; and London.

FESS and in chief cont.

Beast cont ( Lion) cont.

Or a demi lion ramp. gu. aimed and langued az.

issuant from a fess sa. Esme. Sir Henry
Esme or Eme; K.G., temp. Edw. Ill,
V.

Per fess or and arg. a fess az. in chief a lion pass.
gu. Dash, London.

Per pale vert and gu. a fess dancetty erm. in chief
a lion pass. betw. two martlets arg. Somer, co.

Salop, V, The field per pale gu. and vert,
W.

Quarterly az. and arg. a fess counterchanged
on the first quarter a lion pass. or.

Crofts.

Quarterly az. and gu. a fess dancetty erm. in chief
a lion pass, guard, betw. two martlets arg.
Fishee.

Quarterly vert and gu. a fess dancetty erm. in

chief a lion pass. betw. two hawks arg. Somers,
CO. Worcester.

Quarterly vert and gu. a fess dancetty erm. in

chief a lion pass, guard, betw. two martlets arg.
Fisher.

Quarterly vert and gu. a fess dancetty erm. in

chief a lion pass, guard, betw. two mullets arg.
FiSHEE.

....(Otter)
Arg. an otter issuing out of a fess wavy sa.

Melurum, Scotland.

Arg. an otter issuing out of a fess wavy sa. the
otter armed langued and crowned with an an-

tique crown gu, Meldrum
; quartered by

Seton.

Arg. a demi otter issuing out of a fess wavy sa.

quartering arg. three unicorn's heads couped
sa. all within a bordure of the last. Meldrum,
Crombie, Scotland.

(Rat)
Arg. a fess gu. in chief a rat of the last.

Bellet,

....(Weasel)
Arg. a fess gu. in the dexter chief point a weasel

pass. ppr. Belet, V.

Arg. a fess purp. in the dexter chief point a weasel
of the second. Belet, V.

Arg. billetty gu. a fess sa. a weasel in chief.

Michel Belet, Y.

2 Beasts (Lions)

Arg. a fess and in chief two lions ramp. gu.
Calston.

.... a fess sa. and in chief two lions ramp, issu-

ant gu. Ashe.
3 Beasts. ...(Lions)

Arg. a fess gu. in chief three lions ramp, of the
second. Spencee, V.

Arg. a fess engr. gu. in chief three lions ramp, of

the second. Spencee, Chard, Kent; and
London.

Gu. a fess or. three lions ramp, in chief of the
last. Young, York.

,. ..(Moles)
Gu. a fess dancetty arg. in chief three moles or.

Nevele.
... .(Otters)

Arg. three otters issuing out of a fess wavy sa.

Meldrtjm, Fyvie, Scotland.

Bells

Arg. a fess engr. sa. fretty or in chief three church
bells of the second. Porter, London.

Arg. a fess engr. vert fretty or in chief three
church bells sa. Porter, Claines, co. Wor-
cester, V. Porter, Z.
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FESS and in chief. . . . cont.

Bird (Eagle)
Az. a fess erm. in chief an eagle displ. arg.

Margaret.
Or a pile az. charged with an eagle displ. in chief

of the field a fess dancetty erm. Osmond,
Coventry.

Sa. a fess dancetty erm. in chief an eagle displ.

arg. Osmond, Stagmill in Uplowman, Heme in

Halberton, and Pool Anthoay in Tiverton, co.

Devon ; four descents are given in the Visitation

of 1620. OSMONDE, W.
(Martlet)

Arg. a fess az. voided iavecked ofthe field in chief

a martlet sa. Wigoon.

Arg. a fess dancetty in chief a martlet betw. two

crescents gu. Tindall, Sussex ; 13 Elizabeth.

Gu. a fess arg. in chief a martlet or. Condon,

Wellerby, co. York; granted 22 June 1627.

Haspee.
(Pewit)

Or a fess dancetty erm. in chief a sea-pewit vert

beaked and legged gu. Quaeles, co. North-

ampton.
2 Birds

Az.a fess dancettyin chief twobirds or. Scogan,F.
....(Eagles)

Gu. a fess .... in chief two eagles displ......
Saxey.

Or a fess wavy sa. in chief two eagles displ. ofthe

last. Morgan, Little Hallingbury, Essex
;

Barfold, SufiFolk; granted 25 March, 1588, to

Hugh Morgan, of London, and covfirmed 1613

to Robert Morgan, of Little Hallingbury.
Sa. a fess dancetty or in chief two eagles displ. of

the second. Richeforde, V. Rickfoed, Lon-

don; and Aylesbury, co. Buckingham.
.. ..(Martlets)

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. in chief two martlets sa.

Norton, co. Devon.

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. in chief two mart-

lets respecting each other sa. Daubene, V.

Arg. a fess fusily gu. in chief two martlets re-

specting each other sa. Dawbney, Norfolk.

Erm. a fess chequy arg. and az. in chief two

martlets of the last. Waddell, Beach House,
"Walmer, co. Kent.

. . . . ( Pelicans)
Gu. a fess or and in chief two pelicans arg.

Lechmebe, Fownhope Court, co. Here-

ford. Quartering second, vert fretty or

for Whitmore; third, arg. achev. engr sa. betw.

three chessrooks of the last for Rook ; fourth,

gu. three stirrups leathered and buckled or

for Scudamore. Lechmeee, Allensmore, co.

Hereford ;
Lechraere's Place, Hanley Castle,

CO. Worcester.

Gu. a fess or in chief two pelicans vulning
themselves of the last. Lechmere, Rhyd, co.

"Worcester; Baronetcy 1818.

....(Swans)
Gu. a fess or (arg. in error) in chief two swans ppr.

CoBBE, Newbridge, co. Dublin ; derived from

Charles Cobbe, Archbishop of Dublin,ayounger
son of Thomas Cobbe, of Northington, co.

Hants.
3 Birds

Arg. a fess lozengy gu. in chief three birds sa.

COEBY.
Az. a fesa dancetty or in chief three birds of the

last. ScoGGAN, Middlesex.

Gu. a fess lozengy and in chief three birds arg.
William Dauboin ; Harl. MS. 6137, fo. 94.

FESS and in chief cant.

3 Birds cont (Crows)
Arg. a fess of five lozenges conjoined gu. in chief

three ravens sa. . Coeby, V.

. . . . ( Eagles )

Arg. a fess engr. and in chief three eagles displ.

gu. Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas, Chancellor
and Knight Grand Cross of the Order of St.

Michael and St. George, as assigned Feb.
1832.

.. ..(Martlets)

Arg. a fess compony or and az. in chief three
martlets gu. Aeney, Chambury, co. Dorset.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief three martlets of the se-

cond. Cheyney, CO. Buckingham ; and co.

Berks. Sire. . . .de Cheny. 2/. Denton. Haye,
Halnaked, Sussex ; (emp. Henry I. Lacy.

Arg. four fusils conjoined in fess gu. in chief

three martlets sa. Bosvile, Chevet, co. York.

Arg. five fusils conjoined in fess gu.in chief three

martlets sa. M. John Bosvill, S. Sir Robert

Bosville, V. Borough, Gunthwayte.
Arg. a fess sa. in chief three martlets ga.
Hay. Hopton, Armly Hall, co. York.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three martlets of the last.

Edmonds, Loudon ; and Sufi'olk.

Gu. a fess fusilly. arg. in chief three martlets of

the second. Dawbeny.
Gu. a fess of five fusils arg. in chief three

martlets or. Philip D'Aubeni, j4. Sir Philip
Dawbenny, J. With four fusils. Felix

Daubeney, G,
Gu. a fess and in chief three martlets or. Walter
de Beauchamp, A.

Gu. a fess vair in chief three mtirtlets or.

Edmondes, Baylis Court, Sussex.

Or a fess gu.in chiefthree martlets of the second.

Lacy, CO. Hereford; temp. Edward I. Adam
de Lacy, A. Sire Johan de Lacy, N.

Or a fesH dancetty gu. in chief three martlets sa.

More, co. Leicester. More, co. Cambridge,
V.

Or a fess vair in chief three martlets gu. a cre-

scent for diflf. Edmondes, co. Hants; and
Sussex.

Per fess arg. and or a fess sa. in chief three
martlets gu. Haia or Halya.

1 Buckle

Arg. a fess sa. in the dexter chief a square buckle

gu. GiLBY, V.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief a buckle

(Balfour's blazon) of the second, quarterly with
or a galley with flames of fire issuingout ofthe
fore and hinder parts and out of the top of the

mast, for the Lordship of Lobne. Stewart,
Innermeth, Scotland.

3 Buckles
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief three

buckles of the second. Stewart of Bonkill.

Quartering erm. on a fess sa. three crescents

arg. for Craigy or Cbaig. Stewart, New-
hall, Scotland.

Caps, &c.

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. in chiefthree caps ofthe
last. Cappe, CO. Lincoln.

Canton

Arg. a fess and canton gu. Badelismere or

Badlismere. Riybes, Woodvile. Widenhl.
WiDViLE. Widvile or WooDViLLE, Earl Rivers,

Z, 342, 293. Sir Richard Widvill, V.

W00DVII.L, V. Lionel Wydeville, Bishop of

Salisbury, 1482-84. Witrick. W^oodvile.
W00DVI1.E or Widvile, co. Northampton.
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FESS and in chief..., cont.

Canton cont.

Arg. three piles sa. over all a fess gu. a canton

erm. Truesdale.

Arg. a fess gu. over all three piles sa. a canton

erm. Teewsdale, Hundon, co. Lincoln.

Arg. a fess and canton sa. Eeeby. Ihby, F.

Az. a fess engr. or a canton arg. Vergill, V.

Gu. a fess and canton erm. Dart alias Wallis.

CO. Devon, 1590. Walles or Darte, Meurgifir,
CO. Cornwall; and Barnstaple, co. Devon;
granted 1590.

Or a canton fess and chev. gu. Fitz-Richaed or

FiTZRoAND.
Or a fess and two chev. in fess gu. a canton of the

last. FiTZ Reand.
Or a fess and canton sa. Geoffrey Ridel, Bishop

of Ely, 1174-89.

Paly of six or and az. a fess erra. and a canton of

the first. Clinton, co. Warwick.
on a Canton Beast (Lion)

Arg. a fess az. on a canton gu. a lion pass, of the

first. Cleare or Clere.

Arg. a fess wavy gu. on a canton sa. a lion pass.
of the field. Kebyll.

Or a fess wavy gu. on a canton sa. a lion pass, of

the field. Kebyll.
Sa. a fess erm. on a canton arg. a lion ramp. gu.
Winter, Lydney, co. Gloucester.

Sa. a fess erm. on a canton of the last a lion ramp.
of the first. Winter. Winter, Surrey.
Wynter, Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

Cap, &c.

Erm. a fess nebuly gu. on a canton of the second
a ducal coronet or. Narbone, Narbone, and

Colne, CO. Wilts ; covjirnied 14 July, 16C0.

Norboene, Bremhill, co. Wilts.

.... Crescent

Arg. a fess gu. on a canton of the second a cre-

scent of the first. Beemshell or Breshent.
CoLBBOND, V. COLEOND.

Arg. a fess gu. on a canton of the second a

crescent or. Bramshcot or Beamshott, V.
.... Cross

Arg. a fess lozengy gu. on a canton az. a cross

sarcelJy or*. Montbeeney.
.... Flower

Vert a fess arg. on a canton or a rose gu.
Braeantine ; granted 1G70.

5-Foil

Or a fess gu. on a canton of the second a cinque-
foil of the first. Frayl, F. Feayle.

.... Leg
Az. a fess or on a canton of the second a lion's

gamb of the first. Tckey or Tokey, co. Wor-
cester.

.... Mitres

Chequy or and az. a fess erm. on a canton of the
second three mitres of the first. Walter de
Suthfield alias Calthoei', Bishop of Norwich

,

1243-57.

.... Mallet

Arg. a fess sa. on a canton of the second a mullet
of the first. GEtBY.

Or a fess and chev, gu. on a canton of the second
a mullet of the first pierced sa. Firz Rorand.

Chevron

Arg. a fess and in chief a chev. gu. Quartering
arg. a crescent within a bordure invecked sa.;

per pale or and gu. a fess betw. three leopard's
heads counterchanged ; and arg. a fess betw.
three hawk's hoods gu. Kirton, Thorp Mand-
evil, CO. Northampton.

FESS and in chief cont.

Chevron cont.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief a chev. of the last over all

a label gu. Streles or Strells.
Gu. a fess and chev. in chief arg. Sprenchose

or Springhose, co. Salop.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az, in chief a chev. gu.
Stewart; quartered by Graham, Esk.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief, a chev.

az. Earldom of Strathern ; quartered by
Graham.

Per chev. gu. and vert a fess and in chief a chev.

arg. Sprencieux; Harl. MS. 1983.

Per fess gu. and vert a fess arg. in chief a chev.

of the last. Springhose or Sprencheaux.
Chief

Arg. a fess and chief az. Gonston.
Arg. a fess gu. a chief bendy of six of the first and

second. Despayne.

Arg. a fess gu. a chief bendy of six gu. and or.

Despayne, F. Dyspare; flari.MS. 1404, fo. 104.

Arg. a fess and chief gu. Salkeld. Moule,
CO. Northampton.

Arg. a fess chev. and chief gu. Kirton, West-
moreland.

Arg. a fess indented sa. a chief gu. Blithfield.
Az. a fess gu. a chief arg. fretty az, Morris.

Az.afessandchiefor.MoETiMEE,firstEarlof March
Az. a fess dancetty and a chief or. Monsire John

de Stonor, Y. Sir John Stonarde, F.

Erm. a fess sa. a chief chequy or and of ihe second.

Burton, F.

Gu. a fess indented arg, and a chief or. Brant.
Or three fusils conjoined in fess az. a chief chequy

gu. and or. Pauyer, F.

Or a fess chequy arg. and gu. a chief indented az.

Wedesbuey.
Or a fess chequy sa. and gu. a chief in-

dented az. Wedesbuey or Weddisbeeey, V.

Woddisbuey.
Or a fess countercompony of the first and gu. a

chief indented az. Wynnesbuey.
Or a fess and chief gu. Beewse.
on a Chief Annulet

Erminois a fess of four (sometimes of five)

lozenges vert, on a chief az. an annulet betw.
two suns or. Heberden, St. James's, West-
minster; granted 1752.

.. ..Beast (Lion)
Erm. a fess gu. on a chief of the second a lion

pass. or. GiFFOED. Oubern Giffoed, G.
... .8 Birds (Martlets)

Erm. a fess compouy sa. and arg. on a chief of the
second three martlets or, Crispe.

Gu. a fess or on a chief of the second three mart-
lets vert. Ceenway.

Gu. a fess and chief or on a canton of the first a
trefoil slipped of the second. Vincent, co. York.

.... Caps, &c.
Erm. a fess gu. on a chief indented of the last

three crowns or. De Corona.
.... Crescents

Arg, a fess gu. on a chief of the second two cres-

cents of the first, Sotheeton.
.... Escallops

Az. a fess or on a chief of the last three escallops
gu. Cleeke, W.

....Flowers
Erm. a fess chequy or and nz. on a chief sa. three

roses arg. barbed of the second. Newboeough,
liondon.

Erm, a fess chequy or and az on a chief sa. three
roses arg. seeded gu. Neeborough, V.
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FESS and in chief . ..cont.

on a Chief cont.- , . .Head (Men)
Arg. a fess nebuly gu. on a chief of the last a

belmet betw. two lion's heads erased or.

CoMPTON, Hartburj, co. Gloucester; Baronetcy
1686.

Arg. a fess nehuly gu. on a chief of the last a

helmet betw. two hawk's heads erased or.

CoMPTON.

Arg. a fess nebuly gu. on a chief of the last three
lielmets of the first. Compton.

.. ..(Monsters)
Or a fess sa. on a chief of the second

three griffin's heads erased of the first.

Peecivall.
. . . Mullets

Arg. a fess gu. on a chief az. two mullets of the

first. MORTEYN, V.

Gu. a fess arg. on a chief of the second two mul-
lets sa. POWEE.

Gu. a fess arg. on a chief of the second three
mullets of the first. Hemsted, V, or
Hemstead.

.... Boundles
Az. a fess arg. on a chief of the second three hurts.

GUSTON, V.
Or a fess gu. on a chief of the second three be-

zants. CoLviLE, CO. York.
1 Crescent

Arg. a fess sa. in chief a crescent of the last. betw.
two pellets. YoEKE.

2 Crescents

Arg. a fess gu. in chief two crescents of the last.

LOTHERINGTON Or LoTHERTON. SOTHERTON,
Barking, CO. Essex; and Norfolk. Southerton,
Norfolk. Watsam. Watsand. John Waxand,
P. John Wassand, Y. Watland, V.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief two crescents sa.

SoTHERTON, Norwich, V.

3 Crescents

Arg. a- fess gu. in chief three crescents of
the second. Wachelm. Sire Gerard de

Wachesham, N. Sir Gerard Wacheham,
Suflfolk, V.

Arg, a fess and in chief three crescents gu. a
baton az. Sire Johan de Wachesham, N.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief three crescents two and
one of the second. Ely, Ireland.

Arg. a fess dancetly gu. in chief three crescents
of the second. Sire Henry de Deen, N. Dean.
CO. Northampton. Sir William Tindaix, V.

TiNDALL, Norfolk, and Sufi'olk.

Az. a fesa wavy or in chief three crescents erm.
WiLi)E. {Her. Off. Vincent, Ho. 15i).

Gu. a fess or in chief three crescents of the se-

cond. TOREE.
Or a fess dancetly gu. in chief three crescents of

the last. Deake, co. Derby; Matlock, after-

wards Buly ; descended from the Deanes of

Deane Hall, co. Chester ; five descents are de-

scribed in the Visitation of 1641.
Sa. a fess dancetty arg. in chief three crescents

or. The Rev. John Dean, D.D., Principal of

St. Mary's Hall, Oxford, and rector of Oulde, co.

Northampton.
1 Cross

Arg. a fess az. in chief a cross crosslet sa.

Layton, CO. Somerset.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a cross crosslet of the last.

Watsand.

Arg. a fess dancetty and a cross patty issuing
therefrom in chief gu. Joscelin de Bailul,
Bishop of Sahsbury, 1143-1184. Richard

FESS and in chief. . . . cont.
1 Cross cont.

FitzJoceune, Bishop of Bath and Wells ;

Archbishop of Canterbury, 1191.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief a cross gu. Devaynes.
Or a fess sa. in chief a crosslet gu. Hayveed or

Haveed, F.
Or a fess dancetty sa. in the dexter chief a cross

crosslet fitchy of the first for diflF. for Vavasour;
quartering sa. a bend or betw. six fountains for
Stourton. Vavasoue, Haslewood, co. York;
Baronetcy 1828.

2 Crosses

Arg. a fess gu. in chief two crosses 'botonny of the
last. Watson, Amplhill, co. Bedford.

Arg. a fess crenelly gu. in chief two crosses

botonny of the last. Watson, Cumberland.
Arg. a fess gu. in chief two crosses crosslet of the

last. Watts. And quartering erm. on a chief

gu. a bezant betw. two billets or. Watts,
Hawkesdale Hall, Cumberland.

3 Crosses

Arg. a fess chequy or and gu.in chief three crosses

botonny of the third. Beadges, Kent.

Arg. a fess chequy or and gu. in chief three crosses
crosslet fitchy of the third. Boeges or Borgqes,
Kent, F*.

Arg. a fess chequy or and gu. in chief three cross -

lets fitchy of the last. Poedage.

Arg. a fess chequy or and gu. in chief three
crosses botonny sa. Poedage, Kent.

Arg. a fess chequy or and sa. in chief three crosses

flory of the last. Burges, Crendon, co. Lincoln ;

granted 1031.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief three crosses botonny of

the last. Watson. Watson, Cumberland,
Kent, and London.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three crosses patty gu.
Geechanton and Geechmeeton. Sir John de

Geechmeeton, F. Grey^.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three crosses crosslet fitchy
of the second. GooDEiDGE,'Totness, co. Devon ;

and Doncaster, co, York ; granted July,
1610.

Gu. a fess dancetty or in chief three crosses cross-

let of the last. Engaine.
Or a fess gu. in chief three crosses patty fitchy

of the second. Whickee, TF.

Per fess sa. and erminois fretty gu. a fess per fess

nebuly of the second and first in chief three

crosses patty fitchy arg. George Isaac

Huntingford, Bishop of Gloucester, 1802-] 5,

afterwards of Hereford, 1815 32.

Sa. a fess erm. in chief three crosses patty fitchy

arg. Payne; quartered by Cust.

2 Cups
Sa. a fess erm. in chief two covered cups arg.

Geantham, F, TF.

3 Cups
Arg. a fess gu. in chief three covered cups of the

second. Wescot or Westcope. Westecote, F,

alias LiTTiLTON, IF Westcote, V.

Per fess az. and arg. a fess gu. in chief three

covered cups or. Westcote.
Sa. a fess or in chief three covered cups of the

second. Pellot, co. Lincoln, W. Pellot, F.

2 Escallops
Per fess indented (or dancetty) arg. and az. a fess

indented counterchanged in chief two escallops

of the second. Robyns, F.

3 Escallops
Are. five fusils .conjoined in fess gu. in chief

Uiree escallops sa. Sir Thomas Bosvili.e, F.

'JO
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FESS and in chief. . . . cont.

3 Escallops cont.

Arg. a fess sa. iu chief tliree escallops of the last.

Langlee, CO. Warwick, F. M. del Angeli.ey,
A. She Edmon de Langele, N. Langi.ey,

Stndingtoii, co. Warwick. Law^ley, en. Glou-
cester. William Poole, Sergeant-atLasv, F.

Gu. a fess and three escallops in chief arg. Erly.
Gu. a fess engr. arg. in chief three escallops or.

Dawbney.
Gu. a fess of five fusils conjoined arg. in chief

three efiCHllops or. Rauf d'AuBENi, ^. Sr. Raflfe

Daubney, I.

Gu. three fusils conjoined in fess or in chief as

many escallops arg. Sir Edmund Acre,
Westmoreland, F.

Sa. a fess dancetty (or indented) arg. in chief three

escallops or. Dennett. John Dent, F. Dent,
London.

1 Estoile

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. in chief a star of

the second. Lindsay, Dowhill, Scotland.
2 Estoiles

Arg. a fess gu. in chief two estoiles of the last.

Nantyon.

Arg. a fess embattled sa. in chief two estoiles of

the last. Peper, Canterbury, Kent; the co-

heirs m. Ronthland and Twyne ; Visitation of

Hampshire, 16cl4. Twine, Kent; and Lewes,
Sussex. Twine, Preston, co. Lancaster;
granted 21 Nov. 1571.

Gu. a fess erm. and in chief two stars arg.

CnAWFURD, Leitnorris, Scotland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief two stars of

the second ; quartering arg. a galley oars in

action sa. with St. Anthony's fire on the top-
mast ; and in the centre of the quarters a cres-

cent for diff. StewarTj Tnnernytie, Scotland
;

Lyon Register.
3 Estoiles

Arg. a fess wavy az. in chief three estoiles or,

Jenkinson, CO. Lincoln, 1592; Ha?-;. MS. 1550,
fol. 1!)2 h.

Az. a fess wavy arg. in chief three estoiles or.

Jenkinson, London ; and co. Lincoln
; granted

14 Feb. 1568. Antony Jenkinson, Loudon;
late of Sj'well, co. Northampton, V.

Gu. a fess fusily arg. in chief three estoiles or.

Dawbeny.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. in chief three

stars of the second. Lindsay, The Byres,
Scotland.

1 3-Foil

Gu. a fess chequy or and az. in chief a trefoil

slipped beiw. two mullets of the second.

LiD.^EY, London.
3 3-Foil3

Arg. a fess indented point in point or and gu.
three trefoils slipped in chief sa. Tyll, T^ll-
house, CO. Devon.

Or a fess chequy arg. and gu. in chief three tre-
foils slipped of the second. Spinola.

Per pale arg. and sa. a fess and in chief three tre-

foils slipped all counterchanged. Michell.
1 5-Foil

Or a fess e-u. in chief a cinquefoil az. Colvile.
2 5-Foils

Sa. a fess or in chief two cinquefoils of the last.

Hunt, H'>f];gesback, co. Hereford.
3 5-Foils

Arg. a fess chequy or and gu. in chief three

cinquefoils of the last. Cooke, Clifton, near
Eristol,

FESS and in chief. . ..cont.

3 6-Foils cont.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three cinquefoils of the
last. Hale, Alderley, co. Gloucester

;
of this

family was the celebrated Sir Matthew Hale.
Or a fess gu. in chief three cinquefoils of the

second. Bitteeley.
Fleur-ds-Lis

Arg. a fess engr. sa. in chief a fleur-de-lis of the
second. Eyles, London, and Fulham, Mid-
dlesex. Yilles.

2 Fleurs-de-lis
Az. a fess dancetty in chief two fleurs-de-lis or,

Plowden ; Harl. MS. 1982, fo. 60.

Erm, a fess dancetty arg. in chief two fleurs-de-
lis of the last. Clybery.

Per pale gu. and sa. a fess dancetty arg. in chief
two fleurs-de-lis of the last. Clybery, F.

3 Fleurs-de-Lis

Arg. a fess indented az. in chief three fleurs de-
lis gu. Thomas de Corbridge, Archbishop of

Vork, 1300-4.

Arg. a fess engr. sa. in chief three fleurs-de lis of
the last. PJyles, Coleshill House, co. Bucks.
Iles, CO. York.

Az. a fess or in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the
second. Kempton, Cambridge; Hadley, Mid-
dlesex; and London. Edward Kempton, Lon-
don, 1587, F.

Az. a fess dancetty or in chief three fleursde-lis
of the second. Chesterfield, F. Plowden;
Harl. MS. 1241, fo. 109/;,

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. in chief three fleurs-de-
lis of the last. Der.mot or Deemott, Dormot.
Doeount. Dovant.

Per pale gu. and sa. a fess dancetty arg. in chief
three fleurs-de-lis of the last. Clybery.

Per pale or and sa. a fess engr. and in chief three
fleurs-de-lis counterchanged. Eales, Rimton
Holme, Norfolk; granted 2 Nov. 1070.

Sa. a fess arg. in chief three fleurs de-lis- of the
last. Kelland, Painsford, in Ashprington, co.

Devon; the last m;ile repres ntative, John
Kelland, of Painsford, Esq., d. 1712; his co-
heirs m. Stafford, Cofliu, and Courlenny.

Sa. a fess dancetty arg. in chief three fleurs-de-
lis of the last. Durant, Tong Castle, co.

Salop, Duraunt, Y. Durrant, co. Derby.
Sa. a fess or in chief three flenrs-de-Iis of the

last. Sire William 'WoLroRD, a Gascoygnc, Q.
Sa. a fess dancetty or in chief three fleurs-de-lis

arg. Feake or Feeke, co. Stafl'ord; London;
and Gadstone, Surrey. Wni. Feee, Londi n.

1502. W^m. Feke, Wighton, Norfolk, IF,

Hewster, F.
Sa. a fess dancetty or in chief three fleurs-de-lis

of the last. Donand, Donant, or Duraunt.
4 Fleurs-de-Lis

Sa. a fess erm. in chief four fleurs-de-lis or. Kirton.
Flower

Arg. a fess engr. gu. in the dexter chief a rose.

Fleminge.
Arg. a fess engr. gu. in chief a rose of the last.

FEENcni?, F, IF.

2 Flowers
Gu. three lozenges conjoined in fess arg. in chief

two roses (or 5-foils) or. Colwick
; Add. MS.

3 Flowers

Arg. a fess chequy or and gu. in chief three roses
of the last. Cooke.

Az. a fess erm. voided gu. in chief three roses of
the last. Robert Winchelsey, Archbishop of

Canterbury, 1294 1313.
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F£SS and in chief. . . ,cont.

3 Flowers cont.

Erm. a less and in chief three roses gu.
Deverox.

Gu. a fess erm. in chief three roses or. Seller,
Kent ; and London.

FoU
Or a fess cliequy gu. sind arg. in chief a 3-foil

sUpp(d of the second. George Si'iN la, V.

Foils

Az. a fess erm. voided gu. in chief three 5 fails of

the lest. Robert Winchelsey, .Archbishop of

Canterbury, 1294-1313.

Fruit
Vert a fess or in chief three pears slipped pen-

dent of the second. Parinchekf.
Fusils

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three fusils of the second.

AsHTON, Suffolk.

Gu. a fess and in chief three fusils arg. Cognose,
Northumberland.

Sa. a fess arg. and in chief three fusils of the

second. Crobber.
Garb.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief a garb of

the second ; quartering or a galley with Hames
of fire issuing out of the fore and hinder parts
and out of the top of the mast, for the Lordship
of Lome. Stewart, Innermeth, Scotland.

Garbs
Az. a fess or in chief three garbs of the last.

Drought.
Or a fess cbequy az. and arg. and three garbs in

chief of the second; quartering or a galley her

oars in saltire sa. Stewart,Tungorth, Scotland.

Vert a fess dancetty or in chief three garbs of the

second. Wheat, co. Stafford; and co. War-
wick. Wheat or Wheate, Glymplon, co.

Oxford; Baronetcy 6 May, 1696; since of

Lechdale, co. Gloucester.
Hammers

Art,', a fess gu. in chief three mallets of the last.

Franc Le Tyeys, F.
2 Hands

Sa. a fess in chief two dexter hands or. Bate.
3 Hands

Gu. a fess or in chief three gauntlets arg.

Church, W.
Gu. a fess or in chief three sinister gauntlets ppr.
Church or Churche, Earls Colne, Essex.

Head
Arg. a fess az. surmounted of three arrows points
downward meeting in base counterchanged in

chief a boar's head erased sa. Hutchison.

HuTCHEsoN, Scotland.

Az. a fess or in chief a bear's head ppr. muzzled
and ringed gold. BARiNG,Larkbeer,co. Devon ;

Baronetcy. Charles Baring, Bishop of Glou-
cester and Bristol, 1856.

2 Heads
Sa. a fess erm. in chief two boar's heads cooped

or. SaMBRooke.
Gu. a fess and in chief two buck's heads arg.
POPHAM.

Arg. a fess az. and in chief two lion's heads az.

Mason, Necton Hall, co. Norfolk; descended
from Paul Miller Mason, citizen of London,
who first built, and fixed his family at Necton,
temp. Henry VII.

Arg. a fess az. in chief two lion's heads couped of

the last. Mason, London, 1C34.

Gu. a fess or in chief two helmets ppr. garnished
of the second. Iole.

FESS and in chief. . ..cont.
3 Heads

Arg. a fess fusilly gu. in chief three bear's heads
erect and erased sa. Boswell, V. Bosvill,
W.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. in chief three boar's heads
couped sa. armed or. Breton, V, or Beetton,
Northamptonshire.

Arg. a fess fusilly gu. in chief three bull's heads
couped sa. Ardesley.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. in chief three leopard's
heads cabo^sed az. Poultney. John de
Poultney, Y.

Arg. a fess humetty gu. in chief three leopard's
faces of the second. Brabant.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. iu chief three leopard's
heads purp. Pountenay, V.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. in chief three leopard's
faces sa. Sir John Pountney or Pultney,
Mayor of Loudon, 1330-1, 1333-36

; Harl. 3IS.
1349. Sir Thomas Pulteney, V. Poultney,
Misterton, co. Leicester; and co. York.

Arg. a fess indented gu. in chief three leopard's
heads sa. William Pulteney, the celebrated
orator and statesman, created Earlof Both, 1742.

Arg. a fess indented and three leopard's heads in

chief sa. Greeve-
Gu. a fess humetty arg. in chief three griffin's
head^ erased or. Adrypayn, co. Lincoln.

Sa.a fess erm. in chief three grifiin's heads era.sed

or. Maningham, Fendrayton, co. Cambiidge;
and Kent. Thomas Manningham, Bishop of

Chichester, l709-2'2. Manningham.
Label

Arg. a fess az. a label gu. Kiekyn. Evaydon.

Arg. a fess az, and a label of three points gu.
Berkyn. Birkin ; caiiuct temp. Hen. Ill, as

a Baronial family. Bireen, co. York. Byrken.
Byekin. Buken. Everyngham. Everingham.
EVINOHAM or EVINGDON. LaNHAM.

Arg. a fess az. a label of five points gu.
Everingham, Evingham or Evingdon.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a label of three points az.

Lordell.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a label of four points nz;

quartering az. a cinquefoil within a bordure
erm. Rumsey, Brecon.

Arg. a fess ga. in chief a label of five points of the

second. Birkyn.

Arg. three lozenges conjoined in fess gu. a label

of three points or on each point an eagle disp.
vert. Syr Edward Montague, Q.

Arg. a fess sa. a label gu. Everingham.
Az. a fess fusilly (or lozengy) arg. a label of five gu.

William de Autrine, A.

Chequy or and az. a fess arg. in chief a label of

three points gu. Curson.
Gu. a fess arg. a label of the second. Mansell,

CO. Gloucester. Sire William Maunsell, N.

Gu. a fess arg. and label of five points of the

second. Hampton, Wales. Wafeyer or

Waffre.
Gu. crusilly and a fess arg. a label az. Sire John

Peche, the son, 0.

Gu. a fess indented arg. a label az. Sire Robert

de Nevile, N.
Gu. a fess arg. a label of five points or. William

de Mantell, A.

Gu. a fess erm. a label of three points of the

same. Wasle.
Gu. a fess erm. a label of five points of the last.

Waste.
Gu. a fuss erm. in chief a label or. Rees, Wales.
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Label cont.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. a label gu. (another
sa.) Stuart or Stewart.

Or a fess. gu. a label of twelve points az. QuiNcv,
Earl of Winchester.

Vair a fe-8 gu. a label of three or. Sir William
Marmyon, Q.

3 Lozenges
Arg. a fess gu. in chief three lozenges of the

second. Blewet, co. Lincoln.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief three lozenges sa.

Elewet.
Arg. a fess sa. in chief three lozenges gu. Bluet,

Harlerston, co. Lincoln.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three lozenges of the

second. Ashton, co. Stafford. Aston, Ireland.

Sir E. Aston, of Tyksall.co. Stafford, V. Aston,
Baron Aston, of Forfar. Aston, co. Stafford.

Gu. a fess arg. in chief three lozenges of the

second. Curthaw or Curlyho, co. Nortli-

ampton. Sire de. ...Kuqueho, ^. Sir James
Cuquelx or Cugnelx, V. Kognose, co. North-
umberland.

Sa. a fess arg. in chief three lozenges of the

second. Crobber. Geober or Groberd,
Kushall, CO. Stafford

;
Erdeswick. Grobber

and Geobbere. William Grobber, also called

William Rushall portiarius aula; Regis, R. II,
ob. 1493, V.

Sa a fess or in chief three lozenges of the second.
Grobber.

Mascles

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three mascles of the
second. Aston.

Gu. a fess arg. in chief three mascles of the last.

William Kigeho, A.
Sa. a fess arg. in chief three mascles of the last.

Powney, Old Windsor, co. Berks; granted 31

May, 1661.

Monster . . . ( TTnicorn)
Gu. a fess arg. in chief a unicorn or. Sawnsey,

CO. Hereford.
Gu. a fess arg. in chief a unicorn courant or.

Swansey, CO. Hereford.
Gu. a fess vair in chief a unicorn conrant or.

Wilkinson, Laurence-Waltham, co. Berks.
Mullet

Arg. a fess az. in chief a mullet of the second.

More, Suffolk.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a mullet pierced az.

Odingleigh,

Arg. a fess gu. in dexter chief a mullet of the
second. Hue de Oddingcel, G. Sr. John de

Odingsells, I. Sir John de Oddingselles, L.
Sire Johan Dodingseles, N.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a mullet of the second.

Ingstubbs, CO, Cambridge.
Arg. a fess sa. in chief a mullet gu. betw. two

ogresses. Dingley, co. Worcester.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief a mullet of the last betw.
two pellets. Dinely, Stanford, Digby, co.Dorset.

Dyneley, V. Binglet, Wolverton, Isle of

Wiglit; Vis. 1034. Dyngley or Dynei^y,
Chorlton, co. Worcester.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief a mullet of six points of
the second betw. two pellets. Dyneley.

Az. a fess chequy or and sa. in chief a mullet of
the second. Herward. Hekwaee, co. Nor-
folk, V.

Az. a fess compony sa. and or a mullet pierced
in the dexter corner arg. Heewakd, Nor-
folk.

FESS and in chief cont.

Mullet cont.

Gu. two lialberts paleways surmounted by a fess

chequy. in chief a mullet.... Chaiston,
Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. in chief a mullet

or. MoNiVARD, Scotland.

Gu. a fess or in chief a mullet of the last.

Carniquet, Scotland.

Or a fess lozengy az. in chief a mullet gu.
Chadwell.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. in chief a mullet of

the second betw. two halberds gu. headed az.

ToHSTO, Monyward, Scotland.

Sa. a fess engr. and in chief a mullet betw. two
crosses formy fitchy arg. Bradley, Bethom,
CO. Lancaster. Bradley, Slyne House, Bolton-

bj'-the Sands, co. Lancaster.
2 Mullets.

.... a fess dancetty .... and in chief two mullets

pierced .... John de S. John ; seal, temp.
Edwd. IIL

Arg. a fess az. pierced bi' a pale gu. in chief two
mullets of the second. Winterbottom.

Arg. a fess countercompony or and sa. in chief two
mullets gu. Butler.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief two mullets of the

second. Dodingsells or Odingsells. William

D'Odingseles, a. William de Oddinginsele,
F. William de Oddtngceles, G. Sir Wil-

liam de Odingsells, I. Heritage. Nantian ;

quartered by Beville. Odingsell. William
de Odingseles, A. Odingsells, co. War-
wick.

Arg. a fess gu.in chief two mullets pierced of the

second. Odingsells, V.

Arg. a fess gu. fretty or in chief two mullets of the

second. Verney.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief two mullets sa.

Odingsell.

Arg. a fess and in chief two mullets sa.

Valletort, Clist St. Lawrence, co. Devon ;
the

heiress m. Pollard. William Samsun, A.

William Saeceln, F. Wawtorod. Wawtord, V.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief two mullets pierced of the

second. Vantout or Vatort.

Arg. a fess embattled in chief two mullets sa.

Twining.

Arg. a fess embattled counterembattled sa. in

chief two mullets of the last. Kishton, co.

Lancaster.

Arg. a fess engr. sa. in chief two mullets of the

second. Watort.
Az. a fess wavy arg. in chief two mullets pierced or.

Merick or Meyrice, London, and Wales;
granted 24 October, 1601. Merick, Norcott,

Middlesex, 1063.

Az. a fess or in chief two mullets of the second.

Yate, Arlington and Crepingham, co. Glou-
cester. Yate, Bromesberrow, co. Gloucester;

quartering az. a cliev. betw. three annulets or,

for Dobyns. Yates, Stanford and l-yford co.

Berks; co. Bucks; co. Oxford; co. Wilts; and
CO. Worcester.

Gu. a fess in chief two mullets pierced arg.
Bracy.

Gu. a fess in chief two mullets arg. Poher
or PoER. Power, co. Worcester.

Gu. a fess arg. in chief two mullets with six

points or. Bracy. William de Braci, A.
Gu. a fess arg. in chief two mullets of six or a

label of four az. Robert de Beaci, A. William
do Braci, F.
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FESS and in chief. . ,.cont.

2 Mullets cont.

Gu. a fess dancelty arg. in chief two mullets or.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. in chief two mul-
lets of the second. Boteler.

Gu. a fess chequy or andsa. in chief two mullets or.

Sire Rauf le BoTYLER.iV.
Gu. a fess countercompony or and sa. in chief two

mullets arg. Sir Raufe Botteller, co. Salop ;

temp. Edw. I, V.

Gu. a fess erm. in chief two mullets or. Roger
le CovEiiT, A ; Harl. MS. 6137, fo. 92.

Gu. a fess or in chief two mullets arg. Brassy, V.

PoHEE, Wichenford, CO. Worcester; established

in England at the conquest : in the 43td of

Edward 111 John Le Poher is styled Loid of

the Manor of Wichenford. The heiress of the

family, Margaret, only child of John Poher of

Wichenford, m. John Washbonrne of Wash-

bourne, and is now represented by the Moneys
of CO. Hereford and co. Wilts. Richard de

POZE, F.

Or a fess and in chief two mullets gu. Hastings,
Somerset Herald, temp. Henry VIII. Sire

Miles de Hastings,/^.
Or a fess gu. in chief two mullets of the second
and a label az. Sir Philip Hastings, L. Sire

Felip de Hastings, N. Sir Nicolas Hastings,
CO. Oxford ; temp. Edw. I, V.

Per fess az. and aig. a fess gu. in chief two mul-
lets or. MOETEYNE.

Sa. a fess in chief two mullets arg. pierced gu.
Crosse, co. Somerset.

3 Mullets

.A.rg. a fe^is az. in chief three mullets gu.
Flaunders.

Arg. a fess and in chief three mullets gu. Ireton.

Ansele de Vile, A. Wheathill.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief three mullets with six

points of the second pierced or. Dodingsells.

Arg.afessgu. in chief three mullets sa. Flanders,
Flandies, co. Warwick ; temp. Henry Yl,
descended from Hugh de Flanders, third son of

Gerard de Odingsells, Baron of Makerstoke, co.

Warwick, in light of his wife Basilia, d. and
heir of Geoffrey Lord Lindsey, Baron of Maker-

stoke, temp. Henry II. The three co-heiresses

m. first Hardwick of Linley, co. Lincoln, and

secondly to Erdeswick, of Sandon, co. Stafford ;

Toddesdon; and Whitehall of Shepey, co.

Leicester, Odingsells, Trusley, co. Derby ;

temp. Edw. I ; the two co-heiresses m. Thomas
Coke, of Trusley ;

and Piper.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. in chief three mullets sa.

Barrett, Perry Court. Kent.

Arg. a fess engr. gu. in chief three mullets sa.

Bosevile, V. BOSWELL,

Arg. five fusils conjoined in fess gu. in chief

three mullets sa. Bosvile, Clifton, co. York.

Arg. a fess indented gu. in chief three mullets sa.

Barrett.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three mullets gu. Irton,

Irton, Cumberland, V. Ralph de Ireton,

Bishop of Carlisle, 1280 92.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three mullets of

the second. Barrett. Dye, co. York.

Dyneley, Feversham, Kent ; Branby, Mel-

borne, and Swellinton, co. York. Legh, Cum-
berland. Towneley, Towneley, co. Lancaster,

V; derived from Richard de Towneley, alias

De la Legh, sheriff in 1375, great grandson of

John Del Legh, by CeciUa de Towneley his

FESS and in chief cont.
3 Mullets cont.

wife, d. and heir of Richard de Towneley.
Watford. Waturt or Wawtord. Whitehull,
Shirpy, co. Lincoln.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three mullets of the second
the middle one pierced. Leigh.

Az. a fess indented in chief three mullets arg.
Barrett.

Az. a fess dancetty or in chief three mullets arg.
Barrett.

Az. a fess dancetty or in chief three mullets

pierced arg. Barett, V.
Gu.a fess arg. in chief three mullets of the second.

EvEROYS, CO. Chester. Richard de Estornham,
A ; Harl. MS. C137, fo. 93.

Gu. a fess lozengy arg. in chief three mullets or,

Philippe Daubeni, A.
Gu. a fess dancetty arg. in chief three mullets or.

Nevill. Nonycke. Novike.
Gu. a fess double dancetty org. in chief three

mullets or. Nevill, co. Leicester.

Gu. a fess double dancetty arg. in chief

three mullets or a label of five points az.

Nevill.
Gu. a fess indented arg. in chief three mullets or.

Sire Felip de Nevile, N.
Gu. a fess engr. erm. in chief three mullets or.

Dawbney.
Gu. four fusils in fess erm. in chief three mullets

or. Sir John Dawbeney, Y.

Gu. a fess indented erm. in chief three mullets or
a label az. Sire Johan Daubeny, N.

Gu. a fess or in chief three mullets of the second.
Beauchampe.

Gu. a fess dancetty or in chief three mullets of

the second. Novike.
Or a fess sa. in chief three mullets gu. Jenken,

Wales.
Per fess az. and arg. a fess gu. in chief three

mullets or. Moetaine.
Sa. a fess or in chief three mullets pierced of the

last. Chatting.
Pales

Or a fess az. in chief two palets gu. Eustace de

Fadconberge, Bishop of London, 1221-8.

Erm. a fess gu. in chief three pales of the second.
Malynes. Malyns, V.

Or a fess az. in chief three pales ga. Walter de
Fauconbekoe.

Per fess paly of six or and gu. with the first a fess

az. Faconyridge. Fauconbeidg ; Harl. MS.
1404, fo. 103.

Per fess paly of seven arg. and gu. with the first

a fess as the second. Malines.
Per fess paly of seven erm. and gu. with the first

a fess as the second. Malyns
; Harl. MS.

1404, fo. 103.

Piles

Arg. a fess wavy az. in chief three piles issuing
from the chief gu. Blamschill.

Gu. a fess wavy and in chief three piles also wavy
points meeting in fess arg. Isham, Lamport,
CO. Northampton ; Baronetcy, 1627.

Gu. a fess or in chief three piles wavy of the last.

Isham or Ipsam, Kent.

Or a fess compony arg. and gu. in chief three piles
az. Westbury. Wyddysbory.

Or a fess countercompony arg. and gu. in chief

three piles az. Westbury or Wyddysbury, V.

on a Quarter
Arg. a fess gu. on a quarter of the last a crescent

of the field. Bremshett.
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FESS and in chief cont.

Reptile
Or a fess gu. in chief a serpent az. Cuthbert,

Castlehill, Scotland.

Roundle
Gu. a fess dancetty or a bezant. Lobert or

LoBERD, CO. Leicester.

Arg. a fess in chief an ogress betw. two mullets sa.

Dyngley.
2 Boundles

Arg. a fess gu. in chief two torteaux. Betall.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief two pellets. P]t.wat, V.

Gu. a fess arg. in chief two plates. Clesby, co.

York. Closby, co. York, V.

3 Boundles ( Bezants )

Gu. a fess .... iu chief three bezants. Sire

John GoBAND, 0.

Gu. a fess arg. iu chief three bezants. Everoys,

CO. Chester. Brampton, L< tton, co. Norfolk.

De Ebroicis, i.e. Devereux; temp. John and

Heury 111 ;
sine desc. by Nicholls, Coll. Top. ii,

ii50.

Gu. a fess or in chief three bezants.

Devebeulx.
(
Hurts )

Arg. a fess sa. in chief tiiree hurts. Langley, co.

Gloucester.

(Ogresses)

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three ogresses. Langley,
CO. Gloucester; Siirewshury, co. Salop; ami

CO. Wjirwick. Wat de Langi-ey, A.

Arg. a fess sa. fretty of the first in chief three

ogresses. Rawlinson, Essex.

Arg. a fess sa. fretty or in chief three pellets.

Rawlins, Wakeriug, co. Essex ; granted 2 Jan.

ISli'.

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. in chief three pellets.

BoLSTRODE. SCOPINDON, V. ScHOriNDON, V.

Erni. a fess chequy or and az. in chief three

ogresses. Dabderne, co. Wilts.

(Plates)
Gu. a fess arg. in chief three plates. Brampton,

Letton, Norfolk. Derneys. Devereux, co.

Chester. William de Eyereux, A. WiUiam de

EvEREOx, F. Sire William de Everoys, N.
Eri.ey or Erly, co. Chester. Etellun.
Etolney. Neroys, CO. Chester.

Gu. a fess arg. in chief three plates a crescent for

difif. Zorkes.

(Torteaux)
Arg. a fess az. in chief three torteaux (in augmen-

tation). Dering, Surrenden-Deriog, Kent ;

Baronetcy, 1626. Quartering or a saltire sa.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief three torteaux. Beterley,
Canduay. Cawdry. Chawdrey. Covill,
CO. York. Devereux, Viscount Herefoid.

D'Evereux, Earl of Essex, .2, 319. Nicholas

Devereux, " The White Knight," 1556,
Adamstown Castle, and Carigmenan, co. Wex
ford. M. John Dev'rose, S. W&\ de Everes,
F. And with a mullet or on the fess for

diif. M. John Deverose, S. Ettleman, V.

Ferrars.
Erm.a fess gu. in chief three torteaux. Devereux,

Carigmenan, CO Wexford, Ireland.

Or a fess.... in chief three torteaux. John

Wake, F.
Or a fess gu. in chief three torteaux. Beterlee,

V, or Beterley. Bitterley, Cowdrey, Sussex.

Roger de Buterliie, A. Buterlere. Steven

de BuTi.EY, F. CoLViLK, CO. York. Colville.
Sire Robert de Colevile, N. M. John Colvyll,
S. Covill, co. Lancaster. De Dale, V.

.cont.

Templeton.

Mack.
KiRTON, CO.

FESS and in chief.

Saltire.

Or n frss az. in the chief dexter quarter a saltire

gu. Ashoe.
Suns

Az. a fess erm. in chief three suns or. Jenkinson,
Ireland.

Wreaths
Sa. a fess dancetty arg. in chief two chaplets or.

Ironside, co. Lincoln.

FESS and in base
Beast (Lion)

Gu. a fess erm. in chief and iu base a lion pass. arg.
betw. two crosses crosslet or. Acton, eo. Chester.

Or a fess dancetty sa. in base a lion ramp, of the

last. Morres, Ireland. Lateraqh ; quar-
tered by Butler, Earl of Arran.

Building
Az. a fess or in base a church arg.

Chevron

Arg. a fess enhanced and a chev. gu.
Or a fess and chev. in base gu.

WjUs.
Sa. a fess or in base a chev. of the second,

Baynard. Sir Robt. Baynard, V.

Crescent
Erm. a fess gu. in base a crescent of the last.

Charters, Ciiarteris, or Chartres.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. in base a crescent

of the second. Woolley.
Cross

Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. iu base a cross

moline or. Boyd, Pinkhill.

Fish
Per fess arg. and az. a fess gu. in chief fretty of

the second in base a dolphin naiant of the first.

MORYS.
Flenr-de-Lis

Arg. a fess dancetty in base a fleur-de-lis sa.

Chastklon.
5-Foil

Arg. a fess wreathed az. and gu. in base a cinque-
foil of the last. Carmichael, Crawford,
Scotland.

Fruit
Az. a fess arg. in base three apples of the last.

Harlewin. Harlewine.
Mascle

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. in base a mascle or.

Lindsay, Covingtoun, Scotland.

Ship
Gu. a fess erm. in base a ship with three masts

sails furled ppr. Crawfubd, Passell.

Sword
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. a dagger paleways

in base ppr. and in chief a mullet for diff.

Lindsay, Pitscandly, Scotland ; Lion Register.
2 Swords

Gu. a fess erm. and in base two swords saltire-

ways ppr. hilts and pomels or. Crawfurd,
Jordan hill.

Tree

Arg. a less embattled gu. in base a stump of a
tree ppr. Richards.

FESS betw, or within ....

1 Anchor
Vert a fess betw. two pheons in chief and

an anchor iu base arg. Steedman, Scot-

land.

Vert a fess arg. betw. two pheons in chief and
an anchor in base or. Stedman.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Anchors

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three anchors az.

Jamieson.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. three anchors or. Byde

;

granted 1069.
Or a fess az. betw. three anchors of the second.

Fairs.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. three anchors or.

Wenman.
3 Annulets

.... a less .... betw. three annulets .... Henry
Sever, brother of William Sever, Bishop of

Carlisle, 1496-1502, afterwards of Durham.

Arg. a fess betw. three annulets az. Roser, or

Roster.

Arg. a fess az. bezanty betw. three annulets of the

second. Haines, co. Berks.

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. three annulets az.

Hayne or Haynes.

Arg. a fess nebuly az. betw. throe annulets gu.
Haynes or Hayne. Heynes.

Arg. a less wavy az. betw. three annulets gu.
Heynes.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three annulets sa.

Marshall.

Aig. a fess betw. three annulets gu. Sr. John
Challers, CO. Cambridge, V, Chaloner
CO. Cambridge. Charreys. Eschallers,
EscALERS, or EscHALLES, CO. Cambridge .Sire

Thomas de Escbalers, N. William de

Fatikeham, a
;
Harl 3IS. 6137, fo. 90. Fowick.

GORINGE. ThEVER.

Arg. a fess crenelly betw. three annulets gu.

"Vyeix, CO. Gloucester.

Arg. a fess embattled and counterembattled
betw. three annulets gu. Viell, co. Glou-

cester.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three annulets gu. Cherry,
London; Her. Off. MS, Vincent, No. 154.

Cherry, co. Berks.

Aig. a fess raguly betw. three annulets gu. Viell,

London, W.
Arg. a fess engr. gu. betw. three annulets sa.

Freshe.

Arg. a fess raguly gu. betw. three annulets sa.

Vyell, co. Gloucester, V.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three annulets sa. Wegg,
Colchester, Essex. Wegg, Acton, Middlesex.

. WiGGE, London, 1634. Thomas de Wogges,
r.

Az. a fess betw. three annulets arg. Roser.
Az. a chev. surmounted of a fess betw. three

annulets or. Hadley. Hardly, London.
Az. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis in chief and

as many annulets in base or. Bickton, Corn-

wall.

Gu. a fess betw. three annulets arg. Cowan.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three annulets or. Maston.

Underwood, Ireland.

Gu. a fess betw. thi'ee annulets or. Petit.

Pettus, Rackheath, Norfolk. Thomas Petytt.
Y.

Or a chev. betw. three annulets gu. over all a fess

arg. Hartley, as borne by George Hartley
of Middleton Lodge, near Richmond, co.

York.
Or a fess sa. betw. three annulets gu.
Wegg.

Or a fess engr. so. betw. three annulets gu. Wegg,
Newcastle.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three annulets or.

Dolman.

. cont.FESS betw. or within .

3 Annulets cujit.

Sa. a fess beiw. three annulets or. (Attributed to)
John Stokesley, Bishop of London, 1530-9.
A portrwit at Windsor.

4 Annulets

Arg. a fess engr. betw. four annulets sa. two in
chief and as many in base. Frogg.

6 Annulets

Arg. a fess erm. betw. six annulets sa. Lucas,
Kent

; granted 8 Nov. 1571.

Arg. a fess betw. six annulets gu. Amenes.
Annennell. John Amunell, Y. Amrenell.
Amunel. AvENELLor Avenett, CO. Cambiidge.
Anvenell. Sire William Avenel, N. Ayenell,
as quartered by RoUesley ; Egerton MS 996.
Sir John Avenell, V. Fitz Lewis, Essex.
Kardoyle. Lucas, Filby, Norfolk. Lucas,
Castle Shane, CO. Monaghan. Lucas, Berwick-
on Tweed. Lucas, F. Lucas, Colchester; and
Shenfield, Essex

;
and Suffolk.

Arg. a fess betw. six annulets sa. Marshall.
Erm. a fess engr. az. betw. six annulets gu.

Lucas, as borne by Matthias Prime Lucas, of

Waieringbury, Kent, Lord Mayor of London,
1H27.

Gu. a fess betw. six annulets arg. Abeedwell, or
Abredrobeij.. Anneneyix. Avenayne, or
Avenar. Sir John Avenell, V.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. six annulets or. Pickering.
Gu. a fess arg. fretly az. betw. six annulets or.

Pickering, co. Chester, and co. York.
Gu. a fess cht quy or and nz. betw. six annulets of

the second. Barker, Billesdon, Suffolk.

Berker, High Hanoll, co. Salop ; Harl. MS.
7510, fo. 4.

Or a fess betw. six annulets gu. Charonys.
Or a fess sa. betw. aix annulets gu. Lucas; Visit.

Durham, 1615.

Or a fess betw. six annulets sa. Lucas,
Durham.

9 Annulets

Arg. a less raguly gu. betw. nine annulets sa.

Vyell.
1 Arrow

Gu. a fess arg. betw. a bow and arrow in full

draught in chief and three men's le^s couped at

the thighs in fess paleways of the second.

Birney, Broomhill, Scotland.
3 Arrows

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three arrows
in pale points upwards in chief and three fleurs-

de-lis two and one in base of tlie third.

M'Adam-Steuart, GUnorraiston, co. Peebles.
Az. a fess dancetty in chief a bow bent in fess

and three arrows two in saltire and one in pale
tied with a ribbon in base all or. Budd, Wil-

lesley, co. Devon.
Erm. a fess dancetty paly or and vert betw. two

horse's heads erased in chief sa. and three
arrows in base one in pale surmounted by two
in saltire the pheons downwards. Edmeades.
Nursted Court, Kent.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three arrows

points upward of the second. M'Adam, Craig-

engillen, Scotland.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three arrows

paleways points upward or. M'Kaden, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three arrows

paleways of the second. Mack Kudim or

M'Kudim, Scotland.

Or a fess betw. three arrows points downward az.

Hutchison.
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FESS betw. or withiu. . . . cont.

3 Axes
Arg. a fess gu. betw. tbree axes az. hafted sa.

Parkin.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three battle-axes sa.

BusHEDDD, CO. Dorsct.

Arg. a fess embattled betw. three battle-axes sa.

Eainbrigge, LockingtoD, co. Derby ; settled

there since the reign of Henry VII.

Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw. three battle-

axes of the second. Tussek, Byvenhall,
Essex; granted 1 Feb. 1500.

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. betw. three battle-axes or.

Akei.oyt, CO. Salop, V. Hakelioi. Sir Walter

Hakelut, N.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three pick-

axes of the second. Pigott, co. Bedford.

Gu. a fess compony or and az. betw. three pick-
axes of the second, Pycott, V.

Sa. a fess betw. three battle-axes arg. Ray.

Wbay, Wray, Devon. AVeey, Cornwall.

Sa. a fess betw. three poleaxes arg. helved gu.

Wrey, Trebitch, Cornwall; Baronetcy, l(i28.

Quartering, arg. a cross engr. gu. betw. four

water bougets sa. for Bourchier ; third quarterly
first and fourth az. three fleurs-de-lis or ;

second and third gu. three lions pass, guard.
in pale or for Plantagenet; fourth az. a bend

arg. cotised or betw. six lions ramp, of the third

for Bohun.
2 (Fire) Balls

Quarterly gu. and or over all a fess compony
countercompony or and az. ; in the first and
fourth quarters a lion ramp. arg. ; in the second
and third a grenade sa. fired ppr. Warren,
London, and Sheppertou, Middlesex.

3 (Fire) Balls

Erm.a fess betw. three firebars sa.issuing flames

ppr. Cartwright, co. Nottingham, and co.

Northampton : Hugh Cartwright, living temp.
Henry Vll, had three sons—i. Hugh of Nor-

well, ancestor of the Cartwrigbtsof Norwell and
Marnham. ii. Roland, from whom derive the

Cartwrights of Aynho, co. Northampton ;

and, lu. Edmund of Ossington. Cartwright,
Ixworth Abbey, Sufi'olk. Thomas Cartwright,
Bishop of Chester, 1686-9.

2 Bars see also Cotises

Arg. a fess gu. betw. two bars wavy sa. all betw.
three crescents of the second. Dodd, Pertsey,
CO. Salop, 162^3.

Gu. a fess betw. two bars fusily arg. Eoclay.
Or a fess betw. two bars indented sa. Boys.

COSTLE.
Sa. a fess betw. two bars dancetty arg. Parry.

Barnilets

Arg. a fess az. betw. two barrulets or indented on
the sides gu. Assob.

Arg. a fess erm. betw. two barrulets sa.

Hari.eston, South Kendon, Essex.

Arg. a less indented point in point or and gu.
betw. two barrulets az. Floshing.

Or a fess wavy betw. two barrulets sa.

Finchfield.
Bars Gemel

Arg. a fess betw. two bars gemel az. Piers de
la Mare, Y.

Arg. a fe«s erm. betw. two bars gemel sa.

Harleston,South Kendon, Essex. Harlestone,
Secretary to the Master of the Rolls,
1640.

Arg. a fess ermines betw. two bars gemel sa.

Hurlston, Cauington, co. Bedford.

FESS betw. or within cont.

Bars Gemel cent.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. two bars gemel wavy az.

Eliot, Earl of St. Germains ; quartering sa. on
a fess or betw. three mullets erm. as many
crosses cross let for Craggs.

Arg. a fess betw. two bars gemel gu.
Badelismere; as borne by Bartholomew de

Badlesmere, summoned to Parliament as a

Baron, -Sd Edw. II. Goncelin Badelismere, A.

Rauf Badlesmere, X. Guneelline Badlesmere,
D.

Arg. a fess betw. two bars gemel gu. a label of

five az. Bartholomew de Badlesmer, G,
Sire Bartholomew de Badelesmerk, L.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. two bars gemel sa.

Finchfield.
Erm. a fess betw. two bars gemel gu. Raffde

Badilismer, a. M. Kafe de Badlesmere, D.
Gu.a fess betw. four barrulets arg. two and two.

Ralph de NoRMANViLLE.D; Harl. MS. 6137.

Gu. a fess arg. in chief one bar gemel in base
two bars gemel of the last. M. John
Basynges, S.

Gu. a fess chequy or and sa. betw. two bars

gemel of the second. Wuitwell, co. Stafiord.

Or a fess betw. two burs gemel az. Delamere.
Or a fess betw. two bars gemel gu. Delamaee,

Suffolk.

Sa. a fess betw. two bars gemel or all betw.
three conies pass. Conne, East Walton.

Barnacles

Arg. a fess az. betw. two pairs of barnacles in

chief and a rose in base gu. Thurning, co.

Northampton.
Arg. a fess betw. three horse barnacles gu.

Baenack.

Arg. a fess betw. throe pair of barnacles sa.

Barnake, CO. Leicester. Sire William Bernak,
N. Barnakes, CO. Lincoln, V. Bernak, co.

Leicester, temp. Edw. II.

I Beast. ...(Deer)
Arg. a stag gu. attired or issuing out of a fess

wreathed az. and of the third in base a martlet
sa. M'CoRQUODiLL, Scotland

; granted 17SG.

Gu. a fess betw. a roebuck courantin chitforand
three estoiles in base arg. Hamey, St. Luke's,
Chelsea.

Gu. a fess betw. a buck courant in chief or and
three mullets two and one in base arg.
Hamey.

Sa. a ftss erm. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief

and a hind Irippant in base or. Barrow,
Kent.

(Ermine)
PtT fess gu. and or a fess of the last in chief an
ermine pass. ppr. and in base five palets of the

first. Caetiee, Montreal, Canada; Baronetcy
18()8.

.. ..(Horse)
Arg. a fess betw. a horse courant in chif f and a

water bouget in base sa. Coulthart, Wigtown,
and Ashton under- Lyne, co. Lancaster.

(Hound)
Gu. a fess arg. in chief a mullet of the last betw.
two garbs or in base a greyhound of the second.

OuDNY. That Ilk.

....(Demi-Lion)
Arg. a demi lion ramp, issuing out of a fess gu.

a fleur-de-lis in base of the last. Chalmers,
Balnecraig, Scotland. Chalmers, Auldbar,
CO. Forfar ; Cults, Scotland. Sir William

CuAMEERS, the architect.
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FESS betw. or.within .... cont.

Beast covt. (Demi Lion) cont.

Arg. a fess gu. in cliief a denii lion issuing sa. and
in base a fleur-de-lis az. Chalmers, Cults, co.

Aberdeen.

Arg. a demi lion ramp. sa. issuing out of a fess gu.
ill base a fleur-de-lis of the last. Chambers or

Chalmers, That Ilk, Scotland.

Arg. a demi lion ramp. sa. issuing out of a fess gu.
in base a fleur-de-lis of the last all within a bor-

dure of the same. Chambers, as borne by
Mons. Chamliers, Baron of Tartus, in France,
a descendant of Chambers, of That Ilk.

Arg, a demi lion ramp. sa. issuing out of a fess gu.
in base a fleur-de-lis of the last all within a

bordure of the second. Chambers, Ashentrees,
Scotland, a scion of That Ilk.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief a demi lion ramp, issuant

gn. in base three estoiles az. Oybs or

Oeils.
Az. a fess betw. three stag's heads erased in chief

and a demi lion ramp, in base arg. Hely.

(Lion)

Arg. a fess az. betw. two mullets in chief and a

lion ramp, in base gu. M'Crae. M'Rach or

Macrae, Scotland,

Arg. a fess az. fretty or betw. a lion pass, in chief

and three crosses crosslet fltcby in base gu.
Campleshon,

Arg, a fess chequysa. and or betw, two ships sails

furled of the second flags gu, in chief and a lion

ramp, in base of the last. Rolland, Aucbmitie,
CO. Forfar.

Arg, a fess gu. betw. a lion pass. az. in chief and
two estoiles in base sa. Walpole.

Arg, a fess betw. three estoiles in chief and a lion

ramp, in base gu. M'Bbaibe, Netherwood,
Scotland.

Arg. a fess betw. three mullets in chiefand alien

ramp, in base, gu. M'Crach, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gn. in chief a lion pass, guard, sa. all

within a bordure engr. erm. Bettenson,
Seven Oaks, Kent.

Arg. a fess gu.betw.two garbs in chief of thesecond
and a lion pass, in base sa. Cinsallagh, Ireland.

Arg. a fess nebuly sa. in chief a lion pass. az.

betw. two lozenges gu. in base a lozenge of the

last. Robert Thorne, V.

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. in chief a crescent and in

base a lion ramp. gu. Morbes, Lord Frankfort,

Irelnnd, now De Montmorency.
Gu. a fess chequy arg, and az, between two cres-

cents in chief and a lion pass, guard, in base or.

Clark, Baronetcy 1837; London.
Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy in

chief and a lion ramp, in base or. Gapper,co.
Somerset.

Or a fess az. in chief a lion pass. gu. and in base

three trefoils reversed vert. Dash.
Or a fess chequy az, and arg, betw. a lion pass.

guard, in chief gu. and three buckles in base of

the second two and one. Stewart, Ornton,
Scotland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg, betw, a lion pass, in

chief and a rose in base gu. all within a bordure

engr. gobony of thesecond and third. Stewart,
I nchbrook, Scotland ; Lyon Register.

Or a fess sa. betw. a lion pass, guard, in chief and

a crescent in base gu. Wauch or Waugh.
Or a fess sa. in chief a lion pass. gu. holding a cross

crosslet fitchy sa. in base a plain cross betw,

four ermine spots. Vawdrey, Biddings, co,

Chester.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.
Beast cont. (Lion) cont.

Or a fess sa. betw. in chief a lion pass, holding a
cross patty fitchy gu. in base a cross humetiy
between four ermine spots sa. Vaxjdrey,
Harl. MS. 1988.

Or a fess dancetty betw. two eagles displ. in chief
sa. and a lion pass, guard, in base gu. Vavazor,
Wisbeach,in the Isle of Ely ; granted 1763.

Or a fess eng. vert in chief a lion pass. gu. in base
three torteaux two and one. Giddy, St. P>ith,
Cornwall; granted 11 June, 1770. Giddy,
Tredrea, Cornwall, and Eastbourne, Sussex.

Per fess or and arg. a fess az. in chief a lion pass,

gu. in base three trefoils slipped and reversed
vert. Dash.

Per fess or and arg, a fess sa, in chief a lion pass,
gu, holding in his dexter paw a cross patty
fitchy of the third in base a cross humetty betw.
four ermine spots. Vawdrey, Tushinghain
Hall, CO. Chester; originally of Biddings, and

subsequently of Cranage.
Per fess or and gu, a fess dovetail betw. two

falcons belled in chief and a lion ramp, in base
all counterchanged. Lees, Werneth, Oldham,
co, Lancaster.

Per fess a fess wavy gu. the chief part vert a lion

ramp, or the base per pale dexter side vair

sinister sa. three roses arg, Burlinson,
Bishop Wearmouth, co. Durham.

Per pale vert and gu. a fess dancetty erm. betw.
a lion pass, and two martlets or. Somer.

Vert a ft ss or betw. two eagle's heads erased in

chief and a lion pass, in base arg. Skirrow,

...,(0x)
Sa. a fess arg. in chief three demi ladies couped at

the breast ppr. vested of the second ducally
crowned or in base upon barry wavy offour arg.
and az. an ox of the second horned and hoofed

gold. Bishopric of Oxford. Formerly the
arms of St. Frideswide's Priory, Oxford.

(Sheep)
Az. a fess betw. a fleece in chief and a wolf pass,

in base or. Maddy, co. Gloucester.

2 Beasts.. ..(Boars)
Per pale sa. and arg. a fess betw. two boars pass,

that in chief to the dexter the one in base to the

sinister allcounterchanged. O'SulliyakBearra,
Ireland.

....(Cats)
Sa, a fess erm, betw, two cats pass, guard, or.

Hill, Alderman and Grocer of London, W.
Sa. a fess or betw. two cats guard, arg. Tyller,

Middlesex.
.... (Dogs)

Arg, a fess humetty az. betw. two dogs pass, sa,

Eldorowe.
Gu. a fess arg, fretty az. betw. two talbots sejant of

the second. Morant.
.. ..(Horses)

Arg. a fess between two colts pass. sa. Coulthubst,
Ireland. Colthurst, co, Somerset.

.... (Hounds)
Arg. a fess gu. betw. two greyhounds conrant sa.

Greswolde, Malvern Hall, co. Warwick;
Pensham, co. Worcester. The family of Gres-

wolde derives from Humphrey Greswolde, of

Greet, who died 1660.

Arg, a fess sa. betw. two greyhounds courant gu.
Hall.

Arg, a fess sa. betw, two greyhounds courant sa.

collared or. Hall, London; and Laventhorp,
CO. York, Wm. Hall, York, W.

!)1
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FESS betw. or within cont.

2 Beasts cont. (Hounds) cont.

Arp. a fess sa. betw, two ^leyliounds courant of

the second. Bkiscoe, Ireland.

Gu. a fess betw. two grejlmnnds courant avg.

collared or. Maulivers. Maleverer, Horne-
clitfe.

Sa. a fess arg. frettj gu. betw. two greyhounds
sejant in chief or and a galley ber sails furled

in base of the second. Gallie, Scoilund.

. . . . ( Lions)

Arg. a fess az. fretty arg. betw. two denii lions

erased in chief gu. and in base on a mount vert

an onk t'ce fruited ppr. Vernem,.
Erin, a fess in chief iwo demi lions ramp, issunnt

fiom the fess in base lliree niascl< s gu. Sai.l.

Erm. a fess betw. two demi lions in cliief and

three mascles in base gu. Salle, co. Devon.

Ball, V.

Arg. a fess az. betw. two lions pass, guard, gn.

iScoRNE, CO. Devon. Cade, co. Derby.
Arg. a fess nebuly az. betw. two lions pass. gu.
Channell ; Sir William Cbanuell, Baron of the

Exchequer, 18&7.

Arg. a fess nebuly az. betw. two lions pass. sa.

Alwyn.

Arg. a fess betw. two lions pass. gu. Sweple, F.

Aig. a fess humetty gu. betw. two lions pass. sa.

Mansham.
Arg. a fess betw. two lions pass, reguard, sn.

FOI.IFAT or FoLIFOOT.
Av3. a fess vnir betw. two lions pass, guard, sa.

HooKKR alias Vowell, Exeter, co. Devon.

VoEL, alias Hoker, Exeter.

Az. a fess be- w. two lions pass. erm. Dickinson
or DicONSoN, Cleypole, co. Lincoln ; Bradley,
CO. Stafford ;

and co. York.
Az. a fess erminois betw. two lions pass, and

counterpass. arg. the upper one to the dexter
each crowned with an Eastern coronet or.

PoYSER, London ; granted 1772.

Gu. a fess betw. two lions pass. arg. Payne, St.

Christopher's, and Blunham House, co. 13ed-

ford ; Baronetcy, 1737. Payne, St. Marylebone,
Middlesex; granted 1770; quartering az. a

cross sarcelly or betw. four crosses crosslet

fitchy arg. for Carlisle.

Gu. a fess humetty or betw. two lions pass, guard.
arg. Massam, Ireland.

Gu. a fess betw. two lions or. Simpson, West
house, CO. Durham. Simpson, Bradley, co.

Durham.
Gu. a fess humetty betw. two lions pass, (or pass.

guard.) or. Harwood, V.
Gu. a fess vair betw. two lions pass, guard, erm.
Downing, Essex. Downing, Pynest, Essex.

Or a fess wavy az. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa.

Bailles, CO. York; granted 1578, Ball or
Balle,

Or a fess embattled counterembattled ermines
betw. two lions pass. az. Brigenshaw.

Or a fess betw. two lions pass. gu. Cooke,
Whitefield, Suffolk.

Or a fess humetty gu. betw, two lions pass. sa.

Marsham. Masham, W.
Or a fess humetty gu. betw, two lions pass.

counterpass. sa. Masham, High Lever, Essex ;

Baronetcy 1621; Baron Masham 1711.

Masham, Suffolk.

Or a fess gu, betw, two lions pass, guard, sa.

Goodlet, Scotland,
Or a fess vair betw. two lions pass, sa.

Hooker,

FESS betw. or within. . . .cont.

2 Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.

Or a fess vair betw. two lions pass, guard, sa.

Vowell a/ffls Hooker, Exeter, IF.

Per pule az. and or a fess connterchanged in each
division of the first a lion pass, guard, of the
second on each of the second a fleur-de-lis

of the first. Cusack.

Quarterly gu. and or over all a fess counter-

compony or and az. in the first and fourth

quarters a lion ramp. aig. in the second and
third a grenade sa. fiied ppr. Warren, London,
and Shepperton, Middlesex.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. two lions pass, reguard. or.

Mayo.
Sa. a fess arg. betw. two lions pass, reguard, or

a canton ol the se(;ond. Mayo.
Sa. a fess or betw. two lions pass. arg. John

Tylf.u, Bishop of Llandaff, 1706 21.

Sa. a fess betw, two lions pass, lesnard. or. John
Maye, Bishop of Cailivle, 1577 98,

.... (Sheep )

Quarterly az, and or a fess ermine in the first and
fourth quarters a golden fleece in the second
and third a castle gu. betw. two flrurs-di^-lis in

fess vert. I'lowes, Wakefield, co. York, 1823;
quartered by Josepii Todd, Molesey Hi'use,

Surrey, who married Lucy dau. and co-heir
of Wm. Plowes, Esq.

.... (Weasels)
Gu. a fess erm. betw. two weasels arg.
Ferminguam, London.

Per fess gu. and sa. a fess erm. betw. two weasels

arg. John Fremingham, Sheriff' of London,
1402

; Harl. MS. 1 ',U0. fo. 45.

(Wolves)
Gu. a fess erm. Leiw. two wolves pass, arg,
Lowe.

3 Beasts . .. . (Asses)
Arg, a fess betw. thrive a'-.ses pass. ku. Aylmer.
Arg. a fess l:etw. tliree asses sa. Askewe.
Arg. u fess betw. three asses pass. sa. Ascough,

Blibers, co. Lmculn. Asken or Askene.
Askew.

Per pule or and az, a fess betw. three asses or.

ASCUNE,
Sa, a fess betw, three asses arg. Ascjue, co. Lin-

coln.

Sa. a fess betw. three asses pass. arg. Ayscough.
Sa, a fess betw, three asses statant arg,

Ayskevt, V.
Sa. a fess gu. betw. three asses arg. Askouthe.
Sa. a fess or betw. three asses pass, arg. Aiscough

or Ayscoghe, or Ascough, of Stallingbro" and
Kelsey, co. Lincoln, The last Sir Edward
Ayscoghe, left four daughters his coheirs, viz.

Bridget, m. to John Hanbury, of Pontypool ;

Isabella m. to Matthew Bouchereit; Mary, m.
to Thornhaugh, of Shireoaks, co. Nottingham ;

and Letitia, m. to Sir Thomas Frankland, Bart.

A&couGH, East Wetton, CO. York; and Horlon,
Cottage, CO. Buckingham. The same with a
crescent for diff. Ascough, co. Lincoln.

Sa. a fess or betw, three asses pass. arg. maned
and hoofed of the second. Askew, Askue or
Ayscough, A very ancient family, originally
of Greymanes, Cumberland, afterwards of New-
castle-upon-Tyne, and now of Redheugh, co,

Durham; and of Pallinsburn, Northumber-
land, On the fess a mitre. William Ascough,
Bishop of Salisbury, 1408-50

;
Add. MS. 12,443.

Sa. a fess or betw. three asses erm.
Ayscough.
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FESS betw. or within... com.
8 Beasts cont. (Bats)

Arg. a fess beLw. three bats displ. sa. Colwich,
Styd, and Darley Moor, co. Derby; Dugdale's
Visitation.

Az. a fess lietw. three bats displ. arg. Jettee,
Bayton, F.llowe, and Lowestotf, Suffolk.

Sa. a fess betw. three bats displ. arg. Jettee,
of Laystolf, Suff'lk, F.

(Bears)
Arg. a fess gu. bdw. three bears pass. sa.

Fynbaron.

Arg. a fess betw. three bears pass. sa. Hudwel,
CO. Devon.

(Beaver)
Or a fess az. betw. three lions ramp, in chief gu.
and a beaver pass, in base ppr. Beaver;
granted to Hugh Beaver, of tlie Temple, near
Manchester.

(Boars)
Arg. afessbetw. tlnve hoars pass. sa. Hadeswell.

HUDDESFIELD. HuDDESFELD, F. HUDDESWELL,
V. HvNDFiELD. Macswike, Ireland. Mac
SwYNY, IrelHud.

Sa. a fess betw. three bnars pass. arg. Wildboke,
Burghley, co. Lincoln.

Sa. a fess betw. three boars arg. armed and bristled

or. Welbore, CO. Cambridge; and Inner

Temple, London.
.... (Deer)

Arg. a fess az. beiw. three stags standing at gaze
gu. Robertson.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three stags gu. Everard,
CO. Salop.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three stags pass. sa.

llOBERTS.
Az. H fess engr. arg. betw. three bucks tripping or.

Green, oI Knapion, Norfolk, W.
Az. a fess arg. fiet'y gu. beiw. three hinds cou-

rant or. Hartgrave, BoUingbroke,co. Lincoln.
Az. a fess arg. frelty gu. betw. tliree bucks sprin-

ing arg. attired or. Hargrave.
Az. a fess arg. fretty gu. betw. three stags in full

course or attired of the second. IIargiiave,
CO Lincoln.

Az. a fess chequy arg. and of the first betw. three

stags trippant or. Grhen, Edinburgh. Green,
.lamaica.

Az. a fess or fretty gu. betw. three hinds trippant
arg. Hardgrave, co. Lincoln.

Az. a fess betw. three stags courant or.

Haroraves.
Az. a fess betw. three bucks trippant or. Culi,ey,

CO. Devon.
Or a fess wavy betw. three bucks pass. sa. Roger,

Scotland.
Or a fess wavy betw. three bucks trippant sa.

Rogers, Little Nesse, co. Salop; granted 15*0.

Roberts, co. Salop.
Or a fess betw. three hinds trippant sa. Jf^yl,

Castle Hedinghara, and Booking, Essex, 1670.

Rogers, V.
P^r fess arg. and sa. a fess connterembattled and

counterchanged betw. three bucks of the same.
RoBOTHAM. Robert Robotham, Baskill, co.

York, 1560, W.
Per pale arg. and or a fess wavy gu. betw. three

hinds trippant sa. Jekyll, Middlesex
; Her.

Off.Exse^,c. 21.

Per pale gu. and or a fess betw. three hinds trip-

ping counterchanged. Gardiner, Cudsden, en.

Oxford. Sir Thomas Gardiner, Knt. Solicitor-

General to King Charles I.: d. Oct. 1(152.

FESS betw. or within cont.

8 Beasts co7if. (Deer) cont.

Per pale neluily or and az a fess erm. fretty <;n.

beiw. three bucks courant counterchanged.
Hargreaves, Bank Hall, co. Lancaster.

Per pale or and gu. a fess bt^tw. three hinds pass,
counterchanged. Gardiner, Ivingsbury, co.
Herts.

Sa. a fess or betw. three stags trippant arg.
attired of the second. Trinder, West-
well, and Holwell, co. Oxford; granted
10(13.

Sa. a fess engr. betw. thr.^e bucks trippant or

pelletty. Pledger, Boitlesham, co. Cam-
bridge ; temp. Elizabeth.

Vert a fess betw. three bucks in full course or.

Robertson. Roberts, co. Worce.ster.

(Dogs)
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three water spaniels arg.

each holding in the mouth a birdbolt or.

RiGGS or Rycges, Strangle Thorpe, co. Lin-
coln ; and Middlesex.

Gu. a fess vair. betw. three water spaniels arg.
each holding in the mouth a birdbolt or plumed
arg. RiGGES, Farnham, Surrey; Southamp-
on ; and Stanning, Sussex.

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three talbots

sa. Waruen, Newton, Suffolk ; granted 1589.
John Warren, Bishop of St. Davids 1770 83,

Bishop of Bangor 178318' 0. The Rev. John
AVarren, LL.D. Archdeacon of Worcester, and

Chaplain in Ordinary to George III. Quarter-

ing second, arg. on a saltire sa. five mascles of

the field a chief erm. for Blair ; third, az. three

saltii-es or for Glanville.

Arg. a fess betw. three talbots pass. sa. Gowek,
CO. York.

Erm. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three tal-

bots pass. sa. Warren, Swanton, co. Glou-
cester.

Gu. a fess arg. fretty az. betw. three talbots

sejant of the second. M grant, Brockenhurst

Park, CO. Hants.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three talbots pass. arg.

each having in the mouth a birdbolt or.

Rigges (Bigges in error), Stragglethorp, co.

Lincoln.

Or a fess dancetty betw. three talbots pass. sa.

Carrack. Carrick or Carrack, co. Gloucester.

Carvick, Wyke, co. York; and Moat Mount,
Highwood Hill, Middlesex.

Or a fess wavy betw. three talbots questing sa.

Allen, W. Allen, Fulso, Kent; Harl. MS.
5802, fo. 17.

Sa. a fess engr. betw. three talbots pass. arg.
Allison. Another, surmounted by a bend
sinister. Allison.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three talbots pass, or over

all a sinister bendlet. Allenson,
Sa. a fess engr. erm. betw. three talbots statant or

over all a sinister baton. Allenson, London,
V.

Sa. a fess or betw. three talbots pass, (or staiant)

arg. each carrying in the mouth a birdbolt of

the second. Shepard, Sussex; and Mendles-

ham, Suifolk.

Sa. a fess engr. betw, three talbots pass, or col-

lared gu. Allen, co. York.

(Goats)

Arg. afess gu. betw. three goats pass. sa. bearded

unguled and armed or. Handi.ey, Newark, and

Muskham Grange, co. Nottingham; Pointon

House, CO. Lincoln ; granted 1614.
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FESS betw. or within cont,

3 Beastscont. (Goats j cont.

Sa. a fess belw. three goals pass. arg. armed or.

IvE. JuE, V.

Sa. a fess engr. or betw. three goats pass. arg.

Di'EK, Waters Place, co. Hertford.

.... (Horses and Moles)

Arg. a fess az. betw. three colts in full speed sa.

(Jolt or Colte, Essex, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three nags pass. sa. Culliford,
Purbeck, co. Dorset.

Arg. a fess betw. three colts in full speed sa.

Colt, Colt's Hall, SufiFolk, 1587. Colt, West-

minster; since of Leominster, co. Here-

ford, Bart.

Arg. a fess betw. three colts courant sa.

CoULTHART, of Wigtown ; Colly n, co. Dumfries ;

and borne by John Ross Coulthart, of Croft

House, Ashton-uuder-Lyne, co. Lancaster,
banker ; quartering Ross of Renfrew, Mack-

nyghte of Macknyghte, Glendonyer of Glen-

donyer, Carmichael of Carsepberne, Forbes of

Pitscottie, Mackenzie of Craighall, and Gordon
of Sorbie.

Az. a fess betw. three horses in full speed
arg. Pecke, Winchelsea and Lewes, Sus-

sex.

Az. a fess or betw. three horses arg. Rice ap
Marchan.

Erm. a fess betw. thi'ee colts in full speed sa.

Colt, Essex.
Gu. a fess or betw. three horses courant arg.

RcsHS, Essex, 1005.

Or a fess betw. three colts in full speed sa.

Colt or Coult, Canterbury, 161.3. Carlfe,
Kent.

Sa. a fess betw. three horses pass. arg. Stampe
or Stamps, London; and co. Berks.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three horses courant arg.
Stamps. Stamp, Essex ; and Burford, co.

Oxford; and Lord Mayor of London, 1C93.

Stamp, co. Devon.
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three colts pass. arg.
Stamp, Cholsey, co. Berks; and Fyfield, co.

Oxford. Stent, Fittleworih, co. Sussex.
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three mules pass. arg.

Stompe, CO. Berks. ; and co. Oxford.
Vert a fess betw. three horses courant arg.

Street, London; descended from co. Derby, W.
Vert a fess or belw. three horses courant (or

rather) pass. arg. Henry Streets, of Melreih ;

7 Hen. IV; seal. Cotton 3IS. Julius F. 8,
fo. 39.

.... (Hounds)
Az. a fesa arg. betw. three hounds pass. or.

Talbot.
Gu. a fess betw. three hounds or. Peyte.
Arg. a fess erm. betw. three greyhounds courant

sa. collared gu. Langhero, V.
Or a fess betw. three greyhounds courant sa.

Patrickson, Stockhow, Caswell-how, and Cal-
der Abbey, Cumberland; granted 1592, by
Cooke ;

W.
Sa. a fess arg. fretty of the field betw. three grey-
hounds sejant of the second. Gale. GALLAYor
Galley, Bath, co. Somerset. Gale or Galle,
Stalbridge, co. Dorset.

Sa. a fess or fretty az. betw. three greyhounds
sejant of the second collared of the third.
Gale or Galle.

. .. .(Ibexes)
Arg. a fess engr. belw. three ibexes pass. sa.

Sedborough, Porloke, co. Devon,

FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Beasts coat. { Leopards )

Az. a fess erm. betw. three leopards pass. or.

Woodcock, London; and New Timber, Sussex.

Woodcock, Coventry.
Az. a fess betw. three leopards or. Pole; Baron

de laPole,EarlofPembroke and Duke of Suffolk.

(Lions)

Arg. a fess voided az. betw, three demi lions

couped gu. crowned or. Milliken, That lik.

CO. Renfrew, Scotland.

Az. a fess erminois betw. three demi lions ramp.
or. CuDWORTH, Wornelh, co. Ijancaster.

Az. a fess embattled or betw. three demi lions

pass. arg. Coxon, Morpeth, Northumberland.
Az. a fess engr. betw. three demi lions ramp. or.

Symons, Whilleford, CO. Cambridge.
Az. a fess wavy betw. three demi lions or.

Symonds or Symons.
Gu. a fess raguly and counter raguly betw. three

demi lions ramp. arg. ducally crowned or.

CoxoN.
Or a fess betw, three demi lions pass, az,

Catchmaid, St.Briavels.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three lions ramp, of the

field (?). Bykennore, Kent.

Arg. a fess nebuly az. betw. three lions pass. sa.

Sir Michael Alwyn, Lord Mayor of London, V.

Arg. a fess nebuly az. betw. three lions ramp.
guard. sa, Alwyn; Lord Mayor of London, 1499.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three lions ramp, within a

bordure engr. of the first (?). Thorne.

Arg. a fess betw. three lions couchant gu. Morris.

Arg. a fess betw. three lions dormant gu.

Morris, V.

Arg. a fess wavy az. betw. three lions salient sa.

.'^LWYN, London.

Arg. a fess betw. three lions ramp. gu. Delafors
or Delahoyse, co. Berks. Hosse or Hossey,
CO. Berks. Spencer.

Arg. a fess betw. three lions ramp. gu. within a

bordure erm.; quartering DeAnyers, DeTabley,
Rixton, Forth, Holle, Finch, Earle, and

Aldersey. Willis, Halsnead Park, and Hall of

the Hill, both co. Lancaster; derived from
Thomas Willis, a member of the Berkshire

family of that name, who came into Lancashire

temp. Charles IJ, and purchased estates

there.

Arg. a fess dancetfy betw. three lions ramp. gu.
Benn ; Lord Mayor of London, 1747.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa.

Horton. Thorne, Thorne in Holsworthy, and

Upert in Shipwash ; traceable to the reign of

King John : the heiress of the elder line ra.

Holland of Weare, temp. James I. Thorpe, V.

kr%. a fess gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa. within

a bordure engr. of the last. Saccomb alias

Thorne, W.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa.

Ben or Benne, Newport-Cranley, Surrey;
Recorder of London. Benn; Lord Mayor of

London, 1747.

Arg. a fess nebuly gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa.

Alwyn or Aylwin, of Canons in West Dean, of

Preston in Binderton, and of Treyford, co,

Sussex: the daus. and co-heirs were Mary
Alwin, wife of the Hon. Charles Talbot; and

Elizabeth, m.to Sir William Maun6ck, Bart.

Arg, a fess sa. betw. three lions pass. gu. Quar-
tering vert on a bend arg. three roses gu.
seeded or barbed of the first. Codrington,
Bridgewater, co. Somerset.
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FESS betw. or within.... coitt.

3 Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.

Arg. a fess embattled sa. betw. three lions pass.

gu. CoDiUNGTON, CodringtOD, co. Gloucester.

Aig. a fess embattled and counter embattled ha.

fretted or betw. three lions pass. gu.
Cardinoton.

Arg. a fess embattled counter-embattled sfl.fretty

gu. betw. three lioncels pass, of the last.

CoDMNGTON, Doddington Pal k, CO. Gloucester;

Baronetcy 1721.

Arg. a fess embattled counter-embattled betw.

three lions pass. sa. Codrington ; as quartered

by Parr of Stouelands, co. Devon.

Arg. a fess embattled counter-embattled sa. frelty

gu. betw. three lions pass, of the second.

Codrington, Wroughton, co. Wilts.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three lions ramp. gu. Gussey,
Woodland, co. Devon. Horsey, co. Berks.

Heys. De la Hese, Y. John de la Heesee, X.

John de la Hese, Y. SireJohande la Hoese,
N. Hesy, V. Peast.

Arg. a fess sa. fretty or betw. three lions ramp.
gu. BUCKLAND, CO. Devou.

Arg. a fess betw. three lions ramp. sa. Joecey
j

or Jorge.

Arg. a fess betw. three lions ramp. sa. crowned or.

Alway.

Arg. a fess betw. three lions ramp. sa. tails forked.

John Ham'ton, Y. Hamerton, co. York.
Az. a fess betw. three lions pass. arg. Rockley,

Kent.

Az. a fess dancetty arg. betw. three lions pass.

guard, of the second. Fisher.
Az. a fess betw. three lions ramp. arg. Gras, V,

or Grasse. Grace.
Az. a fess arg. betw. three lions ramp. or.

BoLi-iNGBROKE or BoLiNGSBROOKE. Sir John de

BOLUNGSBROOK, F. BoLLINGBROKE. ThoRPE,CO.
Leicester. Sir Hugh Thorpe, co. Leicester, V.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three lions pass. or. Pooij;,

Waliham, Essex; granted 1 May, 1569. Powle,
Alford, CO. Essex.

Az. a fess gu. betw. three lions ramp. arg.
ROOKESBY. ROKESLY.

Az. a fess wavy betw. three lions pass, or.

Hawes, London; Ipswich, and Belslead, Suf-

folk ; and Tadworth Court, Surrey ; 1623.

Az. a fess wavy or betw. three lions pass, of the

last armed and langued gu. Hawes or Hawys,
London; and Walshara, Suffolk; temp.
Edward III. Haweis, Treworgy, and Kelliow,

Cornwall; originally from Suffolk.

Az. a fess betw. three lions pass, guard, or.

TuoRNE, St. Albans, co. Herts.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three lions pass,

guard, or. Fisher, co. Bedford ; and
London.

Az. a fess betw. three lions ramp. or.

Grace.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. three lions ramp. or.

Ford, Middlesex. Fourdes, Middlesex, V.

ROCHFORD. ROCHESFORD, V. RosTHEFORD,
London.

Az. a fess embattled betw. three lions ramp. or.

Hurtle, Wolverley, co. Worcester.

Az. a fess indented betw. three lions ramp. or.

FORDE. ROCHESTORD Or RoCHESFORD.
Erm. a fess engr. arg. betw. three lions ramp,

ppr. Hase.
Erm> a fess engr. or betw. three lions ramp. ppr.

Hays. Hase, Great Mellon, Norfolk ; granted
1750. Quartering az. two combs in fess betw.

FESS betw. or witMn .... cont.
3 Beasts cont. (Lions ) cont.

a broken lance barways or one piece in chief
the head respecting the dexter side the other
half towards the dexter base point for Lombe.

Gu. a fess embattled betw. three lions pass, guard.
arg. Syi,eur, co. Buckingham ; and Morton,
CO. Liucoln.

Gu. a fess betw. three lions ramp. arg. crowned
or. Symeon.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three lions

ramp. or. Stewart, Fort Stewart, co. Donegal ;

Bart.

Gu. a fess or betw. three lions pass. arg. Symion,
V.

Gu. a fess or betw. three lions ramp. arg. M.
Robert Symeon, S.

Gu a fess or betw. three lions ramp. arg. crowned
az. Symeon or Symyon.

Gu. a fess betw. three lions ramp. or. Young,
Northumberland.

Gu. a fess potent counterpotent gu. and or
betw. three lions pass, guard, of the third.
Sylver.

Gu. a fess potent counterpotent betw. three lions

pass, guard or. Silver, Winchester.
Gu. a fess wavy betw. three lions ramp, or, allowed

as an escutcheon of pretence, to Hyde of Den-
ton, in the Visitation of 166i. Crompton,
Cromptnn, co. Lancaster. Crompton, DriflStld,
CO. Y'oik ; represented by Lord Lyttleton.
Crompton, Hacking Hall, and Breightmet, co.

Lancaster ; represented in the female line

by Ormerod of Tyldesley. Crompton, co.

Salop.
Or a fess az. betw. three lions guard, sejant ppr.
Lewes; temp. Eliz. ; Harl. MS. 1042, fo. 79.

Or a fess az. betw. three lions ramp, in chief gu.
and a beaver pass, in base ppr. Beaver;
granted 10 Hugh Beaver, of the Temple, near
Manchester.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three lions

ramp. gu. Stewart.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three lions

pass. sa. Gardiner, Earl of Blessington.
Quartering, or a griflSii pass. az. on a chief sa.

three pheon's heads arg.
Or a fess betw. three lions ramp. gu. Bannerton,

Kenton, co. Salop.
Or a fess embattled betw. three lions ramp. sa.

Spice R.

Per fess arg. and erpi. a fess counterchanged
three lions ramp. or. Danyell or Daniell.

Per pale az. and gu. a fess dancetty betw. three
lions ramp. or. Rons or Rowse, co. Gloucester.

Sa. a fess dancetty arg. billetty of the field betw.
three lions pass, guard, of the second. Smyth,
Essex.

Si. a fess dancetty arg. billetty beiw, three lion-

cels ramp, guard, of the second each supporting
an altar or flaming ppr. Bowyer-Smijth,
Hill Hall, Essex; Baronetcy, ]6(il. Quarter-
ing or a bend vuir cotised gn. for Bowyer.

Sa. a fess betw. three lions ramp. or. Palmer,
Harilip, Kent; granted 19 Elizabeth.

Sa. a fess crenel ly betw, three lions ramp. or.

Spycer, Knapton, co. Warwick
; granted

1591, W.

....(Moles)
Arg. a fess sa. betw. three moles ppr. Mitford,

Mitford, Northumberland. Mitford, Exbury,
CO Han's ; and Newton Park, Northumberland.
Mitford, Piits Hill, Sussex.
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FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Beasts cont. (Moles) cont.

Ar^. a (ess betw. three moles sa. Midford.

MiTFOiiD, Baron Reilesdale.

Arj,'. ft fess betw. three moles sa. feet and snout

of the first. Medpath.
Vert a fess or b^tw. three moles sa. Hubersted,

Westmoreland, and co. York.

( Otters )

Arc;, a fess betw. three otters sa. Lottkell,
Four Oaks, co. Warwick,

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three otters of the last in

each month a fish ppr. Luttreix, Lutirels-

towD, Ireland.

(Oxen)
Arg. a fess gti. betw. three calves sa. Cai.veley,

Calveley, co. Chester; the heiress m. temp.
Edward IIT. into the Davenport family. Sir

Hengh de Calv'ley, S. Calvei.ey, Lv^a, co.

Chester.

Arg. a fess gn. betw. three calves pass. sa.

Calvebev, Calverley, CO. Devon.

Arg. a fess gn. betw. three calves sa. a crescent or

for diff. M. Jolin de CoLViLE, S.

Arg. a fess gu b^tw. three calves sa. a mullet oi

for dift". M. Hue de Colvile, S.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three oxen sa. Oxley,

Ripon, CO. York. Oxnam, St. Newlyn, and

Penzance, Cornwall,

Are. a fess embattled sa. betw. three oxen....
Oxenbam.

(Rabbits)

Arg. a fess betw. three conies pass. sa. Conney,
Bassingthorp, co. Lincoln.

Gu.afess betw. three conies arg. Laxton, London.
.... (Rats )

Erm.afess engr. betw. three rats(? weasels) pass.

gu, John IsLiP, Abbot of Westminster;
Vetusta Monumenta, W, pi. 10-20,

(Sheep)
Per pale gu. and vert a fess indented erminois

betw. three lambs pass, arg. Pease, London ;

granted 1763.

Sa. a fess betw. three lambs pass. arg. Lambton,
Earl of Durham. Quartering, second, arg. a

fess gn. betw. three popinjays vert collared of

the second for Lumley; third, arg. an ines-

cutclieon sa. within an orle of cinqaefnils gu.
for Hedworth ; fourth, arg. three cinquefoils

gu. for D'Arcy.
Sa. a fess betw. three lambs statant arg.

Lambton, co. York, V.

.... (Squirrels)

Arg. a fess betw. tliree squirrels sejant sa.

Chambers, Boxley, co. York.

Az. a fess betw. three squirrels arg, cracking nuts

or within a bordure engr. of the second.

SXOCKWOOD.
Sa. a fess or betw. three squirrels sejant arg.

Hervey, Cornwall ; and co. Somerset. Harvey.
Uarvye, Brockley. co. Somerset.

.... (Tigers)
Sa. a fess betw, three tigers pass, or. Stone,
London ; and Cliff, Suffolk, W.

(Urchins)
Arg. a fess betw. three hedgehogs sa. Metford, V.

Az. a fess betw. three hedgehogs org. Herys,
Harris or Heris, Scotland.

Az. a fess betw. three urcliins arg. Heriz, alias

Smith, Wilhcock, co, Leicester ; temp.
Henry VII. Heriz, South Wingfield, co.

Derby ; and Gonalston, co. Nottingham ; 27
Edw. I. Another or. Heriz.

FESS betw. or within.. ..cont.

3 Beasts cont. (Urchins) cont.

Gu. a fess betw. three hedgehogs arg. Sir Rauf
Ci-axton, V. Clayton. Mainstone, co. Here-
ford.

("Weasels)
Erm. a fess engr. betw. three weasels gu, Wm,

ISLEP, Q.
Sa. a fess t-rra. betw. three weasels courant arg,

Britvvesill.

(Wolves)
Arg. a fess sa. (another gu.) betw. three wolves

pass. gu. HORTON,
Arg, a fess engr, betw, three wolves pass. sa.

Sai-ford.

4 Beasts ( Deer)
Per pale or and gu, a fess betw. four hinds frip-

pant all counterchanged, Gardiner, Lon.
don.

.. ..(Lions)

Quarterly first and fourth quarterly, gu. and or a

fess betw, four lions pass, guard, all countei-

changed; second and third sa. on a fess betw.
a lion ramp, in chief arg, and a fleur-de-lis in

base or three snakes interlaced ppr. Edwards,
Garth, co. Montgomery, Bart.

6 Beasts (Lions )

Az. a fess gu. betw. six lions ramp. arg. Marner,
Rokesley, Rocki.ey or Rokesiey, Kent. S:re

Richard de Rokesle, N. Rokefield or

Rotfield, Kent,
Or a fess ^u. betw. six linns arg. three two and

one, RoKEi.Lo; Harl. MS. bVdT.
7 Beasts (Lions)

Az. a fess or betw. seven lions ramp. arg.
Rokefield or Rotfield, Kent.

11 Beasts. . . .(Goats)
Gu. a fess embattled betw. eleven goats arg,

four four two and one. Dreeland, Kent,
BeUs

Az. a fess chequy arg. and sa. betw. three bells

in chief or and a serpent vert as a crescent in

base of the second. Bell, Leith,

Az. a fess betw, three church liells or. Bell,
Az. a fess engr, betw, three bells or. Bell,

Jamaica,
Gu, a fess erm, betw. three church bells arg.
Bell,

Sa. a fess barry wavy of six arg. and az. betw.
three hawk's bells of the second. Bhlford.
V. Belforde; Harl. MS. 1380, fo. 04.

Sa.a fess erm. betw. three church bells arg. Bell,
Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer, died

1577. Bell, Wolsington, Northumberland.
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three church bells or.

Bell,
Bends

Quarterly erm. and arg. a fess gu. in the second
and third quarters a bend of the third, Isely
or Islet.

3 Billets

Arg. a fess dancefty betw. three billets pu.
De la Laund. Sir Thomas De la Laund, V.

Arg. a fess vnir or and gu. betw. three billets of

the last, Harlowe, V. Marlowe,
Az. a fess chequy or and si. betw. three billets

and six crosses crosslet fitrhy of the second.

Lees, Blackrock, Dublin; Baronetcy 18ii4.

Or a fess wavy gu. betw. tliree billets sa,

Stanford, V.

6 Billets

Arg. a fess chequy az. and of the first l.etw. six

billets gu. three and three. Lee.
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F£SB betw. or within.... cont.

6 Billets cunt.

Arg. a less countercompony az. and or b^tw. six

billets sa. all within a bordure engr. gu. Lee,
CO. Devon ; and London.

Arg. a fess betw. six billets gu. Allworth,
CO. Devon. Aylwoeth. Eumingloo, V.

Arg. a fess danceity betw. six billets gu.

Delaland, Pinchbeck, co. Lincoln,

Arg. a fess engr. betw. six billets gu. Aylworth,
CO. Devon; co. Gloucester; and Kent.

Aylwobth, V.

Arg. a fess betw. six billets sa. Skyrme.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. six billets sa.

DowDESWELi,, CO. Gloticester; co. Oxford;
and CO. Worcester. Dowdeswell, Hare Street,

Es-ex.
Az. a fess betw. six billets or. Pyenues, V.

Gu. a fess betw. six billets arg. Styvekey, V.

Gu, a fess wavy betw. six billets arg. Chape,
Chappe or Chappes, Norfolk. Chappe, V.

Gu, a fess arg. betw. six hillets or, Lovayne,
Gu.a fess nebuly or betw, six billets arg. Chaplin.
Gu. a fess betw. six billets or. May, Essex.

Sr. John Beauchamp,!. John de Beauchampe,
Holt, Essex; First Baron of Kidderminster,

1388; extinct immediately. Beauchamp, F,

Beauchamp or Beacham, co, Salop; co. Wor-
cester; glass in Worcester Cathedral, Thovias,

p. 11. Lovayne.
Gil. a fess betw. six billets or a canton erm. John
Beauchamp. of Powyke, co. Gloucester, W ;

granted b} Cooke.
Gu. a fess sa, (?) betw. six billets arg. Philip

Repington, Bishop of Lincoln, 1405-19.

Gu. a fess vair betw. six billets or. Harlow,

Gruy's Inn, London ; and Preston, co. North-

ampton ; granted lfi'29.

Or a fess dancetty betw. six billets ermine.

Perkins, Up' on Court, co, Berks. Perkins,

'feddington, Middlesex.

Or a fess WHvy bttw. six billets sa. Dowdeswell,
CO. Gloucester; Kingham, co. OxfL-rd; and
Pull Court, CO. Worcester.

7 Billets

Gu. a fess betw. seven billets arg. four and three.

Lovayne or Loveyne.
Gu. a fess arg. betw. seven billets or four and

three, Loveyne.
Gu.a fess vair betw.seven billets or. DeKyele.F.

8 Billets

Aig. a fess dancetty betw. eight billets or (?).

Dayncouet. Another sa. Sir William

Dayncourt, L.
Gu. a fess chequy or and &z. betw. eight billets

arg, Lee, V.

Gu, a fess corapony or and az. betw. eight billets

arg. Lee, Coton, and Langley, co. Salop ;

descended from Richard Lee, High Sheiiffof

Sbropsiiire, in 1479.

Gu a fess or betw, eight billets arg. May, Oxney,
near Dover.

Gu. a fess betw, eight billets or. May, Breamore,
CO. Hants. May, Rawmere, Sussex ; descended
from John May of Rawmere, younger brother

of Sir Humphrey May, Master of the Rolls in

1C29, and son of Richard May, citizen of Lon-
don : Anne, dau, and heir of ChrisiopherMay,
m. William Bndiiax, of Godmershara, Kent,
and had a son, Thomas Brodnax, who
took the name of May by Act of Parlia-

ment, in 17^8, May, London; and Pashky,
Sussex.

FESS betw, or within, .. ,cMit,
8 Billets cant.

Gu.a fess danceity betw. eight billets or four and
four. Brett, co. Leicester.

Or a fess indented ermines betw. eight billets of
the same. Perkins, V.

Sa. a fess countercompony or and gu. betw.

eight billets of the second. Lee-Warner,
Wiilsingliam Albey, Norfolk; granted 20 Nov.
JfitJCi; Docquets of Bysshc's Grants, fol. 19;
and Visitation of Kent, d. 18, fol. 179, College
of Arms. Quartering, second quarterly, first

and fourth pt-r pale indented arg. and sa. ;

second and third, az. fleur-de-lis or differenced

by a crescent; tliird, vert a cross engr. arg.
Sa. a fess indented erm. betw. eight billets

arg. Harbe or Haebey, Ashby, co. North-

ampton.
9 BiUets

Az. a fess dancetty betw. nine billets or three
two three and one. Deyncourt,

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. nine billets arg. four
above and five below, Hekdby, F,

Gu, a fess chequy aig. and sa. betw. nine billets

three two three and one of the second. Lees,
Scotland.

Gu. a fess betw. nine billets or five and four.
Sir John Beauchamp, co. Warwick, L.

Or a fess wavy gu. betw. nine billets sa.

Stanford.
10 Billets

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. ten billets ermines
four three two and one. Perkins, co. Lincoln.

Arg. a fess betw, ten billets gu. Lovayn.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw, ten billets gu.
Delalaunde, North Wilham Church, co.

Lincoln; Arch. Jour, ii, 87.

Arg, a fess dancetty betw, ten billets sa.

Deyncourt, V. M. John Deyncourt, S.

Az, a fess dancetty betw, ten billets or,

Dayncouet, V. Deyncourt, co. York, F. Le
S. de Deyncouete, S.

Az. a fess danceity betw, ten billets four and six

or. The Right Hon. Charles Tennyson
D'Eyncourt, of Usselby Hall, co, Lincoln ;

confirmed by Garter, Sept, 1835, Quartering
gu, three leopard's faces or jessant fleur-de lis

BZ. over all a bend of the last for Tennyson,
Az. (? Arg.) a fess dancetty betw, ten billets sa.

Deincourt, Essex ; Shaw, Staffordshire.
Gu. a fess betw, ten billets arg. Britby.
Gu. a fess dancetty betw. ten billets arg. three
two three and two, Herdby or Heedeby.

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. betw. ten billets of the
last four in chief and three two and one in

base. HoEDEBY.
Gu. a fess indented betw. ten billets arg. Britby.
Gu. a fess arg. betw, ten billets or, Luveine or

LovAiNE, Eystaines, Essex ; temp. Henry 1 II,

Louvain, Z, 212, 240, 385.

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. betw. ten billets or.

Brette, V.

Gu. a fess chequy betw. ten billets arg. four in chief,
and (?six) in base. Lee, Stoke Newingtou,
Middlesex.

Gu. a fess countercompony arg. and purp. betw.
ten billets four three two and one .... Forest.

Gu. a fess countercompony or and az. betw. ten

billets arg. four three two and one. Ley,
Leye or Lye, co. Salop.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. ten billets arg. four three

and three. Harby, Atweston, co. North-

ampton; granted 1599.
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FESS betw. or witMn cont.

10 Billets cont.

Gu. a fesa dancetty erm. betw, ten billets arg.
four in chief andsix in base. HARBY,Aldenbara,
CO. Herts; Adston, and Astley, co. North-

ampton.
Gu. a fera betw. ten billets or three two three

and two. Lovaine, Essex.
On. a fess dancetty betw. ten billets or four in

chief and three two and one in base. Brett,
Wapinthorne, Essex.

Gu. a fess indented betw. ten billets or. Brett,
CO. Leicester.

Or a fess dancetiy betw. ten billets sa. Deincoubt,
Sprotborough Churrh, co. York.

Or a fess dancetty betw. ten billets ermines four

three two and one. Perkins, co. Lincoln.

12 Billets

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. betw. twelve billets or.

Brett, co. Leicester.

13 Billets

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. thirteen billets sa.

four three three two and one. Df.yncourt.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. thirteen billets or four

three three two and one. Eincourt.
Gu. a fess countercorapony or and arg. betw.

tliirteen billets seven in chief and six in base
of the last. Lee, Langley, co. Salop.

14 BUlets
Gu. a fess arg. betw. fourteen billets or four

three four and three. Lovaine.
1 Bird (Crane)

Gu. a fess betw. three bezants in chief and a
crane in base. . . . Fennison, Edinburgh.

....(Eagle)
Gu. a fess betw. an eagle displ. in chief and three

escallops in base arg. Bandenell, Nether-

bury.
Or a fess sa. betw. an eagle displ. in chief and a

deer's head cabossed in base gu. M'Fell,
Scotland. Feld or Fell.

Or a fess sa. betw. an eagle displ. in chief of the
last and n deer's head cabossed in base gu.
M'Phaill, M'Feix, or M'Faill, Scotland.

Or a fess betw. an eagle displ. with two necks in

chief and a stag's head cabossed in base sa.

Feld, Pagen Hall, co. Somerset.
.... (Martlet)

Arg. a fess sa. in chief two ogresses in base a
martlet of the second. Leigh, Clinkford

( ? Chingford), Essex. Lee or Leigh, Lord
Mayor of London, 16U2, co. Salop; and
Bilsley, co. Warwick; granted 1593.

Arg. a stag gu. attired or issuing from a fess
wreathed az. and of the third in base a
martlet sa. M'Coequodill, Scotland; granted
1780.

. ...(Pelican')

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a pelican vulning herself in

base five mullets three andtwo. . . . Woodcock.
. . . . ( Pigeon )

Gu. a fess betw. a mullet in chief and a dove or

holding in the beak a sprig of laurel vert.

Walker.
2 Birds (Eagles)

Arg. a fess az. betw. two eagles displ. in chief
and in base through an annulet gu. a slip of
olive and another of palm in saltire ppr.
Kennaway, Escot, CO. Devon ; Baronetcy,
1791.

Or a fess sa. betw. two eagles displ. in chief and
a stag's head cabossed in base gu. M'Fall,
Scotland.

FESS betw. or within.... cont.

2 Birds cont. (Eagles) cont.

Or a fess dancetty betw. two eagles displ. in chief
sa. and a lion pass, guard, in base gu. Vavazor,
Wisbeach, in the Isle of Ely ; granted ITti'i.

Sa. a fess dancetty erm. betw. two eagles displ.

arg. Osmond. With a crescent for ditf.

Osmond, Exeter.

.... (Falcons)
Gu. a fess vair betw. two falcons volant in chief

and a dolphin embowed in base all arg. within
a bordiire engr. of the last. Fisher, alias

Hawkins, ci>. Warwick.
Per fess or and gu. a fess dovetail per fess em-

battled betw. two falcons belled in chief and a
lion ramp, in base all counterchanged. Lees,
Werneth, Oldham, co. Lancaster.

.... (Martlets)
Arg. a fess betw. two martlets in chief and a

crescent in base or. Thomas Cooper or

CowpER, Bishcp of Lincoln, 1571-84; after-

wards of Winchester. MS. B. M. Add. J 2,443.

Arg. a fess or betw. two martlets in chief and a
Catherine-wheel in base arg. Harvie.

Per pale vert and gu. a fess dancetty erm. betw.
a lion pass, and two martlets or. Somer.

3 Birds
.... a fess .... betw. three birds .... Seal of Ber-
tram de Lomelye or Luhley of Ravens-
holme; 5Hen. VIL

Arg. a fess betw. three birds brown. Hobbye ;

Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 144.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three birds volant gu.
Trewincan.

Arg. five fusils in fess az. betw. three birds sa.

Wycijff, V.

Arc a fess lozengy az. betw. three birds sa.

Wycliff.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three birds sa. beaked and

legged of the second. Feamlikgham.
Arg. a fess betw. three birds sa. Combeem.
Matthew. Rokeston.

Az. a fess betw. three birds arg. Writh.
Az. a fess betw. three birds arg. within a bordure

or. Weythe, V.

Gu. a fess betw. three birds arg. Bagesover,
CO. Salop. Namaduke.

Or a fess humetty gu. betw. three birds with

wings expanded sa. Percy, Shaftesbury,
Bushton, and Mansion, co. Dorset.

Per pale arg. and sa. a fess nebuly betw. three
birds close counterchanged. Reade, Mytton,
CO. Gloucester.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. three birds of the second.

Page, Eardshaw, co. Chester.
Sa. a fess betw. three birds arg. beaked and

legged gu. Page, V.

(Blackbirds)
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three blackbirds within a

bordure of the second. Allison, described in

the Visitations as having been settled for five

generations at Yardsley Hall, co. Cambridge.
.... (Bastards)

Arg. a fess betw. three bustards gu. Bustard.
Az. a fess chequy or and sa. betw. three seapies

arg. Sawyer, Heywood, co. Beiks.
Az. a fess compony or and sa. lietw. three seapies

arg. Sawyer, co. Cambridge; and Causton,
CO. Norfolk.

. . . .
( Choughs and Crows)

Arg. a fess az. betw. three Cornish choughs sa.

two in chief pecking and one in base rising.

Thewinnard, Trewinnard, Cornwall.
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FESS betw. or -mthin .... cont.

3 Birds cont. { Choughs, Crows, etc. ) cont.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Farmingham or Frammngham, Suffolk.

Fremingham. Framyngham, Suffolk, 1584.

Framingham, Norfolk, V. Oneslow.

Arg. a fess dancetty pu. betw. three Cornish
choushs rising ppr. Thomas.

Arg. a fess embattled counterembattled gn. betw.

three Cornish choughs sa. beaked and legged
az. Callecote, V,

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Faringham. Sawbi.e.

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. betw. three Cornish

choughs ppr. Thomas, Bromley, Kent;
origitially of Branton, Cumberlatid. Thomas,
Selling, Kent; confirmed 17 June, 1622.

Arg. a fess betw. three Cornish choughs sa.

Tregeare or Teegere, Cornwall.

Erminois a fess wavy az. betw. three Cornish

choughs ppr. Gambier.
Or a fess dancetty sa. betw, three Cornish

choughs. John Thomas, Bishop of Rochester,
177493.

Or a fess indented sa. betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr. Thomas, Clifford's Inn ; granted July,
1609.

Per pale arg. and sa. a fess nebuly betw. three
Cornish choughs counterchanged. Rede.

Arg. a fess betw. three cr()ws sa. Tregonan.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three crows arg. Crawfued,

Cloverhill, Scotland.

Arg. a fess couped .... betw. three ravens rising

ppr. Pierce, F.

Arg. a fess lozengy az. betw. three ravens sa.

Wycliff, V.

Arg. a fess crenelly gu. betw. three ravens sa.

Caldecot.

Arg. a fess humetty gu. betw. three ravens rising
sa. Peiroe, London.

Arg. a fess wavy sa. betw. three ravens ppr.
Nicolas.

Arg. a fess betw, three ravens sa. Faringham.
OsMUNDEELEY or OsMOTHERLEY, Langrigg,
Cumberland; settled in the parish of Bromfield
as early as the reign of Edward I, and possessed
of Langrigg since the time of Richard II, The
estate sold in 17:15. Rokesdon, V.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three rooks sa. Rokisden,
or ROOKESDON.

Arg. a fess counterflory gu. betw. three rooks sa.

RoKES, CO. Bedford.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three rooks ppr. Rookes,
Roydes Hall, West Riding, co. York ; descended
from Richard Rookes, of the same place, living

temp. Henry VII.

Arg. a fess betw. three rooks sa. Rokesdon.
. . . . ( Cocks and Hens )

Arg. a fess cheqtiy az. and of the first betw. three

cocks gu. CocKBijRN. Ormistoun, Scotland.

Arg. a fess betw. three cocks gu. Loveney, F.

Arg. a fess betw. three hens sa. Ayloft.
Erm. a fess betw. three cocks gu. Laoriston.
Sa. a fess betw. three cocks arg. Badcock, St.

Winow, Cornwall.

(Coots)
Arg. a fess betw. three coots sa. Coote, co.

Lincoln, V. Coote, Essex; and Norfolk.

Sa. a fess or betw. three coots arg. membered gu.

Wyberne, Kent; and Suffolk.

....(Curlews)
Az. a fess dancetty betw. three curlews or

SOOGAN.

FESS betw. or within cont.
3 Birds cont. ( Doves and Pigeons )

Arg. a fess vairy or and az. betw. three doves ppr.
bearing in their beaks a branch vert. Btjckle.
CO. Warwick.

Az. a fess arg. betw. three doves of the last
beaked and legged gu. DovEY,Farmcot,co. Salop,

Az. a fess engr. betw. three pigeons each having
in the beak a cross formy fitchy all or. Port
or Porte, Etwall, co. Derby j Sir John Port,
of Etwall, son of Sir John Port, Judge of the

King's Bench, by his wife, the heiress of
Fitzherbert of Etwall, left three daus. his co-
heirs—Elizabeth, m. to Sir Thomas Gerard, of

Bryn, Sheriff of co. Lancasterin 1558 ; Dorothy,
m. to George, fourth Earl of Huntingdon ; and
Margaret, m. to Sir Thomas Stanhope of Shel-

ford, Knt. M.P.
Az. a fess indented betw. three pigeons or.

Pargiter, Barking, Essex; London; and
Chipping Norton, co. Oxford.

Gu. a fess betw. threedoves arg. Fixz Marmaduke,
CO. Stafford.

Gu. a fess betw. three pigeons arg. Bidlake,
Bidlake, in Bridestowe, co. Devon ; settled

tliere in 1454; the co-heirs m. Herring and
Hiern. Lumley, Harbling, co. Lincoln.

Gu. a fess betw. three ring-doves arg. beaked

legged and collared or. Marmaduke.
Gu. a fess engr. erm. betw. three doves arg.
beaked and membered of the field all within a
bordure engr. of the second. Page, Surrey.

Gu. a fess betw. three doves or. Dowdal.
Gu. a fess vairy or and az. betw. three doves of

the second. Parmiger, Kent; and co. Hants;
Visitation of the latter county, 1634.

Sa. a fess betw. three doves arg. within a bordure

engr. erm. Page, Easlhatch, co. Wilts.

Sa. a fess betw. three doves, arg. beaked and
armed gu. Page, East Sheen, Surrey.

Sa. a fess betw. three doves arg. membered gu.
Page ; granted 1 Feb. 1530.

Sa. a fess dancetty erm. betw. three doves arg.
Dow, London.

Sa. a fess dancetty erm. betw. three doves close

arg. beaked and legged gu. Dove, East
Bransboth, Suffolk.

Sa. a fess daucetty .... betw, three doves ppr.
Wheler, Colchester; and co. Lincoln.

Vert a fess .... betw. three doves wings ex-

panded .... Peace.
Vert a fess or fretty gu. betw. three doves arg.
membered of the tbiid. Burges.

.... (Ducks, Drakes, Shel-

drakes, etc.)

Arg. a fess gn. betw. three ducks az. Caethew.
Arg. a fess gu. fretty or betw. three ducks sa.

Hankikson, Middlesex.

Arg. a fess betw. three mullets in chief and as

many ducks in base all sa. Greenwood,
Norwich, and co. York ; 1594.

Gu. a fess betw. three drakes arg. Phillip ap
Rhys.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three ducks arg. Malfoed.

Arg. a fess .... betw. three sheldrakes ppr.
Sheldeake.

Arg. on a fess betw. three sheldrakes vert a five

foil arg. for diff. Drax.
Az. a fess erminois betw. three sheldrakes ppr.

Jackson. Quartei'ing sa. a saltire arg. that of

Duckett. Duckett, Corsham, co. Wilts;

Baronetcy 1791 ; since also of Roydon, Essex ;

and Hartham, co. Wilts.

92
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Birds cont. (Ducks, etc.) cont,

Gu. a fess beiw. three sbeldrBkes arg. Earle,
CO. Lincoln ; granted 1558. Jackson, Hickle-

ton, CO. York ;
descended frbm Sir John Jack-

son, Knt. temp. Elizabeth, whose grand-

son, John Jackson, was created Baronet

1000.

Gu. a fess or betw. three sheldrakes arg. Heuli;.

Herle, CO. Devon, V; quartered by Hastings,
Earl of Huntingdon.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. three sheldrakes ppr.

Sheldon, formerly of Rowley Regis, co. Staf-

ford ; CO. Warwick ;
and Beoly, co. Worcester ;

now of Brailes House, co. Warwick.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three shovellers ppr.
Herle. Herle, Prideux, Cornwall ; originally
of West Herle, Northumberland. Herle or

Hearle, Penryn, in Trelissock, Cornwall.

Gu. a fess betw. three shovellers arg. Herle,
Welford, co. Northampton. Jackson, New-

castleon-Tyne, Northumberland. Jackson

Bishop of Oxford, 1812.

Gu. a fess betw. three shovellers tufted on the

head and breast arg. each charged with a tre-

foil slipped vert. jACKSON.Fork Hill, CO. Armagh,
and Beach Hill, Surrey, Bart.

Sa. a fess or betw. three shovellers arg. Herle,
Grammond, Cornwall.

Sa. a fess betw. three teals arg.membered gu. Yeo.
.... (Eagles)

Arg. a fess countercompony or and gu. betw.
three eagles displ. sa. Kenworthy.

Arg. a fess indented ermines betw. three eagles

displ. gu. Datmer.
Arg, a fess dancetty ermines betw. three eagles

vert. Quarles.
Arg. a fess dancetty gu. betw. three eagles displ.

az. all within abordure engr. sa. M'Cormick,
Ireland.

Arg. a fess betw. three eagles displ. gu,
PZlingham, Elyngham,F. Kennaway, Leedes
CO. York,

Arg. a fess betw, three eagles displ. with two
heads gu, Frances, W.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three eagles displ. gu.
Carnick.

Arg. a fess indented betw. three eagles displ. gu.
CoNNOCK, Treworek and Treworgy, Cornwall.

Arg. a fess gu. betw, three eagles close sa. Leids.

Arg. a fess gu, betw, three eagles displ. sa.

Bagecroft. Clynam. M. William de
Clivam, S. Elingham, Norfolk, F; Elmham,
Norfolk; Thomas Elmham, Y. Elyman or

Ellingham, V. Flintarne. Leedes or
Leeds, co. Berks; Croxton, co. Cambridge;
Molscroft, CO. Lincoln ; Lincoln's Inn, Middle-
sex ; and North Milford, co, York, M, Roger
Ledge, S. Leddes, F. Manston. Maston.

Arg. a fess gu. betw, three eagles displ. sa. armed
of the second. Eungham or Elinham.
Leeds, Kent; and Leeds, co, York.

Arg. a fess gu, betw. three eagles displ. sa. a bor-
dure wavy of the second. Leeds, Croxton
Park, CO. Cambridge ; Baronetcy 1812.

Scrape v, Grosvenor, 205.

Arg, a fess dancetty gu, betw. three eagles displ,
sa. Newman, Eastwood, Essex,

Arg. a fess nebuly gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa
armed of the second, Cudmore or CroNoR,
Kelvedon, Essex, and Suffolk, Cudmoue, W.

Arg. a fess sa. bet«', three eagles displ. gu.
Leeds,

FESS betw. or within cotit.

3 Birds cont. ( Eagles ) cont.

Arg. a fess betw, three eagles displ. sa.

Bekewell, F, Berkwell. Bettwell.
Elingham, Norfolk, Elmham, Norfolk.

Arg, a fess dancetty betw, three eagles displ.
sa. Kinge.

Arg. a fess vairy or and az. betw, three eagles

displ. gu. Kynansley.

Arg. a fess va'ry or and gu, betw, three eagles

displ. of the last. Kinardsley, Brailsford,
CO. Derby; Visitation IQll ; W. Kynardesley.

Arg. a fess vairy or and gu. betw. three eagles

displ. sa. Kynardesley, Braylford, co. Derby ;

CO, Somerset; co, Stafford; and Ward-End,
CO, Warwick,

Az. a fess indented betw. three eagles displ. arg.

Walter, London ; and Ludlow, co. Salop ; co.

Worcester,
Az, a fess dancetty arg, betw. three eagles displ.

or. Walters.
Az. a fess engr. erm. betw. three eagles displ. arg.

Margaret, V.

Az, a fess embattled erm. betw. three eagles close

or. Child, Langley-Bury, co. Hertford.

Az. a fess engr. erm. betw. three eagles displ, or.

Croke, V. Crooke. Crowke. Croker.
Az. a fess or betw. three eagles displ, arg. gutty

gu. Felde, V.

Az. a fess indented or betw. three eagles displ.

arg. Walter, Sarsden, co. Oxford ; and co.

Warwick.
Az, a fess engr, betw, three eagles close holding

in the beak a cross patty fitchy all or. Port.
Gu. a fess betw, three eagles displ, arg.
Eungham.

Gu. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three eagles

displ. arg, Kendall, Alestree, co. Warwick.
Gu. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three eagles

displ, of the second, Kendall, Brecon ;

Basingborne, Essex; co. Lancaster; and
Blabys, co. Leicester, Kendall, Smitlisby,
CO. Derby ; five descents recorded in the Visita-

tion of that county, 1011,

Gu. a fess compony or and az, betw. three eagles
displ, of the second. Kendall,

Gu, a fess countercompony or tm J az. betw. three

eagles displ, of the second, Kendall, co.

Leicester; co. Derby; co, Lancaster, W.
Gyronny of eight gu. and az. a fess engr. betw.

three eagles arg. Pinson.

Gyronny of eight sa. and gu. a fess engr, arg,
betw.three eagles displ. or. Pynson, Middlesex.

Or a fess az. betw. three eagles displ, of the last.

Eagles.
Or a fess dancetty erm, betw, three eagles displ.

sa, Taylour, London,
Or a fess indented erm, betw. three eagles displ.

sa, Taylour, V. Another gn. Taylour,
Or a fess dancetty ermines betw. three eagles

close vert, Quarles, co. Bedford ; and Rum-
ford, co. Essex. Quarles. CO. Northampton, F.

Or a fess indented gu. betw. three eagles displ.
sa. Newman; granted 1611,

Or a fess dancetty betw. three eagles close vert,

Quarles, London
; confirmed 15 Feb. 15/7,

Per pale gu. and az. a fess gutty d'eau betw. three

eagles displ, or. Stephens, Cornwall.
Per pale gu, and vert a fess indented arg, gutty

de sang betw. three eagles displ. or. Stephens,
Tregenna Castle, Cornwall; Arms granted
temp. Henry VIII to Henry Stephens, the
immediate ancestor of the family.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.
3 Birds cont. (Eagles ) cont.

Sa. a fess embattled arg. beiw. three eagles displ.
or. Speney or Spayne, Tonstall, Norfolk.

Pavey, Norfolk.
Sa. a fess indented arm. betw. three eagles displ.

or. Maponder.
Sa. a fess dnncetty betw. three eagles displ. or.

BiRCHET, Rye, Sussex. Byrchet or Birket,
Kent; and Rye, Sussex. Berchett or
Berkett. Wyatt

; Pole, Devon, iii, 269.
Sa. a fe^^8 indented betw. three eagles displ. or.

Byrohett. Joseph Byrchett, oJ Rye, Sussex ;

1589; per Robt. Cooke, V.

.... (Falcons and Hawks)
Arg. a fess az. betw. three falcons rising of the

second. George, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three falcons volant az.

beaked jessed and belled or. Georges, Ciren-

cester, CO. Gloucester.
Az. a fess betw. three falcons close arg. beaked

and legged or. Philips, Yarpole, co. Hereford ;

granted 14 June, 1579.

Az. a fess dancetiy betw. three falcons or.

Scooan. Sire Thomas Hanvile, N. Sir

Thomas Hamule, V.

Az. a fess engr. betw. three falcons close hold-

ing in th«ir mouths a crosslet fitcby or. Sir

John Porte, Derby, V.

Gu. a fcss betw. three falcons close arg.

Jackson, co. York.
Gu. a fess vair betw. three falcons or. Wallinger

or Wellenger, CO. Bedf ird; Whitechurch, co.

Bucks; and Chelmsford, Essex.
Or a fess betw. three falcons rising az. membered

gu. George, Scotland.
Or a fess dancetty betw. three falcons vert.

QuARLES, CO. Northampton.
Per fess arg. and sa. a fess embattled betw. three

falcons belled all countercbanged. Thompson-
TjAWLEY, Baron Wenlock. Quartering arg. a

cross formy extended to the sides of the shield

chequy sa. and or for Lawley.
. Per fess arg. and sa. a fess embattled counter-

embattled betw. three falcons counterchanged
belled or. Thompson, Bishopwearmouth, co.

Durham. Quartering arg. three cock's heads
erased sa. combed and wattled gu. for White.

Per fess arg. and sa. a fess counterera battled

betw. three falcons counterchanged belled and

jessed or. Thompson, London ; Little Brand,
Suffolk; and Marston, co. York, 1634.

Thompson, Sheriff Hutton Park, co. York.
Per fess arg. and sa. a fess counterembattled

betw. three falcons close all counterchanged
over all a bend sinister gu. Thompson, Esholt,
CO. York. "

Henry Tomsone, of Esholt, co.

York, Gent, one of the king's gentlemen-at-
arms at Boleigne, granted 15 April, 1559, by
Daulton ;" note copied from one of the Visita-

tions of CO. York, in Brit. Mus. Burton, Yoi'k-

shire, 140 snys: "The priory of Esholt in

Ayrdale was granted to Henry Thompson one
of the king's (Edward VI, 15i7) gens-d'armes
at Boleyn, who, by Helen, daughter of Lau-
rence Townley, had a natural son called- WiU
liam, living 1585, who assumed his father's

surname, and marrying Dorothy, daughter of

Christopher Anderson, of Lostock, in co. Lan-
caster, protbonotary, became the ancestor of

those families of the Thompsons now living in

and near York. SmaiU's Pedigrees in MSS.
penes W. Constable, Esq. de Holderness Arm.
p. 446."

FESS betw. or within cont.
3 Birds cont. (Falcons and Hawks) cont.

Per pale or and sa. a fess embattled betw. three
falcons counterchanged belled or. Thompson,
CO. Lancaster.

Sa. a fess betw. three falcons or. Tomlinbon.
ToMLiNsoN, Cliffville, near Newcastle, co. Staf-
ford.

Sa.afessbetw.threefalconsvolantor. Thomunbon,
London

;
and co. York

; granted 1590.
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three sparrow-hawks sa.

Onslow, co. Salop.
Arg. a fess sa. betw. three hawks ppr. belled and
jessed or. Hobby, Kent; granted^ June, 1580.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three hawks or. Hanley,
CO. Buckingham. Pargiter, Lord Mayor of

London, 1530.

Gu. a fess betw. three hawks belled or. Halke,
Selling, near Faversham, Kent.

Or a fess indented betw. three hawks sa. beaked
and legged gu. Thompson, Plymouth.
Thompson, London; 1609.

. . . (Fencocks see Herons)
.... (Finches )

Or a fess betw. three bu I finches ppr. Alpin.
.... (Gulls)

Gu. a fess wavy arg. betw. three sea-gulls ppr.
a crescent for diff. Medland, Launceston,
CO. Cornwall: granted 17 May, 1730.

.... (Herons, &c. )

Gu. a fess betw. three herons arg. Fitz-Heron.
Heron, Ireland. Heron, Great Tborndon,
Essex; quartered by Tyrrell.

Or a fess wavy sa. betw. three fencocks ppr.
Fencote, CO. York.

Sa. a fess betw. three herons arg. beaked and
legged gu. BoYTON.

Sa. a fess or betw. three herons or cranes arg.
beaked and legged gu. Boyton, Taunton, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three storks sa. Dildoe, Gil-

lingham, co. Dorset.
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three storks arg.
GatWARD.

.... (Jays see Parrots)

....(Magpies)
Arg. a fess wavy gu. betw. three magpies ppr.

Overton, CO. York.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three magpies ppr. Hewit,
Li)ndon. Snafford, V. St. Pol or Paule, of

Byron, and Snarford ;
Earl. MS. 6829,

fo. 52.

Arg. a fess engr. sa. betw. three magpies ppr.
PiCKBOUNE.

Veit a fess or betw. three magpies ppr. Jackson,
Harl MS. 1404, fo. 142.

.... (Martlets)
Arg. a fess betw. three martlets (?in chief) and a

chev. in base az. Day, Essex. Tay, Es-stx.

Teys, Layerde-la-Hay, Essex. Tye, Essex.

Arg. a fess az. betw. thrte martlets in chief, gu.
and a chev. in base of the second. Tey, Lon-
don ; granted 1595.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three martlets sa. Bioo.

FiNKi.EY, London.

Arg. a fess ermines betw. three martlets sa.

Carnie, Scotland. Edwards, Isle of Ely ; and

Portlade, Sussex. Edwards, London, W.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three martlets az. Sir

Robert Hilton, I.

Arg. a fess betw. three martlets gu. Cheyney,
CO. Buckingham. Farmingham.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three martlets sa. Glen,
Bar, Scotland. Delahayj Durham Fisitatton,

1C15.
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3 Birds cojit. (Martlets) cont.

Ar£?. a fess engr. gu. lietw. three martlets sa.

Bound, Bristol; Mayor in 1708.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three martlets gn.
Shelton.

Arg. a fess betw. three martlets sa. BEnKEi.EY,

Dursley,ancl Eldresfield. Duresly. Baeki.ey.F.

Bigg, V. Edmonds, London. Edwaeds, Lon-

don, JF. Eriom, F, or Eeiyon. Hobry, Hailes,
CO. Gloucester. Joule. Lockwood. Martyn,
OSMERDALE, OsMUNDEELE, OSMOTHERLOW,
or Osmondeeley, Cumbi^rland ; and co. York.

LocKWooD, Dews Hall, Essex; and Gayton,
CO. Northampton, derived from the Rev.

Richard Lockwood, Rector of Dingley, co.

Northampton, 1530. Quartering second and
third erm. on a bend engr. sa. three plates
for Cults.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three mflrtlets sn.

OSMEEDALE. OsMUNDERI.E, F. OSHOTHEELOW,
or OsMONDERi.EY, Cumberland; and co. York.

Arg. a fess betw. three martlets vert. Luntley,
CO. Stafford.

Az. a fess betw. three martlets arg. Ashby.
ASKEBY. AsKLABYOrASLAKEBY, F. ASHBITENHAM
or ASHBEENHAM.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three martlets arg.
Page, Gosport, co. Hants.

Az. a fess embattled betw. three maitlets arg.
Otghee.

Az. a fess dancetty arg. betw. three martlets or

Hanyi.l, CO. Buckingham.
Az. a fess or betw. three martlets arg.
ASHBURNHAM Or ASHBEENHAM.

Az. a fess crenelly or betw. three martlets arg.
Baine, CO. Chester.

Az. a fess engr. or betw. three martlets each

bearing in the beak a cross patty lilcliy arg.
Poet, co. Stafford.

Az. a fess betw. three martlets or. Harvie.
And with a label of three points. Ashekeby,
Barden, co. York.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three martlets or.

Haeling. Page.
Az. a fess indented betw. three martlets or.

Channei.ley, CO. Bucks. Hanvill, co. Bucks.
Page, Probably a mistake as quartered by
Turner, Bart. See Page, Blackheath.

Az. a fess wavy betw. three martlets or. Cheyney.
Chequy or and gu. a fess arg. betw, three mart-

lets sa. Sire Jorge de Thorp, N.
Erm. a fess sa. betw. three martlets of the second.
Arkinstael, CO. Cambridge. Atkinstan.

Gu. a fess betw. three martlets arg. Aslakby
or ASLAKEBY. DiLLINGHAM. FeI.INGHAM
or Fellingham. Maney or Maynoyf.. Tyas.
Selingham, F.

Gu. a fess betw. three mullets in chief and as
many martlets in base arg. Payees.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three martlets or. Roos, V.
Rosse.

Gu. a fess lozengy erm. betw. three martlets arg.
ROCKELL, V.

Gu, a fess erm. betw. three martlets or. Covert,
Kent; Surrey; and Sussex; descended from
John Covert, who had a command at the siege
of Boulogne in 15D8, F. Marward, co. Dorset.

Gu. a fess embattled counterembaftled erm. betw.
three martlets or. Withim, Middle Temple,
London ; (jranted 1080.

Gu. a fess or betw. three martlets in cliief and a

masde in base arg. Hertie, Luiek, Scotland,

FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Birds co7it. (Martlets) cont.

Gu. a fess vair in chief a bezant charged with an
anchor sa. betw. two estoiles gu. in base three

martlets arg. Bayley, London.
Or a fess betw. three martlets az. Chai.k.

Or a fess dancetty betw. three martlets within a

borJure az. Page, Wemley, Middlesex.

Or a fess dancetty betw. three martlets az. within

a bordure engr. of the last charged with eight
bezants. Page, co. Cambridge.

Or a fess indented betw. three martlets az. Page,

BerryHall,co. Bedford; and Blackheath, Kent.

Or a fess gu. betw. three martlets of the second.

Wilkinson.
Or a fess gu. betw. three martlets sa. Colvill.

Del\hay. Metfoed. Wilkinson, Ireland.

Or a fess betw. three martles sa. Chadworth
or Chaworth, F. Chudwoeth. Metfoed, V.

Staffoed.
Sa. a fess dancetty betw. three martlets arg.
Cresevt.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three martlets arg.
Bell.

Vert a fess betw. three martlets arg. Marshall.
Robert Maeshall, F.

(Ostriches)
Sa. a fess betw. three ostriches arg. memberedgu.
BOYTON.

....(Owls)

Arg. a fess countercompony or and gu. betw. three

owls az. Stephneth.
Az. a fess engr. betw. three owls arg. Thomas
Owlegeeve, V.

Az. a fess engr. erm. betw. three owls arg. mem-
bered or. Ouldgrent or Ouldgrove.

Owlgrave, V.

Az. a fess engr. erm. betw. three owls or.

Oldgeave, CO. Chester; and Lord Mayor of

London, 1407.

Az. a fess gobonated arg. and gu. betw. three owls

of the second. Haeewoeth or Harworth,
Norfolk.

Az. a fess gobonated gu. and arg. betw. three owls

of the third. Hareworth or Harworth.
Harwood. Harward. Hareworth, F.

Az. a fess gobonated gu. and vert betw. three

owls or. Hareworth, Roynton Hall, Norfolk.

Az. a fess engr. betw. three owls or. Oldgeove
or Oldgeeen.

Az. fess paly of six gu. and vert betw. three owls

arg. Haewaed or Herwaed, Alborough,

Pensshoppe, and Guessnore, Norfolk.

Gu. a fess betw. three owls arg. Westerdale.
Gu. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three owls

arg. Stepney, Prendergast, co. Pembroke;
Baronetcy 1021; extinct 1825.

Gu. a fess betw. three owls or. Webb, Gillingbam,

Kent; Her. Off. London, Cook's Grants, fol. 4.

Webbes, Gillingbam, Kent. Quartering second

arg. a fess betw. three lozenges gu. ;
third

ermines ; fourth arg.

Sa. a fess crenelly betw. three owls arg.

OwLGEAVE, F. Tebald. Theobald, Barking
Hall, CO. Suffolk.

(Parrots)

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three parrots ppr. gorged
with collars of the second. Lumley, Middle-
sex

;
and co. York.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three parrots vert.

Maemaduke.
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three popinjays vert.

CullingwiKE, F, or Kullingwike.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Birds cont. (Parrots) cont.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three popinjays vert collared

and membered of the Recond. Thweng.
Marmaduke de Twenge, B, C ; Harl. MS.
6137. Sire Marmaduke de TuENGE, N. Wil-

liam de Thwenge, Y. Robert le Twenge, V.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three popinjays vert beaked
and raembered of the second collared of the

last. Ldmley-Saunderson, Earl of Scar-

borough. Ldmley; formerly the arms of the

Barons of Thweng, Z. iil.

Arg. a fess betw. three popinjays vert beaked and

legged gu. Ci.TFF, V.

Gu. a fess beiw. three popinjays arg. Fixz-
Marmaduke. John le fils Marmaduke, F.

Sir John Fitzmarmaduke, I. Sire John fiz

Marmaduke, N. John Fitz- Marmaduke, Y.

And with a baton az. Richard le Fitz

Marmaduke, B. Sire Richard filz Marmaduke,

Gu. a fess betw. three popinjays arg. a bend az.

Marmaduke.
Arg. a fess betw. three jays sa. Craik.

.... (Partridges )

Gu. a fess betw. three partridges arg. a beudlet az.

Fitz- Marmaduke, Nottingham.
Gu. a fess or betw. three partridges volant arg.

Pabtbich, Long Sutton, co. Lincoln.

. . . . (
Pelicans )

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three pelicans az. vulning
themselves gu. Pittlesdon. Pitlesden, V.

Az. a fess betw. three pelicans arg. vulning them-
selves gu. Cooper, Winchester, 1584. Thomas
Cooper or Cowper, Bishopof Lincoln, 1571-84 ;

afterwardsof Winchester; coji/irmed by Dethicke,
1582. Henrie or Henry.

.... (Pheasants)
Vert a fesa wavy betw. three pelicans vulning

themselves or. Leverton.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three pheasants gu.
Stannich, Stanney, co. Chester, cc. 1300

;

as quartered by Bunbury.
. . . . (Ravens see Choughs)
. . . .(Bobin-Redbreasts)

Per pale arg. and az. a fess nebuly counterchanged
betw. three robin-redbreasts ppr. Robyns,
Alderman of London ; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 190.

.... (Sea-Mews and Sea-Pewits)
Gu. a fess engr. betw. three sea-mews arg. Syer,

Isham, CO. Northampton; granted 11 Feb.

1014.

Or a fess dancetty erm. betw. three sea-pewits vert.

Quarles, Rumford, Essex. Quarles, Ufford,
CO. Northampton; and London; temp.
Henry VII.

Or a fess betw. three sea-pewits vert. Quarles,
Haddam, co. Heitford.

Vert a fess dancetty (or indented) erm. betw.

three sea-pewits or. Quarles or Querelas.
.... (Sea Pies see Bustards)
.... (Sheldrakes and Shovellers

see Ducks)
....(Starlings)

Erminois a fess wavy az. betw. three starlings sa.

beaked and legged gu. Gambieb, Baron
Gambler.

.... (Storks see Herons)

....(Swallows)
Arg. a fess betw, three swallows volant sa.

SWAI LOW.
Or a fess betw. three swallows sa. Swallow.

FESS betw. or within . . . .cont.

3 Birds cont. (Swallows) cont.
Or a fess betw. three swallows volant sa.

Swallow. M. William Sv^alow, S. Swallow,
Essex, V.

.. ..(Swans)
Arg. a fess erm. betw. three swans ppr.
Moldford.

Az. a fess betw. three swans arg. Swann.
Richard Swan, d. 1487; was one of the execu-
tors of the will of Bishop Beckington, d. 14G6.
See Godwin, de Prasulibus, p. 381.

Az. a fess betw. three swans close arg.
GisLiNQHAM, Tuston, Suffolk.

Az. a fess or betw. three swans arg. Gillingham.
Az. a fess or biHw. three swans arg. beaked and

legged gu. GiSLiNGHAM, Tuston, Sulfolk.

Az. a fess nebuly or betw. three swans arg.
Vaughan. Vaghen, V.

Az. a fess wavy or betw. three swans arg.
W^AGHEN or Waggon.

Az. a fess wavy or betw. three swans arg. mem-
bered gu. SWANNE, V.

Az. a fess wavy or betw. three swans ppr. Vaughan.
Gu. a fess wavy betw. three swans arg. each

having in the beak a cross formy fitchy or.

Lane, London.
Gu. a fess or betw. three swans close arg.

Phillpot, CO. Hereford ; and co. Salop.
Sa. a fess arg. betw. three swans ppr. Sheldon,

CO. Worcester.
Sa. a fess voided az. (? arg.) betw. three swans

ppr. Atwater, Kent.

Sa. a fess wavy az. ( ? arg.) betw. three swans ppr.
Atwater.

Sa. a fess barfy wavy of four arg. and az. betw.
three swans arg. Waters, Royton, Kent ;

granted IbGi; Earl. MS. 58(i3.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three swans arg. Molford,
South Molton, and Cadbury, co. Devon.
MoLSFORD, CO. Devon, V.

Sa. a fess or betw. three swans arg. membered gu.
Wyberne, Kent; and Suffolk. Wyborn, Hawk-
well Place, Kent. Quartering per pale az. and
sa. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw. three

goat's heads erased arg. for Sid ley.

Vert a fess indented or betw. three swans close

arg. beaked and raembered of the second.

COPPARD, originally of Sussex.

.... (Teme Fowls)
Gu. a fess betw. three terne-fowls arg. Yeble.

(Thrush)
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three blackbirds within a

bordure of the second. Allison, Yardsley
Hall, CO. Cambridge.

4 Birds

Arg. five fusils in fess az. betw. four birds

gu. three in chief and one in base. Wycliff, V.
.... (Choughs)

Arg. a fess flory countertlory sa. betw. four Cornish

choughs of the second beaked and legged gu.
ROKE, V.

.... (Martlets)
Arg. a fess betw. four martlets gu. three and one.

Adams, Middlesex. John Aden, V. Cheney.
Sir John Cheney. V.

5 Birds. . . . (Choughs)
Arg. a fess dancetty sa. platy betw. five Cornish

choughs ppr. Erington, Wolcomb, co. Dorset.

....(Herons)
Arg. a fess dancetty sa. bezanty betw. five herons

three and two of the second. Elrington,
Essex ; and Middlesex. Eldrinoton, Essex.
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5 Birds cont. (Martlets)
Arg. a fess betw. five luarilets gu, Dowdall,

Ireland.

Gu. a fess betw. five martlets arg. Dowdall,
Ireland. Mawey, co. Worcester.

.... (Moorcocks)
Erm. a fess gu. betw. live moorcocks ppr. More,

CO. Chester.

(Owls)
Sa. a fess or betw. five owls three in chief and two

in base arg. Westlake, Plymouth.

6 Birds (Choughs)
Arg. a fess gn. betw. six Cornish choughs ppr.

Onslow, Onslow, co. Salop ; and West Clandon,

Surrey. Onslow, Earl of Onslow.

(Herons, etc.)

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. b^zanty betw. six storks

of the second. Elrington, Ireland.

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. bezanty betw. six storks

of the second beaked and legged gu.

Elrington, VVelcom, Maltravers, co. Dorset.

....(Martlets)
Arg. a fess az. beiw. six martlets sa. Walsh,

Ballykilcaven, Queen's County; Baronetcy,
1775. Quartering sa. on a saltire arg. betw.

tliree towers or in flames ppr. (one in chief and
one at each side) and in base two tilting-spears
in saltire ppr. five cocks gu.

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. betw. six martlets

gu. Hampton.
Arg. a fi'ss comp. or and az. betw. six martlets

gu. three and three. Syr John Hampton, Q.

Arg. a fess betw. six martlets gu. Anvenell.
Ansiam or Ansym. Austyn, Cornwall.

BoREHONT, CO. Hants. Sire Richard de

Borehonte, N. Sire John Borehunt, Q.
Sir Ric Borhout, V. Borsont, co. Hants.
Dowdall. GowsHELLor Goshall. Handshall.
Hill. Hille, V. Lisle-Adam, V. Lisle.

Washborne, V.

Arg. a less gu. betw. six martlets sa. Delahay.
Hevell.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. six martlets sa. beaked and

legged or. Oneslow, co. Salop.
Arg. a fess sa. betw. six martlets gu.

HlIXEY.

Arg. a fess betw. six martlets sa. Edwards,
Essex; and London. Crewker. John Gousill,
r. Grushill. Gushill. William le Wai.eis,£.
Walshe, V. Walsh, co. Worcester. Walshe
or Welsh, co. Worcester. Welch. Welsh,
Shadesley, co. Worcester.

Arg. a fess betw. six martlets sa. a bordure of the
second. Crewker.

Az. a fess or betw. six martlets arg. Cardiffe.
Az. a fess betw. six martlets or. Cardiffe.
Kerdiffe or Kerdiff, V. Paulin de Kerdif,
F. Ros^ALL or Rassall. John de Rosehalle,
Y. Russell.

Gu. a fess betw, six martlets arg. Asborne.
Sire John de Assheborne, N. Ashborne
or AsHBURY, CO. Worcester. Blount, co.

W^arwick. Sire Thomas le Blount, N. Sir

Thomas Blount, Q. Crook. Croke.
Croke, Chilton, and Chequers, co. Bucks; and

Studley, and Waterstock, co. Oxford; descended
from Nicholas le Blount, who, having taken an
active part in the insurrection to restore

Richard II to the throne, was outlawed and
forced to fly the kingdom. On his return to

England, Nicholas le Blount is stated to have

FESS betw. or within cont.

6 Birds cont. (Martlets) cont.

changed his surname to that of Croke, and from
him derived the family of that name, of which
were Sir John Croke of Chelton,Speaker of the

House of Commons in the time of Elizabeth.

Fenwick, Pallion, near Sunderland, Durham.
Fenweeke. Walter Mannoye, V.

Gu. a fess hetw. six martlets arg. a crescent for

diff. John le Blotint alias Croke, Chilton,
CO. Bucks, V.

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. six martlets arg.
Scruteville.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. six martlets or.

Ashborne or A*iHbury, Worcester. Roos or

RossE.
Gu. a fess or betw. six martlets arg. Ashborne

or Ashbury, Worcester. Sir John
Ashborne, F. Blomet, co. Warwick. Blount,
CO. Warwick. Thomas Blount, Y. Brim.
Fitzwaruen alias Blount, V. Fitz-Warren.
Foulke.

Gu. a fess betw. six martlets or. Ashborne or

Ashbury, Worcester, Barham, Beauchampe,
CO. Gloucester, Sir Giles Beauchamp, Q.
Walter de Beauchamp, E, F, I, K, L. Sire

Wauter de Beuchamp, N. Wautier
Beauchamp, F; so the seal of Maud de
Beauchampe, 1341; Dallaway. Beauchamp,
Essex; extinct Richard I ; descent from second
son of Walter, third son ol Hugh ; Bavkes,
vol. i. Beauchamp, Alerton, and Powick;
descent from Walter, second son of William,
sixih in descent from Walter, third son of

Hugh. Bankes, vol. i. Godson. Leblount,
CO. Warwick. Another quartering arg. three

escallops gu. St. Amond.
Gu. a fess betw, six martlets or a label of three

arg. Sir John Beauchamp, Q.
Gu. a fess betw. six martlets or a label of four

points compony arg. and az. Sir Giles de

Beauchamp, jR.

Gu. a fess betw. six martlets or three two and
one a bordure arg. Beauchamp, V.

Gu. a fess betw. six martlets or within a bordure

arg. Beauchamp, Lord of St, Amand ; de-

scended from Walter de Beauchamp, a younger
son of John Lord Beauchamp, of Powyck.
Beauchamp, co, Gloucester.

Gu. a fess betw. six martlets or a bordure arg.

entoyre of bells sa. Richard Beauchamp,
Bishop of Hereford, 1449-50; afterwards of

Salisbury,
Gu. a fess betw. six martlets or a bordure in-

dented arg. Sir William Beauchamp, L.
Sire William de Beauchaump, N. Sire Gyles
de Beauchamp, O.

Gu. a fess belw, six martlets or a mullet for difi'.

Sir Roger BEiUCHAMP, S,

Or a fess betw. six martlets gu. Ansiam or Ansym,
Or a fess embattled betw, six martlets gu. three
and three. De la Ley, Kindlet. Gilbert de
LA Leye de Kilmington, Y.

Or a fess betw. six martlets sa. Rossehale, V.

ROSHALL, V. VeLIERNON,
Sa. a fess betw. six martlets arg. Hyde, co.

Stafford. Wisram, co. Gloucester; Tidestone-

Deliimore, co. Herts ; and co. Worcester. Sir
John Wysham. L. Sire Johan de Wisham, N.
M. William Wysham, T. John Wiseham, Y.
Wisham orWissAM, Wodnamton, V.

Sa. a fess betw. six martlets or, Ganlard,
France. Russall, co. Salop, V. Russell, co.
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6 Birds cont. (Martlets) cont.

Salop. Sire Thomas Russivai., 0. Onslow,
Altham, co. Lancaster, Bait. Quartering are.

on a bend az. three martlets or a double

crescent for diff.

(Moorcocks)
Arg. a fess gu. betw. six moorcocks sa. beaked
and legged of the second. Mooke, co. Ches-

ter, V.
Erm. a fess gu. betw. six moorcocks ppr. More,

CO. Chester.

(
Storks see Herons)

Bones
Vert a fess embattled or bptw. two pbeons in

chief arg. and as many shinbones in saltire in

baseof thelast. Cooper, Norwich; granted 1765.

Bordure

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all a fess battelly az.

within a bordure engr. gu. Cbetowne or

Ceetownes.
Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all a fess counter-

embattled az. within a bordure engr. gu.
MiDELEHO.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all a fess raguly az.

a bordure engr. gu. Cbetowne.

Arg. a fess wavy az. within a bordure sa.

Brookbank.

Arg. a fess chequy az. and of the first within a

bordure engr. of the second. Lindsay, Canter-

land, Scotland.

Arg. a fess within a bordure engr. erm. Acton,

Ripford.
Arg. thiee lozenges conjoined in fess gu. a bordure

az. charged with four fleursde-lis and four

roses. Montagu, Montreal, Canada.

Arg. a fess masculy gu. within a bordure az.

bezanty. Lewcell or Lewsell.

Arg. a fess within a bordure gu. charged with

eight escallops of the first. Punchardon.

Arg. a fess gu. within a bordure engr. sa.

Welsh.
Arg. a fess engr. gu. a bordure sa. bezanty. Philip

Nevile, r.

Arg. three fusils in fess gu. a bordure sa. M.
John Montagu, S. James Montague, Bishop
of Bath and Wells, 1608; quartering or an

eagle displ. vert.

Arg. three fusils conjoined in fess gu. a bordure

engr. sa. Edward Montague, co. North-

ampton, V.

Arg, a fess fusily gu. within a bordure sa. charged
with eight martlets of the first. Newmarch.

Arg. a fess indented gu. within a bordure sa.

Dedene.
Arg. a fess sa. within a bordure gu. Weland, V.

Arg. a fess sa. within a bordure gu. escalloppy of

the field. Punchardon.

Arg. a fess sa. within a bordure gu. charged with

eight bezants. Weston, co. Devon; and co.

Wilts.

Arg. a fess sa. within a bordure gu. charged with

fourteen bezants. Jfhan de Westune, G.

But with ten bezants L. Sire Johan de

Westone, N.

Arg. a fess sa. within a bordure gu. platy. John
de Welton, Y. Weldon."

Arg. a fess sa. a bordure engr. gu. Weldon,
Ireland. Weston.

Arg. a fess sa. a bordure indented gu. bezanty.
Sire Johan de Westone, the son, N.

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. within a bordure gu.

bezanty. West, Grays, Suffolk.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

Arg. a fess and bordure sa. Kighley,co. Chester;
and CO. York.

Arg. a fess within a bordure engr. sa. Holcroft.
Kimbell. Kymbell, and Kvmberley.

Arg. a fess embattled counterembattled (another
crenelly) within a bordure sa. Bernas, Suf-

folk. F.

Arg. a fess of four pieces wreathed gu. and az. a
bordure erm. Carmicael.

Arg. a fess of five pieces wreathed gu. and az.

within a bordure of the second charged with a
mullet in chief or. Carmichael, Maudsley,
Scotland.

Az. a fess arg. within a bordure engr. or.

Barnardes, V. Orwell.
Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. a bordure arg.

Boyd, Portincross, co. Ayr.
Az. a fess or within a bordure engr. arg.

Ellyot.
Az. a fess or fretty gu. within a bordure arg.
Lecester.

Az. a fess or within a bordure erm. Anton,
Stoalfield, CO. Lancaster ; London; and Ireland.

Az. a fess within a bordure engr. or. Barnard.

Cbequy arg. and sa. a fess gu. within a bordure
az. Stewekley, co. Somerset; granted 1595.

Chequy or and az. a fess within a bordure gu.
Seal, 48 C. 36 ; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 43;i ;

17 Jan. 1452. Clifford; as borne by Sir

Lewis Clifi"ord, E.G., S.

Chequy or and az. a fess gu. all within a bordure
of the last charged with eight bezants.

Clifford's Inn, London.

Chequy or and az. a fess gu. within a bordure

engr. of the third bezanty. Clifford, Kent.

Erm. a fess gu. fretty or within a bordure engr.

arg. Egerton.
Erm. three lo?enge8 in fess within a bordure

engr. sa. Thomas Pigott, Bishop of Bangor,
1500-4.

Gu. a fess within a bordure arg. Rowlesley.
Hacton.

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. within a bordure in-

dented of the second. Nemle.
Gu. five mascles in fess arg. within a bordure arg.

Neville; as quartered by Rolfe.

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. within a bordure engr. or.

Denevill.
Gu. a fess dancetty arg. a bordure indented or.

Sir Roger Neville, Q.
Gu. five fusils conjoined in fess arg. a bordure

engr. or. Sir Robert Nevii.l, co. Leicester, V.

Sir Philip Nevill, co. Lincoln, V.

Gu. a fess indented arg. a bordure indented or.

Sire Robert de Nevile, N.
Gu. five mascles in fess arg. a label az. a bordure

engr. or. Nevill.
Gu.a fess chequy within a bordure corapony arg.

and az. Lindsay, Cairnie, Scotland ; descended
from Pitcarly ; quartering Abernethy.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. within a bordure or.

Hampton, Blechingley, Surrey.
Gu. a fess chequy or and az. within a bordure arg.

Engloss. Hampton, CO. Gloucester. Sir Wm.
Hampton, Lord Mayor of London, V.

Gu. a fess chequy or and az. within a bordure or.

Hampton.
Gu. a fess engr. erm. within a bordure engr. arg.

DeNHAM or DiNANT.
Gu. a fess erm. depressed by a pale of the same

within a bordure engr. az. Sponne.
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Bordare cont.

Gu. a fess within a bordure erm. Acton, co.

Warwick. Acton, Wolvorton; Thomas, Wor-

cester. RoLESLEY or RowLESLEY, Rowlesley,
CO. Derby. Rowlesley or Roli.esley, Little

Rowlesley, co. Derby; temp. Richard I; tlie

heiress m. Koiveton.

Gu. a fess erre. within a bordure engr. of the

second. Acton, co. Worcester. The Sutton

branch terminated with an heiress, Joice Acton,
m. to Sir Thomas Lucy,of Charlecote. Acton,
BockletoD, CO. Worcester.

Gu. four fusils conjoined in fess erra. a

bordure of the same. Dinham, Worthani, co.

Devon, W.
Gu. a fess dancetty or within a bordure engr. arg.

Dennill orDEWNiLL, CO. Leicester.

Gn. a fess nebuly or within a bordure engr. arg.
De la Ber, V.

Gu. a fess indented within a bordure or.

Devili..

Gu. a fess wavy within a bordure engr. or.

Dellabek.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. within a bordure
erm. Steward, Patteshull, co. North-

ampton.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a bend gu.

within a bordure of the last. Steward, Not-

tington House, co. Dorset; originally from
Scotland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a lion ramp,
gu. within a bordure of the last. Stewart,
Urrard, Scotland. Quartering first az. three

garbs or; second arg. on a bend az. a crescent
betw. two buckles or.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a bend

engr. gu. within a bordure indented of the

]a.st. Stewart, Burray or Borrow, Scotland.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a lion ramp.

gu. within a bordure of the second charged with

as many garbs two and one and as many ere

scents one and two of the first. Stewart,
Castletown, co. Wigton, Scotland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a lion

ramp. gu. a bordure engr. of the second.

Stewart, Edinglassie, Scotland. Quartering
gu. three storks within a bordure embattled

arg.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a lion rnrnp.

gu. within a bordure engr. of the second charged
with three garbs of the first. Stewart, Fin-

castle, Scotland.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. over all a lion tRmp.

gu. a bordure erm. for diff. Stewart, Scot-
land.

Or a fess chequy az. and arp. over all a bend
within a bordure gu. Seeward, Nottington
House, CO. Dorset.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. within a bordure

gu. charged with eight buckles of the first.

Stewart, Diirisdeer, and Rovyth ; Elphin's
Blazons. Stewart, Baron Darnley and Earl of

Lennox; Dnke of Lennox, ISSl ; Earl of New-
castle and Duke of Riclimond, 1003-4; Baron
Steward of Newbury and Eail of Lichfield,
1045; extinct 1072.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. within a bordure
engr. gu. Stewart, Davingstone, Scotland;
Balfour's MS.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. overall a bend engr.
within a bordure indented gu. Stewart,
Burray, or Borrow, Scotland.

FESS betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. overall a bend engr.

gu. within a bordure of the third charged with

eight mullets of the second. Stuart, Wickham
Park, CO. Oxford.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. within a bordure
SB. cljarged with eight mascles of the third.

Stewart, Ascog, Scotland.

Or a ft-ss gu. within a bordure engr, az.

Betenson, Kent.
Or a fess gu. fretty of the first within a bordure

engr. of the second.

Per pale arg. and sa. a fess per pale gu. and or in

chief a cre^Cfiit for difi". all within a bordure az.

bezanty. Brunett, Harl. MS. 1553, fo. 177 h.

Quarterly arg. and sh. a fess per pale gu. and or.

within a bordure" az. charged witli an entoire
of ogresses. Bennet, co. Somerset.

Sa. a fess huraetty in a bordure aig. Bostock,
Barton, Hail. MS. WHS.

Sa. a fess or chev. arg. and bordure erm. Hayles.
2 Bougets

Or a fess chequy betw. two water bougets in chief

and a mullet in base. Ross, Kiulauns, Scot-

land, 1-307.

3 Bongets
Arg. a fess ermines betw. three water bougets gu.
Meeres, Meers, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three water bougets az.

Ellerker, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three water bougets gu,
Ellerker, Elleiker, co. York. Wakefield.

Aig. a fess sa goutty of tlje first betw. three water

bougets az. Wintereorn, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three bougets sa. hooped or.

fiTz Hugh.
Arg. a fess betw. three well bougets sa. hooped

and bandied or. Fitz-How, V.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. ttiree water bougets
sa. Traloft. Trusbut, F. Robert Trussebut,
r.

Arg. a fess vairy or and gu. betw. three water

bougets az. Cheeke, Suifolk. Sir Robert
de Cheke, V. Cheeke, Cheke, or Chike,
Suffolk. Chike, V. Decheke, V.

Arg. a fess vairy or and gu. of one row betw. three
water bougets az. Dethicke. Richard
Detheck, Y.

Arg. a fess vairy or and gu. betw. three water

bougets sa. Deduke. Dethick, V. Dethick,
Bredsale, co. Derby ; and Norfolk. M. William
de Dykes, S,

Arg. a fess vert betw. three water bougets gu.
Leaky, Ireland.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three water bougets erm.
Meeres, co. Lincoln.

Gu. a fess erm. betw,. three water bougets
arg. Meeres, Holland, co. Lincoln. Meres
or Mareye, V.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. three water bougets of
the last. Maeres, F. Meeres, Houghton,
CO. Lincoln. Meres, co. Lincoln, F. Dekerton,
CO. Lincoln, F.

Gu. a fess betw. three water bougets erm. within
a bordure of the last. Meeres, Branckosi-r,
CO. Norfolk.

Gu. a fess engr. betw. three water bougets erm.

Meeres, Awber, co. Lincoln.
Gu. a fess vair betw. three water bougets or.

Roos or Ros, Bouseby, co. York; temp. Ed-
ward III. Sir Thomas de Ros, 71/, iV. Thomas
Roos de Bouseby, Y.
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3 Bougets cont.

Go. a fess vairy or and az. betw. three water

bougets or. Rods.
Or a fess chequy aig. and sa. betw. three water

bougets of the last. Ross, Craigie, Scotland ;

Balfour's MS. Ross, Innernethie, Scotland.
Or a fess betw. three water bougets gu.
Bawdwyn.

Or a fess gu. betw. three water bougets sa.

Bingham. John de Bingham, Y.

Sa. a fess vair betw. three water bougets or.

BONESBY.
Bow

Az. a fesa dancetty in chief a bow bent in fess
and three arrows two in saltire and one in pale
tied with a ribbon in l*ise all or. Bddd, Wil-

lesley, co. Devon.
Gu. a fess arg. betw. a bow and arrow in full

draught in chief and three men's legs couped at

the thigh in fess paleways (in base) of the
second. Birney, Broomhill, Scotland.

Bows
Arg. a fess wavy betw. three bows paleways gu.

Bowi>iTCH, Bowditch, co. Dorset.
Babbles

.... a fess engr betw. three bubbles ....
Nicolas BuBBEWYTH, Bishop of London; of

Salisbury; of Bath and Wells, 1408-24.
Buckle

Or a fess chequy nz. and arg. over all on a bend
engr. gu. three buckles of the first all betw. a
buckle in chief of the fourth and an escallop in

base sa. Stewart, Edinburgh.
3 Buckles

Arg. a fess az. betw. three belt buckles gu.
Bradley.

Arg. a fess betw. three buckles gu. Jerningham.
Ave a fess betw. three round buckles gu. Bacon,
Twyhouse, co. Somerset.

Arg. a fess gn. betw. three round buckles vert.

Bradley, co. Worcester.

Arg. a fess betw. three buckles sa. Solens or

SOLERE.
Gu. a fess betw. three fermails arg. Snoterley

or Snoterle, SufiFolk, V. Sire Roger de

Snoterle, N.
Gu.a fess chequy arg. and of the field surmount-

ing two arrows in saltire arg. points upward
all betw. three buckles of the same.
M'Call.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and of the field surmount-

ing two arrows in saltire arg. betw. three

buckles within a bordure indented or. M'Alla,
Edinburgh.

Gu. a fess erra. betw. three round buckles arg.

points in chief. Soterley or Sotelly, V.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. three buckles or. Mallet,
CO. Derby.

Gu. a fess erra. betw. three round buckles or

points in chief. Soterley or Sotelley.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three buckles reversed or.

Snotherley, Sufi'olk.

Or a fess az. betw. three round buckles gu.
Bradley, V.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. a lion pass,

guard, in chief gu. and three buckles in base of

the second two and one. Stewart, Overton,
Scotland.

Or a fess gu. betw. three buckles az. Bradley.
Or a fess gu. betw. three buckles vert. Bradley.

F. Bradeller. Roger de Bradeij:y, E. Rauf

Bradley, 1'.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Buckles cont.

Or a fess betw. three buckles sa. Solens or
Solere.

Or a fess betw. three round buckles sa.

Solens, V.

Or a fess vert betw. three round buckles gu.
Bradley. Bradley, Old Swinford, 1C12;
Add. MS. Brit. Mus. 19,816.

6 Buckles
Gu. a fess dancetty betw. six round buckles arg.
Mallet, co. Derby.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. six buckles or. Mallet, co.

Derby. Sire Thomas Mallet, N.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. six round buckles or.

Mallet, co. Derby ; and co. Nottingham, V.

Gu. a fess erm. belw. six square buckles or.

Malet, CO. Nottingham.
Buildings

Erm. a fess or betw. three dovecotes sa. Repley,
Essex.

Canton
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. surmounted by a

bend gu. charged with three buckles of the
field on a sinister canton of the fourth a lion

pass, guard, of the first pierced with a dart ppr.

(by special grant of King Robert II of Scotland)
and in base beneath the fess a broken spear
surmounted of a helmet both ppr. Steuart-

Seton, AUanton, co. Lanark; Baronetcy
181.').

Or a fess and in base a chev. gu. on a canton of

the last a mullet of the first. Fitz Routh, V.

Sir Roger Fitz-Roaut, F.

Paly of six or and az. a fess chequy arg. and sa.

on a canton gu. a dragon's wing erect of the

third, in base a sword ppr. pomel and hilt

gold surmounting a silver key in saltire.

Curtis, Cullands' Grove, Middlesex; Baro-

netcy 1802 ; Lord Mayor of London, 1790.

3 Caps
Arg. a fess az. betw. three burgenettes (or steel

caps) of the second garnished and nailed or.

EviNGTON or EviNGDON, Enfield, Middlesex;

granted Oct. 10, 1614 ; and of Caswick, co. Lin-
coln. EviNGTON, Evington Court, Kent.

Arg. a fess betw. three morions az, Evington,
St. Neots, CO. Hunts; and Middlesex.

Arg. a fess az. belw. three morion caps of the

second, garnished and nailed or. Evington or

Evinton.
2 Castles

Quarterly az.and or a fess ermine in the first and
fourth quarters a golden fleece, in the second
and third a castle gu. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in

fess vert. Plowes, Wakefield, co Yoi k ; granted
1823. Quartered by Joseph Todd of Molesey
House, Surrey, who married Lucy, dau. and
coheir of Wm. Plowes.

3 Castles

Ai'g. a fess erm. betw, three towers sa. port gu.
London.

Sa. a fess betw. three towers arg. Nagle.
Sa. a fess or betw. three towers triple- lowered arg.
Clave R.

Chess-Book see Book
Chevron

Arg. a fess betw. three martlets in chief and a

chev. in base az. Day, Essex. Tay, Essex.

Tye, Essex. Teys, Layer-de-la-Hay, Essex.

Arg. a feas az. betw, three martlets in chief gu.
and a chev. in base of the second. Tey, Lon-
don ; granted 1595.

93
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Chevron cont.

Arg. iil'ess gu. belw. in chief a chev. betw. three

bugle horns and in base the same all gu.

HoRNK, Mexborough,co. York.

Arg. a fess embattled gu. therefrom issuant in

cliief a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr.

garnished or encircled by a wreath of laurel the

hand supporting the French invincible standard

in bend sinister also ppr. in base a chev. in-

dented gu. betw. betw. three boar's heads

erased az. Abercromby, Baron Abercromby,

representative of the Tullibody branch of the

Abercromhys, of Birkenbog.
Az. a fess betw. two mullets pierced in chief and a

chev. in base or within a bordure engr. arg.

DoDiNGTON, CO. Salop.
Gn. a fess or betw, a chev. in chief and a cinque-

fciil in base arg. a bordure of the second.

Nurse, Scotland.

Or a fess and in base a chev. gu. on a can-

ton of the last a mullet of the first. Fitz-

ROUTH.
2 Chevrons

Arg. a fess betw. two chev. az. Ementhall.
Moij.TNGTON or Mor,iNGTON,Sufifi.>lk. Sire Johan
de Moi.iNGTONE, N. Sir John de Molyngton,
CO. Suffolk, temp. Ed. I. V. Tendering or

Tendring.

Arg, a fess betw. two chev. az. on the chev. three

crescents of the field. Tendering.

Arg. a fess az, betw. two chev. gu. Tracheon.

Arg. a fess erm. belw, two chev. gu. Sir John

Charneli., L.

Arg. a fess betw. two chev. gu. Andelby. Fitz
Walter. Firz-Water, Essex. Ideche, Suf-

folk. MiLMNGTON, Suffolk. MoLLlNGTON,
Suffolk. Peche, Brunne, co. Cambridge;
temp. Henry III. Petche. Sire Gilbert

Peche, A, B,D, J, L, N. Hamund Petche,
E. Sir William Peche, I. John Peeche, Y.

Sir Thomas Peche, Suffolk, V. Peche or

Pechey, Suffolk. Spyce or Spice.

Arg. a fess betw. two chev. gu. a label az. Sire

Hugh Peche, N.

Arg. a fess betw. two chev. gu. a label bezanty.
Sire Robert Peche, N.

Arg. the field replenished with martlets sa, a fess

l)eiw. two chev. gu. Pechey, Suffolk, Sire

Edmon Peche, JV. Peche, V.

Arg. a fess betw. two chev. sa. Challers. Raufe

Chalers, Y. Callrey or Calney. Escaixers.
John Escalers, Y. Gerbridge. Heningham.
HOLDE. H0IJ)EN. HONNYTON. HoNYNGTON, V.

HousDEN. Lamboen or Lamborne, Larabourn,
Cornwall ; the heiress m. Arundell of Lnnherne,
Sire William Lymbirg, 0. Peche or Pechey.
Suffolk. William Petche, jEJ. William Pecchye,
F. Sire William Peche, N.

Az. a fess belw. two chev. arg. Bomstead,
Essex, V. Tendering, Boxford, Suffolk; the
dau. and heiress of Sir John Tendering, Knt.
m. Sir John Pei-ient, Knt. Auditor of the Court
of Wards and Liveries; temp. Henry VIII ;

and two dans, co-heirs, viz. Ann, m. to George
Gyll, of Wyddial Hall, co. Herts.; and

Jocose, ra. to ^Yilliam Barley, of Albury, in the
same county, M, William Tendryno, S.

Sir John Tendring, Suffolk ; temp. Ed. I ; V.
Tendering or Tendring. Tendering, Nor-
folk; and Suffolk.

Az. a fess erm, betw. two chev, arg. Whirple,
Dickleborough, Norfolk,

FESS betw. or within.... co7U.

2 Chevrons cont.

Az. a fess beiw. two chev. erm. Grey, Merton,
Norfolk. Persalle, V.

Az. a fess betw. two chev, engr. erm. Kirkby,

Kyeby or Kyrkby, CO. Lincoln. Kyrkeby,
Az. a fess engr, betw. two chev. engr. erm.

Kyrkby, V.

Az. a fess erm. betw. two chev. or, Bomsted,
Az. a fess belw. two chev. gobony erm. and gu.

Knaplock, Winchester, ItiOl.

Az. a fess betw. two chev. or. Aspall, Suffolk.

Bomsted, Bomsteed or Bonysted, Essex.

Sire William de Bomstede, N. Bubsted.

Carnerd, Suffolk. Cornard, Suffolk. Cornerd.
Sir Richard Cornerd, co. Suffolk, V. Sire

Richard de Gorhehz^N. Sir Richard Cornerd,
E. M. Thomas Cornerd, S. Gray, Martin,
and Tarbrcok, Norfolk; Visitation 1634. Grey,
Ilchester,Norfolk. Morwell, V. Tendering
or Tendring, Norfolk; and Suffolk.

Az. a fess betw. two chev. or a label gu. Sire

Thomas de Grey, N.

Az. a fess betw, two chev, or a label gu. flory arg.

Sire Johan Tendringe.
Az. a fess betw. two chev. vair. Radford,

Smalley, co. Derby.
Erm. a fess betw. two chev. sa, Bainard,

Erm, a fess vair betw, two chev. gu. St. Quintin.
Gu. a fess betw. two chev. arg. Engham.
Northfolke or Norfolk. Richard de Norfolk,
G. Nourse, Milton, co. Bucks j Essex;

Chilling Place, and Wood Eaton, co. Oxford,
1C29. Nurse.

Gu. a fess betw. two chev. erm. Charnell, co.

Warwick ; and co. Stafford. Sir de Charnells,
CO. Warwick, F. Hussey. John de Husee, Y.

Kirkeby, CO. Lincoln.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. two chev. or. Carveny, co.

Warwick. Charnell or Charnells, co. War-
wick. Sire Johan de Charnels, N. John
Charnells, Y. Sir John Charnell, co. War-

wick, V. Charnells, Snareston, co. Leicester.

Chenie.
Gu. a fess betw. two chev. or. Anby, Andby or

Andelby, Sir John de Andelby or A ubly or

Anbey, V. Andby or Andelby. Adbley or

Aubly. Wra, de Galeys, G. Gales
or Gale. Hayles. Morwell. Noubse.
Parnell, Ireland.

Gu. a fess betw. two chev. vair. Goodere, co.

Gloucester. Goodyer or Goodear, Windsor,
CO, Berks; St. Alban's, co. Hertford ; Middle-

sex; and co. Oxford; grantedlblQ. Goodyer,
CO. Oxford, F. Goodear or Goodyear.
Goodyear, Hythorpe, co. Oxford; and Houls-

worth, CO. Warwick. Goodyere, co. Hens;
and Hadley, Middlesex.

Or a fess belw. two chev. az. Emenhall,
Norfolk. Gerbridge, Walsingham, Noifolk.

GoDWYN, CO. Oxford,
Or a fess az. betw. two. chev. gu. De Mole.

MALiJiii, Exmouth ; Haii. MS. 1538, fo. 13.

Tracheon.
Or a fess chequy az, and arg, Stuart, Earl of

Strathern. Betw. two chevs. (gu,?) for

Slrathern.
Or a fess countercompony gu. and sa. betw. two

chev. of the last. Robson, Essex.
Or a fess betw. two chev. gu, Filioll. Gautier

le Fitz Robert, P. Walter le Fitz-Robeet, A.

Fitz-Walter, Baynard's Castle, London ;

temp. John; Baron Filz-Waller, temp.Edw. I.
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F£SS betw. or within .... cowf.
2 Chevrons cont.

Fitz-Water, Essex. Robert Fitzwater, A.
Eobert Fitzwalter, D, K. Sire Robert fiz-

Wauter, N. Le Sire Fitzwai.ter, Y. Z, 383, V.

Robert le Fitzwater, E, J. Le S. Fitzwa'ter,
<S. Fitz-Walter, K,

Or a fess betw. two chev. and three martlets two
in chief and one in base gu. Teys, Essex.

Or a fess sa. betw. two chev. gu. Robert del

Hale, D.
Or a fess betw. two chev. sa. Cali.rey or
Calney. Baynard. De Lisle. Howsdon, co.

Devon, V. Ile. Illey or Isle. Jarberd.
Lambourne, Cornwall, V. Lisle, Moxball, co.

Warwick. Lisle or Lisley, Wiibraham, co.

Cambridge, lfi32. Lysle, co. Cambridge;
Compton-Davrill, co. Somerset ; and Sussex.
Robert Lyle, A. Robert de Lisle, E, J.

Waren de Lylle, O. Sire Robert del Yle, N.
M.John Lisle, 5. John del Islee, F. Sire
de Lisle, Kent, V. Sire Robert de Lidle, 0.

Walpole, Norfolk. Wringford, V.

Or on a fess betw. two chev. sa, a martlet of the
field for diff. M. Will, de Lyle, S.

Or a fess betw. two chev. sa. all betw. three roses

gu. Lisle, Ireland.
Per pale az. and gu. a fess betw. two chev. arg.
Brutyn.

Per pale gu. and az. a fess betw. two chev. arg.
Bruton or Brutyn, Exeter. Robert le Brutdn,
E. Robert de Breton, F. Burton, co. Devon.
Proutin or Prutin.

Sa. a fe-s betw. two chev. arg. Bainard. Banard.
Calvey, V. CoLNE or CoLNEY. William

Colne, F. Jarberd. St. Hill. Senchell.
Sa. a fess arg. betw. two chev, or. Keydesby.
Sa. a fess betw. two chev. erm. Hamden, London.
Holden, Darley Abbey, co.Derby; and Nuttul

Temple, co. Nottingham; a branch of Holden
of Aston Hall. Sir Henry Holdem, V.

Holden. Holmden or Holmeden, Tenchleys,
Snrrey; granted 20 June, 1577.

Sa. a fess engr. erminois or (?) betw. two chev. erm.

Holden, Aston, co. Derby ; derived from Ro-
bert Holden, of Aston, who d, 1659 ; Robert
Holden, the last male heir of the elder branch,
d, in 1746; his heiress, Mary Holden, m,
James Shuttleworth, of Gawthrop Hall, co.

Lancaster, whose second son took the name
and arms of Holden, but dying s. p. was suc-

ceeded by his next surviving brother, the
Kev. Charles Shuttleworth, who likewise

assumed the maternal surname and arms;
quartering arg. three weaver's shuttles sa.

topped and furnished with quills of yarn the
threads pendant or for Shuttleworth.

Sa. a fess or betw. two chev. arg. Sir William

KlDESBY, Q.
Sa. a fess or betw. two chev. arg. all within a

bordure of the last. Hales.
Sa. a fess or betw. two chev. arg. all within a bor-

dure erm. Hayles, V.
Sa. a fess betw. two chev. or. Baynard, Blagdon,

CO. Somerset. Sire Robert Baynard, N. John
Baynard, Y. Garbridge, Walsingham, and

Sparham, Norfolk. Sirde Gerbrigo, Norfolk,
V. Mr. Thomas Gerberge, S. Gerbrigge
or Gerbridge, Norfolk. Jerbert. Lysle or
Lysley. Malmesbury, V.

Sa. a fess betw. two chev. or a bordure arg. Hales.
Vert a fess erm. betw. two chev. or. Chaunells,

CO. Leicester.

FESS betw. or within cont.
3 Chevrons

Az. a fess erm, betw, three chev, or, Charkels,
CO, Leicester.

Az. a fess betw. three chev. or. Cornard, Suf-
folk. Gillam.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three chev. or. Anby.
AuBLY and Aubley.

Or a fess betw. three chev. sa. Beynard.
Combs

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. three cornbs gu. Tehkoji.
Sir William Ternom, Essex, V.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three combs gu. Ternom,
Essex.

Compasses
Az, a fess wavy arg, in chief a ducal coronet or

in base a pair of compasses of the last.

Retchford, St. Alban's, co. Hertford.
Coronet and Crown

Az. a ff,ss wavy arg. in chief a ducal coronet or
in base a pair of compasses of the last.

Retchford, St. Alban's, co. Hertford.
Az. a fess nebuly or in chief a crown in base a

pastoral staff in bend sinister of the second.

Henry de Newerk, Archbishop of York,
1298 9.

Per fess az. and or in chief an imperial crown in

base a thistle both ppr. for ai:graentation
Sandilands (Brtron Torphichen) ; quartering
second and third, quarterly first and fourth arg.
a bend az. for Sandilands; second and tliird

arg. a human heart imperially crowned or on a
chief az. three mullets of the field, for Douglas.

2 Coronets

Arp. a fess engr. betw. two crowns sa. Oliver

King, Bishop of Exeter, Bath, and Wells, 1496-

1503. Quartering per chev. az. and atg. three

lions ramp, tiiose in chief combatant counter-

changed.
Or a fess betw. two ducal coronets sa. King.
Or a fess betw. two ducal crowns sa. Kinge,
London.

3 Coronets

Arg. a fes-! erminesbetw. three crowns sa. Folman.
FOLMAN V.

Az. a fess arg. fretty gu. betw. three crowns or

within a liordure wavy gu. and arg, Mellers
or Meli.er, Laiston, Suffolk.

Az, a fess dancetty arg. betw. three ducal crowns
or, CURTESSE, V.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three ducal coronets or.

Curtis, London ; confirmed 9 May, 1632.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three mural crowns or.

Walker, Norton Kirkby and Fowkhnm, Kent;
and Uttoxeter, co. Stafford, Walter or

Walthew, Kent; granted May 1618.

Gu. a fe>.s arg. betw. three antique crowns or

a bordure engr. erm. Grant, Leith, Scotland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. three open
crowns gu. Garrioch, Scotland.

Or a fess vert betw. three mural crowns gu.
Gwinnell.

Cotes see Buildings
2 Cotises

Arg. a fess cotised az. Delaware, Suffolk.

Everinoham, Suffolk. Welfare.

Arg. a fess couped cotised az. Everinoham.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. two cotises az. over all

a lion pass gu. Lochrayn.

Arg. a fess wavy cotised az. betw. three unicorn's

heads couped in chief and a buglehorn in base

garnished of the first stringed of the third.

Horn, Westerhall, ScotlanJ.
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FESS betw. or within. .. .cont.

2 Cotises co)it.

Arg. a fess az. coiised sa. betw. three roses gu.

Maeton, V.

Arg. a fess erm. cotised sa. Harlstone, Soutb

Ossenden, Essex. Quartering Wentworth.

JuoN, Harlstou.

Arg. a fess ermines cotised sa. betw. three mart-

lets of the last. Edwards, London.

Arg. a fess gu. cotised az. betw. three lion's heads
erased sa. Wood, Essex.

Arg. a fess gu. cotised wavy az. Eliot, Clopham,
Surrey. Ellyot, Devon ; Essex ; and Surrey.

Arg. a fess cotised gu. betw. six hurts,

Taepley.

Arg. a fess cotised gu. betw. three pomeys.
Takpi.ey, CO. Northampton.

Arg. a fess cotised wavy gu. Obebt.

Arg. a fess indented (or dancetty) cotised gu. betw.

six mullets sa. Skarchife or Skarchisle, V.

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. two cotises gu. Sir John

Waterfoud, V.

Arg. a fess wavy gu. cotised of the last.

Waterford.
Arg. a fess gu. betw. two cotises wavy sa.

Bracebridge. Dod, Cloverly, or Calverhnll,
CO. Salop; quartering Cloveiley, Warren,
Woodyeare, and Allanson.

Arg. a fess indented paly vert and sa. cotised of

the second. Huddy, co. Devon; granted IS

Feb. 1570.

Arg. a fess indented paly vert and sa. cotised of

the first a bordure engr. of the second in chief

a mullet sa. for diff. Hody; Fole, Devon, iii,

260.

Arg. a fess indented per fess sa. and vert betw. two
cotises connterchanged of the fess. Huddy,
Hithway, co. Devon.

Arg. a fess per fess indented vert and or cotised of

the third. Hodye or Hudny, Hamon, co.

Dorset.

Arg. a fess per fess vert and sa. betw. two
cotises connterchanged. Huddy, Stewel,
CO. Dorset.

Arg. a fess per fess indented vert and sa. cotised

of the third and second. Hodeye alias Hoddye,
Harl. MS. 1386, fo. Ub. Hoddy, co. Devon.
Huddy.

Arg. a fess per fess indented vert and sa. cotised

the upper sa. and the lower vert. Sir William

Huddy, V.

Arg. a fess indented point in point vert and sa.

cotised connterchanged. Hody, Netheway, co.

Devon; descended from Sir John Hody, Chief
.Justice of the King's Bench, son of Sir John
Hody of Stowell, co. Somerset, by the heiress of

Cole of Netheway ; from this family derived
the Hodys of Northover, co. Somerset, and of

Pillesden, co. Dorset.

Arg. a fess sa. cotised gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

az. Barkeston. Edward Barkeston, co.

York, If.

Arg. a fess sa. cotised gu. betw. two fleurs-de lis

sa. CONRN.

Arg. a fess sa. cotised wavy gu. betw, six martlets
of the second. Walsh-Benn, Ormathwaite, co.

Cumberland, Bart.

Arg. a fess fusily sa. betw, two cotises gu.
Richards, Rew, co, Devon ; Islewortb, Mid-
dlesex ; and co, Somerset.

Arg. a fess cotised sa. Bicksbery,

Arg. a fess cotised sa. betw. three tufts of grass
vert. Leveemoee, Exeter, co. Devon.

FESS betw. or within cont.

2 Cotises cont.

Arg, a fess and two cotises humetty sa, a bordure

gu. charged with escallops arg. Gousnoe ;

Harl. MS. 1549, fo. 197.

Az. a fess cotised arg. betw. six crosslets or.

PoLEESWORTH, CO. Warwick.
Az. a fess cotised arg. betw. six crosses crosslet

or. PolesworthMonastery, co. Warwick.
Az. a fess cotised arg. beiw. three close helmets

or. Armigee, Suff.'lk.

Az. a fess cotised and engr. betw, three doves arg.

PoTE, Cloughton, CO. Devon.
Az. a fess arg. cotised or betw. six crosses crosslet

of the second. Pipe.
Az. fretty arg. a fess betw. two cotises gu.
Badesbdey.

Az. a fess erm. cotised arg. betw. three goat's
heads erased of the third attired or. Gason,
Richmond, Nenagh,Tipperary. Gason, Ickham,
Kent; granted 1589, V.

Az. a fess erm. betw. two cotises engr. or in chief

as many swans respecting each other wings
elevated in base a lion ramp. arg. Edmondson,
London; Mowbray Herald Extra; granted 18

March. 1765.
Az. a fess erm. cotised or betw. three goat's heads

erased arg. Girdler, co. Stafford.

Az. a fess or cotised arg. betw. six crosslets of the
second. Sir Richard Pype, V.

Az. a fess betw, two cotises or. Eaele.
Az, a fess cotised or betw, six crosses crosslet

arg. Pipe, Essex,
Az, a fess cotised betw. three fleurs de-lis or.

SiCELTON.High House, Cumberland; a younger
branch of Skellon of Branthwaite,

Az. a fess engr. cotised betw. tliree pigeons each

having in the beak a cross formy fitchy all or.

Poet or Porte, cck Derby.
Az. a fess vairy or and gu. with cotises engr. betw.

three cinquefoils of the second. Pottee,
Liverpool,

Erra. a fess cotised sa, all within a bordure az.

Calamy or Calimie.
Gn. a fess cotised arg. Noemanvile. Peayees

or Peeeees, Essex.
Gu. a fess cotised arg. betw. six billets of the

second, Malyn, V.

Gu, a fess cotised arg. betw. eight billets of the
last ; three and two in chief and two and one in

base. Maly, Kent.
Gu, a fess cotised arg, betw, nine billets of the
second three two three and one. Wra. Malyn,
Kent, V.

Gu. a fess cotised betw. three crescents arg.
Holloway.

Gu. a fess cotised arg. betw, two plates in chief

and a crescent in base of the second, Zorks,
Gu. a fess arg. cotised or betw. three crescents of

the second. Holloway, Maydenhatch, co.

Berks.
Gu. a fess cotised or betw. two frets arg. Drake-,

Essex, V.

Gu. a fess cotised betw. two frets or. Drake or

Drakes, Essex.
Gu. a fess coiised or over all two sabres addorsed

saltireways az. hilt and pomel of the second.
Aggs or Agall.

Or a fess cotised az. Delamare. Man.
Or a fess cotised az. a bend gu. Pembridge.
Or a fess cotised gu. Delamare, Essex,
Or a fess cotised gu. betw, three escutcheons

vair. Gamoll or Gamull, co. Chester.
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FESS betw. or within... cont.

2 Cotises cont.

Or a fess cotised gu. betw. three hind's heads sa.

HODTON.
Or a fess coti-^ed gu. betw. three tiger's heads

erased sa. Jenkinson, W.
Or a fess cotised sa. Fisher, Chilton Condover,

CO. Hants.
Or a fess cotised betw. three conies sa. Audley

or Avdly; granted 1008.

Or a fess cotised sa. betw, three carpenter's com-

passes extended hz. Nathan.
Or a fess plain betw. two cotices indented sa.

Castle, V.

Sa. a fess cotised betw. three conies arg. Coney,

Gillingham, Norfolk.

Sa. a fess cotised betw. three conies courant arg.

CoNNY, Gillingham.
Sa. a fess cotised betw. three lion's heads erased

arg. crowned or. Wood, Lewes, and West

Godley, Sussex, ( V.)
Sa. a fess betw. two cotices dancetty arg.

Pariiy, V.

Sa. a fess erminois cotised or betw. three martlets

of the last, each charged with an ermine spot.

Smith, Sydling St. Nicholas, co. Dorset, Bart.

Sa. a fess cotised or betw. three conies sejant arg.

Coney; Pole, Devon, iii, 95.

Sa. a fess cotised betw. three marllets or.

Smith, Exeter, co. Devon. Smith, Madfoid,
CO. Devon.

Sa. a fess cotised wavy betw. three martlets or.

Smith, Suttons, Essex.

Sa. a fess couped betw. two cotises and three

mardets or. Smith, co. Dorset.

Sa. a fess cotised betw. three partridges volant or.

Partrich.
Vert a fess engr. arg. cotised of the last betw.

three pigeons each holding in the beak a cross

formy fiichy or. Port, Ham, co. StaHbrd.

.... a fess cotised betw. three falcons close.

Hawkey, Trevagoe in St.Winnon, and Launcels,
Cornwall.

3 Cotises

Arp. a fess per fess indented vert, and sa. betw.

three plain coiises of the last. Oddie, Colney
House, CO. Herts; Siorkhouse and Gisburne,
CO. York.

4 Cotises

Arg. a fess double cotised az. Badlesmere.
Sire Bartholomew de Badlesmeke, N, V.

Welfare, V.

Arg. a fess erm. double cotised sa. Harleston,
Essex, V.

Arg. a fess double cotised gu. betw. three fleurs-

do lis az. Barkston, co. York.

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. four plain cotises gu.

Fynchfield, V.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. four cotises wavy sa. Elliot.

Sir Thomas Elyott, V. Ellyott.

Arg. a fess party per fess indented gu. and or.

double cotised az. Fleshing, V.

Arg. a fess per fess indented or and sa. betw.

four cotises of the last. Hody.

Arg. a fess double cotised sa. Biskbery or

BiSKEBURY. GuLFoRD, CO. Stafford.

Arg. a fess betw. four cotises wavy sa. Allott.

Az. (?) a fess betw. four cotises wavy gu. Elliot,
Port Elliot, Cornwall.

Erm. a fess az. with two double cotises indented

vert. Glasse, Binfield, co. Berks.

Gu. a fess double cotised arg. Rafe. Sire Johan
de I'reieres, N. Praers, V.

FESS betw. or within cojit.

4 Cotises cont.

Or a fess double cotised az. Del^mare, V,
Sire Geffry de la Mare, N.

Or a fess double cotised az. over all a bendlet gu.
Sir John Pekbruqge, S.

Or a fess gu. betw. four cotises wavy sa. Elliot,
Suffolk; granted 1614. Elliot.

Sa. a fess double cotised dancetty erm. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis arg. Marston.

Crescent
.... a fess engr. betw. two mullets in chief and a

crescent in base within a bordure engr
Cause, Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. a mullet and two crosses
crosslet fitchy in chief and in base a crescent

gu. Bernhulm, Glendie, Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. two stars in chief and a
crescent in base gu. Dick, Braid, Midlothian,
W.S.; Baronetcy 1042.

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. in chief a crescent and in

base a lion ramp. gu. Morres, Lord Frankfort,
Ireland ; now De Montmorency.

Arg. a fess wreathed az. and gu. betw. a crescent
in chief and a cinquefoil in base of the second.

WiLKiE, Scotland ; Balfour's MS.
Arg. a fess wreathed az. and gu. betw. a crescent

in chief of the second and a cinquefoil in base
of the third. Carmichael.

Arg. a fess wreathed of five pieces gu. and vert

in chief two elder leaves of the third and a
crescent in base az. Eldershaw, Scotland.

Az. a fess wavy arg. goutty de sang in chief two
crosses crosslet fiichy and in base a crescent
of the second. Warner.

Az. a fe.>-s chequy arg. and gu. betw. three roses
in ciiief and a crescent in base of the second.

Boyd, Edinburgh.
Az. a fess chequy or and gu. in chief three mul-

lets of the second in base a crescent gold.
Boyd, Danson Hill, Kent; Baronetcy 177.5.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three mullets in chief or
and a crescent in base arg. Weir; certified
1779.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three mullets in chief and a
crescent in base cr. Weak.

Gu. a fess engr. betw. a cinquefoil in chief and a
crescent in base arg. Cone, Scotland.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. a crescent in chief and two
swords in saltire hilted and pomelled or in base.

Crawfurd, Cartsburn, cadet of Jordanbill.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three mullets
in chief and a crescent in base gu. Chanirew,
Scotland.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. two garbs
in chief and a crescent in base of the second.

Stewart, Tile-the-cap, co. Banff, Scotland.
Or a fess chequy az, and arg. betw. two boar's

heads in chief sa. and a crescent in base within
a bordure gu. Mercier, Northumberland.

Or a fess sa. between a lion pass, guard, gu. in

chief and a crescent in base of the last. Wauch
or Waugh.

Per fess gu, and az. a fess or betw. a mullet in

chief and a crescent in base arg. Moxon.
Quarterly or and arg. a fess wreathed az. and gu.

in the first and fourth quarters a camel's bead

couped sa. bridled of the fourth ; in the second

quarter a crescent ; and in the third quarter a

cinquefoil both of the last. Wilkie, St. Vin-

cent; granted 15 Sept. 1770.

Sa. a fess betw. three piles chief and a crescent in

base. BttATRENS, Scotland,
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FESS betw. or within. . ..con f.

2 Crescents

Arg. a fess betw. two crescents gu. Wassand.

Arg. a fess gu. in cliief two crescents of the

second in base a buglehorn of the last stringed
vert. Neale, Warnford, co. Hants ; granted
1579.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. two crescents in chief and a

. cross raoline in base gu. Yule, Scotland.

Arg. a fess and in chief two crescents in base a

leopard's head sa. Lee, co. Oxford.

Az. a fess betw. an inciescent and decrescent in

chief and in base a branch of palm slipped arg.

NiVEN, Shousburgh, and Windhouse, Zetland
;

Lyon Bej.
Az. a fess wavy or betw. two crescents in chief

and a dolphin embowed in base arg. Fish,
Middlesex.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. two crescents

in chief and a lion pass, guard, in base or.

Sir James Claek, M.D.; Batonelcy 1837.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. two crescents

in chief and a boar's liead couped in base.

Clerk, Comrie Castle, co. Perth.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. two crescents

in chief and a boar's head erased in base gu. all

within a bordure of the last charged with eight
bezants. Clerk, Mavis Bank.

Oi- a fe>s chequy az. and arg. betw. two crpscents

in chief gu. and a boar's head couped in base

S8. Clei;k, Pennycuick, Scotland ; Baronetcy
1679.

Or a ft-ss chequy az. and nrg. betw. two crescents

in chief gu. and a boar's head couped in base

sa. all wiihin a bordure of the fourth. Clerk,
Liston Speills.

Quarterly arg. and or a fess lozengy az. in the

first and fourth a crescent gu. Cross.

3 Crescents

Arg. a fess betw. three crescents az. Barden, co.

York. Patishall.

Arg. a fess betw. three crescents az. issuing
flames. Poe,M.D. to Queen Elizabeth, James
and Charles I. Powe.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three crescents gu. Dillon-

Lee, Viscount Dillon ; quartering arg. a lion

pass. betw. three crescents gu. (query, an error).

Odles, V. PvESLEY or Risley, Chatwood, co.

Bucks. RisEBEY, CO. Bucks.

Arg. a lion ramp. betw. three crescents sur

mounted by as many estoiles gu. over alia fess

az. Dillon, Proudston, and Skreen, co. Meath,
Ireland

; granted by Francis, Emperor of Ger-

many, 2-i August 1707.

Arg. a lion ramp, guard, betw. three crescents

surmounted by as many estoiles gu. over all a

fess az. Dillon, Ireland.

Arg. a fess a/,, betw. three lion's heads erased in

chief and as many crescents in base gu.
Pentland, That Ilk.

At^. a fess az. betw. three crescents sa. Newport,
Hanley Court, co. Worcester. James Wake-
man, assumed the name and arms of Newport;
and his son succeeding to the Charlett pro-

perty took the surname and arms of Chai-lett.

Quartered with Charlett,

Arg. a fess nebuly az. betw. three crescents jess-
ant fleurs-de-lis sa. Sidemee or Sidnor.

York, co. Devon. The same a bordure engr.
.... YoRKE, CO. Devon. The same a bordure

engr. gu. Sidemer or Sidnob.

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three
crescents gu. Arderne, co. Warwick.

FESS betw. or within. . . .coat.

3 Crescents cont.

Arg. a fess betw. three crescents gu. Asherburne.
BoNTEViLLEN, Northumberland. Robert

BouTEViLAiN.E. Dellee or Dellt. Harold,
Ireland. Holbourne. William Innper, F,
James Prince Lee, Bishop of Manchester
1847 ;S("aZ. Melvile, Glenbervie, Scotland.

Ogle, co. Northampton ; and Northumberland.
Ogle, Ogle Castle, Nortliumberland

; derived
from the marriage of Sir Robert Ogle, son of
Robert Ogle, of Ogle, living temp. Edward III.

with Helen, dau. and heiress of Sir Robert

Bertram, Knt. feudal Baron of Bothail ;

quartering az. an orle arg. for Bertram.
Richard de Ogle, X. Ogle, Wnrthy, co. Hants,
Bart. Ogle, Kirkley Hall, Northumberland ;

derived from John Ogle, third son, of Ralph,
third Lord Ogle, who d. in 1512; quariering
az. an orle arg. for Bertram. Ogle, Egling-
ham, Northumberland ; descended from Mark
Ogle of Eglingham, who had a grant of arms in

1535; quartering or an escutcheon az. on a
chief of the last six annulets or. M. Robert
Ogyl, <S; quartering or an orle az. Patishall
or Pattishall. Patshull, B]etsho,co. Bedford,
Joan de Pateshulle, F. Rosington or

RossiNGTON, Seropton, co. Derby, V.

Rossington, Youlgrave, and Seropton, co.

Derby. Tindall. Weyer or Weyre, co.

Stafford ; and Suffolk. Sire William Weyer,
N, V. Wither. Wyther. Sir Willi.m
Wyther, CO. Stafl'ord, V. Sire Thomas
Wyther, 0. Thomas Wythre, Y. Sir William
Wither, Suffolk; temp. Edw. I. V.

Arg. a fess betw. three crescents jessant as many
fleursde-lis gu. Ogle, Scotland. Ogle,
Pinchbeck, co. Lincoln. Orgill, Beccles,
Sutfulk.

Ars7. a fess dancetty betw. three crescents gu.
Dean. Deane, co. Rutland. Sir Henry Den,
L, Doyle.

Arg. a fess indented betw. three crescents gu.
Dene. Rouse or Rowse, Cranford, Suffolk.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three crescents sa.

Wythers, CO. Devon.

Arg. a fess wavy gu. betw. three crescents sa. an
annulet for diff. Winsmore, co. Worcester.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three crescents az. Patishall
or Pateshall, co. Northampton.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three crescents gn.
Derward or DuRWARD, CO. Northampton, V.
Kinarby. Pateshall. V. Patishall, Essex.
Patsell. Sire Job an de Pateshulle, A'.

Patisuull. Sire John de Patishull, O.

Hugh de Pateshull, Bishop of Lichfield and
Coventry, P24ii-L Joan de Pateshull, E.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three crescents gu. within a
bordure engr. of the second. Kynardby, F.

Arg. a fess fusilly sa. betw. three crescents gu.
Lye.

Arg. a fess nebuly sa. betw. three crescents pn.
Pateshall. Sir Walter Pateshali,, Essex ;

temp. Edw. I. F.

Arg. a fess wavy sa. betw. three crescents gu.
Pateshall. Sire Wauter de Patishule, N.

Arg. a fess betw. three crescents sa. Atlee, F.
Atley. Delaber. Deli.ee or Delee. Harly,
Ireland. Lacy. Lee, Barna, co. Limerick.
M. Walter de la Leey, S. Lee, Qiiarendon,
CO. Bucks; and Ditchley, co. Oxford; a grant
of arms 18 April, 1513. A fleur-de-lis for ditf.

;

Lee, Clarenceux King of Anns temp. Eliza-
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F£SS betw. or within.... con t.

3 Crescents cont.

bi'tli. Newport, co. Hertford; and Welton,
CO. Noiiliampion, V. Massy. Rochester.

Arg. afess betw. three crescents sa. each charged
with another of the first. Derward, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three increscents sa. Newport,
CO. Worcester.

Arg. a fess betw. three crescents sa. issuant fire

ppr. Wyman, Green Hall, Sussex.

Arg. a fess counterembattled betw. three crescents

sa. Walkhr, Wakefield, co. York.

Aig. a fess dancetty betw. three crescents sa.

West.
Arg. a fess engr. betw. three crescents sa. Sire

Want de Pateshull, 0.

Arg. a fess indented betw. three crescents sa.

Rous or RowsE, Suflfolk.

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. three crescents sa.

Sr. Walter Pattisshull, Essex; temp. Edw. J.

V. Patishill. Pastyshill. Pateshull.
Az. a fess between three crescents arg. Dally.

Hodges, Shipton Moyne, co. Gloucester.

Az. a fess betw. an irjcrescent and adecres^cent in

chief and a crescent in base arg. Niven,
England.

Az. a fess wavy betw. a decrescent in chief arg.
with a mullet betw. its horns or and in base

two crescents interlaced of the second with a

cross paty betw. them of the third. Christian,
CO. Waterford. •

Az. a fess arg. betw. three crescents or.

LUNEL.
Az. a fess embattled betw. three crescents erm.
Weld.

Az. a fess nebuly betw, three crescents erm.

Weld, Eaton, Newbold Astburv, and Rushton,
CO. Chester; derived from the marriage of

William Weld, Sheriff of London in 135'2, with

Anne, dau. and heiress of Nicholas Wetten-
hall. The last direct male heir s. p. 1705.

Weld, co. Salop. Weld, Lnhvorth, co.

Dorset; founded by Sir Humphrey Weld. Knt.

Lord Mayor of London, 1002. Weld, Willey
Paik, descended from John, second son ot

John Weld, of Eaton ; living temp. Henry VIII,

Sir Hiimfry Wylde, Lord Mayor of London,
W. Wiia)E, London. Within a bordnre arg.
with a martlet for diff. ; Weld, co. Chester;
and London.

Az. a fess wavy betw. three crescents erm.
Weelde.

Az. a fess or betw. three crescents arg.
SiDNAIJ..

A z. a fess betw. three crescents or. Hodges, co.

Gloucester.

Az. a fess betw. three crescents or each charged
with an ogress. St. Omer.

Az. a fess nebuly betw. three crescents or.

Cheyny ; Harl. MS. 1S86, fo.68. Retherfield.
Rotherfieij). a fleur-de-lis gu. for diff.

M. Thomas Chtjyne, S, V.

Az. a fess nebuly belw. three crescents each hav-

ing an estoile issuing from betw. their horns
or. Bateman, Whitechapel, Middlesex.

Az. a fess wavy betw. three crescents or.

Cheyney.
Erm. a less az. betw, three crescents gu.

Rogers.
Erm. a fess countercompony or and az. betw.

three crescents gu. Holeman. Sir Henry
Akderne, CO. Warwick, V. Arden, V.

Erm. a fess betw. three crescents gu. Ogle.

FESS betw. or within.... cc/«t.

3 Crescents cont.

Gu. a fess betw. three crescents arg. Holeway,
CO. Devon, V. Holloway. Holway. Hoi.wey,
V. Howay, Howay, co. Devon. Mansion,
Kent. Maston, Kent. Nugent, Ireland.

Okeham, Upmiuster, Esstx. Nicolas de
Ockham, Y. Sire de Okham, V.

Gu, a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three
crescents or. R^w, Scotland.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. three crescents arg.
Craig. IIalloway, London. Holloway,
London.

Gu. a fess nebuly betw. three crescents erm. a
bordure dovetailed arg. Gobdon-Weld.

Gu. a fess betw. three crescents or. Ihoraas
de Boynton, Y. Boynton, co. York. Okeham
or Okham. 0- Regan.

Gu. a fess couped betw. three crescents or.

Holburne, Menstrie, co. Edinburgh ; Baro-

netcy 17U5; quartering or an orle gu.
Or a fess betw. three crescents az. Mushat or

Mushbt, Ent?land.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three

crescents jessant as many crosses crosslet

filchy gu. RuWAN, Scotland.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. three

crescents gu. Stewart.
Or a fess chequy bz. and arg. betw. three

crosses crosslet fitchy in chief and as many
crescents in base gu. Rowan, Scotland ;

Font's MS.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. three

crescents in chief gu. and a boar's head couped
sa. betw. two mullets of the fourth in base
all within a bordure engr. of the fifth. Clerk,
Norwich.

Or a ftss betw. three crescents gu. M. Thomas
de Boynton, S. Boynton, Acklam, and Barm-
ston, CO. York ; Scrape, v. Grosvenor, 309 ;

Baronetcy 1018. Werall, co, Stafford.

Weryell. Worrall, Stourton. Langley,
Wikeham Abbey, Mtilton, co. York; quartering
paly of six arg. and vert.

Or a fe.ss betw. three crescents in chief and as

many fieurs-de lis in base barways gu.
Seton, St. Germans, Scotland.

Or a fess sa. betw. three crfescents az.

Bremmore, CO. Wilt?.

Or. a fess sa. betw. three crescents az. issuing
flames ppr. Poe, Harley Park, co. Tipperary.

Or a fess betw. three crescents sa. Rochester,
Essex, V.

Per fess undy arg. and gu. a fess betw. three
cresctnts all counterchanged. Springett,
Sussex; granted 2] Nov. 1612.

Per fess aig. and gu. a fess wavy betw. three
crescents counterchanged. Springet, Kent;
and Sussex.

Quarterly az. and arg. a fess wavy or betw, three
crescents counterchanged. Addenbrooke,
WooUaston Hall, near Stourbridge, co. Wor-
cester. Homfray-Addenbrooke, Wollaston
Hall, CO. Worcester ; quartering gu. a cross

botonny erm. with five tails; quarterly arg.
and sa. and sa. four pallets erm. for Homfray.

Sa. a fess betw. three crescents arg. Coventry.
FiTZ Simon, V. Fitz-Symond, Norfolk ;

and
CO. Northampton. Symon or Symonds. Sire
Johan fiz Simoun, N. Sire Jofaau fiz Simond,
0. Sir John fitz Symon, R.

Sa. a fess crenelly betw. three crescents arg.
Walker, Middlesex.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Crescents cont.

Sa. a fess engr. betw. tliree crescents arg.

Ashley, Norfolk; and Suffolk.

Sa. a fess wavy nrg. betw. three crescents erm.

Weld, co. York.
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three crescents arg.

KiNCRAIGIE. MaSTON.
Sa. a fess embattled erm. betw. three creFcents

arg. Glover, Norwoods in Cudhanis, Kent;
and Tatsfield, Surrey. Glover, Norfolk;
and Suffolk; granted J 611.

Sn. a fess erm. betw. three crescents or.

CovENTRE or Coventry, co. Worcester, V.

Coventry, Earl of Coventry.
Sa. a fess dancetty erm. betw. three crescents or.

Rewse, Hedgstone, Middlesex.

Sa. a fess indented erm. betw. three crescents or.

Rous.
Sa. a fess erminites betw. three crescents arg.

Glover.
Sa. a fess dancetty or betw. three crescents arg.

Rous, Earl of Stradbroke.
Sa. a fess betw. three crescents or. Coventry,

AUesborough; Z, 372. M'Inchoell, Scot-

land. Mac Michael, Scotland. M'Miohel.
Symon or Symonds.

4 Crescents

Arg. a fess betw. four crescents go. three.in chief

and one in base. NowERS, V.

6 Crescents

Sa. a fess betw. six crescents arg. Fitz-

Symon.
Sa. a fess betw. six crescents or. Fitz-Symon.

Cross

.... a fess betw. a cross formy inter two crescents

in chief and a boar's head and neck couped in

base Knox, Dundee, Scotland.

Arg. a fess counterembattled betw. two cinque-
foils in chief and a cross crosslet in base gu.

Keirie, Gogar, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. two boar's heads in chief

erased sa. and a cross patty in base of the
second. Ponde ; Somerset Herald ; temp.
Henry VIII.

Or a fess sa. in chief a lion pass. gu. holding a

cross crosslet fiicliy sa. in base a plain cross

betw. four ermine spots. Vawdrey, Riddings,
CO. Chester.

Per fess or and arg. a fess sa. in chief a lion pass,

gu. holding in his dexter paw a cross patty

fitchy of the third in base a cross huinetty betw.

four ermine spots. Vawdrey, Tushiugham
Hall, CO. Chester.

Sa. a fess countercompony or and gu. in chief a

cross crosslet fitchy of the second betw. two
lion's heads erased arg. in base a lion's head as

the last inter two crosses as in chief. March,
Redworth, co. Durham.

2 Crosses

Arg. a fess az. betw. two crosslets fitchy in chief

and a mullet in base gu. Sharp, Stoniehill,
Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. two crosslets fitchy in chief

sa. and a mullet in base gu. Sharp.

(Arg.) a fess chequy arg. and az. in chief two
crosses crosslet and in base a covered cup
gu. BuRGEs, Parkanaur, co. T3rone; and
Eastham, Essex ; quartering paly of eight or

and gu. within a bordure or pellety for

Lloyd,
Arg. a fess sa. betw. two crescents in chief and a

cross moline in basegu.. Yule, Scotland.

.cont.TESS betw. or within. ,

2 Crosses cont.

Az. a fess wavy arg. jioutty de sang in chief two
crosses crosslet fitchy in base a crescent of the

second. Warner.
Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw. two crosslets

fitchy in chief and as many stars in base of the

second. Boyd, Trochrig.
Gu. a fess chequy or and sa. betw. two crosses

patty of the second. Bowler.
Or a fess chequy az. and erm, betw. in chief two

crosses patty gu. and in base a thistle ppr. all

within a bordure of the second. Stuart,
Baronetcy 1840.

Quarterly gu. and vert in the first and fourth a

fleur-de lis in the second and third a cross

avelane invecked or over all a fess dancetty
erm. Summers.

3 Crosses

Arg. a fess betw. three crosslets az. Aldbright.

Arg. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy az.

Alborough or Albrough, V. Aldeburgh, V*.

Arg. a fess betw. three crosses moline pierced az.

Miller, Millheugh, Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. fretty or betw. a lion pass, in chief

and three crosses crosslet fitchy in base gu.
Camplj:shon.

Arg. a fess chequy gu. and az. betw. three crosslets

fitchy sa. Edward Reynolds, Bishop of Nor-

wich, 16CI-7(i.

Arg. a fess chequy or and gu: betw. three crosses
crosslet sa. Pordage, Sandwich, Kent.

Arg. a fess compony or and gu. betw. three cross-

lets fitchy of the last. Gravene. Sir William
G raven E, V.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy az. M'Adam, co. Galloway, Scotland.

Webster, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three crosses botonny
fitchy gu. Sandys, Eslhwaite, and Gray-
thwaite, CO. Lancaster ; derived from .Anthony
Sandys of Esthwaite, living about the middle
of the sixteenth century, younger brother of
Edvfin Sandys, Archbishop of York, ancejstor of
the Lords Sandys of Ombersley.

Arg. a fess betw. three crosslets gu. Pyntrell.
Aig. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
Pyntrell, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy gu.
Crane, Suffolk. Crane, Chilton, Suffolk;
extinct Bart. Olney. Sanders, Scotland.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. Chaps. Sanders. Sandez, V.

Sandes, V.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three crosses cros.slet

fitchy gu. Bamford, Colton, co. Stafford.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three crosses pomels
fitchy gu. Sandes, or Sands, Lattimer,
CO. Bucks, and Cumberland.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three crosses potent
fitchy gu. BoKiNGE,Boking, Suffolk.

Arg. a fess betw. three crosslets sa. Lea, W.
Arg. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet sa.

Lawton, CO. Chester, W.
Arg. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy

sa. GoDERiDGE, CO. Dcvou ; granted by Camden.
Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three crosses crosslet

sa. Boughton, Kent, V.

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. Harrison.

Arg. a fess rompu betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. Bedolfe or Bedell, co. Stafford ;

and Bedolph's Hall, co. Essex.
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F£SS betw. or witMn. . ..cont.

3 Crosses cont.

Arg. a fess belw. three crosses formy fitchy sa.

Reyley and Riley, co. Devon ;
and of the

Green, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a fess hurnetty and engr. betw. three crosses

formy fJtchy sa. Bradley, co. Warwick.

Arg. a fess betw. three crosses patty sa. Garmyn,
V* Garnon. Joce. Northcote,co. Devon.

Arg. a fess betw. three crosses moline sa.

NoRTHcoTE, Hayne, co. Devon ; baronetcy
1641

; quartering arg. three crosslets in bend sa.

Az. a fess betw. three crosses bottony arg.

Andeorocqh.
Az. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet arg.
Andborough.

Az. a fess engr. betw. three crosses crosslet arg.
Bristed.

Az. a fess arg. betw. three crosslets or.

AUDBOROUGH.
Az. a fess arg. betw. three crosses crosslet

or. Aldborouoh or Aldeburghe, co. York.

Az. a fess arg. betw. three crosses floretty or.

Annburgh.
Az. a fess dancetty erm. betw. three crosses

crosslet litchy or. Bakneston.
Az. a fess nebuly erm. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy or. Caston ; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 36.

Az. a fess nebuly erra. betw. three crosses formy
or. Caston.

Az. a fess wavy erm. betw. three crosses formy
fitchy or. Caston.

Az. a fess nebuly erm. betw. three crosses patty

fitchy or. Caston. William Caston, V.

Az. a fess or betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy

arg. Pix.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three crosses botonny
fitchy or. Stanwix, Carlisle, Cumberland;
temp. Edward III. ; Visitation 1605.

Az. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy or.

PrxT, Hawkhurst, Kent.
Erm. a fess gu, betw. three crosses botonny az.

Button or Budden ; granted 10 December,
1690.

Erm. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet or.

Crownall. Cornwall ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 114.

Erm. five fusils conjoined in fess sa. betw. three

crosslets fitchy of the last. Poynton, V.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses botonny arg.

Pearche.
Gu. a fess betw. three mullets in chief and as

many crosses crosslet in base arg. Cbagg.

Gu. a fess wavy betw. three crosses formy fitchy

arg. BoNHAM, CO. Wilts. Another, of Essex.

fitchy in the foot.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses patty arg.

Snotherley. Soothwopth or Soworth.
Gu. a fess arg. betw. three crosses formy engr.
erm. Champney.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three crosses crosslet or.

Tirrell.
Gu. a fess arg. betw. three crosses formy

or. Snotterijiy, Norfolk. Snotherle, V.

Spotherle, v.*

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. betw. three crosses

fleury of the second. Boteler.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. betw. three

crosses potence arg. William Botilleb de

Wemme, Y.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses formy engr. erm.

Crossele or Crossley.
Gu. a fess or betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy

arg. Gore,

.cont.

engr. or.

FESS betw. or within . . ,

3 Crosses cont.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses
Crosley.

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. three crosses botonny
fitchy or. Yeber.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet or.

BeACCHAMP.
Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet or a

crescent for diff. Gore, Enfield, Middlesex.
Gore, Belleck Abbey, co. Mayo.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet or a bor-
dure arg; quartering gu. a falcon rising or
within an orle wavy on the outer side and engr.
on the inner side arg. for Knox. Knox Gore,
Belleck Manor, co. Mayo, Ireland

; Baronetcy
1868.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy or.

Gore, Barrow Court, co. Somerset. Gore,
Lord Mayor of London, 1702. Gore, Manor
Gore, CO. Donegal; Baronetcy 1621. Gore,
Tring, co. Herts

;
and London ; granted

1587. GoKE, Earl of Arran
; quartering Saun-

ders. Quarterly first and fourth gu. a fess

betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy or; second
and third gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy or a canton arg. charged with a rose of

the field for distinction for Ormsby. Quarter-

ing 2nd, Gore. 3rd, Arg. a whirlpool az. for

Gorges. 4th, Arg a chev. sa. betw. three coots

ppr. for Coote. An escutcheon of pretence,

1st, Ormsby, without the canton ; 2nd, Sa.

three chessrooks arg. a chief or a coat of aug-
mentation : 3rd, Gu. a chev. betw. three lions

ramp, or for Owen; 4th, Maurice; 5th, Lacon ;

6th Godolphin. Gore, Porkington, co.

Salop.
Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy in

chief and a lion ramp, in base or. Gapper,
CO. Somerset.

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy or. Yeber,
Gu. a fess indented betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy or. Sands. Yeber, V.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses patty fitchy

in the feet or a crescent for difi". Bales,
Norton, co. Northampton.

Gu. a fess vairy betw. three crosses formy or.

Filley.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three

crescents jessant as many crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. Rowan, Scotland.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy in chief and as many cushions

in base gu. Steuabt, Auohlunkart, Scotland.

The same within a bordure engr. az. Stewart,
Drummin ;

and Stewart, Carnousie, co. Banfi" ;

and Belladrum, co. Inverness ; a cadet of

Drummin.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy in chief and as many crescents

in base gu. Rowan, Scotland ; Font's MS.
Or a fess dancetty betw. three crosses botonny

fitchy gu. Sanders. Sandys, Baron Sandys
of Ombersley, co. Worcester; derived from

Samuel of Ombersley, eldest son of Edwin

Sandys, Archbishop of York.

Or a fess dancetty betw. three crosses crosslet gu.

Sands, co. Lancaster.

Or a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy gu.

GOARE.
Or a fess dancetty betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. Sandes, Little Harrow, co. Buck';.

94
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FESS betw. or withia cont.

3 Crosses covt.

HiLi,, Baron Sandys. Sandys-Bayntun, Mis-

senden Castle, co. Gloucester; Bart.; quar-

tering pean a bend lozengy arg. for Bayntun.
Sandys, Baron Sandys, of Omberslej', co.

Worcester; derived from Samuel Sandys,
of Ombersley, eldest son of Edwin Sandys,

Archbishop of York. Sandys, Northborne

Court, Kent; derived from Sir Edwin, second

son of Dr. Sandys, Archbishop of York.

Sands, Sandys or Sandes, Wilberton, Isle of

Ely; South Petherton, co. Somerset; Peters-

bam, Surrey ; and Westmorland.
Or a iess engr. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy

gU. GOATER.
Or a fess indented betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. Sandys, co. Worcester; Llanarth,

Cornwall; derived from William Sandys, of

Nambol. Sands, Sandys or Sandes, Wilber-

ton, Isle of Ely; South Petherton, co. Somer-

set; Petersham, Surrey; and Westmoreland.

Sandys, Northborne Court, Kent; derived

from Sir Edwin Sandys, second son of

Dr. Sandys, Archbishop of York: also of

Downehall, Kent ; Baronetcy 1684 ; extinct

1726.

Or a fess gu. in chief three crosses fonuy of

ihe second in base a mullet az. Mercer,
Londo:i.

Or a fess betw. three crosses formy fitchy sa.

Reyley or Riley, CO. Devon ; andofthe Green,
CO. Lancaster. Riley. Riley, co. Lancaster.

Ryley or Riley.

Or a fess humetty raguly betw. three crosses

formy fitchy sa. Bradney.
Or a fess raguly betw. three crosses formy fitchy

sa. Bradney.
Or a fess betw. three crosses formy vert. Riley,

CO. Lancaster; and co. Lincoln.

Per pale arg. and gu. a fess betw. three plain
crosses all counterchanged. Cusacke.

Per pale gu. and az. a fess wavy arg. betw. three

crosses formy or. Godsalve.
Per pale sa. and az. a fess dancetty or betw.

three crosses crosslet fitchy of the third.

Barnewall, CO. Northampton.
Quarterly sa. and arg. a fess gu. in the second

quarter two crosses patty and in the third

quarter one cross patty of the third. Wheatley,
Wollev, CO. York; and London, 1633;
Harl.'MS. 1358, fo. 776.

Sa. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet arg.

AsKwiTH, CO. York.
Sa. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy arg.

Emly, Ireland.

Sa. a fess engr. betw. three crosses formy fitchy

arg. all within a bordure also engr. of the last.

Bradley.
Sa. a fess betw. three crosses patty arg.

Garnon.
Sa. a fess compony arg. and gu. betw. three

crosses patty of the second. Dodfrombe.
Sa. a fess compony gu. and or belw. three crosses

potent of the last. Gobotesley.
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three crosses moline arp.

Weale.
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three crosses botonny or.

MiDDLETON, Mendham, Suffolk.

Sa. a fess or betw. three crosses crosslet

arg. (in chief) and as many mullets in base
of the second or. Crog, Cboge, V, or
Crogg.

FESS betw, or within .... cont.

3 Crosses cont.

.... a fess countercompony .... in chief a cross

crosslet fitchy betw. two lion's heads .... in base

a lion's head betw. two cross crosslets ....

Marsh, in Darton Church, co. York,

4 Crosses

Gu. a fess betw. four crosses engr. or. Crosele,
F.

5 Crosses

Arg. a fess dancetty ermines betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy in chief and two in base sa.

Russell, Handsworth, co. Stafiord.

Or a fess betw. five crosses crosslet gu.
Grenalder.

6 Crosses

Arg. a fess ciiequy arg. and az. betw. six crosses

crosslet sa. Boteler, Kyrtons, co. Bedford ;

granted 8 May, 158-5.

Arg. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet gu.
Booking. Grevalder.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. six crosses crosslet

gu. Ledet, Braybroke, co. NortbamplO".
Cranen.

Arg. a fess raguly betw. six crosses crosslet gu.
Bucking, Essex.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. six crosses crosslet gu.
Bleckett. Blukett. Bolking. Brocking,
Suffolk.

Arg. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy gu.
Craven, Earl of Craven. Craven, Brockhamp-
ton Park, co. Gloucester. Crane. Olney.
Lane.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. six crosslets fitchy gu.
Edwin Sandes or Sandys, Bishop of Winches-
ter, and of London, 157(1-77; afterwards Arch-

bishop of York.

Arg. a fess indented betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. Longforde.
Arg. a fess nebuly betw. six crosses croslet fitchy

gu. Bcckinge, V.

Arg. a fess super crenelly betw. six crosses
crosslet fitchy gu. Olney. Olney, co. War-
wick.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. six crosses crosslet fitcby
gu. BocKiNO, Bucknam Castle, Suflfolk.

Arg. a fess betw. six crosses patty fitchy gu.
Creton, V.

Arg. a fess embattled counterembattled gu.betw.
six crosses patty fitchy .... Bokinge;
HarL MS. 1386, fo. 36.

Arg. a fess dancetty paly of six erm. and gu.
bt'tw. six crosses crosslet sa. Myn, of Myn, co.

Salop.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. six crosslets gu.
Wardon.

Arg. a fess nebuly sa. betw. six crosses crosslet

gu. Booking.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy gu.
Ward.

Arg. a fess betw. six crosslets sa. Laton, co.
York. Scrape v. Grosvenor, 301.

Arg. a fess indented betw. six crosslets sa.

Boughton, V*.

Arg. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet sa.

Seaton, Whickham, co. Durham
; quartering

sa. three swords arg. paleways, two with their

points in base, the middle one point in chief
for Rawlins; third, gu. a fess betw. three

garbs or for Blenkinsopp.
Arg. a fess fusily betw. six crosses crosslet sa.

POYNTON.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.
6 Crosses cont.

Arg, a fess beiw. six crosses crosslet fitchy sa.

Lawton. Layton, Lincoln; Kirkby,
'

Laton,

Saxay, and Weston, co. York. Sonby, W.
Sire Thomas de Laton, P. Sir Christopher de

Layton, R.

Arg. a fess betw. six cross crosslets fitcby
sa. a cinquefoil for diff. M. Robt. de

Laton, S.

Arg. a fess engr. between six crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. Camden. Segar.

Arg. a fess betw. six crosses patty sa. Jooe, V.
Ax. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet arg. Olney,

CO. Buckingham, V. St. Omek.
Az. a fess double downset betw. six crosses cross-

let arg. MoiGNE.
Az. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy arg.

Rattray, Barford House, co. Warwick; a
branch of the ancient Scottish family,

Az. a fess betw. six crosses patty, arg.

Haversham, V.
Az. a Jess arg. betw. six crosses crosslet or.

Haversham.
Az. a fess dancetty erm. betw. six crossps cross-

lets arg. Barnardistoh, Ketton or Keddington,
CO. Suffolk. Two baronetcies were conferred

upon this family in 1G33; one, on Sir Thomas
B-irnardiston, of Ketton, extinct in 1750, and
one on his cousin Sir Samuel Barnardiston,
ct Brighlwell, extinct in 1712. Barnardiston,
Great Coates, co. Lincoln.

Az. a fess dancetty erm. between six crosslets

formy fitchy arg. Biraston.
Az. a fess dancetty erm. betw. six ci'osslcts patty

fitchy arg. Berneston or Beunardeston, V.
Az. a fess indented erm. betw. six crosses patty

fitchy arg. Bernardeston or Berneston.
Az. a fess dancetty erm. between six crosses

crosslet fitchy gu. Craven.
Az. a fess erm. betw. six crosses moline or.

Mein, Edinburgh.
Az. a fess dancetty or betw. six crosses crosslet

arg. Moynes, co. Huntingdon. Moigne,
CO. Huntingdon, V.*

Az. a fess indented or betw. six crosses crosslet

arg. Moigne, co. Huntingdon.
Az. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet or*

St. Omer, Norfolk, V.

Az. a fess engr. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy
or. Camden, as borne by William Camden,
author of " The Britannia," born in London,
1551, and died at Chiselburst, in Kent, 9 Nov.,
I<i23.

Az. a fess vairy or and gu. betw. six crosses
crosslet of the second. Bakepuce or

Bakepdre.
Gu. a fess betw. six crosslets arg. Peache, co.

Worcester. Robert Peche, Bishop of Lichfield
and Coventry 1121-26. Peche, Lord Mayor
of London, 1361. Pechey or Fech. Sir John
Peche, L. Thomas Perche, X. And with a

label of three points, Richard Peche, Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry 1161-1182.

Gu. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet arg.
A1.BOROUGH.

Gu. a fess engr. betw. six crosses crosslet arg.

WoODLOW, V.
Gu. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy arg.

Rix. Whitfield, Whitfield, co. Devon
;

the

heiresses to. Hensleigh and Garland.
Gu. a fess engr. betw. six crosses crosiTilet fitchy

arg. Udelow.

FESS betw. or within . . . .cont.

6 Crosses cont.

Gu. a fess dancetty arg. betw. six crosses crosslet
or. Dengayne.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. six crosses crosslet crossed
or. Pkverell, co. Leicester.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. six crosses patonce or.

Sir Robert Peverell, V,

Gu. a fess arg. betw. six crosses patty or.

Peverell, Park in Eglosbayle, Cornwall ;

settled in that county, temp. Richard I.; the
co-heiresses m. Basset and Hungerford.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. betw. six crosses

crosslet of the second. Butler.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. betw. six crosses

crosslet or. Butler, Baron Bramfield.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. betw. six crosses

formy fitchy arg. Boteler, co. Gloucester.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and sa. betw. six crosses

formy fitchy or. Boteler, co. Bedford.

Botteller, V. Butler, Sudeley, co. Glou-
cester.

Gu. a fess chequy or and az. betw. six crosses

crosslet arg. Boteler.
Gu. a fess chequy or and sa betw. six crosses

patty arg. Boteler, Woodhali, co. Hert-

ford.

Gu. a fpss chequy or and sa. betw. six crosses

pomel arg. Kynysman, V. Kynisman, V.*

Gu. a fess chequy or and sa. betw. six crosses

crosslet or. i3oTELER, co. Salop.
Gu. a fess compony arg. and sa betw. six crosslets

fitchy arg. Botkler.
Gu. a fess compony arg. and sa. betw. six

crosses crosslet or. Boteler. Sire Wm. le

BOTILLER, J.

Gu. a fess compony arg. and sa. betw. six

crosses crosslet fitchy or. Boteler.
Gu. a fess compony or and sa. betw. six crosses

crosslet arg. Boteler, co. Salop, V. Botiler,
v.*

Gu. a fess countercompony arg. and sa. betw.

six crosses crosslet arg. Sir Wm. Botiler,
CO. Salop, V. Boteler.

Gu. a fess countercompony arg. and sa. betw. six

crosses patty fitchy arg. Botteller, Sudeley,
CO. Gloucester, V. Boteler, Branifield, co.

Hertford; sprung from the Botelers, Barons
of Wemme and Oversley. Registered in the

College of Arms for Sir John Boteler, created

Baron Boteler of Bramfield, 20 September,
4 Car. I. Boteler, co. Gloucester. Butler.

Butler, Lord of Sudeley, co. Gloucester.

Gu. a fess countercompony arg. and sa. betw.

six crosses formy fitchy or. Boteler, co.

Bedford.
Gu. a fess countercompony or and az. betw. six

crosses crosslet arg. placed saltireways. Buck,
Wisbeach, co. Cambridge.

Gu. a fess countercompony or and sa. betw. six

cross crosslets arg. M. Edward Boteler, S.

John Botteler, V.

Gu. a fess dancetty erm. betw. six crosses cross-

let arg. Longuevili-e, Wolverton, co. Bucks;
derived from Henry de Longueville, of Overton

Longueville, living temp. Henry I. son of

Waltenus, Lord of Overton, at the Conquest.
Sir John Longville, co. Huntingdon, V.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. six crosses crosslet fitcby

arg. GowER, CO. Warwick ; and co. Worcester,

F.

Gu. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet erm.

Beregnuy.
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FESS betw. or within. . ..cont.

6 Crosses cont.

Gu. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet or.

Beauchampe, F.*, CO. Gloucester; and co.

Warwick. Comte de Warwick, D, L, S.

William de Beauchamp, E. Beauchamp, Elm-

ley Castle, CO. Gloucester; founded by Walter,
third sou of Hugh de Beauchamp, one of the

companions in arms of the Conqueror ;
of this

great family was the renowned Guy, Earl of

Warwick; the eventual heiress, Anne de

Beauchamp, m. Richard Nevil, Earl of

Salisbury. They quartered chequy or and az.

a chev. erm. (See "Arch. Jour." I. 287.

Thomas Beaucham, Warwick, S, And with a

bordure of the second. Beauchamp.
Gu. a fess. betw. six cross crosslets or a crescent

sa. fordiff. M. William Beauchamp, S. The
&ame but a mullet sa. for diff. John

Beauchamp, S.

Gu. a fess dancelty betw. six crosses crosslet or.

Engayne or Engaine, Essex. Sir Johan de

Engaigne, J. Sire de Engayne de Graimsby,
V. Engayne, V. Gainsby. Graynsly or

Gransby. Grymsby.
Gu. a fess quarterly arg. and sa. betw. six crosses

crosslet fitchy of the second. Boaler.
Gu. a fess vairy betw. six crosses formy or three

two and one. Filleigh, Filleigh, co. Devon ;

exlinct temp. Henry IV.; the heiress m.
Trewen.

Or a fess betw. six crosses crosslet az. Pipe,

temp. Edward III.

Or a fess betw. six crosses crosslet gu.
Glendor. Geandoe. Gbaydor or Grayndor,
V, Greyndour. Holbrokes, V. (?^<,

Or a fess betw. six crosslets fitchy gu. Olney, V.
Or a fess engr. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy sa.

Segab.
Per fess arg. and sa. a fess betw. six crosses

crosslet counterchanged. Corbett, V.
Per fess arg. and sa. a fess betw. six crosslets

flory counterchanged. Corbet, V.
Per fess arg. and sa. a fess per fess gu. and

sa. betw. six crosses flory counterchanged.

^ Gobbet, V.
• Sa. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet arg.

Alborouqh. Grosse.
Sa. a fess dancetty erm. betw. six crosses crosslet

or. Barnston, Churton, co, Chester; there
seated temp. Richard II.

Sa. a fess betw. three boar's heads erased and six

crosses crosslet or. Carlmynake.
Sa. a fess dancetty paly oOightgu. and erm. betw.

six crosses crosslet arg. Minne, co. Rut-
land.

7 Crosses

Arg. a fess betw. seven crosses crosslet sa. three
two and two. Laton.

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. seven crosslets arg.
LoNGViLLE, CO. Huntingdon. Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 456.

8 Crosses

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. eight crosses bottony
^^a. Sir Henry Lekeborne, L. Lekbourne, L.

Gu. a fess betw. eight crosses crosslet arg.
Peche.

9 Crosses
Gu. a fess arg. betw. nine crosses crosslet or.
Peveeell.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. nine crosses patty or.

Peverell, CO. Leicester.

FESS betw. or within cont.

10 Crosses

Az. a fess indented betw. ten crosses crosslet

arg. three two thiee and two. Moigne or

Moine.
Az. a fess betw. ten crosses crosslets or four

three two and one. Delapipe.
Az. a fess betw. ten crosses patty or four three

two and one. Delapipe.
Gu. a fess cbeqny or and sa betw. ten crosses

crosslet or. 13oteler, co. Salop.
Gu. a fess dancetty betw. ten crosslets or.

D'Engayne.

13 Crosses

Az. a fess betw. thirteen crosslets or seven above

and six below. De la Pxpe. Sir Thomas
De la Pype, CO. StatTord, V.

Az. a fess vairy or and gu. betw. thirteen cross-

lets of tlie second. Bakepuz, V. Bakepace,
v.* Bakpuz, v.*

Gu. a fess indented betw. thirteen crosslets arg.

seven and six. Wateville or Waterville.

Crowns see Coronets

3 Cups
....a fess. . ..between three covered cups....
Maydeston, 1419.

Arg. a fess betw. three covered cups gu.
Wescot or Westcope.

Az. a fess cbequy arg. and gu. betw. three covered

cups or. Shaw, Bargaran, co. Renfrew, Scot-

land.

Az. a fess betw. three cups covered or.

BoTELER, Coventry.
Gu. a fess betw. three covered cups arg.

BoTELER. BOTELLER, W. BUTLER, Ulster

King of Arms, temp. Edward VI.

Sa. a fess lozengy betw. three covered cups or.

William Butler, D.D., died 1617; at Great St.

Mary's Church, Cambridge.
Vert a fess arg. betw. three covered cups or.

Copley, W. Hawdenby or Hoodenby.

Howdenby, V.

Vert a fess betw. three covered cups or.

Haldenby or Holdenby, Haldenby, co. York.

Cushions

Arg. a fess betw. three cushions sa. Hoton,
CO. York.

Gu. a fess. betw. three cushions arg. Hoton.
Gu. a fess betw. three cushions arg. tasselled or

over all a bend sa. goutty d'or. Lasonby or

liASiNBY, CO. York.

Gu. a fess. betw. three cushions (? arg.) tasselled

or over all a bend sa. goutty d'or. Lasonby or

Lasinby, CO. York.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three cushions of the second

tasselled or charged with a fleur-de-lis of the

first. Wilson, Rocking, Essex.

Gu. a fess or betw. three cushions erm.

Hutton, CO. Durham.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy in chief and as many cushions

in base gu. Steuart, Auchlunkart, Scotland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy in chief and as many cushions

in base gu. all within a bordure engr. az.

Stewart, Druramin, Scotland. Stewart, Car-

nousie, 00. Banfi',and Belladrum,co. Inverness;
descended from the Stewarts of Drumin,
CO. Bantf,who trace their descent from Robert,
fiOfond son of Walter, the High Stewart, by
the Princess Marjory, dau. of King Robert

Bruce.
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FE8S betw. or witUu .... cont.

Delves

Arg. a fess betw. three delves gu. Moncur.
Or a fess wavy betw. three gads or delves sa.

Stanford, V.

Distillatory

Az. a fess wavy arg. in chief the sun in splendour
encircled with a cloud distilling drops of rain

all ppr. in base a distillatory double armed or

on a fire ppr. with two worms and bolt re-

ceivers of the second. Company of Distillers,
London.

Dovecotes see Buildings
2 Escallops

Arg. a fess embattled betw. two escallops in pale
sa. Newcombe, Stanton Drew, and Exeter,
CO, Devon : three descents are given in the
Visitation of 1C20. Newcome, London.

Arg. a fess embaitled betw. two escallops sa,

Newcomb, CO. Devon, W.
Gu. a fess indented or betw. two escallops in

chief and a mullet pierced in base. Divvie,
Aberdeen.

Or a fess embattled betw. two escallops gu.
NUTCOMBE, CO. Wilts.

Vert a fess dancetty erm. betw. a buck's head
cabossed in chief and two escallops in base or.

Ddff, Craighead, Scotland.
Vert a fess dancetty erm. betw. two escallops in

chief and a deer's bead cabossed in base or.

Duff.
Vert a fess dancetty erm. betw. two buck's heads

cabossed in chief and as many escallops in

base or. Duff.

S Escallops

Arg. a fess countercompony or and az. betw.
three escallops of the last. Stokes, Bekreton,
CO. York, V.

Arg. a fess embattled counterembattled ermines
betw, three escallops sa. Thomas Bekingham,
Toleshunt, Essex, 1596, W.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three escallops az.

Dowsing, Norfolk.

Arg. a fess betw. three escallops gu. Canthoep.
Canthohpe, F. Dorthorpe, V. Dorthorp ;

Harl. MS. 6829, fo, 32, Kenthorpe.
KiNGTHORP or Kinosthorp, Kinthorpe.

MoNOUR, That Ilk. Elis de Rabayn, B.

Sutton, V.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three escallops gu.
Bangare.

Arg. a fess embattled betw. three escallops gu.
HuNDEN. John HuNDEN, Bishop of Liandaff,
1458-76.

Arg. a fess embattled counterembattled gu. betw.
three escallops of the second. Handen,
HUNESDON, V.

Arg. a fess flory gu. betw. three escallops sa.

Illingworth, Surrey.
Arg. a fess flory counterflory gu. betw. three

escallops sa. Elingworth, Surrey.
Arg. a fess dancetty sa. betw, three escallops gu.

Claydon, Ashdowne, Essex ; and London.
Arg. a fess betw, three escallops sa, Adington,
Ardington. Boteler. Bottell, V. Jefery,
Langly. Gyffrey de Langele, A. Stanhall,
CO. Berks. Stanshall, Arthington, V.

Stanshali,, Reading, co. Berks.

Arg. a fess embattled sa. betw. three escallops of
the last. Newcomb, Ireland. Beckingham,
Hoe, Norfolk.

FESS betw. or within. . . .cont.
3 Escallops cont.

Arg, a fess embaitled counterembattled betw.
three escallops sa. Beckingham, Hoe,
Norfolk. Beckingham, co. Berks, V.
Sheffield.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three escallops sa.

Sheli,ey, V.

Arg. a fess flory and counterflory betw. three

escallops sa. Ellingworth, Milcham, Surrey.
Arg, a fess wavy betw, three escallops sa. Lade,
Barham, Kent; Gray's Inn, London; and
Sussex. Lade, Boughton House, Kent. Lade,
Warbleton, Sussex; Bart.; quartering gu. a
lion ramp, or ducally gorged and chained sa.

Arg. a fess engr. vert betw. three escallops sa.

Jamy, Wells, CO. Someiset.
Az. a fess betw. three escallops arg. Kenning,

Northumberland.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. three escallops arg.
Denoaynes,

Az, a fess engr. betw. three escallops arg.
Kenning or Kenninqs, Norfolk, Sir Rauf
Wellew, Uddaie, V. Wellew. Welwike.
Sir John Kenyng, Norfolk; temp. Edward I, V.

Az. a fess engr. erm. betw. three escallops or.

Johnson, W.
Az. a fess betw. three escallops or. Pyne, co.

Somerset, V.

Erm. a fess chequy or and az.betw. three escal-

lops ermines. Dawtrey.
Erm. a fess countercompony az. and or betw.

three escallops ermines. Dawntre, Dawtre,
V.

Gu. a fess betw. three escallops arg.
Chamberlayn. Nockalls. Sentlow or

Sentlowe, V. St. Lowe, co. Lincoln. Sire

Thomas de Sfinloy, N. Sire Rauf de Saint

Louh, 0. Roger Seintloo, Y. Lou, F.

Seyntlou, F. Sir Thomas Stavill, L.
Symbone, 00. Lincoln.

Gu, a fess betw, an eagle displ, in chief and three

escallops iu base arg. Bandenell, Nether-

bury.
Gu. a fess betw, a goat's head erased in chief and

in base three escallops arg. all within a bordure
or, W^ARHAM, Malsanger, co. Hants; Visita'^
tion 16;14.

Gu. a febs betw, a goat's head erased in chief and
in base three escallops arg. all within a bordure

engr. or. Warham, Ossington, co. Dorset;
and CO. Hants,

Ga. a fess fusily betw. three escallops arg.
Acre.

Gu. a fess lozengy betw, three escallops arg.

Abbes, Abbis, Abbiss, or Abbs, Norfolk.

Abys, CO, Derby.
Gu. five fusils (or lozenges) conj. in fess betw.

three escallops arg. Abbys, Buxton, Norfolk.

V.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three escallops or.

Chamberlayne, W. Roger Pichard de

Standone, E. Roger Pikard, F, Y. Pine,
CO. Somerset.

Gu, a fess engr, arg, betw. three escallops or.

Chamberlayne, co. Lincoln.

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. three escallops erm.

Dive, Bromham, co. Bedford; Brompton,
Harleston, Holwell, Quinton, and Wyke, co.

Northampton,
Gu. a fess or betw, three goat's heads erased (in

chief) and a.s many escallops in base all within

a boidure arg. Waijham, Surrey.
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FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Escallops coiU.

Gu. a fes3 or betw. three escallops arg. Sir

Miles PiCHARD, N. Richard Pikard, X.
I'mcHARD or Prichar, Pychard, CO. Here-

ford; and CO. Salop, V. Pyland. Richard.
Sir Thomas Staviix, L.

Gu. a fess or betw, three escallops arg. a label az.

Sire Joban Pichard, N.
Gu. a fess dancetiy or betw. three escallops arg.

Dive.
Gu. a fess dancetty or betw. three escallops erm.
Dyne. Sir John Dyve, Herleston, F. Dyve.

Gu. a fess indented or betw. three escallops erm.
Dive.

Gu. a fess
'

betw. three escallops or.

Chamberlayn, Lincoln. Sire Robert

Chaumberlein, N. John Chamberleyn, X.
John le Chamberleike, F. Sir John

Chamberlayne, CO. Lincoln, V. Cooth.

Cotes, V. Richard Cotes, Grymsby.
Somerootes, CO. Lincoln.

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. three escallops or.

Dives. . Dive, Bromhara, co. Bedford.

Or a fess az. betw. three escallops gu. Prin, F.

Or a fess engr. az. betw. three escallops gu.

Pkinne, CO. Worcester ; and AUingion, co.

Wilts; granted 1588; Z, 510. Edward Prinn,
W. Prynne.

Or a fess betw. three escallops gu. Ardington
or Arthington, co. York, F. Arthington,
fo. Y^ork. Canthorpe. Hardington or

Harrington, co. York, F. Henry Hardington,
Ardington, co. York, F. Shankr; Harl. MS.
llOi. Shauke.

Or a fess engr. per pale az. and sa. betw. three

escallops gu. Prinn.
Or a fess wavy betw. three escallops sa. Ladd,

Kent, W. Lade
; quartered by Holford.

Per chev. arg. and az. a fess erm. betw. three

escallops counterchanged. Norham, F.

Purp. a fess betw. three escallops or. Shanke,
Rowlsby, Norfolk; granted 15 Aug. 15C2.

Shanke, Beccles, Suffolk, )F.

Sa. a ft ss betw. three escallops arg. Arthington,
CO. Yolk. And within a bordure engr. of the
last. Thomas Ponder, F.

Sa. a fess dancetty betw. three escallops arg.

WiLBEY, Norfolk, F.

Sa. a fess wavy betw. three escallops arg. King.
KiNGE, Sherborne, co. Dorset; granted 10

Apiil, IGII. King, F.

Sa. a fess arg. betw, three escallops or. Brett.
Bright, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk; granted
1015. Britt, Britee, or Britiza, co. Devon.
Brytt, F.

Sa. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw. tl.ree escal-

lops or in chief a trefoil of the second.

Skingle, F.

Sa. a fess compony arg. and gu. betw. three escal-

lops of the second. Strickland.
Sa. a fess countercompony arg. and gu. betw.

three escallops or. Skynwell, F.

Sa.a fess crenelly erm. betw. three escallop shells

arg. Beckingham, Tolshunt Beckiugbam,
Essex.

Sa.afess or betw. three escallops arg. Normecott,
Croston,co. Salop.

Sa. a fess engr. or betw. three escallops arg.
Maskelyne, Greenwich ;

as borne by the Rev.
Nevil Maskelyne, D.D. F.R.S. for forty-six

years Astronomer Royal, who d. 9 Felirnary,
1811, aged 79. Maskelyn co. Wilts, !>'.

FESS betw. or within .... co7it.

3 Escallops cont.

Sa. a fess betw. three escallops or. Britt,
Britee or Britiza, co. Devon.

4 Escallops
Gu. a fess lozengy erm. betw. four escallops three
and one. Robert de Dinant, A.

5 Escallops
Sa. a fess gobonated or and gu. betw. five escal-

lops arg. DuNERSALE, Wingrave co, Bucks ;

and Tangley, Surrey.
6 Escallops

Ar?. a fess betw. six escallops gu. Stroog,
Strogge, Strogle, Stroughill or Strugell,
F.

Arg. a fess betw. six escallops sa. Ilam or
Ilamy.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. six escallops sa. Ilam, F.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. six escallops arg.
Dengayne or Engayne, Arunsted, Norfolk.
Dengaine. And with a mullet for diff. M.
John Engayne, S. Egaine. D'Engayne, V.

Az. a fess indented arg. betw. six escallops or.

Dengayne.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. six escallops or.

Engaine.
Gu. a fess betw. six escallops arg. Fitz-William,

Ireland, F.

Gu. a fess or betw. six escallops arg. three two
and one. P. de Sancerms, JP.

Sa. a fess chequy or and gu. betw. six escallops
arg. Dureversale, F.

Sa. a fess chequy or and gu. betw. six escallops of
the second. Durversale. Durevassall alias

Spernore, Swiiifen,co. Stafford
; Eideswick.

Sa. a fess countercompony or and gu. beiw. six

escaUops arg. Durvahssall, Lord of Spernore;
Thomas, Gloucester, 11.

8 Escutcheons

Arg. a fess az. betw. three escutcheons gu. nil

within a bordure of tbe last. Hay, Kirkland,
Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three escutcheons sa. each
charged with a lion ramp, of the field. Grave,
Hatfield, co. Berks; granted 17 Feb. 1773.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three escutcheons vert.

Berney.

Arg. a fess betw. three escutcheons gu. Hay,
Dalgety, Scotland ; a cadet of Hay, of Errol.

Arg. a fess betw. three escutcheons within a bor-
dure gu. Hay. Hay, Woodcockdale, Scot-
land ; descended from Hay of Park.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three escutcheons of the last

ea-h chai'gei with a bend vair hetw. two cinque-
foils or all within a bordure az. bezanty.
Passmere, Passmere, co. Devon.

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. three escutcheons gu.
Hay, Scotland.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three escutcheons gu.
Hay, Cardenie, Scotland; derived from Hay, of

Dalgety.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three escutcheons gu. a
bordure of the last. Hay, Carruber, Scotland.

Arg. a fess betw. three escutcheons vert. Berney.
Erm. a fess engr. betw. three escutcheons gu.

charged with as many mullets or. Bacon,
Suffolk.

Gu. a fess betw. three shields or. Muter, Scot-
land. Muterer, Scotland.

Gyronny of eight erm. and az. a fess betw. three
escutcheons engr. all round the edges or.

SrvcER, F.
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F£SS betw. or within. . ..cont.

3 EscutcIieoiiB cont.

Or a fess betw. three escutcheons gu. each

charged with a bend vair aud two cinquefoils of

the first all within a bordure az. bezanty.

Pasmere, Pasmere Hayes, and Exeter, co.

Devon ; six descents are given in the Visitation

of 1«20.

Or a fess betw. three escutcheons gu. each

charged with a bend vair betw. two cinquefoils
of the first a bordure vert charged with eight
bezants. Pasmore, Maidenhead, co. Berks.

Sa. a less wavy betw, three escutcheons or each

charged with a lion ramp. gu. Kawles, Fifield,

CO. Dorset.
1 Estoile

Per fess az. aud vert a fess arg. betw. an estoile

in chief or and a salmon in base ppr.
TWEDDALE.

2 Estoiles

Arg. a fess betw. two stars in chief az. and a

hunting-horn in base sa. garnished gu. Jossey,

Westpans, Scotland.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. two stars in chief az. and
a hunting-horn in base sa. garnished gu.

JossEY, Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. two stars in chief and a

crescent in base gu. Dick, Braid, Mid Lothian,
N. 3. Baronetcy 1042. Quintin Dick, Esq.
M.P. for Maldon.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. a lion pass. az. in chief and
two estoiles in base sa. Walpole.

Arg. a fess betw. two estoiles in chief and a fish

naiant in base or. Tweddell.
Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw. two crosses

crosslet fitchy in chief and as many stars in

base of the second. Boyd, Trochrig.
Az. a fess wavy erm. in cliief two estoiles of

twelve points or in base a cannon of the last.

SiMCOE, Chelsea, Middlesex.

Az. a fess dancetty in chief two estoiles gu.
and in base a maunch sa. West, Iver, co.

Bucks; aud Westminster.

Az. a less betw. two stars in chief and a garb in

base or. Wauch, Glenboy, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. two stars in

chief and a cinquefoil in base of the second.

Lindsay, Corsbnsket, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. two stars

iu chief and a hunting-horn in base of the

second. Lindsay, Lin bank, Scotland.

Gu. a fess eim. betw. two stars in chief and a

hail's head couped in base or. Ceawfurd,
Haining, Scotland.

Gu. a fess vair in chief two estoiles in base a heart

arg. Baylie, London. Add. M.S. 533 (?), fo. IIC.

Sa. a fess wavy betw. two polar stars arg. Drake,
Buckland, co. Devon. Sir Francis Drake, V.

Drake, Plymouth. Fuller-Elliott Drake,
Nuiwell Court, Buckland Abbey, Sherlord

and Sheafhayne House, Yarcombe, co. Devon;
Baronetcy 1821 ; quartering second gu. on

a bend or a baton az. on a chief of the

last the arms of Gibraltar, viz. betw. two

pillars a castle arg. from the gate a golden

key pendent and under it the words plus ultra

for Elliott; and third arg. three barrulels and

a canton gu. for Fuller.

3 Estoiles

.... a less chequy betw. three estoiles ....

Boyd, in Dunluce Old Church.

Arg. a fess betw. three stars az. Innes, B!air

toun, Scotland.

.cent.FESS betw. or within . . .

3 Estoiles cont.

Arg. a fesscounterembattled betw. three stars az.

Innes, Benwall, Scotland.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three stars az. Innes,
Gomroy, Scotland.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three estoiles az. Gilby.

Innes, Balhalvie, Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three estoiles gu. Jitlius,

Richmond, Surrey.

Arg. a lion ramp. betw. three estoiles issuing out
of as many crescents gu. over all a fess az.

Dillon, Proudston, and Skreen, co. Meath,
Ireland ; granted by Francis, Emperor of Ger-

many, 22 August, 1767.

Arg. a lion ramp, guard, gu. debruised with a fess

az. betw. three estoiles issuing out of as many
crescents of the second. Dillon, Ireland.

Arg. a fess wavy az. betw. three stars gu. Dick.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three stars sa. Corthure
or CoRTiTHURE, Cornwall. Courthop, Wyleigh,
and Dowry, Sussex.

Arg. a fess chequy gu. and of the first betw. three

stars in chief az. and a man's heart in base ppr.

Douglas, Mains, Scotland.

Arg. a fess dancetty gobonated gu. and sa. betw.

three estoiles pierced of the third. More,
London.

Arg. a fess betw. three estoiles gu. Barrett.

EvERARD, Kent; and Suffolk. Sir Hugh
Everard, V. EvERiT or Everitt.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three stars in chief and a

lion ramp, in base of the last. M'Braire,
Netherwood, Sco^l'

—^ '~

'ijict in the direct

line about 1750. iger branch de-

rived John Joseph Ma. , of Xweedhill
and Broadmeadows, co. Berwick. The
M'Brairs of Netherwood are called in old

books of authority,
" an antiente family in

Dumfries-shire," and are presumed originally
to have settled in the south from the highland
county of Aberdeen.

Arg. a fess nebuly gu. betw. three estoiles of the

second pierced or. Everard, Gillingham,
Norfolk.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three estoiles gu.

Everard, Much Waltham, Essex ; Baronetcy

1628, extinct 1745 ;
since of Broomfield Green,

Essex.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three stars sa. Ewayas.

Ewyas, Ewyas, co. Hereford.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three stars of six points sa.

Herald, co. Hereford.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three stars in chief sa. and
a crescent in base az. Trotter, Morton Hall,
Scotland.

Arg. a fess dancetty paly of six gu. and sa. betw.

three estoiles of the third pierced of the field.

More, Lord Mayor of London, l;i95.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief issuant out of the fess a

demi lion ramp. gu. in base three estoiles az.

Oybs or Oeils.

Arg. a fess betw. three stars of six points
sa. Cartuther, Cartuther, Cornwall; the co-

heirs m. Haling and Becket. Canthoiipe.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three estoiles sa»

Badewell.
Az. a fess wavy arg. betw. three estoiles or.

GiLBY, Staynton, co. Lincoln.

Az. a fess or betw. three esloi;es arg. Thwaites,
CO. Lancaster.

Az. a fess betw. three estoiles or. Thwaites,

Marston, co. York.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Estoiles coiit.

Az. a fess counterembattled betw. three estoiles

or. Paramoke, Paramour, Keut; granted
1616.

Az. a fess embattled on the upper part betw.

three estoiles or. Paramour, St. Nicholas, in

the Isle of Thanet.
Az. a fess embattled or betw. three stars of the

last. Paramoee, Isle of Thanet; allowed and

assigned by Cook, 1 585.

Az, a fess nebuly betw. three estoiles issuing
from as many crescents or. Bateman, White-

chapel, Middlesex.
Gu. a fess betw. three estoiles arg. Esteeham.
EvERAED. Harold, Ireland.

Gu. a fess nebuly betw. three estoiles arg.

Everard, Bromfield, Essex; Yelvertoft, co.

Northampton; and Cartfield, Norfolk. Law-
rence Mont-Bernard, V.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three estoiles or. Harold.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three stars

of the second. Lindsay, Dunrodis, Scot-

land.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three stars

in chief and a hunting horn in base of the

second. Lindsay, Kirkforlher, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. bttw. three stars

in chief and in base a mascle of the second.

Lindsay, Payetstoun, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chtquy arg. and az. betw. three stars

in chief find a man's heart in base az.

Lindsay, The Mount, Scotland; who was

Lyon King at^-
' ' "

-ted by K. James V,
1530.

Gu. afeset < ack courant in chief or and
three esto»ic. ' jase arg. Hamey, St. Luke's,
Chelsea.

;

Or a fess az. betw! three estoiles sa. Courthope,
Stodmarsh, Kent.

Or a fess dancetty gu. betw. three estoiles sa.

Comber, Sussex; descen'ded from Richard
de Combre, temp. Henry VI; the senior male
line became extinct at the decease of John
Comber, of Dunnington, Sussex, 16t)0; his

sister and co-heir m. Mark Miller; another
branch vested in the Challen family, and a third

settled in co. York, of which last the late

representative, Thomas Comber, D.D. of East

Newton, died 1779. Cumber, Sussex.
Per pale gu. and or a fess indented betw.

three stars countercbanged. Stanhope, Scot-

land.

Sa. a fess erm.betw. three estoiles arg. Brewsted.
6 Estoiles

Arg. a fess betw. six estoiles pierced gu. Lille
or LiLE.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. six estoiles sa. Breaker.
John Brettker, co. Beds ; temp. Ed. II, V.

Brouker.
Arg. a fess engr. sa. betw. six estoiles gu.
Randwell. Radewell. V.

Az. u fess embattled betw. six estoiles arg. Sir

Samuel Tryon, Kt. 1615; Great Yarmouth
Cburch, Norfolk.

Az. a fess betw. six estoiles or. Gipp or Gypses,
Welmetham,and Horningsheath, Suffolk, V.

Az. a fess embattled betw. six estoiles or. Tryon,
Essex. Tyron,

Az. a fess engr. betw. six estoiles or. Gipps,
Newsbam, Kent. Gipps, Howlels, Kent.

Gu. a fess nebuly betw. six estoiles arg. Everard.
Everard, Bishop of Norwich, 11.21-15.

FESS betw. or within. . . .cont.

Feathers
Gu. a fess betw. three plumes arg. Colveley,

CO. Hants.
Sa. a fess betw. three ostrich feathers arg. Page ;

quanered by Coplestone; Harl. JUS. 1538,
fo. 156.

1 Fish

Az. a fess arg. in chief two leopard's faces or in base

a fish haurient of the second. Gloucester, V.

Az, a fess wavy or betw. two crescents in chief

and a dolphin embowed in base arg. Fish,

Kempton Park, Middlesex.
Gu. a less vair betw. two falcons volant in chief

and a dolphin embowed in base arg. within a

bordure engr. of the last. Hawkins alias

Fisher, Hawkesnest, co. Warwick.
Or a fess gu. betw. an eel naiant in chief az.

and a lion's head erased in base gu.

CUTHBEETSON, Scotlaud.

Per fess az. and vert, a fess arg. in chief an
estoile or in base a salmon ppr. Tweddale.

Per fess gu. and az. a fess erm. in chief two lion's

heads erased or in base a dolphin naiant era-

bowed arg. Senior, Tewin, co. Hertford;

granted 2{i May, 1707.

Per fess gu. and sa. a fess erm. in chief two lion's

heads erased or in base a dolphin embowed arg.
Senior.

2 Fishes

Arg. a fess gu. over all two dolphins haurient

respecting each other or the space betw. the

dolphins erm. Buckland, V.

Az. a fess erm. betw. two fishes arg. Freshwater,
Heybridge Hall, Essex.

3 Fishes

Arg. a fess betw. three fishes haurient gu.
Twichet.

Gu.afess betw. three fishes naiant arg. Barwais;
Harl. MS. 1003.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three fishes arg. Kirton.
Sa. a fess dancetty or betw. three fishes arg.
Westbrooke.

Sa. a fess dancetty or betw. three fishes naiant
in pale arg. Westbrooke, V.

Sa. a fess or the upper part indented betw.
three fishes arg. Westbrooke, V,

....{ Dolphins)

Arg. a fess betw. three dolphins naiant gu.
Leman, Norfolk.

Arg. a fess counterembattled betw. three dolphins
embowed or. Fisher, Derby; and London;
granted 16th November, 1660.

Az. a fess betw. three dolphins embowed arg.
Lemon or Lemmon.

Az. a fess betw. three dolphins hauriant arg.
Leman or Lemmon, Northaw, co. Herts;
Baronetcy 1664; extinct 1762. Sir John
Leman, Lord Mayor of London, W.

Az. a fess betw. three dolphins naiant arg.
Barnard, Essex. Leman.

Az. a fess betw. three dolphins or. James, co.

Dorset.
Gu. a fess betw. three dolphins embowed arg.

ASKHAM, 1675.

Gu. a fess or betw. three dolphins naiant arg.
AsKEAM. AsKAM, V. Sir William Askam, Alder-
man of London, F. Askeam, Askeham, or
ASKHAM.

Gu. a fess or betw. three dolphins naiant
embowed arg. Ascham, London.
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FESS betw. or within eont.

5 Fishes cont. (Dolphins ) cont.

Gu. a feas beiw. three dolpliius or. Askeam,
ASKEHAM, or ASKHAM.

Sa. a fess betw. three dolphins naiant arg.
MlCHELGOOD,

(Pikes)
Sa. a fess erm. in chief four fleurs-de-lis or in base
, three pikes arg. Kirton.

(Shells)
Gu. a fess vair beiw. three whelk shells or.

Wilkinson, Dorringtoii, co. Durham ; granted
September 1538 ; and of Middlesex.

Sa. a fess betw. three whelk shells arg. John;
Harl. MS. 14(U, fo. KiO.

Sa. a fess engr. betw. three whelk shells or.

Shelley, Maresfield Park, Sussex; Baronetcy
1(311. And with a mullet for diff. Shelley,
Castle Goring, Sussex; Baronetcy, 1800.

Shelley, F.

.... (Tenches)
Az. a fess or betw. three tenches arg. Wayte,

Titley Hall, Norfolk.
6 Fishes .... (Dolphins)

Az. a fess wavy betw. six dolphins arg. Newman,
CO. Staiford.

(Herrings)
Sn. a fess betw. six herrings or sprats haurient

or. Sprotton.
2 Flaunches

Az. a fess or lietw. two flaunches erm. Hoblyn,
Bodrane and Nanswhyden, Cornwall; settled at

the former place five generations before 1620.

Fleur-de-lis

Arg. a fess chequy az. and or betw. two ships with
sails furled sa. in chief and a fleur-de-lis az. in

base. Holland, Edinburgh.
Arg. a demi lion ramp, issuing out of a fess gu.

in base a fleur-de-lis of the last. Chalmers,
Balnecraig, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a demi lion issuing sa.

and in base a fleur-de-lis az. Chalmers, Cults,
CO. Aberdeen.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a demi lion ramp. sa. in

base a fleurde-lis of the second. Chambers.

Arg. a demi lion ramp. sa. issuing out of a fess

gu.in base a fleur-de-lis of the last. Chambers
or Chalmers, That Ilk, Scotland.

Az. a fess betw. in chief a fleur-de-lis and in base

a mullet or. Rogerson ; quartered by Cotter.

Or a fess arg. betw. a pellet charged with a

portcullis or inter two demi roses per pale gu.
in chief and a fleur-de-lis beiw. two swans close

arg. in base. Mavger.
Per fess gu. and water ppr, a fess arched with

three towers or all masoned sa. in chief a fleur-

de-lis of the third betw. two roses arg. seeded

gold in base three ships with one mast and

yard each sa. two and one. Cambridge

(Town of).
Per pale gu. and az. a fess invecked betw. two

lozenges in chief and a flenr-de-lis in base or.

Reynai.l, Eggington, CO. Bedford; and Lin-

coln's Inn, London ; granted 1737.

2 Flenrs-de-Lis

Az. a fess betw. two fleurs-de lis or. Flaxney,
CO. Oxford. Flexney, Oxford, 1592, W.

Az. a fess or fretty gu. between two fleurs-de-lis

of the second. Leycester, Tott, co. Chester.

Leycester, Poole, co- Chester. The last male
heir was Richard Leycester, Mayor of Chester,
who died in 1658, his youngest sister and
eventual heiress m. Minsbull.

az.

gu.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.
2 Fleurs-de-Lis cont.

Gu. a bar betw. two fleurs-de-lis stalked and leaved
in chief and an annulet in base or. Kellock,
Scotland.

Quarterly gu. and vert on the first and fourth a
rose or on the second and third a fleur-de-lis
of the last a fess erm. Somner, Kent.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and
a hind trippant in base or. Barhow, Kent.

Sa. a fess betw. two fleurs-de-lis in pale or.
Eaens. John Ewens, Wyncanton, co. Somer-
set, per Cooke 1578, W.

Sa. a fess wavy betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. Ewens
or Evens, co. Dorset; and co. Somerset.

3 Fleurs-de-Lis
.... a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis gn. William
de Waddinqton, Lord of Waddington, iu

Craven, whose'dau. and heir, Alice, m. Sir Roger
Tempest, of Bracewell, knt., living temp.
Edward I, and from this marriage derived the

Tempests of Bracewell, co. York. Robert
Waldby, Archbishop of Dublin, Bishop of
Chichester 1396, afterwards Archbishop of
York.

Arg. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis

Warwick.
Arg. a fess az. betw. three fleurs-de lis

Lester.

Arg. a fess engr. az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Carwell, V.

Arg. a fess raguly az. betw. three fleurs de-lis gu.
Wood, Kent, V.

Arg. a fess nebuly az .>anu; eic^ cr^gcents inter
the horns of each From a your . Sidemeb
or Sidnor. York, co. if. Braire ^'-mer or
SiDNOR. Syddenner, V. b^.

'

,—^, V.

Arg. a fess nebuly az. betw. three crescents sa.

inter the horns of each a fleur-de-lis of the last

all within a bordure engr. gu. Sidnor. Yorke,
CO. Devon.

Arg. a fess wavy az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Fisher, as borne by the Rev. — Fisher, of
Lauacre Marsh.

Arg. a fess az- betw. three fleurs-de-lis vert.

Freke, Ireland.

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three ariows
in pale points upwards in chief and three
fleurs-de-lis two and one in base of the third.

McAdam-Steuart, Glenormiston, co. Peebles.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. Sir

Thomas de Edefen, V, Redfyne.

Arg. a fess nebuly gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az.

Denys, Kent.

Arg. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. Acock.

Bayldon, Bayldon, co. York. Carwell.

Cakwell, N 01 folk. Delamare. William de
La Mare, Y. John de Gayton, F. Karvell
or Karwell, Wiggenhall, Norfolk. Thorpe.
Ogle, Scotland. Richard Ogle, of Pinchbeck
in Holland, co. Lincoln, F.

Arg. a fess betw. three crescents gu.each including
a fleur-de-lis of the second. Ogle, Pinchbeck,
CO. Lincoln. Orgill, Beccles, Suffolk.

Arg. a fess betw. three fleurs de-lis sa. Baildon,
CO. York. Bai.eton. Bayldon, Bayldon, co.

York; 1584, W. Evance. London. Evans,

Watstay, co. Denbigh ; derived from Thomas
Evans, of Oswestry, Attorney-General in the

Court of the Marches. The heiress, Jane, dau.

of Eyton Evans of Watstay, m. Sir John Wynn,
Bart., who changed the name of the place to

Wynnstay. Evans, London ; and Oswaldestre,
95
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FESS betw. or within. . . , cont.

3 Fleurs-de-Lis cont.

CO. Salop. I'lSHiiR, Ravenston, CO. Leicester;

granted 30 Nov. 1771. Waewick.

Arg.a less sa fretty of the first betw. three fleurs-

de-lis of the second. Wakwick.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

on each a lion ramp. or. Rowles, co. Salop.

Arg. a fess crenelly betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Lyndwood.
Arg. a fess engr. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.

Yles, Scotland.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three fleursde-lis sa.

Fisher, Foremark, co. Derby; confirmed in

1730.
Az. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg. Hokes.

HooKE, CO. York; temp. Edward I.

Az. a fess engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

Stodes.
Az. a fess arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Seelton, CO. York. Sir William Hooke, V.

Whitched. Whytehead, Easingwold, co. York.

Az. a fess or betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

WiNDUS.
Az. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Brough,

Scotland. Celsden. Hodnell, Hodvell,

HoDWELL, or Hole. Hook. Sire William

HoK, N. Sir William Hook, V. Kympton.

Lacester. Leicester, Baron de labley;

the fess is gu. in Harl. MS. 1585 (or 1535), fo.

192. Leycester, V. Shelton. Skelton, of

Osmondihorpe. Whitehead, West Tyiherly,
CO. Hants.

Az. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Leicester,

Wesibury, CO. Salop; quartering gu. a fret or

a crescent for second son.

Az. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or a bordure

arg. Leicester.
Az. a fess indented betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Chesterfield.
Az. a fess beiw. three fleurs-de-lis in chief and as

many annulets in base or. Bickton, Cornwall.

Az. billetty arg. a fess dancetty or in chief three

fleurs-de-lis of the second in base a hart's head

couped or an escallop for diff. Poynant,
London; granted 1508; A&limole MS. 840, fo.

377-8.

Az. a fess vair betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

Brown, Gorgymill, Scotland.

Erm. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. Gorges,
CO. Devon.

Gu. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg. Hart,
Chester Herald, temp. Elizabeth, d. 16 July,
1572.

Gu. a fess indented counterindented two points
at each end betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

AsHFiELD, Sufi'olk.

Gu. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three fleurs-

de-lis gold. Alby. Spraggs.
Gu. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Goodhind.

Pole, Devon.
Gu. a fess in chief three fleurs-de-lis and in base

a leopard's head or. Warwyke, co. Chester,
V.

Gu. a fess wavy betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

HicKS or Hickes, Rickols, Essex; Camden,
CO. Gloucester; and London. Hickes, Silton

Hall, CO. York; settled in that county as early
as the fourteenth century.

Gu. a fess or betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.
Whitehead.

Gu. a fess vair betw. three fleursde-lis or. Sir

William de Cantelow, J.

FESS betw. or within . . . , cont.

3 Fleurs-de-Lis cont.

Or a fess az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Leycester. Leycester, East View, Cork.

Or a fess betw. three fleurs-de lis gu. Manford.
Or a fess betw. three crescents in chief and as

many fleurs-de-lis in base barways gu. Seton,
St. German's, Scotland.

Or a fess wavy gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Stamford.
Or a fess gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis vert.

Skelton.
Or a fess sa. fretty of the field betw. three fleurs-

de-lis of the same. Styles, Walton, co.

Northampton,
Per fess or and az. a fess battelly counterbattelly

betw. three fleurs-de lis all counterchanged.
Wall, Leominster, co. Hereford ; and Fuin-

tree Hall, co. Salop ; granted 9 July, 1594.

Wall, V. Wall, Worthy Park, co. Hants.
Per fees or and gu. a fess embattled counter-

embattled betw. three fleurs-de-lis all counter-

changed. Wall, Malvern; and Worcester.

Per pale arg. and az. a fess betw. three fleurs-

de-lis all counterchanged. Freake, Norfolk;

granted by Dethicke, 1572. Edmund Freake,
Bishop of Rochester, Norwich, 1575-84; after-

wards Worcester.
Per pale gu. and vert, a fess dancetty arg. goutty
de sang. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

CoLBATCH, Middlesex.
Sa. a less betw. three fleursde-lis arg. Ashfield,

CO. Lancaster ; and Suffolk. Webb, co. Lincoln.

Welby, Welby, co. Lincoln. Welby, Denton
Hall, CO. Lincoln ; Bart. Welby, King's Lynn,
Norfolk. Welby, Halstide, co. Berks ; Mowlton,
CO. Lancaster; and Woodhead, co. Rutland.

Welby, co. Lincoln, V. Welly.
Sa. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis within a bor-

dure arg. Ashfield, co. York. Ashfeld, V.

Sa. a fess dancetty betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

HowsTER, London.
Sa. a fess engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

Sir Robert Ashfeld, co. Salop, V. Ashfield.

Ashley, Norfolk and Suffolk.

Sa. a fess indented betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.
HOUSTAR. MaRSTON.

Sa. a fess dancetty erm. betw. three fleursde-lis

arg. Marston, Eastcot and Heyton,co. Salop.
Sa. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis erm. Warnfe.
Sa. a fess indented erm. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

arg. Marston, co. Worcester.
Sa. a fess or betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

Lanwray, CO. Somerset.
Sa. a fess or fretty of the field betw. three fleurs-

de-lis of the second. Stiles.
Sa. a fess or fretty of the field betw. three fleurs-

de-lis gold a bordure of the second. Style,
Wateringbury Place, co. Kent; Baronetcy 1027.

Style, Hemsted, Essex; Langley, Kent;
and Ipswich, Suflolk.

Vert a fess arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

NoRGRovE, CO. Salop; CO. Worcester.
4 Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. on a fe^s betw. four fleurs-de-lis gu. a fleur-

de-lis. CHALL0N15R, W.
Sa. a fess betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Gyll, co.

York.
Sa. a fess erm. in chief four fleurs-de lis or in

base three pikes arg. Kirton.
6 Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. a fess humetty az. betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu.
Tritton.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.
6 Fleurs-de-Lis cont.

Arg. a fess wavy (or liebuly) gu. betw. six fleurs-

de-lis az. Denys, Kent, V.

Arg. a fess betw. six fleurs-de lis gu. Gayton.
Geynton or Geyton, V. Sire Johan de

Geytone, N. Thorpe.
Arg. a fess eugr. betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu. Eley

or Elye, CO. York. Elly. Ely.
Arg. a fesB nebuly betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu.

DoBSON, Lynn, Norfolk.

Arg. a fess gu. betw, six fleurs-de-lis sa. Barei^
or Barry, co. Kent, V.

Arg. a fess nebuly gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis sa.

DoBSON, CO. Lancaster.

Arg. a fess betw. six flenrs-de-lis sa. Acres,
Northumberland; V. Anlaby or Hanlaby.
M. Alnack de Anlaby, S. Eley, Utterby, co.

Lincoln, F. Halnaih deHALNABY, X. Halnaby.
Arg. a fess engr. betw. six fleurs delis sa.

Etheuedge or Ethridge. Nicholas of Ely,
Bishop of Winchester, 1268-80. Iley, V. Sir

Richard de Iley, Richmond, co. York, F.

Richmond, Cumberland.
Az. a fess betw. six fleurs-de-lis or. Skelton.
Gu. a fess arg. betw. six fleurs-de-lis of the

second. Thorp. Thorpe, co. York. Sir

William Thorpe, co. York, F.

Gu. a fess betw. six fleurs-de-lis or. Cheffield,
CO. Rutland. Cheffeld, F. Sheffieij).

Sa. a fess betw. six fleurs-de-lis arg. Hooker.
1 Flower.... (Eose)

Arg. a fess az. betw. two pairs of barnacles in

chief and a rose in base gu. Thurning,
Northampton.

Erra. a fess invecked az. betw. two bees volant
in chief ppr. and a damask rose in base gu.
barbed vert. Keet, Canterbury ; granted 1745.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. a lion pass in

chief and a rose in base gu. all within a bor-

dure engr. and gobonated of the second and
third. Stewart, Inchbrock, Scotland; Lyon
Begister.

....(Thistle)

Arg. a fess vert. betw. two snails in their shells

in chief az. and in base a thistle leaved ppr.
Stedman.

2 Flowers .... (Lilies )

... .a fess... .betw. two lilies.. . . John Gigles
or de Liliis, Bishop of Worcester, 1497-8.

Gu. a fess or betw. two lilies slipped in chief arg.
and an annulet in base of the second. Kello.

.... (Demi-Boses)
Or a fess arg. betw. two demi roses per pale gu.

in chief and a fleur-de-lis betw. two swans
close arg. in base. Maygek.

.. ..(Boses)

Per fess ga. and water ppr. a fess arched with

three towers or all masoned sa. in chief a fleur-

de-lis of the third betw. two roses arg. seeded

gold in base three ships with one mast
and yard each sa. two and one. Cambridge

(Town of).

Quarterly gu. and vert on the first and fourth a

rose or on the second and third a fleur de-lis

of the last a fess erra. Somner, Kent.

3 Flowers .... (Narcissus )

Vert a fess vairy arg. and erminois betw. three

Narcissus flowers of the second. White,
Hursley, CO. Northampton ; granted I75(t.

FESS betw. or within. . . .cont.
3 Flowers cont. (Boses)

.... a fess betw. three roses .... Rushbrook.
Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw. three roses in

chief and a crescent in base of the second.

Boyd, Edinburgh.
Arg, a fess betw. three roses gu. Pontrell.
PoWTRELL.

.\rg. a fess betw. three roses gu. in chief a
crescent for difi". Lelly, 1680.

A.rg. a fess dancetty betw. three roses gu. Smith,
W.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three I'oses gu. Sir

Montague Smith, Justice of the Common
Pleas, 1865 ; quartering gu. on a fess embattled
counterembattled or three Cornish choughs sa.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three roses gu. barbed
vert. Smyth, Honyngton, co. Lincoln, IF.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three roses gu. barbed and
seeded ppr. Melross (Title of).

Arg. a fess wavy gu. betw. three roses sa.

Samkin or Sampkin, co. Hertford; and Essex.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three roses gu. Newby.
Az. a fess betw. three roses or. Cottington,
Lord Cottington of Hanworth. Musnee.

Az. a fess wavy betw. three roses pierced or a
fleur-de-lis for diS". Watkyns, co. Wilts.

Erm. a fess betw. three roses gu. Gorges, co.

Devon.
Gu, a fess betw, three roses arg. Bewley,

Sufi"olk, Clasby.
Gu. a fess engr. betw, three roses arg. Hooker.
Gu. a fess the upper part embattled erm. betw.

three roses arg. Sandwell or Sandwill,
Minster, Isle of Thanet.

Or a fess chequy or and az. betw. three roses ga,
Lennox and Stewart.

Or a fess counterembattled betw. three roses gu.

Brunsell, Bingham, co. Nottingham.
Per fess a fess wavy gu. chief part vert a lion

ramp, or the base parted per pale the dexter
side vair the sinister sa. three roses arg.

BuELiNsoN, Bishop-Wearmouth, co. Durham.
Sa, a fess betw. three roses arg. Fessys, or

Fressis, F.

Sa. a fess crenelly erm. betw. three roses arg.
Sandwell.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three roses .... Potter.
Sa. a fess betw. three roses or. Ruchbroke, F.
Rushbrooke.

(Thistles)

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three thistles vert flowered
of the second. Shortreed, Scotland.

Or a fess az. betw, three thistles slipped vert

flowered gu. Miles Salley, Bishop of Llandaff",
1500-16.

2 Tre-Foils

Arg. a fess wavy per pale az. and gu. in chief a

trefoil slipped vert betw. two crosses crosslet

of the third and the like in base." Brooking,
CO. Devon.

3 Tre-Foils

Arg. a fess betw. three trefoils slipped az.

Forest.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three trefoils slipped az.

Frost, cq. York,

Arg, a fess betw. three trefoils slipped gu.
Brigham, CO. York.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three trefoils slipped gu.
BiRLEY.

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. three trefoils slipped gu.

Thorpe, Mauswell, co. Gloucester.
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JESS betw. or within cont.

3 Tre-Foils cont.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three trefoils slipped az.

Fkost, V.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three trefoils slipped vert.

M'Taggart, England. M-Taggart, Scotland.

Arg. a fess sa. hetw. three trefoils slipped gu.
Brigham, CO. York, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three trefoils slipped sa.

Blacden. Brigham.
Az. a fess wavy or betw. three trefoils of the se-

cond. Lewson, CO. Warwick.
Gu. a fess betw. three trefoils arg. Moncetjx.
Or a fess az. in chief a lion pass. gu. and in base

three trefoils reversed vert. Dash.
Or a fess erm. betw. three trefoils slipped vert.

Clarke.
Per fess or and arg. a fess az. in chief a lion pass.

gu. in base three trefoils slipped and reversed

vert. Dash; Granted to Joseph Dash, of St.

Michael's, Crooked Lane, London.
Per pale arg. and sa. a fess betw. three trefoils

all counterchanged. Mychell, co. Somerset,
W.

Per pale gu. and vert, a fess nebuly betw. three
trefoils slipped arg. Mandevill; Harl. MS
1404, fo. 62.

Quarterly vert and gu. a fess wavy. betw. three
trefoils counterchanged. Mandevile, co.

Wilts.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. three trefoils erm. Eves,
Kent.

Sa. a fess betw. three trefoils erm. Evias.
Sa. a fess or betw. three trefoils erm. Evias.
Vert a fess betw. three trefoils pierced arg.
Marewood or Marwood.

Vert a fess crenelly arg. betw. three trefoils erm.
Champney. Champnes, Harl. MS. 1406, fo. 62.

Vert a fess counterembattled or betw. three tre-

foils slipped erm. Champanes, V.

6 Tre-Foils
Gu. a fess dancettyerm. betw. six trefoils slipped

or. Inkersall, co. Hertford ; and Middlesex ;

Her. Off., CO. Hertford and Middlesex, c. 28.
Gu. a fess betw. six trefoils slipped or.

Bewchamp, V. Beauchampe, Essex.

10 Tre-Foils

Erm. a fess gu. betw. ten trefoils slipped sa.

Cleeke.

2 Quatre-Foils

Arg. a fess counterembattled sa. betw. two quatre-
foils gu. Wibery.

3 Quatre-Foils

Arg. a fess counterembattled sa. betw. three
quatrefoils gu. Wilbery, V.

Or a fess betw. three quatrefoils gu. De Ewes,
Stowall.

Or a fess vair betw. three quatrefoils gu. Dewes,
Stow Han, Suffolk.

6 Quatre-Foils

Arg. a fess betw. six quatrefoils gu, Meynton.
1 Cinqne-Foil

Arg. a fess'wreathed az. and gu. betw. a crescent
in chief and a cinquefoil in base of the second.
WiLKiE, Scotland; Workman's MS.

Arg. a fess tortilly gu. and az. betw. a crescent in
chief of the second and a cinquefoil in base of
the third. Carhichael.

Az. a fess or in chief a lion's gamb erased of the
second in base a cinquefoil arg. Touke,
Worcester; quartering arg. three cinquefoils sa.

FESS betw. or within. . . .cont.

1 Cinque-Foil cont.

Gn. a fess eiigr. betw. a cinquefoil in chief and a

crescent in base arg. Cone, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. two stars in

chief and a cinqueibil in base of the second.

Lindsay, Corsbasket, Scotland.

Gu. a fess or betw. a chev. in chief and a cinque-
foil in biise arg. a boriiure of the second.

Nurse, Scotland.
2 Cinque-Foils

Arg. a fess counterembattled betw. two cinqne-
foils in cliief and a cross crosslet in base gu.
Keirie, Gogar, Scotland.

Or a fess chequy gu. and arg. betw. two cinque-
foils in chief az. and a stag's head cabossed in

base gu. IUrk.
3 Cinque-Foils

Arg. a fess az. freiiy or betw. three cinquefoils gu.
CALDECOTE,Caldecote, co. Chester. Caldecott,
Rugby Lodge, co. Warwick; descended from
the Calcotts or CalHecotts, originally of Abing-
don, CO. Berks; and subsequently of Barrow,
and Whitwell, co. Rutland; and of Calthorpe,
CO. Leicester; quartering second arg. three
bends sa; third gti. a chev. betw. three leopard's
faces arg. Colquite, Fowey, Cornwall.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils az.

Wykersley, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three cinquefoils gu. Powtrell,
West Hallam,co. Derby; originally ofThrunip-
ton, CO. Nottingham ; where eight generations
had resided previously to the reign of Henry V,
I'YNTKELL Or PiNTRELL, V. WlNCHESLEYJ
Harl. MS.

Arg. three fusils conj. in fess gu. betw. as many
cinqueloils az. Blounvill, V. Broumfeld, V.

Arg. three fusils conj. in fess betw. as many
cinquefoils gu. Edmund Bromfeld, Bishop of

Llandatf, 1389-93

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils gu.
Darcy.

Arg. a fess nebuly gu. betw. three cinquefoils sa.

Sir Thomas Sampkyn, Essex, V.

Arg. a fess wavy gu. betw. three cinquefoils sa.

Samkin or Sampkin, Essex; and co. Hertford.
Cunningham. Mudge.

Arg. a fess betw. three cinquefoils sa. Walling,
Ireland.

Arg. a fess betw. three cinquefoils sa. pierced of

the field. Measey or Meysey, co. Worcester.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils sa.

Foley, Ireland. Foley or Foyley. Foxley,
CO. Northampton, V. Foley, Baron Foley.
Foley, Ridgway, co. Pembroke.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils all witliin

a bordure sa. on a canton gu. a ducal coronet or.

Foley, granted to Richard Foley, Esq. of
CO. Woicester, in 1671.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three cinquefoils vert.

I3euzevill.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three cinquefoils sa.

Walling, Ireland, V.

Arg. a fess hetw. three cinquefoils vert. Tobin.
Az. a fess betw. three cinquefoils arg. Musward,

F. Frazer, CO. Inverness, Scotland ; quarter-
ing arg. three antique crowns gu.

Az. a fess arg. betw. three cinquefoils or.

Marward. Mr. Thomas Maurwarde, S. Sir
Thomas Mordeed, V. Maureward, co. Leices-
ter. Mei;ward, V. Merwald. Musard.

Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw, three cinque-
foils in chief of the second and a buck's head
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FESS betw. or within . . ..cont.

3 Cinque-Foils ccmt.

cabossed or in ha.se. Pauk, Holland; descended
from Scotland.

Az. a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils arg.
Wykeksley.

Az. a fess beiw. three cinquefoils or. Musner.
Erm. a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils....

Tresillian, Tresilliau, Cornwall.

Erni. a fess betw. tliree cinquefoils gu. GoRGYS,
V. Grase, CO. Devon. WottoN, co. Devon.

Eim. a fess sa. betw, three cinquefoils gu. Graas,
CO. Devon.

Gu. a fess betw, three cinquefoils arg, Clasby,

Clesby, F. Hamilton, Halleraig, Scotland,

Maze. Mountesey, V. Mountsey.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three cinque-

foils erm. all within a bordure of the last

charged with eight buckles of the third.

Hamilton, Innerwick, East Lothian, Fenton,

Lawfield, and Ballincrieff, Scotland; derived

from John, second son of Sir Walter Hamilton,
of that Ilk.

Gu. a fe.ss erm. betw. three cinquefoils in chief

and a mullet in base arg. Robe, Bristol;

descended from Scotland.

Gu. a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils pierced or.

MOUNTSWORD.
Or a fess wavy betw. three cinquefoils sa.

Walling, Ireland.

Or a fess vairy betw. three cinquefoils gu. Ducie,
London

;
and Wiltenhall, co. Stafford.

Or a fess vairy erm. and sa. betw. three cinquefoils
of the last. Dickes, Walthole, Cumberland.

Or a fess vert betw. three cinquefoils gu. Jon
de Olzeton, F.

Sa. a fess betw. three cinquefoils arg. Ewyas,
Kent. Hunsley. Hunster, Hunt, or Huniste,
CO, Bedford; and Kent. Hurt, co, Stafford.

Seases, V. ViLLERE, CO, Leicester. Villers,

Wallinge.
Sa. a fess nebuly betw. three cinquefoils arg.

Burton, Inglethorp. co. Derby; 24 Elizabeth.

Burton,
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three cinquefoils ai'g,

Barkeley, Okenbury, Cornwall, Barkley,
co, Devon, IV. Davies, Tisbury, co. Wilts.

Davies, Englefield, co. Berks; Z, 443,

George Davys, Bishop of Peterborough, 18'-}9.

Potter, co. Devon; Kent; co, Oxford; and
CO. Somerset, John Potter, Bishop of Oxford,

Archbishop of Canterbury, 1737-47.

Sa. a fess betw. three cinqueloils erra. Davis.

Davys. Euias, Kent. Potter, Kent.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three cinquefoils or.

Potter, co. Leicester.

Sa. ft fess or betw, three cinquefoils arg. Danrey.

Davies, Keilio, and Kea, Cornwall, Davis.

Davy, Sussex; Suffolk; and co. Wilts, V.

Gamys, V. Hammys or Hammye, V.

Sa. a fess or betw. three cinquefoils arg. a mullet

for diff, Da^.'ye,

Sa, a fess or betw. three cinquefoils erm. Davy,

Beekley, Sussex; Suffolk; and co, Wilts. Davy,
of Guisnes, V. Evias, Kent. Hammys or

Hammye, V. Hanny. Jeys.

Sa, a fess betw. three cinquefoils or, Hamste,
Harte. Honte, V. Hunster, Hunt, or

Huniste, co. Bedford ; and Kent, V. Hunt or

HuNSTE. Hurt, Alderwasley, co. Derby ;

settled for five generations at Ashborne, at the

time of the Visitation of Ifill ; quartering
second gu. a wolf passant arg. for Lowe of

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Cinque-Foils cont.

Alderwasley ;
third az. a hart trippant arg. for

Lowe of Denby and Alderwasley; fourth arg.
a liuglehorn betw. three crescents sa, each

charged with a bezant or for Fawne of Alder-

wasley, RUSHBROOK. WiTHAM,
Sa, a fess embattled betw. three cinquefoils or.

Apei.esbury or Applesbory.
Vert a fess betw. three cinquefoils arg, Marwabd.
Vert a fess arg. betw. three cinquefoils or.

Mareward.
6 Cinque-Foils

Arg. a fess engr. betw. six cinquefoils sa. Ilau,

London, V.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. six cinquefoils or.

Umfreville, Wales, V.

Or a fess wayy betw six cinquefoils gu. Davison,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. Davison, Lanton, and

Swarland, Northumberland. Davison, Piere-

point, near Farnham, Surrey.
Vert a fess betw. six cinquefoils arg. Marwakd.

Fountains
Az. a fess wavy betw. three stone fountains arg.

Hodsoll, London; and Hollywell and South

Ash, Kent.
Frets

Arg. a fess gu. in chief fretty az. in base a dolphin
embowed naiant of the third. Morys, V.

Az. a fess erm. betw, two frets or. Yeomans or

Yeamans.
Gu. a fess betw. two frets arg. Hillion.

Gu. a fess or betw. two frets arg. Hillion.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all a fess az. Norreys,

Speke, CO. Lancaster. Norreys, Baronetcy,
1838 ; quartering Jephson.

3 Fruits (Apples)

Arg. a fess betw. three apples gu. Appleton or

Apelton.

Arg. a fess betw. three apples gu. stalked vert.

Apleton, Kent.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three apples gu, stalked vert.

Apleton, Kent, Apdlton, V.

Arg. a fess sa. betw, three apples gu. stalked and

leaved vert, Apleton, Suffolk,

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three apples or leaves vert.

Appleton, South Bemstesd, Essex.

Arg. a fess sa; betw, three apples leaved and slipped

ppr, Appleton or Ai'YLTON, Little Brook.

Arg. a fess engr, sa. betw. three app'es leaved

and slipped ppr, Appleton or Apylton, Little

Brook, Appleton, Essex.

Or a fess betw. three apples gn, Appleton,

Vert a fess engr. betw. three apples arg. stalked

gu. Apleton, Kent.

Vert a fess sa, betw, three apples gu. stalked or.

Apleton, Kent.

( Grapes)

Arg. a fess betw. three bunches of grapes sa.

Mowlder.
.... (Nuts)

Arg. a fe'is gu. betw. ibree hazel nuts or husks

and stalks vert, Hasley or Hassely, Suffolk.

Haseley, V.

( Pears)

Arg. a fess betw. three pears sa. City of

Worcester.
Az. a fess arg. betw. three pears or. Orchard,

Hartland Abbey, co. Devon ;
the sisters and

co-heirs of Paul Orchard, who d. in 1812, m.

Morrison and Buck.
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Beauchamp.
, PlEUREFOHD.

BOWNES. M.

HOKELEY.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Fruits cont. (Pears) cont.

Az. a fess embattled arg. betw. three pears or.

Perry.
Vert a t'ess embattled betw. three pears or.

Perry.

(Pine Apples or Pine Cones)

Arg. a fess betw. three piue apples uz. Perryn.

Arg. a fes3 gu. betw. three pineapples vert.

Apleton.

Arg. a less sa. betw. three pineapples gu.
Apleton.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three pine-apples vert.

Apleton.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three pine-apples pendent

slipped vert. Apulton, V.

Or a fess betw. three pine-apples sa. Apleton.
.... (Pomegranates)

Or a fess indented erm. betw. three pomegranates
leaved ppr. Barr.

6 Fruits .... (Pears )

Gu. a fess betw. six pears or.

Besford or BosFORD. Clopton.
Fusils

Arg. a fess betw. three fusils az.

Wm. de Hastings,!).

Arg. a fess betw. three fusils gu
Arg. a fess sa. betw. three fusils gu. Delahoesse.

Arg. a fess betw. three fusils sa. Laton.
Az. a fess betw. three fusils arg. Griffith.
Az. a fess betw. three fusils or. Hyde.
Gu. a fess betw. three fusils arg. Clesby.
Or a fess betw. three fusils sa. Notman.
Sa. a fess betw. three fusils or. VVakebkidge.

3 Gads
Or a fess wavy betw. three gads or delves sa.

Stanford, F.

1 Garb
Az. a fess betw. two stars in chief and a garb in

base or. Wauch, Glenboy, Scotland,

2 Garbs

Arg. a fess gu. betw. two garbs in chief of the se-

cond and a lion pass, in base sa. Cinsallagh,
Ireland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. two garbs in

chief and a crescent in base of the second.

Stewart, Till the Cap, co. Banfif, Scotland.

3 Garbs
.... a fess betw. three garbs or. Sir Henry
De Bathe, Justiciary of England, d. 1252;
buried in Christ Church, Oxford ; Gough, i, 46.

Arg. a fess betw. three garbs az. Panter.

Arg. a fess betw. three ryesheaves az.

Riddell, Cheesburn Grange, Northumber-
land. RiDDELL, Felton Park, and Swinburne
Castle, Norihuniberland ; quartering Harbotell,
Paslew, Lawson, and Cramlington. Durham
Visit. 1615. Rydalle, V.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three garbs gu. Rioell,
John Rydell, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three garbs gu. Cuppage.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three garbs aa. Tindall ;

Lancaster /feraW, temp. Henry VII. Tindall,
Eastwood, CO. Gloucester; and Norfolk. Sir

William Tyndall, V. Tyndall.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three garbs sa. banded
or. Tyndale, Deane, co. Northampton ;

Hockwold, Norfolk; Eastwood Park, co.

Gloucester; and Batliford, co. Somerset; quar-
tering second arg. a fess dancetty gu. in chief

three crescents of the last for Dean of co. North-

ampton ; third or a cross gu. for Bigod ; fourth

arg. three fleurs-de-lis gu. for Moutford, of

FESS betw. or within. . ..cont.

3 Garbs cont.

Norfolk ;
fifth or a chev. gu. betw. three

cinquefoils slipped of the last for Le Bon;
sixth arg. three boar's heads erect and erased

sa. for Booth.

Arg. a fess betw. three garbs sa. Benley, V.

Bentley. Blankensop, Northumberland.
Blenkinsopp or Blankensopp, as quartered by
the Coulsons, of Blenkinsopp Castle, North-
umberland. Thomas Blenkansop, Y. Sir

Thomas Blenkensop, V. Jervis, Cornwall.

Tindall, Norfolk.
Az. a fess arg. betw. three garbs or. Yorstone,

Scotland. Sir Roger Noyres, F. Nowers, F.
Az. a fess gu. betw. three garbs or. Sambach,

CO. Worcester.
Az. a fess lozengy or betw. three garbs arg.

Middleton, CO. York.
Az. a fess betw. three garbs or. Lfwhite,
Bromhara, co. Wilts. Sambadge, Samboche,
or Sandboche, co. Chester, and Kent; granted
20 May 1579. Sandbach, Sondbach, co. Ches-

ter; the fess gu. in Harl. MS. 1535, fo. Vii.

John Sonbache, co. Chester, V.

Az. a fess or betw. three garbs of the last banded

gu. Grosvenor, if.

Az. a fess betw. three garbs or all within a bor-

dure eugr. of the last. Kempe, Dover, Kent ;

granted 1641.

Erm. a fess az. betw. three garbs .... Maistekson,
CO. Chester, JF.

Gu. a fess betw. three garbs arg. Schepot, F.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three garbs
of the second banded of the first. Lind>ay,
Edinburgh; descended of Dunrodis, Lion

Register.
Gu. a fess chequy or and gu. betw, three garbs of

the second. Vaulx. Vaux, Gillesland, Tryer-
mayne, and Catterlen, Cumberland ; and Har-

rowden, co. Northampton.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three garbs or all within a

bordure of the second. Kemp, Westbroke,
Norfolk; and South Mailing, Sussex.

Gu. a fess dancetty erminois betw. three garbs or.

Leeves, Tortington, Sussex; granted in 1738
to William Leeves, of Tortingion Place, and

exemplified in 1809 to William Fowler, fourth

son of Thomas Fowler, of VValberton, by Mary
his wife dau. of Richard Leeves, on his taking
the name of Leeves.

Gu. a fess betw. three garbs or. Sir Thomas
de Sheffeild, L. Sheffeld, TF.

Or a fess chequy of the first and gu. betw. three

garbs sa. Vaux.
Or a fess chequy gu. and or betw. three garbs gu.
Vaux, Catterlen, Cumberland.

Or a fess betw. three garbs gu. Sheffield.
Per pale arg. and sa. a fess nebuly betw. three

garbs all counterchanged. .Jelberd, F.

Per pale arg. and sa. a fess wavy betw. three

garbs counterchanged. Jelbert.
Sa. a fess betw. three garbs arg. Benley, F.

Coventrey, TF.

Sa. a fess engr. betw. three garbs arg. Chelsum,
Droxford.

Sa. a fess engr. arg. betw, three garbs or,

Kelsham or Kilsham. John Kelsham,
Kent, F.

Sa. a fess engr. erm. betw, three garbs or.

Kelso, Kelsoland, co. Ayr.
Sa. a fess or betw. three garbs arg. Fylde, TF.

Sa. a fess betw. three garbs or. Seagrave or

Seagrove. Benley, Coventry.
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FESS betw. or within. . . . cont.
3 Oarbs cont.

Vert a fess arg. betw. three garbs or. Fogakty

(modem).
6 Oarbs

Arg. a less cbequy .... and .... betw. six garbs
three and three gu, Vaux, W.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. six garbs or.

Raykcourt. Reyncouet, V. Rainecoukt,
Dolman, Badsworth.

Gu. a ttss beiw. six garbs arg. Sheffield.
Blenkinsopp, Hoppyland Park, Durham; and
Humbleton Hall, Northumberland; quar-
tering second and third quarterly first and
fourth arg. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. for Layton or Leaton j second and
third sa. three swords in fess arg. two with
their points in base and the middle one in chief

for Rawlins.
Or a fess betw. six garbs gu. Sheffield, Seaton,

CO. Rutland; and Navestock, Essex; derived
from the marriage of William Sheffield, M.P. fur

CO. Rutland, 9 Henry IV. with Isabella, younger
dau. and co-heiress of Rowland de St. Liz. The
eventual heiress, Elizabeth, dau. and heir of

Joseph Sheflieid, of Navestock, Essex ; and of

Cappoly, Queen's County; m. 1692 Stephen
Cassan. Sheffield, Croiby, co. Lincoln.

John de Schefeld, Y. Scheffeld, V.

And with a martlet for diff; Sheffield, co.

Leicester.

8 Garbs
Az. a fess dancetty betw. eight garbs or banded

gu. Dolman, Pocklingtou, co. York; and
York.

3 Gates

Arg. a fess betw. three gates sa. Yates, Lyford,
CO. Berks ; Harl. MS. 4108, fo. 63.

Arg. a fess embattled betw. three gates sa. Yate,
Buckland. co. Berks ; Harl. MS. 4108, fo. 61 b.

Gauntlets see Hands

3 Gouttys

Az. a fess dancetty or betw. three gouttys of the
last. Ingleden.

6 Gonttys

Gu. a fess betw. six gouttys or. Wyke, W,
Grenade

Quarterly gu. and or over all a fess compony
countercompony or and az. in the first and
fourth quarters a lion ramp. arg. in the second
and third a grenade sa. fired ppr. Warken,
London ; and Shepperton, Middlesex.

1 Gun
Az. a fess wavy erm. in chief two estoiles of

twelve points or in base a cannon of the last.

SiMcoE, Chelsea, Middlesex.

3 Guns

Or a fess embattled sa. masoned of the first betw.
three chamber pieces of the second. Elworth.

3 Hammers, etc.

Arg. a fess betw. three mallets the handles re-

versed gu. Bloodman.
Arg. a fess betw. three mallets sa. Browne.
Brown.

Gu. a fess betw. three hammers or. Pigott.

6 Hammers, etc.

Gu. a fess betw. six mallets or. Mallet or

Martell, CO. Derby; and co. Nottingham.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.
1 Hand and Arm, etc.

Arg. a fess embattled gu. therefrom issuing in
chief a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr.
garnished or encircled by a wreath of laurel
the band supporting the French invincible
standard in bend sinister also ppr. in base a
chev. indented gu. betw. three boar's heads
erased az. Aberchomby, Baron Abercromby.

2 Hands, &c.
Az. a fess embattled erm. betw. two dexter arms
vambraced arg. garnished or. Franke, co.

Leicester; granted 6 Feb. 1689.
Az. a fess or betw. two arms armed couped at the

shoulder arg. Armsteang.
Sa. a fess arg. betw. two dexter hands or. Bate.
Sa. a fess betw. two dexter hands couped or

a label for diff. Bates.
3 Hands, &c.

Az. a fess arg. betw. three sinister hands couped
or. Talbot.

Az. a fess betw. three gauntlets clenched or.

Talbot, Bradmayne, co. Dorset.
Gu. a less betw. three dexter hands arg.
Peytener, V. Quatermaynes, V. Thomas
Quatermayne, Weston, V.

Gu. a fess embattled erm. betw. three dexter
gauntlets or. Birsty, Birchenstey, Sussex;
and Hever, Kent.

Gu. a fess betw. three dexter (another sinister)
hands or. Petiver.

Or a fess vert betw. three dexter hands couped
gu. Viel.

Sa. a fess betw. three dexter hands arg. Bate,
CO. Lancaster, V. Batty.

Sa. a fess betw. three dexter bands couped bend-
ways arg. Bate.

Sa. a fess betw. three hands arg. Bates, Denton,
Sussex,

Sa, a less betw. three dexter hands appaumy arg.
Bates, co. York, Gerard Bat, Mayor of Lon-
don, 1240; Harl. MS. 1049.

Sa. a less engr. arg. betw. three dexter hands
couped at the wrist lying fessways. Isate
(in error for Bate), co. York.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. three dexter hands bend-
ways or. Bate, Z.

Sa. a fess engr. arg, betw. three dexter hands
couped at the wrist or. Bat or Batt, co. Berks

;

aud CO. York,
Sa. a fess engr. arg, betw. three dexter hands
couped bendways or. Bate, co. York 1565,

Sa, a fess engr. betw. three dexter hands couped
arg. Bates, Numby, co. York,

Sa, a fess engr, betw. three dexter hands couped
at the wrist bendways arg. Bates, Halliwell,
Northumberland; an old northern family,
descended from Thomas Bates, of Ovington
Hall, Esq., M.P. for Morpeth in 1554; and of
Milbourne Hall, Northumberlaud.

Sa. a fess engr. betw. three dexter hands erased
at the wrist and bendways arg. Bates,
Gothorsley House, near Stourbridge.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three dexter hands erect

arg. Batt, Kensington, Middlesex; granted
21 June, 1717.

Sa. a fess betw. three hands erect or. Baett or
Batt,

4 Hands, &c.

Arg. a fess betw. four sinister hands conped and
erect gu, Quatermaynes.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. four dexter bauds couped gu.
Quatermayne.
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FESS betw. or within. . . .cont.

4 Hands, &c. cont.

Gu. a fess betw. four dexter hands couped arg.

Qdateemain, CO. Oxford.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. four hands or.

QUATEEMAYNE.
Gu. a fess betw. four hands or. Qdateemayne.

Harpy see Monster
3 Harrows

Az. a fess betw. three harrows or toothed gu.
Haerowee, America.

1 Head— Beast (Boar)
.... a fess beiw. a cross paity inter two crescents

in chief and a boar's head and neck couped in

base. Knox, Duudee, Scotland.

Arg. a fess cbequy or and sa. betw. two lion's

heads erased in cbief and in base a boar's head
as the last gu. Birkbeke, Westmoreland.

Or a iess chequy arg. and az. bt-tw. two crescents

in chief with a boar's head couped in base sa

Clark, Corarie Castle, co. Perth.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. two crescents

in chief and a boar's head erased in base gu. all

within a bordure of the last charged with eight
bezants. Clerk, Mavis Bank.

Or a less chequy az. and arg. betw. two crescents
in chief and a boar's head couped in base sa.

Clerk, Pennycuick, Scotland ; Bart.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. two crescents
in chief gu. and a boar's head couped in base
sa. all within a bordure of the fourth. Clerk,
Liston Sheills.

Or a fess cbequy az. and arg. betw. three crescents

in chief gu. and a boar's head couped sa. betw.

two mullets of the fourth in base all within a

bordure engr. of the fifth. Clerk, Norwich.
.... (Deer)

Arg. a fess in chief three pheons in base a buck's

head cabossed sa. Hollingbury.
Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw. three cinque-

foils in ciiief of the second and a buck's head
cabossed or in base. Park, Holland ; descended
from Scotland.

Erm. a fess az. betw. two mullets in chief and a

hart's head with ten tynes erased in base gu.

Dick, Prestoufield, Mid-Lotbian, Scotland
;

Bart.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. two mullets in cbief arg.
and a hart's bead cabossed in base or aitired sa.

Ceawfued, Linlithgow, Scotland.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. two stars in chief and a

hart's head couped in base or. Crawfurd,
Haining, Scotland.

Or a fess chequy gu. and arg. betw. two cinque-
foils in chief az. and a stag's bead cabossed in

base gu. Park.
Or a fess sa. betw. an eagle displ. in chief and a

deer's head cabossed in base gu. Feld, Fell
or Mc Fell, Scotland.

Or a fess sa. betw. two eagles displ. in chief gu.
and a stag's head cabossed in base of the last.

M'Fall, Scotland.

Or a fess sa. beiw. an eagle displ. in chief of the

last and a deer's head cabossed in base gu.

M'Phaill, M'Fell or M'Faill, Scotland.

Or a fess betw. an eagle displ. with two necks in

chief and a stag's head cabossed in base sa.

Feld, Fagen Hall, co. Gloucester.

Per fess arg. and vert a fess indented counter-

changed in chief three mullets gu. and in base
a stag's head of the first. Stenley, Scotland.

Per fess vert and gu. a fess dancetty betw. a hart's

head cabossed with a pheon betw. the attires

FESS betw. or within cont.

1 Head cont. (Deer) cont.

and two escahops in chief and in base another

pheou all arg. Duff, Scotland.
Vert a fess dancetty ern». betw. a buck's head

cabossed in chief and two escallops in base or.

Duff, Craighead, Scotland. Duff, Keithmore,
Scotland.

Vert a fess dancetty erm. betw. two escallops in chief
and a deer's head cabossed in base or. Duff.

Vert a fess dancetty betw. a buck's head cabossed
in chief and a mullet in base or fordiff. Duff,
Druramure, Craigstoun, Fetteresso, Dipple,
Hattoun, &c., Scotland.

....(Goat)
Gu. a fess or in chief a goat's head couped arg.
armed or in base three escallops of the third.

W'm. Warham, Archbishop of Canterbury,
J 504.32, ir'.

Gu. a fess betw. in chief a goat's head erased and
in base three escallops arg. all within a bor-
dure or. AVarham, Malsanger, co. Hants;
Visitation 1634.

Gu. on a fess or betw. in chief a goat's head couped
arg. and in base three escallops of the same all

within a bordure engr. of the second a crescent
for dilf. Sir George Warham, co. Hants, V.

Gu. a fess betw. a goat's head erased in cbief and
three escallops in base arg. all within a bordure

engr. or. Warham, Osmington, co. Dorset
;
and

CO. Hants. Ralph de Warham, Bishop of

Chichester, 1217-22.

.... (Leopard)
Arg. a fess sa. in chief two crescents in base a

leopard's head of the second. Lee, co. Oxford.
Jiz. a fess in chief three women's heads couped at

the breasts and crined in base a leopard's head
all or. LuGDON, V.

Az. a fess engr. or betw. two maiden's heads
couped at the shoulders ppr. in chief and a

leopard's face in base of the second. Sugden,
Bath

; quartering Long.
Az. a fess or in chief three maiden's heads couped

at the shoulders ppr. vested and crined or in
base a leopard's head of the last. Sugden,
CO. Salop; as borne by Sir E. B. Sugden.

Gu. a fess or in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the
second in base a leopard's head gold. Warwyke,
CO. Chester, V.

....{ Lion)
Or a fess gu. betw. an eel naiant in chief az. and

a lion's head erased in base gu. Cuthbertson,
Scotland.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. two bezants in chief and a
lion's head erased in base or. Deleval.

2 Heads—Beasts (Boars)
Arg. a fess az. betw. two boars' heads sa. couped

gu. Allaunson, Durham.
Arg. a fess chequy gu. and of the first betw. two boars'

heads couped of the second. Faal, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. two boars' heads in chief
erased sa. and a cross patty in base of the
second. Ponde, Somerset Herald, temp.
Henry VI IL

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. two boars'
heads in chiefsa. and a crescent in base all within
a bordure engr. gu. Mebcier, co. Northum-
berland.

(Deers)
Gu. a fess betw. two bucks' heads arg. Porham.
Vert a fess dancetty erm. betw. two bucks' heads

cabossed in chief and as many escallops in

base or. Duff.
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FESS betw. or within cont.

2 Heads cont. Beast (Goats)
Az. a fess betw. two goal's heHcls couped in chief

and a fleur-de-lis in base arg. two flannches of
tlie last. Jackson, Birkenhead

; Baronelcj'
1809.

Gil. a fess engr. or in chief two goat's heads
erased of the last in base three mullets arg. two
and one. Toller.

.... (Horses)

Erm. a fess dancetty paly or and vert betw. two
horse's beads erased in chief sa. and three

arrows one in pale surmounted by two in sal-

tire pheons downward in base, Edmeades,
Nursted Court, Kent.

....(Leopards)

Arg. a fess wavy betw. two leopard's faces sa.

GooDDAY, Terling, Essex.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. two leopard's beads in pale
sa, GooDDAYE, Penlowe, Essex; Higham
Ferrers, co. Northampton; and Kettlebaston,
Suffolk.

Az. a fess arg. in chief two leopard's faces or

in base a fish haurient of the second.

Gloucester, V.

Erm. a fess dancetty gu. betw. two leopard's
heads and a mullet or. Reynolds.

Sa. a fess betw. in chief two leopard's heads and
in base a trefoil slipped or. Boyton ; quartered
by Di)yley.

Sa. a fess dancetty betw. two leopard's faces or.

LucKYN, Waltham, Essex; Baronetcy 1629.

Sa a fess indented betw. two leopard's beads
cahossed or. Luckin, Maiden, Devertill; and

Waliham, Essex,

.. ..(Lions)

Arg. a fess chequy or and sa. betw. two lion's

heads erased in chief and in base a boar's head
erased gu. Birkbeke, Westmorland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. surmounted by 8

bend engr. gu. betw. two lion's heads erased of

the last all within the royal tressure of the

fourth. Stuart, Man is. Scotland.

Per fess gu. and az. a fess erm. in chief two lion's

heads erased or in base a dolphin naiant em-
bowed arg. Senior, Tewin, co. Hertford

;

granted 2i) May, 1 707.

Per fess gu and sa. a fess erm. in chief two lion's

heads erased or in base a dolphin embowed
arg. Senior.

Sa. a fess countercompony or and gu. in chief a

cross crosslet fitchy of the second betw. two
lion's heads erased arg. in base a lion's head
erased of the last betw. two crosses crosslet

fitchy of the second. March, Redworth, co.

Durham.

2 Heads—Birds (Eagles)

Vert a fess or betw. two eagle's heads erased in

chief and a lion pass, in base arg, Skirrow.

2 Heads—Human Figures

Az. a fess engr. or betw. two maiden's headscouped
at the shoulders ppr. in chief and a leopard's
face in base of the second. Sugden, Bath ;

quartering sa. a lion ramp. betw. four crosses

crosslet arg. two flaunches of the last each

charged with a cross crosslet of the field for

Long.
Sa, a fess wavy betw. two helmets arg.

BuLLBRooKE, Drjnkston, Suffolk.

FESS betw. or within. , , cont.
2 Heads cont. Monsters (Unicorns)

Sa, a fess wavy arg. betw. two unicorn's heads.
Perse or Peeres, West Down, Kent,

Sa. a fess nebuly betw. two unicorn's heads or.

William Pierce or Piers; Bishop of Peter-

borough, Bath and Wells, 1032-70.

3 Heads—Beasts (Antelopes)
Az. a fess nebuly erm. betw. three antelope's heads

erased arg. Snow ; granted to Robert Snow,
of Savile Row, London.

....(Asses)

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three asses' heads couped
sa. AscuE, CO. Lincoln. Sir William Ascue,
V. ASEN.

....(Bears)

Arg. a fess betw. three bear's heads and necks

couped sa. muzzled or. Desbrow.
Az. a fess chequy arg. and gu. beiw, three bear's

heads couped of the second muzzled of the
third, Forbes, Eight, Scotland.

Az. a fess betw. three bear's heads of the last

muzzled gu. Petersone, Scotland,

Gu. a fess chequy arg, and az, betw, three
bear's heads erased of the seuond muzzled of

the third. Galbreath, Machrihannish, Scot-

laud.

Sa. a fess humetty betw. three bear's heads erased

arg. Brock, CO, Chester; granted 3 September,
1580,

....(Boars)

Arg. semy of crosses crosslet sa. a fess az, betw,

three boar's heads of the second. Carmmace,
Cornwall.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three boar's heads couped
sa, Alyson, Kent, 1583.

Arg. a fess chequy gu. and of the first betw, three

boar's heads couped az. Fall, Dunbar, Scot-

laud.

Arg. a fess erm. betw, three boar's heads erased

ppr. langued gu, Beckett,

Arg. a fess indented and three boar's heads gu.
Breton.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three boar's heads erased

ppr. Moubray,

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three boar's heads sa.

Evans, Wales.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three boar's heads couped
sa. Saperton, F. Smitten or Smotten.

Sumton, V.

Arg, a fess dancetty gu, betw. three boar's heads

couped sa, Breton or Bretton,

Arg. a fess wavy gu. betw. three boar's heads

erased sa, Allakdice, of that Ilk. Another,
all within a bordure of the second.

Allardice, Duninald, a second son of Allardice

of that Ilk,

Arg. a fess purp. betw. three boar's heads couped

gu, Abell, Essex,

Arg. a fess betw. three boar's heads couped sa.

Alfrey. Alphen. Alphew. Macguffie,
Crossmichael, Kirkcudbright. Tyake, Corn-

wall, Veener, Auchintennie, Scotland ; Font's

]\]S.

Arg. a fess betw. three boar's heads couped sa.

armed gu. Alyson. Another, armed or.

Alfew or Alfwyn, F,

Arg. a less betw, three boar's heads erased sa.

ALI'UEN.
96
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/

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Heads cojit. Beast (Boars) cont.

Az. a fess betw. three boar's beads erased arg.

Warner, Arderr, co. A.vr.

Az. a fess cbeqny ari;. and of tbe first betw. three

boar's beads couped or within a bordure nebuly
of the second. Gordon, Rothness, Scotland.

Az. a fess cbequy arg. and of the first betw. three

boar's heads erased of the second all within a

bordure wavy or. Gordon, Ilallhead, Scotland.

Az. a fess cbequy arg. and of the first betw. three

boar's beads erased or a bordure arg. Gordon,
Birkenburn, Scotland.

Az. a fess cbequy arg. and of the first betw. three

boar's heads erased or a bordure indented of

the last. Gordon, Badenscoth, Scotland.

Az. a fess cbequy arg. and of the first be'^w. three

boar's lieads erased or. Gordon, Lesmore, co.

Aberdeen. Another, a bordure nebuly of the

last. Gordon, Rotbemay, Scotland.

Az. a fess cluquy arg. and of the first betw. three

boar's heads erased in chief and as
'

many
mullets in base or. Gordon, Auchanasee,
descended of a second son of Lesmore.

Az. a fess cbequy arg. and gu. betw. three boar's

heads couped of the second. Gordon, Tulli-

nieneth, Scotland.

Az. a fess betw. three boar's heads couped or.

Begirle or Begyrle, V. Downie.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. three (boar's?) heads

couped or. Gordon, London.
Az. a fess engr. betw. three boar's heads erased

or. DowiNE. Downie or Downy, Scotland.

Downie, Edinburgh.
Gu. a fess betw. three boar's heads arg. St.

Clere. Thelwall.
Gu. a fess betw. three boar's heads couped arg.
Dalgarner. More, Wallerton, Norfolk.

Gu. a fess raguly betw. three boar's heads couped
arg. JuDD, London and Tunbridge, Kent;
Lord Mayor of London, 1550. Sir Andrew
JuDD, Alderman of London, V.

Gu. a fess raguly betw. three boar's heads erased

arg. JuDD, Middlesex.
Gu. a feas wavy betw. three boar's heads erased

arg. LiDDLE.
Gu. a fess betw. three boar's heads couped arg.
armed or each having in the mouth a bezant.

More, Norwich.
Gu. a fess betw. three boar's heads couped erm.

TowERsoN, Cumberland.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three boar's heads couped

or. Becket, Cornwall. Lacy. Another,
armed arg. Lacv^. Sir Thos. Lacy, V.

Gu. a fess betw. three boar's heads couped
erminois. Beckett, Leeds, co. York: and

Somerby Park, co. Lincoln; Baronetcy 1813.
Gu. a fess erminois betw. three boar's heads

couped or. Beckett, Barnsley, co. York
;

quartering erminois on a fess wavy gu. three
lions ramp. arg.

Gu. a fess or betw. three boar's heads couped
arg. Thelwali,, V.

/ Gu. a fess betw. three boar's heads or. Moore.
/ Gu. a fess engr. (query) sa. betw. three boar's

Leads couped arg. having apples in their mouths
eyed and tusked of the field. Jude, Hamp-
shire.

Or a fess betvr. three boar's heads couped sa.

Tyzard.
Sa. a fess cbequy az. and arg. betw. three boar's

heads erased of the third langued gu. Tait,
CO. Kirkcudbright.

FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Boars) cont.

Sa. a fess embattled erm. betw. three boar's heads

couped or. Jones, co. Brecknock.
Sa. a fess or betw. three boar's heads erased and

six crosses crosslet fitchy of the second.

Carlmynake, Cornwall, V. Becket, Cartnther,

Cornwall, T^ Carlmynacke, Cornwall, V.

Sa. semy of crosses crosslet fitchy or a fess betw.

three boar's heads erased of the last.

BOCKETT,
Sa. semy of crosslets fitchy or a fess betw.

three boar's heads couped of the second.

Bekett.

....(Deer)
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three stag's heads erased az.

Barber, Scotland.

Arg. a fess betw. three stag's heads cabossed gu.
DoNNELLAN or DoNNELAN, Ireland.

Arg. a fess betw. three hind's heads erased gu.

Forest, Meiborne, co. Huntingdon.
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three buck's heads cabossed

sa. Buchston, V. Bucheston. Lye, Corsley,
CO. Wills, V.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three buck's heads cabossed

or. HuTTON. Richard Hijtton, Cumber-

land, and Godsborough, co. York ; granted by

Segar, W,
Arg. a fess betw. three buck's heads couped sa.

Chilworth.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three hind's heads couped
sa. withiu a bordure of tbe last. Lowyn, Up-
minster, Essex.

Arg. a fess vert betw. three stag's heads cabossed
sa. Studley, CO. Dorset.

Az. a fess betw. three buck's heads cabossed arg.

Barton, Smiihills, co. Lancaster.

Az. a fess betw. three buck's heads couped arg.

Barton, Kent.
Az. a fess betw. three stag's heads erased in

chief and a demi lion ramp, in base arg.
Hely.

Az. a fess arg. betw. three roebuck's heads

(another, ban's heads cabossed) or. Pritwell.
Az. a fess betw. three buck's heads cabossed or.

Barton, Smithills, co. Lancaster. Pbytwell,
V.

Az. a fess or betw. three buck's heads cabossed

arg. Barton.
Az. a fess betw. three buck's heads couped or.

Barton, Kent, V.

Gu. a fess betw. three buck's heads arg.
Hertlington.

Gu. a fess beiw. three stag's heads cabossed arg.

Steventon, Dodhill, co. Salop.
Gu. a fess betw. three buck's heads cabossed

arg. attired or. Hartington. Sir Henry
Hartington, V.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three hart's heads erased or.

Hertlington.
Or a fess cbequy arg. and az. betw. three stag's

heads couped gu. Park, That Ilk.

Or a fess cheqny az. and arg. betw. three hart's

heads cabossed gu. Perk, That Ilk.

Or a fess chequy gu. and arg. betw. three buck's
heads cabossed all within a bordure of the

second. Park, Fulfordlies, Scotland.

Or a fess betw. three buck's heads erased sa.

attired of the first. Wild, Nettleworth, co.

Nottingham.
Or a fess betw. three hart's heads erased sa.

horned and langued gu. Wylde, Netileworlb,
CO. Notts.; granted ICth October, 3rd Eliz.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Deer) cont.

Per pale az. and sa. a fess cliequy or and gu.
betw. three roebuck's heads arg. Sodley.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. three buck's heads or.

Pkitwell.
Sa. a less erminois betw. three stag's heads

couped or. Parkes, Sodgeley, co. Stafford.

Erdeswick.
Sa. three lozenges conj. in fess betw. as many

buck's heads cabossed arg. attired or.

Bettsted or Bensted, V. Boteshed, V.

Vert a fess betw. three stag's heads cabossed arg.

Hertinqton.

(Elephants)

Or a fess gu. betw. three elephant's heads erased

sa. Fountaine, Narford Hall, Norfolk.

Fountain, Melton-on the-Hill, co. York.

Or a fess betw. three elephant's heads erased sa.

Fountaine, W.
Sa. a fess nebuly arg. goutty de sang betw. three

elephant's heads or. Suckling, London,

(Foxes)

Arg. a fess chequy of the first and sa. betw. three

fox's heads couped gu. Todd.

.... (Goats)

Az. a fess wavy betw. three goat's heads erased

arg. Sedley, alias Sidley, Great Chart and

St. Cleeres, Kent; Baronetcy 24 September,
] (i31 ; and Southfleet, Kent, created a Baronetcy
10 July, 1702. Sir Isack Sedley, Kent, W.

Gn. a fess betw. three goal's heads erased arg.

attired or. Boughton, Kent.

Gu. a fess or betw. three goal's heads erased arg.

and as many escallops in base of the last all

within a bordure of the third. Waeham,
Surrey.

Gu. a fess betw. three goal's heads erased or.

Feeraby.
Gu. a fess vair betw. three goat's heads erased arg.

Batesbury, CO. Hereford.

Gu. a fess vairy or and az. betw. three goal's

heads arg. Catesbury, co. Leicester. Sire

Richard de Catesburi, N.

Per pale arg. and or a fess nebuly betw. three

goat's heads erased gu. attired az. Dance, V.

Per pale az. and gu. a fess compony or and gu.

betw. three goat's heads erased arg.

Sendfirst or Sendfurst.
Per pale az. and sa. a fess chequy or and arg.

betw. three goat's heads erased of the last

attired of the third. Sweeting, Canterbury.
Per pale az. and sa. a fess chequy or and gu.

betw. three goat's heads erased arg. Sendfirst
or Sendfust. Seresuft, Harl. MS, 1404, fo.

138. Sedley, Morley, Norfolk.

Per pale az. and sa. a fess compony or and of the

first betw. three goal's heads erased arg. attired

of the third. Sedley. John Sedley, V.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three goal's heads erased

arg. Faeby,. Ferby, or Fereby, Kent. Sir

John Fereby, V. Ferby, Paul's Cray, Kent.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three goat's heads couped
or. Parkes, Wednesbury, co. Stafi'ord.

....(Hares)

Arg. a fess betw. three coney's heads erased gu.

Wvkeley, Adington and Trelingburgh, co.

Northampton.
....(Horses)

Arg. a fess counfercompory or and sa. betw, thiee

nag's heads erased gu. Highah.

FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Horses) cont.

Arg. a fess betw. three horse's heads couped sa.

bridled or. Crekellayd or Creykland, V,

Arg. a fess betw. three horse's heads erased sa.

Ludlow, co. Wilts.

Az. H fess betw. three horse's heads couped arg.

Skelton, Plymouth.
Az. a fess or betw. three nag's heads erased arg,

Gwenllian, dau, and heir of Rhys ap Marchen.
Az. a fess or betw, three horse's heads erased arg.

bridled or. Vaughan; quartering per pale

purp, and gu. three boar's heads erased

^ and erect or within a bordure gobouated arg.
and vert. Sir Hugh Vaughan.

Az. a fess or betw. three horse's heads erased arg.
bridled gu. within a bordure gobonated of the
third and vert. Horsley or Horseley, F.

Az. a fess or betw. three horse's heads erased arg.
bridled gold within a bordure gobonated of the

second and first. (Another, of the third and
vert.) Horsley,

Az, a fess or betw, three horse's heads erased of

the last bridled gu, within a bordure gobonated
arg. and vert, Vatighan, Littleton, Middlesex ;

granted 27 March, 1508 ; quartering per pale
az. and purp. three lucies' heads erased or

inguUant three spears arg,
Erm. a fess eugr. betw, three horse's heads

couped sa. Baker, London; and co. Wor-
cester.

Gu. a fess erm, betw, three nag's heads couped
and looking to the dexter arg. maned sa.

Slade, Trevennen in Gorran, Cornwall, temp.
Queen Elizabeth; the eventual heiress, Mary
Slade, of Trevennen, m. Samuel Coryn Gully.

Sa. a fess betw, three horse's heads couped arg,
bridled gu. Curteys, V.

Sa. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three nag's
heads erased arg, Heigham, Suffolk, 1577,

HiCHING, HiGHAM, HlNCIlUD,
Sa. a fess compony or and az. betw, three horse's

heads erased arg, Hygham or Higham,
Stannard, co, Berks, Essex, and Suffolk.

Sa. a fess countercompoiiy or and az. beiw, three

horse's heads erased arg. Higham, Eastham,
Essex; Sutton, in the Isle of Ely; Norfolk,

and Suffolk,

Sa. a fess erm, betw. three horse's heads couped
arg. billetty or. Courtoys, co. Dorset; and
London.

(Hounds)
Arg, a fess dancetty betw. three hound's heads

erased sa. Sprang. M. William da

Spaygne, S.

Arg. a fess ermines betw. three greyhound's heads

sa. collared gu. Langhergy, Cornwall.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three greyhound's heads

erased sa. collared and ringed of the second.

Blanckley.
Erm. five mascles in fess betw. three greyhound's

heads erased sa. Luck, Rotherfield, Sussex.
^

a fess embattled betw. three talbot's

heads erased .... Toll, Wolveston, co.

Durham.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three talbot's heads

erased sa, Spayne, Wm. Spaigne, of St.

Butolph, Boston, co. Lincoln; temp. Edward

III, W.
Az. a fess betw. three talbot's heads erased arg.

Burton, Coventry.
Az. a fess erm. betw. three talbot's heads erased

arg. Burton, llolham Hall, co. York.
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F£SS betw. or within. . ..cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Hounds) cont.

Az. afess engr. erm. beiw. three talbot's heads
erased or. Burton.

Az. a fess engr. or betw. three talbot's heads
erased arg. Mdschamp.

Az. a fess betw. three talbot's heads erased or.

BuBTON, Falde Hall, co. Stafford ; Lindley aad

Bedworth, co. Leicester; and Dronfield, co.

Derby ; quartering thirty ensigns, the principal
of which are those of the families of Curzon,

Rolleston, Curteis, Cotton, Ridware, Hastings,

OJingsell. Bracebridge, Arden, Singer, and
"SVestbrook. Of the Lindley line was Robert

Burton, author of " The Anatomy of Melan-

choly." The Burtons of Dronfield terminated in

co-heirs, ofwhom Sarah m. Clement Rossington.

Burton, Longner, co. Salop. Bukton, Eyre
court Castle, Galway.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three talbot's heads erased

of the second. Maxey or Maxie, Bradwell,

Essex; and Shotley, Suffolk, TT.

Gu. a fess embattled erm. betw. three talbot's

heads pass. or. Hasung, Meopham, Kent.

Gu. a fess or fretty of the field betw. three talbot's

heads erased arg. Huntback, co. Stafford.

(Leopards )

Arg, a fess betw. three leopard's faces az.

Depden.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three leopard's heads az.

Lea or Lee, co. Buckingham.
Arg. a fess betw. three leopard's faces gu.

Jessop, Ireland.

Arg. a fess betw. three leopard's heads gu.

Depden, V. Dipden.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three leopard's faces gu.
Hei.sham.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three leopard's heads jessant-
delis or. Cantelupe.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three leopard's heads sa.

Farrington. Fabington, CO. Lancaster, Lea,
of Lea Hall, W.

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. betw. three leopard's
heads az. Pulton. Pulton, W.

Arg. a fess betw. three leopard's heads sa. Lee,
CO. Bucks. Lea, Lea, co. Chester, W. Lee,
Wincham, co. Chester. Wood, co. Warwick
and Worcester, V. William Downham, Bishop
of Chester 156 J -77; quartering az. an
escutcheon erm. within an orle of estoiles or;

arg, a lion ramp, within an orle of fleursde-lis

sa.; and arg. a fess in chief three crescents sa.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three leopard's faces

sa. Brenne. Green. Richard Greene, Y.

Greyve, F. Gbeybe. West, Tonbridge Castle,
Kent. Weste, co. York, V. Beverley, co.

Beds. West, Mincing Lane, London; and
Rotherham, co. York

; granted 1034, Her. Off.
London, c. 24.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three leopard's faces sa.

murally crowned or (sometimes crowned with
Barons' coronets or). West, Darley Abbey,
CO. Derby; as borne by Sir William West,
grantee of the Abbey, 32nd Henry VIIL

Arg. a fess dancetty of six points sa. betw. three

leopard's heads of the second lied round with
fillets or. Sir William West, Amberdenhall,
Essex; temp. Henry VIII; granted by
Hawly, IF.

Arg. a fess indented betw. three leopard's heads
sa. Greeve or Grive.

Az. a ftss arg. betw. three leopard's heads or.

Bealmond, W.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Leopards) cont.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three leopard's lieads per

pale or and arg. Keston, V. Newarke.
Reston.

Az. a fess betw. three leopard's faces or.

Poole. Delapool,
Az. a fess betw. three leopard's faces or a label of

three points arg, John Delapole, Earl of

Lincoln; Z, 400.

Az. a fess betw, three leopard's faces jessant-de-
lis or. Watkins, Watkens, co. Monmouth;
and CO. Wilts.

Az. a fess betw. three leopard's heads or.

Beaumond. Delapole. M. Michell de la

Poole, S. Poole or Pooley, Suffolk.

Delapole, Duke of Suffolk; Z, 400.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three leopard's heads

or a bordure gobony of the first and second.

Reynolds, Colchester, Essex.

Az. a fess gu. in chief three leopard's heads or

in base as many fishes haurient in fess betw.

six crosslets fitchy of the last. John
Hardresham, Surrey; ob. 1417, V.

Erm. a fess dancetty betw. three leopard's heads

or. Reynolds or Raynold, Loudon. William

Reynold, Alderman of London, V. Another,
a bordure gu. Reynolds, London, W,

Gu. a fess betw, three leopard's heads arg.

Stillinoton, Kelfeild, co. York.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three leopard's heads or.

Fanner, V. William Rether, V. Stillinoton,

Kelfeild, CO. York; derived from the marriage
of John Stillington, of Akaster, wiih Elizabeth,
dau. and co-heir of John Fitzhenry, of Kelfeild ;

Visitation of Yorkshire, Her. Off., c. 40, 1576.

Vanner, V,

Gu. a fess embattled arg. betw. three

leopard's heads or. Germyn, V. St.

Germyn, V.

Gu. a fess embattled counterembattled or betw.

three leopard's faces arg, Hallis.

Gu, a fess (chequy ?) betw, three leopard's heads

jessant fleurs-de-lis or. Cantilupe,

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. three leopard's heads

or. Wakefeild, V.

Gu. a fess betw. tliree leopard's heads or.

Centerton. Wanner. Warmer, V. Walwyn,
F.

Gu, a fess vair betw. three leopard's heads

or. Sire William de Cauntelo, N. Rice,
Essex.

Gu. a fess vair betw. three leopard's heads jessant
fleurs-de-lis or. Cantelow, co. Hereford,

Cantilupe, his seal, and roil of Carlaverock,

1300-til. Sir William de Cantelou, H.

CantelO, K. Lord Cantilupe, 1372, Gough, i,

130,

Or a fess counterembattled betw. three leopard's
heads az, Ayde.

Or a fess gu. betw. three leopard's heads sa,

Faringdon, CO. Lancaster.

Per pale arg. and or a fess nebuly betw. three

leopard's faces az. Danncey.
Per pale or and gu. a fess betw. three leopard's
heads all counterchanged. Milborne or

Milbourne, London; and co. Somerset, V.

Quarterly or and gu. a less and three leopard's
heads counterchanged. Melborne, London.
Milborne. Millburn,

Sa. a fess betw. three leopard's faces arg.

Gibbons, Irehmd. M'Ghie, England. M'Gee
or M'Ghee, West India.
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FES8 betw. or within ... cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Leopards) cont.

Sa. a less betw. tbree leopard's heads arg.

Dyffe, V. Walwyn or Walwen.
Sa, a fess crenellj betw. three leopard's heads

arg. langued gu. Levett, Melton, co. York.
Sa. a fess hattelly arg. betw. three leopard's faces

or. Helms.
S8. a fess embattled counterembattled arg. betw.

three leopard's faces or. Hellys, V.

Sa. a fess dancetty betw. three leopard's heads

arg. Garwinton.
Sa. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three leopard's

heads of the second. Rayne, Stoke Neyland,
Suifolk.

Sa. a fess engr. erm. betw. three leopard's heads

arg. Leiuh, alias Lea, V.

Sfl. a fess humetty erm. betw. three leopard's
heads aig. Ci.ough, Thorp-Stapleton, co.

York.
Sa. a fess betw. three leopard's heads or. Payne,
London; confirmed by Cooke, 1586; and of

Betkshire.

Sa. a fess crenelly betw. three leopard's heads or.

Hellis.
Sa. a fess dancetty betw. three leopard's heads or.

GaRWYNTON, V. LUCKYN.
Sa. a fess indented betw. three leopard's heads

or. Gauwinton.
Sa. a fess vair betw. three leopard's heads or.

Whight. White or Whight, Ashstead,
Surrey, V,

Sa. a fess vairy or and arg. betw. three leopard's
heads of the second. Batfoud.

Vert a fess betw. three leopard's heads or.

Payne or Paine, Dunham, Norfolk, V.

Payne.
.... (Lions)

Arg. a fess az. betw. three lion's heads erased
.... Pentland, Ireland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three lion's heads erased in

chief and as many crescents in base gu.
Pentland, That Ilk.

Arg. a fess cheqtiy or and az. betw. three lion's

heads erased sa. Chamber, co. Derby.
Arg. a fess chequy or and sa. betw. tbree lion's

heads erased gu. Birbeck.

Aig. a fess compony az. and or betw. three lion's

heads erased sa. within a bordure gu. charged
with eight escallops arg. Chambers, V.

Arg. a fess countercompony or and az. betw. three

lion's heads erased gu. Birkbeck, Cumber-
land.

Arg. a fess ermines betw. three lion's heads
erased sa. Graves.

Arg. a fess betw. three lion's heads erased gu.
Denman. Denham, V.

Arg. five fusils conj. in fess betw. three lion's

heads erased gu. Johnson, Leightou Buzzard,
CO. Bedford ; Add. MS. 6507, fo. 166.

Arg. a fess embattled gu. masoned arg. betw. three

lion's heads erased of the second. Scott,

Wardroperton, Scotland.

Arg. a fess embattled betw. three lion's heads
erased gu. Scott, Comeston, Scotland ; quar-

tering gu. a lion ramp. arg. in chief a mullet
of the last.

Arg. a fess crenelly betw. three lion's heads
erased gu. within a bordure of the last charged
with six fleurs-de lis of the first. Scot, Hed-
derweek, Scotland.

Arg. a fess embattled counterembattled gu. betw.

three lion's heads erased of the last. Scott,

FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Lions) cont.

Logic, CO. Angus; derived Irom James Scott,
of Logie, second son of Sir James Scott, of

Balweiry, knt., living temp. James VI. Scott,
Rossie, Scotland.

Arg. a fess embattled counterembattled betw.
three lion's heads erased gu. ducally crowned
or. Johnson, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk ;

granted 10 September, 1660.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three lion's heads erased

gu. Brykett, V. ScoTT, Dunninald, co.

Forfar; Baronetcy 1806; quartering gu. on a
chev. arg. three mullets sa.

Arg. a fess lozengy beiw. three lion's heads erased

gu. Johnson, Winford, co. Gloucester; and
Tunbridge, Kent.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three lion's heads erased sa.

Wood, co. Warwick.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three lion's heads erased

gu. Farmer, Easton Neston, co. Northampton.
Farmer {Lord Lemptter). Farmer, North-
umberland. Farmer, Clairvil, Sussex; and co.

Salop. Farmar or Fermor, formerly of Mount
Hovel, CO. Cork ; and of Dunsinane, co. Wex-
ford. Farmer, Mount Pleasant, Sussex ;

Biironetcy 1779. Farmer, co. Oxford.
Fermor (Earl of Pomfret),

Az. a fess crenelly arg. betw. tbree lion's heads
erased or collared gu. Blechenden, Kent.

Az. a fess nebuly and engr. arg. betw. three
lion's heads erased or and collared gu.
Blancharden, Kent. Blechendon, Kent.
Earl. MS. 4108.

Az. a fess betw. three lion's heads erased erm.
crowned or. Pindab.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three lion's heads erased
or. Hammond, Kent; certified May 1779.
Harlekendon or Harlakendon, Earl's Combe,
Essex and Kent. Harlakinden, Kent,
1584.

Az. a fess crenelly erm. betw. three lion's

heads erased or collared gu. Blechenden,
Kent.

Az. a fess dancetty erm, betw. three lion's beads
erased or raurally crowned arg. Fellowes,
Ramsey Abbey, co. Huntingdon; and Haver-
land Hall, Norfolk. Fellowes, Eggesford, co.
Devon.

Az. a fess nebuly erm. betw. three lion's heads
erased or. Fellow, Ireland.

Az. a fess nebnly erm. betw. three lion's beads
erased or crowned arg. Fairlewe. Fellow,
Ireland.

Az. a fess betw. three lion's heads erased or.

Burton, Lyndsey, co. Lincoln. Nicholls,
Swafield, co. Lincoln.

Erm. a fess chequy betw. three lion's beads
erased gu. Shortgrave, Everden, co. North-

ampton.
Erm. a fess ermines betw. three lion's heads

erased sa. goutty arg. Rugewin, V.

Erm. a fess or betw. three lion's heads erased sa.

goutty d'or. Rugewyn.
Erm. a fess engr betw. three lion's heads

erased .... Dalton, Ashstead, Surrey, 1681.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. three lion's heads erased

arg. Hoops.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three lion's heads erased

or. Covert, Slongham, Sussex, V.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. three lion's heads erased
or a bordure az. charged with two crescents in

chief and a mullet in base or. Hoops.
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FESS betw. or within . . ..cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Lions) cont.

Gu. a fess or betw. three lion's heads erased erg.

Seynci.ere, V.

Ga. a fess betw. three lion's heads erased or.

St. Clere, Essex. Seynclere, V. Seyncle,
Essex. M. Thomas Seintcler, S.

Oca fess az. betw. three lion's heads erased gu.

Ferm, That Ilk, Scotland. Ferny, Scot-

land.

Or a fess betw. three lion's heads erased sa.

vulned in the neck gu. Stali.ard. Staller ;

granted 1605.

Per pale arg. and gu. a fess nebuly betw. three

lion's heads erased counterchanged. Danncey.

Per pale arg. and or a fess nebuly betw. three

lion's heads erased gu. Dance. Dannsey or

Dansie.
Per pale arg. and or a fess nebuly betw. three

lion's heads erased gu. each devouring a spear
az. Dawnsey. Sir John Dawnsey, V. Dancey,
St. Andrews, co. Wilts.

Sa. a fess raguly betw. three lion's heads erased

arg. Levet, Sherborne, co. Dorset.

Sj. a fess cheqiiy or and az. betw. three lion's

heads erased of the second. Kickthorne, or

Rychthorne, London; and Babington, co.

Somerset.
Sa. a fess countercorapony (another, oheqny) arg.

and of the first betw. three lion's heads erased

or. Gent, Norton, and Muscolt, Northum-
berland.

Sa. a fess countercorapony or and gu. in chief a

cross crosslet fitchy of the second betw. two

lion's heads erased arg. in base a lion's head

erased of the last betw. two crosses crosslet

fiichy of the second. March, Redworih, co.

Durham.
Sa. a fess or betw. three lion's heads erased ppr.

Upjon.

(Otters)
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw, three otter's

heads couped gu. Stewart, Craigins, Scot-

land.
.... (Oxen)

Arg. a fess betw. three bull's heads couped gu.

ScoFiELD, Scofield, Kent. Skevell.

Arg. a fess gu. fretty or betw. three bull's heads

erased sa. attired of the third. Knight, alias

Brother, London, and Glerkenwell, co. Middle-
•

sex; granted 25 July, 1664.

Arg. a fess betw. three bull's heads erased sa.

armed and ringed or. Pinkard.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three bull's heads cabossed

sa. NORBURY.
Gu. a fess engr. arg. betw. three bull's heads

couped or. Torell. Sir Thomas Torell, V.

ToRRELL, CO. Cambridge.
Gu. a fess erminois betw. three bull's heads couped

arg. MoiSES, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Gu. a fess betw. three bull's heads couped or.

DORRELL. ToRRELL, EsSCX.

Paly of four az. and gu. over all a fess dancetty
betw.three bull's heads erased or. Bhinghoke,
Terrington, Norfolk. Linghooke, or Lynlooke,
Terrington, Norfolk.

Per pale az. and sa. a fess engr. erm. betw. three

bull's heads cabossed or. Emmett or PLmmott,
Westminster; and Emmott, co. Lancaster.

Sa. a fess or fretty gu. betw. three bull's heads
ti'unked arg. armed of the second. Barber,
East Smithfield, London.

.... (Rabbits see Hares)

FESS betw. or witbin cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Sheep)
Az. a fess crenelly betw. three sheep's heads

erased arg. Ptinshon, West Herrington,
CO. Durham ; granted 1575, by Flower,

Norroy.
Az. a fess embattled counterembattled betw. three

lambs' heads erased arg. within abordure wavy
erm. Punshon, Killingworth Cottage, North-

umberland; granted 1823.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three ram's heads ppr.

Ram, Ramsfort, co. Wexford ;
descended from

the Rev. Thomas Ram (great-great-grandson of

Sir John Ram, of Halston, or Hulston, Kent,
Knt. living in Ul'i) who went to Ireland in

1599, consecrated Bishop of Ferns in 1605.

RAM.Clonatin, Wexford.
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three rams' heads erased or.

Ramsey, Kent.
.... (Squirrels )

Az. a fess betw. three squirrel's heads or.

Barton.
....(Tigers)

Az. a fess betw. three tiger's lieads erased or.

HuNLOKE, Wingerwortli,co. Derby; Baronetcy.
M. Sitnond de la Pole, S.

....(Wolves)

Arg. a fess wavy az. betw. three wolf's heads
erased gu. Miller, Chichester, Sussex;

Baronetcy 1705.

Arg. a fess betw. three wolf's heads erased gu.
collared or. Thatcham, Edmeston, co.

Wilts.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three wolf's heads or.

Deephaji.

Arg. a fess betw. three .wolf's heads couped sa.

How, Herse, co. Somerset.

Arg. a fess betw. three wolf's heads erased sa.

Howe, Howes, or Howse, V. Seale.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three wolfs heads couped
sa. Howe or How, London

;
Her. Off. int.

MSS. Vincent, No. 154.

Arg. a fess engr. sa. goutty or betw. three wolfs
heads erased of the second collared of the third.

How, London, granted 1691.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three wolfs heads erased

sa. How or Howe, London.
Az. a fess erm. betw. three wolf's heads erased

or. Tayler.
Az. a fess embattled erm. (another, pean) betw.

three wolfs heads erased arg. Gravatt, Her.

Off, London, c. 24.

Az. a fess or betw. three wolf's heads erased arg.
Marchan.

Erm. a fess az. betw. three wolf's heads erased
sa. MiLLERD, Ireland; descended from the

Rev. John Millerd, who, removing into that

kingdom from the county of Hereford, 1654,
became Rector of Passage, co. Waterford.

Hugh Millerd, of Monard, Alderman of Cork,
left daughters, his co-heirs, of whom Susanna
m. the Rev. Francis Orpen, Kilgarvon, co. Kerry,
and Dungorney, co. Cork.

Erm. a fess gu. betw. three wolf's heads erased
az. Miller, Oxenhoath, Kent

;
descended

from Nicholas Miller, of Horsnells Crouch in

Wrotham, sheriff of Kent, 8 Charles I.

Erm. a fess betw. three wolfs heads erased gu.
Miller, Ireland.

Gu. a fess betw. three wolfs heads erased arg.

Segewike, CO. York, W. Sealy, co. Devon;
Pole.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Wolves) cont.

Gu, a fess errainois betw. three wolf's heads

couped or. Liddiat, Cheatball, co. Staiford ;

and Walsall, co. Worcester.

Gu. fess vair}' or and sa. betw. three wolf's

heads erased .... Lydeat, Himley, co. Staf-

ford.

Or a fess az. betw. three wolf's heads erased sa.

Seai.e, Northumberland; grunted 9 July, 1599.

Thomas (in error).
Or a fess embattled az. betw. three wolf's beads

erased sa. Sealy.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three wolf's

heads couped sa. Stewart, Corme, Scotland;

Balfour's MS.
Or a fess betw. three wolf's heads couped sa.

HowE,Langar, co. Nottingham ; andErab!e,co.
Somerset. HowE, Emble, co. Somerset ;

granted 10 Dec. 1025. How, Compton, co.

Gloucester; and co. Nottingham. Another,
a crescent for diff. How, Lord Chedworth.

CuRZON-HowE, Earl Howe; quartering arg. on

a bend sa. three popinjays or collared gu.
Or a fess beiw. three wolfs heads erased sa.

Wau.er, Baroness Howe. Howe, Earl Howe;
quartering arg. on a bend sa. three popinjays
or beaked and legged gu. for Curzon.

Sa. a fess wavy or betw. three wolf's heads erased

arg. Wolverstone or Wolverton.
Sa. a fess nebuly betw. three wolf's heads erased

or. WOLVERSTON, V.

Sa. a fess wavy betw. three wolf's heads

erased or. Wolferstan, formerly written

Wolverstone, Statfold, co. Stafford ; origin-

ally of Wolverstone Hall, Suffolk; descended

from Robert Wolferston, of Wolverston, who
made his will in 1492

; quartering Pipe.

3 Heads .... Birds (Cocks )

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three cock's heads

erased sa. combed gu. Tamwouth, V.

Arg. a fess embattled az. beiw. three cock's

heads erased gu. Alcock, Wiltou, co. Wex-
ford.

Arg. a fess indented gu. betw. three cock's heads

erased sa. Tamworth.

Arg. a fess embattled sa. betw. three cock's heads

erased gu. Jesson, Coventry.

Arg. a fess betw. three cock's heads erased sa.

Jackson, Ireland.

Arg. a fess betw. three cock's beads erased sa,

within a bordure gu. charged with eight crowns

or. Alcock, Bishop of Ely.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three cock's heads erased of

the last combed and wattled gu. Willcocks,
CO. Worcester.

Arg. a fess betw. three cock's heads erased sa.

membered gu. Alcock.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three cock's heads

erased sa. crested and jelloped gu. Tamworth,
Leake, co. Lincoln ; and London. Gyles de

Tamworth, A.

Az. a fess crenelly betw. three cock's heads

erased arg. Jesson.

Az. a fess crenelly at the top betw. three

cock's beads erased arg. beaked wattled and

combed gu. Jesson, London and Coventry;

granted 1635; and Hill Park, Waterham,
Kent.

Az. a fcss embattled or betw. three cock's heads

erased arg. Jephson, Spring Vale co. Dorset;

Baronetcy, 1815. Jesson. Another, combed

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

8 Heads cont. Birds (Cocks) cont.

gu. Jesson or Jephson, V. Another, combed
and wattled of the second. Jeffson or

Jephson, London.
Gu. a fess betw. three cock's heads erased arg.

beaked and crested or. Alcock, Silveilost,
CO. Northampton; granted 8 June, 1616.

Gu. a fess or betw. three cock's heads erased arg.
combed and wattled gold. Alicock, co. North-

ampton ; conjirmid 1616.

Or a less per fess crenelly gu. and az. betw. three
cock's heads erased vert combed and wattled

of the second. Pickering, co. North-

ampton.
. . . .(Cranes see Heront)

....(Eagles)

Arg. a fess betw. three eagle's heads erased gu.

Gilfillan, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three eagle's heads couped sa.

Asen.
Az. a fess betw. three eagles' heads erased arg,
Chehetsy.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three eagle's heads erased

arg. Spencer, Northumberland.
Az. five fusils in fess betw. three eagle's heads

erased or. Goddard, London; and Eastwood

Hay, CO. Haiits. Visitation 1634.

Az. five fusils in fess gu. betw. three eagle's heads

couped or. Goddard, co. Beiks.

Erminois a fess compony arg. and az. betw. three

eagle's heads of the last. Wright, Durham;
confirmed 1615.

Gu. a fess betw. three eagle's heads erased arg.
LUUB.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three eagle's
heads. Wright, Plowland in Holderness,
CO. York; quartering az. three crescents or for

Ryther.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three eagle's
heads erased of the last. White.

Sa. a fess or betw. three eagle's heads erased arg.
beaked of the second. Staff, Kent.

....(Falcons)

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three hawk's heads erased

az. Stalworth.

Arg. a fess betw. three hawk's heads erased gu.

Stratford, Ireland.

Arg. a fess embattled gu. betw. three hawk's beads
erased or. Ingerland.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three hawk's heads erased sa.

Ingerland.
Az. a fess fusily betw. three falcon's heads erased

or. Godard, V.

Az. a fess or lozengy vert betw. three hawk's
heads erased of the second. Godderd, Rearsby,
CO. Leicester, 1619.

Vert a fess betw. three falcon's heads erased erm.

Blaxland, London.

(Gulls)

Az. a fess erm. betw. three seamews erased arg.

Spencer, co. Northampton.

.... (Herons)

Az. a fess chequy or and gu. betw. three crane's

heads erased arg. Hall, Scotland.

.... (Ostriches)

Az. a fess arg. betw. three ostrich's heads erased

of the second with horse-shoes in their mouths
or. Ryed or Riede, V. Ryede.
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FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Heads co?it. Birds (Ostriches) cont.

Gu. a fe.ss betw. three ostrich's lieads erased arg.

each holding in the beak a borse-shoe or.

Ryed or Ryede.

(Owls)

Gu. a fess indented arg. betw. three owl's heads

erased of the second. Clayton.
Gn. a fess per fess indented sa. and arg. betw.

three owl's heads erased of the last. Clyton,
W.

Gu. a fess indented point in point sa. and arg.
betw. three owl's heads erased of the third.

Cliton.

.... (Peafowls)

Arg. a fess vair betw. three peacock's heads

erased gu. collared or. Ridc.eway, co. Devon.

.... (Pelicans)

Gn. a fess vair betw. three pelican's heads erased

vulning themselves or. Macken, Machin, or

Machon, Sherburn, co. Durham ; and co.

Gloucester.

Gu. a fess vair betw, three pelican's heads
erased or vulning them<;elves ppr. Machen,
Eastbach Court and Whitemead Park, co.

Gloucester; descended from Thomas Machin,
thrice Mayor of Gloucester, who was buried in

that city in 1014; granted to Richard Machen,
of Gloucestershire, in 1615.

.... (Swans)
Az. a fess or betw. three swan's heads erased or

beaked gu. Baker, co. Salop.
Az. a fess or betw. three swan's heads erased

and ducally gorged of the second charged with

as many cinquefoils gu. Baker, Kent.

3 Heads—Human Figure

Arg. a fess chequy gu. and sa. betw. three helmets

ppr. Whitehall, co. Stafford. Whitehall,
Yeldersley, co. Derby ; temp. Henry VI.

Arg. a fess gu, betw. three head-pieces az.

Wood.
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three baron's helmets az.

crowned or. Wood, V. Sir William Wood,
V.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three Moor's heads sa.

banded of the second. Morison.

Arg. a fess dancetfy betw. three Moor's heads
sidefaced and couped sa. Blackmore.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three helmets sa.

Bolbroke.
Az. a fess betw. three maiden's heads couped at

the shoulders arg. crined or. Marrow, co.

Warwick.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. three cherub's heads

arg. Adney.
Az. a fess engr. betw. three maiden's heads

couped at tlie shoulders arg. crined or.

Marrow, co. Warwick. Marow, Z.
Az. a fess or in chief three woman's heads couped

at the breasts of the second haired of the same
in base a leopard's head of the last, Lugdon,
F.

Az. a fess or in chief three maiden's heads couped
at the shoulders ppr. vested and crined or in

base a leopard's head of the last. Sugden, co.

Salop. Sir Edward B. Sugden, Lord Chancellor
of Ireland. Sdgdon, London, W,

Az. a fess engr. or betw. three boy's heads couped
arg. Mallow,

Az. a fess engr. or betw. three woman's heads

couped crined of the second. Legem.

FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Heads cont. Human Figure cont.

Az. a fess erjgr. or betw. three maidea's heads arg,
crined of tlie second. Marrow, Lord Mayor of

Loudon, 1455. Marow, V.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three cherubim's heads
or faces arg. Ady, Kent; and Southwark ;

granted 1015.
Az. a fess betw. three helmets or. Coveley, V.

Az. a fess engr. betw. three maiden's heads or.

Marrow, Beikswell, co, Warwick.
Az. a fess engr. or betw. three maiden's heads

ppr. crined gold. Maron. Marrow, co. Salop,
Gu. a fess betw. three helmets arg. Coveley, co.

Hants.
Gu. a fess betw. three helmets arg. respecting the

sinister side. Coveley, V.

Gu. a fess or betw. three helmets arg. Coveley.
Or a fess chequy gu. and sa. betw. three helmets

az. Whitehall, Pithills, co. Derby.
Or a fess sa. betw. three Moor's heads erased

ppr. Blackmore; ^ran^erf 18 November, 1651.
Su. a fess betw. three helmets arg. barred or.

Dragoner or Drayner, Middlesex.
Sa. a fess nebuly engr. betw. three close helmets

arg. plumed or. Drayner, Ciaubrooke, and

Smarden, Kent, V.

Sa. a fess arg. in chief three derni ladies couped
at the breast ppr. ducally crowned or vested of

the second in base an ox of the last liorned and
hoofed gold on a base barry wavy of four arg,
and az. Bishopric of Oxford.

Sa. a fess enhanced arg. in chief three lady's
heads couped below the shoulders ppr. vested
of the second crowned or in base an ox arg,

passing a ford ppr. St. Frideswide's Priory,
Oxford.

Sa. a fess or betw. three children's heads ppr.
couped at the shoulders about each neck a
snake vert. Ap John, Streatham, Surrey.

8 Heads—Monsters (Dragons)
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three dragon's heads erased

vert. MiLLETT, Denham, co. Bucks; and Mid-
dlesex.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. betw. three dragon's heads
erased vert. Benne.

Gu. a fess vair betw. three dragon's heads erased
or. Provender, AUington, co. Wilts.

Or a fess erm. betw. three dragon's beads erased

gu. Brymer, Westertoun, Scotland.

Or a fess engr. erm. betw. three dragon's heads
erased gu. Brimer, Scotland.

Or a fess betw, three dragon's heads couped sa.

Bacheler, CO. Berks, 1606,

Or a fess erm. betw. three dragon's heads erased.

. . , , Braimor, Scotland.

Sa. a fess dancetty betw. three wivern's heads
erased aig. Bloxam, Bloxam, co. Oxford;
Rugby, CO. Warwick.

(Griffins)

Arg. a fess wavy az. betw. three griffin's heads
erased gu. Miller.

Arg. a fess chequy gu. and vert. betw. three

griffin's heads erased of the third each gorged
with a ducal coronet or, Willyams, Carnanton,
Cornwall.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three griffin's heads sa.

Willmot.

Arg. a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased sa.

Hals or Hales, co. Devon, W. Halse, Fen-

tongallan, and Tresawson, Cornwall; and Ken-
edon and Efford, co. Devon, Waldron, co.

Lancaster.
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FESS betw. or within .... cant.

3 Heads cont. Monsters (Griffins) cont.

Az. a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased arg.
Bradford ; Pole, Devon.

Az. a fess embattled betw. three griffin's heads
erased or. Maister, Wood Hall, Holderness,
CO. York. Mason. Master, East Langdon,
Kent; Croston, CO. Lancaster; Codnor Castle,
CO. Derb}'.

Erm. a fess embattled gu. betw. three griffin's

heads erased sa. Ingerland.
Gu. a fess engr. erm. betw. three griffin's heads

erased arg. Trapnell, co. Wilts, V.

Or a fess dancetty betw. three griffin's heads
erased az. Homes.

Or a fess dancetty betw. three griffin's heads
erased az. a bordure of the last bezanty.
Homes, Southampton.

Or a less countercompony arg. and az. betw. three

griffin's heads erased of the third. Wrightson,
Cusworth Hall, co. York.

Or a fess countercompony arg, and vert three

griffin's heads erased of the third. Wrightson,
Newcastle on -Tyne.

Or a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased sa.

Halsey, CO. Devon.
Per pale arg. and sa. a fess wavy betw. three

griffin's heads erased counterchanged within a

bordure engr. or (or arg.). Spencer, London.
Per pale arg. and sa. a fess nebuly betw. three

griffin's heads erased within a bordure engr.
all counterchanged. Spencer. Sir James
Spencer, Lord Mayor of London, 1527.

Sa. a fess countercompony arg. and gu.
betw. three griffin's heads erased or a bordure

of the last. Wrightson, Osbaston Hall, co.

Leicester; heiress m. Mundy of Markeaton.
Sa. a fess humetty erm. betw. three griffin's heads

erased of the last. Hawe, Basingham and

Hilgay, Norfolk; granted 15 Nov., 1559.

Sa. a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased or.

Mileham, Burlingham, Norfolk. Sheath,
Wyberton, near Boston, co. Lincoln.

(Unicorns)
Az. a fess betw. three unicorn's heads erased arg.

Davis.

Az. a fess embattled betw. three unicorn's heads
erased arg. crined and armed or. Aylett,
Braintree, Essex.

Az. a fess double embattled betw. three unicorn's

heads erased of. Lear, London.
Az. a fess raguly betw. three unicorn's heads

erased or. Lear, Lindridge, co. Devon ;

extinct Baronetcy. Lear or Leir, Ditcheat, co.

Somerset ; Jnggard's House, co. Wilts.

Gu. a fess wavy arg. betw. three unicorn s heads

couped or. Paris. Robert Parris, Hitchin,
CO. Herts, 1573, W.

Gu. a fess embattled counterembattled or betw.

three unicorn's heads erased arg. armed and
crined of the second. Ramadge, London.

Gu. a fess wavy betw. three unicorn's heads

couped or. Paris, Hitchin, co. Herts
;
and

Stone, CO. Huntingdon.
Gu. a fess vair betw. three unicorn's heads or.

Savery or Savory, Great Totness and Shilston,

etc., CO. Devon; quartering Servington and
Waltham.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. betw. three unicorn's

heads couped sa. Stewart, Dalswintpn and

Garles, Scotland; and Galsingtroun, Scotland.

Sa. a fess gu. betw. three unicorn's heads arg.

Spilsburie, Hustolbury, co. Worcester.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Heads cont. Monsters (Unicorns) cont.

Sa. a fess or betw. three unicorn's heads erased

arg. Ratford.
,

Sa. a fess vair betw. three unicorn's heads couped
or. Savery.

3 Heads—Swords

Az. a fess or betw. three dagger's heads of the
last. LocKYER, 1672.

4 Heads—Beasts (Leopards)

Arg. a pile surmounted by a fess betw. four

leopard's heads gu. Gaeway, Lord Mayor of

London 164(1. Gareoway, co. Hertford; and

Chichester, Sussex. Galway.

Monsters (Unicorns)

.... a fess .... betw. four unicorn's heads three

and one .... Onewyn ; Pole, Devon, i, 284.

6 Heads—Beasts (Leopards)

Gu. a fess crenelly arg. betw. five leopard's heads
or three and two. St. Jermin.

6 Heads—Beasts (Goats)

Az. a fess erm. betw. six goat's heads erased arg.
Spencer.

.... (Lions)

Arg. a fess betw. six lion'a heads erased gu.

Gooding, co. Somerset.
Or a fess betw. six lion's heads erased gu.

Gooding, Gooden, or Goodwen, Wheished,
Deback, and Cheffield, Suffolk. Goodwyn.

(Birds)

Az. a fess erm. betw. six bird's heads erased arg.
Seperford or Sepester.

(Doves)
Az. a fess erm. betw. six pigeon's heads erased

arg. Spencer, co. Northampton.
Az. a fess engr. erm. betw. six pigeon's heads

erased arg. Spencer.

(Eagles)
Az. a fess erm. betw. six eagle's heads erased arg.
Mahewe.

.... (Falcons)
Az. a fess erm. betw. six falcon's heads erased

arg. Spencer, F.

(Gulls)
Az. a fess erm. betw. six seamew's heads erased

arg. Spencer, co. Warwick ; granted 1504.

Az. a fess wavy erm. betw. six seamew's heads

erased arg. Spencer, Atterclifl" Hall, and

Bramley Grange, co. York; a younger branch

of Spencer of Badley, co. Northampton; first

settled in Yorkshire about the middle of the

sixteenth century.

(Lapwings)
Az. a fess engr. erm. betw. six lapwing's heads

erased arg. Spencer.

.... Monsters ( Griffins)

Arg. a fess betw. six griffin's heads erased sa.

Walshe, Wormesley, co. Hereford; and

Beardley and Shaldesley, co. Worcester.

Az. a fess dancetty erm. betw. six griffin's heads

erased or. Ipswell, Titsey, Sussex.

1 Heart

Arg. a fess chequy gu. and of the first betw. three

stars in chief az. and a man's heart in base

ppr. Douglas, Mains, Scotland.

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three mullets

in chief gu. pierced of the field and in base a

human heart ppr. Douglas.
^

97
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.cont.FESS Ijetw. or within -

1 Heart cont.

Ga. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three stars

(or mullets) ip chief and a man's heavi in base

arg. Lyndsay or Lindsey, The Mount, co.

Fife; as borne by Sir David Lyndsay, Lord

Lion King at Arms, so created by James V,

1530.

Gu. a fess vair betw. two mullets of six points in

chief and a heart in base arg. Bayly,

London.

3 Hearts

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three human hearts vulned

and distilling drops of blood on the sinister side

ppr. Tote, Totie, or Totoe, co. Salop.

Tuckey, Winterborne Basset, co. Wilts.

Arg. a fess vert betw. three hearts gu. Smith,

CO. Chester, V.

Or a fess daocetty betw. three hearts gu.

Newman, London ; granted 15 Feb., 1669-4.

Sa. a fess betw. three heai'ts arg. John, V.

3 Hinges
Sa. a fess betw. three door hinges arg.

Cardinall, Hadley, Suflfolk.

Sa. a fess engr. betw. three door hinges arg.

Cardinall, Essex.

3 Hives

Arg. a fess betw. three beehives sa. the field

replenished with bees volant of the second.

Fry.
Erm. a fess sa. betw. three beehives or. Fray, V.

Sir John Fray, V.

3 Hooks

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three fish-hooks gu.

Penkerch or Penkerth, co. Lincoln. Bosdon,
V.

Arg. a fess betw. three flesh-hooks sa.

Penkeridge.

Arg. a fess betw. three tenterhooks sa.

Penereche, V.

1 Horn

Arg. a fess betw. two stars in chief az. and a

hunting horn in base sa. garnished gu.

JossEY, Westpans, Scotland.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. two stars in chief az. and

a hunting horn in base sa. garnished gu.

JossEY, Edinburgh.
Arg. a fess az. betw. two mullets of six points

pierced and in base a hunting horn sa. stringed
of the second. Corror, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief two crescents of the second

in base a buglehorn of the last stringed vert.

Neale, Warnford, co. Hants; granted 1579.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. two mullets in chief and a

hunting horn in base sa. stringed of the second.

CtJRROR, Logie and Innerlochy, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. two spur rowels in chief and

a hunting horn in base sa. stringed of the

second. Currel or Curle, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. two stars in

chief and a hunting born in base of the second.

Lindsay, Linbank, Scotland.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three stars

in chief and a hunting horn in base of the

second. Lindsay, Kirkfortlier, Scotland.

Or a fess betw. three mullets of six points pierced
and a hunting horn strung in base sa. Burns,
Scotland.

Vert a fess erminois betw. two pheons points up-
ward in chief and a bugle horn in base arg.
Holden.

.cont.FESS betw. or within . . ,

3 Horns

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three hunting horns sa.

garnished of the second. Forrester, Costor-

phine, Scotland.

Arg. a fess betw. three buglehorns sa. Sutton.

Thoroton, Carcolston and Great Crophill, co.

Nottingham. .

Arg. a fess betw. three buglehorns stringed sa.

Sutton, co. Chester. Thornton, Screveton,

CO. Nottingham.
Arg. a fess betw. three buglehorns unstrung sa.

BOSARDE.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three buglehorns sa.

Elvedon, V. Elveden, W.

Az. a fess betw. three horns of a stag or.

Clunes, Scotland. .

Erm. a less betw. three hunting horns sa. stringed

gu. Mitchener.
Gu. a fess betw. three buglehorns arg.

Huntingdon.
Gu. a fess dancetty betw. three buglehorns arg.

Cotgrave, Richmond Herald, 1566.

Gu. a fess indented erminois betw. three bugles

or stringed arg. Cotgreave, Netberlegh, co.

Chester; a branch of Cotgreave of Malpas;

quartering with others Holme, Johnson,

Crosse, etc., etc.

Gu. a fess betw. three buglehorns or.

HuNTisDON or Hunsdon. Huntesdon, V.

Or a fess betw. tliree hunting horns sa. garnished

and stringed gu. Pennycook, Newhall, Scot-

land ; New Register.
Sa. a fess dancetty betw. three buglehorns stringed

or. Olnden.
Sa. a fess dancetty or (another indented) betw.

three buglehorns or. Clendon, V.

Inkmoline see Rind

2 Insects (Bees)
Erm. a fess invecked az. betw. two bees volant in

chief ppr. and a damask rose in base gu. barbed

vert. Keet, Canteibuiy; gianted 17-15.

3 Insects (Bees)
Gu. a fess embattled betw. three bees volant

or. Kefford, CO. York.

(Butterflies)

Arg. a fess embattled sa. betw. three butterflies

gu. Kerford.
.... (Scorpions)

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three scorpions erect

sa. Colle, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; granted 3 Dec.

1614. ,

Arg. a fess engr. sa. betw. three scorpions reversed

of the second. Cole, Brancepeth, Durham.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three scorpions sa. Cole, V.

3 Irons

Arg. a fess betw. three plumber's irons sa.

Shrigley.
Or a fess betw. three cramp irons sa. Hagen.

2 Leaves (Elder)

Arg. a fess wreathed of five pieces gu. and vert m
chief two elder leaves of the third and a

crescent in base az. Eldershaw, Scotland.

3 Leaves
Az. a fess nebuly arg. betw. three leaves or.

Leveson.
Az. a fess wavy arg. betw. three leaves or.

Leveson, co. Warwick.

Sa. a fess betw. three leaves arg. Bursh, V.

(Adder's-tongue)

Az. a fess betw. three adder's-tongue leaves or.

Browneslane.
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cont.

BuncHE

FESS betw. or within .

3 Leaves cont. (Birch)
Sa. a fess betw. three birch leaves arg,

or BuRSHE, CO. Devon.

....(Holly)

Arf^. a fess gn. betw. three holly leaves ppr.

Irvine, Castle Irvine, co. Fermanagh, descended
from the Irvines of Bonshaw. Of the Irish

branch was Sir Gerard Irvine, created a Baronet
29 Chas. II. Irvine, Castle Fortagh, Scotland.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three holly leaves vert.

Irving, Barndennoch, co. Dumfries.

.... (Laurel)
Az. a fess per fess nebuly or and sa. betw. three

laurel leaves erect of the second. Lewson or

Leveson, CO. Stafford, V.

.... (Oak)

Arg. a fess betw. three oak leaves gu. Langley.
Ar^. a fess betw. three oak leaves vert.

FitzLangley.
Or a fess gu. betw. three oak leave's ppr. Allen,

Stanton VVoodhouse, co. Derby, 1580.

6 Leaves
Az. a fess nel)uly arg. goutty de sang betw. six

leaves or. Lienis or Lyenys, V.

Aip. a fess betw. six leaves gu. Fillingley.

Fitz-Langley, F.

.... (Aspen)
Arg. a fess betw. six aspen leaves vert.

Feningley.
Gu. a fess beiw. six aspen leaves or, Fermingley.

....(Holly)
Arg. a fess sa. betw. six holly leaves vert.

Nicholas, co. Worcester.

.... (Oak)

Arg. a fess betw. six oak leaves gu.
Fitz-Langley or FitzLongley.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. six oak leaves vert.

Nicholas, co. Worcester.

1 Leg and Paw (Gamb, etc.) Beast (Lion)

Az. a fess or in chief a lion's gamb erased of the

second in base a cinquefoil arg. Todke, co.

Worcester; quartering arg. three cinque-
foils sa.

3 Legs and Paws—Beast (Bears)

Az. a fess betw. three bear's gambs erased or

arntied gu. Camarthen or Carmarthen, Kent.

....(Lions)

Arg. a fess betw. three lion's gambs erased gu.

Perryhall; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 66.

Arg. a fess sa. botw. three lion's gambs erased

within a bordure gu. Erdington, V.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three lion's gambs erased

and bend ways sa. Clent, co. Worcester.

Az. a fess betw. three lion's gambs erect and

erased or. Carmarthen or Camarden, Chisle-

hurst, Kent; and London.
Az. a fess counterembattled betw. three lion's

gambs erect and erased or. Window,
Gloucester; granted 20 Aug., 1660. Wyndowe,
anciently spelt Window, Gloucester, subse-

quently of Churchdown, co. Gloucester; and

Bristol ; granted 1660.

Gu. a fess battelly counterbattelly betw. three

lion's gambs erased arg. Uvedale, co.

. Somerset.
Sa. a fess raguly betw. three lion's gambs erased

. or armed gu. Payne, Mayor of Norwich;

granted Sept. 1660.

FESS betw. or within. . ..cont.
3 Legs— Birds

Sa. a fess beiw. three bird's legs erased those in
chief fessways the claws to the centre that in
base paleways the claw in chief. Howson.

.... (Eagles)
Arg. a fess betw. three eagle's legs erased sa.

GlEON, V.

Haman Figure
Arg. a fess betw. three leel gu. Tramailie, co.

Devon.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three brogues of the second.

Tremayle, CO. Devon.

Arg, a fess betw. three legs couped at the ankle
of the first fretty gu. the toes to the sinister

side. Tremayll, V.

Arg. a fess betw. three legs couped at the thigh
sa. Dabmore. Dabmone, V. Dalhond, co.

Devon. Gambon, Gambone, or Gamon, St.

Mawgan's, Cornwall, Gamond, V.

Gu. a fess urg. betw. a bow and arrow in full

draught in chief and three men's legs couped
at the thighs in fess paleways of the second .

Birney, Broomhill, Scotland.

3 Locks

Arg. a fess engr. voided gu. betw. three square
padlocks of the second. Gueive.

Arg. a fess betw. three fetterlocks gu. Grierson,
Tinwrtld,co. Dumfries.

Gu. a fess or betw. three quadrangular locks (or

fetterlocks) arg. Grierson, Lagg, co. Dumfries;

Baronetcy 16B5.

Gu. a fess betw, three fetterlocks or within a bor-

dure arg. Lockhart, co. Dumfries, Scotland.

3 Letters

Arg. a fess betw. three S's sa. Shdgley, co.

Chester; Harl. MS. 1535, 266b.

1 Lozenge
Gu. a fess cht quy arg. and az. betw. three mullets

in chief and a lozenge in base of the second.

Lindesay, Wormiston, Scotland.

2 Lozenges
Arg. a fess nelmly sa. in chief a lion pass az. betw.

two lozenges gu. in base a lozenge of the last.

Thorne. Robert Thorne, V.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three mullets
in chief and a lozenge in base of the second.

Lindesay, Wormiston, Scotland.

Per pale gu and az. a fess invecked betw. two

lozenges in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base or.

Reynall. Eggington, co. Bedford; and
Lincoln's Inn, London: granted 1737.

Sa. a fess betw. two lozenges or. Wakebridge.

3 Lozenges
Arg. a ft'ss betw. three lozenges az. Beaufiz, V.

Beawfice. Benfitz. Bonyface or Bonyfys.
Bownys. Hastings, V. William Hastings,
A. D. Henry, Ireland. Moreiddig of the

Golden Vale. Parry of Llandevailog. Vawde,
V. Parry-Segar, Little Haddam, co. Hert-
ford

; quartering az. a cross moline arg. for

Segar. And within a bordure of the last.

Ap-Harry or Parry. Haruy, alias Henry,
Poston, CO. Hereford. Parry, co. Hereford.

Arg. a fess ermines betw. three lozenges of the

last. Mychell, V.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three lozenges gu.
Delahoesse.

Arg. a fess betw. three lozenges sa. Laton.

Parry, Exeter; Old Court and Wormbridge,
CO. Hereford ; and co. Warwick ; Lib. Coll.

Arm. M. 2,fol. 3. Sir John Aston, V. Parkt.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Lozenges cont.

And with an annulet for difl. Henry Parry,

Bishop of Gloucestei- 1C07-10, afterwards of

Worcester.

Az. a fess letw. three lozenges arg. Griffeth,
V. Griffith. Hind. Kidd, Norfolk.

Erm. a fess betw, three lozenges gu.

WlTMAILLES, V.

Gu. a fess betw. three lozenges arg, Crosley,
Cobham, Surrey, 1637. Clepsby. Clesby.

HuRSQUi (Asculphas, Rot. Cart, 20 Edw, 1) de

ClesebYjP. John de Cleseby, F. Smitterley.
Gu, a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three

lozenges or each charged with a martlet of the

field. Brakyn, CO. Cambridge.
Gu. a fess betw. three lozenges arg. each charged

with a fleur-de-lis of the field. Wilson, Essex.
Gu, a fess betw, three lozenges or each charged

with a fleur-de-lis gu. Appenrich.
Gu, a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three

lozenges of the second each charged with a

martlet gu. Brekin, Cuml erland.

Gu. a febs chequy or and az. betw. three lozenges
gold. Brachin.

Gu. a fess compony arg. and az. betw. three

lozenges or on each a martlet sa. Brakyn, co.

Cambridge, V.

Or a fess gu. betw, three lozenges az, Bigware,
Or a fess betw. three lozenges gu, Hocki.ay.

Sa, a fess betw. three lozenges erm. Michell
or MiHiLL, Hamworth and Hawston, Norfolk.

Sa. a fess betw. three lozenges or. Wakebroge,
V.

4 Lozenges
Or a fess gu. betw. four lozenges az, Bingeware.

6 Lozenges
Arg, a fess gu. betw. six lozenges az. Bygan, co.

York.
Az. a fess gu. betw. six lozenges sa.

Wakebiudge, Wakebridge, co. Derby; Cecilia,
sister and heir of Sir William Wakebridge,
knt., temp. Edward III, m. Sir John de la

Pole, of Newborough, co. Stafford, knt„ who
became the ancestor of the De la Poles of

Eadburn, of Hartington, Wakebridge, and
Heage.

Gu. a fess dancetty betw. six lozeuges or. Foche,
Wotton, Kent,

Or a fess gu. betw. six lozenges az. Bigeware.
BiGGEWARE, V. Bigware. Bingware.

7 Lozenges
Arg. a fess sa, betw. seven lozenges gu. Eockley,

Rockley, co. York, W. Robert Rokley, of
Faith wait, V.

1 Mascle
Gu, a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three stars

in chief and in base a mascle of the second.
Lindsay, Payetston, Scotland,

Gu, a fess or betw, three martlets in chief and a
mascle in base arg. Hertie, Luick, Scotland.

Gu. a fess or betw. three mullets in chief and a
mascle in base arg. Hahvie, Alrick, Scotland,

Gu, a fess or betw. three mullets in chief arg. and
a mascle in base of the second. Harnie,
Alriek,

3 Mascles (and Rustres)
Arg. a fess hetw. three mascles gu. Champ,
Hoker. Melville, England.

Arg. a fess lozengy or and az. betw. three mascles
jof the third a bordure of the last bezanty.

BUEGIS.

FESS betw. or within. . ..cont.
3 Mascles (and Rustres) cout.

Arg, a fess quarterly az. and gu. betw. three
mascles sa. Roebuck, Ingress, Swanscomb,
Kent, Crickhan,

Arg, a fess betw, three mascles sa. Winde,
Norfolk,

Arg. a fess betw, three rustres sa. Parry,
Ireland.

Az. a fess betw. three mascles or. Bethune,
Balfour, co. Fife, originally from France, but of

importan je in Scotland from a very early period ;

of this family was the celebrated Cardinal

Bethune, Archbishop of Glasgow, assassinated
in 1545; the representation of the family now
centres in that of Dritikwater; quartering arg.
a chev, sa, charged with an ottei's head erased
of the first. Bethune, Kilconqubar, co. Fife ;

Baronetcy J 836; quartering arg. a chev, sa,

cliarged with an otter's head erased of the
first all within a bordure embattled or,

Az. a fess betw. three mascles or a bordure of the
last. Bethune, Scotland,

Az. a fess betw, three mascles or. Beaton or
Beton, Hyde, Ireland,

Az. a fess chequy arg. and of the first betw, three
mascles or. Lindsay, Blebo, Scotland; quar-
tering arg. on a chev. sa. an otter's head erased
of the field,

Erm. a fess in chief two demi lions ramp, issuant
from the fess in base three mascles gu, Sall.

Erm. a fess betw. two demi lions in chief and
three mascles in base gu. Salle, co. Devon,

Erm. a fess betw. three mascles gu. Glenfield,
CO. Leicester.

Gu. a fess betw. three mascles arg. Robert
Cleseby, Y. Eschabor, V, Eshabure or

Estabor, CO, Leicester.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. belw. three mascles

arg. Lindsay, Covingtouii, Scotland,
Or a fess chequy az, and arg. betw, tliree mascles

of the second. Stewart, Brightoun, Orkney,
Scotland.

Or a fess betw, three mascles gu. Constable.
Hockley. Hokeley, V.

Sa, a less betw. three mascles arg. Whitaker,
Lysson House, co, Hereford. Whittaker,
Barming Place, near Maidstone, formerly of

Brasted, Kent. Whittaker, Shafton, co.

Dorset; and co, Wilts.

Sa. a fess betw, three mullets in chief and as many
mascles in base arg, Leask, That Ilk,

Sa, a fess erm, betw, three mascles arg.
Bell,

Sa, a fess betw, three mascles or. Michell,
Scotlund, Mitchell,

Sa. a fess betw. three mullets in chief and as

many mascles in base all or. Lesk, That Ilk.

Sa. a fess betw. three mascles or within a bordure

chequy of the second and first. Mitchell,
Westshore

; representative of the ancient family
of Bandeth, Westshore, etc., designed Mitchell
of that Ilk; Baronetcy 19 June, 17:^1.

Mitchell, Barry; descended of Bandreth,
Scotland.

Sa. a fess betw. three mascles or within a bordure
of the last. Mitchell.

Sa. a fess engr. betw, three mascles or.

Mitchell, Landath, Scotland,
Sa, a fess invecked betw, three mascles or,

Mitchell, Wester New Birny, Scotland,
Sa. a fpss wavy betw. three mascles or.

Mitchell, Filligrige and Aberdeen, Scotland.
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FESS betw. or within .... cont.

6 Iffascles

Az. a fess betw. six masclea arg. Nichols,
Scotland. Nicol, Scotland.

Gu. a fess erra. betw. six mascles or. Clopton,
CO. Bedford; and co. Hereford. Clopton, Lord

Mayor of London 1441. Sir Robert Clopton,
V. Gere, co. Devon.

Gil. a ifess or betw. six mascles arg. Fitz Warken.
Gu. a fess betw. six mascles or. Brokhampton.
Sa. a fess betw. six mascles or. (Another arg)
Mitchell, Scotland.

11 Mascles
Per fess az. and gu. a fess betw. eleven mascles

or. Vellomes.

2 Matches (Bolls of)

Arg. a fess gu. betw. two rolls of matches sa.

kindled ppr, Leet, Evorsden, and Kingston,
CO. Cambridge; South-hoo, co. Huntingdon;
and Suflolkj Her. Off. h. 14.

Maunch
Arg. a fess dancetty in base a maunch sa. in chief

two estoiles gu. West, Iver, co. Bucks; and

Westminster.

3 Maunches

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three maunches sa.

Hastings, Northumberland. Hasting, V.

Monster (Unicorn)
Gu. a fess vair in chief a unicorn courant betw.

two mullets all within a bordure engr. or. John
Wilkinson aijas Harlyn or Arlyn, of Lon-

don, V.

Gu. a fess vair in chief a unicorn pass, or all within

a bordure sa. bezanty. Wilkinson, Hillcote

Hall, CO. Derby.
Gu. a fess vair in chief a unicorn pass. betw. two

mullets or all within a bordure of the last

pelletty. Wilkinson, co. Buckingham ; and co.

York; granted 13 Sept. 1564.

Gu. a fess vair in chief a unicorn pass. betw. two

mullets or all within a bordure engr. of the

last. Wilkinson, London.

2 Monsters (Griffins)

Vert a fess arg. betw. two griffins pass. arg. tarry

wavy of six arg. and az. Wydimer, V.

(Unicorns)
Gu. a fess vair betw. two unicorns courant

arg. Wilkinson.
Gu. a fess vair betw. two unicorns courant or.

Wilkinson, Kent.

3 Monsters (Griffins)

Arg. a fess betw. three griffins ramp. gu. Frome,
Pucknoll, CO. Dorset; quartering, second

quarterly first and fourth az. a lion ramp.
betw. twelve crosses crosslet or for De
Brewosa; second and third gu. two bars arg.

in chief three plates for De Moeles; third

az. a lion ramp. arg. in a chief three escallops

of the second for Clutterbuck.

Arg. a fess betw. three griffins pass. sa.

Finch.
Az. a fess betw. three griffins pass. or. Hamell

or Hamel.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. three griffins pass. or.

Hannill. Hannyle, CO. Bucks. Houlder,
Isle of Ely.

Az. a fess dancetty betw. three griffins pass,

wings endorsed or. Holder, co. Cam-

bridge.
Az. a fess indented betw. three griffins ramp. or.

Hanvill, CO. Buckingham.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Monsters cont. (Unicorns)
Az. a fess erminois betw. three unicorns pass. arg.
Wilkinson, Harpley, and Kyo, Durham;
granted Sept. 1615, to Lawrence Wilkinson, of

Harpley House, and Farye on the Hill, son
of Launcelot Wilkinson, of Harplej-, and
Kyo.

Az. a fess erminois betw. three unicorns pass.

arg. a cauton or. Wilkinson, Kirkbrigg, co.

York.
Gu. a fess wavy betw. three unicorns arg.

Wilkinson, Coxhoe, Durham.
Gu. a fess vair betw. three unicorns arg.

Wilkinson, Scotland.

Gu. a fess vair betw. three unicorns statant arg.
Wilkinson. Another raaned and horned or.

Wilkinson.
Gu. a fess vair betw. three unicorns pass. or.

Wilkinson, Wateringbury, Kent; 1605.

4 Monsters (Griffins)

Az. a fess dancetty erm. betw. four griffins se-

greant or. Griffies.

3 Mortars

Az. a fess betw. three mortars or. Wakeeley.

1 Mullet

Arg. a fess az. betw. a mullet inter two crosses

crosslet fitchy in chief gu. a crescent in base of

the last. Bernhulm, Glendie, Scotland.

Arg, a fess az, betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy in

chief and a mullet in base gu. Sharp, Stonie-

hill, Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy in

chief sa. and a mullet in base gu. Sharp.

Arg. a fess betw, two hurts in chief and a mullet
in base gu. Thorntoun, Scotland.

Gu. a fess arg. in chief a mullet of the last betw.

two garbs or in base a greyhound of the se-

cond. OuDNV, That Ilk.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. three cinquefoils in chief

and a mullet in base arg. Robe, Bristol;
descended of Scotland.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. the sun in chief or and a
mullet in base arg. Robe, London.

Gu. a fess between a mullet in chief and a dove
or holding in the beak a sprig of laurel vert.

Wai,ker.
Gu. a fess indented or betw. two escallops in

chief and a mullet pierced in base. Divvie,
Aberdeen.

Or a fess chequy .... betw. two water bougets
in chief and a mullet in base.... Ross,
Kinfauns, Scotland ; 1367.

Or a fess gu. in chief three crosses formy of the

second in base a mullet az. Mercer, London.
Per fess az. and arg. a fess counterembattlod or

in chief a mullet of six points of the second in

base on a mount vert an elm tree ppr. Olmius,
London. Luttrell-Olmius, Earl of Carhamp-
ton.

2 Mullets

Arg. a fess engr. betw. two mullets in chief and a

crescent in base within a bordure engr. arg.

Carse, Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw. two mullets of six points

pierced and in base a hunting-horn sa. stringed

of the second. Corror, Scotland.

Arg. a fess az. betw, two mullets in chief and a

Hon ramp, in base gu. M'Crae, M'Rach or

Macrae, Scotland.
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.cont.FESS betw. or within

2 Mullets cont.

Arg. a fess gu. betw, two mullets in chief and a

hunting-horn in base sa. stringed of the second.

CuRROR, Logie and Innerlochy, Scotland.

Az. a fess betw. two mullets pierced in chief and

a chev. in base or within a bordure engr. arg.

DoDiNGTON, CO. Salop.

Erm. a fess az. betw. two mullets in chief and a

hart's head erased with ten tynes in base gu.

Dick, Prestonfield, Mid Lothian, Scotland, N.S.

Baronetcy.
Gu. a fess erm, betw. two mullets in chief arg.

- and a hart's head cabossed in base or attired sa.

Crawfurd, Linlithgow, Scotland.

Gu. a fess vair'betw. two mullets of six points in

. chief and a heart in base arg. Bayly, London.

Or a fess betw. two mullets gu. Hastings, co.

. Oxford,

3 Uallets

Arg, a fess betw, three mullets az. Faquier,

Moore, Ipswich, Suffolk.

Arg. a fess embattled betw. three mullets az.

Vair, Scotland.

Arg. a fess betw, three mullets pierced az.

Paslew, Durham; Suffolk; and co. York.

John Pasler, A'. John Paslew, V.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three mullets gu. Poor,

Darrington, co. Wilts. Poore, Rushall, co.

Wilts; Baronetcy 1795. Herbert le Poor,

Bishop of Salisbury, 1194-1217. Richard

Poore, Bishop of Chichester, 1215-17, after-

wards of Salisbury. Power, V.

Arg. a fess wavy az. betw. three mullets gu. Dee
or Die, Scotland. Dick.

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three mullets

in chief gu. pierced of the field and in base a

human heart ppr. Dovglas.

Arg, a fess compony gu, and sa, betw. three mul-

lets of the third. More, CO. Oxford,

Arg. a fess dancetty gobonated gu. and sa. betw.

three mullets of"the third. More, co. York.

Arg, a fess dancetty gobonated sa. and gu. betw.

three mullets of the third. More, co. Devon ;

and CO. Oxford. Another, pierced of the

second, De la More. More or De la

More,
Arg. a fess indented compony sa. and gu. betw.

three mullets of the last. Moore, co. Oxford.

Another, pierced of the last. More.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three mullets pierced az.

Partington.

Arg, a fess betw. three mullets gu. Aragand or

Aragune. Dallas, That Ilk, and Cantray.

Doles, of Cantray, 1513; seal. Hannold;
Harl. MS. liil. Harold, Essex, V. Gomonde,
CO. Hereford. William de Odingseli-e, A.

Dodingsiles.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three mullets gu. Gabion,

Byfield, co. Hereford.

Arg. a fess iudented betw, three mullets gu.

Fenkell.

Arg. a fess dancetty gu. betw. three mullets sa.

Deatmore.
Arg. a fess engr. gu. betw. three mullets sa.

Bratton, CO, Somerset.

Arg. a fess indented gu. betw. three mullets sa.

Detmore.
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three mullets vert. Harold,

Ireland.

Arg, a fess betw, three mullets in chief and a lion

ramp, in base gu. M'Crach, Scotland.

FESS betw. or within. . ..cont.

3 Mullets cont.

Arg. a fess betw. three mullets in chief and as

many ducks in base all sa. Greenwood, Nor-

wich; and co. York; 1594.

Arg. a fess dancetty compony sa. and gu, betw.

tliree pierced mullets sa. a martlet for diff.

Moore, Haddon, co. Oxford ;
Harl. BIS. 1548,

716. Delamore, Harl. MS. 156«,fo. 67.

Arg. a fess dancetty paly of six gu. -and sa. betw,

three mullets of the third a mullet for diff.

More, More Hall.

Arg. a fess dancetty paly of six sa. and gu.

betw. three mullets of the second. More, co.

Bedford ; and Kent.

Arg. a fess per less dancetty gu. and sa. betw.

three mullets az. Attemore,

Arg. a fess quarterly az. and gu. betw. three

mullets sa. Crickman. Another, pierced sa.

Crikrah.

Arg, a fess sa. betw. three mullets az. Patishall,

Essex.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three mullets gu. Davis.

Patishall or Pateshall, Essex. Another,

pierced or. Gerard, V.

Arg. a fess betw, three mullets sa. Barrett,
Suffolk. Dingley or Dinley, co. York.

Dyneley. Dynley. Fokke, V. Folke or

Fi'Lke, CO, Stafford, Foulke, co, Stafford,

M'Gloud, Ireland. Melford. Polton, co.

Han s. PouLTON, Disborough, cr>. Noithatnp-

ton. Another, pierced gu. Gerard.

Arg. a fess engr, sa. betw. three mullets gu.

CoETON, Coeton, co. Salop.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three mullets sa.

More, Sixill, co. Lincoln. Fenkell, London,

Arg. a fess dancetty betw. three mullets pierced

sa. WiSHAM,
Art,', a fess indented betw. three mullets sa.

Fenkell.

Arg. a fess dancetty gobonated sa. and gu. betw.

three mullets pierced of the second. More.

De La More, 7.

Arg. a fess per fess dancetty gu. and sa. betw.

three mullets of the third. Thomas Attemore,
V.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three mullets sa. Cotwell

or ToTWELL, V. Blesby or Blebie, Blesbie,.

CO. Lincoln. Topcliff. Totwell, co. Devon.

Arg. a fess engr. sa. fretty or betw. three mullets

of the second pierced of the field. Tadwell,
St. Maiylebone, Middlesex; granted 14 Sept,

1768.

Arg. a fess indented betw. three mullets sa,

Wesham.
Arg. a fess nebuly sa. betw. two mullets in

chief of the last and one in base az.

Blackborne.

Arg. a fess nebuly betw. three mullets sa.

Blackborne. Blakeborne, V. Steddert,

Selithhouse, Mid-Lothian. Lancelot

Blackburn, Archbishop of York, 1724 43.

Blackburne, Orford, co. Lancaster; possessed
of that estate since tlie reign of Elizabeth,

when the family removed from co. York ;

quartering Norris, Lever, Ashton, Green,

Aspenwall, Ireland, Hutt, Hesketh, Hoi-

land, Columbers, Walton, Merton, Bebbing-

ton, Han'iford, Piaers, Birkenhead, Hughesly,

Done, Kingsley, and Stretch.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three mullets sa.

Blackborne, co. Limcasler ; and co. York.
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FES8 betw. or within. . ..cont.

3 Mullets cont.

Arg. a fess wavy betw. tbree mullets sa. on a bor-

dure gu. eight cinquefoils of tbe first.

Stoddart, Scotland.

Arg. a fess wreathed of five pieces gu. and vert

betw. three mullets of the second. Elder.
Elder, Lord Provost of Edinburgh.

Arg. a fess dancetty beiw. three mullets vert.

Fbeston, Altofts, CO. York. Freston, V.

Az. a fess chequy or and gu. in chief three mul-
lets of the second in base a crescent gold.
Boyd, Danson, Kent; Baronetcy 17 75.

Az. a fess betw. three mullets arg. Askerkby.
Az. a fess betw. three mullets or. Wauch or

Waugh, Scotland.

Az. a fess or betw. three mullets of the last

pierced arg. Nidrie, Scotland.

Az. a fess chequy arg. and of the first betw. three

boar's heads erased in chief and as many mul-
lets in base or. Gordon, Auchanasee, Scot-

land.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three mullets in chief or

and a crescent in base arg. Weir; certified at

the College of Arms, London,.May 1779.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three mullets in chief and a

crescent in base or. Wear.
Barry of six or and az. a fess countercompony nf

the first and sa. betw. three mullets gold.

CuRTOYS, CO. Chester.

Erm. a fess vert betw. three mullets gu.
Dunkley.

Gu. a fess betw. three mullets arg. Ashburnham,
AsHBURY, CO. Worcester. Ashendon, Suffolk.

Ombersley. Tyas.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three mullets in chief and
as many martlets in base of the second.

• Bayles.
Gu. a fess arg. betw. thiee mullets of the second

pierced sa. Power or Pawer, Cornwall.
Gu. a fess undy betw. three mullets arg.
Everard.

Gn. a fess arg. betw. three mullets or. Holmes,
Ireland.

Gu. ft fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three mul-
lets in chief and a lozenge in base of the second.

LiNDESAY, Wormiston, Scoiland.

Gu. a less conipony or and az. betw. tbree mul-
lets arg. Verral.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. tbree mullets arg. Mansted.

Mansion, Manston Court, K^nt; sheriff of

Kent, temp. Henry VI. Another, within a bor

dure of tbe last. Crawfued, Cartsburn;
descended from Kilburney.

tju. a fess wavy erm. betw. three mullets arg.

pierced az. Crawford, Easier Seatoun, Scot-
'

land. Crawfurd, Monargon, Scotland.

Gu. a fess erm. beiw. three mullets or. Metsteed.
Manston or Matinston, V. Mansted, V.

Roger le Covert, A.

Gu. a fess engr. erm. betw. three mullets or.

Masted or Mesteed. Manston. Monston.
Mensted. Mansted or Maunsted. Misted.

Gu. a fess wavy errainois betw. three mullets arg.

Kepean, Loders and Bothenhampton, co.

Dorset ; Baronetcy.
Gu. a fess or betw. three mullets arg. Joan

de Pohdone, E.
Gu. a fess or betw. three mullets in chief and a

UiBSole in base arg. Harvie, Alrick, Scotland.

Gu. a fess or in chief a buck courant of the last

and in base three mullets arg. two and one.

Hamey.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Mullets cont.

Gu. a fess or betw. three mullets in chief arg. and
a mascle in base of the second. Hasvie,
Alrick.

Gu. a fess or fretty az. betw. three mullets arg.
Carswell or Carsewell, Scotland.

Gu. a fess betw. three mullets or. Oxenham,
Oxenham, in South Tawton, co. Devon; the
last male heir, William Long Oxenham, d.

1814; the heiress m. Arthur Acland.
Gu.a fess engr. betw. three mullets or. Matsteed.
Gu. a fess engr. or in chief two goat's heads erased

of the last in base tbree mullets arg. two and
one. Toller.

Gu. a fess vair betw. three mullets arg. Barugh,
or Bargh, originally of co. York, taking its

name from a village called Barugh, in the
North Riding; London. Baugh, co. Gloucester.

BoUGHE, Gloucester.

Gu. a fess vair betw. three mullets of six points
or. TURVILLE.

Or a fess betw. three mullets az. Watkingson,
CO. Yoik. Watkinson, Beeston, co. Notting-
ham ; and Ilkley, co. York.

Or a fess chequy arg. and az. betw three mullets
in chief and a crescent in base gu. Chanirew,
Scotland.

Or a fess embattled az. betw. three mullets gu.
Forty.

Or a lion ramp. gu. betw. three mullets az. over
all a fess chequy arg. and of the third.

Steuaet, Dalguise, Scotland ; now resumed by
grant from the Lyon Off.

Or a fess gu. betw. three mullets az. Kennard.
Or a fess wavy betw. three mullets gu.

KiRKALDY, Moiikwearmouth, co. Durham.
Or a fess wavy betw. three mullets gu. Kinnaibd,
Baron Kinnaird ; quartering as a coat of aug-
mentation gu. a sallire betw. four crescents or.

Or a fess betw. three mullets sa. Egotay
de Aragi'n, G.

Per fess gu. and az. a fess or betw. a mullet in

chief and a crescent in base arg. Moxon.
Per fess arg. end vert a fess indented counter-

changed in chief three mullets gu. and in base
a slag's head of the first. Stenley, Scot-

land.

Sa. a fess betw. three mullets arg. Kirkland,
Scotland. Villiers.

Sa. a fess betw. three mullets arg. pierced gu.
Crosse, co, Somerset.

Sa. a fess dancetty betw. three mullets arg.
Crefiet. Fenkeli.. Wisnam, V. Weshingham
or Wesshenham, co. Huntingdon, V. Wiseman,
Middlesex.

Sa. a fess dancetty arg. betw. three mullets pierced
of the last. Wesenham, Norfolk.

Sa. a fess indented betw. three mullets arg.

Fenkell, London.
Sa. a fess arg. betw. three mullets pierced or.

Manston, Kent, V.

Sa. a fess indented betw. three mullets or.

Weshenham or Wessenham. Wisnam.
Sa. a fess or betw. three mullets arg. in base and

in chief as many crosses crosslet of the second.

Crog, Ceoge or Crogg.
Sa. a fess betw. three mullets in chief and as

many mascles in base arg. Leask, That
Ilk.

Sfl. a fess betw. three mullets in chief and as

many mascles in base all or. Lesk, That
Ilk.
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FESS betw. or within. . . . coiit.

3 Mullets cont.

Vert a fess dancetty betw. three mullets arg.

Thorndon or Thornton, F.

Vert a fess indented betw. three mullets arg.

Thorndon.
4 Mallets

Sa. a fess or voided of the field betw. four mul-

lets of the second. Harte, Kent.

Vert a fess indented on the upper side and engr. on

the under side beiw. four mullets arg. over all

an arrow in pale point downwards ppr.

CuTHBERT, Inverness.

Vert a fess engr. betw. four mullets arg. and an

arrow in pale surmounting the fess point
downwards ppr. Cuthbert, Inverness.

6 Mullets

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a pelican vulning herself

in base five mullets three and two. Woodcock.

Arg. a fess betw. five mullets gu. Dallas, North

Newton, and Walmsgate, co. Lincoln.

Gu. a fess beiw. five mullets arg. a martlet of the

first for ditf. Dowdall.
6 Mullets

Arg. a fess ermines betw. six mullets sa.

Pankhurst or Penckhurst, Mayfield, Sussex.

Arg. a fess betw. six mullets gu. Adam. Ansele

de Vile ;
Harl. MS. 6137, fo. 97.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. six mullets sa. Pyne.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. six mullets sa. Todwell,
Todwell, CO. Devon.

Arg. a fess betw. six mullets and a bordure sa.

Crewker, V.

Az. a fess betw. six mullets arg. Lawtrell or

LOWTRELL. LtJTTERELL.

Az. a less betw. six mullets or. Kerdiffe.
Gu. a fess betw. six mullets arg. Ashburnham,

Earl of Ashburnham. Ashburnham, Brora-

ham, Sussex; Baronftcy 15 May, 16(il. Sire

Johan de Aschebornham, N. Sir John

Ashburnham, Sussex ; temp. Edw. I, V. Sire

Berth de Assebourkeham, 0. Blount. Henry
Blount, Y.

Gu. a fess betw. six mullets or. Beauchamp.

9 Mullets
Or a fess dancetty betw. nine mullets four three

and two. Hechedon.

3 Nails

Sa. a fess engr. betw. three nails arg. Marbury.

3 FaUs
Arg. a fess betw. three pails sa. hooped and

handled or. Fitz How, V.

2 Fheons
Vert a fess arg. betw. two pheons in chief and an

anchor in base or. Stedman. Another, of the

last. Steedman, Scotland.

Vert a fess erminois beiw. two pheons points up-
ward in chief and a bugle horn in base arg.
H olden.

Vert a fess embattled or betw. two pheons in chief

points downward and in base as many thigh
. bones in saltire arg. Cooper, Gadesbridge,

CO. Hertford; Baronetcy. Cooper, Norwich;
granted 1705.

3 Pheons

Arg. a fess betw. three pheons az. Tisdaxe or

TisDALL.

Arg. a fess betw. three pheons sa. Rawden,
Kayden, or RowDEN, Rawdon, near Leeds, co.

York; Moira, co. Down, Ireland.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three pheons in base a

buck's head cabossed of the last. Hollingbury.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

3 Pheons cont.

Arg. a fess embattled betw. three pheons sa.

JoYLiFF, Estover, co. Dorset; granted 1664.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three pheons sa. Rowden,
CO. York, Sir William Nottingham, temp.
Edw. IV, F.

Erm. a fess betw. three pheons sa. Atkinson,
CO. York.

Gu. a fess betw. three pheons arg. Egerton,
Newborough, co. Stafford. Erdeswick.

Gu. a fess betw. three plieons arg. on a canton or

a dexter gauntlet holding a sword arg. broken
otf gu. near the hilt of the last. Egerton, W.

Gu. a fess az. betw. three pheons arg. Egerton,
Harl. MS. 1535, fo. 13.

Gu. a fess erm, betw. three pheons arg.

Egerton, Ridley, co. Chester. Egerton,
Adstock, CO. BuckingViam. Sir Rafe Egerton,
Wrinhill, co. Chester, V.

Sa. a fess betw. three pheons arg. Malpas, co.

Chester. Sir Philip Malpas, Alderman of

London, F.

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three plieons arg.
Egerton, Bellt-y, co. Stafford.

3 Picks
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and of the first betw. three

millpicks (or pickaxes) or. Pigott.
Pile

Gu. four fusils conj. in fess erm. in chief a pile
or betw. two single arches arg. base and capitals
of the third in l)ase a double arch as in chief.

Sir Thomas Denham, F.
3 Piles

Sa. ft fess beiw. three piles in chief and a crescent
in base. Bratrens, Scotland.

3 Pincers

Arg. a fess bei.w, three pairs of pincers gu.
RussEr.L.

3 Pitchers
Az. a fess erm. betw. three pitchers or. Pichard,

CO. Brecknock.
3 Ploughs

Az. a fess betw. three ploughs or. Smeton,
Harl. MS. ln45, fo. 56.

3 Plummets
Arg. a less gu. betw. three plummets sa.

JjtNNiNGs, Oldcastle, co. Chester; and co.

Salop.
3 Portcullises

Or a fess embattled betw. three portcullises gu.
Yetts, Teviotdale, Scotland.

3 Purses
Or a fess cbeqiiy arg. and az. betw. three purses

gu. Sprewell or Sprevell, Cowdon, Scot-
land.

Or a fess betw. three purses gu. Sproul, Scot-
land.

Beptile (Snake)
Az. a fess chequy arg. and sa. betw. three bells in

chief or and a serpent bent as a crescent in base
of the second. Bell, Leilb.

(Toads)
Erm. a fess betw. three toads sa. Repley, F.

Rests
Or a fess bendy of eight sa. and arg. betw. three

rests gu. LiNGAED.
2 Rinds (Mill)

Az. a fess betw. two millrinds or. Turner,
Essex.

3 Rinds (Mill)
Arg. a fess betw. three millrinds sa.

MiNSTERCHAMBER, Goodmauchester, co. Hunt-
ingdon; and Stuston, Suffolk.
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3 Bocks

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three roclss sa. Swanton.

3 Books (Chess)
Arg. a fess betw. three chessrooks gu. Rooke.
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three chessrooks sa.

Swanton, V.

Arg. a fess flory counterflory gu. betw. three

chessrooks sa. Rookes or Rokes, Fawley, co.

Buckingham.
Arg. a fess betw. tliree chessrooks sa.

Baerokes, V.

Az. a fess arg. betw. three chessrooks or.

RooEEs, London.
Az. a fess or betw. three chessrooks arg.

Bradenham, Kent.
Az. a fess betw. three chessrooks or, Bodenham,

Bodeuham, Byford, Monington-Stradley, Dew-
church, and Rotherwas, co. Hereford;
descended from Hugh de Bodham, or de

Bodenham, Lord of Bodenham temp. Stephen;
the present male representative is Charles
Thomas Bodenham, of Rotherwas; the
heiress of Bodenham of Bittenden, Kent; and

Ryal, Rutland, a younger branch, m. Thomas
Burrell of Drewsby. Rookewood, Nor-
folk.

Boondle (Bezant)
Gu. a fess vair in chief a bezant charged with an
anchor sa. betw. two estoiles gu. in base three
martlets arg. Bayley, London.

(Pellet)
Or a fesB az. betw, a pellet charged with a port-

cullis or inter two demi roses divided per pale

gu. in chief and a fleur-de-lis betw. two swans
close arg. in base. Maygeb.

2 Bonndles (Bezants)
Sa. a fess erm. betw. two bezants in chief and in

base a lion's head erased or. Deleval.

.... (Hnrts )

Arg. a fess betw. two hurts in chief and a mullet
in base gu. Thorntoun, Scotland.

(Pellets)

Arg. a fess betw. two pellets in chief and a
martlet in base sa. Leigh, Essex. Lee or

Leigh, Lord Mayor of London 1602; and
Bilsley, co. Warwick

; granted 1593.

3 Boundles (Bezants)
Az. a fess indented arg. betw. three bezants.

Burrow, Port Glasgow.
Az. a fess engr. gu. betw. three bezants.

Peacock, London.
Az. a fess betw. three bezants. Ddmas.
Gu. a fess betw. three bezants in chief and a crane

in base.... Fennison, Edinburgh.
Gu. a fess engr. arg. betw. three bezants. Pigot,
London.

Gu. a fess countercompony or and az. betw. three
bezants. Pitts, London ; and co. Somerset.

Pitt, Cricket-Malherby, co. Somerset.
Gu. a ftss betw. three bezants. Avery, Huwish,

CO. Somerset; and Enfield, Middlesex.
Gn. a fess or betw. three bezants. De la Laund.
Fawside or Fawsyde, That Ilk, Scotland.

Falsyde, That Ilk. Hayes. Hays, Dalla-

more, co. Devon; quartering Trevy and
Hele.

Gu. a fess vair betw. three bezants on each a

partridge close gu. on a bordure or ....

billets sa. Partbych, Harl. MS. UOl, fo.

147.

FESS betw. or within cont.

3 Boundles cont. (Bezants) cont.

Gu. a fess vairy or and az. betw. three bezants
on each a partridge of the field. Partrich,
London.

Gu. a fess vairy or and az. betw. three bezants
each charged with a partridge of the field all

within a bordure of the second billetty sa.

Partridge. Patrick, Alderman of London,
W.

Sa. a fess chequy arg. and nz. betw. three

bezants. Pitt, EwernStapleton, co. Dorset;

granted 1601. Pitt, East Mount, near Ciren-

cester, co. Gloucester. Pitt, Boconnock, Corn-
wall. Pitch. Pitt, Earl of Chatham. Pitt-

Rivers, Baron Rivers. Stapleton, co. Dorset.

Sa. a fess betw. three bezants. Spittle, Scot-

land ;
Workman's MS.

....(Hurts)

Az. a fess vairy gu. and or betw. three hurts.

Cheeke.

. . . .(Ogresses and Pellets)

Arg. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three ogresses
on each a martlet of the first all within a bor-

dure gu. charged with escallops and martlets

gold. Pett, London ; and Walworth, Surrey.

Arg. a fess countercompony or and az. betw.

three pellets on each a bird of the second all

within a bordure gu. charged with seven mart-

lets and as many escallops alternately or.

Pett. John Pette, Loudon, V.

Arg. three fusils oonj. in fess gu. betw. as many
pellets. William Montague, of Enley, F. But
with a mullet in chief for ditf. Montagu, of

Sutton, V.

Arg. a fess of three lozenges gu. betw. as many
pellets, in chief a mullet for diff. Richard

MouNTAGUE, Bishop of Chichester 1C28.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three pellets. Adston or

Adiston. Huoworth, W. Cotwyn, Norwich.

Arg. a fess raguly gu. betw. three ogresses.

ViELL, Wood and Treverden, Cornwall; and

CO. Gloucester. Vyell, Cornwall; and co.

Gloucester.

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three pellets. Gonston, co.

Devon. Bolton. Reyley. Ripley.

Arg. a fess dancetty sa. betw. three pellets.

West, London.

Arg. a fess embattled sa. betw. three pellets.

CoDD, Pelicans, Kent.

Arg. a fess vert. betw. three ogresses.. Smith,
Loudon ; granted by Camden, V.

Erm. a fess countercompony az. and or betw.

three pellets. Arden or Ardebne, co. Wilts,

V.

Erm. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three

ogresses. Darderne, co. Wilts.

Gu. a fess raguly arg. betw. three ogresses.

Vyel, Trevorder, Cornwall.

Or a fess chequy or and az. betw. three ogresses

on each a martlet of the first all within a bor-

dure gu. charged with escallops and martlets

gold. Pett, London ;
and Walworth, Surrey.

....(Plates)

Az. a fess arg. betw. three plates each charged

with a crescent gu. Patishall, Essex.

Chevronny of three gu. and arg. a fess az. betw.

three plates. Hadley or Hardley.

Gft. a fess arg. betw. three plates. Betelet.

Mayner, Minors, co. Hertford; London;

and eo. Staflford. Myners, Blackvole, co. Staf-

OH
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FESS betw. or within. . ..cont.
3 Eoundles cont. (Plates) cont.

ford. Mynors, co. Stafford, V. Mynors,
Weatheroak Hill, co. Worcester. Ralph de

Stratford, Bishop of London ] 340-54.
Gu. a fess arg. betw. three plates each charged

with a lozenge sa. Peacock, Cowley, co.

Herks ; granted 27 June, 1640, V.
Gu. a fess wavy arg. betw. three plates.
Wafferer.

Gu. a fess aebuly arg. betw. three plates.
Wafferer.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. three plates. Fitz.Simon,
Ireland. Lochale, Scotland. Stratford.

Vert, a fess gu. betw. three plates. Clarke.

.... (Torteaux)
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three torteaux. Agworth.

Cadndion. Camden. Cawdrey, Littlehill, co.

Lincoln. Evreux. Eschallers or Escai.ers.
Minors. Sherear, co. Salop; Harl. MS. 3391,
fo. 135. Sherwood.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three torteaux each charged
with a mullet of the field. Shearer, Scotland.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three torteaux each charged
with a mullet or. Sherar, Shrewsbury.

Arg. a fess dovetailed in base gu. betw. three
torteaux. Gracedieu.

Arg. a fess vert. betw. three torteaux.

Staresmoee, Frolesworth, co. Leicester;
Deene, co. Northampton; and co. Stafford.

Stanesmore, Leicester. Travers, co. Lan-
caster.

Arg. a fess vert. betw. three torteaux in chief and
a chev. in base gu. Traves or Trawes, V.

Or a fess az. betw. three torteaux. Coubteney
or Courtney, V.

Or a fess gu. betw. three torteaux. Betall.
BuTEEET or Bdterlye.

John Stratford, Bishop of

Archbishop of Canterbury

five pellets. Codd or

BiRLANGHAM.
Butterlet.

Winchester;
1333-1348.

Or a fess engr. vert in chief a lion pass. gu. in
base three torteaux two and one. Giddy, St.

Erith, Cornwall; granted 11 June, 1770.
4 Boundles (Ogresses)

Erm. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three pellets
in chief and one in base. Danderne.

6 Boundles (Plates)
Sa. a fess or betw. five plates two in ohief and

three in base. Mussell, Staple Langford, co.
Wilts.

• • • • ^

Arg. a fess sa. betw
CoDDE, Ireland.

6 Boundles (Bezants)
Gu. a fess or betw. six bezants. Beauchampe
Gu. a fess erm. betw. six bezants. De
ZOUCH, V.

Vert a fess erm. betw. six bezants. Gdbbins.
.. ..(Ogresses)

Or a fess wavy sa. betw. six pellets. Dodswall;
quartering or on a chief sa. three escallops of
the field.

^

Per pale arg. and or a fess embattled az. betw,
six pellets three and three. Codd, Kensington,
Middlesex.

....(Plates)
Gu. a fess arg. betw. six plates. Ashbuenham,

Sussex and Suffolk.

Gu, a fess or betw. six plates. Deschamps.

LA

FESS betw. or within .... cont.
8 Boundles (Bezants)

Gu. a fess indented betw. eight bezants four and
four. LoBERT, CO. Leicester.

. . . (Ogresses )

Arg. a fess raguly and trunkeJ betw. eight pellets.
Vyell.

10 Bonndles (Bezants)
Gu. a fess dancetty betw. ten bezants. Brett,

CO. Gloucester; and co. Leicester.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. ten bezants. ZoucH.
13 Bonndles (Bezants)

Az. a fess arg. betw. thirteen bezants three four
three two and one. Hellen, Ireland.

2 Bowels {See Mullets)
Arg. a fess gu. betw. two spur rowels in chief and

a hunting horn in base sa. stringed of the
second. Cdrrel or Curle, Scotland.

3 Bowels
Arg. a fess betw. three mullets of six points gu.
Harold or Harrold, Ireland.

Arg. u fess gu. betw. three spur-rowels sa.

Ewyas.

Arg. a fess dancetty betw, three mullets of six

points pierced sa. Salter, Norfolk.
Gu. a fess chequy arg. and of the first betw. six

spur-rowels of the second. Dandrahen.
Or a fess betw. three mullets of six points pierced

and a hunting horn strung in base sa. Burns,
Scotland.

3 Saltires or Saltorels

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three saltires or. Sewall de

Bovill, Archbishop of York 1256 8.

Az. a fess arg. betw. three saltires or. Gale.
Gu. a fess bendy vert and or. betw. three saltires

of the third. Zachary.
Gu. a fess betw. three saltires arg. Boyvill;

quartered by Boydell; Harl. MS. 1988, fo. 38.

Gu. a fess arg. betw. three saltires or. Siofield,
Sussex.

Gu. a fess engr. arg. betw. three saltires or.

Slifield, Surrey. Slyffeld, 1521.
Gu. a fess or betw. three saltires arg. Boivile,

Stokerston, co. Leicester. Boyveu, or
Boywell. M. John Boyvill, S. Boyvill, F.

Boynell, CO. Rutland.
Or a fess az. betw. three saltires gu. Vignoles.

3 Scythes
Arg. a fess gu. betw. three scythes sa. Alcock,

CO. Chester. Alcock, of Halton. But with an
escallop or on the fess. Alcock, of Chester;
Harl MS. 1988, fo. 33.

Ship
Sa. a fess arg. fretty or betw. two greyhounds

sejant in ohief sa. and a galley her sails furled
in base of the second. Gallie, Scotland.

2 Ships
Arg. a fess chequy az. and or betw. two ships with

sails furled sa. in chief and a fleur-de-lis az.
in base. Rolland, Edinburgh.

Arg. a fess chequy sa. and or betw. two ships sails

furled of the second flags gu. in chief and a lion

ramp, in base of the last. Rolland, Auchmitie,
CO. Forfar.

3 Ships
Arg. a fess chequy sa. and or. betw. three ships

with sails furled sa. Rolland, Disblair, co.

Aberdeen
; a family of ancient date in the

north of Scotland.

Arg. a fess chequy sa. and or betw. three ships
in full sail of the second flags gu. Rowland,
Torry.
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FES8 betw. or within. . . .c'ont.

3 Ships cont.

Per fess gu. and water ppr. a fess arched with

three towers or all maBoned sa. id chief a fleur-

de-lis of the third betw. two roses arg. seeded

gold in base three ships with one roast and

yard each sa. two and one. Cambridge
(Town of),

3 (Horse) Shoes

Arg. a less az. beiw. three horseshoes sa.

Endesoee, Comberford, co. Stafford.

Arg. a fess betw. three horseshoes gu. Godard.

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three horseshoes sa.

Endesob, V. Ensob, Rollesby, Norfolk.

Gu. a fess betw. three horseshoes or.

Heebebiour.
2 SheUs (Snail)

Arg. a fess vert betw. two snails in their shells in

chief az. and in base a thistle leaved ppr.
Stedman.

3 Shells

Arg. a fess vert. betw. three house-snails az.

STUDMiN, Scotland.

Sa. a fess betw. three house-snails arg. Shelley.

Another, or. Shelley.
3 Shuttles

Arg. a fess beiw. three weaver's shuttles gu. tipped
and furnished with quills of yarn or. Webster,
St. Martin's in-the-Fields, London.

Spear
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. surmounted by a

bend gu. charged with three buckles of the

Held on a sinister canton of the fourth a lion

pass, guard of the first pierced with a dart ppr.
and in base a broken spear surmounted of a

helmet both ppr. Steuart-Seton, AUanton,
CO. Lanark; Baronetcy 1815.

3 Staves

Az. a fess quarterly sa. and arg. betw. three

ragged staves bendways or. Woodhouse,
Calais.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosiers or. Torre-Abbey,
CO. Devon.

Sun
Az. a fess wavy arg. in chief the sun in splendour

encircled with a cloud distilling drops of rain

all ppr. in base a distillatory double armed or

on a fire ppr. with two worms and bolt-receivers

of the second. Company of Distillers,
London.

Gu. a ffss erm. betw. the sun in chief or and a

mullet in base arg. Robe, London.

3 Sons
Az. a fess betw. three suns or. Watson, co. Hants.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three suns or. John
Watson ; Bishop of Winchester 1580-4.

Sa. a fess betw. three suns or. Somim or Somin.

Sword

Paly of six or and az. a fess chequy arg. and sa.

on a canton gu. a dragon's wing erect of the

third in base a sword ppr. pomel and hilt gold

surmounting a silver key in saltire. Curtis,
Culland's Grove, Middlesex ; Baronetcy 1803;
Lord Mayor of London 1796.

Per fess arg. and or a fess wavy az. betw. a sword

and a branch of lajirel in saltire ppr. passing
the ring of the astronomical character of Mars

sa. in chief and the stump of a tree one branch

sprouting from the dexter side thereof issuing

from water in base ppr. Stockensteom,

Maasstrom, Cape of Good Hope; Baronetcy
1840.

FESS betw. or within. . . .cont.

2 Swords

Arg. a fess betw. two swords gu. the hilts towards
the centre of the escutcheon. Gwyn, Olazbury,
and Newton, co. Brecon.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. a crescent in chief and two
swords saltirewise billed and pomelled or in

base. Crawfukd, Carlsburn, cadet of Jordan-
hill.

Sa. a fess betw. two swords arg. the hilts toward
the centre of the second. Gwyn, Llandovery,
CO. Caermarthen. Bricham.

Sa. a fess or betw. two swords the one in chief

pointing upwards the one in base downwards
blades arg. hilts and pomels of the second.

GwYNNE, Trecastle, Hay, etc., Brecon ; and
Glanbrane Park, co. Caermarthen; descended

through Rhytherch ap Rhys, of Llwyn Howel,
who m. in H05 Gwenllian, dan. and heir of

Howel ap Griffith of Trecastle, younger brother

of the renowned Sir David Gam, from
'Rahaern ap Inon, Lord of Cwmwd, co. Brecon.

Sa. a fess or betw. two swords that in chief point

Ufjwards the other downwards both in pale arg.
hiked of the second. Gwyn, Abercrave, co,

Brecon ; and Baglan House, co. Glamorgan.
3 Swords

Arg. a fess betw. three swords sa. Tbenance,
Cornwall. Harl MS. 403 1

, fo. 82&.

Gu. a fess betw. three daggers paleways or.

Mayor.
Sa. a fess betw. three swords erect arg,

Tbenance, Trenance, and Lanhidrock, Corn-

wall; the co-heiresses m. Elford, Buckingham,
and Randolph.

Sa. a fess betw. three swords erect or.

Caixwaye or Kelway; Earl. MS. 1079, fo.

196&.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. two daggers one in chief

erect and one in base pendent of the second

hilts and pomels or, Jones, London.

3 Tails

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three ermine spots sa.

Kilvington.

4 Tails

Arg. a fess gu. betw. four ermine spots sa.

Ferminoham, Kent; Add. MS., British

Museum, 14307.

6 Tails

Arg. a fess pean betw. six ermine spots the two

exterior in chief and the centre spot in base

surmounted by a crescent gu. Mogg, Farring-
ton Gumey, co. Somerset.

2 Threstles

Gu. a fess humetty or betw. two threstles arg.

Stratford, V. John STBATyoBD, Archbishop
of Canterbury 1333-48.

8 Threstles

Gu. a fess humetty betw. three threstles arg.

Nicolas Steatford, Bishop of Chester 1689-

1707. Robert de Steatfoed, Bishop of

Chichester 1337.

Gu. a fess humetty or betw. three threstles arg.

Stradfoed. Steatfoed, co. Gloucester.

Gu. a fess humetty betw. three threstles or.

Stratford, co. Gloucester.

Tower
Gu. a fess embattled from the centre thereof a

tower triple towered or all masoned in the base

harry wavy arg. and ga. The Earle of

HOLSTEYN, Q.
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FESS betw. or within. . ..cont.

3 Towers

Arg. a fess betw. three towers sa. Horbury.

Sa. a fess voided or betw. three towers triple

towered arg. Cleaver, co. Bucks.

3 Trammels

Arg. a fess beiw. three trammels. TREMiYLE,

Sidbury,co. Devon; and Canning, co. Somerset ;

quartered by Hayshe of Sand.

Arg. a fess betw. three trammels gu. Tremayi.e,

Sand, parish of Sidbury, co. Devon; quartered

by Huyshe of Sand.

Tree

Arg. a fess az. fretty arg. betw. two demi lions

erased in chief gu. and in base on a mount vert

ail oak tree fructed ppr. Vernell, London.

Az. a fess betw. an increscent and decrescent in

chief arg. and in base a branch of palm slipped

of the last. Niven, Shousburgh and Wind

house, in Zetland ; Lyon Register.

Per fess az. and arg. a fess counterembattled or

in chief a mullet of six points of the secon?! in

base on a mount vert an elm tree ppr.

LcTTRELL Olmius, Earl of Carhampion.
Olmius, London.

3 Trees

Arg. a fess sa. betw. three tufts of grass ppr.

Levermore, CO. Devon; HarL MS. 1538,

fo. 12.

Or a fess gu. betw. three laurel branches.

RouNDEix ; granted 1076.

Or a fess gu. betw. three olive branches ppr.

RouNDELL, Gledstone, co. York; originally of

Screven, near Knaresborough, Roiindell,
Hutton Wansley, CO. York. Thomas Rundle,
Bishop of Derry 1735.

Tressure

Arg. a fess az. within a double treasure flory

counterflory gu. Charters or Chartres, Kin-

fauns, Scotland. Charteris, Amisfield, de-

scended from Robert de Charteris, temp.
Malcolm IV. Charteris-Douglas, Earl of

Wemyss and March
; quartering or a lion

ramp. sa.

Az. five fusils couj. in fess within a double

tressure flory counterflory or. Percey,

Islington.
Az. a fess fusily within a tressure of demi fleurs-

de-lis or. Persey.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. within a double

tressure flory counterflory gu. Stuart-Villiers,
Baron Stuart de Decies ; quartering arg. on a

cross gu. five escallops or for Villiers.

Stewart or Sthart; as quartered by Crichton

of Sanquhar, now represented by the Marquis
of Bute, who quarters arg. a lion ramp. az. for

Crichton. William Stuart, Bishop of St.

David's 1791-1800, afterwards of Armagh.
Or a fess chequy arg. and az. surmounted of a

bend engr. within a double tressure flory

counterflory gu. Stewart, Earl of Gallo-

way.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. within a double

tressure flory counterflory gu. a mullet for

difi". Stuart, Barou Stuart de Rothesay.
Or a fess chequy az. and arg. surmounted by a

bend engr. gu. within the royal tressure of

the last. Stewart, Glassermont, Scotland.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. surmounted by a

bend engr. within a double tressure flory coun-

terflory all within a bordure of the last.

SiiiWART, Sorbie, Scotland.

FESS betw. or within .... cont.

Tressure cont.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg. within a double

tressure flory counterfloi7 gu. on an escutcheon

of pretence az. serny of flours de-lis and a lion

ramp. arg. for Pole.' Stuart, Tempsford Hall,

CO. Bedford.

Arg. a double tressure flory counterflory over all

a fess embattled counterembattled gu.

Miller; granted 27 May, 1672.

3 Tridents

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three tridents sa. RossEj-L.

3 Wells
Az. a fess betw. three wells arg. Hodsall.

Wheel

Az. a fess or betw. two martlets in chief and a

Catharine wheel in base arg. Harvie.

3 Wheels

Gu. a fess or betw. three wheels of the last.

Earnshaw.
Gu. a fess betw. three cart wheels or.

Carrington, Sponton, co. York.

Or a fess embattled betw. three cart wheels sa.

Cartwright, Washborne, co. Gloucester;

granted 20 May, 15 James I.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three Catharine wheels sa.

Casteller, Casteler, or Castler, V.

Az. a fess betw. three Catharine wheels arg.

Green, F.

Gu. a fess betw. three Catharine wheels arg.

Streets.
Gu. a fess betw. three Catharine wheels or,

Cartington, V.

Sa. a fess invecked betw. three Catharine wheels

or. Trove.
Sa. a fess counterembattled betw. three Catharine

wheels or. Thomas de Brentingham, Bishop
of Exeter 1370-94.

Sa. a fess subcrenelly betw. three Catharine wheels

or. Brantingham, co. Devon.

3 Wings
Arg. a fess betw. three sinister wings sa. Darby,

Walton, CO. Leicester.

.\rg. a fess sa. betw. three bat's wings displayed

gu. Beaucomb, Cornwall; quartered by Tre-

lawny. Be(;icomb.

6 Wings
Arg. a fess betw. three pairs of wings conjoined

az. Martineau.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three pairs of wings con-

joined in lure nrg. Seymour.
3 Wreaths

Arg. a fess gu. betw. three chaplets of roses of

the last. Hearne, Ireland.

Arg. a fess engr. humetty sa. betw. three chaplets
of holly leaves ppr. Nicolas Bdbbewyth,
Bishop of Salisbury, Bath, and 'Wells

1408-24.

Arg. a fess embattled gu. goutty d'or betw. three

chaplets of roses gu. leaved vert. Dean.
Edmonson's Appendix.

Gu. a fess erm. betw. three chaplets or.

Sotherley, Suffolk.

Sa. a fess arg. betw. three chaplets or. Cressel,
Scadbury, Kent.

Sa. a fess erm, betw. three chaplets arg. Deane,
Mnplestede, Essex; and Blackburne, co.

Lincoln; quartered by Castleraan; /F,

Sa. a fesp erm. betw. three chaplets arg. with a

crescent for diff. Deane, Gosfield, Essex;
confirmed 8 May, 1577,
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F£SS betw. and in chief.

Anchor
Per fess arg. and sa. a fess per fess counter-

embattled betw. three falcons jessed and belled

all within a bordure engr. and all counter-

changed in the chief point an anchor erect az.

cable ppr. Thompson, HartsbourDe,oo. Herts ;

Baronetcy 1806.

Beast (Lion)
Gu, a fess coiised or in chief a demi lion ramp,

arg. Vanwilder, Kent.

Arg. a. fess gu. in chief a lion pass, within a bor-

dure engr. erm. Betenson, co. Devon ; Kent;

Surrey ; Essex ; and London.

Arg. a fess gu. in chief a lion pass, guard, sa. all

within a bordure engr. erm. Bettenson,
Seven Oaks, Kent.

Az. a fess double cotiaed or In chief a lion pass,
of the last. Treqose or Tregoss, Cornwall.

2 Beasts (Lions)
Or a fess betw. three lozenges gu. in chief two

demi lions ramp, of the second. Sall.

2 Birds (Martlets)
Az. a fess errainois cottised or in chief two mart-

lets of the last. Bell.
3 Birds (Martlets )

Arg. a fess dancetty and in chief three martlets gu.
all within a bordure engr. sa. Edmonds, W.

Buckle
Or a fess cliequy az. and arg. over all a bend

engr. gu. in chief a buckle of the last all within

a royal tressure of the third. Stewart, Phis-

gill, Scotland.

Canton

Arg. a fess betw. two hinds sa. a canton paly
of four or and gu. Jenynges, co. Devon.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils a bordure

sa. and canton of the last. Foley, co. Worcester.

Gu. a fess betw. six billets or a canton erm.

Beauchamp, Powyck, co. Gloucester.

Gu. a fess betw. seven billets or a canton erm.

Beauchamp.
Or a fess betw. two doves sa. a canton quarterly

or and gu. Inyng or Junyng, co. Devon,

Sa. a fess betw. three sheldrakes arg. and for dis-

tinction a canton erm. Sheldon, Upton-upon-
Severn.

Arg. a fess and canton gu. within a bordure sa.

bezanty. Woodville.
A z. a fess betw. two chev. erm. a canton gu. Persall.
Gu. a fess betw. two chev. or a canton erm.

Ikensale or Iskensale, Suffolk.

Gu. a fess betw. three crescents arg. a canton

erm. Holloway, 1632.

Paly of six arg. and or a fess gu. betw. three

crescents arg. a canton erm. Holloway,
Kensington, Middlesex.

Or a fess engr. per pale az. and sa. betw. three

escallops gu. a canton az. for distinction.

Prinn. Russeix, Charlton -park, co. Glou-

cester.

On a Canton (Annulet)
Quarterly, or and gu. a fess erm. in the first quar-

ter a canton az. charged with a ring, jewelled of

the first ; in the second and third quarters a lion

pass, guard, the dexter forepaw resting on two

keys the wards downwards gold. Marrable.
. ...(Barrulets)

Or a fess az. betw. four barrulets wavy of the last

on a canton of the second two barrulets arg.

charged with three swallows volaut sa. viz. on

the first two second one. Allott, South

Kirkby, co. York; granted 9 June, 1729.

FESS betw. and in chief. . . .cont.

On a Canton cont. (Bend)
Per fess arg. and erm. a fess az. fretty or a bor-'

dure of the third bezanty on a canton gu. a
bend of the first charged with a baton of Knight
Marshal ppr. Burges, Beauport, co. Sussex.

.... (Birds)
Gu. a fess arg. betw. three hedgehogs of the
second the sinister quarter barry often arg. and
az. on a canton of the first three martlets arg.
Claxton, Suffolk.

.. ..(Coronet)

Arg. a fess wavy betw. three lions ramp. az. a
canton gu. charged with a naval coronet or.

Sherland, CO. Devon ; granted 1(568.

Arg. a fess engr. betw. three cioquefoils all within

a bordure sa. on a canton gu. a ducal coronet

or. Foley, CO. Worcester; granted 1671.

.... (Cross)

Arg. a fess betw. three martlets sa. on a canton

gu. a cross patiy of the field. Bride.

. . . .(Fess)

Arg. a fess cotised gu. on a canton or a fess

lozengy of the second. Normanvile.

(Fruit)
Or a fess ch^quy az. and arg. betw. three

crescents gu. on a canton az. an orange stalked

and slipped ppr. ensigned with an imperial
crown. Row, Scotland.

....(Hands)
Gu. a fess betw. three pheons arg. on a canton or

a sinister hand holding a sword- erect sa.

Egerton, Hanbury, co. Stafford.

Gu. a fess betw. three pheons arg. on a canton or

a dexter gauntlet sa. holding a broken sword
erect of the second embrued in blood.

Egerton, Dublin. Egerton, Z.

(Ship)
Gu. a fess betw. three boars' heads couped erm.
on a canton arg. a ship sa. Towebson,
London.

.... (Sword)
Gu. a fess or betw. three cushions arg. tasselled-

of the second each charged with a fleur-de-lis of

the field on a canton az. a falchion of the third

hilt and pomel gold. Hutton, Cumberland ;

traceable to the reign of Edward III ; one
of the co-heirs m. Huddleston.

Castle

Erminois a fess embattled cotised gu. in chief a

tower triple-towered sa. Lautour, Hexton
House, Hitchin, co. Herts.

Chief

Arg. a fess betw. two hinds sa. a chief paly of

four or and gu. Irnynge.
Sa. a fess dancetty arg. betw. three eagles displ.

or a chief of the last. Wyatt.

Arg. a fess betw. three swallows volant sa. a chief

gu. Swallow, Chelmsford, Essex.

Arg. a fess betw. two hind's heads sa. a chief paly
of four or and gu. Inyng, co. Devon.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three stag's heads oabossed

gu. a chief of the second. Woodward, co.

Bucks. Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 71.

Sa. a fess betw. three crescents arg. a chief of the

second. Fitz-Symond.
Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet arg. a chief

of the last. Terrill, Ireland ; Barl. MS. 140,4,

fo.118.

Gu. a fess vert betw. three plates a chief of the

second. Clarke; Cott. MSS. Tiberius, D. 10.
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FE88 betw. and in chief. . . .cont.

On aCMef (1 Beast)
Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet arg. on a

ehtef of the second a demi lion ramp. sa.

TiREELL.

Arg. a fess az. betw. three palets on a chief gu.
a lion pass, guard, arg. Reeves.

Arg. a fess wavy az. betw. three hurts on a chief

gu, a lion pass, guard, or. Maidstone, Town
. of (Kent).
Gu. a fess wavy arg. betw. three plates on a chief

or a lion pass, guard, of the first. Mebseb,
Lincoln.

....(3 Birds)
Gu. a fesB or on a chief of the second three

martlets vert all within a bordure gobonated

arg. and az. Greenwat.

.... (3 Buckles)
Vert a fess countercompony arg. and az. betw,

three cuirasses of the second on a chief silver

as many buckles of the third. Baldbeeney or

Baldbibney, Scotland.

(6 Foils)
Sii. a fess vair betw. two ducks or beaked and

legged gu. on a chief of the third three cinque-
foils of the last. Raymond, Exmouth, co.

Devon.

....(2 Heads—Birds)
Arg. a fess nebuly betw, three mascles gu. on a

chief sa. a helmet of the first betw. two eagle's

beads erased or. Compton.

.... (3 Heads—Beasts)

Arg. a fess betw. three martlets gu. on a chief az.

three wolf's heads erased of the first. Morgan,
Essex.

Arg. a fess betw. three martlets gu. on a chief

sa. as many wolf's heads erased of the field.

MORBTS.

Arg. a fess betw. three martlets gu. on a chief sa.

three wolfs heads erased of the first. Wolf,
V,

.... (Monsters)
Arg. a fess betw. three martlets gu. on a chief az.

three griffin's heads erased of the first.

MOBQAN.
(Legs)

Arg. a fess compony or and az. betw. three roses

gu. on a chief of the second as many lion's

gambs fixed to dragon's sinister wings sa. all

within a bordure gobony of the third and purp.
Whittington.

(Ship)
Or a fess wavy az. betw. four lion's gambs issuing

oat of each corner of the escutcheon gu.
on a chief of the second a vessel of the first

betw. two bezants. Nicolson, Kent ; co. Lan-

caster; and Middlesex.

Coronet

Arg. a fess embattled and counterembattled gu.
betw. three lions pass. sa. in chief a mural
coronet or sails arg. therefrom pendent a white

ribbon with blue fillet with the gold medal of

Trafalgar, the word "Trafalgar" underneath in

black letters. Sir Edwabd Codeinoton,
G.C.B.

Arg. a fess chequy or and gu. betw. two mullets

or in chief and an eel in base naiant az. in the

middle chief point a ducal coronet of the se-

cond. Arthie, Scotland.
S Crescents

Arg. a fess dancetty in chief three crescents gu.
all within a bordure engr. of the last.

Tewdalle or Twedale.

FESS betw. and in chief. . ..cont.

Cup
Sa. a fess betw. two chev. erm. betw. the fess and

upper chev. a covered cup or. Holden,
Holden, co. Lancaster. Holden, Palace

House, CO. Lancaster,

Escallops
Arg. a fess cotised sa, in chief three escallops of

the second. Bushbcby.
Fleur-de-lis

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three crescents arg. a fleur-

de-lis or betw the two in chief. Glovee.
3FoU

Sa. a fess chequy arg. and gu. betw. three escal-

lops or in chief a trefoil of the second.

. Skinole.
5 FoU

Arg. a fess betw. three lozenges az. in chief a

cinquefoil sa. Amphlett, Hadsor, co. Wor-
cester ; and Clent,co. Stafford ; temp, James I.

Or a fess chequy az. and arg, in chief a cinquefoil
erm. all within a double tressure flory and

counterflory gu, Stewaet, TuUiooultry, co.

Kincardine ; Baronetcy.
Head—Beast (Goat)

Gu. a fess or in chief a goat's head erased arg, all

within a bordure engr. of the second. Wabeen.
....(Lion)

Arff. a fess nebuly az. betw, three mascles gu.
betw. the two in chief a lion's head erased of

the second. Lucar, Bridgewater, co. Somerset.

(3 Deer)
Az. a fess cotised erm. in chief three stag's

heads cabossed or. Agas, Wymondham,
Norfolk.

. . . .Monsters (3 Griffins)

Gu. a fess or in chief three griffin's heads erased

of the second within a bordure gobonated arg.
and az. Geeenway, co, Berks ; andco. Bucks.

Label

Arg. a fess dancetty betw, ten billets sa. in chief

a label of three points gu. Ayncourt.
Az. a fess dancetty betw. thirteen billets or a

label gu. Dengaine.
Az. a fess betw. two chev. or a label gu.
Mobewell.

Arg. a fess betw. two chev. sa. a label az, bezanty.
Pechey.

Gu. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet arg. in

chief a label of three points. Peche, Worm-
leighton, co, Warwick, temp, Henry III.

3 Mascles

Arg. a fess az, fretty or in chief three mascles of

the third all within a bordure az, bezanty.
Bourges, CO. Somerset ; granted 1614.

Arg. a fess lozengy or and az, in chief three

mascles of the third within a bordure of the

same bezanty. BuRges, Westport, co. Dorset ;

granted 11 April, 1614.

Monster (Unicom)
Gu. a fess vair in chief a unicorn current or betw.

two mullets of the last all within a bordure

engr, of the third. Abling. Haeling.
Gu. a fess vair in chief a unicorn pass, or all

within a bordure sa. bezanty. Wilkinson,
Hilcote Hall, co. Derby.

Gu. a fess vair in chief a unicorn pass. betw. two
mullets or all within a bordure of the last pel-

letty. Wilkinson, co. Bucks ; and co. York ;

granted 13 September, 1564.

Gu. a fess vair betw. three mullets or in chief a

unicorn statant of the last ; all within a bor-

dure engr. aa. entoyre of bezants a canton arg.
Wilkinson.
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FESS betw. and in chief cont.

MuU«t
Arg. a fess indented point in point vert and sa.

cotised counterohanged in chief a mullet

pierced of the third all within a bordure engr.
HODY.

Gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. in chief a mullet
of the second and the base undy as the third

all within a bordure engr. or for diff, Lindsay,
Culsb, Scotland; Lion Register; a scion of

Lindsay of Dowhill.
Sa. a fess engr. arg. in chief a mullet betw. two

crosses formy fitchy all within a bordure also

engr. of the last. Bbadley, Gore Court, Kent;
quartering arg. two bars gemelles betw. three

escallops gu. for Dyne. Bradley, London ;

originally of Bradley, co. Lancaster; quar-
tering, second, Wilson ; third, Barton.

2 MnlletB
Az. a fess or in chief two mullets all within a

bordure engr. arg. Doddington; Add. MS.,
British Museum, 14314, fo. 656.

3 Mullets

Arg. a fess cotised gu. in chief three mullets of

the last. BiRCHENSHAW or Bibkenshaw, co.

Lancaster.
Pheons

Per fess vert and gu, a fess dancetty arg. betw.

a hart's head cabossed with a pheon betw. the

attires and two escallops of the last in chief

and in base another pheon of the same.

Duff, Scotland.
Boundles (Ogresses )

Az. a fess betw. two chev. erm. in chief two pellets.
Persall.

Arg. a fess sa. in chief three ogresses all within a

bordure of the second. Lanoley, co. Lincoln ;

London ; and co. Salop. Lanqley, Lincoln's

Inn, London ; granted 40th Eliz.

Sword
Sa. a fess betw. three mascles or in the middle

chief a dagger erect point upwards ppr. handle
of the second all within a bordure arg. charged
with eight cinquefoils gu. Mitchell, That
Ilk, and Craigend, Scotland.

Wreath
Gu. a fess and bordure both engr. erm. in chief

a chaplet vert. Acton, Worcester.

On a FESS
Annolet

Arg. on a fess sa. an annulet of the first.

Kighley, CO. York. Lightlie.

Chequy gu. and az. on a fess of the first an annu-
let or. Josselyne, Essex.

Chequy or and sa. on a fess gu. an annulet of the

first. Winter, Canterbury, Kent; 1010.
Sa. on a fess or an annulet of the field. Oswell,

Kent.
3 Annulets

Arg. on a fess gu. three annulets or. Layuan, V.

Arg. on a fess sa. three annulets or. Wildgoose,
Judge Court, Sussex. Wildgoose, Iridge,
Essex ; granted 1586.

Erm. on a fess gu. three annulets arg. Gateball,
Milton.

Erm. on a fess go. three annulets or. Babton,
Whereby, CO. York. John de Barton, P. Sir

de Barton de Fryton ; Glover. John Barton
de Fryton, F, F. John Bryton, Y, Bebton
of Fryton; Harl. MS. 1388, fo. 65. Fryton.

Bertoy, Norfolk. Perkin. Perkyng, V.

Madacres or Maders. Moderee, V.

On a FESS.... cont.
8 Annulets eont.

Erm. on a fess gu. three annulets in the middle
one a cross patty or. Babton. Tbos. Babton
de Grynston, V.

Erm. on a fess sa. three annulets or. Babton.
4 Annulets

Arg. four fusils in fess gu. on each an annulet or.

Caysterton, V. Gaystebton, V.

Arg. a fess of four lozenges gu. each charged with
an annulet or. Gastebton.

3 Arrows
Barry wavy of eight sa. and arg. on a fess gu.

three broad arrows paleways or. Cbewenhall.
Barrnlet

Chequy arg. and az. on a fess gu. a barrnlet

wavy sa. Fakerlay.

2 Barrulets

Chequy arg. and az. on a fess of the last two
barrulets wavy or. Tawistoke.

Beast (Boar)
Arg. on a fess gu. a boar pass, of the field armed

or. SWINFORD.

Arg. on a fess sa. a boar of the first armed or.

SWENFORD, F. SWYNFOBD.

....(Deer)
Az. on a fess arg. a buck in full course, gu.
Blythe, CO. Lincoln.

.... (Fox)
Erm. on a fess gu. a fox pass. or. Pboby, Elton

Hall, CO Hunts.

....(Goats)

Arg. goutty de larmes on a fess sa. three goat's

pass. arg. armed or two and one. Stanfeld, V.

.... (Hound)
Az. fretty of eight pieces arg. on a fess or a grey-
hound in full course sa. Cave, oo. North-

ampton. The same arms in a bordure or

pelletty. Cave, co. Leicester.

Az. on a fess or a talbot pass. sa. Tobpilton,
F.

. . . .(Lion)

Arg. on a fess indented az. a lion pass. or.
Standen.

Arg. on a fess wavy az. a lion pass. or.
LOBAIONE.

Arg. on a fess gu. a lion pass, of the field.

Wallingfobd.

Arg. on a fess dancetty gn. a lion pass or.
Stanher or Staynmab, oo. Chester ; and Essex.

Arg. on a fess battelly counter-battel ly gn. a Hon
pass, or, Ravensholme ; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 34.

Arg. on a fess gu. a lion pass, guard, or. Clason,
or CiiASsoN, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess oounterembattled go. a lion pass,
guard, or. Revensuolue. John Ravsnsholue,
F.

Arg. on a fess gu. a lion ramp. or. Depham,
Norfolk.

Arg. on a fess sa. a lion pass, of the field.

Banburghe.
Arg. on a fess sa. a lion pass, of the first.

Garrard, Newberry, co. Berks; and Domey,
CO. Bucks; founded by Sir William Garrard,
of Domey, co. Bucks. Ent. Lord Mayor of
London in 1555, as was bis son Sir John
Garrard, Ent. in 1601. Sir John's son and
heir, another Sir John Garrard, of Lamer,
was raised to a Baronetcy by King James I, in

1621. The third baronet's only dau.and heiress
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On a FESS.... cont.

1 Beast cont. (Lion) cont.

Jane m. Montague Drake, of Shardeloes, and
her great grandson, Charles Drake, assumed the

name of Garrard ; quarlerinfj arg. a wivern with

wings displ. and tail nowed gu. Garrett or

Garrard, Dorney, co. Bucks ; and Kent.

Arg. on a fess sa. a lion betw. two crescents of the

field. Leyland, CO. Lancaster.

Arg. on a fess sa. a lion ramp, of the first.

Gabrett or Garrard, Dorney, co. Bucks; and
Kent. HuisH, Gosport and Portsmouth. John
Garratt, Lord Mayor of London, 1824.

Barry of six vert and gu. on a fess or a lion pass.

guard, betw. two cinquefoils purp. Magnus,
CO. York.

Bendy of six vert and gu. on a fess or a lion pass.

guard, betw. two cinquefoils purp. Magnus,
Thomas Magnus, Doctor, F.

Chequy or and az. on a fess of the first a lion

pass, of the second. Pichford.
Erm. on a fess gu. a lion pass. or. Pkoby or

. Ap Robin, West Chester; and Elton Hall, co.

Huntingdon ; and co. Salop; granted 1586.

Erm. on a fess gu. a lion pass. or. Proby

(Earl of Carysfort) ; quartering arg. two
bars wavy and a plain chief az. on the last

an estoile betw. two escallops or for Allen,

Erm. on a fess battelly gu. a lion pass, guard, or.

John de Ravensholme, Y.

Or on a fess gu. a lion pass, guard, arg. John
de Waixingford, V.

Or on a fess sa. a lion naissant arg. Emme.
Or on a fess sa. a lion pass. arg. Husey. Hussey,

CO, Nottingham ; and co. Wilts,

Or on a fess sa. a lion pass, guard, arg. Hugh
le Hesy, S. Hugh Husey, co. Nottingham, V.

Per pale vert, and gu. on a fess dancetty erm. a

lion pass. betw. two birds sa. Somee ; Harl.
MS. 1404, fo. Ill,

Vert, on a fess or a lion pass, guard, gu.
Ravensholme. Sir John Ravensholme, Q,

..,,(Oxen)
Arg. on a fess vert a bull pass, of the first.

Aldrich, Cheam, Surrey,

Arg. on a fess vert a bull pass. or. Wood, co.

Bedford.
Or on a fess vert a bull pass, arg, Aldrich,

Ipswich ; and co. Oxford.
2 Beasts (Lions )

Gu. on a fess arg. two lions pass. az. over all a

. pale per saltire arg. and sa. in the dexter chief
two escallops in the sinister base a cross cross-
let fitchy of the second in the sinister chief two

. crosses crosslet in the dexter base one escallop
;

of the last. Bawrip.
3 Beasts (Goats)

Arg. goutty az, on a fess three goats pass, arg,
armed or two and one, Stanfeld.

..,. (Lions)
Arg. on a fess az. three lions ramp, guard, or.

Atslow, Downbam, Essex.

Arg. on a fess gu. three lions ramp. arg. Colvile.

Arg. on a fess gu. three lions or. Colvii.e.

Arg. on a fess gu. three lions ramp, guard or.

, Depham.
Arg. on a fess gu. three lions pass, guard, or.

Sire Estevene de Depham, N. Sir Stephen de
Depham, Norfolk, V.

Arg. on a fess sa, three lions ramp, of the first.

Cocke RELL.

Arg. on a fess sa. three lions ramp, or. Rant,
. CO. Cambridge, V.

On a FESS cont.

S Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.

Arg. on a fess sa. three lions ramp, guard, or,

Rantt, North Walsham, Norfolk
; granted 1580,

Chequy or and az. on a fess arg. three lions pass.

gu. Pichford.

Chequy or and az. on a fess arg. three lions ramp.
gu. Perchford.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu, three lions pass.

arg. Picheford.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three lions ramp,
arg. Pickford. Gefi'rey Pickford, D, E.

GeflFry de Picheford, F. Sir Geffry Pichford,
V. Bracays or Brakes,

Chequy or and az. on a fess arg. three lions pass.
sa. Bracays.

Chequy or and gu. on a fess of the second three
lions ramp. arg. Sparchford or Spechford,
Sir John Specheford, V. Sir John Pechford,
V.

Erm. on a fess az. three lions pass. arg. Resham
or Ressyn.

Erm. on a fess az. three lions ramp. ai"g. Person,
Willm. Peillun, E. Will. Pessun, F. Willm.

Peisson, V. Peissum, V.

Erm. on a fess wavy az. three lions ramp, or.

Madder, co. Stafi"ord. Madder, Harlaston,
CO. Stafford ; Erdeswick. Modder,co. Stafford,

Erm, on a fess gu. three lions ramp. arg.

Barret, V.
Erm. on a fess gu, three lions ramp. or. Blithe,
London 1575 ; Her. Off. London, e. 24.

Erm. on a fess sa. three lions ramp. arg.
Rante.

Erm. on a fess so. three lions ramp, or. Rant,
Mendham, Suffolk.

Gu. on a fess arg. three lions pass, guard, purp.
Oldesworth, Poultou's Court, co. Gloucester;

granted 1569.

Gu. on a fess or three lions pass, guard, az.

Oldsworth, London.

Lozengy arg. and sa. on a fess gu. three lions

pass. or. Tetisherst, Kent.
Or on a fess az. three lions ramp, of the first.

Astley.
Or on a fess gu. three lions ramp. arg. Colvile,

CO. Lincoln. Sir Thomas de Colvyll, M. Sire

Thomas de Colevile, N. Thomas Colvile
de Cokewald, Y, V.

Or on a fess gu. three lions ramp, of the field,

CocKWALD or CocKERWALD. Sir Thomas
Colvile, Q. Stelington, F. Stillington.co.
York.

Or on a fess dancetty gu. three lions ramp. arg.
Mauncell, V. Mawnell, V. Maynell, co.

Lancaster.
Or on a fess dancetty gu. three lions ramp, or.

Mansell or Maunsell.
Or on a fess per pale az. and gu. three lions

ramp. arg. Pesgelly, Cornwall.
Or on a fess vert three lions ramp, of the field,

Allen, Essex.
Vert on a fess or three lions ramp, of the first.

Wheeler, Olterden, Kent,

(Ox)

Arg. on a fess gu. three calves or. Calverley,
V.

3 Bells

Arg. on a fess az. three hawk's bells or.

Blanke, V.
Or on a fess az. three hawk's bells of the field.

Planke or Plank.
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On a F£SS cant.

Bend
Az. on a fess or a bend gu. Wagner.
Sa. on a fess erm. a bend pean. Spilman, V.

Sa. on a fess erm, a bend gu. goutty or. Spilman
3 Bendlets

Chequy or and az. on a fess arg. three bendlets

gu. Clifford.
4 Bendlets

Arg. gouity de poix on a fess or four bends az.

Will de MoRERES, J^.

3 Billets

Erm. on a fess gu. three billets or. Upsall, W.
5 Billets

Sa. on a fess dancetty arg. five billets of the first.

Smith, W.
6 Billets

Sa. on a fess dancetty arg. six billets of the first.

Smith, Essex, W.
10 Billets

Or on a fess dancetty sa. ten billets arg.
Parkvns.

BUletty
Az. a fess gu. bilietty or. St. Omeb, X
Gu. a fess arg. bilietty. Hawkeford.

1 Bird (Martlet)
Paly of four az. and arg. on a fess of the second

a martlet sa. Shekley or Schurley.
Sa. on a fess or a martlet gu. betw. two gouttys

de sang. Mobson.
3 Birds

Per bend gu. and vert on a fess dancetty .... three

birds close .... Craceoft, co. Lincoln ; Harl.

MS. 1404, fo. 147.

....(Bittern)
Arg. on a fess az. three bitterns of the field.

OaiLL, Hartramwood, Scotland.

.... (Choughs)
Gu. on a fess arg. three Cornish choughs sa.

Partington.
Sa. goutty d'eau on a fess arg. three Cornish

choughs ppr. Cornwallis, Marquess Corn-

wallis. Cornwallis, Brome, SutFolk, Z, 345.

Frederick Cornwallis, Bishop of Lichfield and

Coventry, Archbishop of Canterbury 1768-83.

James Cornwallis, Earl of Cornwallis, Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry 1781-1824.

....(Cocks)
Arg. fretty sa. on a fess of the first three cocks

gu. COKKES, V.

Gu. fretty arg. on a fess of the last three cocks of

the first. Cocks, co. Dorset.

Gu. fretty arg. on a fess sa. three cocks of the

second. Cockes or Coke, Northey, co.

. Gloucester ; and co. Herts.

Lozengy arg. and gu. on a fess of the first three

cocks of the second. Cock or Cocks, Bodmin,
Cornwall.

....(Eagles)
Arg. on a fess az. three eagles displ. or. Cleare.

Clere, Kilbury, Ireland. Clere, Orrasby,
Norfolk, V.

Arg. on a fess of three lozenges gu. as many
eagles displ. or. Mervyn Frych or Uyrch,
Earl of Anglesey; ob. cir. 840. Her. Coll.

CoEL GoDEBOG, Lord of Gloster and King of

the Britons; cir. 275-300; quartered by Eyton
of Eyton, Denbigh.

Erm. on a fess vert three eagles displ. or.

Winn or Wynne, Nostell, co. York; Bart.

3 Dec. 1G60. Another, quartering paly wavy
of six or and az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.

guard or for Allanson. Winn, Lord Headley.

On a FESS cont.

3 Birds cont. (Eagles) cont.
Gu. on a fess arg, three eagles displ. of the first.

Shirborne, V.

Gu. on a fess arg. three eagles displ. sa. Penny,
Scotland.

Or on a fess sa. three eagles displ. of the first,

Haryson, V,

....(Falcons)
Or on a fess sa. three falcons volant of the field.

Harty, Birchington, Kent.
Or on a fess vert three sparrow-hawks of the

first. Sparchefobd or Spechefoed, co. Bucks;
and London.

.... (Magpies)
Gu. on a fess or three magpies ppr. memhered of

the second. Earle.
Vert on a fess or three magpies ppr. Jackson,

Chester Herald, temp. Henry VIII.

(Martlets)
Arg. on a fess az. three martlets or. Cleare,

Stokesby, Norfolk.

Arg. on a fess gu. three martlets of the field.

Hemerford.
Arg. on a fess gu. three martlets or. Fadeley,

Fadirle, or Fadybley. Fadirle, V.

Hawleston. Sir Thomas Haukston, Q.
Harolston ; Harl. MS. 0595.

Arg. on a fess sa. three martlets of the field.

Stl'keley, CO. Bedford. Stukeley.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three martlets or.

GiLLES.

Arg. three palets gu. on a fess az. three martlets

or. FitzNeale.
Az. on a fess dancetty or three martlets of the

field. DowMAN, CO. York.

Az. on a fess dancetty or three martlets sa.

Dowman, CO. York.

Chequy or and az. on a fess arg. three martlets

sa. Arrepon. John Arrepon, V,

Chequy or and gu. on a fess arg. three martlets

sa. Thorpe, Norfolk. Sir George Thorp, L,
V. George de Thorp, Y.

Erm. on a fess gu. three martlets or. Pavey,
Pavie, or Pavy, V. Hugh PaVy, Bishop of St.

David's 1485-96.

Gu. on a fess arg. three martlets of the field.

RooKE or Roke.
Gu. on a fess dancetty arg. three martlets ppr.

Griffith, Alderwas and Wickenore, co.

Stafl'ord; Erdeswick.

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. three martlets of the

first. Dawbney.
Gu. on a fess engr. arg. three martlets or.

Daweney.
Or two piles az. on a fess chequy arg. and sa,

three martlets of the field. Coobtois.

Or on a fess gu. three martlets arg, Devereux.
Or a lion ramp. az. on a fess gu. three mart-

lets arg, Damend, V.* Damenor. Damnee.
Sir Gerard Damener, V.

Paly of six or and az. a fess chequy arg. and sa,

charged with three martlets of the first.

CouBTOYS, CO. Lincoln.

Per bend vert and gu. on a fess dancetty arg.

three martlets sa. Craycroft, co. Lincoln.

Sa. on a fess dancetty arg. three martlets gu.

Ceesdye, V.

Sa. on a fess dancetty arg. three martlets of the

first. John Grewith, V.

Vair on a fess gu. three martlets or. Almand.

William le Aleman, E. William le

Alemande, F, V.
99
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On a FESS cont.

3 Birds cont. (Owls)
Arg. on a mount in Lase vei t an oak tree ppr. de-

bruised by a fess gu. charged with three owls

arg. KiRKr,AND.

6 Birds (Martlets)
Erm. on a fess sa. five martlets or. Vazie,

Chimney, co. Oxford.
Gu. on a fess arg. five martlets of the field.

DowDALL, Ireland.

2 Bongets
Sa. on a fess arg. two water bougets of the field.

Odehame.
Sa. on a fess or two water bougets of the field.

Ophane, Kent.
3 Bougets

Az. on a fess arg. three water bougets sa.

Adger.
Gu. on a fess or three water bougets of the first.

Snei,lgrove.
Or on a fess az. three water bougets arg.
Le Bowge, V.

Or on a fess gu. three water bougets arg.

Bingham, Bingham, co. Notts; Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 268; and Kent. Richard de

Byngham, S. Richard de Bingham, Y.

Robert de Bingham, Bishop of Salisbury
1 •228-46. Sir Richard Byngham, V.

Bringham, 1C25.

Or on a fess sa. three water bougets arg.
BoGGE or Le Bowge, F, V.* Bogg,
Lincoln; grmnted 12 March 1602, to Humphrey
Bogg, of Sutterin, co. Lincoln. Bouge, Thur-

caston, CO. Leicester. Bugge. Bugg, co. North-

ampton. BuGG, Bingham and West Leke,
Norfolk ; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 203.

3 Buckles

Arg. on a fess az. three buckles of the field.

Ceding, Suffolk.

Arg. on a fess az. three buckles or. Leslie,
Balquhain, Scotland ; descended from George,
youngest son of Sir Andrew de Lesley, by his

wife, the co-heiress of Abernethy.
Arg. on a fess sa. three round buckles or.

SXEVELYN, v.*

Arg. a pair of wings conjoined ppr. surmounted
of a fess az. charged with three buckles or.

Lesly, Aberdeen.

Chequy arg. and gn. on a fess az. three buckles
or. Gedding, V. Sire Johan de Geddinge,
N.

Chequy arg. and gu. on a fess az. three square
buckles or. Gedinge or Gedding, SuS'olk.

Chequy arg. and gu. ou a fess az. three round
buckles or. Bidon.

Chequy gu. and arg. on a fess .... three round
buckles. Geddinge, Suffolk.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three buckles arg.
Deyncourt. Denacourt, V. Hue Denacurt,
H; Harl. MS. 6589.

Or on a fess gu. three lozenge buckles of the
field. Shackleton or Shakelton.

Or on a fess per fess gu. and az. three buckles

arg. MoNCHES.
Castle

Arg. on a less nebuly sa. a castle triple towered
of the first betw. two keys of the second.
Baker.

Erm. on a fess sa. a castle with two turrets ppr.
Hills, late Astell, of Colne Park, Essex; and
CO. Salop.

Erm. on a fess sa. a castle triple-towered arg.
Hill, Baron Hill, Hill, Standiah Hall, near

On a FESS . . . . C07U.

Castle cont.

Wigan, CO. Lancaster. Hill, Court of Hill,

CO. Salop. Hill, Hawkestone, co. Salop ;

Baronetcy.
Or on a fess sa. a tower of the first. Higginson,

Ireland.

Per fess or and arg. on a fess per pale sa. and gu.
a tower of the second betw. two bezants.

Higginson, Saltmarsbe, co. Hereford; quar-

tering Barneby and Lutley.
3 Castles

Arg. on a fess gu. three castles or. Castei.foeu.

Arg. goutty sa. on a fess of the second three

towers of the first. Higgens, Bury, Sussex.

Arg. goutty sa. on a fess of the second three

towers double-towered or. Higgins, London.

HiGGiNS, Westport, co. Mayo.
Erm. on a fess gu. three castles arg. Priscle.

Erm. on a fess gu. three castles or. Comberton,
F.

Erm. on a fess gu. three castles triple towered or

Carliton; Earl. MS. 1386, fo. 65.

Erm. on a fess sa. three towers arg. Higgins,
Skellow Grange, co. York.

Chevron
Or on a fess dancetty gu. a chev. sa. Nevill.

3 Chevrons

Arg. on a fess sa. three chevronels couched points
to the dexter arg. Trenouth, F. Teenowth,
or Teenowith, Trenowith and Fentongollan,
Cornwall ; quartered by Spry. After mar-

rying coheiresses of Trejago of Fenton-

gollan, and of Nanfan of Trithewell, the elder

line terminated in 1497, in four co-heiresses,
m. to the eminent families of Carminow, St.

Aubyn, Raynward, Stradling, and Godolphin.
Teenowth, Cornewe and Tillond, Cornwall.

3 Chrystals

Arg. on a fess gu. three chrystals .... a bordure
erm. Bonsall, Fronfrailh, co. Cardigan;
Aberystwith, co. Cardigan.

Coronet

Arg. on a fess gu. a royal crown or. Melvile,
Balgarvie; quartering gu. three crescents arg.
within a bordure of the second charged with

eight roses of the first.

3 Coronets

Arg. an oak sa. fructed or surmounted of a fess

sa. charged with three regal crowns also ppr.
Pendrill, Bath.

Or on a mount in base an oak tree vert over all

on a fess gu. three regal crowns or. Carlos.
Erm. on a fess gu. three crowns or. Cornewall,

alias CrownALL ; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 65.

Crownail, Cornwall.

1 Crescent

Arg. on a fess transposed az. a crescent betw. two
stars of the first. Heriot, Jeweller to King
James VI.

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base
vert surmounted of a fess az. charged with a

crescent betw. two stars of the first. Wate,
Rosehill, Scotland.

Arg. an oak tree growing out of the base ppr. sur-

mounted of a fess az. charged with a crescent
or betw. two mullets of the field. Watson, co.

Aberdeen.

Arg. on a fess gu. a ci'escent of the field.

Romundby.
Arg. on a fess sa. a crescent of the field. Peeioe,

Ireland.
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On a FESS.... cont.
1 Crescent cont.

Arg. on a fess sa. a crescent or betw. two bezants.

York, co. Somerset.

Cheqny or and gu. on a fess erin. a crescent.

TuKBERViLE, Lord of Craighowell, oo. Brecon.
Erm. on a fess az. a crescent arg. Dardise.
Or on a fess sa. a crescent arg. Zouke, V.

Paly of six arg. and gu. on a fess of the second a

crescent of the first. Richard Neil or Neyle,
Bishop of Rochester ; Bishop of Lichfield and

Coventry 1610-14.
Sa. on a fess gu. a crescent betw. two mullets or.

Carstellaw, Scotland.
Vert a lion ramp, or debruised by a fess sa.

charged with a crescent arg. betw. two mullets
of the second. Dalisone, Scotland.

2 Crescents

Sa. three piles arg. on a fess surmounted the
exterior one and debruised by the centre one

gu. two crescents of the second. Ladty, Scot-
land.

3 Crescents

Arg, on a fess az. three crescents of the field.

Paramour, co. Leicester; and Shipton, co.

Salop.

Arg. on a fess gu. three crescents of the field.

ROMONDBY.

Arg. on a fess waved on the upper and engr. on
the under side gu. three crescents of the field.

Melville, Auchmoor, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three crescents of the
field. FosTON.

Arg. on a fess sa. three crescents or. Fulborne,
FuLBARON, V, or FuLBARRON, CO. York.
Hallirand or Hallirard. Holbaron,
V. HollyOvene. Patishall.

Arg. on a fess vert three crescents or. Kirby or

KiRKBY, Hawthorn, co. Durham ; and Kirkby
Thove, Westmorland. Kirkeby, co. Derby,
V. Kyrkby.

Erm. on a fess az. three crescents or.

MORTYMER.
Erm. on a fess gu. three crescents arg. Cbagg.
Erm. on a fess per fess gu. and az. three cres-

cents arg. Craig.
Erm. on a fess sa. three crescents arg. Craigy,

Orkney. Craig, Riccarton, Scotland. Craig,
Riccarton and Ingliston, co. Edinburgh ;

quartering gu. three keys fesswise in pale wards
downwards or for Gibson. Cragg. Cragg,
Greenford, Middlesex. Sackford.

Gu. on a fess dancetty arg. three crescents sa.

Robert Stannarch, Y.

Or on a fess az. three increscents of the first.

PoTTENHALL. Sir John Potenhall, Q.
Or on a fess gu. three crescents arg. Romondby.

COLVILE.
Or on a fess sa. three crescents arg. Zorke, V.

ZORKES, or ZORK.
Per chevron or and az. on a fess three crescents

all couuterchanged. Thomas Lestar, V.

Sa. three piles arg. over all on a fess gu. three

crescents of the second. Latta, Scotland.

Sa. three piles in point surmounted of a fess gu.

charged with as many crescents or. Lauty,
Scotland.

Cronels see 3 Heads (Spears)

Cross

Erm. on a fess az. a cross sarcelly or. Pannell.
Gu. on a fess engr. arg. a cross formy betw. two

martlets nz. Ascue.

On a FESS cont.
3 Crosses

Arg. on a fess az. three crosses crosslet or.
MoRTYMER. Paul, King's Stanley, co.
Gloucester. Paule, co. York.

Arg. on a fess gu. three crosslets or. Basset.
Kerry. Kirby. Shebly.

Arg. on a fess gu. three crosses crosslet fitchy of
the first. CcTBERT or Cutbebd, Oundle, and
Warrington, co. Northampton; granted 12
June, 1654. Cuthbert, Witton Castle, co.
Durham. Cuthbert or Cuthbuet.

Arg. on a fess gu. three crosses patonce or,

Bassett, r*, W.
Arg. on a fess gu. three crosses patty or.

RoMAYNE, Lord Mayor of London 1809, V.

Arg. a lion ramp. gu. on a fess or three crosses

patty fitchy sa. Calbroke. Colbroke.
Kilrington. Kirlington.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all on a fess or three
crosses crosslet fitchy of the second.
Kikington, alias Colbrooke.

Arg. a lion ramp, gu. on a fess sa. three crosses

furmy or. Colbrooke.
Arg. on a fess sa. three crosses crosslet of the

field. Newsham. Newsam, co. Warwick.
Arg. on a fess sa. three crosses crosslet fitchy of

the field. -Hansler, Eastwood, Essex; Lon-
don; formerly of Zurich, Switzerland.

Arg. on a fess sa. three crosses flowered or.
ROMAINE.

Arg. on a fess sa. three crosses patty or. Robert
de Gertheston, X. Gernon.

Arg. on a fess vert three crosses patty or.
Kerry. Kirby, London.

Az. on a fess arg. three crosses crosslet gu.
Newsam or Newson, co. Lancaster.

Newsham, co. Lancaster; originally from co.

Warwick. John de Newsom, X. Nesham,
Stockton, CO. Durham.

Az. on a fess arg. three crosses patonce gu.
John le RoMAiN, Archbishop of York,
1286-96.

Az. on a fess erm. three crosses crosslet fitchy
gu. BoMFORD, Ireland.

Az. goutty arg. on a fess or three crosses crosslet

gu. Darlington.
Az. goutty or on a fess of the last three crosses

crosslet fitchy gu. Darling, London.
Az. a lion ramp, or over all on a fess sa. three

crosses crosslets fitchy gu. William Barons or

Barnes, Bishop of London 1504 5.

Erm. on a fess az. three crosslets arg. William

Paul, Bishop of Oxford 1663 5.

Erm. on a fess az. three crosslets or. Moetimeb.
John Paule, X, Mortemee, F.

Erm. on a fess az. three crosses crosslet fitchy or.

Pawle.
Erm. on a fess az. three crosses moline or.

Penmarche. Paveley. Paynell, V.

Erm. on a fess az. three crosses patty or in

chief a label of three points gu. Walpole, F.

Erm. on a fess az. three crosses sarcelly or.

Mortymer, CO. Northampton.
Erm. on a fess gu. three crosses crosslet ....

Wvke.
Erm. on a fess gu. three crosses crosslet or.

Anncell or Auncell, V. Alexander Aunsell,
y. Crownall, V.

Erm. on a fess gu. three crosses crosslet fitchy
or. WiKE, CO. Salop.

Erm. on a fess sa. three crosses couped or.

POYNTON, V.
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On a FESS....co7i(.

3 Crosses cont.

Erm. on a fess sa. three crosses crosslet or.

POYNTON,
Erm. on a fess fusily sa. three crosses crosslet

or. PoYNTON.
Gu. on a fess dancetty arg. three crosses bottony

of the first. Eaton, Ireland.

Gu. on a fess arg. three crosses patty of the first.

Slory.
Or on a fess gu. three crosslets arg. Covnx or

COVILLE. COLVILE.
Or on a fess gu. three crosslets fitcby arg. John

CoLviLE, r.

Or on a fess gu. three crosses bottony arg.
William Colvile, Y.

Or on a fess gu. three crosses crosslet of the

first. AVENELL.
Or on a fess dancetty gu. three crosses crosslets

fitchy arg. Gargrave.
Or on a fess sa. three crosses crosslets arg.

COBULL, V.

Or on a fess vert three crosses patty or. Keeby,
V.

Per pale gu. and az, a grifiin segreant arg. on a

fess dancetty or three crosses patty of the first.

Girdlestone, London.
Per pale sa. and az. on a fess daucetty (or in-

dented) or three crosses patty fitchy of the

first. Barnewell, CO. Northampton, V.

Sa. on a fess arg. three crosses crosslet gu.
NusHAM, Nusham Hall, co. York.

Sa. on a fess arg. three crosses crosslet of the

first in chief a mullet for diflP. John Newsom,
of Chadishunt, co. Warwick, 1019, W.

Sa. a lion ramp. arg. on a fess or three crosses

crosslet of tlae field. Coi.broke.

Sa. a lion ramp. arg. on a fess or three crosses

patty fitchy of the field, Coi.broke.
6 Crosses

Arg. on a fess sa. six crosslets titchy or. Henry
Warde de Swynythwayt, Y.

3 Cups
Arg. on a fess az. three cups or with points under

like funnels. Pererond, V.

Arg. on a fess az. tliree covered cups or. Spenoe,
Aberdeen, Scotland; quartering gu. on a fess

arg. three martlets sa.

3 Cushions

Arg. on a fess gu. three cushions of the field

buttoned or. Warcop, Severdale, co. York, F;

quartering erm. on a chief sa. two boar's heads

couped arg.

Arg. on a fess gu. three cushions erm. Wabcopp.
Arg. a fess gu. charged with three cushions erm.

tasselled or. Warcup, Kent.
1 Escallop

Arg. a fess fusily gu. on the centre one an

escallop or. Newmaech.
Or on a fess dancetty sa. an escallop arg.
Vavasour of Denyby.

3 Escallops
Arg. on a fess .... three escallops .... Jack.

Arg. on a fess az. three escallops of the field.

Pye, Nansarth ; afterwards of Bodenneck, in

St. Stephen's, Brannell, Cornwall.

Arg. on a fess az. three escallops or. Napton,
CO. Warwick. Pye, F.

Arg. on a fess engr. az. three escallops or.

Jaques, Jeex, or Jacques.
Arg. on a fess gu. three escallops or. iNcnAM or

Ingan. Ingram, V. Jakes, co. Leicester.

Jaques, Middlesex.

On a FESS.... conf.

3 Escallops cont.

Arg. on a fess gu. three escallops vair. Napton, F.

Arg. on a fess sa. three escallops of the first.

Geoffrey Blythe, Bishop of Lichfield and

Coventry 15i);j-1531 ; Procession Roll a.d.

1512; Cole iVSS. Sir Edmond Langlee, co.

Warwick, V. Pye.

Arg. on a fess sa. three escallops or. Wallcott,
Essex, F. Wasser, co. Warwick, F.

Arg. on a fess embattled counterembattled sa.

three escallops of the first. Browne, Kent.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three escallops of the

field. Jakes, London. Jaques, Middlesex.

Jex, CO. Somerset.

Arg. on a fess indented sa. three escallops of the

first. Burton, F.

Arg. on a fess sa. three escallops or. Blythe.

ScHAMPioN, Visitation of Lancashire. Waffee.

Waffyer, CO. Warwick. Waver. Wai.cot,
Lord Mayor of London 1402; quartering arg.

on a cross patonce ez. five fleurs de-lis or.

Walcott, CO. Salop.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three escallops or. Jakes,
CO. Lancaster, F. Jex, Suffolk. Jokes,
London.

Az. on a fess arg. three escallops gu. Joan de

Haveringes, E.
Az. frelty or over all on a fess of the second

three escallops of the first. Parker, London.
Wm. Parker, London, 1591, TF.

Chequy arg. and gu. on a fess az. three escallops
or. PiOCHEster; as quartered by Rideout,
Sussex. Tutcham or Tutham.

Chequy arg. and gu. on a fess vert three escallops
or. Rochester, Loys Hall, Terling, Essex ;

and of Sussex.

Chequy or and gu. on a fess arg. three escallops
az. Robert de Baldock, Bishop of Norwich
1325.

Chequy or and gu. on a fess az. three escallops

arg. Baluock, Cauleston, Norfolk. Ralph de

Baldock, Bishop of London 1306-1:J13.

Chequy or and gu. on a fess az. three escallops
of the first. Garton.

Erm. on a fess .... three escallops..... Loder.
Erm. on a fess az. three escallops or. Centree.
Erm. on a fess gu. three escallops arg. Ingram.
James Ingram, D.D., Pre-<ident of Trinity

College, Oxford, descended from John Ingram,
of Codford, co. Wilts, who died there in 1C53.

John Ingram, X. Sir Robert Ingram, F.

Saokford, Ipswich, Suffolk. Seckford, Suf-

folk ; temp. Edw. T, F.

Erm. on a fess gu. three escallops or. Ingram,
Halstead, Essex; co. Hereford; liondon; co.

Warwick, co. Worcester, co. Wilts; and Temple
Newsom, co. York. Robert Ingram, P, Y.

Seckforde or Seckford, Suffolk. Whatton.
Erm. on a fess sa. three escallops arg;

Sackford.
Erm. on a fess crenelly sa. three escallops arg.

Browne, co. Salop. Browne, Greenford, Mid-

dlesex, ICU.
Erm. on a fess indented sa. three escallops arg.

Taylor, F.

Erm. on a fess sa. three escallops or. Cotes.

CoTYS, F. Massingberd, F.
Erm. on a fess embattled counterembattled sa.

three escallops or. Browne ; quartering on a

cliev. betw. three roses az. as many escallops of

the first on a chief per pale gu. and sa. a dragon
pass, with wings endorsed erm. for Hawkins.
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On a FESS cont.

3 Escallops cont.

Gu. a fess lozengy arg. each charged with an

escallop sa. Cheyney, co. Wilts.

Gu. on a fess or three escallops az. Nottingham,
Ireland.

Gu. on a fess or three escallops of the first..

RiCHARii, ScotlAnd.
Gii. on a fess or three escallops sa. Venouh. Sir

Wm. Venotir, Alderman of London, V.

Or on a fess az. three escallops arg. Broijghton,
Wichingham, co. Berks. Napton, V. Naxton,
Essex. Adam de Napton, co. Leicester; temp.
Edw. I. John de Napton, Y.

Or on a fess az. three escallops of the field.

Adams, co. Leicester. Brooke, co. Salop;
or Broker, Okely, co. Northampton, W.
De Capel Brooke, Great Oakle}-, co. North-

ampton; Baronetcy 1803; quartering or an

anchor az. on a chief of the second three

arming buckles in fess of the first. Brooke,
Weston, CO. Buckingham.

Or on a fess ermines three escallops of the first.

Graham, Glasgow, Scotland.

Or on a fess gu. three escallops of the first.

Ingham.
Or on a fess sa. three escallops arg. Napton, co.

Stafford.

Faly of ten or and gu. on a fess arg. three escal-

lops az. Shergold.
Per pale or and gu. on a fess arg. three escallops

az. Cherbf.ot, Tournay.
Sa. on a fess arg. three escallops of the field.

Damf.rley. Darrell. Devyrle, V. Dyverle.
Vert on a fess arg. three escallops per fess or and

gu. Ingham.

4 Escallops
Gu. four fusils conj. in fess arg. on each an

escallop sa. Sir N. Cheny, co. Wilts, V.

5 Escallops
Arg. five fusils in fess gu. on each an escallop or.

Crodmer, V. Newmarch, V.

Arg. on a fess sh. five escallops or three and two.

Venor or Venour, Kent; Lord Mayor of Lon-
don 1389.

Az. on a fess engr. or five escallops gu. Robert
de Plumpton, Y.

Az. five fusils in fess or each charged with an

escallop gu. Plompton, S, Essex; temp.
Edw. I, V.

Az. on a fess or five escallops gu. Dacre.
Gu. on a fess or five escallops sa. Venor,
London.

1 Estoile

Or on a fess az. a star of six points betw. two
crescents of the field. Scot, Bevillaw, Scot-

land.

Or on a fess az. a star of six points betw. two
crescents of the field a bordure countercom-

pony or and az. Scot ; Lyon Register.

3 Estoiles

Arg. on a fess az. three stars of the first.

Mowat, Scotland. Weir, Blackwood, Scot-

land.

Arg. on a fess az. three stars or. Muire,
Rowallan, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess az. three estoiles or. Mackenzie,
Delvine, co. Perth ; Baronetcy 1805 ; quartering
fiz. a buck's head cabossed or all within a

bordure nebuly quarterly gu. and arg.
Or on a fess sa. three estoiles of the first.

Winterhey, Glastonbury, co. Somerset.

On a rESS....cont.
3 Estoiles cont.

Paly of six arg. and sa. surmounted by a fess of
the first charged with three stars of the second.
Jaffeey, King's Wells, Scotland.

Quarterly or and vert on a fess sa. three estoiles

arg. Barnes, Durham.
Quarterly or and vert on a fess az. three estoiles

or. Richard Barnes, Bishop of Carlisle

1570-77; Durham, 1577-87.

Quarterly or and vert on a fess sa. three estoiles
or. Barnes, co. Lancaster, 1584.

5 Estoiles

Arg. on a fess az. five stars or. Linarce.
Fess

Arg. a fess az. charged with another dancetty or.
Framlingham.

Arg. on a fess sa. another dancetty of the first.

Frammngham. Sir Edmond Framlingham, V.
Trbnothe, Cornwall, V.

Vair a fess gu. charged with another wavy sa.
Fokerey.

Fish (Dolphin)
Arg. on a fess gu. a dolphin erabowed of the field.

Bucki.and.

Arg. on a fess gu. a dolphin embowed erm.
BUCKLAND.

Or on a fess gu. a dolphin naiant arg. Buckland.
3 Fish (Whilks)

Sa. on a fess arg. three whilks lying fessways gu.
JOCE, V.

Fleur-de-Lis

Arg. on a fess sa. a fleur de-lis or. Lilly or
Lighly, Newhall, co. York.

Erm. on a fess gu. a fleur-de-lis arg. betw. two
bezants. Milward, Braxted, Essex.

Erm. three fusils conj. in fess sa. on the middle
one a fleur- de-Iis arg. for diflf. Pyoott, co.

Salop, V.

Or a fess dancetty sa. charged with a fleur-de-lis

arg. Vavasour, Spaldington, and Melbourne
Hall, CO. York; Baronetcy 1801,

2 Flears-de-Lis

Arg. on a fess embattled gu. two derai fleurs-
de-lis of the first. Olney, Harl. MS. 1404.
fo. 1 10.

Gu. on a fess the upper part embattled arg. two
fleurs-de-lis sa. Olley, London

; and Norfolk.
3 Flears-de-Lis

Arg. on a fess az. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Patterson. Uffleet.
Arg. on a fess az. three fleurs de-lis or.
Gerard. Sire Gerard de Oosflet, N.
Gerard Ufflett, Y. Uffleet or Ufflet.
Uffleete.

Arg. on a fess crenelly az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Wall, co. Salop. Wood.
Arg. on a fess raguly az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Atwood, Bromfield, Essex. Wood, Watering.
bury, Kent; and Hamsey, Sussex; Her. Off.
c. 24.

Arg. on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Redfin.

Arg. on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Desney. Dilney. Disney. Disney, Swin-

derby, and Norton Disney, co. Lincoln ; derived
from de Isney, and D'Eisney, temp. Conquest,
from Isigny in Normandy. William Disney,
V. Dylney. Roebuck, co. Somerset.

Arg. on a fess embattled and counterembattled
gu. three fleurs-de-lis or. Disney, East Acton,
Middlesex.
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On a FESS cont.

3 Fleurs-de-Lis cont.

Arg. on a fess sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Pattenson, Chery Burton, co. York. Patynson,
V. Sir Gerard de Ufflete, M.

Az. on a fess paly of six or and sa. three fleurs-

de-lis counterchanged. Stanby, co. York.

Barry wavy of eight az. and arg. on a fess gu.
three fleurs-de-lis or. Elliot, London. Edm.
Ellyott, Fishmonger 1594; granted by Lee,
V.

Barry wavy of ten arg. and vert on a fess gu.
three fleurs-de-lis or. VVm. Eluott, London

1594; Harl. MS. C169, fo. 16&.

Chequy or and gu. on a fess az. three fleurs-

de-lis or. Gedrinke or Gedino.
Erm. on a fess engr. az. tliree fleurs-de lis arg.

Baker, Wattisfield, and Wrentham, SuS'olk.

Erm. on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis or. Herben,
V. Herdbon, Herdban, or Herbon, co.

Lincoln. Seylby, V.

Erm. on a fess sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Barker, Boekenhall, Essex. Barker, of Barys
Gifl'ord, Essex ; granted by Cooke, W.

Erm. on a fess super-engr. sa. three fleurs-de-lis

or. Baker, Exeter.
Or on a fess az. three fleurs-de-lis arg.
Leonard.

Or on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Lennard, Chevening, and Knoll, Kent; Lords

Dacre, and Earls of Sussex; also of Bell

House, in Essex. Sir Samuel Lennard,
Kent, W. With a crescent for diff. Lennard,
Wickham Court, Kent.

Or on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Barrett Lennard, Belhus, Romford, Essex ;

Baronetcy 1801; quartering per pale arg.

and gu. barry of four counterchanged for

Barrett; all within a bordure wavy sa.

Or on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Bolden, Hyning, co. Lancaster ; quartering

per fess dancetty gu. and vert three swans or.

Or on a fess indented az. three fleurs-de-lis of

the field. Barker, co. Bucks.
Or on a fess vert three fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Alleyne, Hayesleigh, Essex.
Or on a fess indented vert three fleurs-de-lis of

the fleld. Barker, co. Bucks.
Ptr saltire az. and or on a fess gu. three fleurs-

de-lis arg. Thachet, Norfolk.

Per sahire or and vert on a fess gu. three fleurs-

de-lis arg. Machet, Norfolk.

4 Fleurs-de-Lis

Or on a fess quarter pierced az. four fleurs-de-lis

of the first. Burton, co. Devon.

Flower (Rose)
Arg. on a fess gu. a rose betw. two crosses cross-

let fitchy of the first. Benbury or Bendbury,
London.

Gu. on a fess arg. a rose betw. two lions ramp,
of the first. Herring, Carsewell.

3 Flowers (Roses)
Arg. on a fess humetty gu. three roses of the

fleld. Braban, F. Brabant.

Arg. on a fess humetty gu. three roses or over all

a bend sa. Brabant.

Arg. on a fess sa. three roses of the first.

LocKiE, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three roses of the field.

Cartarike. Cartwright.

Arg. on a fess vert three roses of the first.

Lecky, Scotland.

On a FESS.... cont.

3 Flowers cont. (Roses) cont.

Az. a lion ramp. arg. over all on a fess or three

roses gu. Harward, Merrow, Surrey.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three roses arg.

Roger de Clifford, D, E.
Erm. on a fess gu. three roses or. Hue

DenacurTjJEJ. Smithesby, Ii'eland. .Smythsby,
Loudon.

Gu. three lozenges in fess arg. each charged with

a rose of the field. Welbeck Abbey, co. Notts.

Gu. three lozenges (or fusils) in fess arg. each

charged with a rose of the field. Cokenay or

COKNEY, V.

Paly of six or and gu. on a fess of the last three

roses arg. Martineau, Basing Park, near

Alton, CO. Hants; and Stamford Hill, Mid-

dlesex.

Sa. on a fess arg. three roses gu. Hewlet.

....(Primroses)
Arg. on a fess az. three primroses of the field.

Primrose.
Or a lion ramp, vert on a fess purp. three prim-

roses of the field. Primrose, Carrington, Scot-

land.

3 3-Foil3

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three trefoils or. John
Keterich or Catrick, Bishop of St. David's

1414-5, afterwards Lichfield and Coventry.

Chequy arg. and sa. on a fess gu. three trefoils

slipped of the first. Band, Essex.

Gu. on a fess or three trefoils vert. Copland.
3 4.Foils

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three quatrefoils of the

first. Cateryke, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three quatrefoils or.

Catrvke ; Catterick (modern).
Or on a fess az. three quatrefoils arg. Vincent,

Norfolk, W.
Or on a fess gu. three quatrefoils arg. Larkan

or Laeken.
Or on a fess engr. sa. three quatrefoils or.

Catryke.
1 6-Foil

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base
vert surmounted of a fess az. charged with a

cinquefoil betw. two stars of the first. Watson,
Dundee ; and Wallace-Craigie, Scotland.

Arg. two bars sa. in fess a cinquefoil betw. as

many crescents az. Kibble.

Chequy sa. and or on a fess arg. a cinquefoil gu.
Toby.

3 5-Foils

Arg. on a fess az. three cinquefoils of the field.

Heriot, Trabrown, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess gu. three cinquefoils or. Soderne,
V, or Soverne.

Arg. on a fess sa. three cinquefoils of the first.

Boswell, Balmuto, Scotland, chief of the name.
Walling, Ireland.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three cinquefoils of the

field. Carterick. Cateryke, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three cinquefoils or.

Carkeridge, Godmasham, Kent.

Arg. on a fess invecked sa. three cinquefoils of
the first. BoswELL, Glassraount, Scotland ;

quartering or a lion ramp. gu. surmounted of a

ribbon sa. for Abernethy.
Az. on a fess or three cinquefoils gu. Fbeston,
Menham, Sufiblk.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three cinquefoils

pierced arg. Clifford, co. Hereford. Roger
de Clifford, E, F.
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On a FESS.... cont.

3 5-Foil8 cont,

Erm. on a fess gu. three ciiiquefoils or (another

pierced or). Arder or Ardekn. Arderne,F.
Gu. on a fesa arg. three cinquefoils of the field.

ROSCOE.
Or on a fess gu. three cinquefoils of the first.

Bitterley.
Sa. on a fess arg. three cinquefoils of the first.

JOCE, V.

Frets—Fretty
Arg. a fess gu. fretty or. Ferrers.

Arg. a fess sa. fretty or. Boyton.
A z. a fess arg. fretty of the field. Bodley. Gai.e.

Gall, or Galo, V ; Cornwall; Dartmouth, and

Crediton, co. Devon; and Weveston, Suffolk.

Az. a fess arg. fretty vert. Porter, V.

Chequy or and az. a fess gu. fretted arg.

Chevne, Cheyniee, and Drayton Beaucharap,
created Viscount Newhaven, 1681. Robert de

Chennei, E. Robert de Cheney, F. John

Cheney, Y. Sir Rauf de Cheyney, co. Bucks,
V.

Chequy or and az. a fess gu. fretty erm. Cheiney.

Cheyney, or Cheney, co. Bucks. Sir de

Cheyney, co. Berks, V.

Chequy or and az. a fess gu. fretty or. Cheyne.

Cheyney, Wollaston, co. Chester.

Cheqny or and az. a fess sa. fretty erm. Cheyney,
Cheshara Boys, co. Bucks. John Cheynn, S.

Erm. a fess gu. fretty arg. Irland.

Erra. a fess gu. fretty or. Dallamer, Ireland.

Sir Thomas Haukeston, co. Stafford, V.

Hawkestcn, CO. Chester;. temp. Henry IV.

Gu. a fess or fretty of the first platy at the joints.

Protjdfonte, V.

Masculy or and az. a fess gu. fretty arg. Sheney.
Vftir a fess gu. fretty arg. Marmyon, Tamworth

Castle, CO. Warwick ; and Scrivelsby, co.

Lincoln.

Vair a fess gu. fretty or. Philip Marmiun, E.

Marmyon, F.

Vair a fess or fretty gu. Sir Philip Marmyon,
Tamworth. Marnham.

Vair a fess or fretty engr. gu. Marnham.
Vert a fess arg. fretty gu. Cabell.
Vert a fess gu. fretty arg. Cabell. Kabell;

Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 15.

Fruit
Vert on a fess engr. arg. three apples gu.

Appleton, V. Appulton, V.

Vair on a fess gu. five cloves arg. Bushby, Cum-
berland.

3 Fusils

Arg. on a fess az. three fusils or. Feldoe.
Viscount Feilding, Earl Denbigh.

Erm. on a fess az. three fusils or. Nagle,
James-Town House, co. Westmeath ; Ba-

ronetcy; quartering arg. a lion ramp. betw.

three dexter hands couped at the wrist gu.

Nagle, Calverleigh Court, near Tiverton, co.

Devon.

Arg. on a fess gu. three quills of yarn or. Hoby.
4 Fusils

Or on a fess gu. four fusils arg. Apelderfield.
5 Fusils

Gu. on a fess or five fusils sa. Newmarcu,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Garb

Arg. on a fess az. three garbs or. • Cracklow.

Cradpock, CO. Stafford. Marbttry.

Arg. on a fess az. three garbs or banded gu.

Peverell, V.

On a FESS.... cont.

Oarb cont.

Arg. on a fess engr. az. three garbs or.

Leftwich, CO. Salop. Ltjtwich, co. Salop.
Marbury or Mehbury, Walton, co. Chester;
temp. Edward III.

Arg. on a fess gu. three garbs or. Penell, co.

Worcester
; Pennell, co. Chester.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. three garbs or. Marbury,
Gresby, co. Lincoln.

Arg. on a fess sa. three garbs or. Bollby, South
Tyndale, co. Northumberland; 10 Edwai-d I.

BoLTBY or BoLTEBY, Northumberland.
Dualston. Sir Thomas Dyvilstone, W.
TiNDALL, Essex; oo. Herts; and co. York.

Arg. on a fess vert three garbs or. Strange,
CO. Lincoln, W.

Az. on a fess arg. three garbs gu. Dunkin.
Az. on a fess or three garbs gu. Peverell.
Or on a fess az. three garbs of the first. Vernon,
Shipbrook, co. Chester ; and co. Worcester

(modern). Vernon, Haslington, co. Chester;
and Richmondshire, co. York. Wever. Sir

Edmond Wever, V. Wever, co. Bucks.

VoLRNON, S; quartering arg. a fret sa.

Or on a fess engr. az. three garbs of the first.

Merbury, CO. Chester, V. Reddish.
Or on a fess gu. three garbs of the field.

Eaines.

Quarterly arg. and gu. four lions ramp, counter-

changed over all on a fess sa. three garbs or.

Murphy, Ireland.

Vert on a fess arg. three garbs gu. Lynes.
3 Gouttys

Arg. on a fess gu. three gouttys erm. Marshall,
V.

6 Gouttys
Barry nebuly of six arg. and sa. on a fess gu. five

gouttys de larmes. Bresby, Penrith, Cumber-
land.

3 Hands
Chequy arg. and gu. on a fess az. three sinister

gauntlets of the first. Goodhand, oo. Lincoln ;

and London.
Head—Beast (Boar)

Arg. on a fess az. a boar's head erased betw. two
mullets of the field. Rochead, Craigleith,
Scotland

; Neio Register.

Arg. on a fess az. a boar's head couped or.

Rochead, Innerleith, Scotland.
Az. fretty semy-de-lis arg. on a fess of the second

a boar's head erased of the first betw. two
mullets gu. Fulton, Scotland.

.... (Leopard)
Arg. on a fess humetty gu. a leopard's head or.

Brabant.
Erm. on a fess az. a leopard's head betw. two

crescents or. Reader, Dublin. Reeder, co.

Lincoln ; now of Hull, co. York.

Erm. on a fess wavy az. a leopard's face arg. betw.
two bezants. Mansfield, Birstall House, co.

Leicester.

2 Heads—Beast (Deer)
Arg. on a fess gu. two buck's heads or.

POPHAM.
....(Oxen)

Erm. a griffin segreant gu. over all on a fess az.

two bull's heads cabossed or. Gonerby.
3 Heads—Beasts (Bears)

Or on a fess sa. three bear's heads erased arg.
muzzled of the first. Durborn or Duborun, V.

Or on a fess sa. three bear's heads erased of the

field. DuRBOROUGH, Cornwall.
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On a FESS cont.

3 Heads cont. Beast (Boars)
Arg. on a fess sa. three boar's heads couped arg.

Soot or Scott, Camberwell, Surrey.

Arg. on a fess ea. three boar's heads or. Scott,

Surrey. Another couped or. Scot or Scott,
Camberwell, Surrey.

Erm. on a fess az. three boar's heads couped arg.

Lewis, Stoke, CO. Dorset; and co. Somerset.

Erm. on a fess gu. three boar's heads erased or.

CowiE.
Or on a fess az. three boar's heads couped of the

field. LowNSFORD, Suffolk.

....(Deer)
Arg. on a fess az. three buck's heads erased or.

Samuel Bradford, Bishop of Carlisle; Bishop
of Rochester 1723-31.

Arg. on a fess gu. three stag's heads or. Sire

Philip de Bekpiere, O.

Arg. on a fess gu. three stag's heads or in chief a

mullet sa. Sire Johan de Beck fiz, O.

Arg. on a fess sa. three buck's heads cabossed or.

Hartford. Robert Hertford, T. Hutton, co.

Lincoln; and co. York. Hutton, Overthwaite,
' CO. Westmoreland. Hutton, Gale and Hutton

Hall, Cumberland ; and Goldsborough, co.

York; granted 5 June, 1599; the last direct

male heir d. 1745.

Arg. on a fess sa. three stag's heads couped or.

Bradford, co. York.

Arg. on a fess sa. three stag's heads erased or.

Bradford, co. York, V. Bradford.

Arg. on a fess vert three stag's heads cabossed
or. Studley, Sandrich-Could-Park, Kent.

Erra a griffin segreant gu. over all on a fess az.

three buck's heads cabossed or. Gonerby,
GONORBY, or GONBY.

Erra. on a fess gu. three buck's heads cabossed

arg. Hutton, Forrest, Cumberland.
Eim. on a ft-ss gu. three buck's heads cabossed

or. Fitz-Neale. Sir John de Fitz Nele, F.

Gu. on a fess arg. three buck's heads of the tield.

Hertford.
Gn. on a fess arg. three buck's heads couped sa.

Hartford.
Gu. on a fess or three buck's heads cabossed of

the first. Hertford. Thomas Hertford, V.

. ...(Goats)
Arg. on a fess sa. three goat's heads erased or.

Bradford.
Or on a fess sa. three goal's heads erased of the

field. Bradford.

(Leopards)
Arg. on a fess humetty az. three leopard's heads

or. Braban or Brabant.

Arg. on a fess gu. three leopard's faces of the
field. Barban or Barbon. Brabant, co.

Devon. Depham.
Arg. on a fess humetty go. three leopard's faces

of the field. Barban or Barbon.
Arg. on a fess gu. three leopard's faces or.

Brabant, co. Devon, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. three leopard's heads or.

Barbon, London.

Arg. on a fess humetty gu. three leopard's faces
or. Brabon or Brabourne, London ; and co.

.
Devon ; 2 May, 1629, Her. Off. London, c. 24.

Brabant, W.
Arg. on a fess humetty gu. three leopard's faces

or over all a ribbon sa. Brabant.
Arg. on a fess sa. three leopard's faces or. John
Norman, Mayor of London 1250; Harl. MS.
1049.

On a FESS cont.

3 Heads cont. Beasts (Leopards) cont.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. three leopard's faces

or. Greney.
Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. three leopard's heads

jessantde-lis or. West, Masworth, co. Bucks.
Az. fretty arg. on a fess gu. three leopard's heads

cabossed or. Cann, Compton Greenfield, co.

Gloucester; descended from William Cann,
Mayor of Bristol in 1648, who bore az. fretty

arg. a fess gu. ; his eldest son. Sir Robert Cann,
created a Baronet in 1662, had an addition to

his arras from Sir Edward Walker, Garter, viz.,
three leopard's faces or on the fess.

Az. on a fess or three leopard's heads gu.
Freston, W, or Freeston, Mendham, Norfolk.

Freston, Warmfield, co. York.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three leopard's
faces of the first. Clifford. Sir William

Clifford, V. Gruffe, Wales.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three leopard's
heads jessant-de-lis of the first. Lewes, Wales.
Valance. Sir Richard de Valence, V.

Chequy or and sa. on a fess gu. three leopard's
heads jessant-de lis of the first. Jones, Pen-
rose, Cornwall ; and co. Wilts. Lewis, co.

Monmouth. Wallis, Llanarth, co. Monmouth;
as borne by Sir Robert Wallis, knt., Lord of

Llanarth, temp. Edward III, descended from
Sir William de Wallan, Walleaux, Valence,
or Wallis, knt. Lord of Llanarth, Ingley, and
Perlhyr.

Erra. on a fess sa. three leopard's faces arg.
Blick or Blicke.

Erm. on a fess vert three leopard's heads or.

Langley, London, W.
Gu. a saltire arg. over all a fess az. charged with

three leopard's faces or. Horsemonden.
Or on a fess gu. three leopard's heads of the

field. Depham.
Sa. on a fess arg. three leopard's heads gu.

Forkington.
Sa. on a fess arg. three leopard's heads erased gu.
Torkinoton, SiOHghton, co. Huntingdon.
ToRKiNGTON, Stukley, co. Huntingdon; and
Marham, co. Northampton. Forkington, W,

.... (Lions)

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. three lion's heads
erased or. Cai.dweli..

Or crusiliy fitchy sa. on a fess gu. three lion's

heads erased arg. Faryndon, V. Nicholas

Faringdon, Mavor of Loudon 1308; 1313, etc.

Harl. MS. 1049.

. ...(Otters)

Gu. on a fess arg. three otter's heads sa.

FOULERTON.
.... (Oxen)

Erm. a griffin segreant gu. over all on a fess az.

three bull's heads cabossed or. Gonerby.

(Eabbits, etc. )

Arg. on a fess wavy sa. three hare's heads erased
of the first. Hartwei.l, Cornwall.

Arg. on a fess wavy sa. three hare's heads erased

bendwoys arg. Harewell, Cornwall, V.

Arg. on a fess nebuly sa. three hare's heads

couped or. Harwell or Harewell, Blaken-
ham, Suffolk; Bosford and Wotton-Sholtrey,
CO. Worcester. John Harewell, Bisliop of
Bath and Wells 1360-80. Sir Thomas Harwell,
V.

Arg. on a fess nebuly sa. three hare's heads
erased of the first. Harewell.
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On a FESS cont.

3 Heads cojit. (Birds)
Arg. on a less sa. three bird's heads erased of the

field. Lyndsey.
Arg. on a fess gu. three falcon's beads erased of

the field. Bakeb, Wells, co. Somerset.
William Baker, Bi>hop of Bangor 1723-7,
afterwards of Norwich.

Arg. on a fess sa. three falcon's heads erased of
the first. Lynsey, V.

Arg. on a fess gu. three hawk's heads erased of

the first. Babeb, co. Somerset; and Middle-
sex.

.... (Fishes)
Arg. on a fess dancetiy sa. three conger eel's

heads erased and erect of the first. Caldewell,
F.

Arg. on a fess dancetty az. three fish's heads

{i.e., ling's heads) erased or. Caldwell, co.

Stafi'ord.

Erro. on a fess engr. sa. three fish's heads arg.
collared gu. Candi.er, Suffolk.

.... (Htiman Figures)
Az. on a fess or three maiden's heads couped

below the breast ppr. Collington.
Az. a fess or charged with three maiden's heads

veiled ppr. Swainston, by Strangways Alne,
CO. York.

.... (Monsters
—

Griffins)

Arg. on a fess nebuly ermines three griflSn's heads
erased or. Fellows, Nonoy King at Arms,
temp. Henry VIII.

Arg. on a fess sa. three griflSn's heads erased of

the field. Lyndesey.

Arg. on a fess vert three griffin's heads erased
or. Taber, Essex.

Sa. on a fess or three griffin's heads erased gu.
Chynoweth.

....(Spears)
Erm. on a fess gu. three cronels or. Cornall or

Crownall, Z. Cromwell or Cronwell.
Gu. on a fess or three spear's beads ppr. Naees,

Biddendeti, Kent.

3 Hearts
Gu. on a fess arg. three men's hearts of the first.

Thornton, That Ilk.

3 Hives
Erm. on a fess sa. three beehives or. Fraye.

Insect
Az. on a fess arg. a bee volant arriere sa.

De Verthon.
2 Insects

Arg. on a fess gu. two gadbees or. Hewes.
3 Lamps

Arg. on a fess sa. three lamps or. Periond.
3 Leaves

Gu. on a fess arg. three hawthorn leaves vert.

Copland.
Gu. on a fesa or three hawthorn leaves vert.

CowpLAND, London, V. Copland.
Vert on a fess arg. three holly leaves of the first.

Gow, Scotland.

Legs, etc.

Erm. on a fess gu. three lion's gambs couped arg.

Refham, Mayor of London 1300.

Gu. on a fess vert three men's feet couped arg.

Barefoot.
Letter

Gu. on a fess arg. a Roman A. Althodn.
3 Lozenges

Arg. on a fess hz. three lozenges or. Felding.
Sir Everard or Gerard Felding, V. Feldridge,
CO. Worcester. Fielding, co. Warwick.

On a FESS cont.

3 Lozenges cont.

Feilden, Didsbury, near Manchester ; quar-
tering sa. on a chev. or three broom sprigs
vert for Broome.

Arg. on a fess gu. three lozenges or. Apletree,
Basingstoke, co. Hants ; quartering the arms
of Russell.

Arg. on a fess gu. three lozenges vair. Apletre,
Dodinglon, co. Oxford.

Arg. on a fess sa. three lozenges or, Artked.
William Artered, V.

Az. on a fess engr. arg. three lozenges gu.
Stighull Malston, CO. Devon.

Az. on a fess engr, or three lozenges gu.
Malston, co. Devon.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three lozenges

arg. Capel, Prestbury, co. Gloucester, Capell,
CO. Hereford, V. Cheyney.

Cliequy or and az. on a fess of the first three

lozenges azure. Capel, Stroud, co. Gloucester.

Erm. on a fees gu. three lozenges of the field.

Chanleys.
Erm. on a fess gu. three lozenges or. Ardeene.
Rauf D'Arderne,.E:, P.

Or on a fess gu. three lozenges arg. Aplertfold.
Or on a fess gu. three lozenges vair.

Apultresend. William de Apaldrefeild, J[,

Tibaud de Belhouse, E.
Or on a fess wavy sa. three lozenges of the field.

Duck, T.
4 Lozenges

Or on a fess gu. four lozenges arg. Stephen
de Appeltekfeld, V. Apuldeefield or

Appeldoefield.

6 Lozenges
Or on a fess sa. five lozenges arg. Gage, co,

Devon.

Mascles

Arg, on a fess gu. three mascles of the first.

Carleton, Baron Carleton 1789, Viscount Car-

leton 1797, extinct 182G ; quartering or three

crosses crosslet in fess sa. {Error.)

Arg. on a fess sa. three mascles or. Duck.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three mascles or.

Arkybus.
Az. on a fess erm. three mascles gu. Downham.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three mascles

arg. Capell, How Capell, co. Hereford.

Or on a fess gu. three mascles conjoined through-
out per fess arg. the hollow az. in the upper

portion and reversed in the lower. Monches.
Or on a fess gu. three mascles or. Apultresend,

Or on a fess wavy sa. three mascles of the field.

Ducke, Lincoln's Inn ; confirmed 23 June,
1602.

Vert on a fess arg, three mascles sa. Don, New-

ton, co. Berwick, N.S.; Baronetcy 1607.

Vert on a fess arg. three mascles sa. all within a

bordure arg. Don, Kelso.

Maunch

Arg. on a fess gu. a maunch of the field. Watben
or Wateen.

Mitre

Chequy or and gu. on a fess az. a mitre of the

first. Eustace de Fauconberge, Bishop of

London 1221-8.

Monster (Unicorn)

Az. on a fess or a unicorn couchant gu. Rest,

London ; granted 1 Henry VIII.
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On a FESS.... con«.

8 Monsters (Griffins)

Chevronny of seven or and gu. on a fess gu. three

griffins segreant arg. Sir Thomas Filloll,

temp. Edward I.

Mullet

Arg. on a fess sa. a mullet of the field. Keighley.
Knightly, co. Worcester.

Arg. on a fess sa. a mullet or. Kighlet or

KiGHTi.EY, CO. Lancaster; South Littleton, co.

Worcester ; and Keighley, co. York.
Erm. on a fess engr. gu. a mullet arg. Lavekock,

Laveeick, or Lavekike.
Gu. on a fess arg. a mullet sa. Hampton, V.

Or on a fess gu. a mullet arg. Walter Colvill,
Y.

Sa. on a fess or a mullet pierced betw. two hunt-

ing horns of the field. Cavenagh or Cavanagh,
Ireland.

2 Mullets
Az. an eagle displ. with two beads arg. over all

on a fess sa. two mullets of the second. Bariiie,
Scotland. Baur or Barry. Bettie, Scotland.

Erm. on a fess gu. two mullets or pierced vert.

Sir Roger Saint John, L.
Gu. on a fess arg. two mullets sa. Grojan.

Hamton, Rockbere, co. Devon ; whose heiress
m. Billet, of Ashe, co. Devon.

3 Mallets

Arg. on a fess az. three mullets of the field.

Kenneday. Kennedy, Clowburn, Scotland;
quartering Kennedy with the double tressure,
and Franre as the arms of Kennedy of Bar^any.
M ure ; Harl. MS. 4030, fo. 105. Vere, Black-

wood, CO. Lanark; and Craigie Hall, co.

Linlithgow; quartering Hope and Fairholm.
Arg. on a fess engr. az. three mullets of the field.

Boydell.

Arg. on a fess az. three mullets or pierced sa.

Boydell, F.

Arg. on a fess indented az. three mullets or.

Freston, CO. York.

Arg. on a fess gu. three mullets of the field.

Esmond. M'Braid. Washington.
Arg. on a fess gu. three mullets pierced of the

field. Menis. Meayes.
Aig. a cross patonce in sallire gu. over aU on a

fess of the second three mullets of the first.

Stable.

Arg. on a fess gu. three mullets or. Colman.
Wheathill, Shippey, co. Leicester. W'hitell,
Shipney, co. Leicester; and Stocko, co. Notts.

Arg. fretty az. on a fess gu. three mullets or.

Kneton, V. Newton.
Arg. a fret az. on a fess gu. three mullets of the

field. Knotton.

Arg. a fret az. over all a fess gu. charged with
three mullets or, Kenton.

Arg. on a fess sa. three mullets of the field.

Everton, Hilton and Essington, co. Stafford;
and CO. Warwick. Lancell, Lancelin, or
LaNCELYN. LAUNSLINorLAUNCELYN. LaWSELIN,
CO. Chester. Stenaci.e, V. Stewkeley, co.

Huntingdon. M. Nicoll Stukele.S. Stuocley
or Stukeley.

Arg. on a fess sa. three mullets or. Brymstone.
Clive, Wormbridge, co. Hereford; a branch of
the ancient family of Clive, of Styche, co. Salop.
Clive, Earl of Powis, 1804. Olive, Hayley.

Arg. on a fess sa. three mullets or pierced gu.
Grymston, Grymston, co. York; Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 2P3. M. Gerrard de Grymston, S.
Roger Grymeston, Y.

On a FESS cont.

3 Mullets cont.

Arg. on a fess dancelty sa. three mullets or. Hoc.

Arg. on a fess sa. three mullets purp. Gry.
Az. on a fess indented arg. three mullets gu.

Bredinghurst, Surrey.

Chequy arg. and gu. on a fess az. three mullets

or. Geding or Gedding, Sutfolk.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three mullets

arg. Wat de Cayle, F. Walter Capell, E.

Chequy or and az. on a fess arg. three mullets

gu. CocKFEti; Harl. MS. QliS.

Chequy or and gu. on a fess arg. three mullets

sa. Sire Roger de Thorp, 0.

Erm. on a fess az. three mullets or. Paule.
Erm. on a fess gu. three mullets or. Pbessy, V.

Erm. on a fess sa. three mullets arg. Lister
or Lyster, Rowton Castle, co. Salop; derived

from WilUam Lyster, of Rowton Castle, living

in 1451, with whom the Herald's Visitation

commences. Litster, England. Lister, Whit-

field; quartered by Holte. Lyster, Ireland.

Lyster, co. Westmoreland.
Erin, on a fess sa. three mullets or. Lister, co.

Derby; co. Westmoreland; and Wydopp, co.

York. Lister, Armitage Park, co. Staff"ord.

Lister, Little Chester, co. Derby. Lyeter,
Barnolwyke, co. York. Another, with a crescent

for diff. Lister, Baron Ribblrsdale. Another,
with a fleur de-lis for ditf. Lister, Bantry, co.

York. Lister, burwell Park, CO. Lincoln; the

senior exisiarit line of the ancient family of

Lister of Yorkshire ; quartering or on a bend
betw. six crosses crosslet az. three garbs of the

field, for Bancrolt.

Erm. on a fess engr. sa. three mullets pierced or.

Leverick.
Gu. on a fess arg. three mullets pierced of the

field. Crause. Washington.
Gu. on a fess arg. three mullets sa. Everard.
Gu. on a fess arg. three mullets sa. pierced of the

second. Hanyton.
Or a lion ramp. sa. on a fess gu. three mullets of

the first. Casaubon ; quartered by Purdon.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a fess gu, three mul-
lets of the first. Clambow, co. Somerset.
Wyon.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a fess gu. three mul-
lets or. Donne or Doune, Doune-Raph, and

Bridgull, CO. Devon; heiresses m. Ledrid and
Holcomb.

Paly of six arg. and gu. on a fess az. three mul-
lets pierced or. Robert le FiTz Neel, G.

Paly of six arg. and sa. on a fess of the first three

mullets of the last. Jaffray, Edinburgh.
Paly of six arg. and sa. over all a fess gu. charged

with three mullets or. Mills, Bitterne, co.

Hants; temp. Elizabeth.

Paly of six or and az. on a fess gu. three mullets

arg. Apmenrioe, Wales. Hovell, F. Howel
ap Meurice, E. Merick, West Camel, co.

Somerset; ^ra7i(e<iI5B9. Chambowe. Cianvow.
Clambrive, V. Sir John Clanebow, co. Somer-
set, 1386, V.

Paly of six or and az. on a fess gu. three mullets

arg. pierced of the field. Clanvowe, Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 439. Howet.
Paly of six or and az. on a fess gu. three mullets

or. Merick, West Camel, co. Somerset;
granted 1589. Menrike, F. Clambow, Po/e,
Devon., iii, 589.

Paly of six or and az. on a fess dancetty sa. three
mullets arg. pierced gu. Gatward, Reed, co.

Hertford.
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. cont.On a FE8S
3 Mullets cont.

Paly of six or and gu. on a fess az. three mullets
of the first. FiTTYNELL.

Sa. on a fess danceity arg. three mullets gu.
Creyfeyt.

Sa. on a fess arg. three mullets of the field.

Stiieeley, CO. Devon, V. Stucley or Stukeley,
CO. Huntingdon.

Sa. on a fess dancetty arg. three mullets of the
field. Crkfeyt.

6 Mullets
Az. on a fess engr. or five mullets gu. Plomton.
Ax. on a fess indented or five mullets gu. Sire

Robert de 1'lomtone, N.
6 Mullets

Az. on a fess dancetty or six mullets gu. three
and three. Plumton.

Nails

Arg. on a fess gu. three nails or. Sperke, V.
2 Palets

Sa. on a fess or two palets arg. Sir Richard

Malins, Vice-Chancellor 1866.
Sa. on a fess or two palets gu. Malins, co.

Warwifk; and Birmingham. Malyns, V.
3 Palets

Erm. on a less gu. three palets or. Mahewe or
Mahuys. M. Reynold Malionee.

Erm. on a fess or three palets gu. Malynes, V.

Fheons

Arg. on a fess sa. three pbeons of the field.

Spaight, CO. Clare, Ireland. Speght.
Arg. on a fess engr. sa. three pheons of the field.

Holt, co, Lancaster.
Erm. on a fess az. three pheons or. Nicolas

Claggett, Bishop of St. David's 1732-42, after-

wards of Exeter.
Erm. on a fess sa. three pheons arg. Atkinson,

Newark, co. Notts; granted 1663. Atkinson
or Atchinson, Newark ;

and co. York.
Erm. on a fess sa. three pheons or. Clagett,

Kent; and London. Clegat, Kent.
Plummet

Arg. on a fess dancetty gu. a plummet of the first

betw. two anchors or. Stanioarche.

Quill see Fusils

Binds (Mill)
Or on a fess sa. three millrinds arg. Hanees,
London and Norfolk, 1684.

Books (Chess)
Or on a fess sa. three chessrooks of the field.

Havers, Thelton Hall,. Norfolk; descended
from John Havers, of Winfaithing, steward of

the Howard family, whose son, Thomas Havers,
of Winfarthing, purchased Thelton in 1592;

granted 1568.

Boundle (Bezant)
Az. three ragged staves in bend arg. over all on

a fess gu. a bezant betw. two crosses patty

titchy or. Pallas.
Or an eagle displ. surmounted by a fess engr. az.

charged with a bezant betw. two buckles.

Lapsley, Scotland.

.... (Torteau)
Gu. on a fess or a lorteau charged with a lion

pass, guard, of the second. Porter.

3 Boundles
.... on a less .... three roundles .... Mendham
or Mindham, Cluniac Priory, Suffolk.

.... on a fess .... three roundles .... Ric. de

Cornubia, 21 Edw. Ill; Wiluam Cornewelle,
10 Ric. II; seals.

On a FESS cont.
3 Boundles cont. (Bezants)

Arg. on a fess az. three bezants. Fountain,
Loch Hill, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess indented sa. three bezants.
Bdrgh; quartered by Waterton.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all on a fess az. three
bezants. Purchas, co. York.

Arg. on a fess gu. three bezants. Jennings,
Hayes, co. Middlesex. Jennyng, V. Jenynge,
CO. Hants; and Hesse, Middlesex. Jenyns,
Bottisham Hall, co. Cambridge. Kirkham,
Fynnshed and Cutterstock, co. Northampton.
Walter de Kirkham, Bishop ofDurham 1249-60.
Russell.

Arg. on a fess dancetty gu. three bezants.
Brough.

Arg. on a fess embattled gu. three bezants.
Ravensholme or Ravesholme.

Arg. on a fess sa. three bezants. Banke, F.

Beanbulke, V. Borough, co. Devon.
Borough. Branston, co. Derby. Thomas de
Burgh, P. Burgh. Coemayle. Ric. de.

Cornwaile, F, E. Robt. de Cornwale, A.
Sir Richard Cornwayle, V. Cottesford.
Courtall. Parker, Norfolk, V.

Arg. a lion ramp. az. over all on a fess sa. three
bezants. Sir Wm. Purchase, 1497 ; Harl. MS.
1349.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all on a fess of the

second three bezants, Thwaytes or Thawits.
Thwaites.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. three bezants.

Borough, co. Devon. Sire Thomas de Bork,
N. Brooke. Sir Thomas Burgh, V. Burgh.
Byrche. Deburgh, CO. York.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. three bezants a label

of three points gu. Sir John de Burgh, temp.
Rich. II, F.

Arg. on a fess indented sa. three bezants.

Brough.
Arg. three fusils conj. in fess sa. on each a bezant.

Richard Perey, F.

Az. two wings conjoined arg. over all on a fess gu.
three bezants. Cawoodley or Cawodley.
Calwodley or Cadwoodley, Calwodley, co.

Devon; younger branches were settled at

Uploman and Padstow.
Erm. on a fess gu. three bezants. Clarke, Kent.

Dagworth, temp. Edw. II. Roger de Fouche,
A. MiLWARD, CO. Salop; and co. Worcester.

Roger La Sonbs; Harl. MS. 6137, fo. 94&.

WisBicH, SufJolk, F. Wyrsey, co. StafiFord.

Erm. on a fess sa. three bezants. Parker.
Or on a fess az. three bezants. Thelcham.
Thetham.

Or a lion ramp. sa. on a fess az. three bezants.

Porches.
Or two lions pass, guard, in pale az. betw. as many

flaunches of the last over all a fess gu. charged
with three bezants. Noble, Cornwall ; Belson,

and Bishops' Tentor, co. Devon; and Barming,
near Maidstone, Kent.

Or on a fess sa. three bezants. Beanbulk.

Or a lion ramp. az. on a fess sa. three bezants.

Porches, London.
Or a lion ramp. sa. on a fess of the last three

bezants. Thwaites, Ireland.

Paly of six arg. and gu. on a fess az. three

bezants. Robert Fitz Nell, A.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all a fess az. charged with

three bezants. Nobreys, Davyhulme Hall, co.
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On a FESS.... cont.

3 Roiindles cont. (Bezants) cont.

Lancaster; a branch of the laniil^' oi'Norrejs

of Speke; quartering Ereneis, Molyneux,

Harington, Cauncefield, Fleming, English,

Latbora, etc. Nicholas Norreys, of Tarleton,

youngest son of Thomas of Speke, was imme-

diaie ancestor of Nicholas Norre\s of Midclle-

forih, in Lancashire, b. in 1033, great-great-

grandfather of Henry Norris, of Davyhulme
Hall, esq., who left at his decease an only dau.

and heiress, Mary Norris of Davyhulme, who m.

in 1809 Robert Josias Jackson Harris, esq.,

who in consequence assumed the name and

arms of Norris.

( Hurts)
Gu. on a fess or three hurts. Hengham.
Walwentham.

.... (Ogresses or Pellets)

Az. a saltire or over all on a fess ol the last three

pellets. Lydall or Lyddall, Sunning and

Didcot, CO. Berks; Ipsden and Uxmore, co.

Oxford.
Erm. on a fess arg. three pellets. Rippeley or

RiPELEY.
Gu. on a fess or three pellets. Bbamam, F.

(Plates)

Arg. on a fess az. three plates. Welnetham or

Welwetham, Suflblk. Wellersham, Suffolk.

Arg. on a fess gu. three plates. Eton or Exxon,
CO. Chester. Etxum, V. Penn, co. Oxford.

Arg. on a fess sa. three plates. Bramsxon;

quartered by Stane. Burgh. Lapihorne.

Penn, Stoke Pogies, co. Buckingham ;
settled

at an early period at Minety, co. Gloucester;
and at Peun's Lodge, co. Wilts. Sir Johan de

la Penne, N. Penne, co. Buckingham, V.

Uriel, Cockerraouth, Cumberland ; Dugdale's
Visitation. Cornwaye, V.

Arg. on a fess sa. three plates frelty of the

last. Cornwall, co. Dorset, 1008.

Az. three crosiers or over all on a fess gu. three

plates each charged with the letters 1 H S sa.

Wendling Abbey, Norfolk.

Bendy of six or and gu. over all a fess az. charged
with three plates. Copinger, Kent.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three plates.
Denacoorte. Deyncourt.

Erm. on a fess az. three plates. Crawshay.
Erm. on a fess gu. three plates. Cornwall.
MiLWARD, Eaton Dovedale, co. Derby; the

heiress n:, Clarke of Somersall. A younger
branch of Sniiterion, in Darley, became extinct

1070. The co-heiresses m. Boothby, Jennens,
and Adderley.

Erm. on a fess sa. three plates. Combebwell,
V. CORNYVALL.

Gu. three bendlets or on a fess vert as many
plates. Copinger, V.* Copingere, F.

Or on a fess az. three plates. Thelthain.

Waltham, Kent. Wellersham, Suffolk. Sire

Johan de Welwexham, N. Sir John
Welwetham, Suffolk, temp. Edward I, F.

Or on a fess gu. three plates. Colvile, Glass
in Stoke Golding Church. Hotensill.
Huntingfield, Huntingfield, Suffolk, temp.
Henry II. Roger de Hunxingfeild, A, Y.

Sir William Hdntingfeild, E, I, J, X. Sire
Williiira de Honxyngfeld, N. Jennings.

Or on a fess sa. three plates. Brampton, London.
Bramsxon, Hall Place, or Oakley Hall, co.

Hants. Bramsxon, Skreens, Essex; originally

On a FESS .... cont.

3 Roundles cont. (Plates) cont.

of London, of which city William Bramston was

sheriff, 18 Richard II. Bramsxone, co. North-

ampton, F. BuGG, CO. Leicester. Stone,

Stone, CO. Devon.
.. ..(Pomeis)

Gu. on a fess arg. ihre^ pnmeis. Ranson.
.... (Torteaux )

Az. on a fess or three torteaux. Witley.

Erm^ on a feas gu. three torteaux. M. NycoU
Dagworthe, iS.

Or a lion ramp, vert tail forked on a fess arg.

three torteaux. SuxxoN. James SuxxoN, co.

Chester, F.
Sa. on a fess battelly arg. three torteaux.

HoRELi., CO. Lancaster.

5 Boundles (Bezants)
Arg. on a fess sa. five bezants. Beough.
SoMERFOBD, Somerford, co. Chester.

a Bonndles
(^ Bezants)

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. six bezants. Bodyam
or Bodyham.

Bonndelly
Arg. a fess dancetty sa. on each point a bezant.

Bodham.
Erm. a fess gu. bezanty. Sire Johan de

Dagf.worxhe, N.
Gu. a fess or fretty of the second platy at the

joint*. Pboudfonte. Prowdfoote.
Or a fess ru. platy. Dagworth.

3 Bowels

Arg. on a fe.ss gu. three mullets of six points of

the field. Everard.

Arg. on a fess sa. three mullets of six points
or pierced gu. Grimston, Grimston Garth ;

and Kilnwick, East Riding, co. York ; seated

there soon after the Conquest ;
with forty quar-

terings, the principal of which are—Goodman-

ham, Collam, Flinton, De Laland, Portingtou,

Thwaites, Acklom, Danby, Middleton, Conyers,
Close, Estoutville, Fiizwilliam, Lacy, Cromwell,

Dabignie, Hugh Lupus, etc., etc.

Paly of six or and az. on a fess gu. three mullets

with six points of the first. Clambow or

Clanebowe, CO. Somerset. Hovell.
Saltire

Arg. on a fess sa. a saltire betw. two martlets or.

Benstfd.
8 Saltires

Az. on a fess arg. three saltires of the field.

Gale, co. Devon.
Az. on a fess arg. three saltires gu. Gale.

3 Swords

Arg. on a fess gu. three cutlasses erect of the

first hilts or. Chester, Lee, Essex ; gi anted
Feb. 1639.

Arg. on a fess gu. three cutlasses arg. pomelled
of the field. Chester, Upley, Essex.

Or on a fess gu. three cutlasses bendways to the

sinister side arg. pomelled of the -first.

Chester, V.
8 Tails

Az. an eagle displ. or debrui.sed by a fess arg.

charged with three ermine spots sa. Berger.
Gu. five fusils conj. in fess or on each an ermine

spot. Gefrai de Dinaunx, E.
2 Wheels

Arg. on a fess paly of six sa. and .... two
Catherine wheels.... Trowe, co. Devon;
Harl MS. 1538, fo. IB.

Arg. on a fess az. two Catherine wheels of the

first. Carxwright.
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On a FESS.... con(.

3 Wheels
Or on a less az. three Catherine wheels arg,

RUDHALL.
3 Wreaths

Az. on a fess arg. three chaplets gu. Playse.

Placis. Plais.

On a FESS and in Chief

Annulet

Gu. on a fess arg. three spearheads of the first in

chief as many annulets or. Nary.
Az. on a fess or three torteaux in chief as many

annulets gu. in the middle one a tieur delis of

the second. Thornborough, V.

Beast (Bear)

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. seven bezants in chief

a bear couchant of the second. Ford, White

Waltham, co. Berks.

....(Hound)

Arg. on a fess engr. az. three anchors or in chief

a greyhound courant sa. Hine ; granted to

John Hine, of Dartmouth, co. Devon.
Or on a fess invecked az. a rose arg. seeded of

the first barbed vert betw. two plates in chief

a greyhound courant sa. Hayne, Dartmouth,
Honiton, co. Devon

; granted 1702.

Arg. on a fess sa. three bezants in chief a grey-
hound courant of the second. Willymot, Kell-

shull, CO. Hereford; granted 18 June, 1684.

Or on a fess gu. three bezants in chief a grey-
hound courant az. Eynes.

Or on a fess gu. three bezants in chief a grey-
hound courant az. collared arg. Haines.

Or on a fess gu. three bezants in chief a grey-
hound courant sa. collared of the second.

Heynes or Eynes, co. Dorchester ; Charlebury,
CO. Oxford; and co. Salop. Haynes.

Or on a fess gu. three plates in chief a greyhound
courant az. Hayne, Fryer Waddon,co. Dorset;

gra7ited 4 Sept. Iti07.

.... (Lion)

Gu. from a fess or charged with two barrulets az.

a demi lion ramp, issuant of the second.

WiLDEK, Nunhide, CO. Berks; and Purley, co.

Berks; confirmed to John Wilder, in 1760.

Gu. on a fess or three barrulets vert in chief a

demi lion ramp, issuant arg. Vanburgh or

Vanbruq, Clarenceux King of Arms; granted

1714; quartering .... on a bend .... three

maseles .... His Seal of Office.

Paly of six arg. and sa. (?gu.) on a fess or two

barrulets gu. in chief a demi lion ramp, issuant

couuterchanged. Vandviuder, Harl. MS.
5862, fo. 13.

Arg. a fess sa. thereon three escallops or in chief

a lion pass, of the second. Quash, Exeter.

Gu. on a fess or three trefoils az. in chief a lion

pass. arg. Cooke, Brome Hail, co. Norfolk ; of

the co-heirs of the second and last baronet,

Elizabeth m. Thornhagh Gurdon, of Letton, in

Norfolk.

Arg. on a fess sa. three cinquefoils or in chief a

lion pass. gu. Mowrand or Mowron.

Arg. on a fess vert three pheons of the field in

chief a lion pass, guard, gu. crowned with an

antique crown or. Hutchon.

Arg. on a fess az. three boar's heads couped or in

chief a lion pass. gu. Ap-Eice. Lewes Ap-Ees.

Ap-Howell. Ap-Griffith, co. Montgomery,
V. Lewis or Lewes.

On a FESS and in Chief cont.
Bird (Baven)

Arg. on a fess embattled gu. three bezants in the
cliiefdexter quarter a raven ppr. Ravensholme,
V.

3 Birds (Martlets)
Gu. a fess fusilly arg. each charged with a fleur-

de lis sa. in chief three martlets or. Dawbeney.
Canton

Gu. on a fess raguly arg. three martlets sa. a
canton erm. Christmas, London.

Arg. on a fess gu. a crescent of the first and a
canton of the second. Bremshot, co. Hants.
COLBORNE or COLBRAND.

Arg. on a iess sa. three escallops of the first a
canton erm. Parke.

Arg. on a fess sa. three mullets of the field a
canton erm. Pyrke.

.... on a fess .... three lozenges vair a canton of

the last. Sir John Creke
; temp. Edward III ;

in Westley Waterless Church, co. Cambridge ;

Gough, i, 142.

On a Canton (Beast)
Or on a fess indented sa. three cinquefoils of the

field on a canton of the second a lion ramp, of

the first. Launce, Halesworth, Sufi'olk ; granted
8 November, 1580.

.... (Bird)

Erm. on a fess sa. a castle with two towers arg.
on a canton gu. a martlet or. Noel-Hill,
Baron Berwick; created 1784; quartering
second or fretty gu. a canton erm. for Noel,
third gu. on a chief indented sa. three martlets

or for Lovelace, fourth sa. a cbev. betw. three

leopard's faces or for Wentworth.

....(Cross)

Arg. on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis or on a canton

of the second a cross patty fitchy of the third.

James Cathrow-Disney, Somerset Herald ;

quartering or on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three

leopard's faces jessantde-lis as many bezants

for Cathrow.

....(Fleur-de-Lis)

Arg. on a fess wavy gu. three mullets or on a
canton az. a fleur de-lis of the third.

GoMELDON. GUMBI.ETON, Chiswick, Middlesex.

... .(5 Fleurs-de-Lis)
Arg. on a fess gu. three crosses patonce of the

first on a canton az. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Winch.
. . . .(Flower—Eose)

Az. on a fess or three crosses formy fitchy of the

first in chief a canton gu. charged with a demi-

rose betw. two demi-fleurs-de-lis. Deanery of

Gloucester; granted 28 March, 1542.

Erm. on a fess gu. a lion pass, guard arg. a canton

of the second charged with a rose or.

Hopkiks, Arundel, Sussex. Hopkins, New-

land, CO. Gloucester; and Lincoln's Inn,

London; granted 1734.

(Head)
Erm. on a fess gu. three bezants on a canton of

the second a stag's head cabossed arg. Clarke,
a family long seated in Lincolnshire; and

Handsworlh, co. Stafibrd.

Arg. on a fess embattled and counteremhattled sa.

three escallops of the first on a canton quarterly

gu. and az. a leopard's head or. Browne, V.

Erminois on a fess sa. a greyhound courant arg.

on a canton gu. a leopard's head jessant-de-lis

or. Haynes, Chelsea, Middlesex.
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On a FESS and in Chief. . . . cont.

On a Canton cont. (Head) cont.

Sa. OD a fess arg. three crosses patonce of the

first on a canton of the second a spearhead gu.

Newsam, CO. York.

....(Ship)

Arg. on a fess sa. three cinquefoils of the first on

a canton az. a lymphad within a tressure flory

counterflory or. Boswell, Aucliinleck, co. Ayr;

Baronetcy; descended from Thomas Boswt-H,
who fell atFlodden, Boswell, Crawley U range,
CO. Bucks. Another, with a bordure indented

gu. Boswell, Dowen, Scotland.

....(Staflf)

Arg. on a fess az. three pelicans or vulning their

breasts gu. on a canton arg. two staves raguly
in saltire of the fourth a ducal coronet gold.

BoDDiE, or Body, Essex. John alias Thomas
BoDDiE, London; Admiral of the North Fleet

in Ireland ; confirmed 16 July, 1589 ; Harl. MS.
6109, fo. 28.

(Sun)
Arg. on a fess indented az. three estoiles of the

field on a canton az. a sun in splendour or.

Thomson, London.
Or on a fess dancelty az. three estoiles arg. on a

canton of the second the sun in glory ppr.

Thompson, «Haversham, co. Bucks; descended

from Maurice Thompson, of Cheston,co. Herts;
created Baron Haversham 1696 ; extinct

1745. Thompson, Morpeth, Northumberland ;

originally of Cumberland. Thomson, Treveryan
and St. Caroc, Cornwall.

Chief
Az. on a fess gu. three garbs or a chief arg.

Pendleton, co. Lancaster.

On a Chief ( Crescent )

Erm. on a fess .... two crescents .... on a

chief .... three crescents .... Wateeton,
North Witham Church, co. Lincoln; Arch.

Jour., on plate ii, 88.

.... (Estoiles )

Az. on a fess wavy or a cross patty fitchy gu. on
a chief of the last two estoiles of the second.
Matchet or Matcheton.

.... (Head)
Az. a fess of five lozenges or each charged with

an escallop gu. on a chief .... a griffin's head
erased betw. two fleurs-de-lis .... Mott.

(Sword)
Erm. on a fess az. three lozenges or a chief

embattled vert thereon a sword ppr. pomel and
hilt gold surmounted in saltire by a branch of

laurel ensigned by an Eastern crown and on a

canton of the last an elephant ppr. with the
word *'

Assaye" sa. Nagle ; granted to Lieut.-

Colonel James Nagle.
Crescent

Arg. on a fess az. three cocks or in chief a crescent
of the second. Ogill, Poppill, Scotland.

Cross

Or on a fess az. three garbs of the first in chief a

cross crosslet fitchy gu. Veenon, Hanbury, co.

Worcester.

Escallop
Gu. on a fess erm. three small birds sanguine in

chief an escallop arg. Weslett, co. Devon ;

Earl. MS. 1404, fo. 148.
3 Escallops

Per fess vert and gu. on a fess az. a lion pass,
guard or in chief three escallops of the last.

Heffebnan, Ireland; and London.

On a FESS and in Chief. . . . cont.

2 Estoiles

Az. on a fess wavy arg. a cross patty gu. in chief
two estoiles or. John Banks Jenkinson,
Bishop of St. David's 18^5 40.

Arg. on a fess gu. three bezants in chief two
estoiles of the second. Witacee.

3 Estoiles

Az. on a fe^s wavy arg. a cross patty gu. in chief
two estoiles or. Jenkinson, London ; and

Walcot, CO. Oxford ; confirmed 16 James I.

Az. a fess wavy arg. charged with a cross patty gu.
in chief two estoiles or ; and, as an honourable

augmentation (when be was created Lord

Liverpool at the request of the corporation),
upon a chief wavy of the second a cormorant
sa. beaked and legged of the third holding in

the beak a branch of seaweed (called laver) in-

verted vert being the arms of Liverpool.
Jenkinson, Earl of Liverpool 1796.

Fleur-de-Lis

Or on a fess gu. a fleur-de-lis of the first in chief

another of the second. Swyke.
2 Fleurs-de-Lis

Arg. on a fess gu. three bezants in chief two
fleurs-de-lis of the second. Biskham.

Per chev. or and az. a fess fusilly of the first

each fusil charged with an escallop gu. in chief
two fleurs-de-lis of the last. Edgae.

3 Flenrs-de-Lis

Or on a fess gu. a fleurde-lis of the first in chief
three fleurs-de-lis of the second. Swyke.

1 3-Foil

Arg. on a fess raguly az. three fleurs-de lis or in
chief a trefoil slipped vert. Woods, Sussex.

Wood, Staple Inn, Middlesex ; descended from
Kent; granted 6 May, 1613.

3 d-Foils

Arg. on a fess .... a barrulet gu. in chief three

cinquefoils vert. Winchelsey.
Gu. on a fess or three pellets in chief as many

cinquefoils arg. Scudder, Kent.
Fruit

Arg. on a fess sa. a lion pass. betw. two escallops
ot the field in chief nine ears of barley gu. three
three and three each placed one in pale and
two in saltire and banded or. Leyland,
Morley, co. Lancaster. Sir Wm. Leyland, co.

Lancaster, V.
Hand

Gu. on a fess arg. two ogresses in chief a dexter

gauntlet betw. two castles of the second.

ToNSoN, Iieland. Tonson, Baron Riversdale
1783.

Head
Arg. a fess az. surmounted of three arrows the
middlemost in pale the other two bend dexter
and sinister wise points meeting in base coun-

terchanged in chief a boar'ss head erased sa.

Hutcheson, Scotland.
Sa. on a fess arg. three quatrefoils of the field in

chief a nag's head erased of the second.

Knight, Baldock and Weston, co. Hertford ;

and Betsford, co. Nottingham.
Az. goutty arg. on a fess or three crosses cross-

lets gu. in chief a leopard's face of the second.
Daelington.

2 Heads
Arg. on a fess gu. three mullets of the first in chief

two boar's heads couped sa. Boiilkeley, V.

Arg. on a fess az. three crescents or in chief two
lion's heads erased gu. Blakie or Blackie,
Scotland.
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On a FESS and in chief .... cont.

8 Heads
Gu. a fess engr. or in chief tliree goat's heads

couped arg. the fess charged with as many
escallops of the field. Warham, co. Hants.

Human Figure

Arg. on a fess gu. tliree escallops in chief a demi
man in armour on his left arm a shield charged
vith a saltire in his right band a sword.

Macarmick, Truro, Cornwall.

Label

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. three bezants a label

of three points gn. Bohgh.

Monster (Griffin)

Arg. on a fess dancetty gu. voided of the field

. three blackbirds ppr. in chief a griffin segreant
betw. two crickets of the second. Griffiths,
CO. Hereford.

Arg. in base three ravens sa. betw. two bars

dancetty gu. in chief a griffin segreant betw.

two grasslioppers of the second. Griffiths.

Mullet

Arg. on a fess gu. three wolfs heads couped of

the field in chief a mullet of the second.

CURSON.

2 Mullets

Arg. on a fess gu. three bezants in chief two
mullets gu. Richard Witacre, E.

Arg. a lion pass. betw. two barrulets gu. in chief

as many mullets az. McCanald, Scotland.

Or on a fess az. three garbs banded gold in chief

two mullets gn. Vernon, co. Chester; con-

firmed 8 June, 1583. Nicol D'Oddingeseles,
E.

Arg. on a fess gu. three escallops or in chief two
mullets of the second. Odingsell.

Arg. on a fess sa. three escallops or in chief two
mullets gu. Odinosells, V.

3 Mullets

Arg. betw. two barrulets a lion pass. gu. in chief

three mullets az. Makraynald or M'Raynald,
Scotland.

Arg. on a fess sa. a martlet or in chief three mul-

lets of the second. Walford, Siratford-on-

Avon, CO. Warwick.

Arg. on a fess voided a boar's head couped gu. in

chief three mullets of the last. Ireland,
Scotland,

Aj-g. a fess sa. charged with a mullet of the first

in chief three mullets of the second. Townley,
Royle, CO. Lancaster ; descended from Nicholas,

younger brother of Sir Richard Townley, of

Townley, knighted by Lord Stanley, at Hutton

Field, in 1481. Townley, Townhead, co.

Lancaster.

Arg. on a fess sa. a rose of the first in chief three

mullets of the second. Townley, FuUbourn

Hall, CO. Cambridge; and Beaupr6 Hall, Nor-

folk.

Pales

Per fess paly of six arg. and az. and or on a fess

gu. three scythes arg. Sethington.

Portcullis

Arg. on a fess sa. three mullels or in chief a port-
cullis raised throughout sa. Hallon, co.

Chester, 1535.

Quarter

Arg. on a less gu. three crosses flory of the field a

quarter az. seray of fleursde-lis or. Wyncbe,
yVoodford, Essex,

On a FESS and in chief. . . .cont.

Beptile
Or on a tews az. three cinquefoils in chief a ser-

pent surgent in pale ppr. Clarke, co.

Warwick,

Bonndle (Bezant)
Az. on a fess or a lion pass. gu. iq chief three

bezants. Piett; granted Feb. 1611 to Richard
Piett, Sheriftof London.

Az. on a fess or a lion pass, guard, gu. in chief
three bezants. Pyot, London, 1611.

Az. on a fess or a lion pass. sa. in chief three
bezants. Pyot, co. Stafibrd.

.... (Ogresses or Pellets)

Arg. on a fess sa. three escallops of the first in

chief as many pellets each charged with a fleur-

de-lis or. Malyart. Thomas Malyart, co.

Somerset, F.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. three plates in chief

as many ogresses. Scopington or Scoppington.

.... (Plates)

Gu. on a fess arg. three annulets sa. in chief three

plates. Brampton.
Gu. on a fess arg. a mullet sa. in chief three

plates. Brampton, Attleborough, Norfolk.

Sword
Gu. on a fess arg, three pine apples slipped vert

in chief a sword barwise point to the sinister

side arg. hiked or a chief. Applewhaite,
SuflTolk.

TaU
Arg. on a fess sa. three mullets of six points

pierced or in the dexter chief point an ermine

spot. Grimston, Earl of Verulam 1815; quar-

tering sa. a fess dancetty betw. two leopard's
faces or for Luckyn. Grimston, Bradfeld,

Suffolk; a younger branch of the Grimatons of

Grimston Garth.

On a FESS and in base

Anchor

Arg. on a fess gu. two crosses crosslet or in

base an anchor of the second. Terrell,
Ireland.

Beast
Or on a fess az. a spur-rowel arg. in base a lion

naissant gu. armed and langued sa. Salmon,
France.

Book

Arg. on a fess az. three mullets or and in base a

book expanded ppr. Mure, Philoth, Scotland.

Chevron

Arg. a fess gu. charged with a mullet of the field

in base a chev. of the second. Mack.

Crescent

Or on a fess az. two pheons pointing outward

conjoined by an annulet arg. iu base a crescent

gn. CoMBREY, Scotland.

Or on a fess az. three mullets arg. and in base a

crescent gu. Durham, Grange, Scotland.

Or on a fess engr. az. three mullets arg. in base

a crescent gu. Durham, Ardouny, Scotland.

Cross

Arg. on a fess gu. two crosses crosslet or and one

in base harry of the second. Tirrell, Ireland.

Flower

Arg. on a fess gu. a mullet betw. two crescents

of the first in base a rose of the second.

Blane or Blain, Scotland.
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On a FESS and in base cont.

Homan Figures
Per fess purp. and vert a fess sa. on the fess a

• monastery with two wings ppr. in base three

monks the centre one affronty the other two

confronting him all habited ppr. Monkhouse,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Leaves

Arg. on a fess gu. three oval buckles or in base

three thistle leaves conjoined vert, Leslie,

Glasslough, CO. Monagban; a branch of the

Leslies of Balquhain, established in Ireland,

temp. Charles I, by John Leslie, Bishop of

Eaphoe, and afterwards of Cloger; quartering

quarterly first and fourth arg. on a bend az.

three oval buckles or, second and third or a lion

gu. over all a bendlet sa.

Tails

Arg. on a fess az. three crosses crosslet or in base

as many ermine spots. Paul, Woodchester,
CO. Glouceslfr, 1761. Her. Off. Grants, vol. lo,

Paul, Rodborough, co. Gloucester, and West-
cliffe House, Brighton ; Baronetcy 1821.

On a FESS betw
Anchor

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. an anchor erect in chief

entwined by a serpent ppr. and in base a rose

gn. a crescent betw. two mullets of the field.

Blank, Blanefield.co. Ayr; and Culverfield, co.

Berks; Baronetcy 1812.

8 Anchors
Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three anchors or as many

lion's heads erased gu. Wayseman, co. Oxford.
Wenman or Wavneman.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three anchors or as many
lion's heads erased of the field. Wenman,
Shouldern, Caswell, CO. Oxford.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three anchors or as many
lion's heads erased gu. Wenman.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three anchors sa. as many
eagle's heads erased or. Theed, co. Bucks.

2 Annulets
Gu. on a fess erm. betw. a cross patty fitchy and
two annulets in chief and one in base or a lion

pass. az. Underwood, Dublin.

Arg. on a fess betw. two annulets gu. a mullet
betw. as many cups covered or. Dbaper,
London.

8 Annulets
Az. on a fess arg. l^tw. three annulets or a lion

pass. sa. a label for diff. Cowden.
Az. on a fess erm. betw. three annulets or a lion

pass, of the first. Underwood, Duchess of

Inverness; quartering gu. a fess betw. three

crosses crosslet fitchy or for Gore.
Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three annulets or a lion

pass. az. Underwood, co. Hereford.
Per bend sa. and gu. on a fess betw. three annu-

lets arg. a lion ramp, of the first. Pelborotjgh.
Sa. on a fess erm. betw. three annulets or a lion

pass, of the field. Underwood, Buxley, and

Haveningham, Norfolk.

Az. a chev. betw. three annulets or over all on a

fess of the second as many martlets gu.

Hadley, Mayor of London 1379 and 1393.

Halley, London.

Arg. on a fess betw. three annulets gu. as many
• ducal coronets or. Hains.
.... a chev debruised by a fess .... charged
with a crescent .... all betw. three annulets
.... Hedley, Newcastle on-Tyne.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three annulets sa. as many
crosses botonny fitchy arg. Eburton.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Annulets cont.

Arg. on a fess betw. three annulets gu. a mullet
betw. two covered cups or. Christ. Draper,
Mayor of London, 1506; quartering arg. on
two chevs. betw. three text T sa. six martlets

or. Seymour's Stowe's London.

Arg. on a fess engr. betw, three annulets gu. as

many covered cups or. Draper; installed

Knight of the Bath, 15 June, 1772. Draper,
CO. Bedford; Middlesex; and co. Oxford.
Kylom alias Draper, temp. Hen. VII, V.

Or on a fess betw. three annulets gu. as many
covered cups of the field. Draper, Colebrook,
Middlesex; confirmed 14 Oct. 1571.

Or on a fess betw. three annulets gu. as many
standing cups of the field. Dayton, co.

Bedford.
Or on a fess per pale arg. and sa. a fess wavy

counterchanged betw. three annulets of the
third. HoRNSEY.

Arg. on a fess betw. three annulets gn. as raany
leopard's heads of the field. Somerville,
Eadstone, co. Warwick ; and Somerville Aston,
CO. Gloucester. Somebfeld, V.

Arg. on a fess betw. three annulets gu. a mullet of

the field betw. two covered cups or. Draper,
Melton Mowbray, co. Leicester; and co. Not-

tingham.
Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three annulets gu. a

mullet pierced of the first enclosed by two
covered cnps or. Kylom alias Draper, V.

Arg. on a fess betw. three annulets sa. as many
mullets of the field. Fooge.

Arg. on a fess betw. three annulets sa. as many
mullets pierced of the field. Figg. Fogg or

Fogge, Richbnry, Kent. M. Thomas Fogge,
S. Sir Thomas Fogg, V.

Or on a fess betw. three annulets sa. as many
mullets pierced of the first. Fogg.

Arg. on a fess betw. three annulets or as many
torteaux. Thornborough.

Arg. on a fess nebuly betw. three annulets gu. six

bezants. Hayne or Haynes, V.

Arg. a fess az. bezanty betw. three annulets of the
second. Haines, co. Berks.

Arg. on a fess betw. three annulets gu. as many
ermine spots of the first. Gilbert.

Or on a fess betw. three annulets gu. as many
ermine spots of the first. Gilbert.

6 Annulets

Arg. on a fess betw. six annulets gu. three annu-
lets of the first. AVENET or AVENETT.

Arg. on a fess betw. six annulets sa. three mullets

pierced of the first. Fogg.
Erm. on a fess betw. six annulets az. three mul-

lets arg. Merbifield.
Gu. on a fess betw. six annulets arg. three

mullets sa. Bdrsted.
Gu. on a fess or betw. six annulets arg. three

mullets pierced of the second. Bursted, V.
Gu. a fess arg. betw. six annulets or on the fess

an ogress. Pickering.
Gu. a fess arg. fretty az. betw. six annulets or

three two and one. Pykering, temp. Edw.
IV, V.

Arg. on a fess betw. six annulets sa. three
bezants. Marshall, V.

Arch see Building
Arrows

Sa. on a fess or betw. six arrows bendwise arg.
three blackamoor's heads of the first.

Kaynell.
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On a FESS betw cont.

Arrows cont.

Vert on a fess or a greyhound courant arg. pel-

letty betw. three bundles of arrows ol' the

second. Matcham.
Arg.'on a fess az. betw. a stag's head in chief and

a sheaf of arrows in base three fleurs-de-lis.

Kay.
Axe

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three martlets in chief

and the lloman fasces erect surmounting two
swords in saltire and encircled by a chaplet in

base or three cliessrooks sa. Brown, Lea

Castle, CO. Worcester.
Erin, on a fess az. betw. two roses in chief gu.

barbed and seeded and the Roman fasces erect

in base ppr. three bezants. Rathbone, Liver-

pool ; Greenbank, Woodcroft, and Allerton

Priory, CO. Lancaster.

Or on a fess vert betw. three halberts az. staves

gu. a fleur-de-lis betw. two derai roses pale-

ways arg. seeded of the field. Jenynges,
Suff^olk,

Or on a fess vert betw. three battle-axes gu. a

fleur-de-lis of the first enclosed by two demi
roses arg. Jenynges, V.

Or on a fess vert betw. three battle-axes gu. a

rose betw. two demi fleurs-de-lis or. Jennings,
CO. Devon.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. os many battle-axes of

the latter three dexter liands ppr. couped at the

wrists. ToMLiN, Northdown, near Margate,
Kent.

Vert on a fess arg. betw. two woodbills saltireways
in chief and another erect in base of the last a

liuman heart betw. two roses gu. barbed ppr.
seeded or. Billinghurst, Sussex.

.... on a fess betw. a squirrel in chief .... and
three axes in base .... two mullets ....

CoLLiNsoN, The Chantrey, Sufi'olk.

(Fire) Balls

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three grenados sa.

fired ppr. a plate. Silvertop, Minster-Acres,

Northumberland; descended from W. Silvertop,
of Stella, CO. Durham.

Barrolets see Cotises

2 Bars

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. two bars gu. a boar's

head erased inter two laurel branches of the

field. Vanhiteson.
Sa. on a fess gu. betw. two bars wavy arg. three

broad arrows paleways or the heads down.
Ceewenhall.

Arg. on a fess betw. two bars nebuly sa. a lion

pass, of the field. Grumstead. Snow, eo.

Herts; London; Westminster; and co. Wilts

Erra. on a fess barruled sa. three crescents or.

Breston, CO. Herts.

Arg. on 8 fess betw. two bars gemelles gu. three

fleurs-de-lis arg. Raphe de N<emanvile, A.

Az. on a fess arg. betw. two bars dancetty or three

cinquefoils gu. Somersham, V.

Arg. on a fess barruled betw. three martlets sa. as

many mullets pierced or. Pirry, co. Dorset.

4 Bars

Arg. on a fess az.betw. four barrulets wavy of the

second three martlets or. Elliot, eo. Salop.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. four bars wavy az. three

fleurs-de-lis or. Elliot.

Arg. on a fess betw. two bars gemelles gu. three

fleurs-de-lis of the first. Sir Wm. Normanvill,
V. The same over all a bend sinister az.

Normanvill, Kilwick, co. York.

On a FESS betw cont.
4 Bars co7it.

Arg. on a fess betw. two bars gemelles gu. three
eagle's heads erased or. Glasqood.

Erm. on a fess gu. betw. two bars gemelles sa.
three griifin's heads erased or. Spateman,
Rode-Nook, co. Derby; three generations are

given in the Visitation of 16C2
; one of the

co-heirs m. Wigley of Wigley.
Beast (Deer)

Arg. on a fess or betw. in chief a buck courant
sft. three torteaux and in base as many butter-
flies az. Bynoe.

.... (Leopard)
Or on a fess betw. three books in chief gu. leaves

of the field and a leopard pass, in base sa. a
fleur-de-lis betw. two crescents of the first.

Goodeice.
Vert on a fess or betw. three crescents in chief

and a leopard pass, guard, tail coward in base

arg. four ermine spots sa. Sijipson, co. Bucks.

.... (Lion)

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. in chief a lion ramp, or

and in base a tower of the second three annu-
lets flZ- Debonnaire ; quortered by Lord
]\Ionson.

Az. on a fess or betw. in chief a castle arg. over

it the word " Netherlands" in letters of gold
and in base a lion coucbant arg, round the
neck a med&l or hung by a ribbon gu. fimbri-

ated az. three grenades fired ppr, Jones,
Cranmer Hall, Norfolk ; Baronetcy 1831.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two Cornish choughs in

chief ppr. and in base a lion pass. gu. crowned
or a fort of the field. Garston.

Erm. a pile gu. charged with a lion pass, guard,
in chief or and a wimble in base ppr. a fess

chequy az. and of the third thereon two escal-

lops sa. WiMEi.E, Lewes, Sussex.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three mullets in chief and
a lion ramp, in base gu. a boar's head coupei
of the field all within a bordure of the third

charged with three trefoils slipped of the first.

M'Crae or Macrea, Shetland.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two mullets in chief and
a lion ramp, in base az. a griflfin's head couped
of the field. Cree, Scotland.

....(Sheep)

Az. on a fess wavy or betw. two lions ramp, in

chief arg. and the paschal lamb in base ppr.
three crosses patiy .... Lamb.

....(Squirrel)

On a fess betw. a squirrel in chief and three axes

in base two mullets. Collinson, The Chantry,
Suffolk.

(Wolf)
Arg. on a fess wavy az. betw. two swallows volant

in chief and on a mount in base a wolf pass, a

bezant betw. two mullets. Hesse.

2 Beasts (Boars)

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two boars pass. sa. armed

or a rose betw. two eaglets displ. of the fourth.

Paul Bushe, Bishop of Bristol 1549-54;

granted by Barker; Ashviole MS. 858.

Per pale sa. and arg. on a fess betw. two boars

pass, the one in chief towards the dexter the

other in base towards the sinister two crosses

crosslet all counterchanged. Sillifant,

Coombe, co. Devon; the Sillifants, originally
lUl
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On a FESS betw cont.

2 Beasts co7it. (Boars) cont.

Sullivan, or Syllivan, derived from the SuUivans

of Ireland, came from that kingdom in 1641,

and acquired the estate of Coombe in 1677, in

marriage with Snell.

Sa. on a fess betw. two boars pass. arg. a javelin

point of the field. Wildboee, co. Dorset; and

Doncaster, co. York.

.... (Cats)

Sa. on a fess or betw. two cats pass. arg. a cross

formy betw. as many crescents gu. Tillee or

Tylee, Middlesex. Tyler.

....(Deer)

Arg. on a fess wavy az. betw. two bucks trippant
in chief and in base two sugar-canes in saltire

surmounted by a bill in pale all ppr. three

estoiles or. Timporin, co. Herts.

Per pale or and gu. on a fess betw. two hinds

pass, as many lozenges all counterchanged.
Gardiner, Thnndiidgebury, co. Herts.

.. ..(Hounds)

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. fimbriated or betw. two

greyhounds current of the second three fleurs-

de-lis of the third. Baker.
Erm. on a fess invected betw. two greyhounds

current sa. a garb or betw. twofleurs-de lis arg.

Baker, Cottesmore and Langham Hall, co.

Rutland.
Erminois on a fess couped vert betw. two talbots

pass, in pale sa. a rose arg. barbed and seeded

ppr. Elboeou(3h.

....(Leopards)
Az. on a fess betw. two leopards pass, or three

crosses crosslet gu. Makepeace.
Az. on a fess betw. two leopards pass, or three

crosses crosslet fitchy gu. Makepeace, Lon-
don ; and Warfield, co. Berks. Makepeace,
Middle Temple, London; and co. Warwick;
granted I7'<!4.

.... (Lions)
Sa. on a fess arg. betw. two lions pass, in chief and

a sinister hand bendways couped at the wrist in

base or a buck courant gu. Dudley, 'Willing-
ham House, CO. Cambridge; Baronet.

Quarterly gu. and erminois on a fess az. three
martlets or betw. in the first and fourth quarters
a lion ramp. arg. Bayley; Baronetcy 1834.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two lions pass, guard, gu.
each charged on the shoulder with a bezant a
tower triple towered betw. as many fleurs-de-lis

or. Cade.
Sa. on a fess or betw. two lions pass, guard, arg.

pelletty three crescents gu. Tyler, Pembridge,
CO. Hereford, 1559; and London, 1649; Her.

Off. c. 24., 116-6.

Az. on a fess engr. or betw. two lions pass, per
pale or and arg. a cross crosslet fitchy gu. betw.
two lozenges sa. Dickinson, B'rch Hall, co.

LBncaster.
Az. on a fess wavy or betw. two lions ramp, in

chief arg. and the paschal lamb in base ppr.
three crosses patty .... Lamb.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass. sa. a fleur-

de-lis of the field betw. as many mullets or.

GooDRiCK, Bibston and Bolingbrook, co. York.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa.

a fleur-de lis betw. two crescents or. Goodeyke,
of Ribton, 1542.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa.

a fleur-de-lis of the first betw. two crescents or.

On a FESS betw cont.
2 Beasts cont. (Lions) co7it.

Thomas Goodrich, Bishop of Ely 1534-54;

quartering arg. on a chev. betw. three trefoils sa.

three crescents or.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa.

a fleur-de-lis arg. betw. two crescents or a

canton gu. for difference. Goodricke-
HoLYOAKE, Studley Castle, co. Warwick ; Baro-

netcy 1835; quartering per pale or and gu. a

buck's head cabossed betw. two crosses patty
in pale all counterchanged for Holyoake.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa.

a fleur-de-lis or betw. two crescents of the
field. GooDRicKE, Ribstone Hall, co. York;
Baronetcy 1641.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass, guard sa.

a fleur-de lis betw. as many crescents or.

GooDEiCK, Isle of Ely; and Stanmore, co.

Middlesex.

Arg. on a fess betw. two lions pass, guard, sa. a

fleur-de-lis betw. as many crescents or.

GooDRiCK, East Kirkby, co. Lincoln.

GODEEICH.
Or on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass, guard sa. a

fleur-de-lis betw. as many crescents of the
field. GooDLET, Eropshaugh.

Quarterly or and arg. on a fess az. three fleurs-

de-lis of the first in the first and fourth quarters
a fess chequy of the second and third and in

the second and third quarters a lion ramp. gu.
debruised by a bend raguly gold. Steward,
Stoke Park, Sufi'olk.

Az. on a fess arg. betw. two lions pass, or three

boar's heads couped gu. Lewis, Uskaine

Castle, CO. Tipperary.
Sa. on a fess betw. two lions counterpass. arg. a

mullet of the first pierced of the second.

Clegg, AUerton, co. Lancaster.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two lions pass, guard, gu.
each charged on the shoulder with a bezant
a tower betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. William

Cade, of Romford, Essex, V.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa.

three bezants. Noble, co. Stafford.

Or on a fess gu. betw. two lions pass. sa. three

bezants. Noble.

.... (Tigers)
Gu. on a fess arg. betw. two tigers pass, or three

mullets pierced sa. Elkin or Elkyn, London;
granted 1558.

.... ("Wolves)
Arg. on a fess az. betw. two wolves pass, in chief

and a crossbow in base gu. three martlets or.

HoETON, HuUington, co. Somerset; and liford,
CO. Wilts.

3 Beasts (Antelopes)
Az. on a fess betw. three antelopes pass, or as

many escallops gu. Capps, Martham, Norfolk.

. . . .(Badgers)
Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three badgers ppr. two

cinquefoils pierced arg. on each leaf an ermine

spot. James Beoks, Bishop of Gloucester

1554-8; granted 1554.

.. ..(Bears)
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three bears pass. sa.

muzzled or a fleur-de-lis betw. two martlets of

the third. Barham, Staines, Middlesex ; and

Canterbury, Kent.
Vert on a fess betw. three bears saliant arg. as

many fleurs-de-lis of the field. Butiiman or
Blythman. London.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Beasts cont. (Bears) cont.

Arg. on a less gu. betw. three bears pass. sa.

muzzled of the second as many plates each

charged with a mullet az. Fynbarun, V.
FiNBARN.

.... (Beavers)

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three beavers pass. sa.

langued or a crosslet fitchy betw. two trefoils of
the last. NoRDEN. John Nohden, Kent, V.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three beavers pass. sa.

as many crosses crosslet fitchy or. Norden,
Easthill, Kent.

....(Boars)
Or on a fess betw. three boars pass. az. as many

annulets of the first. Hooper, London ; Stan-
more Cottage, Middlesex; and Sarura, co.
Wilts.

Az. on a fess betw. three boars arg. as many
eagles of the field. Bunce, Kent

;
and London.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw, three boars pass. sa. a
fleur de-lis betw. two eagles displ. or. Bushe,
CO. Wilts.

Arg. on a fess betw. three boars pass. sa. a fleur-

de-lis betw. two eagles displ. or. Bush.
Az. on a fess engr. betw. three boars pass. or.

three escallops gu. a gold medal of William and

Mary on an escutcheon of honour granted to

the arms by that King and Queen. Tuppee.

.... (Cats)

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three mountain cats or a
cross formy of the first. Hill, co. Berks.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three cats pass, guard, or
a cross moline enclosed by two cocks gu.
Hill, V.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three cats pass, guard or
a cross moline enclosed by two escallops gu.
Hill, Dorney, co. Bucks, V. Hill, co.

Berks.

Sa. on a fess or betw, three oats pass, guard, arg.
a cross moline enclosed by two crescents gu.
Sir Wm. Tyler, V. Tyler.

Sa. on a fess beiw, three cats pass, or as many
crosses moline of the field. Hill, co. Beds,

...,(Deer)
Sa. on a fess engr. or betw. three bucks statant

arg. a martlet. Dyer, Waterplace, co. Hertford,
V.

Az. a fess arg. fretty gu. betw, three harts spring-
ing or attired arg. Hargrave, BoUingbrook,
CO. Lincoln, V.

Quarterly or and vert on a fess erm, betw. three

stags courant counterchanged a fret gu.
Hargreaves, CO. Lancaster,

Yert a fess arg. fretty gu. betw, three stags in full

course or attired of the second. Habgrave,
Blickling, Norfolk,

Sa. on a fess engr. betw, three bucks pass, or

as many laurel leaves vert, Pledgred,
Bosthum, CO. Cambridge.

Per pale or and gu. on a fess betw. three hinds
two lozenges all counterchanged. Gardner.

Per pale or and gu. on a fess betw, three hinds

trippant two mascles all counterchange(J,
Gardner, Thunderley, Essex, W.

Quarterly indented az, and gu. on a fess arg.
betw. three stags courant or as many mascles
of the first betw, four ermine spots. Hargrave,
Shawdon, NorthumberlaDd.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three demi hinds couped
az. as many bezants. Heynes.

On a FESS betw cont.
3 Beasts cont. (Deer) cont.

Sa, on a less engr. arg. betw. three hinds trippant
or as many torteaux each charged with a pbeoo
of the second. Parke, Kent; and London.
Parke, Sutton Valence, Kent, V.

....(Goats)
Sa, on a fess betw. three goats pass, arg. attired

bearded and unguled or as many crescents gu.
Ives, co. Northampton.

Sa. on a fess betw. three goats pass. arg. as many
pellets. Man, Newcastle,

Sa. on a fess counterembaltled betw. three

goats pass. arg. as many pellets. Mann,
Earl Cornwallis ; quartering sa. goutty d'eau
on a fess arg, three Cornish choughs ppr. for

Cornwallis. Man, London. Man or Mann,
Ipswich, Sufi'olk ; granted 2 March, 1692.

Sa, on a fess embattled and counterembattled
betw, three goats statant arg. as many pellets,

Mann, Linton, Kent; Baronetcy 1755,

Vert on a fess or betw. three goats passant ppr.
three towers sa. Castleman, formerly of

Hinlon St. Mary, afterwards of Wimborne, co.

Dorset,

.. ..(Horses)

Gu, on a fess betw. three horses courant arg, as

many annulets az. Bush,
Vert on a fess or betw. three colts courant arg,

as many roses gu. Sturt, More Critchill, co,

Dorset, Sturt, London; and Southampton;
granted 1091,

Arg. on a fess betw, three colts courant sa, as

many trefoils slipped or, Colthurst, Ardrum,
CO. Cork; Baronetcy 1744.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three colts arg. as many
hurts. RusHE, Suffolk.

Purp. on a fess or betw. three horses pass. arg.
as many hurts. Rushe, Suffolk, V.

Quarterly gu. and arg. on a fess per pale vert and
or betw. three horses courant as many roundles

all counterchanged. Rush, Wimbledon, Surrey:
and Elsenham Hall, Essex.

.... on a fess or betw. three horses courant arg.
as many pellets. Rush.

....(Hounds)

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three demi greyhounds
courant az, as many bezants. Eynes, co.

Salop. Haynes, CO. Salop.
Per pale or and az, on a fess engr, arg. betw.

three greyhounds courant counterchanged a

fleur-de-lis inter two lozenges gu. White,
Poole and Tickleford, co. Dorset. White,
Yeovil, CO. Somerset; quartering arg. a demi

lion ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder with a

fleur-de-lis or for Mervin ; and arg. on a bend

engr, betw. two lions ramp. sa. three annulets

or for Lambert.
Az. on a fess betw. three greyhounds courant or

collared gu. as many roses of the last slipped

ppr. White, Charlton House, co. Dorset.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three greyhounds courant

az. as many bezants. Eynes or Eymes.

Arg. on a fess betw. three talbots gu. as many
lozenges or. Potkin, co. Cambridge; Rick-

mausworth, co. Herts; and Sevenoaks, Kent,

V.

Arg, on a fess betw. three talbots courant gu. as

many mascles or. Poking or Porkins, Kent.

(Leopards)
Sa. on a fess betw. three leopards pass, ai'g. as

many escallops gu. Hill, Wye, Kent.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Beasts cont. (Leopards) cont.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three leopards pass.

guai d. or spotted of the field as many escallops

gu. Hill, Marquess of Uownshire ; quarteiing
second per bend sinister erra. and sa. a lion

ramp. aig. ; third gu. a cinqnefoil arg.; fourth

arg. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipi^ed gu,
.... (Lions)

Sa. on a fess indented betw. three lions ramp.
reguard. arg. each silpporting an altar or

flaming ppr. nine billets of the field. Smyth,
Essex.

Az. on a fess flory counterflory betw. three lions

pass, guard, or as many birds sa. Hewett,
Lord Mayor of London 1559.

Az. on a fess flory counteiflory betw. three lions

pass. arg. as many lapwings ppr. Hewix,
London.

Az. on a fess betw. three lions ramp, or as many
martlets sa. Thoepe, co. I'ork.

Sa. on a fess dancetty arg. betw. three lions ramp.
as many martlets. Woodyer.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three lions ramp, or as

many partridges ppr. Pakteidge.
Az. on a fess tiory betw. three lions pass, or as

many magpies ppr. Hewett, London
;
and

CO. York,
Az. on a fess or betw. three demi lions ramp. arg.

a cannon dismounted sa. betw. two roundles

per pale or and gu. Bennet, Newcastle,
Northumberland.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three lions ramp. arg. as

many crescents .... Brickhdrst, co. Lincoln.
Sa. on a fess betw. three lions ramp, or as many

crescents of the field. Brighouse, co. Lincoln.
Per pale az. and or on a fess "term. betw. three

lions pass, guard, counterchanged a cross patty
betw. two cinquefoils gu. Trower.

Gu. on a fess wavy betw. three lions pass. arg. as

many crosses patty of the field. JJavidge, co.

Somerset.
Az. on a fess arg. betw. three lions ramp, or as

many crosses patty fiichy sa. Madoc ap
Jorwobth.

Az. on a less or betw. three lions ramp, of
the last as many crosses patty fitchy sa.

Jerworth.
Arg. on a fess go. betw. three lions pass, guard.

sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two crescents of the field.

Goodridge, Charlew, co. Gloucester.
Vert on a fess betw. three lions ramp. arg. as

many fleurs-de-lis gu. Bi.ythman, Essex.
Az. on a fess or betw. three lions ramp. arg. a

rose gu, betw. two Cornish choughs ppr.
Cromwell.

Az. on a fess betw. three lions ramp, or a rose gu.
betw. two martlets sa. Cromwell. Thomas
Cromwell, Earl of Essex, temp. Henry VIll,

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three demi lions ramp,
couped gu. three buglehorns stringed or. Bond,
RedbrookjCO. Gloucester.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a fess gu. betw. three
lions pass, guardant or two broaches in saltire

betw. two trundles (i. e., quills of gold thread)
or. Company of Embroiderers, London.

Paly of six erm. and az. on a fess gu. betw. three
lions pass, guardant or two broaches in saltire

betw. two empty quills of the last.

Company of Embroiderers, Bristol (ancient).
Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three lions ramp. gu. as

many mullets of the field. Matthew.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three lions pass. sa. as

many bezants. Noble, Chorley Hall, co.

Staflbrd.

(Moles)

Arg. on a fess bet*, three moles sa. as many
escallops or. Mitford.

(Otters)

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three otters sa. as many
crosses crosslet or. Morden, Kent.

.... (Ounces)

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three ounces pass, guard,

or as many escallops gu. Hill, co. Berks.

(Oxen)
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three calves sa. a mullet

arg. Calveley, co. Chester; Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 227.

Arg. on a fess wavy gu. betw. three calves pass,

sa. a sword fessways point to the sinister ppr.

pomel and hilt or. Metcalfe, Chilton, co.

Berks; and Ham Common, Surrey; Baronetcy
1802.

....(Panthers)

Or on a fess az. betw. three panthers pass. ppr. a

pansey of the first betw. two lillies arg.

Northey, Bocking, Essex.

Or on a fess az. betw. three panthers statantsemy
of estoiles arg. two lilies of the last with a rose

in centre gold stem vert. Northey, Epsom,
Surrey ; and Ivey House, co. Wilts.

.... (Babbits, etc.)

Or on a fess betw. three coneys current sa. as

many martlets arg. Andeley, Essex.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three bares arg. a crescent

betw. two martlets sa. Christmas or

Cristmass.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three conies arg. a crescent

az. betw. two martlets sa. Christmas, Essex.

John Cristmas, Colchester, Eissex, V.

Gu. on a fess betw. thi-ee conies arg. as many
mullet? sa. Christmas,

....(Ehinoceros)
Az. on a fess or betw, three rhinoceroses arg. as

many escallops gu. Tapps-Gervis, Hinton

House, CO. Hants; Baronetcy 17f)l; quar-

tering Gervis.

Az. on a fess betw. three rhinoceroses or as many
escallops gu. Tappes.

.. ..(Squirrels)
Pean on a fess engr. or betw. three squirrels

sejant arg. each holding a marigold slipped

ppr. a stag's head erased az. betw. two fountains

also ppr. Smith, Pygon's Hill, Lydiate, co.

Lancaster; and Cumberland.
Az. on a fess betw. three squirrels sejant arg. as

many leaves vert all within a bordure engr. or

charged with ogresses. Stockwood, London.

Another, charged with hurts. Stockwood,
London.

Az. on a fess betw. three squirrels sejant arg. as

many trees vert fructed or all within a bordure

engr. or charged with eight torteaux. Edward
Stockwood, V.

Sa. on a fess engr. or betw. three squirrels sejant

arg. each holding a marigold slipped ppr. as

many roundles barry of six arg. and az.

Smith, Cumberland.
.... (Urchins)

Gu. on a fess betw. three hedgehogs arg. a heart

of the first, Claxton, V.
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On a F£SS betw cont.

3 Beasts cont. (Wolves)
Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three wolves pass, sa.

collared or as many boar's heads couped close

of the last. Salfokd, Burton-upon-Trent, V.

Selford.

4 Beasts (Lions)
Per pale arg. and gu. on a fess sa. betw. four

lions ramp, counterchanged three garbs or.

Murphy.
Quarterly arg. and gu. four lions ramp, counter-

changed over all on a fess sa. three garbs or.

Murphy, Ireland.

6 Beasts (Lions)
Gu. on a fess dancetiy arg. betw. six lions pass.

or three martlets sa. Griffin, co. Stafford ;

and Suffolk. Griffith, Burton Agnes, co.

York; Baronetcy in 1627; heiress, Frances,
m. Sir Matthew Boynton, of Boynton and

Barmston, Baronet. Mr. Yse ap Griffith, S.

Griffith, Gloucester. Sir Walter Griffith,
Wichnor, co. Stafford, V.

Gu. on a fess indented arg. betw. six lions rarap.
or three martlets sa. Gruffeth, Wicknor, co.

Stafford ; and Wiginore, co. Warwick.
Gu. on a fess dancetiy arg. betw. six lions ramp.
or three rooks ppr. Sir Rhys ap Gruffred,
died 1190.

Bells

Arg. on a fess betw. three church-bells gu. as

many crosslets of the first. Ospringe, co.

York, F.

Arg. on a fess betw. three church-bells gu. as

many crosses crosslet ot the field. Oxspringe,
CO. York.

Or on a fess dovetailed betw. three falcon's bells

gu. an escallop betw. two crosses crosslet of the

field. Elyott, London; and Cathanger, co.

Somerset; granted 1751.

3 Billets

Gu. on a fess betw. three billets arg. as many
lions pass, of the first. Ouldsworth, Wotton,
CO. Gloucester.

Gu. on a fess betw. three billets arg. as many
lions pass, guard of the first. Oldsworth,
Pulton's Court, co. Gloucester; granted 15

June, 1569. Ouldsworth, co. Gloucester.

Gu. on a fess befw. three billets arg. a crescent

vert. Jerson, That Ilk.

Or on a fess dancetty betw. three billets az. each

charged with a lion ramp, of the field as many
bezants. Rolle, Baron Rolle. Rolles or

Roll, co. Devon, V, and W. Rolle, Lewknor,
CO. Oxford.

Az. on a fess voided betw. three billets arg. a

chaplet of the last. South, co. Wilts.

Az. on a fess huraetty betw. three billets arg. a

chaplet vert flowered gu. South; Harl. MS.
1045 ; fo. 066.

Sa. on a fess bumetty betw. three billets arg. a

chaplet or flowered gu. South or Sowthe,
Amesbury, co. Wilts.

4 Billets

Sa. on a fess betw. three billets in chief and one
in base arg. each charged with a mullet az.

three fleurs-de lis of the first. Backwith.
6 Billets

Or on a fess az. betw. six billets gu. three lions

pass, of the first. Blyton, Caunton, co. Notts.

Arg. on a fess betw. six billets gu. thiee Cornish

choughs ppr. Ermingland or Ermyland,
Norfolk.

On a FESS betw cont.
6 Billets cont.

Arg. on a fess betw. six billets gu. three martlets
.... Ermingland.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. six billets of the
second a crescent of the first. Aylworth.

Gu. on a fess nebuly arg. betw. six billets or a
rose of the first. Chaplen, Scotland.

Gu. on a fess betw. six billets arg. three Catherine
wheels sa. Westfield or Wastfield, London;
CO. Somerset

; and co. Wilts
; 1631.

7 Billets

Gu. on a less betw. seven billets or a crescent of
the fiist. Maye, W.

8 Billets

Gu. on a fess az. betw. eight billets four three and
one or three lions pass, of the last. Blitun.

10 Billets

Or on a fess arg. betw. ten billets gu. three

escallops az. Gacton.
Or on a fess dancetty sa. betw. ten bilTets erm. a
sun inclosed by two crosses potent fitchy of the
first. John Parkins, London^ 1589, W.

Or on a fess dancetty sa. betw. ten billets erm. a
sun betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy of the field.

Parkins, London ; granted 1589 ; V. Parkyns.
Bird

Gu. on a fess betw. a bird in chief wings close and
two buck's heads erased in base all arg. three

cinquefoils of the field. Porter.
.... (Dove)

Arg. on a fess betw. two mullets in chief gu. and
a dove in base az. a mastiff's head couped of the
field. Fuddie, Scotland.

.... (Falcon)
Gu. on a fess betw. a fulcon in chief and two

hart's heads couped in base arg. three roses of
the field. Porter.

... (Heron)
Per fess arg. and az. on a fess sa. betw. three

crosses patty in chief of the last and a heron
in base of the first three plates. Clarke,
Ockley, Surrey.

....(Martlet)
Arg. on a fess betw. two mullets in chief and a

martlet in base gu. a wolf's head erased or.

Flesher, Scotland.

.... (Swan)
Arg. on a fess az. betw. three mullets in chiefand

a swan pass, in base gu. a boar's head erased
of the first. Persheb, Scotland.

2 Birds (Choughs)
Arg. on a fess az. betw. two Cornish choughs ppr.

in chief and in base a lion pass. gu. crowned or
a fort of the field. Gabston.

(Eagles)
Az. on a fess arg. betw. two eagles displ. or as

many lances in saltire sa. Wolmer, 'fhurston,
Norfolk.

.... (Martlets)
Arg. on a fess az. betw. two martlets sa. three

fleurs-de-lis or. Hustler, Acklam, co. York.
Sa. on a fess wavy betw. two martlets arg. as

many wings gu. Muryell.
.... (Pelicans)

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two pelicans gu. in their

nest vert three fleurs-de-lis or. Todrick,
Scotland.

.... (Swallows)
Arg. on a fess wavy az. betw. two birds (swallows)

volant in chief and on a mount in base a wolf

pass, a btzant betw. two mullets. Hesse.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Birds

Az. on a fess betw. three birds or as many fleurs-

de-lis sa. Stacye, CO. Bucks.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three birds a rose betw.

two fleurs-de-lis or. Brid, London.
Gu. on a fess embattled betw. three birds arg. as

many quatrefoils sa. Ents, Cornwall.

Gu. on a fess crenelly betw. three birds az. as

many cinquefoils sa. Enys, Cornwall, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three birds sa. as

many cinquefoils of the first. Payne, Fulbam,
Middlesex.

Arg. on a fess betw. throe birds looking
behind them sa. beaked and legged gu. a

garb enclosed by two crosses fitchy or.

Talcarne.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three birds az. beaked

and legged of the second, the rays of the sun

breaking downwards out of the upper part of

the fesg,or. Tayt, co. York, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three birds rising

(or volant) az. beaked and legged of the second

as many bezants each charged with a lion's

head erased sa. George, co. Gloucester, V.

Bawdington, CO. Gloucester; Edmondson.
Vert a fess or fretty gu. betw. three birds arg.
Bi'RGASE or Burgas, V.

.... (Choughs see Crows)

(Cocks)
Or on a fess engr. gu. betw. three cocks ppr.

wattled and combed of the second as many
crosses patty arg. each charged with five

ogresses. Brysilij:y, W.

Arg. on a fess betw. three cocks gu.as many mul-
lets or. LOVENEY.

Or on a fess betw. three cocks gu. as many mul-
lets of the field. Loveney.

.... (Cormorants)
Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three cormorants of the

second each on a mound ppr. as many crescents

of the first. Devonish, Dublin.

. . . .(Cranes see Herons)

. , . .(Crows, Choughs, etc.)

Arg. on a fess betw. three ravens sa. as many an-

nulets of the field. Biggs, co. Worcester.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three ravens ppr. as many
lions ramp, of the first. Nicholas, co. Glou-

cester; Winterborne Earls, co. Wilts; Her. Off.
CO. Wilts, CO. Devon, and co. Somerset, c. 22 ;

granted 1612.

Art-', on a fess gu. betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr. as many crescents. Williams.

Or on a fess betw. three ravens ppr. as many cres-

cents of the field in chief a spear's head of the

second. Williams.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three crows ppr. as many
crosses patty or. Deane, Essex.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three choughs of the last

beaked and legged gu. as many estoiles or.

CuREELL, CO. Devon.

Arg. on a fess betw. three Cornish choughs look,

ing behind them sa. beaked and legged gu. a

garb enclosed by two crosslets fitchy or.

Talcarne, Cornwall, V.

Or on a fess betw. three Cornish choughs re-

guard, az. a garb inter two crosses crosslet

fitchy of the first. Tolcarne, Tolcarne, Corn-
wall.

Or on a fess engr. sa.betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr. a garb betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy of

the field. Talcarne.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Birds cont. (Crows, Choughs, etc.) cont.

Or on a fess betw. three ravens reguard. sa. a

garb betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy of the first.

Talkarne, Cornwall.
Or on a fess sa. betw. three Cornish choughs of

the last beaked and legged gu. as many mascles

arg. Tawyer, Randes, co. Northampton.
Or on a fess sa. betw. three ravens ppr. as many

plates. Biggs; PoZe, Devon., i, 173.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. betw. three Cornish

clioughs rising ppr. as many bezants. Toms,
Portcullis Puisnivant of Arms ; granted 1768 ;

and of St. Marylebone, Middlesex. Elrington,
Middlesex.

.... (Doves and Pigeons)
Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three doves ppr. a

barnacle az. betw. two crosses patty of the field.

Gunning, Swainswick, co. Somerset; granted
1765.

Vert on a fess embattled counterembattled betw.
three doves az. a cross sa. Stones.

Gu. on a fess betw. three doves arg. as many
crosses patty of the field. Gunning, Kent ;

CO. Somerset; and co. Gloucester; the Kentish
branch of which was the Right Rev. Peter

Gunning, Lishop of Ely; granted by Walker
in 1671).

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three doves arg. ducally
crowned or as many crosses patty of the first.

Gunning, Castle Coote, co. Roscommon; de-

rived from the Gunnings of Kent ; the last male
heir in the direct line, General John Gunning,
left an only dau. and heiress, m. to Major
James Plunkett. General Gunning's sisters

were—Mary, Countess of Coventry ; Elizabeth,
Baroness Hamilton, wife, successively of the
Dukes of Hamilton and Argyll; and Catherine,
m. to Robert Travis.

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three doves arg. as many
crosses formy sa. Gunning, Eltham, Kent ;

since of Horton, co. Northampton ; Baronetcy
1778.

Gu. on a fess battelly counterbattelly betw. three
doves arg. as many cinquefoils sa. Ennys,
Cornwall.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three pigeons rising of the
last a tiger's head cabossed betw. two mullets
of the first. Stenhouse.

Vert on a fess or betw. three doves close arg.
beaked and legged gu. each with an ear of wheat
in the bill of the second as many pigs of lead

az. Geeensmith, Steeple Grange, co. Derby ;

granted 1714.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three doves az. beaked
and legged of the second the rays of a demi sun

breaking out from the upper part of the fess or.

Tait, Liverpool.
Or on a fess betw. three doves az. a robe betw.
two garbs of the first. Fulmerston, Lop-
ham, and Ormesby, Norfolk. Sir Richard
Fulmerston; temp. Eliz.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three doves volant az.

as many bezants each charged with a lion's

head erased sa. George, Trenouth, Cornwall.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three doves volant
az. beaked billed and legged or three bezants
each charged with a lion's head erased sa.

George, Bath ; formerly of Norfolk.

. . . . ( Ducks and Drakes )

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three diakes ppr. a rose
or. Drax-Priory, co. York.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Birds cont. (Ducks and Drakes) cont.

Or on a less sa. betw. three Muscovy ducks ppr.

a rose of the first. Bateman, London.

Bateman, Baron Culmore and Viscount Bate-

man ; 12 July, 1725; extinct 2 March, 1802.

Az. on a less betw. three sheldrakes aig. as many
roses gu. Barnes.

....(Eagles)

Az. on a fess engr. erra. betw, three eagles displ.

or as many birds vert. Crook.

Az. on a fess engr. betw. three eagles displ. arg,

as many martlets sa. Crooke.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three eagles displ. az. as

many crescents of the first. Tasell. Tassell,

Bury St. Edmund, Sufi"olk. Wakeley,

Charing, Kent.

Per pale gu. and az. on a fess arg. betw. three

eaeles displ. eraiinois as many crosses palty sa.

Pruen, Cheltenham, co. Gloucester; quarter-

ing erminois on a fess couped vert betw. two

talbois pass, in pale sa. a rose arg. barbed and

seeded ppr. for Elborough.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three eagles displ. of the

second armed or as many fleurs-de-hs of the

third. Rycarby, W.
Az. on a fess betw. three eagles close or as many

fleurs-de lissa. Stasey or Stanyby ;
Harl. MS.

14U4, fo. 146.

Az. on a fess paly of four or and sa. betw. tnree

eagles close of the second as many fleurs-

de-lis counterchanged. Stanesby, Darneton,

Durham.
Sa. on a fess dancetty arg. betw. three eagles displ.

or as many fleurs-de-lis of the first. Wyatt,

Wincbead, co. Somerset ; granted 10 George I.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three eagles close vert a

rose of the field betw. two fleurs-de-lis arg.

Seborne, Sutton, co. Hereford.

Arg. on a fess engr. az. betw. three spread eagles

sa. a cinquefoil of the first betw. two fleurs-de-

lis or. Wiberd, Parsley Hall, E^sex.

Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. on a fess betw. three

eagles arg. as many cinquefoils gu. Pynson.

Rich. Pynson, Middlesex, F.

Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. on a fess engr. betw.

three eagles displ. or as many cinquefoils pierced

az. Pynson.

Gyronny of eight sa. and gu. on a fess arg. betw.

three eagles displ. of the third as many cmque-

foils az. seeded or. Penson ;
Lancaster

Herald, temp. Charles I.

Az. on a fess or betw. three eagles displ. arg. a fret

betw. two martlets gu. Harper, co. Bedford.

Az. on a fess betw. three eagles displ. or a fret

betw. two martlets of the first. Harper ;
Loi d

Mayor of London, 1561; and Camberwell,

Surrey.
Gu. on a fess betw. three eagles arg. as many

garbs vert. Goyung.
Az. on a fess engr. betw. three eagles displ. or as

many lozenges gu. Dromgotjle.

Arg. on a fess indented gu. betw, three eagles

displ. ppr. as many mascles. Drumgoole.

(Falcons)

Arg. on a fess sa. betw, three hawks volant az. a

leopard's face betw. two mullets or, Stonhouse,

Radley, co, Berks; Baronetcy 1628.

Az. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three falcons belled

or as many millrinds sa. Stainsby.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three falcons close az. as

many bezants. Hooper.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Birds cont. (Falcons) cont.

Or on a fess betw. three falcons rising az. mem-
bered gu. as many bezants each charged with

a lion's head erased sa. George, Cirencester,
CO. Gloucester.

....(Gulls)
Or on a fess engr. erm. betw. three seamews sa.

membered gu. as many martlets of the first.

Page, Hesset, &c., Sufi'olk ; granted 1552.

(Herons and Cranes)

Arg, on a fess gu, beiw. three herons az. as many
crosses crosslet arg. Crowley, Essex, V.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three cranes az. as many
mascles sa. each charged with a cross crosslet

of the field. Crowley or Crawley, Essex.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three cranes arg. as many
ogresses. Rowlatt.

Erminois on a fess az. betw. three cranes ppr. a

saltire betw. two crosses crosslet tilchy or.

Crawley.
....(Lapwings)

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three lapwings az. a lion

pass, guard, or betw. two combs of the first.

Penney, Bedford, and Cciddicot, co. Hertford.

....(Martlets)

Arg. on a fess betw. three martlets sa. as many
annulets or. Bigg, Lencbwick, co. Worcester;

Baronetcy 1620 ; extinct 1621. Biggs.

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three martlets sa. three

annulets or. Bigge, Benton, Linden, and

Brinkley, Northumberland, founded by Wil-

liam Bigge of Newcastleon-Tyne, who d. 1690.

Erm. on a fess engr. betw. three martlets sa. as

many annulets or. Bigo, Iping, Sussex; and

Arnwood, co. Hants. Bigg or Bigge,

Redgemell, and Stam bourne, Essex.

Or on a fess betw, three martlets sa. as many
hartsof the field. Life.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three martlets of the

second as many martlets or. Cowcher or

COUCHER.
Gu. on a fess betw. three martlets arg. a crescent

of the first. Croke.

Arg.(?) on a fess betw. three martlets sa.(?) as

many crescents of the first (?).
Rowlandson (?).

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three martlets sa. as

many crescents of the first. Walkington,

Middlesex; granted 1426.

Az. on a fess within a double tressure flory

counterflory betw. three martlets arg. as many
crosses crosslet of the first. Wright, London ;

granted 8 June, 1709.

Or on a fess engr. gu. betw. three martlets sa.

as many crosses patty of the first. Smith.

Gu, on a fess chequy or and az. betw. three

martlets arg, as many escallops erm. Tenacre,

Kent,
, ,. . ^1,

Gu. on a fess gobonated or and az. betw. three

martlets arg. as many escallops erm. Tenaker

or Tenacre, Hailing, Kent, V.

Gu. on a fess battelly betw. three martlets arg. as

many escarbuncles of six rays sa. Emes,

Cornwall.

Az on a fess or betw. three martlets arg. as many
estoiles gu. sometimes pierced. Wymarke,

WiMARLEY or WYMARLE.

Gu on a fess or betw. three martlets arg. as

many fleurs-de-lis az. Gouldsmith, Nantwich,

CO. Chester.

Arg on a fess betw. three martlets gu. a rose

betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. Burde, or Byrde,

London.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Birds cont. (Martlets) cont.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three martlets sa.

as many roses erm. Payne, Pctwortb, Sussex.

Arg. on a fess betw. three martlets sa. a cinqiie-
foil or. Edwards, Ashill, Norfolk; quartering
second quarterly gu. and arg. in the first and
fourth quarters a cross potent or for Cross;
and third arg. per chev. gu. bearing in centre a

crescent counterchanged for Chapman.
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three martlets sa. col-

lared or as many cinquefoils erm. Payne.
Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three martlets sa.

collared or as many cinquefoils of the first.

Payne, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three martlets sa.

collared or as many cinquefoils erm.
Haywood,

Arg. on a fess voided az. betw. three martlets sa.

a mallet (? mullet) gu. Husband.
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three martlets sa. as many

mascles or. Payne, Rowdharo, Norfolk.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three martlets sa.

as many mascles or all within a borJure engr.
of the second bezanty. Payne, Market Bos-

worth, CO. Leicester; and Paine, Suffolk.

Erm. on a pile or three martlets sa. over all a fess

engr. gu. charged with as many mascles of the
second on an escutcheon of pretence gu. a cross

erm. betw. four lozenges or each charged with

a pellet for Towndrow. Payne, Leicester.

Arg. on a fess voided az. betw. three martlets sa.

as many mullets gu. fimbriated of the second.

Husband, Gesley.

Arg. on a fess betw, three martlets sa. as many
mullets of the field. Puey, co. Oxford, Puey,
V.

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three martlets in chief
and the Roman fasces erect surmounting two
swords in saltire and encircled by a chaplet in

base or three chessrooks sa. Beown, Loa
Castle, CO. Worcester.

Arg. on a fess betw. three martlets gu. a bezant.

Baylee, Bailie or Bailey,

Arg. on a fess dancetty az. betw. three martlets
sa. two bezants. Dimsdale.

Arg. on a fess betw. three martlets gu, three
bezants. Bayley, Northallerton, co. York ;

pi'eviously of Easingwold in that county, and
originally from the south of England ; quarter-
ing Barry, formerly the patronymic of the

family.

Arg. on a fess betw. three martlets gu. as many
plates. Bagley. Bayley.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. betw. three martlets

gu. as many plates. Russell.
Az. on a fess betw. three martlets or as many

torteaux. Thornborough.
Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. betw. three martlets

gu. seven bezants. Russell; granted 1618.
Sa. on a fess wavy or betw. three martlets arg.

as many wings gu. within a bordure engr. of
the second. Murieij., London, V.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three mascles in chiefand
as many martlets in base gu. a savage's head
erased affronted distilling drops of blood pierced
through with two arrows in saltire points down-
ward all ppr. CoRSANE, Meikleknox.

.... (Sea Mews see Gulls)

. . . .(Moor cocks)
Or on a fess humetty betw. three moorcocks ppr.

a garb of the field. Morris or Mores, Cox-
well, CO. Berks.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Birds cont. (Moor-cocks) cont.

Arg. on a fess betw. three moorccicks sa. as many
mullets or. Moore, Pendridge, co. Dorset.

More, co. Hants.

(Ostriches)
Az. on a fess betw. three ostriches arg. as many

mullets gu. WiGNALL, Sarum.

.... (Owls)
Gu. on a fess betw. three owls as many

crosses patonce sa. all within a bordure of the
second. Pymme, Wycombe, co. Bucks.

Sa. on a fess betw. three owls urg. as many
crosses crosslet of the first. Pennythorne.
Penythorne, V.

Sa. on a fess betw. three owls arg. five crosses

formy of the first. Eiddall, Ridall or Rydell,
F.

....(Parrots)

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three popinjays vert
beaked and legged gu. as many escallops of the
field. Thwenge, V.

Arg. on a fess vert betw. three popinjays of the
second collared gu. a mitre. Maimaduke
Lumley, Bishop of Carlisle, afterwards Lincoln,
U50.

Gu. on a fess betw. three popinjays arg. as many
mullets sa. Loveley, co. Northampton ; and
Norfolk. LuMi.EY, Clipston, co. Northampton.
Sire Robert de Lomeleye, N.

Gu. on a fess betw. three popinjays arg. collared
of the field as many mullets of the last pierced.
M. Marmaduke Lumbney, S.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three parrots wings
expanded and addorsed az. as many bezants
each charged with a parrot's head erased sa.

George.

....(Peacocks)
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. tliree peacocks in their

pride ppr. a castle of the first inter two bezants.

Smyth, Dublin.

....(Pelicans)
Arg. on a fess betw. three pelicans sa. as many

hawk's lures or. Pulesdon, Pulisdon,
PuLisTON or PuLESTON, CO. Flint; and Wales;
granted 1583.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three pelicans az. vulned
gu. as many lures or. Pulmsden, V.

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three pelicans or as many
pellets. Pearce, Penzance, Cornwall.

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three pelicans or vulning
themselves ppr. as many pellets. Peers.
Peers or Pierse, Alston, co. Warwick; granted
10 June, 1005.

Az. on a fess betw. three pelicans or vulning
themselves gu. as many pellets. Peeres or

Peerse, Alveston, co. Warwick, 1605. Pierse,
CO. Warwick.

.... (Pheasants)
Az. on a fess betw. three pheasant cocks or as

many crossbows sa. Read.
Az. on a fess betw. three pheasants or as many

crossbows bent sa. Reade, Kingsteed, Norfolk,

Or on a fess engr. gu. betw. three cock pheasants
(?ppr.) crested and jelloped of the second
three crosses formy arg. each charged with five

pellets. Brislay.
Or on a fess engr. gu. betw. three pheasants purp.

as many crosses patty arg. pellety. Brysili.y,

.... (Pigeons sec Doves)
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On a FESS betw conU
3 Birds cont.

(Eavens see Crows)-
.... (Storks)

Or on a fess gu. betw. three storks ppr. as many
crosses crosslet of the field. Crawley, Neiher
Crawley, co. Bedford ; Stockwood Park, co.
Bedford ; quartering arg. on a chev. gu. betw.
three ciuquefoils of the second three bezants
for Edgerlj.

.. ..(Swallows")

Arg. on a fess wavy az. betw. two swallows volant
in chief and on a mount in base a wolf pass, a
bezant betw. two mullets. Hesse.

Az. on a fess betw. three swallows volant arg. as

many roses gu. Sommee, Dublin; granted in

Ireland, 3 June, 16C5.

.. ..(Swan)
Sa. on a fess wavy arg. betw. three swans of the

second two bars wavy az. Waters, York
Herald, temp. Richard II.

Gu. on a fess wavy betw. three swans arg. as

many crosses formy or. Lane, London.
Gu. on a fess wavy (?arg.) betw. three swans ppr.
membered or as many crosses patty sa. on each
four bezants. Lane, London.

Gu. on a fess wavy betw. three swans with wings en-
dorsed arg.asmany crosses patty sa. euch ch arged
with five bezants. Lane, London, V. Lant.

Per fess each piece arg. with in its base barry
wavy arg. and az. three ducks swimming
their bills in the water or waves of the second
over all on a fess engr. gu. so many roses silver.

Reverb, F*.
Az. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three swans ppr.

as many roses gu. Rivers.
Az. on a fess engr. arg. thereon a fess gn. charged

with three roses all betw. as many swans of the
second naiant in water ppr. Rivers.

Az. a fess engr. or surmounted of another gu.
charged with three roses arg. all betw. as many
swans sans legs ppr. Rivers, Kent; Lord
Mayor of London 1573.

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three swans arg. as

many mullets of the first pierced or all within
a bordure engr. of tho last. Russell, Henley-
npon-Thames and London.

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three swans close arg. as

many mullets sa. Russell, Mayor of London
1299 and 1300; Harl. MS. 1049,

Sa. on a fess wavy betw. three swans close arg.as
many mullets gu. Hemmingway.

4 Birds (Martlets)

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. four martlets of the
second two of the same or. Delahay, Kent.

5 Birds (Doves)
Gu. on a fess betw. five doves arg. a martlet for

difi". DOWDALL.

.... (Finches)
Az. on a fess or betw. five goldfinches three in

chief and two in base ppr. three mnllets gu.
GooLD, Old Court, co. Cork; Baronetcy 1801.

. . . .(Heathcock see Moorcock)

.... (Herons)

Arg. on a fess dancetty betw. five herons sn.

(? cranes) beaked and legged gu. as many
bezants. Elrington, Hackney, near London, V.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. betw. five herons of the
second beaked and legged gu. eight bezants
four and four. Juxton, London.

On a FESS betw cont^
6 Birds cont. (Martlets)

Gu. on a fess betw. five martlets arg. a crescent
sa. for difi". Dowdall, Mount Town, co,
Mtath.

.... (Moorcocks)

Arg. on a fess wavy sa. betw. five heathcocks of
the second six plates. Sir John Ebrington,
died 1477 ; Old Shoreditch Church, London.

6 Birds (Choughs)

Arg. on a mural or embattled fess gu. betw. six
Cornish choughs ppr. three palm branches of
the field. Morrall, Plas Yolyn, co. Salop ;

quartering gu. a chev. engr. betw. three boar's
beads erased arg. for Edwardes.

.... (Martlets)
Az. on a fess counterembattled arg. semy of

crosses crosslet sa. betw. six martlets or a lioa

pass, guard, of the third. Maydeley, V.
Az. on a fess embattled counterembattled betw,

six martlets or a lion pass, regnard. betw. two
crosses crosslet fitchy sa. Madelley, St.

Pancras, Middlesex ; and co. Salop.
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. six martlets sa. two of

the same or. Delahay. Hay, Robertsbridge,
Sussex; temp. Edward IV; and of Glynd-
bourne, Sussex. Haye or Hay, Battel!,
Sussex. Henry Haye, V.

Az. on a fess betw. six martlets arg. two martlets
of the fiist. Panill. John Panill, V.

Gu. on a fess betvy. six martlets arg. two martlets
sa. Hay.

Gu. on a fess betw. six martlets arg. a crescent
az. Blount.

Or on a fess engr. gu. betw. six martlets sa. three

crosses crosslet of the field* Smyth or Smith ;

quartered by Richards.
Sa. on a fess arg. betw. six martlets or three roses

gu. RusHAM, CO. Lincoln,

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. six martlets of the second
three trefoils of the first. Salway.

Arg. on a fess betw. six martlets gu. three

quatrefoils slipped bendways of the first.

Washborne, CO. Worcester. Weshbouene, V.

Washbourn, Gloucester, 1670.

Arg. on a fess beiw, six martlets go. three cinque-
foils of the field. Washbourne, Washbourne,
and Wichenford, co. Worcester; temp, Ed-
ward III; Visitation of Worcestershire.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. six martlets sa.

three ears of wheat stalked and leaved or.

GiLLIOT.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. six martlets sa. three

mullets of the first. Delahay. Percy.
PiRRY. PcRY, Drayton and Barwell, co.

Leicester.

Arg. on a fess betw. six martlets sa. as many
mullets pierced of the first. Pury, F.

Gu. on a fess betw. six martlets or a mullet

pierced sa. Borne by Roger de Beauchamp,

temp. Edward III. Beauchamp, Bletso, co.

Bedford. Margared, dau. of Sir John
Beauchamp of Blets:), Z, 327.

Arg. on a fess dancetty betw. six martlets sa. five

bezants. Russill, V.

Books

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three bibles of the second

garnished or a falcon volant betw. two suns of

the last. Slambeeg. Edward Scamler, Bishop
of Peterborough 15C1-85, afterwards Norwich;

granted by Dethicke, 1560.
102
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. cont.On a FESS betw.

Eooks cant.

Or on a less betw. three books in chief gu. leaves

of the field and a leopard pass, in base sa. a

fieur-delis betw. two crescents of the first.

GOODEICK.

Bordure

Az. fretty of eight pieces arg. on a fess or a grey-

hound in full course sa. within a bordure of the

third pelletly. Cave, co. Leicester.

Ss. fretty arg. on a fess or a greyhound oourant

of the field within a bordure of the third pel-

letiy. Cave, Brentry, CO. Gloucester; quarter-

ing Oliver and Cox.

Gu. on a fess or three church bells az. a border

engr. arg. Porter, Alwardby, or AUerby,

Cumberland.
Gu. on a fess or three bells sa. within a bordure

arg. PoRTouR, Alwardby, CurabL'rland, V.

Porter, V.

Gu. on a fess or (sometimes engr.) three hells sa.

all within a bordure engr. arg. charged with

eight pellets. Porter, Shield Row, co.

Durham ; the heiress, Jane Porter, m. Nicholas

Blakiston.

Gu. on a fess or three bells sa. a bordure engr.

arg. Pouter.
Or on a fess gu. three water bongets arg. within a

bordure of the second. Byngham, V.

Arg. on a fess az. three buckles or within a bor-

dure of the second charged with as many stars

of the first. Lesly, Aberdeen, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess indented az. three buckles or

within a bordure gu. charged with four fleurs-

de-lis of the field. Leslie, Edinburgh.

Choquy or and sa. a fess and bordure gu. on the

fess a crescent arg. Clifford, Bobbing Court,

Kent.

Arg. on a fess sa. three crosses crosslet or within

a bordure az. Hucksam, co. Devon.

Arg. on a fess sa. within a bordure az. bezanty
three crosses crosslet or. Faber.

Arg. on a fess witbin a bordure engr. az. three

escallops of the first. Fen, London. Fenn,
East Dereham, Norfolk. Fenn, Suflfolk. Sir

Hugh Fenne, V. Vene, co. Hants.

Or on a fess sa. three escallops of the first with a

bordure engr. az. Fetherston, Long Wathby,
Cumberland. Graham, Nunnery, Cumberland.

Gu. four fusils in fess arg. each charged with an

escallop sa. a bordure of the second. M. Raufe

Cheyne, S.

Erm. a fess gu. fretty or within a bordure

engrailed of the second. Hatjkestone, V.

Erm. on a fess gu. three escallops or all within a

bordure engr. az. charged with eight bees

volant the bodies of the second winged of the

first. Ingram, Scotland; certified at the Col-

lege of Arms, London, June 1772.

Or on a fess az. an estoile of six rays betw. two

crescents of the field all within a bordure com-

pony of the second and first. Scot, Scot i d.

Arg. on a fess az. three estoiles of the first

within a bordure engr. gu. Mure, Caldwell,

Sco:land.

Arg. on a fess az. three estoiles or a bordure in-

vecked .... M uir, Thornton.

Arg. on a fess engr. az. three estoiles of the first

within a bordure also engr. gu. Mure, Ric-

cartoun, Scotland.

Az. on a fess arg. three dolphins within a bordure

engr. gu. Barnard, Essex, V,

On a FESS betw cont.

Bordure cont.

Az. on a fess arg. three dolphins haurient sa.

all within a bordure engr. of the second.

Barnardes, F.

Arg. on a fess France and England quarterly

within a bordure compony arg. and az.

Somerset, Suflblk ;
Earl of Worcester.

Gu. on a fess arg. three greyhound's heads

couped sa. collared or within a bordure of the

last. Peterson, London.

Az. on a fess or three lozenges gu. within a bor-

dure of the second. M'Kerrel, Hillhouse,

CO. Ayr; derived from William Al'Kerrell, of

Hillhouse, who m. in 1577 Elizabeth, dau. of

John Fullerton of Dreghorn.

Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. a mitre labelled

arg. all within a bordure az. Richard Clifford,

Bishop of Bath and Wells 1401, afterwards

Worcester.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. a mullet or within a

bordure gu. bezanty. West, co. Derby.

Arg. on a fess az. three mullets of the first all

within a bordure engr. gu. MuiR, Scotland ;

certified to Wm. Muir, 11 May, 1779, at

the Lion OflSce, Edinburgh, and at the College

of Arras, London.

Arg. on a fess invecked az. three mullets of the

field within a bordure engr. gu. Mure,
Auchindrain, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess dancetty sa. three mullets or within

a bordure gu. bezanty. West.

Bendy of six arg. and gu. on a fess hz. three

bezants within a bordure of the third.

CoPiNGER, Sufl'olk.

Bendy of six gu. and or on a fess vert three plates

within a bordure of the first. Copinoer,

Kent. .

Bendy of six or and gu. on a fess az. three plates

all within a bordure of the second. Copenger,
Londi)n.

Bouget
Arg. a less sa. goutty of the first betw.

three water bougets az. Winterborn, V*.

Wynterborne, V.

Gu. on a fess betw. three water bougets arg. a

cross formy sa. charged with five bezants belw.

two cloves of the third. Mery.
Gu. on a fess engr. betw. three water bougets arg.

a cross formy sa. charged with five bezants

betw. two cloves of the second. Merry, Her-

ringfleet Hall, near Yarmouth, Norfolk.

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three water bougets
or a cross formy sa. bezanty inter two cloves of

the last. Mercy, Northall, co. Essex, V; and

CO. Hereford.

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three water bougets

or a cross patty sa. charged with five bezants

inter two cloves. Merrey, F.

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three water bougets
or as many crosses patty sa. Meuy or Merrey,
CO. Herts ;

and Barton, co. Derby; Harl. MS.
1093.

Bow
Gu. on a fess arg. betw. a bow and arrow in full

draught in chief and three men's legs couped
at the thigh in fess palewavs of the second a

lion's head erased sa. Birney, Salin, Scot-

land.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two wolves pass, in chief

and a crossbow in base gu. three martlets or.

Horton, Hullington, co. Somerset; and llford,

CO. Wilts.
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On a FESS betw cont.
3 Bows

Ai'g. on a fess az. betw. three crossbows strung sa.
as many arrows or. Fodon, co. Slaflord.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three crossbows sa. as

many arrows or. Fodon, co. Stafford.

Buildings
Arg. on a fess betw. three arches gu. a lion pass,

or inter two bezants. Poston.

Castle
Az. on a fess or three grenades fired ppr. in chief

a castie arg. and over it the word " Nether-
lands "

in letters of gold in base a lion couchant
arg. round the neck a medal or hung by a rib-
bon gu. fimbriated az. Jones, Cranmer Hall,
Norfolk; Baronetcy 1831.

Gu. on a fess erra. betw. two mullets in chief or
and a castle triple towered in base masoned sa.
a lozenge of the first. Kincah), That Ilk.

3 Castles

Arg. on a fess betw. three towers triple towered
gu. a lion pass, guard, or. Jordaynk, London.

Chevron

Vert on a fess gu. betw. a chev. inverted in chief
and a fleur-de-lis betw. two batons in base all

or three bezants in the centre chief point
another bezant. 'Espinasse, co. Dublin

; for-

merly of Languedoc.
Az. on a fess arg. a mullet ga. betw. two martlets

sa. in base a chev. of the second on a chief arg.
two holly leaves vert betw. as many mullets of
the third. Blenshell or Blinshall, Aber-
deen ; granted 1482.

2 Chevrons

Gu. on a fess or betw. two chev. erra. three

leopards az. Seward, Stoke Meyned, co. Devon.
Or on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three billets arg.
ROBSON.

Sa. on a fess betw. two chev. or three birds sa.

beaked and legged gu. Baynard, Slukey,
Norfolk.

Gu. ou a fess betw. two chev. arg. three Cornish

choughs ppr. Treworeck, Bosugan, Corn-
wall.

Sa. on a fess betw. two chev. or three Cornish

choughs ppr. Bannyers.
Az. on a fess betw. two chev. or three eagles

displ. gu. Keney or Keny, V.

Arg. on a fess betw. two chev. az. three mart-
lets of the field. Tendering, Boreham,
Essex.

Sa. on a fess betw. two chev. or three martlets of
the first. Banard or Banyard, Stakey,
Norfolk.

Az. on a fess betw. two chev. arg. a crescent gu.
Tendering.

Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. a crescent arg.
FiTZ- Water, Essex.

Az. ou a fess betw. two chev. arg. three crescents

gu. Kyrtun. Tendering, Brenthall, Essex,
F.

Arg. on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three crosses
or. Asten or Ansten.

Arg. on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three long
crosses (cross-crucets) or. Austin, Southwark.
Ci-ERKE, 1023 ; St. SaviQur's, Southwark.

Arg. on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three crosses
crosslet or. Austen. Austyn. Aston, V.

Or on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three crosses
crosslet of the fipld. Wallpool, Whaplod,
CO. Lancaster; and Chelsea, Middlesex. Ralph

On a FESS betw cont.
2 Chevrons cont.

Walpole, Bishop of Norwich, and of Ely,
1300-2. Walpole, Earl of Orford. Walpole,
Norfolk, V.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two chev. gu. three escal-

bps or. Trevanion, originally of Trevanion,
Cornwall ; temp. Edward 11 ; subsequently
Caerhayes, Cornwall. The sisters and co-
heirs of William Trevanion, of Caerhayes,
M. P., were Frances, m. to John Bettesworth

;

and Sophia m. to Admiral the Hon. John
Byron. Trevanion, Tregadder, Cornwall.

Arg. on a fess betw. two chev. az. three escallopa
or. Treveynon, Cornwall, F.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two chev. az. each charged
with three garbs or three escallops of the field.

Eden.
Arg. on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three escallop

shells of the field. Cawle, Buckton, Norfolk.
Caylne or Calle, Norfolk. Hemenhall or
Hemnall, Norfolk. Hempnall or Hennall;
temp. Edward II. Thomas de Hemenhale
or Henniball, Bishop of Norwich, 1336 ;

afterwards of Worcester. Medhall.
Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three escal-

lops arg. Hamnall. Hemenhall, V, or
Heminghall. Sire Rauf de Hemenhale, N.
Hemenhall or Hemnall, Norfolk, Hemgrave,
V.

Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three escallopa
of the first. M. Thos. Henmale, S. Menhall.

Arg. on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three roses arg.
Lilly or Lisley, co. Northampton ; and co.

Rutland.

Arg. on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three roses or.

Lille, co. Rutland.
Gu. on a fess betw. two chev. or three roses of the

field. Fesant.
Gu. on a fess or betw. two chev. engr. of the last

three roses of the first. Phesant, V. Fasant.

Fesant, London and Surrey, V.

Gu. on a fess engr. betw. two chev. or three roses
of the first. Phesant, F.

Or on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three roses arg.
Lilly or Lisley, co. Northampton ; and co.

Rutland. Sire Baudewjn del Yle, N.
De Lysle, CO. Northampton, V.

Or on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three roses of

the first. Lysle or Lysley.
Sa. on a fess betw. two chev. or three roses gu.

Fasart, Surrey.
Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three trefoils

slipped arg. Filioll, Essex. Sir Thomas
FiLOL, N. Fyllol, v. Fylloll.

Sa. ou a fess or betw. two chev. arg. a cinquefoil

gu. all within a bordureerm. Hales; granted
1616.

Or on a fess sa. betw. two chev. of the second

three cinquefoils arg. Lyde.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two chev. az. each charged
with three escallops of the field three garbs or.

Eden or Edon, Ballingdon Hamlet, Essex;
and Sudbury, Suffolk; 1034, F.

Az. on a fess betw. two chev. or a buck's head

cabossed gu. Morrall, London, V.

Az. on a fess arg. betw. two chev. erm. three

leopard's heads of the first. Seward, F,

Comb in Teignhead, co. Devon; the co-heirs

m. Chase and Furlong.
Gu. on a fess or betw. two chev. erm. three

leopard's heads az. Seward, Stoke Meyned,
CO. Devon,
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On a FESS betw cont.

2 Chevrons cont.

Sa. on a fess arg. belw. two cliev. or three

leopard's heads cabossed sa. Steward, Stone,
CO. Worcester.

Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three griflSns

segreant aig. Filioll.
Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three griffins

segreant of the first. Filioll, Essex.
Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. as many mullets

arg. Tye.
Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three mullets

nrg. They or Tey.
Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three mullets

pierced of the first. De Teye. Teyes, Lord
of Steyngreyve; 1301. Sir Walter de Tey,
V.

Or on a fess betw. two chev. gu. as many mullets
sa. Sir Walter Teye, I, N.

Or on a fess gu. betw. two chev. sa. two palets
of the last. Robson.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two chev. gu. three

bezants. Busvargus, Busvargiis, Cornwall ;

John Lethon, having purchased the estate of

Busvargus, adopted the surname of Bus-

vargus, aod was living there 1578.

Az. on a fess betw. two chev. arg. as many ogresses.
Peausall.

3 Chevrons

Arg. on a fess betw. three chev. gu. two escallops
of the first. Hahsetongue.

Chief

Arg. on a fess sa. three mascles or in base a
crescent gu. and on a chief az. three mullets of
the field. Andrew.

Sa. on a fess betw. a chief and a point in base

arg. a cinquefoil betw. two crescents az.

Kibble.
Az. on a fess arg. a mullet gu. betw. two martlets

sa. in base a chev. of the second on a chief arg.
two holly leaves vert betw. as many mullets of
the third. Blenshell or Blinshall, Aber-
deen

; granted 1484.

Coronet

Arg. on a fess sa. three mullets of the field in chief
an Eastern crown gu. betw. two torteaux and in
base an eagle's head erased of the second.
Toone.

3 Coronets

Per pale az. and vert on a fess dancetty betw. three
mural crowns or a crescent gu. betw. two tor-
teaux. Walker, Kempsey, co. Worcester.

Gu. on a fess betw. three antique crowns or a lion

pass, guard, of the field imperially crowned ppr.
betw. two cinquefoils also of the first. Grant,
Baron Glenelg.

Cotises

Arg. on a fess cotised betw. three mullets
gu. a greyhound or. Swale, Stamley, co.
York.

Or ou a fess cotised gu. betw. three mullets
pierced of the second a greyhound couraut of
the first. SwALLE, co. York, V.

Az. on a fess cotised or three lions ramp. sa.
Robt. Taylor, Sheriff of London: granted
11 Sept. 1092, W.

Gu. on a fess cotised arg. three lions pass. purp.
OCLDESWORTH.

Sa. on a fess cotised or three lious ramp, of the
field. Taylour, Londou.

On a FESS betw co7it.

Cotises cont.

Arg. on a fess gu. cotised az. betw. three Cathe-
rinewheels sa. DS many lambs pass. or. Scott,
Great Barr, co. Stafford ; Baronetcy 180G.

Scott, Hartington Hall, co. Derby ; Baronetcy.
Arg. on a fess gu. cotised az. betw. in chief an

anchor betw. two Catherine wheels and in base a

Catherine wheel all sa. three lambs trippant of
the field. Vice Admiral M. H. Scott.

Az. on a fess cotised or betw. three dragon's
heads erased of the second a cock and two
doves volant gu. Cutler, Suffolk.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two cotises wavy az.

three martlets or. Ellyott, London.
Az. on a fess cotised or three martlets gu.

Kynns, Send, co Gloucester.

Arg. on a fess cotised sa. a crescent of the first

betw. two plates. York, V.
Gu. on a fess cotised sa. a crescent or betw. two

bezants. Yorke. Edmondson.
Gu. on a fess or cotised arg. a crescent sa.

Inglebert or Ingleberd.

Arg. ou a fess gu. betw. two cotises wavy sa. three
crescents or. Dod, Edge, co. Chester. Don,
Lower Hall of Broxton, co. Chester. Dodd.

Erm. on a fess cotised sa. three crescents arg.
Bairstow.

Erm. on a fess cotised sa. tliree crescents or.

Bristowe, Beesthorpe Hall, co. Nottingham ;

and Twyford, co. Derby ; quartering Elston of

Elston, Warren of Willoughby, Cave of co.

Lincoln, Orme of Burniston, Ward of Stenson,
Savage of the noble house of Rivers, etc.

Bristow, AyotSt. Lawrence, and Little Bibbes-

worth, CO. Herts. Bristowe, Broxmore Park,
CO. Wilts. Brestow, V,

Sa. on a fess or cotised arg. three crescents az.

Bellamy.
Vert on a fess cotised or three crescents gu.
Harow, Essex.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a fess engr. betw. plain
cotises gu. a cross patty or betw. two bezants.

Jenning, Westminster.
Sa. on a fess arg. cotised or three crosses crosslet

gn. Newson, V.

Arg. on a fess cotised sa. three escallops of the
field. BusBURY or Bushborne.

Arg. on a fess cotised sa. three escallops or.

BnSHORNE.
Erm. on a fess engr. cotised az. three escallops

or. WntTiNGHAM or Whittingham.
Erm. on a fess engr. gu. betw. two plain cotises

az. three escallops or. Whittingham, Balkes,
CO. York ; descended from Chester ; confirmed
5 Sept. 1575.

Sa. on a fess cotised or betw. three conies arg.
as many escallops of the field. Coney, Mar-

ton, CO. Lincoln. Coney, Bassingthorpe,
CO. Lincoln.

Arg. on a fess wavy betw. two cotises az. another
fess or the whole depressed by a lion pass. gu.
LoCHRAYN, F.

Arg. on a fess cotised gu. another fess erm. all

between three eagles displ. sa. Spencer,
London,

Arg. on a fess cotised aK three fleurs-de-lis of the
first. Normanvill. Thos. Normanvill, co.

York, W.
Arg. on a fess betw. two cotises az. three fleurs-

de-lis or. Normansell or Normanvile, co.

Stafford ; and co. York. Truby, co. Herts ;

Loudon; and co. Oxford.
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On a FE8S betw cont.

Cotises cont.

Arg. on a less betw. two cotises gu. three fleurs-

de-lis of the field. Aket. Cotton, Soham
Lodge, Suffollr. Normanvile, co. York.

Or on a fess cotised az. three roses arg. Urrey,
Isle of Wight.

Or on a fess cotised az. betw. three crescents sa.

as many roses arg. Merefield, co. Devon;
and Crewkerne, co. Somerset.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. plain cotised gu. betw.

three crosses crosslet fitchy az. as many cinque-
foils or. Lowten, Manley, co. Chester.

Az. on a plain fess cotised dancetty or three

cinquefoils gu. Soersham or Sdmersham, V.

Az. on a fess dancetty cotised or three cinquefoils

gu. SWVNERSHAM.
Az. on a fess arg. betw. two cotises indented or

three cinquefoils gu. Somersham.
Gu. on a fess cotised or two fountains over all a

bend arg. Osborne, Newtown, co. Tipperary ;

Baronetcy 1029.

Or on a fess cotised az. two garbs of the first.

Weever, Kingston, and Prestime, Surrey.
Per fess or and az. a pale counterchanged over all

on a fess cotised engr. erm. betw. three mascles

as many boar's heads erased gu. Holberton,
Tor House, co. Devon.

Arg. on a fess cotised gu. three griflBn's heads
erased of the tirst. Stapleton.

Az. on a fess cotised or three leopard's faces gu.

Lee, Delce, Kent; and Landfoist.co. Monmouth;
deriving from Lee, co. Worcester. The co-heirs

of the last Richard Lee, of Great Delce, and

Clytha, CO. Monmouth, were, Mary, m. Jones,
of Llanarth ; Elizabeth, who d. unm.; and

Appolonia, m. 1702 to Robert Berkeley of

Spetchley; quartering Worceley, Stockport,

Darlington, Conyers, St. Quintin, and Fulford.

Richard Lee, Lord Mayor of London, 1460 and

14Ci). Lee, CO. Bucks; and Stamford, co.

Lincoln.

Az. on a fess cotised or three leopard's heads gu.

Lea, W. Another, all within a bordure gobony
erm. and sa. Lee, Stamford, co. Lincoln.

Gu. on a fess cotised or three leopard's heads of

the first. Lee or Leigh, Southwell, co. Not-

tingham.
Sa. on a fess cotised or three leopard's heads gu.

Lea, W. Edward Lee, Archbishop of York,
1531-44.

Vert on a fess cotised or three leopard's heads

cabossed gu. Lee, co. Bucks ;
and Stamford,

CO. Lincoln. Leigh, V.

Quarterly az. and arg. on a fess cotised erminois

betw. three demi lions counterchanged of the

field three eagle's heads erased sa. Gladdish,
Gravesend, Kent.

Arg. on a fess engr. cotised betw. six billets gu.

three infant's heads oouped at the shoulders

of the first crined or. Aylworth, co. Somerset.

Arg. on a fess cotised az. betw. two martlets in

chief sa. and in base a rose gu. barbed and

seeded ppr. three lozenges or. Feilden, Wit-

ton, CO. Lancaster. Feilden, MoUington Hall,

CO. Chester. Feilden, Feniscowles, co. Lan-

caster; Baronetcy 1846.

Erm. a fess sa. cotised gu. charged with five

lozenges or. Richards, Hammersmith, Mid-

dlesex; granted 1703.

Or on a fess cotised gu. betw. three ass's heads

erased sa. a unicorn in full course arg. Hautten,
CO. Oxford ; granted 1506.

On a FESS betw cont.
Cotises cont.

Or on a fess cotised gu. betw. three hind's heads
erased of the last a unicorn courant arg.
Hawten, Calthorpe, co. Oxford.

Or on a fess cotised gu. betw. three hind's heads
erased sa. a unicorn courant arg. Howton,
CO. Oxford.

Per bend sinister ertainois and sa. on a fess
cotised betw. three martlets two mullets all

counterchanged. Edward Prest, York;
granted 1828.

Arg. on a fess cotised betw. three martlets gu. as

many mullets of the field. Husband.
Arg. on a fess gu. cotised dancetty betw. two

fieurs-de lis in chief az. and in base a civio

wreath vert three mullets or. Alderman John
Lainson, Sheriff of London in 1835.

Arg. on a fess cotised sa. betw. three martlets of
the last as many mullets or. Pyrry, Baynton,
CO. Wilts.

Erm. on a fess cotised sa. three mullets or.

Lister, London ; granted 20 April 1602.
Gu. on a fess cotised betw. three spear's heads

arg. as many mullets of the field. Barrett,
Shortney, co. Nottingham.

Or on a fess dancetty with plain cotises betw.
three billets sa. each charged with a lion ramp,
of the field as many bezants. Rolls, The
Hendre, co, Monmouth; quartering gu. an

eagle displ. barry of six ei'm. and az.

Arg. on a fess cotised sa. betw. as many Cornish

choughs ppr. three ogresses. Tregonwell,
Tregonwell, Cornwall ; and Milton Abbey, co.

Dorset.

Or(?) on a fess gu.(?) cotised three plates.

Huntingfield, 1 301.

Gu. on a fess cotised or betw. three partridges
with wings displ. of the last three torteaux.

Partridge, Northwold, and Hockham Hall,
Norfolk; descended from Henry Partridge,
Alderman of London, who d. in 1666.

Gu. on a fess engr. cotised or betw. three part-

ridges rising of the last as many torteaux.

Partridge, Breakspeares, Middlesex; quar-

tering az. a chev. or betw. three eagles displ.
with two heads arg. for Ashby.

Gu. on a fess betw. two cotises and three part-

ridges volant or as many torteaux each charged
with a demi rose of the second. Partridge or

Partrich.
Gu. on a fess cotised betw. three birds rising or

as many torteaux in chief a pile or charged
with a bird gu. Partrydge ; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 153.

Or on a fess gu. cotised az. betw. six martlets of

the third three eagle's wings arg. Walden,
Kent.

4 Cotises

Az. on a fess wavy double cotised wavy or three

anchors sa. Cunard, Bush Hill, Middlesex ;

Baronetcy, 1859.

Erm. on a fess double cotised gu. betw. three

pheons az. a lion pass. betw. two roses arg.

Atkinson, Angerton, near Morpeth, Northum-
berland.

Arg. on a fess double cotised gu. three fleurs-de-

lis of the first. Norman.

Arg. on a fess double cotised gu. three fleurs-

de-lis or. Normanvile, Thribergh Church, oo.

Yoik.

Arg. on a fess double cotised gu. three griffin's

heads erased or. Dashwood. Dashwood,
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.cont.On a JESS betw.
4 Cotises cont.

Stow Bardolpb, Norfolk. Dashwood, Stanford

Park, CO. Notts. Dashwood, Lord Mayor
of London, 1703. King-Dashwood, West

Wycombe, co. Bucks; Baronetcy 17u7.

Dashwood, Northbrook, co. 'Oxford ; Baronetcy
1084; since of Kirtlington Park, near Wood-
stock, CO. Oxford; quartering first gu. an

inescutcbeon arg. within an orle of mullets

or for Chamberlayne; second gu. a saltire

betw. four garbs or for Read
;
tbird quarterly

arg. and gu. in second and third quarters a fret

or on a bend sa. over all three escallops of the

first for Spencer. Sir Charles Dashwood, Ad-

miral, K.G.B., originally of Vallow Wood, co.

Somerset
;
with the addition of the star of a

K.G.C., T. and S. of Portugal in the dexter

canton as aa augmentation to him and his

descendants.
Sa. on a fess double cotised or three leopard's

heads of the field. Goodfellow.
Crescent

Arg. on a fess sa. three mascles or in base a

crescent gu. and on a chief az. three mullets of

the field. Andrew.
Arg. on a fess az. betw. three crosses crnsslet

fitehy sa. and a crescent in base gu. three mul-
lets of the field all within a bordure invecked

of the fourth. Sharp; granted 1765.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. a fleur-de-lis gn. inter

two crosses crosslet fitehy sa. in chief and a

crescent in base of the third three mullets of

the field. Sharp, Scotland.

2 Crescents

Vert on a fess betw. two crescents in chief and a

fleur-de-lis in base arg. three mascles sa. Don,
Spittal, Scotland.

Or on a fess az. betw. two crescents the one in

chief invertBd as many mullets arg. Durham,-
Duntarvy, Scotland.

3 Crescents

Arg. on a fess betw. three crescents az. as many
annulets of the first. Haynes, Ireland.

Arj'. on a fess betw. three crescents gu. a lion pass.
of the field. Baynton. Bomeon.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crescents gu. a lion

pass. or. Ogle.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three crescents sa, from
each flames of fire ppr. a lion pass. or. Leatt,
London; granted 13 Dec. 1016.

Or on a fess betw. three crescents gu. a lion pass.
of the first. Boynton, Barmston, co. York;

Baronetcy 1018. Sir Thomas Boynton,
Acklom in Cleveland, co. York, V. Sir Thomas
Boynton, Sudbery, V.

Sa. on a fess betw, three crescents or an eagle

displ. of the first. Coventry, Grange.
Az. on a fess dancetty betw. three crescents arg.

as many martlets sa. Watson; Baronetcy
1800.

Az. on a fess embattled betw. three crescents

issuant from each an estoile arg. the chemical
character of Mara sa. Bateman, Knypersley
Hall, CO. Stafford ; and Tolson Hall, co. West-
moreland.

Sa. on a fess betw. three crescents arg. another
of the field. Fitz-Simmons.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crescents sa. as many
crescents of the field. Nowport.

Aig. on a fess sa. betw. three crescents gu. two
crosses crosslet fitehy within a bordure engr.
of the second. Kykgarby.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Crescents cont.

Per pale sa, and az, on a fess engr. betw,
three crescents or three crosses fitcliy sa.

Harris, Rosewarne, in Camborne, Cornwall ;

quartering sa. three crescents arg. and gu.
three paschal lambs arg. for Rowe.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three crescents or as

many escallops az. Ellis or Ellys, Wyham,
CO. Lincoln; Baronetcy 106'); extinct 1742,

Sir Thomas Ellys, Swynshead, co. Lincoln,
V.

Arg. on a fess betw. three ci'eseents gu. as many
estoiles of the first. Durham.

Sa. on a fess betw. three crescents arg, as many
estoiles-az. Fitz Symon, Dublin.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three crescents of

the last as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Hayns.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three crescents gu. as

many fleurs-de-lis or. Northampton, V., or

Norshamptos.
Arg. on a fess betw. three crescents gu. as many

fleurs-de-lis or. Oakeley, Oakeley, co. Salop;
Oakeley, Plas Tan-y-Bwlch, co. Merioneth.

Oakeley, Shrewsbury, co. Salop; Baronetcy
1790; quartering az. a stag trippant or for

Sirahan,
Gu. on a fess or betw. three crescents arg. as

many fleurs-de-lis of the field, Searl;
quartered by Dancer,

Or on a fess az. betw. three crescents gu. as many
roses arg. Merefield,

Or on a fess voided az, betw, three crescents sa.

as many roses arg, Merrifield.
Or on a fess az. betw. three crescents erm. as

many cinquefoils arg. Alexander Meryfeld,
CO. Devon, V.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three crescents arg. a

ciuquefoil gu. Brooking.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three crescents in chief
and a saltire couped in base gu. a garb or.

Yule, Leehouses, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crescents sa. a garb or
banded gu. Yuille, London. Yule, Darleith,
Scotland.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crescents gu. as many
garbs or. Blyth, Scotland.

Sa. on a fess dancetty or betw. three crescents

arg. seven gouttys de sang. Rous, Great Clac-

ton, Essex.
Vert on a fess arg. betw. three crescents of the

last as many mascles sa. Don, Teath, Scot-
land.

Az. on a fess betw. three crescents arg. a mullet
sa. Lovell.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crescents gu. as many
mullets arg. Ashborne.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crescents gu. as many
mullets or. Asherburn or Ashburner,
Cockermouth, Cumberland. Ashborne.
ASHBURN, ASHBURNHAM. LeMSTEK,

Az. on a fess purp. betw. three crescents or a
bezant. Reay.

Az, on a fess sa. betw. three crescents or as many
bezants. Omer.

Az. on a fess betw. three crescents or as many
pellets, Omer, V,

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three crescents of the
second as many torteaux. Hallowes, originally
Hallowes in Dronfield, subsequently of Dethick,
and now of Glapwell, co. Derby.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Crescents cont.

Vert on a less or beiw. three crescents in chief

and a leopHrd pass, guard, tail coward in base

arg. four ermine spots sa. Simpson, co.

Bucks.
1 Cross

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. a cross patty fitchy and
two annulets in chief and one in base or a lion

pass. az. Underwood, Dublin.
Gu. on a fess erm. betw. two annulets and a cross

fitchy in chief or a lion pass. sa. Undebwood,
Enfield, Middlesex ; and co. Stafford.

Az. on a fess or betw. three plates in chief and
a cross moline in base arg. an eagle displ. sa.

AuBERTiN, Yeulands, Banstead, Surrey.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. a savage's head erased in

chief of the last and a cross crosslet fitchy
in base az. three escallops of the field.

Newbigging, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two boar's heads couped
and a cross patty fitchy sa. three mullets of the

fit St. Pound.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two dragon's heads

couped and a cross patty fitchy sa. three muU
lets of the field. Pound.

2 Crosses

Arg. on a fess betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy az.

three buckles or. Lesly, Kincraige, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two crosses crosslet, fitchy
sa. in chief and a dexter hand couped holding
a dagger in pale in base ppr. three mullets of

the first. Sharp, Trailkeltrie, Scotland.

3 Crosses

Arg. on a fess chequy or and gu. betw. three

crosses crosslet sa. as many annulets. Bowler.
Gu. on a fess betw. three crosses patty or as many

annulets az. Crane, Clerk of the Kitchen to

King James I ; granted 1606.

Gu. on a fess betw. three crosses formy fitchy or

as many annulets az. Crane, London.
Gu. on a fess arg, betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy or a lion pass, guard, az. Talpe, V.

Or on a fess beiw. three crosses crosslet fitchy
az. a lion pass. arg. Taap or Tapp, Tapp,
00. Dorset. Tapte, V.

Gu, on a fe^s arg. two lions pass. az. over all a

pale per saltire arg, and sa, in the dexter chief

two escallops in the sinister base a cross crosslet

fitchy of the second in the sinister chief two
crosses crosslet and in the dexter base one

escallop of the last. Bawrip.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet sa, as

many talbots of the first. Sotheby.

Arg. on a fess vert betw, three crosses crosslet

sa. as many talbots of the first, Sotheby,
Fairmead Lodge, Epping Forest, Southbey,
Sotheby, or Southebye, Bury, Suffolk

;
and

Sawardstone Bradeshali, co,
• York ; granted

1563.

Arg. on a fess betw, three cropses crosslet sa, as

many talbots pass. or. Southeby.
Gu, on a fess betw. three crosses patty fitchy or

a crane az. enclosed by two annulets of the last.

Crane. Wm. Crane, London, V.

Az. on a fess betw. three crosses formy fitchy or

as many eagles displ. of the field. Smyth,
Garbeston, Norfolk; and Noding, Suffolk.

Az. on a fess betw. three crosses formy fitchy or

as many eagles displ. sa. Smyth.
Az. on a fess arg, betw, three crosses crosslet

placed saltireways or as many crows ppr.
Crosier.

On a FESS betw cont.
3 Crosses cont.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three crosses patty
sa. as many martlets of the first. Canon;
Pole's Devon, ii, 492.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. betw. three crosses patty
gu. as many martlets of the first. Gylles or
Gyles, V. Canon, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. betw. three crosses formy
gu. as many martlets or. Gyles.

Erm. on a fefs engr betw, three crosses patty
and filched at foot . . , , as many martlets ....
Fetusfrt Mon., pi. iv, 16 20.

Sa. on a fess betw. three crosses patty or as many
martlets of the field. Samwayes, Brudway, and
Toller Winterborn, co. Devon.

Sa. on a fess betw. three crosses patonce or as

many martlets of the field. Samwayes.
Sa. on a fess betw. three crosses fiory or as many

martlets of the field. Samwayes, Chilhampton,
CO. Wilts,

Arg, on a fess betw, three crosses crosslet fitchy
sa, as many crescents of the field, Olney,

Or on a fesS betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy gu.
as many crescents of the field, Tullook,

Per pale gu. and az. on a fess wavy arg, betw.
three crosses patty or as many crescents sa.

GoDSALE or GoDSALUs. GoDSALVE, Suffolk.
Thomas Godsale, Norwich, V,

Per pale gu. and az. on a fess nebuly or betw, three
crosses patty of the third as many crescents sa.

Thomas Godsalve, Norwich, V.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three crosses crosslet

sa, as many escallops or. Hogan, Loudon,
V.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. as many escallops or. Hogan,
London.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy

gu. an escallop of the first. Crane, V.
Az. on a fess betw. three crosslets or as many

escallops gu. Norton,
Az. on a fess arg. betw. three crosses patty ....

three escallops gu, Tetlow, Tetlowe,
Az, on a fess arg. betw, three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa, three escallops gu. Titley, Titley ;

Harl. MS. ]OBS.

Erminois on a fess dancetty per pale gu. and az.

betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy of the second
as many escallops or. Sandys, St. Minver,
Cornwall.

Or on a fess dancetty per pale gu. and az. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchy gu. as many
escallops arg. Sandys, Cornwall.

Or on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet sa. as

many escallops of the field. Huggen.
Or on a fess gu, betw. three crosses sa. as many

fleurs-de-lis arg. Smith, co. Gloucester.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three crosslets of the
second as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.

EVERDON, V.

Arg, on a fess betw. three crosses patonce sa. as

many fleurs-de-lis or. Everton, Balstead and

Newton, Suffolk.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy
sa. a cinquefoil or. Layton.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy
sa. as many cinquefoils of the field. Lawton,
Lawton, «o. Chester; settled there temp.
Henry V.

Vert on a fess sa. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy or as many buck's heads cabossed arg.

Hadd, Kent.
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On a F£SS betw cont.

3 Crosses cont.

Az. on a fess or betw. three crosses moline of

the second a unicorn courant gu. Rest. Sir

John Rest, Alderman of Loudon, F, Lord

Mayor of London, 1516.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses moline square

pierced az. as many mullets of the field.

Miller, Millheugh, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. and a crescent in base gu. three

mullets of the field within a bordure invecked

of the fourth. Sharp; granted 1785.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three crosslets fitchy in

chief sa. and a dexter hand couped grasping a

sword in pale gu. in base three mullets of the

field within a bordure embattled of the second.

Sharp.
Or on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy

gu. as many mullets of the field. Tulloch.
Sa. on a fess or betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy

arg. as many mullets gu. Cboge.
Gu. on a fess az. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. two battering rams or. Croxton.
Or on a fess betw. three crosses patty gu. as many

bezants. Mercer, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses patty sa. as

many plates. Clarke, Ardingtou, co. Berks.

Or on a fess betw. three crosses patty in chief gu.
and a mullet az. in base three bezants. Mercer,
Aldri, Scotland.

Or on a fess betw. three crosses patty in chief gu.
and a mullet in base az. three bezants a bor-

dure of the second charged with eight annulets

of the first. Mercer, Easter Newton.
Or on a fess betw. three crosses patty in chief and
a mullet in base gu. as many bezants.

Farebrother, Lord Mayor of London, 1834.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses patty gu. as

many plates. Marsh, Mackclawr, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses patty sa. three

plates. Clarke, Ardington, co. Berks.

Per fess ai'g. and az. on a fess sa. betw. three

crosses patty in chief of the last and a heron in

base of the first three plates. Clarke, Ockley,

Surrey.
Az. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy

arg. as many torieaux. FiTZ Richard, co.

Lincoln, V.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. tliree crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. two tuns or. Croxton, co. Chester;
and Ireland.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. two tuns ppr. Croxon.

Arg. on a fess betw. tliree crosses bottony fitchy
sa, two tuns or. Coxton.

Or on a fess engr. betw. three crosses crosslet

vert a Catharine wheel betw. two horse shoes

arg. Button. John Button, Alton, co. Wilts.

4 Crosses

Arg. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet

in chief and one in base gu. two crosses

crosslet of the field. Cravon.

Arg. on a fess betw. four crosses crosslet fitchy
sa. three tuns or. Coxton.

6 Crosses

Gu. on a fess dancetty arg. betw. six crosses

crosslet fitchy or three anchors sa. Raworth,
London.

Arg. on a fess countercompony nz. and purp. betw.
six crosslets three two and one gu. three annu-
lets or. Butteler, of Bydryngliam.

On a FESS betw cont.

6 Crosses cent.

Arg. on a fess chequy gu. and of the first betw.

six crosses botonny sa. three annulets or.

Butler, London.

Arg. on a fess compony az. and gu. betw. six

crosses crosslet of the second three annulets

or. Bdtler, Lord Mayor of London 1515.

Arg. on a fess compony az. and purp. betw. six

crosses crosslet sa. three annulets or.

Butler. Botteler, V*.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy gn.
three crescents of the field. Olney.

Arg. on a fess embattled betw. six crosses cross-

let fitchy gu. three crescents of the first.

Robert Olney, V.

Gu. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet arg. a

cross crosslet of the first. Burgayne.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. six crosses ciosslet fitchy
sa. three escallops or. Thyly, Lynn, Norfolk.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. six crosses crosslet of the

second three escallops or. Hogan.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy sa.

three escallops or. Detley, co. Chester.

HoGAN. Titley, CO. Chester, F.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy sa.

as many escallops or. Tetley, Lynn, Norfolk.

Titley.
Az. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet or as many

escallops gu. Norton, F.

Az. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy arg.
three escallops gu. Tidley.

Az. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy or
three escallops gu. Titley, Wore, co. Salop.
Titley or Titteley, Titteley, co. Salop.

Az. on a fess dancetty betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy or three escallops gu. Boyton, Walden,
Essex.

Az. on a fess dancetty betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy or three escallops sa. Boyton, Boyton
End, Norfolk.

Az. on a fess wavy betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy or three escallops gu. Boyton.
Sa. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet arg. three

escallops of the first. Rilvert.
Az. on a fess or betw. six crosses patty arg. three

estoiles gu. a bordure or charged \vith ogresses.

Haryson, F.

Az. on a fess or betw. six crosses patty arg. three

estoiles gu. all within a bordure engr. of the

second charged with eight pellets. Harison.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. six crosses crosslet az.

three cinquefoils of the field. Fetcher,
Calais.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. eix crosslets gu. three

cinquefoils of the first. Fecharde or Fecher.
Fetcher, Calais.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet sa. three

cinquefoils of the field. Fecher, "hastiarius

apud Callis", F.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet sa. three

cinquefoils of the field. Fecher.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet sa. three

cinquefoils or. Fecher.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosslets fi(chy sa. three

cinquefoils of the field. Laton, V, or Latun,
F. Lann. Layton.

Gu. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet sa. three

cinquefoils arg. Latimer.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosses moline gn. a
unicorn couchant or. Rest, co. Northampton.

Gu. on a fess belw. six crosses crosslet or a

mullet sa. Worcester.
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On a FESS betw cont.

6 Crosses cont.

Arg. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet sa. three

plates. Fecher.

Arg, on a fess betw. six crosses patty sa. three

plates. Clauke, Ardington, co. Berks.
9 Crosses

Arg. on a fess gii. betw. nine crosses crosslet

tituhy sa. three leopard's faces of the field.

Faruington.
Or on a fess gu. betw. nine crosses crosslet fitchy

sa. three leopard's faces of the field.

Fabrinoton, CO. Devon.
10 Crosses

Or on a fess gu. betw. ten crosses crosslet fitchy
sa. three lion's heads erased arg. Faringdon
or FARniNODON, V ; Lord Mayor of London,
1308, 1313, 1329,1323.

13 Crosses

Or on a fess gu. betw. thirteen crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. three lion's heads erased arg.
Faryndon.

Crowns see Coronet
3 Cups

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three covered cups or a
Cornish chough ppr. Butler, Wales.

Az. on a fess arg. betw, three covered cups or as

many birds sa. beaked and legged gu. Boteler,
Butler, Penrawyn, Wales, V,

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three covered cups or as

many Cornish choughs ppr. Butler.
3 Cushions

Gu. on a fess betw. three cushions or tasselled of
the last each charged with a fleur-de-lis of the
field a martlet sa. Hutton, Westmoreland.

Gu. on a fess betw. three cushions tasselled or a
cross bumetty betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the
first. Button; granted by Sir Gilbert
Dethick to Matthew Hutton, Dean of York,
aO July, 1584.

Gu. on a fess betw. three cushions arg. tasselled
or as many fleurs-de-lis of the field. Hutton,
Durham.

Gu. on a fess betw, three cushions arg, fringed
and tasselled or as many fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Hutton, Marske, co. York.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three cushions erm. tas

selled of the second a fleur-de-lis sa. Hutton,
Durham

; and co. Lancaster. Button, Bishop
wearmouth, co. Durham. Matthew Hutton,
Bishop of Durham, Archbishop of York, 1595-
1606. Drake's Ebor.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three cushions erm. as

many fleurs-de-lis of the field. Hutton, Arch-

bishop of York, 1594. Surtees's Durham.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three lozenge shaped

cushions erm. fringed and tasselled of the se-

cond as many fleurs-do lis sa. Hutton,
Huughion le Spring, co. Durham

; derived from
the Huttonsof Priest Hutton, co. Lancaster.

Escallop
Gu. on a fess or betw. a mullet in chief and an

escallop in base arg. three martlets az.

Hampton, Henllys, Anglesea, 1460,
2 Escallops

Vert on a fess daucetty erm. betw. a buck's head
cabossed in chief and two escallops in base or
a mullet gu. Duff, Halkin, and Kinstair, co.

Ayr ; Baronetcy.
3 Escallops

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three escallops sa. as

many annulets of the field. Bvffeid, V.
BVFIE},!^.

On a FESS betw cont.
3 Escallops cont.

Sa. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three escallops or a
lion pass. gu. Jaques, co. York; descended
from Sir Roger Jaques of Elvington, Lord
Mayor of York 1(539, knighted by Charles I.

Gu. on a fess arg. two lions pass. az. over all

a pale persaltire arg. and sa. in the dexter chief
two escallops in the sinister base a cross cross-
let fitchy of the second in the sinister chief two
crosses crosslet in the dexter base one escallop
of the last. Bawrip. Bawdrip, F.

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three escallops arg. two
birds close ppr. Urflet, V.

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three escallops arg. as

many birds purp. Urfleet, co. Devon.
Or on a fess wavy az. betw. three escallops sa. as

many ducks arg. Baker alias Lloyd, Tering-
ton, Norfolk, W.

Or on a fess engr. sa. betw. three escallops az. two

eagles displ. of the field. Reeve, Wigton,
Norfolk.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three escallops az. as

many eaglets displ. or. Reeve ; as granted to

John George Reeve Delapole.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. betw. three escallops az.

as many eagles displ. or. Reeve. With a

mullet for difl'. Ryve, Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk, W.

Arg. on a fess betw. three escallops sa. as many
eagles displ. or. Reve, Sufl'olk.

Arg, on a fess engr, betw, three escallops az.

as many eagles displ, or. Reeve; in St.

Sepulchre's Church, London.

Arg, on a fess betw. three escallops gu. as many
martlets or. Sindelshelme or Sindelham,
CO. Berks. Sire Robert de Sindlesham, N.

Erm. on a fess betw. three escallops gu. as many
martlets or. Sheldham,

Or on a fess wavy az, betw. three escallops sa. as

many shelldrakes arg. Ladde alias Baker,

Terrington, Norfolk.

Or on a fess wavy sa. betw. three escallops of the

last as many shelldrakes arg. Ladde or

Ladd,
Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three escallops arg. two

delves of the first (but sometimes purple and
sometimes veri). Uuflet, F.

Arg. on a fess betw. three escallops gu. a fleur-de-

lis or. DORTHORP, F.

Gu. on a fess betw. three escallops or a trefoil

slipped of the second. Wode, F.

Gu, on a fess betw, three escallops arg. five fusils

in fess sa. Abbs, IMnner, Middlesex.

Arg. on a fess betw. three escallops sa. a buck's

head cabossed betw. two buckles or. Pritohard,

Broseley, co. Salop.
Or on a fess betw. three escallops az. four

lozenges conjoined arg. Gay.

Or on a fess sa, betw. three escallops oz. f6ur

lozenges conj. arg. Gage, co. Devon. John

Gave, Goldwithy, co. Devon, F.

Or on a fess sa. betw. three escallops az. five

lozenges arg. Gay ; Foley Devon, ii, 442.

Or on a fess sa. betw. three escallops az. six

lozenges conjoined arg. Gay, Gouldesworth,

CO. Devon. The heiress of Gurtoys of Gold-

worthy, and a co heiress of Gamond or Gam-

bon, m. into this family, which was originally

of Hampton Gay, co. Oxford, and appears to

have settled at GoWsworthy, 1420.

Arg. on a fess betw. three escallops az. as many
mullets or. Syndham, co. Berks*
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Escallops cont..

Arg. on a fess wavy betw. three escallops az. as

many mullets or. Sowdon, V.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three escallops gu. as

many mullets or. Snowden or Snowdon.

Arg. on a fess wavy az. betw. three escallops gu.
as many mullets or. Sowdon, London.

Arg. on a fess betw. three escallops gu. as many
mullets or. Salesham or Salsham, co.

Berks ; and CO. York. Syndesham. Sir Robert

Syndlesham, CO. Berks; temp. Edw. I, V.

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three escallops arg. a

chessrook vert. Urflete,co. Devon.

6 Escallops

Arg. on a fess dancetty betw. six escallops gu. a

mullet, Dengayne.

S Escutcheons

Arg. on a fess wavy az. betw. three escutcheons

gu. as many lozenges or. Latch, Woodhouse,
CO. Leicester; and Elston,co. Nottingham.

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three escutcheons gu.
as many mullets or. Baoon, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three escutcheons

of the second as many mullets arg. pierced sa.

Bacon, Hesset, Norfolk ; the heiress m. Bacon,
of Fristou.

3 Estoiles

Ai'g. on a fess betw. three estoiles sa. a demi lion

ramp. betw. two fleurs delis. Cocket, co.

Herts.
Or on a fess gobonated gu. and arg. betw. three

estoiles sa. a derai lion ramp, and two fleurs-de-

lis counterchanged. Gawdy, Norfolk.

Or on a fess paly of four gu. and arg. betw. three

estoiles sa. a lion pass. betw. two fleurs-de-lis

each divided per pale counterchanged. Gaudye.
Gu. on a fess betw. three estoiles arg. a mullet of

the field. Eveeard.
Gu. on a fess betw. three estoiles arg. as many

mullets sa. Eveeard, Shenton, and Pickleton,
CO. Leicester; co. Stafford; and Essex, 1583.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three estoiles or as many
mullets sa. Eveeard, Suffolk j and Sussex.

Sa. on a fess betw. three estoiles arg. as many
pellets. Balam, Walsoken, Marsland, Bew-
ford Hall, Norfolk

; and Barton, Suffolk.

Bellam, Bai.lam, and Bellome.

3 Feathers

Or on a fess sa. betw. three ostrich feathers ppr.
as many martlets arg. Tufnell.

Az. on a fess betw. three ostrich feathers arg. as

many martlets sa. Tdfnell, Langleys, Essex ;

derived from Richard Tufnaile or Tufnell,
citizen and brewer of London

;
M.P. for South-

wark in 1640.

Fish
Az. on a fess or betw. three fishes haurient arg.

as many roses gu. Knight, V.
Az. on a fess betw. three pikes haurient or as

many roses gu. seeded of the second. Knight.
Az. on a fess betw. three dolphins arg. a mullet

sa. for diff. Leaman.
Sa. on a fess engr. or betw. three whelks arg. as

many maiden's heads ppr. crined of the second.
Shelly.

Flames
Or on a fess dancetty betw. three flames of fire

gu. proceeding from clouds arg. a lamb couch-
ant betw. two estoiles arg. John Hoopkr,
Bishop of Gloucester, lor)t).4.

On a FESS betw. cont.

Flenr-de-Lis

Arg. on a fess az. betw. a fleur-de-lis gu. inter two
crosses crosslet fitchy sa. in chief and a cre-

scent in base of the third three mullets of the

field. Sharp, Scotland.

Gu. on a fess arched three towers or all masoned
sa. in chief a fleur-de-lis betw. two roses of the

second in base a river ppr. thereon three ves-

sels each with one mast and yard-arm of the

third. Town of Cambridge.
Vert on a fess betw: two crescents in chief and a

fleur-de lis in base arg. three mascles sa. Don,
Spittal, Scotland.

Vert on a fess gu. betw. a chev. inverted in chief

and a fleur-do-lis betw. two batons in base all

or three bezants in the centre chief point
another bezant. 'Espinasse, the Kill of the

Grange, co. Dublin
; originally from Languedoe.

2 Flenrs-de-Lis

Sa. on a fess engr, betw. two fleurs-de-lis arg. a

crescent of the field. Ashfield, Sussex.

3 Fleurs-de-Lis

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or a

greyhound courant sa. Hawford, oo. Cam-

bridge. Holford, Rutland.
Az. on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or a lion

pass. gu. betw. two buckles of the field.

Nettleship, Grocers' Hall, London.
Gu. on a fess betw. three fleursde-lis arg. as many

lions pass, guard, of the first. Odldsworth,
Poulton, CO. Gloucester.

Az. on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or a Cornish

chough sa. beaked and legged gu. Skelton,
Branthwaite, Cumberland; temp. Henry V.

Skelton, Armathwaite Castle, Cumberland;
originally of Skelton ; one of the family repre-
sented Cumberland in Parliament temp. Ed-
ward I. Sir John Skelton, F. Peter Skelton,
Flamborough, co. York, 158-1, W.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. as many flenrs-de-lis of the

second three buckles or. Lesly, Tullochi,
Scotland.

Sa. on a fess engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg. as

many escallops gu. Cherth. Thomas Cherth
or Cherch, Surrey, V.

Or on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. as many
of the same of the first. Driley or Drill.

DEyviLE,£', Sire Johan Deyvile, 2\^. Dryle,
V.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. a

fret or. Jorworth.
Sa. a fess engr. or fretty of the first, betw. three

fleurs-de-lis two and one and a bordure of the

second. Style, Kent, F-

Az. on a fess betw. three flenrs-de-lis arg. as many
buck's heads cabossed sa. Wrikesworth.

Az. on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or as many
griffin's heads erased of the field. Bacon,
Suffolk.

Arg, on a fess sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
as many leopard's heads of the first.

Stillingfleet
; originally of Slillingtleet, co.

York. Edward Stillingfleet, Bishop of

Worcester, 1689-99.

Az. on a fess or betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg. as

many mullets of six points pierced gu.
DOLINS.

Gu. on a fess engr. or betw. three fleurs-delia

arg. as many mullets az. Taylour, W.
Sa. on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg. as

many mullets of the first. Criell, V.
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3 Fleors-de-Lis cont.

Arg. on a fess betw. three flears-de-lis az. as

many bezants. Thwaytes.
Or on a fess dancetty az. betw. three fleurs-

de-lis of the second as many bezants charged
with three lions pass, of the field. Roller, co.

Devon.

Arg. on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. as many
bezants. Twaytes, V.

Az.on a fess engr. arg. betw. three fleurs de-lis

of the second as many torteaux. Stoddyr, V.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. as

many bezants. Shepherd alias Thwaites,
Miln-hay, in Heanor; and Remerston, co.

Derby ; temp. Henry IV. Three descents are

given in the Visitation of 1011. Thwaites,
Hardinetham, Norfolk.

Or on a fess dancetty sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

az. as many bezants charged with three lions

ramp, of the field. Roller, co. Devon.
4 Flears-de-Lis

Or on a fess betw. four fleurs-de lis gu. a cross

pattonce betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Egmanton, CO. York, V.

Az. on a fess betw. four fleurs-de-lis gu. a fleur-de-

lis arg. Challoner.

Arg. on a fess betw. four fleurs-de-lis two and two

gu. two fleurs-de-lis of the first. Devile.
Or on a fess betw. four fleurs-de-lis two and two

gu. two fleurs-de-lis of the field. Devile.

Davile, Angram, co. York. Daville ; Harl.

MS. 189-5, fo. 150. Deyvelle, Deyvill or

Davkll, Cockwold, co. York. John de Egvile,
F. Sir John de Ervill, G. Sir Robert

Deyvill, V. Egmanton, co. Lincoln.

Or on a fess betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa. two fleurs-

de-lis of the first. Davile. Cockwold, co. York.

Deyvill.

6 Fleurs-de-Lis

Arg. on a fess betw. six fleurs-de-lis sa. three

fleurs-de-lis of the first. Barton, Newton,
CO. York. Wm. Barton, Newton-on-Darwent,
CO. York, 1584, W.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. six fleurs-de lis gu. two
lion's garabs erect and erased in saltire, enfiled

with a ducal coronet or. Andellaby, V,

Erm.on a fess engr. gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis of

the second an eagle's head erased arg. betw.

two bezants. Galton, Duddeston House,
CO. Warwick ; Warley Hall, co. Salop ; and
Hadzor House, co. Worcester.

7 Fleurs-de-Lis

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

in chief and four in base of the second a boar's

head erased of the first. Fdlton, Park.

Flower (Rose)
Arg. on a fess az. betw. two spur rowels in chief

and a rose in base three garbs or. Panther,
Newmaius, Scotland; Pont's MS.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three spur rowels in chief

and a rose in base gu. three helmets of the field-

Panther, That Ilk.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. an anchor erect in chief

entwined by a serpent ppr. and in base a rose

gu. a crescent betw. two mullets of the field.

Blane, Blanefield, co. Ayr; and Culverlands,
CO. Berks; Baronetcy 1812.

.... (Thistle)
Az. on a fess arg. betw. a thistle in chief or and

a trefoil in base of the second a cinquefoil gu.

Steers, Ireland,

On a FESS betw cont.
2 Flowers (Boses)

Arg. on a fess betw. two roses gu. on annulet of
the first betw. as many covered cups or.
Draper.

Arg. on a fess betw. two roses gu. barbed vert
two crosses crossletfitchy of the first. Benbtiey
or Bendbury,

Erm. on a fess az. betw. two roses in chief gu.
barbed and seeded and a Roman fasces erect in
base ppr. three bezants. Rathbone, Liverpool ;

and CO. Lancaster.

3 Flowers
Sa. on a fess or betw. three flowers arg. leaved of

the second two lions pass. az. Masters.

.... (Honeysuckles)
Sa. on a fess or betw. three honeysuckles arg.
two li<»ns pass. az. Master or Measter,
CO. Wilts. William Master, Heytesbury,
CO. Wilts, V.

....(Pinks)
Arg. on a fess per fess indented az. and purp.

betw. three pinks vert flowered or as many
trefoils of the first. Marlow.

.... (Boses)

Arg. on a fess betw. three roses ga. a lion pass, of
the field. Hopkins, Ireland.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three roses gu. barbed
vert as many escallops of the first. Craigengelt,
Craigengelt.

Arg. on a fess embattled betw.. three roses gu.
slipped ppr. as many fleurs-de-lis. Goafe,
Farnagh, in Dufiield.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three roses gu. a lily of

the first. Richard Mayo orMAYEw; Bishop
of Hereford, 1504-16.

Az. on a fess or betw. three roses arg. a human
heart gu. Chamier.

Az. on a fess or betw. three roses arg. seeded and
barbed ppr. a human heart gu. Chemebe.

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three roses or as many
bugle-horns sa. Cottington, co. Gloucester ;

and CO. Wiltshire. Cotington, co. Gloucester, V.

Az. on a fess betw. three roses or as many bugle-
horns sa. Gaymer. Gayner, V.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three roses gu. a sword of

the first hilt and pomel or. Collisone.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three roses in chief gu.
and as many peascods in base vert a sword

barways of the first hilt and pomel or.

CoLLisoN, Auchloumes. Collisone, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess vert betw. three damask roses

barbed and seeded ppr. four ermine spots of

the field. Willaume, Tingrave, co. Bedford ;

granted 1767.

Per pale or and erm. on a fess embattled vert

betw. three roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
four ermine spots arg. Tanqueeay; granted
to Edward Tanqueray, of Tingrave, co. Bedford.

....(Primroses)
Arg. on a fess az. betw. three primroses gu. as

many mullets or. Priblrose, Scotland.

1 3-Foil

Az. on a fess arg. betw. a thistle in chief or and a

trefoil in base of the second a cinquefoil gu.

Steers, Ireland.

3 3-Foils

Or on a fess gu. betw. three trefoils slipped

ermines an eagle displ. of the field within a

bordure engr. az. bezanty. Sir Richard

Champion, Lord Mayor of London 1565, V.
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.cont.On a FESS betw.
3 3-Foils cont.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three trefoils slipped
ermines an eagle dispi. of the field within a

bordure engr. gu. bezunty. Champion.
Or on a fess pu. betw. three trefoils slipped pean
an eagle displ. of the first within a bordure

engr. az. charged with eight bezants.

CHAMnoN, London.
Or on a fess sa. betw. three trefoils slipped vert

as many martlets volant or. Harty, Prospect
House, Roebuck, co, Dublin ; Baronetcy
1831.

Arg, on a fess az. betw. three trefoils slipped of

the second as many roses or. Baker, W.

Arg. a fess gu. charged with another fess nebuly
or betw. three trefoils slipped of the second.

Thorp; granted to Robert Disney Thokp,
Leeds, co. York.

Arg. on a fess betw. three trefoils slipped gu. as

many lion's heads erased of the fir.->t.

Umphrastoun, That Ilk.

6 3-Foil8

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. six trefoils slipped vert

a lion pass or. Beeiffe, Colchester, Essex.

4 4-Foils

Per pale or and az. on a fess wavy betw. four

quatrefoils two crescents all counlerchangdd.
SoNE or SooNE, CO. Derby; and Wavesden,
SuflTolk.

1 5-FoU

Gu. on a fess arg. a hawk's lure of the first in

chief a cinquefoil and in base a hawk's leg
erased jessed and belled of the second.

Shanke, Castlerig, co. Fife; and Dawlish, co.

Devon.
Vert on a fess betw. three piles in chief and a

cinquefoil in base arg. a saltire of the first.

Roger, That Ilk; Workman's MSS.
2 5-Foils

Arg. on a fess betw. two cinquefoils oz. three

garbs of the field. Eadon.
Sa. on a fess betw. two cinquefoils in chief arg.
and on a mount in base three ouk sprigs vert

acorned or the text letters A, B, C, D, E, F, of

the field. Lang, England.
3 6-Foil3

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils az. a

hind pass, inter two pheons or. Laward, alias

Lord, London, V.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils pierced
az. a hind trippant of the field betw. two pheons
or. Laward.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils per pale
ofthefir^tand az. a hind trippant betw. two

pheons or. Lateward, London.
Arg. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils gu. a grey-
hound pass, of the field. Albany, London ; co.

Salop; and co. Bedford.
Erm. on a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils of the

second a greyhound courant or collared az.

Albany, London, W.
Az. on a fess arg. betw. three cinquefoils or

a lion pass. gu. Hunt.
Gu. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils or a lion

pass, of tlie field. HunTj Stockgrave, co.

Devon ; and co. Worcester,
ga. on a fess or betw. three cinquefoils of the
second a lion pass, gu, James Hunt, son of

Robert Hunt, of StOL-kgrave, co. Devon, 1592,
W,

On a FESS betw cont.

3 5-Foils cont.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three cinquefoils erm.
a lion pass. gu. betw. two mullets of the

field. Lamb, Kent; and Barham, Suffolk;

granted 3 July, 1559.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three cinquefoils erm. a

lion pass, of the second gu. betw. two mullets

of the first. Lamb, Suffolk, IF.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three cinquefoils of the

second a lion pass. gu. Hunt.

Arg. on a fess embattled counterembattled gu.
betw. three cinquefoils sa. as many martlets of

the field. Emes, Cornwall.

Erm. on a fess engr. vert betw. three cinquefoils
sa. as many martlets or. Lockwood, Ewood,
Halifax, co. York.

Or on a fess betw. three cinquefoils gu, as many
martlets arg. Slough.

Or on a fess betw. three cinqitefoils gu. as many
martlets of the first. Slough.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three cinquefoils or as

many martlets of the field. Cowcher, Claimes.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three cinquefoils erm. a

crescent inter two mullets of the first. Lame,
Kent, V. Lamb, W.

Arg. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils sa. as many
crescents or. Denver, Norfolk.

Or on a fess sa. betw. three cinquefoils vert a cross

flory of the field. Moysey, Henton, co.

Somerset; granted 1765.

Arg, on a fess betw. three cinquefoils gu. a fleur-

de-lis erm. Bates, co. Lincoln.

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three cinquefoils or

two fleurs-de lis az. Hooker.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils of the

second as many fleurs-de-lis erm. Bate,
Robert Bate, co. Lincoln, V.

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils sa.

three fleurs-de lis of the field. Bosley, co.

Stafford.

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils sa.

as many fleurs-de-lis or. Boysill or Boyshill.

Boyssille, V.

Sa. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils ....

five garbs. Davis.
Sa. on a fess or betw. three cinquefoils erm. a

leopnrd's face gu. betw. two mullets pierced of

the field. Lambe, Stoke Pogeis, co. Bucks.

Arg. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils az. two

pheons of the field. Lord, London.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils az. as

many pheons or. Lorde, London.

Arg. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils pierced sa.

as many antelope's heads erased arg. Brond.

Arg. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils pierced sn.

as many antelope's heads erased or. Brond,
Boxford, Suffolk.

Gyronny of six gu. and sa. on a fess betw. three

cinquefoils az. as many lion's heads erased or.

f,
Pynoke.

Or on a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils sa. as

many swan's heads erased of the first. Bakek,
Walton, Norfolk.

Gu. on a fess engr. or betw. throe cinquefoils erm.
two swan's necks erased sa. beaked gu. ou their

necks three gouttys d'argent fessways. Clarke,
Kent.

Or on a fess engr. betw. three cinquefoils sa. as

many swan's necks erased arg. John Baker,
Smallborough, Norfolk, W.

Gu. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils arg. a man's
heart ppr. Hamilton, Cairnes, Scotland.
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.cont.On a FESS betw.
3 6-Foils cunt.

Arg. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils sa. a mullet

of the field. Messye, Shekeuhurst, co.

Worcester.
Gu. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils arg. two

mullets of the field. Lamb, Newcastle-ou-

Tyne. .

Sa. on a fess erminois betw. three cinquefoils

arg. two mullets of the field. Lamb, Viscount

Jlelbourne; peerage extinct. Lamb, Baron

Beauvale. Robert Lambe, Bishop of Peter-

borough 1764-9.

Sa. on a fess betw. three cinquefoils erminois two

mullets vert. Lamb.
Sa. on a fess or betw. three cinquefoils arg. two

mullets of the field. Lamb, Higham, Sussex.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three cinquefoils erm. two

mullets of the field. Lamb, Colston, co. Wilts.

Lamb, Kennington, Kent.

4 6-Foils

Per pale or and az. on a fess betw. four cinque-

foils two crescents all counterchanged. Sone,

F.

Per pale or and az. on a fess wavy betw. four

cinquefoils two crescents all counterchanged.

Stone, Wavesdon, Suflfolk. Sone, Suffolk, V.

Wanesdon, Suffolk.

2 Fruits (Pomegranates)
Az. on a fess betw. two pomegranates stalked

and leaved or seeded gu. as many portcullises

with chains of the third. Grainger or Grave,
London.

3 Fruits (Acorns)
Gu. on a fess engr. betw. three acorns slipped or

a mural crown betw. two roses of the field.

Speddino, Suramergrove, Cumberland ; origin-

ally settled in Ireland, and subsequently, for

some generations, in Scotland.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three acorns or as many
oak leaves vert. Okeden, EUingbam, co.

Hants; Viiitation, Id^i.

(Peascods)

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three roses in chief gu.

and as many peascods in base vert a sword

barywajs of the first bilted and pomelled or.

CoLLisoNE, Scotland. Collison, Auchloumes.

(Pomegranates)
Az. on a fess arg. betw. three pomegranates

leaved and stalked or a snake nowed ppr.

COLI-EDGE.
6 Fruits (Acorns)

Az. on a fess betw. six acorns or as many roses

gu. Hobi.e.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. six acorns or three oak

leaves vert. Oyke, Norfolk.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. six acorns or three oak

leaves vert. Ogden.
Sa. on a fess betw. six acorns or three oak leaves

ppr. Okeden.
Sa. on a fess or betw. six acorns of the second as

many oak leaves bendways vert. Oke, V. Sir

Geoffrey de Oke, Norfolk, V.

9 Fruits (Wheat)
Vert on a fess betw. three bundles of wheat (or

barley) each consisting of as many stalks, one

erect and two in saltire or a greyhound courant

arg. pied ppr. Matcham.

Arg. on a fess sa. three escallops of the first in

cliief nine ears of wheat in three bunches two

saltireways and one in pale gu. in base three

swan's heads erased of the last.ducally gorged
or. Bakek, CO. Radnor.

On a FESS betw cont.

2 Garbs
Gu. on a fess arg. betw. two garbs in chief or and

an antique plough in base of the last three tre-

foils VL-rt. Dreghorn, Ruchbill, Scotland ;

granted 17C3.

Vert on a fess betw. two garbs in chief or and a

sickle in base arg. handled of the second an

arrow barways gu. headed and flighted of the

third betw. two estoiles az. Dubeki.y,

Dingeston, co. Monmouth ; granted 1766.

DuBERLEY, Gaines Hall, co. Huntingdon.

3 Garbs

Per pale gu. and az. on a fess wavy arg. betw.

three garbs or as many billets of the second.

Drinkwater, Irwell House, co. Lancaster.

Drinkwater, Shrewsbury. Drinkwater, Sal-

ford, CO. Lancaster.

Sa. on a fess engr. or betw. three garbs arg. a

bird betw. two gouttys gu. Marshall, co.

York.
Sa. on a fess engr. or betw. three garbs arg. a

martlet enclosed by two gouttys of the second.

Morfin. The Lady Morfin, V.

Az. on a fess dancetty arg. betw. three garbs or

as many birds of the field membered gu.

DowMAN, CO. York.

Vert on a fess arg. betw. three garbs or banded

gu. two houghs of whitethorn in saltire

eufiled with a crown ppr. betw. a regal

mound az. and a robin red breast ppr. all within

a bordure engr. of the third. Robert

Aldridge or Aldrich, Bishop of Carlisle

1537-56.

Arg. on a fess betw. three garbs az. as many
estoiles or. Mure, Blacklaw; quartered by

Campbell.
Or on a fess betw. three garbs gu. as many fleurs-

de-lis of the first. Crake or Creke, Crake,

Norfolk. Sir John Creke ; temp. Edward

III; in Fouldon Church, Norfolk. Bloomfield,

IV, asi.

Sa. on a fess betw. three garbs or as many bugle-

horns gu. Kelso.

Sa. on a fess engr. betw. three garbs or three

buglehorns gu. Kelso; quartered by
Hamilton.

Vert on a fess betw. three garbs or banded gu.

two leaves in saltire vert betw. a mound az.

in dexter and bird on sinister oppressed by a

ducal coronet of the last. Aldridg. Dr.

Aldridg, Provost of Eton; Registrar of the

Order of the Garter. Aldridge.

Gu, on a fess az. betw. three garbs or as many
mullets arg. Arbuckle, Scotland.

Az. on a fess betw. three garbs or a wreath of oak

vert betw. two estoiles gu. Sandbach, Wood-

lands and Whitfield, co. Lancaster.

8 Garbs

Az. on a fess dancetty betw. eight garbs or banded

gu. three grouse of the field beaked and mem-
bered of the third. Downam, co. York. Dr.

DoWMAN, V.

2 Gates

Per pale arg. and sa. on a fess dovetailed betw.

two gates in chief and a goafs head erased in

base three boar's heads all counterchanged.

Yeatman, Stockhouse, co. Dorset.

3 Gates

Az, on a fess arg. betw. three gates or three

antelope's heads ppr. Yates.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Crates cont.

Per fess sa. and arg. on a fess embattled betw.
three gates as many goat's heads erased all

coimterchanged. Yate, Uppham, co. Wilts.

Yate, Slaulake, co. Oxford.
Per fess sa. and arg. on a fess embattled counter-

embattled betw. three gates as many goat's
heads erased all counterchanged. Yates,
Rlreetyate; and afterwards of Peel Hall, or

\Vicheeves, co. Lancaster.

Hand

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy in chief sa. and a dexter hand couped
grasping a sword in pale gu. in base three

mullets of the field all within a bordure
embattled of the second. Sharp.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. a dexter hand couped in

chief and a man's heart in base gu. two swords
in saltire of the first hilts and pomels or.

EuART, Scotland. Ewart.
Sa. on a fess arg. betw. two lions pass, in chief

and a sinister hand bendways couped at

the wrist in base or a buck courant gu.

Dudley, Willingham House, co. Cambridge ;

Baronetcy.
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy

sa. in chief and a dexter hand couped holding
ft dagger in pale ppr. in base three mullets of
the first. Sharp, Trailkeltiie, Scotland.

3 Hands

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three dexter hands or a

greyhound courant gu. Talbo, V.
Gu. on a fess betw. three dexter hands or as

many martlets sa. Quatermains.
Sa. on a fess engr. betw. three arms couped at

the shoulders in armour arg. as many crosses
crosslet fitchy gu. Strangman, Winterborne,
CO. Dorset.

Sa. on a fess engr. betw. three dexter armed
arms as many crosses crosslet fitchy gu.
Strangeman, CO. Dorset.

Az. on a fess dancetty betw. three dextpr hands
couped bendways or as many fleurs-de-lis of
the field. Bates, Liverpool.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three dexter hands couped
bendways or five mullets of the field. Bates,
Norfolk.

Harp
Az. on a fess arg. five musical lines sa. charged

with a rose gu. and two escallops of the third
in chief a horse's head erased of the second
betw. two crosses crosslet and in base a harp
or. Tetlow, Houghton, co. Lancaster ; granted
10 Sept., 1760,

Head—Beast (Deer)

Arg. on a fess az. betw. a stag's head erased in

chief and a sheaf of arrows in base three fleurs-

de-lis. Kay.
Vert on a fess dancetty arg. betw. in chief a stag's

head cabossed arg. and in base a pheon
enclosed by two escallops of the same three
mullets az. Duff.

Vert on a fess dancetty erm. betw. a buck's head
cabossed in chief and two escallops in base or a
mullet gu. Duff ; quartered by Duff- Gordon

;

Baronetcy 1813.

Per fess dancetty gu. and vert on a fess dancetty
arg. betw. in chief a stag's head cabossed or
and in base a pheon enclosed by two escallops
arg. three mullets. Douffe.

On a FESS betw cont.

Head cont. Beast cont. (Goat)
Arg. on a fess betw. a goat's head couped in chief

gu. and a ship in full sail in base ppr. a grey-
hound courant betw. two pheons or a bordure

gu. charged with eight bezants. Jackson,
Arsley, CO. Bedford; Baronetcy 1815.

Per pale arg. and sa. on a fess dovetailed betw.
two gates in chief and a goat's head erased in

base three boai-'s heads all counterchanged.
Yeatman, Stockhouse, co. Dorset.

....(Horse)
Az. on a fess arg. five musical lines sa. thereon a

rose gu. betw. two escallops of the third in

chief a nag's head erased of the second betw.
two crosses crosslet or in base a harp of the
last. Tetlow, Haughton, co. Lancaster;
granted 10 Sept., 1760.

Sa. on a fess or betw. a nag's head and two bngle-
horns in chief and another in base arg.

garnished of the second a demi lion ramp,
betw. two pheons az. Johnson.

.. ..(Lion)
Az. on a fess arg. betw. in chief a lion's head

erased and in base a mullet of the second
three round buckles gu. King, Barra, Scot-
land.

Or on a fess betw. a lion's head erased in chief

gu. and a mullet in base sa. three buckles of
the field. King, Ireland.

(Ox)
Or on a fess az. betw. a bull's head couped in

chief and a galley her oars erect in saltire in

base sa. a saltire couped arg. Richardson,
Pencaitland, co. Haddington ; Pilfour, co.

Perth
; Baronetcy 1630. Richardson, Smeiton,

Scotland.

....(Tiger)
Az. on a fess betw. a mullet in chief and a tiger's

head erased in base arg. three martlets sa.

Ruderford.
.... (Wolf)

Az. on a fess arg. betw. two bees volant in chief

ppr. and in base a wolfs head couped or a
wheelshuttle in fess also ppr. Miller, Preston,
CO. Lancaster; granted 1821.

Head—Bird (Eagle)
Arg. on a fess sa. betw. in chief an Eastern
crown gu. betw. two torteaux and in base an

eagle's head erased of the second three mullets
of the field. Toone ; granted to Sweny Toone,
of Mortimer Street, Cavendish Square.

....Hnman Figure
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. a savage's head erased

in chief of the last and a cross crosslet fitchy
in base az. three escallops of the field.

Newbigging, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. a savage's head erased in
chief of the last and a crosslet fitchy in base
az. three escallops of the field a bordure

gyronny gu. and arg. Newbigging, Edinburgh.
2 Heads—Beasts (Boars)

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two boar's heads couped
sa. and a cross patty fitchy of the third three
mullets of the first. Pound, V.

(Deer)
Az. on a fess betw. two buck's heads cabossed or

a fleur-de-lis of the first betw. two demi roses

gu. Stonley, Ingerston, Essex.
Gu. on a fess betw. a falcon in chief and two

hart's heads couped in base arg. three roses of
the field. Pouter.
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On a F£SS betw oont.

2 Heads cont. Beasts (Deer) cont.

Gu. on a fess betw. a bird in chief wings close

and two buck's beads erased in base all arg.
three cinquefoils of the field. Pokter.

. . . . ( Lions)
Az. on a fess arg. betw. in chief a lion's head

erased and in base a mullet of the second three

round buckles gu. Kino, Barracht or Barra,
CO. Aberdeen. But quartering Smythe and
Talbot. Smyth-King, of Borris Castle, Queen's

County, Ireland.

.... (Leopards)
Erm. on a fess dancetty gu. betw. two leopard's
heads or a mullet. Reynolds, London, W.

.... Monsters (Dragons)
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two dragon's heads

couped sa. in chief and in base & cross formy
fitcby of the last three mullets of the field.

Pound, Drayton, co. Hants.

3 Heads Arrows see Fheons

.... Beasts (Antelopes)
Gu. on a fess betw. three antelope's heads

erased or as many crescents of the field.

Thiublethoep, Norfolk.

Gu. on a fess engr. betw. three ass's heads

couped or a cross patty and two martlets az.

ASCUE.
Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three ass's heads

couped or a cross crosslet betw. two stars az.

Askew or Askue, London. Dr. Christopher
AsKU, V.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three ass's heads couped
or as many mullets az. Askew, Lord Mayor
of London 1533.

.. ..(Bears)

Arg. five lozenges in fess gu. each charged with a

mullet of the first the whole betw. three bear's

heads erased sa. muzzled or. Bewicke, Close

House, CO. Northumberland.
Az. on a fess betw. three bear's heads couped arg.
muzzled gu. a cross crosslet of the last. Munt,
Cheshunt, co. Hertford.

Az. on a fess or betw. three bear's heads erased

arg. tusked or langued gu. three covered cups
of the second. Bray; Harl MS. 1608.

Arg. on a fess betw. three bear's heads sa.

muzzled of the field as many escallops of the

first. Gredon, Scotland.

Az. on a fess or betw. three bear's heads couped
of the last a mascle gu. Bannerman,
Watertoun.

Or on a fess betw. three bear's heads couped az.

as many mascles of the field. Bannerman,
Kincardine.

Arg. on a fess betw. three bear's heads erased sa.

muzzled or as many bezants. Lanoham,
CO. Northampton ; and Pailington, co. Warwick.

....(Boars)
Az. on a fess dancetty betw. three boar's heads

couped or tusked gu. an annulet sa. betw. two

trefoils slipped vert. Gordon, All Hallows.

Gu. on a fess betw. three boar's heads couped
arg. a bar wavy (or nebul\) sa. Lardner, V.

Az. on a fess chequy arg. and of the first betw.

three boar's heads erased or a lion pass.

guard. Gordon, Knockespoch and Terpersie,
CO. Aberdeen; Naish House, co. Somerset;
and Stocks House, co. Herts; quartering

Lavington.
Az. on a fess or betw. three boar's heads couped

arg. a lion pass. gu. Gough, V.

On a FESS betw cont.
3 Heads cont. Beasts (Boars) cont.

Gu. on a fess betw. three boar's heads couped
a lion pass. Gutoh.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three boar's heads couped
or a lion pass. az. Gough, Oldfallings and
Perry Hall, co. Stafford.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three boar's heads couped
arg. a lion pass, of the field. Gough, Meriatt,
CO. Somerset.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three boar's heads couped
arg. a lion pass, guard, inter two pheons sa.

Wyat, Doyle, Surrey ; and Sussex.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three boar's heads couped

erm.. a lion pass. betw. two pheons az. Wyatt,
Cissbury and Court Wick, Sussex; formerly of

Allington Castle, Kent (by grant to Sir Henry
Wyatt, Privy Councillor to Henry VIII, and
confirmed by grant with a difference, Dec. 28,
1839; quartering az. a chev. or surmounted by
another couped sa. betw. three wood pigeons
ppr. each charged on the breast with a pellet.

Sa. on a fess chequy arg. and az. betw. three
boar's heads erased or a lion pass gu. Gordon.

Sa. on a fess betw. three boar's heads couped
arg. a lion pass. gu. Richard Gowgh, V.

Sa. on a fess betw. three boar's heads couped or
a lion pass. gu. Gough.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three boar's heads erased

arg. two lions pass. sa. Wyatt.
Gu. on a fess betw. three boar's heads erased arg.

as many lions ramp. sa. Hudson, Frogmore
Lodge, CO. Herts.

Gu. on a fess betw. three boar's heads couped arg.
as many lions ramp. sa. Hudson, Preston, co.

Lancaster.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three boar's heads arg. as

many lions ramp. sa. Wtot, Kent.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three boar's heads couped

arg. as many lions ramp. sa. Wyatt, Much-
Braxsted, Essex. Wyatt, Barking, Essex.
Sir Henry Wyatt, Kent, V.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three boar's heads erased

arg. as many lions ramp. sa. Hudson.
Or on a fess betw. three boar's heads couped gu.

as many lions ramp, of the field. Hudson,
Park Crescent, Portland Place.

Arg. on a fess purp. betw. three boar's heads

couped sa. a covered cup of the field inter two
cushions erm. tasselled or. Warcop, Sconing-
ton, Kent.

Arg. on a fess purp. betw. three boar's beads

couped sa. a covered cup of the field inter two
cushions erm. tasselled or within a bordure gu.
platy. Warcop.

Gu. a fess arg. surmounted of another nebuly pa.

betw. three boar's heads couped of the second
tusked or. Lardener.

Gu. a fess arg. charged with a fess wavy sa. betw.
three boar's heads couped of the second.

Landener, Landomer, or Landew.
Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three boar's heads sa. a

fleur-de-lis betw. two eagles displ. or. Buche,
CO. Wilts.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three boar's heads sa. a
trefoil slipped of the first. Verner, Verners

Bridge, Armagh ; Baronetcy 1846.

Arg on a fess sa. betw. three boar's heads couped
of the second fretty or a trefoil slipped of the
last. Verner, Church Hill.co. Armagh ; settled

there for a considerable period.

Arg. on a fess flory counterflory vert betw. three

boar's heads couped sa. two trefoils slipped
erminois. Barnaby, Colchester, Essex.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Heads cont. Beasts (Boars) cont.

Or on a less betw. three boar's heads erased az,

as many ciuqnefoils arg. Whitehead, Scot-

land ; PonVs MS.
Or on a fess betw. three boar's heads erect and

erased gu. as many spearheads of the first.

RoTLAND or Rutland, Surrey.
Gu. on a fess betw. three boar's beads erased

arg. a heart of the field within a fetterlock sa.

LOCKHART.

Arg, on a fess dancetty betw. three boar's heads

sa. a mascle or. Oglethorpe, Kynnalton, co.

Notts.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three boar's heads, erased

sa. as many mullets or. Wyat, Tewkesbury,
CO. Gloucester.

Erm. on a fess betw. three boar's heads erect and

. erased sa. a spear arg. the point to the dexter

Bide. Gordon, Sorbie, co. Wigtown; which

coat passed by an heiress in 1705 to the Coult-

horts of Coulthart, and is now quartered by
J. R. Coulthart, Ashton-utider Lyne, co. Lan-

caster, the representative of that family.

....(Deer)

hrg. on a fess betw. three buck's heads cabossed

in chief az. and as many pheons in base gu.
an annulet or. Bekinton.

Arg. on a fess betw. three stag's heads cabossed

in chief and as many pheons (or broad arrows)
. in base a mitre with labels. Eeckington,

Biihop of Wells, d, 1466 ; Pole, Devon.,iii, 370.

Az. on a fess betw. three buck's heads cabossed

. or a martlet gu. betw. two acorns leaved ppr.
. Barton, Stapleton Park, co. York; and Swinton,
CO. Lancaster,

Paly of four az and arg. on a fess nebuly betw.

three stag's heads couped arg, as many martlets

sa. John Schurley, " Cofferer of the King's
- House," V.

Paly of four az. and gu. on a fess wavy or betw.

three stag's heads couped arg. three Cornish

choughs ppr. Shirley or Shurley, Isfield,

Sussex ; granted temp. Henry VIII., extinct.

Az. on a fess erm. betw. two reindeer's heads

erased in chief and a lion pass, in base or three

cinquefoils gu. Kettle, DuUicot, co. Salop ;

and Burton-upon-Trent, co. Stafford.

Arg. on a fess sa. helw. three buck's heads couped
gu. a rose of the field, Chilworth, V.

Arg, on a fess betw, three buck's heads erased sa.

attired or a fret betw, two martlets of the third.

Knight.
Sa. on a fess vert betw. three hart's heads couped

at the shoulder arg. as many lozenges of the last,

Botfitt. Edmondson.

Arg. on a fes^s betw, three buck's heads couped
gu. as many buglehorns or. Fakmer, Bum-
stead, Essex.

Arg. on a fess betw. in chief three buck's heads
cabossed az. and as many pheons in base gu.
an annulet or, Bekinton,

Arg. on a fess betw, in chief three stag's heads
cabossed gu. attired or and three pheous two
and one sa. in base a mitre labelled of the

fourth. Thomas de Bekington, Bishop of

Bath and Wells, 144365.
Gu. on a fess engr, or betw. three buck's heads

cabossed arg. as many buglehorns sans strings
sa, Waeinge, Shrewsbury, But the fess not

engr, J. B. Waring, London.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three stag's heads erased

of the second as many buglehorns stringed
sa. Hunter, Durham,

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Heads cont. Beasts (Deer) cont.

Arg. on a fess az. betw, three buck's heads cabossed

gu, in chief and in base as many pheons sa.

a mitre with labels expanded or. 13eckington.

. . ..(Dogs)
Sa. on a fess or betw. as many greyhound's heads

erased of the third three annulets arg.

Buckler, Cuninor, co, Berks, (In error; the
annulets a misprint for mullets which are really
estoiles and the heads are of dragons.)

Vert on a fess betw, three greyhound's heads
erased arg. three crosses patly gu. Muckleston,
Merrington, co, Salop; deiived from Hocskyn
Muccleston ; b. 1345

; quartering or two ravens
sa. for Corbet ; arg. a cross engr, sa. betw. four

ogresses each charged with a pheon of the field

for Fletcher; and sa, two shinbones in saltire

the sinister surmounted of the dexter arg.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three greyhouud's heads
erased sa. collared or as many trefoils.

Churchey, CO. Brecon,

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three greyhound's heads
erased sa, collared or as many trefoils slipped
of the last. Churche, Essex.

Arg. on a fess wavy beiw. three talbot's heads az.

as many bezants. Houlton, Farley Castle,
CO. Somerset; descended from Joseph Houlton
of Trowbridge, high sheriff' of Wilts in 1690,
who purchased Farley Castle from the Hunger-
fords in 17U0.

.. ..(Elephants)
Sa. on a fess betw. three elephant's heads erased

arg. as many mullets of the first. Pratt,
Marquess Camden. Pratt, IF.

...^( Foxes)
Arg. on a fess betw. three fox's heads erased sa.

an escallop of the field. Howe, co. Somerset.

Arg. on a fess betw. three fox's heads erased sa.

as many mullets or, Cleeve.

Arg. on a fess betw. three foxes' heads erased sa.

as many mullets or. Clive or Cleeve, London,

. ...(Goats)
Sa. on a fess betw. three goal's heads erased or as

many crescents gu. Thimblethorp, Fowlsham,
Norfolk, Thimblethoepe, co, Oxford,

Gu, on a fess betw, three goat's heads erased arg.
attired or as many tieurs-de-lis az. Bodghton,
Warwick. Ed. Boughton, Woolwich, Kent, V.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three goat's heads erased
of the field armed or each having an annulet in

the mouth of the last a fret betw. two birds of
the third, Hoo,

Az, on a fess engr, betw, three goal's heads couped
arg. collared gu. attired or a hurt charged with
a sun gold betw. two mascles sa. Gason, Kent;
granted 10 June, 1547,

Gu, on a less betw. three goat's heads erased

arg, as many pellets, Gyttings, co. Salop.
GuTTYNs, CO. Salop.

Az. on a fess betw. three goat's heads couped arg.
collared gu, the sun radiated or betw. two
mascles sa. Gason. John Gason, Ickham,
Kent ; temp. Henry VJIl, W.

.... (Horses)
Or on a fess engr, betw. three nag's heads erased

az. as many fleurs de-lis gold, Bayly, Bidde-
ford. Bayly, Bristol.

.... (Hounds see Dogs)

.... (Leopards)
Or on a fess betw. three leojjara's heads erosed
and cabossed az. a lion pass, guard, arg. K v.it,
Brooke House, and Suthing Hall, Norfolk.
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NoKE, StoUes-

gu-

On a FESS betw. cont.

8 Heads cont. Beasts (Leopards) cont.
Or on a fess betw. three leopard's heads gu. as

many eagles displ. of ihe first. Geddinq.
Or on a fess sa. betw. three leopard's heads gu.

as many crowns of the field

brook, CO. Bucks.
Or on a fess sa. betw. three leopard's heads gu.

a ducipher hetw. two crowns or. Noke.
Arg. on a fess az. betw. three leopard's faces ppr.

a cross moline betw. two crosses cro&slet or.

LoscoMBE, Bristol
; granted 17C2.

Az. goutty arg, on a fess betw. three leopard's
heads or as many crosses crosslet

Darlington, V.

Gu. on a fess engr. betw. three leopard's heads
erased or as many crosses crosslet fitchy sa.

ACHELEY.

Arg. on a fess betw. three leopard's heads sa.
as many crosses formy fitchy of the first.

Snawshill,
Gu. on a fess betw. three leopard's faces or two

escallops az. Wright.
Or on a fess engr. az. betw. three leopard's faces

gu. three escallops arg. NoxsoN, co. Worcester
;

Harl. MS. 5533, fo. 796.

Or on a fess embattled and counterembattled sa.

betw. three leopard's faces gu. au estoile betw.
two crescents arg. Russell.

Gu. on a fess betw. three leopard's heads arg, as

many fleurs-de-lis sa. Stellington, co. York,
V.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw, three leopard's heads or
as many fleurs-de-lis sa, Stillington, Nether
Akaster, co. York.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three leopard's heads
erased az. four pales wavy of the field. Lacy.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three leopard's heads sa.

four pales wavy of the field. Lacy, V.
Or on a fess engr. az. betw. three leopard's heads

gu. as many bezants each charged with a fleur-

de-lis of the second on a pile in chief az. three
demi fleurs-de-lis per pale attached to the top
and sides of the first, Sainthill, Sainthill, and
Bradmuch,co. Devon; andTopsbara.co. Devon.
Sainthyll; Harl. MS. 3288, fo. 97b.

Or on a fess embattled and counterembattled sa.

betw, three leopard's faces gu. a rowel oi* a
mullet of six points betw. two crescents arg,
Bdssell. Russell, Carpenter to Hen, VIII,
W.

..., (Lions)
Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three lion's heads erased

gu. as many anchors or. Farmer, London
;

CO. Northampton; co. Salop; and co. Worcester.
Farmer, Somerton, co, Oxford ; temp, Henry
A^II and VIII, Farmour, V. Firmin.

Az. on a fess betw. three lion's heads erased arg.
as many birds ppr, Nicoll, Henden Place,
Middlesex,

Az. on a fess betw, three lion's heads erased arg.
as many Cornish choughs. Benedict Nichols.
Bishop of Bangor 1408 17, afterwards St.

David's,
Az, on a fess betw. three lion's heads erased arg.

as many martlets sa. Nicoll.

Arg. on a fess betw. three lion's heads erased gu.
as many crescents or each charged with a
mullet of the second. Lemster, London.

Az. on a fess or betw. three lion's heads erased

erg. as many escallops of the field. Meacham.
Az, on a fess or betw, three lion's heads guard,

erm. as many estoiles gu. Sherman,

On a FESS betw cont.
3 Heads cont. Beasts (Lions) cent.

Per saltiie sa. and gu. on a fess betw. three lion's
heads erased or as many cinquefoils az.

Pynnoke, V.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw, three lion's heads erased
gu. as many acorns shpped or. Farmer, co.
Worcester.

Arg. on a fess betw. three lion's heads erased az,
as many lozenges of the field, Lomber,

Arg, on a fess wavy betw, three lion's heads
eiased az. as many mascles of the field.

LucAR, CO. Somerset.

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three lion's heads
erased gu. as many bezants. Rensley, Kenl.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. betw. three lion's heads
erased gu. as many bezants, Ringley. Sir
Edward Kingley, F,

Sa. on a fess betw. three lion's heads erased or
as many ogresses. Cambell, Woodford and
Clajhall, Essex ; descended from Sir Thomas
Cambell, Lord Mayor of London in 1609.

Arg. on a fess betw. three lion's heads erased az.

three saltires of the first. Gale.
Or on a fess wavy betw, three lion's heads

erased az. as many ermine spots of the field.

Lushington.
Or on a fess wavy betw. three lion's heads erased

vert langued gu. as many ermine spots of the
field, Lushington, South Hill Park, co, Berks ;

Baronetcy 1791.

Or on a fess vert betw. three lion's heads erased
sa. five'ermine spots arg. Tilyard, Norwich;
granted 9 Jan. 1772.

Az. on a fess humetty hetw. three lion's heads
erased or two eagle's wings expanded of the
first. John Bovvyer Nichols; granted 18(51.

(Otters)

Arg. on a fess betw, three otter's heads erased gu,
two mullets of the first, Fullabton, Kinnaber,
Scotland,

(Oxen)
Az. on a fess betw. three bull's heads erased arg.

collared or five crosses crosslet fitchy sa,

Cochey, Congey, Conge, V.

Arg. on a fess betw. three bull's heads erased sa.

armed and ringed at the nose or a fret betw.
two doves of the field. Knight, Clopton and

Alihorpe, co, Northampton ; granted in 1546 by
Christopher Barker, Garter King at Arms, to

Thomas Knight of Hoi, co. Northampton.
Arg. on a fess betw. three hull's heads erased

sa. armed and ringed or a fret betw. two doves
of the first. Pinck.'^rd, London.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three bull's heads fess-

ways eouped sa. three mascles of the field.

BiSSLAND, BiLSLAND, Or BULLSLAND, CO.

Renfrew,

(Rabbits)
Or on a fess az. betw. liiree cony's lieads couped

sa. three martlets arg. Audley, Beereoliurch,

Essex, W.
.,., (Tigers)

Az. on a fess betw. three tiger's heads erased

or as many mullets of the field. Henry
HuNLOCK, London ; granted 1587, W.

....(Wolves)
Gu. on a fess arg, betw. three wolfs heads erased

or three martlets sa. Nicolas, Cornwall; de-

rived from' the aticient: and noble family of

Nicolas of Brittany, in France, and established

in England immediately after the Revocation
104
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Heads cont. Beasts (Wolves) cont.

of the Edict of Nantes. The ancient arms of

the family of Nicolas, Seigneurs de Claye, de

Champs Gerault, etc.

Or on a fess voided az. betw. three wolfs heads

erased sa. a mural crown gu. Seale, Mount
Boone, co. Devon; Baronetcy 1838.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three wolf's heads erased

pean five lilies slipped and inverted. Lediard,
Cirencester.

Az. on a fess calvary betw. three wolf's heads

erased arg. langued gu. as many pierced cinque-
foils. Bees; iiari. iUS. 1603.

Gu. on a fess betw. three wolf's heads erased

close to the skull arg. a man lying in chains all

ppr. Robertson, Downie Hill, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess engr. sa. betw. three woll's heads
erased sa. collared or gouttys d'or. How,
Surrey; Add. MS., Brit. Mus., 0409.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three wolfs heads erased

sn. as many mullets of the field. Adlard.

Arg. on a fess betw. three wolf's heads eiased sa.

as muny mullets of the field. Cliffe, Wex-
ford ; descended from John Cliffe, of West-

minster, who obtained extensive grants of land

therein 1049; quartering az. a chev. or betw.
three estoiles arg. for Carr.

Arg. on a fess betw. three wolf's beads erased sa.

as many mullets or. Cleve, Walford, co. Salop.
Cleve or Clive, Huxley, co. Chester; of the

Clives of Styche; the heiress m. Wilbraham.
Wm. Cleave, Alderman of London, died ItifiT.

Cleve or Clive, London ; and Colney Hatch,
Middlesex. Cliffe ; quartering second arg. on
a bend cotised sa. three mullets of the first; and
third az. fretty arg. within a bordure engr. or.

3 Heads—Birds (Cocks)
Arg. on a fess betw. three cock's heads erased sa.

a greyhound betw. two pheons or all within a

bordure az. platty. Jackson.

Arg. on a fess betw. three cock's heads erased sa.

crested and jelloped gu. a mitre or all within a

border of the third charged with eight ducal
coronets of the fourth. Jesus' College,
Cambridge; founded by John Alcock, Chan-
cellor of England in 1407.

Arg. on a fess. betw. three cock's heads erased
sa. with combs bills and uncelles or a Bishop's
raitre with labels of the third. Priory of
Little Malvern, co. Worcester. John Alcock,
Bishop of Worcester and of Ely 1486-i5UU.

Tho7nas, 17, Shelleto, co. York. Skelleto,
W.

Arg. on a fess embattled counterembattled ....
betw. three cock's heads erased .... two roses
.... Jessop, West Brorawich.

....(Eagles)
Or on a fess gu. betw. three eagle's heads erased

sa. a lion pass. betw. two fieurs.de-lis of the
field. Lennard ; said to have been borne by
the Lennards of Chevening ; Her. Of. See
Vincent's Small Barony.

Arg. on a fess engr. betw. three eagle's heads
erased az. as many martlets of the field,

Wright, Brattleby, co. Lincoln; granted
9 Oct., 1826.

Arg. on a fess vert betw, three eagle's heads erased
sa. as many crosses sarcelly of the first.

Watts, London.
Arg. on a fess gu, betw. three eagle's heads

erased sa, as many escallops of the field.

Wilmot.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Heads cont. Birds ( Eagles) cont.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three eagle's heads sa,

as many escallops or. Wilmot, Lord Mayor
of London 1740.

Sa. on a fess betw. three eagle's heads couped
arg. as many escallops gu. Willimot,
Osmaston, co. Derby ; granted 3 Feb., 1062.

Sa. on a fess betw. three eagle's heads couped
arg. as many escallops gu. a canton vairy
erm. and gu. Willimot, Chadesden, co.

Derby.
Sa, on a fess or betw. three eagle's heads couped

arg. as many escallops gu. Wilmot, Stainsbeg,
CO. Derby. Wii.motEardley, Berkswell Hall,
CO. Warwick; Baronetcy 1821; quartering arg.
on a chev. az. three garbs or a canton gu.

charged with a fret gold for Eardley, az. a fess

engr. or betw. three maiden's heads ppr. crined

gold for Maron, and quarterly arg. and sa. a

bend gu. charged with three mullets of the

first.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three eagle's heads couped
arg. as many escallops gu. all within a bordure

engr. of the second. Willmot ; granted 22

Dec, 1761). Wilmot, Osmaston, co. Derby ;

Baronetcy 1772.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three eagle's heads
erased sa. as many roses or. Dwaris, London,

Az. on a fess arg. two roses gu. in chief three

eagle's heads erased of the second in base a

heart of the third betw. two annulets or.

TORIN.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three eagle's heads

couped sa. a unicorn couchant inter two escal-

lops or. Willmot. Wilmot.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three eagle's beads erased

sa. a unicorn couchant betw. two escallops or.

Willmot, Stodhara, co. Oxford.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three eagle's heads
erased sa. a unicorn couchant or betw. two
fleurs de-lis of the last. Willmot, Littlecomb

and Charleton-Wantage, co. Berks ; granted
1628.

.... (Falcons)

Arg. on a fess vert betw, three falcon's heads
erased sa. as many crosses moline of the first.

Wattes. John VVattes, London, V.

Az. on a fess betw. three falcon's heads erased

arg. collared and belled or five crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. Conge, V.

Az. on a fess betw. three falcon's heads erased

arg. collared and belled or five crosses crosslet

fitchy az. Conge.
Az, on a fess betw. three hawk's heads erased arg.

collared gu. set with bells of the second five

crosses formy fitchy sa. Con gey.

Az. on a fess arg. betw, three hawk's heads erased

or a Moot's head sa. Stephenson, St. Luke's,
Middlesex ; granted by Lord Lyon, Edinburgh,
28 Aug., 1812,

Az. on a fess betw. three hawk's heads erased or

five lozenges conjoined in fess gu. Godakd,
Beebie, co. Leicester.

....(Ostriches)

Arg. on a fess or betw. as many ostrich's heads

erased and ducally gorged of the second three

cinquefoils gu. Beckett.

, . , . (Owls)
Sa. on a fess betw. three owl's heads erased arg.

as many roses gu. Hewlet or Howlet,
Dublin ; granted in Ireland, 1 Aug., 1603,
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Heads cont. Birds co7it. (Swaas)
Arg. on a fess sa. betw. in chief nine ears of

wheat in three bunches two saliirewajs and
one in pale gu. and in base three swan's lieads

erased of the last ducally gorged or three escal-

lops of the first. Baker, co. Radnor.
Az. on a fess or betw. three swan's heads erased

arg. ducally gorged of the second as many
cinquefoils gu. Baker.

Az. on a fess betw. three swan's heads erased or

ducally gorged gu. as many cinquefoils of the
last. Seldon. Sir John Baker, Cranbrook,
Kent, V.

Az. on a fess engr, betw. three swan's necks
erused or gorged with ducal coronets gu. as

many cinquefoils of the third. Baker, co.

Somerset; and Hartlebury, co. Worcester.
3 Heads—Human Figures

Sa. on a fess arg. beiw. three helmets close a fox
courant ppr. Kennedy, Johnstown, co.

Dublin ; Baronetcy 1836.
Az. on a fess betw. three boy's heads couped at

the shoulders environed round the neck with a

snake ppr. a cock gu. beaked and legged or
beiw. two pheons of the third. Morrice,
Chipping Ongar, Essex. Morris.

Arg. on a fess betw. three Moor's heads couped
at the shoulders sa. as many martlets of the
field. Harris, co. Chester; and co. Devon.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three Moor's heads side-

faced and erased sa. three crescents of the first.

Bl.msiore.

Or on a fess betw. three Moor's heads sidefaced

couped sa. as many crescents arg. Blackmore,
CO. Devon. Blackmore, Milton Bank, Laug-
harne, co. Carmarthen. Blakemore, The
Leys, CO. Monmouth.

Or on a fess betw. three Moor's heads erased sa.

as many crescents arg. Blackmore.
Or on a fess sa. betw. three negro's heads

erased ppr. as many crescents of the field.

Sir Richard Blackmore.
3 Heads—Monsters (Dragons)

Sa. on a fess betw. three dragon's heads erased
or as many estoiles of seven points of the field.

Sir Walter Buckler, Causeway, co. Dorset;

granted 1544. Bokeler, Buckler, Bugler,
CO. Dorset; co. Hants; and co. Wilts.

Aig. on a fess az. betw, three dragon's heads
erased gu. as many fleurs-de-lis or. De Best,
London ; granted by patent, 1617.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three dragon's heads
erased or as many trefoils slipped sa.

CoNGLETON, Hower, CO. Northampton.
Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three dragon's heads

erased close to the head or as many cinquefoils
of the field. Davy, Stanfield, Norfolk. Dewe.

.... (Grifans)
Erm. on a fess engr. az. betw. three griflBn'M

heads erased sa. a greyhound courant arg.

Frobisher, CO. Devon.
Erm. on a fess engr. betw. three griffin's

heads erased sa. a greyhound courant arg.
Forbesher.

Erm. on a fess engr. betw. three griffin's heads
erased sa. each charged with an escallop
or a greyhound courant arg. chained gu.
Forbesher.

Erm. on a fess engr. betw. three griffin's heads
erased sa. a talbot arg. collared gu. and line

twisted into a hank at the end or. Fkobyfar,
Doncaster.

On a FESS betw cont.

8 Heads cont. Monsters (Griffins) cont.
Erm. on a fess engr. betw. three griffin's heads

erased sa. each charged with an escallop or a
lion pass. arg. collared gu. lined and ringed or.

Furbusher.
Gu. on a fess engr. betw. three griffin's heads

erased arg. as many crosses formy sa.

Ashley.
Gu. on a fess engr. betw. three griffin's heads

erased arg. as many crosses formy fltchy sa.

Atchelay or Atchley, London.
Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three griffin's heads

erased or as many crosses formy fitchy of the
field. Ashley, London. Sir Roger Achely,
Lord Mayor of London, V,

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three griffin's heads
erased or as many crosses patty fitchy sa.

Atcherley, Marton, co. Salop; descended from
Sir Roger Atcherley, knt., Lord Major of

London in 1511.

Gu. on a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased
or as many crosses patty fitchy sa. Atchele.

Sa. on a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased or

as many crosses botonny fitchy of the field.

Shether, London.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three griffin's beads
erased ppr. as many escallops or. Willock.

Az. on a fess or betw. three griffin's head* erased

arg. three escallops. Eardley, Eardley, co.

Stafford. Erdeswick.
Az. on a fess engr. betw. three griffin's heads

erased or a fleur-de-lis of the first betw. two

roses gu. Sheriff, Sherriff, or Sheeive,
CO. Warwick; granted 1559. Laurence Sheriff,
Founder of Rugby School.

Az. on a fess betw. threa griffin's heads arg. as

many cinquefoils of the field. Shirreff.

Per pale gu. and sa. on a fess or betw. three

griffin's heads arg. goutty de larmes as many
lozenges erm. Brothers.

Per pale gu. and sa. on a fess or betw. three

griffin's heads arg. goutty de larmes as many
lozenges or. Brothers.

Per pale gu. and sa. on a fess betw. three griffin's

heads erased or as many lozenges erm.

Brothers, V.

Arg. on a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased

gu. a mitre of the first. John Hales, Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry 1459-90,

Arg. on a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased

gu. a mullet of the first. Halsey.

Arg. on a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased

sa. as many mullets of the field. Cliffe,

Whitley, co. Salop; and Matherne, co. Here-

ford.

Arg. on a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased

sa. as many mullets or. Clyffe, W.
Erm. on a fess betw. three griffin's heads erased

gu. as many bezants. Clarke, Ireland;

granted 1648.

Erm. on a fess gu. betw. three griffin's heads

erased az. as many bezants. Clarke, Kingsnot,

Kent, F.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three griffin's heads

couped sa. as many sinister wings or.

Slocombe, CO. Somerset.

....(XTnicorns)

Arg. on a fess nz. betw. three unicorn's heads

erased sa. as many columbines or. Lee or

Ley. Sir Robert Lee, Qnarenden, co. Bucks,

V.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Heads cont. Monsters (Unicorns) cont.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three unic rn's heads

erased sa. as manj' lilies or. Lee, co. Bucks.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three unicf^rn's heads

erased sa. as many leopard's heads or. Lee.

Lee, CO. Oxford, W.

3 Heads — Spears
Az. on a fess engr. or betw. three spearheads arg.

a greyhound courant sa. Unton, Wadley, co.

Berks; (/ranted by Barker, Garter, temp.

Henry VilL Sir Thos. Unton, co. Oxford, V.

Umton, W.
Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three spearheads az. a

tower betw. two roses or. Langdole.

4 Heads—Beasts (Lions)
Vert on a fess dancetty betw. four lion's heads

erased three in chief and one in base or three

doves az. Hoy, Higham Lodge, Sufiolk.

6 Heads—Beasts (Lions)
Or on a fess betw. six lion's heads erased gu. an

annulet of the field. Goodwin, Torrington,
CO. Devon; and Suffolk.

Hearts
Az. on a fess arg. two roses gu. in chii^f three

eagle's heads erased arg. in base a heart gu.
betw. two annulets or. Tobin.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. a dexter hand couped
in chief and a man's heart in ba^e gu. two

swords in saltire of the first hilts and pomels
or. EuAKT, Scotland. Ewart.

Az. on a fess or betw. three hearts ppr. (gu.) as

many escallops sa. Jacques Cceuk of Bourges,
the celebrated merchant, 1450 j his wife was
Macee de Leodepart.

Or on a fess sa. betw. three hearts gu. as many
pheons of the field. M'CoiiD, Scotland.

Mackoeda.

Hive
Az. on a fess arg. betw. a beehive surrounded by

bees volant in chief and in base a mill wheel
or a hank of cotton of the field betw. two roses

gu. barbed and seeded ppr. Cai.row, originally
of

'

Adliugton, co. Chester, now of Walton

Lodge, near Preston ; and Bury, co. Lancaster.

Hook
Vert on a fess betw. two garbs in chief or and

a sickle in base arg. handled of the second
an arrow barways gu. headed and flighted of

the third betw. two e.stoiles az. Duberly,
Dingestow, co. Monmouth; granted 17GC.

Horn
Vert on a fess wavy betw. two phoons in chief

and a buglehorn in base arg. stringed gu. three
tieurS'de-lis of the first. Brooksbank.

Vert on a fess iovecked or betw. in chief two

pheons arg. and in base a buglehorn arg.

stringed gu. three fleurs-de lis of the last.

Greene, Slyne, co. Lancaster ; temp. James 1
;

Whiitington Hall, Burton, Westmoreland.

3 Horns
Or on a fess sa. betw. three hunting horns stringed

gu. a greyhound courant arg. Gisborne,
Ireland.

Sa. on a fess or betw. a nag's head and two bugle-
horns in chief and another in base arg. gar-
nished of the second a demi lion ramp. betw.
two pheons az. Johnson.

Arg. on a fess betw. three hunting horns sa.

stringed gti. as many fletirs-de-lis of the field.

Hornby, Newcaslle-upon Tyne.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Horns cont.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three buglehorns sa. as

many loses or. Bodway, London.
Gu. on a fess erni. betw. three buglehorns

stringed arg. as many boar's heads erased fess-

wi'^e or. Hornby, co. Liiiciln. Dame Jane

Hornby, co. Lincoln; granted 1534, V.

Norton.
Az. on a fess betw. three buglehoras stringed arg.

a hemp hackle gu. Bhayne, co. Gloucester,

Sa. on a fess betw. three buglehorns fringed and

garnished arg. a hemp brake gu. Braine, Z^
344.

Human Figure
Az. on the ecliptic circle or the sign Libra sa. in

chief a terres'ial globe in a stand all ppr. and
in base on a mount vert a male child extended
in bend sinister ppr. Sitlington, Wigton,
Cumberland ; granted 2 Dec, 1748.

2 Insects

Az. on a fess arg. betw. two bees volant in chief

ppr. and in base a wolf's head couped or a

wheel shuttle in fess also ppr. Thomas
Miller, Preston, co. Lanca^^ter ; granted 1821 ;

Mayor of that Borough in 18"<J7.

3 Insects

Arg. on a fess or three torteaux in chief a buck
courant sa. in base as many butterflies az.

Bynge.

Instruments

Erm. a pile gu. charged with a lion pass, guard,
in chief or and a wimble in base ppr. a fess

chequy az. and of the third thereon two escal-

lops sa. Wimble, Lewes, Sussex.

Keys

Arg. on a fess nebuly sa. betw. three keys of the
second a tower triple-towered of the first.

Baker, Callis. Baker, Caldhara, in Capel le

Feme, near Folkestone, Kent.

3 Leavei

Or on a fess gu. betw. three leaves vert as many
escallops arg. Greenwood.

Arg. on a fess betw. three bay leaves vert a prim-
rose or. FotJLis, Ravelstouii, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess wavy betw. three vine leaves vert

as many bezants each charged with a bee
volant ppr. Fructuozo, London.

6 Leaves

Az. a fess nebuly arg. goutty de sang. betw. six

leaves or. Lyenys, V.

Az. a fess nebuly charged on each nebuly with a

roundle gu. betw. six oak leaves or. Leynys.

Leg
Gu. on ja. fess arg. a hawk's lure of the first in

chief a cinquefoil and in base a hawk's leg
erased jessed and belled of the second.

Shanke, Castlerig, Scotlatid.

Gu. on a fess betw. a cinquefoil in chief and an

eagle's leg erased a la quise in base arg. two

wings conjoined in lure ppr. Schank, Castle

Big, CO. Fife; and Dawlish, co. Devon.

3 Legs (Beasts)

Gu. on a fess counterembattled arg. betw. three
linn's gambs erect and erased or the two in

chief sinister bendways as many crescents gu.
UvEDELL. Another, in chief a cross crosslet

fitchy gu. for diff. Thomas Uvedall, Barma-

wcll, CO. Somerset.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Legs cont. (Beasts) cont,

Arg. on a less wavy betw. three lion's gamhs erased

bendways sa. armed gn. as many pwan's heads

erased ppr. beaked of the third. Brown,

Pinchbeck, Holland, co. Lincoln ; granted

June 163-^.

(Human Figures)

Arg. on a fess az. beiw, three legs sa. an annulet

or. Gamon.
Locks

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three square padlocks

az. an annulet or. Grieve, Edinburgh.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three fetterlocks az. a

jTOullet or. Gbeaves.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three fetterlocks az. a

mullet betw. two crescents or. Greive, North-

umberland.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three fetterlocks arg. a

mullet az. Greive or Grieve.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three fetterlocks arg. a

mullet nz. a hordure arg. Grieve.

Lozenges
Arg. on a fess engr. az. betw, three lozenges gu.

a lion ramp, or betw. two bezants. Bownas.

Gu. on a fess betw. three lozenges or as many
escallops of the first within a bordure engr.

charged with eight plates. Immins.

Gu. on a fess betw. three lozenges or each

charged with a flenr-de-lis of the first a demi

rose betw. two griffins segroant of the field.

Griffin, Penrith, Wales.

Gu. on a fess betw. three lozenges or each

charged with a fleur-de-lis a demi rose crowned

betw. two griffins segreant of the field.

Apenrith, IreUnd.

Az. on a fess hetw. three lozenges arg. a trefoil

slipped vert. Griffith, Munster-Grillagh,

Londonderry; Baronetcy 4858; quartering gu.

a chev. erm. betw. three Englishman's heads

in profile bearded ppr. for Penrhyn.
Gu. on a fess or betw. three lozenges erm. a tre-

foil slipped az. betw'. two eagle's heads erased

of the field beaked arg. and about their necks a

leash of the last. Thaker or Thacker, Reptou

Priory, co. Derby, a.d. 1540. Another family

of Thacker settled at Heage in Derbyshire, to

which arms were granted in 1538. Instead

of lozenges, the coat had three mascles, each

charged with three drops sa., and the heads on

the fess were bittern's.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three lozenges gu. as

many cinquefoiis of the first. Pitrnell,

Dursley, Forward, Ptancombe, and Wickselm,

CO. Gloucester; granted 1768.

Erminois on a fess betw. three lozenges gu. as

many cinquefoiis arg. an escutcheon of pretence

ermine on a fess az. betw. three lozenges gu.

as many cinquefoiis or. Pdbnell; granted

182fi to Robert John Purnell, of Kingshill.near

Dursley, co. Warwick, on assuming the name

of Purnell.

Arg. on a fess dancetty az. betw. three lozenges

longwise gu. as many conger's heads erased or.

Caldwell, W.

Arg. on a fess dancetty az. betw. three lozenges

lying fess-ways gu. as many pike's heads couped

and erect or. Cauldwell, co. Stafford.

Az. on a fess betw. three lozenges or a bethune

leaf slipped vert. Bethune, Nethertarvit ;

quartering arg. on a chev. sa. an otter's head

erased of the first.

Or on a fess betw. three lozenges gu. as many

plates. Okeley.

On a FESS betw cont.

Lures
Gu. on a fess betw. three lures or a lion pass. az.

Skinner, Essex.

Or on a fess betw. three lures gu. a lion pass.

of the first. Skinneb, Lord Mayor of London
1596.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three lures gu. as many
leopard's heads of the field. Catherstone,
CO. Devon.

3 Mascles

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three mascles or as many
crescents of the first. Wardlaw, Ricartoun,
Scotland ; Font's MS.

Az. on a fess betw. three mascles or a cross gu.

Wardlaw, Warristoun, Scotland.

Sa. on a fess betw. three mullets in chief and as

many mascles in base arg. a cross crosslet

fitchy gu. Leash, Scotland.

Gu. on a fess betw. three mascles or as many
escallops of the field within a bordure engr. of

the second charged with eii^ht torteaux.

Heminoe, CO. Herts. Henning.

Arg. on a fess betw. three mascles az. as many
cinquefoiis of the field. Poenell, Wickwar,
CO. Gloucester.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three mascles gu. as

many cinquefoiis of the first. Purves, Scot-

land; Pant's MS.
Az. on a fess hetw. three mascles arg. as many

cinquefoiis of the first. Purves, That Ilk, co.

Berwick, 1655 ;
N. S. Baronetcy ; New Register.

Or on a fess gu. betw. in chief three mascles az.

and in base a fret of the second five fusils arg.

all within a bordure gu. entoyre of bezants.

Thomas Burgess, Bishop of St. David's, 1803-

25, afterwards of Salisbury.
Az. on a fess arg. betw. three mascles or as-

many cinquefoiis of the first. George Purvis,

Dar^ham, Suflblk ; Comptroller of the Navy in

1735.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three mascles erm. each

charged with three drops sa. a trefoil slipped

az. betw. two bittern's heads erased of the field

beaked arg. and about their necks a leash of

the last. Thaker or Thacker, Heage, co.

Derby; granted lbd8.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three mascles in chief

and as many martlets in base gu. a savage's

head erased aflVonty distilling drops of blood

pierced through with two arrows in saltire

points downward all ppr. Corsane, Meiklenox.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three mascles or as many
lion's heads erased az. Marshall, V.

Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three mascles or as many
lion's heads erased sa. Marshall, Much-

Haddon, co. Herts,

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three mascles each

within an annulet or as many peacock's heads

erased ppr. Peacock, South Rauceby, co.

Lincoln.

Arg. on a fess betw. three mascles gu. as many

plates. Hookley.
Or on a fess betw. three mascles gu. as many

plates. HOKELEY. HOOKLAY.

4 Mascles
Per pale or and gu. on a fess betw. four mascles

two fleurs-de-lis all counterchanged. Mesant,

V.
Matches

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two rolls of matches sa.

fired ppr. a martlet of the field. Leete.
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On a FESS betw cont.

Matches cont.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two matches sa. rolled

and fired ppr. a martlet or. Lete or Light,
CO. Huntingdon; and Suffolk ;

Hei-. Off. H. 14.

Leete, Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk.

Arg. on a fess gu. hetw. three matches (or bundles

of matches) kindled ppr. a martlet or, Leete,
Suffolk: and co. Cambridge.

Monster (Griffin)
Vert two bars erm. betw. a griffin pass, in chief

and an eastern crown in base or in the fess

point a sword fessways the point to the dexter

ppr. pomel and hilt gold all within a bordure

engr. of the last. Littler, co. Chester; temp.
Edward I,

....(Sphinx)
Erm. on a fess en^r. az, three fleurs-de-lis or in

chief two branches of palm in saltire vert in

base a sphinx cnuchant ppr. Berry, Catton,

Norfolk; extinct Baronetcy; created 1806,

3 Monsters (Griffins)

Arg. on a fiss az. betw. three demi griffins

segreant .... as many bezants. Smith, co.

Stafford,

Arg. on a fess vert hetw. three demi griffins

segreant sa. as many bezants, Smyth, Elford,
CO. Stafford. Sir William Smith, Elford,
CO, Stafford, V.

Gu, on a fess dancetty betw, three griffins

segreant or as many martlets sa. Griffin or

Griffith, co. Stafford.

Az. on a fess betw. three griffins segreant or a

cross crosslet gu. From.
Az, on a fess dancetty arg. betw. three griffins

pass, wings endorsed or as many escallops gu.

HoLROYD, Earl of Sheffield; quartering az.

five cinquefoils in saUire arg. for Holroyd ;

erm. on a chief gu. a demi lion ramp, issuant

or for Elwood ; and az. on a fesa or betw.

three swan's heads erased arg, ducally gorged
of the second as many cinquefoils gu. for

Baker,

Arg, on a fess vert betw. three griffins segreant
gu, as many bezants. Smith, co. Stafford.

.... (Harpies)
Vert a fess engr. arg. surmounted of another

gu. hetw, three harpies of the second crined

or. Moody or Moodye, Garesdon, co, Wilts;

Baronetcy 1621 ; extinct cir. 1662,

.... (Sea-Horses )

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three sea-horses sa. a

cross crosslet fitchy betw. two trefoils slipped
of the first. Norden, Kent.

6 Monsters (Griffins)

Gu. on a fess indented betw. six griffins segreant
or three martlets sa. Grxffith,

Mnllet

Az. on a fess betw, a mullet in chief and a tiger's
bead erased in base arg. three martlets sa.

Euderford,
Gu. on a fess or betw. a mullet in chief and an

escallop in base arg, three martlets az.

Hamaton, Henllys, Anglesey; a.d. 1460,

previously settled in co. Lancaster ; descended
from William Hampton, Lieut.-Governor of
Beaumaris Castle; to whom the estate of

Henllys was granted, temp. Edward IV,
Az. on a fess arg. three round buckles gu. in chief

a lion's head erased and in base a mullet of the
second. King, Barra, Scotland.

On a FESS betw cont.

Mullet cont.

Or on a fe.ss betw. a lion's head erased in chief

gu. and a mullet in base sa. three buckles of
the field. King, Ireland.

Or on a fess betw, three crosses formy gu, in
chief and a mullet az. in base three bezants.

Mercer, Aldie, Scotland.

Or on a fess betw. three crosses patty in chief gu.
and a mullet in base az. three bezants a bor-
dure of the second charged with eight annulets
of the first. Mercer, Easter Newton,

Or on a fess betw. three crosses patty in chief and
a mullet in base gu. as many bezants,

Farebrother; borne by Charles Farebrother,
Lord Mayor of London 1834,

2 Mullets

Gu. on a fess betw, two mullets arg. a rose of the
first. Lath, That Ilk.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. two mullets in chief and
a lion ramp, in base az. a griffin's head couped
ofthefit^ld. Cree, Scotland,

Arg. on a fess betw. two mullets in chief gu, and
a dove in base az, a mastiff's head couped of
the field, FuDDiE, Scotland,

.Arg. on a fess az. betw. two mullets in chief and a
martlet in base gu. a wolf's head erased or.

Flesher, Scotland.
Gu. on a fess erm. betw. two mullets in chief or and

a castle triple-towered in base masoned sa. a

lozenge of the first, KiNCAiD,That Ilk,

Or on a fess betw. two mullets gu, three of the
same arg. Tye.

3 Mullets

Gu. on a fess erm. hetw. three mullets arg, as

many annulets of the first. Maston or

Marston, Kent, V. Moston.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three mullets of the last

as many rings of the first. Hooper, Linking-
horne, Cornwall,

Sa, on a fess erm. betw. three mullets of the
last a bombshell bursting ppr. Bensley,
Marylebone, London; Baronetcy 1801; extinct
1809,

Arg, on a fess per pale or and gu, hetw. three
mullets of the third a demi lion ramp. betw.
two fleursde-lis counterchanged. Gay, A1-

borough, and Thurning Hall, Norfolk,
Per bend sa. and gu. on a fess betw. three mul-

lets or a lion ramp, az, Pelborough, London.
Erm. on a fess betw, three mullets gu. a bull

puss. or. Grigby,
Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three mullets or as

many Cornish choughs ppr. Cornwall, Bon-
hard, Scotland. Cornwall, Cornwall,

Gu, on a fess erm, betw, three mullets arg. two
crescents interlaced. Ceatjfurd, Scotland.

Gu, on a fess erm. betw. three mullets arg. two
crescents interlaced of the field. Crawfurd,
originally of Baidland, now of Ardmillan

;

derived from Craufurd of Loudoun
; quartering

Kennedy of Ardmillan,

Arg. on a fess az. betw, three mullets pierced sa.
as many crescents or. Hockly, Wickwar, co.

Gloucester; granted 23 October, 1772.
Or on a fess gu. betw. three mullets sa. a cross

botonny fitchy arg. Eburton, Heverston,
Haveeston, or Haveeton. Heveeton, Lon-
don, V.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three mullets sa. a cross
crosslet fitchy of the first, Aberton or
Aburton,
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On a F£SS betw cont.

3 Mallets cont.

Sa. on a fesa betw. three mullets in chief and as

many mascles in base arg. a cross crosslet

fitchy gu. Leash, Scotland.

Per pale gu. and az. on a fess dancetty arg. betw.
three mullets counlerchanged as many crosses

crosslet sa. Hannes, V,

Per pale gu. and az. on a fess dancetty betw.

three mullets arg. as many crosses crosslet sa.

Hannes, CO. Oxford ; granted 3 December, 1641.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three mullets sa. as many
crosses botonn)' fitchy arg. He'verton.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three mullets pierced sa.

as many crosses crosslet fitchy arg. Aberton
or Aburton.

Or on a less sa. betw. three mullets gu. as many
crosses crosslet of the field. Ludluw, co. Glou-
cester.

Sa. on a fess betw. three mullets arg. as many
crosses crosslet of the first. Grosse.

Sa. on a fess betw. three mullets arg. as many
crosses botonny gu. Croge, (Jrogg, or

Crosse.
Sa. on a fess betw. three mullets pierced arg. as

many crosses crosslet gu. Croge or Ckogg.
Gross.

Sa. on a fess or betw. three mullets erm.as many
crosses crosslet ertuines. Cuaogs, Wesi-
minsier ; granted 8 February, lOyl.

Arg. on a fess betw. three mullets gu. as many
escallops of the field. Dodingsells or

Odingsells.

Arg. on a less sa. betw. three mullets gu. as many
escallops or. Odingsell.

Az. a fess wavy charged with another invecked

erniinois betw. three mullets or pierced of the

field. Meyrick, Goodrich Court, co. Heieford
;

derived from Rowland Meyrick, Bishop of

Bttrigor in 1559, second son of Meuiic ap

Llewelyn, of Bodorgan, Esquire of the Body to

Henry VII.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three mullets sa. as many
trefoils slipped arg. Heberton.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three mullets gu. as many
cinquefoils of the first. HerA)TT, Ramory,
Scotland.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three mullets in chief and
a Hon ramp, in base gu. a boar's head couped
of the field all within a bordure of the third

charged with three trefoils slipped of the first.

M'Cbae, or Macrea, Shetland.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three mullets in chief

and a swan pass, in base gu. a boar's head
erased of the first. Ferscher, Scotland.

Az. on a fess arg. betw. three mullets or as many
eagle's heads erased of the field. WxaoHT,
Bilham House, co. York ; quartering paly
of six arg. and erra. a wivern gu. a chief

of the first fretty of the third, for Drake. This

family of Drake descended from the De Schep-
dens of Nether Schepden, near Halifax,

assumed the name of Drake, temp. Edward I.

Per bend sa. and gu. on a fess betw. three mul-

lets or a griflBn pass. az. Pii.bokow.

Per bend sa. and gu. three mullets or on a fess

arg. a griflBn pass. az. Pilborough, Waltham-

Btow, Essex, V.

Vert on a fess or betw. three mullets pierced in

chief and one in base two of the same all coun-

lerchanged. Brassey.

Arg. on a fess betw, three mullets pierced sa. as

many of the same. Rowley, V.

On a FESS betw cont.

3 Mullets cent.

Arg. on a fess betw. three mullets sa. as many
mullets of six points pierced of the field.

Rowley, Barkway, co. Hertford; granted 20
December, 1639.

Arg. on a fess dancetty az. betw. three mullets
sa. as many bezants over all on an inescutcheon
of pretence or a sinister wing erect sa.

DiMSDALE. Baron Dimsdale, Camfield Place,
CO. Herts.

Arg. on a fess betw. three mullets sa. as many
bezants. Pollard. Polton, co. Hants.
FoTTON, CO. Hants. Poulton, co. Northampton,
V.

Or on a fess betw. three mullets sa. as many
bezants. Pelton, co. Northampton.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three mullets az. as

many plates each charged with a bear sa-

Fynbarow.
Az. on a fess betw. tliree mullets of six points or

two characters of the planet Veuus sa. Thoyts,
Sulhampsted, co. Berks

; and London
; granted

by patent 30 April 1788.

6 Mallets

Az. on a fess engr. betw. six mullets a lion pass.
Welch, Arle House, co. Gloucester j quarter-
ing gu. a pale over all two lions pass.

Gu. on a fess betw. six mullets arg. a crescent sa.

Ashburnham, CO. Hants.

2 Fheons
Vert on a fess wavy betw. two pheons in chief and

a buglehorn in base arg. stringed gu. three
fleurs-de-lis of the field. Brocksbank.

Vert on a fess invecked or betw. in chief two

pheons arg. and in base a buglehorn arg.

stringed gu. three fleuis de-lis of the last.

Greene, Styne, co. Lancaster; temp. James I;
and of Wbittingham Hall, Burton, West-
moreland.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two pheons of the second
three roses or. Savage, Essex; and co. Oxford.

Savaige, V.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two pheons sa. three
roses or. Savage, London, V.

3 Pheons
Az. on a fess betw. three pheons arg. a stag

couchant gu. Davidson, Grinnant, Scotland j

and Balgay, near Dundee.
Az. on a fess arg. betw. three pheons or a buck
couchant gu. Davidson, Curriehill, Scotland.

Az. on a fess humetty arg. betw. three pheons or
a buck couchant gu. attired sa. Davidson,
Cairnbrogie, Scotland.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three pheons sa. a Jion

pass. or. Rawdon; granted by Camden, 1018.

RowDON, London
; and co. York. Marmaduke

Rawdon, London, V.

Arg. on a fess betw. three pheons sa. a liou pass.
or. Rawdon or Rowdon, London; and
Liverpool.

Erm. on a fess gu. betw. three pheons az. a lion

pass or. Atkinson, Newcastle.
Or on a fess betw. throe pheons az. a lion pass.

of the first. Jackson, Kent, W.
Sa. on a fess or betw. three pheons arg. a lion

pass, guard, gu. Ambleb or Anbleb.
Or on a fess betw. three pheons gu. two lions

pass, of the field. Masters.
Sa. on a fess or betw. three pheons arg. as many

fleurs-de-lis gu. Bambrowe, co. York; and
Suffolk.
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On a FESS betw cont.

3 Pheons coiU.

Sa. on a fess arg. belw. three pheons or a buck's

head cabossed of the tield betw. two pellets.

Paekek, Sweeney, co. Salop.
Gu. on a fess betw. three pheons arg. as many
pheons of ihe field. Egerton.

Pitchers
Gu. on a febS wavy arg. betw. three pitchers

double eared or as many bees volant ppr.

CoNDUiTT, VVestmiubter; granted 16 August,
1717.

Piles

Quarterly gu. and erni. on the second and third

quarters three piles of the first (?over all) on a

fess az. five bezants. Gatacre, Gatacre, co.

Salop. Gataker, Meldenhali, SuflTolk.

Vert on a fess arg. betw. three piles in chief and

a cinquefoil in base of the last a saltire of the

first. Roger, That Uk; V/urhnan's MS.

Plough
Gu. on a fess arg. betw. two garbs in chief or and
an antique plough in base of the last three tre-

foils vert. Deeghorn, Rucbhill, Scotland;

granted by patent, 17fi3.

Beptiles (Snakes)
Arg. on a less az. betw. three snakes nowed vert

as many birds arg. Tavernee; Harl. 3IS.

1404, fo. Ufi.

Rinds (Mill)
Az. on a fess engr. betw. two millrinds or a lion

pass. sa. Turner, Walden, Essex.

Books (Chess)
Sa. on a fess betw. three chessrooks or as many

martlets of the first. Mercer, Fifield, co.

Berks.

Arg, on a fess betw. three chessrooks sa. as many
mullets of the first, Marshall, Iv^tborne,
CO. Somerset; granted 1573.

Or on a fess betw. three chessrooks gu. as many
roses of the field. Watford.

Or on a fess sa. betw. three chessrooks gu. as

many roses of the field. Watford, V.

2 Boundles (Torteaux)
Arg. on a fess wavy gu. betw. two torteaux in

chief each charged with a bull's head couped i

of the field and in base a ship in full sail ppr.
a grifiin pass. betw. two escallops or. Geeen.

3 Boundles (Bezants)
Az. on a fess engr. or betw. three bezants on

each a grifiin's head erased sa. a lion pass.

guard, betw. two cinquefoils gu. Lion, Lord
Mayor of London 1554.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three bezants a lion pass.
sa. Haeborne ; granted 1582.

Sa. on a fess danceity or betw. as many bezants
each charged with an escallop of the field

three demi lions ramp, of the first goutty arg.

Warnecombe, Hereford.
Sa. on a fess dancetty arg. betw. three bezants
each charged with an escallop sa. as many
lions ramp. arg. armed and langued gu.
Warnecombe.

Sa. on a fess dancetty or betw. three bezants
each charged with an escallop az. as many lions

ramp, of the field goutty d'or. Warncombe, co.

Hereford.
Az. on a fess arg. betw. three bezants as many

cinquefoils gu. Foord.
Sa. on a fess or beiw. three bezants as many

lion's heads erased of the first. Spencer,
CO. Leicester;

Northampton.

and Badby, and Everton, co.

On a FESS betw cont,

3 Boundles (Bezants) cont.

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three bezants each

charged with a mascle sa. as many peacock's
heads erased az. Peacock, Slyne, near Lan-
caster; fiist settled there in 1713.

Gu. on a fess engr. arg. betw. three bezants each

charged with a peacock's head erased az. ns

many mascles sa. Peacock, London. Sir

Stephen Pecock, Lord Mayor of London 1532,
V.

Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three bezants as many
pegs sa. B'oLLAND, Clapham, Surrey.

.... (Fountains)
Or on a fess az. beiw. three fountains harry wavy

of six arg. and az. a spearhead inter two mill-
rinds of the third. WaterhousE, co. York.

(Hurts)
.... on a fess eimines betw. three hurts two

goat's heads erased arg. Staples, Dunmore,
Queen's County; Baronetcy l(i;^8.

Arg. on a fess engr. ermines betw. three hurts
two dragon's heaas erased or. Stapley, Tarn-
field, Sussex.

.... (Ogresses and Pellets)
Or on a fess gu. beiw. three pellets a lion pass,

guard, arg. Bowcher.
Or on a fess gu. betw. three ogresses a lion pass,

of the field. Pett, Chatham, Kent.

Arg. on a fess counterem battled sa. betw. three

pellets on each a bear's head erased uf the first

a martlet enclosed by two escallops or. Grave,

Arg. on a fess batelly counterbatelly sa. betw.
three ogresses each charged with a talbot's head
erased of the field a martlet betw. two escallops
or. GP.AVE, Ireland.

Arg. on a fess counterembattled sa. betw. three

pellets on each a wolf's head erased or a mart-
let betw. two crescents of the thud. Grane,
CO. York. Wm. Grave, co. York, W.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three pellets as many
birds or within a bordure engr. gold. Bustard.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three pellets as many
birds or a bordure engr. az. John Bustard,
Nelherp, co. Devon, V.

Arg. on a fess gu. belw. three ogresses as many
bustards or. Bustard, co. Devon.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three ogresses as many
bustards or a bordure engr. sa. Bustard,
Oiisett, Essex.

Arg. on a fess betw. three ogresses five pears of
the field. Winteeborne.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three ogresses each
charged with an escallop of the field a lion's

head erased betw. two boar's heads couped or
wiihin a bordure engr. az. Leder or Leader,
Great Stoughton, co. Hunts. Leader, Dromagh
Castle, CO. Cork.

Or on a fess sa. betw. three pellets each charged
with an escallop arg. a lion's head erased betw.
two boar's heads couped of the first all wiihin
a bordure engr. az. Leder. Oliver Ledeb,
Much Stoughton, co. Huntingdon, V.

Arg. on a fess az. three mascles or betw. as many
pellets on each an annulet arg. Peatt, London.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three pellets each charged
with a lion's head erased of the first a grifiin

pass. betw. two escallops or. Geeve, Shinley,
CO. Hertford; and co. Y^ork

; granted 152.'i.

Geevis, Moseley Hall, co. Worcester; Visita-
tions of that county in 1634 and 1683. Geeei^,
CO. Hertford ; co. Nottingham ; and Awkeley
Hall, CO. York. Geeen.
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3 Eoundles cont. (Plates)

Arg. on a fess or betw. three plates each charged
with a griffin's bead erased sa. a lion pass.

betw. two cinquefoils gu. Lyon, co. Herts ;

London ;
and West Twyford, Middlesex. Sir

John Lyon, Lord Mayor of London, V.

Az. on a fess or betw. three plates in chief and a

cross moline in base arg, an eagle displ. sa.

AuBERTiN, Yeulands, Banstead, Surrey.

Gu. three bendlets or over all on a fess vert three

plates a bordure piirp. Copinger, V.

Az. on a fess arg. belw. three plates a cross patty

gu. Lawrie, England.
Az. on a fess arg. betw. three plates each charged

. with a crescent gu. as many lion's heads

erased of the first. Patshull or Pateshall.

Patschull, V.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three plates each charged
with a crescent gu. as many lion's heads erased

Bz. Pateshall. Richard Pateshall, co.

Gloucester, V.

....(Pomeys)
Or on a fess gu. betw. three pomeys each

charged with a cinquefoil arg. two martlets of

the first. Slough.
Or on a fess betw. three pomeys vert each

charged with a cinquefoil of the first two mart-

lets of the field. Slough.

Or on a fess gU. betw. three pomeys a cinquefoil

erm. betw. two martlets arg. Slowz. Slough;
Visitation of London, 156B.

....(Torteaux)
Or on a fess gu. betw. three torteaux a trefoil

slipped betw. two mullets or. Lane, Twicken-

ham, Middlesex.

Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three torteaux a

mullet betw. two covered cups of the field.

Draper, London.
6 Boondles (Bezants)

Az. on a fess or betw. six bezants three torteaux.

Bent.
.... (Ogresses and Pellets)

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. six pellets on the middle

one in chief a mullet of the last two foxes half

out of their holes or. Wye, V.

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. six pellets two conies of

the first issuing out of their burrows or. Wye.

7 RoTindles (Bezants)

Arg. a fess wavy az. charged with three annulets

or betw. seven bezants. Haynes, co. Berks.

10 Bonndles (Bezants)

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. ten pellets a fleur-de-lis

or. Ramsbotham, The Old Hall, Stand, and

Centre Vale, Todmorden, both in the county of

Lancaster.

Quarterly or and arg. on a fess engr. az. betw.

• five pellets in chief and as many in base three

and two a fleur-de-lis betw. two rani's heads

cabossed of the first. Ramsbottoh, Woodside,
. near Windsor, co. Berks.

2 Rowels

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two spur rowels in chief

gu. and a rose in base of the last three garbs

or. Panther, Newmains, Scotland; Pont's MS.

3 Bowels
Sa. on a fess betw. three spur rowels of eight

points pierced arg. a fleur de-lis of the first.

Rowley, Middlesex.

Arg. on a fess az. betw. three spur-rowels in chief

gu. and a rose in base of the last three helmets

of the field. Panther, That Ilk.

On a FESS hetw. or within... .co?i«.

Saltira

Arg. ou a fess sa. betw. three- crescents in chief

and a sal tire couped in base gu. a garb or.

Yule, Leehouses, Scotland.

3 Saltires

Arg. on a fess betw. tliree saltires az. an anchor

botw. two lion's heads erased or. Gale, White-

haven, Cumberland. Gale, Ashfield Hall,

Queen's County.
Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three saltires or an

annulet sa. Gold&tok ;
Harl. MS. 1982.

Gu. on a fess betw. three saltires. or two bends

vert. Zachary; Harl. MS. UOi, fo. 125.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three saltires arg. two

bends vert. Sacarie, V. Sacary.

Sa. on a fess betw. three saltires arg. a covered

cup betw. two mullets az. Bedell, co. Dorset ;

and CO. Huntingdon.
Sa. on a fess betw. three saltires arg. an escallop

shell betw. two mullets az. Bedell, Rumford,
Essex.

Sa. on a fess betw. three saltires arg. an escallop

betw. two mullets of the fii'st. Bedell, Writile,

Essex, V.

Sa. on a fess arg. betw. three saltires arg. a fleur-

d<f-lis sa. Smyth, 1627; Great Bookham
Church.

Or on a fess gu. betw. three saltires sa. as many
fleurs-de-lis arg. Smith, Gloucester; confirmed

1614; Harl. MS. 1 HI, to. 142.

Sa. on a fess betw. three saltires or as

many fleurs-de-lis gu. Smyth, Camden, co.

Gloucester ;
aud co. Warwick.

Az. on a fess betw. three saltires arg. as many
lion's heads erased of the field langued gu.

Gale, Scruton, co. York, V; the heiress

Harriet, eldest dau. of Henry Gale, ra. Foster

Lechmere Coore, of Firby, in the North

Riding.
Sa. on a fess hetw. three saltires arg. as many

mullets gu. Bedell.
Sa. on a fess betw. tliree saltires or as many

ogresses each charged with a fleur-de-lis of the

second. Smyth, co. Gloucester.

Sa. on a fess betw. three saltires or as many

ogresses each charged with a pheon of the first.

Smy ; Harl. MS. 1404, lb. 125.

Scythes

Arg. on a fess gu. hetw. three scythes sa. as

many fleurs-de-lis or. Alcock, Kent.

Ship

Arg. on a fess betw. a goat's head couped in chief

gu. and a ship in full sail in base ppr. a grey-

houud courant betw. two pheons or. Jackson,

Arsley, co. Bedford ; Baronetcy 1815.

Or on a fess az. betw. a bull's head coupid in

chief and in base a galley with oars erected

saltireways sn. a St. Andrew's cross arg.

Richardson, ^meiton, Scotland. Another, the

cross couped. Richardson, Pencaitland, co.

Haddington; now borne by Richardson of

Pitfour, CO. Perth; Baronetcy 1031).

3 Ships ^
Gu. on a fess arched three towers or all masoned

sa. in chief a fleur-de-lis betw. two roses of the

second in base a river ppr. thereon three vessels

each with one mast and yard-arm of the third.

Town of Cambridge.

Sickle sec Hook
105
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Tails

Arg. on a fess pean betw. six ermine spots the

two exterior iu chief and the centre spot in base

surmounted by a crescent gu. a cock or.

Mogg-Rees, Cholwell House, co. Somerset;
Brufton, in the paiish of Wick, eo. Glamorgan ;

quartering gu. a chev. engr. erminois betw.

tbree swans arg. wings elevated or.

2 Trees

Arg. on a fess wavy oz. betw. two bucks trippant
in chief and in base two sugar-canes in saltire

surmounted by a bill in pale all ppr. three

estoiles or. Timporin, co. Hertford.

Erm. on a fess engr. az. three fleurs-de-lis or in

chief two branches of palm in saltire vert

in base a sphinx couchant ppr. Beery,
Catton, Norfolk; extinct Bart., created 14

Nov., 1806.

3 Trees
Or on a fess az. betw. three hazel slips ppr. as

many crescents arg. Hasell, Dalemain, Cum-
berland ; descended from Sir Edward Hasell,

knt., settled at Dalemain, temp. Charles II.

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three laurel branches in

bend vert an estoile of the field inter two
annulets or. Bundle ; quartering arg. two chev.

sa. in chief a file of eight points of the last

enclosed by a garter irradiated by sixteen rays
of a star or the garter az. bearing these words
in gold letters,

"
Viditque Deus banc lucem esse

bonam."
Sa. on a fess betw. two cinquefoils in chief arg.
and on a mount in base three oak sprigs vert

acorned or the text letters A, B, C, D, E, F, of
the field. Lang, England.

6 Trees
Sa. on a fess engr. betw. six slips of oak fructed

or three oak leaves vert a burdure engr, erm.
Cakes, Newton, Suffolk.

Wheels
Az. on a fess arg. a beehive surrounded by bees

volant in chief and a mill wheel in base or a
hank of cotton of the field betw. two roses gu.
barbed and seeded ppr. Caleow, originally of

Adlington, co. Chester, where the family wore
seated about 300 years; and now of Walton
Lodge, near Preiston, co. Lancaster.

Or on a fess embattled betw. three cart wheels sa.

an estoile of the field a martlet for diff.

Cartweight, London; and Washbourne, co.
Gloucester.

3 Wings
Gu. on a fess betw. three wings or an annulet of

the first. PoRTEE.
Gu. on a fess arg. betw. three falcon's wings of the

lost a bezant charged with a lion pass, of the
field. Porter, Launcells, Cornwall; the
heiress ra. Hele.

Gu. on a fess arg, betw. three wings of the last
a torteau charged with a lion pass, guard, or.
Porter. Roger Porter, co. Gloucester, V.

Gu. on a fess betw, three wings or a torteau
charged with a lion pass, guard, of the second.
PoETEE, Cornwall.

Gu. on a fess or betw. three wings of the same
three hurts the middle one charged with a lion

pass, or the other with a fleur-de-lis as the last.

Porter, alias Gloucester, V.
Sa. on a fess embattled counterembattled arg.

betw. three wings or as many pellets. Seamer,
Lord JVIayor of London 1526, V.

On a FESS betw. or within .... con*.
5 Wings

Gu. on a fess betw. five falcon's wings or five

hurts three and two. Porter, co. Gloucester,
W.

Woolpacks
Gu. on a fe&s or voided of the field betw. three

woolpacks arg. three crescents gold. Cook,
Blackheath, Kent.

On a FESS betw. or within....
and in Chief. . . .

Beast

Arg. on a fess engr. az. three mullets of the field

in chief a sphinx ppr. all within a bordure engr.
gu. Moore, as borne by Sir John Moore,
K.B., the hero of Corunna.

2 Beasts

Arg. on a fess az. betw. two cotises engr. sa. three
crescents of the field in chief two lions ramp,
respecting each other gu. supporting an anchor
erect ppr. on a canton of the fourth the badge
of the Sicilian Order of St. Ferdinand of Merit
also ppr. Staines, Dent-de-Lion, Margate.

Canton
Sa. on a fess or betw. three eagle's heads couped

arg. as many escallops gu. a canton vairy erm.
and of the fourth. Wilmot, Chaddesden, co.

Derby; Baronetcy 1759.
Sa. on a fe?s or betw. three eagle's heads couped

each gorged with a ducal crown arg. as many
escallops of tbe field a canton vair. Wilmot,
CO. Stafford.

On a Canton—Beast
Or on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three crosses

formy of the field, as an augmentation a canton
gu. charged wiih a lion of England. Wallpool,
Kent.

.... Flower
Sa. on a fess betw. two chev. arg. three mullets

of the first on a canton or a rose gu. Davie;
granted 1C64.

.... Harp
Arg. on a fess engr. gu. betw. three falcons rising

az. beaked legged and belled or as many bezants
each charged with a lion's head erased sa. on
a canton vert a harp gold stringed of tbe first.

George, Park Place, Middlesex; and St.

Stephen's Green, Dublin
; Baronetcy 1809.

.... Wreath
Az. in chief a sun iu base a chalice or and for

honourable augmentation on a fess of the
second the breached bastions of a fortress above
which the words " Monte Video" on a canton
arg. the number " 38th" within a branch of

cypress and another of laurel the stems united
in saltire. Vassall, Milford ; a junior branch
of the Vassalls, Barons de Gourdon, in France.

Chief

Arg. on a fess wavy betw. three leopard's heads
az. as many crescents of the field a chief vair.
Pipe.

On a Chief Beast (Dog)
Az. on a fess engr. betw. three lozenges arg. as

many griSin's heads erased of the first a chief
or and of the first charged with a greyhound
in full course erm. Warren.

.... (Lion)
Arg. on a fess cotised az. three fleurs-de-lis or on

a chief gu. a demi lion ramp, of the third.

Trebody, Castle, Cornwall. Trewboddt,
Boscundle, Cornwall.
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On a FESS betw. or within....
and in chief. . ..cont.

On a Chief.... Beast (Lion) cont.

Sa. on a fess betw. two double manacles arg. three

pheons gu. on a chief or a demi lion ramp. betw.
two lozenges az. Johnson, Bury, Saxmund-
bam, and Bildeston, Suffolk.

.... Bend
Erminois on a fess az. betw. three cranes ppr. a

saltire betw. two crosses croHslet fitchy or for

Crawley and in memory of Boevey on a chief

erm. a bend gu. charged with three gouttys
d'or betw. two martlets sa. Crawley-Boevey,
Flaxley Abbey, co. Gloucester; Baronetcy
1784.

. ...Coronet

Az. on a fess arg. betw. a lion's head erased in

chief and a mullet in base or three buckles

erect gu. on a chief erm. an imperial crown
within a chaplet of trefoils both ppr. King,
Coriard, co. Fermanagh; and Dublin; Baro-

netcy 1821.

.... Escallops
Or on a fess wavy vert betw. three stags conrant

ppr. three pheons of the field on a chief az.

three escallops. Twiss, Kerry.

.... Fleurs-de-Lis

Or on a fess betw. three fleursde-lis az. as many
bezants on a chief of the second eight fleurs-

de-lis of the first. St. Hill, co. Devon.

....Hands

Arg. on a fess sa. betw. three trefoils slipped az.

as many raascles or upon a chief of the third

two hands in fess issuant from clouds on the

dexter and sinister sides ppr. holding a rose gu.
Moody.

.... Trees

Arg. on a fess gu. betw. three owls sa. as many
lozenges erm. on a chief az. three nut trees

ppr. Haslewood.
Gu. on a fess erm. betw. three annulets or a lion

pass az. in chief a cross crosslet fitchy betw. two
annulets arg. Underwood, London.

Head
Arg. on a fess gu. a greyhound courant betw. two

pheons or in chief a goat's bead couped of the

second all within a bordure of the last.

Jackson, West Chester.

Per pale arg. and az. on a fess cotised three lion's

gambs erased fessways all countercbanged in

the dexter chief quarter a wolfs head erased
sa. Wilson, CliSe Hall and Seacroft, co. York.

3 Heads
Gu. a fess engr. or in chief three goat's heads

couped arg, the fess charged with as many
escallops of the field all within a bordure engr.
arg. Warham.

Pile

Or on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. as many
bezants a pierced pile in chief. Sainthill,
Sainthill, co. Devon ; anciently, SweynthuU of

Sweynthull.
Or on a fess az. betw. three leopard's heads gu.

as many bezants each charged with a fleur-

de-lis of the second in chief a pile of the last

charged with three demi fleurs-de-lis split pale-

ways and joined to the sides of the pile of the
first. Senthill or Sainthill, Senthill and

Bradninch, co. Devon.
Or on a fess engr. az. betw. three leopard's heads

gu. as many bezants each charged with a fleur-

On a FESS betw. or within....
and in chief..., cont.

File conU
de-lis of the second on a pile in chief az. three
demi fleurs-de lis per pale attached to the top
and sides of the first. Sainthill, Sainthill and
Bradninch, CO. Devon; granted 1546.

Sa. on a fess wavy or betw. three tigers pass,

guard, erminois a cross patty of the field betw.
two crescents gu. in the centre chief point
pendent from a ribband a representation of the

gold medal presented to Captain Tyler for his
services at the battle of Trafalgar ppr. and un-
derneath the word "

Trafalgar" in letters of

gold. Admiral Sir Charles Tyleb.

Arg. on a fess az. three stars of the first in base
a crescent gu. all within a bordure engr. of the
last. MuiRE or Mure, Glanderstoun, Scotland.

FETTEELOCK see Lock FIDDLE see Violin

FIELDPIECE see Gun FIFE see Pipe
FIOXJRE see Human Figure

FILE
Or a file gu. with three bells pendent az. clappers

sa. Belfile.

FILE see Implement FILE see Label

FILLET
Arg. two bees and a canton gu. over all a fillet sa.

Bois or Deboys, 1315, Ingham Church, Nor-
folk.

Sa. a fillet .... a chev. reversed arg. Badrick.

Arg. three annulets two and one conjoined to a

fourth in the centre by a fillet sa. Berlinger,

FIB see Tree

FIREBALL
Az. a fireball or flamed ppr. Granted by Cooke

to John Dancastle, Wellhouse, co. Berks,

1556, W.
Arg. a fireball ppr. held in the dexter paw of a

lion ramp. sa. Ball, co. Chester.

2 FIREBALLS
Per chev. embattled or and gu. in chief two
bombs fired ppr. in base two battle axes in

saltire arg. Dyce.
Per chev. arg. and or in chief two bomb shells

fired and in base an eagle's head erased ppr.

Hardy, Letberington Hall, Norfolk.

3 FIREBALLS
Az. three fireballs or flaramant ppr. Lane,

Bridgetown, co. Warwick.

FIREBEACON see Beacon

FIREBRAND see Staff

A FISH
Gu. a fish naiant arg. Harborne, co. Chester;

and Middlesex. Harbron, V.

Gu. a fish in bend arg. Neve, W.
Per pale az. and purp. a fish hauriant or.

VaughAN, Wales ; granted 1191.

Birth-fish

Az. a birth-fish ppr. BipT.

Crab

Arg. a crab sa. Shroder.

Dolphin
Arg. a dolphin naiant az. Monypenny, Pitmilly,

CO. Fife ; quartering az. three crosses crosslet

fitchy issuing out of as many crescents arg.

for Cathcart.
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A FISH cont.

Dolphin cont.

Arg. a dolphin az. finned gn. Monypenny, Kent;

qiiameriiig Cathcart, Gibbon, Philips, L^'ie,

and Blackwell.

Az. a dolphin embowed ppr. James, Barroek,
near Gai lisle; Burnville Lodge, near Tavistock,
CO Devon.

Az. a dolphin embowed arg. James, Wj'ke
House, Gillingbam, co. Dorset.

Az. a dolphin naiant embowed arg. FitzJames,
Lewslon, co. Dorset. The co-heirs were Grace,
111. to Sir George Strode of Newnham ; and

Catherine, m. to George Hadley, of East
Barnet.

Az. a dolphin embowed arg, quartering arg. a

cross eiigr. sa. in dexter chief an eagle displ.

gu. Richard FiTZ-James, Bishop of Rochester,
Ciiiohester, and Li>ndon, 1506.

Az. a dolph n hauriant in pale arg, Walwokth,
V.

Az. a dolphin naiant arg. Mallwobth, F.

Az. a dolphin embowed naiant or. Fisuer,
V.

Az. in base a dolphin affronty the tail issuing on
the sinister ppr. O'Cahill, Ireland.

Gu. a dolphin embowed in fess arg. Visaker, V.
\Vm. FvsHACRE, A", V. Giles de Fisscburne,
E.

Gu. a dolphin naiant arg. Vysachvre or

FySHACHYRE, V.

Gu. a dolphin in pile arg. Forest.
Gu. a dolphin embowed or. James, Denford, co.

Berks ; and Newport, Isle of Wight ; Visitation

of Hants, ViSi.

Gu. a dolphin naiant embowed or. James,
Slangeler, co. Carmarthen.

Gu. a dolphin naiant in fess or. James, formerly
Head, Langley Hall, co. Berks; Baronetcy
1791.

Gyronny of eight erm. and az. a dolphin embowed
gu. Bennington, co. Lincoln.

Gyronny of eight erm. and az. a dolphin
embowed or. Remington, Lord Mayor of
London 1500.

Gyronny of eight gu. and erm. a dolphin naiant.

Remnant, Billericay, Scotland.

Paly of six or and gu. a dolphin hauriant az.

Damboys, France.
Per fess gu. and arg. in chief a dolphin of the

second. Fisher, Kent.
Sa. a dolphin arg. Symonds, Hereford,
^a. a dolphin embowed arg. James. Sir Henry

James, Kent, V. William James, Bishop of
Durham 1606; Washington, and Hetton le

Hole, CO. Durham ; quartering erm. on a chief
gu. three crosses crosslet or.

Sa. a dolphin embowed holding in the mouth a
fish arg. Symonds or Symondes, co. Hereford;
Suffidld, and Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

Sa. a dolphin embowed arg. fimbriated or.
James.

Sa. a dolphin in fess arg. finned or. James,
Kent.

Sa. a dolphin embowed or. Symonds, Pen-
gethley, co. Hereford; quartering Williams,
Powell, etc.

Sa. a dolphin naiant embowed ppr. Symonds,
Suffield, Norfolk.

Sa. a dolpliin hauriant or. Doi.finton, V.
Vert u dolphin hauriant or. Monyi'enny.

Eel
Gu. an eel nowed arg. Matiiillx, V.

A FISH cont.

Herring
Vert a herring hauriant arg. Harrance, Foot's

Cray Place, Kent.
Perch

Arg. a perch az. Bersich.
Pike

Gu. a pike hauriant or. Lucy, co. Dorset.

Salmon
Gu. a sulmcn in fess arg. Visage.

Trout
Gu. a truut in bend arg. Neve, V.

A FISH and in chief. . . .

2 Seasts (Lions)
Vert two lions ramp, combatant arg. supporting a

dexter hand couped gu. in base a fish of the

second. O'Neill.
Per fess wavy the chief arg. charged with a sinis-

ter hand couped and erect gu. the base waves
of the sea ppr. thereon a pike fish naiant of the

last. O'Neill, Earl and Viscount O'Neill.

2 Birds
Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief two teals arg. in

base a fish or. Cobb or Cobbis, Norfolk.

Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief two shovellers and
in base a fish naiant arg. Cobb, co. Oxford.

Per chev. gu. and sa. two swans in chief and in

base a fish or. Cobb, Peterbridge, Norfolk.

Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief two swans respect-
ant in base a herring ppr. Cobbe, co. Oxford ;

Baronetcy 9 December 16C2, extinct 1 March
1762; CO. Bedford ;

co. York ; Middlesex; and
Norfolk ; granted by Ballard.

Sa. a herring or in chief two swans respecting
each other ppr. Cobb, Norfolk.

3 Birds
Per chev. sa. and gu. a herring-cobb naiant in

chief three swans ppr. respectant. Cobbe.

Chief
Az. a dolphin embowed arg. and chief or.

Franklyn or Fbankland, Beccles, Suff'olk.

Gu. a dolphin embowed naiant and a chief or.

John Fisher, Norfolk, W.
Gu. a dolphin or and chief erm. Fisher, Whit-

tingham- Magna, Norfolk, W.
Az. a shark or a chief of the last. Valliant.

Vaillant.

On a Chief.... Bird
Az. a dolphin embowed or on a chief of the se-

cond a bird of the first collared arg. betw. two
saltires gu. Frankland, Rye, co. Hertford ;

3 March 1568.

.... Flower
Az. a flying fish in bend arg. on a chief of the se-

cond a rose gu. betw. two torteaux. Robinson ;

as borne by Henry Robinson, Bishop of

Carlisle, and Provost of Queen's College,

Oxford, 15981616.

.... 3 Flowers
Az. a flying fish in bend arg. on a chief of the

last three roses gu. barbed vert. Robinson.

.... Hands
Per fess arg. and az the chief divided per pale on

the dexter three hands gu. on the sinister a lion

ramp, of the last in base a fish swimming ppr.

Magawley, Ireland.

.... Mallets
Or in base a dolphin naiant in waves of the sea

pi>r. on n chief az. three mullets urg. Borough,
Batsildon Park, co. Berks

; BaronutL-y IBlJJ.
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A. FISH and in chief cunt.

On a Chief cont. 2 Saltires

Az. a dolphin or on a chitf of the last two

saltires huraetty gu. Henry Fkankland; in

Chichester Guthetlral.

Az. a dolphin naiant erabowed or on a chief

of the second two saltires pu. Franki.amd-

RussEiJ., Thirkleby, CO. York ; Baronetcy KiCO;

quartering arg. a lion ramp. gu. a chief sa.

thereon three roses of the field for Russell.

.... 3 Saltires

Gn. a dolphin naiant arg. on a chief of the second

three saltires couped az. Frankland, London.

,...2 Crosses

Per fess arg. and vert in chief two crosses patty

fitchy gu. and in base a salmon naiant of the

first. M'Leur or M'Lure, Scotland.

....3 Crosses

Per fess wavy arg. and vert in chief three crosses
"

crosslet gu. and in base a salmon naiant of the

first. Mac Concaled, Ireland.

.... 3 Escallops

Gu. three bars wavy or over all a dolphin em-
howed naiant arg. in chief three escallops of

the second. Town of Poole, co. Dorset.

A FISH betw
Annulets

Gu. a fish naiant in fess betw. three annulets arg.

Pickering, Alkraonbery,.co. Huntingdon.

Flannches

Arg. a fish hauriant az. betw. two flauncbes of

the second each charged with as many bars

nebuly of the first. See or Sea, Kent, W.

Arg. a fish hauriant az. betw. two flauncbes

harry of six of the second and first. See,
Kent.

Mallets

Arg. a fish naiant in fess az. betw. two mullets in

chief gu. and a galley sails furled and oars in

action in base sa. Wright, Ireland.

A FISH (Dolphin) betw
Bendlets

Az. a dolphin betw. two bendlets wavy arg.

Ventris, Oakington, co. Cambridge ; Vigitation

1619; another branch of Campton, co. Bed-

ford.

Crescents

Az. a dolphin naiant embowed arg. betw. three

crescents or. Tudor Vechan, Penmonydd,
Anglesea. Dawninge, Beaumaris.

Crosses

Sa. a dolphin embowed arg. betw. three crosses

crosslet or. James, Bishop of Durham. James,
Barrow Court, co. Somerset, W.

Sa. a dolphin erabowed betw. three crosses

botonny or. James, Michbarrow, co. Somerset.

Sa. a dolphin embowed betw. three crosses cross-

let or. James. James, Pantaison, co. Pem-
broke. TVilliam James, Bishop of Durham,
1606. 17, ir.

Sa. a dolphin naiant betw. three crosses crosslet

or. James, Barrow Court, co. Somerset;

confirmed by Camden.

Escallops

Az. a dolphin arg. fins gu. and tail or betw. three

escallops of the last. Scrase, Bletchington,

Sussex, W.

A FISH (Dolphin) betw cont.

Escallops cont.

Az. a dolphin naiant betw. three escallops or.

ScARTH, Leith, Scotland.

Sa. a dolphin naiant in fess betw. three escallops

arg. Pampi.ng. Pampykge, V.

5-Foils

Az. a dolpiiin naiant in a sea betw. three cinque-
fnlLs arg. Hagges. Scotland.

Az. a dolpiiin embowed arg. betw. three cinque-
foils or. Fjtz James, co. Dorset

;
and co. Somer-

set.

Fruit (Pine Cones)
Az. a dolphin embowed naiant betw. three pine

cones erect or. Fisher, W.

Wheat
Az. a dolphin embowed betw. three ears of wheat

or. John Fysher, U, Bishop of Rochester,
1504, and a Cardinal.

Mullets
.^z. a dolphin naiant arg. betw. three mullets or

pierced gu. Fitz James, V. John James,
Essex, W.

Az. a dolphin embowed arg. betw. three mullets

or. FiTZJAMES, 00. Dorset; and co. Somerset.

Orle

Sa. a dolphin embowed within an orle arg.
James, co. Stafford.

Spears
Az. a dolphin naiant betw. three eel spears or.

Companv of Soapmakers, London; incorpor-
ated 1638.

A FISH (Salmon) betw
Flauncbes

Arg. a salmon hauriant betw. two flauncbes az.

each charged with three bars wavy of the field.

See, Undtrdown, Kent.

A FISH (Dolphin) betw
and in chief. . . k

Battering Ram
Arg. betw. two bars vert a dolphin naiant ppr. in

chief a battering ram sa. Ballingall.

On a Chief Bird

Gu. a dolphiu betw. two annulets in pale or on a

chief of the second a martlet sa. betw. two

saltires of the first. Feankland, co. York,

2 FISHES
Arg. two fishes in saltire az. Gedney, Enderby,

CO. Lincoln.

Az. two fishes in saltire arg. Gedney, V.
Az. two fishes hauriant or. Dernford.
Gu. two fishes hauriant in pale or. Rafe

de Nell, A,

Gu. semy of trefoil two fishes endorsed or.

Clermont, Lord de Nesle ; Gough, i,
7ft.

Vert two fishes addorsed paleways arg. Hawmes,
Sutfolk, V.

Barbels

Arg. two barbels respecting each other sa.

Colston.
Az. two barbels hauriant respecting each other

arg. Colston, Essex. Colton, Essex.

Az. crusilly fitchy and two barbels hauriant ad-

dorsed or. Henry Earl of Barr, Z, 139.

Gu. two barbels respecting each other or.

Colston.
Or over a gusset invected purp. two barbels

countersalient. Zornlin, Clapham, Surrey.
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2 FISHES cont.

Dolphins
Arg, a fess gu. oppressed with two dolphins

hauriant embowed respectant or. Bokeland.

Arg. a fess gu. over all two dolphins hauriant

respecting each other in pale or the space
betw. them erm. Buckland, V.

Arg, two dolphins hauriant sa. Colston, Essex.

Arg two dolphins hauriant respecting each other

sa. chained together by their necks the chain

pendent or. Colston, Coulson, or Coolston,
Essex; and London.

Az. two dolphins hauriant or. Bare.
Az. two dolphins naiant in pale or. Lashmar.
Gu. the field replenished with trefoils two dol-

phins endorsed arg. Clermont. Neale,Nell,
or Nele.

Gu. semy of trefoils two dolphins endorsed arg.

a label of five points az. Clermont.
Gu. two dolphins hauriant endorsed or.

Elley.
Or two dolphins hauriant addorsed arg. crowned

of the last. Doxat, Essex; quartering sa. a

demi lion ramp, issuant from the base double

queued arg. Doxat, Clare, co. Hants.

Per chev. arg. and sa. in chief two dolphins of the

second. Atfield.
Per chev. erm. and sa. in chief two dolphins of

the second. Atfield.
Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief two dolphins

hauriant respecting each other or. Atfield.

Atfeld, F.

Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief Wo dolphins or.

Field.
Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two dolphins

chevronways, respecting each other or. Feld,
V.

Vert two dolphins endorsed hauriant arg.
Hamner. Sir Roger Hanmer, F.

Vert two dolphins endorsed or. Hanner.

Lacies
Az. two lucies in saltire arg. Gedney, Hud-

derley, oo. Lincoln.

Gu. two lucies hauriant arg. dos a dos. GeoflErey
de Lucye, I.

Gu. two lucies in saltire arg. Sevington.
Sa. two lucies in saltire arg. noses in crowns or.

Company of Stockfishmongers.
Vert two lucies endorsed in pale or. Hamme,

Suffolk.

Boaches
Gu. two roaches in fess arg. Roche.

Salmons
Gu. two salmons in pale arg. finned or. Sammes

or Sams, Langford, co. Essex, W.
Gu. two salmons hauriant arg. finned or.

Sammes.
Sa, two salmons endorsed arg. Salmon, co.

Nottingham.
Vert two salmons hauriant arg. Hame, Corn-

wall. Hame, V.

Treats
Az. two trouts in saltire arg. Gedney or

Gedeney, V.

2 FISHES.... and in cMef.

Ship
Gu. the base wavy of six arg. and az. thereon a

ship of three masts under sail all or on each

topmast a banner of St. George on the waves
in base two fishes of the second. Town of
Truro.

2 FISHES and on a chief. . . .

Heads
Az. crusilly or two fishes hauriant endorsed arg.
on a chief gu. three leopard's heads of
the second. Hugh de Pourts:, Sheriff of Lon-
don, ol). llth Edward II

; Lansdowne MS. 873,
fo. 117 b.

2 FISHES (Dolphins) and on a chief....

Cup
Per pale gu. and az. two dolphins hauriant en-

dorsed arg. on a chief or a covered cup betw.
as many dovecots of the first. Cotes,
CO. Buckingham.

Per pale or and az. two dolphins erect counter-

changed on a chief gu. a covered cup. betw. as

many dovecots of the first. Cotes, Lord
Mayor of London, 1542.

Per pale or and az. two dolphins erect counter-

changed on a chief sa. a covered cup of the
first betw. two dovecots arg. Coats, London.

Per pale or and az. two dolphins hauriant conn-

terchanged on a chief sa. a covered cup of the
first betw. two dovecots arg. Cootes, V.

Per pale or and az. two dolphins counterchanged
on a chief sa. a covered cup betw. two dovecots
of the first. Coets, London.

2 FISHES and in base
Beast

Or a demi lion couped in base and in chief two
fishes naiant az. Mervyn, Ireland.

2 FISHES (Dolphins) and in base ....
Garb

Per chev. or and vert in chief two dolphins
respectant gu. in base a garb of the first.

Field.
2 FISHES betw

Bordnre

Arg. two barbels hauriant endorsed within a bor-
dure sa. Colston.

Arg. two dolphins hauriant erabowed respecting
each other chained together from the chain
another pendent with a ring at the end of the
last all within a hordure engr. sa. Colston,
London, W.

2 Estoiles

Arg. two eels paleways waved betw. two stars in

the flanks az. Orneel or Arneel, Scotland.

Arg. two eels hauriant confronty vert betw.
two estoiles gu. Arneel or Arnied, Scotland.

9 3-FoiIs

Gn. two pikes hauriant in pale betw. nine trefoils

slipped or. Clermont.
Heads

.... two fishes in saltire betw. four leopard's
faces .... Sewvnton, Kent, V.

.... two fishes in saltire betw. a leopard's face
in chief two escallops in fess and another
in base. Sewenton or Selston, Kent.

SoviNGTON, Kent.

2 FISHES betw. and on a chief

Per pale or and az. two dolphins hauriant ad-
dorsed counterchanged on a chief sa. a covered

cup of the first betw. two dovecots arg. Sir
John CooTES, Alderman of London, V.

Az. two dolphins in pale embowed and addorsed
arg. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy or on a
chief gu. three leopard's faces of the third.

Porter, London. Poytts, V,
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2 FISHES betw. and on a chief.... cont.
7 Crosses

Az. two dolphins endorsed arg. betw. seven
crosses crosslet (anotlier fitcby) or on a

chief gu. three leopard's faces of the third.

Port.
Az. two dolphins endorsed arg. betw, seven

crosses crosslet or on a chief gu. three leopard's
faces of the third. Pobt, F.

Az, two dolphins endorsed arg, betw, seven
crosses crosslet fitcby or on a chief gu,
three leopard's faces of the third. Poet,
V. Hugh Port, Alderman of London, V.

3 FISHES
Arg. three fishes naiant in pale sa, Welsh.
Az. three fishes naiant .... Houblon.
Az, three fishes in pale arg. May.
Az. three fishes hauriant in fess arg. Way, V.

Thomas Waye, Master of the Marshalsea,
Az, three fishes hauriant arg. Hake, V. Hacket.

Ord, Northumberland, Whitington.
Az. three fishes naiant arg, Garvine, Edinburgh,
Az. three fishes naiant counternaiant arg.

Foreman, Scotland.

Az. three fishes naiant in pale backs vert bellies

arg. Dryaunt, V.

Az, three fishes naiant in pale harry arg and ....

Vivian.
Az. three fish naiant or over all fretty gu.
Sturgeon,

Az, three fishes hauriant or. Dernford, V.

William de Derneford, E, F.
Gu, three fishes hauriant arg. Cahane or

O'Cahane, Ireland. Gloucester. Harringham.
Keane, Ireland. Weye, alias Waye, Bickli-

ford, CO. Devon. Antony Lord Lucy, V.

Gu. crusilly three fishes hauriant arg. Ostrich,
London, V.

Gu. three fishes naiant in pale arg. Lord

Rorke, Harl. MS. 1603.

Gu. three fishes erect or two and one. O'Cahane,
Ireland.

Gu. three fishes conjoined at their tails in tri-

angle or heads sa. Bernbach.
Gu, three fishes sa. Lamere.
Or three fishes hauriant backs uppermost gu,
O'CoNARCHY, Ireland.

Sa. three fishes hauriant in fess arg. Durbuboh,
F,

Sa. crusilly and three fish hauriant in fess arg.
Raffe de Hacket, .4,

Sa. three fishes hauriant arg. Ord, Whitfield

Hall, Northumberland ; quartering gu. a fess

betw. three martlets arg. for Dillingham. Ord,

Edge Hill, near Derby. Ord. Wilston, V.

Ddbbubgh.
Sa. three fishes (supposed to be salmon, the word

signifying a salmon weir) hauriant in fess arg.

Orde, East Orde, co. Durham ; and Morpeth,
Northumberland ;

descended from Simon Orde
de East Orde, who d. in 1362.

Sa. three fishes naiant arg. Willson, V.

Sa. three fishes hauriant or. Salmon, Chester ;

and London.
Sa, three fishes naiant in pale or. Veeney, F.

Dame, V.

Vert three fishes hauriant or spotted gu. Doooe,
F.

Vert three fishes hauriant arg. Dox, V. Rudde.
Vert three fishes hauriant sa. Done,

(Sea) Breams or Hakes
Az. three breams or, Breame,
Az, three hake fishes hauriant arg. Hake, V.

3 FISHES cont.

(Sea) Breams or Hakes cont.

Gu. three breams hauriant arg. Delamaee.
Vert three sea-breams (or hakes) hauriant arg.
Dox or DoxEY. Dox, V.

Vert three sea-breams hauriant or. Dox or
DoXEY.

Chabots
Or three chabots gu, (There is a sea fish called

a chabot,) Chabot, France.

Crabs

Arg. three crabs erect gu. Alvanston.

Arg. three crabs erect sa. Allvm or Audlym.

Codfishes
Az. three codtishes naiant in pale arg. Beck.

Congers
Az. three congers hauriant .... Conohuest.

Crevices or Crawfish see also Shrimps.
Barry wavy of six arg. and gu. six crevices or two
and one. At.wateb.

Dogfish
Arg. three dogfishes naiant in pale sa. Gesse,

V.

Vert three dogfishes arg. Dod, Dode, Dodds
or DOGGE.

Dolphins
Arg. three dolphins hauriant az. finned or.

GiLRoY, Scotland.

Arg. three dolphins sa. Kemieij,, Kemiell in

St, Paul's, Cornwall. Simeon. Symeon.

Arg, three dolphins embowed in pale sa.

Kymyell, Cornwall.

Arg. three dolphins naiant sa, two and one.
Darburg. Symeon, V. Kemyell, Cornwall,

Az. three dolphins hauriant or. Sir Peter

Vandeput, Knt., London.
Az. three dolphins naiant arg, Montveron, F.
Az. three dolpliins naiant in pale arg. finned and

ducally crowned or betw. two pair of lucies in

saltire (the sinister surmounting the dexter)
ppr. over the nose of each lucy a ducal crown
of the third on a chief gu. three pairs of keya
endorsed in saltire or. Fishmongers,

Az, three dolphins naiant or. Jay, Scotland. -

Az. three dolphins naiant fessways in pale or.

Dolphin, Eyford, co. Gloucester; formerly of

Shenston Moss, co. Stafibrd, Dolphin, Ruff-
side Hall, Hexham, Northumberland.

Barry wavy of six arg, and gu. three dolphins or
two and one. Atwateb.

Gu. three dolphins naiant arg. Babdin.
Gu. three dolphins or. Osborne.
Gu. three dolphins hauriant or. Messing.
Or three dolphins hauriant az. Vandeput, Lon-

don.

Or three dolphins hauriant in pale sa. Kemyell
or Kennyell,

Sa. three dolphins arg. Dubborough or
DUEBUBGH.

Sa. three dolphins embowed arg. Kendall,
Exeter. De Bagot, Seigneur of Gorge,
Jersey,

Sa, three dolphins hauriant in fess arg.

Dubbuegh, F.

Sa, three dolphins naiant arg. two and one.

Winslade,F.
Sa, three dolphins naiant embowed arg.
Dueburg,

Vert three dolphins embowed naiant in pale arg.

DoLFiNLEY, CO, Hants, F. Dolphinglt.
Vert three dolphins naiant arg. Bardin.
Vert three dolphins hauriant endorsed arg.
Hammer.
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Ducat or

AjtBUTT,

Garmston,

3 FISHES.... cont.

Eels

Arg. three eels az. Eei.es.

Arg. three eels naiaut in pale az

Ducket, Scotland.

Arg. three eels embowed in pale sa. Eai,es.

Arg. three eels naianl sa. Eel. Kel, V.

Arg. three eels naiant in pale sa. Ellis,
Norwich.

Arg. three eels naiant in pale barwise sa. Ellis,
CO. Wilts. Antony Ellis, Bishop of St. David's

1752-61.
Flounders

Gu. three flocks (or flounders) arg.

Flying Fishes

Vert three fl; ing fislies in pale arg
CO. Lincoln ; granted 1758.

Garvin Fishes

Az. three garvin fishes naiant fessways in pale

arg. Garvie or Garven, Scotland.

Az. three garvin fishes naiant in pale arg. the

middlemost aspecling the siiiinter the others

the dexter side. Garvey, Scotland.

Geds fee Pikes

Gudgeons
Arg. three gudgeons hanriant within a bordnre

engr. sa. GoBioN, Gobyon or Gobyns.

Hakes sec Breams

Herrings
Az. semy of crosses crosslet three herrings hau-

riaut arg. Heringe. Thomas Herring,
Archbishop of Canterbury 1747-57. Herring.

Az. three herrings arg. betw. seven crosslets

or. Henry Heeringman, 1703; Carshalion

Church.
Gu. three herrings in pale arg. Heringham.
Gu. three herrings hauriant arg. Hekingand,

V. Sir William Heringand, V.

Gu. three herrings hauriant in fess arg. Herring
or Herringham, co. Dorset.

Per pale gu. and az. three derai lions pass,

guard, or conjoined in pale with as many
demi herrings arg. finned and tailtd gold.

Yarmouth, Town of, Norfolk.

Lucies see Pikes

Mackerels
Az. three mackerels liauriant arg.

Pikes and Lucies

Arg. three pikes naiant gu.
Pitworth. Turner, Wexford.

Arg. three pikes naiant in pale gu. Pickton.

Pikeworth, V.

Az. three geds hauriant arg. Ged, That Ilk.

Az. three lucies hauriant arg. Way, Spencer
Farm, Essex. Way or Waye, Bridport,
CO. Dorset; and Denham Place, co. Bucks;
originally of co. Somerset ; removed temp.
Henry VII or early part of Henry VIII to

Ton-ington, co. DrVun; quartering sa. two
bars aig. corded or wreathed gu. The Ways of

Denham quarter Lockey of Holmes Hill, co.

Herts
;

viz. arg. a bend betw. two water bou-

gets sa. and Hill of Poimsford, co. Somerset;
and Denham Place, co. Bucks, viz. gu. a chev.

erm. betw. three garbs or.

Az. three pikes hauriant arg.
Lucy.

Az. crusilly three lucies arg.

Lucy, N.
Az. crusilly three lucies liauriant or. Emery

de Lucye, a. Alinary de Lucy, D, E, F. Sire
- Ammovi de Lucy, iV, F.

Makerell, F.

PiKWORTH or

Ged, That Ilk.

Siro Thomas de

3 FISHES.. ..cont.

Pikes and Lucies cont.

Gu. three lucies hauriant arg. Lucie. Egfe-
niont, and Cockermouth, Cumberland; temp.
Richard I. Richard Lucy, P. Lucy, Z, 340.

Lucy, F. Geofrey Lucy, Bishop of Winchester
1189-1204. But quartering or a lion ramp. az.

William Percy, Bishop of Carlisle 1452 62;
and Thomas Percy, Bishop of Norwich
1350.69.

Gu. semy of crosses crosslet three lucies hauriant

arg. Lucy, co. Warwick ; the surname origin-

ally of the Lucys was Charlecote,from the village
of that name in Warwickshire, coufeired by
Henry de Montfort upon, and confirmed

by Richard I to. Sir Wulter de Charlei'ote.

His son and heir was called Sir W'illiam

de Lucy.
Gu. three lucies hauriant or. Lucy. Geoffrey

de Lucy, B, E.
Gu. semy of crosses crosslet three lucies hauriant

or. William Lucy, Bishop of St. David's

1C60-77. Lucy, Kent. Geoffrey de Luscy, C.

GefiFry de Lucy, D, F, G, J, N, S, Y. Lucy,
Charlecote, co. Warwick ; Scrope v. Grosvenor,
218.

Gu. semy of cross crosslets three lucies hauriant
or a label of three points az. M. Reginald
Lucy, S.

Gu. three pikes hauriant arg. Geddes. Lucy,
CO. Hants.

Gu. three pikes hauriant or a trefoil for diff. Way,
Kiliew.

Gu. three pikes naiant in pale arg. Lucy.
Sa. three pikes hauriant in pale inverted arg.
Fishacre, CO. Devon.

Vair three lucies hauriant arg. Lucy, Charlecote,
CO. Warwick (ancient).

Prawns see also Shrimps
Barry wavy of six or and gu. three prawns naiant

of the second. Sea or Axsea, Heme, Kent.

Boaches
Az. three roaches naiant in pale. Roach.
Az;. three roaches in pale arg. a crescent for diff.

RoACHE, Lesawnte, Cornwall ; and Wellcombe,
CO. Devon.

Gu. three roaches in pale arg. Roche, Walknetb,
CO. Lincoln.

Gu. three roaches naiant in pale arg. Roche,
Freston, co. Lincoln ; Roche, Viscount Fermoy,
Ireland. Roch. The Lord Roche of Ireland,
V. Peter de Rupieus or Sir Pierre des Roches,
Bishop of Winchester 1200-38. Roche, V.

Roche, Trabolgan, co. Cork; Donore, co. Kil-

dare
; Granagh Castle, co. Kilkenny.

Sa. three roaches arg. Roche, Roche and Lesant,
Cornwall.

Sa. three roaches naiant in pale arg. Delaroche,
CO. Hereford. Roche, co. Hereford ; and co.

Salop.

Salmons
.... three salmons hauriant in pale . . . . Town

of Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey.
Arg. three salmons hauriant gu. Saumon, co.

Chester, V.

Az. three salmons in pale arg. Sambrooke.
Az. three salmons arg. W^m. Cleare, Alderman

of London, 1067. Aubrey's Surrey, i, 40.

Az. three salmon fishes naiant fessways in pale
arg. Fisher, Scotland.

Az. three salmons naiant in pale or. Bethwater,
V. Cromlyn, Ireland, F.
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3 FISHES cont.

Salmons cont.

Az. three salmons in pale per pale or and arg.
Sambrooke.

Az. three salmons in pale ppr. Sambrooke.
Gu. three salmons hauriant arg. Salmon, co.

York.
Gu. three salmons hauriant with a ring through

each of their noses arg. Sprotty.

Gu. three salmons naiant in pale arg. Eeake,
Baron Eeane. Keane, Belmont, and Cappo-
quin, CO. Waterford ; Baronetcy 1801.

Sa. three salmons arg. Salmon, Finingley, co.

Nottingham ; Samon, V.

Sa. three salmons hauriant arg. Samon, F. John

Salmon, Bishop of Norwich, 1299-1326.

Sa. three salmons hauriant arg. a mullet for diff.

Obd; quartering gu. three cushions erm.
tasselled or. for Redman ; and per pale gu. and
az. a lion ramp. betw. eight crosses crosslet or

for Hutchinson; and quarterly lirst and fourth

arg. a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy gu.
second and third or five fleurs-de-lis in cross

sa. a chief wavy gu. for Craven.

Sa. three salmons hauriant in fess arg. Orde,
Morpeth, Northumberland; Baronetcy, 1790.

Sa. three salmons naiant arg. Welch or

Welsh.
Sa. three salmons hauriant or. Orde, Winslade,

CO. Hants. Salmon, Wildhealh, co. Chester;
and Hackney, Middlesex; 1621.

Vert three salmons naiant two and one. Ham or

Hame.

Shrimps see Crevices and Prawns

Barry wavy of six arg. and gu. three shrimps or.

Atsoe.

Barruly or and gu. three shrimps of the

second (another of the first). Sea. Atsea.

Atsoe.
Or two bars wavy betw. three shrimps in pale gu.

Atsea, V.

Soles

Gu. three solefish arg. De Soles, V. John
de Soles, Kent, V.

Sparlings

Erminois three sparlings hauriant two and one

ppr. Sparling, Petton, co. Salop.

Sturgeons
Az. three sturgeons arg. fretty gu. Sturgney.
Az. three sturgeons naiant arg. over all fretty gu.

Stcrgeon, V.

Az. three sturgeons naiant in pale or over all

fretty gu. Sturgeon, Whipsted, Suffolk.

Sea Breams see Breams or Hakes

Sea nrchins

Az. three sea-urchins (or hedge-hog fish) erect

arg. Alstanton.
Gu. three sea-urchins in pale arg. Alstowne.
Astowne.

Trouts

Az. three trouts fretted in triangle one looking to

the base and the other two to the dexter and
sinister chief. Foreman.

Az. three trouts fretted in triangle tete-^-la-guise

arg. Trowtback, co. Chester. Troutbeck or

Troutback.
Az. three trouts fretted arg. Trowtbeck, V. Sir

Wm. Troutbeck, co. Chester, F.

Vert (representing sea) three trouts arg. Kane,
Ireland.

3 FISHES cont.

Turbots
Az. three turbots arg. two and one finned or.

Turbutt, Ogston Hall, co. Derby ; Mount St.

John, CO. York.

Whales
Gu. three whales hauriant or in the mouth of

eachacrosier of the last. Whaley Monastery,
CO. Lancaster.

Whelks
Per chev. gu. and az. three whelks or. Obbabne, V.

3 FISHES and in chief.

Canton .... Salmons
Sa. three salmons hauriant arg. a canton of the

second. Obd, Sands, in the parish of Sedge-
field, CO. Durham.

On a Canton .... Pikes

Gu. three pikes in pale ppr. and on a canton arg.
a mount vert thereon the section of a castle

intended to represent that of Badajoa sur-

mounted by a scaling ladder ppr. Picton,
Iscoed, CO. Cnrmarlben.

Chief.... Lucies or Trouts

Sa. three trouts (or lucies) hauriant arg. a chief

or. Kitson, Hengrave, Suffolk; confirmed

13 Feb., 1568.

.... Boach
Sa, three roaches hauriant arg. a chief or.

ICiTsoN, V. Sir Thomas Kitson, V.

.... Salmons

Sa. three salmons erect arg. two and one

a chief or. Kidson, Bisbopwearmouth, co.

Durham.

On a Chief Beast (Lion)

Sa. three fishes hauriant arg. on a chief or a lion

ramp. gu. betw. two ogresses each charged with

an anchor of the third. Ketson, co. Lancaster ;

and London.
Sa. three fishes in pale arg. on a chief or a lion

ramp, of the first betw. two ogresses the dexter

charged with a martlet the sinister with a . . . .

Smith, co. Worcester.

Sa. three fishes naiant in pale arg. a chief per

fess of the field and erm. on the first as many
fleurs-de-lis or. Kyrton, V.

....Eoundle
Sa. three fishes hauriant arg. on a chief or an

ogress charged with an anchor of the third

betw. two torteaux. Ketson, London.

.... 3 Bonndles

Az. three dolphins embowed or on a chief of the

last as many hurts. Hill, Taunton, co.

Somerset, W,
Sa. three fishes hauriant arg. on a chief or as

many ogresses. Ketson.

Az, three fishes naiant in pale arg. against their

heads as many gouttys d'or on a chief of the

last three torteaux. Knight, V.

. . . .Breams (Tridents)

Erm. three breams hauriant two and one ppr. on

a chief wavy az. two tridents in saltire encircled

by a naval crown or the rim inscribed "Le

Weser." Bremer, The Priory, near PI} mouth.

Dolphins .... (Eudders)

Az. three dolphins naiant embowed arg. on

a chief or three rudders sa. Burrtdge,

Tiverton, co. Devon ;
and Lillesden, Hawk-

hurst, Kent.
^^g
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3 FISHES and on a chief cont.

On a Chief cont. Hakes .... (Leaves )

Az. three hake-fishes hauriant in fess arg. on a

chief of the second three shararocks ppr.

Hackett, Hackettstown, co. Carlow ;
and

Shehon Abbey, co. Wicklow.
Cross .... Salmons

Ermines tbree salmons hauriant ppr. in chief a

cross patty or. Salmon.

3 FISHES betw
Sordure

Az. three fishes naiant in pale arg. within a hor-

dure enn. Southflete, V.

Arg. three fishes hauriant two and one within a

bordure sa. Gobauu. Gobyon, V.

Arg. three fishes hauriant sa. within a bordure

engr. of the last. Gobion, V.

Gu. three fishes naiant arg. within a bordure of

the last. LiLLiNG.
Gu. three fishes naiant arg. within a bordure

engr. of the second. Lillinge or Lilling,
Norfolk.

Gu. three fishes within a bordure indented arg.

Bernard, Essex.
Gu. three fishes naiant in pale or a bordure engr.

arg. M. Nicol Byllynge, S.

Dolphins
Arg. three dolphins hauriant within a bordure sa.

Colston.
.... Garvin Fish

Az. three garvin fishes naiant fessways in pale

arg. within a bordure or. Garvin, Scotland.

.... Pikes
Gu. three pikes naiant in pale arg. a bordure of

the last. Lucy.
Gil. three pikes hauriant within a bordure engr.

arg. Lucy.
Gu. three pikes naiant wavy arg. within a bordure

engr. of the second. Pike, London.
Gu. three pikes nniant in pale within a bordure

engr. arg. Lilling, V. Sir Nicholas Lylling,
V.

.... Boaches
Gu. three roaches naiant within a bordure engr.

arg. Koche, Carass, co. Limerick ; Baronetcy
1838.

.... Salmon
Gu. three salmons naiant in pale within a bordure

erm. Lillinge.
.. ..Turbots

Az. three turhots naiaut arg. within a bordure
erm. Turbot, V. Turbut, V.

Az. three turbots arg. two and one finned or a

bordure erm. Turbott. Turbut.
Cotises

Sa. three fishes in bend betw. two cotises arg.

Sankey, CO. Worcester.
Crosses

Az. three fishes hauriant arg. hetw. as many
crosslets fitchy or. Vyry, F. Oyry, V.

Vyrey, V*.
Gu. three fishes hauriant arg. betw. nine crosslets

fitchy of the second. Ostrich, V.

Gu. three fishes in pale betw. ten crosses crosslet

fitchy arg. Ostrich or Ostreche, London.
Another, crosses botonny.

Herrings
Az. three herrings hauriant arg. betw. an orle of

eight crosses patty fitchy or. Herrington.
Gu. three herrings two and one betw. nine

crosses crosslet arg. three three and three.

Herring.

3 FISHES betw cont.

3 Crosses. . . .Lucies
Az. three lucies hauriant in fess arg. betw. as

many crosses crosslet fitchy or. Viry.
Az. three lucies hauriant arg. two and one as

many crosslets or one and two. Oyry or

Oyrey.
6 Crosses.... Lucies

Gu. three lucies in pale betw. six crosses crosslet

arg. Lucy. Thovias, Worcester, I'j.

7 Crosses .... Pikes
Gu. three pikes hauriant inverted betw. seven

crosses crosslet or thi-ee two and one. Lucy.

9 Crosses. . . Lucies

Gu. three lucies hauriant arg, betw. nine crosses

crosslet or. Herring, Archbishop of Canter-

bury 17.50.

Gu. three lucies hauriant arg. betw. nine crosslets

or. Sir Thomas Lucy, Wigmore, F. Lucy, F.

10 Crosses Lucies
Gu. three lucies hauriant arg. betw. ten crosslets

of the second. Lucy, F.

Estoiles Trouts
Gu. three trouts in fess ppr. betw. as many

estoiles or. Kane.

3 Frets
Az. three lucies hauriant arg. two and one as

many frets or one and two. Oyry.

Roundlets
Az. three fishes naiant arg. betw. four bezants in

pale. Garvie, Scotland.

4 FISHES
Gu. four lucies arg. Antony Lucy, Y.

The seal represents a ship with three masts on
the waves, the mainmast ensigned with a flag
of St. George, the sails furled, the other two
masts broken oflTat the round-top on the water
four fish swimming to the dexter. Town of

DoNwiCH, Sufi'olk.

5 FISHES
Az. five fishes hauriant or three and two.

Freshacre, F.

Sa. five fishes arg. Dawntre, co. Chester.

6 FISHES
Az. six fishes hauriant arg. three two and one.
FiSHACRE.

Sa. six fishes hauriant arg. three two and one.

Fishacre, CO. Devon.

Dolphins
Per pale gu. and sa. six dolphins naiant arg.
Bartholomew of Exetee; Bishop of Exeter
1161-84.

Herrings
Az. six lierrings hauriant or three two and one.
Williom Heringsea.

Az. six herrings hauriant ppr. three two and one.

Hertng, a.
Az. seray de crosses crosslet six hemngs hauriant

arg. Heeingham or Heeringham. Thomas
Herring, Archbishop of Canterbury 1747 57.

Az. crusilly and six herrings hauriant or three
two and one. Heringod ;

Hcirl. 31S. 6587.
Az. semy of crosses crosslet six herrings in pale

or tbree two and one. Heringand, Sussex.
M. Wm. Heringend, D.

Az. seray of crosses crosslet six herrings or three
two and one. Heringe, co. Salop ; and

Owsley-Minor, co. Warwick.
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6 FISHES cont.

Salmons
Az. six salmons hauriant or three two and one.

FlSHACUE.

6 FISHES betw

11 Crosslets .... Herrings
Gu. 8ix herrings hauriant arg. betw. eleven cross-

lets or. Heringand or Hekingham, V.

FISH-HOOK see- Hook

FISH-WHEEL see Wheel FITCH see Beast

FLAG see Banner FLAGON see Cup

2 FLAMES
Erm. two flames in saliire gu. Leight, alias

TODERLEIGH, CO. HautS.

3 FLAMES
Arg. three flames gu. Backie.

Arg. three flames gu. issuant from the base of the

shield. Bataille, Burgundy.

FLAMES and in chief

Az. flames of fire ppr. Brander, Somerford

Grange, co. Hants; quartering az. a saltire

humetty or.

3 FLAMES and on a chief....

On a Chief Flower

A/., three flames ppr. on a chief arg. a thistle vert.

Smith, Scotland.

FLASK see Flaunch

FLASK see Powder-Flask

2 FLAUNCHES
Arg. two flaunches indented sa. Daniell, co.

Chester.

Erm. two flaunches sa. Habert, Norfolk;
and Northumberland. Hobart. Hubberd.
Ubbart; Harl. MS. UOi, fo. 103.

Gu. two flaunches chequy arg. and az.

Sherington, London
; granted 1583.

Or two tirtunches gu. Lanercost Monastery,
Cumberland.

S.n. two flaunches indented arg. Daniell, co.

Chester; Harl. MS. 14(t4, fo. 108.

2 FLAUNCHES accompanied by
Bar

Sa. in chief a bar gemel betw. two flaunches arg.
Arthawe.

Bars
Az.two bars gemels arg. betw. three buck's heads

erased or all betw. two flaunches of the last.

Parker, "Warwick Hall, Carlisle. Parker,
Fetterell Green, Cumberland.

Or on two bars humetty gu. three leaves of the

first all betw. two flaunches uf the second.

Fryer, Thornes, co. Stafibrd.

Beast (Dog)
Or two talbots pass. sa. langued gu. betw. two

flaunches of the second. Aldham, Shrimp-
ling, Norfolk.

.... (Lion)
Arpf. a lion ramp. betw. three roses gn. two

flaunches of the second. Ricketts, Redland

Hill, CO. Gloucester.

Arg. a lion pass. gu. betw. two flaunches sa.

Garritte.

2 FLAUNCHES accompanied by.... cont.

Beast (Lion) cont.

Arg. a lion pass. betw. two flaunches purp.
Jareett.

Arg. a lion pass. betw. two flaunches sa. Garat
or Garrett, London. Garritt. George
Garrett, London, 1633; Harl. MS. 1358,
fo. 88.

Arg. a lion pass, guard, betw. two flaunches sa.

Antonie or Antony, Suffolk.

Gu. a lion ramp, or betw. two flaunches erm,
Selly.

Sa. a lion ramp. betw. three ducal coronets or and
two flaunches erm. King, Exeter; granted
1G91.

Sa. crusilly and a lion ramp. arg. betw. two
flaunches erm. Long, Whaddon and Becking.
ton ; granted 1561 to Thomas Longe, Trow-

bridge, co. Wilts.

Sa. a lion ramp, or betw. two flaunches arg.

Ceely, Essex. Prestwood, co. Devon; and
CO. Worcester.

Sa. a lion ramp. betw. two flaunches or.

Prestwood, Boterford, North Huish, co.

Devon ; temp. Elizabeth. Prestwood, W.
Az. two lions pass, guard, or betw. as many

flaunches erm. Chibnale or Chibnall,
Felraersham, co. Bedford ; Astwood, co. Bucks

;

and CO. Northampton.
Birds (Ducks)

Az. two ducks in pale arg. betw. as many flasks

erm. Miij.es, V*.

(Swans)
Az. two swans close in pale arg. betw. as many

flaunches erm. Mei.lishe, F*. John Melush,
London, 1034; quartering gu. a lion ramp.
or betw. four crosses patonce vair; Harl. MS.

1358, fo. 54b. But beaked and membered gu.

Milles, V. Mellersh, Godalming ; Add. MS.
5533, fo. 148.

Az. two swans in pale arg. betw. as many flaunches

erm. Mellish, Blythe, co. Nottingham; and

Bush Hill Park, Edmonton ; quartering Gore.

Mellish, Hamels, co. Hertford; quartering
Gore. Mellish or Melish, London; Ragnold,
CO. Notts ; and Sandersted, Surrey.

Sa. two swans in pale arg. betw. as many flaunches

or. Fattor, Higham, Norfolk.

Sa. two swans in pale arg. membered or betw. as

many flaunches of the last. Fitter.

Sa. two swans in pale ppr. membered or betw. as

many flaunches of the last. Futtek, Norfolk ;

and Stainton, Sufi'olk.

Chevron

Arg. a chev. betw. two flaunches sa. HALBAiraE,

CO. Devon. Halbeyne.

Crescent

Sa. a crescent in chief and an eight-pointed

estoile or in base all betw. two flaunches erm.

Hubbard, Durham.
Crosses

Gu. two crosses patty in pale or betw. as many
flaunches chequy arg. and az. Sherington,

CO. Wilts, 1716. The crosses voided.

Sherington ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 116.

Gu. two crosses patty in pale or betw. as

many flaunches chequy of the second and az.

William Sherington, V.
, , .

Gu. on each of two crosses patty m pale or betw.

as many flaunches chequy arg. and az. another

cross patty (of the first, Sherington; Harl.

MS 1404, fo. 110; but) sa. Sherington, She-
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2 FLAUNCHES accompanied hj....cont.
Crosses cont.

rington, Norfolk ; Medburne, and Lacocke, co.

Wilts; and CO. Worcester.

Gu. on three crosses patty in pale or betw. two

flaunches cbequy aig. and of the second three

crosses patty az. SHKnI^GT0N.

Gn. five crosses crosslet betw. two flaunches arg.

Elkington, London; and Shawell, co. Lei-

cester, 1608.

Gu. six crosses crosslet two one one and two

betw. two flaunches arg. Elkington, F.

Gu. six crosses crosslet fitcby two one two and

one betw. two flaunches arg. Ellington, Harl.

MS. 1404, fo. 113.

Gu. six crosses crosslet two one one and two

or betw. two flaunches arg. Elkinge, and

Elkington, London ;
Harl. MS. 1441, fo. 67.

Thomas Elkington, London ; granted 1608 ;

Earl. MS. 6095, fo. 13. Eskinton, London ;

granted 1608.

Gu. six crosses crosslet two one two and one or

betw. two flaunches arg. Elkington, Loudon ;

granted 1608. The flaunches erm. Elkington,
CO. Leicester.

Estoile

Arg. an estoile betw. two flaunches erm.

Mageath, Clarina.

Sa. an estoile of eight points or betw. two

flaunches erm. Hubert; Cott. MS. Claudius,

ciij, fo. 626.

Fess
Az. a fess or betw. two flaunches erm. Hoblyn,

Bodrane, and Nansabyden, Cornwall.

Fish

Arg. a fibl) hauriant betw. two flaunches barry of

six arg. and az. See, Kent; HarZ. MS. 4108,

fo. C8.

Flowers
Vert three roses in pale arg. betw. two flaunches

of the last. Phillips, V.

Foils

Arg. six trefoils slipped one two one vert betw.

two flaunches sa. Tresham, V.

Sa. six trefoils slipped or betw. two flaunches arg.

Tresham.
Arg. ten trefoils slipped vert betw. two flaunches

sa. Tresham, co. Notts.

Vert three cinqnefoils betw, two flaunches arg.

Philips, co. Salop.
Gu. three cinquefoils betw. two flasks arg.

Hamilton, Colquet, Scotland.

Garbs
Gu. two garbs arg. betw. as many flaunches erm.

Bruges, Suffolk, W.

Head—Seasts (Boars)
Arg. three boar's heads erased az. langued gu.

betw. two flaunches of the second each charged
with a crescent of the first. Hogg ; Baronetcy
1846.

....(Deer)
Arg. a buck's head cabossed ppr. betw. two

flaunches sa. Pahker, co. Cork.

Sa. a buck's head cabossed betw. two flaunches

arg. Parker, Melford Hall, Suffolk; Baro-

netcy 1681.

Sa. a buck's head cabossed betw. two flaunches
or. Parker, Plympton, co. Devon ; Honuing-
ton, CO. Warwick.

Sa. a stag's head cabossed betw. two flaunches

aig. Parker, co. Devon; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 69.

2 FLAUNCHES accompanied "by.... cont.

Heads cont. Beasts (Dogs)
Sa. two talbot's heads erased in pale or betw. two

flaunches erm. Hever; quartered by Ox-

burgh ; Harl. 3IS. 6095, fo. ASb.

Az. two talbot's heads erased or betw. as many
flaunches erra. Hewaue, Marshland.

Sa. two talbot's heads or beiw. as many flaunches

erm, Hewar. Ewers. Hewer.
Sa. two talbot's heads erased betw. as many

flaunches erm. Hewar, Emneth, Norfolk.

, , , . (Horses)
Gu. three horse's heads couped in pale arg. betw.
two flaunches erm. Botelford, Suffolk.

(Leopard)
Or a leopard's head az. within a wreath of laurel

and two game cocks in pale ppr. betw, two
flaunches gu. Cockerell, Seizincote, co.

Gloucester; Baronetcy 1809.

Arg. a leopard's face gu. betw. two flaunches sa.

Anthony.
Az. a leopard's head or betw. two flaunches erm.

in chief three plates of the last. Whiting.

(Leopards)
Gu. betw. two flaunches or as many leopard's

faces in pale of the last. Frere, Roydon,
Norfolk.

Or two leopard's faces betw. as many flaunches

gu. Fryer, Suffolk.

Monster

Arg. a wivern with wings endorsed gu. betw. two
flaunches of the last. Drake.

Mullets
Gu. five six-pointed mullets or two one and two

betw. two flaunches chequy arg. and sa.

Dabbins, 1616; Harl. MS. 6095, fo. 366.

Dobbins. Bat the mullets arg. Dobinson,
Westminster,

Pallets

Arg. three pallets az. over all two square flaunches
or flasks gu. Mosylton, V.

Or three pallets az, betw. two flaunches gu.
MOSLETON.

Boundlets
Sa. platy betw. two flaunches arg. Spelman or

Spilman,

2 FLAUNCHES accompanied and over all ... .

Fess
Or two lions pass, guard, betw. as many flaunches

az. over all on a fess gu. three bezants.

Noble, Cornwall ; co. Devon; and Kent.

2 FLAUNCHES and in chief.

Canton
Az. a lion ramp. betw. two flannches arg. on a

canton gu. a lion's head erased of the second.
Garrat.

Chief
Gu. two flaunches erm. on a chief az. three suns

or. Day, London; granted 20 March, 1582.

Arg. out of a base barry wavy of four of the
field and az. on a mount vert a castle triple-
towered betw. two flaunches gu. on a chief

nebuly as the third the sun in splendour betw.
two estoiles like the first. Bourne, Hilderstone

H.all, CO. Stafford.

Sa. two swan's wings addoraed in pale arg, betw.

as many flaunches or on a chief gu. a garb
betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the third. Fitler or

Fitter.
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.cont.2 FLAXTNCHES and in chief..

Chief cont.

Lozengy paly bendy arg. and gu. two flaunches or

on a chief of the last an annulet betw, two

cinquefoils of the first. Bagge, Stradsett

Hall, Norfolk; Baronetcy 18fi7.

Gu. two flaunches erm. on a chief az. a sun betw.

two moons or. Day, co. Derby; Hurl. MS.

5847, fo. 16.

2 FLAUNCHES betw
Bordure

Go. two flaunches indented arg. within a bordure

or. Delorey.
Gu. two flaunches indented arg. within a bordure

vert bezanty. Dollar.

2 FLAUNCHES charged....
Arrows

Erra. two flaunches az. each charged with three

arrows or. Gbeby or Greyby.

Fruit (Ears of Wheat)
Erm. two flaunches az. each charged with three

ears of wheat couped or bending to the sides

of the shield. Greby, co. Northampton.
Gbeyb, V.

Heads

Arg. two flaunches sfl. each charged with a

leopard's head or. Den or Denne, Kent ;

Harl. MS. 5862, fo. 56.

Arg. two flaunches sa. each charged with a

leopard's head of the first. Deane, Kent, W.

Chequy
Purp. two flaunches the dexter per fess in chief

chequy or and az. in base gn. a lion ramp, or

the sinister per fess in chief gu. a lion ramp,
or in base chequy or and az. Arudell. Raufe

Akondell, V.

2 FLAUNCHES accompanied ....

and charged ....

Anchors
Az. three wolves pass, in pale or betw. two

flaunches of the last each charged with an

anchor sa. Chauncey.
Az. three wild boars statant in pale or betw. two

flaunches or in each an anchor sa. Gylles,

Boswortb, CO. Leicester.

Bars

Arg. a fish hauriant az.betw. two flaunches of the

second each charged with as many bars nebuly
of the first. See or Sea, Kent.

Beasts (Bears)
Erm. three cinquefoils in pale sa. betw. two

flaunches of the second on each a bear pass.

arg. Dalam, London, V.

(Lions)
Gu. a lion pass, guard, betw. two escallops in

pale arg. and as many flaunches of the second

each charged with a lion ramp. sa. Dawkeb.
Gu. a lion pass, guard, or betw. two roses in pale

arg. and as many flaunches of the second each

charged with a lion ramp. sa. Dawkins, St.

James's, Westminster.

Arg. three martlets in pale betw. two flaunches

sa. each charged with a lion pass, of the first.

Browne, Totteridge, co. Hertford. Browne,
Baronetcy 1622, Baron and Viscount Castle-

rosse 1798, Earl of Kenmare 1800, Baron
Kenmare 1856. Browne, Croft, co. Lincoln.

Jenkins. The lion pass, guard, of the first

(another armed and langued gu.). Browne;

2 FLAUNCHES accompanied....
and charged.... con«.

Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.

Baronetcy \Qi2, Baron and Viscount Castle-

rosse 1798. Earl of Kenmare 1800, Baron Ken-
mare 1856.

Arg. three martlets in pale botw. two flaunches
sa. each charged with a lion pass. or. Browne,
Orthwaite Hall, Woodhall, and Tallantire

Hall, Cumberland.

Arg. three martlets in pale betw. two flaunches
sa. each clTarged with three lions pass, as the
first. Thomas Brown, Bishop of Rochester

1435, Norwich 1436-45, Bloviejield, Norfolk, iii,

535.

Or betw. two flaunches sa. each charged with a

lion ramp, endorsed of the first three fleurs-

de-lis in chief az. Blizard.
Or three fleurs-de-lis in chief az. betw. two

flaunches sa. each charged with a lion ramp,
of the first. Blizard.

Gu. five bezants two one and two betw. two
flaunches sa. on each flaunch a lion ramp,
combatant arg. Olney, V.

Or a serpent erect az. crowned gu. standing on a
mount vert two flaunches gu. each charged
with three lions pass, guard, or. Spelman,
Kent ; Harl. MS. 4108, fo. 68.

....(Wolves)
Vert a fleur-de-lis or betw. two woolpacks in pale

arg. enclosed by two flaunches of the third each

charged with a wolf pass az. Wolley, Lou-

don, V.

Billets

Gu. a lion ramp. betw. two flaunches or each

charged with three billets of the first.

Mowbray.
Birds .... (Eagles)

Sa. an eagle displ. betw. two flaunches or each

charged with an eagle displ. of the first.

BowLAND, London.
Sa. an eagle displ. betw. two flaunches arg. each

charged with an eagle displ. of the first betw.
two ogresses (or torteaux ) each charged with a

cross patty fitchy or. Bowland, London.
Sa. an eagle displ. arg. within four bezants two
and two each charged with a cross crosslet

fitchy of the first all betw. two flaunches as the

second each charged with an eagle disp. like the

field armed gu. Humphry Bowland, Kinfare,
CO. Stafl"ord, V.

Or four pallets gu. on two flaunches arg. as many
eagles displ. sa. Peter King of Abbaoon,
.^, 70,

Castles

Or semy of oak leaves vert betw. two flaunches

az. each charged with a castle arg. Fryer,
CO. StafiFord.

Crescents

Arg. three boar's heads erased az. betw. two
flaunches of the second each charged with a

crescent of the first. Hogg; Baronetcy 1846.

Crosses

Sa. a lion ramp. betw. four crosses crosslet arg.

and two flaunches of the last each charged with

a cross crosslet of the field. Long ; quartered

by Sugden.
Gu. two bars arg. betw. on each of as many

flaunches erm. a cross crosslet of the field.

Marshall, Ardwick, and Penwortham Lodge,
CO. Lancaster; quartering Earnshaw.
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2 FLAUNCHES accompanied ....

and charged .... cont.

Faggots
Gu. a crown or supported on the point of a

sword erect arg. pomelled and billed or betw.

two fluunches arg. each charged with a faggot

ppr. Company of Woodmongers.
Fesses

Sa. two lions pass, guard, arg. betw. as raany
flaunches of the last each charged with a less

az. Steed, V*.

Fleurs-de-Lis

Arg. a human heart emitting flames betw. two
laurel branches fructed saltireways in chief

and an anchor erect in base all ppr. betw.

two flaunches az. each charged with a fleur-de-

lis. HuGER ; granted J 771,

Per pale sa. and arg. a fleur-de-lis betw. two
flaunches each charged with a fleur-de-lis all

counterchanged. John Robyns, co. Worcester,
F. RoBYNS, CO. Stafl"ord. White.

Or a leopard's head betw. two cocks in pale betw.

two flaunches gu. each charged with a fleur-de-

lis or. CocKKELL, Guernsey ; Harl. MS., 1404,
fo. 108.

Or a leopard's face and two cocks gu. betw. as

many flaunches sa. each chai'ged with a fleur-

de-lis arg. Allgood.

Flower

Arg. a leopard's face gu. betw. two flaunches sa.

on the dexter a rose and on the sinister a mul-
let or. Anthony.

Flowers
Az. three fleursde-lis in pale or two flaunches

erm. as raany roses gu. An augmentation to

Catherine Howard, wife of King Henry Ylll.

Z, 480.

Az. a rose betw. two martlets in pale or two
flaunches of the second each charged with a

rose gu. FoRTHE, London; Harl. 3IS., 1404,
fo. 100. FoRDE, CO. Wexford.

Fruit (Ears of Wheat)
Or two flaunches gu. three ears of wheat stalked

and leaved in fess counterchanged in chief and
in base a billet lying fessways of the second.

Fryer, V.
Garbs

Arg. two bars humetty gu. betw. as many
flaunches of the second three garbs in fess

counterchanged. Fryer.
Or three bars humetty sa. betw. two flaunches

gu. three garbs in fess counterchanged.
Fryer.

Monsters
Az. a cinque-foil betw. two demi-lions couped

pass, guard, in pale or on a pair of flaunches

arg. as many griffins ramp, of the first.

Humphrey Monmouth, Alderman of London, V.

Mallets
Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. betw. two flaunches sa.

each charged with a mullet arg. Matthews,
CO. Hereford ; quartering per pale az. and gu.

Spears
Per pale erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or betw.
two flaunches arg. each charged with a spear
palewise. Edwards, Llandaff" House, co. Gla-

morgan ; quartering Richards.

FLEAM see Instrument

FLEECE see Beast (Sheep)
FLESH-HOOK see Hook
FLESH-POT sec Cup and Pot

FLEUE-DE-LIS
Gu. three broad axes arg. a demi fleur-de-lis joined

to each handle withinside or betw. as many
mullets pierced of the last, Tregold.

Gu. four demi fleurs-de-lis or divided paleways
to idling the sides of the shield points follow-

ing each other. Robins, London, 1(333
;

Harl. MS., 1358, fo. 40,

A fleur-de-lis diapered all over with small flowers
with the inscription round it of "

Sig burgi de
Taraworth Comitat Warwic et Staf." The
modern seal of the Corporation of the Town
of Tamworth,

Arg, a fleur-de lis on the top three grass spires
taeh containing seven piles gu, Bernheim.

Arg. a fleur-de-lis gu. Carwitham, Freckton
or Frekleton, co, Lancaster, Lancelin.
Mordant, Ricklemarsh, co. Kent. Morden or

MoRDON, Wricklesmarsh; Earonetcy lf)88. Sir
John Morden was a great Turkey merchant,
and founded at Blackheath a college for de-

cayed merchants. Mordey, Sunderland, co.
Durham. Mordon, Lord Mayor of London,
1308. Walton, Stockwell, Essex. A mullet
for diS'. Walton, Little Burstead, Essex.

Quarterly arg. and ermines in the first quarter a
fleur-de-lis gu. Letham.

Arg. fretiy sa. a fleur-de-lis gu. Halpin.

Arg. a fleur-de-lis sa. Fishborne, Durham, and
Middlesex; Visitation Middlesex, 1034, in

College of Arms. Gayer, Foxley, co. Berks.

Launcei.leyn, V, Lamelyng or Lamlyn co.
Bedford. Lancellyn, Lamei.yng or Lamlin,
CO. Bedford. Lavalling or Lavelin, Lee or

Lea, CO. Chester ; and co. Leicester. Leigh.
Leigh, of Leveholme, CO. Chester. Levesholme,
Leweshoi.me. Leyneshelme. Lynesholme,
Lye, Mordon. Pluckley, Kent.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first a fleur-de lis

gu. Leinhams. Pdrton.

Arg. a fleurde-lis vert dimidiated with or four
bendlets of the second, Schalch, SchafFhau-
sen in Switzerland ; as borne by Captain
Schalch, Royal Artillery.

Arg. a scythe the blade in chief the handle or
in bend sinister sa. in the fess point a
fleur-de-lis of the second. Sneyd, Keel,
CO. Stafford.

Az. a fleur-de-lis .... Harrisson, Tolethorpe,
near Stamford, co, Lincoln,

Ak. a fleur-de-lis arg. William de Agilon,
Harl. MS., 0137, fo. 93. Digby, Drysloke,
CO. Rutland; the last male heir of this, the
chief line of the great family of Digby, was
John Digby of Gothurst, son of the renowned
Sir Kenelm Digby. Digby, Osbertstown, co.

Kildare; and New Park, co. Meath
; Earl

Digby. Digby, Landanstown. Digby, North
Luffenham, co. Rutland

; and Redhall, co.

Lincoln, Digby, Earl of Bristol. Lord Digby,
Baron of Yeashill, in Ireland. Sir Thomas
Digby.co. Leicester, V. Sire Johan de Tykebi, N.

Az. a fleur-de-lis erm. Palmer, co. Leicester, V.
Az. crusily a fleur-de-lis erm. Engayne.
Az. a fleur-de-lis or. Dowding. Flore, V.
Gambell or Gamble, Ireland. William de
Agilon, A. Stepkins, Middlesex. Town of

AVakefield, CO. York.

Quarterly az. and arg. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis or, Metiiay, Scotland, Sir Thomas
do Metham, S. Metham, Metham, co. York.
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FLEUE-DE-LIS cont.

Quarterly az. and arg. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis or. JMetham, Bollington, co. Lincoln.

Meytam. Thomas de Meteham, 1'.

Quarterly az. and or in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis of the second. Metham, Cudeby, co.

York.

Barry of four arg. and az. a fleur-de-lis or. Sir

Robert de Hilton, V.

Barry of six arg. and az. over all a fleur-de-lis or.

Grey, W.
Barry of six arg. and gu. a fleur-de-lis counter-

changed. SWETERTON.
Barry of six arg. and gu. over all a fleur-de-lis sa.

Staveley.

Arg. three (sometimes four) bars gu. over all a

fleur-de-lis sa. Staveley.

Barry of eight arg. and gu. over all a fleur-de-lis

sa. Garnegan, V. Staveley, Adam
Stavelay, Baron de Dent, P, X

Gu. three bars arg. over all a fleur-de-lis sa.

Garnegot, V.

Barruly arg. and gu. over all a fleur-de-lis of the

last. Staveley.
Erm. a fleur-de-lis az. Gere.
Erra. a fleur-de-lis sa. Gayer, Trenbrace, Corn-

wall.

Gu. a fleur-de lis arg. AotrnxoN or Aquillon,
Sussex; Surrey; and Norfolk; Bankes, \o\. i.

Agillon, Agillun, V, and Agilmo. Robert

Agilon,^,D. Agulon, JB. Robt. de Agillun,
E. Robert Aguillon, X. Aquitten or

Anquillon. Flory. Freckton. Grigge.
Ireland. Sir John Ireland, W. Lanceli.yn
or Lancelin, co. Bedford. Monderell.
Trevayle, Cornwall. Waldenfeld, co.

Somerset, V.

Quarterly ru. and or in the first quarter a fleur-

de lis arg. AsHMOLE, co. Stafibrd. Elias

AsHMOLE, the Antiquary.
Quarterly gu. and vert in the first and fourth a

fleur-de-lis in the second and third a cross

avelane invecked or over all a fess dancetty
erm. Summers.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis erra. Beaufelde. Buckfield
OC BuCKFELD, V. COFIELD Or COOFIEI.D, V.

Cokefield or Cuckfield, V, Robert

CoKEFELD, A. Adam de CoKFELD, F. Robert
de CoKESEND, D. Keyfield. Adam de

KORFELD, E. KdKFELD, Y.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis or. Albrecht or Aldreght.
Robert Augeuyn or Angeneye, C. Cokefind.

Cokesend, V. DiNGHAM, V. Gerbrand.
Robert de Korfeld, E. Palfohd. Payferer,
V. Playfer, Kent, V. Playford. Playse,
Kent. Swellengrebel, Holland.

Lozengy arg. and gu. in fess a fleur-de-lis betw.

the points of a crescent both or. Fitzwilliams.
Or a fleur-de-lis az. Holt. Gtjrdon. Portman,

Bryauston, co. Dorset, and Orchard Portman,
CO. Somerset; quartering gu. a chev. erm.
betw. ten crosses patty arg. for Berkeley.
Baron Portman, 1837.

Or a fleur-de-lis az. oppressed by a fess and saltire

gu. Katle, That Ilk.

Or a fleur-de-lis gu. Gordon. Adam de
GouRDON or Gordun, a. Mordon.

Or a fleur-de-lis sa. Borford, co. Stafibrd.

Frenny.

Quarterly or and gn. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis sa. RocHFORT, England.
Per bend gu. and or a fleur-de-lis counter-

changed. Alison.

FLEUE-DE-LIS cont.
Per bend gu. and or a fleur-de-lis in bend sinister

counterchanged. Eijson, Elison, Scotland.
Alison.

Per chev. gu. and sa. a fleur-de-lis erm. MouLSO.
Mowlsey.

Per fess arg. and az. a fleur-de-lis counter-

changed. ScuRLoCK, Wexford.
Per pale arg. and az. afleur de-lis counterchanged.
Sherlock, co. Meath ; Harl. MS., 1441.

Per pale arg. and gu. a fleur-de-lis counter-

changed. Sarsfield, Ireland, V.
Per pale arg. and gu. a fleur-de-lis sa.

TiNLING.
Per pale arg. and sa. a fleur-de-lis counter-

changed. Whitrow, Exeter. Fenglas;
Harl. MS., 1441. Finglas, Ireland.

Per pale gu. and arg. a fleur-de-lis per pale arg.
and sa. Sarsfield. Lucan

; quartered by
Brigham.

Per pale gu. and or a fleur-de lis counterchanged.
Acheley.

Per pale gu. and vert a fleur-de-lis arg. Elstob,
Elstob, and Foxton, co. Durham.

Per pale or and az. a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
Kenney alias Kenan, Ireland.

Per pale or and sa. a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
Spranger, Canes, Essex.

Per pale sa. and arg. a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
FiNGLAssE, Ireland.

Per pale vert and gu. a fleur-de-lis arg. Ffolkes,
Hillington, Norfolk; Baronetcy, l'/74; quar-
tering gu. a chev. betw. three lion's gambs
erased and erect all within a bordure or on a
chief of the last an eagle displ. sa.

Per pale vert and gu. a fleur-de-lis erm. Folkes,
Middlesex ; granted 11 March, 1685.

Sa. a fleur-de-lis arg. Angellis or Angles.
BuBAND. Ingleby. Welby, CO. Warwick.

Sa. a fleur-de-lis erm. Cakefield. Kukefield.
Sa. a fleur-de-lis or. Hovell or Hovile, V.
Hynell.

Quarterly sa. and or in the chief dexter quarter
a fleur-de-lis of the second. Ashmole, co.

Stafford.

Sa. a hand ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis and vested
in a maunch issuing from the dexter side of the
shield or. Creke.

Sft. a maunch and fleur-de-lis or. Cusacke.
Vert a fleur-de lis arg. Fourke. Fowke, Lowesby,

CO. Leicester; Baronetcy 1814. Fowke, co.

Dorset;
'

London; and co. Stafford. Fowke,
Lord Mayor of London, 1053. Henry Fowkes,
1Gij9 ; Bulwich Church, Northants.

FLETIE-DE-LIS and in chief. . . .

Beast (Lion)
Az. a fleur-de-lis arg. in chief a lion pass, of the

second. Flandrinoham.
Az. a fleur-de-lis or in chief a lion pass, (or

pass, guard.) of the second. Flandkinge.
Flandringham, V,

2 Beasts (Lions)
Per chev. gu. and az.in chief two lions combatant

or in base a fleur-de-lis of the last. Clarence.
Sir John de Clarence, natural son of Thomas
Duke of Clarence, son of King Henry IV.

Z, '611, and Planchd, Pursuivant, p. 155, Sir

Bartholomew Clarence, V.

2 Birds (Eagles)
Per chev. or and az. in chief two eagles displ. and

in base a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
Broadrir, Dover, Kent.
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FIEinUBE-LIS and in chief cont.

2 Birds (Eagles) cont.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief two eagles displ,
or in base a fleur-de-lis of the second.

Steinqer, CO. Chester.

3 Birds
Per fesB gu. and az. in base a fleur-de-lis or in

chief three birds of the last. Humphry
HoDOETTs; Shaw's, Stafibrd.

Canton
Az. a fleur-de-lis arg. and a canton or, Digby,

Mansfield-Woodhouse, co. Nottingham.
Gu. a fleur-de-lis or a canton erm. Clarke, co.

Lancaster, W.
Gu. a fleur-de-lis or a canton of the second.

BiLLiNGSLEY, London. Henry Billingsley,

Mayor of London, 1596 ; Harl. MS., J 349.

On a Canton—Beast (Lion)
Per pale erm. and or a fleur-de-lis counterchanged
on a canton az, a lion pass, arg. Banner,
London,

Arg. a fleur-de-lis gu. on a canton arg. a sinister

hand couped gu. for the distinction of Baronet

impaling az. two swords in saltire arg. hilt and

pomel or within a bordure engr. of the third.

Mobden College or Hospital, Blackheath.

Chief
Az. a fleur-de-lis and a chief arg, Carblen.
Az. a fleur-de-lis or a chief indented arg.
Sandwich,

Erm. a fleur-de-lis and chief sa. Gaibe, Lord

Mayor of London 1647.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis or and chief indented arg.

Sandwich, Lord Mpyor of London 1286, 1288
to 1293 inclusive; Harl. MS. 1049.

Gu, a fleur de-lis or a chief erm, Dixon,
Gledhow, co. York, Dixin, V. Dixon, Wall-

ingtons, near Newbury, co. Berks. Gambell
or Gamble.

Sa. a fleur-de-lis or a chief erm. Dixon, Beeston,
near Leeds, co. York.

Sa. a fleur-de-lis and a chief indented or. Henry
of Sandwich, Bishop of London 1263-73.

On a Chief—Beast (Lion)
Az. a fleur-de-lis arg. on a chief or a demi lion

ramp. gu. Karben.

Arg. a fleur-de lis gu. on a chief or a lion pass.
sa. Van-Streyan,

Az, a fleur-de-lis arg. on a chief of the last a lion

pass. gu. Kaeblen.
Az. a fleur-de-lis arg. on a chief indented of the

second a lion pass. gu. Fowke; granted 1580.

Gu. a fleur de-lis or on a chief arg. a lion pass.

guard, of the first. Brock ; quartered through
Creffield by Round.

Bird (Eagle)
Or a fleur-de-lis az. on a chief of the second an

eagle displ. of the first. Deelsume.

....Head.
Az. a fleur-de-lis or on a chief gu. a leopard's
head betw. two song books (shut) of the second

stringed vert. Company of Parish Clerks
in London.

Horn
Az. a fleur-de-lis or on a chief of the last a bugle

sa. stringed betw. two roses gu. a canton as the
fourth charged with a lion ramp. like the

second. Sir Peter Paul Rubens.

Mullet

Arg. a fleur-de-lis sa. on a chief of the last a

mullet of the first. Gair, Scotland.

FLEUR-DE-LIS and in chief. . ..cont.
On a Chief cont. Mullet cont.

Erm. a fleur-de-lis .... on a chief .... a mullet
.... Sir John Gayre or Gayee, Lord Mayor
of London 1647.

....3 Bound les

Arg, two sugar-canes in saltire ppr, surmounted
by a fleur-de-lis gu. on a chief az, three plates
each charged with a mullet sa, Foulks.

2 4-Foils

Gu. in base a fleur-de-lis in chief two quatrefoils
or, Gargate or Gargat.

2 5-Foils

Az. a fleur-de-lis and in chief two cinquefoils or.

Egioke or Egiocke, Egioke, co. Worcester.

Head
Az. a fleur-de-lis or in the dexter chief a leopard's
head of the second. Laverve.

Per fess or and az, in base a fleur-de-lis of the
first in chief a buglehorn betw, two roses gu.
on a canton of the last a lion pass, guard, of
the first. Rubens.

Label
.... a fleur delis .... in chief a label of five

points. Branch; PoZe, Devon, ii, 187.

Mullets
Az, a fleur-de-lis or in chief two mullets of the

second. Stackelberg, Baron Stackelberg.

FLEUR-DE-LIS and in base
Crescent

Arg, a fleur-de-lis az. in base a crescent gu.
Honneymill or Honnijuxll, Scotland. Sonnyll,
Scotland.

2 3-Foil3

Az. a fleur-de-lis in chief and two trefoils slipped
in fess arg. within a bordure engr, or.

Palmer.
Az. in chief a fleur-de-lis or and in base two tre-

foils slipped arg. within a bordure engr. of the
second. Palmer, Linche, co, Hertford.

Mullet
Az. a fleur-de-lis and in base a mullet or.

Lefevre,
Per fess or and arg. in chief a fleur-de-lis gu. in

base a mullet sa. Rogers.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a fleur-

de lis gu. in the fourth an ermine spot of the
second. Lainham.

FLEUE-DE-LIS betw. and within....
Annulets

Per bend gu. and or a fleur-de lis in bend betw.
two annulets all counterchanged. Ellison,
Scotland.

Sa. a fleur-de-lis or betw. three pairs of annulets
linked paleways arg. Somerton, V.

8 Birds (Martlets)
Arg. a fleur-de-lis betw. eight martlets in orle sa.

Brigham or Briggam, co, York; Ad. MS.
6409, V. Brigham, Cumberland. Rochdale.

Barry of twelve arg. and rz. a fleur-de-lis within
an orle of eight martlets gu. Penbrok,
Valence.

Sa. a fleur-de-lis or within an orle of martlets arg.
Standon, CO. Somerset.

Bordure

Arg. a fleur-de lis within a bordure az. Sideserf
or Sidserf, Scotland ; New Register.

Arg. a fleur-de-lis gu, a bordure engr, of the
second, Caewitham, Paunston, co. Devon.
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FLEUR-DE-LIS betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

Az. a fleurde-lis in chief in base two trefoils in

fess slipped arg. a bordure engrailed or.

Palmer, Calais, V.

Az. a fleur-de-lis and a bordure or. Flower or

Flore.
Az. a fleur-de-lis or witliin a bordure of the

second charged with eight roses gu. an aug-
mentation granted by Charles XL to Anne
Clarges, Duchess of Albemarle, ^,451.

Or a fleur-de-lis az. a bordure engr. gu. Palmer,
V.

Or a fleur-de lis gu. within a bordure of the last.

Frenney, Ireland.

Or a fleur-de lis sa. within a bordure gu. Frenne.
Freny or Frenney. Sire Gerard de Frenney, iV^.

Per pale .... and .... a fleur-de-lis counter-

changed within a bordure engr .... Tonge,
London, 14th cent.

Crescents

Az. a fleur-de-lis or betw. three crescents in chief

and as many mullets in base arg. Montolieu,
Marseilles, Languedoc, France, 1706.

Az. a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents or. Paton,

Glenalmond, Scotland; granted 1809 ; quarter-

ing arg. a saltire az. betw. three dock leaves

one in chief and one in each flank vert.

Per pale az. and or a fleur-de-lis betw. three

crescents .... Kenney, Ireland.

Per pale az. and or a fleur-de-lis betw. three

crescents counterchanged. Baldwin, co. Hunts.

Per pale or and az. a fleur-de lis betw. three

crescents counterchanged. Kenney, Ireland.

Per pale or and az. a fleur-de lis betw. three

crescents and a bordure counterchanged.
Kenney, alias Kenan, Ireland.

Escallops
Vert a fleur-de-lis or betw. three escallops arg.

Fowke, Dublin.
Estoiles

Arg. a fleur delis az. betw. three stars gu. within

a bordure engr. of the last. Glass, Scotland;

quartering arg. a chev.sa. betw. three stars gu.
within a bordure engr. az.

Flaiinches

Per pale sa. and arg. two flaunches and three

fleurs-de-lis in fess all counterchanged.
RoBYNS or RoBBiNs, CO. Stafford; and Nether-

hall, CO. Worcester. White.
2 Heads—Beasts (Deer)

Or a fleur-de-lis betw, two stag's heads cabossed

gu. Polley or Pooley.
. . . .Human Figures

Gu. a fleur-de-lis or issuing from the top of a

crescent erm. betw. in chief two helmets and
in base a garb or. Sir Richard Cholmeley,
Soldeston, co. York.

3 Heads—Beasts (Deer)
Gu. a fleur-de-lis or betw. three buck's heads

cabossed of the last attired arg. Fav?lde,

Ravensden, co. Bedford.

Or a fleur-de-lis betw. tliree stag's heads cabossed

gu. PoLLEY or Pooley.
. . . .Human Figures

Arg. a fleur-de-lis az. betw. three men's heads

ppr. Cardiff, Ireland; quartered with az.

three bougets or.

Legs
Az, two hon'8 gambs issuing out of the base of

the escutcheon and forming a cfiev. arg. betw.

the gambs a fleur-de-lis or, Chippendale, co.

Leicester. Sciiepingdale.

FLEUB-DE-LIS betw. or within cont.
Mullets

Arg. a fleur-de-lis betw. three mullets gu. a bor-
dure of the last. Glass, East Indies; quar-
tering arg. on a bend az. betw. two roses gu.
barbed vert three buckles or, Glasse,
Glass, That Ilk, Glaster, Glack, Scotland.
Greenlaw, That Ilk.

Arg. a fleur-de-lis vert betw. three mullets gu.
within a bordure engr. of the last. Greenlees.

Az. a flenr-de-lis or betw. three crescents in chief
and as many mullets in base arg. Montolieu,
Marseilles, Languedoc, France ; borne in virtue
of a diploma granted by the Emperor Joseph,
in 1706, to him and his heirs for ever, by David
de Montolieu, Baron de Saint Hippolite, of the

Holy Roman Empire, a General in the British

army, who d. in 1761.

Packs
Vert a fleur-de-lis or betw. two woolpacks in pale

arg, enclosed by two flaunches of the third

each charged with a wolf pass. az. Wolley,
London, V.

Boundles
A?, a fleur-de-lis or betw. three bezants.

Aylwoeth, Essex.

FLEUR-DE-LIS betw. and in chief

On a Chief
Or a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents az. on a

chief vert a stag pursued by a greyhound arg.

M'Kenny, Dublin; and Ullard and Ballyshon-
boy, CO. Kilkenny; Baronetcy 1831.

FLEUR-DE-LIS betw. and in base ....

Barry wavy
Arg. a fleur-de-lis sa. in base harry wavy of six

arg, and az. all within a bordure of the second.

Town of ToRRiNGTON, Devonshire.

S-Foils

Az. in chief a fleur-de-lis or in base two trefoils

slipped arg, all within a bordure eugr. of the

second. Palmer, Linche, co. Hertford.

On a FLEUR-DE-LIS
Label

Gu. on a fleurde-lis or a label of three points

arg. Pldmstead.

Mullet

Arg. on a fleur-de-lis gu. a mullet or. Walton
London.

2 FLEURS-DE-LIS
Az. two fleurs-de-lis in chief or. .John de

Langton, Bishop of Chichester 1305 37.

Gu. two fleurs-de-lis erm. Rotherfield.
Gu. two fleurs-de-lis in chief erm. Eothfeld,

V.

Gu. two fleurs-de-lis in fess erm. Cokefield.

Gu. two fleurs-de-lis each divided paleways and
fastened to the sides of the escutcheon tho

points following each other or. Robins, Lon-

don, 1033.

Per bend indented arg. and sa. two fleurs-de-lis

or quartering vert a cross engr. arg. John

Bowle, Bishop of Rochester 1630-7.

Per bend az. and or in chief a fleur-de-lis and

another in base counterchanged. Shee, Dun-

more, CO. Gal way ; Baronetcy 1794. Sir Martin

Archer Shee, Knt., President of the Royal

Academy of Arts in London.
107
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2 FLEITES-DE-LIS cont.

Per bend indented az. and or two fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Sir Wm. Shee, Justice of

the Queen's Bench 1863.

Per bend indented or and az. two fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Shee, Cloran, co. Tippeiary ;

descended from Lucas Shee, of Upper
Court, CO. Kilkenn3', the hereditary arms of

Odoneus O'Shee in 1382. O'Shee, Garden-

morres, co. Waterford; quartering second gu.
three swords per fess arg. hilted or the centre

Bword pointing to the sinister side, the arms of

\Villiam, brother of Odoneus O'Shee; third sa.

three pheons arg. the arms of John, another

brother; fourth gu. two swords in saltire arg.

point down surmounted by a third in pale point

up hilt or for Edmund, another brother; quar-

tering De Brytlen, Archer, Birmingham, De la

Hyde, Rothe, Power of Gardenmorres, and

Morres of Ball\naven.

Per fess indented az. and or in chief two fleurs-

de-lis of the last. Keamee, Germany and Ire-

land.

Per pale crenelly or and az. two fleurs de-lis of

the first. GosNALL.
Per pale sa. and arg. two fleurs-de-lis in pale

counterchanged. Aylewaud, Norfolk.

Quarterly gu. and sa. in the second and third

quarters a fleur-de-lis or over all a bend ....

Hepstall.

Quarterly gu. and sa. in the second and third

quarters a fleur-de-lis arg. over all a bend of

the last. Hexstall, co. Stafi'ordj and Hex-

stall, CO. Warwick. Hextai.l.

Quarterly vert and az. on the fiist and fourth a

fle,ur-de-lis of the last. Downham.

2 FLEUES-DE-LIS and in chief

On a Canton Flower

Arg. two fleurs-de-lis and five crosses crrs^let

fitchy sa. on a canton or a rose gu. Ellington.
Chief

Gu. two fleurs-de-lis or a chief erm. Dixy, co.

Leicester.

3 Piles

Ar^. in base two fleurs-d.^-lis az. in chief three

piles gu. De Beyan, Ireland.

2 FLEURS-DE-LIS and in base
Bar

Per chev. or and az. in chief two fleurs-de-lis gu.
in base a bar fusily of the first each fusil

charged with an escallop of the third. Edgae.
Bird

Or in chief two fleurs-de lis gu. and in base a
martlet sfl. Faebridge, Ireland.

Castle
Per chev. arg. and sa. in chief two fleurs-de-lis

flz. in base a castle or. Soeocold, London,
1044. Seeocold, Cherry Hinton, co. Cam-
bridge ; quartering Pearce.

Per chev. arg. and sa. in chief two fleurs-de-lis of
the last in base a tower triple towered or.

Lyttill, W.
Estoile

Per chev. or and gu. in chief two fleurs-de-lis and
in base an estoile all counterchanged. Smith.
Smith, Wray, co. Lancaster; and Russell

Square, London ; quartering Skirrow.

Lozenges
Per chev. or and az. in chief two fleurs-de-lis of

the second in base five lozenges of the first

Pitch charged with an escallop gu. Edgae,
The Red House, Ipswich, Suffolk.

2 FLEUBS-DE-LIS and in base . . . . co7it.

Kock
Az. from the base a mountain .... and in chief

two fleurs-de-lis or. IIollak.

2 FLEURS-DE-LIS betw
Bends

Or two bends az. betw. them two fleurs-de-lis so.

D'Oyly, Kandy, in Ceylon; Baronttcy 1821;
extinct 1824; descended out of Buckingham-
shire, but for the last century and a half
settled in Sussex.

Bordure
Az. in chief two fleurs-de-lis and in base a mullet

all within a bordure engr. or. Montgomery;
as borne by the Rev. G. Augu'itus Montgomery,
Rector of Bishopstone, near Salisbury.

Crosses

Arpr. two fleurs-de-lis in fess betw. five crosslets

fitchy sa. Elington, F.

Flowers
Per saltire or and az. in chief and in base a rose

gu. leaved and stalked vert in fess two fleurs-

de-lis gold. Biss.

3 FLEURS-DE-LIS
Arg. three fleurs-de lis az. Byrch, co. Stafford.

COLINREG. COLINGEEG, V. CoLRlTH, CO.

Lincoln, V. Coleeth, co. Lincoln. Hadnam,
CO. Oxford; and co. Lincoln. Holt, V, or

Holte, Twyford and Portsmouth, co. Hantp.

SiDESERF, Rochlaw, Scotland ; Neiv Register.

Arg. crusily three fleurs-de-lis az. Evton,
CO. Northampton ; and co. Rutland. Geyton
or Geiton, Northumberland ; and co. Rutland.
Sire Felipde Geytone, N.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis gu. Chader. Cobbvll
or Cobhall, CO. Devon. Coueays. Feisley,
Feyteley, or Feytueby. M. Edmonde de

Feytheby, S. Hussey. Maundeford, V.

MouNDEFOED, Feltwell, Norfolk. Mountford
or MotiNTFOET, Fuwell, Norfolk. Schobahui.l,
Schobahull, co. Devon ; heiresses m. Holbeam,
Chedder, Kirkham, and Speccot; the heiress
of a younger branch m. Cole. Scobhill, co.

Devon. Tylley, co. Somerset. Tylee, Broad-

leaze, co. Wilts. Wood, Canterbury, V.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis gu. over all in chief a

label az. Scobell, Cornwall.

Arg. three crescents gu. each including a fleur-

de-lis of the last. Ogle.

Arg. semy of crosses crosslet fitchy three fleurs-

de-lis gu. Talbot, Swannington, co. Leicester.

Arg. two bars humetty vert three fleurs-de-lis or

two and one. William Rotheley, V.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Abden. Abeleyn,
V, Abeline, or Ableine. Baymy. William
de Beeblinge, A. Bereford. Simon de

Beeeford, N. Foerest. Hobeed or Hobert.
Ivan. Juon, North Wales. Lenenhoime, co.

Lancaster. Wm. Penifeeer, D. William de

Perfret, E. Wm. Paifreir, F. Persfret,
V. Woodwyn.

Arg. crusily fitchy three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Beeefoed, CO. Rutland ; and co. Leicester.

M. Bawdwvn Beresforde, S. John Bereford,
Y.

Arg. semy of crosslefs three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Baefoed or Berfoed, co. Rutland. Sire

William de Beeeford, .?^. Hillary. Hillarie.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis arg. Basentyne. BAi;ELEY

or Bazley. Imbcrt Givi, E. Imberd, F.

Holt. Inians.
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3 FLEITBS-DE-LIS cont.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis erm. Bukgh or Borough,

Gainsborough, co, Lincoln, Geoffrey de
Burgh, Bishop of Ely 1225 29. Buugh. Sir

de Burgh, co. Lincoln, V. Borough or Burgh.
BuRuouGH or Borough, co. Lincoln. Burrow.
Sir de Borowe, V. De Burgh, West Drayton,
Middlesex.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or. Bassentine. Birch,
CO. Lancaster; also co. Lincoln ; and London.
Burghly or Burgly. Burrows. Cantelo or

Cantelup. John de Cantelow ; Uarl. 3IS.

0137, fo, 95, D. Johan de Cantelou, J.

Chatelherault. Burgh, last Lord Burgh
of Gainsborough; ob. 1594; quartering Lor-
raine, Percy, Strabolgi, Comyn, Valence,
Monchensy, Marshall, Strongbow, and Cob
ham.

Az, three fleurs de-lis or. France (modern),
Joan DuREVASSALi,, E. Kennedy, Ardstinchar,
Scotland; quartenngin second and third arg. a

chev. gu. betw. three crosses crosslei fitchy sa.

Lannoy, Bletsho, co. Bedford. Loveday,
Essex, Montgomery; quartering gu. three

gem rings or for Eglinton. Pollock. Wynk,
liaron Newborough.

Az. three fleurs de-lis or quartering plain gu.
Albret, 1488.

Az, three fleurs-de-lis or two and one (France,
modern ) quartering gu. three lions pass, guard,
in pale or for England, Henry V, Henry VI,
Edward IV, Edward V, Richard III, Henry
VII, Henry VIII, and Edward VI, all Kings
of England, also by Queen Mary (until her

marriage, when the arms of Spain were
impaled on the dexter side) and Queen
Elizabeth.

A/., three fleurs-de-lis or (France) and England
quarterly quartering in two Scotland, and in

three Ireland. James I, Charles I, Charles
II, James II, all Kings of England, and Queen
Anne until the union with Scotland in 1707.

Az. three fleuis-de-lis or
(_ France) and England

quarterly quartering in two Scotland, and in

three Ireland, over all an escutcheon az. semy
of billets and a lion ramp, or for Nassau, King
William and Queen Mary of England.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or quarterly with gu. three

rings gold gemmed az. over all a cross wavy or

charged with a mullet betw. four crescents
likewise az. Monigomery, Stanhope, co.

Peebles; Baronetcy 1801.
Az. three fleurs-de lis or over all a bendlet gu.

Legide.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis or over all on a bend gu. a

chief and dolphin of the field, Bourgongne.
Az. a crescent betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Flory,

CO. Somerset, Mosseley,
Barry of six or and gu. in chief three fleurs-de-lis

of the last. Norman, Ireland.

Barry of eight arg. and gu. in chief three fleurs-

de-lis sa, Norman,
Bendy of six or eight gii. and vert over all three

fleurs-de-lis or. Draper, Bronlow and Walton,
CO, Salop, V.

Erm. three fleurs-de-lis sa, Curtoys, Corn-
wall.

Gu, three fleurs-de lis arg. Acguillum. Digby,
Gordon, co. Wilts, Adam Gurdon, E. Adam
GuRDUN, JP, Massey, Springfield, The same
with a crescent on a crescent for diff. Massy,
Broxton; Harl. MS. 1424, Massey, Isle of

Ely, CO. Cambridge; and Podington, co.

3 FLEXJBS-DE-LIS cont.
Chester. Vaoham, Adam de Gordon, F.
Wisemale, Ernand de Wisemale, D.
Wyrmale or Wyrmaix.

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis arg. quartering or plain.
John de Massey, Podington, temp. Richard II ;

Harl. MS. 1424, fo, 98.

Gu, three fleurs-de-lis arg, a crescent for diff.

Giles de Argentein, G. Masterman, Rucol,
CO. York, MoNDEFORD, John de Ousethorp,
X.

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis arg. quartering or for
difference a canton arg. Massie, Coddiugton,
CO, Chester.

Gu, three fleurs-de-lis stalked and slipped arg.
Wadsworth, CO. York.

Gu. crusily arg. three fleurs-de-lis of the last.

Nevill. Sire Johan de Nevii.e, N.
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis erm. Buckfield, Burgh,
M. Adam de Rothekfield, S.

Gu, three fleurs-de-lis or, Broun, Baronet of

Scotland, and Nova Scotia; created 1680, and
free baron of Colstoun, co. Haddington, since

1116, chief of the name Le Brun, or Brown, as it

is now commonly spelt in Scotland, Cantebirs.
Cantebris, V. William de Cantelowe, B, F.
Jorge de Cantelo, D. George de Cantlou,
F, Y. Cantelupe. Dingham. Disney, V.
Verst.

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis or over all a bend arg.
Sire Wm. de Cauntelo, A^; Harl. MS. 6137,
fo. 28,

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis or quartering the last.

Massey. Norton, V. Norton. Jant de

Wisemale, D.
Gu. semy of erm. spots throe fleurs-de-lis or.

Chilly,
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis per pale arg. and sa.

Fryssell, F.

Or three fleurs-de-lis az. Betham. Bethum,
V. Colijngrey. Colingreg, v. Holme, co.

Huntingdon. John Holme de Northholme, ^.
Patesley, V.

Or three fleurs-de-lis gu. Denley or Demley.
GiLLoN. Holt or Holte, V. Manford,
Mounford, or Mondeford. Mondeford,
Norfolk. Moundeford. Scobhill, co. Devon.

Or three fleurs-de lis sa. Bereford, co. Stafford.

FoRs. Mortimer.
Per bend arg. and sa. three fleurs-de-lis bend-

ways counterchanged, Corket, Cocket, or

CoRLET, Appulton. Cocket, Norfolk; and Suf-

folk, Cockett; Harl. MS. 1506, fo, 177.

Corbet, Norfolk.
Per bend sinister az, and arg, on the dexter side

three ears of wheat on one stalk or and on the

sinister three fleurs-de-lis one and two of the

first, SoLTAU, Little Efford, co, Devon.
Per chev. arg. and gu, three Heurs-de-lis counter-

changed. Augh, V. Hawes. Haws. Haws,
Serjeant at Law, V.

Per chev. arg. and sa. three fleurs-de-lis counter-

changed. Nelson, co, York.
Per chev, erm. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Fremond.
Per chev. engr. erm. and vert three fleurs-de-lis

or, Stokes.
Per chev. nebuly or and az. three fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Tims.

Per chev. wavy or and az. three fleurs-de-lis coun-

terchanged, Temmes, Rod Ashton, co, Wilts.

Per chev. or and sa. three fleurs-de-lis counter-

changed. Edmonds, Wolborough, eo. York.
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3 FLETJRS-DE-IIS cont.

Per chev. crenelly or and sa. three fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Edmunds, co. York.
Per chev. embattled or and sa. three fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Edmunds, Worsborough, co.

York.
Per chev. engr. purp. and az. three fleurs-de-lis

or. OsAN.
Per fess arg. and az.in chief two fleurs-de-lis gu.

in base one or. Flower, Isle of Ely, co. Cam-
bridge.

Per fess az. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

Holland, V.
Ptrr fess az. and gu. three fleurs de-lis or.

Pauncefoot or Pauncefoote, co. Hants; and
CO. Somerset.

Per fess gu. and az. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

Holland, co. Chester; Uarl. MS. 1535, fo.

16&.

Per fess gu. and az. three fleurs de-lis seeded
or a crescent for difi". Pauncefoot or

Pauncefort, co. Somerset.
Per fess indented gu. and erm. in chief three

fleurs-delLB arg. Washingborne.
Per fess crenelly or and sa. three fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Edmund.
Per fess indented sa. and or in chief three fleurs-

de-lis arg. HiNTON.
Per pale arg. and az. three fleurs-de-lis coun-

terchanged. Sherlock, London. Thomas
Sherlock, Bishop of Bangor 1728-34, after-

wards of Salisbury. Scurzocke.
Per pale arg. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis counter-

chauged. Longridge, Wallbottle.
Per pale arg. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis and a

label in chief all counterchanged. Scobell,
Cornwall.

Per pale arg. and sa. three fleurs de-lis counter-

changed. Nelson, Plymouth Dock.
Per pale az. and sa. three fleurs-de-lis arg.

GwARiNDDY, Lord of Llandeilo.
Per pale az. and sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.

GocH, VValL-s. John Goch of G went ; Harl. MS.
(i831, fo. 323. Jnyr or Ynyr Dhu, King of
Gwent cir. 875; Slade7i'sS3 and 63 qiiarterings.
Jenkins, Wales. The old arms of Lecarne,
Pencarue; and Nash, Wales. Probert.
Progers. Snork of Gwent. Williams,
Wales. Williams.

Per pale erminois and vert three fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Sage.
Per pale or and gu. three fleurs de-lis counter-

changed. Sir Thomas Smith, V. Smith,
Oldhaugh, co. Chester. Smyth, Curie, co.

Lancaster ; and co. York.
Per pale sa. and az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Newton, Wales.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter three
fleurs-de-lis arg. Massey.

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis. . .. Donnelly orDoNELLY,
Ireland.

Sa. three fleurs de-lis arg. Achas, co. Leicester,
V. Adams. Sire Alexandre Arcas, N, Archas,
CO. Leicester. Areas. Bassett, V. Buband.
CuRTOYS, Cornwall. Curtis, V. Hobart.
HuBAND, V, Henry Huband, E. Mountford.
Trahaearn, son of Curadoc, Prince of Wales.

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis or. Artas. Bassett.
Brien, Ireland. Buband. Buckner. Curteis,
CuRTois, or Curtoys. Curtoys, Cornwall.
Lexhaji.

Vert three fleurs-de-lis or. Joh Durenaspal, F.
Yert three fleurs-de-lis stalked and slipped or.

Pve, Hertford.

8 FLEUES-DE-LIS, etc., a baton sinister

Quarterly one and four az. three fleurs-de-lis or

(France) quartered with gu. three lions pass,

guard, in pale or (England) two Scotland three
Ireland over all a baton sinister arg. James
Duke of Monmouth, son of Charles II. But
quartering Scott. Scott-Douglas, Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry : and quartering
Scott, Montagu, and Momhermer. Montaqu-
Scott, Buron Montagu. The baton compony
arg. and az. Henry Fitzroy, Duke of Grafton,
son of Charles II, Z, 648. Fitzroy, Baron
Southampton. The baton compony erm. and
az. George Fitzroy, Earl and Duke of North-

umberland, son of Charles II, Z, 019. The
baton erm. The Ladies Anne and Charlotte

Fitzroy, daughters of Charles II; granted
28 Feb., 1072-3, Z, 650 ; also Charles Fitzroy,
Earl and Duke of Southampton, Z, 618. The
baton vair. Charles Fitz-Chaeles, Earl of

Plymouth, son of Charles II ; granted 20 Oct.,

1675, Z, 647. The baton az. charged with
three fleurs-de-lis or. Henry Fitz-James ;

granted 21 Jan., 1686 7, Z, 683. Henrietta,
dau. of James II., afterwards Lady Waldegrave
by marriage; granted 17 May, 1086, Z, 684.
The baton gu. cbarged with three roses arg.
Charles Beauclair, Duke of St. Albans, son of
Charles II; granted 17 June, 1676, Z, 652.
Lord James Beauclerk, Bishop of Hereford
1740-87.

Quarterly one France and England quarterly two
and three de Burgh or Ulster four Mor-
timer over all a baton sinister az. Arthur

Plantagenet, Viscount Lisle, son of Edward
IV, Z, 449, Frances Pi-antagenet, wife of

Thomas Monk, PotLendge, co. Devon, Z,
450.

3 FLEUES-DE-LIS, etc., and in chief....
Label

France and England quarterly a label erm.

charged on each point with a canton gu.
Thomas of Lancaster, Duke of Clarence,
second son of Henry IV, Z, 309.

France and England quarterly a label per
pale erm. and az. semy of fleurs-de-lis or.

John of Lancaster, Duke of Bedford, third
son of Henry IV, Z, 312.

France and England quarterly a label arg.

charged with nine torteaux. Richard, Earl of

Cambridge, and Duke of iTork, son of Richard
of Coningsburg, Z, 227. Edward Duke of

York, afterwards King Edward IV, Z, 385.
France and England quarterly a label of three

points arg. on the centre point a cross of

St. George. Richard II, when Prince of

Wales, Z, 191.

France and England qunrterly a label of five

points per pale the two first points arg. each

charged with tiiree lions ramp. gu. the other
three points arg. each charged with three tor-

teaux. Edmund Earl of Rutland, second son
of Richard, third Duke of York.

France and England quarterly a label of three

points arg. the first point charged with a
canton gu. Richard of Shrewsbury, Duke of

York, etc., second son of Edward IV, Z, 415.
France and England quarterly a label arg.

charged on each point with a canton gu.
George Duke of Clarence, third son of

Richard, third Duke of York. The same with
tlie label but quartering Nevile, Beauchamp,
Warwick, Monthermer, and Clare, quarterly
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3 FLETJBS-DE-LIS, etc., and in chief. . . .cont.

Label cont.

with Dispencer. George of York, Duke of

Clarence, Z, 441.

France and England quarterly a label erm.

each point charged with a canton gu. Richard

Duke of Gloucesteii, afterwards King Richard

III.

Fiance and England quarterly a label of

three points arg. Henry of Monmouth, son

of Henry IV, Z, 277. Edward Prince of

Wales, Earl of Chester, Z, 435. Edward of

Lancaster, Duke of Cornwall, son of Henry
VI, Z, 307. Arthur Tudor, son of Henry Vll,

Z, 475, and Claxidius, C. iii, fo. 25&.

France and England quarterly a label com-

pony arg. and az. Edward Pi.antagenet,

Earl of Warwick, son of George Duke of

Clarence, Z, 439.

France and England quarterly quartering in two

Scotland and in three Ireland in chief a label

of three points arg. Henry Frederick, son of

JamesI, Z, 580. Another, the label erm. James

II, when Duke of Yokk and Albany, Z, 655.

Mary, his dan., wife of Henry of Nassau, Prince

of Orange, Z, 679. Charles of YonK, son of

Janies II. James Duke of Cambridge, Z, 677.

Another, the label erm. the middle point

charged with the red cross of England and

over all on the shield an escocheon of Den-

mark. William Duke of Gloucester, son

of Queen Anne and Prince George, Z, 861.

Another, the label of three points arg. each

charged with aa many torteaux. Charles of

York, Duke of Kendal, Z, 679.

3 FLETTBS-SE-LIS and in chief. . . .

3 Barrnlets

Per fess or and gu. in chief three barrulets sa.

in base as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Stone, Kent.

Bird
Per fess embattled az. and arg. in base three

tleurs-de-lis gu. two and one in chiff on the

embattlement a bird wings expanded of the

second beaked and legged gu. Mason, co.

Warwick ; and London.

Canton

Az. three fleurs-de-lis and a canton avg. Birch,
CO. Stafford ; and Wrotham, Norfolk.

On a Canton

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis sa. on a canton vert a

cross patty or. Warren.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis vert on a canton of the

last a cross patonce or. Waryn, V. Warwyn.

Barry wavy of six or and az. in chief three fleurs-

de-lis sa. on a canton of the first a bend of

the third surmounted with a crescent arg.

Robynsone.
Per fess wavy arg. and sa. in base three fleurs-

de-lis arg. in chief the rock of Gibraltar sur-

rounded by fortifications and the sea ppr. on a

canton gu. a sword erect ppr. hilt and pomel or

entwined with a palm branch vert. Curtis,

Gatcorabe, 00. Hants; Baronetcy 1794.

Chief

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis and a chief sa. Banester.

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis arg. a chief barry wavy ot

four az. and arg. Waternili..

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis arg. a chief indented erm.

Ireland; granted 1601.

3 FLEUBS-DE-LIS and in chief. . ..cont.

Chief cont.

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis arg. a chief vair. Palmes,
NBburn,co. York; quartering Charlton, Staple-
ton, and Plumpton. Waterville. Sir

Reiguold Watervill, V,

Gu. three fleursde-lis or a chief erm. Wessell.
Or three fleurs-de-lis gu. a chief erm. Walsell.
Wasell, V.

On a Chief

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis or on a chief of the last

two bars gemelles of the first. Stone, co.

Gloucester.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or on a chief of the second
a demi lion of the first. Dummer, Southamp-
ton, 1711,

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis ga. on a chief az. a lion

pass, guard, or. Nicolas, co. Huntingdon.
Gu. three fleurs-de lis arg. on a chief indented of

the last a lion pass, of the first. Ireland, co.

Herts ; and co. Salop ; granted 1601.

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis or on a chief arg. a liou

pass, guard, gu. Brooke, V,

Or three fleurs-de-lis az. on a chief gu. a lion

pass, of the field. Nicholas, London.
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis arg. on a chief az. another

nebuly of the second, Watervill.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis sa. on a chief of the second
three fleurs-de-lis of the first. Sanders,
Walden, Essex, V.

Arg. three fleurs delis vert on a chief az. a

pansy betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. Woolball,
London.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis arg. on a chief of the last

three mullets sa. Birch, The Hasles, co.

Lancaster; Baronetcy 1831.

Label (see also above)

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis gu. in chief a label of as

many points az. Scobbell, Plymouth, co.

Devon. Scobell, Cornwall.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis gu. a label of three points
az. Scobell or Scobill, co. Devon, TV.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis sa. a label gu. Bereford.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis or a label of three

points arg. Philip, Duke of Orleans, and his

dau. Henrietta Maria, wife of Charles I,

Z, 608.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or a label of three points

gu. charged with as many castles in pale arg.
Artesi.

Per pale arg. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis and a

label in chief counterchanged. Scobeijc,

Mavasissey; and of Polruddon, Tregonnan,
and Menagwins, in St. Austell, Cornwall ; the

co-heiress m. Hawkins of St. Austell, and
Hawkins of Pennance; John Scobell, who m.
the heiresses of Usiick, of L°ah, in Burian, was
of the family of Scobell, of Nutcombe, in East

Allerlon, co. Devon.

Quarter
Or three fleursde-Hs sa. a quarter arg. on a

canton or three martlets sa. Gens, Antwerp ;

Jfari. MS., 1464, fo.()6.

Beptile (Lizard)
Az. three fleurs-de-lis arg. in chief a lizard pass.

Owen, Ireland.

Spears
Az. three fleurs-de lis or two and one in chief

spears issuing from the top of the field arg.
each having a hook of the second beard on the

dexter side. Unwyn, Horton Yabington, co.

Hants.
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3 FLEURS-DE-LIS and in base
Per chev. arg. and sa. in chief three fleurs-de lis

of the second in base a tower of the first.

. LiTTELL or Little, Bray, co. Berks.
Sa. three fleurs-de-lis in chief and a grey-
hound pass, in base arg. Hawfokd, co.

Leicester.

3 FLETTES-DE-LIS, etc., within a bordare

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or (France modern) quar-
tering gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale
or (England) all within a bordure arg.

Humphry, Duke of Gloucester, son of King
Henry iV.

France quartering England all within a bordure

arg. for Woodstock; quarterly with Stafford
over all a label az. Humphry, Earl of

Stafford, Z, 384.

France quartering England all within a bordure
az. with fleurs-de-lis and martlets or. Edmund
Tudor, Earl of Richmond. Without fleurs

de-lis on the bordure. Jasper Tudor, Duke of

Bedford, ob. 1495.

France quartering England all within a bordure

compony arg. and az. St. Catherine's Hall,
Cambridge; founded in 1475 by Margaret,
Countess of Richmond.

France quartering England all within a bordure
. compony arg. and az. a label of tiiree points

nrg. Charles Somerset, Marquis of Worcester,
Z, ZVO).

Frnuce quartering England all within a bordure

compony arg. and az. a baton throughout
arg. Sir Charles Somerset, made a Banneret

. 14 June, 1497. Claudius, C. iii, fo. 35; after-

wards Earl of Worcester.
France and England quarterly a bordure quarterly

erm, and compony arg. and az. a baton sinister

of the second an inescutcheon quarterly gu. and
vairy or and vert a lion ramp. arg. on a chief
az. a castle betw. two buck's heads cabossed

arg. FiTzRoY, Duke of Richmond and
Somerset, K.G. temp. Henry VIII.

France and England quarterly quartering in
two Scotland in three Ireland all within
a bordure quarterly erm. and countercompony
arg. and gu. Mary Tudor, dau. of Charles 11
and wife of Francis Lord Radcliffe ; granted

. 4 August, 1687, Z, 654. The same but tlie

bordure compony arg. and gu. charged with
roses of the second. Charles Lenox, Duke
of Richmond and Lenox; granted 30 Sept.,
16^5, Z, 653. The same but the bordure

compony gu. and az. the gules charged with
lions of England and the az. with fleurs-de-lis
or. James FiTZ James, Duke of Berwick,
natural son of James II; granted 13 Jan.,
1686 7, Z, 683. The same but the bordure
CDmpony erm. and oz. the latter charged with
fleurs-de-lis or. Catherine Darnley, dau. of
James II; granted 7 Dee., 1688, Z, 084.

Az, three fleurs-de-lis or quartering gu. three

rings gt<ld gemmed az. the whole within a bor-
dure arg. charged with eight trefoils slipped
vert. Montgomery, The Hall, Donegal; Baro-
netcy 1808.

3 FLEURS-DE-LIS betw. or within. . . .

Annulets

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis within as many annulets
sa. two and one. Fulyeutoft, "Whaplod,
CO. Lancaster.

3 FLEURS-DE-LIS betw. or within cont.
Bendlets or Cotises

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. two bendlets ....

Faer, Iford, CO. Hants.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lia in bend betw, two cotises

gu. Hacket, CO. Bucks; and London. And
with a crescent for diff. Sir Cuthbert Hacket,
Lord Mayor of London, lfi20.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis in bend betw. two bend-
lets sa. Cole.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis in bend cotised arg.
Hacket or Akett, Kent.

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis is bend or betw. two
cotises of the last. Elsyng Priory.

Per bend arg. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis in bend
and cotised counierchanged. Guri,yn.

Per bend az. and gu. two bendlets betw. three
fl-^ursde-lis counterchanged. Gurlyn, Coin-
wall.

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis betw. two bendlets arg.
Cole, co. Oxford, W.

Sa. three flears-de-lis in bend cotised or. Cutt,
CO. Devon.

Birds . . . (Martlets)
Arg. three fleurs-de-lis within an orle of martlets

sa. Brigham, Cumberland.
Bordure {see also above)

Arg. semy of crosses crosslet fitchy three fleurs-
de-lis sa. within a bordure wavy ermines.
Beresford, Bagnall, Waterford

; Baronetcy
1814.

Arg. semy of crosses crosslet sa. three fienrs-de-
lis of the last within a bordure gu. Hillary.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. nine crossleis fitcliy
sa. within a bordure engr. gu. Sir Simon
Berfford, T'.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis sa. a bordure indented
gu. SireSymoun de Bereford, 0.

Arg. crusilly fitchy and three fleurs-de-lis sa.
within a bordure wavy pean. Beresford,
Viscount Beresford.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis sa. betw, six cro<^s cross-
lets az. three two and one within a bordure
engr. sa. Hillary.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. seven crosslets and
a bordure engr. sa. Sir Wm. Motten or

MOLTON, R.

Arg. crusilly fitchy sa. three fleurs-de-lis within
a bordure engr. of the second. De i.a

Poer Beresford, Marquess of Waterford.
Beresford, Baron Decies ; quartering arg. a
chief dancetty sa. a mullet for diff.

Arg. crusilly potent sa. three fleurs-de-lis and a
bordare indented of the second. Sire Steven
Baret, O.

Az. three fleursde-lis arg. on a bordure of the
last eight roses gu. Lennos or Lenos.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure engr. arg.
Warner. Warkonce. Warrodr, V.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis arg. a crescent for diff.

a bordure engr. of the second. Unwyn, Chat-
terleigh, CO. Stafford

; confirmed 1581.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis arg. within a bordure engr.

or. Palmer, Bosworth, and Duddington, co.
Leicester ; and Kentish Town, Middlesex.
Unwyn, Chalterleigh, co. Staflbrd.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis erm. within a bordure
or. Brough, CO. Lincoln.

Az. three fleursde-lis or within a bordure com-
pony arg. and gu. Burgundy, modern ; quarter-
ing ancient Burgundy and Brabant. Charles
Duke of Burgundy; .Z', 402; but quartering
ancient Burgundy and with Brabant on an
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3 FLEURS-DE-LIS betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

escocheon. Anne, dau. of John Duke of

Burgundy and wife of John Duke of Bed-
ford

; Z, 312.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or within a bordure coun-

terindented or and gu. FtKRAEA; quartered
by Este.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or within a bordure

gohony arg. and gn. Dunois.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis or within a bordure gu,

Allanson.
Az. three flenrsde-lis or as follows :

— Quar-
terly first and fourth grand quarters quar-
tered; first and fourth az. three fleurs-de-lis

or within a bordure of the last.; second and
third or a fess chequy arg. and az. a bordure

gu. charged with eight buckles of the first;

second and third grand quarters arg. on a fess

az, three mullets of the field in chief a lion

pass. gu. ; over all in surtout tiie family arms;
vert a saltire or betw. three buglehorns arg.

stiinged gu. the flanks and base. Pollock,
Pollock, Scotland, Nova Scotia, Baronetcy
1038.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or for Montgomery ;

quartering in second and third gu, thiee

rings or gemmed az. for Eglinton ;
all within a

bordure or charged with a double tressure

flory countetflory gu. forSeton. Montgomeeie,
Earl of Eglintcn,

Az, three fleurs-dc-lia or for Montgomery;
, quartering in second and third gu. three

annulets or gemfned az. for Eglinton; all

within a bordure gold charged with a double
tressure flory couutei flory gu. ;

on a surcoat of

the last a sword and sceptie saliirewajs ppr.
Montgomery, Earl of Mount Alexander,

Az. three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure engr. or.

Pagan, England. Pollock, Unwyn or

Unwynn, Castle Hennington, Essex.
Az, three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure engr. or

on a canton erm. a portcullis gold. Pollock,
Hatton, Middlesex; Baronetcy 1866.

Eriu. three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure engr.
gu, Fabian. Robert Fabian, the Chronicler,
V. Fabian, Essex, Fulthorp.

Gu. three fleurs-de-lis arg, a chief of the second

lozenged az. parted per fess couuterchanged a

bordure gu. Palmes.
Or three fleurs-de-lis az. within a bordure arg.

charged with three roses gu. Cleabqes,
Or three fleurs-de-lis az. a bordure engr, of the

second. Collingrig or Collyngrege,
Or three fleurs-de-lis az. a bordure gu, charged

with eight roses arg. Claroes, Middlesex.

Sa. crusily three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure

engr. arg. Hillary, go, Leicester,

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis arg, a bordure gu.
Tegward ap Rotpert,

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis and a bordnre engr, or.

The Baron of Wigestone ; Harl. MS. 0137.

Castles

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. as many towers gu.
Caulers, V,

Crosses

Arg, three fleurs-de-lis sa. betw. three crosses

patty gu. Wadding, Ballycoghe, Waterford.

Arg. three fleurs de-lis sa. two and one and as

many crosses crosslet fitchy of the last one
and two, Elyngton,

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis two and one betw. as

many crosses crosslet fitchy sa. Elyngton.

3 FLEUES-DE-LIS betw. or within cont.
Crosses cont.

Arg. three fleursde-lis az. betw. six crosses cross-
let fitchy sa. a crescent gu. for difi". HiluabD
or Hillary, co. Warwick

; and Maringe, co.
York,

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis sa. betw. six crossps cross-
let az. within a bordure of the second.
Hillary, Danbury Place, Essex; since, also,
of Rigg House, co. York ; Baronetcy.

Arg, three fleurs-de-lis sa, betw. six cross cross*
lets az. three two and one a bordure engr. sa.

Hillary.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. six crosses cross-
let fitchy sa. Berefobd, co. Rutland

; and co.

Leicester, V.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis az, betw. seven crosses
crosslet fiichy within a bordure sa. Hillary.
Hillary, Bescot, co. Stafibrd.

Arg, three fleurs-de-lis betw, seven cross crosslets

fitchy gu. M. John Talboxt, S.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. seven crosslets

fitchy sa, within a bordure engr, gu.
Bereford.

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis betw, seven crosses crosslet

fiichy arg, Clarke, co, Leicester; co, Stafford,
W. M. Roger Hillary, S.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis az. within an orle of eight
crosslets fitchy sa. Hilary, V.

Arg, three fleurs-de-lis betw, eight crosses cross-

let gu. Rayner.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. eight crosses cross^
let fitchy sa. Beeesford, Kent.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw, nine crosslets sa.

Braysfeld, V. Mortimer.
Arg, three fleurs-de-lis betw. nine crcssleta

fitchy sn, Bereford,
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis betw. nine crosses crosslet

arg. Nevill.

Flaunches
Az. three fleurs-de-lis in pale or betw. two

flaunches erm. each charged with a rose gu.
An augmentation to Catherine Howard, Queen
of Henry VIII; Z, 489.

Or betw. two flaunches sa. each charged with a
lion ramp, endorsed of the first three fleurs-

de-lis in chief az. Blizard.

Hammers
.... three fleursde-lis betw, three hammers
(sometimes mallets), Martbl,

Heads—Beasts (Leopards)

Quarterly per fess indented vert and arg. three

fleurs-de-lis and as many leopard's heads
erased counterchanged. Veldon.

Keys
Az, three fleurs-de-lis two and one and as

many keys one and two the wards upward or.

Shelletoe.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis or one and two and as

many keys of the last two and one.

Shilecorne, CO. York.

Mallets

Az. in fess three fleurs-de-lis betw. four mullets

arg, three in chief and one in base. Feake,
Norwich.

3 FLEUES-BE-LIS betw
and in chief....

Canton
Sa. three fleurs-de-lis belw. seven crosslets arg.

a canton erm. Palmer, V. .
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3 FLETJES-DE-LIS betw
and in cMef . . . .cont.

On a Canton .... Flower

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. five crosses cross-

let fitchy sa. on a canton of the first a

rose gu. Elington, V.

Arg. three fleurs-de lis betw. seven crosses cross-

let fitchy sa. on a canton or a rose gu.

Elington, co. Devon.

Chief

Arg. betw. two palets gu. three fleurs-de-lis in

pale sa. a chief az. Lomas.

Gu, three fleurs-de-lis in pale betw. two anchors

erect or on a chief of the last a greyhound
courant gu. betw. two torteaux each charged
•with a grifiin's head erased gold. Garraed ;

Earl. MS. 1349.

On 3 FLEUES-DE-LIS

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis az. on each an annulet

or. Paddesley, Lord Mayor of London, 1440.

Or three fleurs-de-lis az. on each an annulet of

the field. Patisley, London.

4 FLEURS-DE-LIS

.... four fleurs-de-lis in sallire saltireways

heads outwards .... and four ermine spots in

cross points inwards and all touching.

DoNCASTER ; Earl. MS. 1415, fo. 67.

Arg. four fleurs-de-lis in saltire saltireways their

heads outwards gu. Brookman.

Az. four fleurs-de-lis in cross the tops to the

exterior of the shield arg. M'Micing,

M'MlCKING, M'MlCKIN, M'MlKIN, or MlKIN,

Ireland.

Gu. four fleur-de-lis or. Dane, Dane Court,

Kent.
Or four fleur-de-lis in cross gu. Burton,

Chester,

Per saltire gu. and arg. four fleurs-de-lis in cross

tops to the exterior counterchanged.
Schroder.

4 FLEUBS-DE-LIS and in chief. , . .

Barry wavy of four gu. and or per pale on each

of the gu. a fleur-de-lis on each of the or a

leopard's face and in chief a lion's head

erased all counterchanged. Sir Rowland

Vaughan, London, 1633 4; Earl. MS. 1358,

fo. 155.

Quarterly or and az. four fleurs-de-lis counter-

changed a chief bendy arg. and sa. Wilcoxon,
Peckham Rye, Kent.

5 FLEUSS-DE-LIS

Arg. five fleurs-de-lis az, Badd, Fareham, co.

Hants.

Arg. five fleurs-de-lis in saltire sa. Badd,
Canaes-Oysells, co. Hants.

Az. five fleuis-de-lis in sallire arg. Badd;
granted 2 Jan. 1626.

Or five fleur-de-lis sa. two one and two.

SriNDELOw, CO. Derby.
Per fess dancetty arg. and sa. each point termi-

nating with a fleur-de-lis. Woodmerton.
Per fess or and az. five fleurs-de-lis in cross

counterchanged. Delsume, France.

Sa. five fleurs-de-lis arg. two one and two.

Ingleby.
Sa. five fleurs-de-lis in saltire or. Rochcourt.

Sir Theobald Rochecourt, Q. Ratchcourt ;

Earl. MS. 6595.

5 FLEXTBS-DE-LIS and in chief

Or five fleurs-de-lis in cross sa. a chief wavy
az. Cranen, London ; and co. York.

Or five fleurs-de-lis with crosses sa. a chief wavy
az. Craven.

Or five fleurs-de-lis in cross sa. a chief wavy gu.
Craven ; ancient.

5 FLETJES-DE-LIS hetw

Az. semy of crosses crosslet and five fleurs-de-lis

within a bordure sa. Hillary ; quartered by
Tilney.

Sa. three crosses crosslet two and one and five

fleurs-de-lis arg. one two and two. Hillary.

6 FLEUES-DE-LIS

Arg. six fleurs-de-lis az. three two and one.

Bii.ech Priory, Essex ;
Tanner. Denys.

Paston, Horton, co. Gloucester. Payferer
or Peyfeper, Kent. William de Pefrer or

Peyfrer, a. Sir William Payfere, Kent,
Y.

Arg. six fleur-de-lis az. two one two and one.

Badrodin, V. Bade.

Arg. six fleurs-de lis gu. three two and one.

Redesham. Sir Edmund Redesham, Norfolk ;

temp. Edwd. I, V. Redisham or Redysham,
Norfolk.

Arg. six fleurs-de-lis sa. Yarrow.

Arg. six fleurs-de-lis sa. throe two and one.

Payferer, or Peyferer, Kent.

Az. six fleur-de-lis arg. three two and one.

Mortymer.
Barry of six arg. and az. six fleurs-de-lis counter-

changed. CURSON.

Barry of six arg. and az. as many fleurs-de-lis or

three two and one. Grey, Codnor, V.

Barry of six arg. and gu. six fleur-de-lis counter-

changed three and three. Sweetington or

SWETERTON.

Barry of six or and az. six fleurs-de lis counter-

changed. CURSON.
Gu. six fleurs-de-lis arg. Wyrley, co. Stafi'ord

(ancient). Adam de Kocfeld, E.
Gu. six fleurs-de-lis arg. three two and one.

Darley, St. Edmundsbury, Sufiblk; and co.

York. Darley, Darley, co. Derby ; temp.
Edward III; the heiress m. Columbell
de Cokefeld, F. Ireland, The Hutt, and

Hale, CO. Lancaster. Ireland, co. Lancaster ;

Add. MS. 3533, fo. 1186. Ireland, Roberts-

town, CO. Kildare ; Ireland of Hartshorne,
5 Rich. II. Ireland, Nostel, co. York.

Gu. six fleurs-de-lis or three two and one.

MONTEFELANT.

Gyronny of six arg. and vert as many fleurs-de-

lis counterchanged. Cahill.

Or six fleurs-de-lis az. Mortimer,
Or six fleurs-de-lis sa. Mortimer.
Or six fleurs-de-lis sa. three two and one.

Constantyne, CO. Chester; London; and co.

Salop. With a crescent for diff. Richard

Constantyne, London, 1575 ; granted by
Cooke, W. Morton.

Paly of four arg. and az. six fleurs-de-lis of the

first. Smyth, London.
Per fess indented arg. and sa. six fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Hinton, South Denchworth,
and Kingston-Lisle, co. Berks ; and co. Salop.

Per fess indented sa. and arg. six fleurs-de lis

counterchanged three two and one. Borlton,
V. HiNTON, Hinton, V.
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6 FLEUBB-DE-LIS cont.

Per fess iDdeuted sa. and or six. fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Hinton.
Per fess dancetty sa. and or six fleurs-de-lis three

and tbree counterchanged arg. and sa.

Hinton, Cumberland, V.

Per pale arg. and az. six fleurs-de-lis in orle

counterchanged. Suaddon or Shadden,
Scotland.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the second and third

quarters three fleurs-de-lis in pale of the first.

Paske.

Quarterly az. and gu. in the first quarter three

fleurs-de-lis or and as many in the fourth.

Albret, 1488.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter three

fleurs-de-lis arg. and as many in the fourth.

John de Massey, Podington, temp. Rich. II;
Harl MS. 1424, fo. 98.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter three

fleurs-de-lis arg. and as many in the fourth

and for diflerence a canton arg. Massie, Pod-

dington, co. Chester.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter three

fleurs-de-lis of the last and as many in the

fourth. Massey. Nouton, V. Norton.
Jant de Wisemale, D.

Sa. six fleurs-de-lis arg. Penne, V. Penn.
Penkey or Penny.

Sa. six fleurs-de-lis arg. three two and one.

Leqham or Leigham, Sir Jo Leygham, Tyd-
nierch, co. Berks, V. Smyth, co. York.

Sa. six fleurs-de-lis or. Colfox, V.

Sa. six fleurs-de-lis or three two and one.

Legham or Leigham, co. Berks. Sire Johau
de Leeham, N.

Sa. six fleurs-de-lis or three and three. Smith.

6 FLEUBS-DE-LIS and in chief....

Canton

Or six fleurs-de-lis az. three two and one a canton

gu. TONARST.

Chief

Arg. six fleurs-de-lis az. a chief indented or.

Paston, PastoD, Norfolk; settled there soon

after the Conquest; Baronetcy 1642; Viscount

Yarmouth 1073; and subsequently Earl;

Z, 334, 396.

Az. six fleurs de-lis and a chief dancetty arg.

quartering or a cross patonce gu. over all on

an escutcheon of the first a tower of the

second and a chief dancetty of the last.

Dalberq (Duke of) ; quartered by Acton,
Baronet.

6 FLETTRS-DE-LIS hetv
Bars

Az. two bars dancetty erm. betw. six fleurs-de-lis

or three two and one. Gademan, Norfolk, and
London ; granted 1033.

Vert two bars betw. six fleurs-de-lis or three two

and one. Styles, Kent ;
and London.

Bordnre
Az. six fleurs-de-lis arg. three two and one within

a bordure engr. or pelletty, Durley, London ;

granted 2 May, 1709.

Gu. six fleurs-de-lis arg. three two and one within

a bordure erm. Dabley, Aldby Park, co.

York.
Sa. six fleurs-de-lis or within a bordure engr. arg.

Mabcall, East Mascall ; and Lewes, Sussex, V.

Mascal, Surrey; Add. MS. f)533, fo. 148.

9 FLETJBS-DE-LIS
Az. nine fleurs-de-lis arg. three three two and one.

Harling, Sufi'olk.

Az. nine fleurs-de-lis or three three two and one.
Sir Robert Harlyng, V.

Vert nine fleurs-de-lis arg. three three and three,

Dalunghowe, Suffolk.

9 FLEUBS-DE-LIS and in chief....

Az. nine fleurs-de-lis or a chief indented arg.
Englebobd.

9 FLETJBS-DE-LIS betw.

Sa. two bars erm. betw. nine fleurs-de-lis or.

Farrant, Kent.

Sa. three crosses patty two and one betw. nine
fleurs-de-lis or. Peake, Lutterworth, co.

Leicester
;
and London ; granted 13 December,

1598.
Sa. tbree leopard's heads and nine fleurs-de-lis

arg. Woodyeare, Crookhill, Coningsburgh,
CO. York.

Az. two pallets and nine fleurs-de-lis or. Hicks,
London : Beccles, Norfolk.

10 FLEUBS-DE-LIS

Or ten fleurs-de-lis sa. a chief az. Mortimer,
London.

Or ten fleurs-de-lis four tbree two and one sa. a

chief az. Mortimer, Cbeshunt, co. Herts;

granted 14 June, 1688.

16 FLEUBS-DE-LIS

Barry of six arg. and gu. fifteen fleurs-de-lis three

three three three two and one all counter-

changed. Bronkee or Brounker.

16 FLEUBS-DE-LIS

Barry of six arg. and gy. sixteen fleurs-de-lia

counterchanged three three three three three

and one. Sweetington. Sweterton.

Barry of six or and vert sixteen fleurs-de-lis coun-

terchanged three three three three three and

one. Mortimer,

FLEUBY

Arg. semy of fleurs-de-lis az. Potyn, Kent;
founder of the Hospital called The Hospital of

St. Catherine of Rochester.

Arg. the field replenished with fleurs-de lis gu.

Mountjoy. Readsham or Redsham, Sufi'olk.

Arg. fretty and flory gu. Dorgbey or Dobke,
Ireland. Hamelton, Suffolk.

Arg. fretty gu. on the points thereof fleurs-de-lis

or. Hamelden.
Arg. fretty of eight pieces gu. each charged in the

midst with a fleur de-lis or, Hamelden.

Arg. fretty gu. flory or. Hamelen, Cam-

bridge.

Arg. semy of fleurs-de-lis sa. Bereford.

Brooke, co. Chester, W. Sire Wm. Feyfreh,
N.

Arg. semy of fleurs-de-lis sa. a label of five points

gu. Sir Fouke Peyfobeb, L. Sir Fouke

Peyfrer, N. Sir Frauncis Payfole.

Az. semy of fleurs-de-lis arg. Harlewin. Sir

John Hablewyn, V. Harling, co. Devon.

Mortimer. Sir William Mortymer, R.

Az. semy of fleurs-de-lis or (France). Margaret,

Queen of Edward I, Z, 133; Isabella, Queen
ol Edward II, Z, 145.

108
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FLEURY cont.

Az. semy of fleurs-de-lis or. France (ancient).

This, for brevity, will be called in the fol-

lowing quartered shields Fkance.

France quartering England (gu. three lions

pass, guard, in pale or). King Edward
III, after he laid claim to France in 1340;

. also borne by Kings Richard II and Henry
IV.

France and England quarterly a label of three (or

five) arg. Edward the Black Prince, Z, 184.

Richard of Bordeaux, his son Earl of Chester,

Z, 191.

France and England quarterly a label of three (or

five) arg. each charged with a canton gu.
Lionel Duke of Clarence, third son of

Edward 111. Leonell filz du Roi, Y; Z, 221.

Pbilippa, his dau., married to Edmund
Mortimer, third Earl of March, Z, 223.

France and England quarterly a label of three

points arg. each charged with three torteaux.

Edmund of Langley. Le Due de Everwke,
S, T. Edmund Plantagenet, Duke of York,
Z, 375.

France and England quarterly a label of three

(or five) arg. charged on the centre point only
with a cross gu. Richard II in the lifetime of
Edward the Black Prince, his father.

France and England quarterly a label of three
erm. John of Ghent or Gaunt, Duke of

Lancaster, fourth son of Edward III, S, Y.

Philippa of Lancaster, wife of John King of

Portugal, Z, 256. Elizabeth of Lancaster,
wife (I) of John Holand, Earl of Huntingdon;
and (2) of Sir John Cornwall, Z, 258. Catherine
of Lancaster, Queen of Castile and Leon,
Z, 200.

France and England quarterly a label of three

gules charged on each point with three castles
or. Edward, Earl of Rutland and Duke of

York, eldest son of Edmund of Langley, Z,
23, 380.

France and England quarterly a label of five

points per pale first arg. charged with nine
torteaux second gu. charged with three castles
or. Le Conte de Rutieland, S.

France and England quarterly a label of five points
per pale ermine and az. semy of fleurs-de-lis or.

Henry of Bolingbroke. Le Conte de Derby,
S.

France and England quarterly quartering two
and three de Burgh four Mortimer. Cecily of

York, wife of Lord Wells. Katherine of York,
wife of Courtenay, Earl of Devon, Z, 417,
419.

France and England quarterly a bordure arg.
charged with lions ramp. gu. (or purp.) Richard
of CoNiNGSBURG, SOU of Edmuud of Langley.

France quartering in second and third quarters
England in fourth az. a bend arg, betw. two
cotises and six lions ramp, or a bordure arg.
which only encloses the three first quarters.
Le Due de Gloucestre, S.

France and England quarterly a bordure arg.
Thomas of Woodstock, Duke of Gloucester,
son of Edward III, and his son Humphry
Plantagenet, Earl of Buckingham, Z, 229,
233. Humphrey Stafford, 1st Duke of
Buckingham, Z, 234. Anne Plantagenet, Z,
234. The same but with a baton az. over
all. Antigone, dau. of Humphrey Duke of
Gloucester, and wife of Henry Grey, Earl
Tanquerville, Lord Powis, Z, 319.

FLEURY cont.

France and England quarterly a bordure compony
arg. and az. (oraz.and arg.) John Beaufort,
Z, 324. Cardinal Henry Beaufort, Bishop
of Linpoln and Winchester, Z, 2C0. Joan

Beaufort, wife of Ralph Neville, Earl of West-

moreland, Z, 264. But quartering Herbert,
Widvile, and Russell. Henry Somerset,
Duke of Beaufort, Z, 364. And with the

addition of a baton sinister arg. Charles

Somerset, Earl of Worcester, Z, 337.

France and England quarterly a bordure compony
arg. and sa. Humphrey of Lancaster, Duke
of Gloucester, Z, 315.

France and England quarterly a bordure compony
az. and erm. Thomas Beaufort, Earl of

Dorset, until he became Duke of Exeter, when
he bore the bordure flory or ontheaz. squares.
Z, 263-264.

France and England quarterly a bordure compony
or and az. an augmentation granted after death
to Frances Brandon, wife of Henry Grey,
Duke of Suffolk, and afterwards of Adrian

Stock, Esq., Z, 537.

France and England quarterly a baton sinister a
bordure quarterly one erm. two and three com-

pony or and az. and four compony arg. and az.

Henry Fitzroy, Duke of Richmond, (a
natural son of Henry VIII and Elizabeth

Blount, Lady Tailbois, Z, 496).
France and England quarterly a bordure quarterly

of England and France quarterly with two and
three Courtenay and four Rivers. Henry
Courtney, as Marquis of Exeter, and Edward
bis sou, Z, 420.

France and England quarterly a bordure az.

charged with eight martlets or. Jasper Tudor,
Duke of Bedford, Z, 292. And with a baton
sinister or. His natural dau. Helen, wife of

William Gardiner of London, Z, 293.

France and England quarterly a bordure az.

charged with martlets and fleurs-de-lis or.

Edmund Tudor, Earl of Richmond, Z, 291, 326.
Az. semy-de-lis or. Moraile.
Az. flory and fretty (another, fretty and flory)

or. Brough. Morvill, and Morville.
Harlewyn.

Az. fleury and a fret or. Trusbut.
Barry az. and arg. semy-de-fleurs-de-lis or. Sir

Richard de Gray, M.
Barry of six .... and .... flory. Mortimer,

Richard's Castle, from a seal ; see Dugdale's
Baronage.

Barry of six or and az. semy of fleurs-de-lis over
all six five four three two and one counter-

changed. CuRsoN. Wm. CxjRSON, temp. Edw.
I, V.

Barry of six or and vert semy of fleurs-de-lis

counterchanged. Robert de Mortimer, (7.

Gu. semy-de-lis arg. Margate.
Gu. the field replenished with fleurs-de-lis or.

Gargate, Tournay, France. Grancourt.
Gu. fretty arg. the field replenished with fleurs-

de-lis or. Hamelyng.
Gu. fleury and fretty or. Hamelyn, co. Cam-

bridge.
Or semy of fleurs-de-lis az. Sir Robert
Harlinge.

Or semy of fleurs-de lis sa. Mortimer. Sir

Constantin Mortimer, Altleborough, Norfolk;

temp. Edward I, V. Sir William Mortymer,
R. William de Mortimer, E. William de

Mortumer, F. Sir Constantiue de Mortymer,
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FLETIEY cont.

L, N, Y. Sir Constaotyn de Mortemer, 0.

MoRTYMER, Attleburgh, Norfolk; temp. John.
Sa. fretty or the field replenished with fleurs-

de-lis arg. Stockwood and Stokewood.

Stokes, V.

Sa. seniy-de-lisor. Grauntcourte,F. Grancourt.
Wat de Grancurt, E.

FLEURY betw
Az. fleury or a bordure gu. with lions pass, guard.

gold. Hamelin Plantagenet, brother of

Henry II.

Gu. flory or a bordure compony arg. and sa.

Gargat.

FLETJEY and in chief. . . .

Chief
Az. fleury or a chief paly arg. and gu. Henry de

Bernam, C.

Label
Az. semy-de-lis or a label of four points arg.

Roger, Denino, co. Forfar, Scotland.

Az. semy-de-lis or a label of three points gu.
ANGOui.eHE, Z, 487. Naples, Z, 209.

Az. semy-de-lis or a label of three points gu. each

charged with three castles of the second.

Borne by Blanche, second wife of Edmuni]

Crouchback, Earl of Lancaster; Gough, i,

73. Robert Earl of Artois, Z, 103.

Gil. flory or a label az. Margat or Margott,
Tournay.

FLINT see Stone

FLOAT or FLOTE see Implement
FLOWER

Rose
A double heraldic rose circumscribed "

Sigill

gardiani et societatis de Sutton-Colefuld."

The Common Seal of the Town of Sutton-

CoLEFULU, CO. Warwick.
A double rose imperially crowned on the back-

ground the word Sussex divided thus, Sus on

the dexter, sex on the sinister. The seal of

the corporation of East Grinstead, Sussex.

Arg. a label in bend az. in chief a rose gu.
Plant (? Plantagenet).

Arg. a rose gu. seeded or barbed vert. Catzfus.
• HowEL Arglwydd Rh6s. Higginbottom or

HiGGENBOTTOM.

Arg. a rose and thistle conjoined paleways ppr.
ASHTON.

Arg. a rose and thistle slipped conjoined pale-

ways ppr. Bipsham, Billinge, co. Lancaster.

A rose and a thistle each stalked leaved and con-

joined to one stem in base betw. the royal sup-

porters of England the lion holding the rose

betw. his forefeet and the unicorn the thistle.

PRivy-GouNciL Office, seal of office.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. holding in the paw a rose

vert. Trante.
Az. a rose or. Cossington. Longman.
Az. a rose in base or. Bii.linger.

Az. a rose or barbed vert. Foyle, Ireland.

Erm. a rose gu. Beverley. Nightingall, V.

Thos. Nightingall, Knesworth, co. Cambridge,
1629, V*.

Erm. a rose pu. barbed and seeded ppr.

Beverley, co. York ; and co. Bedford. Beyers,

Hogsdon. BoscAWEN, Earl of Falmouth,
Cornwall. FiTZ-James. Nightingale, Litch-

field ; London ; and co. Warwick ; granted 1593.

Another, a crescent for difl". Nightingale.

FLOWER cont.

Gu. a double rose inside gu. outside arg. and a

pomegranate or seeded ppr. both stalked and
leaved vert conjoined in pnle. Bilson:, co.

Hants. Thomas Bilson, Bishop of Worcester,
and of Winchester 1597-ICOG.

Gu. a rose or. Burnavill or Burnavile, F.
Wilks

; Harl. MS. 1096, fo. 103.

Gu. crusilly and a rose or. Umfraville, Lap.
ford, CO. Devon

;
the co heiresses m. Furneaux

and St. John.
Gu. crusily botonny a rose or. Umfrevile.
Per fess or and gu. in chief a demi rose gu. with

two eagle's heads issuing therefrom or on each
side an eagle's wing of the last in base a demi
sun or. William Knight, Bishop of Bath and
Wells 1541-7.

Per pale arg. and gu. a rose counterchanged.
Nightingale. Geoffrey Nightingale, 1608,
Essex.

Per pale erm. and gu. a rose counter-

changed. Nightingale, Newportpond, E^sex.

Nightingale, Kneesworth Hall, co. Cam-
bridge; Baronetcy 1628.

Per pale erm. and gu. a rose counterchanged
barbed vert. Wra. Nightingall, Essex, V.

Per pale sa. and gu. a rose counterchanged
barbed vert seeded or. Nightingale, Neale,
Essex.

Quarterly arg. and gu. a rose counterchanged.
BliVERLEY, Z,

Quarterly arg. and gu. a rose counterchanged
barbed vert. Beverley, W. M. Aic de Bevlee,
S.

Thistle

Az. a thistle slipped ppr. ensigned with an im-

perial crown or as a coat of augmentation to

the arms of Leslie. Leslie -Melville, Earl of

Leven and Melville; quartering second arg. on
a bend az. three buckles or for Leslie, third

arg. a fess gu., fourth gu. three crescents

within a bordure arg. charged with eight roses

of the first both for Melville.

Arg. arose and thistle conjoined paleways all ppr.
Ashton.

Arg. a rose and thistle slipped conjoined in pale
both ppr. Bipsham, Billinge, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a thistle vert flowered gu. Webster,
Ireland.

Arg. a thistle with three heads stalked and leaved

vert flowered gu. Speab.

FLOWER and in chief. ...

Rose
Per fess gu. and arg. in chief a chev. betw. three

cinquefoilsor in base a rose of the first stalked

leaved and barbed ppr. Vanheck, London.

Chief

Gu. a rose arg. seeded or barbed vert a chief erm.

Howman; granted by Dugdale and St. George,
5 May, 1084, to Roger Howman, of the city of

Norwich, M.D.

On a Chief

Arg. a rose gu. on a chief sa. a demi lapwing

displ. or. Ispred or Isprid, V.

Arg. a rose gu. on a chief of the last three

escutcheons of the first. Moncur, That Ilk.

Az. a rose or on a chief vert two piles issuing
from the dexter and sinister of the second.

Mawre, V.

Erm. a rose gu. on a chief embattled or two ban-

ners in sallire the staves enfiled by a wreath of
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FLOWEE and in chief. ...conf.

On a Chief cont.

laurel ppr, a canton gu. charged with the repre-

sentation of a medal. Nightinoall, Broome

Hall, Norfolk.

Or a rose gu. on a chief az. a lion courant arg.

Save. Bare, PoZe, Devon, iii, 166.

Or a rose gu. on a chief sa. an eagle displ. of the

first. IsPEED or ISPOED.

Piles

Or in base a rose gu. in chief three piles of the

last. DoPPiNG, Ireland.

Sunflower
Az. a heliotrope (or sunflower) or issuing from

the stalk sprouting out of two leaves vert in

chief the sun in splendour ppr. Florio

(originally of Spain; granted 1614).

Thistle

Arg. a thistle vert flowered gu. on a chief az. an

imperial crown or. Sandilans, Hilderstoun,
Scotland.

Turnip
Sa. a turnip leaved ppr. a chief or goutty de poix.
Dammant.

Wreaths
Erm. a rose gu. in chief two chaplets of the last.

Peache or Peche.

FLOWEE (Rose) hetw
Bars

Quarterly first and fourth vert a rose arg. betw.

two bars or, second az. a label of three points

arg. over all a bend or, third arg. a chev. betw.

three wolf's heads erased gu. and gorged with

ducal coronets for Woolflf of Bredlington.
Cay, Charlton Hall, Northumberland ; origin-

ally Cay or Key, a border family of antiquity,

long established at Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
Bendlets

Per bend gu. and az. a rose arg. and two fleurs-

de-lis gold betw. two bendlets or. Johnston
or Johnson, York.

Bordure
Sa. a rose arg. a bordure of the last. Thrale.

Bricks

Arg. a rose betw. three bricks gu. Bricks.

Crosses

Arg. a rose gu. within an orle of six crosses
crosslet fitchy of the last. Belingay, F.

Bellingay.

Cups
Arg. a rose gu. betw. three covered cups sa.

Ryngerose. Ryngrose or Ringrose, Ireland.

Estoiles

A rose betw. an orle of estoiles gu. Tree.
Flaunches

Az. a rose betw. two martlets in pale hetw. as

many flaunches or each charged with a rose gu.
Forth, London. Forde, Coolgreany, co.

Wexford; and Seaforde, co. Down; originally
of Welsh extraction. Foorth, London.

Forks

Arg. a rose vert hetw. three shakeforks sa.

Smai.lshaw, Bolton, co. Lancaster.
Heads

Az. a rose betw. three swan's heads erased arg.
Robert Tully, Bishop of St. David's 1460 81.

Gu. a rose or slipped and barbed vert betw, three
wolf's heads erased arg. all within a bordure
engr. of the second. Robertson, London

;

granted 1 784.

FLOWER (Rose) betw cont.

Mullets
Per bend arg. and gu. a rose betw. two mullets of

six points bendways counterclianged. Gell,
Middleton and Wirksworth,co. Derby ; granted
1731.

Per bend arg. and gu. a rose betw. two mullets of

six points pierced in bend counterchanged.
Gell, Westminster ; granted 6 March, 1631.

Wreath
Erm. a rose within a chaplet of roses gu.

Peche, F.

FLOWER (Thistle) hetw.....
Beasts (Hedgehogs)

Arg. a thi.stle vert flowered gu. betw. three hedge-

hogs sa. Harris, Cousland.
Estoiles

Az. a thistle or betw. three stars arg. all within a

double tressure flory counterflory of the second.

Murray, Family of TuUibardin, Scotland;

Lyon Register.
Heads (Beasts)

Az. a thistle betw. three buck's heads erased or.

Porteous, Craig Lockart, Scotland; Lyon
Register.

.... (Pheons)
Arg. a thistle az. betw. three pheons of the

second. Teasdai.e.

Arg. a thistle ppr. betw. three pheons az.

Teasdale.
Sa. a thistle or betw. three pheons arg.

Tyzdale, Ireland.

Hives
Vert a thistle stalked and leaved betw. three bee-

hives or. Braikenridge, Broomwell House,
CO. Somerset.

Mallets

Arg. a thistle leaved vert flowered gu. betw. three

mullets az. Finnis.

FLOWER (Rose) hetw. and in chief. . . .

Gu. a rose betw. an orle of seven mullets arg.

a canton erm. Trist, Behan Pare, Cornwall.

Per bend arg. and gu. a rose counterchanged
betw. six demi fleurs-de-lis divided paleways
and touching the edge of the shield three in

chief and three in base all counterchanged.
In the sinister chief two lozenges conj. in.

bend az. the upper charged with a lion pass,

guard, the lower with a fleur-de-lis both or.

Sir Francis Barnard of Venice, Claudius,
C. iii, fo. 150.

FLOWER (Rose) hetw. and in base ....

Per chev. vert and or in chief a ro.se of the

second betw. two fleurs-de-lis arg. in base a

lion ramp, reguard. az. Gidion, London; and

Spalding, co. Lincoln.

On a FLOWER (Rose)

Arg. on a rose gu. barbed vert an escutcheon of

the first charged with an annulet sa. betw. four

pellets. Town of Petersfield, co. Hants.

2 FLOWERS
Columbine

Arg. two columbine slips crossed and drooping
ppr. flowered purp. Bessell.

Roses
Erm. two roses gu. Peche or Pechey.
Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. in the

first and fourth quarters a rose gu, Waruen,
1600.
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2 FLOWESS cont.

Hoses cont.

Quarterly or and az.in the first and fourth a rose

gu. in the second and third a fleur de-lis of the

first. BuBsTOWE, V. Brtstow or Burstow,
Surrey.

Quarterly per fess indented or and az. in the

second and third a rose of the first. Fitz-

Kow.
Thistles

Errainois a lion ramp, double queued gu. issuing
from an antiqne crown az. in chief two thistles

ppr. Gallighti.y (recorded 1800).

2 FLOWERS and in chief....

Chief
Gu. two gillyflowers in pale slipped ppr. a chief

raguly arg. Liston, Scotland.

Arg. two roses in fess stalked sa. a chief of the

last. Rode, co. Chester. Aston, go. Chester;
Harl. MS. 1045, fo. 103.

Fruit

Quarterly first and fourth Cromie, arg. in chief

two acorns with a leaf at each side of their

stems ppr. and in base as many roses gu. on a

chief of augmentation az. three stars or, second

and third Lamhart az. three cinquefoils arg.

CuoMiE, Stacumhrie, co. Kildare; Baronetcy
177«; extinct 1841.

2 FLOWERS (Roses) and in base....

Arg. two roses' gu. in base an otter issuing from
water ppr. Lithgow, Scotland.

Arg. two roses gu. in base on ground vert a dove

statant ppr. Goltshed.

Arg. two roses gu. in base a crescent of the

second. Witham, Boston, co. Lincoln. Hopper,
That Ilk. Whopthmer.

Az. two roses arg. in chief in base a garb or.

Yvounet, Isleworth, Middlesex.

Per chev. arg. and sa. two roses gu. slipped ppr.
in base a buglehorn or stringed arg. March,
Gosport; granted 44 George III.

Per chev. or and az. in chief two roses gu.
stalked leaved and barbed vert seeded of

the first in base an ostrich feather arg.

KULLINGWIKE.
Sa. in chief two roses arg. in base a crescent or.

Whitehand. Wapthond.
Sa. in chief two roses or in base a crescent of the

last enclosing a mullet arg. Wythom, V.

2 FLOWERS betw., etc.

Arg. seven mascles az. three three and one betw.

the first and second rows two roses gu.

Braybroke, Suffolk.

Arg. two gillyflowers in chief and an escallop in

base all within a bordure gu. Livingstone,

Aberdeen, Scotland ; Lyon JRegister.

Arg. two gillyflowers in chief and an escallop in

base all within a bordure indented gu.

Livingstone, Balrowan, Scotland.

Per saltire gu. and or two garbs in pale of the

last in fess as many roses ppr. Lalboene,

Kingsdon,co. Somerset; granted 1708.

Per saltire or and az. in chief and base a rose gu.

leaved and stalked vert in fess two fleurs-de-lis

. gold. Biss.

3 FLOWERS
Carnations

Arg. three carnations gu. stalked and leaved

vert. Noyce.

3 FLOWERS cont.

Columbines
Or three columbine buds vert. Cadman.

Daisies

Arg. three daises gu. stalked and leaved vert.

Daiste or Deisie, Scotland.

Frasiers
Az. three frasiers arg. Fraser, Pitcallain ; quar-

tering gu. three antique crowns or all within a
bordure nrg. Frazer, Lord Muchil.

Gillyflowers
Arg. three gillyflowers gu. pierced of the field.

Livingstone, Viscount Kilsyth, and Lord

Campsay ;
creations 17 August, 1661.

Arg. three gillyflowers gu. stalked and leaved

vert. Wymarke, Gretford, co. Lincoln.

Arg. three gillyflowers ppr. Jollie.

Arg. three gillyflowers slipped ppr. Jorney.
Az. three gillyflowers arg. Jewell, Salisbury.
Jdrney, V.

Or a sprig with three gillyflowers in bud vert.

LoTEN, St. James's Westminster, Middlesex,

originally of Flanders; granted 1765; quar-

tering vert a swan naiant in water ppr. beaked
or for Van Juchen.

Lilies

Az. three lilies arg. Lilue, Scotland. Lillie,
Drimdoe Castle, co. Roscommon.

Az. three lilies stalks slipped ppr. Beauty.
Gu. three lilies arg. Leley, V.

Gu. three lilies slipped arg. Lily, Brorasgrove,
CO. Worcester.

Gu. three lilies arg. stalked vert. Leyley or

Lilly.

Gu. three pots of lilies arg. Wain, Scotland.
Argentyne.

Per chev. arg. and gu. three lilies counter-

changed. Lillie, England.
Per chev. engr. arg. and gu. three lilies counter-

changed. Lillie.

Sa. three lilies ppr. City of Winchester,
Winchester College.

Narcissuses

Gu. three narcissuses arg. pierced of the field.

Lambart, Earl Cavan. Lambart, Beau Pare,
CO. Heath.

Poppies
Gu. three poppy holies on their stalks in fess or.

BOLLER.
Roses

Arg. three roses gu. Collane, Scotland. Philip
Darcy, B, N. Darcy, CO. Lincoln. Drewe.
Feuerton. Fresill or Freyshill. Fydelow,
V. Hopper, Scotland. Legny, .4 d. il/S. 55:32,

fo. 104&. WiLBERY. WOLBEROUGH. WOOLBERG,
F. YoDNG, CO. Salop. Young, Z.

Arg. three roses gu. barbed vert. Darcy. Title

of Montrose ; quartered by Graham. Speke.

Arg. three roses gu. pierced or. Ingo or Ingoe,
Essex. Another, seeded or barbed vert. Ingo
or Ingoe.

Arg. three roses gu. seeded or. Fidelow. Gold,
CO. Dorset. Jugg.

Arg. three roses gu. seeded or two and one.

Southwell, Norfolk. Yonge.

Arg. three roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
De Royal, Guernsey. Rosell, Denby, co.

Derby; temp. Henry III; the heiress m.
Lowe.

Arg. crusilly and three roses gu. Saltmebssh or

Saltmerhs, CO. Iiinooln ; and co. York. Scrope
V. Grosvenor, 342. Sire Peres de Saltmerhs,
N.
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3 FLOWEKS cont.

Eoses cont.

Arg. goutty d'eau three roses gu. barbed ppr.

Still, co. Berks.

Arg. three roses slipped gu. stalked vert.

Chiesly, Dalray.
Ar?. three rosebuds gu. leaved vert. Boursault,

France.

Arp. three roses gn. a crescent of the last.

LiTTLEJOHN, Scotland.

Art', three roses gu. a label az. Sire Norman
Darcy, iV^.

Arg. three ro«;es sa. Ap-Rice. Bendon.

Berendon, V. Berondon. Sire Walter de

BoRONDONE, N. Sir Walter Bebendon, North-

umberland, temp. Edw. I, V. Seaerook.

Sebricke, V. Van or VAVON,Steinston, Scotland.

Arg. three roses sa. barbed vert seeded or.

Seebrycke, V.

Arg. three roses pierced sa. Seabright or

Sebricks.
Az. three roses arg. Nevill.
Az. crusilly and three roses arg. Sire Johan

Darcy, N.
Az. three roses or. Bardolf, Pole, Devon, ill,

589. Sire William de Cosingtone, N, S.

CosiNGTON, en, Hants, F. Cossington, V.

GOUSETON. ROLSCISLEY, V, ViNCENT.

Chevrony of six erm. and sa. three roses or.

Trapenell. Trepenel, Uarl. 3IS. 1404,
fo. 100,

Erm. three roses arg. seeded or. Antony
Sparrow, Bishop of Exeter 1007-76, afterwards

of Norwich.
Erm. three roses gu. Hulling or Hullingey.

Staples, Ireland.

Erm. three roses gu. seeded or barbed vert.

Still.

Erm. three roses per pale or and gu. Hewling.
Hulling, V.

Erm. three roses or seeded gU. Hulling, V.

Gu. three roses arg. Berondowne, Northum-
berland. Caltoft, CO. Lincoln. Caltoftes,
V, Sir Johan de Caltoft, N. Sire William

Darcy, N. Darcy, co. Lincoln. Maurice.
Walsingham.

Gu. three roses arg. two and one. Wifield.
Gu. three roses arg. an annulet or. Sipling, co.

York.
Gu. three roses erm. Kent-Egleton, Fornham

St. Genevieve, Suffolk ; Baronetcy. M. John
Kentwode, S. Simon le Fitz Simon, Y.

Kentwood.
Or three roses gu, Federton. Harnhall or

HaRNHULL, V. HOBNHILL. HULL. PeTERS,
Black Friars, Canterbury, Kent. Yonge,
Kynion and More, co. Salop. Philip Yonge,
Bishop of Bristol 1758-01, afterwards of

Norwich. Young, V.

Or three roses ppr. Sparrow; granted by
Harvey, Norroy.

Or goutty de poix three roses gu. barbed vert.

John Still, Bishop of Bath and Wells 1593-
1008.

Per bend arg. and gu. three roses two and one

counterchanged. Maston.
Per bend arg. and gu. three roses in bend coun-

terchanged. Mackwilliam, V; quartered by
Jane Seymour, third wife of Henry VIII. Mac
Williams. Mackwilliams, V. Williams.

Per bend gu. and org. three roses counter-

changed. Mackwilliam, Ireland.

Per bend gu. and or three roses counterchanged.
Mackwilliam.

3 FLOWERS cont.

Roses cont.

Per chev. arg. and sa. three roses counter-

changed. Knight, V.
Per chev. or and az. three roses in chief gu.

stalked and slipped ppr. Owen.
Per fess arg. and gu. three roses counterchanged
seeded or. Town of Southampton.

Per fess gu.and arg. three roses counterchanged.
King, co. Oxford. M. William Swynburne,
S. Oliver King, Bishop of Exeter, and of
Bath and Wells 1490-1503.

Per fess gu. and arg. three roses counterchanged
barbed and seeded vert and or. Hampton.

Per pale gu. and arg. three roses counterchanged.
Silborne, CO. Northampton.

Sa. three roses arg. Ap-Rice. Berondon,
Northumberland. Cunetha, Cynedo or
Cynedda. Vledig or Wledig; cir. 540;
Sladen's 16, 31, 49, 01, and 98 quarlerings.
Ellkeker or Ellereck? Lloyd, Gwyrch
Casile, CO. Denbigh; the heiress, Frances

Lloyd, m. 1785, Robert Bamford Hesketh, of

Bamford Hall, co. Lancaster; and Upton, co.

Chester. Maurice, Myrod Llanhassaph, co.

Flint, Smith, co. Huntingdon, W.
Sa. three roses arg. slipped vert, Powell, St.

Alban's, co. Herts.
Sa. three roses arg. leaved vert. Carrick.
Sa. three roses arg. barbed vert. Howell or

Powell, St. Alban's, co. Herts,
Sa. three roses arg, seeded gu. Smith, V.
Sa. three roses arg. seeded or. Powell, co.

Chester; and co. Herts.
Sa. three roses arg. barbed and seeded ppr.
Smythe, Brambridge, co. Hants. Smythe,
Nunstainton, co. Durham. Smythe, Eshe
Hall, CO. Durham

;
also of Acton Burnell,

CO, Salop; and Wooton Hall, co, Warwick;
Baronetcy 1000.

Sa. goutty d'eau three roses ai"g. John Still,
Bishop of Bath and Wells 1593-1008. Still,

Durley and Hutton, co. Somerset ; Suffolk
;

and Christian Malford, co. Wilts.
Vert three roses arg. Maxwell. White or

Whyte, Denham, co. Backs; granted 1593

by R. Cooke, W.
Teasels

Gu. three teasels or. Woller, V.

Thistle

.... three thistles erect .... Hugh Peyntwyn,
1504. In church of St. Mary's, Lambeth.

Gu. three thistles or. Hawkey.
Or three thistles vert flowered gu. Romanes,

Scotland.

3 FLOWERS and in chief....
Canton .... Narcissuses

Gu. three narcissus flowers arg. a canton or.

Lambert, London ; and Surrey; granted 1737.

....Boses
Or three roses gu. a canton of the second. Yonge,

Trent, co. Somerset; confirmed April 1015.

Chief Gillyflowers

Arg. three gillyflowers gu. stalked and leaved on
a mount vert on a chief az. four mullets arg.
Sperling, from Germany, cir. 1060, co. Cam-
bridge; Essex; and Kent.

Arg. on a mount in base vert three gillyflowers

ppr. stalked and leaved of the second on a chief
az. four mullets of six points or. Spurling,
Essex.
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3 FLOWEBS and in chief. . . . cont.

Chief Lilies

Sa. three lily flowers arg. a chief per pale az. with
a fleur-de-lis or and gu. a lion pass, guard, or.

College of St. Mary the Viigin at Eton.

Roses

Arg. three roses gu. a chief of the last. Hadden.
Sparrow, Stanborn, Essex.

Arg. three roses gu. barbed vert seeded or a chief

of the second on an escutcheon of pretence
arg. a chev. az. betw. three square buckles sa.

for Morton. John Sparrow, Bishton, co.

Stafford, d. 1821.

Arg. three roses gu. seeded or barbed vert a chief
of the second. Sparrow; Pole, Devon, ii, 302,
362.

Arg. three roses gu. a chief vair. Taylour,
London; and co. Salop.

Arg. three roses gu. a chief vert. Sparrow,
Ireland.

Arg. three roses purp. a chief of the last.

Sparrow, F.

Arg. three roses purp. seeded or harbed vei't a

chief of the second. Sparow, Ipswich, Suf-
folk ; granted by Lee, 1594, W.

Gu. three roses arg. a chief of the last. Gentle.
Gu. three roses arg. a chief chequy sa. and of the

last. Taylor, London, 1634. Tavler.
Gu. three roses arg. barbed vert a chief vair.

Taylor, Bifrons, Kent.
Or three roses purp. a chief indented az.

Sparry.
Vert three roses ai'g. a chief of the last. May,

Scotland.

On a Chief

Arg. three roses gu. on a chief of the second a

lion pass, of the field. Fitz-Row, Ireland.

Per pale az. andgu. three roses arg. on a chief or

a lion pass, guard, of the second. Meerehubst,
Warpleston, Surrey.

Parted per chev. arg. and gu. three roses coun-

terchanged on a chief indented of the second
three crescents of the first. Bbickenden.

Or three roses gu. on a chief sa. as many escal-

lops of the first. Graham, Solicitor to King
James VII.

Aig. three roses gu. on a chief of the last three

shields of the first. Moncor.
Sa. three roses arg. barbed vert seeded or on a

chief per pale az. and gu. a fleur-de-lis on the

dexter or and a lion pass, guard, on the sinister

of the last. King's College, Cambridge ;

founded in 1441
; granted by Henry VI.

Gu. three roses arg. on a chief of the second as

many roses of the first. Adelmare, alias

C^SAR. Caeler. Ca;sAK, Bennington Place,
CO. Herts ; founded in England by Csesar

Adelmure, an Italian, physician to Queens
Mary and Elizabeth. The co heiresses of the

Caesars of Bennington were, Jane, m. first, to

Sir Charles Cottrell Dormer, knt., and,

secondly, to Gen. the Hon. John Parker; and

Harriet, wife of Robert Chester. Quartering

arg. two bars sa. on a chief of the second
three swans of the first and gu. three

crescents arg. C^sar, Hackney.
Per chev. embattled or and gu. three roses coun-

terchanged slipped ppr. on a chief of the second
three hour-glasses of the first. White, Lich-

field, CO. Stafford, John White, Bishop of

Lincoln 1554-6, afterwards of Winchester; con-

firmed by Dethicke in 1007. White, Islington,
Middlesex.

3 FLOWERS and in base
Per chev. or and az. in chief three roses gu.

stalked vert in base a feather arg. Owen, co.
Oxou.

Per less arg. and vert in chief three roses gu,
barbed of the second and in base a ship her
sails furled or flags of the third. Craik,
Arbigland, Scotland.

3 FLOWERS betw
Frasiers

Az. three frases (?) arg. within a hordure compony
of the second and first. Frazer, Phoppachie,
Scotland.

Lilies

Gu. three lilies arg. stalked and leaved vert
within a hordure of the second a crescent for
diff. Lyly, London; Her. Off., c. 24,

Finks

Arg. three pinks slipped gu. within a double
tressuieflory counterflory vert, Levinston.

Primroses
Or three primroses within a douhle tressure flory

counterflory gu. Primrose.
Vert three primroses within a double tressure

flory counterflory or. Primrose, Earl of Rose-

bery ; quartering arg, a lion ramp, double

queued sa, for Cressy, Primrose.
Roses

Or two bars az. betw. three crescents sa. inter the
bars three roses arg. Merrifield.

Gu. three roses slipped in fess betw. as many
lions ramp. arg. two and one, Ross, Scot-
land,

Gu. two lions pass, enclosed betw. three roses in

pale arg. Hughes, Kinmel Park, co. Denbigh ;

Baron Dinorben, 10 September, 1831 ; extinct
6 October 1852.

Az. three roses in bend cotised or. Dawney.
Gu. three roses in bend betw. two bendlets arg.

Prigion, CO. Lincoln. Pbujean.

Arg. three roses within a bordure engr, gu.
Darcy, CO. Lincoln,

Arg. three roses gu. a bordure indented sa. Sire
Robert Darcy, N.

Arg. three roses gu. within a bordure indented

(_ another, eugr.) sa. Darcy.
Gu. three roses arg. within a bordure of the last.

Wyfold, V.

Gu. three roses within a bordure engr. arg,
WiFiELD, CO. Chester.

Gu. three roses within a bordure engr. or,

WiFIELD.

Arg. three roses in fess gu. betw. six crosses
crosslet sa. Calles, co. Lincoln, Caltes,
CO. Lincoln.

Az. three roses two and one betw. seven crosses

botonny arg. Darcy of Platten.

Gu. three roses arg. seeded or betw, seven cross
crosslets fitchy of the second, M. Hugh de
Northburgh, S.

Arg. three roses betw, eight crosses crosslet gu,
Rayner.

Arg, three roses gu. betw nine crosses crosslet of
the last. Roxton, V. Sire Piers Saltmabshe,
CO. Lincoln j temp. Edw. I, V.

Arg. three roses gu. betw, nine crosses crosslet

sa. Calts, CO. Lincoln,

Vert three roses in pale arg, betw. two fiaunches

of the last. Phillips, V.

Arg, three roses gu. betw. four pallets sa.

Scheffeld. Sheffeld,

Arg, betw. two paleis purp. three roses gu,
Rosewarne,
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3 FLOWERS betw. and in chief

Or three roses within a bordure gu. on a chief sa.

as many escallops of the field. Graham,
Gorlhy, Scotland ; a cadet of Inchbrakie.

4 FLOWERS

Quarterly or and az. four roses counterchanged.

RocHEFOBD, U07. Sir John U'Rocheffokd,
H, Y. Dbochfohd.

5 FLOWERS
Arg. five roses in saltire gu. De Montepiconis.

Az. five roses or. Holroyd.
Per bend org. and gu. five roses two two and one

countercbanged. Maston.

Quarterly or and arg. five roses in saltire gu.

seeded and barbed ppr. Elsley, Patrick

Brompton, and Mount St. John, North Riding,
CO. York.

Vert five roses in saltire or stalked and leaved

arg. DisMARYs, V.

Arg. on a fret of four pieces gu. as many hearts or

in every interstice a rose of the second.

Gardiner, Scotland.

6 FLOWERS
Arg. six roses gu. Fay, Ireland. Lassells.

John Lassells de Langthorne, Y. Stock.

Arg. six roses gu. three two and one. Fkeysell.

Freisell, V. Palton, V.

Arg. six loses gu. seeded or three two and one.

Palton, co. Devon.
Erm. six roses gu. three two and one.

BusBRiDQE, Echingham, Essex.

Gu. six roses arg. three two and one. Armyn.
Ermeine. Ermin, V. Ermem, V. Henry
RosELLS, r. Sir William Ermeyne, V.

Gu. six roses or stalked and slipped ppr.
DUMBERNIIX.

Per chev. gu. and arg. six roses counterchanged.
ROSSDYNE.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or a rose

betw. two fleurs de-lis in chief and a fleur-

de-lis betw. two roses in base all counter-

changed. Miles GovERDALE, Bishop of Exeter
lo51-53.

Sa. six roses arg. three two and one, Fresell
or Fresill. Sir Symond Frysell, H. Sir

Simon 1?'risele, Y.

Sa. six roses or three two and one. Fresell.

6 FLOWERS (Roses) and in Chief

Arg. six roses gu. on a chief of the second a lion

pass, of the first. Fitz-Crowe, Ireland.

Arg. six roses gu. three two and one on a chief of

the second a lion pass. or. Fitz Row, Ire-

land, V.

Arg. six roses gu. three two and one on a chief of

the second a lion ramp, of the first. Fitz-

RowE, V.

6 FLOWERS betw. or within
Az. three roses two and one in base or in chief as

many lilies arg. stalked and leaved vert all

within a bordure gu. charged with eight plates.

Barking-Abbey, Essex.
Sa. two bars gemel betw. six roses arg. three two
and one. Lethbridge, co. Devon.

8 FLOWERS
Per bend arg. and gu. eight roses three two two
and one counterchanged. Tancrette.

9 FLOWERS
Sa. nine roses arg. three three two and one.

Symon Fkesel, K.

10 FLOWERS
Arg. ten roses gu. four three two and one.

Payens. Paynes.

Arg. a bend of lozenges and roses alternately

disposed gu. Alten.

FLOWER-POT see Cup
FLY see Insect

3-FOIL

Arg. a trefoil slipped sa. Barkeley.
Gu. a trefoil slipped or. Dawlin.
Or a trefoil slipped vert. Askerton. Graves,

CO. Salop.
Quarterly or and az. in the dexter chief a trefoil

slipped counterchanged over all on a bend vert

three martlets of the first. Petty.
Or a trefoil triple slipped vert. Koutledge„
Or a trefoil double stalked raguly and slipped

vert. Askarton, V.

3-FOIL and in Chief. ...

On a Chief
(^ Escallops)

Arg. a trefoil slipped vert on a chief sa. three

escallops or. Graham.

Cinquefoils

Quarterly or and gu. in chief two cinquefoils in

base a trefoil slipped all counterchanged.
Dorney.

3-FOIL betw. or within ....

Birds
Sa. a trefoil slipped betw. eight martlets arg.

Phipps; granted 1767.
Buckles

Ermines a trefoil slipped or betw. three round
buckles arg, tongues pendent. Jodrell, Sail

Park, CO. Norfolk; Baronetcy 178^.
Erminois a trefoil slipped or betw. three round

buckles the tongues pendent arg. Jodrell,
London; and Lichfield, co. Stafford.

Chevrons

Arg. a trefoil betw. two chevrons sa, Griog,
Kent,

Or a trefoil slipped betw. two chevrons sa.

Greeke, London, 1611.
Estoiles

Az. a trefoil arg. betw, three estoiles or. Ridout.
Heads—Beasts (Bears)

Per pale az. and gu. a trefoil slipped arg. betw.
three bear's heads erased or muzzled sa.

GAI.BRAITH, Shanwally, Donegal, and Castlefin,
CO. Dubhn; Baronetcy 1813; extinct IS27.

(Boars)
Arg. a trefoil slipped vert betw. three boar's

heads couped sa. within a bordure engr. of the
last. Crookshank.

....(Horses)
Sa. a trefoil or betw. three horse's heads erased

arg. Blayney, London.
3 Mullets

Arg. a trefoil slipped betw. three mullets gu,
AsBFiELD or Ashefiei.d, CO. Oxford.

Ashefeld, Heythorpe, co. Devon, V,

Arg. a trefoil slipped sa. betw. three mullets gu,
AsHFiELD, CO. Bucks ;. and co. Warwick.

Az. a trefoil slipped arg. betw. three mullets or.

RiDOUT or RiDEOUT
; descended from Ridout

of Sherborne, co. Dorset ; quartering Rochester.
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S-FOIL betw. or within. ...conf.

8 Mullets

Sa. a trefoil slipped betw. eight mullets arg.

Phipps, Marqu6s3 of Normanby ; quartering

paly of six arg. and az. over all a bend gu. for

Annesley. Phipps, Heywood House, Westbury,
CO. Wilts. Phipps, Selsey, Sussex. Phipps,

Leighton House, co. "Wilts.

Sa. a trefoil slipped erm. within an orle of eight
mullets arg. Phipps.

8-FOIL betw. and in chief. . . .

Chief
Or a trefoil vert betw. three chessrooks sa. a chief

of the second. Rock, London.
Roundles

Arg. a trefoil slipped sa. betw. two bars gu. in

chief three torteaux. Moule, co. Bedford.

Or a slipped trefoil vert betw. two bars gu. in

chief three torteaux. Wake.

On a 3-FOIL
Sa. a trefoil or charged with a German

LiNME, London.
text r.

2 3-FOILS
Per fess dancetty sa. and ermine in chief two

trefoils slipped arg. Bamme, Cotton. MS.,
Tiberius D. 10.

Per fess sa. and arg. in base two trefoils slipped
of the first. Rodd, Cornwall.

Per saltire arg. and sa. in chief and in base a tre-

foil slipped gu. Smith, Newland Park, co.

York.

2 3-FOILS and in chief. . . .

Chief

Arg. two trefoils slipped sa. a chief gu. Road or

RoADES, CO. Stafford.

Arg. two trefoils slipped sa. a chief of the last.

RoDD, Trebatha Hall, Cornwall; derived from

Rodd or Rudd, co. Hereford.

Arg. two trefoils in fess vert a chief or. Rodd,
CO. Hereford.

Arg. two trefoils in fess slipped vert a chief sa.

Rode, Rode, co. Chester; Harl. MS. 1535, fo.

242.
Fleurs-de-Lis

Az. a fleurde-Hs in chief and two trefoils slipped

in fess arg. within a bordure engr. or. Palmeu.

Az. ill chief a fleur-de-lis or in base two trefoils

slipped arg. within a bordure engr. of the

second. Palmeb, Linche, co. Herts.

Mallet
Per fess sa. and arg. in chief a mullet of the

second in base two trefoils slipped vert.

Rodd.

3 3-FOILS

Arg. three trefoils 'slipped paleways in bend

sinister az. Raunston.

Arg. three trefoils slipped sa. Champion, V.

Champion, co> Berks ; and Essex. Payn of

Jersey, originally Payen or Paien.

Arg. three trefoils sa. in centre point a crescent.

Hurley.

Arg. three trefoils slipped vert. Van-Hagen.
Harvey. Pike, Ireland.

Arg. three trefoils triple filched vert. Golden.

Az. three trefoils slipped arg. Vincent, Norfolk.

Az. three trefoils shpped or. Crockford.

Symonds, Cley, Norfolk (modern); the ancient

coat was per fess sa. and arg. a pale of six tre-

foils slipped counterchanged ; temp. Henry VII.

3 3-FOILS cont.

Erm. three trefoils slipped gu. M'Kean, Soot-

land.

Gu. three trefoils arg. and a crescent perpale
or and of the second. Dobree.

Gu. three trefoils pierced arg. Bacon, Suffolk.

Gu. three trefoils or. Box, Rydewell.
Or three trefoils slipped vert. Harwine,
London ; Add. MS. 5533, fo. 85.

Per bend arg. and sa. tliree trefoils slipped and

counterchanged. Johnson, co. Stafford; and

Suffolk, W.
Per chev. arg. and sa. three trefoils slipped

counterchanged. Knight, W.
Per fess arg. and sa. three trefoils counter-

changed. Symmyns or Simmons, Ambleston ;

afterwards of Lanstinnon, co. Pembroke;
quartering Ap Rhys of Martell, Martell, and

Wogan, of Lanstinnon,
Per pale indented az. and arg. three trefoils

slipped of the first. Lewi's.

Sa. three trefoils slipped arg. Champion,
Essex.

3 3-FOILS and in chief. . . .

Annulet

Arg. on a mount vert three trefoils slipped of the

last in chief a gem ring gu. Dorbien, Hares-

foot, CO. Herts.

Beast

Az. three trefoils slipped or in chief a boar of

the second charged with a fleur de-lis gu.

Massingberd, Gunby and Bratoft, co. Lincoln.

Brass of Sir Thomas Massingberd at Gunby,
cc. 1405.

Gu. three trefoils slipped in bend arg. in the

sinister chief a lion pass, guard.'or. Londers;
I/ari. MS. 1404, fo. 110.

Chief

Arg. three trefoils sa. a chief of the second.

Road or Roades.

Arg. three trefoils in fess vert a chief sa. Rddd.
Az. three trefoils slipped arg. a chief indented

gu. Lawnde. Lannde. Launde, F.

On a Chief. ...2 Annulets

Az. three trefoils slipped arg. on a chief indented

gn. two annulets or. Blakeden, V.

Az. three trefoils slipped arg. on a chief indented

or two annulets gu. Blagdon, Boddington
Manor House, near Cheltenham. Blagdon,

Blagdon, Devon. Bi-ackendex.

....3 Annulets

Az. three trefoils slipped arg. on a chief indented

gu. as many annulets or. Blackden or

Blakenden, CO. Devon.

Arg. three trefoils slipped vert on a chief in-

dented az. three annulets or. Blagdon,

Keevil, Wilts.

. . . .Beast (Lion)

Arg. three trefoils slipped sa. on a chief of, the.

last a lion ramp, of the second. Blackwill.

..f. Birds

Per chev. gu. and arg. three trefoils slipped

counterchanged on a chief of the second as

many birds of the first. Sir Wm. Harper (?) ;

Harl. MS. 4031, fo. 90-96.

3 Heads

Barry of eight arg. and az. three trefoils slipped

counterchanged on a chief gu. three lion's

heads erased or. Troys. Thomas Troys, I .

Xviv
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3 3-FOILS and in chief. . ..cowt.
On a Chief coiit. 4 Heads

Barry of six arg. and az. three trefoils slipped
two and one counterchanped on a chief or four
lion's heads erased gu. Troys, V.

3 3-FOILS and in base . . .

Arg. in chief three trefoils slipped vert in base a

lion ramp. gu. Gayner or Gaynoe, Ireland.

3 3-FOILS betw

Arg. three trefoils slipped az. betw. two bars sa.

a bordure engr. gu. Winckley, co. Lancaster ;

Harl.MS. 15i9, fo. U.
Arg. three trefoils slipped in fess az. betw. two

bars sa. a bordure indented gu. Winckley, co.

Lancaster; Visitation 15C7 ; Harl. IIS. 1437,
fo. 93.

Arg. three trefoils sa. betw. two bendlets gu.
Eenson, Bristol and Salisbury; settled there
from the close of the 17th century.

Or three trefoils slipped sa. within a bordure

engr. gu. Wualesborne, V. Whalilborne.
Or three trefoils slipped betw. two chevronels sa.

Gregg, Ilkeston, CO. Derby. Gregg, Gropen-
hall, CO. Chester.

Sa. three trefoils slipped or betw. two cbev. arg.
VVaplode.

Or three crescents betw. three trefoils gu.
Fisher, London. The trefoils slipped.
Sawbridge, London ; and co. Wilts.

Arg. three trefoils in bend sa. betw. two cotises

gu. Bingley, CO. York.

Arg. three unicorn's heads erased sa. horned gn.
and three trefoils slipped vert. Godley,
Killigar, co. Leitrini.

Gu. three trefoils slipped in fess or betw. as many
escallops arg. Acres.

3 3-FOILS betw. and in chief. . . .

Or three trefoils slipped betw. two chevronels sa.
in the dexter chief point an eagle reguard.
wings expanded of the last. Gregg, Walling-
ton, Surrey. Gregg, co. Derby; granted
25 June, 17:25

; and Hammersmith, Middlesex.
Or three trefoils slipped betw. two chevronels

sa, in tlie dexter chief point an eagle's leg
erased of the second. Gregg, Middle Temple,
London

; granted by patent 2b June, 1725.

4 3-FOILS

Quarterly or and nz. four trefoils reversed slipped
and counterchanged. Mansfield.

Arg. three lozenges sa. betw. four trefoils slipped
gu. Pigotte, Denbigh.

6 3.F0ILS

Arg. six trefoils slipped vert two and one two and
one. Heton, London; Winkell, co. Lincoln;
and Groveley Hall, co. Worcester. Steynoe,
Worcester. Rowland, alias St£ynor, 1622.

Gn. six trefoils slipped arg. Pukse.
Per fess sa. and arg. a pale and sj^ trefoils slippedand counterchanged. Symonds, Coleby, Suf-

field, Cley, and Great Ormesby, Norfolk.
Per saltire arg. and sa. in chief three trefoils

slipped vert two and one in base one and two
of the last. Tresham, co, Bucks.

.Per saltire sa. and or in chief three trefoils

slipped of the second two and one in base as
many one and two. Tresham; Harl. MS.
11(15, fo. 29i>. Tressam.

6 3-FOIL8 betw
Flaunches

Arg. six trefoils slipped two one one and two vert

betw. two flaunches sa, Tresham.
Sa. six trefoils slipped or betw. two flaunches arg.

Tresham, Northampton.

8 3-FOILS

Gyronny of eight or and sa. each charged with a

trefoil slipped and counterchanged of the same.

Campbell, Blythswood; descended from Camp-
bell of Ardkinglas; quartering Lorn.

Gyronny of eight vert and or on each a trefoil

slipped counterchanged. Popplewell.

8 3-FOILS betw
Flaunches

Arg. eight trefoils slipped vert betw. two flaunches

sa. Tresham, co. Nottingham; Harl. JiJS.

1404, fo. C3.

9 3-FOILS

Arg. nine trefoils in cross vert. Grosset or

Grossett.

10 3-FOILS

Arg. ten trefoils slipped gu. four three two and
one. More, co. Lancaster.

Arg. ten trefoils slipped sa. four three two and
one. More, co. Lancaster.

Arg. ten trefoils slipped vert four three two and
one. Moore or More, Buckhall, co. Lan-
caster.

Erm. ten trefoils vert. Turton, Larpool Hall,
near Whitby, co. York.

Vert ten trefoils slipped arg. four three two and
one. JIoRE. Wm. Moore, Kirkdale, co. Lan-

caster, W, Moore, Bankill, co. Lancaster.

10 3-FOILS and in chief

Canton

Arg. ten trefoils slipped vert four three two and
one a canton gu. More or Moore, Buckhall,
CO. Lancaster. Turton, West Bromwich, co.

Staff'ord. Thomas Turton, Bishop of Ely
1845.

Or ten trefoils slipped vert four three two and
one a canton gu. Turton, Starborough Castle,

Surrey; Baronetcy 1796.

10 3-FOILS betw
Bordure

Vert ten trefoils slipped four three two and one
within a bordure arg. More, London, 1034.

Flaunches

Arg. ten trefoils slipped vert betw. two flaunches
sa. Tresham, co. Nottingham.

12 3-FOILS
Vert twelve trefoils slipped gu.
Erysenkyn.

Ersenben or

12 3-FOILS and in chief. . . .

Vert twelve trefoils slipped gu. a label compony
arg. and gu. Ersenben or Erysenkyk.

Scmy of 3-FOILS

Arg. semy of trefoils slipped vert a cross patty
gu. on a chief az. a sun in splendour or-

Bishopric of Dromore,
Arg. fretty sa. and semy of trefoils gu.
Thorndon.

Or semy of trefoils gu. Erisenbein, London.
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Semy of 3-FOILS cont.

Or semy of trefoils gu. a label of five points
gobonated arg. and az, Cressenbeyn or

CuEssENBER, Toumay.

4-FOIL
Az. a quatrefoil arg. {query a diff. for Beiington).

Besington.
Gu. a quatrefoil or. Roe, Higbam Hall, Essex

;

and 5luswell Hill, Middlesex. Rowe.
Per pale arg. and gu. a quatrefoil counterchanged.
MULORAVE.

4-FOIL betw
Arg. tbree boar's heads couped betw, as many

battleaxes gu. and in the centre a quatrefoil
vert. Rankin, co. Perth, Scotland; New
Register.

Az. a quatrefoil pierced within an orle of estoiles

or. Trist, Bowden, co. Devon. The Rev.
Browse Trist, the representative of the family,
d. in 1791; of his co-heiresses, one m. Haus-

sollier, who took the name of Trist in 1799;
and the other, Stackhouse.

2 4-FOILS

Quarterly per pale indented or and gu.

quatrefoils of the second. Damo.
two

2 4-FOILS and in chief....
Chief

Arg. two quatrefoils slipped sa. a chief of the

last. Rode, Rode, co. Chester; Harl. MS.
1424, fo. 1226.

Arg. two quatrefoils slipped vert a chief sa,
ROADE.

Fleur-de-Lis

Gu. two quatrefoils in chief and a fleur-de-lis in

base or. Gaegate or Gargat.

3 4-FOILS

Az. tbree quatrefoils arg. two and one. Vincent,
Stoke U'Abernon, Surrey; Baronetcy 1620.

Vincent, Treleven in Mevagissey, Tresimple
in St. Clements, and Batten in Northill, Corn-
wall. Vincent, Wilford, cb. Nottingham.

Az. three quatrefoils slipped arg. Hatcliffe,
Hatcliffe, co. Lincoln. Hatelyffe, W.

Vincent, Smeton, Norfolk.

Az. three quatrefoils or. Bardolphe. Bardolf,
K.

Az. three quatrefoils pierced or. William

Bardolth, a.

Az. three quatrefoils slipped or. Hatecmffe,
CO. Lincoln.

Az. three quatrefoils or slipped vert. Atclyffe,
Kent.

Gu. three quatrefoils arg. Vincent.
Or three double quatrefoils vert. Gossip.

Per bend sa. and arg. three quatrefoils counter-

changed. WoYNNE or Voynne.
Vert tbree quatrefoils arg. stalked or. Sprott,

Ashmarbrook, co. Stafford.

Vert three quatrefoils slipped or. Speatt.

3 4-FOILS and in chief. . . .

Beast
Az. three quatrefoils in chief a boar pass, or

charged on the shoulder with a cross patty

gu. John Massingberd, London; Z, 213.

Wassingberd, CO. Lincoln, V; quartering quar.

terly or and arg. on a cross humetty gu. betw,

four lions ramp. sa. two escallops of the first.

3 4-FOILS and in chief.... cowt.
Chief

Arg. a martlet betw. three quatrefoils sn. on a
chief gu. as many quatrefoils or. White,
Bankhead, Scotland.

Or tbree quatrefoils pierced gu. a chief vair.

Dewes, Studley, co. Warwick; granted 25
July, 1709,

3 4.F0ILS betw
Bordure

Az, tbree quatrefoils within a bordure arg.
Vincent, Thingdon, co. Northants, W.

Per pale arg. and sa. two wolves pass. betw.
tbree quatrefoils in pale within a bordure all

counterchanged. Hoeden, Kent.
Sa. three quatrefoils or within a bordure of tho

last. Mullett.

On 3 4-FOILS
Vert three quatrefoils arg. each charged with a

lion's bead erased sa. Platt. Plott, Spars-
holt, CO. Berks, Plott, Sutton Barne, Borden,
Kent; Mowbray Herald Extraordinary, A. 30

April, 1626,

Vert three quatrefoils or each charged with a
lion's head erased sa. Plott, co. Devon

;

and CO. Hereford; descended from Kent;
granted 1587.

4 4-FOILS

Per bend dancetty az. and arg. four quatrefoils
counterchanged. Chaytor, Croft, co. York;
and Witton Castle, co. Durham

; Baronetcy
1831.

Quarterly arg. and az. four quatrefoils coun-

terchanged. Blood, Ireland.

Sa, four quatrefoils arg. Holcroft. Sales.

4 4-FOILS and in base ....

Gu, four quatrefoils two and two or in base a
saltire couped arg. Palmer, Richard Palmer,
Wasperlon, co. Warwick, F.

5 4-FOILS

Gu. five quatrefoils in saltire arg. Palmer, co.

Warwick.
Gu. five quatrefoils in saltire or in base a saltire

couped arg. Palmer ; Wasperton, co. War-
wick, V.

6 4-FOILS
Az. two bars betw. six quatrefoils arg. Vincent,

V.
_

Sa. six quatrefoils arg. (another, or) tbree two
and one. Fresell or Fresill. Sir Simon
Fresell, V.

8 4-FOILS

Gyronny of eight arg. and gu. on each a quatre-
foil counterchanged. Portal.

10 4-FOILS

Gu. ten crescents jessant a quatrefoil arg.
RONGROLLIS.

Semy of 4-FOILS

Arg. fretty sa. semy of quatrefoils gu. Thornton,
East Newton.

Erm. semy of quatrefoils gu. Aynsforde ;
Harl.

MS. 1386, fo. 65.

Gu. fretty and semy of quatrefoils or. Crew ;

quartered by Chetwood; HarL MS. 1988.
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5-FOIL
.... crusily a cinquefoil or. Saltmaesh, as im-

paled by Lodyngton, Chief Justice of the King's
Eench ] 416-19, on Brass at Gonby, co.

Lincoln.

Arg. a cinqnefoil az. Moton, Llannarch, cc.

1C50
;

Sladen's 99 quartering. Sir William

Moton, V. Mutton, Pickleton, co. Leicester.

Arg. a cinquefoil pierced az. Motion, co.

Leicester. Sir William Moton, S. Moton or

Mutton, Peckleton, co. Leicester.

Arg. a cinquefoil gu. Brailford. Neefield or

Nebfield. Porcher. Powcher.

Arg. a cinquefoil sa. Mabtinal, Nowesley, co.

Leicester. Auketin Martynaux, Y.

Arg. a cinquefoil pierced sa. Bralforth, co.

Derby. Bbaylefe. Roger Mortivallis,

Bishop of Salisbury 1315-30. Mortinaix,

Nowesley, co. Leicester. Roades. Tetham.
Az. a cinquefoil arg. (?for diff.) Besington.

Bessington.
Az. a cinquefoil arg. quarterly with arg. a pelican

feeding her young gu. over all a cross arg.

FuLLAR, Scotland.

Az. a cinquefoil erm. Astlet. John Astlee,
Y. Astley, Essex. Astley, Everleigh, co.

Wilts ; descended from Thomas, second son

of Walter Astley, of PatshuU ; Baronetcy 1821.

Az. a cinquefoil erm. pierced of the field. Ashley,
CO. Devon. Astley, Patshull, co. Stafford;
ea;tinct baronetcy. Aston. Andreu D'Estleie,
E. Andrew Dominus de Astley, temp. Edw.
i,V.

Az. a cinquefoil erm. pierced or. Astley, co.

Stafford. Le Sire de Astle, S.

Az. a cinquefoil pierced erm. over all a label of
three points or charged with two bars gu. M.
Thomas de Asteley, S.

Az. a cinquefoil erm. a label of three points or
each charged with two bars az. Astley.

Az. in chief a cinquefoil or. Pasmore.
Az. a cinquefoil or. Sir Stephen Bessyngton,

F.

Barry of six sa. and or in chief a cinquefoil or.

Maney, Linton, Kent.
Erm. a cinquefoil pierced arg. Flower.
Erm. a cinquefoil ermines. Dowers.
Erm. a cinquefoil pierced ermines. Dover or

Dower, co. York.
Erm. a cinquefoil gu. Flower or Flowre, Kent;

CO. Northampton ; and co. York.
Erm. a cinquefoil sa. Thomas Seabroke or

Skbroke, Abbot of Gloucester.
Ermines a cinquefoil erm. Flower, co. Rutland,

V. And with a mullet in dexter chief for diff.

William Flower, Norroy King of Arms 1569.
Gu. a cinquefoil arg. Breant, temp. Henry III.

Payne. Sir Wm. Payne, co. Liucoln, F.
Gu. a cinquefoil pierced arg. Millet. Sire Johan
Paynel, N. Paganell. Robert de Quincy,
A, D. QUINCEY.

Gu. a cinquefoil arg. goutty de poix. Capdoys,

Gu. a cinqnefoil erm, Bossu. Busswe or
Bussu, CO. Leicester. Beaumont. Leicester.
Robert Earl of Leicester, F. M'Bade, Scot-
land. St. Mary de Pratis Abbey, co.
Leicester. Newborough.

Gu. a cinquefoil erm. over aH in bend a crozier
or. Gerondon Abbey, co. Leicester.

Gu. seray-de-lis .... a cinquefoil erm. Cooke;
as borne by Robert Cooke, Clarenceux King
of Arms, 15C7.

5-FOIL cont.

Gu. a cinquefoil pierced enn. Beaumont.
Fleming, W. Blanch Maynes. St. Mary
DE Pratis Monastery, Leicester. Town of

Leicester. Robert Quency, B.
Gu. a cinquefoil or. Mac Breid or M'Leveaid,

Scotland.

Gu. a cinquefoil pierced or. Allin, Blundeston
and Somerleyton, Suffolk. Sir Thomas
Chevile, /. Anguish, Norfolk; and Somer-

leyton, Suffolk. Qdincey. Umfrevile.
Gu. crusilly a cinquefoil or over all a bendlet arg.
Umfraville.

Gu. crusilly patty and a cinquefoil or. Thomas
Umfravill, Y.

Gu. semy of crosses crosslet a cinqnefoil or.

Heynes. Le Conte de Angrose, P. M.
Thomas de Umfrevill, S. Le Sire de Kyme,
T. Tailboys.

Gu. semy of escallops arg. a cinquefoil or. Rauf
le FiTZ Nicole, B.

Gu. a cinquefoil per pale arg. and or. Powchek,
V; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 9.

Gu. a cinquefoil per pale or and arg. Ponoche.

Gyronny of eight az. and or a cinquefoil gu.
Bult.

Gyronny of twelve gu. and or in the centre a

cinquefoil sa. Brounlee.
Or a cinquefoil az. Morton.
Or a cinquefoil gu. Vernon, V. Walter de

QUERYNE, B.
Or a cinquefoil sa. Bralford or Brailsford.
Braylesford or Braylford, co. Derby.
Henry de Braylesford, Y, V.

'Or a cinquefoil sa. pierced of the field.

Beallsford.
Per pale arg. and gu. barry of eight counter-

changed a cinquefoil erm. Porcher, Snare

Hill, Norfolk; Borough Green, co. Cambridge ;

and Cliffe, co. Dorset.
Per pale arg. and or a cinquefoil gu. Powcher.

Paly of six gu. and or a cinquefoil sa.

Crafton.

Quarterly arg. and erm. in the first quarter a

cinquefoil or. Pack or Packe,

Quarterly az. and or^a cinquefoil gu. Woodhead.
Quarterly az. and vert in the first quarter a

cinquefoil arg. Brett; Harl. MS. 1405,
fo. 12.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a cinque-
foil arg. Henry Packe, Haiieston Park, co.

Northampton.
Sa. a cinquefoil arg. Reddish.
Sa. a cinquefoil erm. Flarmey. Flower,

Brecon.
Sa. a cinquefoil or. Masser.
Sa. crusilly and a cinquefoil or. Jon de

Pichford, F. Sir Thomas Cloyile; Harl.
MS. 6589.

5-FOIL and in chief....

Seast
Per fess arg. and vert in chief a cat arg. coward

in base a pierced cinquefoil of the last.

Cattrarne, CO. Pembroke.
Sa. a cinquefoil arg. in chief three talbot's heads

erased or. Bower; Pole, Devon, iii,407.'

On a Canton (Horn)
Erm. a cinquefoil sa. on a canton or a buglehorn

stringed of the second. Dover, Boscomb
Lodge, CO. Hants.

Erm. a cinquefoil sa. on a canton vert a bugle-
horn of the second stringed or. Dover.
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5 FOIL and in chief. ...cont.

Chief

.Arg. a cinquefoil gu. a chief vert. Appleford.

Az. a cinquefoil arg. a chief lozengy arg. and gu.

COXHEAD.
Sa. a cinquefoil erm. a chief chequy or and az.

HoBSON, Spalding, co. Lincoln,

On a Chief—Beast (Cat)
Vert a cinquefoil arg. on a chief az. acat couchant

of the second. Catharne, co. Pembroke, V.

....(Lion)

Arg. a cinquefoil az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.

or. Herbert. Stafford.

Arg. a cinquefoil az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.

guard, or. Rolleston, The Lea and Swarks-

ton, CO. Derby; eight generations given in the

Visitation of 1509. Rolleston, Rolleston,

CO. Stafford. Rolleston, Frankfort Castle,

King's County; Watnall, co. Notts.

Arg. a cinquefoil sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass, of

the field. Packinqton.

Arg. a cinquefoil sa. ou a chief gu. a lion pass.

guard, or. Pakington, V.

Erm. a cinquefoil az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.

guard, or. Harper. Herpeu, V.

6-Foils

Az. a cinquefoil or on a chief gu. two cinquefoils

of the second. Sapill. Sapyll.

.... Roundles
Or a cinquefoil sa. on a chief indented erm. two

pommes each charged with a cross arg.

Brailsford, Barkwith House, Wragby ; and

Toft Hill, CO. Lincoln.

Crescents

Sa. a cinquefoil and in chief two crescents or.

Cazenove.

Crosses

Sa. a cinquefoil or and in chief two crosses crosslet

fitchy of the second. Best, Park House, Chils-

ton Park, and Wierton, Kent.

Heads—Beasts (Dogs)
Sa. three talbot's heads couped in chief arg.

langued gu. in the middle point a cinquefoil

erm. Bower, Iwern House, co. Dorset,

Sa. a cinquefoil erm. in chief three talbot's heads

erased or. Bower.

Label
Az. a cinquefoil erm. a label compony or and gu.

Astley,
Az. a cinquefoil and a lahel of three points erm.

Asti.ey.

Mallets
Per pale arg. and sa. in chief two mullets and

in base a cinquefoil all counterchanged.

Holyland.

6-FOIL betw.

Beasts (Lions)
Az. a cinquefoil betw. two demi lions pass, guard.

in pale or enclosed by as many flaunches arg.

each charged with a griffin segreant of the

first. Monmouth.
Az. a cinquefoil betw. two demi lions ramp, m

pale or as many flaunches each charged with a

griffin segreant of the field. Monmouth,
London.

Bendlets

Arg. betw. two bendlets in chief and as many
in base az. a cinquefoil gu. stalked and leaved

vert. DiBDiN.

6-FOXL betw cont.

Birds (Martlets)
Az. a cinquefoil betw. five martlets or. Piers

Fauconberge de Ketilwell, Y.

Az. a cinquefoil betw, six martlets or. Pichford,
CO. Salop, Pichford or Pitchford, Lee
Brockhurst, co. Salop ; as allowed by Cooke,
Clarenceux, temp. Elizabeth.

Sa, a cinquefoil betw. eight martlets in orle

arg, Walter de Faucombe, B. Gualter de

Falconberge, C. Staundon. Robert de

Staunton, Y. Sir Robert Staundon, co.

Somerset, V.

Sa. a cinquefoil within an orle of martlets arg.
Fitz-Michaell. Standon, CO. Somerset.

Bordnre

Arg. a cinquefoil sa. within a bordure engr. az.

charged with eight horseshoes of the fiist.

Umfrevill, V.

Or a cinquefoil gu. within a bordure az. charged
with horseshoes gu. Gilbert de Umfrevile,
B.

Az. billetty a cinquefoil within a bordure

arg. charged with eight horseshoes sa.

Humfrevile.
Az. a cinquefoil arg, within a bordure engr.- or.

ASTLE.
Az. a cinquefoil erm. in the dexter chief point a

fleur-de-lis all within a bordure engr. or.

Astley.
Az. a cinquefoil within a bordure engr. erm.

Ashley, Ash by Ledgers, co. Northampton ;

descended from Isaac Ashley, Great Broughton,
Cumberland ;

the two co-heiresses of Joseph
Ashley were Jane, wife of Thomas Gaitskell,

Bermondsey, Surrey; and Mary, wife of Sir

Joseph Senhouse, Netherhall, knt, Ashley,
CO. Dorset. Asteley or Astley, co. Stafi'ord.

Az. a cinquefoil erm. within a bordure engr. or.

Astley, Kent ;
and co. Warwick. M. Thomas

de Hasteley de Morton, S. Sir Raufe

Astley, V.

Az. a cinquefoil erm. pierced arg. within a bor-

dure engr. or. Aiqlek or Ayler.

Az. a cinquefoil pierced erm. within a bordure

engr. or, Astley, Baron Hastings, Hill

Morton, and Melton Constable; quartering
second arg. a lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned

or for Constable, third arg, two lions passant

gu, for Le Strange, fourth or a maunch gu, for

Hastings. Astley, Melton Constable ;
Baro-

netcy 1642; extinct 1659. Another, a crescent

for diflP. Astley, PatshuU ; Baronetcy 1C(52;

extinct 1771.

Gu. a cinquefoil erm. within a bordure az.

bezanty. Dangerfield, Bromyard, co. Worces-

ter. Danoervile, CO, Leicester. Dangervill ;

Earl. MS. 1404, fo. 91.

Gu. a cinquefoil erm, within a bordure ea.

bezanty, Dangervile, co. Leicester; Harl.

MS. 1404, fo. 91. Sire Johan Daungervile,
N.

Gu. a cinquefoil or within a bordure az. charged
with eight horseshoes of the second. Smith.

Gu. a cinquefoil or a bordure az. Reignold de

Ulgham.
Vert a cinquefoil erm. within a bordure engr. org.

Ashley, co. Dorset,

Crescents

Arg. two bars sa. in fess a cinquefoil betw. as

many crescents az. Kibble.

Gu. a cinquefoil slipped betw. three crescents arg.

Oliphant, Culquhair, Scotland- Lion Register.
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6-FOIL betw. ....cont.
3 Crosses

Arg. a cinquefoil in fess gu. betw, three crosses
crosslet fitchy sa. Wombwei.l. The same
within a bordure of the second. Wombwell
or WoMBELL.

Arg. a cinquefoil gii. betw, three crosses crosslet

fitchy within a bordure engr. of the last.

WOMWELI,, V.

Arg. a cinquefoil gu. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. all within a bordure engr. of the last

charged with eight horseshoes of the first.

Umfreville.
Or a cinquefoil betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
Shipman or Shipham, Welby, co. Hereford ;

granted 1581, V.

6 Crosses

Gu. a cinquefoil betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy

arg. Cooke.
8 Crosses

Az. a cinquefoil within an orle of eight crosses

crosslet or. Umfraville, Earl of Angus.
Gu. a cinquefoil betw, eight crosses crosslet arg.
Geenald.

Gu. a cinquefoil or within an orle of eight
crosses cmsslet of the last. Akgel, Angle,
Anegall, or Anegai,. Le Counte de Anegos, J.

Gu. a cinquefoil within an orle of eight crosses

patty or. Umfreville, Prudboe Castle ;
Har-

bottle Castle ; and liiddesdale, Northumbc-r-
• land; Holmside, co. Durham; Higham Hall

;

and Stoke, Suffolk; Langhara, Essex; Isle-

worth, Middlesex; and Farnham Royal, co.

Bucks. M. Robert Umfre^tille, T.

Sa. a cinquefoil betw, eight crosses crosslet or.

Rest, Church Lench, Kempsey and Shawley,
. CO. Worcester. Brest, Kent. Constable. Sir

John Constable, Fresiners. Umfreville.

9 Crosses

Gu. a cinquefoil or betw. nine crosses crosslet

arg, Norcambrowe.

10 Crosses

Gu. a cinquefoil within an orle of ten crosses

crosslet or. Angell or Anegoll. Cuuute de
Angos, D. Anegos, E, H,

Escallops
Gu. a cinquefoil pierced betw. six escallops arg.
FiTZ-NlCHOL.

Sa. a cinquefoil betw. six escallops arg. three two
and one. FitzNicoll.

Az. a cinquefoil or within an orle of eight escal-

lops arg. Sir Raulf FitzNicoll, V.
Az. a cinquefoil or within an orle of eight escal-

lops of the second. Fitz-Nicoll.
Sa. a cinquefoil within an orle of eight escallops

arg. FiTZ-NicHOLL.
Sa. a cinquefoil pierced within an orle of eight

escallops arg. Fauconbeege.
Az. a cinque in an orle of escallops or.

Fanamborge.

Estoiles

Arg. a cinquefoil betw. an orle of estoiles gu.
Trist, Culworth, co. Northampton.

Arg. a cinquefoil pierced gu. within an orlo of
nine estoiles of eight points of the second.

• Treys.
Hearts

Or a cinquefoil betw. three hearts gu. Cotlowe
or COELOWE, V,

Legs
Az. two lion's paws chevronways arg. supporting

a cinquefoil or. Sciiepinguale.

5-FOIL betw cont.

Mullets
Az. a cinquefoil erm. betw. three mullets or.

AsTLEY, Wolvey, co. Wiirwick.
Per pale arg. and sa. a cinquefoil betw. three
mullets counterchanged, Holyland or
Hollyland.

Eeptiles
Az. a cinquefoil erm. betw. three serpents nowed

or a bordure engr. of the second. Jordan, co.

Lancaster.

Boundles
Gu. a cinquefoil within an orle of eight bezants.

Angervili.e, CO. Leicester.

Staff

Gu. a cinquefoil erm. over all in bend dexter a

pastoral staff or. Gauendon Prioey, co.

Leicester; Leland Coll., i, 100.

Tails

Az. a cinquefoil arg. betw. three ermine spots or.

Cropper.

5-FOIL betw. and in chief ....

Canton
Az. a cinquefoil pierced of the field wiiliin an orle

of estoiles or a canton erm. Trist, co. Devon.

On a Chief (Fleur-de-Lis)
Or a cinquefoil betw. two palets gu. on a chief

az. a fleur-de-lis inter two crescents arg.
Weathekhead.

On a 5-FOIL
Annulet

Az. a cinquefoil erm. charged with an annulet of
the first. Fleming.

Crescent
Gu. a cinquefoil erm. charged in the middle with

a crescent sa. Paqanell or Pagnell, temp.
Henry I.

TaU
Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a cinque-

foil arg. with an ermine spot on each leaf.

Packe, Prestwold, co. Leicester.

2 6-FOILS
Arg. two cinquefoils sa. Boeowden.
Quarterly az. and or in the first and fourth

quarters a cinquefoil arg. Rocy.
Quarterly or and az. on the first and fourth a

cinquefoil ppr. Fielder.

Quarterly or and sa. on the first and fourth

quarters a cinquefoil gu. Lowkes.
Quarterly per pale indented arg. and gu, two

cinquefoils of the second. Danne.

Beast (Lion)
Or in the dexter chief point a lion pass, in

the sinister chief point and in base a cinque-
foil all sa. Aureichier or Aurticher, V.
Aureichner.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief two cinquefoils of
the field pierced. M. Joban de Grimesby, S.

2 6-FOILS and in base ....
Beast (Bat)

Per chev. arg. and az. in chief two cinquefoils of
the second in base a bat displ. of the first.

Blake, V.

Bird (Crane)
Per chev. or and gu. in chief two cinquefoils of

the second stalked and leaved vert and in base a
crane arg. in the dexter foot a stone sa.

Dfahman.
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2 5-FOUiS and in base.. ..cont.

Cup
Sa. crusilly arg. in chief two cinquefoils erm. and

in base a covered cup or. Butlee.

Escallop
Az. in chief two cinquefoils and in base
en escallop or. Livinq$tone, Mewston.
Levingston, Scotland.

Fleur-de-lis

Az. two cinquefoils in chief and in base a fleur-de-

lis or. Egioke or Egiocke, Egioke, co. Wor-
cester.

FoU •

Per saltire or and az. on the first two martlets
on the second as many cinquefoils counter-

changed. Harlow.
Quarterly or and gu. in chief two cinquefoils in

base a trefoil slipped all counterchanged.
DORNEY.

Fruit
Gu. three fruits in fess arg. in chief two cinque,

foils or. CoLWiKE.

3 5-FOILS
. . . three cinquefoils . . . Roger de Northburgh,
Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, 1322 28.

John de Tilne. Seal.

Arg. three cinquefoils az. Chokke.

Arg. three cinquefoils az. pierced gu. Cheoke
or Chook, CO. Berks.

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. Darcy, St. Clere's

Hall, Essex. Sire Nicholas de Estattishode,
N. Kentwood. Knotwood, Norfolk.

Nefield. Neefield, Neefeld, V, or

Neerfield. Nersfeld. Nevill. Normanton.
William de Saltmersh ; Harl. MS. 1566.

Southwell, Kent.

Arg. three cinquefoils pierced gu. Norman
Darcye, a. Darcy, E. Norman de Abci, F.
Sir Philip Darcy, I, /. Sir John Darcy, Q.
CoLUNSoN. Darcy, Colchester. Livingstone,
That Ilk. Nevill.

Arg. crusilly and three cinquefoils gu. Sir Peter
de Saltmersh; flari. MS. 1566. Saltmarsh
or Salsomarisco, Stonby, co. Lincoln ; Upton,
CO. Warwick; and Saltmarsh, co. York. William
of Saltmarsh, Bishop of Llanda£f, 1185-91.

Arg. semy of crosses crosslet three cinquefoils

gu. pierced of the first. Saltmarshe, Salt-

mai'she, co. York.

Arg. crusilly and three cinquefoils gu. a crescent

for diff. Caltoft.

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. pierced or. Darcy, V.

Lymber or Lyhbury.

Arg. three cinquefoils per pale az. and gu.
Cheake. Cheoke. Sir John Chedke, V.

Arg. three cinquefoils per pale gu. and az.

Choke, Avington, co. Berks.

Arg. three cinquefoils each party per pale vert

and gu. Cheek, Abingdon, co. Berks.

Arg. three cinquefoils sa. Acton, Bockington.
Borthwick, Borthwick, Scotland. With a

crescent or for diS". Borthwick, Hartsiile,

Scotland. And with a crescent on a crescent

for diff. Borthwick, Muirhouse, Scotland.

BouRGHDAN. Thomas Burowden, Y.

BURGEDON, V. BURGHDON. BURWETON.

Sebright, Besford Court, co. Worcester ;

Beechwood, co. Herts; Baronetcy. Sebryke,
V.

Arg. three cinquefoils sa. two and one. Toll or

TOLLE. TOLE, V.

Arg. three cinquefoils in chev. sa. Matson.

3 6-FOILS cont.

Arg. three cinquefoils pierced sa. Killingworth
or Kilingworth, Sibble, Essex ; and Killing-
worth, Northumberland. Kellynoworth,
V. Tetham. Alan de Tuetham, A.

Arg. three cinquefoils sa. seeded or.

Kellingworth.
Az. three cinquefoils arg. Fetton. Fytton, F.

FiTTON. Sire William Bardolf, N.
Feringdon. Frazee, Baron Lovat; quarter-
ing gu. three antique crowns or. General Sir
Johu Frasee, G.C.H., Campden Hill, Kensing-
ton ; quartering arg, three eastern crowns
gu. Frazer, Cowie, and Dores, Scotland.
Hatcliffe. Hay, Drumelzier, Scotland ;

quartering gu. three bars erm. over all

in surtout an escutcheon per pale first arg.
a chev. betw. three inescutchecns gu. ; second,
quarterly first and fourth or three crescents
within the royal tressure gu. ; second arg. a

dragon vert vomiting fire ppr. ; third erm. a

cinquefoil sa. on a chief gu. three stars arg.
Lambart. M'Callum, England. Peres da

Mauclerk, C. Vincent, Tbrinkston, co.

Leicester. Wintle,
Az. three cinquefoils (or frasiers) arg. Eraser,
Baron Saltoun ; quartering second or a lion

ramp. gu. debruised with a ribbon sa. for

Abernethy; and third arg. three piles gu. for

Wish art.

Quarterly first and fourth az. three cinquefoils

arg. for Frazer ; second and third gu. a lion

ramp. arg. armed and iangued sa. with a
crescent for diff. Frazer, Tyrie, Scotland.

Frazer, Broadland, Scotland ; a fleur-de-lis

for diff.

Quarterly first and fourth az. three cinquefoils

arg. for Frazer ; second and thir^ gu. a lion

ramp. arg. all within a bordure indented or.

Frazer, Kirktoun, co. Forfar, Scotland.
Az. three cinquefoils arg, for Fraser. Hay, Mar-

quess of Tweeddale; quartering gu. three
bars erm. for Gifford of Yesterj over all in

surtout arg. three shields gu, for the paternal
coat of Hay. The above all within a bordure

arg. Hay, Linplum, Scotland. Hay, Alder-

stone, Scotland. The same but the bordure
vert charged with unicorn's heads couped and
stars alternately arg. Hay, Haystown, Scot-

land. Hay, Spott, Scotland. Hay, Newhall,
Scotland. Hay, Beeton, Scotland.

Az, three cinquefoils arg. for Fraser. Hay,
Craignethen, Scotland ; derived from the

Tweeddale family ; quartering second gu. three

bars erm. for Gifford; third vert three uni-

corn's heads erased arg, for Ker ; over all on a
shield of pretence the arms of Hay,

Az. in chief three cinquefoils arg. Massingbird,
CO. Lincoln.

Az, semy of crosses crosslet and three cinquefoils

arg. D'Arcy, co. Lincoln ; Scrope v. Orosvenor\,
462. D'Aecy. Baron D'Arcy of Kavan, 1721 ;

extinct 1733. D'Arcy, Hyde Park, co. West-
meaih. Darcy, Witton Castle, co. Durham ;

and CO. Nonhampton, Elizabeth Darcy,
baroness Wheredon ; Seal 1347 ; Dallaway.

Az, crusilly and three cinquefoils arg. Thomas
Lord Daecy; attainted 1538; quartering az.

three bars gemels arg. a chief or.

Az. semy of crosses crosslet fitchy arg. three

cinquefoils of the last. Fytton.

Az. semy of crosses crosslet or three cinquefoils

arg. Darcy, Scotland.
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3 5-FOILS cont.

Az. three cinquefoila erm. Astley, War-
wick.

Az. three cinquefoils or. Bardolfe or Bardolph.

Hugh Baudolf was summoned to Parliament

. 27 Edw. I. William Baedolf, B, C, P.

Wm. Bardout, D. William Bardtjlf, E. Sir

. Hugh Bardolf, H, K. Sir Thos. Baedolf,

jL,iY. Bardolf, S". Estiphin de Cosinton, ^.

Hatcliffe, Sussex. Ingo, Essex.

Az. three cinquefoils in bend or. Gedge.
Az. billetty or three cinquefoils of the last.

Venn.
Az. crusily three cinquefoils or. Tylney, Ire-

land. Cosinton; Harl. MS. 6137, fo. 90.

William Baudulf, C.

Az. three cinquefoils that in the dexter chief

effaced by a lion pass, guard, or. Henry
TUUBEYILE, E, F.

Arg. three bars sa. betw. as many cinquefoils gu.

Treisb, Leveihao, Cornwall; the heiress m.

, Morshead.

Arg. three bars sa. betw. as many (? pierced)

, cinquefoils per fess gn. and sa. Tkeys,
Cornwall.

Barry of six gu. and or in chief three cinquefoils

slipped of the second. Emeey, Kent.

Barry of six sa. and or in chief three cinquefoils
of the second. Maney, Linton, Kent.

Erm. three cinquefoils az. Baratty. Hepworth.
Erm. three cinquefoils sa. Comby. Sir Stephen

COMBY, F. TOMBY.
Erm. three cinquefoils in fess sa. pierced arg.

. Kelton, CO. Salop.
Gu. three cinquefoils arg. Aureus. Baedulph,

Norfolk. Sire Johan Baedolf, N. Forington.
• Farrington, CO. Lancaster; and London.

FARiKQTqN, CO. Lancaster, V. Feringdon.
. Hamilton, Hamswood.co. Meath; quartering

arg. a lymphad sa. Hamilton, Marlborough
Ifouse, CO. Hants, since of the Mount,
Uxbridge, Middlesex ; Baronetcy 1776; quar-

tering arg. a lymphad with her sails furled sa.

The same but with a mullet in the centre chief.

Hamilton, Erlston, Scotland. Another, a

• mullet for diff. Walter Ker Hamilton, Bishop
of Salisbury, 1854; quartering gu. three

cinquefoils arg. in fess point a heart or, and gu.
three doves close in a bordure arg. Another

, with a crescent for diff. Hamilton, Broomhill,
Scotland. Lambert, Ireland. Larendon or

. Laringdon. Vere» Simon de Ver, E, F.
Simon de Vere, Y.

Gu. three cinquefoils pierced arg. Lambert,
Brookhill, co. Mayo. Lambert, Creg Clare,

. CO. Galway, 16.30, a branch of the Lamberts
of CO. York ; quartering arg. two chev. sa. for

,
Staunton. Lambert, Castle Lambert, Kil-

qnain, and Castle Ellen, co. Galway. Bacon.
"Vere.

Gu. three pierced cinquefoils arg. quartering arg.
a chev. gu. betw. three leopard's faces sa.

• Si. Henry Farington; Knighted 25 Hen. VIJI;
Cotton. MS., Claudius C. iii, fo. 121fe.

Gn. a mullet betw. three cinquefoils arg.
Hamilton, Barnclengh, Scotland.

Gu. three cinqui foils erm. Anseignes, co. Glou-
. cester. Danzelis, V. Danzells, Kent.

And with an annulet or in the centre for diff.
•

Hamilton, Orbistoun, Scotland; descended
from Gavin, third son of James first Lord
Hamilton. Hamilton, East Acton, Middlesex;
and Scotland. Hamilton, Trebinsham House,

3 6-FOILS cont.

CO. Brecon, Baronetcy ; quartering arg. a

lymphad with her sails furled sa.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. voided or. Kent,
Suffolk

;
and co. Wilts.

Gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm. Bacon.

Quarterly four grand quarters viz. first and
fourth quarterly ; first and fourth gu. three

cinquefoils pierced erm. for Hamilton;
second and third arg. a ship with her
sails furled sa. for Arran ; second and
third quarterly; first, az. a lion ramp. arg.
crowned or for Galloway ; second or a lion

ramp. gu. debruised by a bsndlet sa. for

Abernethy ; third arg. three piles gu. for

Wishart of Brechin ; fourth or a fess chequy
az. and arg. surmounted with a bend gu.
charged with three buckles of the first for

Stewart of Bonhill. Over these feudal quar-
terings of Douglas, as chief of that house, an
escutcheon, charged with the Arms of Douglas,
viz. arg. a human heart gu. iraperiallj' crowned,
ppr. on a chief az. three mullets (or rather
estoiles as in the old coat) of the field ; in the

point of honour, or center brochant sur-tout
an escutcheon az. three fleursde-lis or for

Chatelherault. Hamilton, Duke of Hamilton
(Burke).

Quarterly first grand quarter quartered first and
fourth gu. a mullet arg. betw. three cinquefoils
erm.; second and third gu. a heart or betw.
three cinquefoils erm. ; second grand quarter
gu. a mullet arg. betw. three cinquefoils erm. ;

third grand quarter as the second ; and fourth
as the first. Hamilton, Rosehall.

Gu. a mullet arg. betw. three cinquefoils erm.

quartering gu. a man's heart ppr. shadowed
or belw. three cinquefoils erm. for Hamilton
of Raploch. Hamilton, Udstoun, Scotland;
derived from Sir Robert Hamilton, of Brent-

wood, son of Andrew, third son of Sir David
Hamilton, of that Ilk, by Janet his wife, dau.
of the Lord Keith. The same all within a
bordure arg. Hamilton, Wishaw, Scotland ;

a cadet of Udstoun.
Gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm. quartering

arg. on a bend sa. three escallops or for

Dishington. Hamilton, Kilbrackmont, Scot-
land. Hamilton, Viscount Boyne. Hamilton,
Marquis of Abercorn ; quartering arg. a ship
with her sails furled sa. for the Earldom of
Arran. Wadwrath, co. York.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. pierced or. Kent.
Gu. three cinquefoils erm. an annulet for diff.

Hamilton, Orbistoun, Scotland.
Gu. three cinquefoils or. Kent. Bardolph,

Norfolk. Geent. Merry. M. William
Farendon, S.

Gu. three cinquefoils pierced or. Merrey.
John Russell, Bishop of Rochester, and of

Lincoln, 1480-94. Vere. Verney.
Or three cinquefoils az. Bardolf, Norfolk.

Sire Thomas Baedolf, N. Sir Thomas
Bardolf, co. Worcester, V.

Or three cinquefoils gu. Chicheley. Ewes.
Knotwood, Norfolk, V. John de Okinton, E,
SCUKTON. SCUCTON. WhEMBECHE. WhEMBISII,
CO. Lincoln, V.

Or three cinquefoils pierced gu. Caltoft, co.

Lincoln. Curtland.
Or three cinquefoils per pale az. and gu. two
and one. Cheke, York ; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 02.
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3 5-FOILS cont.

Or three cinquefoils sa. Dikes or Dykes, Cum-
berland. Dyke, Horsham, Sussex; Baronetcy
1676; since of Lnllingstone Castle, Kent.

Dykes, co. York. Dykes, Dovenby Hall, Cum-
berland ; quartering arg. on a cross az. betw.

four mullets of the same a sword ppr. poraelled
and hilted or for Ballantinn.

Paly of three and barry of the same gu. and arg.

counterchanged in chief two cinquefoils of the

second and in base one of the first. Dawbin.

Paly gu. and az. three cinqnefcils or two and one.

Dower or Door, co. Worcester.

Per bend dancetty arg. and az. three cinquefoils
two in chief and one in base counterchanged
quartering Clervaux. Chayxob, Spennithorne
Hall, CO. York.

Per bend arg. and sa. three cinquefoils counter-

changed. Brooke, W. Wynne or Voynne, V.

Per bend arg. and sa. three cinquefoils pierced
all counterchanged. Johnson.

Per bend indented az. and arg. three cinquefoils

counterchanged. Chater, co. York. Christo-

pher Cheytor, Butterbe, co. Durham, V.

Per chev. arg. and sa. three cinquefoils counter-

changed. Hill, co. Lincoln. Hill, Ashborne,
CO. Derby; granted 1(115. Knight, V.

Per chev. arg. and sa. three cinquefoils counter-

changed pierced or. Hill.
Per chev. embattled arg. and sa. three cinquefoils

counterchanged. Hill, Hill's End, co. Herts ;

London and Finchley, Middlesex, V.

Per chev. az. and arg. two cinquefoils in chief or

and one in base sa. Blake.
Per chev. embattled gu. and or three cinquefoils

counterchanged. Brett or Bbitt, co. Breck-

nock.
Per chev. embattled or and gu. three cinquefoils

counterchanged. Brett, V.
Per chev. or and sa. three cinquefoils counter-

changed. Knight.
Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief three cinquefoils

of the second. Grymsby or Grensby, Essex.

Per fess az. and or three cinquefoils counter-

changed. DODMASTON, F.

Per fess embattled erm. and sa. three cinquefoils

counterchanged. Widope or Wydop, Westmor-
land.

Per fess gu. and arg. three cinquefoils counter-

changed. Swinburne, Capheaton, Northum-
berland

; Baronetcy 1660. Swynebouene, F.

Thirlway, Cumberland.
Per fess gu. and az. three cinquefoils or. Sapill.

Sapyll, F.

Per fess gu. and or three cinquefoils counter-

changed. Hampton.
Per pale arg. and az. three cinquefoils counter-

changed. Keinsham, CO. Bedford. Kenisham,

Semford, co. Bedford; granted 14 Nov., 1570.

Per pale arg. and gu. three cinquefoils pierced
and counterchanged. St. Low.

Per pale az. and arg. three cinquefoils counter-

changed. Frazer ; Ross Herald.

Per pale az. and gu. three cinquefoils two and

one or. Dower or Door, oo. Worcester.

Sa. three cinquefoils arg. Karricke or Carricke,

CO. Gloucester. Counte Karrik, D. Philler.

Smith; quartering Ashe, Gage, and St. Clere.

Villiers. The same, quartering erm. three

bars gu. on an escutcheon sa. three escutcheons

arg. Yester.
Sa. three cinquefoils pierced arg. Faringdon, co.

Lancaster.

3 6 FOILS cont.

Sa. three cinquefoils arg. pierced gu. Hore, co.

Warwick. Sir Robert de Horsele, S. John
Hore, T, F. Robert Horseley, Y.

Sa. crusily arg. three cinquefoils of the last.

Caltoft.
Sa. three cinquefoils or. Carricke, Carrique,

or Karrick. Earl of Carrick, Scotland, F.
HORSLEY.

3 5-FOILS and in chief....

Birds
Per chev. engr. az. and erm. in base three

cinquefoils two and one gu. and in chief two
doves arg. beaked and legged gu. Jelf, Oak-
lands Park, CO. Gloucester, knt., from co.

Somerset.

Canton

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. a canton of the last.

Dayby. Derby. Dhiby or Dryby, F, Tates-

huU, CO. Lincoln ; S4 Edw. I. John Mowin,
A.

Gu. three cinquefoils and a canton or. Lambert,
Lord Mayor of London 1741.

Or three cinquefoils and a canton gu. Mowin.

On a Canton

Or three cinquefoils gu. on a canton of the last

a cinquefoil of the first. Dreyby, F.

Chief

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. a chief of the last.

HOLDERNESS.

Arg. three cinquefoils sa. a chief az. Stone,
London ; granted by Robert Cooke, 1883 ; con'

firmed 1614.

Arg. three cinquefoils sa. a chief of the second ;

quartering arg. fretty az. on each joint a bezant

on a canton gu. a leopard's head erased or

wreathed round the neck vert for Lowndes;
also quartering Carleton, Layton, and Lowe.

Stone, Brigbtwell, co. Oxford. Dr. G. Stone,

Archbishop of Armagh 1745-64.

Az. three cinquefoils arg. a chief indented gu.
Blackden or Blakden.

Gu. three cinquefoils arg. a chief of the last.

Mackreth, CO. Hants,
Gu. three cinquefoils arg. a mullet for difi". on a

chief arg. an annulet gu. Hamilton, Whit-

law.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. a chief indented or.

Hamilton, London.
Gu. a mullet betw. three cinquefoils arg. a chief of

the second. Hamilton, Bangowrie, Scotland;

a cadet of Hamilton of Burntwood.

Gu. a mullet arg. betw. three cinquefoils erm. a

chief embattled of the second. Hamilton,
Little Ernock, Scotland.

Gu. three cinquefoils or a chief of the second.

Makareth, CO. Lancaster, W.

On a Chief—Beast (Deer)

Sa. three cinquefoils arg. on a chief of the second

a demi-buck gu. attired or. Gresque.

....(Lion)
Az. three cinquefoils or on a chief arg. a lion pass.

gu. quartering De Vaese, Gilbert, and Boiiillier.

Davies, Everton, co. Hants.

Az. three cinquefoils or on a chief of the second a

lion pass. gu. Davy or Davie, Sandford, co.

Devon. Davy, Credy, co. Devon ; granted by

Dethicke, 20 April, 1594.

Az. three cinquefoils on a chief arg. a lion pass.

su. Davy, co. Devon.
^

110
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3 6-FOILS and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. Beast (Lion) cont.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. on a chief or a lion

pass, of the field holding in the dexter paw a

caltrap az. Rowan.
Gu. three cinquefoils erm on a chief or a lion

pass, guard, of the first betw. two thistles ppr.

Hamilton, Tyrone, Ireland.

Castle

Gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm. Hamilton,
Wood brook Tyrone ; Baronetcy 1815 ; quarter-

ing erg. a lyraphad sa. for Arran ; above all on

a chief of honourable augmentation arg. a

mount thereon a castle a Spanish flag flowing
from the battlements all ppr. ;

beneath inscribed

Alba de Tormes. This augmentation was

granted to General Sir John James Hamilton.

Heart
Gu. three cinquefoils erm. on a chief or a human

heart ppr. Hamilton.

.... Sun

Arg. three cinquefoils sa. on a chief az. a sun or.

Stone, Blackraore, Essex.

Label

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. a label az. M. John
Daecy, Q. Sir Norman Darcye, R.

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. a label sa. Normanton.
Gu. three cinquefoils arg. a label az. Dakcy.

Files

Paly of three arg. and az.in base three cinquefoils
in chief as many piles issuant from the top of

the escutcheon all counterchanged. Ferris.

3 5-FOILS and in base ....
Annulets

Per fess or and gu. in chief three cinquefoils and
in base as many annulets counterchanged.
O'Keefe, Ireland.

3 5-FOILS betw. or within....
Annulets

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. within as many annulets
of the tirst a mullet for diff. Red.

Gu. three cinquefoils or within as many annulets
of the same. Dameck or Dameke, V.

Gu. three cinquefoils pierced each within an
annulet or. Sir .... de Damecke, V.

Beasts (Otters)
Per pale aig. and sa. three cinquefoils and two

otters counterchanged. Horton, Kent.

Bordtire

Arg. three cinquefoils within a bordure gu.
Choke.

Arg. three cinquefoils gu, M'Lea, Russia;
granted 1806 ; quartering arg. a chev. embattled
sa. betw. three boar's heads erased gu. all

within a bordure dovetailed gu.
Arg, three cinquefoils gu. within a bordure engr.

sa. Darcy. Sir Robt. Darcy, L. Sir Robt.
Darcy, CO. Lincoln, V,

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. a bordure vert charged
with eight eaglets or. Darcy.

Arg. three cinquefoils sa. within a bordure engr.
of the last. Borghdon. Sir Gilbert Borghdon,
V. BURGHDON.

Arg. three cinquefoils sa. a crescent for diff. all

within a bordure erm, Borthwick, Stow,
Scotland.

Az. three cinquefoils within a bordure arg.
Fraser, Incbculler, co. Ross, Midleton, Kent,
Midelton, F.

3 5-FOILS betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

Az. three cinquefoils arg. Hay, Aberlady, Scot-

land ; quai tering gu. three bars erm. all within
a bordure arg,

Az, three cinquefoils arg. Fraser, Fraserfield ;

quartering or a lion ramp, gu, debruised by a

ribbon sa. all within a bordure az. charged with

eight garbs or.

Az. three cinquefoils arg. for Fraser. Hay,
Smithfield and Haystoun; Baronetcy 1635;

quartering gu. three bars erm. for Gifford of

Yesler, all within a bordure vert charged with
unicorn's heads couped and stars alternately

arg. in surtout the paternal coat of Hay, viz.

arg. three escutcheons gu.
Az. three cinquefoils within a bordure engr. arg,
Vincent, Thiugdon, co. Northampton.

Az. three cinquefoils arg. within a bordure of the
first, Vincent.

Az, crusily and three cinquefoils arg. a bordure
engr. gu. Darcye ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 92.

Gu. three cinquefoils within a bordure arg.
Hamilton, Torrence; a scion of Raploch.
Hamilton, Preston, Scotland.

Gu, three cinquefoils witliin a bordure engr, arg.
Hamilton, Hillbouse, Scotland. Hamilton,
Dalsefe, Scotland,

Gu. three cinquefoils within a bordure invecked
arg. Hamilton, Brownhills, Scotland.

Gu. a mullet betw. three cinquefoils all within a
bordure waved arg. Hamilton, Craighlaw ;

originally of Ardoch and Ladyland, Scotland ;

CO. Wigton ; and Garvoch, co. Renfrew.
Hamilton, Ladylands, Scotland.

Gu. three cinquefoils arg. within a bordure of the
last charged with four saltires couped and as

many mullets counterchanged of the first.

Hamilton, Cubardie, Scotland.

Quarterly first grand quarter quartered first and
fourth gu. three cinquefoils arg., second and
third arg, a galley her sails furled sa, flags gu.
all within a bordure gobonated arg. and az. the
first charged with hearts gu. and the latter with
mullets of the first, second grand quarter or on
a saltire az. betw. two water bougets in fess sa.
nine lozenges of the field, third grand quarter
as the second, fourth grand quarter as the first.

Hamilton, North Berwick; Baronetcy.
Gu. three cinquefoils arg. within a bordure com-
pony arg. and sa. Hamilton, Preston, Scot-
land.

Gu. three cinquefoils arg. within a bordure com-
pony sa. and erm. Hamilton, Fingalton, Scot-
laud.

Gu. a martlet betw. three cinquefoils arg. within
a bordure embattled or for diff. Hamilton,
Olivestop, Scotland.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. Hamilton; quarter-
ing arg. a ship with her sails trussed up sa.
for Arran all within a bordure gobonated of

eight pieces arg. and gu. charged alternately
with a St. Andrew's cross and a buckle inter-

changed.
Gu. three cinquefoils within a bordure erm.
Hamilton, Raploch, Scotland ; the parent stock
of the Hamiltons of Torrence, Stanhouse,
Woodhall, Aitkenhead, Dechmont, Barns, etc.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. a bordure indented of
the second an annulet for diff, Hamilton,
Dalziel, Scotland,

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a bordure arg,

Hamilton, Letham, Scotland.
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3 5-FOILS betw. or within.... cont.

Bordure cont,

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a hordure arg.

charged with eight martlets of the first.

Hamilton, Westport, Scotland; derived from
Alexander Hamilton, a younger 8on of the

Lord Hamilton.
Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a hordure of the

last. Hamilton, Silverton Hill, co. Lanark;
Baronetcy 1646.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a bordure
counter indented arg. and of the first.

Hamilton, Blanterferm, Scotland.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a bordure per

pale arg. and or. Hamilton, Mount Hamilton,
Ireland.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a bordure

potent counter-potent of the second and first.

Hamilton, Westburn, Scotland; descended
from Hamilton of Torrence.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a bordure quar-
tered first and fourth engr. arg. second and
third invecked az. Hamilton, Neilsland, Scot-

land; a cadet of Raploch.
Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a bordure quar-

terly vair and countercompony arg. and of the

firnt. Hamilton, Presmanan, Scotland.

Or three cinquefoils within a bordure engr. sa.

Seddon, Hartlepool, co. Durham. Seddon,
Oiitwood and Kersley, co. Lancaster; temp.

Philip and Mary.
Per fess gu. and arg. three cinquefoils counter-

changed within a bordure compony arg. and az.

SwiNBURN, Ghopwell, co. Durham; granted 6

Sept., 1551.

Per pale arg. and sa. two wolves betw. three

cinquefoils in pale countercbanged within a

bordure per pale gu. and or. Horden.

Harding, Kent.
Sa. three cinquefoils within a bordure engr. arg.

HonsLEY, Sherpenbeck, co. York, V.

Sa. three cinquefoils and a bordure engr. or.

Wal de Wigton, F.

Chevrons

Or three cinquefoils sa. betw. two chevrons of the

second. Strechley.

6 Crosses

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. betw. six crosses

crosblet sa. Galfts.
Gu. a cinquefoil erm. betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy arg. Cooke.

8 Crosses

Az. three cinquefoils arg. within an orle of eight
crosses crosslet or. Tilney, Ireland.

Az. three cinquefoils two and one betw. eight

crosses crosslet arg.; quartering az. three bars

gemelles and a chief or. Le Sire Darcy, S.

Sa. three cinquefoils betw. eight crosses crosslet

fitchy arg. Crocheman, F.

9 Crosses

Arg. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

gu. Sepham, Kent ; and Surrey.

Arg. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. Salmers, co. Lincoln, V. Saltmere,

F.

Arg. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

sa. Sepham, Kent; and Kingston, Surrey,

1572, F.

Az. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

arg. Darcy, V.

Az. three cinquefoils and nine crosses crosslet

arg. within a bordure engr. gu. Darcy.

3 5-FOILS betw. or within .... cont.

9 Crosses cont.

Az. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

fitchy arg. three three two and one. Fyton.
Az. three cinquefoils or betw. nine crosses cross-

let fitchy arg. Northumborow, V.

Az. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

or. Dabcy, Kent. Sir Wm. Darcye, Q.
Gu. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

or. Tilmye. Sir John Tilmye, V.

Gu. three cinquefoils within an orle of crosses

crosslet arg. Nobchamberone.
Sa. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

arg. Calts.
Sa. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

arg. Philleb or Phileb.
Sa. three cinquefoils two and one betw. nine

crosses crosslet arg. Codchman. .

Sa. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet

or. Fyler, Woodlands, Surrey ; and Heffleton,
CO. Dorset.

Flasks
Gu. three cinquefoils betw. two flasks arg.

Hamilton, Colquot, Scotland; a branch of

Hamilton of Sorn and Sanquhar.
Flaunches

Erm. three cinquefoils in pale sa. betw. two

flaunehes of the last on each a bear pass. arg.
Dalam.

Erm. three cinquefoils sa. two and one betw. two
flaunehes of the second each charged with a

coney pass. or. (Another, arg.) Dallham or

Dalham, London.
Vert three cinquefoils betw. two flaunehes arg.

Philips, co. Salop.
Orle

Or three cinquefoils sa. within an orle indented

on the inner edge az. Landale or Lanqdale,
Kirkaldy, Scotland.

Tressure

Arg. three cinquefoils within a double tressure

counterflory gu. Livingstone, Dunnipace,
Scotland.

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. within a double tressure

flory counterflory vert. Livingstone, Weems,
Scotland. Same arms, Livingstone, Earl of

Linlithgow, etc.; created lOOO; quartering sa. a

bend betw. six billets or for Callendar; over all

on an escutcheon az. a tree growing out of

the base or within a bordure arg. charged with

eight cinquefoils gu. for the title of Linlithgow.
Same arms ; a crescent in the centre for

difF. LiviNSTONE, Lord Almond and Earl

of Callendar; the former creation in 1633, the

latter in 1641. Same arms, Livingstone,

Westquarter, co. Stirling; Baronetcy 1625;

quartering sa. a bend betw. six billets or in

surtout an escutcheon az. charged with an

oak tree growing out of the base gold within

a bordure arg. charged with eight gillyflowers

gu. Same arms, Livingston, Greenburgh,
New York; quartering sa. a bend betw. six

billets or. Same arms, Livingstone, West-

quarter, Scotland ; quartering sa. a bend
betw. six billets or all within a bordure quar-
tered or and gu.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within the royal tres-

sure arg. Hamilton, Gilkerscleugh, Scotland.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a double trea-

sure flory counterflory or. Hamilton, Sorn

and Sanquhar, Scotland; derived from Walter,

si^cond Gon of Sir David Hamilton, of that Ilk,

by his wife, one of the daus. and co-heirs of

Walter Lesly, Earl of Ross.
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3 6-FOILS betw. and in chief....

On a Chief—Beast (Lion)
Arg. three cinquefoils in pale gu. betw. two

palets az. on a chief vert a lion pass, of the

field. CoNUiE.
... .Bird (Pelican)

Arg. three cinquefoils in pale betw. two martlets

in fess gu. on a chief az. a pelican vulning her-

self betw. two combs paleways or. Holgill.

On 3 6-FOILS
Annulets

Ga. three cinquefoils or each charged with an

annulet of the first. Southwell.

Arg, three cinquefoils gu. each charged with six

annulets or. Southwell, Kinsale, Ireland ;

Kent; Woodrising, Norfolk; Southwell, co.

Notts; and Suffolk. Southwell, Viscount

Southwell. Sir Robert Southwell, Norfolk, V.

Arg. three cinquefoils gu. on each six annulets or

all within a bordnre gu. Southwell, St.

Faith's, Norfolk; granted 10 Dec, lf)68.

Boondle

Arg. three cinquefoils gu, each charged with a

hurt. Choke, co. Berks,

Arg, three cinquefoils gu, on each five bezants,

Caltoft, Essex; and co, Lincoln,

Arg. three cinquefoils pierced gu. each charged
with five bezants. Southwell, Sufi'olk.

Az, three cinquefoils or on each a torteau.

CoLLiNsoN, CO. York,

Erm. three cinquefoils gu. on each a bezant.

Cobham.
4 6-FOILS

Gyronny of eight arg. and gu, on the first four

torteaux on the last as many cinquefoils of the

first. Ruck,
Per pale and per chev, erm, and sa, four cinque-

foils all counterchanged. Tallowes, co. War-
wick, V.

Quarterly erm. and sa. four cinquefoils counter-

changed. ToWLONS, ToWLOWES, ToWLERS, CO.

"Warwick; and co. Worcester. Towlows, co.

Warwick ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 96.

Quarterly per fess indented or and sa. four

cinquefoils counterchanged. Bp.asier, London-
derry ; granted 24 May, 1665.

Quarterly per pale indented or and gu. on the
first and last quarters four cinquefoils of the
second. Dannett.

6 6-FOILS
Az. five cinquefoils in cross arg. one three and

one. Haldenby, V. Holdenby, co, North-

ampton; and CO. Notts.

Az. five cinquefoils in saltire arg, Brett, Kent,
V. Feaser, Knock. Another, Frazer, Bella-

drum, etc., Scotland ; quartering arg. three

antique crowns gu. all within a bordure engr.
and quartered arg. and gu. Another, Frazer,
Strichen, Scotland; quartering arg. three

antique crowns gu. all within a bordure gu.
Another, Frazer, Fingask, Scotland ; quarter-
ing arg. three antique crowns gu. all within
a bordure engr. and quartered arg. and gu.
charged with eight annulets counterchanged.
Another, Frazer, Auchnagarn, Scotland ;

quartering three antique crowns gu. all within
a bordure engr. and quartered arg. and gu,
charged with eight mullets counterchanged.
Holdenby. Oldenby or Olenby, V.

Az. five cinquefoils in saltire pierced arg. Onbey,
CO. Northampton.

6 6-FOILS cont.

Gu. five cinquefoils in saltire arg. Palmer, co,

Warwick.
Gu. five cinquefoils arg. two two and one.

Quincey, Quince, V.

Sa. five cinquefoils arg. Tresell.

6 5.F0ILS

Arg. six cinquefoils gu. LASSEiJiS, co, Notts ;

and CO, York. Langthorne, V.

Arg. six cinquefoils three two and one sa.

Berwoughdon or Berwaugden, Henburt,
LiMBURY. John de Lvmberghe, T. Limburg,
V.

Arg. six cinquefoiki sa. pierced gu. three two and
one. LiNBURY or Limburgh.

Az. six cinquefoils pierced arg. three two and
one. QniNCEY,

Gu. six cinquefoils arg. Quincy. Rosells, V.

Gu. six cinquefoils pierced or three two and one.

Quincey.
Gyronny of six or and az. as many cinquefoils

counterchanged, Cahill or Cahil, Ireland,

Or six cinquefoils gu. Dancer,
Sa. six cinquefoils arg. three two and one.

Freysell, V.

Sa. two bars erm. betw. six cinquefoils arg. three
two and one, Robt. Browte, V.

8 6-FOILS

Arg. (another or) two bars betw. eight cinque-
foils gu, four three and one. Lanvoys.

Waterlyn or

10 5-FOILS
Az. ten cinquefoils arg.
Waterleyn.

Az. ten cinquefoils or three three three and one.

Waterlyn, V.

18 6-FOILS

Barry of six arg. and sa. on each three cinquefoils
counterchanged, Davrell, Lyllinglon, co.

Bucks, V. Darrell.

Semy of 6-FOILS
Az, semy of cinquefoils or. Rodville, co-

Leicester, V. Rodville, Lindley, co. Leicester,

temp. 1200; Isabella, dau. and co-heiress, m.
Hardwick of Hardwick, co. Warwick, who be-

came possessed of Lindley, in right of his wife.

3 6-FOILS

Arg. three six-foils gu. a label az, Norman
D'Arcy, r,

Arg, three six-foils gu. a bordure vair charged
with eagles or. Sire Robert Darcy, 0.

Arg. crusilly gu. three six-foils of the second.
Sire Piers de Salteners, O. Thomas
Saltmarshe, Y,

Az, crusilly three six-foils arg, D'Arcy, F,

Gu, three six-foils erm, Simon de Veer, B.

10 6-FOILS
Arg. ten six-foils gu. four three two and one.
Joan RosELES, E.

FOOT see Leg FOBESTAFF see Instrument

FOX see Beast

FORK
Arg. a shaie-fork sa. Cunninghame, Kilmaurs,

Scotland. Cunninghame, Auchenyards, Scot-

land. Cuninghame, Durham. Another, quar-
tering or a fess chequy az, and arg. for

Stewart. Cunninghame, Craigends, Scotland.
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FOBK and in chief....
Crescent

Arg. a shake-fork sa. in chief a crescent az.

CuNiNOHAME, Corso Hill, CO. Ayr; Baronetcy
1072.

Flower (Bose)
Arg. a shake-fork sa. a rose in chief gu. enr-

mounted of an annulet of the field.

CuNNiNOHAME, BrownhiU, Scotland.

Mallet

Arg. a shake-fork and a mullet in chief sa. quar-

tering Mure of Rowallan. Cunninghame,
Cunuinchambead, Scotland.

rOBK hetw. or within....
Bordnre

Arg. a shake-fork sa. within a bordure az. charged
with ei^'ht billets of the first. Cunninghame,
Enterkine, Scotland. Cunninghame, Folmais,
Scotland.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. within a bordure wavy az.

charged if^h six plates. Cunninghame, Stock-

holm.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. within a bordure erm.

CuNiNGHAME, Laiushaw, co. Ayr, formerly of

Bridge-house. Cunningham, Corse Hill, Nova
Scotia ; Bart. ; descended from Andrew, second

son of William, fourth Earl of Glencairn.

Cunninghame, Caprington, Scotland.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. within a bordure gu.

Cunninghame, Aikenbar, Scotland.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. betw. a buglehorn in chief

and two towers in base of the lost the first

eiringed and the last having the portcullis shut

gu. quartering Fairlie. Cuningham, Robert-

land and Faiilie House, co. Ayr; Baronetcy
1G30.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. betw. three stars gu. one in

chief and two in the flanks. Cunninghame,
Belton, Scotland.

Arg. a shake-fork betw. three cinquefoils sa.

Coningham.

Arg. a shake-fork betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Cunynghame, Livingston and Melcraig, co.

Ayr; Baronetcy 1702.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. betw. three roses gu.

Cunninghame, Drumquhassell, Scotland.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. betw. two lozenges in fess

of the last. Cunninghame, Auchenharvie,
Scotland ; a branch of Glencairn ; Baronetcy
16;35; the eventual heiress, Anna, m. 1737,
John Reid.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. betw. two mascles in fess

gu. Cunninghame, Baquhan, Scotland.

Arg. a shake-fork betw. three mullets sa.

Conyngham, Ireland. Conyngham, Marquess
Conyngham 18lfi; Viscount 1769; Baron
Minster 1821.

Az. on a shake-fork betw. two mascles in chief

and a boar's head erased in base or three laurel

leaves vert. Kinloch, Conland, Scotland.

FOBE hetw. and in chief....

On a Chief—Beast (Babbit)
Az. a fork arg. occupying the whole of the field

betw. a thistle slipped and leaved or in the fess

point and two towers in base of the second on

a chief of the same a hare courant ppr. betw.

two buglehorns sa. stringed gu. Cunningham.

On a FOBE
Arg. a shakefork sa. charged with a cinquefoil of

the first. Cunninghame, Glengarnock, Scot-

land.

On a FOBE cont.

Arg. a shake-fork sa. chatged with a cinquefoil
for Glengarnock. Cuninghame, Caddell and
Thornton, co. Ayr; quartering second gu. a
cross moline within a bordure invecky for

Caddell, third arg. on a fess az. three stars or
within a bordure invecky for Muir of Thornton.

3 FOBES
Arg. three three-pronged forks gu. Chorley, V.

Shorley, Z.

Arg. three dung-forks gu. Sherley or Shobley.
Arg. three two-pronged forks sa. two upwards and
one downwards. Walley, V; Uarl. MS. 1308.

Arg. three dung-forks sa. Worthington, Worth-
ington, CO. Lancaster.

Arg. three five-pronged forks sa. Worthington,
F.

Arg. three forks (dung-forks) or. Cooper,
Market Rasin, co. Lincoln.

Sa. three dung-forks arg. Worthington, East
Thornton, Essex.

Sa. three pitchforks in pale arg. Pyke, co.

Somerset.
Sa. three pitchforks paleways in fess arg. Pyke.

Arg. three eel-picks sa. Worthington, co. Lan-
caster.

3 FOBES and in chief. . . .

Canton

Arg. three dung-forks sa. on a canton erm. a
dexter hand couped gu. a mullet of the last

for difi". Worthington, co. Lancaster.

Worthington, Suff'olk.

Arg. three dung-forks sa. their points in chief
betw. five holly leaves vert on a bordure of the
third eight hour's heads couped of the first on
a canton of the last a sinister hand couped gu.
Worthington, F.

FOTTNTAIN see also Well

In a landscape field a fountain thereout issuing a

palm tree all ppr. Franco, St. Catherine

Coleman, London; granted 1760.

Per chev. az. and gu. a fountain ppr. in chief in

base two harts counter-trippant or. Hart.

8 FOUNTAINS
Az. three fountains ppr. Weller, co. Hants.
Gu. three fountains ppr. Hodswell or

Hodeswell, CO. York.

FOTTNTAIN see Boundle

FBAUE
Arg. a knitting frame sa. garnished or with

work pendent in base gu. Company of

Framework Knitters, London.
»

FBET see also Fretty

Arg. a fret az. Bokenham. Borkawell or

BoRKAVELL. CosiNS. Eton, Etou, CO. Salop.
Samby or Sandpy, co. Lincoln. Sandby.
Sir Thomas Saundby, co. Lincoln, F.

Arg. a fret az. over all on a fess gu. three mullets
of the field. Knotton.

Arg. a fret az. over all on a fess gu. three mullets
or. Kenton.

Arg. a fret chequy or and gu. over all a bend as

the fret. Rynes, co. Devon.

Arg. a fret ermines. Swinborne.

Arg. a fret gu. Blackmonster or Blanchmister.
Bladmost. Blake, Suffolk. Blake, Baron
Wallscourt, representative of the Blake^ of
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FRET cont.

Ardfry. Blake, Ireland. Blake, Aslifield

and Langham, Suffolk; Baronetcy 1772.

Blamester. Caddell. Thomas de Corowen,
E. Den. Vickers.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a fret

of the last. Warburton, Ireland.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first and fourth

quarters a fret of the last. Button, co. Chester.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first and fourth

quarters a fret of the second a bend sinister or

charged with two antelope's heads erased az.

Spencer, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; granted 2 Octo-

ber, 18U9.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret of the first. Dutton.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

qiuirlers a fret or a crescent for diff. Dutton,
Baron Sherborne, created 1784.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all a fess az. Norreys ;

quartering Jephson. Jephson-Norreys, Mal-

low, CO. Cork; Baronetcy 1»38.

Quarterly per fess indented erm. and gu. in the

first quarter a fret of the last. Fitz-Warine,
CO. Dorset

;
and co. Somerset; temp. Edward

III.

Arg. a fret gu. bezanty. Sire William Trossel,
N.

Arg. a raascle gu. fretted with two batons in

saltire sa. Hawkins.

Arg. a fret gu. and fess az. Flemming.

Arg. a fret gu. and fess sa. Blake.

Arg. the field replenished with lions a fret gu.

Morley, Norfolk.

Arg. a fret sa. Vernon, Hilton, co. Staff"ord.

Vernon, Hodnet, co. Salop. Vernon, Haddon,
CO. Derby, Z, 319. Vernon, Sudbury, co.

Derby. Sir Richard de Vernon, F. Talmach,
Helmingham,Suflolk. Murdall. Tollemache,
Earl of Dysart; quartering az. an imperial
crown or betw. three mullets arg. within a

double tressure flory counterflory of the second
for JMurray.

Arg. a fret sa. over all a bend cbequy or and az.

Reynes, Reymes, or Rheynes, co. Dorset.

Arg. a fret sa. over all a bend chequy or and gu.
Raynes.

Arg. serny of cross crosslets sa. a fret of the

second. Thornton.

Arg. a fret sa. over all in bend a label of five

points gu. Talmash.

Arg. semy of cinquefoils gu. a fret sa. Thornton.
Arg. a fret of six pieces sa. bezanty. Wyke.
Arg. a fret sa. bezanty. Talmash.
Arg. a fret engr. sa. Bonyface. Camfield or

Camfyld, Norfolk. Sire de Caunfeld, V.

Arg. a stag springing forward sa. over all a fret

vert. Warnet, Hampstead, Sussex.
'

Az. a fret arg. Echinqham, Surrey; Sussex;
and CO. Worcester ; temp. Henry III, V.

EcKiNGHAM, Kent. Daville. Ellerker,
CO. York. Itchingham. Lownde, Sussex ;

and CO. York. Stoke.
Az. a fret erm. Milborne. Sir — de Melborne,

V.

Az. a fret erm. over all a lion ramp, or crowned
gu. Blackborn, Sussex.

Az. three sturgeons naiant in pale or over all a
fret gu. Sturgeon, Whipsted, Sufi'olk.

Az. a fret or. Amondevit.l, co. Nottingham,
V, Aumondevyll, CO. Warwick, Gary. John
Cosin, Bishop of Durham 1060-72. Dastures,

FRET cont.

CO. Wilts. Daville. Ikensale. Mandevile.
Matrevers. Mundevill. Oldaugh.

OuLDHAUGH, CO. Chester, V. Wabby.
Az. semy of tieurs-de lis or a fret of the last.

Trusbut. Morvile.

Chequy or and az. a fret erm: Beckham, co.

Leicester.

Erm. a fret az. Tadlowe.
Erm. a fret gu. Branch or Branche, V.

M'CuLLocK, Scotland. Maclagh.
Erm. a fret engr. gu. M'Cullock, Pilloun, Scot-

land. M'Culloch, Myrtoun, Scotland.

Erm. a fret per pale gu. and az. Thekeston,
Thekeston, co. York; confirmed 21 Feb., 1587.

Erm. a fret sa. quartering Orleton. Cludde,
Cluddeley,temp. Henry 1, and of Orleton since

the 3rd Edward III.

Gu. a fret arg. Babthorp. Beauchamp, co.

Bedford. Fleming, Beckermet, Cumberland.

Fleming, Rydal Hall, Westmoreland; Baro-

netcy 1705. Sir George Flemin*, Bishop of

Carlisle 1735-47. Fleming, Eustow, co. Devon.
Hewis. iVI.John Hodelston, S. Huddleston,
Hodelston, CO. York; and JVIillum Castle, Cum-
berland. Huddleston, Sawston, co. Cam-
bridge. Walrois de Valoynes, .4. Staunton,
CO. Somerset.

Gu. a fret arg. over all a bend vair. Norton, co.

Bedford; co. Bucks; and Mark-Atcell, co.

Herts.
Gu. a fret arg. over all a bend vairy or and gu.
Nevill. Norton, co. Beds

;
co. Bucks ; and

CO. Herts.
Gu. a fret engr. arg. Eynford or Eynefort.
Gu. a fret erm. Alfeyn. Eynford or

Eynsworth.
Gu. a fret engr. erm. Alresford. Aylesford.
Aylford or Aynford. Aynesford, V.

Eynford or Eynesford, co. York. Eynesford,
Trellington,co. Hereford; Scrape v. Grosvenor,
368. M. John de Eynesford, S. Einfort.
Lyndford.

Gu. a fret of six engr. erm. Barford.
Gu. a fret or. Audley. Mon. William

D'Audley, D. James D'Awdely, S. Audley
or Alditheley, Baron Audley of Heleigh
1321, the heiress m. John Touchet, and her

grandson was summoned as Baron Audley.
Bent. Hudleston. Morvile. Leyll, Scot-

land. Lyle or Le Isle. Wynall.
Gu. a fret or with a mullet in chief for diS". Lyle,

Stonnypeth, Scotland.

Gu. a fret or quartering erm. a chev. gu.
Edmund Audley, Bishop of Rochester and
Hereford 1492-1502, and afterwards Salisbury.

Gu. a fret or on a chev. arg. three mullets of six

points pierced sa. Fulsherst.
Gu. a fret vair. Hoorne. Horn, Sussex.

Titsey, CO. Hants.
Or a fret az. Eaton, Chapell Bar, co. Notts.

Eton or Eaton, Springfield Hall, Essex;
CO. Leicester ; and co. Somerset.

Or a fret az. quartering gu. two bars erm.

Eyton, Eyton-on-the-Wildmoors, co. Salop.
Mandevile, co. Warwick. Skewers or Skiers,
CO. Wilts. Sir John Skewers, V. Verdon.
Wadby. Willoughby, Parham, Suflfolk.

Or a fret gu. Deverdowne. Handley or

Hanley. Hayley. Lisle. Mell. Roys.
Sire de Roys, Essex, V. Vardon. Mon.
Thibaut de Verdon. M. John Verdon, S.

Verdon, Ireland.
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FBET cont.

Or a fret gu. in the middle an annulet interlaced

az. John Mell, Godsall, co. Stafiord, V.

Or a fret sb. Champaigne. Fleming.
Harrington. M. John Maudak, S. Mardake.

MoRDEL, CO. Rutland. Murdall.
Or a fret vair. Dewnili.. Laton. Wyvell.

Quarterly az. and or fretty raguly couuter-

changed. Broadhurst.
Sa. a fret arg. Blackmister. Esttjres.

Flemyng. Harinoton, Ridlington, co. Rut-

land; Baronetcy Kill. Le S. de Harynton,
S, T. Harrington, Hanwell, Middlesex.

Harrington.
Sa. a fret arg. a label of three points gu. M.

Nicol Harynton, S.

Sa. a fret arg. and a crescent or. Harrington,
Bangworth, co, Leicester.

Sa. a fret erm. Horley. Hothwayt, V, or

Hothwarte. Matr^vers or Maltrevers.
SWINBORNE. ThORLEY, V.

Sa. a fret engr. erm. Einfort.
Sa. a fret or. Harrington, Essex. Matrevers

or Maltrevers. Sir John Matrevers, Q.

Maltravers, CO. Leicester; and co. Dorset.

Richard Darrundill, T; quartering gu. a lion

ramp, or over all a crescent for diff.

Vert a fret arg. John Salkeld, X.

Vert a fret arg. over all a fess gu. Deysdale.

Scotland.

Vert a fret or. Periton or Pertree. Sire de

Whitmore, V,

FBET and in chief. . . .

Beast (Lion)
Erm. a fret gu. in chief a lion pass, guard, sa.

HuDDLESTON, Upwell Hall, CO. Cambridge.
Per chev. or and gu. in chief a lion pass sa. in

base a fret arg. Malefont or Mai.esaunts.

Canton

Arg. a fret gu. a canton az. Ireby, Ireby, Cum-
berland.

Arg. a fret and canton gu. Quintridge. Quytre
or QuYTRiCK. Vernon, co. Derby. Willrick.

Whiterage. Beway, CO. Devon.

Arg. a fret sa. and canton gu. Delabiver, co.

Berks. Marthinoton. Vernon, London.

Arg. a fret and canton sa. Earby. Erly.

Natovillet or Natuillet. Radford.
Gu. a fret and canton arg. Bapthorpe.
Gu. a fret arg. and canton of the second. Haws

or Hawse.
Gu. a fret and canton or. Wynall.
Gu. a fret or a canton sinister arg. Noel, co.

StafiTord.

Or a fret gu. a canton az. Montwellet.
Or a fret and canton gu. Dunstavile or

Dunstavill. Marchington.
Or a fret and canton gu. a label of five points az.

Zenvill.
Or a fret sa. and a canton gu. M. Thomas

Marchynton, S.

Sa. a fret and canton arg. Hales. Hawleys.

Hauley, CO. Devon.

On a Canton—Beast (Deer)

Arg. a fret vert on a canton sa. a stag at gaze

ppr. Gerby.
Or a fret sa. on a canton of the second a buck

pass, of the first. Greyby.

(Lion)

Arg. a fret gu. on a canton of the second a

lion pass. or. Casti.ecomb. Dunstavile.

Dunstanyile, Baron of Castlecomb, Z, 51.

FBET and in chief. ...cont.

On a Canton cont. Beast (Lion) cont.

Arg. a fret gu. on a canton of the second a
lion ramp, guard, (another pass, guard.) or.

Dunstavile or Dunstavill.
Gu. a fret or on a canton of the second a lion

pass. sa. Rebemont.
Gu. a fret or on a canton of the second a lion

pass, of the first. Twyfobd.
Or a fret gu. on a canton of the second a lion

pass, of the firot. Cabbet or Casbot.
Dunstavile.

Sa. a fret erm. on a canton gu. three leopards
arg. Matrevers.

.... Birds (Uartlets)
Arg. a fret sa. on a canton gu. a martlet of the

first. Vernon.
Gu. a fret arg. on a canton harry of twelve arg.
and gu. an orle of martlets sa. Balthorpe
or Badthorpe.

.... Cross
Or a fret gu. on a canton az. a cross crosslet ....
Verdon ; Harl. MS. 7-^70, fo. 50.

Fleur-de-Lis
Az. a fret arg. on a canton or a fieur-de-lis gu.
SOMDRY.

Az. a fret or on a canton of the last a fleur-de-lis

gu. Somery.
Gu. a fret arg. on a canton or a rose of the first.

Hughes, Ireland.

.... 6-Foil

Arg. a fret sa. on a canton gu. a cinquefoil or.

Irbye.
Sa. a fret arg. on a canton gu. a cinquefoil or.

Ereby.
.... Hand

Arg. a fret sa. on a canton of the last a dexter

gauntlet or. Marr, Colchester, Essex.

Arg. a fret sa. on a canton or a gauntlet of the

second. Mercaunt, Seamer, Sufi'olk.

.... Head—Beast (Boar)

Arg. a fret az. on a canton of the second a boar's

head erased or. Stoke.

Horn
Or a fret gu. on a canton erm. a buglehorn sa.

Nevill.

....Leg
Az. a fret or on a canton of the second a

lion's gamb erased and erect of the first.

Fontechayne. Fountinqhien.

....Lure

Arg. a fret engr. sa. on a canton of the last a lure

as the first. Caufield.

.. ..Mullet

Arg. a fret sa. on a canton gu. a mullet or.

Irbye.

Arg. a fret sa. on a canton of the second a

mullet of the first. Ireby, co. Cambridge ; and
Cumberland.

.... Pheon

Gu. a fret arg. on a canton or a pheon of the

first. Hughes.

Chief

Arg. a fret and chief az. Beltoft, co. Lincoln.

Simon de Beltoft, Y. Curwen.

Arg. a fret az. a chief gu. Thalmage.

Arg. a fret gu. a chief az. Cubtaine.

Arg. a fret gu. a chief of the second. Cuckborne.
Thornbury.

Arg. a fret and chief sa. Radford, England ;

quartered by Pearson, Kent. Retford.
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FBET and in chief. ...cont.

Chief cont.

Arg. a fret sa. a chief gu. Cdckborne.
COCKBORNE.

Az. a fret and chief arg. Ellerkeb. Holteby.
HOLBY.

Az. a fret arg. and chief or. Ellerker, Riseley,
CO. York. Ruffe de Seintliger; Harl. MS.

6137, fo. 90. Sir Thos. S. Leger, Z, 394.

Rauf de Sein Leger, A ; Harl. MS. 6137, fo.

90. Seixinger.
Az. a fret arg. a chief gu. William St. Leger, A ;

Harl. MS. 6137, fo. 92.

Az. a fret arg. a chief sa. Hoe or Hoo. Hooe ;

Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 12.

Az. a fret or a chief gu. Willoughby.
Az. a fret or a chief of the last. Jaffray, Ireland.

Erm. a fret or a chief gu. Russell.
Erm. a fret sa. a chief gu. Gerard.
Gu. a fret arg. and a chief or. Flemings.
Gu. a fret or and a chief arg. Folehorst.
FOLISHE or FONLISH. FtJLTHURST. MeTLEY,
CO. Warwick.

Gu. a fret or a chief erm. Dewye. Fodlhurst
or Fulleshurst, co. Leicester. Fulsherst.

• Mailot.
Gu. a fret or and chief of the field. Fowliche.
Gu. a fret and chief or. Fulsherst.
Or a fret az. a chief gu. Willoughby.
Or a fret gu. a chief az. Nowell or Novelle.
Sa. a fret erm. a chief chequy arg. and of the

field. FiGKS or Figoes. Gigge or Giggis,
. Suffolk.

On a Chief. ...Anchor
Erminois a fret gu. on a chief az. an anchor erect

with a cable or. Thornbrough, Bishopsteign-

ton, CO. Devon.
.. ..Annnlets

Erm. a fret gu. on a chief of the second three

annulets arg. Cannock, co. Lincoln.

....Beast (Leopard)
Arg. a fret gu. on a chief az. a lion pass. or.

Ormestone.
Arg. a fret gu. on a chief or a lion pass, of the

second. Bretargh,' Bretargh, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a fret gu. on a chief or a lion pass. betw. two
crosses crosslet sa. Bretargh.

Arg. a fret sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard.
or. Smith, London ; granted 1588.

Az. a fret or on a chief arg. a lion pass. gu.
Jefferay.

Az. a fret or on a chief arg. a lion pass, guard.

gu. Geffry.
Az. a fret or on a chief of the second a lion pass.

of the first. Jefferyes, Little Bursted, Essex ;

confirmed 20 Feb., 8lh James I.

Gu. a fret arg. on a chief or a lion pass. sa.

Malifant.
Gu. a fret arg. on a chief erm. a lion pass, of the

first. Spyngournell or Spygernell, co.

Bucks.
Or a fret sa. on a chief az. a lion pass. arg. St.

Amond, Essex.
Or a fret sa. on a chief az. a lion pass, guard.

arg. betw. two martlets or. Anthony St.

Amond, W.
.... Crescents

Az. a fret arg. on a chief or three crescents sa.

Hood, Baron Bridport.
Az. a fret arg. on a chief sa. three crescents or.

. Hood, Bardon Park, co. Leicester; originally
settled at Wilford.near Nottingham ; quartering
Snell, Harrison, Fiennes, etc.

FRET and in chief. . ..cont.

On a Chief cont. Escallops
Vert a fret erm. on a chief or three escallops of

the second. Robinson, co. Chester.
.... Fleurs-de-Lis

Arg. a fret gu. on a chief az. three fleurs-de-lis

or. QUINEY.
Erm. a fret az. on a chief engr. gu. three fleurs-

de-lis or. Mortlock; granted 1819 by Head,
Garter.

....3-FoiIs

Sa. a fret arg. on a chief of the second three
trefoils slipped vert. Harrington, Bishton,
CO. Salop.

....Fusils
Az. a fret or on a chief of the second three fusils

vair. Baverstock, Alton ; and Windsor.

....Heads (Beasts)
Az. a fret arg. on a chief of the last three

leopard's heads gu. Jeaffreson, DuUingham,
CO. Cambridge ;

seated there since the year
1650.

Az. a fret or on a chief arg. three leopard's heads

gu. Jefferson; Poie, Devon, iii, 150.

Sa. a fret or on a chief az. three lion's heads
erased of the second. Bellow, co. Lincoln.

.... (Human Figures)
Gu. a fret or on a chief of the second three

maiden's heads conped arg. Themilthorp.
Mullet

Az. a fret arg. on a chief or a mullet gu. St.
Leger.

2 Mallets
Gu. a fret oi" on a chief erm. two mullets of the

first. FouLHUEST, CO. Lancaster; and Crewe,
CO. Cii ester.

Gu. a fret or on a chief of the second two mullets
of the first. Foulhurst, co. Lancaster.

.... 3 Mullets

Arg. a fret sa. on a chief per fess sa. and
gu. three mullets on the upper part or.

Huntingdon
;
Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 109.

Gu. a fret or on a chief arg. three mullets pierced
sa. FoLiSHE or Fonlich.

.... Fheons

Arg. a fret az. on a chief of the last three pheons
or. Beltoft.

.... Boundles (Bezants)
Or a fret gu. on a chief of the second three

bezants. Camoys or Camays.
Or a fret sa. on a chief of the last three bezants,
Amant.

.... (Plates)
Erm. a fret gu. on a chief of the second three

plates. Gannoke, Sibsey, co. Lincoln; Harl.
MS. 1550, fo. 2306.

.... (Torteaux)
Az. a fret arg. on a chief of the last three

torteaux. Pound or De la Pound.
Az. a fret arg. on a chief or three torteaux.
Delapond.

Crosses

Arg. a fret sa. in chief three crosslets patty of
the second. Treghowe ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo.

117.

5-Foil

Sa. a fret engr. in the chief dexter corner a
cinquefoil arg. Canfield, co. York.

Label

Arg. a fret az. over all a label of three points of
the last. Eldecur or Elercub.

Arg. a fret gu. a label az. Thirkeld.
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FBET and in chief.... cont.

Label cont.

Arg. a fret gu. a label of three points of the

second. Harrington.
Arg. a fret sa. in chief a label of four points gu.
Talmash.

Gu. a fret or a label az. Audi.ey.
Or a fret sa. a label of five points gu. Vavasour.
Sa. a fret arg. and label of three points through-

out gu. Habrinqton, Stepney, Middlesex.
Sa. a fret arg. a label of three points or.

Haverinoton.
Sa. a fret or a label of three points arg.
Haverinoton.

Sa. a fret or over all a label of three points erm.

Malteavers; Pole, Devon, iii, 207.

Sa. a fret or a label of four points erm.

Maltravers, CO, Leicester ; and co. Dorset.

Sa. a fret or a label gu. Bellew.
Sa. a fret couped or over all a label of three

points gu. Bellew, co. Devon ; from Ireland.

On a Label

Sa. a fret arg. over all a label of three points gu.

charged with nine bezants. Harrington ; quar-

tering arg. a cross palonce sa.

On a Quarter—Birds (Uartlets)

Arg. a fret gn. on a quarter barruled of the

first and second ten martlets three two two
and three sa. Balthorp.

.... Tree

Arg. a fret gu. on a quarter barruled of the

first and second a palm branch in bend
sinister or within an orle of martlets sa.

Balthorp,

FRET betw. or within....

Beast (Deer)

Az. a fret engr. arg. betw. three buck's pass,
or. Green, Knapton, Norfolk.

....(Lions)
Sa. a fret or betw. three lions pass, (another,

ramp.) arg. Pempons, Cornwall.

Birds

Arg. a fret gu. enclosing four eagles displ.
Maeton Monastery, co. York. Tanner.

Bordure
Az. a fret arg. within a bordure or. Lomond, co.

Lincoln. Lound, co. Lincoln.

Az. a fret arg. a bordure engr. or. Etchinoham,
Sussex.

Gu. a fret engr. erra. within a bordure arg.

Einfort. Eynford.
Gu. a fret engr. erm. a bordure az. Thomas
Eynford, Y.

Gu. a fret or within a bordure arg. Audley,
Addeley. Hugh AuDEi^y, Earl of Gloucester ;

Q ; Z, Ul.
Gu. a fret or within a bordure gobonated gu. and

arg. AuDLAY.
Gu. a fret or within a bordure countercompony

arg. and vert. Audley.
Or a fret gu. an annulet az. a bordure of the

second bezanty. Mell, Suffolk,

Or a fret gu. within a bordure engr. sa. Casbet
or Casbot.

Sa. a fret humetty arg. within a bordure chequy
of the first and second. Haebington, Kelston,

CO. Soaaerset; granted 12 Feb., 1568.

Sa. a fret arg. within a bordure countercompony
arg. and sa, Haebington, co. Somerset.

FRET betw. or within.... cont.

Crescents
Sa. a fret arg. on a fess or a greyhound courant

of the field within a bordure of the third pel-
letty. Cave, Brentry, co. Gloucester; quar-
tering Oliver and Cox.

Arg. a fret az. betw. four crescents of the second.

Bokenham, Norfolk.

Arg. a fret betw. four crescents gu. Bokenham.
Sa. a fret betw. four crescents arg. the horns of

each turned towards the fret. Buncombe,
Gothurst, CO. Somerset,

Sa. a fret or betw. eight crescents arg.
Chrishope.

3-Foils

Arg. a fret gu. within an orle of eight trefoils

vert. Gairdner, Scotland.

Fheons
Az. a fret betw. three pheons or. Preitwell, V.
Sa. a fret betw. two pheons or. Perxwell.

FRET betw. and in chief....

Bordure

Or a fret gu. an annulet az. all within a bordure
of the second bezanty. Mell, Suffolk.

On a Canton—Beast (Lion)
Arg. a fret gu. within a bordure engr. sa. on a

canton of the second a lion pass, guard, or.

Dunstavile.

Arg. a fret gu. within a bordure engr. sa. on a
canton of the second a lion ramp, guard.
or. Dunstavile. January de Dunstanvile,
Z,5l.

....Birds (Martlets)
Or a fret sa. within a bordure engr. ae. on a can-

ton arg. five martlets m saltire of the second.
William Bill, D.D., Dean of Westminster,
and almoner to Queen Elizabeth; the heiress

of his elder brother, Thomas Bill, of Ash-

well, CO. Herts, m. James Haydock, of Grey-
well.

Chief
Az. a fret arg. within a bordure nebuly or a chief

indented of the last. Slinger, Buckden in

Langstrothdale, co. York.

On a FRET
Crosses

Arg, on a fret sa, five crosses crosslet fitchy of

the field, Buoo, V. Bogg,

Fleurs-de-lis

Sa, a fret arg. charged with nine fleurs-de-lis gu.

Harrington, Honington-Sibble, Essex.

Hearts

Arg. on a fret gu. as many hearts or in every
interstice a rose of the second. Gardiner,
Scotland.

Masonry
Gu. a fret sa. masoned arg. Scheerle.

Mullets

Or a fret gu. on each point a mullet arg.
John Trussell, V.

Ronndles

Arg. a fret gu. bezanty. Trussell, Warmincham,
CO. Chester; and co. Nottingham. Sir Wm.
Trussell, Northumberland, V.

Arg. a fret sa. bezanty. Wyke.
Gu. a fret or pelletty. Winswold.
Or a fret gu, charged with nine bezants. M.

! Avery Tbussell, S.
'
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Oa a F££T and in chief. . . .

On a Chief—Beast (Deer)

Arg. a fret az. charged with nine beznnts on a

chief sa. a stag tripping or hetw. two mullets

of the last pierced gu. Green, Milton-

Chevsdon, co. Somerset; granted 1529.

**
2 FEETS

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret of the first. Ddtton. Laurens

de Ddtton, S. Another, a fret or a crescent

for diff. DuTTON, Lord Sherborn. Another, a

fret or over all a bend sa. DEsrENCEE.

Spencer, Earl of Winchester. Another, a fret

or over all on a bend sa. three escallops of the

first. Spencer, Baron Cliurchill. Spencer,
Earl Spencer. Spencer, Yarnton, co. Oxford ;

Baronetcy. Another, a fret or over all on a

bend az. three tieurs-de-lis of the third.

LiTLiNGTON, London. Another, a fret or over

all on a bend sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Spencer, Offley; and St. Alban's, co. Herts.

Another, a fret or over all on a bend sa. three

mullets of the first, Elford. Spencer,
Great Limber, co. Lincoln.

Quarterly erm. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or. Standon.

Quarterly or (? arg.) and gu, in the second and

third quarters a fret or over all on a bend sa.

three fleurs-de-lis or. Spencer, London ; and
CO. Bedford.

2 FRETS betw. or within ....

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all on a bend sa. five

mullets of the field a bordure counterchanged
of the second and first. Spencer, Suffolk;
Bradfield and VVorstead, Norfolk.

3 FRETS
Az. three lucies hauriant arg. two and one as

many frets or one and two. Oyry.

FRETTY

Arg. fretty az. Adllier. Bokenham, Lincoln.
SaSiby or Sandpy, co. Lincoln. Sire Robert de

Sandebi, N. Sir John Samby, jR. Robt.

Stannby, r. Reinaud de Blankmonstier, B.

Henry Lounu, A'.

Arg. fretty gu. Blamester. Sir Richard
de Blamminston, M. . Sire Renaud de

Blanmoster, N. William Blannkminster, Y.

Boys. Thomas de Corowen, E. De Den or

De Dena. Fencourt. Fucourt or Fuecourt,
France. Holdston. Hui.ston. John de

Kokesalton, F. Kokesatton. Napper.
Orleston. Partrich. Patris. Ridyard.
Staverdon. John de Staverton, A. Verdon.

Arg. fretty gu. on the joints of the frets nine
fleurs-de-lis or. Sir Laurence Hameledeme,
L. Hamelen, V.

Arg. fretty gu. on the joints of the frets bezants.
Richard Trussell, E, R.

Arg. fretty gu. semy of martlets sa. Overend,
Ireland.

Arg. fretty'gn. semy of crosses crosslet of the
second. Nechure.

Arg. fretty gu. semy-de lis of the second.
DoRGREY or Doeke, Ireland. Hamelton, Suf-
folk.

Arg. fretty gu. over all a label of three points
vert. Flemywg, co. Westmoreland, V.

FRETTY cont.

Arg. fretty gu. flory or. Hamelden. Hamelen,
Cambridge. Sire Laurence de Hameluene, Js/^.

Arg. fretty gu. bezanty. Trussell, Cublehdon,
CO. Stafford ; and co. Warwick; temp. Ed. Ill ;

Sir Warren Trussell, Q.
Arg. fretty gu. on each point a bezant a label of

three az. Sir William Trussell, Ublesdon,
Q-

Arg. fretty sa. Brackenbury (the old coat).

Camfield. Canfield. Cattell, Scotland.

Irby, CO. Lincoln; temp. 2 Eliz. Mudale.
Murdall. Polstrod or Polstodd, Westeley
and Albury, Surrey. Hue Thalemaohe,
F, N. Saney or Sane, France. WniT.'iioRE,
London.

Arg. fretty sa. a label of five gu. Sir William

Talemache, G.

Arg. fretty sa. semy of trefoils gu, Thorndon.
Arg. fretty sa. and crusilly .... Sandall.

Arg. fretty sa. bezanty. Trussell, co. North-

arapton; and co. Stafford. Wikes. Wyke.
Hue Wake, E, F.

Arg. fretty vert. Den or Dena.
Az, fretty arg. Cave, Stanford, co. North-

ampton, now of Stretton Hall, co. Derby;
Baronetcy 1641 ; quartering az. a chev. betw.
three escallops or (sometimes within a bordure

engr. gu.) for Browne. Cave, Stamford, co.

Lincoln; and Bargrave, co. Leicester, V.

William Cave, Y. Dastures. Eckingham,
Kent. Ellerber. Ethingham, Kent.

Ilchingham or Ichingham. William

Ichingham, a. Sire William de Echingham,
D, F, N. MoDERBY. Monderell, CO. War-
wick.

Az. fretty erm. Melborne.
Az. fretty or. Cursey or CuRSY. Ikensale.

Mandevile, CO. Warwick, V. Richard

Mandevile, a. Richard de Maundevil, E.
Ricard de Maundevile, G. Sire Richard de

Mondevile, N. Moderby, co. Berks ;
and

CO. Gloucester. Monderell, co. Warwick.

Mounderby, CO. Berks. Ovedale, co. Hants.
Skewers or Skiers, co, Wilts. Sir John de

ScuREs, L, N, Y. Sir John D'Escures, B.
Wadby. Willoughby.

Az. fretty of eight pieces raguly or. Broadhtirst;
quartering White.

Az. fretty or a label of five gu. William de

SiMELI, E.
Az. fretty and flory or. Morvill, V, and
MoRviLLE. Brouoh. Harlewyn, V.

Trawbost, V.

Erm. fretty gu. Piers Branche, B. M'Culloch,
Drummoral, Scotland. Patrick Mackolagh
d'Exoce, Y. Malcolagh, Scotland.

Gu. fretty arg. William de Beauchamp de Eton,
B,P, V. Sire de Bedchamp, N. Beauchamp,
CO. Bedford. Beweham or Bewcham. Ceronen.

Hodelestone, K. Joan de Hodestone, E.
Sire Johan de Hodelestone, N. Johan de

Hodelistone, G, J. Sir John de Holdiston,
H. Sir Richard de Hudilston, M. Hudleston.
Odelstane

; Harl. M8. 6137. John de

Oldeston, K. Staunton, co. Somerset.
Thomas de Veronen, F. Winswold.

Gu. fretty arg. a label of three points of the last.

Fitz- Beauchamp, co. Bedford.
Gu. fretty of eight pieces arg. a label az,

Fleming, Wales.
Gu. fretty arg. a label of three points vert.

Fleming, Wales.
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FEfiTTY cont.

Gu. fretty arg. a label az. Sit- Adam Hudelston,
L, 31, 0. Sir Richard do Hodlestone, N.

Gu. fretty arg. a label or. Sire Riciiard de
Hodlestone le neveu, N.

Gu. fretty arg. a label vert. Thomas Fleming,
Westmoreland, Y. Radfe Beauchamp, Y.

Gu. fretty arg. flory or. Hamelyng.
Gu. fretty arg. platy. Bracken.
Gu. fretty masonry arg. Sire de Scheerle, V.

Gu. fretty arg. on each joint a hurt. Wymeswold
or Wynyswold, V.

Gu. fretty arg. charged with torteaux. Winslode.
Gu. fretty erm. Alfoed, go. Northampton.
Aynesford or Alford. Aylford. Eynforu.
William d'EiXLESFORD, E. William de

Eileford, F. Nalomes. Valoines. Mon.
Werreis de Valoyns, D.

Gn. fretty engr. erm. Langford. Hugh
Giffard, Y. Wareyn de Valoynes, Y.

Gu. fretty or. Adeleigh or Audley. William

Acdley, a, E. James de Audeley.J^. William

d'AuuELEY, G. Sir Nicol D'Aundelly, H.
Sir Nichols d'AuDELE, J. Sire Nicholas

de AuDELEY, N. James Audelay, P. Hugh
Sire d'AuDLEY, Y. Aylford. Lyle or Le-isle.

John de Mauffers, A.

Quarterly gu. and arg. first and fourth quarters

fretty or. Norris, Norris, co. Devon ;
the

heiress m. Fortescue.

Gu. a fret of eight or a label erm. Gheyney.
Gu. freity or a label of three points sa. (another

the label arg. each poiut charged with a lion

ramp, az.) Audei.ky.
Gu. fretty and semy-de-lis or. Hahelyn,

Cambridge. Hahelyn, Suffolk, F.

Gu. fretty or a label of live az. Hue d'AuDLEY, G.
Sire Huge de Audele, N. Sire William

Cheney, 0.

Gu. Iretty or on each joint an annulet az.

J\'l ELL.

Gu. freity vair. Thomas de Tychesey, A.

Robert de Lathun, E. Sire Johan de Hoorne,

Or freity az. Bytton. Eaton, co. Salop.

Eton, co. Salop. Willoughby, co. Derby;

Payembury, CO. Devon; Adlington,and Ditton,

Kent; and co. Lincoln. Robert de Wileby, £.

Willoughby-Drummond, Baron Willoughby
de Eresby ; quartering or three bars wavy gu.

Wadby.
Or fretty az. for Willoughby of Parham ; quar-

tering or on two bars gu. three water bougets

arg. for Willoughby of Middleton. Willoughby,
Baron JNIiddleiou.

Or fretty az. on each point an eagle displ. arg.

Martin Abbey, Surrey.
Or fretty gu. Agnin, France. Courige. Molte,

CO. Statford. Moole, co. Stafiford. Verdon,
Aulton, CO. Siafford. Verdon, Biddulph, co,

Stafford. Verdoun, 7f. Theobald Verdon,^.
E, F, G, L. John de Verdon, B. John
de Verdoun, P. Sir Tebaud de Verdun, J.

Sire Thebaud de Verdoun, N. Vernon,

Farnham, co. Bucks. Willoughby.
Or fretty gu. in the middle an annulet interlaced

az. John Mell, Godsall, co. Stafford, V.

Or fretty gu. an annulet arg. for diff. Moole,
CO. Stafford.

Or fretty gu. a label of five az. Sir Tebaud
de Verdoun, J, G.

Or fretty gu. platy. Theobald de Verdoun, Y.

Verdon.

FEETTY coHt.

Or fretty sa. Brakenbury, Durham. Champanty,
Champaine, or Champaigne, Thurlston, eo.

Leicester. Champeyne, Cbampejne in Duf.
field, CO. Derhy; the coheirs m. Foucher, and
Daundelin. Madocke, Suffolk. Maldock,
Stiffolk. Mordake, Suffolk, V. Mordock,
Norfolk. William Murdac, E. Sir Thomas
de Mordack, L, N. Sire John Murdac, 0, Y.

Murdocke, Northumberland. St. Amond,
CO. Gloucester.

Or fretty sa. a label of five gu. Joban
le Vavaseur, G.

Or fretty sa, crnsilly crosses crosslet arg.

Champaigne, co. Leicester.

Or fretty sa. crusijly fitchy arg. Bogge or Buoo.
Champayn, Leicester.

Or fretty sa. crusilly fitchy or. Bugge.
Or fretty sa. platy. Platt, London, and Kentish

Town, Middlesex.
Or fretty vair. Dewynell, co. Oxford. Sir John
Holme, Sussex, V. Wynell, co. Oxford. Sir

Wm. de Wyvell, V. Laton, F. Tytsey, F.

Quarterly az. and or fretty raguly counterchanged.
Broadhurst.

Sa. fretty arg. with a mullet for diff. Beiaewe,
CO. Devon. Harrington, Cumberland; Hornby,
CO. Devon ; Worden, co. Devon ; Wickham,
Essex ; and Ridlington, co. Rutland. Sir John
de Haverington, L, M, N.

Sa. fretty arg. a label of three points gu.
Hornbye.

Sa. fretty arg. over all a label of three points or.

Harrington, Hayton, co. Lancaster. Sir

Michael de la Haveringtone, L, M,N.
Sa. fretty arg. on each crossing a torteau. Eagae.,

Sa. fretty erm. Holdwayt. Tobly or Thorly,
Essex.

Sa. fretty or. Bechee. Bblew or Bellew, co.

Devon. Bellew of Mount Bellew, co. Galway ;

Baronetcy 1838. Bellew, Baronetcy 1686 ;

extinct 1770. Bellew, Stockleigh Court, co.

Devon. John Belleu, F. Betray. Flanders,
Sir Henry of Flanders, Q. Lauderdale,
Manetreurse. Matravers. Mautravers.

Sir John Mautbayees, B, E, F, N, P. Sir

John Matrevers, H. Matre\'ER8 or

Matravers, Suffolk. Montaders, Suffolk.

Sa. fretty or a label arg. Sir John Matrevers,

L,0.
Sa. fretty or flory arg. Stockwood, and

Stokewood, V. Stokes, V.

Vert fretty arg. Capell. Salkeld, Little Sal-

keld, Corby, and Whitehall, Cumberland ;

and Rosegill, Westmoreland.

Vert fretty or. Whitmoue, Leighton, co. Chester,

Z. JWl.

Vert fretty or a crescent for diff. Salkeld,
Hull Abbey, Northumberland. Whitmore,

Apley, CO. Salop; originally seated at Whytte-

mere, subsequently removed to Claverly ;

Dudmaston, CO. Salop; Baronetcy 1641 ; extinct

1699; quartering Whitmore (additional arms

and crest granted to the descendants of William

Whitmore of Loudon, in 1593), Weld of Willey,

Wettenhall, Le Gras, Fitz Hugh of^Qongleton,
Greswold, &c. Sir John Whytmore, V.

FEETTY and a canton

Arg. fretty and a casiton gu. Heway, co. Devon,

Sr. de Hewya, V. Sr. Thomas Quitbige,

V. Quintrldge, Quitre, or Quytrick.
Whiterage. Willrick,
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FEETTY and a canton cont.

Arg. fretty gu. a canton of the first. Hanlky,
CO. Devon.

Arg. fretty gu, a canton az. Ireby, Ireby, Cum-
berland,

Arg. fretty gu. a canton erm. Heway. Hughes,
Arg. fretty gu. a canton sa. Ireby.

Arg. fretty and a canton sa, Earby. Erly.

MiDDLETON, v.* MiDDLETON, CO. Cambridge ;

and Stockeld, co. York. Midelton, Stokeld,
CO. York; the heiress m. Haggerston.
Midelton, V. Natovillet or Natvillet,

Radford, Jrby.
Arg. fretty sa. a canton az. Middleton; impaling

arg. a chev. az. betw. three boar's heads . . .

Arg. fretty sa. a canton erm. Marchington, V.

Noel, Newbold. Vernon.
Arg. fretty sa. a canton gu. Delariver, V.*

Delaryver, V. Markaunt, V. M. Richard

Vernon, S. Vernon, London. Vernoyle.
Az. fretty arg. a canton gu. St. Leger, V.*
Az. fretty arg. a canton or. St. Leger, V.*
Az, fretty or a canton arg. Willeley.
Az. fretty or a canton erm. Willeley, co. Salop.
Az. fretty and a canton or. Willeigh or
Willeley.

Gu. fretty arg. a canton of the second. Harris,
Cornwall. Hewes, V* Haws or Hawse.
Hewis or HiWTts, Stowford, co. Devon; the
heiress m. Hawley. Hewish, Cornwall. Sire
Richard Hewys, N. Sr de Hewys,
Cornwall, V. Bapthorpe.

Gu. fretty arg. a canton az. Anstavill.
Gu. fretty or a canton arg. Novelle or
NOWELL.

Gu. fretty or a canton of the second. Wynall.
Or fretty gu. a canton arg. Noel, co. StaflFord ;

temp. Henry II
; quartered through De Dun-

ston, by D'Oyley,
Or fretty gu, a canton az, Montwellet.
Or fretty gu. a canton erm. Nevill. Noel,
Luffenham, Rutland, lliiO; a descendant of
Noel ; Baronetcy 29 June, IGll

; extinct 1029 ;

Barony 23 March, 1010-17; Baron Hicks and
Viscount Campden, 5 May, 1628; Baron Noel,
3 February, 1081 ; Earl of Gainsborough, 1 De-
cember, 1082, Z, 372c.; extiiict 1798; Baro-
netcy 1781; Baron Barham, 1 May, 1805;
Baron Noel Viscount Campden and Earl of

Gainsborough, 16 August 1841 ; quartering
Middleton. Noel, formerly Nevill, Wellingore,
CO. Lincoln. Novell, London, 1052.

Or fretty gu. a canton of the second. Novembe.
Donstaviij:, Marchington.

Or fretty gu. a canton per pale erm, and ar^^
Nevill.

°

Or fretty gu. a canton sa, Oddesten, co. Lei-
cester.

Or fretty of six and a canton gu. a label of five

points az. Zenvill.
Or fretty sa.a canton gu. Vernon.
Sa. fretty and a canton arg. Hales. Hauley,

CO. Devon, V. Hawleys.
Vert fretty arg. a canton gu. Salkeld, Whitehall,

Cumberland.

FBETTY and on a canton....
Ears

Arg. fretty gu. on a canton of the first two bars
betw. nine martlets three three and three sa.

Qdatred, Ireland. Quaytrell or Quaytrod.
Gu. fretty arg. on a canton (i.e. for Brecknoke,

Cotton. MS., Tiberius D 10) barry of six

FRETTY and on a canton.. ..cont.

Bars coiit.

arg. and az. martlets in orle as the first.

Bapthorp, v.* Bapthoepe, V. Brecknoke,
(an error in) W.

Beasts (Deer)
Arg, fretty sa. on a canton az. a (buck, V.*) hart

courant or, Greene, V.* Grene, V. Ireby,
Cumberland.

Arg. fretty sa. on a canton of the second a buck

pass, or. Green.

.... (Lions)

Arg. fretty az. on a canton or a lion ramp. sa.

George Cotes, Cottes, or Cotts, Bishop of

Chester 1554-5.

Arg. fretty az. on a canton sa. a lion ramp. or.

Cotes, co. Buckingham. Cotes, Elson, co.

Leicester.

Az, fretty gu. on a canton of the second a lion

ramp, as the first. Bellingham, V*
Gu. fretty arg. on a canton of the first a lion

ramp, as the second. Bellingham, V,

Gu. fretty or on a canton of the second a lion

pass. sa. Rebemont or Rebmont. Relement.

Arg. fretty gu. on a canton of the second a lion

pass. or. Walter de Dota'vile, A, Sr. Walter

Ddnstavill, Baron of Castlecorabe, and lord of

Colerne and Heytesbury, V. But the lion

pass, guard. Walter de Donstarvile, ^,JfarL
MS. 6137.

Sa. fretty erm. on a canton gu. three (leopards
or) lions pass, guard, arg. Matrevers.

Sa. fretty or on a cantoa gu. three lions....

arg. Walter de Maltrevers, A. The lions

pass, in pale. William Mautraveres, E, or

Matreverse, E ; Harl. MS. 0137,

Sa. fretty or on a canton gu. three lions pass.
in pale of the second. William (Mautravers
in a later hand), F.

Birds

Arg. fretty sa, on a canton gn. a martlet of the
first. Marchington, V. Vernon.

Or fretty sa. on a canton gu. a bird of the first.

Brakenbury, Kent,

Crescents

Arg. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a crescent of the
first. RuDYERD, Hartley, co. Hants; quarter-
ing Kidwelly and Maddox ; an heiress m. Ship-
ley ; descended from Rudyerd, Rudyerd, co.

Stafi'ord.

Crosses

Arg. fretty gu. on a canton az. a cross patty or.

Malbanke, CO. Staiford.

Arg. fretty gu. on a canton barry of eight arg. and
az. (gu. and or, Babthorp, V*) a cross patty
gold. Bapthorpe, Sussex, V.

Az. fretty or on a canton gu. a cross mo-
line arg. MoMBY, Momby, co. Lincoln, V.
Willoughby.

Gu. fretty or on a canton .... a cross patty ....

Henry de Alditheley or Audley, Baron Aud-
ley of Heleigh ; temp. Henry III.

Or fretty gu. on a canton arg. a cross patonce az.

Draycott, CO. Stafford.

Or fretty gu. on a canton az. a cross patonce arg.
Malbanke, co. Stafford.

Or fretty az. on a canton gu. a cross moline arg.
William fitz Robert de Wilughby, V.

Willoughby, V.*
Or fretty az. on a canton gu. a cross patty arg.
Mumby, CO. Lincoln.
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FEETTY and on a canton .... cont.

Crosses cont.

Or fretty az. on a canton gu. a cross moline of

the first. MoMBY, V.*
Sa. fretty arg. on a canton gu. a cross patonce or.

Henry Wakefeld, Bishop of Worcester 1375-

95, F.

Fleurs-de-lis

Az. fretty arg, on a quarter or a fleur-de-lis gu.

Symon de Someey, A ; Harl. MS. 6137.

Az. fretty arg. on a canton or a fleur-de-lis gu.
SoMDRY. SoMERY, A ;

Harl. MS. 0137.

Az. fretiy erm. on a canton or a fleur-de-lis gu.

Campion, London.
Az. fretty or on a canton of the last a fleur-de-lis

gu. Symone de Somery, A.
Flower—Rose

Arg. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a rose of the first.

RuDYARD or RUDYER.

Arg. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a rose or barbed

vert. RuDGER.
.... Com

Gu. fretty or on a canton az. two ears of wheat

slipped without blades of the second. Whyshaw,
Lees, CO. Chester.

5-Foil

Arg. fretiy sa. on a canton gu. a cinquefoil for

diff.or. Sire Thomas de EREBY.iV^. Sr. Thomas
Ireby, Cumberland, V.

Vert fretty or on a canton of the second a pierced

cinquefoil az. Whitmore, London.

Head—Beast (Boar )

Arg. fretty az. on a canton of the second a boar's

head erased as the first langued or. Stoke, V.

Arg. fretty az. on a canton of the second a boar's

head erased or. Stoke.
Az. fretty arg. on a canton of the first a boar's

head erased as the second langued or.

Stoke, V.

Az. fretty or on a canton of the first a boar's head

arg. Stoke.
.... (Leopard)

Arg. fretty az. the interlacings each charged with

a bezant on a canton gu. a leopard's head

erased at the neck or. Lowndes, from co.

Chester; Winslow, Chesham, Whaddon Hall,

and Astwood, co. Bucks; Brightwell, co.

Oxford ; and Rose Hill, Dorking, Surrey,
.... (Lion)

Arg. fretty az. on a canton gu. a lion's head

erased or. Lowndes, Sandbach, aod Hassall

Hall, CO. Chester; quartering Berington, Kirk-

by, and Sydebothom. Lowndes, Palterton, co.

Derby ; quartering Gorst. Lowndes, Lostock

Hall, CO. Lancaster; quanering Clayton.

Lowndes, Brightwell Park, co. Oxford ; quar-

tering Stone.

. . . .Monster (Unicorn)
Arg. fretty sa. on a canton per chev. of the se-

cond and or an unicorn's head per chev. gu.
and gold the horn as the last and sa.

Middi.eton, Crowfield Hall, and Shrubland

Hall, Sufi'olk; Baronetcy 12 May 1604.

Mullets

Arg. fretty sa. on a canton of Ihe last a mullet

( ? for difif.) of the first. Ireby, V. The mullet

or. IWAUBY.
Gu. fretty or on a canton of the first a six-pointed

estoile (or mullet) as the second. Pors, V.*

James de Pors; temp. Edward I, V.

Or fretty gu. on a canton arg. a mullet sa. Noel,
Persall, co. Stafford.

FRETTY and on a canton.... cont.

Lure

Arg. fretty engr. sa. on a canton of the last a lure
as the first. Camfield.

Maunch
Arg. fretty sa. on a canton of the last a maunch

or. Vernon, Little Beligh, Essex
; and co.

Notiingham.
Pheon

Gu. fretty arg. on a canton or a pheon of the
first. Hughes.

Ship
Or fretty gu. on a canton arg. a ship sa. Nevii.l.

Or fretty gu, on a canton per pale erm. and of
the first a ship sails furled sa. Sr. Gilbert

Nevill, V. Nevill, Bulmer; quartered by
Nevill, Lord Abergavenny,

Wreath
Arg. fretty sa. on a canton gu, a chaplet of the

first. Earby, Whaplod, co. Lancaster.

Arg. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a chaplet or, Irby ;

Baronetcy 13 April, 1704; Baron Boston,
16 April, 1761, Ireby, V.* Urby,

Arg. fretty sa. on a canton gu, a chaplet of the
last. Urby.

FRETTY and a chief....

Arg. fretty and a chief az. Sire Roger de

Beltoft, N. Beltofts, co. Lincoln, V,

CuRWEN. Elerker, v.* Sr. William

Ellercar, V. Ellerker, co. York.

Arg. fretty engr. and a chief az. Robert Beltoft,
Y.

Arg, fretty gu, a chief of the first. Cuneon.

Arg, fretty gu, a chief az, Christofer Cnowene
(in pencil Corowen), X. Corwey, Thomas
Cospatrick, Weirkington, Y. Curwen, Work-

ington, Cumberland ; as descended from Gos-

patric. Earl of Northumberland ; the heiress m.
Christian. Morleigh, co. Lancaster. M. Gil-

bert Oulwenne, S. Wyrkington.

Arg. fretty and a chief gu. Cuneon. Thomas
Curwene, Y. Cuckborne. Sr. Richard

Salkeld, V. Salkeld, Baslington, Northum-
berland ; and co. York.

Arg. fretty sa. a chief az. Curwin.

Arg. fretty sa. a chief gu. Cockborne.
Murcaunt, v.* a quartering of Rogers, co.

Dorset, V. Talmach, V.* Sr. William

Talmache, Suffolk, F.

Arg. fretty and a chief sa. Aymer de St. Amont,
B. Sr. Henry de Radford, F. M. Henri de

Rydford, S.

Arg. fretty sa. a chief or. Curwen.

Arg. fretty and a chief vert. Beltoft.
Az. fretty and a chief arg. Allesley. Elluker.

Holtby, Tryton, co. York. Sire Robert de

HoLTEBY, N. Sr. de Holtesby, co. Lincoln, F.

Thomas Seint Leger, Y, Rauf St. Legeik, Y.

Sr. Thomas Sutton, F.

Az. fretty and a chief arg. over all a bend of the

last. Ellf.rker; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 108.

Az. fretty arg. a chief gu. Cave. Sire Johan
de Sein Leger, N. St. Leger, F.

Az. fretty arg, and chief sa. Hoo or Hoe.
Az. fretty of six or a chief gu. Willoughby.
Az. fretty arg. a chief or. Bridges. Sr. Raufe

St. Leger, Kent, F. M. Rafe de S. Leger,
D. Sire Raut de Sein Leger, iV^. St. Leger,

Annery, and Canonleigh, co. Devon ; the

CO heiresses m. Grenville, Stucley, Tremayne,
and Arscott. St. Leger, Castlemore, and

Heyward'8 Hill, co. Cork. St. Legek, Ul-
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comb, Kent ; and Doneraile, co. Cork ; Bnron
Kilmadow and Viscount Doneraile, 1703-67;
Baron, 1776 ; Viscount, 1785. William de

Sentleger, F. M. Pvauffe Seynt Legger,
S. And with a crescent for diff. gu.
St. Leger, V. But a mullet gu. Sire

Thomas de Seint Leger, N. The mullet of

six points gu. M. Renold Seynt Leggere, S.

Az. fretty and a chief or. RandoH Fitz Henry,
P. Sire Henry Fitz-Henry, R. Hue
Fit'hary or le FitzHenry, E. Sir Henry
Fitz-Hugh, I, or le Fitz-Hugh, M. Sire

Henri le Fiz-Hue, N. Le Sire Fitz Hugh,
Y. Henry le Fitz-Randolfk ; temp. Edward
I, Fl And with a label gu. Sir Henry le

Fitz Hugh, L.
Erra. freltyandachief gu. John Thornborough,

Bishop of Limerick, 1593 ; Bristol, 1603 ;
Wor-

cester, 1C17-41. Thornborough or Thornbury,
CO. Hants; Westmoreland; and co. York.

Thornborowe, Selsheyd, co. Cumberland.

Thornburgh, Shesheyd, V. William de

Thornburgh, X.
Erm. fretty of six sa. a chief gu. Gerard.
Gu. fretty arg. a chief or. Brooden.
Gu. fretty or a chief az, John de Fleming, St.

George ;
Enderbie.

Gu. fretty of six or a chief erm. Dewye. Wil-
liam Mailot, E ; Harl. 3IS. 6137.

Gu. fretty or a chief erm. Fouleshurst, co.

Chester; Essex; and co. Leicester. Sr. Tho-
mas Fouleshurst, Essex, V. Fulleshorst
or Foulthuest, co. Chester. W^illiam Mailott,
E

;
Harl. MS. 6589.

Gu. fretty vair a chief or. Wynaix. Wyvile,
Stanton Wyvile, co. Leicester. Robert Wyville,
Bishop of Salisbury, 133U-75. John Wyville,
r.

Gu. fretty or a chief arg, Cranford, co. War-
wick.

Or fretty az. a chief gn. Wyloughby, V.

Or fretty gu. a chief az. Novelle or Nowell.
Or fretty and a chief sa. Phillipp Breton, V.

Bretton, v.*
Sa. fretty arg. a chief or. Philip Breton, Col-

bourne, Y.

Sa. fretty erm, a chief chequy arg. and of the
first. GiGGE, Suffolk, Robert Gygges, Nor-
folk; or Suffolk ; F.

Sa. fretty erm. a chief countercompony arg. and
sa. DiXES, Norfolk.

Vert semy of fleurs-de-lis and fretty of eight or
a chief erm. Perbo, co. Chester ; and Middle-
sex ; granted 1620.

FBETTY and on a chief. . . .

Annulets
Or fretty vert on a chief of the second three an-

nulets of the first. Mardock, Owlton, Norfolk.
Beasts (Lions)

Az. fretty or on a chief of the second a demi-lion
issuant gu. William Fitzherbert, Archbishop
of York, 1153-54.

Arg. fretty sa. on a chief of the second a lion pass.
guard, of the first. Smyth or Smyth, London.

Arg. fretty of six sa. on a chief as the last a lion

pass. or. Milcojibe.

Arg. fretty gu. on a chief az. a lion pass or.

Ormestone.
Arg. fretty sa, on a chief gu. a lion pass.

or. Mapertshall, F.* Mepertishall, F.

Mepertshall. The lion pass, guard.
Pursthall.

FRETTY and on a chief. ...co«£.
Beasts (Lions) cont.

Arg. fretty gu. on a chief or a lion pass. az.

Urmestone.
Arg, fretty gu. on a chief or crusily and a lion

pass, of the second. Brett, co. Devon, F.

Arg. fretty gu. on a chief or crusily and a lion

ramp, of the second. Brereton, co. Devon.
The crosslets fitchy. Brett, co. Devon.

Az. fretty or on a chief arg. a lion pass. git.

Jefferay, Mailing, Sussex; quartering Mel-
wurd. Jeffryes, Chiddingley, Sussex.

Az. fretty or on a chief of the last a lion ramp,
betw. two mullets gu. Lementon,

Erm. fretty or on a chief sa. three lions ramp, of
the. second. Treslove or Truslewe, co.

Northampton; Aubery, co. Wilts; and Bever-

ley, CO. York.
Gu. fretty of six ... on a chief arg. a lion pass.

guard, as the first. Jeffrey, Suffolk.

Gu. fretty arg. on a chief or (a lion pass, guard.
of the first over all) a bend az. Sir John
Spygurnell; Harl. MS. 2116, fo. 386.

Gu. fretty arg. on a chief or a lion pas=!. sa,

Yesten, F. Yeston, F.* Yesoon orYEsTON,
Wales.

Gu. a fret arg. on a chief or a lion pass, guard.
az. Elsake, CO. York.

Gu. fretty of six arg. on a chief or a lion pass.
as the first. Spigernell, co. Bucking-
ham.

Gu. fretty arg. on a chief or a lion pass, of the
first. Brett, co. Devon, F. Le Sire

Spigurnell, Y. Spygernell or Spyngournell,
Essex.

Gu. fretty arg. on a chief or a lion pass, guard.
of the first. Spigernell. Spigornell,
F.* Sire Henri Spigournel, N. Sr. Henry
Spigurnell; temp. Edward I, F. And with
over all a baton az. Spigernell. SireJohan
Spigornel, N. Spygernell. Spygournell.

Gu. fretty or on a chief of the second a lion pass.
as the first. Twyford.

Gu. fretty arg. on a chief of the second a lion

pass, guard, of the first over all a bend az.

Spigernell. Spygernell. Spygournell.
Or fretty az. on a chief of the second a lion pass.

guard, arg. betw. two martlets as the first.

St. Amond, F.*
Or fretty sa. on a chief az. a lion pass, guard.

arg. betw. two martlets of the first. Anthony
St. Amand or St. Amond, F.

Or fretty sa. on a chief of the second a lion

pass, guard, arg. betw. two martlets as the
first. Anthony St. Amand, F. St. Amond,
v.*

Or fretty sa, on a chief of the second a lion pass.
as the first. Milcombe,

Or fretty sa. on a chief of the second a lion pass,
guard, as the first, Gygges, F.*. Milteoombe.
Myltecomee, F.

Sa. fretty or on a chief of the first a lion

pass, guard, as the second. Myltecombe, F,

Myttecombe, F.*

(Leopards)
Arg. fretty gu. on a chief of the second three

leopards or. Lidwell, Dromard, Clonmore,
and Cormackstown, co. Tipperary.

(Deer)
Arg. fretty az. at each joint a bezant on a chief

sa. a buck trippant or betw. two mullets of the
last each charged with a torteau. William
Grene, Mylton Clyffedon, near Brulon,
F.
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.cont.PRETTY and on a chief..

Sells

Arg. freliy ga. on a chief of the second three

hawk's bells of the first. Radfoed, V.

RA.TFORD, V.

Az. fretty or on a chief arg. three hawk's bells gu.

Radford, V*.
Az. fretty or on a chief gu. three hawk's bells

arg. Radford, V.

Chessrooks

Arg. fretty sa. on a chief of the second three

chessrooks of the field. Chamberlayn.

Crescents

Az. fretty arg. on a chief sa. three crescents or.

Hood, Viscount Hood; Baronetcy 1778;
Baronies 1782, 1795; Viscounty 1796, Hood,
or Hoods, Rector of Lincoln College, co.

Oxford; of IckforJ, near Brille, co. Buck-

ingham, who d. -4 Aug., 1068. Hood, Tidlake,

Surrey ; since of Wootton, co. Somerset ; Baro-

netcy 1809.

Cup
Vert fretty and a crescent arg. on a chief of the

second a cup betw. two wiverns vert. Lefroy.

Escallops
Vert fretty or on a chief of the second three

escallops erm. Robinson.

Fletirs-de-lis

Arg. fretty gu. on a cliief az. three fleurs-de-lis

or. CoYNER, London.

3 Foils

Erm. fretty or on a chief gu. three trefoils of the

second. Rowley.

Insects (Bees)
Or fretty az. on a chief of the last a bee volant

hetw. two shuttles in pale of the first.

HoREocKS, Lark Hill, co. Lancaster.

Or fretty az. on a chief of the last two bees volant

of the first. Horrocks.

Mullets
Or fretty gu. on a chief of the second three mul-

lets of the first. Fulthurst, co. Chester.

Boundlets (Bezants)
Or fretty gu. on a chief of the second three be-

zants. Sr. de Cammys, V. Camys, F*.

Or fretty sa. on a chief of the second three be-

zants. Chamberlayn, SufiFolk; Norfolk; and

CO. Cambridge. Aumari de St. Amand, E ; or

Almeri de St. Atjmund, E, Harl MS. 6137 ; or

Amery de St. Amand, G. Amand. Le Sire

Seint Amaund, Y. Sire Araaury de St. Amaund,
J; K. Sire Amory de Seint Amand, N. Le

Sr. de Seynt Amand, S. William St. Amaund,
Y. Monsire de St. Amond, F. Sr. Henry St.

Amond, CO. Gloucester, V. St. Amand, co,

Gloucester; Barony 1229.

.... (Ogresses)

Az. fretty arg. on a chief of the second three

ogresses. Delapine, Sufiblk.

(Plates)

Arg. fretty sa. on a chief of the second three

plates. BoLLENS aliax Stekeford, co. Lin-

coln, V. BuLLEN, Stickford, co. Lincoln.

Chamberlayn, CO. Cambridge. Chamberlayne.
Steckford. Stockford, Harl. MS. 1404.

Or fretty sa. on a chief of the second three plates.

Amand, Bollens or Bolleyn.

(Torteaux)
Az. fretty arg, on a chief of the second three

torteaux, Delapound. Pound,

FBETTY and on a chief. . ..co»t.

Eoundlets (Torteaux) cont.

Az. fretty arg. on a chief or three torteaux.

Sir John Delapinde, Sussex, V. Pynde,
V*

FRETTY betw. or within....
Bordure

.... fretty .... a bordure .... John Cosm,
Bishop of Durham 16C0-72.

Erm. fretty and a bordure indented gu.
M'CoLLocH, Muill, Scotland.

Gu, fretty arg, a bordure or. Hudelston,
Gu. fretty arg, a bordure engr, or. Sr. Robert

ECHINGHAM, V.

Gu, fretty arg. and a bordure indented or. Sire

Adam de Hodlestone, N. Hudlestowe, co.

York; temp. Edward I; Harl. MS. 5803.

Gu. fretty and a bordure or. Hudleston, co.

York ; Harl. MS. 5803.

Gu, fretty or a bordure arg. Hewgh Awdley,
Earl of Gloucester, Q ; Harl. MS. 6595 ; 1337-
47 ; Harl. MS. 58u3. John de Audley, Y.
Monsire Hugh de Audeley, Y. Hugo.

Gu. fretty or on a bordure arg. eight fleurs-de-lis

sa, Audeley, V.

Arg. fretty sa, the field semy of leaves of laurel

ppr. on a bordure az, nine six-pointed mullets

or. Beloe.
On a Canton (Lion)

Arg, fretty gu, a bordure engr, sa, over all on a

canton of the second a lion (pass, V*.) statant

or. DuNSTANvUiLjCastlecomb, F. Dunstavile,
V*.

FBETTY charged....
Arg. fretty and in each space a lion pass. gu.

MOOELE, V.

Arg. fretty vert over all a stag springing sa.

Warnett, Framfield, Sussex; Visitation 1633.

Warnits,

Arg. fretty vert over all a stag springing sa.

attired or. Warnett, Sussex, F.

Arg. a stag springing sa. over all a fret vert.

Warnet, Hampstead, Sussex. And with a label

of three points .... Warnet, Surrey.

Arg. fretty vert on each crossing of the fret a
crescent or over all a buck springing sa. attired

or. Warnett or Warnitz.

Arg. fretty vert on each crossing of the fret a
crescent or over all a buck springing sa. attired

or. Warnett or Warnitz, F*.

Arg. fretty chequy or and gu. over all a bend as

the fret. Rynes, co, Devon.

Arg. fretty sa. over all a bend chequy or and gu.
Raynes.

Arg. fretty sa. over all a bend chequy or and az.

Reyme, Reyness, or Rheynes, co, Dorset,

Arg. fretty sa. over aU a bend compony az. and
or. Reynes, V.

Az. fretty arg. a bend and a chief of the second.

Ellehker ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 108.

Az, fretty gu. semy of lions pass, guard, of the

second. Moorle, F*.
Az. fretty erm, over all a lion ramp, or crowned

gu. Blackborn, Sussex.

Gu. fretty arg. a bend vairy of the second and
first, Nowell, Novelle, or Novell, co.

Stafibrd.

Gu. fretty arg. over all a bend vair. Norton, co.

Bedford; co, Buckingham; and Mark-Atceli,
CO. Hertford.

Gu. fretty arg. over all a bend vairy or and of.the

first. Nevill. Norton, co. Bedford; co.
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Bucliinghain ; and Mark-Atcell, co. Herts.
Sr de NoRviLL, V. Norvyle. Nowell,
NovELLE, or Novell, co. Stafl'oid.

Or fielty az. the points charged with an eagle
displ. arg. Priory of Austin Canons at

Merton, Surrey.

Arg. Iretty and four eagles displ. in cross gu.

Priory of Austin Canons at Marton, co.

York.

Arg. four eagles displ. within a fret gn. Priory
of Austin Canons at Marton, co. York.

Or fretty az, six eagles two one two and one on
the joints .... Priory of Austin Canons at

Merton, Surrey.

Arg. fretty gu. semy of martlets sa. Overend,
Ireland.

Gu. fretty or on a chev. arg. three mullets of six

points pierced sa. Fulshebst.

Arg. fretty sa. an escutcheon gu. Rivers.

FEUIT
Acorn

An acorn slipped and leaved. Seal of Wokingham
Town, co. Berks.

Grapes
Arg. a bunch of grapes stalked and leaved ppr.

tlie stalk in chief. Viney, Hollefield, and
Maidstone, Kent; granted 1702.

Pomegranate
A pomegranate seeded slipped and leaved.
Town of Tregony, Cornwall.

Arg. a pomegranate gu. Reardon, Ireland.

Arg. a pomegranate slipped ppr. Bilson, co.

Hants.

Arg. a pomegranate in pale slipped ppr.
Kingdom of Granada, Spain ; Z 475.

Arg. a pomegranate vert fructed or. Weelkes,
Fountayne's Park, co. York.

Gu. a pomegranate or. Grange, London.
Gu. a pomegranate in pale slipped or.

Granger.
Gu. a pomegranate slipped and leaved or seeded

of the first. Grainger, Essex.
Gu. a double rose the inside gu. the other arg.
and a pomegranate or seeded ppr. both stalked
and leaved vert and conjoined in pale. Bilson,
CO. Hants.

Gu. a pomegranate in pale or slipped and leaved

ppr. Ford.

FEUIT and in chief
Acorn

Az. an acorn or a label gu. Sir Rauf de

CflEYNDUT, N.

Apple
Gu. a bird arg. standing on an apple or. Conham,

CO. Wilts.

Pomegranate
Arg. a pomegranate ppr. couped gu. on a chief of

the last two mullets of the field. La Touche,
Marlay, co. Dublin; Harristowu, co. Kildare;
and Bellevne, co. Wicklow.

Gu. a pomegranate or seeded ppr. leaves vert on
a chief az. two mullets arg. Latouche.

Or a pomegranate slipped ppr. on a chief az.
two mullets pierced arg. La Touche, Dublin.

Eye
FEUIT betw cont.

Acorn

Arg. an acorn
Aikenhead. .

FRUIT betw.

betw. tliree oak-leaves vert.

Arg. an ear of rye vert betw, three bull's heads
erased sa. armed of the second. Turnbull,
Know, Scotland.

Wheat
Az. an ear of wheat or betw. six crescents arg.

two two and two. Tuite, Ireland.
Gu. two flauuches or three ears of wheat erect

in fess eoiinterchanged. Fryee, Water Eaton,
CO. Oxford.

2 FEUITS
Apples

Gu. two apples in pale stalks counterposed or.

Appleheim.

(Big) Wheat
Az. two ears of big-wheat or. Bigland, Bigland

Hall, CO. Lancaster.

2 FRUITS and in base
Acorns—Estoile

Per fess or and az. in chief two acorns and in
base an estoile counterchunged. Delangle.

2 FEUITS betw
Acorns—Leaves

Arg. in chief two acorns with a leaf at each side
of their stems ppr. and in base as many roses

gu. on a chief of augmentation az. three stars
or. Cromie, Kildare

; Baronetcy.
Per saltire arg. and sa. two oak leaves in pale

vert and as many acorns in fess or. Jack,
England.

3 FEUITS
Acorns

Arg. three cups of acorns az. Athull, V.

Arg. three acorns slipped vert. Aikenhead, of
that Ilk, Scotland. Tatton.

Gu. three acorns or. Brettell, Finstal, co.
Worcester. De Hennezel. Hezell, Lor-
raine; and CO. StafiFord. Manmaker, Middle-
burgh, Zealand.

Per fess and per pale counterchanged arg. and
vert three acorns slipped erect or. Fyfield,
F.

Vert three acorns or. Harding. Smith, Had-
ley, Middlesex.

Vert three acorns slipped or. Smith, Hadley,
Middlesex; Baronetcy 18U2; quartering arg.
on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three bugles
stringed sa. as many mullets of the field.

Apples
Arg. three apples slipped gu. Aplegath.
Robert Apilgarth, X.

Beans
Az. three beans or. Merton.

Bean Cods

Arg. three bean -cods transverse the escutcheon
ppr. Hardbeane,

Arg. three bean cods fessways in pale vert.

Hardbeyne, V.

Arg. three bean cods vert. Hardbeane, co.
Lincoln.

Gu. three bean-cods pendent or. Beane.
Elder (Berries)

Arg. three bunches of alder berries ppr.
Alderbery.

Garlick

Arg. three heads of garlick ppr. Garlick.
Gourds

Az. three gourds or stalks upward. Stenkle.
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3 raXJITS cont.

Pears

Arg. three warden pears leaved vert. Warden.
Az. three pears or. Bringfield. Stewkley, co.

Northampton. Cistercian Abbey of Wardon,
CO. Beds.

Az. three pears pendent or. Stukeley, Reeve
and Trent, co. Devon. Stucley or Stdckley,
Afton, CO. Devon; quartering per fe.^s em-
battled ari,'. and sa. three bucks attires each

fixed to the scalp counterchanged for Buck ;

Baronetcy 1859. Stukele, V. Steukele, F.

Gu. three pears or. Clere. Perrot.
Gu. three pears pendent or slipiied. Sir John
Clere, V.

Pepper-pods

Arg. three pepper-pods sa. Bitley.

Pine-apples

.... three pine-apples .... Haran.

Arg. three pine- apples gu. Dickfield, V.

Dychfiei.d, Essex ; Ditton, co. Lancaster
;

and Shabery, co. Oxford. Dychfeld, V.

Arg. three pine-apples vert stalked or. Apleton.
Az. three pine-apples erect arg. Appleton.
Az. three pine-apples or. Dichfiei.d or

DiCHER, Shawborie and Mngleton, co. Salop.

Duchefield, CO. Chester, V. Durchfield.
Az. three pine-apples slipped or. Duckfeld, V.

Gu. three pine-apples arg. a martlet for diff.

Clough, Minsterly, co. York.

Sa. three pine-apples arg. Cogan, Ireland.

Vert three pine-apples or. Jepine, 1634.

Pomegranates
Az. three pomegranates or seeded gu. Carle.

Wheat
Arg. three ears of com gu. stalked sa. Sprint,

CO. Devon.

Arg. three ears of vfheat in fess vert. Verney,
CO. Devon.

Arg. three ears of wheat slipped vert. Cheap,

Rossie, Scotland. Cheap, Mawhill, Scotland.

Arg. nine ears of wheat in three bendlets vert

two and one; viz. in each parcel two in saltire

and one in pale. Walmouth, Myclehead, co.

Lancaster.

Arg. three bunches of wheat vert. Watmough
or Watmoughe.

Az. three ears of wheat or. Redham, Norfolk.

Az. three ears of barley or. Grandorge;
Ashmole JilS. 763. Graindehorge or de

Granohorde, CO. York.

Az. three ears of guinea-wheat couped and

l)laded or two and one.. Grand George or

Graundorge, Doniiigton, co. Lincoln ;
and

Flaskby, co. York.

Gu. three ears of wheat or two and one. Urrick,
Southwark.

Per bend sinister az. and arg. on the dexter side

three ears of wheat on one stalk or and on the

sinister side three fleurs-de-lis one and two of

the first. SoLTAti, Little EfiFord, co. Devon.

3 FBTTITS and in chief....

Acorns
Per fers or and arg. three acorns erect in base gu.

and in chief a woodman with a club over his

dex'er shoulder wreathed round the middle all

ppr. Akenhead, Northumberland, 1685.

Apples
Az. three apples erect ppr. or in chief a bar arg-

il arkwyn, Harlewyn, or Harleton, co. Devon.

3 F&VITS and in chief cont.

Chief.... Pears
Gu. three pears and a chief or, Atfohd, Surrey ;

and CO. York.

On a Chief
Az. three pears pendent arg. on a chief of

the second a demi lion ramp, issuant of the
first. Perrot.

Gu. three pears arg. on a chief of the last a demi
lion issuant sa. Perrot.

Gu. three pears pendent from stems and leaves

ppr. on a chief arg^. a demi lion issuant sa.

Perrot, co. Brecknock.
Gu. three pears or on a chief arg. a demi lion

issuant sa. Perrot, Amershara, co. Berks;

granted 1664. Perrott, Llandegveth, co.

Monmouth. Another, armed of the field.

Perrott, Castle Perrott in Brittany; North
and South Perrott, co. Somerset; Ystington,
CO. Pembroke.

Gu. three pears or a mullet for difiF. on a chief

arg. a lion ramp. sa. Perrot, North Leigh,
CO. Oxford.

3 FRUITS betw. ....

Acorns
Or betw. two pales wavy sa. three acorns vert.

Snode : granted 1611.

Oranges
Az. three oranges slipped ppr. within an orle of

thistles or. Livingstone, Viscount Tiviot;

quartering arg. three cinquefoils gu. within a

double tressure flory counterflory vert.

Pine Apples

Arg. betw. two chev. sa. three pines pendent vert.

ASHFORD.

Wheat
Gu. three cups or in the middle fess point as

many ears of barley two in saltire and one ia

pale of the last. Goodalle, Scotland.

3 FETIITS betw. and in chief....

Acorns
Sa. three acorns in pale or betw. two palets arg.

a chief of the second. Kelleher, Ireland.

Pears

Gu. three pears or on a chief arg. a demi lion

issuant sa. armed of the field. Perrott,
Plumstead, Kent; Baronetcy 1716. And

quartering second gu. a chev. arg. betw.

three roses of the second leaved vert seeded

or for Roderick the Great, King of all

Wales ;
third gu. within a bordure indented or

a lion ramp, of the second for Tudor Maur,

King of Wales, ancestor of the Royal House
of Tudor; fourth or three piles az. issuant

from the chief for Sir Guy de Bi7an, K.G.,

temp. Edward III
;
fifth the arms of Berkeley,

Lord of Berkeley Castle ;
sixth Devereux, Earl

of Essex ; the whole within a bordure royal of

three charged with England and France quar-

terly and Ireland in base. Perrott, Harolds-

ton and Langhorn Castle; and Carew Castle.

Sir John Perrot, Haroldston, etc.; Admiral

of England; Knight of the Bath ; died 1599.

3 FBXJITS betw. and in base ....

Az. goutty d'eau in chief three ears of barley

banded or betw. two chessrooks of the last in

base a cup of gold therefrom issuant flames

ppr. Smith, Whitechapel, London.
I 112
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4 FRUITS
Gyronny of eight sa. and or on the first four

acorns and on the last as many oak leaves

counterchanged. Hickey, Ireland.

5 FEUITS
Fine Apples

Or five pine-trte apples in cross gu. Brunsfield,
Scotland.

Wheat
Arg. five stalks of rye growing out of the ground

in base vert. Ahrends.
Sa. two bars erm. betw. fifteen wheat ears or

five five and five a bordure of the second.

Stokes, W.

6 FRUITS
Acorns

Az. six acorns or. Sevenoke, V, Seneake, V, or

Senoke, V. Sir William Sevenoke, Alderman
of London, W,

Fine Apples
Gu. six pine-apples or, Owens.

6 FRUITS and in chief. . . .

Chief. ...Fears
Gu. six pears or three two and one a chief of the

second. Alford, Holt, co. Denbigh ; Fawley,
CO. Berks; Meux, co. York ; Sussex; and co.

Herts ; descended from Thomas Alford, of

Holt, mentioned in the last visitation of York,
1615. Alford, London, 1033; a crescent for

difi"; Earl. MS. 1358, fo. 57.

Gu. six pears or three and three barways a chief

of the second. Alford, co. Berks.

Gu. six pears or two and one a chief of the

second. Atford, Surrey ; and co. York.

7 FRUITS
Acorns

Az. seven acorns or slipped two three and two.

Eumsched. Sevenoke, Lord Mayor of London
1418. Sevenoke, Sevenoke, Kent, F, W.

Vert seven acorns or three three and one.

Sevenoke.

FRUTTLE see Van
FUSILS

For fusils in bend, pale, fess, etc., see also under
the heads of those ordinaries where they are

entered as bend fusily, fess fusily, pale
fusily. Also look for the coats under the

head of Lozenges.

FUSIL
Or a fusil in pale engr. gu. PcRcy.

2 FUSILS
Arg. two fusils in pale (another in fess) gu.
Champney, CO. Devun.

2 FUSILS and in chief....
Label

Arg. two fusils in fess gu. a label of five points
az. St. Martin.

3 FUSILS
Arg. three spindles in fess threaded or.

Badland.

Arg. three fusils nz. Bageley.
Arg. three fusils in fess az. Gleidhile, Barkis-

land in Halifax.

Arg. three fusils gu. Gargan. Sir Herbert
GARGan, v.

3 FUSILS cont.

Arg. three fusils in bend gu. Malmaynes.

Arg. three fusils in fess gu. Champeney, co.

Devon, V. Hoby, Bishani, co. Berks; and

Kent; descended from Sir Thomas Hoby, of

Bisham, knt. Ambassador to the court of

France in 1560. Montague. Salisbury.

Arg. three fusils conjoined in fess gu. Montacute
or Montague, Earl of Salisbury. Le Conte de

Salisbury, Montagu, P.

Arg. three fusils pointed or in point triangular

gu. Braun.

Arg. three spindles gu. Hobby.

Arg. three fusils upon slippers gu. Hoby or

Hobby, Neath Abbey, co. Glamorgan; and

Ewler, CO. Worcester. Hobby, co. Berks.

Arg. three fusils sa. Hyde. Picard or

Pichakd.

Arg. three fusils in fess sa. Nangley, Ireland.

Nawghley.
Az. three fusils arg. Cathrall, co. Lincoln.
Thorpe.

Az. semy of crosses crosslet three fusils in pale

arg. Glanill, Sufifolk.

Az. three fusils or. Freeman, Richmond.
Az. three fusils in fess or. Freeman. Moriner.
Rede.

Barry of eight sa. and arg. over all three fusils

counterchanged. Imbrie, Crubie.

Erm. three fusils in fess .... voided of the
field. Belgrave.

Erm. three fusils gu. Hull.
Erm. three fusils in fess gu. Montague. Sir

Edward Montague, V. Montacute, co.

Dorset. Fitz-Piers.
Erm. three fusils in fess sa. Pigott, Willaston,

CO. Salop; PateshuU, co. Salop. Pygott, V.
Sherborne ; Pole, Devon., iii, 589.

Erm. three fusils conjoined in fess sa. Pigott,
Chetwynd, co. Salop. Pigott, Doddershall

Park, CO. Buckingham.
Erm. three fusils vert. Delayall.
Gu. three fusils arg. Camayle.
Gu. three fusils arg. two and one. Camviu..

Camayll, V.

Gu. three fusils in fess arg. Hobby or Hobush.
HoLBUsH. Raleigh. Ralegh, V.

Gu. three fusils conjoined in fess Hrg. Le Sire

Dadbney, X.
Gu. three fusils in fess arg. a bendlet az.

Daubney.
Gu. three fusils in fess arg. a fess of the first.

Dymond, Tiverton, co. Devon.
Gu. three fusils erm. Denham, co. Bucks;
London ; and Surrey, W.

Gu. three fusils in fess erm. Chaslion, V.
Dingham. Dynham.

Gu. three fusils or. Anyell. Ferrers. St.

Andrew.
Gu. three fusils or two and one. Verst.
Gu. three fusils in fess or. Cokeney.
Gu. three fusils in fess or a hend arg. Raleigh,

CO. Devon.
Gu. three fusils crowned or. Cassill.
Or three fusils az. Leigh.
Or three fusils az. two and one. Putter.
Or three fusils in fess az. a bendlet gu. Angell,
London ; originally from Lancashire.

Or three fusils in fess sa. Johnson, V.

Per fess gu. and or in chief three fusils arg.
Saralino or Sarelling.

Per pale sa. and or three fusils conjoined fess-

wise in pale counterchanged. Yllinoe, V.
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3 FUSILB cont.

Quarterly erna. and az. three fusils in fess or.

Freeman, co. Northampton.
Sa. three fusils arg. Lekeborne. Thorne.

WiTHACY, CO. Warwick.
Sa. three fusils Id fess arg. Giffaed. Gifford,
W. Thorne. Throne, V.

Vair three fusils gu. Marmyon.
Vert three fusils or. Freeman.
Vert three fusils in fess or. Freeman.

3 FTTSILS and in chief

Az. three spindles of silk or a canton erm.
Bishopton.

Arg. three fusils in fess az. a chief chequy or and

gu. Paver.
Or three fusils in fess az. a chief cbequy or and

gu. Pavyer.
Sa. three fusils arg. in chief a crescent or for Jiff.

Payne, V,

Gu. three fusils in fess or and in chief as many
escallops arg. Acre, Westmoreland.

Gu. three fusils in fess arg. in chief two cinque-
foils or. COLWIKE.

3 FXrSILS betw
Bordure

Arg. three fusils in fess gu. within a bordure sa.

Mountague.
Arg. three fusils in fess gu. within a bordure sa.

bezanty. Monbocher.

Arg. three fusils in fess gu. a bordure engr. sa.

MoNTACDTE, Boughton, CO. Northampton.
Montague.

Gu. three fusils in fess arg. a bordure engr. or.

Nevill, Scotton, co, Lincoln.

Crosses

Arg. three fusils betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy

sa. three two and one. Cornwall.

'Arg. three fusils conjoined in bend betw. six

crosses crosslet fitchy sa. M. John de

Cornewaile, S.

Az. a cross crosslet betw. three fusils or.

Warryn, CO. Chester.

Gu. three fusils in bend erm. voided of the field

betw. six crosslets or. Aubemarle.

Escallops
Gu. three fusils in fesa or betw. as many escal-

lops arg. Aker or Acre.

6-Foils

Arg. three fusils in fess gu. betw. as many cinque-

foils az. Blounfeld or Broumfield.

Arg. three fusils in fess betw. as many cinquefoils

gu. Bromfield, Essex.

Heads
Sa. three fusils in fess betw. as many buck's

heads sa. Butshead.
Eoundlets

Arg. three fusils in fess gu. betw. as many pellets.

Montague, Boveney and Dorney, co. Bucks;
Mountague.

TresBure
Az. three fusils in fess within a double tressure

tlory counterflory or. Percy, Islington, Mid-

dlesex.
. .

On 3 FUSILS
Gu. on three fusils in fess arg. as many roses of

the field. Cockney.

Arg. three fusils in fess sa. on each a bezant.

Percy. Richard Perey, V.

Arg. three fusils sa. two and one on each a

bezant. Perry.

4 FUSILS
Arg. four fusils conjoined in bend go.
Bradestone, V.

Arg. four fusils in cross sa. Sir Thomas
Banester, K.G., V.

Arg. four fusils in fess az. Plompton.

Arg. four fusils in bend gu. Stacham.
Arg. four fusils in fess gu. Blonveill, V.

Newmarche, CO. Derby ;
and co. Notts.

Arg. four fusils in pale gu. Statham, London.
ArR. four fusils in fess sa. Knotford or

Knotworth. Percy, Ardingworth, co. North-

ampton.
Az. four fusils in pale or. Babastre.
Erm. four fusils conjoined in bend sa. Sir

William Wytnyll, V.

Gu. four fusils arg. Carteret, Guernsey;
quartering az. nine billets three three two and
one.

Gu. four fusils in fess arg. Carteret, Hawnes,
CO. Bedford ; Barons Carteret and Earls Gran-
ville. Dawbny, V.

Gu. four fusils conjoined in bend erm. Nicholas

Bede, V.

Gu. four fusils in fess erm. Denham. Sir de

Dynham, V. Dynham.
Or four fusils in fess az. over all a bend

gu. Angell, CO. Lancaster; and London.

Aungell, F. Anngel, Kent. Pennington;
Pole, Devon., iii, 589.

Or four fusils in fess az. over all a fess gu. in

chief a label of five points or. Doynelmore,
F.

Or four fusils in fess sa. Percy, co. North-

ampton. Pinkney or Pincheni, co. Bucks ;

Essex; and co. Northampton; temp. Edw. I.

Sa. four fusils conjoined in bend arg. Cusamor,
V. Hertford, V. Sir Rowland Lenthall,
V.

Sa. four fusils in fess arg. Formans.
GlFFORD.

Vert four fusils in fess or. Toller, Fowey,
Cornwall.

4 FUSILS and in chief. . . .

Argi four fusils conjoined in bend sa. in the

sinister chief a crescent of the second. Lye,
V.

Arg. four fusils conjoined in bend gu. on a chief

az. three escallops of the first. Sir , . . . de

Gamage, V.

Gu. four fusils in fesS erm. in chief three mullets

or. Dawbeney.

4 FUSILS betw.....

Bordure

Arg. four fusils in pale gu. within a bordure sa.

bezanty. Lewcell, co. Wilts.

Arg. four fusils in cross within a bordure engr.

sa. Pinckney or Pynkenny.

Gu. four fusils in fess within a bordure erm.

Denham, Cornwall. Dynham or Dinham,
Worlham, co. Devon.

Gu. four fusils in fess within a bordure or.

Nevill, CO. Leicester.

4 FUSILS betw. and in chief. . . .

Gu. four fusils in fess erm. in chief a pile or

betw. two single arches arg. base and capitals

of the third in base a double arch as in chief.

Denham.
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On 4 FUSILS
Sa. four fusils in bend arg. on the second an

escallop of the field. Cusanor.
Gu. four fusils in fess arg. on each an escallop

sa. Cheyney, Pliucourt, co. Devon.

On 4 FUSILS betw
Gu. four fusils in fess arg. on each an escallop

(sa.) a bordure of the second. Cheney (borne
by Sir Ralph, second son of Sir W. Cheney, co.

Dorset); Scropev. Grosvenor, 261.

5 FUSILS
Arg. five fusils in bend az. Sir Robert

Reygat, V.

Arg. five fusils in fess az. Reygate.

Arg. five fusils in bend gu. Bradeston.

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. Boswell, Kent.
Montague. Nelvemarche. Newmarche,
CO. Derby; and co. Nottingham. Pinkeney,
CO. Rutland.

Arg. a fess fusily gu. Stdteville, Stootvill,
or Stutevill. Venmarke.

Arg. five fusils in pale gu. Bradeston. Sir de

Stathom.

Arg. five fusils in bend sa. Archard, co.

York, V. Sir de Dycons, V. Glastings or

Glastinges, F. Richard, V. Sydenham, co.

Dorset.

Arg. five fusils in cross sa. Abchard.

Arg. five fusils in fess sa. Bou). Leith,
Restalrig, Scotland. Penny.

Arg. a fess fusily sa. Leech, Nestaling, Scot-

land.

Arg. five fusils in pale sa. Damers ; Z, 340,
Az. five fusils in fess .... Piers.
Az. five fusils in fess arg. Chafe, Exeter.

Dawtrey, Moor House and Doddinghurst,
Sussex; heiress m. Edward Luiher of

Myles's.

Arg. five fusils in cross or. Essington, Cowley,
CO. Gloucester; covfirmed 28 July, 1610.

Az. five fusils in fess arg. a bendlet gu.
Altaripa.

Az. five fusils in fess arg. a bend gu. Dealtry,
Lofthouse Hall, co. York; quartering Hurt,
Lowe, and Fowne.

Az. five fusils conjoined in fess arg. Percy.
John Percy, A, Sir Robert Dawtrey, V.

Az. five fusils in fess erm. Dynham.
Az. five fusiis in bend or. Hertford or

Herford, CO. Worcester. Sir Rafe Fokeram,
V.

Az. five fusils conjoined in bend or. Sire William
de Burmichame, J.

Az. five fusils in fess or. Salley Abbey, co.
York.

.Az. five fusils ill fess or a bendlet compony arg.
and gu. Sutton.

Az. five fusils in fess or a bendlet gu. Alneham.
Az. five fusils conjoined in fess or. Percy, Duke

,
of Northumberland. Henry de Percy, A.

Erm. five fusils in bend gu. Plukenett.
Erm. five fusils in fess gu. Hebden or Hepden,
Hebden, in Craven, co. York, V. Hepden,
Burwash, Sussex; Her. Off. Suss., c. 27.
Hotton. Hutton.

Erm. five fusils in bend sa. Witneilt,.
Erm. five fusils in fess sa. Sir Richard
Harpden, V.

Gu. five fusils in b'end arg, Breckdon.
Freford, Cornwall. Gussand. Marshall.
Newmarch.

6 FUSILS cont.

Gu. five fusils in fess arg. Daubnfy. Sir

John Daubney, R. Marshall. Sir Hugh
Newmarch, co. Notts, V.

Gu. five fusils in pale arg. Radston or

Radeston.
Gu. five fusils in bend or. Auncell. Office du
Mareschall d'Irland. Marshall. Merting,
Mertigny, or Mertygne.

Gu. five fusils conjoined in fess or. Newmarch,
Brecknock, Wales; Adam de Newmarch was
summoned to Parliament as a Baron in 12G4.

Gu. in fess five fusils engr. or. Newmarche, co.

Derby.
Or five fusils in cross four az. the middle one

arg. Bessome.
Or five fusils in cross az, Besome.
Or five fusils in fess az. Pennington, Baron
Muncaster. Sir de Penyngton, V. Reygate.

Or five fusils gu. Peakeney, Northumberland.
Or five fusils in bend gu. Dachard or Dacherd.
Or five fusils in fess gu. Pinckney, co. North-

ampton ; and Northumberland. Sir Henry
PiNKNEY, CO. Northampton, V.

Or five fusils in pale gu. Daniell, co. Chester.
Or rive fusils in bend sa. Archard, co. York.

Archer. Dachek.

Quarterly arg. and gu. five fusils in bend sa.

Cheyney, Cornwall.
Sa. five fusils arg. Wythaey.
Sa. five fusils in bend arg. Benton, co.

Wilts. Bereford. William de Braddone, G.
Brinton.

Sa. five fusils in fess arg. Dawtrey or Dawtree,
CO. Hants. Forman, Northumberland.
FoRNEAUx, Norfolk.

Sa. five fusils in pale arg, Forman or Fornens,
Norfolk,

Sa. five fusils in bend or. Brandon. Ereford
or Eresford. Hereford. Whitefield, co.

Dorset. Whitweld. Witweld.
Sa. five fusils in cross or. Essenqton.
Sa. five fusils in fess or. Ferlington.

5 FUSILS and in chief,...
2 Birds

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. in chief two martlets

respecting each other, Daubene.
8 Birds

Arg. five fusils conjoined in fess gu, in chief
three martlets sa, Bosville, Chete or Chevet,
CO. York

; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 296. Bosvill,
Gu. five fusils in fess arg. in chief three martlets

or. Daubeney.

Chief

Arg. five fusils in bend gu. a chief az.

Pembridge, CO. Chester.

On a Chief (Escallops)

Arg. five fusils in bend gu. on a chief az. three

escallops of the first. Gammage, Wales.

Arg. five fusils in bend gu. on a chief az. three

escallops or. Gamage, Coyte and Royiade, co.

Herts.
Or five fusils gu. on a chief arg. three escallops

az. Gamage.

Escallops
Arg. five fusils in fess gu. in chief three escallops

sa. Bosvill.

Heads—Beasts (Bears)

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. in chief three bear's

heads sa. Bosvile, co, York, temp. 1252.
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5 FUSILS and in chief. ...cont.

Heads cont. Beasts (Boars)
Arg. five fusils in fcss so. in chief three boat's

heads couped of the last. Oglethorpe.

Arg. five fusils in fess and three boar's heads in

chief erased sa. Boswell, co. York.

Hounds

Arg. five fusils in fesa gu. in chief three grey-
hound's heads erased of the last. Basceili.y.

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. in chief three grey-
hound's heads erased sa. Bosuilly.

. . . .monsters (Griffins)

Az. five fusils in fess gu. in chief three griffin's

heads erased sa. Boswell.

Label
Az. five fusils conjoined in fess arg. a label of five

points gu. William de Autrine, A.

Gu. five fusils coDJoined in bend or a label of as

many points arg. Chracheth, F.
Gu. five fusils in fess and a label of three points

az. Drax, CO. York.

Gu. five fusils in bend or a label arg. (Another,
the label az.) Braybeck.

Or three fusils az, a label gu. Leigh, co.

Somerset.

Leaves

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. and in chief three

leaves slipped sa. Bosvill.

UuUets
Arg. five fusils in bend gu. in chief three mullets

of the second. Bosewell.

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. in chief three mullets

sa. Bushnei.l. Another, a crescent for ditf.

BosviLL, Wormsworth, co. York.
Gu. five fusils in fess arg. in chief three mullets

pierced or. Novike.

5 FUSILS betw
Arches

Gu. five fusils in fess erm. betw. three bridge
arches on columns arg. Dynham.

Beasts
Per bend arg. and sa. five fusils betw. six lions

ramp, counterchanged. Tylesbury.

Birds

Arg. five fusils in fess az. betw. three Cornish

chough.s ppr. Wickliffe.

Arg. five fusils in fess sa. betw. three Cornish

choughs ppr. Wickliff.

Arg. five fusils in fess az. betw. three crows sa.

Wickliffe.

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. betw. three ravens ppr.
Corby.

Arg. five fusils in fess az. betw. four birds gu.
three in chief and one in base. Wycliff.

Bordure

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. within a bordure az.

bezanty. Lushill.
Az. five fusils in fess or within a bordure az. be-

zanty. Dawnie.
Gu. five fusils in fess arg. a bordure engr. or.

Nevill, CO. Lincoln.

Gu. five fusils in fess erm. within a bordure engr.

arg. Sir Oliver Dinham, JR.

Gu. five fusils in fess within a bordure erm.

Denham.
Cotises

Arg. five fusils in fess sa. betw, two cotises gu.

AvENELL, Blackpool, parish of South Molton,
CO. Devon; quartered by Huyshe of Sand,

Wykes of North Wykes, and Holcombe, who

6 FUSILS betw cont.

Cotises cont.

m. the daughters and coheirs of John Avenell,
about 1450. AvENELL, Loxbeare, co. Devon ;

Eleanor, dau. and heir of John Avenell, m.
Edward Richards, who d. 5 Hen. VIII, inq.
p. m. Richards seems to have adopted the
Avenell arms.

Sa. five fusils in bend cotised arg. Puckeeino.
Crosses

Arg. five fusils in bend betw. two crosses crosslet

filchy sa. DicoN or Diconns.
Erm. five fusils in fess sa. betw. three crosses

fitchy of the last. Poynton.
Gu. five fusils in bend erm. betw. three crosses

crosslet or. Averance.

Arg. five fusils in bend betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. Cornwall.
Gu. five fusils in bend erm. betw. six crosses

crosslet or. Awbmarle, co. Dorset.
Gu. five fusils in fess quartered arg. and sa. betw.

six crosses flowered of the second. Boaler.
Sa. five fusils in bend betw. six crosses crosslet

or. Whitefield, co. Dorset.

Escallops
Gu. five fusils in fess betw. three escallops arg,
Abby.

Gu. five fusils conjoined in fess betw. three escal-

lops arg. Abbey.
Heads (Birds)

Az. five lusils in fess gu. betw. three eagle's
heads couped or. Goddard, co. Berks.

Az. five fusils in fess betw. three eagle's heads
erased or. Goddard, London

; and East
Wood Hay, co. Hants; Visitation 16?A.

....( Human Figure )

Gu. five fusils in fess arg. betw. three maiden's
heads or. Smyth, co. Derby, ISSS.

Tressure
Az. five fusils in fess or within a double tressure

tiory counterflory arg. Pearson, co. Lan-
caster.

On 6 FUSILS
Az. five fusils in fess arg. on the third a crescent

gu. Alteripe.

Arg. five fusils in fess gn. on each an escallop or.

Newmarch.
Arg. five fusils in fess sa. each fusil charged with

an escallop of the first. Plumpton, Darley,
CO. Derby ; of Yorkshire origin ; the co-heirs,

temp. 1480, m. Sotehill and Rocliffe.

Az. five fusils in fess or each chaiged with an

escallop gu. Pldmpston, Plumpton, co.

York; Scrape v. Grosvenor 312, Plompton or

Plomton. Plompton, S.

Gu. five fusils in fess arg. on each an escallop
sa. Cheyney, Pincourt, co. Devon.

Or five fusils in fess gu. on each an escallop of

the field. Newmarch.
Arg. five fusils in fess conjoined gu. eiich charged

with a fleur-de-lis or. Diamont, London ;

granted 1612; Her. Off. Int. MSS. Vincent,
No. 154.

Or five fusils in fess az. each charged with a

cinquefoil arg. Pennington, Thorncomb, co.

Devon.

Arg. five fusils in fess sa. on each three pales
or. Percy.

On 5 FUSILS and in chief. . . .

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. each charged with a

martlet or in chief three bear's beads erased

sa. muzzled of the field. Bosvjlb; granted
10 June, 1638.
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On 6 FUSILS betw
Gu. five fusils conjoined in fess or each cliarged

with an erm. spot within a bordure nebuly arg.

Neville, Heacham Hall, Norfolk.

Arg. five fusils in fess gu. each charged with a

lleur-de-lis or betw. three mullets sa. Dymon
or Dyman, London.

6 FUSILS

Arg. six fusils conjoined in bend gu. John de

Grey, E.

Arg. six fusils in fess sa. Faconberge.

Arg. six fusils in pale sa. Daniels or Daniers,

Bradley in Appleton.
Az. six fusils conjoined in bend or.

Birmingham. Bieingham.
Erra. six fusils in bend gu. Plokenett.
Pldkenett.

Gu. six fusils conjoined in bend or. Sir William

le Mareschal, L. And with a label arg. Sir

Aunsel le Mareschal, L.

Gu. six fusils in bend or. (Another, adds a

label of five points az.; another a label arg.)

Braybeck.
Or six fusils conjoined in bend az. Fukeram.
Sa. six fusils in bend arg. Benton.

7 FUSILS

Sa. seven fusils in bend arg. Cusanz, co. Hants.

CusANOR or Cdsavoe.
Sa. crusilly and a bend of seven fusils conjoined

or. Robert de Witefeld, E.

8 FUSILS
Gu. eight fusils five and three arg. M. Thomas

de Preston, S.

Gu. eight fusils four and four arg. Preston.

10 FUSILS

Arg. ten fusils conjoined five and five barways sa.

Fauconberge or Faiicomberge.

FUSILY

Fusily arg. and gu. Duebeck, Normandy.
Fitz-Williams.

Fusily arg. and sa. Bezome. Crofx.

Fusily az. and or. Rivers.

Fusily gu. and or. Crone or Clone.

Fusily or and gu. Berings. Rivers.

Fusily or and sa. Blond. Creketot.

Fusily vair and gu. Tregos, V.

GAD see Billet

GADBEE and GADFLY see Insect

GALLEY see Ship GAMB see Leg
- GANAPIE see Bird

GAEB
.... a garb .... quartering a leopard's head.
William Sywaed, London, 1330.

Arg. a boar's head couped in pale az. in the
mouth a garb or. Gibbon.

Az. a garb arg. banded vert. Holdesheife or
Holdesheaff. Sir de Holdesheff, V.

Az. a garb arg. banded gu. Holsheff.
Az. a garb or. Grosvenor, Marquess of West-

minster; Scrope V, Grosvenor. Sir Richard

GuosvEKOUR, V. Grosvenor, Eaton, co.

Chester. Grosvenor, co. Dorset. Hazard.

GAEB cont.

Az. a bar and a half arg. in the sinister quarter a

garb or. Scheffeld, V.

Az. a garb or banded arg. Holchief or

Holdchiefe.
Az. a garb or banded gu. Gravenoe or

Grosvenor.
Gu. a garb or. Trevisa or Trevissa, Crocadon,

Cornwall; and co. Devon, W.
Quarterly vert and or in the first and fourth

quarters a garb of the last. Hiocox, Stratford-

upon-Avon, CO. Warwick.
Vert a garb banded and bowed in the head ppr.

Bower.
Veit a garb or. Hiccocks, London ; granted

17(J7.

GARB and in chief. ...

On a Canton
Erm. a garb az. on a canton of the second an

annulet or. Gatchell, co. Somerset; Pole

Devon, ii, 48i,

Chief
Or a garb vert two pheons in chief gu. a

chief dovetailed az. Leaves, Kensington,
Middlesex.

On a Chief

Arg. a garb az. on a chief of the last a lion ramp.
of the first. M'Ewan.

Or a garb az. on a chief of the second a lion

ramp, of the first. Mackenan. Muckle, Scot-

land.

Gu. a garb .... on a chief arg. a ship in full

sail ppr. Jopp, Winkton House, co.

Hants.
Az. a garb or in chief two roses arg. Yvounet,

Isleworth, Middlesex.

Estoiles
Per chev. nebuly or and az. in chief two estoiles

in base a garb counterchanged. Meakin,
Worcester.

Heads (Helmeted)
Gu. a crescent erm. betw. a helmet and a garb in

pale or. Cholmley.
Gu. a garb or two helmets in chief ppr.

garnished or. Cholmondeley, Vale Royal,
CO. Chester; Z, 321. Cholmondeley, Mar-
quess Cholmondeley, co. Chester. Cholmley,
Whitby and Roxby,co. York. Cholmondeley,
Baron De.lamere,

Hook
.... a garb .... and in chief a sickle ....

M'Sparren, Ireland.

Mullets
Az. a garb or in chief two mullets of the last.

Wauchop, Niddry, Scotland; New Register.
Az. a garb or in chief three mullets arg.
Wauchope, Keekmoor, Scotland.

GARB betw. or within....
Birds

Arg. a garb betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.
Toms. Tomes, Warwick.

Or a garb betw. three eagles displ. gu.
Beunton.

Vert a garb betw. tliree partridges or. Saxby,
Cbaflford, Kent; granted 1751.

Bordure
Sa. a garb within a bordure engr. arg. Stoddard.

Crescents
Gu. a garb arg. betw. three crescents of the

second. Youl, Scotland.
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6ABB betw. or within .... co?i(.

Crescents coiit.

Gn. a garb or betw. three crescents arg. Yule,
Scotland.

Fleurs-de-lis
Or a garb vert betw. three fleurs de-lis sa.

BunFooT, LoQdon.

Flowers
As5. a garb or banded of the first betw. three

thistles gold. Bayne, Fife, Scotland.
Az. a wheat sheaf betw. three thistles or all

within a bordure of the last. Bain, Berwick.

Heads
Arg. a garb or betw. three lion's heads erased gu.
BucHAN, Kelly, Scotland.

Arg. a garb betw. three lion's heads erased sa.

within a bordure az. Buchan, Cairubully,
Scotland.

Az. a garb. betw. three wolfs heads erased arg.
Nixon.

Az. a garb betw. three hawk's heads erased or.

Troup, Scotland.

Pheons
. . a garb . . betw. three pheons .... Totenhale.

Bonndies

Az. a garb or banded gu. betw. two bezants.

Grosvenour, v.

Az. a garb or betw. three bezants. Robert

Grosvenour, Ward's Mill, near Hertford, W.
Swords

Gu. a garb or betw. three cutlasses erect arg.
hilts and pomels of the second. Hodgson,
CO. Chester; granted 1717.

GASB betw. or within ....

and in chief. . . .

Az. a garb erect or betw. two branches of laurel

tied by a ribbon in base on a chief ennbattled

arg. three arrows points downwards betw. eight
erra. spots two and two in pale sa. Archer,
Chelmsford, Essex.

Arg. a garb betw. three saltires in chief a shed.

Stackhouse, Trehane, Cornwall ; originally of

Durhano.
Gu. in base a garb or supported by two lions

ramp, of the second in chief three swords two
in saltire the points upwards and one fessways
the point to the dexter side of the shield ppr.
O'Breanon, Jobh, Ireland.

6ABB and in base ....

Az. in chief two lions ramp, regarding each
other supporting a garb all or in the dexter

base a crescent and in the sinister an Irish

harp both gold stringed arg. Fogarty

(ancient).
On a GA£B

Az. a garb or banded gu. a bird feeding on the

top. Shear, Cornwall.

Gu. a raven ppr. in a garb arg. Watkin ap John
HiR.

Gu. on a garb or a Cornish chough beaked and
membered of the field holding in the beak an

ermine spot within a bordure gobony or and
az. Watkins, Llangorse, co. Brecon.

Gu. on a garb a bird arg. beaked and membered

gu. holding in the beak an ermine spot within

a bordure gobonny or and az. Vaughan, Tyle
Glas, CO. Brecknock.

Gu. on a garb or three ravens ppr. Teleglas.
Gu. on a garb or three martlets sa. Grono,
Wales.

2 GASBS
Arg. two bundles of reeds in fess vert. Janssen,
Wimbledon, Surrey; Baronetcy 1714; extinct

1777; quartering second and third per fess or
and az. a swan naiant ppr. and fourth arg. one
bundle of reed vert.

Gu. two garbs in saltire or banded az. Serjeant's

Inn, Fleet Street.

2 GABBS and in chief. . . .

On a Chief
Az. two garbs in saltire or on a chief gu. a lion

pass, guard, or. Company of Starch-Makers,
London

; incorporated 1022.
Vert in chief two garbs or in base an arrow in

pale arg. on a chief purp. a cherub's head ppr.
betw. two estoiles of the second. Thackeray,
Essex.

2 OABBS and in base....
Az. two wheat sheaves in chief and a mullet in

base or. Haycock.

2 OABBS betw. or within....
Flaunches

Gu. two garbs arg. betw. as many flaunches erm.
Bruges.

Flowers
Per saltire gu. and or two garbs in pale of the

last in fess as many roses ppr. Hii.borne,
Kmgsdon, co. Somerset; granted 110%,

3 GABBS
.... three garbs .... John Waldeschef,
Chesterton ; 32 Edward I, 14 Edward 11; Seal.

Arg. three sheaves az. Shevesby.

Arg. three garbs gu. Comyn, co. York. Sir

Roger Comyn, V.

Arg. three garbs gu. banded or. Comin, co. York.

Comyn, co. York.

Arg. crusily three garbs gu. Sire Johan Comyn,
N. Sir Thomas Comyn, V.

Arg. crusily fitchy gu. three garbs of the last.

Coning. Reade.

Arg. three garbs sa. De Mantinge, F. Scrokyll.
Wanting.

Az. three garbs arg. Chester. Sir Rauf
Chester, co. Huntingdon, V. Heathfiei.d.
Leon^vrd, Lenor or Lenorey. Pevekell,
Sampford-Peverell, co. Devon; the co-heirs
m. Cottle, Wrokeshall, and Rivers.

Az. crusily three garbs arg. Tibaud de Neivile,
E.

Az. semy of mullets or three garbs arg. bound
gu. Comyn, E.

Az. three garbs .... overall a crosier in pale. . . .

Wenlock or WiMNiCAS Cluniac Priory, co.

Salop ; Monasticon.
Az. three garbs or. AvisoN. Sire de Beumeys,
N. Blake. Blondevill. Bloundeville.
Ranulf Blundeville, V. Bohun, Chester.
Bongam. Sir de Brouse, F. Brows. Buchan.
Le Conte de Cestre, C, D, E, G, N. Le
Conte Randolf de Chestre, P. Chester,
(Feudal Arms of); borne by Ralph, son of Mar-

garet, only sister of H. Lupus, earl Chester, by
John Bohun, earl Cumberland. Comyn.

Cumin, Lords of Badenoch ; the co-heirs were

Joan, m. David de Strabolgy, Earl of Athol ;

and Elizabeth, m. Sir Richard Talbot, of

Goderich Castle. Cumin, Altyr, co. Elgin.
Erskine, Baron Erskine. Feld, co. Hants.
John de Gallaway. Counte de Chester, Y.
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3 GAEBS cont.

Gallaway or Galoway. Meschines, co.

Chester. Peverell. Sir Thomas Peveeell,
V. Le Counte Boghan, Y. John Scotus,
Comes Cestria, V.

Az. three garbs or with a strawberry leaf in the

centre. Cuming, Relugaa, in Moray; temp.
James V; heiress m. 1808, Sir Thomas Dicli

Lauder, Fountainhall, baionet.

Az. three garbs or a fleurde lis for diff. Cummin,
Brunthill, Scotland.

Quarterly first az. three garbs or the feudal arms
of the Earldom of Bute : second quarterly first

and fourth az. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy or for Marr; second and third arg. a

pale SB. for Erskine
;
third quarterly first and

fourth or a fess chequy az. and arg. for Stewart

of Kirkhill ; second and third az. three garbs
or for Cumyn, Earls of Bucban ; fourth arg.
three bars gemelles gu. surmounted of a lion

ramp. sa. armed and membered az.for Fairfax;
over all on an inescutcheon gu. an eagle displ.
or looking towards the sun in its splendour

placed towards the dexter chief point, being
8 coat of augmentation for the lordship of

Cardross. Erskine, Earl of Buchan.

Quarterly first and fourth az. three garbs or ;

second and third arg. three bends sa. each

charged with as many roses of the field barbed
or ; over all upon an escutcheon of pretence
the arras of Gordon of Gordonstoun, viz. first

and fourth grand quarterings counter-quartered
first az. three boar's heads couped or armed
and langed gu. for Gordon ; second or three

lion's heads erased gu. for Badenoch ; third or

three crescents within the royal tressure for

Seton ; fourth az. three cinquefoils arg. for

Frazer; second and third grand quarters gu.
three stars or all within a bordure of the last.

GoRDON-CuMMiNG, Altyro, CO. Elgin ; and Gor-

donstoun, CO. Perth J Baronetcy 1804.
Az. three oat sheaves or. Bennis, Clare, and

Limerick, Ireland. Benneys or Bennoys.
Az. three garbs or bunded gu. Bowhan. Brosse;
Duchesne. Brouse. De Br >(;se.

Az. three garbs close topped or. Beauvois.
Az. three garbs in pale or. Cullowe, Tyntagle,

Cornwall.

Az. three garbs or with a buckle in the centre for

difi". Cummin, Lochtervandich ; afterwards of

Auchry.
Gu. three garbs . . Ballarp, Surrey, Mounsire

Richard Fiton or Fition
;
in ivindotu of Wor-

center Cathedral.
Gu. three garbs arg. Boileau. Categny.
Clement. Comyn. Sir Jo1)q Comyn of Ire-

. land, F. Kempt. Lidsei,, Essex.
Gu. three garbs arg. banded or. Tofte. Tosie,

Essex, V.

Gu. three garbs or. Duny. Modntkord, Norfolk.
John Comyn, C, D, E, J, Y. Preston.

Gu. three comyn-sheaves or two and one.
Redcomyn.

Gu. three garbs or banded arg. Wawton, V.

Gu. three garbs per fess or and arg. two and
one. Wanton.

Gu. three garbs ppr. eared or. Comyns, Wood,
in Bishop's Teiguton, co. Devon.

Gyronny of eight arg. and or three garbs gu.
Whitfield.

Or three garbs az. Blandvile or Blandville.
Or three garbs az. banded arg, a flower seeded or

in the centre of each band. Scrokyll, K

3 GARBS co7it.

Or three garbs gu. Mountford, Norfolk.

Preston, co. Lincoln.

Or three garbs gu. banded arg. Preston, V.

Or three garbs sa. two and one. Birrby or

BUCKBY.
Or three garbs vert. Mowbricke, Mowbricke,

CO. Lancaster.

Per chev. arg. and az. three garbs counterchanged.
Sarrell.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief three mullets or
in base as many gaibs gu. Pakington, Ayles-

bury, and Wesiwood, co. Bucks ; Pakington,
CO. Siuflford ; Baronetcy 1620 ; extinct 1830.

Sa. three garbs org. Delafield, Audley, co.

Hereford. Fenne. Kingdom of Leinstek
;

Harl. MS. 1441. Mackjiaure. Mackmore or

Mackmoragh, Ireland. Macmorough, King of

Leinster. Mac Maure, Ireland. Macmurch,
London. More and O'More, Ireland. Segrave.
Geffrey de Segrave, C, M. Nicholas Segrave,
D, E, Y. Sir Gilbert Segrave, co. Waiwick,
V. Vine.

Sa. three garbs arg. banded gu. Segrave,
Segrave, co. Leicester; Roll temp. Henry III.

Sa. three gaibs .... over all a crosier in pale or.

Dieulacres Monastery, co. Stafford; Tanner.
Sa. three garbs or. Aighton, co. Lancaster.

Aughton, Hadlington, CO. Lancaster. Auste.
BOUGHAN or BOUGHON. BoWGHEN, BoWHEN
or BowHEYN. Sir Alexander Boughan.
BowHEYN, F". Britain. Budwohth.
Cambridge. Felde, Madley, co. Hereford.
Segrave. Sticks. Stuche, Stuche, co. Salop.
Stych, Barking, and Newbury, Essex; and
Styche, co, Salop ; Baronetcy 1687

; extinct
1725.

Sa. three garbs or banded arg. Nowers.
Sa. three garbs or a bend engr. gu. Segrave.
Vert three garbs or, Dunmure, Scotland,

Westby, V.

3 GAEBS and in cMef....
Beasts

Gu, three garbs arg. in chief a lion pass, of the
second. Rotbr or Rother, co. Chester.

RoTiER, V. RoTYR, V. RuTTER, Stratford-

npon-Avon, co. Warwick, W.
Gu. three garbs arg. in chief a lion pass. or.
ROTER or RoTHER.

Birds
Sa. on the top of each of three garbs or a dove

arg. Sharnfield.
On a Canton

Sa. three garbs or on a canton arg. a martlet gu.
Davison, Brandhall, co. Salop.

Chief .

Arg. three garbs gu. a chief of the last. Hoey,
or Hoy, Ireland.

Az. three garbs arg. a chief or. Penrell.
Peverell, Sampford-Peverell, co. Devon. Hne
Peverell, E. Sir de Pevekell, Cornwall, V.

Az. three garbs or a chief arg, Peverell,
Gu. three garbs arg. banded of the field a chief

or, Peverell.
Gu. three garbs or a chief erm. Theobald,

Kent.
Sa. three garbs arg. banded or a chief of the

second. Foxlay.
On a CMef

Gu. three garbs or on a chief az. a lion pass.
guard, arg. Rutteu, Kingsley, co. Chester;
Ilarl. JilS. MJU, io.2i2b.
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3 6ABBS and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont.

Gu. three garbs in pale or on a chief of the
second as many garbs of the first. Sherfield.

Az. tliree garbs or on a cliief arg. a boar's liead

sa. TuGWELL, Crow Hall, near Bath.
Sa. three garbs or on a chief arg, a talbot's head

erased betw. two billets gu. Bkykes or Byrkes.
Thomas Bykkes or Brykes,, Kayowin, V.

Sa. three garbs or on a chief of the second a grey-
hound's head erased betw. two billets gu.
Beymks.

Sa. three garbs or on a chief of the' second a

talbot's head erased betw. two billets gu.
Bricus. Brykeis, V.

Az. three garbs .... on a chief arg. as many
mullets sa. Beames.

Per chev. sa. and gu. in chief three mullets end
in base as many garbs or. Packington,
Airdesley, co. Worcester.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in base three garbs gu. in

chief as many mullets or. Pakington; quar-

tering arg. on a chief gu. three bezants for

P.ussell. Pakington, Droitwich and Westwood
Park, CO. Worcester; Baronetcy 1846.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief three mullets

pierced or and in base as many garbs gu.

Pakington, V.

Sa. three garbs or on a chief arg. as many pellets

gu. BiRKES.

Arg. three garbs two and one ppr. on a chief az.

three bezants. Wranghajh; Archdeacon, co.

York.
Staffs

Az. three garbs or two and one in pale a crosier

of the last. Wenlock Monastery, co. Oxford.

3 GABBS and in base

Az. in chief tliree garbs or in base a crescent arg.

Craigmill, Craigmill.

3 GABBS betw. or within....
Bars

Vert within two bars erm. betw. two heraldic

tigers pass, one in chief and one in base or

three garbs of the last. MiNioN, Stoke-upon-
Trent, co. Stafford.

Or three bars humetty sa. betw. two flaunches gu.
three garbs in fess counterchanged. Fryer.

Az, three garbs or betw. two barrulets arg. in

chief two lion's heads erased erminois in base a

mullet of the third. Sheaffe; Baronetcy.
Bends

Gu. three garbs in bend or within two bendlets

arg. and betw. two lozenges vair. Eickaeds,
VV estrainster.

Birds

Per chief gu. and azr. over all three garbs betw.

five martlets or. Strangebow or Strongbow.
Or three garbs az. banded gu. and arg. withiu

an orle of eight martlets. Strokyll or

Strygull, V.

Bordure

Az. three garbs within a bordure or. Cummin,

Coulter, Scotland. Gumming, Coulter; Baronet

of Nova Scotia.

Gu. three garbs within a bordure engr. or.

Thomas Kempe, Bishop of London 1450 89.

John Kempe, Archbishop of York; Archbishop
of Canterbury 1452-1454. Sir Thomas Kemp,
V.

Gu. three garbs arg. within a bordure sa. bezanty.

Clement, co. Oxford, V. Clement, Norfolk.

3 GABBS betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

Gu. three garbs arg, within a bordure engr. of the
second. Brad, co. Lincoln.

Sa. three garbs arg. within a bordure engr. of the
last. Brickhet, co. Chester, V.

Sa. three garbs arg. two and one within a bordure

gobonny or and gu. More or Moore, Brod-

clift, CO. Dorset; and Ireland. O'More, co.
Devon.

Sa. three garbs or within a bordure arg.
Berkhead or Berkenhead. Birkenhead,
Backford, co. Chester. Birket. Bricki;d,
ct). Chester. Sir. de Brickhed or Brickhet,
V. BURCKHEAD.

Sa. three garbs or within a bordure of the second.
Berkhead and Brickhed, co. Chester.
St:GRAVE.

Gu. three garbs arg. within a bordure engr. of
the second. Brad, Wrongle, co. Lincoln.

Gu. tliree garbs within a bordure engr. or.

Kemp, Gissing, Norfolk; Baronetcy 1041.

Kempe. Kempe, Slindon, Sussex; theheiriss
ra. James Bartholomew, Earl of Newburgh.
Kempe, Oiantigh, Kent; the daughters tind

co-heirs of Sir Thothas Kempe, who d. 1GU7,

weie, Mary, m. to Sir Dudley Digges, knt. j

Aune, ra. to Sir John Cutts, knt.; Dorothy,
m. to Sir John Chichele ;

and Amy, m. to Sir

Henry Skipwith.
Gu. three garbs within a bordure engr. or entoyre

of pomeis. Kemp.
Per fess indented arg. and gu. three garbs coun-

terchanged all within a bordure sa. charged
with ten crosses crosslet of the first.

Clements, Lower Clapton, Middlesex.

Sa. three garbs within a bordure engr. arg.

Briket, CO. Lancaster; Burke.

Sa. three garbs arg. a boidure engr. or. O'More,
Ireland.

Sa. three garbs or within a bordure engr. arg.

Bricket, Brickheat, or Bryket, co. Chester.

Birket.
Sa. three garbs or within a bordure engr. of the

last. BiRKEHovEH, CO. Luucastcr. Birket.

Briket, co. Lancaster.

Sa. three garbs or within a bordure arg. pelletty.

Birket, co. Chester.

Crosses

Arg. three garbs betw. nine crosses crosslet gu.
COMYN.

Arg. three garbs betw. nine crosses crosslet fitchy

gu. CoMiN. CoMYN or CoMiN,. 00. Liucoln.

Tressure

Gu. three garbs within a double tressure flory or.

Eedcomyn. Comin or Comyn. Johannes Dn^

Cqmyn, V.

3 GARBS betw. or within ....

and in chief. . . .

On a Canton
Erm. three garbs gu. within a bordure sa.

bezanty a canton of the arms of LongviU.

Clement, Kent.

On 3 GABBS
Sa. three garbs or on the lop of each a dove arg.

Sharnfield.

4 GABBS
Gyronny of eight arg. and or four

garbs^
gu.

banded of the first.
"' ~ " "

WUITFELD, V.

Whitfield. Richard

iia
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6 6AEBS
Per chev. az. and vert in chief three garbs in base

two chevronwajs or. Joseph.
Sa. five garbs in cross or. Meeefield, London.

6 GAUBS
Az. six garbs or. Beaumes, co. Huntingdon.
Hugh (Bohun) Kevelioc or Kyvelioo, Earl
of Chester; ob. 1180; Sladen's 3rd quartering.

Az. six garbs or three two and oue. Cavelock,
Counte of Chestre, F. Henlock or Herlock.
Ketton. Kevelioc or Kevemok. Kew, co.

York. KivEixioc. Tanghurst.
Gu. six garbs arg. Debnam.

7 GAEBS
Az. seven garbs or four two and one. Dolman,

Shaw, CO. Berks, V. And with a crescent for

diff. Dolman, Newbury, co. Berks.

GABDENES see Human Figure
GAULAND see Wreath

GAUTEB see Belt and Bend
• GATE

Gu. a gate or. Poetnew.

GATE betw....,
Gu. a gate betw. three goats pass. or. Portnowe.

3 GATES
Arg. three gates sa. Yates.
Per chev. gu. and or three gates counterchanged.

Yates.
Per chev. crenelly gu. and or three gates counter-

changed. Yates, F; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 94.

Per fess crenelly or and az. three gales two in

chief gu. one in base or. Yate, Buckland ;

Earl. MS. 4108, fo. 63.

Per fess crenelly or and gu. three gates counter-

changed. Yate, Wolton, co. Warwick. Yeates.
Per fess crenelly or and gu. three bar-gates coun-

terchanged. Yeates, Ireland, V.

Per fess crenelly or and gu. three gates and as

many crescents counterchanged. Yate,
Oxford.

Per fess crenelly sa. and arg. three five-barred

gates counterchanged. Yeates, Bristol.
Per pale crenelly arg. and sa. three field-gates

counterchanged. Yate, Buckland, co. Berks;
and CO. Bucks.

GAUNTLET see Hand
GEMELL see Bars. GEMEING see Annulet

GLASS and in chief

Vert a sandglass running arg. and in chief the

holy bible expanded ppr. Joass, CoUinwort,
ScotlHud.

Vert three hour-glasses in bend ppr. betw. two
bendlets arg. Andeeton, Haighton House,
near Preston, co. Lancaster.

GLAZIER'S SNIPPEE see Implement
GLOBE see Sphere GLOVE see Hand

GOAT see Beast GOLPE see Roundle

GONFANON see Banner

GOOSE see Bird GOSHAWK see Falcon

2 GOUTTES
Arg. two gouttes de poix. (jusset.

8 GOTTTTES
Arg. three gouttes de poix. Crosbie.
Az. three gouttes in bend or, Harbottle.
Per chev. arg. and sa. three gouttes counter-

ehanged. Crosby, V. Drop, V.

6 GOUTTES
On a Chief

Arg. six gouttes three two and one gu. on a
chief of the last three leopard's faces or.

Thorndike, Great Carleton, co. Lincoln.
Gu. six gouttes arg. three two and one on a

chief of the second a griffin segreant sa.

Cockshutt, CO. Herts.

Az. a fleece arg. in chief six gouttes d'eau.

Gedeon.

7 GOUTTES
Per chev. arg. and sa. in chief four gouttes and

in base three of the same counterchanged.
Ceofton, Ireland. Ceosbie or Crosby.

8 GOUTTES
Arg. eight gouttes sa. three two and three.

MONGOMBRY, Suflfolk, V,

9 GOUTTES
Barry of six sa. and erm. nine gouttes arg. threie

three and three. Bradwardin, V.

10 GOUTTES
Or ten gouttes gu. four three two and one.

Lemyng, F.

12 GOUTTES
Per pale or and vert twelve gouttes or drops

in pale counterchanged four four and four.

Grindoure, Forest of Dean, co. Gloucester.

16 GOUTTES
Arg. fifteen gouttes de sang five four three two
and oue. Lemming, Essex«

GOUTTY
Az. goutty d'eau. Winterbottom, Lord Mayor

of London 1752.

Gu. goutty d'or. Lesington.
Sa. goutty d'eau. Boys.

Vairy .... and .... on each a goutte ....

Gysseling, Algorley, co. Lincoln.

Vaiiy arg. and gu. on each arg. a goutte sa.

Gresque, Lafby, co. Lincoln.

Vairy arg. and gu. goutty de poix. Grelley.
Vairy gu. and arg. goutty de poix. Greiseley,

CO. Staff"ard.

Canton
Sa. gouity arg. a canton erm. Dannett, Wats-

thoipe, CO. Leicester. Dennet, London.
Sa. goutty erm. a canton of the second.

Dannett, London.
Sa. goutty or a canton erm. Dannet or Dannett,
London.

Sa. goutty erm. on a canton of the second an
annulet gu. Danet, V.

Sa. goutty and a canton arg. Dannant or

Dannat, CO. Salop; and co. Warwick. Sr.de
Dannet, F; Cotton MS., Tiberius D. 10. Sir
John Danet, F.

On a Chief

Arg. goutty de larmes on a chief az. three baron's
coronets or. Kington; Harl. MS. 14u4, fo.

W2b.

Arg. goutty de sang on a chief az. three ducal
coronets or. Earlesman, iu Hampshire.
Kington, V*. Kyngton, F. But crowns.
Kingston. i

Arg. goutty de sang on a chief indented az. three
ducal coronets or. Kington, V*.

Arg. goutty de sang on a chiet wavy per pale gu.
and vert three ducal coronets or. Kington,
Charlton House, co. Somerset.
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GOUTTY cont.

On a Chief cont.

Arg. goutty de poix on a chief indented az. three
Saxon crowns or. Eulisman, Westover, Isle

of Wight.
Arg. goutty de poix on a chief gu. a lion pass.

guard, or. Sr. Robert Dbope, Lord Mayor of

London, 1474.

Arg. goutty de poix on a chief (engr. Gwillim)
indented gu. a lion pass, guard, or. City of

Chichester, Sussex.

Arg. goutty de poix on a chief gu. a lion pass.
guard, of the first. Drope, co. Huntingdon ;

and London.

Arg. goutty de poix on a chief engr. gu. a lion

pass, guard, of the first. Poller.
Arg. goutty do poix a chief nebuly gu.

EOYDENHALL, 171(5.

GOTJTTES betw. or within....

Arg. two bars gu. betw. eight gouttes de larmes
four three and one. Chaury.

Arg. two bars gu. betw. nine gouttes az. three

three and three. Chawry. Chowrey.
Barry of six sa. and erm. goutty d'or.

Bbadwardyn.

GRAPPLING IRON see Anchor

GROSSING IRON see Implement
GRAZING IRON see Implement

GREYHOUND see Dog GRICE see Boar

GRIFFIN see Monster GUIDON s££ Banner

GULES
Gules simply. D'Albret, France. De la Erect,
temp. Edward I. Albert, Narbonne, Rcbei,
Tuscany. Eurmencons de la Brecte, K.

GUN
Arg. a culvprin dismounted in fess sa. Leigh.
Gu. tliree lion's heads erased arg. in the centre

a matchlock or. Leversage.
Per fess wavy gu. and az. a lion pass, guard,

or beneath the feet a musket lying horizontally

ppr. semy of fleurs de-lis confusedly dispersed
of the third. Hockin, Lydford, co. Devon

;

granted 1764.

2 GUNS hetw. or within....

Arg. two guns in saltire ppr. in chief the letter G
in "base the letter Y sa. each crowned with a

regal crown on the dexter side in fess a barrel

and on the sinister three balls all of the second.

Company of Gunsmiths, London.

GUNS hetw. or within....
and in chief. . ..

Gu. three cannons barways in pale arg.

GouNiNO, Mayor of Bristol; granted 22

December, 1662.

On a Chief
Gu. two muskets in saltire within a hordure arg.

a chief or charged with a lion pass, guard, of

the field. Gunn.
Az. three field-pieces on their carriages in pale

or on a chief arg. as many cannon balls sa.

Ordnance Office.

GUSSETS
Gu. two gussets arg. Coningham.
Gu. a lion ramp, or betw. two flaunches and a

gusset in base erm. Cely, Ceely, or Ceily,

Havering, Essex.
Sa. two gussets arg. Coningham.

GUZE see Roundle

GYRON
Arg. three cinquefoils gu. and a gyron issuing

from the dexter side in chief az. Chivers.

GYRONNY of 4 (see also per saltire)

Gyronny of four arg. and gu. Rostwold or
Restwocld. Shelbury or Shelbery, Col-

chester, Essex; The Temple, London; and
Peckham, Surrey.

Gyronny of four erm. and gu. Ireton.
Eestwold, CO. Bucks.

Gyronny of four erm. and lozengy or and gu.
Bedewell or Bedwell.

Gyronny of fourjsr and az. Gage. Ancient coat
of Piper, Tresmarrow, Cornwall.

Gyronny of four pieces or and gu. Andrews.
Gyronny of four or and sa. Pimpard

; 1240.

Gyronny of four champaine or enarched arg. and
gu. Brauneck.

Parted per pale and per bend or and arg. coun>

terchanged. Johnson; 1730.

GYRONNY of 6

Gyronny of six aig. and az. Bramson or
Branson.

Gyronny of six arg, and gu. a label of five points
az. AcHARD, CO. Berks.

Gyronny of six arg and sa. Callarde.

Maogiron, France.

Gyronny of six arg. and vert. Stocker.

Gyronny of six arg. and vert in chief a bend of

the second. Stoker; Harl. MS. 1405, fo. 306.

Gyronny of six az. and or. Amberg.

Gyronny of six erm. and az. Dwyre, Ireland.

Gyronny of six (or per saltire and per pale coun-

terchanged) erm. and lozengy or and az.

Betewell.

Gyronny of six or and sa. •Margeron.

Gyronny of six sa. and arg. Collabd; Harl,
MS. 1465, fo. 30&.

GYRONNY of 8

Gyronny of eight arg. and az. Bassingbobne.
Sire Johan de Bbiaunsoun, N. John

Sarffs, V.

Gyronny of eight arg. and gu. Acton.
Bassingborne. Sire Omfrey de Bassingbourne,
N. Acton- Pevebell, V. Peverell, Brad-

ford-Peverell, co. Dorset; temp. Edward I.

Sir John Peverel, 0.

Gyronny of eight arg. and sa. Blackerby,
Suffolk.

Gyronny of eight az. and aig. Bryanson. M.
Barthol. de Briancon, D.

Gyronny of eight az. and erm. Tbusbut.
^

Gyronny of eight az. and or. Warin de

Bassingbubn, p. Branson, Armthorpe, near

Doncaster. Bryanson.

Gyronny of eight erm. and az. Sir de Tbusbutts,
V.

Gyronny of eight erm. and bendy lozengy or and

gu. Betewell.

Gyronny of eight erm. and gu. Campbell, Earl

of Loudon*. Thomas Boter, Y. Rawdon-

MniR, Countess Loudoun.

Gyronny of eight erm. and gu. wavy. Campbell,

Waterhaugh, Scotland; a cadet of Loudon.

Gyronny of eight erm. and sa. Cayling, V.

Gyronny of eight gu. and arg. Okedon.

Gyronny of eight gu. and vair. Bassingbobne.

Peverell. Thomas Peverell, V.
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GYEONNY of S....cont.

Gyronny of eight or and az. Bassingborne.

Garin de Bassingbuen, C, N.

Gyronny of eight or and gu. Bassingborne, co.

Herts. Sire Johan de BASbiNOBouRNE, N.

FoRTON. Sir John Fokton, V. Peverell.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. Campbell,

Craignish. Campbell, Earl Cawdor. Nicholas

de Gettingdon, Y. Rams. Ranky.

Gyronny of eight or and vert, Crotty, Ireland.

Gyronny of eight sa. and erra. Bisset, Bisside,
or Beseid. Bested. Bysseyd, V. Calliling

or Cayling.

Gyronny of eight sa. and gu. Mathie, Glasgow.

Gyronny of eight vair and gu. Bassingborne,
CO. Camhridge. Peverell.

GYRONNY of 8 quarterly with
Beast

Gyronny of eight invecked or and sa. quartering
az. a lion ramp. arg. within a bordure counter,

compony arg. and az. Campbell, Succotb, co.

]Jumbarion; Baronetcy 1808.

Fess

Gyronny of eight or and sa. for Campbell; quar-

tering second or a fess cheqiiy arg. and az. for

Stewart; and third arg. a lympliad her sails

furled and oars in action all sa. for Lorn.

Campbell, Murqaess of Breadalbane. But
with a hunting liorn sa. garnished gu. in the

centre for diff. Campbell, Glenfalloch.

Gyionny of eight gu. and erm. quarterly with

Mure of Blacklaw, viz. arg. on a fess betw.

three garbs az. as many estoiles or. Campbell,
Auchmannock, co. Ayr.

Hand
Gyronny of eight or and sa. quartering second

arg. a dexter hand couped fessways grasping a

dagger in pale gu.; third arg. a galley her
sails furled and oars in action sa. ; and fourth

, per cross or and gu. a bend sa. M'Iver
Campbi^ll, Ashnish.

Ships
Gyronny of eight .... and .... quartering a

galley her sails furled .... Kippen, co. Perth.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. for Campbell ;

quartering second arg. a galley her sails furled

. and oars in action sa. for Lorn ; third arg.
a fess chequy az. and arg. for Stewart.

Campbell, Abernchill ; Baronetcy of Nova
. Scotia, 1C27. Campbell, Monzie; Finnab,

CO. Perth. Campbell, Glenlyon ; a cadet
of Glenurchy, But by way of distinction,
on a surtout the arms of the African and

. Indian Company of Scotland, viz. az. a St.

Andrew's cross cantoned with a ship in full

sail in chief and a Peruvian sheep in base in the
dexter flaunch a camel with a burden of goods
pass, in the sinister flaunch an elephant with a
tower on its back all arg. Campbell, Finnab,
CO. Perth.

Quarterly first and fourth gyronny of eight or
and sa. for Campbell ; quartering second arg.
a lymphad or ancient galley sa. ; third or a fess

chequy arg. atid az. over the whole a chief

arg. charged with a rock ppr. superscribed"
Gibraltar", betw. two medals, that on the

. dexter representing the silver medal presented
to the late Sir Alexander Campbell by the
supreme government of India for his services
at the storming of Seringapatara, 17fl9; and

,
that on the. sinister the gold one presented to
him for bis services at the battle of Talavera,

GYRONNY of 8 quarterly with cojit.

Ships cont.

1809. Campbell, Gartsford, co. Ross ;
Baro-

netcy 1821.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. for Campbell ; quar-

tering arg. a lymphad her sails furled and oars

in action all sa. flag and pennants flying gu. for

Lorn. Campbell, Duke of Argyll. Campbell,
Hounslow, Middlesex.

Gyronny of eifc!ht or and sa. quartering second

arg. a lymphad sa. ;
third or a fess chequy arg.

and az. in the centre point of the whole a heart

gu. ensigned with the ancient crown of Scotland

or on a chief (of honourable augmentation,

granted pursuant to royal warrant) arg. a

mount vert inscribed " Ava" in letters of gold ;

thereon a Burmese stockade ppr. betw. a repre-
sentation of the gold cross and clasp conferred

on Sir Archibald lor his services during the

Peninsular war ;
on the dexter pendent from

a ribbon gu. fimbriated az. ; and on the

sinister pendent from a ribbon az.the badge of

the Portuguese Order of the Tower and

Sword. Campbell, New Brunswick ; Baronetcy
1831.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. for Campbell ;

quartering second arg. a boar's head az. armed
and langued gu.; and third Lorn. Campbell,
Lochnell. Campbell, Jura, co. Argyll. With
a crescent in the centre for difif. Campbell,

Achteny.
Gyronny of eight orandsa.; quartering second

arg. a lymphad sa. with a fl>iR and pen-
nant flying gu.; and third or a fess chequy arg.

and az. the whole within a bordure embattled

erm. Campbell; Baronetcy 1815.

G.uonny of eight or and sa. ; quartering arg.

a ship with one mast her sails furled and
oars in action sa. Campbell, Russell Square,
London.

Sword

Gyronny of eight or and sa. ;
second arg. a

sword gu. pomel and hilt sa. ; third arg. a

castle triple towered sa. Campbell, Barbreck ;

founded by John Campbell, second son of

Sir Colin Campbell, of Lochow, who d. in

1:^40.

GYRONNY of 8 within a bordure

Gyronny of eight or and sa. a bordure of the first.

Campbell, Ardkinglass.

Gyronny of ei^ht or and sa. a bordure of the first

charged with eight crescents of the second.

Campbell, Auchawilling, Ardintenny, Ard-

chattan Priory, co. Argyll; Gatcombe Park,
Isle of Wight.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. a bordure gobonny
vert and erm. Campbell, Auchinbi-eck; Ba-

ronet.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. a bordure chequy arg.

and az. charged with eight crescents arg. for

diff. Campbell, Stockholm.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. a bordure engr. or

charged with eight crescents sa. Campbell,
Innellan.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. a bordure engr.

quarterly of the first and az. charged with

eight buckles counterchanged. Campbell,
Lord Campbell, of St. Andrew's.

Gyronny of eight erm. atid gu. a bordure engr.
of the second charged with eight crescents arg.

Campbell, Balgairshaw.
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GYEONNY of 8 within a bordure .... cont.

Gyronny of eight sa. and or a bordure vairy.

Campbell, Clothirk.

Gyronny of eight erm. and gu. a bordure wavy
vert. Campbell.

Gyrnnny of eight or and sn- a bordure wavy az.

charged with as many salmons naiant arg. in

the centre a mullet of the last. Campbell,
Siiirven.

GYEONNY of 8 and in chief. . . .

Canton

Gyronny of eight erm. and gu. a canton also

gvronny of eight erm. and -gu. Campbell,
Doonbrae, co. Ayr.

GYRONNY of 8 and over all or charged ....

Gyronny of eight arg. and gu. an annulet coun-

terchanged. Letch.

Gyronny of eight gn. and or an annulet counter-

changed. Lonsdale.

Gyronny of eight sa. and arg. an annulet counter-

changed. DooLAN, Ireland.

Gyronny of eight or and sa. each charged with

a trefoil counterchanged quartering Lorn.

Campbell, Blytliswood.

Gyronny of eight erm. and gu. on each of the

last a bee volant arg. Campbell, Gargun-
. nock.

Gyronny of eight arg. and or four g.irbs in saltire

points meeting in the centre of the shield.

Whitfeild ;
Harl. MS. 1465, fo. '33b.

GYEONNY of 10

Gyronny of ten arg. and az. Bryonyon.

Gyronny of ten arg. and gu. Henson; Harl.
MS. 1465, fo. 'SSb.

Gyronny of ten arg. and sa. Crolly. Grelley.
TuDYMAN ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 5.

Gvronny of ten erm. and az. Henry Botellee,
v.

Gyronny of ten sa. and erm. Bisset.

GYEONNY of 12

Gyronny of twelve arg. and az. Brianton or

Beranton. Ernst. Farey.

Gyronny of twelve arg. and gu. Bassingboene.

Humphrey de Bassingbourne, Y. Henson.

Gyronny of twelve arg. and sa. Stapleford.

Gyronny of twelve az. and arg. Bartholomew de

Brianton, A.

Gyronny of twelve gu. and or. Lovejoy.

Gyronny of twelve gu. and vair. Bassingbobne,
CO. Cambridge.

Gyronny of twelve gn. and vert. Bassingboene.

Gyronny of twelve or and az. Bassingboene, F,

CO. Lincoln. M. Waiin Bassingboene, D, F, Y.

. Edmund de Bassingboene, E. Sir Warren de

Bassyngburn, S. Stapleford; Harl. MS.
1465, fo. 3a6.

Gyrnnny of twelve or and gu. Bassingborne,

Badlingbam, co. Cambridge.
Gyronny of twelve or and sa. Johan de

CnDEMEEE, G. Bartholomew de Eetinqdene,
E. Rand. Ranis, V. Roane.

Gyronny of twelve or and vert. Ceotty.

Gyronny of twelve sa. and or. Peat, Eng-
land,

Gj'ronny of twelve vair and gu. De Bassingboen,
\F. Bassingboene; Harl. MS. 2116, fo. 65.

Rauf de Bassingbouene, Y, Belville.

GYEONNY of 16

Gyronny of sixteen arg. and gu. Bassingboene.

Gyronny of sixteen arg. and sa. Stapleford.

Gyronny of sixteen gu. and erm. Cheswell.
Gyronny of sixteen gu, and or. Warren de

Bassingboene, A.

HABICK see Implement
HACELE or HEKFBEEAE see Implement

HAIE
Sa. a comb arg. on a lock of golden hair.

Bloud.
Az. three locks of hair in bend or. Haebottle,

V.

HALBEBT see Aze
HAMUEE see also Mallet

2 HAMMEES and in base ....

Az. two hammers in saltire or in the dexter flank

a crescent and in base a star arg. Neu,son,
Corsack, Scotland.

3 HAMMEES
Arg. three hammers sa. Hameeton, Hamerton,

Wigglesworth, and Hellifield Peel, co. York ;

quartering, first De Knoll of Knolsmere, Wig-
glesworth, and Hellifield Peel; second Arches
of Wigglesworth ; third Radclifi" of Langfield ;

fourth Langfield of Langfield; fifth Simon de

Montealto; sixth Folkingham of North Hall;
seventh Ghisenhall of Chisenhall, co. Lan-
caster. Laurence de Hamerton, A'.

Az. three hammers or two and one. Thornton,
Askridge, co. York.

Gu. three hammers arg. Walter Maetel, C.
Martell.

Gu. three hammers with claws arg. Martell, V.

Gn. three clawed Wright's hammers arg, Pdrser,
Gu. three hammers with claws or handled arg.

Martell, V.

Gu. three hammers or. Maetell, co. Lincoln.

Or three hammers sa. Hameeton, Wiggles-
worth.

Sa. three hammers arg. Joan Maetell, E.
Ric. Mabxel, F. Sire Adam Martel. N.

Sa. three square hammers arg. Beowne, Tal-

thorp, CO. Rutland, W.

3 HAMMEES and in chief

Gu. three hammers with claws or on a chief arg.
as many torteaur. Martelet, V.

HAND including AEM
Quarterly first and fourth arg. a hand issuing
from the sinister ppr. holding a cross crosslet

fitchy az. second and third or a tower em-
battled gu. all within a bordure ermine; quar-

tering Workman, or three martlets sa. betw.

two bars wavy gu, in chief three crescents

and in base a portcullis of the second,

Macnaghten, Bushmills, co. Antrim; and

Mahan, co. Armagh, Ireland.

Arg. a dexter arm issuing from the sinister hold-

ing a cross crosslet fitchy gu. Macknight or

MKnight, Scotland ; quartering arg. a tower

sa. masoned of the first.

.... a dexter arm issuing out of the sinister side

of the escutcheon embowed and holding in the

hand a sprig of three acorns .... Rhan,
Bremen, and Enfield, Middlesex.
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HAND mcluding ARM .... cont.

Arg. a gauntlet sa. Lacocke, V.

Arg. a gauntlet sa. studded or a crescent for diff.

Lacock, Southwell, co. Notts; confirmed li

November, 1C13.

Arg. an arm in fess issuing from the sinister side

of the escutcheon in base vested az. the hand

ppr. thereon statant a cock ppr. Hancoke,
Ireland.

Arg. an arm extended and couped vested gu. but-

toned the whole length sa. ARMSTRrcH.

Arg. a hand and arm gu.
" Charles a la maine

rouge d'Irland fondeur de I'Abbeye de Liske,"

X
Arg. a dexter band apaumy couped gu. O'Neale,

Earl of Tyrone and Baron Dungannonj
temp. Hen. VIII. O'Nel, Earl of Tyrone;

quartering or a cross gu.
Per bend sinister or and sa. a lion ramp, counter-

changed holding betw. the paws, a gauntlet az.

Simpson, Lichfield.

HAND and ARM (dexter)

Arg. a dexter hand apaumy couped gu. M'Lakty;

quartering second az. the east end of a cathe-

dral church ppr.; third az. two estoiles in fess

arg. ; and fourth arg. a galley sails furled sa.

flags gu. in the topmast a beacon ppr. all sur-

mounted by an eagle displ. of the third.

Arg. a dexter hand couped fessways gu. holding n

cross crosslet fitchy sa. betw. three mullets az.

M'Cann, Ireland.

Per fess arg. and az. in the dexter chief a dexter

hand couped fessways gu. holding a dagger in

pale of the second and in the sinister chief a

cross crosslet fitchy of the third. M'Gilvuay,
Scotland.

Per fess wavy arg. and or in chief a dexter hand

apaumy couped .... in base a lion ramp, hold-

ing a flag (anotherasceptre) gu. Maclaughlin,
Tyrone.

Arg. a dexter hand couped erect sa. Manley,
Rochester; quartering Wetenhall and Lloyd.

Arg. a dexter hand gu. couped fessways holding a

sword in pale az. on the point thereof a dra-

gon's head couped vert. Beith or Bieth,
Scotland.

Arg. a dexter hand couped sa. Manley.
Moynley.

Arg. a dexter arm embowed and erased ppr.

holding a key az. Porter, Troquam, co. Kir-

cudbright; granted 18Ui ; quartering second
• and third gu. a mastiff dog sejant holding in

the forepaws a Lochaber axe ppr. ; and fourth

arg. a church bell az. tongued or.

Arg. a dexter arm issuing from the sinister hold-

ing an old Irish sword in pale and a serpent
twisted round it all ppr. Donovan, Framtteld

Park, Sussex. Donovan, Ballymore, co. Wex-
ford.

Arg. issuing from the sinister side of the shield a

cubit dexter arm vested gu. cuffed az. the hand

ppr. grasping an old Irish sword the blade en-

twined with a serpent ppr, O'Donovan, Ire-

land.

Arg. an arm ppr. habited gu. issuing out from

the side of the escutcheon and holding the

lower part of a broken tree eradicated vert the

top leaning to the dexter angle. Armstrong,
Scotland.

Arg. issuing from the sinister side a dexter arm
hafMted gu. the hand grasping the trunk of an
oak-tree eradicated and broken at the top ppr.

HAND and ABM (dexter) cont.

Armstrong, Gallen, King's County; quarter-
ing arg. three pallets az.

Arg. a hand and arm issuing from out of clouds
on the sinister side fessways and grasping a

dexter hand couped at the wrist all ppr.
Oliver, Lewes, Sussex.

Per pale two coats first arg. out of clouds from
the dexter an armed arm embowed issuant
the hand grasping a acimetar all ppr. ; second or

a spread engle dimidiated on the dexter sa.

Gerebzoff.

Arg. a cock standing upon the hand ppr. of an
arm issuing in fess from the sinister side vested
az. Hancoke, Ireland.

Az. an armed arm couped at the shoulder in fess

or in the hand ppr. a rose gu. leaved and
stalked vert. Chamberlayne or Chambers,
Stratton Awdley, co. Oxford.

Az. an armed arm embowed or issuing from the

sinister holding a red rose slipped and leaved

ppr. Chambre, PettODj'co, Salop. Chambre,
Ireland.

Az. a maunch or and a hand ppr. Sire Johan
de CoYNERS, N,

Az. a dexter band couped at the wrist arg.
Bloom. Brome, Brome, co. Salop, V.

Az. a dexter hand couped at the wrist and clenched
in pale arg. Feast, Edmonton, Middlesex.

Az. a dexter band couped at the wrist in pale arg.
with a crescent for difi". Brome.

Az. a dexter hand holding up on the point of a

sword arg. an otter's head couped or. Fender.
Az. a dexter hand couped fessways thrusting a
sword paleways point downwards into a dragon's
head erased close arg. Fahy, Ireland.

Gu. a dexter hand barways arg. Baremaine.
Gu. a dexter hand couped fessways holding a
broken spear in pale arg. Gibb or Gibe,
That Ilk.

Gu. a dexter hand couped at the wrist in pale
ppr. Abbey of Lindau.

Gu. a hand and maunch arg. Crecy.
Gu. in a maunch erm. a hand ppr. holding a fleur-

de-lis or. Mahon. Bruton Priory, co.

Somerset.
Gu. a maunch arm. the hand ppr. holding a flenr-

de-lis arg. Mohun, co. Devon ; co. Somerset;
CO. Warwick; and co. Wilts ; temp. William the

Conqueror. Bruton Monastery, co. Somerset.
Burke. Tanner.

Gu. a dexter arm ppr. habited with a maunch
erm. the hand holding a fleur-de-lis or.

MoHDN, Fleet, co. Dorset ; Aldenham, co.

Hertford; and Earl of Somerset. Mahon.
Mohun; PoZe, Devon, ii, 9.

Gu. a dexter arm ppr. habited with a maunch
erm. the hand supporting a fleur-de-lis or.

Sapell or Sappell.
Gu. a hand ppr. in a maunch vairy arg. and gu.
De Monceus.

Gu. a dexter hand fessways holding a rapier erect
on the point a boar's head ppr. Beath.

Gu. a dexter arm issuing from the base holding a
sword erect, and on the point thereof a wiveru
all arg. M'Beath, Scotland.

Gu. an armed arm with the hand arg. holding
a sword ppr. hilted and poraelled or. Ireland ;

Harl. MS. 304. Old Kings of Munster.
Gu. a naked arm barways bowed at the elbow

ppr. Arme.
Gu. a naked arm couped holding a battle-axe arg.

Hindeston, CO. Devon.
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HAlfD and AfiU (dexter).. . .cont.

Gu. an armed hand holding a battle-axe arg.
HiNSTON, CO. Devon.

Gu. a naked arm embowed issuing from the
sinister holding a battle-axe erect ppr.
HiNGENSON, CO. Buckingham.

Gu. an arm in armour ppr. holding a Danish
battle-axe arg. Kingston, Holbeton; and
Dodbrooke House, co. Devon.

Gu. issuing from the sinister side a cubit dfXter
arm unvested grasping a sword ppr. Cornock,
Cromwell's Fort, co. Wexford.

Gu. a dexter arm issuant from clouds from the
sinister holding in the hand a sword erect on
the point three crescents interlaced all ppr.

Ceeuze, France ; Beddington House, Surrey ;

and Howfield, Essex; quartering Goldsborough
and Slaney.

Gu. a dexter arm embowed couped below the

shoulder holding in the hand a branch of

laurel all ppr. Commerell, Strood, near
Horsham ; formerly of Heilbroon.

Gu. a man's arm couped and embowed the hand

holding a branch of vine fructed leaved and

slipped all ppr. Corneilles.
Gu. a dexter arm embowed in armour issuing

from the sinister side of the shield holding in

the hand a sword erect all ppr. thereto affixed

a banner arg. charged with a cross betw. sixteeo

escutcheons of the first on the cross a lion pass,

guard or for a coat of augmentation to be
borne in the first quarter. Lake, Edmonton,
Middlesex; Baronetcy 1811; quartering
second sa. on a bend betw. six crosses crosslet

arg. a mullet for diff. ; third arg. a chev. betw.

three boar's heads couped sa. ; and fourth

quarterly arg. and sa, on a bend of the last three

tieurs-de-lis of the first.

Or a mauncb az. and a hand ppr. Sire Robert
de CoYNERs, N,

Or an arm issuing from a cloud ppr. and holding
a cross crosslet fitchy az. Mac Donell.

Per pale arg. and or a dexter hand in chief hold-

ing a sword point downwards piercing a serpent
(or a scorpion) nil ppr. O'Donnovan;
Harl. MS. 4039, fo. 73.

Sa. a close hand arg. Pownse.
Sa. a hand couped at the wrist grasping three

darts one in pale and two in saltire arg. Lowle,
CO. Somerset; and Yardley,co. Worcester.

Sa. a dexter arm habited in a maunch or liolding
in the hand ppr. a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Crake or Creke.

Yair out of a maunch gu. a hand ppr. holding a

fleur-de-lis or. Mauley.

HAND and ASH (Binister)

Arg. a sinister hand in pale gu. O'Neale, Earl
of Tyrone.

Arg. a sinister hand couped at the wrist erect in

pale gu. O'Neale, Ireland.

Arg. a sinister hand couped ppr. Beuly, Beuly-
Hally.

Arg. a sinister hand in base issuing out of a cloud

fessways holding an oaken baton paleways ppr.
with a branch sprouting out at the top thereof

surmounted ofabend engr. gu, Aikman, Carnie.

Az. a sinister hand erect in pale couped at the

wrist arg. Brome, co. Salop ; co. Hertford ;

and Kent; originally seated at Brome in the

first named county ; quartering among others

Sandford, Denny, Quilter, Hodges, &c. Brome,
Baddesley Clinton, co. Warwick.

HAND and ABM (sinister) . . ..cont.

Gu. a sinister hand fessways couped holding a
cross crosslet fitchy arg. Donnison ; quarter-
ing second az. a lion ramp, arg.; third az. a

galley arg. ; fourth sa. a fish arg.
Gu. a sinister hand couped in pale arg. John

de Halaughton or Halton, Bishop of Carlisle,
129vi 13ii4.

Gu. issuing from the dexter side of the shield a
cubit sinister arm vested az. cuffed or the hand
ppr. grasping a cross fitchy of the third.

O'Donel, Newport House, co. Mayo; Baro-

netcy 1780, O'Donell, Larkfield, co, Leitrim.
Or a hand stretched out from a cloud ppr. hold-

ing a cross crosslet fitchy az. Mac Donell.
Purp. a sinister hand couped and erect arg.
Manley.

HAND and in chief....
Arrow

Vert a tiexter hand apaumy couped in base and
in chief an arrow fessways arg. Loughnan,
Ireland

; Burke.
Crescents

Arg. an arm in bend issuing from the dexter chief

point gu. in chief a crescent of the last.

CORNHILL, F.

Arg. a dexter hand erased fessways gu. holding
a dagger point downwards az. in chief three
crescents sa. M'Clure, England.

Crown
Per fess arg. and gu. out of a royal crown or a

dexter arm surmounted by a scroll of the first

ciiarged with the word "Nantz" sa. in the hand
a flaming heart of the second in chief a celes-

tial crown surrounded by a Gloria all ppr.
Beugo ; quartering az. on a rock in base a

cabtle triple-towered arg. masoned sa. on the
centre tower a flag gu. in chief a royal crown
or environed with clouds of the second.

Uullets

Arg. a dexter hand fesswise couped holding a
lance in pale broken the top falling to the
sinister ppr. in chief two mullets gu. Mackell,
Scotland.

Az. a dexter arm in fess issuing from the sinister

fess point the hand grasping a sword erect

ppr. pomel and hilt or in chief two mullets arg.

Prevost, Belmont, co. Hants ; Baronetcy 1805.
Gu. a dexter arm in fess issuing from clouds on

the sinister side of the shield holding a battle-

axe all arg. in chief two mullets of the last.

Pettet.
Gu. a dexter hand couped fessways holding a

spear in pale broken at the top or betw. two

spur-rowels in chief of the last. Gibb, Scot-

land.

Az. a gauntlet or in chief tliree mullets arg.

Locock, Speldhurst, Kent; Baronetcy 1857.

Serpents

Arg. in base a hand couped above the wrist cuff

turned up holding a sword in pale betw. two

serpents in chief embowed paleways. O'Dea,
Ireland.

Arg. two serpents embowed in chief sa. and in

base an arm couped below the wrist lying fess-

ways habited gu. cufl" dancetty of the first hold-

ing in the hand ppr. a broken sword of the last

hUt and pommel or. Dea.
Sun

Sa. in the sinister base a hand pointing to a sun
in the dexter chief point all ppr. Brady,
Ireland.
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HAND and in chief cont.

On a Chief .... Birds

Gu. a dexter hand couped and erect arg. on a

cliief of tFie second three cocks of the first.

Handcock.
... .Estoiles

Gu. a gauntlet in less or on a chief arg. three

stars of the first. Kein, Hethalry, Scotland.

.... Flowers
Az. a gauntlet arg. on a chief or two roses gu.

Gantlet.

Arg. a hand issuing out of the dexter side of the

shield holding a garland ensigned with an im-

perial crown ppr. on a chief gu. two thistles of

the first. WoRDiE, Trabreek, Scotland ; New
. Reyistcr and Lyon Register.

Arg. a sinister hand issuing from the dexter gu.

holding a wreath of laurel vert royally crowned
or on a chief of the second two thistles of the

last. WoRDiE, Scotland.
3 Mallets

Gu. a hand issuing out of the sinister flank and
thereon a falcon perching and hooded or on a

chief arg. three mullets az. Blackhall, Scot-

land.

Gu. in fess a dexter hand couped and thereon a

hooded falcon perched or on a chief arg. three

mullets of the first. Elackhall.

HANS and in base

Arg. a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu.in chief

and a fish uaiant in base ppr. and also—arg.
two lions combatant supporting a hand couped
gu. in base a fish naiant ppr. O'Neill, Bun-
owen Castle, co. Galway.

Per fess wavy the chief arg. charged with a sinis-

ter hand couped and erect gu. the base waves
of the sea ppr. thereon a pike fish naiant of the

last. O'Neill, Earl and Viscount O'Neill.

Arg. an arm in armour Jiolding a pair of balances

az. and in base a sword and Roman fasces in

saltire ppr. Hoseason, Jamaica; originally
of Zetland; recorded 18U8; quartering or on
a saltire gu. a mullet of the first a chief of the

second for Bruce.

Az. a three masted galley arg. flags gn. in the

dexter chief a cross crosslet fitchy and in the

sinister a dexter hand fessways couped holding
, a dagger of the second. Gillespie, Scot-

land.

Per fess .... and .... in chief on a wreath a hand
clenched... in base a mullet. Poingdestke.

Sa. a hand ppr. vested arg. issuing out of clouds

in chief of the second rayonny or feeling the

pulse of an arm ppr. issuing from the sinister

side of the shield vested arg. in base a pome-
granate or betw. five demi fleurs-de-lis border-

ing the edge of the escutcheon of the last.

College of Physicians ; incorporated by
Henry VJ II, 1523.

In chief a dexter hand couped at the wrist the
little finger and the next doubled in the other

pointing to the dexter side under the hand nine
men's heads in profile eouped at the neck five

in the upper row the centre head looking to the

dexter side all the other eight looking to the
. centre of the seal. Town of Higham-Fehkaks,

CO. Northampton ; Seal.

Az. in base a sliip under sail arg. in the sinister

canton a hand couped gauntleted and grasping
a sword all ppr. GiLLEsry.

Per fess or and az. a lymphad with her sails

trussed up and oars iu action of the first

HAND and in base .... cont.

in the dexter chief point a hand couped grasp-

ing a dagger point upwards gu. in the sinister

chief a cross crosslet fitchy of the last. The
band and dagger were given to the Macphersous
for killing the last of the Cumings at Badenoch,
and the cross in memory of a pilgrimage.
Mac Pherson, Cluny, co. Inverness.

Per fess engr. or and az. a galley of the first in

the dexter chief a hand fessways couped hold-

ing a dagger in pale and in the sinister a cross

crosslet fitchy all within a bordure gu. Gillies
or GiiJ^is.

HAND betw. or within....
Beast

Gu. an armed arm holding on a sword point down-
wards a snake all ppr. betw. in chief a lion

ramp, or in base three balls of the last (or

bezants). O'Donovan.
2 Beasts (Lions)

Arg. two lions counter-ramp, supporting a dexter

hand gu. in chief three estoiies and in base a

salmon naiant. Johnson, New York, America;
since of Twickenham, Middlesex ; Baronetcy
17.55.

Arg. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a

dexter hand couped at the wrist gu. iu cliief

three mullets of the second in base represent-
ing the waves of the sea a salmon nmant ppr.
O'Neale, Ireland.

Arg. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a

sinister hand couped at the wrist gu. in chief

three mullets of the second in base a salmon
naiant ppr. O'Neill, Upper Clausboys, Ire-

land; Baronetcy.
Gu. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a

dexter hand couped .... in chief an estoile

arg. Beadp ;
Earl. MS. 1441.

Gu. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a

dexter hand couped at the wrist and erect arg.

King, Earl of Kingston.
Or two lions ramp, combatant az. supporting a

sinister hand apaumy gu. O'Neale, Earl of

Tyrone; temp. Hen. VIII; quarteriug az. a
lion ramp. or. MS. Trinity College, Dublin.

Sa. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a

sinister hand betw. three mullets arg.

DoNNELL, Ireland.

Sa. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a dexter

hand couped betw. three estoiles or. Dahell,
Tenekill.

Sa. two lions ramp, combatant arg. supporting a

sinister hand gu. betw. three mullets ol the
second. Donnell.

Vert two lions combatant supporting a sinister

hand or. O'Reilly, Heath House, Queen's
County. Riley, Forest Hill, near Windbor,
CO. Berks.

Birds

Arg. a hand grasping a battleaxe betw. six mart-
lets and in chief a crown. McNally.

Bordure

Arg. a dexter hand couped and erect within a
boidure engr. sa. Manley, co. Chester ; and
Erbihtock, co. Denbigh. Sir Thomas Manley,
Pulton, CO. Chester, V. Manley, Lichtield, V.

Arg. a i^inister hand and bordure engr. sa.

Mawley, CO. Chester.

Gu. a dexter hand issuing from the base holding
on the point of a sword in pale ppr. a dragon
reguard. or all within a bordure of the last.

M'Beth, London, descended of Scotland.
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HAND betw. or within.... cont.

Coronet
Gu. an arm in armour couped fesswajs arg. hold-

ing a cross crcsalet fitchy or betw, tliree an-

tique crowns of the last. Grant, Jamaica.
Crescent

Arg. a dexter arm issuing out from the kinister

side of the shield holding an oak-tree eradi-

cated and broken asunder near the branches

ppr. betw. a crescent in the sinister chief point
and a mullet in the dexter base point gu.
Airman.

Az. a sword in pale arg, bearing on the point a

dexter band couped gu. betw, a crescent on the

dexter and a mullet on the sinister in fess or

within a bordure indented of the second.

Mac Mohan, Edinburgh.
3 Crescents

Arg, a dexter hand holding a dagger erect betw.

three descents gu. O'Mullen, Ireland.

Crosses

Arg, a sinister hand couped at the wrist gu, in

chief a cross forrny betw. two estoiles of the

second in base a pike ppr. Oneixe.
Per pale gu. and arg. a dexter hand betw, three

crosslets formy all counterchanged. Branigan,
Or a galley sails furled and oars in action sa. in

chief a dexter hand couped fessways gu. hold-

ing a dagger point downwards az. betw. two

crosses crosslet fitchy of the third. Neil,
England.

Foils

Gu. a dexter hand couped betw. three cinquefoils

arg. WoRSEsop, V,

Hammers
Gu. a dexter hand couped ppr. holding a

sword paleways arg, betw, two broken ham.
mers or. Naesmyth, Posso, co. Peebles;

Baronetcy 1 706 ; quartering az, on a fess arg.

betw. three mullets in chief and a sanght-r

pass, in base of the second a boar's head

couped gu. for Baird of Posso,

Heads Beasts (Boars)
Az, a dexter arm, vambraced grasping a sword

erect in pale ppr, hilted and pomelled or betw.

three boar's heads couped of the third langued

gu. Gordon, Park, co. Banff; Baronetcy.
Az. an arm in armour embowed issuing from the

sinister holding a sword in pale arg, betw. three

boar's heads couped or all within a bordtire of

the last charged with eight buckles tongues in

fess of the first. Gordon, Cobairdy, Scotland.

(Wolves)
Gu. a dexter hand fessways cooped holding a

cross crosslet fitchy in pale or betw. three

wolf'.s heads erased' arg. Robertson, Lude,
Scotland. Robertson, Guy and Arnhill, Scot-

land,

Hearts
Or a dexter hand holding a dagger betw, three

hearts ^ju, Neilson.
Mallet

Per bend sinister arg. and gn. a hand in a

gauntlet couped grasping a lance in bend bear-

ing on the top thereof a helmet all ppr. in the

sinister chief a spur-rowel of the first and

dexter base a horse's head couped sa. Elleis

or Er.LES,

Mullets
Az. a sword paleways arg, enfiled in chief by a

dexter hand couped fessways gu. all betw. two

mullets pierced or. M'Moeun, Glospan.

HAND betw. or within .... cont.

Mullets cont.

Gu. a dexter hand couped fessways betw, two
mullets pierced in less of six points arg.

HociD, Scotland,

Gu, a dexter hand fessways holding a dagger arg.

point downwards betw, two mullets or. Hardie,
Cargarse, Scotland,

Gu. a dexter hand couped paleways holding a

broken spear in bend sinister betw. two mullets

pierced in fess all or, Gib, Scotland.

Gu. a dexter hand holding a spear bendways
betw. two spurs or leathers arg. Gib, Cari-

beer, Scotland,

Az, on the point of a sword paleways arg. hilted

or a dexter hand couped apaumy gu. all Letw.

two spur-rowels of the third. M'Morran,
Newhall,

Az. a sword paleways arg. hilted betw, two spur-
rowels of the second in chief a dexter hand

couped fessways gu. Macmoran or M'Mokan,
Scotland,

Az, a sword in pale supporting on the point a

dexter hand apaumy couped arg. betw. two

spur-rowels in fess or. M'Morran, Gilles-

pine.
Az, in base an arm couped at the wrist lying

fessways holding a sword all ppr. on the point
thereof a crescent arg. betw. two mullets in

chief or in the dexter base point a heart gu. ;

quartering (Arg.?) an eagle displ. sa. ducally
Clowned or. Arabin, High Beach, Essex.

....Boundles

Arg. a dexter arm, embowed habited gu. holding
in the hand ppr, five roses of the second

within an orle of torteaux, Giffard, Brecon.

Trees

Az, a hand erect betw, three broom slips ppr.

Broome, Ludlow, co. Salop; the co-heiress

m, Gyll of Wraysbury.

HAND betw. or within....
and in chief ....

Arg, a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu.
betw, two hatbands nowed az. in chief h

hat sa. banded of the third. Company of

Feltmakers, London,
Gu. a hand couped below the wrist holding a

Rword ppr. on each side a snake the tail nowed
the heads respecting each other in chief two

crescents, O'Quin, Clare, Ireland.

HAND betw. or within,...
and in base , , . .

Per fess the base per pale in chief or a dexter

hand couped at the wrist grasping a sword

erect gu. the blade entwined with a serpent

ppr. betw. two lions ramp, respecting each

other of the second the dexter base vert charged
with a buck trippant or on the sinister base

per pale arg. and sa. a boar pass, counter-

changed. Sullivan, Thames Uitton, Surrey ;

Baronetcy 1804. Sullivan, Richings Lodge,
CO, Bucks,

Az. in base an arm couped at the wrist lying

fessways holding a sword all ppr, on the point

thereof a crescent arg. betw, two mullets in

chief or in the dexter base a heart gu, ; quarter,

ing arg, an eagle displ. sa. ducally crowned

or. Arabin, High Beach, Essex.

Vert two lions ramp, combatant arg, supporting a

sinister hand couped gu. in base a fish of the

second. O'Neill.
114
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On a HAND
Gu. on a sinister hand couped and erect ppr. a

human heart of the field charged with a cross

arg. MuLENCAR, Amsiordam.

2 HANDS
Gu. two arms hand in hand arg. Purefoy.
Gu. a dexter and sinister hand couped in saltire

arg. PucKLE.
Gu. two hands holding a two-handed sword bend

sinisterways broken near the top arg. Kemp,
Comistoun, Scotland.

Gu. two naked arms issuant from the sinister

base grasping a sword broken in the centre of

the blade all ppr. Kempt; quartering gu.
three cinquefoils arg. betw. the two coats in

chief the badge of British military merit

suspended by a red ribbon and blue edges from

a mural coronet aig. the whole within a bor-

dure crenelly of the last.

Gu. two bands issuing from the base grasping a

two handed sword broken at ihe point all ppr.
Kempt or Kemp, Scotland.

Gu. two gauntlets in saltire arg. garnished or.

NoRGAT, Norfolk. Norgate.
Gu. a pair of hands (or gloves) apaumy in fess

arg. OsBouRNE ;
Harl. MS. 1386, fo. t)(i.

Per chev. arg. and or in chief two dexter hands

couped gu. in base a crescent sa. Neilson,
Scotland.

Per fess gu. and arg. two hands couped and con-

joined chevronwayscounterchanged. Altreuw.
Sa. two hands one dexter and one sinister couped

at the wrist in fess arg. the fingers downward.
LiTTLEBoys, Wickham, co. Bucks; and Ash-

. burnbam, Sussex.

Sa. two hands couped above the wrist conjoined

chevronways sleeved or cufifed arg. Alteew
or Altrue.

Sa. two hands issuing from the base arg. holding
a body-heart gu. Wheatley, co. Bedford.

Sa. two arms meeting in chev. arg. crossing their

hands on a human heart or. Delafoy.
Sa. a heart or over all two arms issuing from the

dexter and sinister base in saltire arg. tlie

sinister surmounting the dexter. De-la-foy. V.

Arg. a band and arm issuing from out of clouds

on the sinister side fessways and grasping a

dexter hand couped at tlie wrist ail ppr.
Oliver, Lewes, Sussex.

2 HANDS and in chief. . . .

Beast (Wolf)
Az. two hands conjoined in fess ppr. in chief a

wolf pass. arg. Davernett.
Heart

Sa. two arms in saltire a human heart in chief

erm. Delafoy.

2 HANDS and in base
Per chev. arg. and or in chief two sinister hands

couped at the wrist gu. and in base a sword in

pale ppr. point downwards hilt and pomel or.

Nelson, Secretary of the Navy Oflace, d. 1820.
Per chev. arg. and or in chief two sinister hands
couped and erect gu. in base a dagger in pale
point downwards ppr. Neilson, Craigoaffie,
Scotland. Same arms with heart in the
centre point for difi". Neilson, Manwood,
Scotland.

Arg. on a mount vert in base a lion ramp. ppr.
in chief two dexter hands couped gu. O'Brenon,
Jobh, Duach, Ireland.

2 ARMS betw. or within....
Crescents

Sa. two arms in fess habited arg. joining the

hands ppr. one issuing from the dexter side the

other from the sinister betw. three crescents of

the second. Crispin, Halton, co. Hunts.
Crosses

Sa. two arms arg. betw. three crosses crosslet of

the second. Armerbury.
Sa. two arms conjoined in fess arg. betw. three

crosses crosslet or. Armebury. Armesbury,
Essex.

Sa. two arms conjoined in ft^ss arg. betw. three

crosses bottony titchy or. Armesbury.
Sa. two arms issuing from the sides of the escut-

cheon bent at the elbow and erect in chev.

the hands conjoined arg. betw. three crosslets

fitchy or. Armerbery, V.

Hearts
Gu. two arms issuing from the sides of the escut-

cheon hand in hand arg. iietw. three human
hearts or. Purefoy or Purfoy, V. Piobt.

Warton alias Puefew, Bishop of St. Asaph,
1530-54, aft. of Hereford.

Horns
Or two cubit arras issuing from the dexter and

sinister base points habited gu. and grasping
the poll or head of a hart cabossed in fess sa.

with a raven perched thereupon betw. three

horns ppr. Catchpole.

2 ARMS betw. or within....
and a chief. . . .

Az. encircled by a snake or two hands conjoined
in fess couped above the wrist ppr. on a chief

embattled of the second an hour glass sa. betw.

two wings expanded of the field. Amicable

Society; incorporated by Royal Charter of

Queen Anne, 1706.

3 HANDS, etc.

.... three dexter hands two and one palms
pierced with nails .... Robert of Lancaster,
Bishop of St. Asaph, 1411-33.

Arg. three gauntlets gu. Brooke.

Arg. three gauntlets ppr. Watkins, co. Here-
ford.

Az. three gauntlets arg. Purefoy.
Gu. three hands couped in fess arg. Manweix.
Gu. three armed arms lying paleways arg.

Armestrokg, CO. Nottingham.
Gu. three embowed armed arms erect two and

one arg. Armestrong.
Gu. three arms armed barways in pale arg.

Armstrong, V.

Sa. three gloves arg. Wanny.
Sa. three gloves in pale arg. Vancey, North-

ampton.
Sa. three hands in gauntlets arg. Handchett,

V. Handish.
Sa. three arms armed arg. Handish.
Sa. three armed arms in fess arg. Roncevall.
Sa. three arms armed embowed ppr. in each a
sword arg. hiked or. Roncevale, V,

3 HANDS (dexter)
Arg. three dexter hands gu. Conran.

Arg. three dexter hands couped and erect sa.

Goodhand, Market Rasen, co. Lincoln.

Arg. three dexter hands in pale sa. Horseman,
Ripon, CO. York.

Az. three dexter hands arg. Malmavn, V. Sir

Harry Malwaynes, Pluckeley, Kent, V.
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3 HANDS (dezter) coat.

Az. three dexter gauntlets or. Vane, Rasell,

Kent; granted 15 May, 1574.

Az. three dexter gauntlets backs affronty or.

Fane, Wormsley, co. Oxford; Long Newton,
CO. Durham. Fane, Earl of Westmoreland.

Fanne, Kent, W>
Gu. three dexter gloves pendent in pale arg.
Wancye or Wanncy, co. Devon. Gefrui

de Waunei, E. Joh. de Wannci, jP.

Gu. three dexter hands arg. Dyssert, V.

DiSEBT.
Gu. three dexter arms vambraced arg. hands ppr.

Armstrong, Ballycumber, Clara, Ireland.

Armstrong, co. Lincoln ; and co. Nottingham.
Gn. three dexter hands apaumy arg. Conran,

Scotland.

Gu. three dexter hands couped and erect arg.

Malmaynes.
Gu. three dexter hands couped at the wrist arg.

Sydenhall, CO. Warwick.
Gu. three dexter hands couped at the wrist sal-

tireways arg. Pijckle, Sussex.

Gu. three dexter hands couped or. Mai.maynes.

Gu. three dexter arms conjoined at the shoulders

and flexed in triangle or with fists clenched
•

ppr. Tremayne, Heligan, Cornwall; and

Sydenham, co. Devon ; originally of Tremayne,
temp. Edward III.

Gu. three dexter arms vambraced ppr.
Armestrong.

Gu. three hands holding a crown key and purse
or. Nigel, Bishop of Ely, 1133-09. Richard

de Ely, surnamed Fitzneale, Bishop of Lon-

don, 1189-1108.
Per bend arg. and or three dexter hands couped
and erect gu. Adair, Kinhilt, co. Wigtou ;

and Ballyraena, co. Antrim.

Per bend or and arg. three dexter hands couped
at the wrist two and one gu. Adair, Belle-

grove, Queen's County. Adair, Loughanmore,
CO. Antrim.

Per chev. arg. andgu. three dexter hands couped

counterchanged. Neilson.

,Sa. three dexier gauntlets arg. Gunter, Racton,

Sussex ; heiress m. William Legge, Earl of

Dartmouth. Gocnter.
Sa. three dexter gauntlets back parts outwards

. .... Gunter.
Sa. three dexter hands clenched arg. Pounces.

Povnnes, V.

^a. three dexter hands couped arg. Maynehell.
Bartilot.

Sa. three dexter hands couped at the wrist arg.

Hanchet, Hinkworth, co. Herts. Sydenhall.

Sa. three dexter hands couped arg. over all Iretty

or. Handchicke, V. Handchiche, V.

Sa. three dexter gloves apaumy pendent arg.

Wauncye ;
Harl.MS. 1407, fo. l'>6. Bartlett,

Stopham, Sussex ; granted 14 James I.

Sa. three gauntlets arg. Sire Robert de Wauncy,

. N.
Sa. three dexter hands couped below the wrist

hands gauntleted and clenched erect arg.

Handchet, V.

Sa. three dexter arms conjoined at the shoulders

and flexed in triangle or cuffed arg. the hands

clenched ppr, Armstrokg.
Sa. three dexter hands erased arg. Manarde.

Sa. three dexter hands erased or. Maynard,

Ireland.

Sa. three .dexter arms in armour two and one

embowed to the sinister couped at the shoulder

3 HANDS (dexter) cont.

the upper part in pale the lower fessways each

holding in the gauntlet a sword erect all ppr.
garnished or* Strongi'tharm, Blackheath,
Kent ; and London.

Sa. three dexter hawking-gloves tassels pendent
arg. VAUNgYE.

^
Sa. three dexter arms couped above the elbow
armed embowed arg. in each hand a sword arg.
hiked or erect in bend sinister. Rouncevale,
V.

Vert three dexter hands couped or. Northall.
William de Northall, Bishop of Worcester,
1186-90.

3 HANDS (sinister)
.... three sinister hands vested per pale .... and

.... each holding a mullet and resting on a
wreath .... and .... the dress charged with a

crescent. Anthony Hansart, March, co. Cam-
bridge, 1517.

Arg. three sinister hands couped at the wrist gu.
Maynard, Sherford, in Brixton, co. Devon.

Arg. three sinister hands couped and erect gu,
Agnew, Scotland.

.\rg. three sinister hands bend sinisterways

couped gu. two and one. Neilson, Craigeau,
Scotland. Nelle, Ireland.

Arg. three sinister hands in bend sinister two in

chief and one in base holding a dagger az.

Neilson, Craigcatfie, Scotland ; Crawfurd'<t
Blazons.

Arg. three sinister hands in bend sinister couped
each holding a dagger az. in the centre a cre-

scent gu. Neilson.
Az. three sinister gauntlets arg. Millman.
Az. three sinister hands two and one arg.
Millman. Malmains. Malmaynes.

Az. three sinister hands couped erm. Nicol

Malmeins, E.
Az. three sinister gauntlets or. Fane, Fulbeck,

CO. Lincoln. Fane. Vane, Duke of Cleveland;

quartering in the second and third quarterly
first and fourth quarterly France and England;
second Scotland; third Ireland (being the arms
of King Charles II), charged on the centre

point with a baton sinister erm. for Fitzroy.
Gu. three sinister hands arg, Dyssert, V.

Gu, three sinister hands couped arg. Dissert
or Dysert. Nicholas de Malemeyns, A, D.

Gu. three sinister gloves apaumy arg. Waninge;
Harl. MS. 1407, fo. 126.

Gu. three sinister hands erm, couped.
Malemein, F.

Gu. three sinister hands couped arg. goutty de

poix. Malmaynes.
Or three sinister hands gu. two and one. Henry

de Malmaine, A.

Or three sinister gauntlets sa. Horsman, Ken-

sington, Middlesex. Horseman, Ripon, co.

York, W.
Quarterly az. and gu. three sinister hands couped

at the wrist and erect arg. Leveson or

Lewson. Wolverhampton, co. Stafford, V.

Lewson, CO. Stafford; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 156.

Sa. three sinister gauntlets arg. Gunter, co.

Berks.

Sa. three sinister hands arg. Bunton.

Maynhell, V.

Sa. three sinister hands couped arg. Vaunce.
Sir Robert Vaunce, co, Northanis, V. Hanchet,
Maynhell, Manfield or Mansfield, co.

Bucks,
Sa. three sinister hands erased arg. Maynard.
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3 HANDS (sinister) cont.

Sa. three falconer's siuister gloves pendent arg.
tasselled or. Bartlett. Baetlott or

Bartelott, Stopham, Sussex.
Sa. three sinister hands couped or. Malmaynes.

3 HANDS and in chief

Canton
Az. three sinister gauntlets or a canton gu.

Vane-Tempest, Wynyard; Baronetcy. Vane,
Long Newton, co. Durham; Baronetcy 1782 ;

extinct 1813. Fletcher-Vane, Huiion Hall,
Cumberland; Baronetcy 1786.

Gu. three hands fingers downwards arg. a quarter
chequy az. and or. Sutton; Hail. MS. 1386,
fo. 1(J6.

Gu. three dexter gauntlets pendent arg. a canton

chequy or and az. Denvers, WalpoLe, Norfolk.
3-FoiI

Az. three sinister gauntlets or in chief a tre-

foil slipped of the last for Vane ; qnariering
or a bend compony arg. and az. betw. two lions

rarap. gu. fur Stewart. Stewart-Vane, Mar-
quess of Londonderry.

3 HANDS and in base
Az. in base a royal crown gold in chief three

dexler hands reversed two and one each holding
a bunch of arrows ppr. a dexter quarter pyronny
of eight or and sa. Maconochie, Meadow-
bank, Edinburgh.

3 HANDS betw. or within....
Bordure

Gu. three dexter hands arg. within a bordure or.

Greig, Edinburgh.
Gu. three sinister hands apaumy arg. a bordure

or. Greig.
Sa. three dexter gauntlets arg. a bordure or.

Gunter, V.

Sa. three gauntlets within a bordure or. Gunter,
Chichester and Emley, Sussex.

Sa. a glove or betw. two bars arg. and in chief as
many gloves of the second quartering gu. a
chev. in chief arg. a bar dancelty arg. Mons.
Walter Hungerford.

6 HANDS
Gu. six dexter hands arg. Wange, V.
Gu. six gloves arg. Wanny, Suffolk

; Earl. MS.
1449, fo. 4.

Gu. six sinister gloves arg. three two and one.
Wange, V. Sire William de Wauncy, N.

Gu. three pairs of hands back to hack arg
PuREFOY, Shadlestone, co. Bucks.

Gu. three pairs of hands couped hand in hand
arg. Purefoy, V.

Sa. three pairs of gauntlets clipping arg.
Purefoy, Drayton, co. Leicester.

Sa. six armed hands embracing arg. two and one
Purefoy or Purferoy, Kent

; and Caldecot,
CO. Warwick.

Sa. three pairs of dexter hands conjoined or
rufHed arg. Purefey.

HANDCUFF see Lock HANGEE see Sword
HANK see Knot HAEE see Beast

HAEP
Arg. a harp gu. Everest.
Az. a harp or stringed arg. Ireland, Z, 552.
Leinster ; Harl. MS. 4039.

Sa. a harp arg. stringed or. Harpham, Marfleet,
CO. York; cprj^mctZ 9 July, 1007.

HABP and in chief
Az. in chief two lions regarding each other sup-

porting a garb ail or in the dexter base a
crescent in the sinister an Irish harp both gold
stringed arg. Fogarty (ancient).

HAEP betw
Arg. a Jew's harp in bend sa. betw. six laurel

leaves of the last. Scopham, F.

3 HAEPS
Arg. three harps sa. sinnged or. Harpfield or

Harpsfield, London.
Arg. three Welsh harps sa. stringed or.

Harpisfeld, V.
Az. three harps or. Dobbin, Ireland. Ireland.
Gu. three cloyshackes (i.e., harps) or stringed arg.
Ireland ; Harl. MS. 304, fo. 13.

Vert tliree harps or. Ireland.

HAHPOON see Fork HAEPY see Monster

HAEEOW
Arg. three harrows sa. two and one. Haevy,

Hale, Cornwall.
Erm. three harrows conjoined in the nombrii

point of the escutcheon gu. with a wreath arg.
and of the second toothed or. Harrov^.
Harew

; Harl. MS. 1380, fo. 95.
Ermines three harrows or conjoined in the
nombrii point with a wreath arg. and of the
second toothed of the same. Harwe or

Harrowe, V.
Erminois three triangular harrows conjoined in

the fess point and interlaced by an annulet.
Redmayn, CO. York.

HAET see BEAST (Deer)
HAT see Cap HATCHET see Axe

HAUTBOY see Pipe HAWK see Falcon

HAWK'S-BELL see Bell

HEAD
Beast .... (Ass)

Arg. an ass's head erased sa. Hockenhull,
Hokenhull or Hokenell, Hockenhull, Pen-
ton, and Tranmere, co. Chester. Hocknell, co.

Chester, V.

Or an ass's bead erased sa. Hackwell.
(Bear)

Arg. a bear's bead erased gu. muzzled or.

Berwiok, Kent.

Arg. a bear's head erased sa. Berwyke.
Arg. a boar's head erased sa. muzzled or.

Berewyke, Kent, W.
Or a bear's head couped gu. muzzled arg.
Berewood.

(Boar)
Arg. a boar's head couped in pale az. in the
mouth a garb or. Gibbon.

Arg. a boat's head couped gu. Eedeswike.
Arg. a boar's head sa. Ithel-Vanchan.
Enderbie Cambria.

Arg. a boar's head couped sa. crowned or.
Radborne.

Arg. a boar's head couped ea. Garner, Scot-
land. Boyton, V; quartering or fretty gu.

Arg. a boar's head couped sa. in the mouth a
sword paleways az. hilt and pommel or.
Rivington.

Arg. a boar's head erect and erased sa. Booth.
Arg. a boar's head erased sa. Gairden, Troup,

Scotland.

Arg. a boar's head erased sa. armed or. Gaieden,
that Ilk.
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HEAP cont.

Beast . . . . ( Boar) cont.

Az. a boai-'s head in bend arg. armed or couped
gu. goutty de sang. Sponer or Spooneu,
Wickwantford, co. Worcester, 1589. Spoonee.

Az. a boar's head in bend or. Spooneb.
Az. a boar's head couped lying bendways or from

the neck drops of blood ppr. Sloper.
Az. a boar's bead couped over which a knot within

a garter all or. Newton.
Erm. a boar's head erased gu. Graigoe, Orkney.
Gu. a boar's head couped arg. Chisholm; quar-

tered by Mackenzie.
Gu. a boar's head couped arg. thrust through

with a sword in bend of the last hilt in chiet

or. SWAINSON.
Gu. a boar's head erased arg. The Chisholm,

Erchless Castle, co. Inverness; chief of the

ancient family of the name. M'Kellar, Eng-
land.

Gu. a boar's head couped or langued az.

Chisholme, CO. Lanark.

Or a boar's head erased gu. LosH.
Or a boar's head erased sa. Garden, Aberdeen,

Scotland.

Sa. a boar's head couped at the neck arg. armed
and langued or. Borehed, Suflfulk, V.

Sa. a boar's head erect couped arg. Hotoft.
Vert a boar's head couped holding in the mouth

a shinbone arg. Mackinnon, Scotland ;
Ports-

wood Park, CO. Hants; quartering second az. a

tower triple-towered arg.; third or a galley gu.;
fourth arg. a man's arm couped below the

wrist from the sinister ppr. grasping a cross

crosslet fitchy sa. all within a bordure gu.
Vert a boar's head erased arg, Pitblado, that

ilk.

.... (Deer including Stag, etc.)

Arg. a buck's head gu. Gernon. Pecke.

Pole.

Arg. a buck's head cabossed ga. Crawford,

Kilburney, co. Stirling; and Welford, co.

Berks; Baronetcy 1781 ; quartering az. a chev.

betw. three crosses patty arg. for Barclay.

Gernoun, V. Perike or Perke. Sir Henry
de Perke, A. Trye.

Arg. a buck's head cabossed gu. attired or.

Trye, V.

Arg. a hart's bead ga. Qitickrell.

Arg. a hart's head cabossed gu. Geknoh or

Gernoun.

Arg. a stag's bead gu. Perke.

Arg. a stag's head cabossed gu. Germin, Essex.

, With a mullet for diflf. Garnon, Cartlon, co.

Nottingham.
Arg. a slag's head erased gu. for Cranfnrd of the

Kerse; quartering gu. a fess erm. over all

two tilting epears in saltire arg. all within a

bordure quarterly counterchanged of the first

and third. Crawfurd, the second family of

Auchnamea, Scotland ; certified at the Lion

Off., 10 May, 1779, being the representatives of

Craufurd of Drum soy.

Arg. a stag's head erased armed with three tires

gu. Crawfurd, Drumsoy.
Arg. a stag's head erased gu. attired or distilling

drops of blood. Crawfurd, Kerse, Scotland.

Arg. two bars az. over all a buck's head gu.

Woodward.
Arg. a stag's attire fixed to the scalp or.

Brendt.

.Arg. a stag's head cabossed or. Mackenzie,
Bamber Bridge, and Preston, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a buck's head sa. Ueuon. Topsfield.

HEAD cont.

Beast cont. Deer cont.

Arg. a buck's bead cabossed sa. the tips of all the
attires or. Snokishull, V.

Arg. a buck's head cabossed sa. attired or.

HORTON, V,

Arg. a stag's head sa. Sttokshali,.

Arg. a stag's head erased sa. attired or distilling

drops of blood. Crawfurd, Kerse, Scotland.

Arg. a stag's head cabossed sa. attired or.

HoRTON, CO. Somerset. Snockshall or
Snokeshull.

Arg. a crosier in pale or enfiled with a stag's
head cabossed sa. Hertland Abbey, co.

Devon.
Az. a deer's head cabossed or. M'Kenzie, Apple-

cross, CO. Ross; quartering arg. a lion ramp,
gu. Another, quartering gu. a boar's head

couped arg. for Chisholm. Mackenzie, Coul,
CO. Ross ; Baronet. Another, quartering
Chisholm all within a bordure nebuly arg.
Mackenzie, Deloin, Scotland. Another, quar-
tering second or a rock in flames ppr. ; third

az. three legs of man armed ppr. conjoined
in the centre at the upper part of the thighs
flexed in triangle garnished and spurred or for

Macleods of Lewes. Mackenzie, Scatwell, co.

Ross; Baronetcy 1703. Another, quartering
second and third quarterly first and fourth az.

three cinquefoils arg. second and third gu. three

antique crowns or all within a bordure gu.

charged with three mullets arg. M'Kenzie;
granted 1805.

Az. a buck's head arg. Tretheriffe or

Trediriffe, Cornwall.
Az. a buck's head arg. attired or. Seamost or

Semost.
Az. a buck's head cabossed arg. Bboughton or

Browton. Legqe, Earl and Baron of Dart-

mouth. Another, Bilson-Legge, Baron
Stawell; extinct 1820; quartering az. a demi
rose arg. on the dexter side impaled with a
demi pomegranate on the sinister or leaved

vert for Bilson. And with a martlet for diff.

Edward Legge, Bishop of Oxford 1815-VJ7.

Az. a buck's head cabossed arg. attired or.

Aleyn, V. Mac Pheadris. Senjust, V.

Trethurf or Trethurffe, TrethurflF, Corn-
wall ; extinct temp. Queen Elizabeth, one of the

co-heiresses m. i, Courtenay of Landrake, and

u, Buller ; the other m. Vyvyan.
Az. a buck's bead arg. an annulet or. Legge, co.

Wilts.

Az. a hart's head cabossed arg. Therdiffe,
Cornwall. Knightly.

Az. a stag's head arg. Leg, Baron of Dart-

mouth.
Az. a buck's head or. Enilegh or Kileoh.

Kniohtley, V.

Az. a buck's head cabossed or. Browton, V.

Broughton, V. Clanranold. Deerham,
Dereham, Norfolk. Dereham or Derham,
West Dereham, Norfolk. Derham, Crimple-
sham, Norfolk, V. Goloner. Middleton,
Middleton, co. Salop. Midleton. Roo. Sir

Richard Roo, Lord of Whiitington ; temp.
Richard I. Row. Sentoust or Sentuft.

Another, M'Kenzie, AUangrange ; quartering
az. a falcon displ. arg. charged on the breast

with a man's heart gu. all betw. three mullets

of the second.

Az. a buck's head cabossed or vulned in the fore-

head ppr. MoKenzie, Earl of Seafort.
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HEAD cont.

Beast cont. Deer cont.

Az. a buck's bead cabossed or attired arg.

Thredyeff, Cornwall, V. Sir Simon Legg,
F.

Az. a hart's head cabossed or. Knighti-t.

Az. a stag's head cabossed or. Mackenzie, Earl

of Seaforth,
" Chief of Kintail". Saulopher.

Another, quartering gu. a boar's head couped

arg. for Chisholm. Mackenzie, Coul, co.

Ross; Baronetcy 1673. Another, quartering
az. three frasers arg. Mackenzie, Gairloch,

CO. Ross ; Baronetcy 1629.

Az. a stag's head cabossed or quartering three

human legs armed ppr. united in the centre at

the upper parts of the thigh triangularly flexed

garnished and spurred of the second over all

on an escutciieon erm. a stag's head cabossed

sa. in a bordure pelletty of the third.

Mackenzie, Craighall; which coat merged by

heirslyp, 1C54, to Coulthart of Coulthart, co.

VVigtoun, and is now borne by the representa-
tive of that family as a quartering.

Az. a stag's head erased or. Breadfield.

Reid, Barra, co. Aberdeen ; Baronetcy 17U3.

Erm. a buck's head cabossed gu. Parker,
Northfleet, Kent.

Gu. a buck's head cabossed arg. Daston.

DusTON, V. D'Oyly, Raunton, co. Stafford ;

temp. Edward I and II; but afterwards of

Stoke-Doyly, co. Northampton ; and also of

Lyttchurch, co. Derby ; temp. Edward II

to Henry IV. Dunston or Duston. De
• DtJNSTON, Dunston, or Duston, co. North-

ampton ; and Raunton, co. Stafford.

Gu. a buck's head cabossed arg. attired or.

DowNE,East Downe, Tutshill, Barnstaple, etc.,

CO. Devon. Duston.
Gu. a buck's head couped at the neck arg. attired

or. Felt.
Gu. goutty d'eau a buck's head arg. Broughton.
Gu. a stag's head cabossed arg. armed or. Down,
East Down, and Pilton, co. Devon. Down,
Halliwich Manor House, Colney Hatch, Mid-
dlesex.

Gu. a stag's head cabossed arg. attired or.

Downs.
Gu. a buck's head cabossed erm. Downe.
Gu. a hart's head cabossed erm. Walsted.
Gu. a stag's head cabossed erm. Wasted.
Gu. a buck's head cabossed erm. attired arg.

Walstede, V.

Gu. a buck's head or. Felton.
Gu. a buck's bead cabossed or. Box. Dunston

or Duston, Hopton, Suffolk.

Gu. a stag's head and neck couped or.

Lamkyn.
Gu. a stag's head or. John de Felton, X.
Gu. a stag's head cabossed or. Staffordshe.
Or a buck's head cabossed az. Hollier.
Or a buck's head gu. Poole, co. Devon.
Waterman, co. Devon.

Or a buck's head cabossed betw. the horns a

mullet gu. James Gardiner, Bishop of
Lincoln 1695-1705.

Or a stag's head cabossed gu. Hartington.
Or a stag's head erased gu. quarterly with

second erm. three bars gu.; third gu. three
swords paleways in fess arg. hiked or on the

point of each a dragon's head couped close of
the last; fourth az. a griffin segr^ant or.

. DiROM, Crechie, co. Banff; by patent, 1769.
Or a hart's head gu. Pooley.

HEAD cont.

Beast cont. Deer cont.

Or a hart's head cabossed gu. Gernon or

Garnon, CO. Nottingham. Pole, Sussex.
Or a buck's head cabossed attired sa. Calder,

Southwick, CO. Hants. Zelion.
Or a buck's head couped at the neck cabossed sa.

Helyon. Wat le Helion, E.
Or a hart's head cabossed sa. Helyen or Helion.
Or a hart's head cabossed sa. attired gu.
Calder, Muirtoun, CO. Elgin, Scotland; Baro-

netcy 1686.
Or a stag's head cabossed sa, attired gu. quarter-

ing Lorn, Campbell, and Stewart, all within a

bordure engr. or. Campbell, Moy.
Or a stag's head cabossed sa. attired gu. quar-

terly with second arg. a galley her sails furled

and oars in action sa. ; third gyronny of eigiit
or and sa, ; fourth a fess cht-quy az. and arg.

Campbell, Airds, co. Argyll ; Baronetcy.
Or a stag's head couped at the neck sa. Sir

Peter Helyon, Y.

Or a stag's head couped and attired with six

tynes on every horn sa. Calder, Aslonne,
Scotland.

Per chev. engr. or and gu. a stag's head erased
betw, three buglehorns stringed counter-

changed. Hunter, Lord Mayor of London
1851.

Per chief vert and sa. a stag's head cabossed arg.
BucTON ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 69.

Per pale gu. and arg. a stag's head couped per
pale or and sa. Stainberger.

Sa. a buck's head arg. Hartwell.
Sa. a bu»k's head cabossed arg. attired or.

HoRTON, Catton, co. Derby; there seated more
than four hundred years.

Sa. a crosier in pale or enflled with a buck's head
cabossed arg. Buckfestre Abbey, co. Devon.

Sa. goutty de sang a buck's head cabossed arg.
Broughton or Beowton.

Sa. a hind's head couped arg. Barrow.
Sa. a stag's head cabossed arg. Mackillop or

M'KiLLOP, England.
Sa. a stag's head erased arg. attired or holding in

the mouth a mullet of the last. Roger, Scot-
land ; Pont'g MS. Rodger, Scotland.

Sa; a buck's head cabossed or. Athwell, co.

Stafford. Horton, Howie, co. Chester.

Welles, Whorcross and Parvallarwood, co.

Stafford. Welles, co. Leicester. Yoxall.
Sa. a stag's head cabossed or an estoile for diff.

Cart.
Vert a stag's head and neck couped ppr. Bowen.

....(Dog)
Quarterly per pale indented gu. and az. on the

second quarter a greyhound's head erased or
collared of the first. Smyth, Suffolk.

.... (Elephant)
Arg. an elephant's head erased gu. Brodrick.

.... (Goat)
Arg. a goat's head erased sa. Baltrey.

Quarterly with ermine. Balteey. Quarterly
with ermines. Baltrey.

Erm. a goat's head erased gu. Gotley.
Erm. a goal's head erased gu. attired or. Gotley

or Gottelley, V. Goatley.
Erm. a goat's head erased or. Gotley, V.
Gu. a goat's head couped or. Bai,lenden.
Gu. a goat's head erased arg. quarterly with
ermine in the fess point a fleur-de-lis in a
crescent or., Morton. Thomas Morton,
Lechlade, co. Gloucester, V. John Moeton,
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HEAD cont.

Beast.... (Goat) cont.

Bishop of Ely, Archbishop of Canterbury 1486-

J500. Thomas Mobton, Bishop of Chester;

Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry 1019-32,
afterwards of Durham.

Gu. a goat's head erased arg. attired or quarterly
with ermine. Charles Morton, Bawtre, co.

York, V. Morton, Kent ; and Croydon,

Surrey.
Gu. a goat's head erased arg. quarterly with

ermine. Stanhope.

Quarterly gu. and erm. in the first and fourth

quarters a goat's head erased arg. all within a

bordure quartered or and az. John Moreton,
Marshall, co. Devon, V.

Per chev. sa. and arg. a goat's head erased and

counterchanged. Chaterton.
Sa. a goal's head erased arg. Jones.

Sa. a goat's head arg. armed or. Trahaiabn ap

EiNION.

....(Horse)

Arg. a horse's head gu. bridled of the first.

GnoNo. GocH.

Arg. a horse's head erased sa. bridled or. Ilinn.

Az. a horse's head couped .... Cerne.
Az. a horse's head couped arg. Horsburgh,

that Ilk.

Az. a horse's head couped arg. bridled gu.
Penmabch.

Gu. a horse's head couped arg. Marsh, V.

Gu. a horse's head couped arg. Marsh, Darkes,
South Mimms, Middlesex.

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the chief dexter quarter
a horse's head couped of the second. Marsh,
Marton and Langden, Kent ; confirmed 1(502.

.. ..(Leopard)

Arg. a leopard's head gu. Tyrrell.

Arg. a leopard's head gu. jessant-de-lis or.

Febell.

Arg. a leopard's head jessant a fleur-de-lis gu.

Terell, V. Tykell.

Arg. a leopard's head jessant a fleur-de-lis

reversed gu. Terell, V.

Az. a leopard's head or quarterly with ermine.

Power.
Az. a leopard's head erased or. Michell, V.

Mychell. Michell, Standham ; Harl. MS.

1386, fo. 356.

Az. a leopard's head jessant-de-lis arg. Pantin.

Gu. a leopard's head arg. crowned or. Fixz-

Gebard, CO. Lancaster.

Quarterly gu. and az. a leopard's face or.

Browne.
Gu. a leopard's head or. Sledd^ co. Gloucester.

And quartering az. a covered cup and in

chief two round buckles the tongues fess-

ways points to the dexter all of the third.

Goldsmiths Company ; incorporated 1327.

Gu. a leopard's head or jessant a fleur-de-lis arg.

Braunch.
Gu. a leopard's head jessant a fleur-de-lis or.

Branch or Braunch, V. Westbrook, Kent;

Elsted, Slade, and Lavant, Sussex; and

Godalming, Surrey.
Or a leopard's head jessant a fleur-de-lis gu.

Terell, V.

Per pale arg. and sa. a leopard's head or jessant

a fleur-de-lis counterchanged. Braunche.

Withew, V.

Per pale gu. and az. a leopard's face jessant a

fleur-de-lis Mobley.

HEAD cont.

Beast. . . . (Leopard) cont,
Per pale or and sa. a leopard's head jessant-

de-lis counterchanged. Wbightow.
Per saltire arg. and or a leopard's face sa.

Hemsworth, Shropham Hall, Norfolk.

Hemsworth, originally of Hemsworth, co.

York ; and subsequently of Abbeyville, co.

Tipperary.
Per saltire erm. and az. in the fess point a

leopard's head or. Ponsbury, V.

Quarterly az. and erm. in the first and fourth

quarters a leopard's head or. Power, V.

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second and third

quarters a leopard's head or. Woodhouse,
Norfolk, V.

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second quarter a

leopard's head arg. Woodhouse.
Quarterly or and sa. on the second quarter a

leopard's head of the first, Brond.
Sa. a leopard's head arg. jessant-de-lis of the

second. Mobley, East Lavant, Sussex. John
Mobley, Estington ; granted by Cook, W.

Sa. a leopard's head arg. jessant-de-lis or.

Mobley, Halnaker, Sussex. Mobley, co.

Hants; granted in 1575 to John Morley,
Barnes, co. Southampton.

Sa. a leopard's head or jessant a fleur-de-lis arg.

Cledeeow, V. Clydebowe or Cletheeow.
John de Mobley, Craven, Y.

Vert a leopard's face arg. Libebton, that Ilk.

....(Lion)

Arg. a lion's head couped gu. Govisy.

Arg. a lion's head erased gu. Dunk. Govis,
London. Gowis.

Arg. a lion's head erased sa. Booty, Sufi'olk;

granted 3 Jan., 1300.

Az. a lion's head erased arg. Beaid.

Erm. a lion's head erased az. Cubit or Cubitt.

....(Oxen)

Arg. a bull's head cabossed az. armed or.

Pbingle, Blackwater, Scotland.

Arg. an ox's head cabossed sa. (Another, armed

or.) OXCLIFFE, V,

Arg. a bull's head cabossed sa. Tcrnbuij,,

Minto, Scotland. Durston; PoZe, Devon., i,202.

Arg. the horns of a bull fixed to the scalp with

two ears sa. Bullhead.

Arg. a bull's head couped sa. Rumbold.

Arg. a sea bull's head couped sa. Bullock.

Arg. a bull's head erased gu. Dowkeb.

Arg. a bull's head erased sa. Carslake, co.

Devon. Turnbull, Badyruel, Scotland.

Arg. a bull's head erased sa. armed or. Carsacke
or Cabselacke, co. Devon, V.

Az. a bull's head arg. CoppInger, Ballyvolane,
and Barryscourt, co. Cork.

Az. a bull's head couped arg. winged and armed
or. HoAST, London.

Az. a bull's head cabossed or. Sendost or Seneost.

Az. a bull's head erased or. Littlewood.

Gu. a bull's head arg. armed or. Kinnyman or

Kinsman.
Gu. a bull's head cabossed arg. Heseltine.

Gu. a bull's head cabossed arg. armed or.

DuNSTON or Duston, V.

Or a bull's head cabossed gu. Bull, Ongar,
Essex.

Or an ox's head cabossed sa. Oxcliffe.

Or a bull's head erased sa. Dowker, Ireland.

Per fess sa. and arg. a bull's head of the first

armed or. Oxney, V.
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HEAD cont.

Seast .... (Oxen) cont.

Per fess sa. and arg. an ox's head cabossed and

counterchanged armed or. Oxney.
Per pale sa. and arg. a bull's bead counter-

changed. Obney, V. Olney.
.... (Bam)

Cru. a ram's head cabossed arg. armed or.

Hawgwiz, F. Wymond. Wynmond, V.

Sa. a ram's head arg. armed or. Doknford,
Cornwall.

Sa. a ram's head cabossed arg. armed or.

Darneford or Durnfokd. Dernford, co.

Devon, V. Rame, Rarae, Cornwall; extinct

temp. Henry V ; the heiress m, Dernford.

....(Sea-Bull)
Arg. a sea-bull's head couped sa. Bullock.

....(Wolf)
Arg. a wolf's head erased at the neck ppr. in the

dexter chief point a mullet gu. Alux, Wil-

loughby Hall, co. Lincoln ; and Swaffham, co.

Cambridge.
Arg. a wolfs head erased sa. Ellick.
Az. a wolfs head erased arg. Bain, Scotland.

Hugh Lupus, Earl of Chester; ob. 1101;
Sladen's 69 quarttsring.

Az. a wolf's head erased or, Lemsels or

LoMSELS, Cornwall. Hugh Louf, Conte de

Chester, X.
Az. a wolfs head erased or armed and langued

gu. Bayn, Scotland. Bayne, TuUoch, Scot-

land.

Gu. crusily or a wolfs head erased arg. langued
gu. Lupus, Earl of Chester. Richard LouF,
second Earl of Chester, X,

Per pale indented arg. and gu. in the dexter chief

a wolfs head couped at the neck sa. Penrice,
confirmed to Thomas Penrice, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk

; and borne by members of the family
• at Witton House, Norfolk; Kilvrough House,

CO. Glamorgan ; and Plumpstead Hall, Nor-
folk.

Bird (Auk)
Or the head of an auk ppr. AuKES.

.... (Avosetta j

Az. the head of an avosetta ppr. Binder.

....(Eagle)
Or an eagle's bead erased gu. Monro, Foulis,

CO. Ross ; Baronetcy 1634; quartering second
and third Seymour, viz. quarterly first and
fourth or on a pale gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis

az. three lions of England ; second and third
. gu. two wings conjoined in lure the tips down,
wards or. Munro

; installed Knight of the

Bath, 19 May, 1779.
Or an eagle's head erased gu. holding in the beak

a laurel branch. Monro, Pitlundie, Scotland;
Monro, Bearcrofis, Scotland.

Or an eagle's bead erased gu. crowned with a
mural coronet arg. Munro.

Or an eagle's head with hound's ears az.

Aerborough or Aerburg.
Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter an

eagle's head erased gu. beaked or. Bytton.

.... (Falcon)
Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a

falcon's bead couped of the last. Bridvill.

.... (Eaven)
Arg. a raven's head erased ppr. Bowld ; quar-

tering barry of six arg. and az.

Human Figure (including Helmet)
The bust of a man in profile couped at the breast

vested over the shoulder and wreathed above

HEAD cont.

Human Figure (including Helmet) cont.

the temples with laurel tied behind with two
ribbons flotant. Town of Penrhyn, Cornwall.
Seal.

.... an old man's head in profile couped at tho
neck .... Town of Haverfordwest, co. Pem-
broke.

Arg. an esquire's helmet az. feathered gu.
Serrell.

Arg. a helmet gu. Knight.

Arg. a close helmet gu. Kingsley. Kinglet.
Arg. a Negro's head couped sa. Poulden.
Arg. a boy's head ppr. crined or couped below the

shoulders clothed gu. garnished gold. Bowman,
alias Boyman.

Arg. a Moor's head couped in profile ppr.
Corsica, Augmentation to Earl Minto.

Arg. a man's head couped ppr. a pellet round the
forehead or. Tbesaris, Cornwall; the heirtss
m. Bevill.

Arg. a helmet sa. Belvale.
Arg. a close helmet sa. Robertoun, that Ilk';

quartering gu. a cross crosslet filchy or.

Az. a bird's leg couped at the thigh or conjoined
to a savage's head arg. hair sa. Petre.

Chequy or and az.in the fess point a Saracen's
bead couped ppr. Rainsborough.

Erm. a close helmet gu. Kingley.
Gu. a Saracen's head ppr. Ayerchydd,
Gu. a Saracen's head erased at the neck arg.

environed about the temples with a wreath of
the last and sa. Mergith, Wales; i.e.,

Marchudd-ap-Cynan, Lord of Abergelleu,
Founder of the VIII Noble Tribe of North
Wales and Powys.

Gu. a man's head couped at the neck arg. Soden
or SoDEY. M. Percivall Sowdan, T.

Gu. a maiden's head ppr. crined or. Walter
Maydenstun, Bishop of Worcester 1314-17.

Gu. a close helmet arg. Robertoun, Bedley,
Scotland ; Mackenzie's Heraldry. Robertoun,
Earnock, Scotland; Font's MS.; quartering
arg. a cross crosslet fiteby gu.

Gu. a demi virgin couped below the shoulders

issuing from clouds all ppr. vested or crowned
with an Eastern crown of the last her hair dis-

hevelled and wreathed round the temples with
roses of the second all within an orle of clouds

ppr. Company of Mergers of London, incor-

porated 1.394.

Gu. a Saracen's head erased at the neck ppr.
wreathed about the temples sa. and arg. ; arms
being those of Marchudd ap Cynan, Founder
of the VIII Noble Tribe of North Wales and
Powys. Lloyd, Baron Mostyn, derived from
John Lloyd, of Pont Riffith, co. Flint. Lloyd,
Forest, North Wales. Prys, Maenturog, co.

Merioneth. Wynn, Llanolian, co. Caernarvon ;

Dyffryn Aled, co. Denbigh; Bettws in Aber-

gelltr-n, CO. Caernarvon.
Gu. a Saracen's head erased at the neck ppr.

environed about ihe temples with a wreath or
and arg. Wynne, Coed Coch, co. Flint; de-
rived from Marchudd, and now represented by
John Lloyd Wynne, of Coed Coch; quar-
tering gu. a chev. betw. three Englishmen's
heads ppr.

Or a close helmet gu. Kingley.
Or a blackamoor's head couped sa. Binns.
Sa. a helmet arg. Bostock, V. Bostock, Abing-

don, CO. Berks ; quartering sa. a fess humetty
arg.

Sa. a helmet or. BosTOck, co. Salop.
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HEAD cont.

Monster (Bird)
Or an eagle's Lead with hound's ears az.

Aerborough or Aerburg.

.... (Deer-Goat)
Vert a deer-goat's head arg. Abeladame.

.... (Dragon)
Arg. a dragon's head and neck erased vert hold-

ing in the mouth a bloody hand. Davies,
Brecon. Lewis, Brecon. Morgan, Langeney,
CO. Brecon. MoRgan, Pencrug ; quartered by
Mackworth. Rhys Grug, Ystradyw, South

• "Wales. Rhys Goch, Ystradyw. Williams,
Elthara, Kent.

Arg. a dragon's head erased at the neck vert

holding in the mouth a sinister hand erased

gu. issuant from it goutty de sang. Prichard,
Proston and Chorley, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a dragon's head erased vert in the mouth a

sinister hand ppr. Morgan, Pencreek, co.

Monmouth.

(Griffin)

Arg. a griffin's head erased sa. Fitz-Thomas.
Gardner.

Quarterly az. and erm. on the first and fourth a

griflSn's head or. Dugan or Duggan.

Gyronny of four arg. and gu. a griffin's

head erased counterchanged. Peake or

Peke.
Per saltire or and gu. a griffin's head counter-

changed. Page. Peke, V.

....(Unicorn)
Az, a unicorn's head erased arg. armed and

gorged with a ducal coronet or. Gostgn.

Stockwell, Surrey ; granted 1622.

Quarterly az. and erm. in the first and fourth

quarters a unicorn's head erased arg. ducally

gorged or armed and crined of the last.

GoFTON, Stockwell, Surrey; granted by Cam-
den. Sir Francis GoFTON, Stockwell, Surrey,
16S6. Gostomes, Surrey, 1022.

Vert a unicorn's head erased arg. Impey.

....(Wivern)
Arg. a wivern's head erased vert holding in his

mouth a hand couped gu. Morgan, Pencrug,
CO. Monmouth.

Reptile (Lizard)

Az. an asker's (or water lizard's) head erased or.

Alsarin. Burke.

Spear
Arg. gouity de sang a spear head in pale az.

embrued gu. Jackson, co. Rutland.

Erm. a spear head in pale az. embrued gu.

Jackson, Keswick, Cumberland ;
and co.

Oxford. Jackson, Cumberland; granted by

Cooke, W.

HEAD and in chief. . . .

Arrows
Az. a buck's head cabossed or attired gu. betw.

the horns three arrows in the scalp or.

Beaumond, V.

Beast

Sa. a leopard's head jessant-de lis or in chief a

lion pass, guard, of the second, Morland.
Moreland.

Sa. a leofiard's head jessant de-lis or in the

dexter chief point a lion of England.
Morland, Sulhamstead Bannister, co. Berks;
and Hammersmith, Middlesex.

HEAD and in chief. ...co7it.

Canton

Arg. an ass's head erased sa. a canton of the last.

HocKNELL, Duden, co. Chester.
Sa. R stag's head cabossed arg. attired or and for

distinction a canton erm. Horton, Osmaston,
CO. Derby; Baronetcy 1772; quartering sa.

on a fess or betw. three eagle's heads couped
arg. as many escallops gn. all within a bordure

engr. of the third for Wilmot.
Sa. a spear head arg. a canton or a label for diff.

Jackson, co. Oxford; 1700.

Castle

Gu. a buck's head in base arg. attired or in the

dexter chief a castle of the third. Dunster,
Scarington, co. Somerset; granted 17 June,
1604.

Chief
Az. a buck's head cabossed or a chief sa.

Yonge, CO. Stafford.

Arg. a buck's head cabossed sa. and chief indented

of the second. Alchorn, Kent.

Sa. a hart's head couped arg. a chief or.

BUCKTON.
Sa. a hart's head couped arg. a chief vert.

BuCKTON.
Az. a stag's head cabossed attired or and a chief

of the second. De la Faye, Wichbury, co.

Wilts.

Sa. a leopard's face or a chief chequy or and
az. William de Luda, Bishop of Ely, 1290-

1298.

Arg. a Saracen's head couped at the neck gu.
a chief per pale arg. and az. Selby, F«

Seli.ey; Harl. 3IS. 1404, fo. 155.

Arg. a Saracen's head ppr. wreathed gu. a chief

per pale or and az. Selby.

On a Chief .. ..Arrows

Arg. a bull's head erased sa. on a chief of the

last three pbeous or. Tipping, Draycott, co.

Oxford.

....Beast (Lion)
Sa. a leopard's head jessant de-lis or on a chief

of the second a lion pass, guard, gu. Morland,
Lee, Kent.

^

On a mount a withered tree in sinister a cherub a

head with wind issuing therefrom towards the

tree on a chief an eagle displ. crowned with a

celestial crown. Piozzi.

Bendlet

Arg. a lion's head erased gu. on a chief

of the last three bendlets of the first.

Whitehurst.
.... Buckle

Az. a stag's head erased arg. on a chief of the

last a buckle betw. two mullets of the first.

Cader, Scotland.
.... Crescent

Arg, a lion's head erased gu. on a chief of the

last a crescent betw. two stars of the first.

Douglas, Longniddry, Scotland.

Cross

Arg. a horse's head sa. bridled or issuing out of

water in base az. on a chief gu. a cross of the

first. Ackford.

Arg. a stag's head cabossed gu. on a chief wavy

az. a cross crosslet fitchy betw. an anchor

and a billet all or. Thomson, Glasgow.

Arg. a buck's head cabossed gu. attired or on a

chief az. a cross crosslet fitchy of the third

betw. two mullets of six points of the first

pierced az. Thompson.
115
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HEAD and in chief ... .cont.

On a Chief cont. Cross cont.

Arg. a stag's head cabossed gn. attired or on a

chief az. a cross crosslet fitchj' of the third betw.

two spur-rowels of the tirst. Thomson, Scot-

land ; Font's MS.
Arg. a buck's head sa. on a chief gu. three crosses

flowered or. Leggy, Lord Mayor of London
1347 and 1354.

.... Escallop
Or a boar's head couped gu. on a chief sa. three

escallops of the first. Geaham, Orchill, Scot-

land.

Or a boar's head erased sa. on a chief of the

second three escallops of the first. Geaham,
New Wark, Scotland.

Arg. a bull's head erased sa. armed or on a chief

of the second three escallops of the field.

Bull, Lord Mayor of London 1774.

Or two bars az. over all a horse's head erased
erm. in chief three escallops gu. John

Clarke, Bishop of Bath and Wells 1523-41.

.... Fireballs

Per chev. arg and or in base an eagle's head
erased ppr. and in chief two bomb-shells fired.

Hardy, Letherington Hall, Norfolk; quartering
Cozens.

.... Fleurs-de-Lis

Arg. a stag's head cabossed gu. on a chief az.

three fleurs-de-lis of the field. Thomson,
Edinburgh.

.... Flowers
Gu. a Saracen's head erased ppr. hair and heard

or round the temples a fillet nowed arg. and
az. on a chief or three roses gu. Hkwse ;

granted 10 Dec, 1573. William Hughes,
Bishop of St. Asaph 1573-1600.

.... Foils

Sa. a bull's head couped arg. on a chief or three
trefoils slipped az. Boulger.

Arg. a lion's head erased gu. on a chief of the
last two cinquefoils of the first. Douglas,
Borg, Scotland.

.... Lozenges
Az. a buck's head cabossed sa. on a chief arg.

five lozenges .... all within a bordure arg.
Leggey.

Arg. a buck's head cabossed gu. attired or on a
chief wavy of the second a lozenge betw. two
spur-rowels of the field. Thomson.

Arg. a unicorn's head erased gu. on a chief wavy
az. three lozenges or. Smith, Binderton,
Sussex. Smyth-Bartelott, Stopham, Sussex.

Mallets
Gu. a savage's bead m profile ppr. on a chief arg.

three mullets of the first. Keen, Scotland.
Az. a boar's bead conped arg. on a chief of the

last three mullets gu. Shand, Aberdeen, Scot-
land.

Arg. a roebuck's head cabossed gu. on a chief az.
three mullets of the first. Thomoson.

Arg. a wolf's head erased sa. on a chief indented
of the last three mullets of the first. Shevel,
Scotland.

Boundles
.... a stag's head on a chief .... three
roundles Popham

; Pole, Devon, i, 264.
Arg. a stag's head cabossed gti. attired or on a

chief engr. az. a bezant betw. a crescent and a
mullet both of the field. Thompson, Ham-
buigb.

HEAD and in chief. .. .co7tt.

On a Chief cont. Roundles cont.

Per saltiie a?., and erm. over all a leopard's head
or in chief three plates. Whyting, London,
V.

Or a griffin's head erased gu. on a chief indented
az. three bezants. Tarbock or Torbock.

Or a lion's head erased sa. on a chief embattled
of the second three plates. Allye, co. Dorset.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a goat's
head erased arg. on a chief of the last three
torteaux each charged with an escallop of the
second. Moreton.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a goat's
head erased arg. on a chief of the second three
torteaux each charged with an escallop gold.
Morton, Erbeck, eo. Hereford.

. . . .Wings
Az. a unicorn's head erased arg, on a chief of the

last three sinister wings sa. Chevalier,
Scotland.

Crescent
Az. a wolf's head erased or in chief a crescent

arg. Baines, Peteonly, Scotland.

Arg. a boar's head erased and in chief a crescent
betw. two mullets disposed chevronways az.

Cochran, Rochsoils, Scotland.

Arg. two crescents in chief gu. and a savage's
head in profile in base sa. Crutwell.

Cross

Arg. a buck's head cabossed sa. betw. the attires
a cross of the last. Vyse, co. Stafi'urd.

Arg. a stag's head erased betw. the attires a cross
crosslet titchy surmounted on the top with a
mullet gu. Cairnceoss, Cowmslie.

Arg. a hart's head cabossed sa. attired or betw,
the hoiijs a cross patty of the last. Hartwell.

Arg. a stag's head erased with a cross crosslet
betw. the attires gu. Crawfurd.

Az. a stag's head erased arg. attired or betw.
them a cross crosslet. Cairncross, Balma-
shanen.

Erm. on a buck's head a cross formy fitchy gu.
Pitt.

Sa. a stag's head cabossed arg. attired or betw. the
attires a cross patty fitchy or and in bis mouth
an arrow of the last feathered and headed arg.
point to the sinister. Sir William Bolstrode,
Highley, CO. Bucks, V.

Sa. a stag's head cabossed arg. attired or betw.
the attires a cioss patty fitchy of the third

through the nostrils an arrow of the last
feathered of the second. Bulstrode, co.

Bucks; and co. Worcester; College of Arms,
D. 14, c. 26. Bulstrode, co. Bedford.

Sa. on a stag's head a cross formy fitchy arg.
Bulstrode.

Sa. on a buck's head a cross formy arg.
Hartwell.

Sa. a hnri's head cabossed arg. betw. the attires
a cross formy or. Hartwell, Kent; Morth-
umberland; and Preston, co. Northampton.
Sir Wni. Hartwell, V.

Sa. a buck's head cabossed arg. attired or betw.
the horns a cross patty filched at the foot of
tlie last. Hartwell.

Sa. a buck's head cabossed arg. attired or. betw.
the attires a cross patty fitchy of the last in
chief a lion pass, guard, per pale of the second
and third on a canton erm. two bars per pale
az. and gu. Hartwell, Dale Hall, Essex;
Baronetcy 1805.
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HEAP and in chief.... cont.

Cross coat.

Sa. goutiy arg. a buck's head cabossed of the

second betw, the horus a cross patonce or

charged with five torteaux. Wryne, co, Staf-

ford, V.

Sa. a buck's head arg. betw. the attires a cross

resarcelly gu. bezanty. Wkine, co. Siatfurd.

Vert a stag's head cabossed arg. betw. the attires

a cross forray of the last. Hore. Serff, V.

3 Crosses

Arg. in chief three crosses fitchy in base a buck's

head. Thomson.
S Escallops

Or two bars az. over all a nag's head erased or in

chief three escallops gu. Clakke, Ipswich,
Suffolk.

Per chev. arg. and purp. in chief three escallops
az. in base a griffin's head erased or on a chief

of the second a cross formy betw. two griffin's

heads erased of the first. Gardner or

Gardener, London.
Estoile

Arg. a stag's head cabossed betw. the horns an

estoile gu. Cart.
3 Estoiles

Per fess dancetty sa. and arg. in chief three stars

and in base a boar's head erased all counter-

changed. Shewal, that Ilk.

Fleur-de-lis

Arg. a buck's head betw. the attires a fleur-de-lis

gu. Poole, co. Devon.
Az. a stag's head cabossed or betw. the attires a

fleur-de-lis of the last. M'Kenzie, Scotland.

Or a buck's head cabossed gu. betw. the horns

a fleur-de-lis of the last. Pokeswell.
Porkeswell.

Horn
Arg. a buck's head cabossed sa. betw. the attires

a buglehorn or. Topsfield.

Arg. a buck's head cabossed sa. betw. the horns a

buglehorn of the second stringed and tied to

the horus or. Snokeshull, V. Toppesfield,
V.

Mullet

Arg. a stag's head cabossed gu. in chief a mullet.

Thomson, Duddiston.
Az. a buck's head cabossed or betw. the attires a

spur-rowel erm. M'Kenzie, Ardross, Scotland.

Az. a stag's head cabossed surmounted of a mul-

let betw. the horns or for Mackenzie; quarter-

ing second quarterly first and fourth az. three

cinquefoils arg. two and one ; second and third

or three antique crowns two and one gu. ;
third

grand quarter quarterly first and fourth az.

three garbs two and one or; second and third

. quarterly first and fourth arg. a pale sa. ;

second and third az. a bend betw. six crosses

crosslet two and one and one and two or for

Buchan. Mackenzie, Kilcoy, co. Ross ; Baro-

netcy 1836.

Or a stag's head cabossed betw. the attires "a

mullet gu. a canton az. thereon a mitre of the

first labelled arg. Gardiner, Wadhurst, Sus-

sex.

Or a stag's head cabossed sa. betw. the horns a

mullet of the last. Cader, Scotland.

Per pale gu. and sa. a stag's head cabossed or

betw. the horns a mullet arg. Trubshaw,

Gray's Inn, Middlesex; granted 13 Oct., 1688.

Or a bull's head cabossed sa. ringed gu. in chief

a mullet of six points of the last. Hans

Holbein; ob. 1543 or 1554:.

HEAD and in chief. ...cont.
2 Mullets

Arg. a spear-head in base and in chief two spur-
rowels az. pierced of the field. Auchmoty,
Ireland ; of Scottish origin.

3 Mallets

Arg. a boar's liead erased and in chief three mul-
lets disposed chevronways az. Cochran, Bal-

barchan, Scotland. Cochran, Barbachlaw,
Scotland.

Per fess indented arg. and sa. in chief three
mullets and in base a boar's head erased coun-

terchanged. Haswell, Scotland.
Per fess indented (another, dancetty) sa. and arg.

in chief three mullets and in base a boar's head
couped all counterchanged. Haswell, Scot-
land.

Pheon
Arg. a slag's head erased gu. betw. the attires a

pheon az. Colt, Garihsherie, co. Lanark.
CouLT, Inveresk.

2 Boundles (Bezants)
Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief two bezants in base

a griffin's head erased or. Garton.
3 Boundles

Gyroniiy of four az. and erm. over all a leopard's
head or in chief three bezants. WHiriNG,
Defford, co. Leicester ; and Ellon, co. North-

arapton.
Per saliire erm. and az. in the fess point a

leopard's head or in chief three plates.
Whyting.

Per pale az. and sa. a hart's head couped or and
in chief three cold wells (or fountains) ppr.
Caldwell, Glasgow.

Per pale sa. and vert a stag's head couped arg. in

chief three cold wells ppr. Caldwell, Linley
Wood, CO. Stafford; quartering arg. two bars
az. on a canton gu. a gauntlet grasping a broken
sword ppr. hilt and pomel gold for Stamford.

Az. a stag's head cabossed or betw. the horns of

a dirk point downwards arg. billed of the
second. M'Kenzie, Hiltoun, co. Inverness.

HEAD and in base ....

In chief a stag's head erased and in base three
arrows one in pale and two in saltire points
downward. Key, Perth, Scotland.

Crescents

Arg. a boar's head couped in chief and two
crescents in the flanks sa. Tennant, that Ilk.

Balfour's MS.
Crown

A regal crown surmounted with a cherub head

wings expanded under the crown on an escroU
the word " defendamus". The Corporation
Seal of the Town of Taunton. Round it,
"
Sigillum de burgh de Taunton."

Fleurs-de-lis

Per fess gu. and az. in chief a leopard's head or

in base a fleur-de-lis of the last impaling arg.
a crosier in pale az. garnished or (another coat)

per pale erm. and sa. a chev. counterchanged.
Tower- Hill Abbey, London.

Or a stag's head cabossed gu. betw. the attires a

fleur-de-lis of the last. M. John de le Pole,
S. Pokeswell, V.

6-Foil

Or a boar's head erased sa. in base a cinquefoil

gu. Callow.
Fruit

Arg. a boar's head erased gu. in base a pear

pendent or. Gairne, that Ilk.
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.cont.HEAD and in base

Leg
Az. a biid's leg couped at the thigh or conjoined

to a savage's liead arg. pair sa. Petre.

Per chief gu. and or in base an o'ive tree eradi-

cated and fructed ppr. in chief the head and

forelegs of a crocodile issuant ppr. Dalbiac.

Or a boar's head couped sa. in base a lion's gamb
fesswise of the second. Slatarety.

HEAD betw. or within....
Annulets

Az. a buck's head couped arg. attired or betw. two

annulets in bend sinister of the last. YouNO,
Kerno, co. Statford.

2 Arrows
Az. a buck's head betw. three arrows or feathered

and headed arg. Beaumond.
Sa. a boar's head couped in fess betw. two pheons

arg. Salmon or Samon, Odiham, co. Hants.

Sa. a helmet close betw. three pheons arg. each

pointing to the centre. Dolben, Thingdon,
alias Finedon, co. Nonhampton.

Bars

Arg. a boar's head erased sa. betw. two bars gu.
Spence, Berrvhill, Scotland.

Beasts (Lions)
Gu. a bear's head couped arg. muzzled of the first

betw. three lions ramp, of the second. Ross,
Knockbreck, Scotland

; Lyon Register.
Sa. a boar's head couped betw. three lions ramp.

arg. EiSTON, Scotland.
3 Birds

Arg. a stag's head erased gu. betw. the horns a

pheon az. all betw. three birds sa. Coats,
Glasgow; by patent, 17C3.

(Cocks)

Arg. a spear's head betw. three cocks gu.
CocKBiiRN, Skirling, Scotland. Cockburn,
Stonjflat, Scotland.

Or a leopard's head az. and two cocks gu. betw. as

many tlaunches sa. each charged with a fleur-

de-lis arg. Allgood.
.. . .(Popinjays)

Or a lion's head erased gu. betw. three popinjays
vert. Smeiton, Scotland; Font's MS.

8 Birds (Martlets)
Arg. a savage's head couped distilling drops of

blood thereon a bonnet composed of bay and

holly leaves all ppr. within an orle of eight
martlets sa. Gladstanes, that Ilk.

Arg. a savage's head couped distilling drops of
blood thereon a bonnet composed of bay
and holly leaves all ppr. within an orle of

eight martlets sa. a bordure indented gu.
Gladstanes, Edinburgh. The same but the
bordure invected. Gladstanes, Whitelaw.

Sa. a leopard's face betw. eight martlets in orle

or. Bagenald.
Bordure

Arg. a boar's head erased sa. within a bordure
gu. Teeswallen, St. Creed's, Cornwall.

Az. a boar's head couped arg. a bordure or on a

chief of the second three mullets of the first.

Shanan, Ireland.

Barry of six arg. and gu. on the second bar a
boar's head couped of the first over all the
trunk of an oak in bend leaved ppr. within a
bordure engr. sa. Grimes.

Gu. a boar's head couped or within a bordure
nebuly of the last. Chisalme, Edinburgh.

Gu. a boar's head erased or within a bordure
engr. arg. Chisholm, London.

HEAD betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

Or a boar's hend couped gu. wilbin a bordure sa.

Ross, Auohlossen, Scotland ;
New Register.

Arg. a buck's iiead erased sa. quarterinf; gu. a fess

erra. the whole within a bordure quarterly gu.
and arg. Crauford.

Arg. a buck's head cabossed gu. attired or betw.

the horns a cross patty fitchy of the third

within a bordure gobonated or and az.

Qtjickerell, v.

Vert a buck's head cabossed arg. attired or within

a bordure of the second. Chesham, V.

Vert a buck's head or within a bordure engr. of

the second. Dent. William de Dent, X.

FoTHERGiLL, Raveustonedale, co. Westmore-
land. Fotuergill, Caerieon, co. Monmouth.

Az. a deer's head cabossed or within a bordure of

the last charged with eight crescents of the

first. Mackenzie, Findon ;
the heiress of

Sir Roderick Mackenzie of Findon, m. Sir

Kenneth Mackenzie, Scatwell ; Baronetcy 1703.

Az. a deer's head cabossed or within a bordure

chequy of the second and first. Mackenzie,
Redcastle, Scotland; descended from Seaforth.

Az. a deer's head cabossed or within a bordure
embattled arg. Mackenzie, Fairburn, co.

Ross; Baronetcy 1819.

Az. a deer's head cabossed or within a bordure
embattled of the last. Mackenzie, Suddie,
Scotland; a cadet of the Mackenzies, Barons
of Kintail ;

the heiress m. Sir James Wemyss
Mackenzie, Scatwell ; Ord, co. Ross ;

and

Higbfield, co. Ross; Bart.

Az. a stag's head cabossed or within a border of

the second charged with three mullets two and
one sa. Mackenzie, Loctiwards; descended
of Davochmaluach ; Lyon Register.

Ai'g. a slag's head couped gu. in chief a pheon az.

all within a bordure embattled of the last.

Coutts.

Arg. a stag's head erased gu. betw. the attires a

pheon az. all within a bordure engr. of the

second. Coults, Montrose.
Az. a wolf's head erased or armed and langued

gu. a bordure countercompony az. and or.

Bayn.
Git. a leopard's head or betw, the uppermost of

three bars arg. a bordure of the last. Hall.
Sa. a leopard's head or jessant a fleur-de-lis arg.

within a bordure engr. of the last charged with

torteaux. Morley, Norfolk, V.

Arg. a lion's head erased gu. within a bordure

compony arg. and of the first. Spence, Aber-

deen, Scotland.

Arg. a bull's head couped at the neck sa. horned
or within a bordure engr. of the second.

Leckennfeld, V.

Az. a wolfs head erased or armed and langued
gu. within a bordure countercompony of the

second and first. Bayne, Piicarlie.

Az. a wolf's head erased or within a bordure arg.
Bain.

Gu. a wolfs head erased arg. within a bordure
erm. Crelie.

Or an eagle's head erased within a bordure wavy
gu. Monro, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Bougets
Or a boar's head couped gu. betw. three water

bougets az. Rose.
Or a boar's head couped gu. betw. three water

bougets sa. Rose, CuflTtiels, co. Hants. Ross,
Kilravock, Scotland ; New Register.
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HEAD betw. or within .... cont.

Bougets cont.

Or a boar's head couped gu. betw. three water

bougels sa. within a bordure of the second

charged with six mullets of the field. Ross,

Inch, Scotland ; New Register.
Or a boar's head couped gu. betw. three water

bougets sa. a bordure indented of the second.

Ross, Marchinch, Scotland.

Chief

Arg. a leopard's bead gu. betw. a chief and a chev.

sa. PuRDON, Cumberland.

Arg. a leopard's face betw. a chief and a chev. sa.

PuRDON, Tinerana, co. Clare; originally Kirk-

lington, Cumberland; and established in Ire-

land, temp. Henry VIII; quartering Casaubon

and Burke.

Combs

Arg. a savage's head erased distilling drops of

blood ppr. betw. three combs az. Rochead,
VVhitsomhill, Scotland.

Coronets or Crowns
Gu. a boar's head betw. three Eastern crowns or.

Grant ; as borne by Sir Wra. Grant.

Gu. a boar's head betw. three Eastern coronets

within a bordure all or. Grant, Pentonville.

Gu. a boar's head couped betw. three antique
crowns or within a bordure engr. or. Grant,
Gartenbey, Scotland.

Gu. a boar's head couped betw. three antique
crowns or within a bordure of the last. Grant,

Darlway, Scotland ;
a cadet of Balliudallocb.

Gu. a lion's face arg. betw. three Eastern crowns

or within a bordure of the second. Thompson.

Crescents

.... a lion's head erased betw. three crescents.

TiNLEY, Archdeacon of Ely, ob. 1616.

Arg. a boar's head couped betw. three crescents

sa. Tennant or Tennand, Cairns, Scotland ;

Lyon Register,

Arg. a boar's head erased gu. betw. three cres-

cents sa. quartering Emerson. Emerson-

Tennent, Tempo, co. Fermanagh ; Baronetcy
1807.

Barry of six az. and arg. a horse's head erased

betw. three crescents or. Sladen ; granted to

Joseph Sladen, Lee, Kent.

Arg. a lion's head erased betw. three crescents

gu. Newcombe.
Arg. a lion's head erased sa. betw. three crescents

gu. Newcome, V. Newcom or Newcomen,
Saltfletby, co. Lincoln ; temp. Richard I.

Newcome, Sheuley, co. Herts.

Gu. a lion's head erased betw. three crescents

arg. within a bordure or. Tytler, Scotland.

Or a lion's head erased sa. langued gu. betw.

three crescents of the third. Richard

Newcome, Bishop of St. Asaph 1761-9.

Quarterly first and fourth gu. betw. three

crescents or a lion's head erased arg. within a

bordure of the second; second erminois on a

fess per fess embattled gu. and az. three cres-

cents arg. ; third grand quarter quarterly first

and fourth az. a bend engr. betw. three cinque-

foils two and one arg. ;
second and third gu.

three antique crowns or the whole within a

bordure erm. Tvtlee, Woodhouselee, co.

Edinburgh. Tytler, Balnara, co. Inverness ;

Burdsyards, co. Moray.
Gu. a dirk in pale ppr. hilt and pomel or on the

point thereof a wolfs head couped of the last

betw. two crescents arg, Tytleb, Scotland.

HEAD betw. or within .... cont.

2 Crosses
Per pale or and gu. a buck's head cabossed betw.
two crosses patty in pale all counterchanged.
HoLYOAKE, Tettenhall, co. Stafford ; and 8tud-

ley Castle, co. Warwick
; quartered by Good-

ricke.

Gu. an otter's head erased arg. betw. two crosses
crosslet fitchy in fess or on a chief of the

second as many mullets az. Rowand, Bally-
houston, Ireland.

8 Crosses

Arg. a boar's head sa. betw. three crosslets fitchy

gu. a border countercompony of the second
and first. Gairden, Balmerino, Scotland.

Arg. a boar's head couped betw. three crosses

crosslet sa. Radborne.

Arg. a boar's head couped sa. armed or betw.
three crosses crosslet of the second. Amyas,
Norfolk.

Arg. a boar's head couped sa. crowned or betw,
three crosses crosslet fitchy of the second all

within a bordure gu. Radborne, V.

Arg. a boar's head erased sa. betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy gu. Gairden, Lyes, Scot-

land.

Gu. a boar's head arg. betw. three crosses crosslet

botonny of the second. Pakeman, V.

Gu. a buck's head couped betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy or. Ballenden, Auchinoule.

Gu. a hart's head couped betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy all within a double tressure

flory counterflory or. Ballenden, Broughton.
Bellendon.

Or a hind's head erased gu. betw. three crosses

patty fitchy az. Lavie.
Gu. a horse's head couped betw. three crosses

botonny fitchy arg. Marshe, Darks, South

Mims, Middlesex.

Gu. a horse's head couped betw. three crosses

crosslet arg. Marsh, 'The Lloyds, co. Stafford.

Shaw, Stafford, ii, 219.

Gu. a horse's head couped betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy arg. Marche, London j granted
1585.

Gu. a nag's head couped betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy or. Marshe, Waresley, co.

Huntingdon.
Gu. a leopard's head betw. three crosses patty

fitchy at the foot arg. Parsons, co. Hereford.

Gu. a leopard's head cabossed betw. three crosses

patty fitchy arg. Parsons.
Az. a lion's head erased betw. three crosses

crosslet or. Armytage, co. York.

Gu. a lion's head erased betw. three crosses

crosslet arg. Armitage, Ireland. Aemytage,
Kirklees, co. York ; Baronetcy 17:^8.

Arg. a helmet az. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. Dobbie and Dobie, Scotland.

6 Crosses

Arg. a boar's head couped gu. tusked or betw.

six crosses . crosslet fitchy of the second.

Swynbuene. Sir Adam Swynburn, Y.

Arg. a boar's head couped sa. armed or betw. six

crosses crosslet fitchy of the second. Amyas,
Norfolk.

8 CroBses

Az. a cat's head erased arg. betw. eight crosses

crosslet of the second three two two and one.

ToLDEEREY, Kent.

Gu. a dragon's head erased arg. betw. eight

crosses crosslet or. Filius.
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,cont.S£AD betw. or within..
8 Crosses cont.

Az. a lion's head erased within an orle of eight

crosses crosslet arg. Toteby, London.

ToTHEBY, CO. Lincoln, V.

Az. a lion's head erased arg. within an orle of

eight crosses crosslet or. Tothby or Touthby,

Tolhby, CO. Lincoln.

Az. a lion's head erased sa. within an oile of

crosses crosslet arg. Totheby.
Gu. a wolf's head erased arg. within an orle of

crosses crosslet or. Chester. Richard Earl

of Chester, 1101.

Escallops
Per pale arg. and az. an eagle's head erased

betw. two escallops in fess counterchanged.
LiNAKER.

Sa. a stag's head cabossed within an orle of

escallops arg. Chamberlayne, co. Lancaster.

Escutcheons

Arg. ft leopard's head gu. betw. three escutcheons

sa. each charged with a pbieon or. Parker,
St. James's, Westminster; confirmed by sign

manual, dated Nov. 1709.

Arg. a hawk's head erased betw. three

escutcheons gu. Hay, Paris.

2 Estoiles

Az. a falcon's head erased betw. two stars arg.

Murray, Lochnaw, Scotland; New Register.

3 Estoiles

Az. a bull's head cabossed betw. three estoiles

. arg. CoPiNGER, Ireland.

Or a falcon's head ppr, issuing out of a man's

heart gu. betw. three estoiles az. Falconer,
Scotland.

Or a falcon's head crowned with an open crown

issuing out of a man's heart all ppr. betw.

three estoiles az. Falconer, Newton, Scot-

land.

Or a falcon's head issuing out of a man's heart

ppr. betw. three mullets az. all within a bor-

dure of the last charged with eight plates.

Falconer, Fesdo, Scotland.

Flaunches

Arg. a buck's head cabossed ppr. betw. two

flaunches sa. Parker, Passage, co. Cork.

Sa. a buck's head cabossed betw. two flaunches

arg. Parker. Parker, Melford Hall, Suf-

folk; Baronetcy 1681. Parker, Whiteway, co.

Devon ;
a junior branch of the old family of

North Molton, represented by the Barons

Boringdon, Earls of Morley. Parker, Earl of

Morley.
Sa. a buck's head cabossed betw. two flaunches

or. Parker, Plympton, St. Mary's, co. Devon ;

and Honington, co. Warwick.

Arg. a leopard's face gu. betw. two flaunches sa.

Derick Anthony, chief engraver of the Mint
and seals, temp. Edward VI, Mary, and Eliza-

beth
;
son of William Anthony, born at Cologne;

Harl. MS. 1463, fo. 45.

Arg, a leopard's face gu. betw. two flaunches sa.

on the right side a rose and on the left a

mullet or. William Anthony, born at Cologne,
father of (and? for some time by) the above.

Harl. MS. 1463, fo. 45.

Arg. a leopard's head betw. two flaunches sa. each

charged with a plate. Anthony, London.
Or a leopard's head and two cocks gu. betw. as

. many flaunches sa. each charged with a fleur-

de-lis arg. A1J.G00D.

.cont.HEAD betw. or within.
Flaunches cont.

Or a leopard's face az. within a wreath of laurel

and two game cocks in pale ppr. betw. as many
flaunches gu. Cockerell, Seizincote, co.

Gloucester; Baronetcy 1809.

3-Foils

Per pale gu. and az. a horse's head couped arg.

betw. three trefoils or. Marshe, Dunstable.

4-Foils

Per pale gu. and az. a horse's head couped arg.

betw. three quatrefoils or. Marshe, Dun-
stable.

5-Foil8

Gu. a close helmet ppr. betw. three cinquefoils

arg. Hamilton, Scotland.

Arg. an eagle's head erased betw. three cinque-
foils sa. BcRTHWiCK, Gordonshall, Scotland.

Gu. a salmon's head couiied arg. with an annulet

through its nose ppr. betw. three cinquefoils of

the second. Hamilton, Haggs, Scotland;
descended from Hamilton of Orbistoun.

Arg. a gritfin's head couped betw. three cinque-
foils pierced sa. Borthwick, Scotland.

Fleurs-de-lis

Az. a boar's head arg. muzzled gu. betw. in chief

two fleurs-de-lis or and in base a fir tree eradi-

cated of the last surmounted of a sword in

bend. Alison; Baronetcy 1852.

Az. a stag's head cabossed or betw. three fleurs-

de-lis arg. one in chief and two in base.

M'Kenzie, England.
Arg. a leopard's face betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Belynct.
Erm. a falcon's head erased az. beaked or betw.

three fleurs-de-lis of the second. Borough,
CO. Devon.

Arg. a Moor's head couped betw. three fleurs-

de-lis sa. More, co. Chester.

Arg. a morion's head betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Teoutbeck. Edmondson (query if correct).
Garbs

Vert a lion's head erased betw. three garbs or a
mullet arg. for diff. Boode.

Hands
Sa. a nag's head erased or betw. three dexter
hands couped arg. Gillman, Foley, co. Here-
ford.

Sa. a horse's head erased or betw. three gauntlets
arg. G01LLIM, Langston, co. Herts.

Heads
Az. three boar's heads erased or within a bordure

engr. of the last in the middle fess point a

Moor's head couped arg. banded gu. Gordon,
Newton, co. Aberdeen.

Or a leopard's face az. betw. three falcon's heads
erased a bordure invected gu. charged with ten
bezants. Sharpe, Melton, Suffolk.

Gu. a lion's head erased betw. three hawk's
heads erased or a bordure engr. of the last.

NicoLsoN, Cookburnpath, Scotland.
Or a lion's head betw. three falcon's heads erased

gu. a bordure of the last. Nicolson ; Baro-

netcy 1080.

Or a lion's head erased betw. three falcon's

beads also erased gu. a bordure of the last.

Nicholson; N. S. Baronetcy; Tillycoultry,
1686.

Az. a Skene paleways with a wolfs head couped or

on the point betw. three bear's heads couped
arg. muzzled gu. Forbes, Millbuy, Scot-

land.
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HEAD 'betw. or within.... cont.

Heads cont.

Az, a kuighfs belmet with snake entwined

round it betw. three lion's heads erased or.

Adolphus.
Sa. a close helmet betw. three spear heads

points fe8Swa3S arg. David Dolb^n, Bishop
of Bangor lG'i2. John Dolben, Bishop oi

Rocliester 1066-83, afterwards Archbishop ol

York.
Horns

Arg. a woU's head erased betw. three buglehorns
sa. Bradford, co. York, V.

Ladders
Sa. a spear head betw. three scaling ladders erect

arg. Vale. Sir Robt. de la Vale, V.

Sa. a spear head arg. erect embrued ppr. betw.

three scaling ladders in bend of the second.

Lloyd ; borne by Thomas Lloyd, Coedmore,
CO. Cardigan. Lewis ap Rees. Cadwgan,
Carrog.

Legs
Sa. a Sai ocen's head couped at the neck arg. three

lion's garabs issuing from the dexler binister

and base poiuts or. Newton, V.

Gu. a Saracen's head couped at the neck ppr.

navally crowned or betw. eight lion's gambs
chevronwa3S in pairs paws inwards of the last.

Best, Elmswell; and Little Driffield, co. York.

Mascles
Az. ft boar's head erased arg, hetw. three mascles

or. KiNLocH or Kinlock, London. Kinloch,
that Ilk and Nevay ; quartering sa. a chevalier

in armour on horseback brandishing a sword

arg. Kinglake, Saltmoor, in the parish of

Sioke St. (iregory, co. Somerset.

Az. a boar's head erased betw. three mascles or.

Eillocht, Eillocht, Scotland. Kinloch, Aber-

brolhy, Scotland. Kinloch, Gilmerton, co.

Edinburgh; Baronetcy 1686.

Az. a fox's head couped betw. three mascles arg.

Clough, Estyn, Wales; quartering sa. a hart

, trippaut arg. attired or for Lloyd.
Az. a greyhound's head couped arg. betw. three

mascles of the last, Clough, Plas Clough,
CO. Denbigh ; quartering second or a lion

pass az. crowned on a chief arg. the Jeru-

salem cross betw. four crosses crosslet gu.

and on each side a sword- of the third handled

gold, a coat of augmentation ; third per chev.

or and sa. three panther's heads erased coun-

terchanged for Smith ; fourth arg. a chev. sa.

. betw. three boar's heads of the second for

Powell ;
fifth per pale or and az, on a chief gu.

three leopard's heads erased of the first for

Caldecot ;
sixth az. three covered cups or for

Butler.

Az. a lion's head erased or betw. three

mascles arg. Dandridge, Great Malvern,

CO. Worcester; quartering Strange and Strong.
Mallet

Arg. a stag's head cabossed and a mullet betw.

the horns sa. in base three round buckles az.

two and one. Caddell, Scotland.

2 Mullets

Gu. betw. two pairs of cotises wavy arg. a bull's

head cabossed betw. two mullets or in chief and

in base a grithn pass. or. Smith.
3 Mullets

Arg. a boar's head erased sa. betw. three mullets

gu. Gaisden, Barrowfield, Scotland.

Arg. a boar's head couped sa. tusked or betw.

three mullets gu. Tresawell.

HEAD betw. or within... .cont.

3 Mullets cont.

Arg. a boHr's head erased in fess sn. betw.
three mullets gu. Tresavell, Cornwall, V.

Treswell, Cornwall, V.
Az. a boar's head erased arg. armed gu. betw.

three mullets of the second. Mow, Mains, co.

Berwick. Mow, that Ilk.

Az. a buck's head cabossed or betw, three spur-
rowtls arg. Dingwall.

Az. a roebuck's head erased ppr. betw. three mul-
lets arg. Reid, Scotland.

Sa. a horse's head erased or betw. three mullets

arg. Grimes.
Arg. a leopard's face betw. three mullets gu.
Kextmell.

Gu. a lion's head erased betw. three mullets of
six points or. Esdaile, Cothelstone House,
Taunton, co. Somerset. Esdaile, France. Sir

James Esdaile, Lord Mayor of London 1778.
Gu. a lion's head erased or langued az. betw.

three mullets of five points of the second

pierced of the field. Esdaile, High House,
Upminster, Essex; Sucklivg Papers.

Or a lion's head erased az. betw. three mullets

gu. Chatterton, Castle Mahon, co. Cork;
Baronetcy 1801,

Per pale arg. and or a lion's head erased hetw.
three mullets az. all within a bordure of the
last charged with eight roses of the first.

Ennis, Ballinahown Court, near Athlone, Ire-

laud ; Baronetcy 1866.

Arg. a bull's head cabossed betw, three mullets

gu, Havert, Wales. Havard, Devynock, co.

Brecon.

Arg. a bull's head gu. betw. three mullets sa.

H award. Hayward. Howard or Hayward.
Or a bull's head cabossed betw. three mullets gu.
Havard, co. Brecknock.

Or a bull's head cabossed betw. three mullets sa.

Hawaud, Isle of Hartry, Kent.
9 Mullets

Or a bull's head cabossed gu. betw. nine mullets

of the second. Havard.
Fheons

Sa. a helmet betw. three pheons arg. Dolben.
Pillars

Gu. a boy's face couped below the shoulders
betw. two demi pillars arg. Bilerheit.

Boundles

Arg. a boar's head couped and erect gu, betw.

tiiree roundles per fess or and gu. Collins.

Arg, a boar's head couped and erect gu. betw.

three roundles per fess or and of the second.

LoviBOND, Hatfield Peverell, Essex.

Spears

Arg. two lances in saltire sa. pennons gu.
surmounted by an esquire's helmet az.

Clinkscai.es.

Swords
Az. a chieftain's head couped arg. betw. two

swords transposed barways or. Jddith.
Gu. a man's head couped at the shoulders hetw

three swords ppr. headed or. Sword or

SWOUKD.

Trees
Az. a deer's head cabossed or within two laurel

branches disposed in orle of the last.

Mackenzie, Rosehaugh, Scotland.

Arg. a hind's head couped az. collared or betw.

two hazel boughs vert fructed or. Alfobd,

Ipswich, Suffolk.
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H£AD betw. or within .... eorit.

Trees cont.

Az. a slag's head cabossed within two branches
of laurel or for Mackenzie; quartering arg. on
a bend betw. six martlets gu. three bezants on
a canton the arms of Stuart for Wortiej' ;

and
or a fess chequy az. and arg. within a double
tressure flory counterflory gu. for Stuart.

Mackenzie, Baron Wharncliffe.

Tressure

Arg. a savage's head affionty distilling drops of

blood about the temples a wreath of holly vert

within a tressure flory ga. all within an orle of

eight martlets sa. Gladstone, Fasque and

Balfour, co. Kincardine; Baronetcy 1846.

Or a lion's head erased within a double tressure

flory counterflory gu. Dbummond (a coat of

augmentation).

Wings
Az. a bull's head cabossed couped at the neck

arg. attired or betw. two wings of the last.

Host, London, 1034. Host or HoosT, Middle-

burg, Zealand; and Sandringliam, Norfolk.

Wi-eath
Or betw. two flaunches gu. a leopard's face az.

within a wreath of laurel and betw. two game
cocks in pale ppr. Cockerell, Seizincote, co.

Gloucester; Baronetcy 1809.

Sa. a bull's head couped arg. enclosed in a wreath
or and az. Pym, Brymmore, co. Somerset;
Baronetcy 1CC3. The heiress Mary, m. Sir

Thomas Hales, Beaksbourne, Bart.

HEAD betw. or within ....

and in chief. . . .

Annulet

Arg. a wolf's head erased betw. three buglehorns
sa. in chief an annulet of the last. Bkadfoed.
On a Canton

Per chev. arg. and gu. in chief a leopard's head
of the second on a canton or three trefoils

slipped per pale gu. and ez. all within a bor-

dure gobonated arg. and az. Chapman.

Chief

Arg. a bear's head ppr. holding a bunch of grapes
in its mouth betw. three torteaux a chief gu.
Bearsley, Oporto ; granted to Job Bearsley, of

Coventry, in 1730, and quartered by Mark
Davis Protheroe, of Bristol, and by Francis
Edward Gray.
On a Chief

Or a bull's head betw. three mullets gu. on a
chief sa. a lion pass. erra. betw. two crosses
crosslet filchy of the field. Hayward, Acton
Round, CO. Salop; granted 15 February, 1500.

Or an eagle's head erased gu. encircled by a
branch of laurel on the dexter and of oak on
the sinister side on a chief arg. the representa-
tion of an Indian hill-fort and beneath in let-

ters of gold the word "
Badamy", on a canton

gu. a representation of a silver medal pre-
sented by the E. I. Co. to the first baronet for
his services in Seringapatara in 1799. Munro,
Great Lindertis, co. Forfar

; Baronetcy 1825.
Sa. a spear head arg. embrued ppr. betw. three

scaling ladders of the second two and one on a
chief gu. a tower triple towered aig. Cadivoe
AP Dyfnwal, Lord of Castle Howel. Jones,
CO. Monmouth. Lloyd, co. Caermarthen.
Parry, co. Cardigan. Vawer, co. Hereford.

Sa. a spear head arg. point embrued betw. three

scaling ladders of the second or a chief erm.

HEAD betw. or within ....

and in chief. .. .conf.

On a Chief cont.

a towtr triple turreted of the second. Owen,
CO. Montgomery.

Az. a boar's head couped arg. on a chief of the

last three mullets gu. a bordure of the second

charged with two derai lions couped sa. in chief

and a fleurde lis in base of the third. Shakd,
The Burn, co. Forfar.

Az. a buck's head cabossed and attired or on a

chief arg. five lozenges all within a bordure of

the third. Leggey.
Or a falcon's head issuing out of a heart all ppr.

betw. three stars az. on a chief gu. as many
bezants. Falconer, Balmakellie, Scotland.

Crescent

Arg. a stag's head erased gu. betw. the horns a

pheon point upward az. in chief a crescent all

within a bordure engr. of the second. Codts,
Scotland.

Crown
Az. a bull's head afironty couped at the neck arg.

betw. iwo wings or and as an honourable ang.
mentation in chief a naval crown pendent there-

from by a ribbon a representation of the gold
medal given to the first baronet by the IVince

Regent for his distinguished conduct on
13 March, 1811, subscribed " Lissa". Hoste,
Garboldisham, Norfolk; Baronetcy 1814.

Flowers
Sa. an esquire's helmet ppr. betw. two lions pass,

guard, in pale or in chief a rose arg. seeded or

barbed vert a canton quarterly or and gu. in the

first a lion pass. sa. Cbampton, Dublin; Baro-

netcy 1839.

Mullets
Gu. two bars arg. in chief three mullets and in

fess a boar's head erased of the last. Irland,
Scotland.

Boundles
Az. a leopard's head or betw. two flaunches erm.

in chief three plates of the last. Whiting.

HEAD betw. or within....
and in base ....

Buckles

Arg. a slug's head couped in chief gu. in base
tbree oval buckles tongues in fess az. within a

bordure of the second. Cadell or Caddell.

Arg. a boar's bead couped in chief and two cres-

cents in base all within a bordure sa.

Tennant, Lennes, Scotland; Lyon Register.
Az. in chief a ram's head couped betw. two cres-

cents or and in base a square padlock arg.
Gkeiye, CO. Berwick.

HEAD betw. or within ....

in chief. . . . and in base ....

Az. an esquire's helmet arg. betw. two boar's
heads erased in chief and a oinquefoil in base
or. CuLLEN, Saughs, Scotland.

Az. a boar's head couped in fess or betw. three

escallops in chief and six crosses crosslet in
base arg. Dallaber,

Gu. a hoar's head erased betw. three stars two
and one and as many crosses crosslet one and
two or. Sutherland, Baron Dufi'us.

Gu. a boar's head erased betw. three mullets iu

chief and as many crosses crosslet fitchy in

base or within a bordure arg. Sutherland,
Kingstory, Scotland.
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HEAD betw. or within....
in chief. . . . and in base .... cont.

Gu. a horsn's head couped or beiw. two trefoils in

chief and a fleur-de-lis in base. Marsh, City
of Dublin; Baronetcy 1839; quarterly with

Taylor, viz. erin. a mitre az. on a chief dancetty
gu. three escallops arg.

A stag's head cabossed betw. the letters W on the

dexter and B on the sinister side in chief betw.

the attires an escutcheon charged with the

arms of France and England quarterly in base

a castle embattled and surnioimted with three

towers the middle lower surmounted of another
on the verge betw. the castle in base and the

attires of the stag's head the legend, viz.,
"
Sigillum ma.joris burgi de nova Windsore".

Town of Windsor, Berkshire. Burke.

2 HEADS
Beasts (Boars)

Gu. two boar's heads erased in chief arg.

Kingsbury, Ireland.

Gu. two boar's heads in fess erased or. Stoken,
Ireland.

Or two boar's heads erased in fess az. Stovin.
Or two boar's heads erased in chief sa. Burrs.
Per chev. az. and erm. in chief two boar's heads

erased or. Sandford, co. Nottingham.
Per chev. az. and erro. in chief two boar's heads

couped or. Sir Brian Sandfohd, V,

Per chev. sa. and erm, in chief two boar's heads
erased arg. Sandford, Askham and Howgill,
CO. Westmoreland ; heiress m. Robert Hony-
wood.

Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two boar's

beads couped or. Sandford, London, 1710.

Sandford, Sandford, co. Salop; quaitering

quarterly per fesa indented az. and erm.

Sandford, Wisbeach, Tsle of Ely; and How-
gill ChSile, Westmoreland, V, Sandford,
Springfield, Essex; and Stow, co. Gloucester.

Sandford, The Lsle of Up RosshII, co. Salop ;

quaitering Sprencheaux, Wynesbury, Joues,

Middleton, Ririd Flaidd, Blaidd Rudd, Mid-

dleton, Bowdler, Berkeley, and Holland.

Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two boar's heads
erased or. Sandford, Baron Mount Sandford.

Sa. two boar's heads erased in fess arg.

Cathery.
Sa. two boar's heads erased in chief arg.

Hardacre.

....(Deer)
.Per chev. arg. and or in chief two buck's heads of

the second. Ascot.

Per chev. az. and erm. in chief tv?o buck's heads

cabossed or. Arscott, Norton in Launcels,

Cornwall, V; removed to Annery, in the parish
of Monkleigh, co. Devon. Ascott. Arscott,

originally of Holsworthy, and subsequently of

Dunsland; extinct in 1664; heiress married

Bickford.

Quarterly arg. and sa. two stag's heads cabossed

or over all a bendlet gu. Henhull.

Quarterly erm. and gu. in the dexter chief and

sinister base a buck's head erased arg.

Morton.

....(Dog)
Quarterly per pale indented gu. and az. on the

second and third quarters a greyhound's head

erased or collared of the first over all on a bend

of the third three escallops sa. Smyth or

Smythe, Suffolk.

2 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Elephants)
Arg. two elephant's trunks retlexed endorsed

gobony or and gu. fixed upon a hairy scalp
with two ears sa. Bosin. Burke.

.... (Goats)

Quarterly gu. and erm. in each of the first and
fourth quarters a goal's head arg. John da
Stanhope, X.

Quarterly gu. and erm. in the first and fourth

quarters a goat's head erased arg. attired or.

MoRETON or Morton, Milbourne Saint Andrew,
00. Dorset; Baronetcy 1618; extinct 1898 ; the
heiress m. Pleydell. Charles Morton, Bawtre,
CO. York, V. Morton, Kent; and Croydon.

Gu. a goal's head erased arg. quarterly with
ermine in the fess point a fleur-de-lis in a

crescent or. Morton. Thomas Morton, Lech-

lade, co. Gloucester, V. John Morton, Bishop
of Ely, Archbishop of Canterbury, 148(i-1500.

Thomas Morton, Bishop of Chester; Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry 1619 32, afterwards

of Durham.

....(Leopards)
Per chev. vert and erm. in chief two leopard's

faces or. Foxwell.

Quarterly az. and erm. in the first and fourth

quarters a leopard's head or. Power, V.

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second and third

quarters a leopard's head or. W^oodhouse,
Hickling, Norfolk, V. Power.

.... (Lions)

Per bend or and gu. two lion's heads erased

counterchanged. Ferne, Temple-Bellwood,
CO. Lincoln ; and co. Staff'ord ; granted 1578.

Per bend indented arg. and gu. two lion's beads

erased counterchanged crowned or. Ferne,
Bonsall, co. Derby.

Per chev. az. and erm. in chief two lion's heads

erased arg. Jacomb, Burton Lazers, co.

Leicester; granted 20 April, 1672.

Per cliev. az. and erm. in chief two lion's heads

erased of the second. Jacomb.

Per chev. gu. and eim. in chief two lion's heads

erased or. Ali.en, co. Derby; London; and

CO. Stafibrd. Alleyne, Barbadoes ; Baronetcy
20 iMarch, 1769, since of Mesner Hall,.

Essex.

(Oxen—Bulls)
Per chev. gu. and erm in chief two bull's heads

cabossed arg. Bullock, London, lOUO.

(Wolf)

Quarterly .... and erm. in the first and fourth a

wolfs head erased Wolhouse, Oulion,

Sufl'olk.

Monsters (Oriffins)

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the second and third

quarters a griflSn's head erased or. Gardner,
CO. Lincoln; and Walberswick, Sufiblk.

Per chev. or and enn. in chief two griffin's heads

erased ppr. Need : as borne by General Need,

Fountain Dale, CO. Nottingham.
Per sallire arg. and gu. two griffin's heads in fess

and as many escarbuncles in pale counter-

changed. Lampson, Worth, Sussex ; Baronetcy

1866.

Spears
Per pale indented arg. and az. two spear's heads

counterchanged. Beringham. Birmingham,

Ireland, V.
116
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2 HEADS cont.

Spears cont.

Per pale imlented arg. and az. two spear's heads
in chief counterchanged. Bekmingham,
Z.

2 HEADS and in base....
Beast (Lion)

Per fess arg. and az. in chief two wolf's heads
erased purp. collared or and in base a lion

pass, of the last. Miller, Dunstable, co.

Bedford ; granted, 1765.

6-Foil

Or two bear's heads erased in chief and a cinque-
foil in base gu. Coolann, Scotland.

Or two boar's heads erased in chief sa. and a

cinquefoil in base gu. Culane and Culline,
Scotland.

Or two boar's heads erased sa. and in base a

rose gu. Gullan, Scotland.

Garb
Gu..two esquire's helmets in chief ppr. and a

garb in base or. Choljielky, Easton, co.

Lincoln ; Baronetcy 1806.

Gu. two helmets in chief ppr. garnished or a garb
of the last in base. Cholmondeley, co.

Chester; Marquis Cholmondeley.
Gu. in chief iwo helmets arg. in base a garb or on

a fleur-de-lis of the last a crescent for dilf.

Cholmley, Ryple, co. Worcester; granted
1599.

Gu. two helmets in chief ppr. garnished or in base
a garb of the last in a crescent erm. a fleur-

de-lis gold for diff. Cholmley, Bransby, co.

York.
Hill

Arg. in chief two hawk's heads addorsed and
erased gu. in base a hill issuing from the base
vert. M 'Lean, Mull; quartering arg, a dexter
hand issuing from the sinister in fess gu. hold-

ing a cross crosslet in pale az.; and arg. a

galley her oars in action and sails furled sa.

flags gu. in base a salmon naiant ppr. all within
a bordure gu.

Ship
Arg. two boar's heads erased in chief and a galley

her oars in action in base sa. Connor, Ire-
land.

Per chev. embattled gu. and arg. in chief two
lion's heads erased of the last in base a ship
under sail at sea in the centre chief point
a bee volant ppr. Lemarchand; granted to

Michael Joseph Lemarchand, Ghazepoor,
Bengal.

2 HEADS betw. or within ....
Bordure

Or two wolf's heads erased within a bordure engr.
gn. charged with eight escallops of the field.

Fowler.
Per chev. arg, and gu. a crescent betw. two

leopard's faces in pate counterchanged within a
bordure gu. bezaniy on a canton or three tre-
foils slipped of the second. Chapman, Raio-
thorpe Hall, Norfolk.

Chevronels

Arg. two chevronels az. betw. three buglehorns
sa. stringed gu. betw. the chevronels two stag's
heads erased ppr. Foster, Norwich; Baro-
netcy 18:{8.

Flasqne
Az. two lalboi's heads erased or betw. as many

daiques erm. Hewaue, Marshland.

2 HEADS betw. or within. .cont.

Elauncbes
Gu. two leopard's heads in pale betw. as many

flaunches or. Freere, Sufiblk. Freue, Roydon,
Norfolk; and Finuingbam, Suffolk; quartering
Hookhara, Hartley, Tyrrel, etc.

Or two leopard's heads (?az) betw. as many
flaunches gn. Fryer, Fynintiham, Suffolk.

Sa. two talboi's heads couped or betw. as many
flaunches erm. Hewar, London, 1687.

Sa. two talbot's heads erased betw. as many
flaunches erm. Hewar, Emneth, Norfolk.

Sa. two talbot's heads erased in pale or betw. as

many flaunches erm. Hewer, Oxborough,
Norfolk. Ewers.

2 HEADS betw. and in chief. . . ,

Chief
Vert two lion's heads erased in pale betw. as many

palets arg. a chief or. Hincks, Ireland.

On a Chief
Sa. two leopard's heads in bend arg. betw. three

crosses formy az. on a chief or as many escal-

lops gu. Milborne, London.

2 HEADS betw. and in base
and in chief

Az. two horse's heads erased erm. and in base an
anchor with cable or on a chief wavy of the
last three hurts each charged with a pheon arg.
Fletcher.

8 HEADS
Axes

Sa. three halbert's heads reversed arg. Hall,
CO. Wilts.

Sa. three heads of battle-axes turned to the
sinister arg. Hall, co. Wilts.

Sa. three bill's heads arg. Leversege.

Beasts (Antelopes)
Per fess nebuly az. and arg. three antelope's
heads erased counterchanged armed or. Snow,
Cricksand, co. Bedford ; and Surrey; a patent
by Thomas Hawley, Clarencieux.

Sa. three antelope's heads couped arg. armed or.

Brewsyerd, W.
Sa. three antelope's heads couped arg. armed

or. Breosyerd, Brusard, or Browsserd.
Brendfyepd. Dyferd.

Sa. three antelope's heads erased arg. armed or.

Brewsiere, Middlesex.
Sa. three antelope's heads couped or. Beewsward

or Brewsyard. Brostek, co. Chester.

....(Asses)
Arg. three ass's heads couped sa. Ayscue, co.

Lincoln.

Arg. three ass's heads erased sa. Hocknell, co.

Chester.

.... (Bears)

Arg. three bear's heads erased az. muzzled or.

Barwick, Westhorp, Suffolk. Berwyke, V.

Arg. three bear's heads couped gu. Barton, co.

Chester.

Arg. tliree bear's heads erased gu. muzzled sa.

Bersanter, V.

Arg. three bear's heads sa. Oglethorpe, Co.

York.

Arg. three bear's heads sa. muzzled or. BearS,
Beare, Huntsham, and Morebath, co. Devon.
Beare, Milverton, co. Somerset.

Arg. three bear's heads couped sa. muzzled gu.
Barwick, Sutton, co. York.
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Arg. three bear's heads couped sa. muzzled or.
Berew or Beeson. Berowe or Bebewe, co.

Gloucester.

Arg. three bear's heads erased sa. Berwyke.
BuRCETtlR. LiNGHAM.

Arg. three bear's heads erased sa. muzzled gu.
Bereseth. Beresteb or Beresets, V.

Berwick, co. Durham; and co. Lancaster.

Arg. three bear's heads erased sa. muzzled or.

Barwicke, Essex, 1592. Lanoham, Cottes-

brooke, co. Northampton ; Baronetcy ICOO.

Lanoham, Gopsall, co. Leicester, ISfiS; quar-
tering Foster, Appleby, Astley of Nailston, and
Charnellsof Snareston,co. Leicester. And with
a fleur-de-lis for diff. Barwicke.

Az. three bear's heads arg. Jonas ap Grono.
Az. three bear's heads couped arg. miivszled gu.
Forbes, Earl of Granard. Forbes, Lord
Forbes, and Baronetcy N.S. Forbes, Lancing,
Sussex ; Drummellachie. Forbes, Brux, Scot-
land ; quartering or three bars gu. within a
bordure vert. Another, Forbes, Lord Pitsligo;

quartering az. three cinquefoils arg. And
Forbes, Edinglassie, co. Aberdeen ; Bart.

Another, Fopbes, Tolquhon, Scotland ; Water-

touu, Scotland; Rawlinson, Kent; quartering
arg. three unicorn's heads erased sa. for

Preston. Another, Forbes, Auchreddy, Scot-
land ; quartering arg. tl)ree unicorn's heads
erased sa. the whole within a bordure chequy
arg. and gu.

Az. three bear's heads couped arg. muzzled gu. a

cross patty arg. for ditf. Forbes, Foveran,
Scotland ; quartering aig.thrte unicorn's heads
erased sa. Anotlier, with a crescent for diff.

I"orbes, Carsindae, Scotland. Forbes, Bodnod
, Hall, CO. Denbigh; the heiress married
Hanmer.

Az. three bear's heads couped arg. muzzled gu.
lor Forbes ; quartering arg. five lozenges con-

joined in fess sa. for Leith
; and arg. three

unicorn's heads erased sa. for Preston of For-
maline. Leith, Whitehaugh, co. Aberdeen.

Az. three bear's heads couped arg. muzzled gu.
on an escutctieon of the second a sword in bend
sinister and key in saltire of the third. Forbes,
Scotland ; quartering arg. three unicorn's heads
erased sa.

Az. three bear's beads erased arg. collared gu.
each charged with four bells or. Forman.

Erm. three bear's heads couped sa. muzzled or.

SiMCOCKS ; Pole, Devon, iii, 449.

Gu. three bear's heads couped arg. Everet,
Everett, and Everatt.

Gu. three bear's heads erased arg. muzzled az.

Galbreath or Galebkeath, Gil troy ck,Scotland.

Gn. three bear's heads erased arg. muzzled sa.

Galbreath, Kilbrok, Scotland.

Gn. three bear's heads erased or muzzled sa.

Abephurdkr, CO. Moray.
Or three bear's beads erased sa. muzzled arg.

Barwick, Northumberland.
Or three bear's heads couped sa. muzzled or.

Beare, CO. Devon, V.

Per bend or and gu. three bear's heads couped sa.

langned gu. in the centre point a billet arg.

Bewick; Harl. MS. 1404. fo. 132.

Per pale az. and gu. three bear's heads or

muzzled sa. in the centre point a trefoil slipped

erg. Galbraith, Shanwaily, co. Donegal;
Baronetcy 181;J; extinct ld27.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Bears) cont.

Sa. three bear's heads couped arg. Lever.
Levale, V.

Sa. three bear's heads erased arg. muzzled or.

Hussey, King's Bromley, co. Stafford, V.

....(Boars)
.... semy de crosslets three boar's heads erased

lying fessways .... Devetts.
.... three boar's heads in pale arg. Philip

O'Phirdan, son of Philip-ap-Yswittan-Wyddel,
of the house of Dungannon in Ireland ; whose
dau. and heiress, Alice of Bychton, m. Madoc-

apMeilor, derived from Tudor Trevor, ancestor
of the Pennants of Bychton and Downing, co.

Flint.

Arg. three boar's heads .... Winckworth.
Arg. three boar's heads couped .... two and one.

Beading.

Arg. three boar's heads bendways in bend az,

Seward.
Arg. three boar's heads couped az. Bosum,
Windley, Norfolk. Treves.

Arg. three boar'x heads erased az. Hog, New-
liston, Scotland.

Arg. three boar's heads erased az. armed or.

HoG, Harcass, Scotland.

Arg. three boar's heads a crescent for diff. erased

az. Hog, Cammo, Scotland.

Arg. three boar's heads gu. Swinford, co.

Leicester. Sir Johan de Swynefokd, N,

Arg. semy of crosses crosslet three boar's heads

gu. BRITtrXTON.

Arg. three boar's heads couped gu. Barton,
Barton Hall, co. Lancaster, F. Barton, Grove,

Tijiperary; Clonelly, co. Fermanagh. Ccdlow,
Suffolk. Playsted, Suffolk; and Sussex.

Senford. Swinford, co. Devon, F. Swynfort
or Swynford; quartered by the D'Oylys of

Shotlisham and the East Indies, through De
Boudon.

Arg. three boar's heads couped in fess gu.
HiGSON. SWAYNESHEAD Or SWYNSHEAD, 00.

Devon.

Arg. three boar's heads erect erased at the neck

gu. langued or. Barton, F.

Arg. three boar's heads erased gu. two and one.

Bersanter or Berswater, F.

Arg. three boar's heads erased ppr. Hogg.

Arg. three boar's heads sa. Ryno ap Edenowen.
Kadooan ap Elystan. Gwyn, Garth, co.

Brecon.

.\rg. three boar's heads sa. sanglant. Bersanter
or Bersawter.

Arg. three boar's heads cabossed sa. Parry.

Arg. three boar's heads sa. couped gu. Evens.

Johnson, Stamford.

Arg. three boar's heads couped sa. Barton,

Barton, co. Lancaster. Bedon or Bedo, Put-

ney, Surrey. Booth ; granted by Segar.

Boreham or Borham. Cadwgan. CAMBnEV.

Booth, Lissadell, co. Sligo; Baronetcy HtJO;

quartering gu. a fess betw. three crosses cross-

let fitchy or for Gore. Evans, co. Limerick ;

and CO. Cork ; quartering gu. a lion ramp,
within a bordure or for Williams, and or a lion,

ramp, reguard. sa. for Morris. Evans, Por-

tranne, or Portrahern.co. Dublin ; and Caherass,

CO. Limerick; quartering Dixon and Bolton.

Gbadock or Gradocke. Glodrydd (one of

the Royal Tribes of Wales) ; quartering gu.

a lion ramp, reguard. arg. Powell, Worthen

and All Stretton, co. Salop, F. Reding, Kent.
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SwiNTON, Scotland. Hogg, Norton, co. Dur-
ham ; quartering az. a fret arg. on a chief of

the last three leopard's faces gu. for Jetferson ;

or on a mount vert a lion ramp. az. for

Jones ; and arg. a wolf statant sa. on a chief

az. three crosses formj' of the first for Ewer.

Arg. three boar's beads cabosseJ sa. langued gu.
tusked or. Athelystan or Ethelystan

Glodrydd, Prince of Ferlys, the country
between Wye and Severn, Founder of tlie IV

Royal Tribe of Wales ; quartering (tbe coat of

his mother, Rhingor, dau. and lieiress of Gronw

ap Tudor Trevor, Lord of Whitiington, co.

Salop) parted per bend sinister erm. and
erminois over all a lion ramp. or. Owen,
Rhin Season, co. Montgomery.

Arg. three boar's heads couped sa. armed gu.

Elayney, Keynsham, co. Hereford; derived

from Howel Blayney of Heyop, co. Radnor ; ap

Meirig, ap Griffith, ap Cadwgan, ap Madoc, ap
Hoedliw Goch, ap Griffith, ap Gwrgeney, ap
Hoedliw, ap Cadwgan, ap Elystan Glodiydd,
Prince of Fferlys ; quartering gu. a lion ramp,

reguurd. or. Bla,yney, Evesham, co. Worcester.

Arg. three boar's heads couped sa. armed or.

Baiiton or BuETON, V. GouGH, Bristol, co.

Gloucester
; co. Radnor; and co. Somerset.

Arg. three boar's heads couped sa. armed or

langued gu. Cradock or Cradocke. Evan ap
Rhys ap Hugh, Rtiiwirieth.

Arg. three boar's heads couped sa. langued or.

Forthye.

Arg. three boar's heads couped in pale sa.

Halsey, CO. Herts.

Arg. three boar's heads erased in pale sa.

Hai.sey, Henley Park, Surrey.
Arg. three hour's heads erased sa. Hogg, Bishop-
wearmouth, co. Durham. Nisbet, that Ilk.

NisBET, England., Reading or Keding. Hugh
Reding, V. Wolfeulow, co. Hereford.

Arg. three boar's heads erased in fess sa.

Whalley, Sussex.

Arg. three boar's heads erect and erased in fess

sa. Walley, Sussex. Whaley, Essex, V.

Arg. three boar's heads erect and erased sa.

Booth, Twemlow, co. Chester, F. Booth, Clay-
ton Hall, CO. Stafford; Glendon Hall, co.

Northampton; Kelliiigliam, cc. Lincoln.
William Boothe, Bishop of Lichfield and
Coventry 1447-52, afterwards Archbishop of
I'ork. But with a label gu. for diff. John
Boothe or 'Bothe, Bishop of Exeter 1465-78.

Booth, co. Berks. Bouth. Cradock, co.

Oxford. And with an annulet for diff. Booth,
Old Durham. And armed or with a mullet
for diff. Booth, co. Derby.

Arg. three boar's heads erect and erased sa.

langued gu. Booth, go. Hereford. Booth,
originally Barton, co. Lancaster, and subse-

quently of Dunham Wassey, co. ChestPr. John
Boothe, Gentleman U>iher to Henry VUI and
Edward VI

; Thames Ditton Church. Laurence
Booth, Bishop of Durham, 1457-8:J.

Arg. three boar's heads vert armed or. FitzAllen.
Arg. three boar's heads erased vert. Byam

;

Po/e, Devon, ii, 24.

Az. three boar's heads arg. muzzled gu. two and
one. Fordyce, Scotland.

Az. three boar's heads couped fesswise two and
one arg. CadwgIn Vychan de Masebrooke

;

quaitered by Eyiou ofEylon,co. Denbigh, 1674.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Boars) cont.

Az. three boar's heads couped arg. Gordon,
Invergordon, Scotland; qiiariering second or

three lions heads erased gu ; third or three

crescents within the royal tressure gu. ;
fourth

as the first; all within a bordure nebuly
arg.

Az. crusilly arg. three boar's heads couped of the

last. Bere. Cradock, Wales. Roger Cradock,

Bishop of Waterford; Bishop of Llandatf

1361-1382.
Az. semy of crosses crosslft arg. three boat's

heads armed of the second. Taylour.
Az. three boar's heads couped in pale arg.
Healy or Healey.

Az. three boar's heads couped arg. armed or the

middlemost on a sword of the second pomel and
hilt of the third. Booth, co. Chester.

Az. out of three cups or as many boar's heads

couped arg. Bolle alias Bolles, originally of

Bolle Hall, and subsequently of Hough, co.

Lincoln.
Az. out of three cups or as many boar's heads erect

arg. Bowles, London; Her.Off.,MS.,Sm(ieui,
154.

Az. three boar's heads erased arg. Gordon,
Taplow, CO. Bucks. Lockhart, Cleghorn,
Scotland. Gordon, Florida, co. Down, Ire-

land; descended from the Scottish Gordons.
Az. three boar's heads erased bendways in bend

arg. Mello.
Az. three boar's heads erased in fess arg.

Newton, Scotland.

Az. three boar's heads couped or in the centre a

pillar with the letter Tau arg. Gordon, Dauch,
Scotland.

Az. three standing bowls arg. out of each

a boar's head or. Bowi.es, Gosberkirk, co.

Lincoln.
Az. three boar's heads or. Bacon. Bore.
Az. three boar's heads couped or. Gordon,
Duke of Gordon ; quartering second, or

three lion's heads erased gu. langued az. for

Badenoch; third, or three crescents within

a double tressure gu. for Seton ; fourth, az.

three cinquefoils arg. for Frazer. Gordon,
Abergeldie, co. Aberdeen ; quartering second,
or three lion's heads erased gu. ; third, or

three crescents gu. within a double tressure

flory counterflory of tbe second; fourth, az.

three cinquefoils arg. the whole within a

bordure quarterly arg. and gu. Gordon,
Gordoustonn, and Letterfourie, co. Banff, Bart.;

quartering second, or three lion's heads erased

gu.; third, or three cushions within a double
tressure flowered and counterflowered gu. ;

fourth, az. three cinquefoils arg. all within a

bordure indented arg. Gordon, Sheills, Scot-

land; quartering second, gu. three lion's heads
erased arg. ; third, or three crescents within

the royal tressure gu. ; fourth, az. three cinque-
foils arg. all within a bordure gu. charged wiih

eight mullets arg. Gordon, Gordon, Scotland.

Gordon, Tichmurie, Scotland ; quartering az.

three cinquefoils arg. within a bordure or.

Gordon, Cockclarochie, Scotland; derived from
Gordon of Craig. And with a mullat of six

points for ditf. Gordon, Gight, Scotland ;

quartering az. on a fess betw. three pheons
arg. a stag's bead erased of the first.

Az. semy of crosses crosslet three boat's heads

couped or. Cradock, Wales.
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Az crusily titchy three boar's heads conped or.

. John de la Beee, X. Heven, Haven, co. Here-
ford,

Az. three boar's heads couped in pale or. Lloyd ;

quartered by Alderson.
Az. three boar's heads erased or. Chisholm.

Ferguson. Gordon. Gordon, Embo, co.

Sutherland
; Baronetcy 1631. Gordon, Haddo,

Scotland ; quartering arg. a harp sa. Gordon,
Newark-upon-Trent, co. Nottingham, since

of Haverholm Priory, co. Lincoln; Baro

netcy 1764; extinct 1831; quartering az. a

, bend or betw. two swans ppr. for Jeneson.
And with a cinquefoil arg. for diff. Gordon,
Giastirim, Scotland. And with a rose or for

difF. Gordon, Niton, Isle of Wight; Bart.;

quartering gu. a tilting spear fessways ppr.
betw. three ancient crowns or for Grant;
the whole within a bordure embattled quarterly
arg. and or.

Az. three boar's heads erased or armed and

langued gu. Gordon, Viscount Kenmure.
Gordon, Penningham, Si-otland.

Krm. three boar's heads couped sa. muzzled or.

Symcott or Symcock, co. Nottingham ; co.

Somerset; and co. Stafford ; granted 1.^70.

Ermines three hour's heads erect and erased or.

BoRRETT, Inner Temple ;
and Westminster.

Gu. three hoar's heads arg. Swinborne or

SwYNDORNE. Adam de Swyneburne, B.
Adam de Scyneborne, N, X.

Gil. three boar's heads couped arg. Daviks,
Kent; quartering, or a lion ramp, reguard. sa.

Steynborne. Treshhre, v.

Gu. three boar's heads couped arg. armed or two
and one. Eobson, V.

Gu. semy of crosses cro^slet three boar's heads

couped arg. Swinborne, llewthwayt, Cum-
berland.

Gu. three boar's heads conped close arg. Lacye.
Gu. three boar's heads couped in fess arg.

SwAYNSHEAD or SwYNSHEAD, V, CO. Devou ; and
Ireland. Swineshead.

Gu. three boar's heads couped in pale arg.

M'GowAN, England.
Gu. three boar's heads erased arg. Peters,

Brechin, Scotland. Wynborne.
Gu. three boar's heads erased arg. The shield

resting on a man in chain armour. Robinson,
Westmoreland ; derived from Robertson,
Strowan, Scotland.

Gu. three boar's heads erased in pale. arg.

FouLKES, Eriviatt,
" Wallice Yr Eijiad,^' co.

Denbigh; quartering, Roberts of Rhydonneu
and Bryntangor, Jocelyn of Stansteadbury,

Salusbury of Bryn y-Barkit, and Wynne
of Maes-y-Coed. Lloyd, Plas Newydd, Den-

bigh, 1730. Jerwdrth, Penryn, Wales.

Wynn, Melai, co. Denbigh; Mnenan, co.

Carnarvon. Grono Llw^d-y-Penwyn, de-

rived through Idhon, third son of Idnerth-ap-

Edryd, from Marchudd, founder of the VllI

Noble Tribes of North Wales and Powys.
Penryhn, Torwerth, Wales. Penwyn, Corn-

wall. Vaughan, Charlich, co. Somerset.

Vaughak, Plas Neuadd in Llanvair. Wynne,
Gartbewin, co. Denbigh.

Gu. three boar's heads erssed in pa'e harry arg.

and .... armed or. Vaughan, co. Dt'von.

Gu. crusily three boat's heads arg. Sire Robert
de Suynebourne, N, S.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Boars) cont,

Gu. crusily three boar's beads couped arg. a label
of three points or. M. Thomas Swynbouene,
S.

Gu. three boar's heads or. Phillips, Witston
House, CO. Monmouth ; quartering az. a cross
betw. four pheons or. Peiteue, Innerkeillor,
Scotland. Peiters or Peters, co. Aberdeen.
Peters, Aberdeen.

Or three iioar's heads gu. Gordon.
Or three boar's heads couped gu. Peter, Cau-

terland, Scotland. Tallerton, London ; quar-
tering arg. on a fess sa. three mullets of the
first.

Or three boar's heads erased gu. Petee, Scot-
land.

Or three boar's heads erased gu. armed and

langued az. Urquhart, Cromarty, Scotland.

Urquhart, Meldrum, co. Aberdeen ; quarter-

ing arg. a demi otter issuing from a fess wavy
sa. crowned with an antique crown or, and
or three crescents gu. within a royal tressure
of the last.

Or three boar's heads erased gu. armed and

langued az. in the centre a mullet of the last

for diff. Urquhart, Craigston Castle, co.

Aberdeen.
Or three boar's heads couped sa. Borhont or
BoRHAM. John Borhunt, V. Borehunt.

Or three boar's heads bendways couped at the
necks sa. langued arg» Thornham, Kent, V.

Or a quarter sa. three boar's heads couped coun-

terchanged. Crookshank.
Or three boar's heads couped sa. langued and
armed az. Ceuikshank.

Or tliree boar's heads erased sa. Ceuickshank,
Tilly-Morgan, Scotland.

Or tliree boar's heads erect and erased sa. armed
of the field. Booth, co. Chester.

Or three boar's heads couped barwise sa.

Foui.kes.

Or three boar's heads conped vert langued gn.
on each two bars of the first. Fitz-Allen,
V.

Per bend crenelly arg. and gu. three boar's heads

couped or. Peters, co. Aberdeen.
Per bend or and gu. billetty and three boar's

heads coiinterchanged. Bewike.
Per chev. sa. and arg. three boar's heads counter-

changed armed or. White.
Per fess nebuly or and sa. three hoar's heads

couped counterchanged. Barnaby.
Per pale nebuly arg. and vert three boar's heads

couped sa. armed arg. Barneby, V. 'ITiomas

Barnaby, London, W.
Per pale wavy arg. and vert three boar's heads

erased counterchanged. Barnaby.
Per pale az. and gu. three boar's heads couped or.

Copen. Copin, London ; granted 1C40. Coppin,
Norwich.-

Per pale az. and or three boar's heads in bend
counterchanged. Maples.

Per pale indented gu. and az. three cups arg. in

each a boar's head erect or. Bowles, Inner

Temple, London ; granted 1796.

Per saltire gu. and or crusily and three boar's

heads two and one couped counterchanged.
Ckadock.

Quarterly per fess indented or and gu. three
boar's heads counterchanged. Leighton, V.

Sa. three bonr's lieads arg. armed or. Wynsington,
CO. Gloucester.
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Sa. three boar's heads couped arg. De la Vale,
V. FoRRET. Lenale. Leveland. Rafe

de Levelande, A. Sire John de Wvnsinqtone,
N. WiNSINGTON.

Sa. three boar's heads couped close arg. tusked

or. LoNISINGTON Or LolNSINGTON.

Sa. three boar's heads beudways couped arg.

Allaway.
Sa. three boar's heads couped in fess arg.

NiCKLIN.
Sa. within three standing cups or as many boar's

beads arg. Bowles, London.
Sa. three boar's heads or. Layer. Verb or

Verre. Robert de Ver, X. Lever. Robert

IjEVer, V. Loveland, Norfolk. Leaver or

Lever.
Sa. three hoar's heads erect and erased or a

crescent gold for diff. Booth, Salford, co.

Lancaster.

Vert three boar's heads couped arg. Boreley
or. Borseley, V, co. Wilts. Burleigh, co.

Hants.
Vert three boar's heads couped arg. armed or.

BiRiiEY, Kirkham and Staind, co. Lancaster.

Burley, CO. Leicester ;
and co. Wilis.

Vert three boat's heads couped arg. armed and

langued gu. Peters, Scotland.

Vert three boar's heads erased or. Black, Den-

nistoun, Scotland.

(Deer, including Slag, etc.)

Arg. three reindeer's heads c-abossed sa. Bowet
or Bewet, CO. York ; co. Lincoln ;

and Norfolk.

Thomas Bowett, X Wm. Bowett, V.

Arg. thiee roebuck's heads couped az. collared

or. with a bell pendent thereat gu. Achany.

Arg. three roebuck's heads couped az. collared

or a bell pendent from each collar. Hannay,
Sorbie, Scotland. Hannay, Kingsmuir, Scot-

land. Hannay, Mochrum, CO. Kirdcudbright;

Baronetcy 1629.

Arg. three roebuck's heads couped az. with a

mullet in the collar point for diff. Hannay.

Arg. three brocket's or young stag's heads couped
az. collared or thereto a bell atfixed gu.
Hanney or Hannay.

Arg. three stag's heads cabossed az. Tappin.

Arg. three stag's heads erased az. collared or

at the front of the collar a bell of the last.

Hannay, London.

Arg. three buck's heads erased and cabossed erm.

BouGHEY, Newcastle-under-Line, and Betley,
CO. Stafford; since of Aqualate Hall, in that

county ; Baronetcy 1798 ; quartering sa. a cross

wavy erminois betw. four plates each charged
with an arrow in bend of the field.

Arg. three buck's heads gu. Gernegan. Gernon.

Arg. three buck's heads gu. attired or.

OoLENWOOD, Northumberland, V.

Arg. three buck's heads cabossed gu. attired of

the first. Coi.LENWOoD.

Arg. three hart's heads cabossed gu. Gernon.

Arg. three stag's heads cabossed gu. armed or.

Lakemore.

Arg. three stag's heads erased gu. Perrings.

Arg. two bars az. over all three buck's heads
cabossed or. Woodward, London.

Arg. three buck's heads cabossed or attired gu.
Stretay, cii. Stafford.

Arg. three buck's heads ppr. Bastard, Cornwall.

Arg. three stag's heads cabossed ppr. Babington.

Arg. three buck's heads sa. Brudisher. Merison.
MOIUSON.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts co7it. (Deer, etc.) cont.

Arg. three buck's heads cabossed sa. Hartgill,
V, Kilmington, co. Somerset. Hartgull, V.

Myreson, V. Mereson or Meresen. Mescow
or Mestow. Rigmayden, V, co. Lancaster.

Rigmaiden, CO. Lancaster; and co. Lincoln.

Yerworth, CO. Wilts.

Arg. three buck's heads couped sa. Hart.

Arg. three buck's heads couped sa. collared of

the first. Herworth, Epplin, co. Devon.

Yerworth, Yarworth or Yearworth, Upple-

pin, CO. Devon ; Collingborne, and Kingstone,
CO. Wilts.

Arg. three stag's heads sa. Thomas Rigmayden,
X.

Arg. three stag's heads cabossed sa. Boughey,
Cotton, CO. Stafford. Henry Bowet, Bishop of

Bath and Wells, 1401-7, afterwards Archbishop
of York. Rigmayden, co. Lancaster, V.

Mescow, V.

Arg. three hart's heads cabossed sa. Parker.

Arg. three stag's heads couped sa. Crawfurd,
Drongarne.

Arg. three hart's heads couped sa. attired or.

Hartgift.

Arg. three stag's heads couped sa. collared or.

Earth, Dinton, co. Wilts. Earth, Earth
St. Stephens, near Saltash, Cornwall ; temp.
Edw. III.

Az. three buck's heads cabossed arg.
Teembethowe.

Az. three stag's heads couped arg. attired with

ten tynes or. Porteous, Halksh'aw, Scot-

land ; Font's MS.
Az. three buck's heads cabossed or. Dearham,

Brimelawe, co. Durham. John Parker, V.

Grono Goch ; Enderbie Cambria. Gwilliam,
Wales; Higford, co. Salop. Will, de

Hageford, E. Will, de Hugeford, F.

Az. three roebuck's heads erased in bend or.

RoYDEN,Iscoad.
Az. three hart's heads cabossed or. Hugford.
Az. three stag's heads cabossed or. Derham,

Ireland.

Az. three crosiers two and one or each enfiled with

a stag's head cabossed of the last. Dereham
Monastery, Norfolk.

Barry of six arg. and az. over all three buck's

heads cabossed or. Woodward. Sir John
Woodward, London, W.

Barry of five arg. and az. over all three buck's
heads cabossed or. Woodward, London.

Bendy of six arg. and gu. three stag's heads
cabossed or. Beachcroft, Lord Mayor of Lon-

don, 1712; granted 12 Nov. 1717,

Erm. three buck's heads erased .... armed or.

Best, London.
Erm. three buck's heads erased ppr. Blithe,

Derby.
Gu. three buck's heads arg. Doyle, Suffolk.

Gu. three buck's heads cabossed arg. Hugford.
Doyle or Doyley, Norfolk. D'Oyly, Pondhall,
in Hadleigh Parish, Suffolk ; and of London ;

temp. Henry VI to Henry VIII; D'Oyly,
Toltrees, near Fakenham, and Burgh Apton,
Norfolk; Shottisham, Norfolk; London; Roth-

well, near Wakefield, co. York
; Overbury Hall,

in Layham Parish, Suffolk. D'Oyly, Stoke

Doyly, CO. Northampton; and L\t;ci!Urch, co.

Derby, Freki.ey.
Gu. tliree buck's heads cubos'^ed arg. attired or.

Anne, Frickley, co, York. Thomas Davyes,
Bishop of St. Asiipli, 1562-7:1.
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3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Deer, etc.) cont.

Gu. three buck's heads couped arg. Delaluce,
Oheslow, CO. Dorset. Doyle, V. Lewkenou,
V. LiNDE, CO. Dorset. De-la-Lynde.

Gu. three buck's heads erased arg. Anne, V,
Gu. three buck's beads erased arg. attired or.

CoLiiNGWooD, Norfolk.
Gu. three hind's heads couped arg, Delalynd.
Gu. three hind's heads cabossed arg. Delai.ynd.
Gu. three hind's heads erased arg. Hynde.

Oer, England.
Gu. three stag's heads arg. attired or. Doyle.
Gu. three stag's heads cabossed arg. Dunster.

LuKNOR, V. John AuNE, Frickley, co. York, V.
Gu. three stag's heads cabossed arg. horned or.

HuNGFORD; temp. Edward I. Sir Walter

HUGFORD, V.

Gu. three stag's heads conped arg. De la Lynde,
CO. Dorset. Delalynde.

Gu. three stag's heads cabossed arg. betw. the
attires of each a cross forniy of the last.

Hadd.
Gu. three buck's heads cabossed or. Halaton.
Thomas de Haluhtone, E. Dayley, Over-

bury Hal], Suflblk. Deerino.
Gu. three buck's heads cabossed or attired arg.

Duyle, Doyly. Doyle, Suffolk, V. Doylley.
PeDdhall, Suffolk, V. Deryng, Kent.

Lewknor, Kent.
Gu. three buck's heads couped or. Deering,

Kent, Delalynd.
Gu. three roebucks heads couped or. Deeing,

CO. Hants.
Gu. three stag's heads cabossed or attired arg.

Faldo, CO. Bedford.
Gu. three stag's heads erased or. Alms.
Gu. three stag's heads couped or. Sir Anthony
Deering, Kent, TV.

Or three buck's heads couped az. Thorold.
Or three stag's heads couped az. Walter

de Helyon, a.
Or three buck's heads erased gu. Bull ;

Pole, Devon, i, 219.

Or three buck's heads couped ppr. Colleton,
Middlesex; Baronetcy 1660.

Or three roebuck's heads couped ppr. Colleton.
Or three stag's heads conped ppr. Colleton,

since of Exeter, and Exmouth, oo. Devon ;

Baronetcy 1660.

Or three buck's heads couped sa. Morgan,
Plas Aberforth, oo. Cardigan ; quartering gu.
three snakes noveed in triangle arg. for

Ednowain ap Bradwen.
Or three buck's heads couped sa. attired of the

first. Heklyon, V.

Or three buck's heads erased sa. Colleton,
CO. Devon.

Or three hind's heads erased sa. Hine, Bristol.

Or three attires of a stag affixed to the scalp sa.

Gallagher, Ireland.

Or three buck's heads »a. attired arg. Burgh.
Per chev. arg. and gu. three buck's heads cabossed

counterchanged. Griffith, Barrow-on-Sore,
CO. Leicester.

Per chev. arg. and sa. three buck's heads coun.

terchanged attired or. Buckfould.
Per chief crenelly arg; and sa. three buck's

attires fixed to the scalp and counterchanged.
Buck.

Per chev. nebuly erm. and ermines three

stag's heads erased or. Best, London ; and
Kent.

I

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Deer, etc.) cont.
Per chev. embattled sa. and arg. three buck's
heads cabossed counterchanged. Teistkam,
Duvall, CO. Devon ; temp. Elizabeth.

Per fess and.... three stag's heads cabossed
.... Partis, Nevrcastle-on-Tyne.

Per fess nebuly arg. and sa. three buck's attires
fixed to the scalp all counterchanged. Buck,
CO. Worcester, W.

Per fess nebuly arg. and sa. three hart's scalps
and attires counterchanged. Thomas Buck,
Aylberton, co. Gloucester, W.

Per fess wavy arg. and sa. three buck's attires
fixed to the scalp counterchanged. Buck,
CO. Gloucester.

Per fess gu, and az. three buck's heads couped
at the neck or. Lewis.

Per fess embattled or and az. three stag's heads
cabossed counterchanged. Lewin.

Per pale arg. and sa. three reindeer's heads
cabossed and counterchanged. Norris.

Per pale arg. and gu. three stag's heads or.
Lewen ; quartered by Glyn.

Per pale gu. and nz. three buck's heads couped
or. Laven, Poole, Scotland. Lewin, Otiring-
ton, Kent. Sir Justinian Lewyn, V. Lowyn,
CO. Hertford; and Kent.

Per pale gu. and az. three buck's heads erased at
the neck or. Lewin, Eltham, Kent. Lewin,
Hertford. John Lewyn, co. Hertford, W.

Quarterly sa. and gu. three buck's heads couped
at the neck or. Baxter, Cromer, Norfolk.

Baxster, Suffolk, W.
Sa. three buck's heads cabossed arg. Rigmaiden,

Wadaker, co. Lancaster. Swall, co. York.

SwAYLE, Stansley, near Ripon, co. York.
Sa. three buck's heads cabossed arg. attired or.

Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, Z, 541.

Cavendish, Duke of Devonshire. Nanscours,
Cornwall.

Sa. three hind's heads erased arg. Boulby or
BowLBY. HiNDE, Cambridge.

Sa. three stag's heads cabossed arg. Bebington,
Bebington, co. Chester.

Sa. three stag's heads cabossed arg. attired or.

Sir William Cavendish, V. Cavendish, Duke
of Devonshire ; quartering per bend embattled

arg. and gu. for Boyle ; and chequy arg. and az. a
fess gu. for Clifford.

Sa. three roebuck's heads cabossed or. Peowse,
Cornwall.

Vert three buck's beads couped arg. attired or.

Deering, Worgreat, co. Dorset; confirmed
13 Feb. 1664.

Vert three hart's heads cabossed arg. Frennelly,
CO. Lancaster.

Vert three buck's heads ppr. Bird,
. ...(Elephants)

Per chev, arg. and sa. three elephant's heads
erased counterchanged. Sanders or Saunders,
Dinton, co. Buckingham ; Brixworth, Colles-

brook, East Haddon, Harrington, Stresham,
and Welford, co. Northampton. Saunders,
CO. Buckingham; Saperton, co. Lincoln; and
CO, Northampton.

Per chev. sa. and arg. three elephant's heads
erased counterchanged. Sanders, Essex, W.
Saunders, Long Marston, co. Herts. Saunders,
CO. Buckingham ; Brixworth, Sibbertoft,
and Flower, co. Northampton ;

and co. War-
wick. Saunders, co. Leicester; co. Oxford;
and CO. Warwick.
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3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. ^ Elephants) cont.

Per ohev. sa. and erg. three elephant's heads

erased counterchanged tusked or. Sir Edward
Sanders, Weston-under-Wethsley, co. War-

wick; 20th Elizabeth.

Per chev. sa. and arg. three elephant's heads

erased counterchanged crowned or. Jue, V.

.... (Foxes )

Arg. three fox's heads eouped gu. Todd.

Arg. three fox's heads erased gu. Cowen.
Todd.

Arg. three fox's heads eouped sa. langued gu.

Cantlowe, Ireland.

Or three fox's heads eouped gu. Fox.
Sa. three fox's heads erased arg. Li.oyd,

CO. Pembroke.
( Goats)

Arg. three goat's beads erased sa. barbed and
double armed or langued gu. Bennett, Lale-

stoD, CO. Glamorgan ; quartering Grose.

Az. three goat's heads erased arg. Ldkie, Corn-

wall, the heiress m. Polwhele.

Erm. three goal's heads erased gu. Gatesfoed.
GoTESLEY.

Gu. three goat's heads eouped arg. Ramsey.

Scott, Scotland (ancient).
Gu. three goat's beads eouped or. Gaytzforth.F.
Gu. three goal's heads erased or. Gatefoed.

Roberts, Liskeard, -Cornwall. Gatesfoed.
Or three goat's heads erased sa. Bartholomew,

or Bartolomew, Rochester.

Per chev. sa. and arg. three goat's heads erased

counterchanged. Scattebton.
Per pale az. and sa. three goat's heads erased arg.

Sedley, Norfolk.

Sa. three goat's heads erased arg. Hawlks, Isle

of Wight.
Or three lion-goat's heads ppr. Bloore.

.... (Horses inclading Nags)
Arg. three nag's heads erased gu. Martin.

Aig. three horse's heads eouped sa. bridled of the

first. Cobber, Edinburgh.
.Arg. three horse's heads erased sa. Heylyn,

Surrey. Norman, co. Stafibrd. Meredith,
Az. three horse's beads eouped arg. bridled gu.

Chevall, CO. Hereford; and co. Hertford, V.

Az. three horse's heads eouped arg. bridled or.

Horsey. Sir John Horsey, co. Somerset, V.

Az. three horse's heads erased arg. Tickel or

TiCKELL.
Az. three nag's heads erased arg. in fess or.

Rhys ap Marohan, Lord of Duffryn Clwyd,
whose dau. and heir, Gwenllian, m. Efnydd ap
Gwenllian, one of the XV Peers of North Wales
and Powys.

Az. three horse's heads eouped at the neck or

bridled arg. Horsey, co. Dorset.

Az. three horse's heads bridled and eouped or.

Horsey. Horsley.
Az. three horse's heads eouped in armour or.

Horsey, Diggeswell, co. Hertford; and Mor-
tine, CO. Wilts.

Az. three horse's heads eouped or bridled gu.
Horsey, Clifton, co. Dorset; and co. Somerset.

Gil. three horse's heads eouped arg. Cormer,
Scotland. Corsair, Scotland. Hoesefall.

Gu. three horse's heads eouped art;, bridled or,

Hoesey. Hoesley, Little Hellingbury, co.

Hertford. Samuel Hoesley, Bishop of Ro-
chester, and St. Asaph, 18()2-6.

Gu. three nag's heads erased arg. Heaton.
Hoesley, Horsley, Northumberland.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Horses, etc.) covt.

Gu. three horse's heads erased arg. biidled sa.

Horsley, co. York.
Gn. three horse's heads erased or. Dottin.
Sa. three nag's heads eouped arg. George Lloyd,

Binhop of Sodor and Man ; liishop of Chester,
1004 15. Wawhum, V.

Sa. three horse's heads eouped arg. bridled gu.
Conway. Sir Nicholas Conway, V.

Sa. three horse's heads erased arg. Blayney,
Lord Blayney. Blayney, Cregynnog, derived
from Y>gnlhog, Prince of Powys; the heiress

m. Charles Haubury. Flttdd. Jones. Edward
Jones, Bishop of St. Asaph, 1092 1703.

Williams, Wales. Blaney, co. Hereford.
Cadell (cir. 975) ap Brockwell, Suthrog;
cir. 4fil, Prince of Powys ; quartered by Main-

waring of Whitmore, co. Stafford, through
Eyton. GouG», Marshe, co. Salop. Heyijn,
Alderton, co. Salop.

Sa. three nag's heads erased arg. David Lloyd
ap Griffith ap Rered, Gronley, co. Mont-

gomery. Hlmfreys, Humphreys, Humfeey
or HuMFRY, London ; and Wales ; granted 22

April, 1717. Lloyd, co. Hereford. Lloyd,
CO. Pembroke. Owen, Shrewsbury. Vaughan,
Wales. Wynn, Garth, co. Montgomery.

Sa. three horse's heads erased erm. Williams,
Wellaston, co. Salop.

Sa. three horse's heads eouped or. Vaughan.
.... (Hounds, including Grey-

hounds and Talbots)
.... crusily .... three talbol's heads erased ....

John Boueghill, Bishop of Llandaff; Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry ]:i98 1414.

Sa. three hound's heads erased arg. Hawte,
Hawland, Sussex

Arg. crusily fitcby sa. in pale three greyhounds
of the last. Lansfoed.

Az. three greyhound's heads erased arg. collared

gu. and ringed or. Belson, Ryppoc, V.
Bleson.

Gu. three greyhound's heads erased arg. Halles,
Upwimborne, co. Dorset.

Gu. three greyhound's heads erased arg. collared

sa. ringed or. Neale or Nele, London.
Neale or Neele; LjnnMagna, co. Leicester,
20 Henry VI. Nevyll, co. Leicester, F.

Gu. (an annulet gold for difi'erence) betw. three

greyhound's heads erased arg. collared sa.

ringed or. Neale, Daventry, co. Northampton.
Per chev. arg and az. three greyhound's heads

erased counterchanged. Perciyal.
Per chev. az. and gu. three greyhound's heads

erased arg. collared or. Peecival, Lord Mayor
of London 1498. Sir John Percivall, Alder-
man of London, V.

Per chev. flory counterflory gu. and arg. three

greyhound's heads erased with collars all coun-

tercharged. Webb, London; granted 10 Sept.,
4 Edward VL

Per chev. gu. and az. three greyhound's heads
erased arg. collared of the first. Peecivall.

Per chev. sa. and arg. three greyhound's heads
erased counterchanged a crescent or for ditf.

TOOKE.
Per chev. engr. sa. and arg. three greyhound's
heads erased and counterchanged collared gu.
Legatt, Hornchurch, Essex.

Per fess arg. and sa. three greyhound's heads
erased counterchanged collared and ringed gu.
Clow, V.
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Per fess nebuly arg. and sa. three greyhound's
heads erased counterchanged collared gu.
Btudded or. Mildmay, Essex, V.

Per pale arg. and sa. three greyhound's heads
erased counterchanged. Cooke.

Per pale arg. and sa. three greyhound's heads
erased collared and counterchanged. Cooke,
CO. York. Cooke, CO. Cambridge; granted by
Hawley, Clarencieux, 5 Eliz.

Sa. three greyhound's heads erased arg. Hawes,
Wimborne, co. Dorset. Hawles, Isle of Wight;
and Oregressing, Surrey.

Arg. three talbot's heads couped gu. their tongues
hanging out. Hall.

Arg. three talbot's heads erased gu. Awnsab.

Awnser, v.

Arg. three talbot's hea<ls erased sa. Hall,
Hermitage, co. Chester. Hall, Sussex, W.
HouNDSMORE. Neweke. Dancer, Northland,
CO. Tipperary; Baronetcy 16(52; quartering gu.
on a less or betw. thiee crescents arg. as many
fleurs-de-lis of the field for Searl, and arg. on
a naount vert a palm tree therefrom a serpent
descending ppr. for Going.

Arg. crusily fiichy az. three talbot's heads
erased sa. Hall, Henwike, co, Worcester, W.

Arg. crusily gu. three talbot's heads erased sa.

Hall, co. Lincoln.

Arg. crusily sa. three talbot's heads erased of the

last. Hall, co. Leicester; and co. Worcester.

Az. three talbot's heads couped or. Jebb, Ire-

land.

Gu. three talbot's heads erased arg. Hall, co.

Lincoln. Hawley, Ore, Sussex.

Gu. three talbot's heads erased arg. collared and

ringed az. Gauden.
Or three talbot's heads erased at the neck ppr.
Adbert ; quartering second paly of six arg. and

az. a chief or, third arg. on a chev. sa. three

roses of the first ; fourth arg. a lion rarap. sa.
\

debruised with a fess gu. all betw. three mullets

of six points az.

Per chev. engr. arg. and gu. three talbot's heads

erased counterchanged. Buncombe, Barley-

End, CO. Bedford.

Per chev. engr. gu. and arg. three talbot's beads

erased counterchanged. Buncombe, Baron
Feversham. Duncombe, Copgrove, co. York.

Buncombe, Battlesdenbury, co. Bedford ;

Ivingho, Aston, and Muchbrickhill, co. Bucks;

Weston, Shalford, Tangley Park, and Shere,

Surrey ; Sussex ;
co. Wilts ;

co. Worcester ;
and

CO. York.
Per chev. flory counterflory gu. and arg.

three talbot's heads erased counterchanged.

Buncombe, Oriel College.
Per chev. flory and counterflory or and sa.

three talbot's heads erased and collared all

counterchanged. Buncombe, Morton, and

Whitchurch, co. Bucks.

Per pale arg. and gu. three talbot's heads coun-

terchanged. Thayeb, Essex (?).

Per pale erm. and gu. three talbui's heads erased

counterchanged. Thayer, Thaydon, Essex.

Per pale and per chev, or and sa. three grey-

hound's heads erased counterchanged. Olliph,

Surrey.
Sa. three talbot's beads erased arg. Hall,

Grantham, co. Lincoln. George Hall, Bishop
of Chester 1662-()8. Joseph Hall, Bishop of

Exeter 1627-41, afterwards Norwich. Hall,

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cow <. (Hounds, etc.) cont.

Sussex. Hawle, Sussex, W. Richard Nele,
London, V.

Sa. in fess three talbot's heads erased arg.
Baron, Cornwall.

Sa. three talbot's heads erased in chief ai'g.

BowRE, Bunhead, St. Andrew's, co. Dorset.
Sa. three talbot's heads erased arg. collared gu.

with rings on the collars or. Hall, Exeter ;

granted 20 March, 1684.

Sa. crusily arg. three talbot's heads erased of the
stcond. John Hall, Bishop of Bristol 1091-
1710.

... .(Leopards)
Arg. three leopard's heads az. Atwell, co.

Bevon, F.

Arg. three leopard's fares gu. Langton, Berwick.

Arg. three leopard's heads gu. Mookf., co. Devon.

Arg. three leopard's Leads erased gu. Copley.
Fedelow.

Arg. three leopard's heads sa. Ketton. Waldln,
V, or Waldew.

Arg. three leopard's faces ea. Mooke, co. Bevon.
Monke, or Monck, co. Bevon, V.

Arg. three leopard's heads erased sa. Morton,
Sussex.

Arg. three leopard's heads cabossed sa. langued
gu. Robert Stillington, Bishop of Bath and
Wells 1466 90; quartering gu.'on a fess betw.

three leopard's heads cabossed or three fleuis-

delis az.

Arg. three leopard's heads sa. a bend az.

Walden.
Arg. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis sa.

SoDiNGTON, Sodington, co. Salop ;
and co.

Worcester, V.

Az. three leopard's heads arg. Babne, London.

Barne, Sotteiley, and Bunwich, Sufiblk ; quar-
tering arg. a chev. az. betw. three Cornish

choughs sa. Barnes.
Az. three leopard's faces arg. Barney, Kent, W.
BoRMAN.

Az. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis ....

Dennis.
Az. three leopard's heads inverted jessant de-lis.

Cantelupe.
Az. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis or. M.
Thos. West, S. Thomas West, X.

Az. crusily three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis

arg. Sire Thebaud de Nevile, N.
A.7.. three leopard's heads erased arg. Mac Gie;

Az. three leopnrd's faces or. Bahnes. WjHiam
Barnes, Bishop of London l.')ll4-5.

Az. three leopaid's heads or. Moore, co. Wilts.

More, V. Town of Shrewsbury.
Az. three leopard's heads in pale or. Sniog or

Snigge, Bristol.

Az. tliree leopard's heads jessant-de-lis or.

Cantelupe, V. John de Cantelow, A. Sire

Juhaii de Cauntelo, N. Delawrey.
Az. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis or a bend

erm. Thomas Blount, X.

Barry of five arg. and sa. three leopard's heads

orjessant-de-lis arg. Mokland, W.

Chevrony of six erm and sa. in chief two leopard's
heads sa. in base one arg. Tropnell, Corn-

wall. Tropnell.
Erm. three leopard's heads az. Atwood.
Erm. three leopard's heads gu. Hayes, London.

Enn. three leopHrd's heads sa. Larkin or

Larkins, CO. Cambridge; co. Hereford; and_

Frindsbury, Kent.
117
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3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Leopards) cont.

Erm. three leopard's heads sa. ducally crowned

gu. Noble, Berwick.
Erm. three leopard's heads sa, ducally crowned

or. Noble, V.

Erminois three leopard's heads guard, sa. col-

lared arg. Meggott.
Gu. three leopard's heads arg. Herbhight,

Ireland. Nevill.
Gu. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis arg.

Sire Adam Goedan, N.
Gu. semy of crosses crosslet arg. three leopard's
heads jessant-de-lis of the last. Neville.

Gu. three leopard's heads arg. jessant-de-lis sa.

Kervyle, Wallington, Norfolk.

Gu. three leopard's heads reversed aig. jessant-
de-lis sa. Penyston, Norfolk.

Gu. crusily fitchy three leopard's heads jes-
sant as many fleurs-de-lis arg. Nevill, co.

Leicester.

Gil. three leopard's faces or jessant fleurs-de-lis

az. over all a bend of the third fimbriated the

outer edge engr. arg. Thomas Tenison,

Bishop of Lincoln 1692; Archbishop of Canter-

bury 1695-1715.

Gu. three leopard's heads arg. on a bend az.

as many mullets or. Paneler.
Gu. three leopard's faces or. Herbright, Ire-

land, V. Parsons, Earl of Rosse.

Gu. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis or.

Cantelupe, CO. Stafibrd, V. William de

Cantelo, G.
Gu. semy of cross crosslets fitchy or three

leopard's heads of the second jessant-de-lis

arg. M. John Nevyll, S.

Gu. semy of cross crosslets fitchy three leopard's
heads jessant-de-hs or on the first a crescent

az. M. Henry Nevill, S.

Gu. crusily fitchy three leopard's heads jessant-
de-lis or. Nevill.

Gu. three leopard's heads or jessant-de-lis az.

Dennis. Dennys, Orleigh, co. Devon; and

Mallcot, 00. Devon.
Gu. three leopard's heads reversed jessant-de-lis

or. Walter de Cantilupe, Bishop of Worcester
1236-66. See of Hereford. Thomas de

Cantilupe, Bishop of Hereford 1275-82.

Gu. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis or over all

a bend engr. az. Dennis, co. Gloucester,
1623.

Gu. three leopard's faces biting arrows or.

Parker.
Gu. three leopard's heads reversed jessant-de-lis

or two and one. Hereford, Bishopric;
adopted fropi the arms of Thomas de Cantilupe,
Bishop, 1275.

Gu. three leopard's heads reversed or jessant-
de-lis ba. Kervill, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Gu. three leopard's heads or jessant fleurs-de-lis

az. over all a bend of the last. Tennyson;
quartered by D'Eyncourt.

Gu. three leopard's heads or jessant-de-lis az. a

bend engr. of the last. Sir Weilter Denvs, V.

Dennys, co. Gloucester.

Or three leopard's faces sa. Lyndown.
Or three leopard's heads sa. two and one. Reton.
Or three leopard's heads erased sa. Waldiff,

Or three leopard's heads erased and crowned sa.

Jay, Surrey.
Or three leopard's heads sa. a baston az.

Waldewe, V.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Leopards) cont.

Or two bars gu. in chief three leopard's heads of

the second. Jessope, Gillingham, co. Dorset;
granted by Robert Cooke, W.

Per cbev. arg. and sa. in chief a label of three

points gu. in base as many leopard's faces or.

ACHEFIELD.
Per chev. arg. and sa. three leopard's faces coun-

terchanged. Achefield.
Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief three leopard's
heads of the second. Sminfen or Swinfen,
Sutton Chenell, co. Leicester ; and co. Staf-

foid.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief three leopard's
faces or. Swinfen, Swinfen Hall, co. Staf-

ford. LicHiNFiELD. Lichfield, co. Oxford.

Lychefield, CO. Salop, F.

Per chev. so. and arg. tiiree leopard's heads coun-

terchanged. Lichfield.
Per chev. nebuly sa. and or three leopard's or

panther's heads erased counterchanged.
Smyth, Walsham and Old Buckenham, Nor-
folk.

Per fess embattled arg. and erm. in chief three

leopard's faces or. Boshey.
Per fess indented or and az. three leopard's heads

counterchanged. Whiting.
Per pale arg. and sa. three leopard's heads in

pale counterchanged. A swell or Ashwell.
ASSHILL, V.

Per pale gu. and sa. semy of fleurs-de-lis or three

leopard's faces arg. Woodyeare, Crookhill,
CO. York.

Per pale gu. and sa. three leopard's heads or.

Browne.
Per pale or and gu. three leopard's heads coun-

terchanged. Wilford, Enfield, Middlesex, V.

Per pale sa. and gu. three leopard's heads erased
or. Greatrake, Affane, co. Cork; as borne by
Valentine Greatrakes

; temp. Charles II.

Quarterly per fess indented vert and arg. three

fleurs-de-lis and as many leopard's heads
erased counterchanged. Veijjon.

Sa. three leopard's faces arg. Linde. Lyndonne
or Lyndowne, V. Macghie.

Sa. three leopard's heads erased arg. Meggott.
Sa. three leopard's heads ducally crowned arg.
Kingston.

Sa. three leopard's heads arg. crowned or langued
gu. Weston, West Horsley, Surrey.

Sa. three leopard's heads erased arg. crowned or.

Jaye, Dorkey, Surrey.
Sa. three leopard's heads je^sant-de-lis arg.

Heuband, CO. Warwick, F. Huband. Hubaud
or Hubald, Twiford.co. Derby; and Ipsley, co.

Warwick. Karvell or Kervell, Wallington,
Norfolk.

Sa. three leopard's heads reversed jessant de-lis

arg. Woodford, Carleby, co. Lincoln
;
Baro-

netcy 1791; extinct 1826.

Sa. crusily fitchy three leopard's heads jessant-
de-lis arg. Hillary, V. St. Hillary, V.

Sa. three leopard's heads gu. jessant-de-lis arg.

Woodford, Ashby Folvill, co. Leicester.

Sa. three leopard's heads reversed gu. jessant-
de-lis arg. WooDFORDE, Ansfiird, co. Somerset.

Sa. three leopard's faces or. Lyndon.
Sa. a mullet arg. betw. three leopard's heads

erased guard, or. M'Gie.
Sa. three leopard's faces or jes^sant a fleur-de-lis

arg. Morley, Morley, co. Lancaster; derived

from the marriage of Richard Morley, of Mor-
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ley, living temp. Edward III, with Margaret,
dan. and heir of Gilbert Winnington. Morley,
Sussex, W.

Sa. three leopard's faces or jessant-de-lis arg.
MoHLEY, Glynde, Sussex

; quartering Win-
nington, Walleys, Turke, and Kendale.

Sa. three leopard's faces jessant fleurs-de-lis or.

GuRDON or Gordon, CO. Hants; SufiFolk ; and
CO. Wilts. GuRDON, London; Kent; Essex;
Norfolk ; and Assington, Suffolk. Gurdon,
Leiton, Norfolk.

Sa. three leopard's beads or. Lyndon, co.

Somerset. MacGhie, Balmagie, Scotland.
Su. three leopard's heads or jessant-de-lis arg.
Cliderowe.

Sa. three leopard's beads or jessant as many
fleurs delis gu. Woodforu, co. Leicester.
Sir Richard Woodford, V.

Sa. three leopard's heads reversed or jessant-
de-lis-arg. Woodcock, Brightweli, co. Bucks.

Sa. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis or.

GoRDAN, CO. Hants, V. Gordon, Assington,
Suffolk. Gorgon. Heband, V. Morrey,
Sussex.

Sa. crusily of crosslets and three leopard's beads
or. Wood, W. Wood, Lewtrenchard, co.

Devon
; five descents are recorded in the

Visitation of 1620.
Vert three leopard's heads arg. Flint.

....(Lions)
Arg. three lion's heads erased az. Mansfield,

Scotland. Otteley. Wood.
Arg. three lion's heads erased gu. Buchan,

Achmacoy, Scotland. Copi^ay, V. Denman or

Dennam, Newshall Grange, co. York.

Arg. three lion's heads erased gu. collared of the

first. Govis, London. Godys, V.

Arg. three lion's heads erased gu. langued az.

Scot, Balweery, Scotland. Scott, Langshaw,
Scotland.

Arg. three lion's heads couped sa. Beucray, V.

Beaucray.

Arg. two bars az. over all three lion's heads
erased or two and one. Harpur, Banbury,
V.

Arg. three lion's beads erased sa. Buchqdain,
Scotland. Burcetre. Sir John Burcetre,
V. Harvey or Harvy. Manofield, V.

Mansfield, London. Morton, Essex, V.

Otteley.
Az. three lion's heads arg. Barneys.
Az. three lion's heads two and one erased arg.

crowned or. Kinchant, Park Hall and Bishop's

Castle, CO. Salop; quartering Charlton, Blun-

den, and Bromwych. Quinchant, France.

Az. three lion's heads erased erm. crowned or.

. Pindar, Dufifield, co. Derby ; Kempley, oo.

Gloucester. Pindar, Idenshaw, co. Chester;

Baronetcy 1002; arms disallowed by Sir W.
. Dugdale in Visitation of 1663.

Az. three lion's heads erased or. Pridham,

Plymouth, co. Devon. Prudhome, Devon.

Wyndham, Silton, co. Dorset.

Erm. three lion's heads erased sa. Hayes, co.

Herts. MlDDLETON.
Erminois three lion's heads erased sa. Hase,
Lord Mayor of London 1614.

6u. three lion's heads erased arg. Sir William

TEFOED, V. TlTFOED.

Gu. three lion's heads erased arg. in the centre

pouil a bi-'zant. Benuist.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.
Gu. three lion's heads erased or. Rion. Teford.
Or three lion's heads erased gu. Badenock,

Scotland. Robert Scot ; descended from the
barons of Bawerie in Scotland, 1C31. St.

Mary's Church, Lambeth.
Or three lion's heads couped sa. Beauchrey.
Or three lion's heads erased sa. Ashmore.
Per chev. gu. and az. three lion's heads erased

or. Steward.
Per chev. or and gn. three lion's heads erased

counterchanged. Clarke, co. Somerset.
Becket, Ireland.

Per fess embattled gu. and erm. in chief three
lion's beads erased or. Timewell or

Tymewell, London ; granted 27 May, 1703.
Per fess or and az. three lion's beads erased

counterchanged. Leger.
Per pale arg. and gu. three lion's beads erased

counterchanged. Dansey.
Per pale arg. and or three lion's- beads erased

gu. Dance. Dawney.
Per pale arg. and or three lion's heads erased gu.

in each mouth a spear-head az. Dannce.
Sa. three lion's heads erased arg. Grey, V.
Sa. three lion's beads erased arg. crowned or.

Beauchamp.
Sa. three lion's heads jessant as many fleurs-

de-lis arg. Kirvill, Cornwall.
Sa. three lion's heads erased or. Ashmore, Ire-

land. Chaioneau, Ireland.

Vert three lion's faces arg. langued gu. Wantell,
Sussex.

.... Oxen ( Buffaloes)

Arg. three buffalo's heads couped sa. Imhoff.
(Bulls)

.... three bull's heads cabossed .... Thomas
do OxwYK. Seal.

Arg. three bull's heads couped .... Thomas.
Arg. three bull's heads erased az. armed or.

KUDSTON.

Arg. three bull's beads gu. Bullock.

Arg. three bull's heads sa. Tuedigey, Cornwall.
Bledery ;

Enderbie Cambria.

Arg. three bull's heads couped sa. Turnbull,
Arg. three bull's heads couped sa. two and one.

Rudston, Hayton, co, York ; Baronetcy 1642
;

extinct cir. 1700. Rudstone, V.

Arg. three bull's heads sa. armed or. Morgan,
Wales. Walrond, Calder Park, co. Lanark ;

quartering Afflete, Brokehampton, Devenish,
Hoo, Welles, etc.

Arg. three bull's heads erased sa. Oxcliffe.
William Oxci.iff, X. Carslake. Thomas
Skeffington, Bishop of Bangor, 1510 33.

Skeffinoton, Skefiington Hall, co. Leicester;

Baronetcy. Skeffington, Tunbridge, Kent;
Hornsey, Middlesex ; Fisherwick, co. Staf-

ford ;
and co. Warwick.

Arg. three bull's heads erased sa. armed or for

Skeffington. Skeffington-Foster, Viscount

Massareene ; quartering az. a chev. erm. betw.

three chapletsorforClotworthy. Skeffington-

Foster, Viscount Ferrard ; quartering arg, a

chev. vert betw. three buglehorns sa. stringed

gu. for Foster.

Arg. three bull's beads erect and erased sa.

armed gu. Skevington. Sir William

Skevington, v.

Arg. three bull's heads erased fb. breathing fire

ppr, Tui'MBUi.L, East Harapstead, co. Berks.

TiirnbulIj, Scotliind.
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3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. Oxen (Bulls) cont.

Arg. three bull's heads caliossed sa. Boll. Bole ;

Pole, Devon, ii, 443. Jones, co. Garmarihen.

Morgan, Llangatlock, co. Monmouth. Two of

the daughters and co-heirs ra. John Walsham,
of Kuill Couit, CO. Hereford; and Thomas

Clulton, Pensax, co. Worcester. Pkices,

Abertreweren, co. Brecknock. Morgan, Lan-
"

sore, CO. Monmouth ; quartering sa. a cross

engr. arg. betw. four spearheads of the last

point embrued for Pxosser of Lansore.

Ars. three bull's heads cabossed sa. armed or.

Walrond, Bradfield, co. Devon. Imhoff.

Walrond, Sea, co. Somerset; and Dulford, co.

Devon; quartering Afilete, Brokehampton,

Deveuish, Hoo, Welles, etc.

Arg. three bull's heads trunked and cabossed sa.

Thomas Howell, Bishop of Bristol 1G14-6.

Az. three bull's heads couped arg. Bultell or

BuLTEEL, CO. Somerset.

Az. three bull's heads couped or. Hayter,

Sahsbury. Thomas Hayxer, Bishop of Nor-

wich ; Bishop of London 1701 -2.

Az. three bull's heads couped or ducally crowned

arg. Downe, Cobham, Surrey.
Az. three bull's heads erased and crowned or.

GoDFKEY, Cornwall.

Gu. three bull's heads cabossed arg. Baude,

Lodyngton, co. Northampton.
Gu. three bull's heads cabossed arg. armed or.

Kynnysman, V. Kynnyan, F.

Gu. three bull's heads arg. armed or. John

Dalderby, Bishop of Lincoln 1300 20.

Gu. three bull's heads or. Beche.
Gu. three bull's heads couped or. Hawes.
Gu. three bull's heads couped and armed or.

ToRRii'T L, Essex, V.
.-M'f oull's heads erased and ducally crowned

< DFREY.
;• ::;•• ' ull's heads erect couped az. Torold,

.RELL.

bull's heads cabossed gu. Bull, co.

. and CO. Somerset.
uU's heads cabossed gu. a crescent for

V #* 3orge Bull, Bishop of St. David's

Bull, CO. Brecon,
bull's heads cabossed sa. Crofts,

(jnurcnstown, Streamhill, and Danesfort, co.

Cork. Crofts, Saxham, and West Stow, Suf-

folk; Baron Crofts, lUth Charles II. Gore,
Alilrington, and Surrendon, co. Wilts.

Or three bull's heads couped sa. Crofts, Sapa,
Suffolk, V. Rudstone, co. York.

Per chev. sa. and arg. three bull's heads counter-

changed. Udal, CO. Dorset.
Per chev, engr. gu. and arg. three bull's heads

ppr. Hammond, Wistaston Hall, co, Chester.
Per pale sa. and arg. three bull's heads counter-

changed. Olney.
Sa. three bull's heads arg. Norbery.
Sa. three ball's heads cabossed arg. Bltlkley,

CO. Wilts. Wallis.
Sa. three bull's heads couped arg. Bulkeley.
Sa. three bull's heads arg. armed or.

OxiNE.
Sa. three bull's heads erect couped arg. armed

or. Wakefield, V.
Sa. three bull's heads erect couped arg.
Bulkeley, Bulkeley, co. Chester, V.

Sa. three bull's heads erased arg. Gorney.
Sa. three bull's heads erect couped or.

EULKLEY.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont. Oxen (Calves)

Arg. three calf's heads couped gu. Levelis,

Cornwall. Leveale or Levelts, Trewoof,

Cornwall. Lavelis, Castleharuock, Cornwall.

(Cows)
Arg. three cow's heads erased sa. Veitch,

formerly written Vach, Dawyck, Scotland ;

Lyon Register.
Oxen

Arg. three ox's heads couped at the shoulders

sa. OXCLIFFE.

Arg. three ox's heads cabossed sa. Oxcliffe.

Sa. three ox's heads cabossed arg. Oxney.

Sa. three ox's beads cabossed or. Oxney.

(Otters)

Arg. three otter's heads erased gu. Fdllaeton,
That Ilk, CO. Ayr. The same a crescent for diff.

Fullarton, Dreghorn, Scotland; and FuLLARToN,
Great StanhopeStreet.May Fair,London; quar-

tering az, an eagle displ. with two heads arg.

holding in the dexter claw a sceptre, and in the

sinister a rose ppr. within a bordure of the

second charged with ciuquefoils and mullets

of the field alternately for Dunlop. Fullerton,

Ballintoy Castle, co. Antrim ; and Westwood,
CO. Hants; quartering Downing.

(Panthers)
Az. three panther's heads erased ppr. Smith.

Per chev. nebuly (or wavy) sa. and or three

panther's heads erased counterchanged. Smith,
Norfolk.

(Seals)
Az. a ducal coronet or betw. three seal's heads

erased arg. Burman, Stratford, co. Warwick.

(Sheep—Earns)
Az. three ram's heads couped arg. Rammas or.

Rammes.
Az. three ram's heads couped arg. attired or.

Ram or Ramsey, Kent.

Az. three ram's heads cabossed arg. two and one.

Ram, Essex. Ramme, Kent, V.

Az. three ram's heads couped or. Nason.

Rammas. Rammes, V.

Gu. three ram's heads cabossed arg. Ramston.

Ramsey, V.

Gil. three ram's heads cabossed arg. attired or.

Wymond.
Gu. three ram's heads couped arg. Ramsay.

Ramsey.
Gu. three ram's heads couped or. Hammersley,

Pall Mall, London. Hameksley, Lord Mayor
of London, 1(587; and co. Stafford; </ranted 1614.

Hamerle, V.

Sa. throe ram's heads cabossed arg. armed or.

DUNFORD. SyDNAM, V.

Sa. three ram's heads couped arg. Levall.

Ramsey. Whistew.
Vert three ram's heads cabossed arg. attired or.

Aries, Ireland.

(Tigers)
Or three tiger's heads erased sa. Chamber, co.

Warwick.
Or three tiger's faces vert. Mayce.
Per fess wavy or and sa. three tiger's heads

couped counterchanged. Fullarton.
Per pale erm. and gu. three tiger's heads erased

and counterchanged. Jacob.

(Wolves)
Arg. three wolf's heads couped gu. Fidelow.

EiDELOW, V. Sire William Videlou, N. Todd,
Sturmer, Essex. Videlow, co. Berks.

VisDELOw, SuQ'olk, W.
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Arg. three wolf's heads couped sa. Cantelow,
Ireland. Macqueen, Braxey. Macqueen,
Corrybrough, co. Inverness; known in ihe

Highlands as the Cian Revan ; quartering or

a hand in annour ppr. holding a cross crosslet

litchy gu. M'QuHAN, or Mackquhan, Scotland.

Arg. three wolfs heads couped sa. two and one.

ViDELON, CO. Bucks. ViDLER.

Aru. three wolfs heads couped sa. gutty de sang.

Wilson, Kendal, co. Westmoreland ; granted

by Cooke, 1586.

Arg, three wolfs heads cooped sa. vulned in the

neck ppr. for Wilson. Wilson-Cards, Caster-

ton Hall, CO. Westmoreland ; quartering az. on
a chev, engr. or betw. nine quatrefoils arg. three

mullets gu. for Carus of Kirkby-Lonsdale.

Arg. three wolfs heads erased ppr. the shield

borne on the breast of an imperial eagle.

Methuen, Baron Methuon,Corsham,co. Wilts.

Arg. three wolf's heads erased sa. M'Queen,
England. Welston. Wolston, F, or

WoLSTONE, Latimer, co. Northampton.
Arg. three wolf's heads erased sa. ducally gorged

or. Wolfe, Viscount Kilwarden.

Az. three wolf's heads erased arg. Colfowles.

Macklay, CO. York. Mackley, Leckonfield.

Mackdlly, Martun, Scotland.

Az. three wolfs heads erased or. Shenton.
Erm. three wolfs heads erased az. Millee;

granted by Camden.
Erm. three wolfs heads erased az. vulned gu.

Miller, Plumpton, co. Cumberland; granted

by Cooke.
Erm. three wolfs heads erased gu. Miller.

Erm. three wolf's beads ppr. couped gu.

MiLNER, Cornwall ; co. York ; granted by
Camden.

Erm. three wolfs heads couped sa. Milner,
Middlesex.

Erminois three wolf's heads erased sa. Hayes,
London, 1013.

Gu. three wolf's heads couped arg. Loker.

LoKARD, Ireland, V.

Gu. three wolfs beads erased arg. Lokaed,
Ireland. And with a cinquefoil for difif.

Robertson, Aberdeen, Scotland.

Gu. three wolfs heads erased arg. armed and

langued az. Robertson, Aucklecks, co. Perth.

Robertson, Strowan, co. Perth ; chief of the

Clan Donooohie. Walker' Robertson, Gil-

garran, Cumberland.
Gu. three wolf's heads erased arg. armed and

langued az. with a wild man in chains lying

under the escutcheon of the arms. Robertson,
Kindeace, co. Ross.

Gu. three wolfs heads erased arg. muzzled

sa. Robertson.
Gu. three wolfs heads couped or. Locard, Ire-

land.

Gu. three daggers or skenes paleways in fess arg.

hilted and pomelled or surmounted of as many
wolfs heads of the third. Skene, Skene, co.

Aberdeen.
Per chev. arg. and gu. three skenes surmounted

with as many wolfs heads countercbanged.

Skene, Newtile, Scotland.

Per chev. gu. and arg. three wolf's heads erased

two in chief and one in base countercbanged
armed and langued az. Robertson, Edinburgh.

Per pale arg. and or three wolfs heads erased gu.

Dannoey.

3 HEADS cont.

Beasts cont, fWolves) cont.

Per pale arg. and sa. three wolf's heftds erased

countercbanged collared gu. Cooke, Mylton,
CO. Warwick.

Per pale or and az. three wolfs heads erased

countercbanged. Prittie, Baron Dunalley.
Sa. three wolfs heads erased arg. Bbockwell
Yscitheob, Prince of Powis.

Sa. three wolfs heads or. Lovett, Lipsoombe,
CO. Bucks.

Sa. three wolfs beads or for Lovett of Normandy.
Lovett ; quartering Lovett, England ; as
borne by Lovett of Lipscombe, co. Bucks.

Lovett, Astwell, co. Northampton ; descended
from Thomas, third son of Simon Lovett, of

Lipscombe,living in 1467; the heiress ra. John
Shirley, of Stanton Harold, co. Leicester.

Birds
Az. three bird's heads or. Pebtcrok or

Pierscroke, E.

....(Cocks)
Arg. three cock's heads erased sa. combed and:

wattled gu. White, Redhugh, co. Durham ;

Hesleside, co. Northumberland ; and co. York.

White, Sunderland; Tunstall Lodge, co,

Durham ; and Stamfordbam, co. North-
umberland.

Gu. three cock's heads erased or. Hayuan.
Or three cock's heads erased az. Gorm, Scot-

land.

Per chev. arg. and gu. three cock's heads erased

and eounlerchanged. Cockes or Cokes.
Per chev. gu. and arg. three cock's heads counter-

changed. Cocker or Cockes. Cockes, V.

.... (Crows, etc.)

Arg. three raven's heads couped ppr. Adzwood.
Rhiryd. Yoel.

Arg. three rook's heads erased sa. two and one.

Shabfe, Essex.
.... (Drakes)

Arg. three drake's heads erased ppr. Crickett,
Blackmore, co. Essex.

....(Ducks)
Gu. three duck's heads erased arg. Lacy, Corn-

wall.

Az. three shoveller's heads erased or. Edmund
Lacy, Bishop of Hereford ; Bishop of Exeter,
1420-25.

....(Eagles)

Arg. three eagle's heads erased az, Barberbie.

Arg. three eagle's heads erased sa. beaked gu.

(sometimes or). Yellen, V.

Az three eagle's heads erased arg. Jueld, co,

Salop.
Az. three eagle's heads erased or. Jewkes,

Wolverley, co. Worcester.

Gu. three eagle's heads erased arg. Desbarres.
Or three eagle's heads erased gu. Nicolson,

Clunie, Scotland.

Per chev. sa. and gu. three eagle's heads couped

arg. beaked or. Ellinqham ; Earl, MS. 1404,
fo. 149.

Per chev. sa. and gu. three eagle's heads erased

or. Elingham.
Sa. three eagle's beads erased arg. Delalee,

CO. StaflTord.

.... (Falcons)
Arg. three falcon's heads erased sa. beaked gu.
Yellen.

Arg. three hawk's heads erased gu. Falkner.
Or three falcon's heads erased gu. Nicolson,

Nicolson, and Leswade ; Baronetcy l(J8ti.
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3 HEADS coni.

Birds cont. (Falcons) cont.

Per chev. gu. and sa. three falcon's heads erased

arg. GoDAED.
Per chev. sa. and gu. three falcon's heads erased

arg. beaked or. Elmngham.
Per chev. sa. and gu. three hawk's heads erased

or. Emngham.
Sa. three falcon's heads erased or. Barrett.

....(Herons, etc.)
Per pale sa. and arg. three crane's heads erased

counterchanged. Mitchell.
Vert three crane's heads erased arg. Higgins,

Turvey Abbey, co. Bedford. Higgins or

HiGGONS, CO, Hereford; Shrewsbury; and
Ireland.

Arg. three heron's heads erased sa. Hernway, V.

Per chev. arg. and sa. three heron's heads erased

counterchanged. Michel, Kingston Russell,
CO. Dorset.

Per chev. gu. and sa. three heron's heads erased

arg. beaked or, Elinoham, Fl

Sa. three heron's heads and necks erased arg.
WnxiAMS.

....(Lapwings)
Az. three lapwing's heads erased or. Baconthorp,

V.

Sa. three lapwing's heads erased arg. Waring,
London; Wilford, co. Nottingham; Owlbury,
CO. Salop ; and Lea, and Wolverhampton, co.

Stafford.

....(Mitus)
Arg. three mitus' heads (of the pheasant kind)

ppr. Beowneshaugh.

....(Ostriches)
Per fess arg. and gu. three ostrich's heads erased

each holding in the beak a horseshoe all coun-

terchanged. Eyed.

....(Peacocks)
" peacock's heads erased gu. Patters.

A<. ')'-' )eacock's heads erased or. Beconthorp.
'•

;c: AMP. Oxley.
? i\ r.i. peacock's heads erased arg. Waring,

'
I.'' I ; •

; Wilford, co. Nottingham; Owlbury,
I.' ; '. j; and Lea, and Wolverhampton, co.

.... (Pelicans)

.cirg. three pelican's heads erased az. vulning gu.
Bramwell.

Or three pelican's heads vulning sa. Dalgety.
Per chev. embattled or and sa. three pelican's
heads erased counterchanged vulning their

necks ppr. on a chief az. a fleur-de lis betw.
two estoiles of the first. Scory.

....(Bazorbills)
Arg. three razorbill's heads couped sa.

Brunstaugh.

(Spoonbills)
Az. three spoonbill's heads erased arg. beaked or.

Sir John Lacy, Cornwall, K
. . . .

( Swans)
Az. three swan's heads erased arg. Hedges,

Alderton, co. Wilts, Hedges, London ;

granted 25 November, 1687. And beaked or.

Lacy.
Az. three swan's heads erased arg. beaked gu.

Baker, Sissinghurst, Kent.
Az. three swan's necks erased arg. beaked or.

Lacy.
Az. three swan's heads erased arg. ducally gorged

or. Baker, co. Worcester; and Hartlwicke

Court, CO. Gloucester.

3 HEADS cant.

Birds cont. (Swans) cont.

Az. three swan's heads erased or. Hedgbs,
Finchley, Middlesex.

Or three swan's heads erased az. Halsall,
Halsall, CO. Lancaster.

Per fess gu, and sa. three swan's heads erased

arg. crowned or. Alfroy.
Sii. three swan's heads couped arg. Squire, F.

S-imuel Sqdire, Bishop of St. David's 17()l-()0.

Swire, Cononley in Craven, eo. York.

Sa. three swan's heads erased arg. beaked gu.
Coley or Coi.t.AY, F.

Sa. three swan's heads erased or. SquirEj
Southby, CO. Hants.

Vert three swan's heads and necks arg. Baker;
Ashmole MS. 802.

Fishes

Arg. three fish's heads meeting in the fess point
arg. TWYNKYN.

Per chev. crenelly gu. and az. thi'ee fish's heads

couped arg. Wallys, V.
Sa. three fish's heads erased arg. Ostost or

Ostoft.
Sa. three fish's heads erased hauriant arg.
Holtoft. Hotoft, F.

(Eels)
Az. three conger's heads erased or. Conghoest,

Conghurst, Kent; quartered by Scott.

Az. three conger eel's heads erased and erect or
in the mouth of each a cross crosslet fitchy of

the last. Town of King's Lynn or Lynn-
Regis, Norfolk.

Sa. three conger eel's heads couped and erect or.

Gascoigne, F.

.. ..(Lncies)
Az. three lucy's heads couped or. GascoynE, co.

York.
Sa, three lucy's heads couped or. Gascoyne.

.. ..(Salmons)
Sa. three salmon's heads couped or. Gascoigne.

(Whales)
Arg. three whale's heads erased lying fessways

sa. two and one. Whaley, Sussex. Whalley,
Overton, co. Huntingdon ; and Norton, co. Lei-
cester, Whai-ley, CO. Lancaster, V.

Arg. three whale's heads erased and erect or.

Whalley.
Arg, three whale's heads erased and erect sa.

Whaixey.
Per chev. crenelly gu. and az. three whale's heads
couped arg. Wallys.

Human Figures
.... three man's heads affronty .... Grey.
Two coats : first, three man's heads in profile two
and one; second, arg. three hulls in fess linked

together sa. Tbelodives, Trelodives in Burian,
Cornwall.

Arg, three helmets with open visors adorned with

plumes of feathers az, Mynyot, Carleton and
Bikering, Kent; Philipot's Ordinary, 1406.
See Scrape v. Grosvcnor, p. 230.

Arg. three knight's helmets az. lined gu.
GooDAcnE, Ireland.

Arg. three Saracen's heads cabossed az. caps and
beards sa, Bnij,,

Arg. three boy's beads erased gu. Ethlington,
Ethlington, Scotland.

Arg. three Bacchus' faces couped at the shoulders
clothes gu. Bromall.

Arg. three man's heads couped ppr. with large
b.'ards. Beaud, rriiiilcy, Ki-il.
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3 HEADS cont.

Human Figures cont.

Arg. three negro's heads in profile aa. Caediffk.

Arg. three Moor's heads couped ppr. Mork.
The same a tieur-de-lis for ditf. Mokk, co.

Chester.

Arg. three negro's hends sidefaced couiied ppr.
banded about the brows with a riband knotted

behind of the first. Moor, Scoisioun, Scotland.

Moore. Moir, Scotstoun, Scotland. Murison ;

Pole, Devon, i, 137.

Arg. three Moor's heads couped at the necks in

profile ppr. wreathed round the temples arg.

and gu. Tanner, Court, Cornwall. Tanner.

Arg. three Blackamoor's heads couped in profile

sa. wreathed arg. and vert. Bull, V.

Arg. three Moor's heads sidefaced couped at the

neck ppr. wreathed about the temples or and

az. Granted by Camden, in IttlU, to Richard

Caning, co. Gloucester, and co. Warwick, W.

Canning, Foxcote, co. Warwick. Canjiing,
Viscount Canning. Forterishey, co. Somerset,
V. Canning, Baron Garvagh ; quartering gu.

three spear's heads in fess palewajs arg. and
sa. a goat ramp. or. Fulrich.

Arg. three Moor's heads couped distilling drops
of blood ppr. Moir, Stonniewood, Scotland.

Arg. three Moor's heads couped distilling drops
of blood ppr. wreathed about with bay leaves

vert. Moir, Hiliou, Scotland.

Arg. three Saracen's heads couped at the

shoulders ppr. Edington,

Arg. three Blackamoor's heads sa. wreathed and

tied or. Wvsse, V.

Arg. three Saracen's heads in profile couped ppr.

with wreaths about their heads arg. and az.

Bull.

Arg. three Saracen's heads afi'ronty couped at the

shoulders ppr. wreathed about the temples of

the first and sa. Alderson, Homerton, Mid-

dlesex ; quartering az. thrte boar's heads

couped in pale or for Lloyd.

Arg. three old-fashioned helmets sa. Cubtman,
CO. Devon.

Arg. three helmets with their beavers open sa.

MiNiETT. Mynyot or Mynyett, V.

Arg. three Midas' heads erased sa. crowned or. Jay.

Arg. three Moor's heads couped sa. Chirnside,

Scotland. Moore, V.

Arg. three Mooi's heads couped sa. two and one

banded of the first. Mobison, Preston Grange,
Scotland ; New Register.

Arg. three Moor's heads couped sa, banded about

the temples gu. Tanner, Court, Cornwall;

and Salisbury. Thomas Tanner, Bishop of

St. Asaph 1732-35.

Arg. three Saracen's heads couped at the

shoulders sa. Foderingshey, co. Dorset.

Arg. three Saracen's heads sa. with wreaths of

the field. Forterslby or Fortryshey, co.

Dorset.

Arg. three Blackamoor's heads couped sa. with

round caps or fretty gu. Sir Thomas
Canynges, London, V.

Az. three boy's heads couped arg. having snakes

about their necks ppr. Vaughan, Talgarth,

CO. Brecknock; quartering sa. three spear-

heads arg.
Az. three head-pieces reversed arg. Beawfret.

Az. three helmets arg. Beawfice. Bewfice.

Bll-vaco, V. CoMPTON, F. Eden, co. York.

Az. three helmets with barred fronts arg.

Beaufrie, F. Beaufice, V.

3 HEADS cont.
Human Figures cont.

Az. three close helmets arg. garnished or;

Beavis, 00. Devon ; traceable in that county to
the reign of Henry IV.

Az. three esquire's helmets ppr. garnished or.

Bevis.
Az. three helmets arg. two and one. Skedbubgh.
Az. three Moor's heads couped arg. Edinoton,

Balbertoun, Scotland.
Az. three savage's heads in profile arg. Aogassiz.
Az. three cherub's heads or. Leneohan, Ire-

land.

Az. three helmets or two and one. Skeububgh
or Skedborough. Hamby, V.

Az. three close helmets or. Albany or Aubone.
Beawfice. Robert Standbbkgh, Saltfletby, co.

Lincoln, X. Hamby, co. Lincoln, V; granted
March lath, 1568.

Az. three morions or steel caps or turned up erm.
LuTWiDGE, Holme Rook, co. Cumberland.

Az. three Moor's heads couped or. Moriens,
Sufi-olk.

Az. three boy's beads couped at the shoulders

having snakes about their neck ppr. Vaughan,
Stockin,co. Hereford.

Az. three infant's heads couped at the shoulders

ppr. crined or enwrapped about the neck with
as many snakes vert. Vaughan or Vahan,
Bredwarden and Porthamell, co. Hereford;
Wales; and Bradward, co. Wilts.

Az. three Saracen's heads conjoined in one neck
ppr. the faces looking to the chief dexter and
sinister sides of the shield. Morison, Dersay,
CO. Fife, Scotland.

Az. three Saracen's heads conjoined in one neck

ppr. the faces looking to the chief dexter and
sinister sides of the shield the uppermost head
afiBxed by a wreath to the other two. Morison,
Bogney, Scotland.

Erm. three helmets the beavers open ppr.
EcGLEs, Southside, Scotland.

Erm. three prince's heads crowned and mantled

ppr. couped at the breast. Enfantleroy.
Erm. three savage's heads erased affronty sa.

Natterville.
Gu. three boy's beads couped at the shoulders

arg. Edy.
Gu. three boy's beads couped arg. crined or.

Infant.
Gu. three boy's heads couped arg. crined or with

snakes round their necks az. Vaughan.
Gu. three helmets arg. Luffull. Sir John
D'Argenton, I. La Full, Norfolk.

Gu. three helmets arg. crested or. Miniott.
John Mynott, X. The same with a label az.

Roger Mynott, Carleton, X.
Gu. three helmets arg. plumed or. Laffoll or

Luffull, V. Lassells, Norfolk, V.

Gu. three helmets arg. vizors and garnishing or.

Basset, Lord Mayor of London 1475.

Gu. three close helmets arg. Kennedy, Ireland.

Gu. three helmets arg. in the fess point a garb or.

Cholmondeley.
Gu. three man's heads in profile armed with

bead-pieces and gorgets arg. O'Kennedy.
Gu. three infant's heads arg. crined or.

Fantlaroy or Fantlier, co. Wilts. Sir Fanx
le Roy, V.

Gu. three maiden's heads couped arg. crined or.

Madeston, V.

Gu. three man's heads oouped at the shoulders

arg. crined grey. Edye.
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3 HEADS cont.

Human Figures cont.

Gu. three boy's heads couped arg. crined or with

snakes round their necks az. Vaughan,
Hargest, Wales, V.

Gu. three savage's heads affronty erased arg.

ViGNE.
Gu. three savage's heads affronty arg. Victor.

Gu. three woman's heads couped at the shoulders

arg. hair dishevelled or. Maydestone.
Gu. three helmets ppr. garnished or. Minnitt,

Knygh Castle, Blackfort, and Annabeg, co.

Tipperary.
Gu. three infant's heads couped at the shoulders

ppr. crined or. Enfantleroy, co. Dorset.

Fauntleroy, Fauntleroy's Marsh, co. Dorset;

visitation, temp. Elizabeth. Fantleroy, Corn-

wall. Fauntleroy, Crundall, oo. Hants;

granted 8 Dec, 1(133.

Gu. three man's heads couped at the neck ppr. on

each a cap arg. Fazakerley, co. Lancaster.

Gu. three man's heads full-faced couped at the

neck ppr. wreathed about the temples arg. and
of the first. Fazakebley.

Gyronny of six arg. and sa. three negro's heads

couped ppr. Callarde.

Gyronuy of six or and sa. three negro's heads

couped ppr. Callard, co. Devon. Callarde
or Calliard, Norfolk. Collarde, CoUard and

Southcott, CO. Devon.

Gyronny of six or and sa. three Blackamoor's

heads in profile couped counterchauged.
Collarde, V.

Or three helmets with beavers open. Elleis,
Southside, Scotland.

Or three frontfaced helmets ppr. Eluce,
Clotiiall, near Baldock, co. Herts. Ellice,

Wyke House, near Brentford.

Cr three man's heads ppr. in armour arg.
• amisbed of the field. Lloyd, co. Denbigh ;

..nd Kent.
''' three Moor's heads couped sidefaced sa.

illeted round the temples arg. Mico,
uondon.
three Moor's heads in profile sa. two and one
wreathed about the temples arg. and pearls in

their ears. Aito or Auixo, co. Devon.
arer fess gu. and arg. three Egyptian's heads

counterchauged. Ashpool.
Per fess or and arg. three Moor's heads sidefaced

couped ppr. wreathed round the temples or and
sa. CoLLARD, Barnston, Essex ; granted 16

June, 1640.

Per pale gu. and az. three close helmets arg.

garnished or. Fyncombe, South Moulton and
East Buckland, co. Devon ; granted 18 July,
1616.

Purp. three boy's heads couped arg. crined grey.
Edy, V. Edye; Harl.MS. 1404, fo. 154.

Sa. three helmets arg. Awbigney. Daubeny.
De Aubney, V. John de Aubney, V. William
de AuBENY, F.

Sa. three close helmets arg. Compton.
CoMPTON, ComptoD, CO. Devon, W. Hollyday;
Pole, Devon, iii, 359.

Sa. three ebquire's helmets arg. Kennedy,
England.

Sa. three helmets or. Camberton orCAMBRETON.
Comberton.

Sa. three close helmets or. Compton, Sutton,
merset. Sir Robert Compton, Fl

.'••H. e esquire's helmets or. Hambey, 1575 ;

•

:' ring second per pale or and sa. three

3 HEADS cont.

Human Figures cont.

mullets counterchaoged, third arg. a cross

engr. sa., and fourth arg. a chev. betw. eight
crosses crosslet sa. five in chief and three in

base.

Sa. three boy's heads couped at the necks ppr.
crined or enwrapped round the neck by a snake
also ppr. Thomas, CO. Glamorgan.

Sa. three boy's heads couped at the shoulders

ppr. having snakes wreathed about their necks
vert. Moreiddio, Warwyn, co. Brecon.

Vaughan, co. Brecknock. Vaughan, Tretour,
CO. Brecknock; Z, 345. Vaughan, Court Field,
CO. Monmouth ; Bredwarden, co. Hereford ;

and Cleirow, co. Radnor.
Sa. three infant's heads couped at the shoulders

ppr. crined or. Bonyfant.
Sa. three Midas's heads erased arg. crowned or.

Thomas Jay, V.

Vert three savage's heads afi^ronty erased arg.
Eggleton or Egleton.

Monsters (Dragons)
Arg. three dragon's heads erased az. Halshall,

Halsall, CO. Lancaster. Sir Gilbert Halsuix,
V.

Arg. three dragon's heads erect and erased az.

without ears. Horske, V.

Arg. three dragon's heads couped gu. Cudlow
or CUDLOWE. CODLEW. GoDLEW. PoRTEB,
Isle Of Wight.

Arg. three dragon's heads erased gu. Cutler.

Arg. three dragon's heads erased fire issuing
from their mouths ppr. Holsall, Holsall.

Arg. three dragon's heads couped sa. Langworts
or Langworth, Langworlh, co. Lancaster, V,

Arg. three dragon's heads couped sa.

LoNGwoRTH, Longworth, co. Lancaster.

Arg. three dragon's heads couped sa. vulned in the
neck ppr. Langworth.

Arg. three dragon's heads erased sa. Longworth,
CO. Gloucester; as borne by Francis Lougworlh,
Cotswold House, near Cheltenham.

Arg. three dragon's heads erased vert in the
mouth of each a sinister hand couped gu.

dropping blood ppr. Byam ; quartering the
arms of Caradoc Vreichvras, Elyslan-Glodrydd,
founder of the V. Royal Tribe of Wales, Howell,
Prince of Caerleon, and Elvarch, Lord of Pen-
rose and Brythlyr.

Az. three dragon's heads erased or langued gu.
Cutler, Suffolk.

Az. bezanty three dragon's heads arg. spotted sa.

in each mouth across crosslet fitchy or. Fenn.
Gu. three dragon's heads erased vert. Byam.
Or three dragon's heads couped gu. Pokysworth,

y.

Or three dragon's heads erased gu. Pakisworth.
POKESWORTH.

Per pale az. and purp. three dragon's heads erect
and erased or in their mouths spear-heads arg.
Vaughan. Sir Hugh Vaughan.

Sa. three dragon's heads erect and erased arg.
HoTOFT, Fhntham, co. Nottingham.

Sa. three dragon's heads erased and erect arg.
without ears. Hotofte, V, Holtost.

(Griffins )

Arg. three griffin's htads erased in fess gu.
Newbold.

Arg. three griffin's heads couped sa. goutty of the
field. WiLijsoN.

Arg. three griffin's heads erased sa. Green.
Greensill. Macqueen, Scotland.
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3 HEADS cont.

Monsters cont. (Griffins) cont,

Arg. tbree griffin's heads erased sa. beaked gu.
Trentham, Rocester, co. Stafford.

Az. three griffin's heads erased arg. Bill.
Az. three griffin's heads erased arp, beaked or.

Byle, Cl3mslands, Cornwall. Byll, V.

Az. tbree griffin's heads erased or. Baconthorpe.
Cutler, Lechlade, co. Gloucester. Garnatt
or Garnet, Essex; and Westminster. Garnett.
Garunt, V. GuRNUT. Pope. Pope, Corn-
wall. Whitwell, co. Northampton.

Burry of four sa. and or in chief three griffin's
heads erased of the second. Percivall.

Barry of five gu. and or in chief three griffin's
lieads erased of the second over all a bend

eompony arg. and sa. Greman.
Erm. three griffin's heads erased vert. Schriebee,

Winchelsea, co. Hants.
Erm. three griffin's heads erased sa. Thurxton,
Thurxton, co. Worcester. Throdghston.

Gu. three griffin's heads two in chief couped arg.
and one in base erased or. Griffin.

Gu, three griffin's heads erased arg. Andrade.
O'Mdlrian Owney, Ireland.

Gu. three griffin's heads erased or. Rion.

Ryan, Inch.co. Tipperary.
Per chev. arg. and sa. three griffin's heads erased

counterchanged. Toke, co. Herts. Stump,
Malmesbury, co. Wilts. Tooke. Tucke.

Per chev. sa. and arg. three griffin's heads
erased counterchanged. Tawke. Tinney,
Salisbury. Took. Tooke. Tooke, Wormley,
CO. Herts; Kent; and London. Tuke, Kent.

Per chev. sa. and arg. three griffin's heads erased

countei'changed, also a coat of augmentation
granted by Henry VII, viz., arg. on a chev.

betw. three greyhound's heads erased sa.

collared or as many plates. Toke, Godinton,
Kent; seated in that county since the reign of

Edward IV, and in Nottinghamshire at a very

early period. William Took, Godunston,
Kent; 1:^ Henry VIII, V.

Per fess crenelly or and az. three griffin's heads
erased counterchanged. Seson or Sessions,
Oxford. Sechion or Sessions, Milton, co.

Oxford. SissoN, variously written Sysum,
Sison, Session, and Sisson; Normandy; and
Ireland.

Per pale arg. and sa. three griffin's heads erased
and counterchanged each charged on the neck
with a bar gemell. Cooke.

Per pale az. and gu. three griffin's heads erased
or. Cloke, Kent.

Per cross sa. and or over all three griffin's heads

counterchanged. Sayeinges, V. Soyeinges,
V.

Purp. three griffin's heads arg. Neild.
Sa. three griffin's heads erased arg. Skinner.
Sa. three griffin's heads erased .... Newbolt.

.... (Lion-Goats)
Or three lion-goat's heads ppr. Bloore.

(Unicorns)
Arg. three unicorn's heads couped (another

erased) gu. Womvill.

Arg. three unicorn's heads couped sa. Preston,
Lord Dingwall. Preston, That Ilk and Craig-

miller, Scotland.

Arg. three unicorn's heads erased sa. Preston,
That Ilk; New Register. Preston, co. Perth;
Bart. Preston, Formatine, Scotland.

Gu. three unicorn's heads couped arg. Parish.

Shelly.

3 HEADS cont.

Monsters cont. (Unicorns) cont.

Gu. three unicorn's heads couped arg. armed or.

Shelley or Shelly, V.
Gu. three unicorn's heads couped arg. maned
horned and tufted or. Freeling.

Gu. three unicorn's heads erased arg. Shelley,
Norfolk.

Gu. three unicorn's heads couped or. Paris,
Little Linton, co. Cambridge ; and Poding-
Norton, Norfolk. Parys, V.

Per chev. arg. and sa. three unicorn's heads

couped counterchanged. Crosby.
Per chev. gu. and arg. three unicorn's heads
couped and counterchanged. James, Stoke,
Surrey. Jemyn. Robert Jemys, V.

Per chev. gu. and az. three unicorn's beads

couped arg. Jemmet, Ashford.
Per fess indented or and gu. three unicorn's
heads couped and counterchanged. Freeling,
Bryanstone Square, London,

Per fess indented or and gu. three unicorn's heads
two and one erased counterchanged. Freeling,
Ford and Hutchins, Sussex; Baronetcy 1828.

Vert three unicorn's heads erased arg. Ker.

(Wiverns)
Arg. three wivern's heads vert holding in their

mouths a hand couped at the wrist ppr.

Williams, Penrose, near Caerleon, co. Mod-
mouth ; quartering vert a chev. betw. three

wolf's heads erased or.

Az. three wivern's heads erased or. Bather,
Brace Meole, or Meole Brace, co. Salop.

Or three wivern's beads erased sa. Chamber.

Beptiles
Az. three asker's (or water lizard's) beads couped

or. Alsacher or Alsager, CO. Chester.

Arg. three adder's beadb erased in pale az. stings

gu. Horske.

Arg. three snake's beads az. Halshall.

Arg. (?) three viper's heads erased ppr. Hatsell ;

granted 1708.

Erm. (?) three viper's heads erect and erased ppr.

Hatsell, Middlesex; granted 1708.

Spears
.... three coronels .... Richard Drue. Seal.

Arg. three spear's beads embrued sa. pointed

upwards. Nefydd Hardd, Lord of Nant

Conway, Founder of the VI. Noble Tribe of

North Wales and Powys; W. Morgan, D.D.,

Bishop of St. Asaph 1601-4, the translator of

the Bible into Welsh.

Arg. Ibree spear's heads sa. imbrued gu. Evans,
Llanrwst, Wales.

Az. three speai's heads or. Steerbs.

Erm. tbree cronels of tilting spears gu.
Handackes or Handesacres.

Gu. three cronels of tilting spears arg. Doublet,
Holland ; quartering gu. three battleaxes

placed transversely arg. bandies brown.

Gu. three spear's heads arg. Beaty, Scotland.

Or three spear's heads gu. two and one. Pigou,
Loudon ; originally of Normandy.

Or three spear's heads in fess ppr. Pigott or

PiGOU.
Sa. three spear's heads arg. points downwards

embrued gu. Cvnvraig Vais.

Sa. tbree spear's beads arg. Pryce, Brecknock,

V.

Sa. three spear's heads arg. goutty de sang.

Apreece, originally ap Rhys, descended from

Blethin-ap-Maenarcb, Prince of Brecknock;

seated for many generations at Washingley
118
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3 HEADS cont.

Spears cont.

Hall, CO. Huntingdon. Philip Moegan, Bishop
of Worcester, Bishop of Ely U26-35.

Sa. three spear's heads arg. embrued gu. Game,
MintODjCO. Salop; and Wales.

3 HEADS and in chief....
Beast (Lion)

Arg. three lion's heads erased gu. two and one
betw. the upper ones an anchor sa. on a chief

wavy az. a portcullis with chains or. Scott,
Earlof Eldon.

Arg. three leopard's faces sa. a lion pass, in chief

gu. FONLODE. FOULLELODE, CO. Salop, V.

Fylilode, V*.

Arg. three leopard's heads sa. in chief a lion pass.

gu. Fowler, co. Salop. Fullwood, co. Salop.
FiLiLODE, CO. Salop.

Canton
Vert three stag's heads cabossed era canton erm.

Byrde, Roydon, Kent.
Az. three nag's heads erased arg. a canton of the

last. Jokes, Chiswick, Middlesex.

Arg. three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis sa. a

canton gu. Sodington.
Az. three leopard's faces arg. a canton or.

CUSTANTON.
On a Canton

Sa. three bear's heads erased arg. on a canton gu.
a ducal crown or. Morris, co. Herts.

Per fess nebuly arg. and sa. three buck's attires

fixed to the scalp counterchanged on a canton
az. a cup covered or. Buck, Winterbourne,
CO. Gloucester; granted 17 July, 1C15; Harl.
MS. 4108, fo. 56.

Or three stag's heads erased sa. on a canton gu. a
fleur-de lis of the first. Sherfield.

Arg. three whale's heads hauriant erased sa. a
canton of the second charged with a mascle
of the first. Whalley, Norton Hall, co.

Somerset; and Hinton House, co. Hants.
Or three boar's heads couped sa. on a canton arg.

a saltire az. Crookshank, Ireland.
Chief

Arg. three bear's heads couped at the neck sa.
muzzled or a chief az. Berowe or Berewe,
CO. Gloucester.

Or three bear's heads erased sa. muzzled or a
chief gu. Barker.

Arg. three boar's heads sa. two and one a chief
of the second. Bockwell or Bokewell.

Or three boar's heads couped sa. a chief indented
of the last. Jenkes, Wolverton, co. Salop;
granted 2 May, 1582.

Per pale az. and gu. three boar's heads couped
and a chief or. Coppin. Copin, London.

Per pale az. and gu. three boar's heads erased or
a chief of the same. Coppen, V.

Arg. three bars gu. over all as many stag's heads
cabossed or two and one on a chief of the last
a wolf pass, of the second betw. two pheons
sa. Woodward, Dean, co. Gloucester.

Gu. three buck's heads erased arg. a chief
indented of the last. Penning. Anthony
Pennyng, Ipswich, Suffolk, W.

Gu. three buck's heads cabossed arg. a chief
indented erm. Penyng, Kettleborough and
Ipswich, Suffolk. Penning, Ipswich, Suffolk;
granted 1594.

Per chev. engr. gu. and arg. three talbol's heads
erased counterchanged a chief erm. Duncombe;
quartering Pauncefort. Pauncefort-Duncombe,
Brickhill, co. Bucks; Baronetcy 1859.

3 HEADS and in chief cont.

Chief cont.

Per chev. or and gu. three elephant's heads couri.

terclianged a chief of the last. Saunders j

granted 1010.

Arg. three horse's heads erased sa. a chief gu.
Slade, V, or Slader, co. Bedford ; co. Hants ;

CO. Worcester; and Rushton, co. Northampton.
Slade, Trevennen in Gorran, Cornwall, temp.
Elizabeth

;
the heiress Mary married Gully.

Arg. three nag's heads erased sa. a chief gu.
Williams, Alkmonbury, co. Hunts.

Az. three leopard's heads erased or a chief
embattled erm. Michall or Micuell, Old
Windsor, co. Berks.

Az. three leopard's faces or langued gu. a chief
embattled erm. Michell, Old Windsor, co.

Berks; confirmed 7 April, 1581. St. Michel,
Richmond, 1700.

Arg. three hon's heads erased az. a chief gu.
Seagrim.

Sa. three lion's heads erased or a chief arg.
Meyde.

Az. three dragon's heads erased or a chief arg.
Cutler, Westminster; granted 27 March,
1693.

Gu. three griffin's heads erased arg. a chief

(sometimes indented) erm. Snellinge,
Chadiewood, co. Devon.

Gu. three griffin's heads erased or a chief indented
erminois. Snelling, Wheatfield, Sutlolk;

Surrey; and East Horsley, Sussex; Her. Off.

London, c. 24.

Arg. three spear's heads gu. a chief az. Rayce.
Reyce, Preston, Suffolk.

Arg. three spear's heads in fess gu. a chief az.

Rice, Preston, Suffolk.

Gu. three spear's heads arg. a chief erm.
Johnson, Tower, London

; granted June, 1604.
Sir Robert Johnson, W.

Az. three owl's heads erased arg. a chief or.

Peverell.
On a Chief Axes

Sa. three spear's heads erect arg. embrued gu. on
a chief or as many poleaxes az. their edges to
the sinister. King, Earl of Lovelace

; quarter-
ing or three martlets.

Beast (Lion)
Arg. two bars az. over all three buck's heads

cabossed or on a chief of the third a talbot gu.
betw. two annulets sa. Woodward, co. Bucks.

Barry of six az. and arg. over all three hart's
heads or on a chief of the third a lion pass. gu.
betw. two mullets sa. Woodward.

Erm. three leopard's heads cabossed or on a chief

gu. a lion pass, guard, of the second. Larkin.
Erm. three leopard's heads sa. on a chief gu. a

lion pass, guard, or. Larkins, Bedford Square,
London.

Gu. three talbot's heads erased or on a chief arg.
goutty de sang a lion pass. sa. Whitchurch,
Pole, Devon, ii, 220.

Sa. three wolf's heads erased arg. on a chief or a
lion pass, of the first. Prater, Eton-Water,
CO. Wilts.

....(Wolf)
Barry of four az. and arg. over all three buck's
heads cabossed gu. on a chief or a wolf pass, of
the third betw. two annulets sa. Woodward,
CO. Bucks

; granted 1527.

Barry of four az. and arg. three buck's heads
cabossed or on a chief of the third a wolf pass,
gu. betw. two annulets sa. Woodward.
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3 HEADS and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. Beast (Wolf) cont.

Barry of six az. and arg. over all three hart's

heads cabossed or on a chief of the third a wolf

pass. gu. betw, two annulets sa. Woodward,
CO. Bedford; and Upton, co. Bucks.

Arg. three bars gu. over all as many stag's heads
cabossed or two and one on a chief of the last

a wolf pass, of the second betw. two pheons sa.

Woodward, Dean, co. Gloucester.

Arg. three bars gu. over all as many stag's heads
cabossed or on a chief sa. a wolf pass. betw.

two pheons of the third. Woodward, co.

Worcester.
....Beasts (Hounds)

Barry of six arg. and az. over all three stag's
heads cabossed or on a chief of the last four

greyhounds pass. gu. betw, two annulets of the

second. Woodward.
Crown

Az. three man's heads in profile ppr. on a chief

embattled or a mural crown gu. within two

branches of laurel saltirewise vert. Williams
of Kars ; Baronetcy 1856.

.... Fleur-de-lis

Or three pelican's heads erased sa. on a chief az.

a fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets of the first.

John ScoRY, Bishop of Rochester ; Bishop of

Chichester 1552-4, afterwards of Hereford.

Parker, Antiquitates.
Per chev. or and sa. three pelican's heads erased

counterchanged on a chief az. a fleur-de-lis

betw. two estoiles of the first. John Scory,

Bishop of Rochester, etc. Dallaway, West
Sussex.

Per bend or and gu. three griffin's heads erased

counterchanged on a chief arg. a fleur-de-lis

betw. two roses of the second. Eycroft,

Farnham, Surrey; Baronetcy 1783. Rycroft,
CO. Chester ; co. Devon ; and co. Salop.

Rycroft, V.

Per pale gu. and or three griffin's heads erased

counterchanged on a chief arg. a fleur-de-lis

betw. two roses of the second. Eicroft or

RoYCROFT, CO. Lancaster; originally of Abbe-

ville, France.
Per pale gu. and or three griffin's heads erased

counterchanged on a chief of the second a

fleur-de lis betw. two roses of the first.

Reycraft, V*. Reycroft, V.

3 Fleurs-de-lis

Per chev. erm. and gu. three pelican's heads

erased arg. vulning themselves on a chief arg.

three fleurs-de-lis or. Kendall.
Per pale arg. and gu. three pelican's heads in

piety counterchanged on a chief az. three

fleurs-de-lis or. Richard Davyes, Bishop of

St. Asaph 1560-1, afterwards St. David's.

.... 5 Fleurs-de-lis

Per chev. engr. gu. and arg. three talbot's heads

erased counterchanged on a chief .... five

fleurs de-lis .... Ddncombe, Great Brickhill,

Bucks; quartering gu. three lions ramp. arg.

and az. a fleur-de-lis arg.
3-Foils

Gu. three eagle's heads erased arg. beaks or on a

chief of the second as many trefoils vert.

PULTS.
5-Foils

Arg. three dragon's heads erased sa. on a chief

gu. three pierced cinquefoils or. Crewe.

Arg. three wolf's heads erased sa. on a chief gu.

as many cinquefoils or. .Creamer, Seche.

8 HEADS and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. 6 Foils cont.

Cromer, V. Cremek or Cremor, London ;

and Norfolk.

Sa. three boar's heads couped arg. on a chief or
as many cinquefoils gu. Croske.

.... Garbs

Arg. three talbot's heads erased .... on a chief

gu. three garbs or. Bricket.

Arg. three talbot's heads erased gu. on a chief sai

as many garbs or. Edmund Birkhead, Bishop
of St. Asaph 1513-18. Briket. Brykhed, F.

.... Heads (Monsters )

Gu. three buck's heads couped arg. on a chief of

the second two griffin's heads erased sa. Lyke,
Chichester and Ringwood, co. Hants ; granted
2 Philip and Mary, to Richard Lyne.

....Mallets
Or three lion's heads erased gu. on a chief of the

last as many mullets of the first. Duck, co.

Devon
;
and Hemsby, Norfolk.

.... Portcullis

Arg. three lion's heads erased gu. betw. the upper
ones an anchor sa. on a chief wavy az. a port-
cullis with chains or. Scott, Earl of Eldon.

Scott, Baron Stowell.

....Bock
Gu. three boar's heads erased in pale arg. on a

chief embattled of the last a representation of

the lesser hill at Seelabuldee, extending to the

village of Talpooree on the sinister, all ppr.

superinscribed with the word " Seetabuldee" in

letters sa. Lloyd, Bryneston, near Wrexham.
Crescent

Arg. three boar's heads bendways couped sa. in

chief a crescent. Powell.
Crosses

Gu. three slag's heads cabossed arg. attired or

betw. each attire a cross patty fitchy of the

second. Slynthert.
Gu. three buck's heads cabossed or on each a

cross crosslet fitchy arg. Hadd or De la Hadd,
Canterbury, Kent.

Vert three buck's heads cabossed arg. betw. the

horns of each a cross patty fitchy gu. Hadd,
Kent, W.

Vert three buck's heads cabossed or betw. the

attire of each a cross formy fitchy of the last.

Wright, Southwark, Surrey.
6-Foils

Az. three boar's heads couped or armed and

langued gu. in chief as many cinquefoils arg.

Gordon, Demerara.
Hand

Arg. three negro's heads couped sa. distilling

drops of blood ppr. and banded round the

temples of the first in chief a dexter hand

issuing from a cloud ppr. More, Innernytie,

Scotland.
Label

Gu. three helmets arg. a label of three points az.

Miniott.
Per chev. arg. and sa. in chief a label of three

points gu. in base as many leopard's faces or.

ACHEFIELD.
Mullet

Arg. three cock's heads erased sa. combed and

wattled gu. in the centre chief point a mullet

of the last. Redheugh, Redheugh, co. Durham.
Boundles

(^rg. three bear's heads erased gu. muzzled or in

chief as many torteaux. Barker, Newbury.
William Barker, Stokerly, V.
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3 HEADS and in chief cont.

Boundles cont.

Arg. three bear's heads erased sa. muzzled or in

chief three torleaux. Baker, Northumberland.

Arg. three bear's heads erased sa. in chief three
toiteaux. Barker, co. York.

3 HEADS and in base....
Beast (Lion)

Or in chief three close helmets sa. in base a lion

pass, of the last. Knapp, Norfolk
;
Tudden-

hara, Needham, and Washbroke, SufiFolk.

Bird
Per chev. az. and arg. in chief three leopard's

heads or in base an eagle displayed gu.
Clarke, co. Bedford.

Crescent
Per chev. arg. and gu. in chief three leopard's

heads gu. in base a crescent arg. on a canlon

arg. three trefoils slipped per pale gu. and vert
all in a bordure gu. bezunty. Chapman, co.

Berks; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 108.

Per chev and in chief three leopard's
faces .... and in base a crescent .... quar-
tered for Ayscoghe; on tomb of Bradley in

Louth Church, 1088.
Per chev. arg. and gu. in chief three leopard's

heads of the second and in base a crescent or.

Chapman; granted in 1573 to John Chapman,
Loudon.

Crosses
Per fess engr. arg, and sa. in chief three lion's

heads erased and in base throe crosses patty
counterchanged. Bengough, The Kidge,
Wolton-under-Edge.

Heads
Per fess in chief az. three bear's heads couped

arg. muzzled gu. in base arg. three unicorn's
heads erased sa. Forbes, Ballogie, Scotland.

Keys
Sa. three talbot's heads couped arg. in base two

keys in saltire or
(?). Pope. Burke.

Lures
Per fess embattled gu; and arg. in chief three

leopard's heads in base as many hawk's lures
lined and ringed counterchanged. Jefferves,
Orlestcomb, co. Worcester.

Spur
.... in chief three cock's heads erased .... in
base a spur leathered Cooke; Pole,
Devon., ii, 303.

On 3 HEADS
Arg. three bull's heads erased pean each charged

on the neck with a cross moline or. Rudston,
Hayton, East Riding, co. York.

On 3 HEADS and in chief
Arg. three lion's heads erased sa. each charged

with an erm. spot or on a chief indented of the
second three crosses patty of the first.

Bengough; granted to George Bengough,The Ridge, near Wotton-under-Edge, co.
Gloucester.

3 HEADS betw. or within
Annulet

Az. three heads of lances within an annulet arg
MoLiN, Bretaigne.

Arg. three leopard's heads in fess betw. as many
auuulets gu. Somervile, co. Gloucester, V.

A-6. three heads of lances within an annulet arc.
MoLiN, Bretaign.

.cont.3 HEADS betw. or within.
Arrow

Or an arrow betw. three boar's heads gu.
Dannere, Scotland.

Axe
Arg. a Lochaber-axe betw. throe boar's heads

couped gu. Rankine, Rochelle ; descended
from Rankine, Shields.

Gu. a Lochaber-axe betw. three boar's heada
erased arg. Ranken, Scotland.

Gu. three boar's heads erased arg. two and one
betw. a lance issuing out of the dexter base
and a Lochaber-axe issuing out of the sinister

both erect in pale of the second. Ranking,
originally from Scotland, subsequently of Ber-

wick, CO. Northumberland. Rankin.
Arg. three boar's heads couped betw. as many

baitleaxes gu. a quatrefoil for difl'. Rankin,
CO. Perth, Scotland ; New Register.

Bars

Arg. two bars gemel sa. in pale three grey-
hound's heads erased of the last collared or.

Staylegate.
Az. two bars gemel arg. betw, three leopard's

heads or. Ckomy.
Az. two bars gemel betw. three lion's heads erased

arg. Newarke, Dalton.

Arg. three bars gu. over all as many stag's heads
cabossed or on a chief sa. a wolf pass. betw. two

pheons of the third. Woodward, co. Wor-
cester.

Or two bars gemel gu. betw. three boar's heads
erased at the neck sa. Jenkinson, Tunstal,
Norfolk ; and Oulton, Suffolk.

Arg. two bars gemel betw. three buck's heads
cabossed sa. Jermin, Wickham Bishop,
Essex

; granted 1604.
Az, three helmets or betw, two bars arg,
Aemioer or Armeier, North Creake, Norfolk.

Az, three lion's heads erased in fess betw. two
bars gemel arg. Newarke.

Sa. three leopard's faces in fess betw. two bars
gemel or. Goodfei.low, Inner Temple,
London; granted 16 April, 1G05.

Bendlets

Arg. three leopard's heads betw, two bendlets sa.

Worth, V.

Az, two bendlets arg. and three leopard's heads
or one in tlie dexter chief point, Cromy, V*.
Crony, V.

Gu. three leopard's heads itr-fess cotised or betw.
as many ostrich feathers erect arg, Luggar,
Bodmin, Cornwall ; granted 20 Dec, 1602.

Bordure

Arg. three man's heads couped sa. within a bor-
dure az. Beard, Beard Hall, co. Derby; the
heiresses m. Ashenhurst, Holt, and Yeave-
ley.

Aig. three negro's heads couped sa. banded of
the same within a bordure gu, charged with
three crosses crosslet of the field. More,
Edinburgh, Scotland.

Arg. three Moor's heads couped sa, banded az, a
bordure engr, gu. Murison, Anchorfield.

Arg, three negro's heads couped ppr. within a
bordure counterindented sa. and or. Moir,
Abergeldie and Otterburn, Scotland.

Az, three Moor's beads couped arg. on a bordure
of the last three fountains ppr. Edington,
Glasgow.

Or three knight's helmets az, a bordure gu,
EixiEs, EUiestOH,
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3 HEADS betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

Sa. three helmets sidefaced and close within a

bordure engr. arg. Holyday, Archdeacon of

Oxford, died 2 October, 1661. Halvday, F.

HOLYDAY, V. StKYNBY, V.

Sa. three helmets arg. garnished or within a bor-

der engr. of the second. Halliday, co. Wilts ;

and CO. Somerset; quartering or on a bridge
of three arches in fess gu. masoned sa. the

streams transfluent ppr. a fane arg. for Trou-

bridge. Halliday, Rodborough, co. Gloucester.

Sa. three helmets erm. two and one within a

bordure engr. of the last. Steynby or

SXEMBY.

Arg. three boar's heads erased az. within a bor-

dure engr. gu. Hogg, Scotland.

Arg. three boar's heads couped gu. within a bor-

dure sa. Beathall.

Arg. three boar's heads couped gu. within a bor-

dure engr. sa. Beathell, V.

Arg. three boar's heads couped sa. within a bor-

dure engr. gu. Crijckshanks, Strickathro.

Arg. three boar's heads erect and erased sa. a

bordure engr Laurence Bothe, Bishop of

Durham, afterwards Archbishop of York,
1476 80.

Arg. three boar's heads erased sa. within a bor-

dure invecked gu. Nisbet, Carfine and Edin-

burgh, Scotland.

Arg. three boar's heads erased within a bordure
sa. Nisbet, Greenholm, Scotland.

Az. three boar's heads erased or within a bordure

arg. Gordon, Craig, Scotland ; an old family,
of which Francis Gordon, of Craig, had his

arms recorded in the Lyon Register in the year
1672.

Az. three boar's heads erased within a bordure

wavy arg. Gordon, Rusco, Scotland.

Az. three boar's heads couped within a bordure

all or. Gordon, Pitlurg and Straloch, co.

Aberdeen.
Az. three boar's heads within a bordure or a cres-

cent for diff. Gordon.
Az. three boar's heads erased or within a bordure

of the last. Gordon, Glenluce, Scotland.

Az. three boar's heads erased or within a bordure

engr. of the last. Gordon, Auchendown,
Scotland.

Az. three boar's heads erased within a bordure or

entoyre of crescents gu. Gordon, Ardmellie,
Scotland ; quartering az. a demi otter issuing
out of a bar wavy sa. for Meldrum.

Az. three boar's heads erased or within a bordure

of the last charged with as many escallops sa.

Gordon, Glasgow, Scotland ; granted by

patent, 1806.

Az. three boar's heads couped or within a bordure

wavy of the last charged with as many unicorn's

heads erased sa. and the same number of stags

tripping ppr. alternately. Gordon, co. Aber-

deen.

Az. three boar's heads couped or within a bor-

dure per fess arg. and of the second. Gordon,
Nethermuir, Scotland.

Az. three boar's heads couped or armed and

langued gu. within a bordure per pale arg. and

of the second. Gordon, Brako, Scotland.

Az. three boar's heads erased or within a bordure

sa. for diflf. Gordon; quartering erm. on a

chev. betw. three anchors az. as many escallops

arg. for Taylor. Matriculated in the Lyon
Office, Edinburgh.

3 HEADS betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

Gu. three boar's heads couped within a bordure

arg. Ferguson, CO. Aberdeen; and co. Here-
ford ; and Yatton Court.

Gu. three boar's heads couped arg. armed or

within a bordure of the second. Swinborne.
Gu. three boar's heads erased within a bordure

engr. arg. Stapley, Framfield, Hixted, and
Patchem, Sussex.

Or three boar's heads couped sa. langued and
armed az. within a bordure gu. Cbdikshanks,
Amsterdam.

Or three boar's heads erased gu. armed and

langued az. within a bordure quarterly sa. and

gu. Urquhart, Newhall, Scotland.

Per bend crenelly arg. and gu. three boar's heads

couped or a bordure compony of the first and
third. Peters, co. Aberdeen.

Sa. three boar's heads within a bordure engr. arg.

Lechingham, CO. Bedford ; and Wendover, co.

Bucks.
Sa. three boar's heads couped within a bordure

engr. arg. Lessingham.

Arg. three buck's heads erased ppr. within a bor-

dure countercompony or and az. Doyle ;

Baronetcy 1828.

Arg. three buck's heads cabossed sa. within a

bordure gu. Mabsonn, Hadham, co. Herts.

Per chev. embattled sa. and arg. three hart's heads
cabossed within a bordure per fess all counter-

changed the bordure charged with ten trefoils.

Cawood, Cawood, co. York ; John Cawood,
printer to Queen Elizabeth.

Per chev. embattled sa. and arg. three stag's

heads cabossed counterchanged within a bor-

dure of the second charged with trefoils slipped
of the fir.st. Tristram, Brampton, co. Cumber-
land.

Sa. three stag's heads cabossed arg. attired or

within a bordure of the second. Cavendish,
Baron Waterpark; quartering arg. two bends az.,

and gu. a chev. arg. betw. three standing cups
of the last.

Arg. three fox's heads couped gu. within a bor-

dure vert. Todd, Tranby Park, East Riding,
CO. York.

Or three fox's heads erased gu. a bordure arg.

charged with three eagles displ. az. Fox,
Stradbrook, Suffolk.

Or three fox's heads erased ppr. within a bordure

arg. charged with eagles displ. sa. Fox.
Per chev. sa. and arg. three gout's heads counter-

changed within a bordure gu. Schaterton,
CO. Lancaster.

Per chev, sa. and gu. three goat's heads erased

arg. armed or within a bordure engr. of

the third. Chaterton, V, Schartekton or

SCATERTEN, F.

Gu. three horse's heads couped arg. bridled

within a bordure engr. of the second.

Feriman, CO. Worcester.

Az. three leopard's heads floretty or and a bor-

dure gu. Robert West, Z.

Gu. three leopard's faces or within a bordure arg.
Holland.

Per chev. gu. and arg. three leopard's heads

counterchanged within a bordure arg. over all

on a canton or three trefoils slipped gu.

Chapman, W.
Per chev. arg. and gu. in chief three leopard's

heads gu. in base a crescent arg. on a canton arg.
three trefoils slipped per pale gu. and vert all
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3 HEADS betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

within a bordure gu. bezanty. Chapman, co.

Berks ;
Harl MS. 1404, fo. 108.

Arg. three lion's beads couped gu. within a

bordure engr. vert. Windlowe, aiias Winlove;
granted 1596.

Arg. three lion's heads erased gu. within a

bordure engr. vert. Winlow, Lewknor, co.

Oxford. Winlow, co. Lincoln.

Arg. three lion's heads erased gu. within a bordure

of the second charged with six fleurs-de-lis of

the first. Scott, Hedderick, Scotland.

Arg. three lion's heads erased within a bordure

engr. sa. Offley. Otteley or Oteley,
Suffolk. Kobert Otteley, V. Sir Roger
Otteley, Alderman of London, V. Otteley,
Lord Mayor of London 1434.

Az. three lion's heads erased or within a bordure

of the last. Price, Saintfield, co. Down, Ire-

land.

Or three lion's heads erased gu. within a bordure
az. charged with four crescents of the field.

Scott, Scotland.

Or three lion's heads erased gu. a bordure engr.
az. John Teefnant or Trevenant, Bishop of

Hereford 1389-1404. Allho ; Enderby's Cam-
bria. ALLO AP RHrWALLON.

Per pale arg. and sa. three lion's heads erased
two and one ermines and erm. within a bordure

engr. counterchanged. Stubbes.
Sa. three lion's heads erased arg. in chief a

mullet of the last a bordure of the second.

M'Match, Auchinsay.
Arg. three bull's heads erased sa. armed vert

within a bordure indented of the second.

TuENBULL, Stickcathran, Scotland
;
New Re-

. gistcr.

Arg. three wolf's heads erased gu. within a bor-

dure of the second charged with eight castles

or. FowLEE, CO. Oxford.
Gu. three skenes (or daggers) paleways in fess

arg. hilted and pomelled or surmounted of as

many wolfs heads of the third a bordure engr.

arg. Skene, Dyce, Scotland. The same but
the bordure invecked. Skene, Eamore^ Scot-

land.

Gu. three wolf's heads erased arg. within a bor-

,

dure of the last. Robeetson, Inches, co.

Inverness.

Gu. three wolfs heads erased arg. armed and

langued az. within a bordure engr. of tiie

second. Robeetson, Newbiggin, Scotland.

Robertson, Faskillie, Scotland.
Gu. three wolfs heads erased arg. a bordure in-

vecked of the last. Robertson, Edinburgh,
Scotland.

Or three wolf's heads erased gu. within a bordure
of the second charged with eight castles or.

Fowler, co. Oxford.
Or three wolfs heads erased gu. within a bordure

az. charged with eight castles of the first.

ViSDELOW, V.

Arg. three eagle's heads erased sa. within a bor-

. dure engr. az. Shaepe, co. Devon ; Stoke, co.

Northampton ; co. Stafi"ord ; and Stratford-

upon-Avon, CO. Warwick.

Arg. three eagle's heads erased sa. within a bor-

dure engr. az. bezanty. Sharpe, V.

Arg. three falcon's heads erased sa. within a bor-

dure engr. az. bezanty. Sharp.
Az. three falcon's heads erased or a bordure gu.

Salle, V.

3 HEADS betw. or within. .. .cont.

Bordure cont.

Az. three falcon's heads erased within a bordure
or. Sawle or Sawell, Laveern and Penriss,
Cornwall.

Az. three falcon's heads erased two and one
within a border or for Sawle; quartering gu.
an eagle displ. in chief a naval crown betw.

two bombs or fired ppr. for Graves. Sawle-

Graves, Penrice, Cornwall ; and Barley House,
CO. Devon ; Baronetcy 1836.

Sa. three falcon's heads erased arg. a bordure az.

Sharpe.

Arg. three hawk's beads erased sa. a bordure

engr. az. bezanty. Beidon, Bury St. Edmunds,
SnfiFolk.

Arg, three hawk's heads erased ppr. within a

bordure engr. of the field charged with eight
bezants. Bevden, Lenelhouse, co. Berwick.

Or three hawk's heads erased gu. a bordure az.

NicoLSON, Carnock, Scotland; granted 1807.

Sa. three swan's necks erased arg. within a bor-

dure or. Collay or Coli.ey, co. Chester ; co.

Herts; and co. Warwick.
Sa. three helmets arg. a bordure engr. of the

second. Halyday. Holyday, W. Steynby,
r.

Az. three dragon's heads erased within a bordure
or. Cutler, Upton, co. Devon. Cutler,
Stainborough Hall, co. York; descended from
John Cutler, standard bearer in the civil wars

temp. Henry VI.

Arg. three griffin's heads erased sa. within a bor-

dure az. platy. Sharp.
Az. three griffin's heads erased arg. within a bor-

dure gu. Salle, V.

Per palo and per fess nebuly sa. and arg. three

griffin's heads erased all in a bordure engr. all

counterchanged. Spencer.

Arg. three unicorn's heads couped sa. within a

bordure engr. of the last. Preston, Cousland
and Whitehill, Scotland.

Gu. three unicorn's heads couped within a bordure

engr. or. Paeis.
Az. three wivern's heads erased within a bordure

or. CuTLEE, Stainbrough Hall, co. York
;
and

Sidmouth, co. Devon.

Chevrons

Arg. three blackamoor's heads in profile couped
betw. two chev. sa. Sandes. Sir Thomas
Sandes, Throwley, Kent, F. Fonoee.

Cotises

Arg. betw. two bendlets sa. three leopard's heads
of the last. Worth.

Az. two bendlets arg. betw. three leopard's heads
or one in the dexter chief point betw. the bend-
lets. Ceomy.

Az. three leopard's faces in bend betw. two cotises

or. Ceome or Cromey.
Or three lion's heads erased in bend betw. two

cotises sa. Lowe.

Crescents
Sa. the tops of three broken tiltingspears erect

or pointed arg. betw. as many crescents of the
second. Moreis Ap-Geiffith, V.

3 Crosses
Az. three boar's heads couped in fess betw. as

many crosses crosslet or. Ceadock or

Craddock, Wales.
Gu. three boar's heads couped arg. betw. as

many crosses crosslet of the last. Macdiarmiu,
Scotland.
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8 HEADS l)etw. or within .... cont,

3 Crosses cont.

Gu. three ban's heads cabossed arg. betw. as

many crosses forniy fitchy of ihe second.

Slingtherst, Essex.
Gu. three leopard's heads jessant a flenr-de-lis

arg. betw. three crosslets fitchy of the last.

Nevil. Sir Robert Neville, co. Leicester, V.

5 Crosses

Arg. three talbot's heads erased sa. collared or

betw. five crosses crosslet gu. Hall, London.
6 Crosses

Arg. three boar's heads fesswise couped betw.

six crosslets gu. three two and one.

BiKGHIEXTON, V. BiRHOBNSTON.
Gu. three hoar's heads couped in fess or betw.

six crosses crosslet arg. Swigbore or

SWIGBOROUGH.
Sa. three boar's heads in fess betw. six crosses

crosslet fitchy or. Carluyake or Caeluynake,
Cornwall.

7 Crosses

Arg. three boar's heads betw. seven crosses

crosslet fitchy gu. Bkiqhtrixton or

Britixten ; Her. Off. Essex, c. 21.

8 Crosses

Arg. three talbot's heads erased sa. betw. eight
crosses crosslet gu. Hall, HoUybush, co.

SiaflFord.

9 Crosses

Arg. three talbot's heads erased sa. betw. nine

crosses crosslet az. Hall, Henwick, co. Wor-

cester, W.
Az. three boar's heads couped arg. betw. nine

crosses crosslet of the second. Cradock. Sir

Mathew Cradock, V. Ap Caradoc.
Az. three boar's heads couped arg. betw. nine

crosslets or. Bere, V. Taylor, London ; and

Hadley, Middlesex ;
Harl. MS. 1550, fo. 27.

Gu. three boar's heads couped arg. armed or

betw. nine crosslets of the second. Swinburne.
Sir John Swynboubne, V.

Sa. three leopard's heads jessant a fleur-de-lis

arg. betw. nine crosslets fitchy of the second.

HiLLABEY and St. Hillary.

12 Crosses

Az. three boar's heads couped in fess betw.

twelve crosses crosslet or. Dallabere.

Dishes
Az. three boar's heads couped arg. within as many

dishes or. Bolles, co. Lincoln.

Peathers
Gu. three leopard's beads in fess cotised or betw.

as many ostrich feathers erect arg. Luggae,
Bodmin, Cornwall ; granted 20 Dec, 160 J.

Flaanches

Arg. three boar's heads erased az. langued gu.

betw. two flaunches of the second each charged
with a crescent of the first. Hogg ; Baronetcy
1846.

Gu. three horse's heads couped in pale arg. betw.

two flaunches erm. Botelford, Sufi"olk.

3 Fleurs-de-lis

Az. three lady's heads in fess betw. as many
fleurs-de-lis or. Collard.

3 3-Foils

Arg. three unicorn's heads erased sa. horned gu.

and three trefoils slipped vert. Godley,
Killipar, co. Leitrim.

Heads
Gu. three leopard's heads in bend or betw. two

lion's heads erased arg. Burnham.

8 HEADS betw. or within.... con«.

Heads cont.

Gu. three leopard's heads in bend or betw. two
lion's beads erased arg. a bordure gobony arg.
and az. Burnham.

Mullets
Sa. three falcon's beads erased betw. six mullets

or three two and one. Wolrington.
Palets

Sa. on two palets betw. three leopard's heads or
six crosslets gu. Longe.

Arg. three greyhound's heads erased in pale sa.

collared or betw. four palets of the second.

Stayi.egate, V.

Boundles
Per pale az. and gu. betw. six bezants paleways

three leopard's faces in pale or. Barne ;

granted to George Barne, Tiverton, co.

Devon.

Spear see also Axe
Gu. three boar's heads erased arg. betw. a lance

issuing out of the dexter base and a Lochaber-
axe issuing out of the sinister both erect of the
second. Rankin, Orchardhead, Scotland;
New Register. Ranking, Berwick and
Chichester.

Tressare
Az. three boar's heads couped within a double

tressure flory counterflory with thistles roses

and fleurs-de-lis alternately gold. Gordon,
Earl of Aberdeen ; quartering quarterly first

and fourth gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm.
for Hamilton ; second and third arg. an ancient

ship with sails furled sa. for Arran ; the whole
within a bordure of the last.

Az. three boar's heads within a double tressure

flory counterflory of fleurs-de-lis and thistles

alternately and charged with eight roses all or.

Gordon.
Az. three boar's heads couped within a double

tressure flory counterflory of fleurs-de-lis and
roses alternately or. Duff-Gordon, Halkin, co.

Ayr; Baronetcy 1813; quartering vert a fess

dancetty erm. betw. in chief a buck's head
cabossed and in base escallops or for Duff.

3 HEADS betw. or within....
and in chief....

On a Canton .... 3-Foils

Per chev. gu. and arg. three leopard's heads
counterchanged within a bordure of the second
on a canton .... three trefoils slipped.
Chapman.

....Branch (Trees)

Arg. three stag's heads erased gu. within a bor-
dure compony or and az. on a canton sa. a

palm branch in bend sinister and under it the
word "

Egypt" both gold. Doyle, Lieut.-

Governor of the Island of Guernsey, G.C.B. ;

Baronetcy 1825 ; extinct 1934.

Crescent

Az. three bear's heads arg. muzzled gu. in chief

a crescent .... all within a bordure of the

second. Forbes, Seaton, Scotland.

3 HEADS betw. or within....
and in base ....

Gu. a stump of a tree eradicated and couped or

in chief three stag's heads cabossed arg. all

within a bordure of the last charged with

eight oak leaves lying fessways vert.

Town of Woodstock, co. Oxford.
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4 HEADS
See also Head quarterly with
Beasts

Quarterly arg. and sa. four greybound's heads

erased counterchanged collared and ringed gu.

Waeeyn, V,

Quarterly arg. and sa. four leopard's faces coun-

terchanged. CuERDALL, Cuerdall, co. Lan-
caster. FiTZ-HuMFHEY. Ledsham. Beon or

Brond. Keverdale, CO. Lancaster.

Quarterly az. and gu. four leopard's heads or.

Browne, W.

Quarterly gu. and or four leopard's faces counter-

changed. AXGRIFFITH.

Quarterly or and sa. four leopard's heads coun-

terchanged. Beacon or Becon. Browne, W.

Quarterly sa. and arg. four leopard's faces coun-

terchanged. Ledsam, Hawarden, co. Flint;

Chad Hill, Edgbaston, co. Warwick; and

Cloghjordan, co. Tipperary. Sir John

Osbaldeston, CO. Lancaster, F. Osvaston, V.

Quarterly sa. and az. four leopard's faces coun-

terchanged. Brone.

Quarterly gu. and az. four lion's heads erased or.

TuscLE. Tusele, V. Tdssell or Tusseley.

Quarterly per fess indented or and az. four lion's

heads erased counterchanged. Tranckmorb,
CO. Devon.

Birds

Quarterly arg. and sa. four hawk's heads counter-

changed. Piddle, Athelhampton.
Quarterly or and az. four hawk's heads counter-

clianged. William de Bitton or Button;
Bishop of Bath and Wells 1248-64.

Monsters
Per saltire or and sa. four griffin's heads erased

counterchanged. Grange, Bulbeck, co. Cam-

bridge ;
and SwafFham, Norfolk.

4 HEADS and in chief....

Head
Barry wavy of four gu. and or per pale on each

of the gu. a fleur-de-lis on each of the or a

leopard's face and in chief a lion's head erased

all counterchanged. Sir Rowland Vaughan,
London, 1633-4

;
Harl. MS. 1358, fo. 16&.

Canton
Gu. four leopard's heads jessant-de-lis two and
two or ft canton erm. Houghton, V. Penelton.
On a Canton

Sa. four bear's heads erased arg. muzzled gu. on
a canton of the second a crown or. Moris, V.

On a Chief

Quarterly arg. and sa. in each quarter a lion's face

counterchanged on a chief of the first three

fleurs-de-lis gu. Burn.

Quarterly sa. and arg. four leopard's heads coun-

terchanged on a chief or three fleurs-de-lis az.

Bourne, co. Somerset, V.

4 HEADS betw. or within
Per saltire or and sa. four gritfin's heads erased

counterchanged within a bordure az. Grange,
CO. Warwick.

6 HEADS
Arg. five leopard'.s heads in cross sa. Stone, V.

Sa. five leopard's heads in cross arg. Stoute.

Arg. five swan's necks erased arg. Lacy, alias

Hedges, London ; co. Oxford ; and co. Wilts.

5 HEADS and in chief
Canton

Az. five leopard's heads arg. two two and one a
canton or. Constantine, F.

6 HEADS betw. or within
Az. five heads in saltire couped at the neck ppr.

crined or the heads ducally crowned of the last

two letters R on the dexter and E on the sinister

of the third. Town of Reading, co. Berks ;

granted 1506; the Corporation Seal is the

same, omitting the letters.

6 HEADS
Quarterly indented or and gu. on the second

and third three boar's heads of the first.

Leighton.

Bendy of eight arg. and az. six boar's heads

couped or langued gu. Estling; Harl. MS.
1404, fo. 139.

Arg. six leopard's faces vert three two and one.
IsoED ; granted by Cook. Izod, Tudington and

Stainton, co. Gloucester, F. Izzaed.
Az. six leopard's faces arg. three two and one.

Constantyne.
Az. six leopard's heads or three two and one.

Hunt, V. John de Sii-lighild, A.
Gu. two bars and six leopard's heads or. King

Haroij), killed at the battle of Hastings.
Quarterly indented or and gu. on the second and

third quarters six boar's heads of the first three

and three. Leighton.
Vert six falcon's heads erased or. Fenton, in

York Cathedral, October 1414.

Sa. six spearheads or. Sturges.

6 HEADS and in chief

Canton
Az. six leopard's faces arg. three two and one a

canton or. Constantyne.

6 HEADS betw
Az. two bars betw. six leopard's beads or three

two and one. Shrimpton.

Arg. two bars betw. six lion's heads cabossed gu.
Muskett, Intwood Hall, Norfolk; descended
from Muskett, Haughleigh, Sufiblk; temp.
Henry- Vin.

Or two bars betw. six lion's heads erased gu.
Goodwin, Hammersmith, Middlesex.

Or two bars sa. betw. six lion's heads couped gu.
three two and one. Rearsley or Kearsi.y,
CO. Lancaster; and London; granted 2 Oct.,
1622.

Semy of HEADS
Gu. semy of cronels or spearheads arg. Coteel ;

Harl. MS. 6140, fo. 96.

HEART
Arg. a heart az. Wybbe, Hanbury.
Az. a human heart gu. pierced by a sword in bend

dexter ppr. Stoneley Augustinian Priory,
CO. Huntingdon. Monasticon.

Arg. a dart fesswise piercing a heart gu. on a chief
az. three mullets of the first. Douglas, Bads,
Scotland.

Arg, an arrow fesswise piercing a heart sur-
mounted with a royal crown ppr. on a chief az.

three mullets of the first. Douglas, Chilston

House, Boughton-Malherbe, Kent.

Arg. two darts gu. pointed and feathered of the
first piercing a heart of the second. Yeoman,
Dryburgh ; granted 1668.

Arg. goutty de sang two darts points upward gu.
feathered of the first piercing a heart of the
second. Yeoman.

Or three bars wavy gu. in the centre a human
heart counterchanged. Drummond, Cultma-
lundy, Scotland.
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HEART C071L

Arg. a heart pierced by two swords or daggers az.

a cinquefoil sa. for diff. Pearson, Kippenrose,
Scotland.

Sa. a human heart or over all two arms issuing
from the dexter and sinister hase in saltire

arg. the dexter surmounting the sinister.

De la Foy, V.

Arg. a heart gu. depressed by a chev. of the

second. Hall, W.
Sa. a sword in pale point through a heart ppr.

Blincoe.
Or three piles issuing from the chief and con-

joined in base piercing a man's heart gu.

Logan, Scotland.

Or three piles in point piercing a man's heart gu.

LooAN, That Ilk.

HEART and in chief. , . .

. Chief

Arg. a heart gu. a chief of the last. Phelan,
Ireland.

Arg. a heart gu. and a chief potent of the last.

Starr.

Arg. a body-heart gu. a chief sa. Scambler,

Hickling, Norfolk; granted 1591. Edmund
Scambler, Bishop of Peterborough ; Bishop
of Norwich 1585 94. Scamler, Z.

Az. a heart pierced by a sword arg. a chief gu.

Stoneley, CO. Huntingdon.
'Or a heart ppr. a chief sa. Scambler.

Quarterly first and fourth az. in base an arm

coiiped at the wrist lying fesswise holding a

sword all ppr. on the point thereof a crescent

arg. betw, two mullets in chief or in the dexter

base point a heart gu. second and third (arg.?)
an eagle displayed sa. ducally crowned or.

Arabin, High Beach, Essex.

On a Chief Escallops

Arg. a human heart surmounted by a regal crown

ppr. on a chief engr. sa. three escallops or. i

Sir Robert Graham, knt., one of the Barons of
,

the Exchequer.
.... Estoiles

Arg. a man's heart gu. on a chief az. three estoiles

of the first. Douglas, Ireland.

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a chief az. three estoiles of the

first. Douglas.

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr, on achief az. three estoiles of the first

in the collar point a label of as many points of

the second for diff. Douglas, Bonjedward,
Scotland.

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a chief az. three estoiles of the

first the field debruised by a cotise in bend gu.

Douglas, Nithsdale, Scotland ; quartering sa. a
1

lion ramp. arg. «

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a chief az. three estoiles of the

first. Douglas, Spott; quartering arg. three

piles gu. the exterior ones charged with a mullet

in chief of the field.

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a chief az. three estoiles of the

first. Douglas, Tilliquhally, Scotland ; quar-

tering arg. three piles gu. the dexter and

sinister pile each charged with a mullet of

the field, and arg. three mascles sa. on a chief

of the last as many lions pass, guard, of the

first for Ogstoun.

HEART and in chief. ...cont.

On a Chief cont. Estoiles cont.

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a chief az. three estoiles of the
field. Douglas, Kellhead, Scotland ; quartering
az. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy or

within a bordure engr. gu. charged with eight
bezants.

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a chief az. three estoiles of the

field. Douglas, Whitriggs ; quartering arg.
a cross embattled counlerem battled gu. all

within a bordure o^the first charged with eight

holly leaves vert.

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a chief az. three estoiles of the

field. Douglas, Cruixton, Scotland; quarter-

ing arg. a cross counterembattled sa. all within

a bordure engr. of the first charged with eight

holly leaves vert.

.... Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. a man's heart gu. on a chief sz. three fleurs-

de-lis or. HouisoN, Scotland. Howison, Brae-

head, CO. Midlothian; and Craufurdland, co.

Ayr. Howlison, Scotland.

Arg. a heart gu. in a fetterlock sa. on a chief

az. three hoar's heads erased of the first.

LocKHART, Lee and Carnwarth, co. Lanark ;

Baronetcy 1806.

6-Foil8

Arg. two daggers az. issuing from the dexter and
sinister chief points their points conjoined

piercing a man's heart in base ppr. in the

honor point a cinquefoil sa. Pearson, Kip-

penrose, Scotland.

Arg. two swords in saltire blades az. hilts and

pomels or pierced through a human heart ppr.
in chief a cinquefoil az. Parsons.

.... Mallets

Arg. a human heart gu. on a chief az. three mul-

lets of the field. Douglas.

Arg. a heart gu. charged with a chief of the field

on a chief az. two mullets of the first.

Douglas, Baron Glenbervie ; quartering second

arg. a cross emhattled gu. ; third arg. a chief or

charged with three palets gu.j fourth az. three

hoar's heads couped close arg. within a bordure

of the last.

Arg. a man's heart gu. on a chief az. three

mullets of the first. Douglas, Gym, co. Flint.

Arg. a man's heart with a dart piercing the same

lessways gu. on a chief az. three mullets of the

field. Douglas, Bads, Scotland.

Arg. a man's heart ensigned with a regal crown

both ppr. on a chief az. three mullets of the

first. Douglas, Cars, oo. Perth: Baronetcy 1777.

Arg. a human heart gu. imperially crowned or on

a chief az. three mullets of the field. John

Douglas, Bishop of Carlisle; Bishop of

Salisbury 1791-1807; quartering arg. three

mascles on a chief gu. three lions pass,

of the field.

Arg. a human heart gu. imperially crowned ppr.

on a chief az. three mullets of the field.

Douglas, Marquess of Queensberry ; quarter-

ing az. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy

or for Marr all within a bordure of the last

charged with the double tressure of Scotland,

which tressure was added by King Charles H
when he honoured the family with the Mar-

quessate of Queensberry.

Arg. a human heart ensigned by an imperial

crown ppr. on a chief az. three mullets arg.
119
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HEABT and in chief . ...cont.
On a Chief co7it. Mullets cont.

Douglas, Glenbervie, co. Kincardine; Baro-

netcy 1831 ; quartering arg. a cross raguly sa.

Arg. a human heart gu. ensigned with an im-

perial crown or on a chief az. three mullets of

the field. Douglas, Earl of Selkirk ; qtiarter-

ing gu. three cinquefoils erm. for Hnmilton,
and gu. a lion ramp. arg. within a bordure of

the last charged with ten roses of the first for

Dunbar of Baidoon.

Arg. a man's heart gn. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a cliief aa. three mullets of the

field. Douglas, Earl of Morton ; quartering

«rg. three piles issuing from the chief gu. the

dexter and sinister pile charged with a mullet

of the field for Douglas of Dalkeith and Loch-

leven. Same arms in a bordure countercom-

pony or and sa. Douglas, Inchmarle, Scot-

land.

Aig. a human heart transpierced by an arrow

fessways ppr. and surmounted with a regal
crown or on a chief az. three mullets of the

field. Douglas, Chilston House, Boughton
Malherbe, Kent.

.... Label

Arg. a heart gn. crowned or in chief a label of

three points of the second on a chief az. three

mullets of the field. Douglas, Timpyndean.
.... Palets

Arg. a heart ppr. on a chief or three palets gu.

Keith, Tillygone ; Nisbet, i, 75.

Per fess or and arg. on the first three demi palets

gn. and in base a man's heart of the last.

Keith, Tillygone, Scotland.

.... Ships
Arg. a human heart gu. ensigned by a naval

crown or in chief three mullets az. on a chief

embattled of the last on the dexter a represen-
tation of the ship Cambridge defending a fleet

of merchant vessels superinscribed
" Hong

Kong" in letters of gold and on the sinister side

a representation of the barge belonging to the
said ship engaging with three Chinese junks
under a battery superinscribed

" Kowloon" in

lettersalsogold. Grantedto SirJoseph Abraham
Douglas, Clarendon House, Isle of Thanet.

HEART and in base
Per fess arg. and sa. in chief two arrows in sal-

tire ppr. surmounted by a heart gu. ducally
crowned az. and in base an anchor with chain
etc. all sa. Pritzler.

Atg. two swords chevronways az. sustaining on
their points a heart gu. in base a rose of the

last stalked and leaved vert. Peirson, Scot-

land.

Arg. two swords chevronways az. piercing a man's
heart in chief ppr. in base a cinquefoil of the
second. Pearson, Balmadies, Scotland.

Or a galley her sails furled and oars in saltire

betw. two billets sa. in fess in the sinister can-
ton a dexter arm issuing in bend grasping a

man's heart ppr. Toach, Aberdeen, Scotland.

Arg. three crescents az. betw. the horns of each
a cross crosslet fitchy of the last in chief a

human heart gu. Cathcart, 1797.

HEART betw. or within ....

Arg. a human heart betw. three cocks gu.
CocKBURN, Bart., That Ilk.

Az. a human heart or betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy issuing out of as many crescents arg.

Cathcart, Carleton, co. Ayr; Baronetcy 1703.

HEART betw. or within cont.

... a heart betw. three cinquefoils . . . Wvbbe
or WiBB

; quartered by an extinct family Bush,
of Wick, CO. Worcester ; Harl. MS. 1563.

Arg. a heart gu. betw. three cinquefoils sa.

Borthwick, Mayshiels, Scotland.

Gu. a man's heart environed with two olive

branches disposed orleways or betw. three

cinquefoils arg. Hamilton, Daichmont, Scot-

land; a cadet of Torrence.
Gu. a heart or betw. three cinquefoils erm. all

within a bordure embattled arg, charged with
six crescents of the first. Hamilton, Ireland ;

descended of Millburn.
Or three crescents within a double tressure coun-

terflory gu. in the centre a man's heart dis-

tilling blood. Seton, Pitmedden, co. Aberdeen;
Baronetcy 168i; quartering arg. a demi otter

sa. armed langued and crowned with an antique
crown gu. issuing from a bar wavy of the second
for Meldrum.

Or three crescents within a double tressure coun-

terflory gu. and in the centre a man's heart

distilling blood. Sexon, Aberconi, co. Linlith-

gow ; Baronetcy 16C3
; quartering arg. three

escutcheons gu.
Gu. a human heart or betw. three cinquefoils

erm. within a bordure indented of the second.

Hamilton, Barns, Scotland ;
a scion of Raploch.

Arg. a heart crowned gu. betw. three mullets az.

Douglas, Scotland. Douglas, Musselburgh,
Scotland.

Arg. a heart gu. royally crowned or betw. three

spur-rowels az. all within a bordure nebuly of
the last. Douglas, Bealfoord, Scotland.

Arg. a lion ramp. gu. langued az. holding betw.
his paws a man's heart ppr. Dundas, Dod-
dingstoun, West Lothian.

Or a lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter paw a
man's heart ppr. all within a double tressure

counterflory of the second. Buchanan, Druma-
kill, Scotland; a scion of That Ilk.

Or a heart in base gu. pierced by three nails sa.

Logan, Burncastle, Scotland.
Gu. a body-heart betw. two wings displ. or
De Wingham (Bishop of London 1259-62).

Arg. two triangles voided and interlaced sa. in the
centre a heart gu. Vuxages.

HEART betw. or within ....

and in chief. ...

On a Chief—Heads (Boars)
Arg. a man's heart gu. within a fetterlock sa. on a

chief az. three boar's heads erased of the first.

LocKHART, Lee and Carnwarth, co. Lanark ;

Baronetcy 18i)6; quartering second and third

quarterly first or a lion ramp, gu., second or a
naked arm issuing from the sinister side in fess

ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitchy in pale gu.,
third arg. a galley sa., fourth vert a salmon
naiant in fess arg. for Macdonald.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a human heart gu. betw.
in chief two sinister hands apaiimy couped erect
and in base as many human legs couped above
the knee erect counterchanged. Creffield ;

quartered by Round.
Arg. a heart gu. within a fetterlock sa. on a chief

az. three boar's heads erased arg. Lockhart-
Elliot, Borthwickbrae, Scotland; quartering
second gu. on a bend engr. or a baton sa,
within a double bordure the interior one or the
exterior az. charged with eight crescents and as

many mullets alternately arg.
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HEABT betw. or within ....

and in chief .... cont.

On a CMef cont. Heads (Boars) cont.

Arg. a human heart gu. within a fetterlock sa. on

a bordure az. five mullets of the field on a chief

of the fourth three boar's heads erased of the

first. LOCKHART.

Arg. a heart gu. within a fetterlock sa. on a chief

az. three boar's heads erased of the first within

a bordure of the fourth charged with five mul-

lets of six points or, Lockhart, Count Lock-

hart.

Arg. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on either side of the heart a buckle

az. on a chief of the last three stars of the first.

Douglas.

Estoiles

Arg. a human heart gu. ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. on a chief az. three stars of the first

all within a bordure of the second. Douglas,
Cavers, Scotland.

Mullets

Arg. a heart regally crowned ppr. on a chief az.

three mullets of the first. Erwin, Scotland ;

quartering arg. three piles in chief gu. thereon

two mullets of the field all within a bordure az.

Arg. a heart gu. royally crowned of the first on a

chief az. three mullets of the field all within

a bordure of the second. Douglas, Stonjpath.

Arg. a man's heart royally crowned ppr. on a chief

az. three mullets of the field all within a bor

dure gu. Niblie, Scotland ; quartering az. a

fess betw. three talbot's heads erased or.

Arg. a human heart gu. imperially crowned or on

a chief az. three mullets arg. the whole within

a bordure nebuly of the fourth. Douglas, now

Scott-Douglas, Springwood Park, co. Rox-

burgh; Baronetcy 1780; quartering or on a

bend az. an estoile betw. two crescents of

the field a canton erm. and in the centre chief

point a sword erect ppr. for Scott.

Falets

Arg. a heart gu. within a bordure az. on a chief

of the second three palets or on each a mullet

of the third. Keith, Amsterdam ; granted
1791.

HEABT betw. or within ....

and in base ....

Per fess wavy or and vert in chief a humati heart

emitting flames of fire ppr. betw. two crosses

crosslet sa. in base an anchor erect of the last.

Wade, Hilton Castle, co. Durham.

Arg. a human heart ernitang flames betw. two

laurel branches fructed saltireways in chief and

an anchor erect in base all ppr. betw. two

flaunches az. each charged with a fleur-de-lis

or. Huger, South Carolina; granted 1771.

2 HEABTS and in base ...

Arg. two human hearts ppr. in base a lion.

Corker.

3 HEABTS
Arg. three hearts gu. Cramond.

Arg. three hearts in chief gu. Cluney, Scotland.

Arg. three hearts flammant gu. Heart, Scot-

land.

Arg. three man's hearts ppr. Clunie.

Az. three hearts two and one or. Massey or

Mace de la Court, Bailifif of Guernsey. Seal

1315.

Erm. three hearts gu. Bettie or Betty.

3 HEABTS cont.

Or three hearts gu. Kirkhoven.
Per chev. az. and gu. three human hearts arg,

Harteys.
Per chev. or and gu. three human hearts counter-

changed. Caulx, CO. Nottingham. Cauijc,

Bradborne and Brampton, co. Derby ; the co-

heiresses m. Ash and Baguley. Caux or

Caulx, V, temp. Henry VI.

3 HEABTS and in base ....

Arg. three hearts gu. their points meeting in the

centre in base a martlet sa. Aljoy. Aldjoy,
Scotland.

3 HEABTS within or betw
Annulet

Or three hearts gu. each within an annulet az.

Aher, Ireland.

Bars

Arg. three hearts betw. two bars sa. Okeb.

Bendlets

Arg. three body-hearts betw. two bendlets sa.

Okes.
Cross

Or three human hearts betw. eight crosses cross-

let gu. Fraybrough. The Earl of Feayburgh,

Q-

3 HEABTS betw. or within....
and in base ....

Arg. three human hearts conjoined at the points

gu. in base a buck's head cabossed of the

second within a bordure az. Aldjo.

4 HEABTS within ....

Fret

Arg. a fret couped az. and ending in four roses

gu. as many hearts of tlie last points to the

centre one in each square of the fret.

Gairdner, Scotland.

6 HEABTS and in chief....

on a chief. . . .

Flowers
Az. five hearts in saltire or on a chief of the

second a rose gu. betw. two trefoils slipped

vert. Gii.lbank.

Az. five hearts m saltire or on a chief arg. a rose

gn. betw. two trefoils slipped vert. Gili-banks,

Whitefield House, Cumberland.

HEATHEN DEITIES see Human Figures

HEDGEHOG see Beast (Urchin)

HELMET see Head

HEMPBRAKES see also Barnacles

Arg. three hempbrakes sa. Hampson, Taplow,

CO. Bucks ; Baronetcy 1042. Hampson, Sheriff

of London 1598.

HEN see Bird (Cock)

HEBCITLES see Human Figure

HEBON see Bird HEW see Axe

HILL or HILLOCK, see also Bock

Arg. a molehill in base sa. Aschaw.

Arg. three hills az. Bricken.

Arg. three hills in base az. Brinckman, Baro-

netcy 1831.

Arg. on two bars wavy az. three fishes naiant two

and one or in the fess point a mount vert

charged with a dove rising or. John Hilsey,

Bishop of Rochester 15^5-38.
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HILL or HILLOCK cont.

Arg. three molehills vert. Tyldesley, Tyldesley
and Motleys, co. Lancaster; allowed in 16fi4

to Edward Tyldesley, son of the Royalist

officer, Sir Thomas Tyldesley, slain in the fight

of Wigau Lane.

Arg. three molehills ppr. Iilsey.

Per fess arg. and chequy arg. and gu. a hill of

three mounds az. Hoheburg.
Vert three hillocks arg. Hili.s, Chelsea, Middle-

sex ; and the Isle of Sheppey, Kent ; granted
1784.

HIND see Beast (Deer)

HIVE of BEES see Beehive

HOG see Beast HOLLY see Tree

two

see

2 HOOKS see

tenterhooks in

also Bakes
saltire sa. Lachault,

sa. and or two reaping-hooks in chief

Arg.
V.

Per chev> . _

and a moorcock in base counterchanged.

HocKMORE, Buckyat, co. Devon.

3 HOOKS

Arg. three fleshhooks sa. garnished or hooks

downwards those in chief to the sinister those

in base to the dexter. Walley.

Arg. three fleshhooks two of the pikes up and

one down sa. garnished or two and one.

Walley.

Arg. three reaphooks their hows conjoined in fess

sa. Tremere, Tremere, Lanivet, Cornwall;
the heiress m. St. Aubyn.

Arg. three tenterhooks sa. Clarke, W.

Arg. three thatcher's rakes sa. Zakesley.

Gu. three pruning-hooks arg. Cutcliffe,

Damage, co. Devon ;
and Webbery, co. Devon ;

a branch settled at Barnstaple.
Gu. three pruning-hooks blades arg. handles or.

Cutcliffe, Itfracombe, co. Devon. Hooke;
Harl. MS. 7570, fo. 5. Sassell. Sawsesele,
V.

Gu. three reaping-hooks arg. Sawsefele.
Or an annulet beset with three boat-hooks in tri-

angle sa. Brobach.
Sa. three sickles interwoven arg. Sicklemore,

Ipswich; Wetheringsett and Debenham, Suf-

folk.

Sa. three tenterhooks two and one arg. Clerk
- or Clerkes, V. Clarke, W.
Sa. three tenterhooks arg. Clerkes, V.

Sa. three tliatcher's hooks in fess arg. Chowne,
Fairland, Kent.

Sa. tliree thatcher's hooks in pale arg. Chowne,
Prospect Park, near Reading, co. Berks ; quar-

tering or on a bend coiised betw. two garbs az.

a mitre of the field on a canton gu. a i'ose arg.
for Tilson.

4 HOOKS and in base ....

Per chev. sa. and or in chief two pairs of reaping-
hooks endorsed and entwined blades arg.
handles of the second in base a moorcock of the

first combed and wattled gu. Hockmore, Buck-

yate, co. Devon.

HOBN
Arg. a stag's born in bend gu. Eeinstein or

Regenstein, Z, 871.

Arg. a hart's attire sa. Zakesley.

Arg. a stag's born in bend sinister sa.

Blankenburgh, Z, 871.

HORN cont.

Arg. a pine tree eradicated ppr. with a hunting-
horn pendent from a branch or stringed gu.

Kyd, Craigie, Scotland.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. Downes. Lemmington or

Lennington.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed gu. Dawnes, V.

Forrester. Luke, Copley, co. Bedford ;
Pax-

ton, CO. Durham; and co. Huntingdon.
Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed or. Bellingham,

F.

Arg. a buglehorn garnished and stringed sa.

Dawne. Hornden, Kent.

Arg. a buglehorn stringed sa. D.awney. Forster,
CO. Salop. Kingsley. Kingsley, Kingsley,co.

Chester; temp. Henry II; Hereditary Forester

of Delamere, now represented by Lord

Alvanley.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed vert. Bagshaw.
Luke. And Luke ; quartering gu. a fleur-de-lis

arg.

Arg. a hunting-horn vert stringed gu. Mactttek,

Kircudbright.
Az. a buglehorn arg. handed or stringed of the

third and gu. Sir William Horn or Horne ;

Lord Mayor of London, knighted by Henry
VII, Anno 3. Cott. MS., Claud., c. iii.

Gu. a buglehorn stringed or. Hornacot, Horna-

cot, Cornwall.

Or a buglehorn az. stringed and garnished gu.

Orange, Z, 679.

Or a buglehorn stringed and virolled gu. Orange,
France.

Or a buglehorn sa. Crofts, co. York.

Or a buglehorn sa. garnished arg. Bellingham,
CO. Lincoln

;
and co. York.

Or a horn sa. stringed gu. Bellingham ; glass
in Eylesclift Clmrch.

Quarterly arg. and gu. on the first quarter a

buglehorn sa. Heydon.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. in the

first quarter a buglehorn sa. Foster.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. in the

first quarter a buglehorn of the last.

Forrester. Northe.
Sa. a buglehorn garnished arg. Hatheway, co.

Gloucester. Dodington ; PoZe, Devon, iii, 519.

Sa. a buglehorn garnished rimmed and stringed

arg. Hatheway, Rewardine, in the Forest of

Dean, co. Gloucester.

Sa. a buglehorn stringed or. Luke.

HOBN and in chief....

Bird
Or a cock mounted on a trumpet sa. Hodding.

Crescent

Or a crescent betw. two spur rowels in chief and
a hunting-horn in base sa. Burn, Caldock, co.

Perth.

On a Chief Beast (Lion)
Sa. a buglehorn stringed arg. on a chief of the

second a lion pass, guard, gu. Lovedale.

Sir John Lovedale of Brabant, Q. Sir John
Lanedalle of Brabant ; Harl. MS. 6589.

Estoiles

Arg. a hunting-horn sa. stringed and garnished

gu. on a chief az. three stars of the first as

descended of Murray of Philiphaugh. Murray,

Stanhope, co. Peebles ; Baronetcy 1704 ; quar-

tering second az. three frazers arg. for Fraser,

third arg. on a chief gu. three cushions or for

Johnston.
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HOBN and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. Estoiles cont.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed gu. on a chief az.

three estoiles of the first. Elliot. Murray,
Fallahill and Philiphangh, in Teviotdale, Scot-

land. Murray, Prieslfield, Scotland.

Arg. a huniing horn sa. stringed and garnished

gu. on a chief az. three stars of the field a

mullet surmounted of a crescent for difiF.

• Murray, Pitkeirie, Scotland ; Lyon Register.

....Flowers (Roses)

Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed vert on a chief gu.
three roses or. Hunt, Ashover, co. Derby ;

temp. Henry III; and Aston, in the same

shire, temp. Henry VIII.

.... 3 Leaves
Per saltire gu. and vert a sword erect in pale ppr.

surmounted by a buglehorn stringed or on a

chief embattled erm. three holly leaves of the

second. Burnett.

.... Fleor-de-Lis

Arg. a tree vert pendent from a branch on the

dexter side a buglehorn stringed sa. on a chief

az. a fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets of the field.

KiDD, Scotland.

2 Mullets
Or a tree growing out of a mount in base vert a

hunting-born hanging therefrom on the dexter

side sa. stringed and viroUed gu. in chief two

mullets of the last. Short, Borrowstounness,
Scotland.

.... (Rowels)
Or two spur rowels in chief and a hunting-horn

in base sa. Born, Lisbon, originally from
. Stirling.

.... 3 Mallets

Arg. a tree eradicated vert pendent on the

branches a buglehorn or on a chief az. three

mullets of the field. Kyd, Scotland.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed and garnished gu. on

a chief az. three mullets of the first for Murray,

quartering az. a chev. arg. botw. three fleurs-de-

lis or for Kynynraound, Kynynmound, Earl of

Minto; quartering second and third grand

quarters gu. on a bend engr. or a baton az.

within a bordure vair for Elliot, over all a chief

of augmentation arg. charged with a Moor's head
. couped in profile ppr. being the arms of

Corsica.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed and garnished gu.
• on a chief az. three mullets of the first lor

Murray of Philiphangh. Murray, Danesfield,

CO. Bucks ; quartering or on a bend az. an

estoile betw. two crescents of the field within

a bordure engr. sa. charged with eight escal-

lops or for Scott.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed gu.on a chief engr.

az. three mullets of the first. Murray, Stan-

hope, Scotland ; certified at the Lyon Office,

Edinburgh, and at the College of Arms, Lon-

don, May 1779.

Arg. a hunting-horn sa. stringed gu. a bordure of

the second charged with three escallops or on

a chief az. as many stars of the field. Murray,
Birmingham.

.Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed vert on a chief gu.

three mullets pierced of the field. Hunt,

Ashover, co. Derby, temp. Henry III; and

Aston, in the same shire, temp. Henry VIII.

.... Leaves

Arg. a buglehorn stringed sa. in chief three oak

leaves vert. Patch, co. Devon.

HORN and in chief.... cont.

On a Chief cont. Leaves cont.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. garnished gu. within the
baldrick a mullet in chief three holly leaves

ppr. Gilbert Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury
1689-1715.

Arg. a hunting-born sa. garnished gu. in chief

three holly leaves ppr. Burnet, Leys, co.

Aberdeen.
Or a buglehorn stringed sa. in chief three holly

leaves vert. Burnet, co. Northumberland.

.... Mallets

Arg. a stag's horn .... in dexter chief a mullet

.... ScHUTZ, Gillinghara, Noi-folk.

Or a buglehorn stiinged gu. in chief two mullets

pierced sa. Burn.

Trees

Arg. a buglehorn sa. in chief three yew-trees ppr.

Morse, Norton Fitzwarren. Collinson, Somer-

set, iii, 290.

HORN betw. or within....
Beasts (Deer)

Per chev. nebuly az. and vert a biiglehom

stringed hetw. three stags lodged or.

Anderson, Jermond House, Northumberland ;

and St, Petersburgb.
Bordare

Arg. a hunting horn sa. stringed and garnished

gu. on a chief az. three stars of the field the

whole within a bordure gu. Murray, Deuchar,
Scotland ; Lyon Register.

Az. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

or a bunting-horn sa. stringed gu. hanging on

one of the branches all within a bordure engr.
of the second. Wood, Craig, Scotland ; Font's

MS.
Coronets

.... a cow's horn trumpet .... betw. three crowns

.... Benedictine Monastery of Athelnev, oo.

Somerset.

8 Crescents

.... a bugle stringed betw. three crescents ....

LiLLiNGSTON, Ferriby Grange, co. York ; sup-

posed to be of German extraction ; tlie heiress

m. Spooner.
Arg. a buglehorn betw. three crescents sa.

Fawnes, Lemington. Leighton. Lemmington
or Lennington.

Arg. a buglehorn betw. three crescents aa. each

charged with a bezant. Fawnes. Fawnes, F.

3 Escallops

Arg. a buglehorn betw. three escallops sa.

Tamhorne, Hanbury, oo. Stafl'ord ; temp.
Henry VI. Tomhorn, co. Stafl^ord.

Arg. a buglehorn stringed betw. three escallops
sa. Whittington.

Flowers (Roses)
Or a buglehorn sa. betw. three roses gu.
Bagshaw, V.

Per fess or and az. in base a fleur-de-lis of the

first in chief a buglehorn betw. two roses gu.
on a canton of the last a lion pass, guard, of

the first. Rubens.

Arg. a buglehorn sa. betw. three roses gu. pierced
or. Bagshaw, Delaridge, co. Derby, V.

Or a buglehorn sa. stringed vert betw. three roses

gu. barbed and seeded ppr. Bagshaw,
London.

Or a buglehorn vert stringed gu. betw. three

roses of the same barbed and seeded ppr.

Bagshaw, South Okendon, Essex.
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HOBN betw. or within .... cont.

Flowers cont. (Boses) cont.

Per pale erm. and gu. a bugle stringed betw.

three roses all counterchanged barbed and
seeded ppr. Bagshawe, Wormhill Hall, and
the Oakes, in Norton, co. Derby ; originally of

Abney, in the same shire; quartering Gill,

Westby, and Drake.
3-Foils

Arg. a buglehorn betw. three trefoils sa. Pynce
Pole, W. Pyncepole, Essex.

Arg. a buglehorn not stringed betw. three trefoils

slipped sa. Pyncepole, F.

Arg, a buglehorn stringed betw. three trefoils

slipped sa. Pinchpowle.
5-Foils

Arg. a buglehorn sa. stringed vert betw. three

cinquefoils gu. Bagshaw.
Gu. a buglehorn betw. three cinquefoils arg.

Hamilton, Aitkenhend, Scotland.

Heads—Monsters (Griffins)

Arg. a buglehorn betw. three grifiSn's heads
erased sa. Green, Gerlingham. Gkeene, V.

Gressinqham.
Letters

Gu, a buglehorn stringed and garnished or the

word Rippon of the last the letters forming an

orle viz. in pale the letters I and N in chief the

letters R and P and the letters P in fess.

Town of RiPON.
llallets

Az. a huuting-hom or betw. three mullets of the

last. CoMBERFORD, DaDgemiorc, Ireland.

Gu. a buglehorn betw. three mullets arg.

Ghamford, Ireland.

HORN betw. or within ....

in chief. . . . and in base ....

A buglehorn sa. stringed gu. in base a chev, of

the second a chief indented of the third.

POSTLETHWAITE.

2 HORNS
Arg. two hart's horns in saltire sa. Lachault.
Az. semy of crosses crosslet or two buglehorns in

pale of the last. Trumpington.
Az. two horns endorsed in pale or. Joan de

DONTON, E.
Az. semy of trefoils two trumpets endorsed in

pale or. Wadriepont or Wadrypont.
Az. semy of trefoils two trumpets in pale or

garnished gu. Wadriepont or Wadrypoint.
Gu. two trumpets in saltire or. Neviij..

Per pale indented sa. and arg. two attires of a

hart counterchanged on a chief gu. a crescent

or betw. two ermine spots. Henderson, St.

Laurence, Scotland.

Quarterly per fess dancetty arg. and sa. two

buglehorns of the second garnished or.

Forester, Lord Forester; quartering Weld.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. two

buglehorns of the second. Foster.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. two

buglehorns stringed of the second. Forester,
Worcester.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. two

buglehorns of the second garnished and

stringed or. Foster, Green Street, Kent
;

Watling Street, and Sutton M addon, co. Salop.

2 HORNS betw. or within
Az. two cow's hoins endorsed or betw. four

crosses crosslet fitchy arg. Bubdon, V
; Harl.

MS. 1404, fo. K'9.

2 HORNS betw. or within cont.

Az. two organ pipes in saltire betw. four crosses

patty arg. Wilijams, F.

Gu. two cow's horns endorsed betw. eleven crosses
crosslet or. Evile

;
Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 120.

Gu. two huntsman's iiorns in saltire beiw. four
crosses crosslet or, Nevill, V.

Az. two trumpets pilevvays or betw. eight crosslets

purp, Trumpington.
Az. two pipes betw. ten crosses crosslet or.

Type.
Az. crusily and two trumpets paleways or. Roger

de Trumpington, from his tomb in Trumping-
ton Church, ctrc. 1290 ; A,E,N,S. The same
with a label arg. Sire Roper de Trumpeton, 0.

Trumpington, co. Cambridge ; Maud, dan. and
heiress of Evernrd de Trumpington, m. Walter

Reynell, of Pyttney, ancestor by her of the

Reynells of Devonshire.
Az. two horns endorsed betw. nine trefoils slipped

or. Piers de Vadriepont of Tournay, V.

Gu. two trumpets in saltire betw. nine crosses
crosslet fitchy or. Nevill, Sussex. James de

Nevile, E. Sire James Neyvile, N.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. in the
first and fourth a buglehorn of the last strung
or in the second and third a pheon arg.

Forster, Barton Green, co. Salop.

3 HORNS
.... three buglehorns .... Winhall, Wilnehall,

CO. Warwick.

Arg. three trumpets gu. Bremen.
Arg. three buglehorns gu. Walwyn.
Arg. three buglehorns stringed gu. Hornby.
Arg. three buglehorns in bend gu. stringed vert.

Hunter.
Arg. three buglehorns in pale gu. Hornes.
Arg. three buglehorns stringed sa. the lower one

interlaced with an arrow head downwards in

pale or feathered gu. Haule, co. Devon,
V.

Arg. three stag's horns in fess sa. Bi.ankenbury,
Arg, three hart's attires in fess sa, Conntesse.
Arg, three buck's horns barways sa. the top to the

dexter side, Countesse, V.

Arg, three stag's horns barways in pale aa.

Countesse,

Arg. three buglehorns sa. Bellingham, V.
13ussETT, Holmes.

Arg. three buglehorns in pale sa. Horne.
Arg. three buglehorns sa. in pale an arrow or

through the lower one. Haule. V.
.\rii. three hunting-horns sa. Hadwick, Scot-

land,

Arg, three buglehorns sa. stringed gu.
DoDiNGTON, Woodlands, co, Wilts, Forrester,
Scotland, Hadowie, Scotland, Walton, V.

Arg, three buglehorns sa, garnished or,

Bellingham, Brumby, co, Lincoln ; and Sus-
sex. Bellingham, Castle- Bellingham, Ireland ;

Baronetcy 1796. Bellingham, V, North-
umberland and Westmoreland ; founded by
Alan de Bellingham, temp. Conquestoris ; Sir

Henry Bellingham, Hilsington, Westmore-
land; Baronetcy 1620; extinct 1650. Bradford.
Croleboys, V. Croylboys or Croleboys.
Horner.

Arg. three buglehorns sa. stringed gu. and
garnished or. Bellingham, Leaven, West-
moreland. William Turbres, Bishop of
Norwich 1140-75.

Arg. three buglehorns one in chief and two in
base counteremboweduz. adorned stringed and
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3 HORNS co7it.

garnished or. Hokneck, St. Margaret's West-

minster; granted June 1772.

Arg. three huming-horDs sa. verilled or strung

gu. Bradfoot, Bradfute, or Braidfoot.

Arg. three buglehorns stringed sa. Crookebois.
Foster.

Arg. three buglehorns stringed sa. garnished
vert. Russell.

Arg. three buglehorns sa. garnished and stringed
vert. Russell, Ireland, V,

Arg. three buglehorns sa. stringed vert. Wyblex.
Wyrsey, Hampsted Hall, co. Stafford.

Rdssell, V.

Arg. tliiee buglehorns vert. Bdssett.

Arg. three hunting-horns vert stringed gu.
Hunter, Ballagan, Scotland.

Arg. three hunting-horns vert stringed sa.

Haddaway, Scotland.

Az. three buglehorns .... Dale, Glanvilles-

Wootton House, co. Dorset ; and Chewton
House, CO. Hants.

Az. three buglehorns arg. Wyrley, co. Stafford.

Az. three hautboys betw. as many crosslets or.

BURDON, F.

Az. three stag's horns arg. Boole or Boyle,
Balburny.

Az. three back's attires or. Hamond.
A?., three buck's horns bendways or. Hamound,

F.

Az. three attires of a stag in pale or. Hamend.
Erm. three buglehorns stringed gu. Hammon.
Erm. three buglehorns sa. stringed and garnished

or. Jephson, Ireland.

Erm. three buglehorns sa. Jephson, Froyle, co.

Hants; temp. Henry VIII. Amis as given in

the Visitation of Hants, 1577.

Gu. three buglehorns arg. stringed of the second.

Dalubery, Hornby, V.

Gu. three buglehorns arg. stringed or. Dalbery
or Dalubury. Dalnbery.

Gu. three stag's attires in pale arg, Thorpe.
Gu. three buglehorns or. Fitz-Raynold,

Suffolk.

Gu. three trumpets fessways in pale arg. Call,
Whiteford, Cornwall ; Baronetcy 1791.

Or three buck's horns gu. Boyle, Kelbume, co.

Ayr ; quartered by Boyle, Earl of Glasgow.
Or three buglehorns gu. Hoknley, Hornly, or

HORNELEY.
Or three buglehorns gu. stringed sa. Horneby,

F.

Or three buglehorns in pale gu. banded sa.

William de Hornes, A.
Or three buglehorns sa. Horn, Germany.
Or three hunting-horns vert garnished and

stringed gu. Hunter, Hnnterston, co. Ayr;
Lyon Register ; borne from beginning of the

seventeenth century.
Per fess nebuly arg. and sa. three buck's attires

fixed to the scalp counterchanged. Buck, co.

Worcester. Bucke ,Winterborn e, co. G louoester
;

confirmed 1645; Harl. MS. 4108, fo. 566.

Per less wavy arg. and sa. three buck's attires

fixed to the scalp counterchanged. Buck, co.

Gloucester.

Per chief crenelly arg. and sa. three buck's

attires fixed to the scalp counterchanged.
Buck.

Per pale az. and gu. three buck's horns arg. the

top to the sinister side. Thorpe, V.

Per pale vert and gu. three stag's attires in fess

arg. Thorpe.

S HORNS cont.

Sa. three buglehorns arg. Horne. Anderton,
CO. Lancaster.

Sa. three attires of a stag in pale arg. Chowne,
Fair Lawne, Kent.

Sa. three buglehorns arg. two and one.

Bellingham, CO, Lincoln. Robert Hoene,
Bishop of Winchester 1561-80.

Sa. three buglehorns stringed arg, Bodinqton,
CO. Somerset.' Thurston, co. Lancaster.

Sa. three buglehorns arg, stringed gu.
DoDiNOTON, Dodington, co. Somerset; and
Meere, co, Wilis.

Sa. three buglehorns arg, stringed or.

Bellingham, Ireland, Thurston, Anderton,
CO. Lancaster, V.

Sa. three pipes arg. Piper, V. Rose, V.
Sa. three buglehorns stringed or garnished az.
Thurston

; Pole, Devon, iii, 2G9. Thruston,
Talgarth, co. Merioneth. Thruston, Market-
Weston Hall, Suffolk; formerly of Hoxne
Abbey, Suffolk.

3 HORNS and in chief....
Or three buglehorns stringed sa. in chief three

holly-leaves vert. Burnet, Northumber-
land.

HORSE see Beast

HORSESHOE
Az, a horseshoe or. Town of Oakham, co, Rut-

land, Bickham, Erit. Man.
Quarterly purp. and or in sinister chief a horse-
shoe .... Cook, co. Bedford.

2 HORSESHOES
Or two horseshoes sa, Butfery.

3 HORSESHOES
Arg. three horseshoes sa. Faerer, Mainsforth

and Bradbury, co. Durham; the heiress,
Rebecca, m. Robert Wren, of Binchester.
Ierrers. South, Swallow Cliffe, co. Wilts,

Arg. three horseshoes sa. pierced of the field.

Company of Farriers, London.
Az. three horseshoes or two and one. Cistercian

Abbey at Fountains, co. York,
Gu. two bars arg, in chief three horseshoes or.

Bakepuce, Cornwall, V. Bacpuce, Rutland, W.
Or three horseshoes sa. Ferrier, Scotland.
Sa. three horseshoes arg. two and one. Bohem,
London.

Sa. three horseshoes arg. Vytan-Gimpus, V.

3 HORSESHOES betw. or within....
Or three horseshoes az. within a bordure gu.
Ferrier, Kentrackat. Another, within a bor-
dure gu. charged with two crescents in chief
and a mullet in base arg, Ferrier, Edinburgh.

Or three horseshoes sa. within a bordure engr.
az. Ferrier, Scotland.

Arg. three horseshoes within an orle of six cross-
lets patty fitchy sa. Bothe, F.

Arg. three horseshoes in fess betw. six crosslets

patty fitchy sa. Bothe, V.

Arg. six crosses crosslet fitchy and three horse-
shoes sa. Booth.

5 HORSESHOES
Arg. five horseshoes gu. two one and two.

Ferrers, F.

Arg. five horseshoes in saltire gu. nail-holes or.

Ferrers.

Arg. five horseshoes sa. studded with gilt nails.

Darley, Derley, or Dirley Augusliuian
Priory, co. Derby. Monasticon.
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6 HOBSESHOES

Arg. six horseshoes az. Fereers. De Ferrers.

Arg. six horses-hoes sa. De Ferrars. Ferrars.

Arg. six horseshoes sa, three two and one.

Ferrers, F.

Arg. six horseshoes pierced sa. Ferrers, Master
of the Horse to the Duke of Normanby.

Arg. six horseshoes sa. nail-holes or. Ferrers,
Lord of Tuibury.

Arg. six horseshoes sa. three two and one studded
with gilt nails. Darley, or Derley, Dirley
or Little Darley Augustinian Priory, co.

Derby. Monasticon.
Sa. six horseshoes arg. three two and one.

Ferrers (ancient).

. HORSEMEN'S BESTS see Rests

HOUND see Beast (Dog)
HOUR-GLASS see GLASS

HUMAN FIGURE
Including Adam, African, Angel, Apollo, Archer,

Bacchus, Boy, Britannia, Cavalier or Chevalier,

Charity, Cherub, Child, Gardener, Hercules,
Indian, Infant, Justice, King, Man, Martyr,

-

Miner, Moor, Negro, Neptune, Presbyter John,
Rider, Savage, Soldier, Virgin Mary, Warrior,
Wildman, Woman, Woodman.

Angel
Gu. an augel standing erect with hands conjoined

and elevated on the breast habited in a long
robe girt arg. wings displ. or. Brangor.
Berenger or Brangor de Cervisia. from the

roll of arms of those present at the Council of

Constance 1413. Gwillim.

Infant

Arg. an eagle sa. preying on a child ppr.
swaddled gu. banded or. Kulcheth or

Culcheth, Culcheth, co. Lancaster.

Arg. an eagle sa. membered gu. standing on a

child ppr. lying in a cradle vert swaddled or.

COULCHEIFE.

Arg. an eagle preyant sa. on a child ppr. swathed

gu. banded or. Culcheth or Kulcheth, Cul-

cheth, CO. Lancaster.

Arg. an eagle with wings expanded sa. preying on
a child in swaddling clothes the face ppr.
clothes gu. and binding or. Hyndley.

Arg. an eagle wings expanded sa. preyant upon a

child ppr. swathed gu. banded or. Hyndley.
Kilcheche.

Arg. an eagle sa. taking up a child gu. face ppr.
KiLCHECH, Kilchech, CO. Lancaster; quartering
arg. a grifSn segreant sa.

Arg. an eagle sa. seizing on a child the face ppr.
wrapped gu. swaddled or. Kilcheche.

Arg. a tree eradicated sa. on it a nest of the first

in the nest a child ppr. swaddled gu. seized on

by an eagle volant of the second. Eisley.

Arg. an eagle preyant sa. on a child or swaddled

gu. Culcheth, V*.

Arg. an eagle with wings expensed sa. standing
on a child swathed gu. banded or. Culcheth, V.

Arg. an eagle sa. armed gu. standing on a child

ppr. swathed or lying in a cradle vert.

Coulchiefe.

Arg. an eagle volant sa. seizing on a child ppr.
swathed gu. in a nest of the first on a tree

eradicated as the second. Risley.
Or an eagle sa. preying on an infant gu. swaddled
, and apparelled of the first. Culchech or
Culehech.

Arg. a goat sa. goutty d'eau standing on a child

ppr. in a cradle gu. swaddled or and feeding

HUMAN FIGURE cont.

Infant cont.

upon an oak tree upon a mount vert. Davies;

quartering Baillie and Peirce. Davies, Elmley
Park, CO. Worcester; descended from the

Rev. Henry Davies, Rector of Fownhope, co.

Hereford; a younger son of Davies of

Marsh.
Sa. a gnat arg. attired or standing on a child ppr.

swaddled gu. and feeding on a tree vert.

Davies, Marsh, co. Salop ; originally settled in

Montgomeryshire. Einion ap Ryhylyn.
Enderbie Cambria.

.... a lion ramp tail forked devouring a

child. WelleSBURNE.
Vert a wivern dragon pass. volant arg. swallowing

a child ppr. Warnchampe.
Man

Sa. a demi man in armour couped at the thighs

ppr. garnished or vizor open brandishing a

poleaxe of the first. Harman ; quartering gu.
on a bend wavy betw. two decrescents arg. three

estoiles pierced sa.

Sa. a demi chevalier in plate armour affronty

couped at the thighs ppr. holding in his dexter

hand a battle-axe. Halfhead.
Per fess sa. and arg. on the first a demi man ppr.

holding in his dexter hand a sword paleways
and in the sinister a carpenter's axe all ppr.
and in base the branch of an oak tree acorned
vert. Garwood or Carvewood.

Per fess az. and arg, on the first a demi savage
issuing wielding a wooden mallet ppr. on the

second three branches of oak vert. Kirkwood,
Scotland.

.... a horse courant fretty caparisoned carrying
a man armed capa-pie bearing a shield charged
with France quartering England the dexter
arm extended and holding the sword erect the

pomel fastened by a chain to the gorget over
the helmet a cap of maintenance thereon a lion

statant guard, ducally crowned .... Seal of
the Town of Wallingford, co. Berks.

The field a landscape the base variegated with
flowers a man ppr. vested round the loins with
linen arg. digging with a spade all of the first.

Company of Gardeners, London.
A man habited as an Indian on his bead a cap in

his dexter hand a long bow in his sinister an
arrow. Seal of Port-Pigham, alias West
Lowe, Cornwall.

Arg, a savage shooting an arrow from a bow gu.
BONNIMAN.

Arg. a savage gu. holding a club over the shoulder
vert. Gilham or Gillham.

Arg. a man and tree ppr. Meybohm (Russian).
Arg. on a mount vert an African ppr. wreathed
round the middle with feathers holding in the
dexter hand a bow and in the sinister three
arrows both of the third. Roupell, Charthara
Park, East Grinstead, Sussex.

Arg. on ground in base vert a man incomplete
armour standing with his sinister arm embowed
the dexter arm holding a sword above his head
all ppr. £empenfelt ; as borne by the gallant
Admiral Kempenfelt, who was lost with the
"
Royal George."

Arg. a savage ppr. shooting an arrow from a bow
or strung gu. Bowman, Scotland.

Arg. a Moor his sinister hand touching his head
sa. bound round the temples and holding in the
dexter hand a sword blade wavy or vested round
the waist chequy or and of the second fringed
gold. Mayer.
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HUMAN FIGUEE cont.
Man cont.

^rg. two bars az. over all on the dexter side a
naked man ppr. hands over head holding a

pellet on the sinister side an oak tree erased
vert. Crehall.

Arg. goutty de sang a Danish warrior armed with
a battle-axe in the dexter and a sword in the
sinister hand all ppr. Blacker, Carrickblacker,
CO. Armagh ; quartering Harrison, Stewart,
Latham, Hamilton, Beresford, and Gary.

In » shield az. Apollo the inventor of physic ppr.
with his head radiant holding in his left hand
a bow and in his right an arrow or supplanting
a serpent arg. about the shield a helm there-

upon a mantle gu. doubled arg. Apothecaries'
Company.

Az. a Presbyter John hooded sitting on a tomb-
stone in his sinister hand a book open his

dexter hand extended with the two forefingers
erect all or in his mouth a sword fessways gu.
hilt and pommel or the point to the sinister.

Bishopric of Chichester. Berry.
Az. S. Giles standing in the porch of a church

ppr. clad in pontificals and holding an open book
in his left hand. Bishopric of Moray.

Az. a bishop mitred and vested standing in the

porch of a church right hand elevated and pray-
ing over a cauldron on a fire and containing
three children all ppr. Bishopric of Abeedeen
and Orkney.

Az. S. Colurab in a boat on waves of the sea all

ppr. in dexter chief a star gold. Bishopi-ic of
The Isles.

Gu. a chevalier mounted and armed at all points
with sword erect arg. Moncubee, Slayne,
Scotland.

Gu. a man in complete armour holding in his

hand a halbert arg. Anstrotheb.
Gu. a man in armour ppr. holding in his hand a

poleaxe of the last. Aemsdresseb, V.

Gu. a man in armour shooting an arrow from
a crossbow ppr. O'Loghlen, Port, co.

Clare.

Or three bars undy gu. over all a naked man
naiant in pale grasping in the dexter hand a

sword and having liis sinister hand and feet

in action all ppr. Deommond, Kildies, Scot-

land.

Per fess in chief arg. a landscape trees etc.

thereon an archer shooting with a bow and
arrow at a stag pass, reguard. all ppr. in base

arg. on the dexter a castle and flag and on the

sinister rocks betw. them the sea on it a ship

sailing with one mast all ppr. Dinwiddie.
Per fess az. and arg. on the first a demi savage

issuant wielding a wooden mallet ppr. on the

second three branches of oak vert. Kirkwood,
Scotland.

Sa. a man arg. holding in the dexter hand a club

or. Embery.
Sa. a woodman (or savage) with his club arg.

Emyly or Emelte, Helmedon, co. North-

ampton.
Sa. a man armed at all points on horseback

brandishing a sword arg. Nevoy, That
Ilk.

Sa. a chevalier in full armour with halbert ppr.
Arganor.

Sa. a king enthroned ppr. Ireland ; Harl. MS.
4039.

Sa. a naked man ppr. Dalziel, Carnwath, Scot-

land. Dalziel, Dalziel, Scotland.

HUMAN FIGITBE cont.

Man cont,

Sa. a naked man with arms extended ppr.
Dalzell, Earl of Carnwath.

Sa. a naked man hanging on a gallows ppr.
Dalziel (ancient).

Sa. a wild man holding a club arg, Emlay, co.

York ; Harl. MS. 14U4, fo. 154.

Sa. a wild man statant wreathed about the loins
and temples holding with both hands a tree
eradicated all ppr. Emline.

Vert a horse tliereon a man in complete armour
in the dexter hand a sword ppr. Maquire,
Prospect Hill, co. Fermanagh ; derived from the

Maguires, Lords of Fermanagh. Maguire,
Lord of Enniskillen. Maguire, Lord of Fer-

managh, and Prince of Eirne ; derived from
the ancient kings of Ireland.

Vert a griflBn or armed gu. seizing on a man in

complete armour lying on his back ppr.

Guimsditch, Grimsditch, co. Chester; temp.
Henry III; extinct in the chief line in

1726.

Woman
Per fess gu. and az. over all the bust of a woman

ppr. issuing from the base ducally crowned or

habited sa. veiled arg. Kempton Abbey.

Berry.
Per fess or and az. the head neck and shoulders

of a woman in full front ppr. crowned with an

antique crown of the first. Campidon.
Vert a demi virgin couped at the waist ppr.
mantled gu. turned down erm. her hair dis-

hevelled on her head an Eastern crown or.

Company of Pinmakees, London; incorporated
1636.

On a sea two three-masted vessels under full sail

in base on the sinister side an island with

thereon the figure of Britannia hdlding in the

right hand an olive branch in the left a spear
erect surmounted with the cap of liberty her

arm resting on a shield charged with the union

cross and near it several bales of goods lying on
the ground over all the legend—Trade and
Plantations—the seal of the Commissioners of

that Board.
Az. a female figure representing Justice habited

in white holding in the dexter hand a pair of

scales and in the sinister a sceptre both or.

Wirgman, London.

Arg. upon three ascents the Virgin Mary standing
with her arms extended betw. two pillars on the

dexter pillar a church in base the ancient arms
of Man on an escucheon. Bishopric of Sodor
and Man. Burke.

Az. the Virgin Mary standing a glory round her

head holding in her dexter arm the infant Jesus

head radiant in her sinister hand a sceptre all

or. Bishopric of Salisbuey. Berry.
Gu. betw. two pillars arg. the Virgin Mary stand-

ing arms extended ppr. Bishopric of Sodoe

and Man. Debrett.

HUMAN riGUEE (Infant) and in chief. . . .

Crescent

Per fess az. and vert in chief a crescent arg. betw.

two mullets of six points or in base an infant

exposed stretching out its arms for help ppr.

Foundling Hospital.
Estoile

Az. a naked boy pointing to a star in the dexter

chief point ppr. Oswald, Scotland; Pont'ti

MS.
120
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HUMAN FIGUJXE (Man) and in chief

Canton
Sa. a naked man hanging on a gallows ppr. a

Clinton nvz. Dalziel.
. On a Canton

Aig. on a mount vert a mau ppr. vpsted sa.

slashed gu. cap hose and truukhose of the last

the latter slashed of the fourth holding in the

left hand upon an anvil an iron in the altitude

of striking it with a hammer in the right also

ppr. on a canton of the fifth a cross humetty
of the field a label upon a label for diff.

Stahlschmidt, Lambeth, Surrey.
Sa. a naked man ppr. on a canton arg. a sword

and pistol in saltire ppr. Dalziel, Scotland.

On a Chief. ...Crescent

Arg. a naked man ppr. holding a sword with both

hands to cut a tree growing out of a mount vert

on a chief az. a crescent betw. two stars of the

first. BoRNAT, Scotland.

Estoile

Arg. a Neptune crowned with an eastern crown of

gold his trident sa. headed or issuing from a

stormy ocean the sinister hand grasping the

head of a ship's mast appearing above the waves

as part of the wreck all ppr. on a chief az. the

arctic polar star of the first betw. two water

bougets of the second. Heard, co. Somerset;
Lancaster Herald, afterwards Garter King of

Arms; granted 1762.

Fruit

Arg. a negro cutting with a bill a sugar cane ppr.
on a cliief az. two pineapples or leaved and
crowned of the last. Chambers, Hanover,
Jamaica; granted 1771.

Plate

Arg. a mine open of earth colour the upper part

variegated with various shrubs vert within the

mine a miner ppr. vested sa. on his head a cap

arg. round his body a belt of the last and in the

attitude of working the dexter sides of the mine
with two hammers on the sinister side a candle

arg. lighted ppr. in a candlestick az. fixed in

the mine on a chief brown a square plate in

perspective or betw. a bezant on the dexter and
a plate on the sinister. Miners Royal, or

Mine Adventurers' Company, London
; incor-

porated 1568.

Coronet
Az. a favage wreathed about the middle with bay

leaves having a sheaf of arrows hanging by his

side and bearing a bow in the sinister hand all

ppr. and pointing with the other to a coronet

placed in the dt-xter chief point or. Oswald,
Fingleton, Scotland ; New Register.

Estoile

Az. the figure of Hercules wreathed about the
head and middle with laurel leaves bedding in

the dexter hand a quadrant and therewith

looking towards a star in the dt-xier chief and
in the sinister hand holding a club all ppr.
Oswalp, Dimiiikier, Scotland.

Hand
Az. a ni!iu in armour or on horseback arg.

advancing his sword in the sitiister chief a left

Land of the third. Neafe, Methie.

HUMAN FIGURE and in base
Per fess or and arg. m chief a woodman with a

club over his dexter shoulder wreathed round
the middle all ppr. in base three acorns erect

gu. Akenhead, Northumberland, 1685.

HUMAN FIGURE (Man) betw
Bordure

Sa. a horse carrying a man armed at all points
within a bordure -arg. Nevoy, Scotland ; Lyuii

Register.
Sa. a naked man his arms extended ppr. within a

bordure engr. arg. Dalsiel, London.
Sa. a naked man hanging on a gallows ppr. a

bordure engr. or. Dalziel.
Sa. a naked man his arras extended ppr. within a

bordure engr. or. Dalziel, Edinburgh.

Leaves

Arg. on a mount in base vert a savage walking
wreathed round the head and waist with leaves

and holding over the shoulder a club ppr.
betw. two oak leaves in fess of the second.

Meyer.

Trees

Arg. on a mount a savage in a walking position
wreathed about the head and waist with oak
leaves in the dexter hand a club resting on
the shoulder the sinister on his hip betw.

two oak trees all ppr. Meyer, London.
Mayo.

HUMAN FIGURE (Woman) betw
Bordure

Arg. a naked woman standing on a globe issuing
from the base holding in the dexter hand a

book and in her sinister a palm branch upon
her breast the sun in splendour and flowing
round the figure a web of linen all ppr. all

within a bordure az. charged with eight mullets

or. Sandeman, Perth, Scotland.

Estoiles

Az. betw. two estoiles in fess arg. a figure repre-

senting Justice vested of the last in the dexter

hand a sword erect ppr. and in the sinister a

pair of scales or. Wergman, Timberham
Lodge, Surrey.

HUMAN FIGURE betw. and in base ....

Pillars

Arg. upon three ascents the Virgin Mary standing
with her arms distended betw. two pillars on
the dexter whereof is a church all ppr. in base

upon an inescucheon the ancient arms of Man
(being gu. three legs conjoined at the thighs
in the fess point in armour ppr. garnished and

spurred or) ensigned with a mitre also ppr.

Bishopric of Sodor and Man. Berry.

2 HUMAN FIGURES
Arg. on a terrace vert S. Boniface ppr. habited

gu. hands crossed on his breast standing at his

left side a bishop vested ppr. in his left hand a

pastoral staff. Bishopric of Ross.

8 HUMAN FIGURES
Gu. three demi woodmen arg. holding clubs over

their exterior shoulders or. Wood, Brize

Norton, co. Oxford ; and Shynwood, co.

Salop. WooDD, London; quartering sa. a

griflBn segreant erm.
Az. three cherubs or the wings counter-crossed

sallireways. Saint, Newcastle.
Az. three woodmen in fess ppr. with clubs and

targets or. Wood, co. York.
Az. three woodmen in fess ppr. holding in their

right hands a club pendent arg. in their left an
escucheon of the second charged with a cross

gu. Wood, F.
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8 HITMAN FIGUEE8 cont.

Az, three naked savages ambulant in fess ppr. in

iheir dexter hands a shield arg. charged with

a cross gu. in tlieir sinister a club resting on

their shoulders also ppr. Wood, Barnsley, co.

York; Baronetcy 1784. Wood, Swanwiok, co.

Derby. Wood, Copmanthorpe, co. York.

Az. the three men of Kent guard, in fess ppr.
wreathed and cinctured out bearing clubs also

ppr. and shields arg. charged with crosses gu.

Wood, Goodoestone, Kent.

Gu. thiee archers az. Abkincis or Averenches,
or AvERiNG ; Folkestone, Kent. Bankes, vol. i.

Per chev. sa. and az. three cherubs .... with

wings counter-crossed saltireways overall in an

inescutcheon arg. a bend gu. charged with three

plates. Chandut-r, Sherborne, co, Dorset.

The seal represents a landscape on the dexter

side several trees on a hill on the sinister a

view of the cathedral on the ground the bodies

heads and limbs of three men all ppr. with

crowns swords and banners dispersed all over

the field. City of Lichfield, co. Stafford.

Az. the Virgin Mary standing betw. on the dexter

side S. Hierlatius Bishop and on the sinister

S. John Baptist over the figures a triple gothic

canopy. Bishopric of Tuam.

3 HUMAN FIGURES and in chief

On a Canton.... Fleur-de-lis

Gu. semy of crosses crosslet fitchy arg. three

demi savages with clubs elevated ppr. a canton

sinister of France a fleur-de-lis for diff. Wood,
London ; Enfield, Middlesex; Colwick, Lang-

ley, and Woodborough, co. Nottingham.

3 HUMAN FIGUEES betw

Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. three demi men

couped below the navel arg. crowned with a

cliaplet within two bordures ot charged with

eight crosses patty fitchy sa. Bodyam, F.

Crosses

Arg. three demi savages betw. nine crosses cross-

let sa. Smith, Aspley House, co. Bedford ;

quartering Hervey, Willis, Eliot, Orlebar, Cher-

nock, etc.

Gu. three demi men arg. holding a club in bend

over their right shoulders betw. nine crosslets

of the second. Wood, V.

Gu. three demi woodmen in fess betw. nine

crosses crosslet (another, crosses crosslet fitchy)

or. Wood, co. Nottingham.

4 or more HUMAN FIGUEES
The figure of Charity with one child in her arms

and three others standing near her naked on

the dexter side a shield hung on a tree bearing

the arms of St. Andrew, viz. arg. a saltire az. to

which the figure is pointing with her dexter

band on the sinister side of the escucheon a

thistle issuing from the ground in base stalked

and leaved over it a regal crown. Seal of

the Scots Corporation; incorporated 1(165.

Around the seal iheLegend—Beatimisericordes,

quoniam ipsis misericordia tribuetur.

A landscape with divers martyrs in several man-

ners massacred. Seal of Town of Lichfield.

Guillim, 5ih edition.

HUNTING HORN see Horn

HURT see Roundle HYDRA see Monster

ICICLE
Az. three icicles in bend arg. Harbottle, co.

Brecon.
Az. three icicles in bend or. Harbottle.
Az. three icicles bendways or within a bordure

engr, erm. Harbottle, Suff"olk.

INDIAN see Human Figure

INESCUCHEON see Escucheon

INFANT see Human Figure
INGOT see Letter

INX-MOLINE, also Millrind, Mill-Ink, or

Fer-de-Moline

Arg. an ink-raoline gu. Sir Johan Douwed-vle,
N. Guise. Guse, V. Guyse. Marshall.
Milborne.

Arg. a fer-de-molino pierced gu. Gyse or Guise.

Arg. a fer-demoline sa. Alan de Fulthorp, F.

Alan de Hippeswelle, P. Mh.borne.

Arg. a millrind sa. Turner, Pues, co. Salop;
descended from Sutton Colefield, co. Warwick.

Arg. a fer-de moline sa. a ci'escent arg. William

FULTHuRP, r.

Arg. a fer-de-moline pierced sa. for Turner.

Page-Turner, Ambrosden, co. Oxford ; Baro-

netcy 1733; quartering az, a fess indented

betw. three martlets or for Page.
Az. a fer-de-moline arg. Lebrion, Kent,

Az. a millrind or. Brun, Kent ;
and co. Dorset.

Sire Moris le Brun,N. Bruyn, temp. Edward
11, Scrope V. Grusvenor, 367. Molyneux, V.

William Molmneus, F.

Erm. an inkmoline az, Molyne, V. Moleins,
CO, Dorset, Molines, Molineux, co. Dorset ;

and Yalcus, co. Lancaster,

Erm. a fer-de-moline az, pierced of the field.

MoLiNS, London,
Erm. an ink-moline sa. Mill or Milles, co.

Gloucester; and Surrey. Mills, Middlesex.

Mills, Harscomb, co, Gloucester ;
and Croy-

don, Surrey, MiLNiis, Stubbing Edge, co.

Derby, Moleins, co, Dorset, Myll, V.

Quarterly gu. and or a millrind in the first

quarter. Simon Chamberlayne, F,

Erm. a millrind sa. pierced of the field. Mills.

Gu, a fer-de moline arg. Wilby. Sir Guy de

Febre, SuflFolk ; temp. Edward I, V. Sire

Robert de Wylebi, N.

Gu. a mill-ink pierced arg. Fere, co, StaflFord.

Gu, a fer-de-moline pierced arg, over all a baton

in bend az, Farrer, Chichester, Sussex. Sire

Guy Ferre, N.

Gu. a fer de-moline erm. Bek (Anthony,

Patriarch if fti, and Bishop of Durham), K.

Anioine Bekk, Bishop of Durham, H, K, N.

Weme,
Gu. two bars arg. over all an ink-moline erm.

Pannerton, CO. Staflbrd.

Gyronny of six arg. and az. over all a millrind sa.

Mills, Hillingdon Court, Middlesex ;
Baro-

netcy 1808.

Gyronny of eight arg. and az. over all a millrind

sa. Mills, Essex,

Or a millrind az, Brun, Kent ; Add. MS. 14307,

fo, 6, MOLYNERS, V. MoLINERS.

Or a fer-de-moline gu. Maijshall, co. Wilts;

and West Chinnock, co. Somerset; Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 213. Marshall, V. Sir Rauf le

Mareschal, N.

Or a millrind sa. Sire William Saunsum, N.

Paly of six arg. and az. a millrind of the second.

John Pkichet, Bishop of Gloucester 1672-81.
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INK-MOLINE conL

Taly of six arg. and az. a fer-de-moline sa.

Mills.
Per fess or and vert a millrind gu. Hingham,

Norfolk.

Per pule or and vert a millrind gu. Sire Johan
de Hingham, N.

Sa. an ink-iuoline erm. Weme. Baron, Wemme.
Sa. a fer-de-moline or. Sir VVm. de Southampton,
H.

Sa. an ink-moline or pierced sa. Moreton, co.

York.

INK-MOLINE and in chief. . . .

Seast (Lion)
Arg. a lion saliant in the dexter base a fer-de-

moline sa. De Crespigny, Champion Lodge,
Surrey; Baronetcy 1805; quartering az. three

bars arg.
Bird (Swan)

Erm. a millrind in pale sa. pierced of the field

in the dexter chief point a swan close of the

second. Hill, Ireland.

Chief

Erm. a millrind sa. a chief or. Mills or Mtlles,
Knighiington, co. Berks. Milles, V. Milles,
Ktiigbtington, co. Berks; granted by Cooke,
1588, W.

Erm. a millrind sa. a chief vert. Miles, Cud-

dington.
On a Chief. . . . Heads

Arg. a millrind sa. on a chief gu. three antelope's
heads erased ppr. attired or. Smartt, co.

Devon.
Or a millrind sa. on a chief gu. three antelope's

heads of the field. Marshall, Treworgy House,
Cornwall.

Or a millrind sa. on a chief gu. three antelope's
heads erased or. Marshall, Fremington, co.

Devon.
Or an ink-moline sa. on a chief gu. three tiger's
heads erased of the field. Marshall.

.... Wings
Erm. a millrind sa. on a chief az. two marlion's

wings or. Mills, Norton Court, Kent, W ;

granted by Cooke, 1586.

Erm. a mill-iiik sa. on a chief az. a pair of wings
joined or. Mills, V.

INK-MOLINE betw. or within....
Birds (Martlets)

Gu. a fer-de-moline pierced betw. two martlets in
fess arg. Beversham, Holbrook Hall, Sufiblk.

Gu. a millrind in bend betw. two martlets arg.
Baknham. Berynoham, V. Bermingham, V.

Gu. a millrind bendways arg. betw. two martlets
in pale or. Burningham, froyle, co. Hants.

Gu. a ferde-raoline arg. betw. two martlets or.

Bevebsham, Scotland.
Sa. a mill-ink in bend betw. two martlets arg.
Beringham, v.

Sa. a millrind in bend betw. two martlets arg.
Bermingham.

Arg. a millrind in pale betw. four martlets sa.

Coring, Kenwyn, Cornwall.
Bordure

Arg. a millrind gu. within a bordure engr. of the
last. Pesmede, Sherborne St. John, co. Hants;
Visitation 1034.

Crescents

Arg. a niiilrind sa. betw. three crescents gu.
Mylwaed, y.

Arg. a millrind sa. betw. four crescents gu.
MiLWARD, Batcomb, co. Somerset.

INK-MOLINE betw. or within cont.

Heads
Sa. a millrind betw. three leopard's faces.

Mii^ward, London.

Lozenges
Per fess or and gu. a fer-de-moline and four

lozenges counterchanged. Ibgrave, Suffolk.

INK-MOLINE betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

On a Chief.... Birds

Arg. a fer-de-moline in bend az. betw. two

Cornish choughs ppr. on a chief of the second

a fleur-de-lis betw. as many demi roses stream-

ing in base or. Corren, co. Oxford.

Arg. a millrind sa. betw. four Cornish choughs on
a chief gu. a fleur-de-lis betw. two roses en-

soleil dimidiated per pale or. Hugh Corew or

CuRWEN, Bishop of Oxford 1567-B. Granted

by Barker.

Erm. a millrind sa. betw. two martlets in pale gu.
on a chief az. two wings conjoined and ex-

panded or. Milles, Nackington, Kent; and
North Elmham, Norfolk.

On an INK-MOLINE
Estoiles

Arg. a millrind sa. charged with four estoiles of

the field. M'Vicar, Scotland.

Arg. on a millrind sa. five estoiles of the field.

Vicar, Vicart, or Vicorey, co. Derby ; and co.

Warwick.
Or on a millrind sa. five estoiles arg. Vygor.

Jaques.
Or on a fer-de-moline sa. five estoiles of the field.

Recoyre or Rycoyre, de Tournay.
Or on a mill-ink sa. five estoiles of the first.

Jaque, W.
Mullets

Sa. on a fer-de-moline arg. five mullets gu.
Ipgrave. Ibgrave, V.

On an INK-MOLINE betw
Per pale arg. and gu. on a millrind betw. two

lozenges four mullets all counterchanged.
Ibgrave, Bury, V.

2 INK-MOLINES
Az. two millrinds fessways in pale arg.
Keresforth, Keresforth, co. York.

3 INK-MOLINES
Arg. three fers-de-moline gu. Eeynald de

DUNYTON, Y.

Az. crusily fitchy arg. three fers de-moline erm.
Kingsmill.

Erm. three fers-de-moline sa. Turner.
Per fess sa. and arg. three millrinds counter-

changed. Mylie, Scotland.

3 INK-MOLINES betw. or within
Sa. three fers-de-moline betw. two beodlets arg.
Turner.

15 INK-MOLINES
Az. fifteen fers-de-moline or on a chief of the

second a lion ramp, purpure. Lincoln's Inn.
Gwillim.

INSECT
Az. a harvest-fly volant arg. Butterfly.
Sa. a butterfly volant arg. Bolouru, V.

Sa. a harvest fly in pale volant en arriere arg.
BOLOWRE.

Sa. a hornet arg. Boi.lord or Bolloure.
Vert an ant arg. Kenuiffe.
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INSECT and in chief. . . .

Per chev. invecked az. and arg. a bee volant ppr.
in chief three lozenges of the second.

Blemman, Croscombe, co. Somerset.

INSECT betw
Per pale az. and sa. a bee volant or betw. three

fleurs-de-lis arg. Bazley, Tolmers, co. Herts ;

Baronetcy 1869.

INSECT betw. and in chief

Arg. a butterfly paleways gu. wings expanded
betw. three roses of the last in the centre chief

an ancient crown or. Madocks, Vron Yw and

Glanywern, North Wales ; descended from Sir

Robert Penderling, knt., Constable of Diserth

Castle ; temp, Henry II.

2 INSECTS

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first and fourth

quarters a bee volant sa. Pukkis.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief two flies of the

second. Lamberby.

2 INSECTS and in base....

Az. in chief two bees volant in huso the sun rising

above a representation of the Ghants or moun-
tains near Bombay all ppr. Jejeebhoy, Bom-

bay ; Baronetcy 1857.

3 INSECTS
Az. three bees volaui en arriere arg. Bye, V*.

Az. three bees volant or. Bye. Muschamp;
quartered by Sowerby.

Arg. three butterflies in pale sa. Bolour.
Az. three butterflies volant arg. Beeston.
Az. three butterflies volant or. Muschamp,

V.

Az. three flies or. Geofi'rey de Moschamp, Bishop
of Lichfield 1198-12U8.

Erm. three harvest flies gu. Watkin, Wales.

Or three spiders az, Chettle.
Per chev. arg. and vert (quaere vert and arg.) in

chief three silkworm-flies paleways en airiere

in fess in base a mulberry branch all counter-

changed. Bassano, Lichfield, co. Staflbrd.

Per pale az. and gu. three bees or. Dore

(ancient). Dorey.
Per pale az. and gu. three gadflies or. Doere, V.

Per pale gu. and az. three stag-beetles wings
extended or. Doobe, Cornwall ; and co. Devon.

Per pale gu. and az. three flies or. Dove, Corn-

wall; and CO. Devon; Harl, MS. 1441, fo.

UO.
Sa. three gad-bees volant en arriere arg.

BUNINGHILL. BuRNINGHILI,.

Sa. three gad-bees volant arg. Geblington,
Hakeford, co. York. Garlington, co. Here-

ford.

Sa. three butterflies arg. Borminghall. Hugh
de Bubninghiix, X.

Sa. three butterflies volant arg. Penhellicke
or Penhellihke, Penbelleek, Cornwall ; Harl.

3IS. 1079, fo. 228b.

Sa. three butterflies or two and one. Sabyn, co.

Bedford.

Vert three gad-bees arg. Bodrigan, V.

3 INSECTS betw. or within....

Arg. two bars betw. three gadflies sa. Flemings,
V.

Gu. three flies volant arg. within a bordure engr.

or. Gerlington, co. Lincoln,

4 INSECTS
Gyronny of eight erm. and gu. on each of the last

a bee volant arg. Campbell, Gargunnock. .

6 INSECTS
Arg. SIX ants gu. Tregent.

Arg. six bees sa. three two and one. Trahern,
Emlyn.

Arg. six bees three two and one volant sa.

Wynne, Garthmeilo, co. Denbigh; descended
from Trahman Goch.of Emlyn, a distinguished
Welsh chieftain.

INSTEUMENT
See also Compaeses

Az. a millclack in fess or. Mills, London ;

descended from Cornwall.
Per pale arg. and az. a ferris (or steel for striking

fire) counterchanged. Bogner.

INSTRUMENT and in chief. . . .

Arg. in base a rackcouped sa. in chief two crosses

crosslet fitchy gu. Holdsworth. Burke.

2 INSTBUMENTS
Erm. two surgeon's fleams in galtire gu.

Tytherley, CO. Hants. Tydebsley, V.

Erm. two surgeon's fleams in saltire sa.

Tiderleigh or Tytherley, Tytherley, co.

Dorset, V.

2 INSTBUMENTS betw. or within....
See also Anchor

Arg. two graziers (or spokeshaves) in saltire sa.

betw. four pears gu. in a bordure engr. of the

second. Kelloway, co. Wilts.

Gu. two glazier's nippers in saltire betw. four

lions ramp. arg. Stenling.

Arg. two glazier's nippers in saltire sa. betw.

four pears or. Kellaway or Kelloway, Stow-

ford, CO. Devon.

Arg. two glazier's nippers per saltire betw. four

pears within a bordure engr. sa. Kellawaye,
Sherborne, co. Dorset.

Arg. two grosing-irons in saltire sa. betw. four

Kelway pears ppr. within a bordure engr. of the

second. Kelloway, co. Hants ; Visitation of

that county in 1634; quartering Ramsey and
Bissett, Kelloway, Roborough, co. Devon.

2 INSTBUMENTS hetw. or within....
and in chief. . . .

Arg. two grozing irons in saltire sa. betw. four

closing nails of the last on a chief gu. a lion

pass, guard, or. Company of Glaziers, Lon-
don. The lion in chief was only a demi-liou

till 1684.

Gu. two broaches in saltire arg. betw. two
trundles or on a chief of the second a lion pass,

gu. Company of Embroiderers, Bristol.

On 2 INSTBUMENTS
Arg. on two glazier's nippers in saltire sa. four

pears or. Caylway, co. Hants.

On 2 INSTBUMENTS hetw. ....

Arg. on two glazier's nippers in saltire sa, four

pears or all within a bordure engr. gu. Caylway.

3 INSTBUMENTS
See also Buttrices

Arg. three levels with their plummets or.

Co^brand, Chichester, Lewes, and Buruham,
Sussex,
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8 INSTRUMENTS cont.

Arg. three soldering irons sa. Biddulph, co,

StaSbrd. Erdeswick.
Erin, three glazier's cripping irons in sallire gu.

TxTHERLY, Titherley.
Sa. three fleams arg. Rendacy, V.

Sa. three flutes in pale arg. Birsin or Basin.

Sii. three oval peels or. Kill, Kill, Scotland.

Vert from three crowns in less or as many needles

pendent arg. Company of Needlehakees,
London.

IVY BRANCH see Tree

JACOB'S STAFF see Staff

JAVELIN see Spear JAY see Bird (Parrot)

JEW'S HARP see Harp JUG see Cup
JUSTICE see Humau Figure

KEY
Gu. a key in bend arg. Chatte.
Vert a key in bend or head to the dexter sur-

mounting in saltire a stafl" arg. Board of
Green Cloth.

Sa. a key in bend dexter surmounted by a crozier

in bend sinister arg, Bishopiic of St. Asaph,
U.

KEY betw
Gu. a lion of England holding in the dexter paw

a key erect arg. on a chief wavy az. an open
book with clasps ppr. surmounted of a crosier

or a canton arg. charged with the cross of St.

George gu. betw. four crosses patty titchy at

the foot sa. Bishopric of Quebec.
Az. a key in pale ward upwards betw. two mullets

of six points or. Achambek, Suggerton.
Sa. a key paleways or betw. two palets erm.
Knot or Knott.

Sa. a key erect in pale or betw. two palets
ermiiiois. Knot, Whitchurch, co. Hants ;

granted 15 April, l'i32.

KEY and in chief. . . .

Per chev. gu. and az. in chief two demi lions

ramp, couped in base a key in pale or.

Ilint.

2 KEYS
.... two keys in saltire and endorsed. Town of

Montgomery. Seal.

Arg. two keys in saltire gu. Knox.

Arg. two keys in bend dexter endorsed and con-

joined in the bows interlaced with a sword
in bend sinister. Benedictine Abbey of

Michelney, CO. Somerset. Monasticon.

Arg. two keys in saltire addorsed az. over all an

open book arg. edged gu. in chief and in

base a cross crosslet fitchy sa. Bishopric of

Dromore.
Az. two keys barways in pale the ward of the one

in chief to the dexter and that in base to tlie

sinister arg. Keux.
Az. a pair of keys in saltire or. Robnet, St.

Tier, co. Monmouth.

2 KEYS cont.

Az. two keys endorsed in saliire or. Bishopric of

Gloucester. Berry.
Az. two keys in saltire the dexter oppressing the

sinister. St. Peter's Benedictine Monastery,
Gloucester. Bishopric of Cashel.

Az. two keys in saltire the sinister oppressing the

dexter. St. Peter's Benedictine Monastery,
Gloucester.

Az. two keys endorsed in saltire or surmounted

by a mitre of tlie last. Bishopric of Ossory.

Az. two keys in saltire over all a lamb couchant
all or. Bishopric of Down and Connor.

Az. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base or

and on one of the brandies two keys of tlie first

fastened by straps gu. lor the office of Thane
of Fettercairn. Wood, Balbigno, Scotland.

Gu. (another az.) two keys in bend sinister ad-

dor.sed and conjoined in the bows or interlaced

with a crosier in bend dexter arg. Benedictine

Abbey (now deanery) at Bath, co. Somerset.

Gu. two keys in bend sinister addorsed and con-

joined in the bows or interlaced with a sword
in bend dexter arg. hilt and pomel of the

second. Bath Priory, co. Somerset. Monas-
ticon.

Gu. two keys addorsed in bend or interlaced with

a sword in bend sinister arg. hilt nnd pomel
of the second. Plimpton Monastery, co.

Devon.
Per pale or and arg. two keys addorsed and con-

joined at the bows in bend sinister the upper
gu. the under az. interlaced with a sword in

bend dexter of the second hilted and pomelled
of the first. Benedictine Monastery of

Chertsey, Surrey.
Sa. two keys in saltire endorsed arg. Bishopric of

St. Asaph. City of St. Asaph.

2 KEYS and in chief

Gu. two keys in saltire arg. in chief a regal crown

ppr. Bishopiic of York. Berry.
Sa. two kejs in saltire or in chief three talbot's

heads couped arg. Pope.

2 KEYS and in base ....

Arg. two keys saiiireways gu. and in base a cross

crosslet titchy sa. Kennedy, Kilmuches, Scot-

land.

Or in chief two keys wards downward and in base
a double locked padlock az. Copson.

Gu. two keys in saltire or. Chambeblayn, V.

Philip de Chambeleyn, A. Jiishopric of
Westminster. Archbishopric of Cashel;
Harl. MS. 4040.

2 KEYS betw. or within
Az. two keys endorsed in saltire in the dexter

chief a pastoral stafl" in the sinister chief a mitre
all or. Bishopric of Limerick, Ardfert, and
Aghadoe.

Gu. two keys endorsed in saltire betw. four crosses
crosslet fitchy or. City of PETEiiBOROUGH, co.

Northampton. Deanery of Peterborough.
Bishopric of Peterborough. Berry.

Gu. two keys in saltire betw. four crosses formy
titchy or. Benedictine Abbey of Peterborough.
Monasticon.

Gu. two keys endorsed and conjoined at the bows
in bend sinister (dexter, Monasticvn) the upper
or the lower arg. betw. them (ovrr all, Mon.)
a sword in bend dexter of the third hilt and

poaiel or. Bishopric of Winchester. Berry.
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2 KEYS betw. or within cont.

St. Swithin Benedictine Monastery and

Cathedra], Winchestek.
^u. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or sur-

mounted (another, surmounting, Monast.) of

two keys in Siiltire the dexter of the lasi the

sinister of the second. Bouune or Brunnk

Augustinian Priory, go. Lincoln. Bromeue or

Bromme Abbey, co. Hants.
Gu. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or sur-

mounted of two keys endorsed in saltire dexter

of the last sinister of the second. Bishopric
of Exeter. Monasticon.

3 KEYS
Arg. three keys paleways iu fess wards in chief

az. Wooding.

Arg. three keys two and one sa. the wards in chief.

Thurgarton Priory, Norfolk.

Az. three keys two and one or. "William de

Chamberlayn, a, D.
Az. three keys fessways or in pale two pointing

to the dexler the middle one to the sinister

side of the escucheon. Chamberleyn, W.

Chamberleyne, F.

Gn. three keys or. Leband, Essex.

Gu. three keys erect or. Le Baud, V. Sir Walter

Le Baud, Essex, Y.

Gu. three keys fessways in pale wards downwards
or. Gibson, Scotland.

Gu. three keys lying fessways in pale or the wards

downward. Gibson, Durie, Scotland.

Gu. three keys paleways or two and one.

Treacher.
Gu. three keys enfiled with as many crosses or.

Robert Orford, Bishop of Ely 130310.
Or three keys uz. two and one the wards in chief.

Ely Benedictine Pkioey, co. Cambridge.
Monasticon.

Or three keys gu. Claville, Pole, Devon., iii,

20O.

Per chev. dovetail arm. and gu. three keys erect

the wards upwards or. Key, Thornbury, co. I

Gloucester; Baronetcy 1831. Key, Lord '

Mayor of London 1630 31.

Per chev. gu. and sa. three keys or wards to the

sinister. Kays, Roger Keys, Clericus ; Harl.

MS. ni6,io. 30.

3 KEYS and in chief....

Canton
Gu. three keys fessways in pale arg. on a canton

of the last a hunting horn stringed of the first.

Gibson, Paisley.
Portcullis

Gu. three keys fessways in pale or in chief a port-

cullis of the last. Gibson, Shalford, Surrey ;'

and Sullington, Sussex.

3 KEYS betw. or within....
Bordure

Gn. three keys barways in pale or within a bor-

dure vairy. Gibson, Pentland, Scotland.

Gu. three keys barways in pale or within a bor-

dure engr. arg. chaiged with four crescents and

as many annulets or alternately. Gibson,

Scotland.

Az. three keys or two and one and as many fleurs-

de lis of the last one and two. Shu.ecorn or

Shiixicorne, CO. Yorks.

Az. m chief a key betw. two fleurs-de-lis and in

base a fleur-de-lis betw. two keys the wards

upward or. Shelletoe.

6 KEYS
Az. three pair of keys two in chief and one in base

or each pair addorsed and conjoined in the

rings wards in chief. Abbotsbcby Benedictine

Abbey, Dorset. Monasticon.
Sa. three pairs of keys arg. IVIaskney.

Sa. three pairs of keys endorsed with lozenge
handles interlaced wards in chief arg.

Masqdenay, V, or Makenav, V. Maequenay,
Ireland. Maokenay, Ireland. M'Kinna, West
Indies ; originally of Ireland.

Vert three pairs of keys saltireways or endorsed
two and one. Peter, Scotland ; quartering
az. three escallops arg. Peter, Springhill,
Scotland. Peter, Chapel, Scotland.

6 KEYS and in chief

Az. three pairs of keys in saltire or on a chief gu.
three liolphins naiant arg. Company of

Saltfishmongers (old coat). Stow.

8 KEYS
Az. three bars betw. eiRht keys or three two two
and one. William Screen, temp. Richard II,

Henry IV, and Henry V; Harl. MS. 980,
fo. 300.

KILN
Arg. on a mount in base vert a brick kiln of four

stories gu. flamant and fumant on the second

and top stories ppr. Brickill.

KINO see Human Fig^ire

KINGFISHEE see Bird

KNIFE
Gu. a knife arg. haft or. Blood.

3 KNIVES
Arg. three knives az. batted gu. Drought,

Ireland.

Arg. three shoemaker's knives gu. Hacklet.

Arg. three shredding-knives sa. Abbot, co.

Salop.
Az. three knives arg, hafted gu. Knevet.
Az. three knives arg. hafted or. Knevet.
Az. three knives arg. with crooked (or bent) bafts

gu. Knyvett, V.

Az. three knives in pale arg. hafts or. Knife.
Gu. three knives arg. Worsycke,
Gu. three knives arg. handles or, Cbowland ;

quartering az, tliree whips of many strings or.

Gu, three St. Bartholomew's knives erect in fess

arg. handles or. Crowland or Croyland
Benedictine Abbey, co. Lincoln ; quartering
az. three St. Guthlac's scourges erect in

fess or with three lashes to each. Monas-
ticon.

Sa. three beading knives in pale the hafls con-

trary posed. Bechburg.

KNITTING-FEAME see Frame

KNOT
Arg. three bars sa. over all a cotton hank or.

Cotton.
Az. a lion ramp, or in a true love knot arg. betw.

four fleuis de-lis their stalks bending towards

the centre of the second. Hoghe, Penymaes;
quartered by Rees or Rhys.

KNOT and in chief....

Az. a hank or knot of bowstrings in pale or on a

chief arg. three bows. Long Bowstring
Makers Company, London.
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3 KNOTS
Arg. tbree bars sa. over all as many cotton hanks

or. Cotton, W. Haward, co. Gloucester, V.

Az. three hanks of cotton arg. Cotton, Comber-

mere, V.

Az. three cotton hanks or. Cotton.

Barry of six arg. and az. three bundles of cotton

or. Cotton.

Barry of six arg. and sa. three cotton hanks or.

Haywood.
Or tbree love.knots sa. Elmslie.

3 KNOTS and in chief

Arg. three bundles or hanks of silk in fess sa. on

a chief az. a silk thrower's mill or. Company
of Silk Throwers, London; incorporated lOaO.

LABEL
.... a label of four points in bend sinister

Wm. de CuRLi, 20th Hen. III. Cotton Julius F.

vii, 175.

Ar;;. a file of five lambeaux in chief az.

Hextington.

Arg. a label of five points az. Henlington, co.

Gloucester ;
Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 109.

Arg. a file of thi-ee points in bend sa. Morien ;

buried in St. Mary's Church at Oxford.

Gwillim, 5th edit. Morten.

Arg. a label of five points in bend gu. Goff or

GoFFE, Ireland.

Az. a file of five lambeaux or in chief.

Sabben.
Or a file gu. with three bells pendent az. clappers

sa. Belfile.
Sa. three crescents in chief a label of two drops

and in fess another of one drop arg. FiTZ-

Simons; Harl. MS. 1441 and 5866.

LABEL and in chief....

Vair a label gu. in chief a mullet pierced az.

Beauchamp.
Vair a label or in chief a mullet pierced az.

Beauchamp.

On a LABEL
Castles

Arg. a label of five points gu. each charged with

three towers or. Dartoys.

3 LABELS
Or three files borne barways gu. the first having

five points the second four and the last three.

LisKiEKE, Holland. Gwillim.

LADBEB
Arg. a tower sa. having a scaling ladder raised

against it in bend sinister or. Maunsell.

LABDEB and in chief. . . .

Arg. a scaling ladder in pale gu, in chief a cross

crosslet fitchy of the last. Ramus, St.

James's, Westminster ; granted June 1772.

LABBEB betw
Az. a scaling ladder in bend betw. a greyhound

in chief and an annulet in base arg. Jacob,
W.

Gu. a scaling ladder betw. six cross crosslets arg.

Tripp; Pole, Devon, iii, 35.

3 LADDERS
Arg. three scaling ladders in bend gu. Kellyng.
Kelyng. Keeling. ^

Arg. three scaling ladders Istndways gu.
KiLLiNGWORTH, F; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 95.

Arg. three ladders beudways in bend sinister gu.
KiLLINGWORTH, V.

Az. three scaling ladders in bend arg. Shipstowe.
Gu. three scaling ladders arg. Cadivor ap
Dinawel Lloyd. Owen.

Or three double scaling ladders sa. Ashlin.
Or three scaling ladders bendways gu. each end

touching the edge of the shield. Chepstow,
V. ScHiPESTow; Harl. il/S. 1386, fo. 95.

Or three ladders bendwajw in bend sinister

throughout gu. Chepstow, V.

Sa. three scaling ladders bendways in pale arg.
Shipstowe. Skipton,

Sa. three scaling ladders two and one and betw.

the two uppermost a spear arg. Sir Robert
DE LA Vale ; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 95.

3 LADDERS and in chief

On a Chief
Sa. three scaling ladders and betw. the two upper-
most a spear's head arg. point embrued on a

chief gu. a castle triple towered of the second.
Lloyd of Ffosshelig, co. Cardigan ; and

Lanrych, co. Pembroke. Lloyd, Millfield, co.

Cardigan; Baronetcy extinct 1750. Lloyd,
Dangrallt, co. Carmarthen. Cadivor ap

Dyfnwal, Lord of Castle Howel. Jones, co.

Monmouth. Parry, Noyadd, co. Cardigan.
Sa. three scaling ladders and betw. the two upper-
most a spear's head arg. its point imbrued on
a chief erm. a tower triple turretted of the

second. Owen. Cevn Havod, co. Montgomery.

LADY see Human Figure
LAMB see Beast (Sheep)

LAMP
Arg. a lamp sa. fired ppr. a label of three points

gu. Hepborne or Hebborne, Hardwick, co.

Durham.
3 LAMPS

Arg. three lamps sa. Lamplow or Lampelaw.
Per fess sa. and arg. three standing lamps coun-

terchanged. Brucken.
Sa. three lamps arg. John Wetewang, X,
Wetewange.

3 LAMPS and in chief

Arg. three lamps sa. a label gu. Lampelaw.

LANCE see Spear
LAPWING and LARK see Bird

LATTICE see Fret

LAUREL BRANCH see Tree

LAUREL WREATH see Wreath
LAYER CUTTER see Plough

LAYER POT see Cup

LEAF
Arg. an aspen leaf ppr. Aspinall.
Az. an aspen leaf or. Aspine.
Or a betony leaf ppr. Betty.

Arg. a holly leaf ppr. Arnest.
Or a rose leaf in bend sinister vert. Bendlise.
Gu. a trefoil leaf the stalk embowed at the end
and fixed to a twig slipped lying fessways or.

Brommell.
Az. a water leaf arg. Moeiens, Suffolk.
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2 LEAVES
Arg. a crescent gu. betw. iu chief two laurel leaves

vert and in base a mullet of the second.

Tansley, Scotland.
Per saltire arg. and sa. two oak leaves in pale

vert and as many acorns in ieas or. Jack,

England.
3 LEAVES

Arg. three leaves vert. Apleton. Piers Kiekam,
X. Low.

Gu. three leaves arg. Cogan, V.

Arg. three a^pey leaves gu. Cogan. Another,
slipped arg. (Jooan.

Gu. three aspen leaves arg, Cogan, Chard, co.

Somerset.

Arg. three hay leaves slipped vert. Foulis, Col-

lingtouD, CO. Edinburgh ; Baronetcy 1634.

Az. three bay leaves arg. Kili^ch, Scotland.

Arg. three burdock leaves vert. Noble, Edin-

burgh.

Arg. three dock leaves vert. Branis, Scotland.
Az. three elm (or oak) leaves or. Folliford, V.

Mervesse, Suffolk, V.

Arg, three fern leaves vert, Veknai; Pole,

Devon, i, 25fi.

Per chev. arg. and gu. three fig leaves counter-

changed. Greves, V.

Arg. three demi holly leaves divided fessways
vert. Jack, Woodhall, Scotland.

Arg. three holly leaves ppr. Irwin, Calder

Abbey, Cumberland; and Johnstown, near

Carlisle; with the arms of Senhouse on an
escucheon of pretence.

.... three holly leaves Robert Bruce,
when Earl of Carrick.

Arg. three holly leaves barways the stalks

towards the dexter ppr. Amest. Arnest, co.

Devon, F.

Or three holly leaves barways two and one their

stalks towards the dexter part of the escucheon

ppr. Arnest.

Arg. three holly leaves pendent ppr. Inwtne.
Pine.

Arg. three holly leaves slipped vert. Irvine,
Bonshaw, Scotland. Irwin, Tanragoe, co.

Sligo. Jackson, Scotland.

Arg. three holly leaves vert a martlet for diff.

Irving, Woodhouse, co. Dumfries ; Baronetcy
18^)9.

Arg. three holly leaves conjoined in fess vert.

Aernest, V.

Az. three holly leaves or. Levkson, Willenhall,
CO, Stafford,

Sa, three holly leaves slipped arg. Waller.
Vert three holly leaves or. Woodward.
Arg. three laurel leaves erect ppr. Foulis,

Ingleby Manor, co. York; Baronetcy lfil9.

Fowles.

Arg. three laurel leaves vert. Lorrane, Harwood,
Scotland.

Arg. three laurel leaves vert a mullet for diff.

Lowis, Menar, Scotland.

Az. three laurel leaves or. Foleford, F. Leveson;
as quartered by the Duke of Sutherland.

Mervesse, V*.
Or three laurel leaves vert. Louis, Mercbistoun,

Scotland. Loveless. Lowis, Mercbistoun,
Scotland.

Az. three mulberry leaves or. Mobeyne, Suffolk.

Sire Hugh de Moriens, J^.

Vert three mulberry leaves or. Woodward,
Little Walsingham, Norfolk ; granted 5 March,
1806.

3 LEAVES cont.

Arg. three oak leaves iu pale all ppr, Milford,
Wickiogton, in South Tawton, co. Devon.

Arg. three oak leaves vert. Selioke, Hasel-

barrow, co. Derby ; and co. Herts.

Arg. three oak leaves vert. Fowns, co. York.

Warwick, Wtirwickbriggs, co. Cumberland.
Az. three oak leaves or. Mervis or Mervjsse,

Suffolk.

Sa, three oak leaves arg. Lower, co. Devon.
Vert three oak leaves or. ToBI^}, Liverpool ; as

borne by Sir John Tobin, Mayorin 1819.

Arg. three rose leaves slipped vert. 'Eonshaw.
Or three rose leaves vert in the centra a crescent

gu. Lowis, Scotland. ^^
Or three vine leaves vert. Arabin.
Vert three vine leaves or. Wortford, F.

Az. three woodbine leaves arg. Browne, F.

Arg. three woodbine leaves bendways vert two and
one. Theme,

Or three woodbine leaves pendent az. Gamboa,
Spain. GwiUim.

3 LEAVES and in chief....

Arg. three holly leaves vert a chief az. Burnett
or Barns ; originally of Burnetland, of that

Ilk, and subsequently Peebles.

Arg. three holly leaves and a chief vert, Irvine,
Scotland.

Gu. three laurel leaves arg. in chief an estoile

or. CoGGAN and Cogan ; quartering paly of six

or and az. on a chief of the last a griflSn pass.
Gu. three laurel leaves arg. in chief a mullet of

six points or. Cogan, Her. Off. London, c. 24.

3 LEAVES and in base....

Arg. three holly leaves in chief ppr. and a hunt,

ing horn in base sa. garnished gu. Burnett,
Leys, CO. Aberdeen; Baronetcy 1626. Gilbert

Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury 1689-1715.

Burnet, Craigmyle, Scotland ; quartering az.

two garbs in chief and a crescent in base or for

Craigmyle. Another, in the centre a billet az.

Burnet, Aberdeen, Scotland. Another, within

a bordure compony arg. and vert. Burnet,
Dalleladies, Scotland. Another, all within a

bordure indented vert. Burnet, Waristoun.

Another, with a crescent for diff. Burnet,
Innerleith.

Or in chief three holly leaves vert in base a bugle-
horn stringed sa. Burnet.

Or in chief three holly leaves vert in base as many
bugleborns stringed sa. Burnet, Northum-
berland.

Arg. in chief three oak leaves vert and in base a

buglehorn stringed sa. Patch, co. Devon.

3 LEAVES betw. or within....

Arg. three leaves vert within a bordure wavy gu.

Low, Aberdeen, Scotland,

Arg. three bay leaves slipped vert within a bordure

erm. Foulis, Woodhall, Scotland.

Arg. a battle axe betw. three holly leaves in chief

and a buglehorn in base vert garnished gu.

Burnet, Aberdeen, Scotland.

Gu, three holly leaves conjoined at the stalk or

betw. as many cinquefoils arg. Hamiltok,

Woodhall, Scotland; Baron of Tankerton,
descended from Hamilton of Torrence.

Or three rose leaves in pale vert betw. two palets

az. a chief gu. Spragg.

Sfl. three oak leaves or betw. two bendlefs org. a

bordure engr. of the second pelletty. Wai.eys.
18i
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3 LEAVES betw. or within cont.

Sa. three walnut leaves or betw. two beudlets arg.

Waller, Braywick Lodge, co. Berks ; Baro-

netcy 1814. Waller, Groornbridge, Kent;
derived from Alured de Waller, Newark, co.

Notts; died 1183.

Sa. three walnut lenves or betw. two bendlets arg.

Waller, Sidluirv, co. Devon ; and Winchester,
CO. llaiitH. Waller, Beaconsfield, co. Bucks ;

derived Irom Waller, of Broombridge, died

1517.

Sa. three walnut leaves or betw. two bendlets arg.
wiibin a bordure engr. of the last pelletty.
Waller.

4 LEAVES
Arg. four leaves in pairs pendent sa. on a canton

az. three crescents or. Grove ;
Harl. MS.

1404, to. 109.

Gyrouny of eight sa. and or on the first four acorns

and on the last as many oak leaves counter-

changed. HiCKEY, Ireland.

5 LEAVES
Arp. five fig leaves in saltire vert. Feria, Spain.

Gwilliin.

Vert five holly leaves in saltire or. Woodward,
V. Woodward, co. StafiFord, W.

6 LEAVES
Arg. six leaves in bend sa. Scupham.
Arg. six holly leaves vert. Voller.

Arg. six oak leaves in pairs two in chief and one
in base vert stalks sa. their points downwards.
Baldwin.

10 LEAVES
Erm, on two bars sa. ten elm leaves or. Elmes,

V.

Sa. three bars engr. betw. ten elm leaves erect or.

Elmsall, Thornhill, Wakefield, co. York ; quar-
tering Greaves.

Arg. fretty sa. the field semy of laurel leaves

ppr. all within a bordure az. charged with nine
mullets of six points or. Beloe.

LEATHER (Spur) see Spur

LEG inclusive of Gambs
Beast (Bear)

Arg. a black bear's dexter hind leg erect couped
at the thigh showing the bottom of the foot all

ppr. Planta, Fairlight Place, Sussex.

....(Deer)
Az. a lion ramp, or holding in the dexter paw a

hind's leg erased at the first joint arg.
Champanty.

(Lion)
Or a lion's gamb erased in bend gu. Powis.

Meredith, King of Wales, oh. 994; and

Griffith, prince of Upper Pow^s, ob, 1125;
quartered by Eyton of Eyton, co. Denbigh ;

Her. Coll. Princeps.

....(Seal)
Or a seal's foot erect and erased ppr.
Beringburgh.

Bird

Arg. an eagle's leg erased a-la-quise sa. armed
or. Prime.

Az. a bird's leg couped at the thigh or i enjoined
to a savage's head arg. hair sa. Petke.

Human Figure
Arg. a man's leg couped at the middle of the thigh

az. Haddon, London.

Arg, a boot sa. top turned down or soled gu.
Boot.

LEG cont.

Human Figure cont.

Arg. a man's leg sa. above the knee a bar of the
field. GiLMAN.

Arg. a leg booted and spurred sa. Gilmyn, 1631,
in Reigate Church. Aubrey, Surrey, iii, 2Ci5.

Arg. a man's leg couped at the calf sa. Kilman
Aptroytyn. Enderbie, Cambria.

Arg. a man's leg couped at the thigh in pale sa.

gartered below the knee or. Gilmyn, Surrey,
W. GiLMAN, Deptford-Strand, Kent. Gylmin,
F.

Arg. a man's leg sa. couped at the thigh in pale

gu. gartered or. Guylemin, co. Herts; auJ

'Troyle, Anglesey, Wales.

Arg. a human leg erased at the thigh in pale sa.

Prime, co. Cambridge, Prime, Walberton

House, Sussex;'.

Arg. a man's leg sa. erased at the thigh gu.
Prime.

Gu. a leg in pale couped at the middle of the

thigfa in chief and erased at the ankle arg,

pierced through the calf with the coulter of a

plough crooked at the point arg. Ball, co,

Lancaster,
Or a man's leg couped at the thigh az. Haddon.

Sir Richard Haddon, F,

Sa. a man's foot couped by the ancle sa,

Shrigley, F.

Sa. a man's leg couped below the knee arg.

Shirgley, CO. Chester. Shrigley, co. Chester.

Shrigley, F.

Sa. a man's leg couped at the thigh arg. Oilman,
CO. Gloucester.

LEG and in chief. . ..

Arg. a lion's gamb erased in bend sinister claw in

base sa. a canton gu. Rigaud.
Sa. a human leg couped at the thigh transpierced

above the knee by a broken spear in bend ppr.
on a canton arg. a tower gu. Bower, Killerby
Hall, CO. York. Bower, Welham and Scorton,
CO. York ; resident at an early period at Brid-

lington, in the East Riding.

Arg. a shoe ppr. on a canton per chev. gu. and
erm. three covered cups or two and one.
O'Hagan

; quartering az. a banner arg. charged
with a dexter hand gu., az. a lion ramp, or, and

arg. a fish naiant ppr.
Az. a human foot in base arg. on a canton gu. a

grappling iron or. Blaauw.
Or an eagle's leg erased gu. on a chief dancetty

az. three plates. Sir William Tarrock, V.

Or an eagle's leg erased ala quise gu. on a chief

indented az. a mullet arg. betw, two plates.
Tarbock or ToRBOCK, CO. Stafford, Torbock,
alias Smith, co, Lancaster ; and co. Stafford,

Per fess or and gu. in chief on a bend az. an
estoile betw. two crescents of the first in base
an eagle's leg couped at the thigh in pale or.

Scot, Holland.
Az. a bird's leg couped at the thigh or conjoined

to a savage's head arg. hair sa.. Petre.

LEG and in base
Vert a leg in armour embowed and couped at the

thigh ppr. under the foot a bezant stamped
with a cross moline. Proudfoot, Ireland.

LEG betw
Beast (Lion)—Bordure

Arg. a lion's gamb couped within a bordure engr.
sa. Bedford.
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LEO betw cont.

Chains
Az. a lion's gamb erased in feas betw. two chains

barways or. Dutpa, Hollingbourne, Kent ;

descended from the Duppas of Herefordshire

(a descendant changed his name from Hancock).
Crosses

Or a lion's garab in bend erased gu. betw. two

crosses crosslet of the last. Powyr, Hardwiek

House, near Reading. Horatio Powys, Bishop
of Sodor and Man 1854.

0»a lion's gamb erased in bend betw. two crosses

crosslet filchy gu. Powys, Berwick, co. Salop ;

Westwood, CO. Stafford. Powys, Baron Lilford.

Or a lion's garab erased in bend sinister betw.

two crosses crosslet fitchy gu. Powys.

Flowers

Arg. a man's leg couped at the thigh in bend sa.

betw. two roses gu. HussKY ; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 155.

5-Foil8 #

Arg. a leg couped in bend sa. betw. two cinque-
fnils gu. Hdse, V. HUSSEY.

Arg. a leg in bend sinister couped at the thigh sa.

betw. two cinquefoils gu. HusE, V.

Spears
Gu. an armed leg couped at the thigh in pale

betw. two broken spears arg. headed or.

Gii.BERTSON. John Gilbert, Bishop of Llan-

daflF 1740-8, afterwards Salisbury. Ashurst
Turner Gilbert, Bishop of Chichester 1842.

Sa. an armed leg couped at the thigh in pale
betw. two broken spears arg. headed or.

Gilbert, Locko, co. Derby ; originally of Gil-

bert's Place, in the parish of LuUington. The

family was subsequently seated at Barrow.

Sa. a leg couped at the thigh in armour betw. two

broken spears erect or headed arg. Gilbert,
CO. Hereford ;

and co. Monmouth. Gilbert,

Fradley, co. Stafford; and Woodford, Essex.

Erdeswick. Gilbert, co. Derby ;
and Thirst-

ington, CO. Leicester.

LEO betw. and in chief....

On a Canton
Sa. a leg ppr. couped above the knee and pierced

with an arrow on a canton arg. a triple towered

castle gu. Bower, co. York.

Az. a lion's gamb erased in fess betw. two chains

or on a canton of the last a rose gu. barbed and

seeded ppr. Brian Duppa, Bishop of Chichester

16'38-4I, afterwards Sahsbury.

On a Chief

Gu. an armed leg couped at the thigh or betw.

two broken spears of the last headed arg. on a

chief of the second two eagles displ. sa.

Gllbert; granted 26 Dec, 1759.

Or a lion's gamb erased and erect betw. three

roses gu. on a chief sa. as many escallops of the

first. Graham, Brackness, Scotland; descended

from Graham of Inchbrakie.

2 LEOS
Beasts (Lions)

Arg. two lion's gambs in saltire az. Nest, co.

Worcester.

Arg. two lion's gambs erased in sallire gu.

ANDESLEY, v. AtJDESLEY.

Arg. two lion's gambs erased in saltire sa.

ANDESI.EY.
Az. two lion's gambs erased in chev. arg.

SCHEPINGDALE, V. SHEPENDALE.

2 LEOS cont.

Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.

Az. two lion's gambs issuing out of the base of

the escucheon and forming a chev. arg. betw.

the gambs a fleur de-lis or. Chippendale,
CO. Leicester. Schepingdale.

Az. two lion's gambs chevronways arg. supporting
a cinquefoil or. Schepingdale.

Az. semy-de-lis or the centre one sustained by
two lion's gambs erased arg. Chippendall,
London.

Az. semy of fleurs-de-lis or two lion's gambs erect

and erased fessways arg. Chippindall.
Gu. two lion's gambs couped under the knees the

claws endorsed or. Barefoot.
Gu. two lion's gambs couped or chevronways hold-

ing a crescent reversed arg. Banke, F.

Gu. two lion's gambs erased or supporting a

crescent in chief arg. Banke.
Gu. two lion's gambs erased in saltire or.

Brandon.
Or two lion's gambs erased and erect in pale gtu

PoWYS.
Per pale arg. and gu. two lion's gambs erased and

erect counterchanged. Newdigate.
Sa. two lion's gambs arg. Marckby or Market,

CO. Worcester.

Sa. two lion's gambs in chev. arg. Stanton, V.

Sa. two lion's gambs issuing out of the dexter and
sinister base points chevronways arg. armed gu.
Frampton or Framton. Franton. Sir John

Franton, V.

Sa. two lion's gambs couped and erect in pale arg.

Markeby.
Sa. two lion's gambs erased in saltire arg.

Abecke, alias Asbeke; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 65.

Legborne, CO. Lincoln.

Sa. two lion's gambs erased in saltire and inverted

erm. armed or. Leybodrns. Sir John

Leqbottrne, v.

Birds (Eagles)
Or two eagle's legs issuant from the sinister bar-

ways gu. Briggerake ;
Harl. MS. 1386,

fo. 65.

Or two eagle's legs erased in saltire sa. Hickson,

Dingle, co. Kerry. Hickson, co. Cambridge ;

and Fermoyle, co. Kerry. Hickson, Kent ; and

Williats, South Mims, Middlesex. Hixon, co.

Cambridge; and Greenwich, Kent; confirmed
1G17.

Etunan Figures

Arg. two legs in pale gu. Delahill.

Arg. two legs couped at the thigh arg. (?) De la

Hyle.

Arg. two legs couped at the thigh gu. De la

Hyle, V.

Per pale arg. and gu. two legs couped above the

knee in armour counterchanged. Cookson,

originally from Settle, co. York, subse-

quently of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and now of

Whitehill, co. Durham; and Meldon Park,

Northumberland. Cookson, V.

Per pale arg. and gu. two legs couped at the

thigh counterchanged spurs or. Cookson. •

Per pale arg. and gu. two legs in fess in armoijr

ppr. couped at the thigh. Cookson, co. Cum-

berland, V.

Fishes

Arg. two lobster's claws in saltire go. the dexter

surmounting the sinister. Tregarthick,

Cornwall ; and co. Devon, V; Harl. MS. 1404,

lo. 100.
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2 LEGS and in chief. . . .

Arg. two lion's gambs erased in saltire gu. on a

canton of the second three purses or.

Andesly,
Az. two lion's gambs chevronways or supporting

a crescent reversed erg. in chief two esloiles of

the last. Bance, London; and Callow, co. Berks.

2 LEGS and in base.. ..

Arg. two Dutch boots the soles erect embowed at

the knees and endorsed sa.issuant out of a pile

in base vert spurred or. Boote.

2 LEGS betw
Sa. two lion's gambs bended issuing from the

dexter and sinister sides meeting foot to foot

in the chief point arg. betw. three annulets or.

Maekeby, V.

Sa. two lion's gambs per saltire betw. as many
lion's heads all erased arg. Brandon, Suffolk,

V.

Gu. two lion's gambs chevronways betw. three

hawk's lures .... Chesshyee, Little Easton,
Essex.

Gu. two lion's hind gambs issuing out from the

dexter and sinister sides meeting in fess or

betw. three hawk's lures arg. Chester,
Chichely, co. Bucks. Chester, co. Gloucester.

3 LEGS
Beasts (Bears)

Arg. three bear's gambs erased sa. Beekenoke,
V.

....(Lions)
Arg. three lion's gambs couped gu. Usher.

Arg. three lion's gambs couped ppr. Morris.

Arg. three lion's gambs couped and erect sa.

Usher, Featberstone, co. York, V. Enion ap
Jesun ap Madoc. Evde.rhie.

Az. three lion's gambs couped and erect arg.
Usher.

Gu. three lion's gambs erased arg. Newdegate
or Newdigate, Newdegate, Surrey ; Haretield,

Middlesex; and Arbury and Astley, co. War-
wick; Baronetcy 1677 ; extinct \Q{iG. SirJohn
Newdegate, Harfeld, V.

Gu. three lion's gambs erased and erect arg.
Wetherton. Witherton.

Gu. three lion's gambs erased and erect erm.

Hewett, London.
Gu. three lion's gambs couped in bend or.

Hanslip.
Per chev. arg. and gu. three lion's gambs bend-

ways counterchanged two and one. Newdigate.
Per pale arg. and az. three lion's gambs erased

fessways in pale counterchanged. Wilson,
Penrith, Cumberland ; and Welborne, co.

Lincoln; granted 24 March, 1586, V.

Per pale arg. and gu. three lion's gambs inverted
and erased counterchanged two and one.

Nodegate, F.

Per pale arg. and gu. three lion's gambs erased

counterciianged. Harfield, co. Bucks.
Per pale az. and arg. three lion's gambs barways

erased and counterchanged. Wilson.
Per pale sa. and or three lion's gambs erased and

erect counterchanged. Wilson.
Per pale sa. and or three lion's gambs in

pale lying fessways erased counterchanged.
Wilson, V.

Ba. three lion's gambs couped and erect the
claws to the sinister side of the field. Frogle.
Froyle, V.

3 LEGS cont.

Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.

Sa. three lion's gambs couped arg. Williams.

Usher, Ireland.

Sa. three lion's gambs couped and erect arg.

Usher, Scotland. Another, armed gu.
Usher.

Sa. three lion's gambs erased or. Froyle.

Birds (Eagles)
Az. three eagle's legs erased i-la-quise or.

Gambon or Gamon. ^
Az. three eagle's legs couped arg. Gambon, V.

Gu. three eagle's legs a-la-quise or. Band.
Bund, Upper Wick, co. Worcester.

Gu. three eagle's legs erased talons in chief or.

Bawde, Essex.

.... (Ravens)

Arg. three raven's legs erased sa. meeting in the

fess point talons gu. extended in the tliree

acute corners of the escucheon. Owain ap

Jevan ap Madog. Owen ap Madoc, Wales.

Hxunan Figures
Arg. three legs in armour couped at the thigh

flexed at the knee az. spurs or. Westropp.

Arg. tluee human legs gu. Hese or Hesey.

Arg. three legs couped at the thigh gu.
Hose. Nicolas de la HESE,i4,D,F.

Arg. three legs couped at the thigh gu. spurred
or. HussE, V.

Arg. three men's boots {i.e., shambrouges) sa.

CoKER, CO. Dorset.

Arg. three human legs sa. Gambon or Gamon,
Cornwall; and co. Devon.

Arg. three legs couped at the thigh sa.

Harlwyn.

Arg. three boots sa. turned down gu. Boote.

Arg. three legs sa. spurred or. Oilman, Ire-

land.

Arg. three antique boots sa. spurs or. Mann.
Arg. three boots sa. tops or. Boote.
Az. three legs couped at the thigh arg. Gambon,

V. Gamon, co. Devon.
Gu. three boots arg. spurred sa. Man, Scotland.
Ou. three men's legs couped or. Gamon.
Gu. three feet couped at the middle of the foot

and erect arg. the toe part only appearing.
Mahdvill, V.

Gu. three legs armed ppr. conjoined in the centre

at the upper part of the thighs flexed in a tri-

angle garnished and spurred or. Auffrick.
Gu. three legs flexed in triangle armed arg.

spurred or. Aufrick, V. Isle of Man,
Z, 329. Macleod, as representative of the

Kings of Man and the Isles.

Gu. three armed legs embowed and conjoined at

the thighs arg. garnished or a label of three

points arg. M. William le Scrope ; quarter-

ing az. a bend or a label of three points gu.
S.

Gu. three armed legs embowed and conjoined at

the thighs arg. garnished or. Montague, Le
Conte deSalesbury; quartering arg, three fusils

in fess gu. S.

Gu. three legs conjoined in the fess point in

armour ppr. garnished and spurred or. Isij; of
Man.

Or three boots sa. Hussey.
Or three legs couped at the thigh sa. Hosy,

V.

Sa. three legs in pale arg. Ellis or Elowe.
Sa. three legs couped at the thigh arg. Elis or

Elow, V.
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3 LEGS and in chief. . . .

ArR. three lion's gambs erased gu.on a canton sa.

a mullet of the field. Wells, co. Hereford.

Or three lion's garabs erased and erect gu. on a

canton sa. a mullet pierced of the field.

Welles.
Or three eagle's legs erased a-la quise gu. on a

chief indented az. as many buck's heads

cabossed of the field. Stanley, co. Derby ;

Loudon ; and Chichester, Sussex.

3 LEGS betw

Arg. •within a boniure engr. sa. three bear's paws
erased ppr. Bedford, Sutton Coldfield, co.

Warwick; quartering Yeend, Stone, Riland,

Ash, Bisse, Freeman, Viner, and Shilton.

Arg. three legs conjoined booted and spurred

.... betw. as many heron's claws .... Man.

Arg. three lion's pambs couped (another, erased)

and erect within a bordure engr. sa. Bedford,

Henloc, co. Bedford ;
and Loudon. ;

6 LEGS
Arg. six bear's paws erased in saltire four in chief

and two in base sa. Auulet.

Az. six legs couped per thigh arg. three two and

one. Borne.

6 LEGS betw
Az. six legs couped per thigh arg. three two and

one a bordure engr. or. Borne, V.

LEOFABD gee Beast

LETTEB
Gu. on a fess arg. a Roman A. Althoon.

Arg. an anchor erect without a stock ppr.

environed on the centre with the letter C or.

Clement's Inn, London.

Az. a lion ramp. arg. resting his dexter hind foot

upon the letter H. Town of Horsham, Sussex.

.... (a mediaeval letter) H betw. three sugar loaves

.... Hugh Sdoar alcB Norris, LL.D., oh. 1488.

Godwin, de Prsesulibus, p. 381.

Per pairle reversed or gu. and erm. over all a tau

az. Lylsey; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 66.

Arg. on a cross az. the letter M crowned or.

SoDBURY, Sudbury, Archbishop of Canterbury

and Lord High Chancellor of England 1379.

Az. an antique capital M or. Mascon, Ancient

Earls of France.

Per chev. or and vert in base a falcon of the first

in chief the letter M sa. John Marshall,

Bishop of Llandafif 1478-96.

Arg. a cross gu. with a letter R in the centre or

in chief a lion pass, guard, or. City of

Rochester. Gwillim.

Or on a cross gu. a letter R of the field on a chief

gu. a lion pass, guard, of the fiist. City of

Rochester. Berry.
Sa. a trefoil arg. charged with a German text r.

LiNNE, London,

Arg. a lion pass, guard, az. betw. three Roman
text R's Pate, Wisbeach, Isle of Ely.

Arg. a text T in base gu. and three chaplets in

chief vert. Tanke.

Arg. a capital Roman T in base gu. and three

chaplets in chief vert. Talke or Tawke, co.

Hants.
Sa. on a pale arg. a Greek upsilon gu. Chark or

Clarke, London.

Per pale gu. and or a Greek phi arg. betw, two

linns raiup. endorsed counterchanged. Ithel

Anwyl.

LETTEB cont.

Gu. a Greek phi or upsilon or betw. two bars arg.

Foxhole.
Or on a cross gu. a text X of the first on a chief

of the second a lion pass, guard, or. City of

Rochester. Burke.
Sa. on a pale arg. a letter Y in chief point gn.

Clarke, London; granted 1605; Harl. MS.
6095, fo. 5.

Or a capital Z gu. De Zeddeb.
Gu. a Roman & arg. And.

2 LETTEBS
Arg. on a chev. betw. three cock's heads erased

sa. the two in chief respecting each other an

escallop shell or in the middle chief point the

letters A L az. Alcock.

Az. on a cross arg. a text C surmounted by the

letter I sa. Christchurch Priory, Canterbury.

Arg. two guns in saltire ppr. in chief the letter G
in base the letter Y sa, each crowned with a

regal crown on the dexter side in fess a barrel

and on the sinister three balls all of the second.

Company of Gunsmiths, London.
The letters J S interwoven and surmounted by a

mitre, John Still, Bishop of Bath and Wells

1593-1608 ; Pole, Devon, iii, 577.

Az. a paschal lamb couchant with the banner all

arg. round the head a nimbus or in base the

letters P. P. of the last. Town of Preston, co.

Lancaster.

Az. on a cross arg. betw. four^ mitres labelled

or a text r surmounted by the letter sa.

Blackfriars' Friary, Canterbury.
Az. on a cross arg. a text x surmounted by the

letter I sable. Christchurch Priory, Canter-

bury.
3 LETTEBS

Per pale sa. and arg. three Roman B's counter-

changed two and one. Bridlington Priory,
CO. York. Tanner.

Az. in chief a scroll arg. incribed BRE in fess a

tun of the second. Breton.

Az. three crosiers or over all on a fess gu. three

plates each charged with the letters I, H, S.

Wendling Abbey. Norfolk.

Az. three Roman K's argent. KoCKS.

.... a chev. betw, three Lombardic M's John
Le Marchant, BailiflFof Guernsey 1362.

Arg. three Roman text R's sa. Pate, Brin, co.

Leicester. Pate; Baronetcy 1643; extinct

1652.

Arg. a lion pass, guard, az. betw. three Roman
text R's. Pate ; as granted to Robert Francis

Pate, Wisbeach, Isle of Ely.
Gu. three text S's or two and one. Kekitmore.

De Kekytemore, F.

Gu. three text S's or. Moore.

Arg. a chev. betw, three text T's sa. Tofte.

Arg. two chev. betw. three text T's sa. Tofte.

Az. three Roman T's or. Gryme, Authinghura,
Norfolk.

Gu. three T's arg. within a bordure vair. Tooky,

CO. Rutland.

Gu. three T's arg. within a bordure vairy arg.

and sa. Tooky, Lufifenham, co. Northampton ;

and London.
Sa. three text X's gn. betw. two cotices or.

LovAYN, Kent; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 125.

Az. thre& figures of 7 two and one. Bernard.

4 LETTEBS
Gu. on a cross betw. four T's arg. a goat's head

erased sa, attired or, Taylor, co. Wilts.
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5 LETTERS
Or on a cross gu. betw. four Cornish choughs

ppr. five blocks of tin each marked with the

letter W. Knapbian, co. Devon.

8 LETTERS
Per pale gn. and az. a lion pass, (sometimes

guard.) holding in his dexter paw a crosier

enfiled by a mitre or all within a bordure arg.

charged with eight B's sa. Beemondsey
Cluniac Abbey.

LETTERS as words

A regal crown surmounted with a cherub head

wings expanded under the crown on an escroll

the word"defendaraus". The Corporation Seal

of the Town of Taunton. Round it,
"
Sigillum

de burgh de Taunton."

Arg. a lion ramp. az. holding in his dexter paw a

chaplet of laurel vert in chief an escroll sa.

thereon the word " Emmanuel" or. Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, founded in 1584 by Sir

Walter Mildmay, Knight, Chancellor and

Treasurer of the Exchequer.
The word "

Eye" under an antique ducal coronet.

Town of Eye, Suffolk. Seal.

Per chief embattled az. and gu. in chief the letters

JOHES or in base a tun of the last thereon the

letters bbit sa. Beitton; as borne by John

Britton, F.S.A.

Gu. a bugleborn stringed and garnished within

the word "
Rippon" in orle, i.e., in pale the

letters i and n in chief the lelteis r and p and

in fess those of p and o. Town of Rippon or

ElPON.

LEVEL see Instrument

LEVER see Bird (Cormorant)

LEVERET see Beast (Hare)

LEVRIER see Beast (Dog)
LIGHTER BOAT see Ship

LIMB of a TREE see Tree

LION see Beast

LION-GOAT and DRAGON see Monster

LIZARD see Monster and Reptile

LOCHABER AXE see Axe

LOCK including Handcuff, Staple, and
Shacklebolt

Az. a fetterlock and key arg. Maben.
Az. a chain and padlock at dexter end in chev.

betw. three mitres .... Evesham Benedictine

Abbey, co. Worcester. Tanner.

Az. a quadrangular lock and key or. Megget,
Scotland.

Arg. a shacklebolt sa. Nuthall, Nuthall Hall,
co, Lancaster; Kempsey, co. Worcester ; and
CO. Chester. Newthal.

Arg. a fetterlock az. on a chief of the last three

stars of the first. Murray, Blackbarony, co.

Peebles ; Baronetcy 1604.

Or in base a double locked padlock and in chief

two keys wards downwards az. CopsON.

Arg. a cross moline az. placed in a lock ppr. in

chief two mullets of the second. Miller,
Gourlebank, Scotland.

Az. a fetterlock betw. three mullets or. Murray,
Ireland.

Arg. an anchor az. ringed or over all a fetterlock

containing on the dexter a sword erect of tlie

LOCK cont.

second hilt and pomel gold on the sinister a

rose gu. Town of Bewdi,ey, co. Worcester.

Arg. a fetterlock az. a bordure engr. gu. on a

chief of the second three mullets of the fir>t.

Murray, Baherton.
Or a fetterlock on a chief of the second three stars

arg. within a bordure indented gu. Murray,
Livingston, Scotland ; New Register.

Or a fetterlock az. within a bordure embattled gu.
on a chief of the second three mullets arg.

Murray, Clermont, co. Fife ; Baronetcy 1 IVii).

Arg. a martlet az. within a fetterlock sa. a bor-

dure erm. on a chief of the second three stars

of the first. Murray, Murrayfield and Hen-

derland, Scotland ; granted 1794.

3 LOCKS
Arg. three staples sa. Stapleton, V.

Arg. three square padlocks sa. Blacklock,
Scotland.

Gu. three shackbolts conjoined in the fess point
or. GORHAM.

Sa. three square padlocks arg. Lovell or Lovet,
CO. Bucks.

Sa. three padlocks arg. Lovett, V.

Sa. three pair of shackbolts arg. two in chief

single that in base double. Andfrton, F.

Anderton, CO. Lancaster; Harl. MS. 1549,
fo. '^Ib. Anderton, co. Chester; co. Lancaster ;

and Beech House, co. Hants.
Sa. three double shaikliolts arg. Anderton,

Lostock, CO. Laricaster ;
Harl. MS. 1468,

fo. 96.

5 LOCKS
Gu. five shackles in less arg. Shakeeley, co.

Worcester.

LOCK of Hair see Hair

LOCKET see Swivel

LOZENGE see also Fusils

Demi-lozenge see Nail
Gu. a lozenge tiory or. Cassyll.
Gu. a lozenge flory at the points or. Cassill or

Cassyll. Cassii.3Y. Calshill, V.

Per fess or and gu. a lozenge counterchanged.
Kirke. Thomas Kyrke, V.

Quarterly or and gu. on the first and fourth a

lozenge of the second. Armo.

LOZENGE and in chief

On a Canton
Per fess or and gu. a lozenge counterchanged on

a canton az. a lion ramp, or chained and
collared arg. supporting a cutlass blade of the

last. Kirke, Eastham, Essex. This canton was

granted as an augmentation to Sir David

Kirke, Governor of Newfoundland ;
to Lewis

Kirke, Governor of Canada ; and to Captain
Thomas Kirke, Vice-Admiral of the English
Fleet, for their victory over the French, and
the capturing of Canada.

On a LOZENGE
Arg. on a lozenge sa. a lion ramp, of the' first.

Put.
Az. a lozenge throughout or charged with a

crescent gu. Praed.
Az. two bars arg. on a lozenge sa. a lion's head

erased or. Darman, co. Chester.

Gu. a lozenge flory arg. charged with a bend sa.

Bonevile.
Gu. on a lozenge or a chev. az. Brocke.
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2 LOZ£NG£S
Arp. two lozenges iu Jess gu. Champney, co.

Devon.

Arg. two lozenges in pale sa. Damell, co.

Chester.

Paly of six sa. and or two lozenges in pale

counterchanged. Hiixinge. Hillings, V.

Hybringe.

2 LOZENGES and in base
Per fess erm. and sa. in chief two lozenges of the

last in base a talbot pass. or. Daniel, Trelis-

sick, Cornwall.

2 LOZENGES betw. or within....
Gu. two lozenges betw. three swords paleways in

fess arg. hilled and ponielled or on the point of

each a wolfs head couped close by the scalp of

the last in the dexter chief point a crescent of

the second. Skene, Piilour and Meyrs, Soot-

land.

3 LOZENGES
Arg. three lozenges az. JTheeman, co. Herts.

Lyghe, CO. Chester.

Arg. three lozenges in fess conjoined az.

TrcKFiELD, Exeter (query sa., see canton

below).

Arg. three lozenges gu. Ducabel, Lambeth,
Surrey. Gargan, Suffolk ; and Sussex. John
Baron de Greystocke, I. Gerneqan.
Gerugan, CO. Cambridge, V. Gramore, co.

York. Mortlock. Pitcairn, that Ilk ; quar-

tering arg. an eagle with wings displ. sa. for

Kamsay. Pychard. Pitcairn, Scotland ; Lyon
Register; quartering arg. an eagle with wings
displ. sa. for Ramsay all within a bordure engr.

gu. Pitcairn, Pitlower, Scotland
; Lyon

Register; quartering az. a chev. betw. three

crescents aig.

Arg. three lozenges conjoined in fess gu. De
MONTACUTE.

Arg. three lozenges in pale gu. Haix.

Arg. three lozenges sa. Allan. Allen.

Freeman, Stratford-upon-Avon, co. Warwick.

Hyde, co. Lancaster, V. Nansperian, Corn-
wall (query, in fess, see chief below). Roger
PiCHARD, E. PiKARl), Y. PyOHABD.

Arg. three lozenges sa. a label of five points gu.
Johan Pichard, G. Pychar, V.

Arg. three lozenges lying fessways sa. Lee.

Arg. three lozenges in triangle erm. Hallofts.
Az. three lozenges arg. Freeman, Higham Fer-

rars, co. Northampton, W. Freeman, co. York.

Az. three lozenges in bend arg. Martyn.
Az. three lozenges in fess arg. Freeman, co.

York.
Az. three lozenges in pale arg. Glavill, Suffolk.

Az. three lozenges or. Cathrall, co. Lancaster,
V. Freeman, Fawley Court, Henley-upon-
Thames, co. Oxford; quartering gu. a cave

ppr. therefrom issuing a wolf at full speed

reguard. arg. for Williams. Freeman, London ;

CO. Wilts; and co. York. Freeman, Gaines,
CO. Hereford. Freeman, Battisford, co.

Gloucester. King, Dublin ; Harl. MS. 1441.

KiNGE, Ireland. Stoxfobd. Worsley, co.

Lancaster.

At. three lozenges in fess or. Freeman, co.

York.
Az. an annulet betw. three lozenges arg. Hole.

Az. an annulet arg. betw. three lozenges or.

Hole, Ebberly House, near Great Torrington,
CO. Devon ; quartering gu. two bars or.

3 LOZENGES cont.

Az. crusily three lozenges or. Waren Stoke,
F.

Az. three lozenges in chief or. Gallaway.
Az. three lozenges in fess or. Freeman, London;
and Eberton, co. Worcester; Her. Visit.

Barry of six arg. and az. in cliief three lozenges
gu. Fleming, CO. Lancaster. Richard Fleming,
Bishop of Lincoln, founder of Lincoln College,
Oxford.

Barry of six az. and arg. in chief three lozenges
or. Fleming. M. Thomas Flemyng, S, V.

Erm. three lozenges az. Delavil, Northumber-
land.

Erm. three lozenges ermines two and one.

Stickford, Stickford, co. Lincoln.
Ermines three lozenges erm. in triangle meeting

at the fess point. Haltoft. Holtofte, V.

Erm. three lozenges gu. Hall or Hull. Hell,
Hellcourt, Kent. Hoffman. Hull, V.

Erm. three lozenges conjoined in fess .... on
the middle one a roundle. Freeman, Flower,
CO. Northampton.

Erm. three lozenges in fess gu. Glene or Glen.
PiGOT, PatsbuU, CO. Stafford; Baronetcy 17ti4.

PiGOTT. PiGGOTT, Denbigh.
Erm. three lozenges conjoined in fess sa.

PiGOTT, Brockley Hall, co. Somerset; quarter-

ing gu. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils arg.
as many leopard's faces sa.

Erm. three lozenges in fess sa. on the centre

lozenge a crescent for diff. arg. Pigott,
Knapion, Queen's County ; Baronetcy 1808.

Ermmes three lozenges erm. meeting in the fess

point. Haltoft or Holtoft. Haltofte.
Gu. three lozenges two and one ....

Brockhampton, Brockhampton.
Gu. three lozenges arg. Camayle. Thomas
CoGOAN, Y. Greystock, John de Greystock,
1301 ; Nicolas, Rem., 219. John Baron de

Greystock; Harl. MS. t)589. Grestock or

Guaystook. Habtwell. Pugqes. Whitacre.
Freeman, Castle Cor, co. Cork ; quartering arg.
on a chev. gu. betw. three martlets as many
crosses of the field for Deane.

Gu. three lozenges in pale arg. Lime.
Gu. three lozenges erm. Denham, 1583.
Gu. three lozenges or. Freeman.
Gu. three lozenges or two and one. St. Andrew,

CO. Leicester.

Gu. three lozenges or a label az. Sire Roger de
Seint Andreu, N.

Gu. three lozenges in fess erm. Chastlion or

Chabtyon. Dawbney, Essex. Durham.
Or three lozenges az. two and one. Bagelet or
Bagley. Baguley, F. Balgdy, Aston Hall
and Derwent Hall, co. Derby. Bangeley.
Legh, V. Pitter, V. Putter.

Or three lozenges conjoined in fess az.

Rawlinson, Garthwaite.
Or three lozenges gu. Roots. Halifax ; quar-

tering arg. an eagle displ. vert. Pole, Devon.,
i, 144.

Per chev. or and gu. three lozenges counter-

changed. Hyde.
Per pale az. and gu. three lozenges arg. Fitz-
Hebbert.

Per pale sa. and or three lozenges in pale coun-

terchanged. Illing. Yllinge.
Sa. three lozenges arg. Lightborne or

Likeborne. Lillburn. Lxsbone or Lisborne.

Lylbouene, F. Thorne. Whitaker, co.

Warwick, V,
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3 LOZENGES cont.

Sa. three lozenges in ciiief sag. Bdyshall.
Russell or Ruishall. Ruyshall, V.

Sa. three lozenges conjoined in fess erm.

GiFFAED, Aveton Giffard, and Weare Giffard,
CO. Devon ; temp. Henry II; likewisie of llales-

bury and Biightley, in the same county.
Harbison, Gouldliurst, Kent.

Sa. three lozenges in less erm. Qlffoed,
Tiverton and Halsworth, co. Devon.

Sa. three lozenges or. Alen, V. Allen.

3 LOZENGES and in chief....

Canton

Arg. three lozenges in fess sa. a canton gu.

TucKFiELD, Fulford Park, originally, temp.
Henry VIII, of Grediton, and afterwards of

Great Raddon, co. Devon
;
extinct 1797 ; and

R. Hippisley took the name and arms of Tuck-
field in 1808.

Chief

Arg. three lozenges in fess sa. a chief of the last.

Nanspian or Nansperian, Cornwall.
Az. three lozenges or a chief indented gu.
Chabeners.

Az. three lozenges or a chief of the last. Gulway,
V.

Az. three lozenges or a chief per pale indented

arg. and gu. Warram.
Az. three lozenges and as many crosses for/ny

fitchy or a chief indented per pale erm. and

gu. Warham.
Or three lozenges sa. two and one a chief paly of

six gu. and arg. Sire de Botencein, A.
Sa. three lozenges arg. a chief of the second.
Buyshall or Buishall. Ruyshall, V.

Sa. three lozenges arg. a chief or. Pedley or

Petley.

On a Chief Beasts (Lions)

Arg. three lozenges sa. on a chief of the second
as many lions pass, guard, of the field.

Ogston, that Ilk.

Arg. three lozenges sa. on a chief of the second as

many lions ramp, of the first. Hanson.

.... Crown
Sa. three lozenges arg. on a chief embattled of

the last an oriental crown betw. two fleurs-de-

lis az. Pedlee, Mutley House, near Plymouth.
Fleurs-de-lis

Sa. three lozenges arg. on a chief or as many
fleurs-de-lis gu. Pedley, Tetworth and
Abbotsley, co. Hunts.

Escallops
Gn. three lozenges or in chief as many escallops

arg. Acee. Dacee.

3 LOZENGES and in base
Per chev. invected az. and arg. in chief three

lozenges of the second in base a bee volant ppr.
Blenman, Croscombe, co. Somerset ; and Bar-
badoes.

3 LOZENGES betw. or within ....
Bendlets

Erm. three lozenges in bend betw. two bendlets
az. Hastings, Hinton, co. Northampton;
granted 10 July, 1685.

Bordare

Arg. three lozenges or within a bordure erm.
Galloway, Perth.

Arg. three lozenges erminois within a bordure
engr. sa. Haltofte, Norfolk.

3 LOZENGES betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

Arg. three lozenges conjoined in fess gu. within a
bordure az. charged with four fleurs-de-lis or
and as many roses alternately arg. barbed and
seeded ppr. Montagu, Montreal, Canada.

Arg. three lozenges gu. within a bordure erm.
PiTCAiRN, that Ilk.

Arg. three lozenges within a bordure gu.
Pitcairn, Dreghorn, Scotland.

Arg. three lozenges conjoined in fess gu. a bor-

dure sa. Montagu, Lackham, co. Wilis.

Arg. three lozenges conjoined in fess gu. within a
bordure sa. Montagu, Duke of Manchester;
quartering or an eagle displ. vert beaked and
membered gu. for Monthermer. Montagu,
Earl of Sandwich.

Az. three lozenges arg. a bordure of the last.

Freeman.
Az. a bend of three lozenges conjoined within a

bordure erminois. Sainsbuey, Froyle, co.

Hants.
Az. a bend of three lozenges conjoined within a

bordure engr. erminois a mullet for diff.

Thomas Sainsbuey, Lord Mayor of London
1787.

Sa. three lozenges erm. within a bordure engr.
arg. Hounston.

Crosses

Arg. a bend of three lozenges conjoined betw. six

crosses crosslet sa. Sr. John Coenwall, V.

Arg. three lozenges in fess betw. six crosses
crosslet fitchy sa. Cornwall.

Az. three lozenges in fess betw. six crosses
crosslet or. Cornwall. Warren.

Az. three lozenges or betw. seven crosses botonny
of the last. Stopford, Ireland.

Az. three lozenges or betw. nine crosses crosslet

of the last. Stockport, V. Stopford, Earl of
Courtown.

Az. three lozenges in fess or betw. nine crosses
crosslet arg. Stepfoed.

Flowers

Arg. three lozenges in fess vert betw. as many
damask roses ppr. seeded or barbed of tlie

second. Fell, St. Martin's-in-the-Fields,
Middlesex.

5-Foils

Arg. three lozenges in fess gu. betw. as many
cinquefoils az. Blonvill.

Arg. three lozenges in fess betw. as many cinque-
foils gu. Bloumfield, Essex.

Heads—Beasts (Lions)
Gu. three lozenges conjoined in fess arg. betw. as

many lion's heads erased or. Aislabie, co.

Yoik.
Gu. three lozenges in fess betw. aa many lion's

heads erased or. Aislaby. Osgoldby, co. York;
granted 23 Oct., 1663.

.... (Stags)
Az. three lozenges in fess arg. betw. as many

buck's heads or. Betside or Bested, co.
Devon.

Sa. three lozenges in fess betw. as many buck's
'

heads cabossed arg. attired or. Bensted or
Bettshed, V. Boteshed, V.

Sa. three lozenges in fess betw. as many
stag's heads cabossed arg. Brodockshaw.
Budoxhed or Budorshide, Bodick, Cornwall.

Sa. three lozenges in fess arg. betw. as many
stag's heads cabossed or. Bodockshead, co.
Devon. Boteshed.

Sa. three lozenges in fess arg. betw. as many
buck's heads cabossed ppr. Brackhaw.
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3 LOZENGES betw. or within cont.

Mallets

Arg. three lozenges in fess betw. as many mullets
of eight points pierced az. Fell.

Botindlets
.... three lozenges .... betw. as many roundlets.

Montagu; Fole, Devon., i, 41.

8 LOZENGES betw. or within....
and in chief. . . .

Arg. three lozenges in fess gu. betw. as many
cinquefoiis az. on a canton of the last three
ostrich feathers of the field issuing through the
rim of a royal coronet or. Bloomfield, Baron
Bloomfield.

Az. three lozenges and as many crosslets fitchy
or a chief party per pale dancetty (or indented)
erm. and gu. in the sinister chief a roundlet of
the third. Warham, K

On 3 LOZENGES
Arrows

Gu. three lozenges arg. each charged with apheon
sa. Bishop, Crediton, co. Devon.

Bendlets
.... three lozenges two and one .... on each a

bendlet .... John Vavasodk. Seal, Harl. MS.
1178, fo. 117.

Gu. three lozenges arg. on each a bendlet sa.

Benvill.
Birds (Eagle)

Arg. on three lozenges vert within a bordure gu.
as many eagles displ. or. Einion ap Caeadoc,
fourth in descent from Owen Gwynedd.

Gu. three lozenges or each charged with an eagle
displ. sa. BisHOPPE. Bishop.

Escallops
Arg. three lozenges az. each charged with on

escallop or. Hart, Boston, co. Lincoln.
Harfe.

Arg, three lozenges sa. each charged with an

escallop or. Harte, Fulham, Middlesex; and
Walipoole, Norfolk, 163-4.

Az. three lozenges in fess or each charged with
an escallop gu. Plompton, Essex ; and co.

Herts,

Flears-de-lis
Erm, three lozenges sa. each charged with a

fleur-de-lis or. Skynner, Totesham Hall, Kent.
Flowers

Gu. three lozenges in fess arg. each charged with
a rose of the field, Cokenay or Cokney, V.

Welbeck Premoustratentian Abbey, co. Not-

tingham.
Garbs

Arg. three lozenges conjoined in fess az. each

charged with a gaib or. Newton, Badenham,
CO. Bedford; Lavendon, co. Bucks; and
Exmouth, Devon.

Boundles (Bezants)
Arg. three lozenges conjoined in fess sa. each

charged with a bezant. Mllneu ; quartering
gu. three Catharine wheels arg. for Wheeler.

Arg. three lozenges sa. each charged with a

bezant. Pery.
Gn. three lozenges .... on each a bezant.

MiLNEB, CO. Lincoln. Edmondson,

.... (Fonntain)
Arg. three lozenges in tess .... each charged

with a fountain arg. and az. betw. three grey-
hound's heads erased sa. collared gu. ringed or.

VVelbobne, Burport, co. Dorset.

On 3 LOZENGES cont.

Boundles cont. (Torteaux)
Sa. three lozenges arg. on each a torteau. Game,

Wales.
Saltire

Arg. tliree lozenges gu. each charged with a
saltire of the first. Dalton, Durham,

Sa. three lozenges arg. each charged with a
saltire gu. IJalton, V. Lawrence, West
Stocklands, co. Leicester.

Or three lozenges conjoined in fess az. on the
middle one a Catharine wheel thereon a cross

patty fitchy of the first in chief a rose betw. a

portcullis and a leopard's face of the second all

within a bordure gu, charged with four lozenges
and as many escallops alternately arg. Fell,
London ; and Scotland. The same arms, but
the Catharine wheel ensigned on the top with a
cross patty fitchy or. Fell, Newcastle.

4 LOZENGES
Arg, four lozenges in bend gu. Stathum.

Arg. four lozenges sa. Hyde.

Arg. four lozenges in fess sa. Knotswoeth.
Naugles.

Az. four lozenges arg. Aske.
Gu. four lozenges arg. one two and one.

Aldewinckle.
Gu. four lozHnges conjoined in fess arg.

Daubeney, CO. Somerset ; co. Gloucester,

originally of Wayford in the former shire ;.

and Gorwell, co. Dorset.

Gu. four lozenges engr. in bend erm. Heley.
Gu. in chief four lozenges erm, Dawbney.
Gu. four lozenges in fess erm. Denham, co.

Devon ; and Kent.

Gu. four lozenges conjoined in fess erm. Oliver

Dinant, a.
Per bend .... and sa. four lozenges in bend

counterchanged. Beowne ; Harl. MS. 1404»
fo. 39.

Per pale arg. and gu. four lozenges conjoined
in fess and counterchanged. Kev. Horatio

Montague.
Per pale or and az. four lozenges meeting in the

tess point counterchanged. Hasellfoot,
London, 1656.

Per saltire az. and erm. four lozenges counter.

changed. Judson or Judgson, Scotland.

Quarterly gu. and or on the dexter quarter four

lozenges in cross arg. Clamberlow.

Quarterly or and sa. four lozenges counterchanged

conjoined in cross, Haselfoot, Boreham,
Essex, originally of co. York, Haselfoot,
Essex ; quartering gu. on a fess engr. arg.

betw. three bezants each charged with a pea-

cock's head erased ppr. as many mascles sa,

Sa. crusily four lozenges conjoined in bend arg.

Robert de Wabfieldj Harl. MS. G137, fo.

U3,

Sa. crusily four lozenges conjoined in bend or.

Robart de- Witefeld, A.

Sb. four lozenges in fess or. Mapes, Felthamand

KoUesby, Norfolk,

4 LOZENGES and in chief,...

Birds

Gu, four lozenges conjoined in fess in chief three

birds arg, William Dauboin, A.

Chief

Az. four lozenges in cross arg. a chief indented of

the last, FooTES or Foots, London; and

Sussex.
132
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4 LOZENGES and in chief. . ..cont.

Label

Gu. four lozenges pierced arg. one two and one

in chief a label of three points of tbe second.

Clode.
Or four lozenges in fess gu. a label of the second.

PovNTON, CO. York.

4 LOZENGES betw. or within....
Bordure

Arg. four lozenges in fess gu. within a bordure sa.

bezanty. Nevill.

Arg. four lozenges in pale within a bordure sa.

Daniell, Suffolk.

Gu. four lozenges in fess erm. within a bordure

engr. arg. Durham.
Quarterly or and az. over all four lozenges con-

joined in cross betw. as many annulets all

counterchanged. Peacocke, Barntic, co. Clare ;

and Grange, co. Limerick; Baronetcy 1802.

Sa. four lozenges erm. within a bordure engr. arg.

Hault, Norfolk.

Sa. four lozenges in cross erm. within a bordure

, engr. arg. Hunsten, Boston, co. Lincoln.

Sa. four lozenges iu cross erm. within a

bordure engr. or. Hunston, Walpole, Nor-
folk ; granted by patent dated 6 Feb., 3 and 4

Philip and Mary ; quartering Denvers, Haltofi,
etc.

Fleurs-de-lis

Per bend arg. and sa. a bend of four lozenges
betw. six fleurs de-lis all counterchanged.
PoTENQEE ; quartered by Bingham.

On 4 LOZENGES
Arg. four lozenges gu. each charged with an

annulet or. Castekton.
Or four lozenges gu. on each an annulet of the

field. Caysterton.
Gu. four lozenges in fess arg. charged with as

many cinquefoils sa. Cheyney.

Arg. four lozenges in pale gu. on each a leopard's
face or. Haix, co. Devon.

5 LOZENGES
Arg. five lozenges iu cross conjoined ....
NOTTAGE.

Arg. five lozenges in bend az. Kigate, Sufi'olk.

Arg. five lozenges in pale erm. the centre one
charged with a leopard's face or. Hei.e, South
Hele, and Cornwood, co. Devon ; derived from
Sir Roger de la Hele, Lord of Hele, temp.
Henry III.

Arg. a bend of five lozenges conjoined gu. Robert
Walrond, F.

Arg. five lozenges in cross gu. Kessall or

Kessell, V.

Arg. five lozenges in fess gu. Pinckney, co.

Rutland.

Arg. five lozenges in bend sa. Gastinges.
Arg. five lozenges conjoined in fess sa. Leith,

Waterhaugh, Scotlaud.

Arg. goutty-de-poix five lozenges in fess sa.

Saterdy or Sattrey.

Arg. five lozenges conjoined in pale each lying
fessways sa. Daniei>l, Little Berkhampstead,
CO. Hertford.

_Az. five lozenges in bend arg. Gussand.
Az. five lozenges conjoined in fess arg. Dealtry.
Az. five lozenges in fess or. Fitz-John.
Az. five lozenges in bend or. Gussand.
Az. five lozenges conjoined in fess or. Henry de

Percy, A.

5 LOZENGES cojit.

Barry of six or and az. a bend of five lozenges

conjoined gu. Hemyngton, co. Chester.

Erm. five lozenges conjoined in bend sinister gu.
Alan de Plokenet, A.

Gu. five lozenges in bend arg. Freford.

Raleigh, co. Devon. Ryed or Hyde.
Gu. five lozenges in fess arg. Raff Daubeni, A.

Gu. five lozenges in pale arg. Bradeston.
Gu. five lozenges in bend erm. Ryde.
Gu. five lozenges in fess erm. Denham, co.

Devon. Oliver Dinant, ^1.

Gu. five lozenges in cross or. Benningworth.
Bynchworth.

Gu. five lozenges in bend or. John de Marshall,
A.

Gu. five lozenges in fess or. Newmarch.
Gu. five lozenges in pale or. Nigel, Baron of

Halton, CO. Chester.

Or five lozenges conjoined in fess az. Pattle.
Or five lozenges in bend gu. Fokeram.
Or five lozenges in fess gu. Nevill. Pinkney,
Upper Sheen, Surrey.

Or five lozenges in fess sa. Peecehay.
Per chief az. and arg. five lozenges conjoined in

bend gu. Pain de Gatheel, F. Rauf Gamage,
F.

Quarterly arg. and sa. five lozenges in bend gu.
Cheyney, co. Cambridge.

Quarterly per pale indented or and gu. in the

first quarter five lozenges conjoined in cross of

the second. Danne.
Sa. crusily and five lozenges conjoined in bend

arg. Robert de Werseild, A ;
Harl. MS.

6137, fo. 93.

Sa. five lozenges in fess arg. John Percy, A.

Sa. five lozenges conjoined in bend or. Robnrt
de WiTEFELDE, A. Richard de Wittefeld, F.

Sa. five lozenges in cioss or. Byncworth.
Esington, CO. Gloucester.

5 LOZENGES and in chief....
On a Canton

Arg. five lozenges conjoined in bend sinister gu.
on a canton of the last a crosier in pale or.

Boxi.ey Abbey, Kent.
Label

Az. five lozenges conjoined in fess arg. a label of
five gu. William de Autrine, A.

Or five lozenges in fess az. a label gu.
PoPiNGTON, CO. York.

Or five lozenges in fess az. a label of three points
gu. PoNGTON, CO. York.

Mullets

Gu- five lozenges conjoined in fess arg. in chief
three mullets or. Philip Daobeni, A.

5 LOZENGES betw. or within....
Bars

Arg. five lozenges conjoined in fess gu. betw, two
bars sa. Richards, East Bagborough, co.

Somerset.
Bend

Arg. five lozenges in bend gu. cotised sa.

TONCKES.

Arg. a bend of five lozenges conjoined betw. two
bendlets sa. Tonke, V.

Sa. a bend of five lozenges conjoined and con-
fined betw. two cotises arg. Sir Thomas
Puckering, co. Warwick, W; Baronetcy IHli;
extinct 1036.

Arg. a bend of five lozenges conjoined az. betw.
two cotises vert and as many scorpions sa.

O'Sinan, Ireland ; Harl. MS. 4039, fu. 235.
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6 LOZENGES betw. or within .... cont.

Bordore

Arg, five lozenges in pale gu. within a bordnre az.

charged with eight crosses patty fitchy or.

Pink or Pinck, co. Oxford,

Arg. five lozenges in cross within a bordnre engr.
sa. PlNKENEY.

Gu. five lozenges in fesa arg. within a bordure

engr. or. Nevill, co. Lincoln ; and co. York.
Crosses

Arg. five lozenges in bend betw. two crosses

crosslet fitchy sa. Decombe.
Or five lozenges in saltire betw. four crosses

crosslet az. Northover, Allersome and Aler-

court. CO. Somerset; granted 1614.

Escallops
Gu. five lozBDgt's in fess erm. betw. four escallops

of the last. Robert de Dinant, A,
Heads (Bears)

Arg. five lozenges in fess betw. three bear's heads
• erased gu. muzzled or. Pei.sant, aliag

BuswELL, Clipston, co. Northampton; Baro-

netcy 1713; extinct.

On 6 LOZENGES
Arg. five lozenges in pale erm. the centre one

charged with a leopard's face or. Hele, co.

Devon.
Az. five lozenges in fess arg. each charged with

an escallop gu. Gwillawne, Plompon, co. York.
Az. five lozenges in fess or each charged with an

escallop gu. Plompton or Plompton, co. York.

On f< LOZENGES and in chief. . . .

On a Chief
Az. five lozenges or each charged with an escallop

gu. on a chief of the second a griflBn's head
betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the third. Edgar,
CO. Berks.

Az. five lozenges in fess or each charged with an

escallop gu. on a chief of the second an eagle's

leg erased betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the third.

Edgar, Suffolk.

2 Flenrs-de-lis

Per chev. or and bz. in chief two fleurs-de-lis of

the second in base five lozenges of the first each

charged with an escallop gu. Edgar, The Red
House, near Ipswich, Suffolk.

On 6 LOZENGES betw. or within....
Gu. five lozenges in bend .... on each an
ermine spot all betw. six crosses crosslet or.

AUBEMARLE.

Arg. five lozenges in fess gu. each charged with a

mullet of the first all betw. three bear's heads
erased sa. muzzled or. Bewicke, Bewicke,
of Newcastle, and afterwards of Close House,
Northumberland.

Arg. five lozenges in fess gu. each charged with

a fleur-de-lis or all betw. in chief two and in

base one mullet of the second. Diamond,

6 LOZENGES
Arg. six lozenges pu. Bridmanston. Ric. de

Croupes, F. Laven, Quarlewood. Roncy or

Rowey, France. Stoteville, co. Devon.

Arg. six lozenges two one two and one gu. over

all a label of three points az. Sir Richard

Croupes, co. Dorset, V.

Arg. six lozenges in bend sa. Winington.
Az. six lozenges arg. conjoined three and three.

Magminot, Constable of Dover Castle, temp.
William I.

6 LOZENGES cont.

Az. six lozenges or three two and one. Gorges,
F.

Erm. six lozenges conjoined in bend sinister gu.
Alan de Plokenet, A.

Gu. six lozenges arg. three two and one.
Gagan.

Gu. six lozenges or three two and one. Geobges.
Rivers, V.

Gu. six lozenges or a bend az. Ferrers.
Or six lozenges gu. Laven, Auchenland, Scot-

land.

Or six lozenges sa. Arnyston.

6 LOZENGES and in chief....
On a Canton

Gu. six lozenges vair on a canton or a mullet sa.

Guise or Gise, co. Gloucester,

Gu, six lozenges vair three two and one on a
canton arg. a mullet of the field. Gysse, co.

Buckingham.
Chief

Gu. six lozenges arg. three two and one a chief

indented or. Fooxe, London.

Escallops
Gn. six lozenges arg. in chief three escallops or.

AWBENE.

6 LOZENGES betw. or within....
Bars

Gu. two bars or betw. six lozenges arg. three two
and one. Combe, co. Devon ; and London ;

granted 2 July, 1663. Goodwin or Goodwyn,
Streatham, Surrey; Z, 424; Dorking and

Guildford, Surrey ; and Lewes, Sussex.

Goodwyn, Sussex
; granted by Camden, W.

Birds
Az, a bend of six lozenges conjoined betw, as

many martlets or. Sr, John Pvcott, V.

Escallops
Sa. six lozenges in bend arg. betw. three escallops

or. Brinsdon.

Hammers
Arg. a bend of six lozenges conjoined betw. as

many hammers with the clflwed ends to the
dexter sa. Bolron, co. Chester, V.

Heads
Gu. six lozenges in fess arg. betw. three maiden's

heads couped at the shoulders of the last orined

or. Smith, Inner Temple, London ; confirmed
or granted 1 585.

7 LOZENGES
Arg, seven lozenges gu. Roncy or Rowey, France.
A label of five az. Richard de Croupes, E,

Arg, seven lozenges gu. three three and one.

Braybroke, CO. Bedford, Seal. Scrape v.

Grosvenor, 456. Sire Gerard de Bbaybrok, N.

Cagan, CO. Devon. Sir John Cogan, V, Page,
Nottingham ; Earl. MS. 1404, fo. 61.

Arg. seven lozenges in bend gu, Tredenham,
Tredenham, Cornwall. The coheirs m. J.

Nichols of Davidstowe, and F. Scobell of Me-

nagwins.
Arg. seven lozenges sa. three three and one. Sire

Estevene de Bridmanestone, N. Bridmanston,
CO. Dorset.

Gu. seven lozenges or three two and one. Joan
de Riveris, E. Le Conte de Wincestre, N.

Gu. seven lozenges vair three three and one.

De Burgh, as borne by the Justiciary, Hubert
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7 LOZENGES cont.

de Burgh, Karl of Kent, temp. King John.

William de Buego, Bishop of Llandafif 1244-53.

Guy or Guise, Dunsley, co. Herts.

Gu. seven lozenges or. Sir William de Ferees,

G.
. . ,

Gu, seven lozenges or three three and one joined

together over all a bend gobonated arg, and az.

Grey, co. Lancaster, W.
Or seven lozenges in bend gu. Teedenham.

7 LOZENGES and in chief....

On a Canton
Gu. seven lozenges vair three three and one on a

canton or a mullet pierced sa. Guise, Elmore

Court and Highnam Park, co. Gloucester;

Baronetcy 1783,

On 7 LOZENGES
Arg. seven lozenges conjoined sa. three three and

one each charged with an ermine spot of the

first. Helstowe.

8 LOZENGES
Gn. eight lozenges arg. four three and one,

Preston.

9 LOZENGES
Arg. five lozenges in saltire betw. four others gu.

AcireNEY.

Az. nine lozenges .... three three and three.

Jordan.
Gu. nine lozenges pierced or conjoined in threes

six in chief and three in base. Pudlicott, co.

Oxford, Quart, co, Buckingham.

10 LOZENGES
Arg. ten lozenges in fess sa, Fav7conbuidge,

Essex,
Az. ten lozenges four three two and one arg.

Topping.
Gu. ten lozenges arg. conjoined three three three

and one, Lalain, 1433. Dii Chcsne.

Gu. ten lozenges arg, four three two and one.

Crespine. Crispin, Woolston, co. Devon, F;
the heiress m. Bradstoue,

LOZENGES
Quarterly per pale indented gu. and or in the first

and fourth five lozenges conjoined in cross of

the second. Damoe. Mordant.

Quarterly per pale indented or and gu. in the first

and fourth five lozenges in cross of the second.

Darmo. Lincolne, CO, Dorset; and co. Somer-

set; temp. Richard I,

Az. a cross of lozenges or on a chief gii. a lion

pass, guard, of the second holding in the dexter

paw a fleur-de-lis gold, De Lune, Blackfriars,
London ; assigned 7 March, 1G12.

Az, a cross of lozenges or on a chief gu. a

leopard pass, guard, of the second spotted sa.

holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis gold.

Delaune; Her. Off. London, c, 21.

LOZENGY
When there is any charge, look under that head,

as lozengy is taken as the field.

Bendy lozengy arg. and az. Bavaria, Z.

Lozengy nrg. and az. CrOste, Pickleton, co.

Leicester,

Lozengy arg. and gu. Sire de Chaveney, F.
CoGAN. Fitzwilliam, Vispount Fiizwilliani.

Sir \Villiam Fitzwii.liam, L. <S'. FiTzwiLUABi,

LOZENGY cont.

Earl of Southampton. Fitzwilijam, Earl

Fitzwilliam ; quartering sa. a chev, betw. three

leopard's heads or, Fitz-William, Gainspark
Hall, Essex. Fitz-Wiixiam. Fitz-William,

Oldward, Surrey. FiTZWiLi.iAMS,Sprotburgh,in
the wapentake of Strafford. Grimaldi, Mar-

quis Grimaldi, 1339 ; as borne by Stacey

Grimaldi, Maize Hill, Greenwich Park.

Lozenge. Macmahon, Monaghan. Rockley
or RocLAY. Thomas le fils Thomas, E.

Tydenham, Norfolk, V.

Lozengy arg. and pean. Cbofts, Westminster;

granted 1772.

Lozengy arg. and sa. Besom or Besym, Cumber-
laud, Bezome. Crofts, co. Chester. Dalton,
V. Lambert, Ireland. Lombeet, V.

Lozengy arg. and sa. a label of tliree points of the

first on each point as many ermine spots sa.

TOPPISFIELD, V.

Lozengy couped per fess arg. and sa.

Guise.

Lozengy az. and erm. Felfobd or Felforl.

Lozengy az, and or. Gorges, V. Longbet.
Thomas Warbeton, A. Warbleton, V.

Lozengy erm, and az. Felford, V. Telford.

Lozengy erm, and gu. Cbome, V. Creoume, V,

Cboun, V. Fitz-William, Chaworth, co.

Lincoln. Rockley or Roclay, Essex; and

Sufi"olk. Rokellor. Roxley or Roukels.

Wokingdon,
Lozengy gu, and arg. Le fitz Colom, i^. Sir

William Fitz William, York, F. Mablethorpe.
Pugeis or Pugiers, Tidenham, Norfolk.

Lozengy gu. and erm. Hatton.

Lozengy gu. and or. Berings, V. Crome,
London. Sire William de Ferreres,
N.

Lozengy gu. and or a baton gobony arg, and az.

Sire Thomas de Grey, N.

Lozengy gu. and vair. Boege or Borges, Suf-

folk. Burges. Burgh, Hubert de Burgh,
Earl of Kent; temp. Henry III. John
de Burgh, D. Conte de Kent, E, F,

G.

Lozengy or and az, Barbelton or Barbleton.
Ferrers. Sir Ralph de Gorges, L, G.

Mellent. Warbleton ; according to the

award 19 July, 1347, in Warbleton v. Rusell

alias Gorges. Thomas de Weebleton, E.

Woeblinton, F.

Lozengy bendy or and az. Buck, Also with

a canton erm. Buck.

Lozengy or and gu. Sire de Bateees, F.

Beckering. Beeinges. William de Ceipin,

A. Crome, Ceoume, or Coune, Isabel, of

Angouleme or Engolesme, wife of King John,

Z, 83. Richers, Riveeb.

Lozengy bendy or and gu. Ceome.

Lozengy or and sa. Bland. Blondy. Blound,
V. Sire William le Blound, 0, Blund.
Richard le Blund, Bishop of Exeter 1245-57.

Blundey or Blumnile. Buckley, Buketooth
or Bucktooth. Creketot, V. Crektoft.

Criketot, temp, Edward I. Lombart, Ire-

land, V. Waebeeton, V.

Lozengy or and vert, Sawford.

Lozengy sa, and arg. Besom or Besym, Cumber-

land, V. Lombard, Ireland.

Lozengy sa. and erm. Patten, Bluemantle Pur-

suivant of Arms, temp, James I.

Lozengy vair and gu, Goodwyn. Teegos,

Tregoze, or Tregose. Wakekldv.
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LOZENGT betw. or within
Bordore

Xozengy or and az. within a bordure gu.
Mellent,

Ijozengy gu. and or a bordure az. Hulcote or

Halcote, V.

LUCY see Fish (Pike)

LITRE (i.e.. Hawk's Lure)
Arg. a lure gu. John lo Fitz Payne.
Az. a lure arg. over all a less gu. Calwoodly,

CO. Devon.
Gu. a lure arg. Warre, V.
Per pale gu. and az. a lure arg. Lye

; Harl. MS.
1404, fo. 127.

Quarterly az. and or in the first quarter a hawk's
lure and line of the second. Fowler, Stone-

house, CO. Gloucester; granted 13th March,
1C06.

Sa. a hawk's lure arg. Longevile.

LUBE betw. or within....
Sa. a hawk's lure within a bordure engr. arg.
Pawne or Paun.

Quarterly vert and or in the first quarter a falcon

close arg. belled of the second in the fourth a

hawk's lure. Jebb.
Sa. a hawk's lure feathers arg. garnished or betw.

two fleurs-de-lis in fess of the last in chief two
falcons of the second beaked legged and belled

of the third in base a falcon as in chief.

WowEN, London.

2 LURES
Quarterly az. and or in each of the first a hawk's

lure of the second. Fowler ; quartered by
Bridges.

3 LUBES
Arg. three hawk's lures sa. Bromwich.

Arg. three hawk's lures two and one sa.

Wakeeinqe. And with a crescent for diff.

John Wakering, Bishop of Norwich 1416-25.

Gu. three lures arg. an annulet for diff.

Newport, co. Salop.
Gu. three demi voles (or lures) or. Falconer.
Sa. three hawk's lures penned stringed and

ringed arg. Aldeington.
Sa. three lures arg. stringed or. Alderington,

V.

Sa. three lures double stringed and expanded or.

Swynerton, F.

Vert three lures arg. Kelde, V.

3 LUBES and in chief....

On a Chief. .. .Heads
Or three hawk's lures lined gu. on achief crenelly

of the last as many leopard's heads of the first.

Geffrys, CO. Worcester. Geoffey. Thomas
Geoffrey, London, V. Jeffry, London ;

and

CO. Worcester. Jeoffrey, London.

On 3 LUBES
Annulets

Sa. on three hawk's lures arg. as many annulets

gu. Aldrington.

LYMPHAD see Ship

LYNX and OUNCE see Beast

LYBE see HAEP

MACE see Staff MAGPIE see Bird

MAIDEN see Human Figure
MALLABD see Bird (Duck)

MALLET {see also Hammer)
.... three mallets .... Gamull, Knytton, co. •

Stafford ; ex sigillo, V.

Arg. three mallets gu. De Fortibus. Forte.
Forte, co. Somerset. De Fort, F. De
Forte, Exeter; Harl. MS. 807, fo. 49.

Fortibus, Seneschal, Poictou, and Aquitaine,
temp. Henry III.

Arg. three mallets sa. Haumencourt, V.

Arg. three mallets vert. Fynmoue or Finmore.
Az. three mallets or, Bowlby. Fitz-Stephen,

CO. York, V.
Gu. three mallets arg. Mallet or Martell, co.

Berks. Mathew. De Thornton, F.

Or three mallets gu. Gylles de Maile, A.
Richard Marlet, A. Martell.

Or three mallets sa. Gamell or Gammill.
Gamell, F. Gamoll or Gamull, co. Chester;
Her. Off., London, c. 24. Gamul, Buerton, co.

Chester ; temp. Edward IV ; the elder branch
extinct 1654; Gamul, Crab Hall, a branch of
this family, extinct 1750. Gamull, F.

Sa. three mallets arg. Beynham, F. M.
Edmund de Beynham, S. Browne, Suffolk.

Martell, co. Berks, V. Reynham or Rainham,
South Lynn, Norfolk; temp. Henry IV.

Sa. three mallets arg. Browne, Stamford ; quar-
tering per bend arg. and sa. three mascles

bendways counterchanged, or on a fess gu.
three crosses patty arg, and arg. on a bend sa.

a bezant in chief. Blare's, Rutland.
Sa. three mallets or. Gamlyn, Spalding, co.

Lincoln.

MAN see Human Figure
MANACLE see Lock

MANGONEL see Sling
MAN-TIGER see Monster

MANTLE
A mantle or parliament robe of estate az. lined

erm. the collar tied with a string and tasselled

attached or. Town of Brecon or Brecknock.
Arg. in chief two parliament robes gu. lined az.

trimmed erm. in base a tent and pole gu.
doubled erm. lined az. on a chief az. a lamb
arg. in glory or holding a banner arg. a cross

gu. Company of Taylors of the City of

London, now called Merchant Tailors. Glover.
Edmondson gives on the chief a lion pass,

guard, or, instead of the lamb; and states the
arms to have been grdnted by Sir Thos. Holme
1481.

MABINE WOLF see Beast (Seal)
MARTLET see Bird

MARTYR see Human Figure

MASCLE and Rnstre

Arg. a mascle depressed by a fess sa. Hanley,
Cornwall, F. Hunkin, Gatherley, co. Devon.
HuNKiN, Liskeard, Cornwall.

Arg. a mascle gu. fretted with two batons in

saltire sa. Hawkins.
Erm. a mascle sa. Fawkes, Farnley, co. York.
Gu. a mascle arg. Puges.
Gu. a mascle arg. interlaced with four lozenge

buckles crossways recontrant in point d'or.

Wyneve, Brettenham, Suffolk.

Orarustresa. Custance.
Per fess arg. and gu. a mascle counterchanged.
Chapman.
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MASCLE betw
Arrows

Arg. a mascle gu. betw. three pheons sa.

Garden, Templemore, co. Tipperary ; Baro-

netcy 1787.
Birds

Arg. a mascle az. betw. three cocka gu.
CocKBURN, Newhall, Scotland.

Bordure

Arg. a mascle within a bordare engr. sa.

Shepley, CO, York ; and Surrey. Shipley, V.

Sa. a mascle arg. within a bordure flory of the

second. Hubberthorne.

Buckles
Gu. a mascle arg. interlaced with four lozenge

buckles crossways recontrant in point d'or.

Wyneve, Brettenham, Sufifolk.

Crosses
Vert a mascle or betw. four crosses crosslet arg.

Thornicroft, Milcomb, co. Oxford ; Baronetcy
12 Aug., 1701. Thornicroft, Thornicroft, CO.

Chester ; and St. Andrew's, Holborn, London
;

granted Oct. 1687.

5-Foils

Az. a mascle betw. three cinquefoils or.

Bardolph, London.

Oarbs
Per pale az. and gu. a mascle betw. three garbs or

a bordure nebuly of the last. Kemp, Uendon,
Middlesex.

Heads
Az. a mascle betw. three boar's heads erased arg.

Uequhart.
Or a mascle az. betw. three boar's heads erased

gu. Urquhart Trail.

Arg. a mascle gu. betw. three eagle's beads erased
sa. on a chief indented az. two wings con-

joined in lure or. Relfe, London; granted
109a 4.

Horseshoes
.... a mascle betw. four horseshoes ....

Ferrour.
Boundles

Arg. a mascle sa. betw. three ogresses.

Osbaldeston, Osbaldesion, co. Lancaster;
Hutton Bushel and Ebberstone Lodge, co.

York. Osbaldeston, Ghadlington, co. Oxford ;

Baronetcy 1664; extinct 1749. Richard

Osbaldeston, Bishop of Carlisle ; Bishop of

London 1762-64. Osbolson, co. Lancaster,

Baldeston, CO. Lancaster.

Or a mascle sa. betw. three pellets. Habtrow ;

confirmed 19 March, 1579.

Tressure

Sa. a mascle within a tressure flory arg.

Hubblethorn, CO. York. Hobi,etuorne,
London.

Sa. a mascle within a double tressure flory coun-

tertiory arg. Hobberthorne, co. Lincoln ;

Lord Mayor of London 1546. Hubbarthorn
or Hoblethorn.

So. a mascle betw. a double tressure flory counter-

flory or. Hoblesthorne.co. York j Harl.MS.

1404, fo. 51.

On a MASCLE
Arg. within a mascle sa. a lion ramp, of the last.

Putt, Combe, co. Devon; Baronetcy 1066;
extinct 1721.

2 MASCLES
Az. two mascles in fess or. Tindel, Scotland,

1484.

2 MASCLES a&d in base....
Per fess erm. and sa. in chief two mascles of the

last in base a panther pass, of the first.

Dakiell, Truro, Cornwall.
Per fess erm. and sa. in chief two mascles of the
second in base an heraldic tiger arg, Daniels,
near Lymington, co. Hants.

3 MASCLES
Arg. three mascles gu. Arwennack, Cornwall,

W. Gerlingham. Pitcairn ; Font's MS.
John de Wygynton, Y.

Arg. three mascles sa. Crale. Crall.
Whit. Wioinqton.

Arg. three mascles sa. two and one. Spronsky;
Add. MS. 14314, fo, 656.

Az. three mascles or. Caterall, Catherall, co.

Lancaster, V. Catherall; quartered by Ather-
ton ; Harl. MS. 1-549, fo. 157. King, Clontarf,
Ireland ; Hari. MS. 1441. Leardlaw. Lee,
Bagley, co. Chester. Leigh. Bead or Reade,
Ireland. Reade. Wardlaw, That Ilk. Wardlaw,
Pitreavie, co. Fife; Baronetcy 1631; quarter-
ing az. three water bougets or for Valance.
Thomas Kateraix, X.

Az. three mascles or over all a bend gu,
Caterall or Catterall, West Witton, co. York.

Barry of four arg. and sa. three mascles counter-

changed. Pargiter, London.
Barry of four or and gu. three mascles counter-

changed. Pargiter.

Barry of four or and sa. three mascles counter-

changed. Pargiter, Greetworth, co. North-

ampton, V.

Erm. three mascles fessways gu. two and one.

Blumhill, CO. Chester.
Erm. three mascles in fess gu. Blonhill.
Blymhall. Fitz-Perewes or Fitz-Peruens,
CO. Gloucester. Fitz-Piers, V. Gleen.
Glenfield, CO. Leicester.

Erm. three mascles sa. Faukes. Wigington.
Erm. three mascles in fess sa. Glenn, Glen,
and Glene, V.

Gu. three mascles or. Sir Roger St. Andrew,
CO. Leicester, F. Bulley. Fentiman.
Flamens. Flamers. Killegrew, CO. Devon.
Lowell, Quarlewood, Scotland. Weapont ;

quartered by Ker, Duke of Roxburgh.
Gu. three mascles conjoined in fess or. Ferrers.
Or three mascles gu. Theydon, alias Teydon,
W.

Or three rustres sa. Pery, Ireland.
Per bend sa. and arg. three mascles counter-

changed. Browne.
Per bend arg. and sa. three mascles in bend coun-

terchanged. Browne, Leyson, Suffolk.

Per fess or and sa. three rustres counterchanged.
Goodchepe.

Per pale sa. and arg. three mascles counter-

changed. Browne, Suffolk.

Sa. three mascles arg. Caterall, Holderness,
CO. York, Whitacre, co. Warwick ; and
Althorne, co. York. Sire Richard Withacre,
N. Whitaker, The Holme, co. Lancaster.
Sir Richard Whitacre, co. Warwick, V.

Whitaker, Broadclougli, co. Lancaster.
Wygington.

Sa. three mascles arg. a label of three points or.

Whitacre, Westbury, co, Wilts; granted 16
March, 1560.

Vair three mascles gu. Marmion, Chekindon,
CO. Oxford, V. Maemyon. Murmyon, co.

Oxford, F.
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3 MASCLES and in chief. . . .

Beasts (Lions)
Per fess sa. and aig. in chief two lions rarap. of

tlie second in base three mascIeH of the first.

Ogyston, Scotland.
Bordure

Az. three mascles or a chief arg. all within a bor-

dure entjr. gu. Gahstang or Gobstang.
Chief

Az. three mascles or a chief indented gu.

Chaleners, CO. York ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 60.

Charleners, V. Chaloner, CO. York
Vert three mascles arg. a chief paly or and gu.

Henry de Bansterseyn, C.
Or three mascles two and one .... a chief paly of

six arg. and gu. Sire de Botbebham, D.
On a Chief

Arg. three mascles sa. on a chief of the second
as many lions rarap. of the first. Hanson,
Abingdon, co. Berks ; and London.

Arg. three mascles sa. on a chief of the second
two lions pass, of the field. Ogysxon, Fetter-

cairns, Scotland.

Arg. three mascles gu. on a chief sa. a helmet of

the first betw. two bird's heads erased or.

CoMPTON, CO. Somerset.

Arg. three mascles az. on a chief gu. as many
mascles of the field. Lise, Scotland.

Mallet
Az. three mascles in fess and a mullet in the

dexter chief point or. Steil, Blackwater,
. Scotland.

3 MASCLES betw. or within....
Beasts

Gu. three mascles in bend or betw. two lions

ramp<sa. Andrew. Edmondson,
Bendlets

Arg. three mascles betw. three bendlets sa.

GiMMiNGHAM, in lugham Church, Norfolk.

Gough, i, 121.

Arg. three mascles in bend betw, two cotises sa.

Ryves, Damory Court and Kanston, co. Dorset.

Bordnre
Az. three mascles arg. within a bordure engr. gu.

Garselang, London.
Crosses

Gu. three mascles erm. betw. six orosslets or.

AuBEMARLE,co. Dorset, V,

3-Foil8

.... three mascles in bend .... betw. two trefoils

.... Mellez.

3 MASCLES betw. or within ....

and in chief....

On a Canton

Arg. three mascles sa. betw. two bars counter-

compony or and az. on a canton of the second

three ducal crowns gold all within a bordure

gu. charged with eight bezants. Wakren,
Walterstaflf, co. Devon; and London; granted
14 March, 1623.

Arg. betw. two bars chequy az. and or three

mascles sa. a canton of the second charged
with three ronndles in fess betw. as many ducal

crowns of the third the canton bordered or

pellety. Warren, co. Devon; Earl. MS.
1404, fo. 118.

4 MASCLES
Az. four mascles or one two and one. Millard,

CO. Hants, 1634. Miller, Radway Grange, co.

Warwick ; formerly of Boycot, co. Bucks ; and

4 MASCLES cont.

Draughton, co. Northampton. F. C. Miller,
Major R.A., Hulme Barracks, Manchester.

Miller, Cawne, Frome, Kingston, and Leigh,
CO. Dorset; and co. Hants.

Gu. a bend of four mascles arg. Freford, V.

4 MASCLES and in chief....
Chief

Az. four mascles arg. one two and one a chief

indented of the second. Foote, Suffolk.

4 MASCLES betw. or within....
Gu. four mascles m less quarterly arg. and sa

betw. three crosses flory or. Sir John Boteler,
R.

Gu. four mascles in bend arg. betw. eight crosses

crosslet or. Amerance.

5 MASCLES
Arg. five mascles in cross interlaced gu. the

second and fourth fessways. Lecky, Ireland.

Arg. five mascles in saltire sa. Braylford.
Erm. five mascles in fess gu. Huxxon.
Erm. five fusils in fess gu. pierced. Hdixon.
Gu. five mascles in bend arg. Freford. Another,

in the sinister chief a martlet or for ditf.

Freford, co. Leicester.

Gu. five mascles conjoined in bend or. Ferford.
Freford.

Gu. five mascles in pale or. Sir Payne Ruell.
Sir Panel Rivers ; Harl. MS. 6595.

Gu. a pale masouly or. Sir Ponet de Rouix;
Harl. MS. 6589.

Or five mascles in cross gtu Tindall, Norfolk,
161L

Sa. a cross of five mascles or. Brandreih, Wee-
ford, CO. Stafford. Granted by patent, 10 Nov.,
1623.

6 MASCLES and in chief....

Bird (Martlet)
Gu. five mascles in bend arg. in the sinister

chief a martlet or. Freford, co. Leicester.

Chief

Or five mascles conjoined in cros3 and a chief gu.

Tindall, Diclaborow, Norfolk; granted by
patent July 1611.

Az. five mascles in cross or a chief erm.

NoRCLiFFE, Langton, co. York ; quartering

Wray, Wilson, Cecil, Neville, Beauchamp,
Berkeley, Vere, D'Isle, etc.

6 MASCLES betw. or within ....

Erm. five mascles in fess betw. three greyhound's
heads erased sa. Lues, Rotherfield, Sussex;

confirmed by Segar, Garter.

6 MASCLES betw. or within....
and in chief. . . .

Gu. five mascles in fess arg. a label az. within a
bordure engr. or. Nevill.

On 5 MASCLES and in chief....

Arg. five mascles in fess gu. each charged vnth a

martlet of the first in chief a lion pass. sa.

collared of the second. Hereford.

6 MASCLES
Arg. three mascles az, on a chief ga. as many

mascles of the field. Lise, Scotland.

Arg. six mascles gu. three two and one. Sir

Stephen Bridmansxon, co. Dorset, V.
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6 MASCLES cont.

Arg. six masdes gu. M. Gerard de Braybrok, S.

Ceoapes, CO. Somerset. Crowapes, co. Dorset.

Gorges, V. Jarden.

Arg. six mascles conjoined gu. three two and one.

Croopes, CO. Dorset.

Arg. six mascles sa. St. Andrew.
Az. six mascles arg. conjoined three and three.

Credy, V.

Az. six mascles or three two and one. Ereuy,
London. Sire Rauf de Gorges, N.

Erm. six mascles gu. three two and one.

Hatton, Holderness.
Gu. six mascles arg. three two and one. Gorges.

Gu. six mascles or three two and one. De Sx.

Andrew, V. Montabien. De Vexeri Ponte.

QuiNCEY. EivERS. Sire Johan de Ryveres,
N. ViPONT. ViPOUNT. Le Conte de

Winchester, B, F.

Gu. six mascles or three two and one. Cockburn,
Lord Chief Justice of England 1856; quar-

tering arg. three cocks gu.
Gu. six mascles or a bend az. Ferrers.

Gu. six mascles or on the first an esioile sa.

Tignill or TiGONiLL, Flanders.

Or six mascles az. Budds.
Or six mascles sa. Winton, Newburgh, Scot-

land.

Per pale or and sa. six mascles counterchanged.
Nettleship.

6 MASCLES and in chief....

Arg. six mascles gu. a label az. Sire Richard de

Crodpes, N.
Az. six mascles disjoined arg. a label of three

points of the last. Credy, co. Devon.

Gu. six mascles vair a canton or. Sire Johan de

Gyse, N.

6 MASCLES betw. or within ....

Arg. two bars betw. six mascles sa. three two and

one. Barnes, co. Berks. Baron.

Az. two bars betw. six mascles or three two and

one. Darnell, Heylings, co. Lincoln.

Erm. six mascles in less betw. three greyhound's
heads erased sa. Ldcee, Rotherfield, Sussex;
Her. Off., Sussex, c. 27.

On 6 MASCLES
Gu. six mascles or in each an estoile sa.

Tignill.
7 MASCLES

Arg. seven mascles conjunct az. three three and

one. Braybroke, London ; temp. John.

Arg. seven mascles conjunct three three and one

gu. Braybroke, co. Bucks.

Arg. seven mascles gu. three three and one.

boMERCoTES, Somercotes, co. Lincoln.

Arg. seven mascles gu. three three and one a

label of three points az. M. Gerard Braybroke,
S.

Arg. seven mascles conjoined three three and one

sa. Birdmaneton. Beidmanstreete.
Gu. seven mascles three three and one ....

Grooby, Swindon, co. Wilts.

Gu. seven mascles or a label az. Roger de St.

Andrew, Y.

Gu. seven mascles or three three and one.

Ferrers, Groby. Sir William de Ferrers, J,

K. Henry Ferrers, Y. Le Sire Ferrers, T.

Pig. Quincey, co. Lincoln ; Z, 448. Quincy,
CO. Lincoln. Sayer de Quincy, Earl of Win-

chester, F. Ulverscroet Priory, co. Leicester.

7 MASCLES cont.

Gu. seven mascles conjoined or three three and
one. Conte de Wincesxre, D, E, N. Another,
with a label of three arg. Sir Rafif Ferrers,
Q-

Gu. seven mascles or three three and one a baton

az. Sir William Ferrers, R.
Gu. seven mascles conjunct in pale or. Sayeb.
Gu. seven mascles conjunct vair. Brough.
John de Burgh, A.

Gu. seven mascles pierced or. Winchester.

7 MASCLES and in chief. . . .

Canton
Gu. seven mascles or a canton erm. Ferears,

Groby.
On a Canton

Az. seven mascles or on a canton gu. a lion pass.

guard. Bruges.
Label

Gu. seven mascles or a label of five points az.

St. Andrew, co. Leicester, Y.

Gu. seven mascles three three and one conjoined
or in chief a label arg. Andrea or St.

Andrew.
Gu. seven mascles conjunct three three and one

or in chief a label of three points az. Ferrers,
Tamworth Castle, the senior line of the house
of Ferrers ; the heiress, Anne Ferrers, m. the

Hon. Robert Shirley.
On a Label

Gu. seven mascles or on a label az. nine horse-

shoes arg. Ferrers.

7 MASCLES betw. or within....
Bordure

Arg. seven mascles three three and one within a

bordure gu. Robert de Beaybrooke, Bishop
of London 1381-1404. Brayldocke.

Gu. seven mascles conjoined or a bordure engr.

arg. Ferrers.
Gu. seven mascles three three and one or a bor-

dure engr Ferrers ; borne by Ralph,
younger son of William, first Lord Ferrers,

Groby, co. Leicester ; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 366.

Crosses

Gu. seven mascles conjoined betw. ten crosses

crosslet or. Romara, first Earl of Lincoln after

the Conquest ; created by King Stephen.
Flowers

Arg. seven mascles gu. three three and one betw.
twelve roses sa. Beebroke.

8 MASCLES
Gu. eight mascles or five and three. Preston.

8 MASCLES and in chief. . . .

On a Canton
Gu. eight mascles pierced or on a canton gu. a

lion pass, guard, of the second. Winchesxeb.

9 MASCLES
Gu. nine mascles or. William Fxtzherbert,
Archbishop of York 1158-4.

Arg. two bars betw. nine mascles sa. three three

and three. Baron.
Or nine mascles voided in cross gu. Quatermars,

CO. Leicester.

10 MASCLES
Gu. ten mascles pierced or. Alan.

Quarterly per pale indented or and gu. on the
first and fourth five mascles conjunct in cross

.... Almot. Alneot. Alnoi.
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10 UASCLES and in chief

On a Canton
Az. ten maMcles three three three and one or a

canton gu. charged with- a lion pass, gorged of

the second. Bruget.
Az. ten mascles or on a canton gu. a lion pass.

guard, of the second. Bruges.
Az. ten mascles or four three two and one on a

canton gu. a lion pass, guard, of the second.

De BRfGEs. Lewis de Bruges, fourth Earl of

Winchester. {Rymer, Foidera, xj, 765.)

MASCULY
Masculj' arg. and gu. William Fitzwilt.iam, T.

Sire Robert Pogeys, N. Porgyes or Pogers,
CO. Bucks. Sir John RrvERs, J, K.

Masculy arg. and sa. Beromy, Cumberland.
Sire T. de Bezom, N. Nicolas de Crofts, Y.

Masculy az. and or. John de Rivers, Y.

Masculy erm. and gu. Richnrd de la Rokele,
B, K, N. Thomas le Fitzwilliam, B. Sir

William Fitzwilliam, L, M, N.

Masculy gu. and or. Le Conte de Winchester,
C.

Masculy or and az. Ralph de Gorges, K, Y.

Gorges, co. Leicester.

Masculy or and gu. Sir John de Ryver, G.

John de River, F.

Masculy or and sa. William le Blond, B.

Bldnde, P, Y. Sir ... . Kirketott, R.

Masculy sa. the field alternately arg. and gu.
Powges.

Masculy sa. and or. John Crektoft, F.

Masculy vair and gu. Earl of Kent ; Addit.

MS. C589. Hubert de Burgh, Le Conte de

Kent, B, N, P, X. John de Burgh, C.

MAST
Gu. three pieces of masts couped with the tops

arg. two and one. Cromer.

MATCHLOCK see Gun

MATCH for a GUN see Wreath

MAUNCH
also Mannch and Hand, etc.

Arg. a maunch az. Flamvile, go. Leicester;

Scrope V. Grosvenor, 402. Sir William

Flamville, S. Flamvill, V.

Arg. a maunch barruly of eight or and gu.

Thirkeld or Thirkill. William Thirkeld,
Y.

Arg. a maunch gu., Harne, Ireland. Tany.

Thirkell or Thirkeld, co. York. Thuelkeld,
Threlkeld, Cumberland; temp. Edward I;

extinct in the male line at the decease of Sir

Lancelot Threlkeld in the reign of Edward

IV; the co-heiresses m. Dudley, and two

brothers of the Pickering family. Threlkeld,

Mimerby, Cumberland. Sir Robert Thony,
N. Raf Thony, A,E, F. Toney, F. Toney
or ToNi, Flamstead. Tony or Tonne ; temp.

Henry III, 1245, Sir Robert Tony, L, Y.

Sir Robert Tonney, H. Sir Robert de Tonny,

J,K.
Arg. two bars gu. a maunch of the second.

Undershot.

Arg. two bars sa. over all a maunch gu. Manby.

Arg. three bars sa. a maunch gu. Hugh de

Magneby, p. Hugh Manby, Y. John de

Manby, r.

Arg. a maunch gu. bezanty. Flamvile, co.

Leicester. Flamvill, V. Sire Roger de

Flaunvile, N.

MAUNCH cont.

Arg. a pale and over all a maunch gu. Hearle,
Arg. a maunch sa. Hastings, Earl of Hunt-

ingdon. Hastings-Rawdon, Marquess of

Hastings ; quartering arg. a fess betw. three

pheons sa. for Rawdon. Sir Raf Hastings,
-R, S, F. Hastings, Lord Hastings ;

Earl of

Huntingdon, Z, 542. Hastings, Agmondisham,
CO. Bucks; co. Dorset; and co. Leicester.

Hastings, co. Oxford, Hastings, co. York ;

and CO. Leicester; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 285.

Hastings, F.

Arg. a maunch tenne. Tickell.
Az. a maunch avg. Coyners, V.
Az. a maunch arg. over all a bend engr. comp.

arg. and gu. Conyers.
Az. a maunch erm. Conyers, V. Robert

Conyers, Y. Bawdekin de Cryke, C. Delaland
or Deland, Suffolk. Delamare. Norton,
Noithumberland.

A.'/, a maunch erm. over all a bend gu. Norton,
Lord Grantley, V. Norton, Suffolk ; and co,

York. Norton, F. Norton, alias Conyers,
CO. York.

Az. a maunch or. Conyers, Sockbume or

Sokebourne, co. Durham ; Essex ;
and co.

Northampton ; Hornby Castle, co. York ; Hor-

den, CO. Durham. Robert Conyers, Y.

Az. a maunch or and a hand ppr. Sire Johan
de CuYNERS, N.

Az. a maunch or over all a bendlet gobony erm.
and gu. Conyers, Copped Hall, Essex, origin-

ally of Bowlhy, Whitliy, and Scarborough,
CO. York. Conyers, Lord Mayor of London
1723. Conyers, Badgerhall, co. York, W.
Conyers, of the Temple, W. Norton, alias

Conyers. Conyers, F.

Erm. a maunch gu. Calthorp, Orthonby, Nor-
folk. Calthorpe, V. Bartholomew de

Galthorpe, Y. Gestingthorp; tbe heiress

m. Bai'th. Calthorp, whose dau. and heiress m.
Harsick : Gough, i, 146. Grestingthorpe.

Gu. a maunch and hand arg. Crecy,
Gu.a maunch arg. Delamare, F. John de Lamare,

A. Joan D' la Mare, E, G. Sir John De i,a

Mare, U, K. Sire Johan de la More, N, Y.

Thackwell. Tickhill.

Gu. a maunch erm. Henry Acelon, Y.

Baringham. Delamare, co. Oxford, V,

Reynauld de Moune, P. Moune, co. Devon.
Sire Johan de la Mare. More.

Gu. a maunch erm. the hand ppr. holding a

fleur-de-lis arg. Mohun, co. Devon; co.

Somerset; co. Warwick; and co. Wilts; temp.
William I. John de Moun, Y. Bruton
Priory, co. Somerset.

Gu. out of a maunch erm. a hand ppr. holding a

fleur-de lis or. Mahon, V. Mohun, V. Mohun,
DuDSter Castle, co. Somerset; summoned to

Parliament as Barons temp. Edward I and
III.

Gu. a maunch or. Delamare. Robert De la

Mare, G. Heyford and Heyforde. Heyford,
V. MoNCEUx. John de Munceus, A, D, E,
F.

Gu. semy of cinquefoils and a maunch or,

Aclahan, Acclome ; 41 Edward 111 ; and

Moreby, 1607, Brass.

Gu. a maunch vairy arg. and gu. hand ppr. De
MOUNCEUS, F.

Or a maunch az. Borneham.
Or a maunch az. and a hand ppr. Sire Robert

de CoYKERS, N.
123
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MAUNCH cont.

Or a maunch gu. Hastings, co. Derby ; Dring-
ham, Norfolk; co. Oxford; and Fennick, co.

York. Laurence Hastings, Earl of Pembroke,
Q. Hastings, V. Hastings, Scotland.

Hastings, K. John de Hastinge, A. Henry
de Hastings, D, F, I, P. Sir Joan de

Hastings, E, G, J, K, N. Sire de Hastinges,
F ; quartering gu. a bend arg. Hastings,
Third Earl of Pembroke, Z, 180, 209.

Or a maunch gu. over all a bendlet az. Hastings,
CO. Gloucester.

Or a maunch sa. Compion. Conyers, Kent.

CoNYEE. Coyner, V. Hadnoll, CO. Hants.
Or a maunch vairy arg. and gu. Frevill, V.

Or a maunch vert. Eiungham, V. Burnam, co.

Lincoln. Sire Thomas de Burnham, N.

(Pannell, error for) Paynell, F. John
Paynell, Y,

Paly of six or and gu. a maunch arg. semy-de-lis
az. John Cam Thackwell, Morton Court and

Eye Court, co. Worcester; and Wilton Place,
CO. Gloucester ; quartering Cam; and with the

same quartering Thackwell, Aghadd Hall,
Cork.

Per bend sinister az. and gu. a maunch with hand
to the sinister arg. Robert Dene de Sussex, X.

Per fesB arg. and sa. a maunch counterchanged.
WiGHTMAN, Scotland.

Per fesK or und sa. a maunch counterchanged.
WiGHTMAN, Burback.co. Leicester. Whiteman.

Per pale arg. and vert a maunch counterchanged.
Wing, co. Rutland.

Sa. a maunch arg. Corton, Northumberland,
V. Quarton, V. Shotebroke, F. Joan de

Valoins, G. Weston. Wharton, Skelton

Castle, CO. York ; descended from W^harton,
Kirby Thore, who d. IS.'Jl, now represented in

the female line. Thomas de Wharton de

Westmoreland, Y. Wharton, V. Wharton,
Wingate Grange and Otferton, co. Durham ;

descended of Kirby, co. Westmoreland;
entered 1615; quartering arg. two bars gu.
on a canton a cross or. Wharton, Cum-
berland ; Wingate Grange, co. Durham ; and
Wharton, co. York.

Sa. a maunch or. Bollers. Bouler, V.
Sa. a maunch and fleur-de-lis or. Cusacke.
Sa. out of a maunch or issuing from the sinister

side of the shield a hand ppr. holding a fleur-

de-lis. Ceeke.
Vair a maunch gu. Mani.ey. Mawley. Piers

Mauley, Addit. MS. C5H9.
Vair a maunch from the sinister side gu. Pers

de Madleie, E. Piers Maui-ay, P, Y.
Vair out of a maunch gu. a hand ppr. holding a

fleur-de-lis or. Mauley, F.
Vair a maunch or. Panneij,.
Vert a maunch arg. Banester. Banaster. Seal.
Vert a maunch erm. Delamare.
Vert a maunch or. Paganell or Pagneix. Sir
John Paynell, H, K. Sire John Payne, N,

MATJNCH and in chief....
Annulet

Az. a maunch or in chief an annulet arg.
Conyers, London.

Canton
Sa. a maunch arg. a canton or. Wharton, Kirby.

Thore, co. Westmoreland. The canton being
granted by King Charles II to Thomas
Wharton, M.D., for his services during the
plague in attendance upon the Foot Guards.

MATJNCH and in chief. ...cont.

Chief

Gu. a maunch arg. a chief of the last.

Thuekettle, Kelvedon-Hatch, Essex.

On a Chief—Beast (Lion)
Az. a maunch erm. on a chief or a lion pass. sa.

Norton, Belingham, co. Worcester. Norton,
V.

Wreath
Az. a maunch or on a chief embattled of the last

a wreath of laurel ppr. a canton gu. thereon a

representation of a gold medal pendent by a

ribband of the last fimbriated of the first below

the medal the word " Orihes" in letters of gold.

Conyers, Willow Bank, Fulham.
3-Foil

Arg. a maunch sa. in the middle chief point a

trefoil slipped. Hastings, Billesby,co. Lincoln.

Label

Arg. a maunch gu. and label of three points vert.

Geosby, V. Wilham Theeiskild, A'.

Arg. a maunch sa. and label gu. Geosby.

Arg. a maunch gu. a label vert. Thirkell.
Gu. a maunch arg. a label of five points az. Will

de MouN, E.
Or a maunch gu. a label az. Sir Nicolas

Hastings, L, JV^. Sir Hugh Hastings, Q.
Or a maunch gu. with a label of three points az.

Hastings, co. Notts.

Or a maunch gu. a label sa. Edmond de

Hastings, K.
Or a maunch gu. a label vert. Sire Edmond de

Hastinges, N.
Or a maunch gu. with a label of Pembroke. Sire

William de Hastinges, N.

MATJNCH and in base ....

Quarterly per less indented first and fourth gu.
in chief a maunch arg. in base an acorn sprig

or, second and third or three dragon's heads

couped of the first. Akerman or Ackerman ;

granted 20 May, 1761, to Isaac Akerman,
London

;
and Surrey.

Arg. an anchor az. surmounted by a maunch sa.

charged with three crosses patty of the field.

Colpoys.

MATJNCH betw. or within
Birds

Or a maunch gu. an orle of martlets gu. a label

barruly arg. and az. Sir William Hastings, L.
Bordnre •

Arg. a maunch az. within a bordure of the same

entoury with eight bezants. Flamstead, co.

Leicester.

Arg. a maunch gu. within a bordure sa.

Thirkeld.

Arg. a maunch within a bordure sa. charged with

eight cinquefoils of the field. Achym, Trenake
in Pelynt, Cornwall.

Arg. a maunch within a bordure engr, sa.

Abney-Hastings, Willesley Hall, co. Leicester;

Baronetcy 1806 ; quartering or on a chief gu.
a demi lion ramp. arg. for Abney.

Or a maunch within a bordure engr. sa. Compion.
Sa. a maunch arg. within a bordure or charged

with eight pairs of lion's paws saltireways
erased gu. the bordure being an augmentation
granted by Edward VI. Philip WHAETON,Duke
of Wharton.

Sa. a maunch arg. a bordure gu. charged with

eifiht pairs of lion's paws saltirewise or. Lord

Wharton, F.
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MAUNCH betw. or within cont.

Barry arg. and az. an orle of martlets gu. on an

escucheon or a raaunch gu. (also described as

or a maunch gu. a bordure of Valence). Sir

John Hastings, L, N.
Sa. a maunch inverted arg. within a bordure or

charged with eight pairs of lion's gambs erased

in saltire gu. Wharton.

Fleurs-de-lis

Gu. a maunch within an orle of fleurs-de-lis or.

Creke, Cartling, co. Cambridge.
Sa. a maunch erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg.

two and two over all on a pale or three bull's

heads erased gu. Gill, Scraptoft, co. Leicester.

Foils

Arg. a maunch within an orle of eight cinquefoils

gu. AcHYM or AcKLAME. AcHYN, Comwall.

AcEXAM, V. AcHAM, Comwall, W.
Gu. a maunch within eight cinquefoils in orle arg.

Acton. Acklom ; glass in Church of St. Mary
Bishophill Junior, York. Akelham, co. York.

ACKELAM or AcLOME, Moreby, co. York.

Arg. a maunch betw. nine cinquefoils three three

and three gu. Acham, Plenylhe, Corn-

wall.

Mallets
Gu. a maunch betw. three mullets arg. Sir John

Delamare, I.

On a MAUNCH
Az. a maunch or charged with an annulet sa.

Christopher Conyers, Y. Robert Conyers, S.

CoNYERs, Hornby Castle, co. York; Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 318. Coyners, V.

Or on a maunch az. a crescent. Conyers,
V.

Sfi. on a maunch or two crescents gu. Conyers.

Arg. an anchor az. surmounted by a maunch gu.

charged with three crosses patty of the field.

CoLPOYS.

Arg. an anchor az. surmounted by a maunch sa.

charged with three crosses patty of the field.

COLPOYS.

Arg. on a maunch gu. a fleur-de-lis or. Thurcle.

Gu. on a maunch arg. two fleurs-de-lis of the

field. Thirkeld. Thirkill. Thirkell,
V.

Gu. a maunch erm. charged with acinquefoil arg.

MOONE.
Az. on a raaunch or a mullet sa. Conyers,

Durham.
Arg. a maunch az. charged with three bezants.

Flamvile, CO. Leicester.

On a MAUNCH and in chief

Gu. a maunch arg. charged with two fleurs-de-lis

of the first a chief of the last. Thurkill,

London, 1634.

3 MAUNCHE8
Arg. three maunches gu. Hastings, Ireland.

Jeremy.

Arg. three sleeves erect sa. Blake or Bleak.

Arg. three maunches sa. Hastings, co. York.

Edmond Hastings, A'.

Barry of six arg. and az. in chief three maunches

of the last. Fleming.

Barry of six arg. and az. in chief three maunches

gu. Fleming, co. York.

Barry of siz nz. and arg. in chief three maunches

gu. Flemyng, V.

Or three maunches erm. Roos or Rosse, co.

Lincoln.

3 MAUNCHES cont.

Or three maunches gu. Hastings. Edmond
Hastings, Y. Roos or Rosse, Kendal, co.

Westmoreland.
Or three maunches sa. Roos or Rosse, West-

moreland.
Per pale or and vert three maunches counter-

changed. Curtoys.

3 MAUNCHES and in chief....

Or three maunches gu. a label az. Sir Edmund
de Hastynges, H.

Or three maunches sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass,

guard, or. Mansell, Guildford, Surrey;

granted by Sir Edward Walker.

MEBMAID and MERMAN see Monster

MIDAS see Human Figure

MILL and WINDMILL
.... a windmill .... Mills.

Or on a mount vert a windmill sa. "William

Sampson, V; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 94.

Per pale sa. and az. a windmill or. W^alter

Lepdll, Gillingham Church, co. Dorset.

MILLCLACE see Instrument

MILL-PICK

Arg. three mill-picks gu. Pickworth.

Sa. three mill-picks arg. Pigott, Dodershall, co.

Bucks; and Braytoft, co. Lincoln.

MILL-BIND see Ink-Moline

MILL-STONE see Stone

MILL-WHEEL see Wheel

MINER see Humaa Figure

MIIBE and in chief

Erm. a mitre az. on a chief dancetty gu. three

escallops arg. Taylor; quartered by Marsh.

Sa. a mitre and a chief arg. John Pascal, Bishop
of Llandaff 1347-61.

MITRE betw. or within ....

Az. a mitre labelled or betw. three crosses patty

fitchy arg. Bishopric of Cloyne.

Arg. a mitre gu. betw. three covered cups within

a bordure engr. sa. Wolton.
Gu. H mitre betw. three garbs or. Maccij;sfield

Abbey, co. Chester.

3 MITBES
Az. three mitres or. Mickerton. Miterton,

Newcastle; Harl. MS. 1386, fo.96. Bishopric

of Norwich. The mitres labelled or. Bene-

dictine Abbey and Cathedral of Chester. Sima

de Apulia, Bishop of Exeter 1214-23.

Gu. three mitres with labels or. Bishopric of

Chester.
Sa. three mitres or. John de Keton, Bishop of

Ely 1310-16. Robert Mascall, Bishop of

Hereford 1404-16.

Sa. three mitres or and in fess three bezants.

John de Keton, Bishop of Ely 1310-16.

Vert three mitres or. Bishopric of Meath;
Harl. MS. 4040.

MOLE see Beast MOLE-HILL see Hill

MONSTEB
Unfer this designation are printed all the names

included under MONSTEB, whether in this

place or s. v. HEAD, etc.

Alee see Griffin

Basilisk

Arg. a liasilisk wings endorsed tail nowed sa.

Langley, Ralborpe Hall, co. York.
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MONSTER cont.

Bull (Winged)
Az. a winged bull ramp. or. Cadenet.

Cockatrice

Arg. a cockatrice az. combed beaked wattled and

membered gu. Dancye, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a cockatrice gn. Drake.

Arg. a cockatrice sa. combed and membered gu.

Langley, CO. Chester, F.

Arg. a cockatrice volant sa. crested membered and

beaked gu. Lakgley, co. Lancaster; Eye,
Suffolk; Ousethurpe and Dalton, co. York.

Arg. a cockatrice with win^s endorsed and tail

uowed at the end thereof a. dragon's head all

sa. Langley, Dallon, co. York.

Gu. a cockatrice salient or. Brent, Kent.

Or a cockatrice the tail nowed with a serpent's

head sa. comb wattles and head gu. in the

beak a trefoil vert. Ashenhurst, Beardhall,
CO. Derby ;

recorded in the Visitation of Hiii2.

ASHINGHIJRST.
Per pale arg. and or a cockatrice sa. combed gu.
Langlakd. Langley, co. Yoik. Langley,
Loudon; confirmed 163ti.

Sa. a cockatrice arg. Booth. Langley.
Sa. a cockatrice displayed arg. crested membered
and wattled gu. Bogan, co. Devon ; and

Cornwall. Buggine, Kent ; and London ;

qranted 1578. Buggin, Londun
; granted

4 July, 1550 ; Harl. MS. 135"J, fo. 50.

Sa. a cockatrice or combed gu. Bothe, V.

Dragon
Arg. a dragon segreant winged az. Almarade.

Arg. a dragon ramp. sa. Dauney. Rhes ap

Tyder Mawre, Y.

Arg. a dragon volant in bend sa. Raynon.

Arg. a dragim volant sa. Rontons.
Gu. a dragon volant arg. EREAiiE.

Gu. a dragon statunt vert. O'Neylan, Ire-

land.

Arg. a dragon vert seized behind by a lion ramp.
gu. Dauntsey; Hurl. MS. 1111, fo. 95.

Arg. a dragon vert and a lion az. crowned gu.
corabaiani. Tame, Faiiford, co. Gloucester.

Sir Edward Tame, V.

Az. a dragon ramp, or and a lion ramp. arg. com-
batant. Danney or Dancy, V.

Vcv less gu. and az. a griffin arg. armed or seizing
on a dragon vert holding a plume of the third.

KirkswoLD.
Gu. a dragon or and a lion ramp. arg. combatant.

Danncey, CO. Gloucester.

Or a diagon vert and a lion ramp. az. crowned of

the first combatant. Tame, co. Oxford.
Griflan

Per fess arg. and or a demi griffin issuant gu. and
the sun-rays eclipsed. Bockwit.

.... a griffin segreant .... Murrell.
Arg. a griffin segreant.... Chaudorn, Barton

House, CO. Gloucester.

Aig. a griffin segreant az. Botreaux. Floyd,
CO. Brecknock. Hardgrave.

Arg. a griffin segreant az. armed or. Culcheth,
y. Culeiiech, CO. Lancaster. Gkywyth, y.

Hargost. Another, armed gu. Hargost.
Arg. a griffin segreant gu. Botreux, V.

Chaderton, CO. Lancaster. CHATTiiRTON, V.

Ralph Ehghum, Bishop of Salisbury; Bishop
of Bath and Wells 13H8 90. Hardgrave.
Meverell, TidswelljCO. Derby. De Tr.AFFORD,
Trafi'ord, co. Lancaster; Barouelcy 1811.

.Nrg. a griffin segreant gu. a crescent for diff.

TkaI'Tord, lately Lkiuu, Oughtringtuu, co.

MONSTER cont.

Griffin cant.

Chester ; quartering quarterly first and
fourth or a lion ramp. gu. for Leigh ; second
and third arg. a bend lozengy sh. for Wyltne.
Trafford, Switharaley, CO. Stafford. Trafford,
Wroxhum Hall, Norfolk.

Arg. a griffin segreant gu. armed az. Botreux,
Cornwall. William Botrewe, S.

Arg. a griffin segreant gu. beaked and legged or.

Caterall, CO. Lancaster. Grimshaw, Grim-

shaw, CO. Lancaster.

Arg. a griffin segreant gu. holding in each claw

a key ppr. Nearns, Ireland.

Arg. a griffin segreant gu. over all a bend az.

Cromwell.
Arg. a griffin pass, or, Gardner.

Arg. four barrulets az. over all a griflSn segreant
or. Barwell.

Arg. a griffin segreant or. Greywith. Meverell.

Arg. a griffin segreant per fess az. and purp.
armed or. Ackworth, Suffolk.

Arg. a griffin segreant per fess az. and sa.

Atworth.

Arg. a griffin segreant per fess gu. and az.

Hergreve.
Arg. a griffin segreant per fess gu. and sa. beak
and claws or. Hargrove, co. Chester.

Hardgrave or Haiidgrove, V.

Arg. a griffin segreant per fess sa. and az. armed
or. Ackworth, Suffolk, V.

Arg. a griffin segreant per fess sa. and gu.
Atworth. Suffolk.

Arg. a griffin pass. sa. armed gu. Halton.

Arg. a griffin pass, wings displ. sa. armed gu.
Halton.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. Bold. BooTHViLL,temp.
Henry YI. Brymshawe. Coling, Coreley, co.

Salop. Causey, Hyugham. Gardiner, Tolles-

bury, Essex. Godfrey, co. Bedford ;
and Dari-

ford,Kent. Griffin, co. Northampton. Maurice
Griffith or Griffin, Bishop of liochester

1554-8. Halton. Hergest, Shenston, co.

Hereford. Llewely ap Ivor ap Blidri.

Meverele ; Chertsey Church. Morgan, Llan-

tarnam Abbey, co. Alonmouth. Morgan,
Burnham Norton, Norfolk; and dial worth,

Surrey. White. Whitney. Witt, co. Lin-

coln.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. the tail reflected round
the thigh and buck. .Godfrey, V.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. beaked and leuged gu.

Meverell, Throwley, co. Stafford; and Tids-

well, CO. Derby; the last male heir, Robert

Meverell, died in 1826; his dau. and heir

Elizabeth m. Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Ard-

glass. Meverell, Chertsey, Surrey. Griffin,
V.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. bis forelegs gu. armed
or. Hardgrave.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. beaked and legged or.
-' Bold, Bold, co. Lancaster. Grimshaw, Preston,

CO. Lancaster. Grimshaw, Grimshaw, co. Lan-
caster.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. beaked and membered
gu. holding a sword with the dexter claw sup-
porting a Saracen's head ppr. Lauder, Hat-

toun, Scotland.

Arg. a griffin segreant coward sa. Godfrey.
.^rg. a griffin stutaut sa. armed gu. Sir Henry
BOLUE, V.

Arg. a griffin statant sa. armed az. Halton,
V.
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^ONSTEB cont.

Griffin cont.

Arg. a griflin segreantvert. Elffin ap Gwyddno.
Lloyd, Londou; and Wales; granted 1578.

Az. a griffin pass, arg. Seemon.
Az. a griffin segreant arg. Estday, Saltwood,

Kent. Griffin. Moeland, Kent.
Az. a griffin pass. or. Gardner, Bermondsey,

Surrey. Henraohty, Ireland. Montague.
POLLEYNE,

Az. a griffin statant or. Symon de Montagu, G.

Gardener, London
;
and Surrey, W.

Az. a griffin segreant or. Albert. Corselis,

CvRSELLis, Gwillim. Monckton. Montague, co.

Dorset, Simon de Montague, D,Jir. Moreland
or Mereland, V. Morland, Court Lodge,
Lamberhurst, Kent; quartering sa. a cross

Ibrmy voided or for Matson. Morland, Lam-
berhurst, Kent; and Capplethwaite, Westmore-
land. PoLTiMORE, Poltimore, co. Devon ; the

heiress m. Jewe. Reade, Whitlesey, Isle of

Ely; Cambridge; Broomsbill Castle, and
• Brocket Hall, co. Herts ; Canterbury, and

Folkestone, Kent; London; co. Somerset;
and Wales, Redd, co, Herts. Reed, co.

Gloucester, V. Rede or Reed, Kent ; and co.

Worcester. Spurrier, Scotland.

Az. billetty and a griffin segreant or. Salisbury.
Sir John Salisbury, V.

Az. semy of leopard's heads jessant-de-lis a griffin

segreant or. Morland, Kimble, co. Bucks ;

and Westminster.
Az. semy of leopard's faces jessant-de-lis a griffin

segreant or. Mori.and-Beunaed, Nettlebani,
CO, Lincoln

; Baronetcy 17 U9 ; quartering arg.

a bear ramp, sa, muzzled and collared or for

Bernard.
Az. a griffin segreant volant or supporting an

oak branch vert acorned of the second. Rede,
V.

Barry of eight arg. and vert a griffin segreant or.

Downing, Norfolk.

Barry of ten arg. and az, a griffin segreant or.

Palmer, Kent. Keisley, temp. Henry VII,
V.

Arg. four barrulets az. over all a griffin segreant
or, Barwell.

Barruly of twelve arg. and az. over all a griffin

segreant of the first, Raylesley, Kent,

Barry of twelve arg, and az, over all a griffin

segreant or. Reysell or Reyselley, Kent.

Reisley, temp. Henry VII.

Barry of fourteen arg. and az, over all a griffin

segreant or, Reiseley.

Barry of ten arg. and vert over all a griffin

segreant or. Downing, Ireland. Downing,
East Hatley, co. Cambridge ; descended from

Jeffrey Downyng, Poles Belcham, Essex ;

Baronetcy 1663.

Erm. a griffin segreant az. Aungier, Baron

Anngier, 29 June, 1(121; Viscount Longford,
8 Nov., 1675 ; Earl of Longford, 18 Dec, 1077 ;

extinct 23 January, 1701.

Erm. a griffin az. armed gu. Armxger.
Erm. a griffin segreant gu. Grantham, Goltho',

CO. Lincoln ; Ketton Lodge, co. RutLand,

Erm. a griffin segreant gu. ducally crowned or.

Grantham, V.

Erm, a griffin segreant gu. over all on a fess az.

three buck's heads cabossed or. Goneeby,
GoNORBY, or GONBY.

Erm, a grifKn segreant gu. over all on a fess az.

two bull's heads cabossed or. Goneeby, V.

MONSTEE cont.

Oriffin cont.

Erm, a griffin segreant coward gu. beaked and

legged az. Grantham, Dunham, co. Lincoln.

Erm. a griffin segreant volant parted per fess or

and az. Anger or Aunoer, co, York. Aunger,
CO. Cambridge, W. Aungier. Hanger, Ire-

land. Hanger, Baron Coleraine.

Erm. a griffin segreant per fess or and az. armed

gu. Armiger.
Erm . a griffin segreant parted per pale or and az.

Anger, Essex.
Gu. a griffin pass. arg. Butterfield, Welch's

Benlley, co. Hants ; co. Herts.

Gu. a griffin segreant arg. Brenly, Kent, V.

Brent, V. Sire Robert de Brente, N. Brett.

Beindale, V. Beindley. Cakyn, V. Cortis,
V. FoRDELE, Wraxham. Sir Richard Hekin,
jR. SwiLLiNGToN, CO. Leicester. Sir Richard

SwiNLiNGToN, CO. Dorset ; temp. Edward I, V.
Wentt or Went, co. Somerset. Sir de Wysett,
V.

Gu. a griffin segreant arg. supporting a banner or

charged with an imperial eagle on his breast an
escucheon of the second. Gaebett.

Gu. a griffin segreant arg. on the shoulder a rose

of the first. Roys.
Gu. a griffin or. Beomley. Sire Rauf de Corf, N.
Gn. a griffin pass. or. Swytham, Swyngham, or

SwiTHAM, CO. Herts.

Gu. crusily fitchy or a griffin segreant of the last.

Paw.
Gu. a griffin segreant or. Baldwin, Stede Hill,

Kent. Batell. Batellhs, V. Battell.

Brenley, V. Brindale, F. Butterfield.

Cakyn, V. Cortis, V. Corts. Courtoys, co.

Dorset. Davies, Thicknam, co. Somerset.
Davis ; quartering sa. a chev. or betw. three

spear heads arg. for Rice. CoJiinson, Somerset.,
ii, 308 ; iii, 165. Davies, Moor Court, co. Here-
ford ; quartering arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all a
fess engr.gu. for Powell. Lewis, Gwynfe, Wales;
quartering sa. three nag's heads arg. for Lloyd.
Lewis, Sutton Magna, co. Salop. Llawdder,
Llawden; Eiiderbie, Cambria. Montauite or

Montague. Ridvers, Cornwall. Rivers, Earl
of Devonshire, V. Tortes, co. Dorset,

Gu. a griffin segreant or over all a beudlet arg.
Pepper, Thorlesby, co. Lincoln.

Gu. a griffin segreant or debruised with a bendlet
erm. Wellesbdry, co. Berks,

Gu. a griffin segreant or supporting a standard

arg. charged with an imperial eagle the stafif

twisted arg. and sa. the foot gold head and
tassels of the third. Gaebed or Gabit,
Righton, CO. Salop. Garbett, Exon of the

Yeoman Guard 1486, Huntington Park, co.

Hereford. Garbitt, Acton Burnell, co. Salop.
Gu. a cliief chequy gu. and or over all a

griffin segreant or and over all a bend erm.

Welleybouene, F.

Gu. a griffin segreant or holding betw. the paws
an esquire's helmet az. Beeckman, London,
originally from Flanders.

Lozengy or and az. a griffin segreant erm.
Bareow.

Or a griffin ramp. az. Hargest, V.

Or a griffin segreant gu. Conway, Nant and Bry-
neurin. Griffith. Goch. Rhos, living 1400.

Lloyd, Dol yn Eideirnion. Llwyd, Diserth.

John Morgan, alias Young, Bishop of St.

David's 1496-1505 ; quartering az. a chev. betw.

three greyhounds courant arg. Ivor ap
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Pleory. Pugh, Cefn y Gartheg. Williams,
Glanywan and Dyffryn, co. Denbigh.

Or a griffin pass. sa. Dyott, co. Stafford.

Or a griffin segreant sa. Ivor ap Cadifor
Vawr, Wales. Collins. Morgan, Penllyne,
CO. Monmouth. John Morgan, alias Young,
Bishop of St. David's 1496 1504; quarter-
ing az. a chev. betw. three greyhounds
courant arg. Morgan, Cottelstown, co. Siigo:
descended from Piobert Morgan, who settled

in Ireland, temp. Charles I, and who is stated

to have been a yoiinger son of Sir Thomas
Morgan of Langston ; extinct 1761; the

heiress Catherine m. R. H. Tighe, Mitchelstown,
CO. Westmeath. Morgan. Morgan, Ireland.

Morgan, Tredunnock, co. Monmouth. Tygar
AP Tegan. Enderbie, Cambria. Morgan-
Gould, Tredegar, co. Monmouth ; Baronetcy
1792 ; quartering or on a chev. betw. three
roses gu. as many thistles of the field for

Gould.
Or a griffin segreant sa. beaked and legged gu.

Meverell, Throwley, co. Sfaffijrd ; and Tids-

well, CO. Derby ; extinct 1626 ; heiress Eliza-
beth m. Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Ard-

glass.
Or a griffin segreant sa. on the breast a rose

gu. Morgan, Bushy Hall, co. Herts; and
Wales.

Or a griffin segreant vert. Eeffin ap Gwyddno.
Flood. Wells.

Per bend sinister arg, and sa, crnsily a male

griffin segreant counterchanged. Lodge.
Per fess gu. and az. a griffin arg. armed or seizing

on a dragon vert holding a plume of the third.

Kirkswold.
Per fess gu. and or over all a griffin statant arg.

standing on the back of a wolf pass, reguard.
vert holding in his mouth a fish arg.

Kyerkwald, V.

Per fess gu. and or an otter statant reguard. vert

holding a fish in the mouth tail upward in bend

arg, and supporting on his back a griffin statant

arg. Kyerkwald.
Per pale arg. and gu. a griffin segreant counter-

changed. RiDEN, CO. Devon. Rowdon.
Rowdon or RoYDON, Pirford and Byfleet, Surrey,
1023, V. RoYDON, Exeter.

Per pale az. and arg. a griffin pass, counter-

changed. Egioke, V.

Per pale az. and arg. a griffin pass, wings endorsed

counterchanged. Enoke, co. Worcester.
Per pale az. and gu. a griffin pass. or. Gyles,

Kent.
Per pale az. and or a griffin segreant counter-

changed. Armiger.
Per pale gu. and az. a griffin pass. or. Gyles.
Per pale gu. and az. a griffin segreant arg. on a

fess dancetty or three crosses patty of the first.

Girdlestone, London.
Per pale gu. and sa. a griffin segreant arg.

Gylver, CO. Hants. Silver, co. Hnnts.
Per pale vert and gu. a griffin segreant or.

CoLiNG ; granted 1072. Colling.
Per saltire gu. and sa. a griffin segreant or.

Lawday, Exeter; Baronetcy ,

1042
; extinct

about 1648. Lawdey, Exeter ; as borne by Sir

Richard Lawdey, Knight Banneret, died temp.
Charles I.

Purp. a griffin segreant or. Batvil. Betaville,
London, 12^3.

MONSTER cont.

Griffin cont.

Quarterly az. and arg. a griffin segreant gu.
Reede, W.

Quarterly az. and arg. a griffin segreant or.

Reade.
Sa. a griffin pass. arg. Bold. Thurbane.
Sa. a griffin segreant arg. Culehech or

Coletch. Culehetch, CO. Chester. Griffin,
Weston Favell, co. Northampton ; and Bray-
brooke, co. Warwick. Thomas Gbyffyn, S,

Heken or Heking.
Sa. a griffin segreant arg. armed or. Colchet,

CO. Chester, V.

Sa. a griffin segreant volant arg. Kylchiche.
Sa. a griffin segreant arg. beaked and forelegs

or. Griffin, Lord Braybrooke; quarter-

ing quarterly first and fourth gu. on a saltire

arg. a rose seeded and barbed ppr. for Neville,
second and third or fretty sa. on a canton per
pale erm. and gold a galley with sails furled of

the second also for Neville.

Sa. a griffin segreant arg. beaked and legged or.

Colchet.
Sa. a griffin pass. erm. ducally gorged or,

Ballakd or Ballord, co. Hereford, 1557.
Sa. a griffin pass. erm. beaked legged and ducally

gorged or. Edieok or Egioke, co. Worcester,
Sa. a griffin segreant erm. Ballard,
Sa, a griffin segreant erm. armed or. Baker,

Chester, Baker, Kent ; granted by Cooke, W.
Ballard, Southwell, co. Notts, W.

Sa. a griffin segreant erm. armed and gorged with
a crown or. Baker. Ballard, Horton, near

Canterbury; and Wadhurst, Sussex.
Sa. a griffin segreant erm. ducally gorged or

beaked and membered gu. Baker, Shrews-

bury.
Sa. a griffin segreant reguard. erm. ducally gorged

or beak'-d and membered gu. Baker.
Sa. a griffin pass. or. Brice, co. Somerset.
Sa. a griffin segreant or. Culehech or Culchech,

CO. Chester. Culung, Woodlands, Gray's,

Griffin, Dingley, co. Northants. Griffith
or Griffon. Knight, co. Gloucester ; and co.

York, V. Rowdon, co. Hereford. Salisbury.
Sa. billetty or a griffin segreant of the last.

Ausbobne. Osbourne, Suffolk, 1578, W.
Sa. semy of crosses crosslet fitchy arg. a

griffin segreant or. Marple, Bonsall, co.

Derby.
Sa. semy of crosses crosslet fitchy a griffin

segreant with wings endorsed or. Marple,
Edenstoure, co. Derby; confirmed 20 Sept.,
1574.

Vert a griffin ramp. arg. Griffine, V. Hall,
Kendon, co. Devon, V.

Vert a griffin segreant arg. Cobyn. Covyn.

Daccomb, Stapleton, co. Dorset. Mac Deargan,
Ireland. Another, a crescent for difi.

Dackcombe, Croft Castle, co. Dorset.

Another, armed or. Collins, Kent.
Vert a gtiffin or armed gu. seizing on a man in

armour complete lying on his back ppr.
Grimsditch, Grimsditch, co. Chester; temp.
Henry III; extinct in the chief line in

1726.

Vert a griffin segreant or. Brockton. Codyn,
Cobben, Coebin, Cobenn, or Coblyn.
CoLELiNG, Corcley, co. Salop. Collen, Collin,
or CoLLiNGS, High Laver, Essex; Kent; and
CO. Stafford. Gottes, Rihorough, co. Cam-
bridge. Jenks.
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Vert a griffin segreant and a crescent for diff. or,

CoLLENs, Upton, CO. Hereford ; confirmed Oct.

1612. Collins, Ham, co. Devon, V ; of au

ancient Kentish family.

Vert a griflSn segreant or beaked legged and

ducally gorged arg. Collins, Kent; granted
12 May, 1570.

Vert a griflfin segreant per fess or and sa. crowned

arg. CoLLiNGs.

Harpy
Hydra
3-headed Lamb

Vert a lamb pass, with three heads guard, and

reguard. arg. Trippet.

Lion-goat see Heads (Monster)
Lion-dragon
Lion-poisson
Man Lion

Gu. the bodies of three lions passant to the neck

with man's heads or. Assigned to King

Stephen, Z, -38.

Mermaid

Arg. a mermaid gu. crined or holding a mirror in

her right hand and a comb in her left gold.

Ellis, Glasfryn, co. Merioneth.

Arg. a mermaid ppr. Ellis, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk.

Gu. a mermaid arg. holding a mirror and comb.

Ellis, Prestwich, co. Lancaster.

Gu. a mermaid arg. comb and glass or.

Prestwich, Holme, co. Lancaster; Baronetcy

1644; extinct 1689.

Or a mermaid ppr. comb glass and hair of the

field. Lapp, Daruford, co. Wilts.

Vert a mermaid arg. crined or holding a comb and

glass of the third. Pbestwick.

Merman
Opinions
Pegasus

Arg. a pegasus gu. Birchenshaw,
Az. a pegasus ramp, or on his breast a cinquefoil

gu. within a bordure gobonated arg. and vert.

Cavalier.
Az. a pegasus salient or. Inner Temple.

Az. goutty arg, a pegasus of the second,

Drayton ; arms of Michael Drayton the Poet,

His monument in Poet's Corner, Westminster

Abbey.
Gu. a pegasus salient arg. winged and maned or

charged with a rose of the field within a bordure

gobony of the second and az. Cavaler,

London; and co. York ; granted by Sir Thomas

Wrottesley, Garter, and Thomas Benolke,

Clarenceaux, 10 June, 1554.

Phoenix

Arg. a phoenix crowned vulning itself or. John

PiERSE, Bishop of Rochester 1576-7, afterwards

of Salisbury.
Sa. a phoenix arg. Caine or Cain.

Sagittarius
Gu. a Sagittarius arg. his bow and shaft sa.

Bloys.
Gu. a Sagittarius or. Assigned to King Stephen,

Z, 38.

Salamander
Az. a salamander or in a flame ppr. Cenino (Italy).

Satyral
Sea-Horse

Arg. in a sea vert a sea-horse issuing ramp. ppr.

EcKFOORD, Scotland.

MONSTEB cont.

Sea-Lion

Arg. a sea-lion naint sa. crowned gu. Sir John
Sylvestre, Recorder of London.

Arg. a sea-lion naiant az. Silvester, Yardley,

Essex; Baronetcy 1815; extinct 1822. Another,

quartering gu. four fusils in fess arg. for

Carteret. Silvester ; Baronetcy 1822 ; extinct

1828.
Siren see Mermaid
Sphinx

Stag (Winged)
Arg. a stag trippant with wings attached to the

buttock and bind legs ppr. betw. the attires an

antique crown or. Jones, Tredustan, co.

Brecon.

TJnioom

Arg. a unicorn ramp Trevithick, Great

Trevemeder, St. Eval, Cornwall.

Arg. a unicorn pass. gu. armed or. Stansam, V.

Arg. a unicorn salient gu. Cratford, Chelmarsh,
CO. Worcester.

Arg. a unicorn climant sa. armed and unguled or.

Harling or Harlingham, Suffolk. Sir John

Harlino, Suffolk, V.

Arg. a unicorn sejant sa. armed and unguled or.

Hauling, Suffolk.

Arg. a unicorn salient sa. horned or. Keb,
Samuelstoun, Scotland.

Az. a unicorn salient arg. Meavtlys.

Az. crusily or a unicorn couchant tail erect arg.

DooN, V.

Az. crusily or a unicorn salient arg. Doane,
Ireland.

Az. crusily of crosses crosslets fitchy or a unicorn

arg. Angeij)on, London, V.

Az. flory or a unicorn salient arg. Don, Alder-

man of London; Harl. MS. 1179, fo. 77.

Az. a unicorn salient erminois. Mutas, Mutts,
or Meteize, Middlesex. Mewtis, V.

Az. a unicorn salient erminois armed or.

Meadtys, West Ham, Essex.

Az. a unicorn pass, reguard. or. Edgebury,
alias Wilkinson, Deptford, Kent. Wilkinson,
alias AoBORY, Kent.

Bendy of six or and az. a unicorn ramp, vert

armed arg. Hdnnis, Middlesex ; granted 14

Feb., 1568.

Erm. an unicorn salient sa. Edwards, Corn-

wall.

Gu. a unicorn pass. arg. armed and unguled or.

Mustbrton.
Gu. a unicorn pass. arg. goutty de sang armed
and unguled or, Musterton.

Gu, a fess arg. depressed by a unicorn or.

SwANSEY, CO. Herts, V.

Or a unicorn ramp. sa. Hoy or Hoye.
Per fess sa. and arg. a unicorn salient counter-

changed armed or. Rugge, North Repps, Nor-

folk.

Sa. a unicorn pass. arg. Sted, V. Steede.
Sa. semy of crosses crosslet or a unicorn courant

arg. Steede.
Sa. crusily or a unicorn salient arg. Steede,
London, V.

Winged Bull see Bull

Wivern
Arg. a wivern pass. az. Davet. Daveth, V.

Davels.

Arg. a wivern pass. az. tail nowed. De Brampton.

Arg. a wivero gu. Drakes, Ireland.

Arg. a wivern pass. gu. Venables.
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Wivem cont.

Arg. a wivern wings displ. and tail nowed gu.

Drake, Ashe and Withercomb, co. Devon ;

Drakerath, Roristown, CO. Meath; Norfolk; and

Eeigate, Surrey. The same arms quartering
Tyrwhitt. Drake, Shardeloes, co. Bucks;
Stainfield Hall, co. Lincoln; and St. Donat's

Castle, CO. Glamorgan.
Arg. a wivern displ. sa. Davith. Langlond.

TiLNEY. Tilly. ColUnson, Somerset., ii, 377.

Arg. a wivern segreant sa. Rognon or Roynon,
CO. Somerset.

Arg. a wivern with wings endorsed sa. Tilley,

Awtray, co. Devon. Another, charged on
the breast vfith an annulet or. Tilley, Caning-
ton, CO. Devon.

Arg. a wivern holding up the dexter foot vert.

BURCHENSHAW.

Arg. a wivern vert combating with a lion

ramp. az. crowned or. Tame, co. Oxford,
V.

Arg. two bars sa. on the uppermost a •wivern

volant tail extended arg. Manfei.d, V.

Az. a wivern with wings displ. or. Drake,
Hardley, Norfolk.

Gu. a wivern pass. arg. Brent, co. Gloucester;
Kent ; and co. Somerset. Brent ; Harl. MS.
1543, fo. 49.

Gu. a wivern sejant the tail nowed arg. Brent,
Kent. Draper, Oxford, 1613; Harl. MS.
0095, fo, 27b.

Gu. a wivern arg. charged on the breast with

three spots of ermine one and two. Brent,
CO. Oxford, 1613.

Gu. a dexter arm issuing from the base holding
a sword erect and on the point a wivern arg.

M'Beath, Scotland.

Gu. a lion ramp. arg. supporting a wivern erect

vert. Danncey or Dauntessy, West Laving,
CO. Wilts.

Gu. a wivern volant or. Southwell.

Gyronny of eight arg. and gu. a wivern displ. or.

SOMMERLE.
Gyronny of eight gu. and or a wivern with wings
endorsed sa. Somerkey or Somerley.

Gyronny of eight or and gu. a wivem or.

SOMERLE, V.
Or a wivern pass, volant sa. Pelligrey.
Per fess or and gu. a wivern with wings elevated

counterchanged tail nowed. Toovey, co.

Oxford.
Per pale arg. and or a wivern gu, Langley.
Per pale or and arg. a wivern vert. De Winton,

Clifton, CO. Gloucester. Wilkins, co. Glamor-

gan. WiLKiNS. ColUnson, Somerset., iii, 151.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and vert in chief

a wivem volant tail extended or. Lavenham,
F.

Vert a wivern dragon pass, volant arg. swallowing
a child ppr. Warinycham ; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. J 60. Warnchampe.

MONSTER and in chief....
Cockatrice and in chief

Estoiles

Per chev. or and az. in base a cockatrice (or a

dragon) of the first in chief three estoiles of the
last. Browne, Norfolk.

Dragon and in chief....
Chief

Or a dragon segreant vert on a chief gu. three

spear-heads arg. Southland, Roraney,
Kent.

MONSTEB and in chief cont.

Griffin and in chief. . . .

Canton
Az. a griffin segreant or on a canton of the second.

Reade, London.
Vert a griffin segreant or on a canton arg. a fleur-

de-lis gu. Colling, Cockleigh, Suffolk.

Vert a griffin segreant or on a canton of the second
a fleur-de-lis sa. Collyngs, Bury St. Edmund's,
Suffolk.

Gu. a griffin pass, wings elevated arg. on a canton
indented or a butterfly volant az. Buiteefieij),

Clapham, Surrey.
Chief

Az. a griffin segreant arg. a chief of the second.
Eastday or Hastday, Saltwood, Kent.

Az. a griffin passant and a chief or. Evelyn,
Wotton Place, Surrey; Baronetcy 1713; extinct

J 849.

Az. a griffin passant or a chief indented per fess

of the second and erra. Browne, London.
Az. a griffin ramp, or a chief of the last. Feron

or Ferron, Scotland.
Az. a griffin pass, and a chief or. Evelyn, God-

stone and Ditton, Surrey.
Az. a griffin segreant arg. a chief erm. Thomas
Vowler Short, Bishop of St. Asaph 1840.

Another, a chief of the second, Eastday,
Saltwood, Kent, W.

Gu. a griffin segreant or a chief chequy of the
last and az. over all a bend erm. Wellisbery.
Welsborne. Wellisbourn. Welusborough,
Westhanney, co. Berks.

Gu. a griffin segreant or over all a bend
erm. a chief chequy of the second and first.

Brinkesborne, CO. Berks.
Gu. a griffin pass, or a chief of the second.

Browne, Brenchley, Kent.
Gu. a griffin statant or a chief per chief indented
erm. and or. Browne, Essex, W.

Gu. a griffin pass, or a chief indented per fess

erm. and of the second. Browne, London.
Gu. a griffin segreant or a chief erm. Short, W.
Gu. a griffin segreant or a chief indented erm.

Brown, London, V.
Gu. a griffin segreant or a chief chequy of the last

. and az. over all a bend erm. VVei-lisbury.

Wellisborne.
Gu. a griffin segreant or a chief ermines. Short,
Newton St, Gyres and Exeter, co. Devon ; four

descents are given in the Visitation of 10'20.

Gu. a griffin segreant arg. a chief wavy az,

Sherwin, Chichester.
Per pale erm. and arg. on the first a griffin ramp.

gu. on the second three pine trees on a mount
ppr. over all a chief of the fourth charged with

three crescents or, Grantham, Sunbury,
Middlesex.

Per fess indented or and gu. in base a griffin

pass, of the first a chief erm. Alderman

Anthony Brown, Lord Mayor of London
1820,

Sa. a griffin pass, segreant arg. a chief erm.

Short, London; and Doncasier, co. York;
granted 3 June, 1663.

Vert a griffin pass, or a chief erm. Collins,
Betterton, co. Berks

;
there seated from the

time of Henry VI.
Vert a griffin pass, and a chief or. Brand.
Braunde, Suffolk; granted 10 March, 1610.
Brond or Brounde, London, 1204 ; and Suff.

Patent, 1012. Brond, Edwardeston, Suffolk,
1610, W. Bronde; Harl. MS. 0095, fo. 285.

Gardner.
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On a Chief Crosses
Vert a griffin segreant or beaked and niembered

gu. on a chief indented arg. two crosses formy
of the third. Collin, Elton, co. Nottingham.

. . . .Escallops
Arg. a griffin segreant sa. on a chief purp. three

escallops of the field. Chatfield.
Az. crusily fitchy arg. a grifiin segreant erminois

on a chief of the second three escallops of the
first. Sheewin.

Or a griffin segreant az. on a chief gu. three

escallops arg. Thortfield, Sussex.
Fleurs-de-lis

Or a griffin pass. az. on a chief gu. three fleurs-

de-lis arg. Dam, Hadham, co. Hereford.
.... Flowers (Roses)

Gu. a griffin segreant arg. on a chief of the
second three roses of the first barbed vert.

Roys, co. Leicester.

4-Foils
Or a griffin segreant sans wings sa. fire issuing
from the mouth and ears ppr. on a chief arg.
three quatrefoils vert. Samler.

....Fusils
Gu. a griffin segreant or on a chief erm. three

fusils sa. Chasey, co. Somerset.
. . . .Leaves

Vert a griffin pass, or on a chief of the second
three laurel leaves of the first. Inwood, Gob-

ham, Surrey.
.. ..Mullets

Gu. a griffin pass, or on a chief of the second
three mullets sa. Evelin or Avelin, Surrey.

....Fheons
Or a griffin pass. az. on a chief sa. three pheons

arg. Gardner.
Or a griffin pass, with wings endorsed az. on a

chief sa. three pheons arg. Gardiner ; certi-

fied at the College of Arms, London, May 1779 ;

quartering gu. a fess chequy arg. and az. betw.
three lions ramp. or.

.. ..Roundles
Az. a griffin segreant or on a chief indented erm.

three pellets. Gynn, co. Herts, V.
Castle %

Gu. a griffin salient arg. in the dexter canton a

tower of the last. LAWDER,Newingtou, Scotland.

Crescents
Vert a griffin segreant or in chief three crescents

of the last. O'Mannis, Ireland.

Escallops
Vert a griffin segreant or in chief three escallops

of the last. Dand, Mansfield Woodhouse, co.

Nottingham, 16U, V.

Mullets
Or a gryphon segreant sa. in chief two mullets of

six points gu. pierced of the field. Granted
to Nelson Smith Morgan, Henfield, Sussex.

Fegasas and in chief

Gu. a pegasus courant or a chief erm. QciN,
England.

Vert a pegasus salient arg. a chief or. Macqdeen,
CO. Bedford.

Vert a pegasus pass. erm. on a chief or an
escucheon charged with a sinister hand couped
apaumy. O'Quin, Tyrone.

Vert a pegasus volant or a chief of the last.

QtJiN, Ireland,
Vert a pegasus pass. arg. a chief or. Qdin-
Wyndham, Earl of Dunraven and Mountearl ;

quartering az. a chev. betw. three lion's heads

erased or for Wyndham.

MONSTER and in chief cont.

Pithon or Winged Serpent and in chief

Arg. a pithon reguard. in chief three teals ppr.
Teale, London ; granted 17^3.

Sea-horse and in chief
Per bend or and vert in base a sea-horse arg. in

waves ppr. in chief a tree also ppr. Wesxekra,
Irelami.

Unicorn and in chief
Chief

Gu. a unicorn pass. arg. armed or goutty of the
first a chief of the second. Misterton, V.

On a Chief Billets
Sa. a unicorn pass, or on a chief of the second

three billets of the first. Stylman, Steeple
Ashton, CO. Wilis ; granted 6 May, 15G2.

.... Flowers
Per pale az. and gu. a unicorn or on a chief

invecked erm. three gillyflowers ppr. over the
centre flower a sword in bend dexter also ppr.
porael and hilt gold surmounted saltireways by
a key of the last. Flower, Lobb, co. Oxford ;

and Woodford, Essex ; Baronetcy 1809.
Sa. a unicorn pass or on a chief arg. three pinks

gu. stalked and leaved vert. Flower, Chilton,
CO. Wilts.

.... Hearts
Vert a unicorn pass, or on a chief of the last a
human heart betw. two crosses potent gu.
Cooke, Edmonton, Middlesex ; granted 7 June,
1760.

.... Crosslet

Per pale arg. and sa. a unicorn pass, counter-

changed and one cross crosslet of the first.

Layer, Norfolk.

Wivern and in chief

Sa. a wivern arg. on a canton erm. a crescent gu.
Stroode or Strode, V.

Gu. a wivern displ. or a chief az. Southwell.
SoTHEWELL, V. SowTHWELL; Harl, MS. 1404,
fo. 160.

Gu. a wivern or on a chief az. three mullets

pierced of the second. Hereford Priory, co.

Pembroke.
Gu. a wivern or on a chief az. three mullets or.

Haverford West Priory ; Lansdowne MS.
255, fo. lib. Benedictine Piuory of St.

Petfr, Hereford.

Paly of six arg. and erm. a wivern gu. a chief of

the first fretly of the third. Drake ; a family
descended from the De Schepdens, of Nether

Schepden, near Halifax; took the name of

Drake, temp. Edward I.

Gu. a wivern pass, or with wings expanded tail

nowed on a chief of the second three spear's
heads az. Baxter, Stannow, Norfolk, W.

Gu. a wivern or on a chief arg. a label of three

points erm. Wattys, V,

MONSTER and in base ....

Griffin

Per fess gu. and or in chief a griffin pass. arg. in

base a wolf pass, reguard. vert holding in the

mouth a fish arg. Kyerkwald.

MONSTER betw. or within....

Dragon betw. or within. . . .

Bordnre

Arg. a dragon with wings displ. within a bordure

inwardly circular sa. charged with three

crescents of the first. Kilgoir or Killgowr,
Scotland.

124
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MONSTEB betw. or within.... coni.

Dragon betw. or within... .cont.

Bordure cont.

Arg. a dragon pass. sa. within a circular bordure

of the last charged with three mullets of the

first. KiLGOUE, Scotland.

Gu. a dragon displ. arg. on his breast an

escucheon purp. within a bordure az. charged
with a verdoy of fleurs-de-lis or. Hall.

Escallops
Vert a dragon sejant with wings expanded betw.

three escallops or. Cabmalt, Cumberland ;

granted 1740.

Griffin betw. or within. . . .

Billets

Sa. a griffin segreant betw. ten billets or.

Osborne, Debenbam, Suffolk.

Bordure

Arg. a griffin pass. gu. within a bordure engr. az.

Haveking.

Arg. a griflBn segreant gu. within a bordure az.

Havering.

Arg. a griffin segreant gu. within a bordure engr.
az. Havering, V.

Arg. a griffin segreant gn. within a bordure sa.

bezanly. Chetham, Mellor Hall, co. Derby.
Chatham, Clayton, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a griffin segreant gu. a bordure sa. platy,

Chadehton, co. Lancaster. Chatterton, F.

Arg. a griffin pass. sa. witliin a bordure engr. az.

bezanty. Godfrey.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. within a bordure

gobonated arg. and sa. Grhten, Bartherton,
CO. Chester.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. within a bordure gu.

BouLD, CO. Lancaster.

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. armed or within a

bordure gu. Royse, Fredvile, Kent; granted
1089.

Az. a griffin segreant arg. a bordure engr. erm.

Walker, Exeter. Walter, W.
Az. a griffin segreant or within a bordure erm.

Walker, St. Winnow.
Az. a griffin segreant or a bordure engr. erm.
Walker.

Az. a griffin segreant per fess or and arg. within
a bordure engr. erm. Walker, Exeter.

Gu. a griffin segreant arg. armed az. within a
bordure engr. or. Battell.

Gu. a griffin sejant wings endorsed arg. a bordure

engr. of the last charged with eight pellets.

Jeeferson, Thicket Triory, co. York; quar-
tering paly of six arg. and az. on a chief gu. a
bezant beiw. two annulets or for Dunnington.

Gu. a griffin segreant or within a bordure

gobonated arg. and vert. Gale, co. York, K
Or a griffin ramp, with wings displ. gu. within a

bordure pelletty, Chesterman, co. Wilts ;

and CO. Oxford.

Or a griffin segreant per fess az. and sa. within a
bordure gu. Boys, Fredvillin, Kent. Boys,
Betshanger, Kent.

Or a griffin segreant per fesa az. fretty arg. and
sa. all within a bordure gu. charged with
crosses patty arg. and acorns vert fructed or.

Boys, Noningtou, Kent.
Or a griffin segreant per fess az. and sa. within a

bordure gu. charged with crosses formy inter-
mixed with acorns of the field. Boys, Kent.

Or a griffin segreant sa. within a bordure gu.
Boys, Hawkhurst, Kent. Boyse.

Or a griffin segreant sa. a bordure gobonated sa.
and arg. Griffin, Badestoue, co. Chester.

MONSTER betw. or within cunt.

Griffin betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

Or a griffin segreant in a bordure engr. sa.

Battaill, Hunger, Essex, V.

Or a griffin segreant sa. within a bordure invected

gu. Boys.
Per bend gu. and or a griffin segreant counter-

changed within a bordure vair. Fisher,
Ludlow, CO. Salop ; and Warwick, W.

Per bend sinister az. and or a griffin segreant

counterchanged within a bordure engr. and

gobonated arg. and sa. Keverdon, Keverdon,
CO. Lancaster.

Per bend sinister or and az. a griffin segreant

counterchanged all within a bordure engr. and

compony arg. and sa. Cuerden, Cuerden, co.

Lancaster. Cuerton, V.

Per bend or and gu. a griffin segreant counter-

changed within a bordure vairy. Fisher,

Ludlow, CO. Salop.
Per fess sa. and arg. a griffin ramp. sa. a bordure

all counterchanged. Wytt, London, V.

Per pale arg. and gu. a griffin segreant counter-

changed within a bordure engr. or. Ridout,

Henbridge, co. Somerset, 1531. Collinson,

Somerset., i, 2'.i3.

Purp. a griffin segreant within a bordure engr.
or. Battayll or Battaille, V.

Sa. a griffin segreant erm. beaked and armed gu.
within a bordure of the second. Knight, co.

Bucks.
Sa. a griffin segreant wings displ. or a bordure

gu. bezanty. Chetham, co. Chester.

Sa. a griffin segreant within a bordure engr. or.

Geoffreys, Her. Off. London, c. '-24.

Vert a griffin segreant within a bcrdure or.

Brocton.
On a Chief

Az. a griffin segreant holding betw. the claws an

escucheon arg. the latter charged with an anchor

erect sa. in base a fleur-de-lis or a chief dancetty
of the second thereon two fleurs-de-lis of the

field. Granted to William Collins, Rotterdam,
Holland.

3 Crescents

Arg, a griffin segreant sa. betw. three crescents

gu. Gibbon.
Az. a griffin segreant or betw. three crescents

arg. Bligh, Earl of Darnley. Blighe, Corn-

wall, W. Blythe, Bodmyn, Cornwall.

Per pale az. and gu. a griffin pass. betw. three

crescents arg. Sybly.

Per pale az. and gu. a griffin pass, wings elevated

betw. three crescents arg. Silby or Sylby.

Per pale gu. and az. a griffin pass, wings elevated

betw. three crescents .... Sibley.

Sa. a griffin pass, or betw. three crescents arg.

D'Aeth, Knowlton Court, Kent; originally

from Flanders; Baronetcy 1716; extinct

1808.

Sa. a griffin pass, or armed pu. betw. three

crescents arg. Death or DicH, Dartford,

Kent, 1589, W.
6 Crescents

Az. a griffin segreant or armed gu. betw. six

crescents arg. Bligh, Cornwall.
3 Crosses

Arg. a griffin segreant betw. three crosses crosslet

sa. Frogmer, Claynes, co. Worcester.

Sa. a griffin segreant betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchy arg. Froximore or Froxmore, Essex ;

and CO. Worcester. Sherwin, Bramcote Hills,
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MONSTEE betw. or within cont.

Griffia betw. or within .... cont.

S Crosses cont.

CO. Nottingham ; quartering arg. on a bend engr.
az. hetw. two buck's beads cabossed ppr. an

escallop or.

Ba. a griffin segreant per fess or and arg. betw.

three crosses formy of the second. Sheewin,
CO. Hants.

Escallops
Quarterly vert and arm. a griffin segreant betw.

four escallops three in chief and one in base or.

Dendy, Dorking, Surrey; quartering quarterly
az. and or in the tirst quarter a mullet of

the second.
Estoiles

Az. a griffin segreant (sometimes pass.) betw.
three estoiles or. Shobt, Tenterden. Kent ;

granted 1014, Tr.

Fleurs-de-lis

Gu. a griffin segreant or collared az. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis arg. Pbice.

Vert a griffin segreant betw, three fleurs de-1is

or. Trewithuen, St. Mulen's, Cornwall.

Trevithern, Cornwall, W.
Flowers (Boses)

Gu. a griffin segreant or within an orle of roses

arg. barbed and seeded ppr. Thesiger,
Baron Chelmsford, Lord High Chancellor
1858.

6-Foil8

Az. a griffin segreant erm.betw. three cinquefoils

arg. Bagoe.
Heads (Beasts)

Arg. a griffin pass, wings endorsed sa. betw. three
lion's heads erased gti. Godfrey, Bushfield,
CO. Kerry ; Baronetcy 1785.

.... (Spears)
Per pale or and arg. a griffin vert betw. two

spearheads sa. Wilkins, now De Winton,
Maeslongh Castle, co. Radnor.

Mullets
Az. a griffin pass, or betw. three mullets arg.

Short, London.
Sa. a griffin pass, or betw. three mullets arg.

Short.
Sa. a griffin pass betw. three mullets or.

Stringfellow, Barton-Peveroll, co. Hants;

originally of co. York; Visitation of Hants,
1C84. Strongfellow, co. Hants.

Bonndles

Arg. a griffin segreant sa. betw. eight bezants.

Godfrey.
Tressure

Gu. a griffin salient within a double tressure

flowered and counterflowered arg. Lauder,

Bass, Scotland ; derived from Robert, second

son of Sir Robert Lauder, of Lauder and

Bass, who d. in 1561. Lawdee, Mough House,
CO. Leitrim. Lauder, Fountain Hall, co. Had-

dington ; Baronetcy 1628; chief and repre-
sentative of the ancient house of Lauder,
founded in Scotland temp. Malcolm Canmore;

quartering arg. a fess wavy az. betw. three

mullets gu. for Dick.

Gu. a griffin segreant arg. charged on the shoulder

with a heart gu. royally crowned or all within

the royal tressure of the second. Lawdee,
Bellmouth, Scotland.

Gu. on a griffin salient in a royal tressure arg. a

heart ensigned with an imperial crown all ppr.

for diff. his wife being a Douglas. Lauder,
Bellhaven and Wcstbarnes, dcsceuded from

Lauder of Bass.

MONSTEE betw. or within cont.

Fegasnfe betw. or within ....
Az. a pegasus salient or on his shoulder a cinque-

foil gu. a bordure gobonated arg. and vert.

Cavai.lier, V.

TJnioorn betw. or within ....
Bordure

Az. a unicorn salient arg. unguled armed and
crowned or within a bordure of the last charged
with eight thistles ppr. Robert Hay Drummond,
Bishop of St. Asaph 1748-61, afterwards Sails-

bury; quartering arg. three escucheons gu.
Az. a unicorn ramp. arg. armed maned and
unguled or within a bordure of the last charged
with eight half thistles vert and as many half
roses gu. joined together by way of party per
pale (for a coat of augmentation). Drummond ;

quartering second arg. three escucheons gu.
for Hay, third or three bars wavy gu. over all a
sciraetar ppr. hilt and pomel of the first for

Drummond, fourth or a lion's head erased gu.
within a double tressure flory counterflory of
the last for Drummond.

Quarterly first and fourth az. a unicorn salient

arg. armed maned and unguled or within a
bordure of the last charged with eight half
thistles vert impaled with as many half roses

gu. for augmentation, second and third arg.
three escucheons gu. for Hay. Drummond,
Earl of Kiunoul; quartering second or three
bars wavy gu. for Drummond, and third or a
lion's head erased within a double tressure

flory counterflory gu. a coat of augmentation
likewise for Drummond.

3 Crosses

Per pale arg. and sa. a unicorn courant betw. three
crosses botonny (sometimes crosses crosslet)
all counterchanged. Layer, Essexj Cringle-
ford and Norwich, Norfolk; and Booton,
Sufi"olk.

Per pale arg. and sa. a unicorn courant betw.
three crosses crosslet all counterchanged.
Layer, Norwich ; quartering arg. on a bend gu.
three Catherine wheels or.

10 Crosses

Az. a unicorn couchant arg. armed or betw. ten
crosses crosslet of the third. Donne.

Az. a unicorn courant arg. betw. ten crosses
crosslet or. Downe or Doon, London.

Az. a unicorn ramp. arg. betw. ten crosses

crosslet or. Don.
Sa. a unicorn betw. ten crosses crosslet arg.
Steede, Kent.

12 Crosses

Az. a unicorn armed or betw, twelve crosses
crosslet fitchy of the second. Dune.

Mascles
Vert a unicorn pass. arg. armed crined and

unguled or betw. three mascles of the last.

Crole.
Wivem betw. or within ....

Arg. betw. two bars sa. a wivern volant of the
second. Mansfield.

Arg. a wivern within a bordure engr. sa.

Ronyon.

Arg. a wivern displ. sa. within a circular bordure
of the last charged with two stag's heads
cabossed in chief and a crescent in base of the
first. Killgour, Scotland.

Gu. a wivern arg. a bordure az. with an enurny
of fleursde-lis or. Hall; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 159.

Gu. a wivern arg. crowned or on the breast an
cscuchuon purp. within a bordure az. of fleurs-
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MONSTER betw. or within.... cont.

Wivern betw. or within .... cont.

de-lis and linns pass, guard, of the third.

Hall. Edward Hall, Recorder of London,
V.

Gu. a wivern or a bordure az. charged with

fleurs-de-lis and lions pass, guard, or.

Haix, Middlesex; Harl. MS. 1404, fo.

109. Hall, Middlesex; and Northale and

Kynersley, co. Salop.
Gu. a wivern or crowned arg. on his breast an

escucLeon of the last charged with an eagle

displ. with two heads sa. within a bordure az.

charged with an enurny of eight lions and

a verdoy of as many fleurs-de-lis of the

second. Hall, North Hall and Kynersley, co.

Salop,

Arg. a wivern with wings endorsed gu. betw. two

flauuches of the last. Drake.

Or a wivern az. crowned arg. within a bordure of

the second charged with an enurny of eight

lions and a verdoy of as many fleurs-de-lis of

the first. Hall, Gray's Inn, London.

Or a wivern betw. three fleurs-de-lis vert.

Hinchliff, London. John Hinchcliff, Bishop
of Peterborough 17(J9-94.

2 MONSTERS
2 Dragons

Or two dragons gu. crowned vert. Uther
Pendragon.

2 Griffins

Az. two griffios segreant combatant or. Troyhin,
Ireland.

Per pale gu. and sa. two griflSns segreant com-

batant arg. Ap Myryche, V.

Per pale gu. and sa. two griffins arg. Apmeriche,
Wales.

Per pale sa. and gu. two griffins combatant arg.

Apmerick, Wales.

2 Unicorns
Per pale gu. and az. two unicorns pass. arg.

Trelyseke.
Sfl. two unicorns statant in pale arg. O'Neylan,

Ireland.

2 Wiverns
Or two wiverns without legs respecting each other

vert crowned gu. Pendragon, F.

2 MONSTERS betw. or within

Arg. two griffins statant in pale sa. betw. five

trefoils slipped vert two two and one. Willy,
V.

Arg. two griffins segreant in fess sa. betw. five

trefoils slipped vert. Wlley or Willey.

3 MONSTERS
3 Cockatrices

.... three cockatrices two and one .... Thomas
Jones, one of the Sewers of the Chamber to

King Henry VIII.
3 Dragons

Ax. three dragons arg. Tailbar.

On. three dragons pass, in pale erm. Blossome
or Blossum. Blossun, V. Bloss, Ipswich,
Suff"olk ; with a crescent for diff.

Per chev. gu. and or three sea dragons ducally
crowned counterchanged. Easton, Easlon,
CO. Devon.

3 Griffins

Per fess daucetty or and nrg. three dcmi griffins
az. Wilkinson.

3 MONSTERS cont.

3 Griffins cont.

Per fess embattled or and arg. three dpmi griffins

segreant az. membered beaked and eared g»i.

Wilkinson, Charlton, Kent
; granted 20 Apiil,

1559.

Arg. three griffins in fess gu. Brigrake.

Arg. three griffins pass. sa. Wiley.

Arg. three griffins pass, in pale sa. Wylly, V.

Arg. three griffins segreant in fess sa. Wiley or

Willey.
Az. three griffins segreant arg. armed gu.
YONGE, V.

Az. three griffins pass, in pale arg. Fitz-Wight.
Froxmare.

Az. three griffins segreant arg. wings or. Wye,
CO. Gloucester.

Az. three griffins pass, in fess or. With,
Norfolk.

Az. three griffins pass. or. Fitz-With, Norfolk.
Az. three griffins pass, in pale or. Godfrey,

Wilmington, Kent. With, Norfolk, F.

Withe, co. Cambridge; and Norfolk. M.

Geoffrey Withe, S. Sire Geoffrey Filz

Wythe, N. Wythe, co. Cambridge ; and Nor-
folk.

Az. three griffins segreant or. Holder. Wye,
Lippiat, CO. Gloucester; and Ipswich, Sufi'olk.

Az. three griffins segreant in fess or. Wyth.
Barry of siz arg. and sa. three griffins segreant

or. Griffith, Bristol; granted 1 November,
1623.

Per chev. engr. arg. and sa. three griffins pass,

counterchanged. Knight; granted by Thomas
Hawley, Clarenceux, 4 Edward VI, to William

Knight, Collector of the Subsidies for South-

ampton; Visitation of Hants, 1634.

Per chev. engr. sa. and arg. three griffins pass,

counterchanged. Knight, Westerham, Kent;
granted 20 Feb., 166'2.

Per pale gu. and az. three griffins segreant or.

Nethersall, Nethersole, or Neithershall,
Wingham Would, Kent; granted 10 May,
1578, V.

Sa. three griffins pass, in pale arg. Froxmare,
Essex, F.

3 Man Tigers
Sa. three man-tigers (or lampagoes) in pale arg.

Radford, Chpynstone, Chawleigh, co. Devon.
3 Mermaids or Syrens

Gu, three finned or winged syrens arg. Basford.
Vert three mermaids two and one each holding
comb and mirror or. Wollstonecraft,
Mark's Gate, Essex ;

and London
; granted

1765.
3 Sea-dogs (? Shark)

Arg. three demi sea-dogs pass, in pale sa.

Jesse.
Per fess nebuly .... and .... three sea-dogs

pass, counterchanged. Harrie, Reserow,
Cornwall.

S Sea-horses

Barry of six arg. and az. three sea-horses naiant
or. William Glyn, Bishop of Bangor 1555 58.

Per fess nebuly arg. and sa. three sea-horses two
in chief and one in base all counterchanged.
RoSECROWE.

Per chev. gu. and or three sea-horses ducally
crowned all counterchanged. Eston, Eston,
CO. Devon.

3 Sagittariuses
Gu. three sasitiariu^es or. Stephen.

3 Syrens ticc 3 Mermaids
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3 MONSTEBS cont.

3 Unicorns
Arg. three unicorns pass. sa. Raoland, Wales.

Ragland, Lantwyd, V.

Arg. three unicorus courant in pale sa.

Kagland.
Per fess arg. and gu. three unicorns pass, coun-

terchanged. Commoun.
Sa. three unicorns courant in pale arg. armed or.

FURRINOTON. FaRINGDON, V.

Sa. three unicorns courant in pale arg. armed
and crined or. Faeingdon or Farringdon,
Little Farringdon, co. Devon; the heiress m.

Cooper.
Sa. three unicorns courant in pale or. Ferendon,

CO. Devon.
Vert three unicorns courant in pale arg. armed

or. Fabington.
3 Wivems

Arg. three wiverns volant in pale tails extended
vert. Mercet.ly.

Arg. three wiverns with dragon's fore paws in pale
tails extended as if volant but without wings
az. Rex Coelfus, V.

Az. three wiverns arg. Taylebare, V.

Az. three wiverns displ. erm. Blossom.

3 M0NSTEE8 betw. or within..,.
Bordure

Sa. three chamelions erect or within a bordure

arg. charged with eight martlets sa. Wobtham,
V.

Sa. three dragons without wings ramp, two and
one or on a bordure arg. eight martlets sa.

WORTHAM, V.

Arg. three griffins pass, in pale az. raurally

gorged of the first within a bordure sa.

besjanty. Wills.

Arg. three griffins pass. sa. a bordure engr. gu.

bezanty. Wills, Boat Fleming, Cornwall, W.
Wyllys, Essex.

Cotises

Arg. three griffins segreant in bend betw. two
cotises sa. Grey.

Arg. three griffins in bend sa. betw. two cotises

az. Grey.
Unicorns

Sa. three unicorns courant in pale arg. armed
and crined or within a bordure engr. of the

second. Faringdon, co. Devon.

6 MONSTEBS
Az. six griffins pass, or three two and one.

Menles. Geoffrey de Mens, L.
Az. six griffins segreant or three two and one.

Menles or Mens.
Az. six griffins segreant or. Meus. Mewis.

Mewys, V.

1 MONSTEBS
Gu. seven griffins segreant arg. Brent, co.

Dorset.
MOON see Crescent

MOOB see Human Figure MORION see Cap

MOBSE or Sea Lion see Beasts (3 Seals)
and Monster

MORTARS and PESTLES
Az. three mortars and pestles or. Broke, V.

Broke, co, Warwick.
Gu. three mortars ringed at the handles betw.

ten billets arg. (no pestles). Gotter, F.

Gu. bilietty and three ringed mortars arg. (no

pestles). GoTEK.

MOETABS and PESTLES cont.

Sa. three pestles in mortars arg. Wakley;
Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 124.

Sa. three mortars arg. in each a pestle gu.
Wakerley, V.

Sa. three mortars arg. in each a pestle or.

Wakerley.

MOUND see Hill and Sphere
MOUNT and MOUNTAIN see Rock

MULE see Beast (Horse)
MULLET

A mullet surmounted by an estoile of five points
is called a starfish.

.... a mullet .... Richard Hodden
; seal to an

order dated 1 Feb., Ifi55.

Arg. a mullet on the point of a sword in pale az.
over all a saltire of the last. Gowan, Scot-
land.

Arg. a mullet gu. Harpden, co. Oxford. Have
or Hay, F. Haepenne, co. Oxford.

Arg. a mullet of six points pierced gu. Delahat.
Halfpenny.

Arg. a mullet pierced gu. Happen, co. Oxford.
Sire William de Harpedene, N.

Arg. a mullet of six points gu. pierced or.

Hastlehill.

Arg. a mullet of eight points gu. De la Hay,
V.

Arg. a mullet sa. Ashton or Asheton, co.

Chester; and co. Lancaster, F. The same
with a crescent for diff. Ashton, Weston, co.

Leicester.

Arg. a mullet sa. pierced of the field. Absheton,
originally of Ashton-under-Line, now Downham
and Cuerdale, all in co. Lancaster. Sir Thomas
Ashton, 11th Henry Vil. Ashton, Shepley,
CO. Lancaster; granted 16 August, 163'^,

Ashton, Whiteley Wood and Hathersage.
descended from Ashton of Shepley.

Arg. a mullet of six points pierced sa. Harpden,
CO. Gloucester.

Arg. a mullet pierced sa. a martlet of the second
for difference. Harpden, co. Oxford.

Arg. a mullet sa. pierced erm. Ashton, co.

Lancaster.

Arg. a mullet sa. a baton sinister gu. Ashton,
Killamarsh, co. Derby ; descended from Sir

John Ashton, a natural son of Sir John Ashton,
of Ashton-under-Line.

Arg. a sword |in pale az. hilt and pomel or sur-

mounted on the top by a mullet gu. over all a
saltiro couped sa. Garran or Gorran. Gavin,
Lanton.

Arg. a mullet sa. over all a bend sinister gu.
KiDWALL or KiNWOLD.

Arg. a mullet sa. a crescent for difference.

Ashton, Castleton, Stony Middleton, Hather-

sage, etc., CO. Derby, descended from the

Ashtons of CO. Lancaster.

Az. a mullet arg. Chalmers, Gaitgarth ; quar-

tering or a fess chequy az. and arg., and arg.
on a fess az. three mullets of the field.

Vaughan, CO. York.

Az. a mullet of five points arg. pierced gu.

Coldham, Anmer, Norfolk. Couldham, Nor-
wich.

Az. a mullet of six points arg. Haggard.
Haggard, Bradenham, Norfolk ; quartering
erm. on a chief indented az. three martlets or

each holding in his beak a trefoil slipped arg.
for Ridyr; and vtrt a chev. betw. three garbs
or for Amyand.
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gu. Harst.
Hassenhull.

MULLET cont.

Az. a mullet arg. pierced of the field, Coudham,
Bury, Suffolk.

Az. a mullet arg. pierced sa. Colombyne.
Az. a mullet or. Welch, co. Gloucester.

Barry of six arg. and az. a mullet sa. Gunn or

Gun, Scotland.

Barry of six arg. and sa. a mullet of as many
points or. Hopton.

Erm. a mullet of six points pierced
Hasenhill, V ; Gwillim.

HUSSENHUL.
Erm. a mullet of six points gu. pierced or.

Hasted.
Erm. a mullet or. Hoyle.
Erm. a mullet sa. Hoyle.
Gu. a mullet arg. Penshurt.
Gu. a mullet of eight points pierced arg.
Richmond.

Gu. a mullet pierced arg. (or?). Asenhall(?); as

quartered by Waterton ; Harl. MS.
Gu. a mullet or. Hammil, Rougbwood, co. Ayr;

quartering az. a crescent arg., arg. a shakefork

sa., and gu. a fleur-de lis or.

Or a sword in pale az. ensigned with a mullet gu.
over all a saltire couped sa. Govan, Scot-

land,

Or a mullet sa, Ashton, co, Chester. Steere.

Sture, Huish and Marridge, co. Devon;
five descents given in Visitation of 1620.

Paly of six gu. and arg. in chief a mullet or.

Airay.

Paly of ten or and gu. a mullet in chief arg.
Earle.

Per bend indented arg. and sa. in chief a spur-
rowel of the second. Spot.

Per bend indented arg, and gu, a crescent in

chief of the second and in base a mullet or,

Allan, Scotland.

Per chev, embattled az. and sa, in the dexter
chief a crescent arg, in the sinister chief a

mullet or in base a lion ramp, of the last all

within a bordure gu, Duport, Shipshead, co.

Leicester.

Per fess indented gu. and or a mullet counter-

changed. Eglenham, Northumberland.
Per fess or and az. a mullet of eight points coun-

terchanged. Scotto or Scotton, Norwich,
Per pale indented sa, and arg. on the last a

mullet of the first. Cleghorn, Scotland.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a
mullet of the second. Breton. Burke.

Quarterly arg, and gu. in the first quarter a
mullet sa. Breton, Norfolk,

Quarterly per fess indented arg, and gn. in the
first quarter a mullet of six points sa,

Fitzwilllam,

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a

mullet of the second pierced of the first.

FiTZWARREN.

Quarterly arg, and sa. in the first quarter a
mullet of six points gu. Pearse or Peeres.

Quarterly arg, and sa, in the first quarter a
mullet of six points pierced gu, Periers.
Peeres or Peakse.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa, in the
first quarter a mullet of the last, Britton,

Quarterly arg. and vert in the first quarter a

mullet gu. Perry, co. Gloucester,

Quarterly az. and or in the first quarter a mullet

arg. Dandy, Sapiston, Suffolk.

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the first quarter a
mullet of six points of the last, Vehe.

MULLET cont.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a mullet

arg. De Vere. Verb, Earl of Oxford. Conte
de Oxford, F. Conte de Hoocenford, G.

Conte de Oxenford, E. De Vere, Currali,
CO, Limerick; and Glangoole, co, Tipperary ;

Baronetcy 1784,

Quarterly or and gu, in the first quarter a

mullet of the second, Delavere,

Quarterly or and gu. (? error for gu. and or) a

mullet arg.
" ent le quarter devant," Le Conte

de Oxford, £,

Quarterly sa, and or in the first quarter a mullet

arg, Raf de Manch'dnesi, F.

Quarterly vert and or in the centre a mullet sa. a

label for diff, Berners,

Quarterly gu, and arg, in the sinister chief

quarter a mullet sa. Massey, Renton, co,

Lancaster, Massey, Rixton, Burke.
Sa. a lion ramp, or holding hetw, his paws a

mullet arg, Leward,
Sa, a mullet arg. De Penshorst, Penherst

or Penhurst. Traqoair, Scotland.

Sa. a crescent arg. a mullet of the second, betw.

the points. Densel, co. Devon, V. Densell,
CO. Devon, Denzell, Denisell, Densell,
or Denstall, Cornwall ; and co, Devon.

Sa. a mullet or. De Penshorst.
Vair a label or in chief a mullet pierced az.

Beauchamp.
Vair a label gu. in chief a mullet pierced az,

Beauchamp,

Vairy arg. and gu. in chief a mullet sa. Booth.

MULLET and in chief. . . .

Eeasts
Per chevron .... and .... in base a mullet ....

in chief two derai lions ramp Redington,
Kilcornan, co, Galway.

Birds
Az, a mullet arg. in chief two eagles displ. of the

second. Jones, W. Fownes or Fones, Corn-
wall.

Chief

Arg, a mullet sa. a chief of the last. Coppandall.
Arg. a mullet sa. and chief indented of the second.

Coppandale, CO. York, V.

Gu. a mullet arg. and a chief or. Anness and
Annis.

Human Figure
Arg. a sword in pale ensigned with a mullet gu.
surmounted by a saltire of the last on a canton
of the second a savage ppr. pointing to a star

in the dexter chief or. Gowans.
Fheons

Arg. in base a mullet and in chief two pheons sa,

Jope, Merifield, Cornwall.
On a Chief. . , . Fleur-de-lis

Arg. a mullet sa. on a chief or a fleur-de-lis gu.
Rogers, Brianston, co. Dorset ; Z, 538.

. . . .Flowers (Boses)
Arg. a mullet az. on a chief of the last three

roses of the first. Heriot,

Label
Gu, a crescent enclosing a mullet or a label of

three points az. Halxton.
. . , , in base a six-pointed mullet . , . . in chief a

label of three .... Jehan Piot, Guernsey.
....Leaves

Arg. a crescent gu. betw. two laurel leaves vert in

cliief and in base a mullet of the second.

Tansley, Scotland.
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MULLET and in chief. . ..cont.

On a Chief cont. Piles

Arg. a mullet sa. on a chief of the second three

piles of the first. Copinodale, co. York.

Candlesticks

Arg. a mullet in base gu. and two candlesticks in

chief sa. Kyle, Scotland.

Crescent

Arg. a mullet pierced sa. in the dexter chief a

crescent gu. Ashton, Ashton-under-Lvne, co.

Lancaster ;
and Sheering, Essex. Burke.

Gu. in a crescent or a mullet of the second a label

of three points az. Halxton.
Per bend indented arg. and gu. a crescent in

chief of the second and in base a mullet or.

Allan, Scotland.

Crosses

Az. a mullet arg. in chief two crosses flory

(sometimes pierced) of the second. Kiltra,
Scotland.

Flenrs-de-Us

Arg. a mullet (sometimes pierced) sa. in the

dexter chief a fleur-de-lis gu. Ayson, Essex ;

and London. Ashton, Spalding, co. Lincoln ;

and London.
Az. a fleur-de-lis and in base a mullet or.

Lf.fevre.

On a Wreath .... Hand
Per less in chief on a wreath a hand clenched and

in base a mullet. Poiondestre.

MULLET and in base....

Per fess sa. and arg. in chief a mullet of the

second for diff. in base two trefoils slipped vert.

KoDD, as borne by Admiral Rodd.

Sa. a crescent and a mullet in chief arg.

Denzell.
Sa. a crescent and a mullet in chief pierced arg.

Dinsell.
Az. in dexter chief a mullet .... in sinister base

a stag's horn .... Schutz, Gillingham, Nor-

folk.

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

vert surmounted by a sword in bend ppr. in the

dexter chief an antique crown or in the sinister

chief a mullet gu. M'Greoob, Virginia.

MULLET hetw. or within....
Annulets

Gti. a mullet or hetw. three annulets arg.

RiCKHILL.
Bars

Arg. a mullet betw. two bars aa. Breketon.
Sa. a mullet betw. two bars arg. Bancke, co.

Lincoln.
Beasts (Moles)

Arg. a mullet betw. three moles sa. Twisleton,
Drax, CO. York.

Bordnre
.... a mullet of six points a bordure ....

Thomas Rodbdrn, Bishop of St. David's

1433 4:i.

Arg. a mullet or within a bordure az. charged
with eight cinquefoils of the first. Bowmaker,
Scotland.

Or a mullet within a bordure sa. bezanty.
HiLlNG.

Or a mullet sa. pierced of the first within a bor-

dure of the second bezanty. Hillinq or

HiLING.

Quarterly or and gu. (but error for gu. and or) in

the first quarter a mullet arg. a bordure engr.

MULLET betw. or within.... cont.
sa. Hugh Vere, K, second son of Robert, fifth

Earl of Oxford, and Alice Samford. Gough, i,

68. The bordure indented sa. Vere.
Quarterly gu. and or in dexter chief a mullet of

six points arg. a bordure engr. sa. Hugh de
Vere, G.

Sa. a mullet of six points arg. within a bordure
or. Ingleby.

Crescents
Az. a mullet or betw. two crescents arg. Kiltba,

Scotland.

Az. a mullet betw. three crescents arg. Keltie,
that Ilk.

Gu. a mullet betw. two crescents in pale or a
canton erm. Dalyson; Harl. MS. 1407, fo.

Gu. a mullet betw. three crescents arg. Oliver.
Az. in chief a mullet of six points betw. two cres-

cents or in base an anchor arg. Ferbie,
Glasgow.

Crosses

Arg. a mullet az. pierced betw. three crosses
crosslet fitchy gu. Mac Adam, Scotland.
Adam, Maryburg, Scotland, an old Kinrosshire
family.

Flenrs-de-lis

Az. a mullet betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg.
Weston.

Gu. a mullet arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Harpham, North Chapel, co. Lincoln.

Arg. a mullet betw. eight fleurs-de-lis gu.
PoLVERTOKT, Spalding, co. Lincoln.

3-Foil8

Arg. a mullet sa. betw. three trefoils vert the

slips of the trefoil in chief pointing to the
mullet. Carslake, Harston, co. Devon ; the
heiress m. Wood.

Arg. a mullet betw. three trefoils slipped vert.

Carstake, CO. Devon, F.
Vert a mullet or betw. three trefoils arg.
Ballard.

Hearts

Arg. a mullet betw. three human hearts gu.
Valentine, Suffolk.

Leaves

Arg. a mullet az. betw. three laurel leaves vert.

Lowis, Menar, Scotland.
Mullets

Arg. a mullet gu. betw. two mullets in chief and
a pheon in base sa. Joly.

Orle

Or a mullet gu. within an orle az. Landle,
Scotland.

Boundle
Erm. a mullet gu. betw. three bezants. Smith.
Arg. a mullet sa. betw. five ogresses two two
and one. Lacy.

Arg. a mullet betw. six pellets three two and one.
Lacy.

MULLET betw. or within....
and in chief. . . .

Arg. a mullet betw. three broad arrows in chief
another mullet of the same. Joulby, Treyes,
Cornwall.

Az. in chief two fleurs-de-lis and in base a mullet
all within a bordure engr. or. Montgomery,
Bishopstone, Salisbury.

MULLET hetw. or within....
and in base ....

Az. in chief a mullet betw. two crescents or in
base a fish naiant of the field. Arnway.
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MULLET betw. or within....
and in base.... con^

Per chev. embattled az. aud sa. in the dexter

chief a crescent arg. in the sinister chief a

mullet or in base a lion ramp, of the last all

within a bordure gu. Dupoet, Shipshead, co.

Leicester.

On a MULLET
Annulet

Arg. on a mullet sa. an annulet or. Ashton,
Middleton, co. Lancaster.

Bird

Arg. a mullet of six points pierced and charged
in the centre with a martlet gu. Sir John

Harpeden, ob. 1457, fifth husband of Joane

(ob. 1438) Dame Cobham.

Arg. on a mullet of six points gu. a bezant charged
with a martlet sa. Sir William Harpden, co.

Oxford ; and Suffolk, V.

Or on a mullet sa. a pigeon arg. Dow, Ardon-

hall, Scotland.

Boandle
Az. a mullet arg. charged with a torteau.

CoLDHAM, Midhurst, Sussex ;
certified by

Segar.

On a MULLET and in chief....

Arg. on a mullet sa. an annulet of the field in the

dexter chief point a crescent gu. Asheton or

AssHETON, Assheton. Asheton, Great Lever
and Wlialley, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a mullet sa. charged with a plate in chief a

crescent of the second. Ashton, co. Chester.

On a MULLET betw. or within

Az. a mullet arg. charged with an annulet gu.
within a bordure engr. or. Wythernewvke,
Cloxby, CO. Lincoln.

Or on a mullet sa. an annulet of the first all

within a bordure of the second bezanty.
Hilling, V.

2 MULLETS
Az. two mullets or. Barony of Van-lumputt;

quartered by Mathew.
Az. two mullets in chief or pierced of the field.

Venables.

Barry of four arg. and gu.in chief two mullets sa.

Power.
Per beud dancetty arg. and sa. two mullets coun-

terchanged. Spot; Font's MS.
Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two mullets arg.

Selby, CO. Hereford, V,

Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two mullets or.

Selby, V.

Per fess indented or and az. two mullets pierced
and counterchanged. Doubleday, Middlesex;
granted 5 March, 1640.

Per fess sa. and arg. in chief two mullets of the
second in base a magpie ppr. Plumesdon or

Plurendon.
Per pale nebuly af-g. and az. two mullets in fess

counterchanged. Athoepe, Dinnington, near
Sheffield.

Per pale arg. and gu. two mullets of six points
in pale counterchanged. Tunno, Sidmanton
Park, CO. Hants.

Quarterly arg. and az. in the second and third

quarters a mullet of six points or pierced of the
field over all a bend barry of six of the second

charged with a cinquefoil of the third and gu.
King, Staunton Park, co. Hereford.

2 MULLETS cont.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first and fourth

quarters a mullet sa. Massey, Wrenton, co,

Somerset ; granted 1760.

Quarterly az. and or on the first and fourth a
mullet arg. Feoggat.

Quarterly az. and arg. on the first and fourth a
mullet or. Massie,

Quarterly or and az. in the first and fourth quar-
ters a mullet of the second. Farnham, Nether
Hall, CO. Leicester.

Sa. two mullets arg, Browne.

2 MULLETS and in chief

.... in chief a lion ramp. gu. in base two mullets
az. Hurry, Scotland.

.... in chief a lion ramp. gu. in base two mul-
lets of the last. Hurey.

Canton
Gu. two mullets or a canton erm. Sir Runerard
de Bloy, M.

2 MULLETS and in base ....
Bird

Per chev. sa.and arg. in chief two mullets pierced
of the last in base a Cornish chough ppr. St.
Gregoey's Peioey, Canterbury.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief two mullets in
base a cock counterchanged. Nicholas Heath,
Bishop of Rochester 1540, Worcester 1543.

Per chev. or and sa. in chief two mullets of the
second in base a heathcock of the first combed
and wattled gu. Heath, Little Eden, and
Kepyer, co. Durham; Twickenham, Middlesex;
and Lynn, Norfolk.

Per chev. embattled sa. and arg. in chief two
mullets of six points or pierced gu. and in base
a heathcock of the first combed and wattled

ppr. Heath, Mile End, Middlesex ; granted
21 June, 17U7.

Per fess sa. and arg. in chief two mullets of the
second in base a magpie ppr. Plumeedon or
Plurendon.

Coronet
Per chev, sa. and arg. in chief two (sometimes

pierced) mullets silver in base a (crown, some-
times a) ducal coronet composed of leaves and
crosses patty or. Augustinian Priory of
St. Gregory at Canterbury.

Crescent

Arg. a crescent and in chief two mullets gu.
Bolney, Suff"olk, V.

Arg. in chief two mullets in base a crescent gu.
Bolney, Suff'olk.

Az. in chief two mullets arg. in base a crescent
or. Lawson, Scotland.

Gu. in chief two mullets and in base a crescent
or. Bolney.

Or in chief two mullets and in base a crescent
az. Scott, Boonraw, Scotland.

Per chev. or and arg. in chief two mullets az.
and a crescent gu. in base. Hague, co.

Berks; and Micklegate, co. York.

Quarterly first grand quarter or two mullets in
chief and a crescent in base az. for Scott of

Harden, as descended from Scot of Sinton ;

second grand quarter quartered first vert a lion

ramp. arg. for Hume ; second arg. three papin-
goes {i.e., popinjays) two and one vert for

Pepdie ; third gu. three piles engr. arg. for
Polwarth ; fourth arg. a cross engr. az. for St.

Clair of Hormiston
;
and over all as a surtout

an escucheon az. charged with an orange
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2 MULLETS and in base .... cont.

Crescent cont.

ensigned with an imperial crown all ppr. as a

. coat of augmentation given by King William
III ; third grand quarter quartered first and
fourth gu. on a chev. arg/ a rose betw. two
lioncels combatant of the first for Hepburne ;

second and third arg. three bay leaves vert for

Foulis. Scott, Baron Polwarth.
Or in chief two mullets in base a crescent gu.

BoLNEY, Surrey ;
and co. Berks.

Crescents

Ter salure erm. and az. two crescents in pale gu.
betw. as many mullets fesswise arg. Ceieeie
or Kriery, Scotland.

Cross

Arg. a cross moline az. placed in a loch ppr. and
in chief two mullets of the second. Miller,
Gourlebank, Scotland.

Gu. on a chief arg. two mullets sa. in base a cross

crosslet filchy or. Cobell, Ballignoth, Scot-

land.

Fleur de-lis

Az. in chief two mullets in base a fleur-de-lis or.

Stackelberg, Baron Stackelberg.
6-FoU

Per pale arg. and sa. in chief two mullets and
in base a cinquefoil all counterchanged.

. Holyland.
Garb

Az. a garb or in chief two mullets of the last.

Wauchop, Niddry, Scotland.

Hand
Arg. two mullets in chief gu. and a dexter hand

iessways couped holding a lance in pale brokeii

the top falling to the sinister in base ppr.
Mackelt,, Scotland.

Head (Spear)
Arg. two spur rowels in chief pierced of the field

and a spear's head in base az. Auchmuty,
Ireland, of Scottish origin.

Horn
Or two mullets pierced in chief sa. and a bugle-
horn stringed in base gu. Burn, Scotland.

Pheon

Arg. two spur-rowels in chief gu. and a pheon in

base az. M'Aules.

Arg. two mullets in chief gu. and a pheon point

upwards az. M'Cull, Scotland.

Arg. two mullets pierced in chief gu. and a pheon
in base az. M'Kall, Scotland.

Gu. two mullets in chief arg. and a pheon in base

or. M'Kalla, Scotland.

Ship
Arg. two mullets in chief az. and a galley her

oars in action in base sa. Andre or Andree.

Tree

Arg. on a mount a tree on the top an owl ppr. in

chief two mullets gu. Bouchier, London;
•

originally from Holland.

Or a tree growing out of a mount in base vert a

hunting horn hanging therefrom on the dexter

side sa. stringed and virolled gu. in chief two

mullets of the last. Short, Borrowstounness,
Scotland.

2 MULLETS and in base a chief....

Arg. two mullets in chief and a crescent in base

sa. a chief chequy of the second and first.

CousLAND, Coubland, Scotland. Cow6lane,
Scotland.

2 MULLETS betw
Arg. a mullet betw. three broad arrows in chiff

another mullet of the same. Joulby, Treyes,
Cornwall.

Gu. two escallops in fess arg. and as many mullets
of six points in pale or. Tunno.

Or a crescent betw. two mullets in pale sa.

Granger.
Sa. a crescent betw. two mullets in pale arg.
Germain. Germyn, V. Guy. Jermyn,
Debden, Hesset, and Rushbrook, Suffolk.

Jermyn, 7*.

2 MULLETS betw. or within....
and in base ....

Or two mullets in chief and a crescent in base
az. within an orle of the last. Sci»tt,

Abbotsford, co. Roxburgh ; Baronetcy 1820;

quartering or on a bend az. three mascles of
the field in the siuister chief point an oval

buckle erect of the second for Huliburton.

3 MULLETS
Arg. three mullets az. Mackay. Whitington,
Hamswell, CO. Gloucester. Whitington, New-

borough, CO. Stafford. Whittington, Lowih,
CO. Lincoln.

Arg. three mullets az.two and one. Whittington,
temp. Henry VI.

Arg. three mullets gu. De Fort. Dimond.
DiXEsoN, Belshed, Scotland. Gedding, Suffolk.

Golding. Hansard, V. Jordan. Knomly,
Knowles, or Knonvile, co. Gloucester.

Knowyl, CO. Gloucester. Knovill, 131)1.

Gilbert de Cnovill; Harl. BJ8. 0137, fo. 05.

Sir Gilbert de Knovile, E, F. Kkouvile, N.

Laweston, Laweston, Scotland. John de

Plescy, C Jordan, CO. Leiiester; quartering
sa. a chev. or betw. three garbs arg.

Arg. three mullets of six points gu. Hansard.

Arg. three mullets in chief gu. Burchall or

BURCHELL.
Arg. a decrescent gu. betw. three mullets az.

Jopling or Joppling.

Arg. three mullets in chief pierced gu. Flanders.

.\rg. three mullets sa. Pelton or Polton.
Thomas Polton, Bishop of Hereford; Bishop
of Chichester 1422-^6, afterwards Worcester.

Another, with a label gu. Polton. Pulesden.
Simpson. Walesdon. Hugh de Walesdonn,
Y.

Arp. three mullets sa. pierced of the field.

WoLLASTON, Shenton, co. Leicester; stated to

have flourished at Wollaston, co. StaS"ord;

temp. Edward III; quartering Charlton.

WooLASTON, Dereham, Norfolk.

Arg. three mullets sa. pierced of the field.

WooLASTON, Lowesby, CO. Leicester; Baronetcy
17 January, 1748-9.

Arg. in chief three mullets sa. Dynglet or

Dynby.

Arg. in chief three mullets pierced sa. FLANDERsi
Whithull.

Arg. fretty .... in chief three mullets sa.

DiNGLEY.

Arg. two palets gu. in chief three mullets sa.

Vatort or Vantort.

Arg. two palets sa. in chief three mullets of the

second. Gaddesden, co. Hertford. Gatesden,
CO. Warwick.

Az. three mullets arg. Dawes, London. Haye.

Douglas, Scotland. This was the original
coat of Douglas. William Hansard, C.

125
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3 MULLETS cont.

Az. a crescent betw. three mullets arg.

Arbothnot, Baron Inderbervie and Viscount

Arbuthnot 1641. Minshal, 1730. But a bor-

dure or charged with as many boar's beads gu.

Arbuthnot, Edinburgh ; Baronetcy 1823.

Az. three mullets arg. in the middle chief point
a crescent or for di£f. Mueray, Strowan,
Scotland.

Az. three mullets of six points pierced arg.

WiDMERPooL, Widmerpool, co. Nottingham.
Az. three crescents arg. betw. the horns of each a

mullet of six points of the last. Hobhouse,
CO. Somerset.

Az. three mullets or. Hildyaed, Wynestead, co.

York; and East Horsely, Surrey; a junior
branch of which, Hilldyard of Pattrington,
obtained a baronetcy in 16C9. Sir Robert

HiLDYERD, M. Sir Robert Ileart, V.

HiLDEYARD, V. HiLLYAED. IhARD 01 IlLIARD.

Ilaed.
Az. three mullets or two and one. Creston.
Grandin. William Grandin, D. Haye.

Az. three mullets pierced or. Bright, co.

Chester. Harries, Priskilly and Llanunwas,
CO. Pembroke. Harries, Tregwint, co. Pem-
broke; settled there for several centuries.

Whittingham. Whittington, CO. Stafford ;

and CO. Lincoln.

Az. a crescent betw. three mullets or. Adams,
Wales. Chetwyn.

Az. within three increscents or as many mullets

arg. Gregorie, Pliston, co. Devon.

Barry of four arg. and gu. in chief three mullets
of the second. Hemstead or Hemsted.

Barry of six arg. and sa. in chief three mullets

gu. Flanders.
£rm. three mullets gu. Gorley, Sutton, co.

York. Plompton. Plomton, V.

G a. three mullets arg. Antisell or Antweisel.

Hanford, Watton, co. Lincoln. Hansard, co.

Lincoln ; Suffolk ; and co. York.
Gu. billetty three mullets arg. Goyler.
Gu. three mullets of six points arg. Hansard.

Hansard, co. York; and co. Glamorgan. Giles

Hannsard, E. Gilbert Hansard, F, G.
Gilbert Haunsard, Y. Sire Robert Hansart,
J. Sir Robert Haunsard, M. Hansaurd, N.
RiDMORE. Gilbert de Thaine ; Harl. MS.
0137.

Gu. three mullets arg. a crescent for diff.

Hansard, Sussex.
Gu. three mullets in chief arg. Fueser or
FUEZEE.

Gu. three mullets issuing from betw. the horns
of as many crescents arg. Haxton, Scotland.

Gu. three mullets or. Breze. Buekitt.
Haslinqton. Patrick, Growneast, near Wor-
cester, an ancient family formerly resident in

tiie North. Patrike.
Gu. three mullets or one and two. Greetham.
Gu. three mullets pierced or two and one.

Benedick Monvill, A.
Gu. three mullets in chief or. Philip Daubeni,
A.

Gu. three mullets of six points or. William
Pateic, E. William Patrick, Y.

Gu. a crescent betw. three mullets or. Buckmate.
Bucknole.

Gu. an increscent betw. three mullets or.

Pettegeew, Scotland.
Or three mullets gu. Curtis; quartered by

Burton.

3 MULLETS cont.

Or three mullets purpure. Vandeleur, Kilrush,
CO. Clare ; settled there 1C87. Vandelour,
CO. Lincoln. A martlet for diff. Vandelour,
CO. Lincoln.

Or three mullets sa. Lum, co. York. Pelton.
Or three mullets pierced sa. Walesdon.
Or fretty gu. in chief three mullets sa. Daun,

Ireland.

Paly of six arg. and sa. three mullets in bend of

the second. Thimbleby, V. Themleby.
Per bend arg. and az. three mullets counter-

changed. Andrew.
Per bend az. and or three mullets of six points

in bend pierced and counterchanged. Gell,
Hopton, CO. Derby, temp. Edward 111.

Per bend or and vert three mullets in bend coun-

terchanged. Gill, Norton, co. Derby, temp.
Elizabeth; and Car House, near Rother-

ham.
Per bend or and az. three mullets of six points

in bend counterchanged. Gill, Sheffield,

Norton, etc.

Per bend sa. and gu. three mullets or over all on
a fess of the third a griffin pass. az. Pilborow.

Per chev. arg. and az. three mullets counter-

changed. Day, co. Salop. Perry, Turville,
CO. Bucks.

Per chev. crenelly gu. and or three mullets coun-

terchanged. Dyer, co. Hereford. Thisei.ton.

Per chev. or and az. three mullets counter-

changed. Day, Manarabon, co. Carmarthen;
and CO. Salop. Day, co. Berks; co. Bucks;
Isle of Ely; and Sussex; granted 1606.

William Day, Bishop of Winchester 1595-6.

Per chev. or and vert three mullets counter-

changed. Hothe, V.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief three mullets of

the second. Packington, V. Pakington.
Per fess embattled arg. and sa. three mullets

pierced counterchanged. Cheesman or

Cheeseman. Chesman, Middlesex.

Per fess dancetty arg. and sa. in chief three

mullets of the last. Coppindai^e, co. York ;

Harl. MS. 1394, fo. 342.

Per fess dancetty or and az. in chief three mullets

pierced of the last. Doubleday, V.

Per fess gu. and or three mullets counterchanged.
Egleingham or Eglenham, V.

Per fess indented gu. and or three mullets coun-

terchanged. Eglingham, Northumberland.

Egleyngham, v. Eglington.
Per fess or and az. three mullets counterchanged.

Day.
Per fess indented or and az. three mullets in

chief gu. Moore, Kent.
Per fess or and vert three mullets counter-

changed. Hothe.
Per pale arg. and gu. three mullets counter-

changed. Langford, London, V. Longford
or Langford.

Per pale gu. and or three mullets counterchanged.
Elingham.

Sa. three mullets arg. Antisell or Antweisel.
Baynham. Browne, Bishop Auckland, co.

Durham. Jandrell. Molyne. Bartholomew de

Naunton, X. Newman, co. Berks. Pillesdon,
CO. Chester. Sir Richard Pillesdon, co.

Chester, V. Pulesdon, Pullesdon, Pulleston,
or PuLESTON, CO. Chester; co. Flint; and co.

Salop; granted 1582. Sire Richard de

Pulesdone, N. Puleston, Emral, co. Flint ;

Baronetcy 1813. Wickton or Wigton.
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3 MULLETS cont.

Quarterly sa. and arg. in the first and fourth

quarters three mullets of the second in the

centre an inescucheon gu. charged with a port-
cullis imperially crowned or an augmentation
granted by King Charles I to Colonel Newman
for his distinguished conduct at the battle of

Worcester. Nkwman, Thornbury Park, co.

Gloucester. Newman, Fife Head, co. Dorset.

Sa. three mullets pierced arg. Molynge, V.

Spuestowe, V.

Sa. three mullets arg. pierced or. Polton.
'

Sa. three derai greyhounds courant in pale dexter

and as many mullets pierced in pale sinister

arg. Goodman, V.

Sa. a crescent and three mullets arg. Densell.
Sa. three crescents each enclosing a mullet arg.
Beconsaix. Sharples. Ward or Warde,
V.

Sa. three crescents arg. each enclosing a mullet
or. Sharples, Sharpies, co. Lancaster.

Sa. three mullets or. Sir Roger Hansard, V.

Hansard or Hansarde. Mollinq or Molyng.

PuLESDON, CO. Chester. Eixon.
Sa. three mullets of six. points or. Simon de

Herswelle, E. Simon de Hersham, F.

Sa. three mullets in chief or. Callander or

Callender.
Sa. three mullets pierced or. Finnan. Spurstow,

CO. Chester, V.

Sa. three crescents arg. betw. the points of

each a mullet or. Sharples, Sharpies, co.

Lancaster.

Vert three mullets of six points pierced or.

Spurstow or Spurstowe, Rumaey and Spurstow,
CO. Chester; and London, 1613, V.

3 MULLETS and in chief....

Canton (see Q.na.rter following)
Gu. three mullets arg. a canton of the last.

Wedgwood.
Gu. three mullets or a canton erm. Harengill,

Melton Church, co. York. Haegil, Clemen-

thorp, CO. York. Westwood, co. Worcester;
confirmed 24 Nov., 44 of Elizabeth.

Gu. three mullets arg. a canton or all within a

bordure erm. Barbour, co. Stafford.

On a Canton
Or three mullets az. on a canton gu. a dagger in

pale arg. hiked of the first. Benge.
Sa. three mullets pierced arg. on a canton or a

rose of the field. Vandeb-Heyden.
Chief

Arg. three mullets az. a chief of the last. Turtle.

Arg. three mullets az. a chief gu. Cordingley.

Arg. three mullets sa. a chief indented erm.

Randall.

Arg. three mullets sa. a chief pu. Poulter.

Arg. two palets and three mullets in chief arg. a

chief gu. PONTIFEX.
Az. three mullets pierced or a chief indented of

the second. Bright.
Az. three mullets or a chief indented erm.

Brackton. Brakyn.
Gu. three mullets arg. a chief or. Wiggins.

Gu. three mullets arg. a chief invecked or.

COULTON.
Gu. three mullets or a chief erm. Randall,

Ireland.

Gn. three mullets or a chief indented erm.

Randall.
Per pale arg. and or three mullets gu. a chief of

the last. Menzies, Edinburgh.

3 MULLETS and in chief.... cont.
Chief cont.

Sa. three mullets arg. a chief indented erm.
Randoll.

Sa. three mullets or a chief arg. Dorset.
Sa. three mullets or a chief embattled erm.
Myldred.

Sa. three mullets or a chief nebuly erm,

Mildred, V. Myldred; Hart. MS. 1386,
fo. 356.

Sa. three mullets pierced or a chief wavy erm.
Mildred.

Sa. three mullets or a chief indented erm.
Randall.

On a Chief.... Beasts (Lion)
Sa. three mullets arg. on a chief of the second a
demi lion ramp. gu. Lawkin or Lawkyn, V.

Sa. three mullets or on a chief of the second a
lion issuant gu. Ladein, co. Herts.

....Birds
Or three mullets az. pierced gu. on a chief wavy

sa. a dove reguard. ppr. Wiogeti, Geist,

Norfolk; granted ITbb.

.... Escallops

Arg. three mullets gu. on a chief of the second
as many escallops or. Basseit. Bassytt, W.

.... Heads
Per chev. arg. and sa. three mullets counter-

changed on a chief of the last as many
leopard's faces of the first, Fewtrell.

Or three mullets gu. on a chief of the second
three griflSn's beads erased of the first. Cory,
Inner Temple, London; granted 18 March,
1639.

....Palets
Az. three mullets arg. on a chief or as many

palets gu. Dickson, Bughtrig and Belchester,
Scotland.

Az. three mullets arg. on a chief or as many
palets gu. Dickson, Burton, co. West-
moreland ; Blackbeck and Abbots Read-

ing, near Haverthwaite, co. Lancaster; quar-

teiing arg. on a chev. betw. three goat's heads
erased sa. as many escallops of the field for

Benson.
....Boondles

Az. three mullets or on a chief arg. as ^any
pellets. Haye, co. Salop.

Gu. three pierced mullets or on a chief of the

second three torteaux. Smith.

Label

Arg. three mullets gu. a label of as many points
az. OuNELL. Sire Johan de Knouvile, N.

Arg. three mullets of six points gu. a label of five

points az. Knomlye.
Gu. three mullets of six points arp. in chief a

label of five points az. Boges de Knovilb, D.
Sir John de Knovile, L.

Gu. three mullets arg. in chief a label of as many
points or. Maelott, Mundham, Sussex.

Files

Or in base three mullets gu. in chief as many
piles in point sa. Dopping.

Quarter (see Canton above)
Gu. three mullets or a quarter erm. Berley, Y.

Haringell. (Another, a canton erm.) Berley.

Gu. three mullets with six points or a quarter
erm. Westwood, London.

Saltire

Sa. three mullets in base and two saltires in chief

arg. Hilton, Westmoreland.
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3 MULLETS and in base....

Per cbev. or and az. in chief three mullets of the

second in base a garb of the firsL Chetmull.
Az. a garb or in chief three mullets arg.

Wauchope, Keekmoor, Scotland.

Per chev. or and arg. in chief three mullets sa. in

base as many garbs gu. Packington, co. Bed-

ford.

Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief three mullets or

in base three garbs gu, Pakington ; quartering
Kussell. Pakington, Westwood Park, co.

Worcester; Baronetcy 1846.

Gu. in cliief three mullets arg. and in base a boar's

head erased or. Cr-iTRON, Scotland.

Arg. a mullet gu. betw. two mullets in chief and

a pheon in base sa. Joly.

Az. three mullets in fess arg. and in base as many
bezants. Guosiert, Logie, Scotland.

Gu. on waves of the sea a ship of three masts

ppr. in' chief three mullets arg. Noeman,
Slaugham Park, Sussex.

Arg. a tree growing out of a mount in base vert in

chief three mullets gu. Watt, Scotland.

3 MULLETS betw. or within....
Bars

.Arg. two bars gemel az. betw. three mullets gu.

Bkideshall, CO. Lincoln.

Arg. two bars gemel sa. betw. three mullets gu.
Jumper.

Arg. three mullets betw. two bars sa. Wyvell.
Az. three mullets in fess betw. two bars or.

Basebroke.

Arg. tliree mullets betw. two bars sa. within a

bordure engr. gu. W^yvell, Welvescombe,
Cornwall; and co. Devon. Wynell, Crediton,
CO. Devon.

Arg. three mullets in fess betw. two bars sa.

within a bordure engr. of the last. Wyvile,
Crediton, co. Devon.

Sa. three mullets betw. two bars arg. on a canton
of the second a buck of the first attired or.

Buxton or Bu(;kston, Bradborue, co. Derby.
Sa. three bars betw. as many mullets or.

Wyburne, Cumberland.
Bendlets

Arg. three pierced mullets gu. betw. two bendlets
sa. Treswell, St. Alban's ; Harl. MS. 1463,
l(f 107.

Arg. three mullets sa. betw. two bends engr. gu.
Bydgoode.

Arg. three mullets betw. two bends engr. sa.

PiQOT or Pickett.

Arg. in bend three mullets of six points pierced
sa. betw. two bendlets of the last. Bradshaw,
Uplederland, co. Lancaster, V.

Arg. two bendlets engr. betw. three mullets sa.

Beissingham. Buood.
Az. betw. two bendlets three mullets arg.
Richard, Archbishop of Canterbury 1174-84.

Az. three mullets or betw. two bendlets gu.
Blanchminster.

Gu. three mullets in bend betw. two bendlets

engr. arg. Scarisbrick, Scarisbrick, co. Lan-
caster. Skarsbridge.

Gu. three mullets pierced in bend or betw. two
bendlets engr. arg. Scarbridge, Scarsbhidge,
or Scasbridge, Scasbridge, co. Lancaster.

Or three mullets betw. two bendlets sa. Hipsley,
Hackney, and Bushy Park, Middlesex.

Per pale or and arg. three mullets in bend sa.

betw. two bendlets gu. Goi.dsworthy ; certified
at the College of Arms, London, May 1779,

3 MULLETS betw. or within .... cont.

Bendlets cont.

Sa. three mullets betw. two bendlets arg.
OvERBURY or Overbery, Aston-under-Edge, co.

Gloucester.

Sa. three mullets in bend betw. two bendlets engr.

arg. Skarsbridge, co. Lancaster.

Sa. three mullets of six points in bend arg. betw.

two colises indented or. Launder, New Hall,
CO. Lancaster ; granted 10 June, 1687.

Sa. three mullets betw. two bendlets or.

Hippesley or Hippersley, Cameleigh, co.

Somerset; granted by patent, 1564. Hipsley,
CO. Somerset.

Sa. three mullets betw. two bendlets engr. arg.

Skarbrige, CO. Lancaster, V.

Sa, three mullets pierced or betw. two bendlets

of the second. Hippersley. Hu>pisley, Lam-
borne Place, co. Berks.

Sa. three mullets pierced in bend betw. two
bendlets and as many annulets or. Hippisley,
Warfield Grove, co. Berks; Baronetcy 1796;
extinct.

Bordure

Arg. a martlet betw. three mullets or a bordure
invecked compouy arg. and gu. Young.

Arg. three mullets az. a bordure chequy of the

first and second. Innes.
Az. three mullets arg. a bordure of the last

charged with three martlets sa, Murray,
Edinburgh, Scotland.

Az. three mullets arg. a bordure engr. or.

Sanston, CO. Wilts.

Az. three mullets or within a bordure arg.
Calston.

Az. three mullets within a bordure engr. or.

Grandos. Benedict de Sansetun, Bishop of

Rochester 1215-26. Sanston, V. Sanston, co.

Wilts.

Gu. three mullets arg. within a bordure erm.

Barbour, co. Stafford.

Gu. three mullets or a bordure of the last.

Sutherland, Dunbeath and Forse, Scotland.

Gu. three mullets or two and one within a bor-

dure of the last charged with a tressure of the

first. Sutherland, Scotland; quartering gu.
three crosses crosslet fitchy or two and one
for Cheyne of Duffus.

Gu. three mullets sa. (?)
within a bordure arg.

charged with eight lorteaux. Hunt, Nor-
folk. Burke.

Or three mullets az. on a bordure of the last as

many bezants in chief or. Adlam.
Or three mullets within a bordure engr. sa.

WicKTON or Wigeton.
Per chev. embattled sa. and arg. three mullets

counterchanged all within a bordure engr. erm.

Cheesman, Kent.

Sa. three mullets and a bordure engr. arg.

Barbour, Flotesbrook, co. Stafford. Erdeswick.
Perwincke.

Sa. three mullets of six points pierced arg. within

a bordure erm. Joedaine, Windsor Forest,
CO. Berks; temp. Edward II.

Sa. three mullets arg. and a bordure engr. or.

Kirkebryde, V. Kirkeloed. Kirkland or

Kirkeland.
Sa. three mullets arg. within a bordure engr. or.

Kyrkelorde. Perwing or Perwinke.
Sa. thiee mullets or within a bordure of the last.

Wiggeton, V. Wigton.
Sa. three mullets or williin a bordure engr. of

the second. Perwing, V. Porwings. Sanston,
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8 MULLETS betw, or within .... cont.

Bordare cont.

CO. Wilts. WicKTON or Wigton. Wat. de

. "WiGETON, -E. The Baron of Wigton, V.

Sa. three mullets and a bordure indented or.

Sire Johan de Wigketone, N,
Sa. three mullets of six points within a bordure

engr. or. Wigton. Wauiier de Wigneton,
A'.

Chevrons
Or two chev. sa. three mullets in pale gu.

Paxston.
Cotises see Bendlets
Crosses

Az. three crosses patty fitchy or two and one

and three mullets arg. one and two. Akrat,
that Ilk, Scotland.

Gu. three mullets arg. two and one betw. as many
crosses crosslet fitcbyone and two or. Cullow,
Scotland.

Az. three mullets of six points betw. five cross-

lets fitchy all or. Somerville.

Arg. three mullets gu. within an orle of six

crosses crosslet fitchy sa. Somervil, Cam-
busnethan, Scotland ; Lyon Register.

.Az. three mullets or two and one betw. seven

crosses crosslet fitchy arg. three one two and
one. Somerville, Drum, Scotland. Sombrville,
Baron Somerville.

Cups
Az. three mullets in fess betw. as many covered

cups arg. Shaw, Sornbeg, Scotland; New
Register. Shaw, Norton House, Tenby, co.

Pembroke ; quartering gu. a chev. arg. betw.

three swans close ppr. for Lyte and arg. a

bunch of grapes ppr.
Fruit (Acorn)

Arg. on a bend az. three acorns slipped ppr.
for Muirhead. Grosett, Lacock, co. Wilts ;

quartering az. three mullets in fess arg. in

chief an acorn ppr. in base three bezants bar-

ways for Grosett.

Bonndles

-Arg. two toiteaux betw. three mullets arg.

BOWEBBANK.
Az. three mullets in fess or and as many bezants

in base in chief an acorn of the second.

Groseth, Lisbon.
Tressure

Az. three mullets within a double tressure flory

counteiflory arg. William Murray, Bishop
of Llandaff 1627-40.

Az. three mullets arg. within a double tressure

flory counterflory or for Murray, quartering
second or a fess chequy arg. and az. for Stewart,
third paly of six or and sa. for Strabolgie,

ancient Earls of AthoU, fourth arg. on a bend

az. three stag's heads cabossed or for Stanley,

fifth gu. three legs in armour ppr. spurred and

garnished or conjoined at the thigh in triangle

for the Isle of Man, sixth gu. two lions pass, in

pale arg. for Strange. Murray, Earl of Dun-
more.

Az. three mullets arg. within a double tressure

flory counterflory or for Murray, quartering
second gu. thr^e legs in armour ppr. garnished
and spurred or conjoined in triangle at the

upper part of the thigh as Lord of the Isle of

Man, third quarterly first and fourth arg. on a

bend az. three stag's heads cabossed or for

Stanley, second and third gu. two lions pass, in

pale arg. for Strange, fourth quarterly first and

fourth or a fesa chequy arg. and az. for Stewart,

second and third paly of six or and sa. for

8 MULLETS betw. or within cont.

Tressure cont.

Strabolgie, ancient Earls of AthoU. Murray,
Baron Glenlyon. Murray, Duke, Marquess,
and Earl of Atholl. Lord George Murray,
Bishop of St. David's 1800-3; Bishop of

Rochester 1827.
Az. a martlet or betw. three mullets arg. within

a double tressure flory counterflory gold.
Murray, Baron Elibank.

Az. three mullets arg. a double tressure flory

counterflory or a mullet for diff. the whole
within a bordure embattled of the second.

Murray, Scotland; Lyon Register.

8 MULLETS betw. or within....
and in chief....

Canton
Az. three mullets or a canton of the last within a

bordure countercorapony of the second and
first. Harfett, Kent ; granted 9 May, 1584.
On a Canton

Az. a martlet or betw. three mullets arg. >a

bordure of the second on a canton erm. a sword

ppr. and trident sa. in saltire. Murray,
Captain R.N.; granted 1812.

On a Chief ,

Arg. three mullets gu. within a bordure engr. az.

bezanty on a chief of the second three palets
or. Dickson ; granted to Richard Dickson,
Stockton-upon-Tees.

Az. three mullets arg. on a chief or as many
palets gu. within a bordure engr. of the last.

Dickson, Wester Binning, Scotland.

On 8 MULLETS betw
Or six starlings betw. three mullets sa. each

charged with a bezant. Pelton.

4 MULLETS
Az. four mullets or two and two. Ameby or

Armery, of Pavia or Pary.
Per saltire orand gu.four mullets counterchanged.

Elyot.
Per saltire sa. and arg. four mullets counter-

changed. NOTON.

Quarterly or and gu. four mullets counterchanged.
Comberford, Ireland.

Quarterly sa. and arg. four mullets counter-

changed. Marshall.

4 MULLETS and in chief.. ..

Canton
Gu. four mullets arg. a canton of the last.

Wedgewood or Wegewood, co. Stafi'ord;

granted 1576.

Gu. four mullets of six points or a canton erm.

Westwood, CO. Worcester.

Gu. four mullets arg. a canton erm. Cantwell,
Ireland.

4 MULLETS betw. or within

Quarterly arg. and gu. four mullets counter-

changed all within a bordure engr. quarterly

gu. and erm. Vere, as borne by Sir Charles

Broke Vere.

Quarterly gu. and or four mullets within a

bordure all counterchanged, Vere, Blacken-

ham, Sufi'olk.

Az. in fess three fleurs-de-lis betw. four mullets

arg. three in chief and one in base. Feake,
Norwich.

Arg. three palets sa. four mullets in bend of the

second. Thymelby; Harl. MS, 6829, fo. 47.

Thimbledy, CO. Lincoln.
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6 MULLETS
Arg. five mullets gu. three and two. Dowdaxl

or DowDAL, Ireland ;
and London.

Arg. five mullets in saltire sa. Chilcott or

Chilcote.

Arg. five mullets pierced in cross sn. Perott.
Sir Thomas Pkeott, alias Wykham, V.

"WiCKHAM ; quartering .... two chevrons betw.

three roses .... Sir Thomas de Wykeham,
12th Henry VI. Seal.

Az. five spur-rowels in saltire or. Holroyd, one

of the Judges of the Court of King's Bench.

5 MULLETS and in cMef. ...

Cantoa
Gu. five mullets of six points in saltire or a canton

erm. Frey, Westwood, co. Worcester.

Gu. five mullets or two two and one on a canton

erm. a griffin (?) ramp. sa. Latxon Monastery,
Essex. Tanner.

5 MULLETS hetw. or within....

Gu. five mullets of six points or two one and two
betw. two flaunches chequy arg. and sa.

Dabbins» 1616; Earl. MS. 6095, fo. 306.

Dobbins.
Gu. five mullets of six points arg. two one and
two betw. two flaunches chequy arg. and sa.

DoBiNSON, Westminster.

Arg. two palets sa. and five mullets in saltire go.

Kenney, Ireland.

6 MULLETS
.... six mullets three two and one .... Loader.

Arg. six mullets gu. Sire Hue de Plecy, N.

Arg. six mullets gu. a baton az. Sire .... de

Plecy, the son.

Arg. six mullets gu. a label az. Sire Johan de

Plecy, N.
Az. six mullets arg. three two and one. Praed,

Trevethow in Lelant, Cornwall ; temp. James I ;

quartering per pale indented sa. and erm. on
a cljev. gu. five crosses patty or for Mack-
worth. Praed, Dallamore and Halwell, co.

Devon.
Az. six mullets or. Grandyn. Walsh, oo.

Berks.
Az. six mullets or three two and one. Grandin,

V. Walsh or Welsh, co. Gloucester. Sir

John Walshe, co- Gloucester, V. Welsh, co.

Berks.
Az. six mullets pierced or three two and one.

Walshe.
Az. six mullets and over all a bend or.

Breton.

Barry of six arg. and gu. six mullets three two
and one or. Allen, co. Devon.

Barry of six arg. and sa. as many mullets or three
two and one. Hopton. Sir Richard Hopton,
F.

Gu. six mullets pierced arg. three two and one.
Arthekill.

Gu. six mullets or. Cromwell.
Gu. six mullets or three two and one in chief a

label of five az. Boges de Knovlle, E.
CONOVILE, F.

Sa. six mullets three two and one arg. pierced
gu. BoNviLLE, Shute, co. Devon; Scrope v.

Groivenor, 259.

Sa. six mullets pierced arg. three two and one.
BoNDiviLE or BoNviLE, Sponton, co. York.
Sire William Bonevill, S. Bonvile, Lord
Harrington.

6 MULLETS cont.

Sa. six mullets arg. pierced gu. a beacon az.

BONVILL, V.

Sa. six mullets or three two and one. Bonvile.
Bbaylston.

6 MULLETS and in base....

Sa. six mullets three and three or and in base a

crescent arg. Byne.

6 MULLETS betw. or within....
Az. two bars arg. betw. six mullets or three two
and one. Felgate or Felloate, Yaxley, Suf-

folk.

Az. six mullets or three two and one within a
bordure gobonated arg. and gu. Walshe,
Catengar, co. Somerset. Welch.

Gu. six mullets arg. three two and one within a

bordure or. Atiston or Austin, Scotland.

On 6 MULLETS
Arg. six mullets pierced of the field three two
and one on each a torteaux. Bonyillb.

7 MULLETS
Az. seven mullets or three one
Welshe. Sir John Welshe, V.

and three.

8 MULLETS
Gyronny of eight sa. and arg. eight mullets

counterchanged. Pabscoe.
Sa. an orle of eight mullets or. Swiney, Ireland.

9 MULLETS
Arg. two bars betw. nine mullets .... three three
and three. Jephson.

Arg. nine mullets in saltire gu. Goss or bossE.

Barry of six arg. and az. on the first nine mullets

gu. three three and three. Jessoppe, Brome-
hall, CO. York ; granted 13 July, 1575.

Or nine mullets in saltire gu. Ryland.

MULLETS
Barry of six arg. and sa. each charged with three

mullets counterchanged. Darrell. Dayrell.
Or a fret gu. on each point a mullet arg.
Trdssell.

Sa. fretty or in each interstice a mullet arg.
Vallack.

Az. a crescent arg. within an orle of pierced
mullets or. Burton, London. Burton,
Collinson, Somerset., i, 165. And with a bor-

dure of the last. Burton, London.

MURE see Bird (Auk)
MUSCHETOB or Muchetoir, or Ermine Spot

see Tail

MUSEET see Gnn

NAG see Beast (Horse)
NAIL see also File

Arg. three spikes gu. closing towards the points
in base. Balmakin, Scotland.

Arg. three passion nails gu. meeting in point.
WisHART, Brechin, Scotland ; Mackenzie,
Heraldry.

Arg. three passion nails pileways in point
embrued. Gusthart, as borne by Robert

Gusthart, M.D., 175iJ.
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NAIL cont.

3 Nails cont.

Arg. three nails sa. Farkeb. Tyndale, V.

Krra. three nails meeting in point sa. Cade.
Or three nails sa. Proctor, Wisbeaoh, co. Cam-

bridge; and Middlesex.
Or three passion-nails sa. conjoined in point

piercing a man's heart in base gu. Logan,

Restalrig, near Edinburgh ; descended from
Sir Robert Logan, who accompanied Douglas
to Jerusalem with the heart of Robert Bruce,
and thus caused the addition of the heart to the

armorial ensigns.
Or three passion-nails sa. their points in a heart

gu. Logan, Cotfield, Scotland.

Or three nails sa. in chief a trefoil slipped vert.

Proctor or Procktor, London.
Or three passion-nails within an orle gu. in chief

three martlets sa. Rutherford, Hunthill

end Chatto, Scotland; Lyon Register ;
derived

from John Rutherford of Chatto, second son of

Sir Richard de Rutbirfurde,
" Dominus de

ejusdem" in 1390; the eventual heiress m. Sir

James Ker.
Vert three nails arg. Isham, co. Northampton,

V.

6 Nails
Az. six nails or. Bibleswobth.

9 Nails

Arg. nine passion-nails sa. meeting in point in

threes two and one. Tonyn.

NEEDLE see Instrument

NEGRO see Human Figure
NEPTUNE see Human Figure

NEST
Arg. a tree eradicated sa. on it a nest of the first

in the nest a child ppr. swaddled gu. seisied on

by an eagle volant of the second. Risley.

Arg. on a mount vert a tree of the last with two
bird's nests pendent by strings gu. Auriol,
Loudon ; and Brussels.

NETTLE see Tree

NEWT see Reptile (Lizard)

NIPPER see Instrument

NUMERAL see also Letter

Az. three figures of seven or two and one.

Bernard.

OAK see Tree

OAB
Per pale gu. and or two boat-oars in saltire az.

Torrance, Scotland.

Sa. three boat-oars paleways arg. two and one.

Torrence.

OAT-SHEAVE see Garb

OGRESS see Boundle

OPINICUS see Monster

OB
Or simple. Bandinelu, Rome. Bossenstein.
Bourdeaux. Robert Hilton de Swyne;
Harl. MS. 6589, fo. 26a. Paernon. Puy-
Pauijn. Kes Captaux de Buch, en Guienne,
de la maisou de.

Or a martlet vert for difif. Brumham, co.

Leicester.

ORANGE see Fruit and Boundle

OBB see Sphere OBGAN-PIFE see Pipe

OBLE
Including escucheons voided, which are called

false escucheons in Rolls B, C, and H.

Arg. an orle gu. Anguish.. Essex, Bewcot, co.
Berks. Rotherford. Alexander Bailoll, E ;

or Balioll, r. Sire Alexander de Bayloll, /;
but de Baylolfz, H. Alexander de Bailloi.l,
iiC; or de Balioll, F. St. Robert Bayllol,
V. Essex, Lamborue, co. Berks ; quartering
az. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three eagles displ.
of the first. And with a label az. Sire
Thomas de Baylolf, N.

Arg. an orle sa. William Bartbam, Y. William
Lucre, T.

Az. an orle arg, Bertram. Depings. Henry
Spring, Y. Sir John Springe, V.

Az. an orle .... John Laundeles, Y.

Az. an orle or. Dirby. Sr. John de Lanndells,
M. Wreke, V.

Az. crusily an orle or. Eustace de Balioll, B.
Eustace de Dinawesbran, F.

Gu. an orle arg. M. Alexander Balioll, D, E.
Alexander de Bailol, F. Eustache de Bailiol,
C. John de Ballioll, B. Sire Johan de
Bailloll, J, P. John Balioll, Barnard
Castle, Y. Essex, Bewcot, co. Berks.
Hindsey. Lyndsey, CO. Lancaster. Baliol
College, Oxford. And with a label or. Eustace
de Tours, B.

Gu.an orle arg. over all a bend erm. Quixley.
Quyxley. Town of Richmond, co. York.
The bend ermines. Mabkinoton, co. York.

Quixley, F. The bend or. JohnLiiHEGRAYNESj
Y. The bend sa. Rauf de Langton, F. "The
bend vair. H. bert Bayouse, Merkington, Y.

Gu. an orle erm. Ingram de Bailoll, E,
Ingram Balioll, Y. Sr. de Humframvill, V.

Ingram de Umfravile, F. And with a label

az. Ingram de Umfravile, Y. The label of
five points. Ingram de Umfravile, E. Ingram
Bailol, F.

Gu. billetty or an orle erm. Johan de Waleis,
F. Joan de Walhope, JS. John de Welhope,
Y.

Gu. crusily and an orle or. Roger Bertram, B,
E, F. Roger Babtram, Baron of Mitford, Y.

Gu. an orle vair. Walter de Lindesey, B. Wat
de LiNGDESHEiE, E, or De Lindesay, F.

Gu. crusily arg. an orle vair. Sire Wauter de
Molesworte, N.

Gu. crusily or and an orle vair. William de

LlNDESHEIE, B; but LiNDESTAE, E, ifaji. AfS.
6137. Sire Gilberd de Lindeseye, N.

Gyronny of sixteen gu. and arg. an orle az.

SCHOMBKRG.

Gyronny of sixteen gu. and or an orle counter-

changed. Bock.
Or an orle az. Sire Robert de Bertram, N.
Bertram, Baron of Bothall, Northumberland,
V. Le Baron Bothale, Y. And with a label

of five points gu. William de Bailol, *E ;

Harl. MS.QliiT. But Bailloll, £. Buttolf.
Herthan Northumberland. Landel, co.

Berwick.
Or an orle gu. MilfOrd.
Or an orle purp. Hertham, Northumberland.
Or an orle sa, Herveseix. Herwesell, V.

(This is sa. an escu. in a bordure or.)

Or an orle vair. Walter Lyndesby, Y. And
with a label az. Wauter Lindesay, the son,
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OBLE cont.

Y. The label of five points gu. Will, de

Bailol, F.
Or semy of crosses crosslet gu. an orle vert.

LiNDESEY.

Quarterly gu. and arg. an orle of annulets and

„ crosses patty counterchanged. Alt, Lough-
borough, CO. Leicester.

Sa. an orle arg. Le Spring, Durham.

OBLE indented or engrailed
Or an orle indented on ihe inner edge az. Lend,

, Caule, Scotland. Landel, Scotland.

Gu. an orle engr. on the inner side or within a

bordure also engr. of the last. Rutland
or RousHLAND, Mitcham, Surrey. Rote.

Rotheland, V.

Gu. an orle engr. on the inner side within a bor-

dure or.

On an OBLE betw. or within ....

Per pale arg. and sa. an orle engr. on both sides

and charged with four quatrefoils within a bor-

dure all counterchanged. Norie, Scotland ;

Font's MS.
Or on an orle gu. the outer edge engr. eight

martlets ai'g. all within an orle of eight crosses

crosslet sa. Chadwick, Swinton Hall, co. Lan-
caster.

Within an OBLE
Arg. in an orle a chev. sa. Eentick.

Arg. an orle gu. flory and counterflory on the

outer edge vert, in the centre a dagger in pale
az. hilt and pomel or. Considine.

Quarterly gu. and arg. an orle counterchanged in

the centre an eagle volant sa. Knox.
Or within an orle indented on the inner edge az.

three cinquefoils sa, Landale or Langdale,
Kirkaldy, Scotland.

Within an OBLE charged ....

Gu. within an orle arg. charged with eight mul-
lets az. an armillary sphere or. Chamberlain,
London ; Baronetcy 1828.

OBLE and in chief....

Sa. an orle or in chief three annulets of the
last all within a bordure of the second.

NoTTYNGHAM, V*. NOTINGHAM, V,

Gu. an orle arg. in the dexter chief on an escucheon
«z. a lion ramp. arg. crowned or. Hugh, son of

John, de Ballioll, J3. Hugh Baillol, Bywelle,
as meant in P; and 13alioll, Bywell, as

meant in Y.

Arg. an orle gu. in chief three martlets of the

last. RoTHEEFOED, Teviotdale, V.

Arg. an orle gu. in chief three martlets
sa. Rutherford, Fairmixtoun, Scotland.
Rotherfield.

Gu. an orle engr. on the inside and a chief or.

Rote.
Per pale arg. and sa. an orle counterchanged on

a- chief gu. three garbs or. Lawson, Scot-

latid.

Arg. an orle gu. a label of three sa. Bayloffe,
Northumberland.

Gu. an orle erm. in chief a label az. Roth.
Umfrevilt.e,

Gu. an orle or a label of three of the second.

BautraM, Cumberland.
Gn. an orle arg. in chief three mascles or.

I'AIUIOT.

OBLE betw. or within ....

Gu. an orle betw. eight billets or. Yallop, Nor-
folk.

Gu. an orle erm. betw. nine billets or. Wallop,
V. Yallop, Norfolk. Spelman, alias Yallop,
Bowthorp, Norfolk.

Arg. an orle betw. ten billets sa. Fylkyn, V.
Stretch. And with a crescent in centre of the

second for difF. Fulkyn, V. Fylkyn, V.

Fir.KYN, V*. Fylkin.

Arg. an orle betw. eight martlets sa. Wynington,
Hermitage and Ofl'erton, co. Chester; and
Middle Temple, London; granted 1675.

WiNNiNGTON, Stanford Court, co. Worcester ;

Baronetcy 1755; quartering sa. a saltire engr.
or. WiNiNGTON, V. WiNTON, Essex.

(?) Arg. an orle betw. eight martlets sa. in the
centre a crescent (?for diff.) sa. Fulkyn or

Fdlkin. Burke.

Arg. an orle betw. ten martlets sa. Lestwiche,
Lesiwich, co. Cheater.

Arg. an orle within a bordure gu. Rutland,
Saffron Walden, Essex.

Arg. an orle within a bordure gu. charged with
an orle of the first. Chadioke.

Erm. an orle within a bordure engr. gu.
Heppell, Northumberland.

Az. an orle within a bordure or. Rutland,
Essex.

Gu. an orle engr. on the inner side within a bor-
dure (also engr.) or. RDTE;£u?fce. Rutland,
Surrey.

Sa. an orle engr. arg. betw. three crescents erm.
Bateman.

Vair an orle arg. within a bordure gu. charged
with eight crosses crosslet or. Lindsey, co.

Huntingdon.
Az. an orle betw. crosses crosslet or. Palmer,

as quartered by Hoorde ; JfarZ. MS. 139(1, fo.

126; and 1982, fo. 156; Add. MS. 14,311,
to. 41.

Arg. an orle within crosses patty gu. Balliol.
Az. an orle betw. six {Earl. MS. 1982, fo. 156;
but seven, 1396, fo. 159) crosses crosslet or.

Palmer
; quartered by Hoorde.

Gu. an orle betw. eleven crosses crosslet or.

Bertram, Lord of Mitford, V.

Gu. an orle vair betw. eleven crosses crosslet or.

Sir Robert Lyndesey, co. Huntingdon, F.

Or an orle az. betw. four Tau crosses sa.

Landell, Southwark, Surrey.
Or an orle betw. three cinquefoils az. all within

a bordure of the last, Landels, Scotland.

Arg. an orle sa. betw cinquefoils in orle gu.
Monsire Robert Darcy, Y.

Arg. an orle betw. eight cinquefoils in orle sa.

Caltoft.
Or an orle erm. within eight cinquefoils sa. Sir

Robert Darcy, co. Lincoln, V.

Arg. an orle within an orle gu. Bagway, F.
Gu. an orle within a double tressure arg. Sire
Johan Chideok, JV.

Gu. an orle within a double tressure flory coun-

teiflury or. Le C. de Cliffe, Geriuany, i^.

On an ORLE
Or on the chief of an orle sa. three annulets of

the first. Nottingham, V.

Arg. an orle gu. io chief three martlets sa. all

within a bordure oz. charged with thistles

roses fleurs-de-lis and harps or alternately.

Rutherford, Lord Rutheiford and Earl of
Tcviot.
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2 DRIES
Arg, two concentric cries gu. Bagway, V.

Arg. two orles in fess gu. Bagway. Burke.

2 ORLES betw
Arg. two concenirio cries in a bordure gu.

Chadicke.
Gu. two ccncentric orles in a bordure arg.
BUEDON.

3 ORLES
Arg. tliree orles gu. two and one. Bagway.

Burke.
Az. three orles or. Landles. Burke.
Az. three concentric orles or. Lanules.
Gu. three concentric orles arg. Siro Johan
Chideok, N,

OSTRICH see Bird OTTER see Beast

^ OWL see Bird OX see Beast.

c..'<;><i>^^i(j^X^><3-vj

(Wool) PACK
Az. awoolpack arg. Johnson.
Gu. a woolpack arg. Company of Woolmen or

Woolpackers, London.
Vert a woolpack arg. corded of the last. Staple's

Inn, London.

Barry of six arg. and az. three bundles of cotton
or. Cotton.

Gu. three woolsacks arg. in chief a mullet or.

Ashley, London.

PADLOCK see Lock PAIL see Bouget

Per PALE (simple)
Per pale arg. and az. Upthomas.
Per pale arg. and gu. Brograve. Chaucer.
Waldegrave, Baron Radstock (same arms, a
crescent for diff.). Waldegrave, Earl Walde-
grave. Sir Richard Waldegrave, S. Sir

William Walgrave, V. Waldegrave, Borley
Hall and Lawford, Essex; co. Northampton;
Saninghall, Norfolk; and Smallbridge, Suf-

folk; Scrape v. Grosvenor, 377. Walgrave,
Suffolk.

Per pale arg. and or. Bonvill; Harl. MS.
1603.

Per pale arg. and sa. Baeingham. Baeningham.
Farell, CO. Hereford ; and co. Warwick.
Serle, Lincoln's Inn, London. Torley or

Tarley, V.

Per pale az. and gu. an annulet for diff. Fleet,
alias Walsgrave.

Per pale erm. and gu. ? Bailleux, France.
Per pale gu. and arg. Flett. Sylvanus

Morgan.
Per pale gu. and or. Pechey. Burke.
Per pale or and az. Parleis, V. Penrice.

Robinson, London.
Per pale or and gu. Berminean. Clopton,
London. Holland, Siston, co. Gloucester.
Pechey.

Per pale or and sa. Baeningham. Fayrly.

Searle, Essex. Serle. Stirlee, V. Sturley.
Per pale or and vert. Combwell Augustinian

Priory, Kent; Cole's MSS., xviii, 217, xxxv,
257.

Per pale sa. and or. Fairly, V. Faeeley, co.

Warwick. Farley, co. Warwick.

Per PALE (simple) cont.

Per pale sa. and barry of six arg. and sa. Sir
Will. Cambrige, Lord Mayor of London 1420,
V.

Per pale and per chevron or and az. Henry de
Braijndeston, Bishop of Salisbury 1287-8.

Per PALE (compound lines)
Bevile

Per pale beviled az. and or. Althan.
Crenelly

Per pale crenelly or and az. Gosnall or

GosNOLDE, Ipswich and Otley, Suffolk.

Per pale crenelly or and az. Thomas, Cornwall,

Quarterly first and fourth per pale crenelly or and
az. second and third arg. a fleur-de-lis sa.

thereon three bezants. Gosnold.
Per pale crenelly or and vert. Gosnold, Beacons-

iield, CO. Bucks.

Dancetty
Per pale dancetty arg. and gu. De Senlize.

Almeric D'Evreux, Earl of Gloucester, temp.
Henry III.

Per pale dancetty arg. and sa. M. John de

Bvrmyngham, S.

Per pale dancetty gu. and arg. Amerie.
Per pale dancetty or and az. Edoebarston.
Pahlys.

Embattled
Per pale embattled or and az. Gosnold. Burke.
Per pale embattled or and az. Kauf Gosnold,

Otley, Suffolk, V ; quartering arg. a lieurde-

lis sa. thereon three bezants.

Engrailed
Per pale engr. arg. and sa. Cambridge.

Indented
Per pale indented arg. and az. Hickman, Gains-

borough, CO. Lincoln ;
and Oken, co. Stafford.

Hickman, W. Hickman, Bishop of Deny.
Portrait. Hickman, Oldswinfcrd, co. Wor-
cester ; quartering Devereux. Windsor.

Per pale indented arg. and gu. Almaed de

Monifortz, V. Beringham. Cikdelees. Dk
EluREux. EvEREtjx cr EvREUx. Henkley
or Henkely. Hinkley or Hinckley, V.

Leicester. Conte de Leicester, E, G,
P, X. MoNTFORT. Simon Montfort, Earl

of Leicester, K Newseles, V. Penrice,
Penrice Castle, co. Glamorgan; the heiress

m. Sir Hugh Mansel, knt. Rice of Kerry,

originally of Whales; quartering second az.

a lion ramp, or, third paly of six arg.

and az. a bend counterchunged, fourth or

on a chev. betw. three mascles gu. as many
cinquefoils of the first pierced of the second

for Spring. Rice, Lord Monteagle. Rich (ap

Thomas). St. Liz, Earl of Huntingdon.
Per pale indented arg. and sa. Barningham.
Beringham. Beemingham, co. Warwick.

BLITHFIELD. BYEMYNCHAM, V. MaLORVE, CO.

Stafford. Warner, Kent; granted 1616 ; quar-

tering az. a fleur-de-lis or. John Warner,
Bishop of Rochester 1638-66.

Per pale indented az. and arg. Seward.

Per pale indented erm. and gu. Simson, V.

Srinson, y.

Per pale indented gu. and arg. Holland, co,

Lincoln. Penrys, Cornwall, F.

Per pale indented gu. and erm. Blenchfeild ;

Harl. MS. 1603.

Per pale indented gu. and or. Holi.and, co.

Lincoln. Hoyland or Holland, co. Lancaster.

HcYLAND, CO. Lii.coln, V.
126
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Per PALE (compound lines) cont.

Indented cont.

Per pale indented 01- and az. Gosnold. Holand.
Parleis. Paeleys or Paelys.

Per pale indented or and gu. Beemingham or

Beemingham, Baron Athenry ; Harl. MS.
4000. Henkeney or Henkney. Periers,
Cornwall. Perry, Cornwall. Holand, co.

Lincoln. Rich. Louttee, X. Lowchaed, V.

Penees, V. Perreis, Cornwall ; Harl. MS.
1386, fo. 356. Holland, Stevington, co.

Lincoln; and Kinton, co. Nottingham; quar-

tering az. semy of lieurs-de-lis a lion ramp,
guard, arg.

Per pale indented or and sa. Borle. Sir

Henry Borle, V.

Per pale indented sa. and arg. Atloe.
Beemingham.

Nebuly
Per pale nebuly arp. and az. Thomas, Busaverne,

Cornwall. Sir William Ap Thomas, V.

Per pale nebuly az. and or. Power, co. Devon,
V.

Wavy
Per pale wavy arp. and sa. Cokyn. Koking,

CO. Hereford. Upthomas, Wales.
Per pale wavy az. and or. Power, Poershayes,

CO. Devon ; the heiress m. Duke.
Per pale wavy or and gu. Wallis, Winterborne,

CO. Lancaster.

PALE (simple)
Arg. a pale az. Joynee, 7. Wakeherst, F.

Arg. a lion pass. gu. surmounted by a pale az.

Dring.

Arg. a pale chequy az. and or. Brickwood.
Arg. a chev. su. surmounted by a pale arm.
Enderby.

Arg. a pale gu. Okeborne or Okeburne,
V.

Arg. a pale fusily gu. Bradstone, V. Lucels,
CO. Leicester. Sire de Stathom, V.

Arg. a pale fusily gu. over all a bend sa.

Statham.

Arg. a pale gu. over all a lion pass. sa. Loader.
Arg. a pale and three bends gu. Lanncelot.
Arg. a pale gu. surmounted with a chev. counter-

changed with a cinquefoil gu. Allen, Chelsea,
1563.

Arg. a lion pass, guard, az. debruised by a pale
gu. Tennant.

Arg. a pale gu. surmounted by a saltire az.
Stout.

Arg. a pale pointed in base gu. Devey.
Arg. a saltire sa. over all a pale gu. Connybeare ;

quartering gu. a chev. or betw. three cinquefoUs
arg.

Arg. a pale sa. Areskin. Erskine, Scotland.

Eeskine, Earl of Marr and Kellie ; quartering
az. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchy or
for Marr. Erskine, Dun, Scotland ; quarter-
ing gu. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or
for Dun.

Quarterly first and fourth arg. a pale sa. second
and third gu. a sword in pale arg. hilt and
pomel or all within a bordure embattled az.

Erskine, Kirkbuddo, Scotland.

Arg. a pale sa.over all a bend gu. Blake, Essex.
Another chai-ged with three martlets or.

Blake, Essex.

Arg. a pale sa. over all a fess gu. voided of the
first cotised of the second. Akeland, co.
Devon.

PALE cont.

Arg. a pale sa. surmounted by a saltire gu. a chief

az. Harnett.

Arg. a pale sa. over all a sword az. hilt and pomel
or betw. two keys wards outward of the third

in fess betw. two mascles in chief gu. and
another in base of the fourth, Beatie, Scot-

land.

Arg. a pale fusily sa. Daniel, co. Chester;
Suffolk

;
and Wells. Daniel, Beswick, co.

York; and co. Wilts. Sir Thomas Danyell,
V. Savage, Castleton, co. Derby, V.

Arg. a pale lozengy sa. Daniel, co. StaflFord.

Arg. a pale vairy or and az. Manderson, Eng-
land.

Az. a pale arg. billety sa. Playse, V.

Az. a pale erm. Alie or Ally. Alley, F.

Player.
Az. a pale arg, surmounted by a chev. or

charged with three mullets of the field.

Grimwood.
Az. a pale or goutty de sang. Player, Hackney,

Middlesex. Sir Thomas Player, Chamberlain
of London. Playses, Fl

Az. a pale surmounted by a maunch gu.
Heakle.

Barry of eight arg. and sa. a pale counterchanged
and a fess gu. Akeland, co. Devon.

Barry of eight or and vert a pale counterchanged.
Hibbert.

Erm. a pale sa. Bywater. Carnook, Scotland.
Erm. a pale vert. Daisie, Deasie, or Daises,

Scotland. Deas, Scotland. Magrath, Eng-
land.

Gu. a pale erm. HtJET. Tidbury.
Gu. a pale fusily arg. Radestone, V. Statham,

CO. Chester.

Gu. a pale lozengy arg. Hotham. Lymme or

Lymbe.
Gu. a fess depressed by a pale erm. Dyrbyne.
Gu. a fess ermines surmounted of a pale erra.

Sponne.
Gu. a fess ermines depressed by a pale erm. both

couped. Sponne.
Gu. a fess engr. ermines depressed by a pale of

the same. Dyrwin.
Gu. a pale or. Hugo de Grandmesnil,

V. Grandmesnill or Grandmain.
Grentemaisnill, Hinckley, co. Leicester;
Lord High Steward of England, temp. Henry I.

HiNKLY.
Gu. three bends arg. a pale or. Burgaw.
Gu. a pale fusily or. Norton Augustinian
Abbey, co. Chester. Nigel, F.

Gu. a pale lozengy or. Nigel, Baron of Halton,
CO. Chester. Standolfe ; Harl. MS. 15G6, fo.

476.

Gu. a pale per saltire az. and or. Gratton.
Gu. a pale sa. over all on a bend or three mart-

lets of the second. Blake, Suffolk, V.

Gu. a pale sa. on a bend or three mullets of
the second. Blacke, Suffolk ;

and Essex.
Edmondson.

Gu. a pale vair. Francois.
Gu. a pale vair surmounted by a fess of the last.

TWYER, K
Gyronny of eight arg. and sa. a pale erm.

Endki:bie.
Or a pele az. Sladden. Waters, Ludlow, co.

Salop. Wates, CO. Salop.
Or a bull pass. gu. over all a pale erm. Broke,

as borne by Thomas Broke, Sergeant at

Arms to Henry VIII.
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PALE cont.
Or a pole fusily gu. Eustace Lord Malpus

Fitz Eustace.
Or a pale sa. Dighton.
Or a cbev. gu. surmounted by a pale sa.

HODOE.
Per bend gu. and or a pale vair. Groveb,
London, V. Kelden.

Per chev. gu. and arg. a pale counterchanged.
Lauoharne.

Per fess erm. and ermines a pale countercbanged
over all a lion salient or. Mawson, London ;

granted 1692.
Per fesB erm. and gu. a pale countercbanged over

all a lion salient reguard. or. Morson, London ;

descended from Norwicb ; granted 1723.
Per fess gu. and arg. a pale countercbanged.

Lavider.
Per fess gu. and or a pale countercbanged.

Lavider. John Ridsdale, co. York.
Per fess or and az. a pale countercbanged over

all on a plain fess with cotises engr. erra. betw.

three mascles as many boar's beads erased gu.
Holberton, CO. Devon.

Per fess or and sa. a pale counterchanged.
Ongham.

Per fess sa. and arg. a pale counterchanged.
Gardener.

Per pale arg. and az. a pale countercbanged.
POMESWORTH. POSINGWORTH.

Per pale arg. and gu. a pale countercbanged.
Marker, Uffculme, co. Devon.

Per pale gu. and arg. a pale or. Chesworth, Suf-
folk.

Per pale gu. and arg. three bends sinister coun-

tercbanged a pale or. Buroau.
Per pale gu. and arg. bendy sinister counter-

changed a pale or. Bcrgau.
Per ptile gu. and az. three bendlets sinister coun-

tercbanged over all a pale or. Bdrgap.
Per pale gu. and or a chev. and pale conjoined in

point at the top of the chev. all countercbanged.
NoswoRTHY, Ince Castle, Cornwall.

Per saltire arg. and vert a pale countercbanged.
Stables.

Per saltire gu. and or a pale countercbanged.
Ramsbottom.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a pale and saltire ermines
and erm. countercbanged. Stutvile.

Sa. a pale arg. Delaford, Iver, co. Bucks, V.

Weaver, Strangford, co. Hereford.
Sa. a pale fusily arg. Sir John Forneys, Nor-

folk.

Sa. a pale lozengy arg. Fornedx. Fumeadx.
Sa. a pale arg. per cbev. counterchanged over

all a chevron gu. Deare or Dear.
Sa. a pale erm. Moreswith or Moreswobth.
Vair a pale sa. Gospatrick.
Vert a pale or. L'Orti, Essex ; temp. Henry

III. Urtais, Essex; and Esseleigb, co. Wilts,

temp. Henry III.

PALE (compound)
Champaine

Arg. a pale cbampaine vert. Bowman.

Dancetty
Arg. a pale dancetty gu. Stbansham, Kent.

Arg. a pale dancetty vert. Dixon.

Or a pale dancetty gu. Stransham.

Engrailed
Arg. a pale engr. gu. Chisworth, V.

Arg. a pale engr. sa. Daniell, co. York.

Walshe.
Az. a pale engr. erm. Allyn, London.

PALE (compound)' eont.

Engrailed cont.

Gu. a pale engr. erm. surmounted by a fess of the
last. DiRWYN.

Gu. a fess erm. over all a pale engr. of the second.
Dyewin.

Gu. a fess engr. erm. stirmounted of a pale engr.
of the last. Dikwtn. Ddrwyn.

Gu. a pale engr. or. Chisworth.
Gu. a fess and pale engr. or. Derwyn.
Per pale gu. and arg. a pale engr. or. Chesworth,

Suffolk. Chisworth. Elurworth.
Sa. a pale engr. arg. Forens. John de Fobneus,

0.

Fusily
Arg. a pale fusily gu. Sir de Stathom, V.

LocELS, CO. Leicester.

Arg. a pale fusily gu. over all a bend sa.

Statham.

Arg. a pale fusily sa. Bradston, V. Daniel or
Danyell. Daniell, Clifton and Rostherne.co.
Chester. Sir Thomas Danyei.l, V. Daniers
or Daniel, Bradley. Daniei.l, Scotland.
Danvers. Savage, Castleton, co. Derby.

Gu. a pale fusily arg. Radestone, F. Redeston.
Statham, Morley, Tideswell, etc., co. Derby;
originally from co. Chester.

Gu. a pale fusily or. Nigel. Burke. Norton
Augustinian Abbey, co. Chester ; founded by
William Fitz-Nigel, High Constable of Chester,
Monasticon.

Eustace, Lord Malpas.gu-

Sir John Forneys, Nor-

Or a pale fusily
FITZ-EUSTACE.

Sa. a pale fusily arg.

folk, V, R.
Gu. a fess humetty erm. surmounted by a pale
humetty ermines. Sponne.

Indented

Arg. a pale indented vert. Dixon, King's Langley,
CO. Hertford.

Gu. a pale indented or. Streynsham, Kent.
Or a pale indented gu. Streynsham, Canter-

bury, Kent; confirmed 4 May, 1577.

Invecked
Gu. a pale invecked arg. Veck.

Lozengy
Arg. a pale lozengy sa. Daniell, Aldridge

Lodge, CO. Stafford. Daniel, Besewyke.
Tbonias Savage, Bishop of Rochester; Bishop
of London 1490-1501. Savage, Castleton, co.

Derby. Morgan.
Gu. a pale lozengy arg. Hotham. Lymme or

Lymbe. Mandink. Manduit. Morgan.
Gu. a pale of five lozenges or. Niqell, Baron

of Halton, co. Chester.

Sa. a pale lozengy arg. Fornedx. Furneacx.

Nebuly
Arg. a pale nebuly sa. Kaynton.

Eayony
Az. a pale rayony or.

Wavy
Arg. a pale wavy sa.

V.
PALE and in chief....

Canton

Arg. a pale sa. a canton gu. Taddy.

Arg. a pale nebuly gu. on a canton of the last a

cross flory arg. Middleton, Middleton, Long-
field, Kent; quartered by Cox.

Arg. a pale gu. on a canton az. a cinquefoil or.

Storr.
Chief

Gu. a pale and chief or. Crawshaw.
Or a pale az. and a chief vert. CoLSEii.

Lightford.

BoTON. Sir Henry Boton,
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PALE and in chief.... cont.

On a Chief

Or a pale vert on a chief gu. a pheasant arg. all

within a bordure az. charged with eight

estoiles of the last. Payzant.

Per fess erm. and gu. a pale counterchanged over

all a lion ramp, or on a chief sa. three cups of

the third. Moeson, London.

PALE hetw. or within....

Beasts (Dogs)
Arg. a pale betw. two greyhounds salient comb.

Ba. Sir Hugh Calkyn, Flanders, Q.

(2 Lions)
Az. a pale engr. erm. betw. two demi lions or.

DODE, CO. Hertford.

Az. a pale erm. betw. two lions ramp, of the

second ducally crowned or. Alley. Will,

Alley, Bishop of Exeter ;
Brit. Mus. Add. MS.

5814.

Az. a pale engr. betw. two lions ramp, crowned

or. William Alley, Bishop of Exeter 1560-70;

Harl. MS. 5827.

Az. a pale engr. erminois betw. two lions ramp.

arg. Knowsley.
Or a pale gu. betw. two lions ramp. sa. Clissolas.

Or a pale betw. two lions ramp. sa. Naylour or

Naylor, Durham; Oflford-Darcy, co. Hunt-

ingdon ; and London.
Per pale gu. and arg. a pale engr. or betw. two

lions ramp, counterchanged. Elliswokth.
.... (4 Lions)

Gu. a pale engr. or betw. four lions ramp. arg.

Elliswokth, V.

(Stags)
Or a pale az. betw. two bucks pass. ppr. Bluder,

CO. Lincoln ; and Middlesex, 1(500.

Birds (Eagles)*
Az. a pale betw. two eagles displ. arg. John

Woodward, Avon Dassett, W. Woodward,
Butler's Merston, co. Warwick.

Bordure

Arg. a pale within a bordure az. Hewester,
London.

Arg. a pale engr. az. within a bordure engr. of

the same. Hewster, V.

Arg. a pale lozengy within a bordure az. bezanty.
Lewsell.

Arg. a pale fusily within a bordure sa. Sire de

Danyell, V.

Arg. a pale fusily gu. within a bordure az.

bezanty. Lassells. Lewsell. Lushill, co.

Wilts. Sir de Lassells, V.

Arg. a pale lozengy gu. within a bordure engr.
sa. bezanty. Warder, Paytford, co. Wilts.

Arg. a pale fusily gu. witbin a bordure vert

bezanty. Doller, V.

Arg. a pale fusily sa. within a bordure engr. of

the same. Pynkeney, V.

Arg. a pale lozengy sa. within a bordure of the
last. Davell.

Arg. a pale sa. voided of the field within a bor-

dure engr. of the second. Ceowch.
Gu. a pale fusily or within a bordure az. charged

with eight mitres labelled of the second.

Norton Augustinian Abbey, co. Chester.

Leland, Collect., i, 53.

Gu. a fess erm. depressed by a pale of the same
within a bordure engr. az. Sponne.

Cotises

Arg. a pale furche betw. two cotises sa.

Cunningham, Scotland.

Arg. a pale engr. betw. two indorses sa. Bellasis,
bcotland.

PALE hetw. or within.. ..con f.

Crescents

Arg. a pale betw. two crescents az. M'Call,
Ireland.

Crosses

Arg. a pale betw. two crosses patty sa. Nandike,
Elstone, co. York.

Az. a pale or betw. six crosses crosslet of the

last. Aldeewicke.

Escallops
Gu. on a fess arg. two lions pass. az. over all a

pale per saltire arg. and sa. in the dexter chief

two escallops in the sinister base a cross

crosslet fitchy of the second in the sinister

chief two crosses crosslet in the dexter base

one escallop of the last. Bawrip.

Gn. a pale wavy erm. betw. six escallops or.

Edmondson, CO. York.
Fleurs-de-lis

Or a pale engr. gu. voided of the field betw. two

fleurs-de-lis az. Merrill.
Sa. a pale betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Gyll,

Haughton-leSkerne, co. Durham ;
derived

from Thomas Gyll, Thriscrosse, Knares-

borougb, CO. York, living in the sixteenth cen.

tury; the co-heirs of Thomas Gyll, of Barton,
d. 1780, were—Anne, m, to F. Hartley, Mid-

dleton Tyas, co. York; Jane, m. to Thomas
Buckton, Dalton Gayles, co. York; Elizabeth,

Mary, and Alice, m. to Ralph Hobson, Kneel-

ing. Gvll, Barton, co. York.

3-Foils

Sa. a pale betw. four trefoils slipped arg.

Uphill, co. Devon ; and London.
6-Foils

Arg. a pale pointed in base gu. hetw. two cinque-
foils of the second. Archdall, Ireland.

Sa. a pale betw. two cinquefoils pierced arg.

Keningham or Kenyngton.

Arg. a pale wavy sa. betw. eight cinquefoils gu.
Daniell.

Or a pale wavy betw. eight cinquefoils gu.

Davell, co. York.

Or a pale wavy sa. betw. eight cinquefoils gu.

Daniei.l, CO. York.
Heads (Lions)

Or a pale betw. in chief two lion's heads erased

sa. Squarey, Salisbury.

(Monsters
—ITnicorns)

Az. a pale engrailed erminois betw. four unicorn's

heads erased arg. horned maned and tufted or.

GwiLT, originally of co. Montgomery; and sub-

sequently of Icklingham, Suffolk.

Legs
Erm. a pale engr. bezanty betw. two lion's paws

erect and erased gu. a mullet for diflT. over all

a bend vert. Blake, Swafi'ham, Norfolk.

Mascles

Arg. a pale indented point in point gu. and az.

betw. two mascles sa. Tillard, Street End,
Petham, Kent.

Monsters (Griffins)
Vert a pale betw. two griffins segreant arg.

Anstie.
Vert a pale arg. betw. two griflins segreant or.

Adams, CO. Cambridge; and co. Lincoln, V.

Mullets

Arg. a pale gu. piercing a fess az. in chief two

mullets of the second. Winterbottom.
Az. a pale betw.' six mullets or. Hoby, co.

Leicester.

Pheons
Az. a pale erm. betw. six pheons or. Tyght, co.

York.
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PALE betw. or within.. ..co7i(.

Boundles (Torteaux)*
Arg. a pale bretessed sa. cotised on each side

three torteaux in jjale. Ckomie, Ireland. Burke.
Swords (Daggers)

Az. a pale or betw, two daggers arg. hilted and

pommelled of the second. Speddino.

PALE betw. or within ....

and in chief. . . .

Canton

Arg. a pale wavy sa.betw. twelve cinquefoils in pale

pu. a canton erm. Daynell, co. York, V.

On a Canton •

Or a pale betw. two lions ramp. sa. on a canton

pu. a rose arg. Nayler, as borne by Sir

George Nayler, Garter King of Arms. N.B.—
Sir George, when York Herald, bore the pale

engr. and quartered per fess arg. and az. a pale

counterchanged charged with a buck's head
cabossed of the first for Park, and per pale
indented gu. and sa. an eagle displ. or in chief

two escallops arg. for Osman.

On a PALE
Anchors

Or on a pale engr. az. three anchors of the first.

Bide.
Annulets

Or on a pule az. three annulets arg. Wildman.
Beast (Lion)

Az. on a pale radiant rayonny or a lion ramp. gu.

Coleman, Langley, co. Wilts. Colman, Suf-

folk or Essex.
Erm. on a pale az. a lion ramp. or. Coiifield.

Erm. on a pale sa. a lion ramp. or. Gorfield.
Gu. on a pale or a lion ramp. az. Darnall,
London. Another adds a cross crosslel:

another a trefoil gu. for diff.

Gu. on a pale engr. or a lion ramp. az. Darnell,
Thornley, co. Durham.

Vert on a pale radiant £irg. a lion ppr. O'Hara,
Ireland.

Vert on a pale or a lion ramp. sa. O'Hara,
England.

Vert on a pale radiant or a lion ramp. sa.

0'HABA,Lord Tyrawley; and Kilmaine, Ireland.

.... (Lions)

Arg. on a pale sa. three lions pass, of the first.

'rAYLOB, Eaton, oo. Bedford.

.... (Squirrel)
Gu. on a pale or a squirrel sejant in chief and a

Moor's head couped in base ppr. Des Vcedx,
India Ville, Queen's County, Ireland ; Baro-

netcy 1787.

Bends
Gu. a pale erm. charged with a bend az, Greer.
Or on a pale arg. three bends sa. Northcotx,

Crediton, CO. Devon ; granted 1671.

BiUets
Erm. on a pale vert five billets or two one and

two. Dallas, Scotland,

Az, on a pale arg. eight billets sa. Playses, V.

Birds (Cocks)
Sa. on a pale arg. three cocks gu. Badoock,
Essex; and Kensington, Middlesex.

.... (Eagle)
Arp. on a pale sa. an eagle displ. of the field.

TuFTON, Hothfield, Kent; and Beachworlh,

Surrey. Tuston, Hatfield, Kent, F.

Or on a pale az, an eagle displ. of the field.

Cathernes, Catharens, or Cathekenes,
Clyfton, CO. Warwick; and Middlesex, 15 Nov.,

107',>, W.

On a PALE cont.

Birds cont. (3 Eagles) cont.

Arg. on a pale sa. three eagles displ. of the field.

HUNHULTON, W.

....(Martlets)
Arg, on a pale az. three martlets or. Marleton,

CO. Worcester, V.

Arg, on a pale sa, three martlets or. Marleton.
Erm, on a pale az. three martlets or. Marleton.
Erm. on a pale sa. three martlets arg. Nicholson.
Erm. on a pale sa. three martlets or. Haule, Wye,

Kent. Marletoys, CO. Worcester. Marleton,
CO, Worcester, V. Marlton. Nicolson,
London, 1688.

. ...(Parrots)
Sa, on a pale arg. three jays of the first. Craiz,

Ireland,

Bougets
Gu, on a pale arg. three water bougets of the

field, Quin, Scotland.

Breast

Barry of six or and sa. over all on a pale gu. a
woman's breast distilling milk all ppr. Dodge,
Milton Abbots, co. Devon. Dodge, Kent ;

Slopworth, CO. Chester ; Cornwall ; and Man>
nington, Norfolk,

Barry of six or and sa. on a pale gu. a breast arg.

dropping five gouts arg. Dody, Stockport, co.

Chester (? Harl. MS.), 1535, 122d,

Buckle

Arg, on a pale gu. a lozenge-shaped buckle or.

BUKLEGH.
Coronets

Arg, on a pale sa. three antique crowns or.

IZON.

Or on a pale az, three antique crowns of the first.

Flitt,

Or on a pale az. three regal crowns of the first.

King, co. Hants.
Crescent

Arg, on a pale gu. a crescent or. Okeborne.
Okebourn.

Az. on a pale arg, a crescent betw. two crosses

patty gu. Tullock or Tullok.
Sa. on a pale arg. a crescent of the field. During.

3 Crescents

Arg, on a i)ale sa, three crescents of the field.

Heyward, Middle Temple, London ; and Nor-

folk, 1611,

Arg, on a pale engr, sa. three crescents or.

ASHELEY, V,

Az. on a pale engr, arg. three crescents sa.

AsHELEY, V. Ashley.
Az. on a pale engr, arg. three crescents of the

field. Ashley,
Az. on a pale arg. three crescents gu. Grayhurst.
Sa. on a pale engr. arg. three crescents gu.
Ashley.

Sa. on a pale engr. arg. three crescents of

the field. Ashley or Asheley, co, Dorset.

Sa, on a pale erm. three crescents gu. Duffy.
Cross

Arg. on a pale go. a cross or. Looker.

Arg. on a pale gu. a cross crosslet fitchy or.

Wright, co. Warwick,

Arg. on a pale sa. a cross patty fitchy of the first.

Areskine, Scotland.

Arg. a pale sa. charged with a cross crosslet

fitchy or over all a lion pass, guard, pu. royally
crowned of the third. Ogilvie, Hurtwood-

myres, Scotland.

Erminois on a pale gu. a cross with three grieces
or. Moyse.
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On a PALE cont.

Cross cont.

Erm. on a pale gn. a cross patonce arg. betw. two

bezants. Wright, Woodford, Essex.

Per pale sa. and arg. billetty counterchanged on

a pale engr. or a cross crosslet gu. betw. two

blackamoor's heads in profile couped sa.

Wyncke, Skipton in Craven, co. York.

3 CrosBes

Arg. on a pale sa. three crosses patty or.

Crowch, Alswycke, oo. Herts,

Arg. on a pale indented sa. three crosses patty or.

Crowcher.
Arg. on a pale voided three crosses formy sa.

Crowch.
Erm. on a pale sa. three crosses formy fitchy or a

mullet for difif. Criche, London; and co.

Oxford ; granted 1649.

Erm. on a pale sa. three crosses patty fitchy or.

Criche, co. Derby ; temp. Edward II ;
Cor-

nelius Criche, the' last of the family, d. 1789,

aged 101.

Sa. on a pale engr. arg. three crosses formy gu.

Ashley.

9 Crosses

Arg. on a pale gu. nine crosses crosslet fitchy of

the field one two one two one and two.

Sounborne.

Escallops
Gu. an eagle displ. or (but only the wings seen

from behind) on a pale vert three escallops arg.

Bowles ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo, 107.

Lozengy or and az. on a pale gu. three escallops

of the first. Sawyer, Kettering, co. North-

ampton, 1694, V; granted by Camden.
Or on a pale az. three escallops of the first.

Stone, London; granted by Camden, Claren-

cieux. Sir William Stone, London, V.

Estoiles

Lozengy or and az. on a pale gu. three estoiles

of the first, Antrobus, Antrobus, co. Chester;

Baronetcy 1815.

Or on a pale sa, three estoiles of the first.

Bagenden. Ligo, Burcot, Weston Turville,
and Stoke Mandeville, co. Bucks.

Eye
Barry of six or and sa. on a pale gu. an eye arg.

weeping and dropping or. Dodge, Suflblk.

Fish

Arg. on a pale sa. a demi lucy erect couped or.

Gascoyne or Gascoigne, Lassingcroft, Par-

lingion, and Gawthorpe, co. York; and Nor-
folk.

Gu. on a pale arg. three fishes naiant ....

Delanet or Delany.
rieiirs-de-lis

Arg. on a pale az. three fleurs-de-lis of the first

Cranfield; .granted 1613. Lionel Cranfeild,
Earl of Middlesex, 1622.

Flowers (Boses)
Arg. on a pale sa. three roses of the field.

Talcott, Colchester, Essex. Talcot, F.

Sa. on a pale arg. three roses gu. seeded and

slipped ppr. Rose, Abington, co. Berks ;

originally so early as 1299, of Great Yarmouth,
. Norfolk ; James Dowsett Rose, on succeeding
to the estates of his cousin, Patrick Clealand,

Ballymayee, co. Down, assumed the name and
arms of Cleland.

Sa. on a pale or three roses gu. stalked and
Ipaved vert. Roos or Kosse, Lyme Regis, co.

Dorset; granted 1639. Rose, V.

On a PALE cont.

3-Foil8

Erm. on a pale vert three trefoils or. Turnour.
Vair on a pale gu. three trefoils or. Turner,

Blechingley, Surrey,

Vairy arg. and gu. on a pale or three trefoils

slipped vert. Turner, Swanwick, co. Derby.

Turner, Surrey, 1604, W. Granted by Camden.
Vert on a pale wavy arg. three trefoils slipped of

the field. M'Haffie, Scotland.

4-Foil8

Arg. on a pale az. three quatrefoils of the first.

Vincent, SuflT.ilk, W.

Arg. on a pale vert three quatrefoils of the first.

Bedford.
Fountains

Per fess gu. and arg. a pale counterchanged
thereon three fountains ppr. Lavender, co.

Herts ; and London ; descended out of co.

Hereford; Her. Off., co. Herts, and Middlesex,

c. 28.

Fruit
Erm. on a pale gu. three pears or. Abbot.

Heads—Beasts (Antelopes)

Arg, on a pale sa. three antelope's heads

erased of the field. Blackburn. Sir Colin

Blackburn, Justice of the Queen's Bench,
1859. Another,the heads attired or. Blakborne
or Blackeborne, co. York. Sir Edward
Blackborne, CO. York, V.

Erm. on a pale engr, sa. an antelope's head

erased arg. Stubbey, Buxton, co. Norfolk.

, . . . ( Bull see Oxen )

.... (Deer—Buck)
Per fess arg, and az. a pale counterchanged

charged with a buck's head cabossed of the first.

Park.

Arg, on a pale az, three buck's heads cabossed of

the field. Parke.
Gu. on a pale arg. three buck's heads cabossed of

the first. Parke, Wisbeach, in the Isle of Ely,
CO. Cambridge; granted 1C18. Parkes.

( Goats )

Arg. on a pale sa. three goat's heads erased or.

Blackborne.
(Leopard)

Arg. a pale fusily gu. on the second a leopard's
head or. Hale, V.

Arg. five lozHUges in pale erm, the centre one

charged with a leopard's face or, Hele, co,

Devon.
Erm. on a pale az, a leopard's face arg. Reader.

Arg. on a pale gu, three leopard's heads of the

field, Braine or Braynk, co, Gloucester.

Brayme. Chamberlaine, Alderman of Lon-

don, F.

.. ..(8 Leopards")
Erm. on a pale sa, three leopard's faces or.

Chamberlin, London',

Vair on a pale gu. three leopard's heads guard.
erased or. Liberton, England.

Vair on a pale gu. three leopard's heads or.

Okewold or OcKWOiJ), Odington, co. Glouces-

ter, V.

....(Lions)
Gu. on a pale erm. two lion's heads erased sa.

Cogger.
Erm, on a pale engr. az. three lion's heads couped

or. Avery or Averey, Fellongly, co. Warwick.
Or on a pale az. three lion's heads erased arg.

Suwardby, V.

Or on a pale az. three lion's heads erased of the

first. Suwardby.
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On a PALE cont.

Heads—Beasts cont. (Oxen)
Arg, OD a pale sa. three bull's heads couped or.

Hayes.
Az. OD a pale or three bull's heads of the field.

Hayes, co. Devon.
Az. on a pale or three bull's heads couped sa.

Hayes, Hadley, Middlesex.

Or on a pale sa. three bull's heads of the field.

Hays.
Fish

Arg. on a pale sa. a conger eel's head couped and

erect or. Gascoigne. Gascoyne, Norfolk;

Kerby, co. Northampton ;
and co. York. Sir

William Gascoygne, co. York, V.

Arg. on a pale sa. a demi lucy (or conger's head)
erect couped or. Gascoyne, Cardiugton, co.

Bedford. William Gascoine, T. Gaskon.
Garstin.

Letter

Sa. on a pale arg. a Greek upsilon gu. Claek,

London; granted 21 Jan., 1C04.

Sa. on a pale arg. the letter Y gu. Clarke,
London. Granted to Wm. Clarke, London,

by Camden, Jan. 1605; HarL MS. BU95, fo. 5.

Mascle
Erm. on a pale sa. a mascle or. Smallbones.
Ha. on a pale arg. three mascles two and one.

BradLING.

Mullets

Arg. a pale lozengy gu. on the second a mullet or.

Hull.

Chequy arg. and gu. on a pale sa. three mullets

or. Fyske, Sludham and Hardings, Suffolk.

Fiske, V.

Chequy or and gu. on a pale sa. three mullets

pierced of the first. Fyshe, co. Hertford, and

Studshaw, CO. Suffolk; con/^^medl6lh^ovember,
1633.

Or on a pale gu. three mullets of the field. Dell,
CO. Bucks.

Pheons
Gu. on a pale arg. three pheons az. Ginger.

Koandles
Or on a pale vert three roundles arg. on each an

erm. spot sa. Betagh, Ireland.

Arg. three bars sa. on a pale of the second as

many plates. Smyth, co. Hereford; and co.

Herts ; granted 1503.

Or on a pale az. three bezants. Wildman,
Beaucot, co. Berks.

Sa. on a pale arg. three torteaux. Hambley or

Hambly.

Staff (Crozier)

Arg. on a pale sa. a crozier or. Sallay or Sawly,
Cistercian Abbey, co. York. Tanner.

Sa. on a pale arg. a crozier of the first. Fuknes
Cistercian Abbey, co. Lancaster.

Sword

Arg. on a pale sa. a sword erect of the first point
downwards. Erskine, Dun, Scotland. Same
arms in a bordure per pale or and arg. Erskine,

Carnock, Scotland. Same arms, Erskine,

Brechin, Scotland ; quartering arg. three piles

issuing from the chief gu. for Brechin.

Arg. on a pale sa. a sword erect of the first pomel
and hilt or. Nelthoepe, Gray's Inn, Mid-

dlesex ; and Sealby, co. Lincoln ; Baronetcy
1666. Nelthorpe, Leggesby, co. Lincoln.

"Wings
Arg. on a pale az. three wings conjoined of the

first. Potter, F.

On a PALE cont.

Wings cont.

Arg. on a pale az. three pair of wings conjoined
and elevated of the first. Christopher Potter,
D.D., Provost of Queen's College, Oxford, and
Dean of Worcester, d. 3 March, 1645. Barnabas

Potter, Bishop of Carlisle, 16'^9-42.

On a PALE and in chief. . . .

Canton

Arg. on a pale sa. a demi lucy erect couped or

a canton gu. Gascoigne, Parlington, co. York ;

quartering arg. a chev. sa. betw. two pellets in

chief and a fish in base gu. for Oliver.

Or on a pale az. a stag's head cabossed of the

field a canton gu, Pershouse, Pershouse,
CO. StaflFord. Erdeswick.

Or on a pale engr. gu. three mitres of the field on
a canton of the second three bendlets enhanced
of the first. Bishopric of Manchester.
On a Chief. . . .Beast (Lion)

Arg. on a pale gu. a dolphin haurient of the first

betw. two saltires engr. of the second on a chief

az. a lion ramp. arg. betw. two birds or.

Franklyn.
.... Escallops

Or a pale gu. charged with a mullet arg. on a chief

sa. three escallops of the first. Grahau,
Garlmore, Scotland.

....Fruit
Vert on a pale arg. three roses gu. on a chief of

the second three apples of the third slipped of

the first. Sweetaple, London.
.... Mascle

Erm. on a pale gu. a cross formy flory or on a

chief sa. a mascle of the third l>elw. two

escallops arg. Avenon, Lord Mayor of London,
1569.

Erm. on a pale gu. a cross patty chequy arg. and
sa. flory or on a chief of the last a billet within

a mascle betw. two escallops arg. Avenant,
CO. Worcester.

....Boundles
Or on a pale gu. a cross pomy fitchy arg. on a

chief az. three bezants. Wright, London, co.

Northampton, and Surrey, 163-1.

Arg. on a pale gu. a sword erect of the first hilled

or on a chief az. three bezants. Barorave, V.

Or on a pale gu. a sword erect arg. hilt gold on a

chief az. three bezants. Bargrave, Bridge,
Bifrons, and Eastry Court, Kent; the heiress

m. Tournay. John BargraVe, Patricksborne,
Kent; granted by Camden in 1611.

Ship
Arg. on a pale gu. three escallops or over all a

chev. engr. counterohanged and on a chief

waves of the sea thereon a ship representing
an English vessel of war of the sixteenth

century with four masts sails furled ppr, colours

flying gu. Fitz-Wygram, Walthamstow House,
Essex ; Baronetcy 1805.

On a PALE betw. or witMn. . . .

Anchors

Arg. on a pale betw. two anchors sa. three estoiles

of the field. John Sable, Norfolk; granted

by Cooke 1589, JT.

Arg. on a pale betw. two anchors sa. three estoiles

or. Sabbe, London and Norfolk.

Annulets
Vert on a pale arg. hetw. two annulets or a pile

gu. GiLLSON.
Vert on a pale betw. two annulets or three

cinquefoils of the field. Bring.
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On a PALE betw. or within .... cont.

Annulets cont.

Per fess gu. and arg. a pale and three gem rings

counterchauged. Lavender, Bedford; and

Felmershain, co. Bedford.

Per fess gu. and or a pale counterchaDged and
three gem rings of the second stoned az.

Lavyder.
Beasts (3 Bears)

Per fess arg. and az. a pale counterchanged three

bears ramp. sa. muzzled collared and lined or

as many falcons of the last collared gu. Milles,
F.

Per fess arg. and sa. a pale and three bears

salient two and one counterchanged and

muzzled and chained or. Mill, Caraois Court,

Essex; and Mottisfont, Hants; Baronetcy

1619, extinct 1835.

Per fess sa. and arg. a pale counterchanged three

bears ramp, of the second muzzled ringed and

lined or collared gu. Mill, Pulberche,
Sussex, ]V.

Per fess sa. and arg. a pale counterchanged three

bears ramp, of the second muzzled ringed and

lined or betw. as many fox's heads erased ppr.

Mill, Hampton, Kent; granted 25 Henry
VllI, W.

....(6 Bears)
Per fes.s sa. and arg. a pale and six bears coun-

terchanged. Milles, Cornwall.

(Deer—Stags)
Per pale harry of six arg. and az. and vert on a

pale between on the dexter side in chief three

lozenges gu. on the sinister side three stags

trippant two and one arg. attired or two lions

pass, guard, or with a chief on the pale as the

arms of the bishopric of Lincoln. Lincoln

College, Oxford.
.... (Dogs)

Per fess sa. and or a pale engr. and three talbots

statant counterchanged. Allen, Alderman of

London, W.
Per fess sa. and or a pale engr. counterchanged
and three talbots pass, or collared gu. Allen,
Kent.

.... (Hares—Conies)
Per fess arg. and vert a pale counterchanged

three conies issuant out of their burrows of the

first. Browghe.
....(Lions)

Per fess crenelly gu. and arg. a pale and three

demi lions ramp, counterchanged crowned or.

Bennet, Steeple-Ashton, co. Wilts; granted
1700.

Per fess a pale counterchanged sa. and erm.

three demi lions ramp. or. Blank, London,
1572.

Az. on a pale arg. betw. two lions ramp,
regarding each other or each betw. three fleurs-

de-lis two and one of the second three

trefoils vert. Lenigan ; quartering second

az. in chief two lions ramp, regarding each

other supporting a garb all or in the dexter

base a crescent and in the sinister an Irish

harp both gold stringed arg. for Fogarty

(ancient), third vert a fess. arg. betw. three

garbs or for Fogarty (modern), fourth arg.

a chief vert for Myler.

....(3 Lions)
Per fess az. and erm. a pale counterchanged three

lions ramp. arg. Darrell, co. Gloucester.

Per fess az. and or a pule and three lions ramp,
counterchanged. Wetheix.

On a PALE betw. or within.... cont.

Beasts cont. (3 Lions) cent.

Per fess az. and or a pale counterchanged three
lions ramp, reguard. of the second. Wheatley,
Echingfieid, Sussex. Wheatley or Whettell,
Sussex.

Per ffss az. and or a pale counterchanged three
lions ramp, of the second. Wheathii.l, Calais.

Sir Richard Wheathill, Calais, V. Whittell
or Whittelle, co. Lancaster. Wythers, Kent.
Whethill, CO. Salop.

Per fess az. and or a pale counterchanged and
three lions ramp, guard, arg. Harvey, Wickham
Bishops, Essex.

Per fess or and az. a pale counterchanged three
lions ramp, of the first. W^heathill.

(Sheep—EamS)
Per fess sa. and arg. a pale counterchanged three
rams salient of the second two and one armed
and unguled or. Company of Glovers, London.

The same arms quartering sa. two goats statant
aft'rontant in fess. arg. attired or. Company of

Leathersellers, London
; granted to the

Company as an impalement 7th Nov., 1505;
Harl. MS. 1359, fo. 75.

Bend
Per fess arg. and az. a pale counterchanged on

the first third and fifth a bend chequy or and
gu. second fourth and sixth a cinquefoil betw.
three martlets or. Vaulx, V.

Birds
Per fess gu. and or a pale counterchanged three

birds of the second. Simpson, Fulham, Mid-
dlesex ;

and Vauxhall, Surrey.
Per fcMS gu. and or a pale counterchanged

three birds sa. beaked and legged gu. Tayte.
Per fess or and gu. a pale counterchanged and

three birds of the second. Tayett, London.

(Crows—Choughs )

Per fess or and gu. a. pale counterchanged three
Cornish choughs sa. Tait. Tayte, V,

Per fess or and gu. a pale counterchanged three
Cornish choughs ppr. Tate, De la Pre Abbey,
CO. Northampton. Tate, Sutton Bennington,
CO. Nottingham.

(2 Eagles)
Az. on a pale arg. betw. two eagles displ. or each
surmounted by an anchor erect of the last a
trident sa. entwined by two branches of laurel

ppr. Harvey.
.... (3 Eagles)

Per fess arg. and az. a pale counterchanged three

eagles displ. or. Woodeson, Westminster.
Per fess arg. and sa. a pale counterchanged three

eagles displ. sa. Goylyn, F.
Per fess gu. and or a pale counterchanged, three

eagles displ. of the last. Epes or Epps, Canter-

bury.
Per less sa. and or a pale engr. betw. three eagles

counterchanged. Stoner, Southampton, co.

Hants.
. ...(3 Falcons)

Per fess az. and or a pale and three falcons two
and one with wings addorsed and belled each
holding in the beak a padlock all counterchanged.
Lock, Norbury Park, Surrey. Lock, Lon-
don, V.

Per fess az. and or a pale counterchanged on
the first three falcons rising of the second
collared gu. Lock, Warnford, co. Hants;
Rouge Dragon Pursuivant of Arms ; granted
1767.
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On a PALE betw. or within.... conf.
Birds cont. (3 Falcons) cont.

Per fess az. aad or a pale couiiterchanged on the
first three falcons rising of the second ducally
crowned az. LocK,Mildenball, Suffolk ; granted
8 Dec. 1770.

Per fess or and az. a pale counterehanged three
falcons volant of the first. Lock.

.... (Hawks)
Per fess az. and or a pale counterehanged three
hawks with wings endorsed of the last. Locke,
granted 5th July, 2 Philip and Mary; Ashton
Gifford, CO. Wilts; and Eowde Ford House,
near Devizes.

....(Herons and Cranes)
Per fess arg. and gu. a pale counterehanged three

cranes of the first. Stoker, Jamaica.
Per fess arg. and gu. a pale countei changed on

the first three herons. Storey.
Per fess arg. and sa. a pale counterehanged and

three herons of the last. Storey, Northum-
berland, V.

Per fess arg. and sa. a pale counterehanged three
storks of the last. Storey, Shaftesbury, co.

Dorset. Edward Story, Bishop of Carlisle,

Bishop of Chichester, ] 478-1502.

.. ..(Kingfishers)
Per fess az. and arg. a pale counterehanged three

kingfishers of the second. Honyton, V.

... .(Martlets)
Per fess arg, and sa. a pale and three martlets

counterehanged. Tatim or Tatom.

.... (Pheasants)
Arg. on a pale az. betw. two cock pheasants

endorsed each reguard. ppr. a lion ramp, of the
field collared gu. Colville, co. Lincoln.

.... (Pigeons—Doves)
Per fess az. and arg. a pale counterehanged three

doves of the last each holding in the beak an
olive branch or. Tallow-Chandlers' Company,
London ; incorporated 2 Edward IV, 1463.

.. ..(Raven)
Per fess arg. and sa. a pale and three ravens

(called Crejkes in the old language of Yorkshire)
counterehanged. Creyke, Marton, co. York ;

quartering Eglinton and Arden, Sir Walter
de Creyke, Knight, was appointed Governor
of Berwick, 1340.

Bordnre Eagle
Arg. on a pale sa. an eagle displ. betw. two crosses

formy of the first all within a bordure of the

second. Crux, Greenhouse, Milton, co. Kent;
granted 10 June, 7ih King Charles I.

Cross

Arg. on a pale sa. a cross crosslet fitchy or within

a bordure az. Erskine, Sheefigld, Scotland.

3 Crosses

Arg. on a pale sa. three crosslets fitchy or within

a bordure az. charged with ten mullets of the

third. Erskine, Torry, co. Fife ; Baronetcy
1791.

Arg. on a pale voided three crosses formy sa.

within a bordure engr. of the second. Crowch.
Sa. on a pale arg. three crosses formy gu. within

a bordure engr. of the second. Pike,
Essex.

.. ..Boundles

Arg. on a pale sa. three bezants within a bordure
of the second. Baxter, Norfolk, F.

Arg. on a pale sa. three bezants within a bordure

engr. of the second. Baxter.

On a PALE betw. or within.... cont.

Bougets
Per fess or and sa. a pale and three water

bougets counterehanged. Kent. Sellynqe, F.
Selling, F.

Buckles
Per fess az. and or a pale counterehanged three

buckles of the second two and one. Spalding,
CO. Lincoln, V.

Castles
Per fess arg. and or a pale counterehanged on
each piece of the first a tower sa. Davis.

Chevron
Per fess arg. and gu. on a pale counterehanged

betw. in cliief two chevrons each betw. three
trefoils slipped sa. and in base as many cocks
or one of the last in chief and a chevron
enclosed by three trefoils in base as before.

Moreton, Cott. MS. Tiberiue. D. Richard
Moreton, CO. Salop, W.

Cotises .... Birds (Eagles)
Or on a pale cotised gu. three eagles displ..of the

first. Hearing, Eye, Suffolk.

.... (Martlets)
Arg. on a pale engr. betw. two plain cotises sa.

three martlets or. John AVilkins, Bishop of

Chester, 1C68-72 : co. Oxford.

.... Escucheons
Sa. on a pale betw. two palets arg. three
escucheons gu. Colson.

Sa. on a pale betw. two palets or three escucheons
gu. Celson. Kelsey, Chelmsford and Thorp,
Essex; granted 24 June, 1634.

Flowers
Arg. on a pale cotised sa. three roses of the

first. Shaftesbury Benedictine Nunnery, co.

Dorset.

Arg. on a pale double cotised sa. three roses of
the first. ScHOFFiELD, F. Schefeld, V.

.... Heads—Beasts ( Bolls )

Arg. on a pale sa. betw. two palets engr. az. three
bull's heads couped or. Hase, or Hayes.

Arg. on a pale betw. two palets engr. sa. three
bull's heads couped or. Hays or Hayes,
London. Hayes, Chamberlain of London,
V.

Az. on a pale betw. two palets or three bull's

heads couped of the field. Hayes, co.

Devon.

.. ..(Hounds)
Arg. on a pale cotised sa. three greyhound's
heads erased or collared gu. Wi.ykes,
Northumberland. Wykes, Dursley, co. Glou-
cester.

Crescents

Arg. a pale vert in chief two crescents of the
second and in base another of the first. Batley,
Battley, Battaley, or Batteley.

Crosses

Arg. on a pule gu. betw. two crosses moline az.

an eagle displ. or. Wright, co. Tipperary ;

established in Ireland by Ireland Wright,
who accompanied Cromwell to that king-
dom.

Arg. on a pale voided engrailed counterengrailed
three crosses patty all within a bordure sa.

Crouche or Crowche. Burke.
Per fess arg. and sa. a pale counterehanged and

three crosses of the second. Craik, Colston-

Pytte, CO. York. Craik, Ganton Kyton and

Heslarton, co. York.
137
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On a PALE betw. or within cont.

Escallops

Arg, three e^cal]()ps sa. the one in base dehiuised

by a pale gu. over all a chev. of the second.

Dabdes, Ireland.

Fleur-de-lis

Per fiis^ ur and sa. a pnle counterohanged on the

fiist three fleurs-de-lis gu. Husdell, Monk-
wearinonth, co. Duihnm.

Flowers (2 Eoses)
Erm. on a pale belw. two roses gu. a cross calvary

arg. RJoYsE.

Erm. on a pale hetw. two roses gu. across calvary
or. Moves, Canons, Surrey.

(6 Eoses)
Or on a pale beiw. six loses gu. three of the

same arg. Paere.

3 Foils

Per fess or and sa. a pale and three trefoils

counierclianged. Simeon, A^toii, co. Siulfi'rd.

Erdcsioick.

Per fess sa. and arg. a pale connterchanped three

trefoils siipped of ihe second. Simonds.

bvMONDS, lij ine- Hegis and Colesden, co. Dorset,
arid THunioii, co. Somerset, V ; tirantcd 1!J87.

isYMONs, Cliaddlewood, CO. Devon. Symons,
CO. Devon ; d<scended fiorti Syiiions of Corn
wall. Another, wiiliin a bordure counter-

changed. Symonds, London. Symons, Corn-
wall.

Per fess sa. and arg. a pale counterchanged three

trefoils slipped or two and one wiihiu a borduie
all counterclianjjed. Symons, The Mynde i'ark,
CO. Hereford; Baronetcy 1774 ; extinct \'i\)Q.

Per fess sa. and ari;. a pale and three nehiils

within a bordure all couutei changed. Symanes,
London, W,

Per fess sa. and or a pale couuterchanged and
three trefoils slipped of the second. biaiEON,
Cambridge.

Per fess arg. and sa. a pale and six trefoils

counterchanged, Symonds, tomb in Ortuesby
St. Margaret Church, Norfolk.

5 Foils

Arg. a pale gn. in fess three cinquefoils counter-

changed. HaDI'IELD.
Per fess arg. and vert a pale couuterchanged on

the first three cinquefoils of the second.

MiJLLis, Scotland.

Arg. on a pale wavy sa. heivv. twelve cinquefoils
iu pale gn. a canton erin. Devile.

Frets
Or a pale gu. in chief two frets and in base

another couuterchanged. Boak.

Fruit
Per fess vert and arg. a pale couuterchanged

three acorns or. FnaEJ.D.

Fusils
Per fess sa. and or a pale counterchanged on the

first three fusils of the second. Buowell.
Gambs

Erm. on a pale engr. sa. beznnty betw. two lion's

paws ereot and erased ru. a mullet arg. over all

a bend vert. Blake, Swaffham, Norfolk.
Sa. on a pale or betw. two lion's paws erased

fessways of the second another in base of the
first. WiixsoN.

Gridiron
Per fess az. and or a pale counterchanged thr e

gridirons of the last the handles in chief.

Company of Giudi.eus, London.

On a PALE betw. or within .... cont.

Hands
.. .. on a pale arg. betw. two hands one issuing
from the dexter holding a firebiand the other

from the sinister holding a sword all ppr. a lion

rainp. hetw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Molloy.
Heads .... Beasts ( Antelopes)

Per fess wavy az. and arg. a pale couuterchanged
ihi'ee antelope's heads erased or. PorER or

Paper, Langlhorne, co. Yoik, and London ;

granted 17l)l to Ilichard Paper, Langlhorne ;

Het)ry Paper; Matthew Paper, citizen and
merchant of London

;
and Moses Paper,

grandsons of Richard Paper, Bodensby, co.

York.
Per fess indented az. and erm. a pale counter-

changed on the first three antelope's beads
erased or. Raper, London.

.... (Bears)
Per fess arg. and sa. a pale counterchanged three

bear's heads erect and erased sa. muzzled arg.

Bradsey, F. Brads.ay.

....(Bulls)
Per fess vert and arg. a pale counterchanged in

cliief a hull's head erased and in base two garbs.
Ingham.

Per less vert and or a pale counterchanged in

chief a bull's head erased sa. iu base two garbs
of the last. Lowfield.

. . . . ( Deer—Stags)
Per fess az. and or a pale and three roebuck's
heads erased counterchanged. Roper, Plas

'i'eg, CO. Flint; quartering Trevor per bend
sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or and

(for distinction) a canton sa. thereon an escallop
arg. charged with a cross flory of the fourth.

Per fess az. and arg. a pale cnunterchanged three
hart's heads (another, three roebuck's heads)
erased or. RoPEii, Kent.

Per fess az. and arg. a pale counterchanged on
each piece of the first a stag's head erased ppr.
Roper, co. Dorset.

Per fess az. and or a pale engr. and three roe-

buck's heads counterchanged. Roper, Trim-
don, CO. Durham.

Per fess sa. and arg. a pale counterchanged three

stag's heads cahossed or. Roper, Kent.
Per fess sa. and arg. a pale counterchanged three

buck's heads erased of the first attired or.

Roper, Newcastle; and Caplingham, Norfolk.

....(Dog)
Per fess arg. and gu.a pale counterchanged three

greyhound's heads erased of the second.
Clarke, London.

Per fess gn. and arg. (another arg. and gu.) a pale
counterchanged three greyhound's heads of
the second #ollarad of the first. Cardmaker
or Cardemaker, Essex, V.

(Goats)
Per fess arg. and sa. a pale and three goat's heads

erased all counierchanged. Gardiner, temp.
Henry Y1[I.

Per fess indented arg. and sa. a pale counter-

changed three goat's heads erased two and one
and as many crosses patty fitchy one and two
of the first. Gossip, Hatfield, co. York. Gossip,
as borne by Randall Gossip, Thorp Arch, West
Riding, CO. York.

.... (Leopards)
Arg. on a pule betw. two leopard's faces sn. three

crescents or. Lea ; granted t(.mp. William
III; quartered by Smiili.
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On a PALE betw. or within cont.

Heads cont. Beasts (Leopards) cont.

Per fess vert and gu.a jiale couulercbaDged three

leopard's heads or. Newton, co. Salop.
.... (Lions)

Per fess arg. and vert a pale counterchanged
three lion's heads erased pu. Argali,, East

Sutton. Argali., London, V. Akgali,, Much
Baddow and Low Hall, Essex.

Per fess arg. and vert a pale counterchanged in

each piece of the first a linn's head erased gu.

Asgii.l, London; since of Fawley, co. Hants;

Baronetcy 1761; extinct 1823. Sir Charles

Asgill, Lord Mayor of London 1758.

Per fess or and vert a pale counterchanged on

the first three lion's heads erased of the

second on the last as many oak slips gold.

Arquill.
.. ..Birds (Crows)

Per fess or and gu. three crows sa. Tate, Lord

Mayor of London 1473. 14^8, and 1496.

.... (Eagles)
Per fess sa. and arg. a pale counterchanged three

eagle's heads erased arg. RossE, Shipton, co.

Somerset.
....Human Figures

Per fess arg. and sa. a pale couult^rchanged three

negro's heads ppr. Gerard.
.... Monsters (Griffins)

Per fess arg. and sa. a pale counterchanged
three griffin's heads erased of the second.

Gardener, Histon, co. Camhridge; Kokes-

forth, Norfolk; and Shrewsbury. Gardener,
CO. Lincoln, V.

Per fess arg. and sa. a pale counterchanged three

grifiSn's heads erased or. Gardner, co.

Lincoln.

Per ftss or and sa. a pale counterchanged and

three griffin's heads erased of the second,

Gardner, Lord Mayor of London ; and Suf-

folk. Burke.

(Unicorns)
Per fess gu. and arg. on a pale eugr. erm. betw.

four unicorn's heads erased arg. a key sa. betw.

two crosses patty gn. Gwilt.
Ostrich

Per fess sa. and erm. a pale counterchanged three

ostrich's necks erased arg. gorged with crowns

and lines or. Alfrey, Salehurst, Battel, and

Port'imaii's Catsfield, Sussex, 1591.

Helmet

Arg. on a pale betw. two helmets nz. a sword of

the first (lilted or. Hatch, Ireland.

Horns
Per fess arg. and vert a pale counterchanged

three buglehorns sa. Wakeham, Borough, co.

Devon.

Hounds see Dogs
Inkmolines

Per fess sa. and ernn. a pale counterchanged and

three fers-de-moline or two and one. Turner,
Eastbourne, Sussex.

Lozenges
Arg. a pale sa. in fess three lozenges counter,

changed. Broad.
Per pale harry of six arg. and az. and vert on a

pale between on the dexter side in chief three

lozenges gu. on the sinister side three staj-'S

trippant two and one aig. attired or two lions

pass guard, or with a chief on the pale as the

arms of the bishopric of Lincoln. Lincoln

College, Oxford.

On a PALE betw. or within .... cont.

Mascles
Per fess gu. and erm. a pale counterchanged ihree

mascles or. Esplem, Esplin, and Esi'i.ine.

Maunches
Per fess or and sa. a pale and three maunches

counterchanged. Selling.

Mullets
Az. on a pale betw. two mullets in chief arg. as

many bendlets gu. Tappeii.

Arg. a pale gu. in chief a crescent betw. two mul-
lets and in base a mullet betw. as many cres-

cents all counterchanged. Denshire.
Az. on a pale betw. two mullets or a linn ramp,

gu. within a bordure arg. Lightbody, Scot-

land.

Az. on a pale or betw. two mullets in chief and
as many crescents in base arg. a lion ramp. gu.
Lightbody, Glasgow.

Arg. a pale gu. in fess three mullets counter-

changed. Lace.
Per fess az. and sa. on a pale betw. two mullets

in chief arg. a mullet betw. two crescents of the

second. Adams; quartered by Sir William
Adams Rawson, km., Putney, Surrey.

Per fess eu. and arg. a pale counterchanged on
each of the last a mullet sa. Sheil, Ireland.

Per fess sa. and or a pale and three mullets coun-

terchanged. Bedyll, V.

Per fess or and erm. a pale counterchanged three

mullets sa. Alsope, co. Derby.

Millrind see Inkmoline

Monsters (Griffins)

Per fess erm. and az. a pale counterchanged
three griffins segreant arg. Bramwell. Sir

G. W. W. Bramwell, Baron of the Exchequer
185(^.

Fheons
Per fess az. and erm. a pale counterchanged three

pheons or. Nutt ; quartered by Holford.

Per fess az. and erm. a pale counterchanged
three pheons arg. Nutt,. Tewkesbury, co.

Gloucester; and Mayes, Sussex.

Rings
Per fess gu. and or a pale counterchanged three

gem rings of the second stoned az. Lawder.
Roundles Beast (Lion)

Arg. on a pale sa. betw. two pt-lhts a demi lion

ramp, conped or. Allott, Lord Mayor of

London 1590. Alde.

Arg. on a pale sa. betw. two ogresses a demi lion

issuant from the base or. Abbot, co. Lincoln.

Or on a pale sa. betw. two jiellets a demi lion

ramp. gold. Allett, Iwond, co. Somerset.

Gu. on a pale or betw. four bezants a lion ramp.
.... Darvall.

Bird (Eagle)
Or on a pale sa. betw. two pellets in chief an

eagle displ. of the field. Millward.

Per fess or and az. a pale three eagles displ. one

in chief and two in base and three roundles

two in chief and one in base each char<?ed with

a cross crosslet all counterchanged. Peacock.

.... Castle

Or on a pale sa. betw. six ogresses a tower triple-

towered arg. Castell, Ireland.

.... Roundles

Per fess az. and or a pale counterchanged three

bezants two and one. Spalding.

Per fess gu. and arg. a pale counterchanged and

three plates on the first. Lavender, London ;
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On a PALE betw. or within cont,

Ronndles cont. Ronndles cont.

confirmed 7 May, 1628; Her. Off. Hertfordshire
and Middlesex, c. 2H.

Per fess az. and or a pale counterchanged upon
the first three plates each charged with two

bars wavy vert on the second as many lion's

heads erased gu. White, Lord Mayor of

London IfiCS.

Gu. a pale or five roundles in saltire counter-

changed. Clayfield.

Spears
Arg. on a pale betw. two tilting-spears paleways

sa. three crescents or. Shipstowe, London.

Suns
Per fess invected az. and erm. a pale also in-

vected counterchanged and three suns in splen-
dour two and one or. Person ;

as granted to

Felix Person, Westminster.

Swords
Erm. on a pale vert betw, two daggers points
downward az. hiked or three elephant's pro-
bosces of the last. Hutchings.

Tails

Per fess or and sa. a pale counterchanged in chief

an ermine spot of the first betw. two trefoils

slipped of the second and in base a like trefoil

betw. two like ermine spots. Simeon, Graze-

ley, CO. Berks ; Baronetcy 1815.

Tressure

Arg. on a pale sa. within a double tressure

flory counteiflory gu. an imperial crown or.

Eeskine, Innertail, brother of the Earl of

Kellie.

Wings
Arg. a pale vair three pairs of wings in lure gu.

Manderson, Haddington, Scotland.

"Wreaths
Per fess arg. and gu. a pale counterchanged three

chaplets of the second. Whabe, V. Wabe.
Whaplod.

On a PALE betw. or within ....

and in chief. . . .

Chief Bird
Per fess az. and arg. a pale counterchanged three

buck's heads erased of the first in chief a
n)artlet or charged with a crescent sa. Roper,
Kent.

On a Chief Beast (Lion)
Arg. on a pale betw, two saltires engr. gu. a

dolphin haurient of the field on a chief az. a
lion ramp, arg. betw. two birds or. Franklyn,
V. William Franklin, Archdeacon of Durham,
W.

.... Coronet
Az. on a pale arg. betw. two lions ramp, com-

batant or a sword or dagger ppr. on a chief

erm. an eastern, crown betw. two leopard's
faces gu. Assey, Beccles, Suffolk.

.... Fireballs
Per fess arg. and sa. a pale counterchanged and

three horse's beads erased two and one of the
second a chief erm. thereon two bombs fired

ppr. Slade, Maunsell House, co. Somerset. ;

Baronetcy 1831.

.... Flowers
Per fess az. and arg. a pale counterchanged three

lion's heads erased or on a chief indented
erminois three roses gu. barbed and seeded

ppr. BoNsoR, Loudon ; and Polesden, Surrey.

On a PALE betw. or within
and in chief .... cont.

On a Chief cont. Flowers cont.

Sa. a pale arg. over all a chev. betw. three owls

counterchanged a chief erminois thereon three

roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr. Oldham,
Hatherleigh, co. Devon ; quartering per fess

or and arg. three piles in point each charged
with a thistle stalked and leaved of the first

for Laing.
Head (Boar)

Vert on a pale gu. betw. two horseshoes each

horseshoe betw. three nails two in chief and
one in base all meeting with their points to the

shoe arg. a sword in a scabbard az. hilt pomel
and studding of the scabbard or on the point
of the sword a cap of maintenance gu. turned

up erm. on a chief per pale or and purp. a boar's

head couped arg. betw. two demi roses dexter

gu. sinister arg, each issuing rays from its

centre pointing to the boar's head or. City of

Gloucester, temp. Henry VIII.

2 PALETS or PALLETS
Arg. two palets gu. Fitz-Neel.

Arg. two palets gu. bezanty. Welle. Wells.

Arg. two palets engr. gu. on a bend sa. three

griflBn's heads erased or. Slanning, Marislow,
CO. Devon; originally of Ley, in the parish of

Shaugh.
Arg. two palets engr. gu. over all on a bend az.

three grifiin's heads erased or. Slanning,
V.

Arg. two palets sa. Harley. Springhose.

Arg. two barrulets and as many palets gu.
Bare.

Arg. two palets vert. Langley.
Az. two palets arg. Radell or Redell, V.

Az. two palets arg. over all a saltire or. Egan.
Gu. two palets arg. Blundell; Rarl. MS. 1GU3.

FiTZ-NlCOLL.
Gu. two palets arg, over all on a bend sa. three

escallops of the second. Gibbon.
Or two palets az. Gurney.
Or two palets az. over all on a fess chequy ai'g.

and sa. three martlets or. Richard Curteys,
Bishop of Chichester 1570-82.

Gu. two palets or. Yverson, France.

Gu. two palets or a bend arg. Langford,
Or two palets gu. Ingerham or Ingerhall.
Ingram.

Or two palets indented point in point arg. and gu.
Watekley.

Or two palets per pale indented gu. and arg.

Waterle, V.

Or three bars and two palets sa. Bermly or

Beemely.
Or two palets sa. Harley or Harlay.
Per pale arg. and az. in the first two palets sa.

Trenchaud, CO. Dorset.

Per pale arg. and az. on the dexter side two

palets SB. over all a bend or. French ; quar-
tered by Chiswell.

Sa. two lions pass, in pale arg. (another or)

oppressed with as many palets gu. Gleke.
Glegg.

Sa. two palets wavy erm. Clarke, Kent.

Vair two palets or. Longchaupe.

2 PALETS and in chief.,

Canton
Or two pulets gu. a canton sa.

COUCUE.
Couch or
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. cont.2 FALETS and in chief.

Canton cont.

Sa. two palets arp. a canton erra. Newce, Much
Haddarn, co. Herts ; and Ditchingham, Nor-

folk; granted 1575.

On a Canton

Arg. two palets sa. a chev. gu. on a canton of the

last a battle-axe or. Dawson, Sutterby, co.

Lincoln ; confirmed 12 June, 1C64, to James

Dawson, of Sutterby, co. Lincoln ;
and of

Ballina Courte, or New Forest, co. Tip-

perary.
Gu. two palets or on a canton arg. a mullet sa.

Richard de Welles, A.

Sa. two palets arg. on a canton erm. a mascle gu.

Newce, Haddarn, Bradborne, and Raynthorp

Hall, CO. Herts.

Arg. two palets az. on a canton or a mullet sa.

pierced gu. Heblethwatte, Malton, co.

York; granted 1570. Hoblethwayte, Sed-

berg, CO. York.

Arg. two palets vert on a canton or a mullet gu.

Hablethwayte, Norfolk.

Arg. two palets az. on a canton gu. a spur buckle

and strap or. Knight.

Chief

Arg. two palets sa. a chief or. Gull; Add. MS.
5507.

Arg. two palets sa. a chief gu. Magin, Eng.
land.

Arg. two palets vert a chief sa. Hinchlet.

Sa. two palets arg. a chief or. Maoinn, Ire-

land.

On a Chief. ...Annulets

Erm. two palets vairy or and gu. on a chief vert

an annulet betw. two fir trees or. BroAdwood,
Sussex. And quartering or a fir tree ppr.

charged with nine cones gu. the trunk eradi-

cated of the last for Ishudi von Glarus.

Bboadwood, Lyne Newdigate, co. Sussex.

Az. two palets arg. on a chief gu. a leopard pass,

or. Demaedeston.

....Beasts

Sa. two palets or on a chief of the second a demi

lion issuant ramp, of the first. Manwood,
Rramfield, Essex; and Kent.

Arg. two palets gu. on a chief az. a lion pass, of

the field crowned or. Widnam, Sussex.

.... Birds

Sa. two palets engr. arg. on a chief or three

Cornish choughs ppr. Nicolls or Nycoixs,

London.
Fleurs-de-lis

Gu. two palets arg. on a chief or three fleurs-

de-lis az. Twining.

.... Soundle

Erm. two palets vairy or and az. on a chief of the

last a bezant belw. two garbs of the second.

Brerwood or Brierwood, co. Chester.

Erm. two palets vairy or and az. on a chief of the

last a bezant betw. as many yew trees of the

second. Brandwood, Durham.
Erm. two palets vair on a chief arg. a torteau betw.

two garbs gu. Brerwood.

.... Mullets

Arg. two palets gu. on a chief of the last two

mullets of the first. Algoe or Algeo.

On a Quarter

Arg. two palets gu. a quarter or charged with a

crescent of the second. Dupre.

2 FALETS betw. or within
Bordure

Arg. two palets within a bordure engr. sa.

Crouchis. Crowche, F.

Crescent

Arg. two palets vert betw. three crescents in

chief gu. Haynes.

Cross
Or two palets betw. five crosslets fitchy in saltire

gu. John BucKERiDGE, Bishop of Rochester;

Bishop of Ely 1628-31.

Or two palets sa. betw. five crosses crosslet fitchy
of the second. Buckeridge, Highgate, Mid-
dlesex.

Arg. two palets wavy az. betw. nine crosses

crosslet gu. three three and three. Doberidge,
CO. Devon.

Arg. two palets wavy betw. nine crosslets gu.
Doddridge, as borne by Dr. Doddridge.

Fleurs-de-lis

Az. two palets engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis in

chief or. Langton, Stanton, Middlesex;

granted 7 Dec, 1577.

Az. two palets betw. nine fleurs-de-lis or. Hicks,
London ; and Beccles, Norfolk.

Mullets

Arg. two palets gu. betw. in chief three mullets

sa. Vantort or Vatort, V.

Arg. two palets sa. betw. in chief three mullets of

the second. Gaddesden or Gadesden, co.

Herts.

Arg. two palets sa. betw. in chief three mullets of

the second. Gatesden, co. Warwick, V.

Arg. two palets sa. betw. five mullets in saltire gu.

Kenney, Ireland.

2 FALETS betw. or within....
and in chief

Arg. two palets az. betw. three mullets in chief

of the last a chief gu. Pontifex.

Arg. three martlets in pale betw. two palets sa. a

chief erm. Snodgrass, Scotland.

On 2 FALETS
Arg. two palets sa. each charged with three

crosses crosslet fitchy or. Robert de Betun,

Bishop of Hereford 1131-48. Betunes, co.

Salop, V.

Arg. two palets sa. each charged with three crosses

crosslet fitchy or. Betton, Great Berwick,

CO. Salop; Overton, near Ludlow; descended

from Wm. Betton, of Great Berwick, living in

1-403 ; quartering Bright, etc.

Az. two palets arg. on each three crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. Radell.

Arg. two palets az. each charged with three

fleurs-de-lis of the field. Smyth, London.

Arg. two palets gu. on each four bezants.

Dewell or De Welle, F. Osbeet, V.

On 2 FALETS and in chief. . . .

Arg. two palets az. on each three fleurs-de-lis of

the first on a chief of the second a lion pass,

of the field. Smith.

Erm. on two palets az. six bezants on a chief arg.

three roses gu. barbed vert. Seeds, co. Lan-

caster, 140G ;
and London, 1644.

On 2 FALETS betw. or within

Sa. on two palets belw. three leopard's heads or

six crosses crosslet gu. Longe, Calais.
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3 PAIETS
Arg. three palets az. Armstrang. Thornton.

Arg. three palets gu. Berchem or Bechem,
Brabant. Dale. Downs. Dranfield, Nor-
folk. GoLDSBROIIGH.

Arg. three palets gu. a bend counterchanged.
POLINGTON.

Arg. a beud gu. over all three palets sa.

BtlRGEHILL.

Arg. three palets gu. over all a bend sa. Eedon
or Eeden. Southern.

Arg. three palets gu. over all a chev. or.

Barkeham, London ; granted 1611. Barkham,
London. Barkham, West Acre, Norfolk;

Baronetcy ICCl ; extinct 1711.

Arg. three palets gu. on a fess az. as many mart-

lets or. Fitz-Neai,e.

Arg. three palets wavy gu. Garnon. Valoines,
Norfolk; and Suffolk. Will de Valoyns, D.
De Vai.oniis ; quartered by Maule. A mullet

for difif. DowNES or Downs, Debnam, atid

Great Melton, Suffolk. De la Downe, Downe
Hall, Essex, F. Downes, Norfolk, F.

Arg. three palets sa. Armstrang. Dathell,
Sussex. Springhose or Springhorse, V.

Arg. three palets wavy sa. Downed.

Arg. a bend gu. over all three palets sa.

BURGEHILL.
Az. three palets arg. Thornton, F.

Az. three palets or. Ellys, V.

Az. three palets arg. on a bt'nd gu. three escallops
or. Sire Otes de Guaunqoun, J.

Barry of six arg. and gu. in chief three palets.

GowER, Ireland.

Erm. three palets wavy sa. Clarke, Bridgar,
Kent.

Gu. three palets arg. De Dale or De Dall.
GOLDSBROUGH. TeDRICK.

Gu. three palets dancetty arg. Mandut, go.

Lincoln.

Gu. three palets lozengy arg. and az. Goodewyn,
V.

Gu. three palets lozengy arg. and sa. Godewyn,
F.

Gu. three palets az. Auyas. Edmondson.
Gu. three palets dancetty or. Mandut, co. Wilts.

Mauduit ; quartering second per pale uebnly
or and gu. on a bend arg. three torteaus, third

per pale or and az. two bars counterciianged
within a bordure gu., fourth arg. two bars gu.
also for Mauduit.

Gu. three palets nebuly or. Sir John Manduyt,
Syraerford, co. Wilts.

Gu. three palets wavy or. Mardet.
Gu. three palets sa. Amias.

Gu. three palets vair. Godewyn, W.
Gu. three palets vairy arg. and gu. Frennoy, W.
Or three palets az. Conte de Aceles or Atholl,

G. ACLEY or ACKLES.
Or three palets az. a fess gu. Burhell, F.

Or three palets az. on a chev. of the last a pair of

wings conjoined of the first. Loke or Locke.
Or three palets over all two square flasks gu.

MOSEI.TON.
Or three palets gu. Basham. Hugh Bai.sham,

Bishop of Ely lt>.58-SG. Brabant. Chrebregot,
Touinay. Gurnay. Malynes. Moke.
Sir Hugh Persall; quartering erm. all within

a bordure az. Rowland, co. Sussex. Rowland,
CO. Salop. Rowlands, London. S uiie arms',
with second and third erm. Knightly.

Or three palets gu. with a scarfe or bend of azure
over all. Basset, sous of Richuril, third

3 PALETS cont.

son of the Chief Justice, by Maud, dau. and
heiress of Sir Geffry Rydell, knt. This wus
the coat of the eldest son (wlio assumed
the name of Rydell, Geffry, Lord of Witering)
tricked as piles. Wyrley.

Or three palets gu. on a chev. engr. az. as many
buckles of the first. Skirvin, That Ilk.

Or three palets wavy gu. Herham. Manduit.
M. John Molyns, S. Molens. William de
Yaloynes, a.

Or three paleis sa. Agayle or Ayale. Ayle.
Ashets. Athell, Scotland. De Assele or

Athol, D. • Bewley, CO. Lincoln (on an
ancient seal, according to R. R. Catou, esq ).
Farley. David Strabolgy, Earl of Athol,
Scotland, V.

Or three palets lozengy sa. Godwin.
Per fess arg. and sa. three palets counterchanged.
Neaches.

Per fess or and arg. in chief three palets couped
in base gu. Keith, Bruxie, Scotland.

Per fess sa. and arg. three palets counter-

changed. Sentharbe or St. Bakbe ; Harl.
MS. UOT.fo. 616.

Per pale arg. and az. in- the first three palets sa.

Trenchard, Hordill, Wolverton, Lyeliet Mal-

travers, co. Dorset, F. Trenchard, Cutteridge
and Abbotsleigh, co. Wilts.

Per pale arg. and or three palets couped gu.
Barnarder, V.

Per saltiro arg. and sa. three palets counter-

changed. Cleather.
Per saltire or and gu. three palets counter-

changed. Ledger.

Quarterly erm, and or three palets gu.
Knightley.

Quarterly gu. and or in each of the first three

palets arg. Henley, co. Salop.
Sa. three palets arg. on a bend vert three trefoils

slipped arg. Frukenner, V,

Sa. three palets or. Farrell, co. Warwir-k.
Wellend. Wetney,co. Gloucester. Westeney,
F. Witney, co. Gloucester.

Sa. three palets engr. or. Bland.
Vair three palets gu. Robt. de Amondeville de
Wotton en Wordall, A'. Chun. Mordeil.

3 PALETS and in chief. . . .

Beast (Lion)
Gu. three palets vair in chief a lion pass. sa.

Portayne or Porteyne.

Canton

Gu. three palets vair a canton or. Lambten, W.
Or three palets gu. a canton enu. Basset, Lords

of Draytou. Ralfi" Bassett de Drayton, D.
Shirley.

Or three palets gu. a canton harry nebuly of six

arp. and sa. Robert Bassett, V.

Or three palets gn. a canton vuir. Bassett, Blore,
CO. Stafford. Erdeswick.

On a Canton
Or three palets gu. on a canton az. a dart arg.
Friere.

Sa. three palets erm. on a canton arg. a demi
lion az. Newberry or Newbery.

.... three palets gu. on a canton sa. a lion pass.
arg. Bertout.

Arg. three palets gu. on a canton of the last a
lion pass, guard, of the first. Longcasteu, F.

Gu. three palets arg. on a canton sa. a lion pass.
arg. Bertout de Bredam, D.
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3 FAIETS and in chief.... cont.

On a Canton cont.

Sa. three palers erm. on a oanton arg. a lion

ramp. az. Newbury, co. Berks. Newbury,
V.

Arg. three palets gn. on a canton arg. a mullet

sa. Wei.ls, CO. Hereford.
Or three palets gu. on a canton arg. a mullet

sa. Sire Richard de Welles, N.

Arg. three palets az. on a canton gu. a spur or.

Macknight, Scotland.

Arg. three palets az. on a canton of the last a

spur with rowel downwards leathered or.

Knight.

Arg. three palets gu. on a canton of the second

a spur or. Knight, Norfolk.

Arg. three palets gu. on a canton of the last a

spur leathered of the first. Webb, Ledbury,
CO. Hereford.

Arg. three palets gu. on a canton of the second a

spur or within a bordure engr. az. Knight,
Downtou Castle, co. Hereford. Knight, co.

Hants; granted 1523.

Chief

Arg. three palets az. a chief gu. Bradbokne or

BiiADBURNE, CO. Dtrhv, V.

Chequy arg. and az. three palets gu. a chief of

the first. Laon.
Gu. three palets arg. a chief az. Kei.hull.

Gu. three palets or a chief az. Russell.

Gil. three palets vair a chief or. Barsene, W.

Hloys, F. Henry de Ferlyngton, P.

Ferrington. Pocell. Steys.

Or three palets sa. a chief or. Gull; Brit. 3Ius.;

Add. MS. 5507, fo. 95.

Or three palets gu. a chief vair. Belcher, Gils-

borougli, CO. Northarmpton ; co. Stafford; and

CO. Warvvii-k. Belches, Scotland.

On a Chief Beast (Lion)
Or three palets gu. on a chief az. a demi lion ramp.

of the first a canton of the same tliereon a

chaplet of the second. Garland.

Arg. iliiee palets az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.

guard, or. Lodyngton, London. Lodyngton,
Justice of King's Bench 1410-1419, impales
Saltmarsh on his brass at Gonby, co. Lincoln.

Gu. three palets arg. on a chief or a lion pass.

tiU. Wm. de Basogeb, D.

Gu. three palets vair on a chief or a lion pass. az.

Simon Patrick, Bishop of Chichester 1681-91,

afterwards of Ely.
Gu. three palets vair on a chief or a lion pass, of

the first. Pogell.
Gn. three palets vuir on a chief or a lion pass. sa.

Pocell, W.
Or three palets az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.

guaid. arg. Alanson.

Bird (Eagle)
Gu. three palets vair on a cliief or an ea^\e displ.

az. William de Bloys, Bishop of Worcester

1-218-86.

Gu. tliree palets vair on a chief or an eagle displ.

sa. POWLE.
....(Martlets)

Gu. three palets vair on a chief or a martlet sa.

William of Blois, Bishop of Lincoln 1203-6.

Chastelion, France.

Arg. three palets gu. on a chief az. as many
martlets of the first with a canton of the second

charged with the nieJal presented to him by
the Er\st India Company ppr. Martin, Wiven-

hoe, Essex.

3 PALETS and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. (Martlets) cont.

Az. three palets or on a chief .... as many mart-
lets. Martin.

Gu. three palets chequy or and az. on a chief of
the second as many martlets of the first.

Chaury.
Gu. three palets vair on a chief or three martlets

of the field. Cheyney.
Or three palets az. on a chief gu. as many martlets

or. Marti.m, Saffron WuUien.
Or three palets az. on a chief gu. three martlets

of the field. Martyn, Middlesex.
Or three palets gu. on a chief az. as many mart-

lets arg. Martyn.
Or three palets sa. on a chief gu. as many martlets

of the field. Goodwin, Stoneham Iva, co.

Cambridge.
Crescent

Or three palets gu. surmounted of asaltire arg. on
a chief az. a crescent of the third betw. two

spur-rowels of the first. Walker, Scotland.
Or three palets gu. a saltire arg. on a chief az. a

crescent betw. two mullets of the field.

Walker, -Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Or three palets gu. a saltire arg. on a chief az. a

crescent betw. three njullets of the third.

Walker, Pardoven, Scotland.
Crosses

Arg. three palets az. on a chief gu. as many crosses
crosslet fitchy or. Bradbourne.

Escallops
Gu. three palets or on a chief of the second three

escallops of the first. Bayhouse, V.

Or three palets gu. on a chief arg. three escallops
sa. SURIEN.

Estoiles

Gu. three palets vert on a chief arg. four estoiles

sa. TowsiE or Towsey.
.... Fleur-de-lis

Gu. three palets vair on a chief or a fleur-de-lis

sa. Siie de Baspes, A. Leuze, IV.

5-Foils

Or three palets sa. on a chief of the second as

many ciuquefoils arg. Potman, Kent.
Flower

Or three palets gu. a chief per pale of the second
and az. in the first a rose m the second a lion

ramp. or. Garland, Essex.
.... Garb

Or three palets gu. a saltire arg. on a chief az.

a garb betw. two mullets of the field. Walker,
St. Foit, CO. Fife, Scotland.

Heads—Beasts (Dogs)
Or three palets az. on a chiel gu. as many talbot's

heads erased of the first. Makche, Isle of

Ely.
.... (Leopards)

Arg. three palets sa. on a chief az. three leopard's
lieads erased or. Todcastle, London ; granted
1590.

(Lions)

Arg. three palets sa. on a chief az. as many lion's

heads erased or. Tedcastle, London.
Or three palets gu. on a chief embattled vert as

mHny lion's heads erased of the first.

Richardson, Rotherhithe, Surrey ; granted
1705.

....Birds (Eagles)

Arg. three palets gu. on a chief or as many bird's

heads erased az. Herbert.

Arg. three palets sa. on a chief az. as many eagle's
iieads erased or. Tidcastle, London.
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S PALETS and in chief. ...conf.

On a Chief cont. Heads cont.

Birda cont. (Lapwings)
Arg. three palets gu. on a chief of the first as many

lapwing's heads erased az. Herbert, V,

Label
Vair three palets gu. on a chief or a label of three

az. Chastillon, impaled with Valence bj'

Pembroke College,. Oxford.
Gu. three palets vair on a chief or a label of five

points az. St. Paul or St. Pole. St. Pol,
W.

Gu. three palets vair on a chief or a label of as

many points of the first. Merrike.

Lozenges
Or thi'ee palets az. on a chief gu. as many

lozenges arg. Arden, V.

. . . .Mascles

Or three palets gu. on a chief arg. three mascles

of the second. Wilkes, Wisbeach, Isle of

Ely ; and Ned, co. York.
Mullets

.... three palets ... on a chief ... as many mul-

lets pierced . . . Richard Akerman, 1456. Seal.

Arg. three palets gu. on a chief or four mullets of

the second. Tew.
.. ..Eoundles

Gu. three palets arg. ou a chief or three hurts.

Wryne, V.

Gu. three palets or on a chief of the second as

many ogresses. Kidijsy, alias Poynter, co.

Devon. Poynter, alias Kidley, co. Devon.

Gu. three palets arg. on a chief of the second as

many torteaux. Kedslie.
.... Saltire

Or three palets az. on a chief gu. a saltire of the

field. Pepe or Pape, Holland.

.... Wreaths

Arg. three palets gu. a chief per pale gu. and az.

charged on the dexter side with a chaplet of

four roses or on the sinister with a demi lion

ramp, of the last. Garland, Essex, V.

Or three palets gu. on a chief per pale az. and of

the second a chaplet and demi lion ramp, of

the field. Garland, Essex.

Label
Gu. three palets vair in chief a label of five points

az. St. Paul, Z, 407.

Quarter
Or three palets gu. with a quarter vair. Basset,

temp. Ed. Ill, on becoming heir to Chedle,
Simon, descendant of William of Sapcote.

Wyiley.
Or three palets gu. a quarter barry nebuly arg.
and az. Bassett.

On a Q,narter
Or three palets gu. on a quarter arg. a griffin ramp,

sa. Basset, temp. Edward III, on becoming
a heir to Cliedle John of Blore, descendant of

John, of New Place. Wyvley.
Or three palets gu. with a quarter (of Britain)

tricked ermine. Ralph Basset, Lord of Dray-
ton, son of Ralph, third son of Richard and
Maud. Wyrley.

Or three palets sa. with a quarter (of Britain)
ermine. Roger Basset, co. Warwick; varied

from Drayton. Wyrley.

3 PALETS betw. or within
Bordure

Or three palets gu. quarterly with erm. all within
a bordure sa. Pershall,

3 PALETS betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

Or three palets wavy gu. a bordure erm. M.
Stephen Valens, S. Valeignes, V. Valange,
V. Valence, Kent.

Or three palets gu. within a bordure az. bezanty.
Bassett, Collinson, Somerset, iii, 166.

Or three palets gu. within a bordure sa. bezanty.
Basset, Lord of Weldon, the eldest son of

Richard, second son of Richard and Maud.
IVyrley.

Arg. three palets within a bordure gu. charged
with eight crowns or. Balsham.

Or three palets gu. within a bordure of the last

charged with eight ducal coronets or. Peter-
House or St. Peter's College, Cambridge;
founded 1256 by Hugh de Balesham or

Balsham, Bishop of Ely.
Or three palets gu. a crozier of the first a bor-

dure az. bezanty. Auguslinian Priory of St.

John Baptist at Launda, co. Leicester.

Arg. three palets gu. over all on a bend az. three
cushions or all within a bordure engr. ofthe
last. LuNDiN, Scotland.

Or three palets gu. on a bordure az. thirteen

bezants. M. Rauf Bassett de Weldon, S.
Seal.

Or three palets gu. on a bordure az. sixteen
bezants. Launda Monastery, co. Leicester.

Flaunches

Arg. three palets az. betw. two square flaunches

gu. MOSYLTON.
Or three palets az. betw. two flaunches gu.
MOSLETON.

Mullets

Arg. three palets sa. four mullets in bend of the
second. Thymelby ; Harl. MS. 68-29, fo. 47.

Thimbleby, CO. Lincoln, V.

3 PALETS betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

On a Canton

Arg. three palets gu. within a bordure engr. az. on
a canton of the second a spur or. Knight,
Congresbury, co. Somerset. Knight, Shrews-

bury ; eight descents of this family are given
in Vincent, Salop ; Bashchurch, co. Salop.

Arg. three palets gu. withhi a bordure engr. sa.

on a canton .... a spur and leather rowel down-
wards .... John Knight, Shrewsbury, temp.
Henry VIII, F.

Arg. three palets gu. on a canton of the second a

spur with the rowel downwards leathered or
within a bordure engr. sa. Knight, Ruscombe,
CO. Berks.

Gu. three palets arg. a bordure engr. sa. on a
canton of the last a spur and leallier rowel
downwards or. Knight.

Or three palets gu. on a canton sa. a spur-rowel
of the field within a bordure engr. of the
third. Knight.

On 8 PALETS
Arg. three palets sa. on each a greyhound's head

erased of the first collared or. Wykes or

Weykes, CO. Cambridge.
Gu. on three palets wavy arg. ten martlets. Coo,

Stechworth. Cole's MS., xiii, 60.

Sa. three palets or on the fiist and third three
crosses gu. on the second as many leopard's
heads. Longspeare, F.

Arg. on three palets sa. nine leopard's heads
or. Long, Swinthorpe, Norfolk.
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On 3 FALETS cont.

Per fess or and sa. three palets counterchanged
as many lion's heads erased gu. Argall,
Argel, or Argill.

Or three palets gu. each charged with an escallop
of the first. Karle, Allerton Tower, Wootton,
CO. Lancaster; Baronetcy 1869.

Arg. on three palets sa. as many spear's heads of

the field. Gooding, Goodyng, or Godwyn, go.

Lincoln.
Or three palets gu. on an escucheon arg. an im-

perial eagle sa. Malynes.

On 3 FALETS and in chief. . . .

Erra. three palets az. each charged with a cross

patty fitcby or on a chief gu. two helmets close

ppr. Groom.
Or three palets each charged with a talbot pass.

of the field on a chief gu. a lion pass. betw.

two anchors of the first. Stevenson, Sutton

Goiefield, co. Warwick.
Sa. three palets or on each a torteaux on a chief

arg. a heart gu. Stott, Scotland.

4 FALETS
Arg. & bend gu. over all four palets sa.

BURGEHILL.

Arg. four palets gu. Rowthinges. Rowthings,F.
Gu. four palets wavy erm. Wilborne, V.

Or four palets az. over all a bendlet arg. Solas,
V.

Or four palets gu. Arragon ; borne by Eleanor
of Provence, wife of Henry III, in right of her

father. Barrington, 189. De Behenoer.
Dun, Brydsale, co. Derby, V. Lloyd of Yale.

Barrington. Provence. Gough,\, 70. Raymond
Court of Provence, Z, 97. Eleanor, Queen
of Henry III, Z, 88. Thorley.

Or four palets sa. David de Strabolgie, Earl
of Athol, temp. Henry III, W.

Per pale indented gu. and arg. four palets coun-

terchanged. Ellesworth, V. Ellisworth.
Sa. four palets erm. Humfrey or Humphrey.

4 FALETS and in chief....
On a Canton .... Beasts (Lion)

Or four palets gu. on a canton sa. a lion ramp,
of the field. Brandon, London.

Chief

Arg. four palets az. a chief vair. Atterbury.

Crosses

Az. four palets or on a chief gu. three crosses

formy of the second. Mence.
Az. four palets or on a chief gu. three crosses

formy arg. Mewee or Mewis, Holdenby, co.

Northampton ; and Bishopton, co. Wilts.

Az. four palets or on a chief gu. three crosses

formy arg. Mewys.
Mullet

Gu. four palets or on a canton arg. a mullet of six

points sa. Welles.

4 PALETS betw

Arg. three roses gu. betw. four palets sa. two and
two. Scheffeld. Sheffeld.

6 FALETS
Arg. five palets sa. Kendrick.
Gu. five palets raguly arg. Somervii^e.
Gu. five palets raguled trunked and couped or.

SOMERVILL.
Gu. five palets wavy arg. Gardiner.

5 FALETS and ia chief

On a Canton .... Head (Human Figure)
Gu. five paleta raguly or on a canton of the first a

Moor's head of the second. Somervill, V.

Gu. five palet% counterembaltled or on a canton
of the first a Saracen's head sidefaced couped
of the second. Somervill.

.... Mtillet

Or five palets az. on a canton gu. a mullet sa.

Blaby, CO. Leicester.

.... Flowers

Arg. five palets couped at the top wrapped with
osiers in fess gu. fretty in base with u serpent
vert in chief three roses. Anguish.

6 FALETS

Quarterly gu. and or on eaclj of the first three

palets arg. Henley.
Per fess gu. and arg. six palets wavy counter-

changed. Gardner.

FALY of 4

Paly of four or and vert. Marshall.

Paly of four arg. and vair. William do

Longchamp, Bishop of Ely 1189-97.

Paly of four arg. and vert. Marshall.

FALY of 6 by simple lines

Paly of six .... and . . . .quartering .... three demi
lions ramp. .... Richard Neil or Neyle,
Bishop of Rochester ; Bishop of Lichfield and

Coventry 1010-14. Seal.

Paly of six arg. and az. Amesley. Annesley,
V. Anylay. Joan de Blakeburn, E.
BuRGATT. Cam. Cheynell. Esterley.
EsTERLYS or EsTERLLis. GoRNEY, CO. Dorset.

Gramston. Heioham. Heyham. Langley.
PosiNGwoRTH. PsTRELLE, CO. Nottingham.
Stirley, CO. Derby. Strauley or Strelley,
Strelley, co. Notts; Scrope v. Grosvenor,

156, 358. M. Sampson de Steaveley, 5.

Strelley, co. York, V.

Paly of six arg. and az. in the centre a cinque-
foil for difif. Strelley, Woodborough, co.

Notts.

Paly of six arg. and az. a mullet for diff.

Strelley, West Langton, co. Leicester.

Per pale dexter paly of six arg. and az. sinister

sa. Trenchard, co. Dorset.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a bend gu. three eagles

displ. or. Grandison, V.

Paly of six arg. and az. on a canton gu. a mullet

arg. Stranley, V.

Paly of six arg. and az. a crescent gu. Trimbley
or Trimley.

Paly of six arg. and az. per fess counterchanged.
Posinworth, V.

Paly of six arg. and gu. Bainfrons. Barecroft.
Barescroft. Barrett ; ifarZ. MS. 1003. M.
Louis Bertaut, D. John Carpenter, Bishop
of Worcester 1444 76. Fitz-Well, co. Bucks.

Robert le Fitz-Nele, L. FitzNeel, N.

FiTZ-NEELorFiTZ.-NELE, CO. Bucks, F. Gercom.
Fitz-Nowell. Hertham. Neale, Nele, or

Fitz-Nele, CO. Bucks. Noel, Dalby, co. Lei-

cester; and Hilcot, co. Stafiord. Nowell or

NoELL, Merley, co. Lancaster. Noel, Kiikl.y

Mallory, CO. Leicester. Ruthven. Woodroffe.

Paly counterpaly of six arg. and gu. {i.e., per
fess counterchanged). Spire, Essex. Spyese,

Ei.sex, V.
128
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PALY of 8 by simple lines cont.

Paly of six arg. and gu. a label az. 'William de

Valoignes le filz, X.

I'aly of six arg. and sa. Burfield. Bukghill,
Ireland. Borgat, Burgat, of.Borgace, Suf-

folk. Sire Peres de Borgatk, N. Burgate,
CO. Stafford. Buegatt, Suffolk. Griffith,
Gam, CO. Denbigh ;

derived from Madoc Ddu,
North Wales, who was a descendant of Edwin,
Lord of Tegengl, now represented by George
Griffith, Garn, co. Denbigh. Mills, Suffolk.

NooNE. Peltot. Strelley, CO. Nottingham.
Stirley, CO. Derby. Stranlay. Swinford,
Essex, v. Symbarbe. Sir Perceval Sandon;

quartering gu. a Saracen's head in profile

couped arg.

Paly of six arg. and sa. a bend gu. Burfield.
Per pale paly of six arg. and sa. and az. (in the

centre chief point a trefoil or for distinction).

Trenchard, Lytchet Maltravers, co. Dorset;

quartering Dillon.

Paly of six arg. and sa. per fess countercbanged.
NicH, alias Nye, Sussex.

Paly of six arg. and vert. Hopwood, Chopwood.
Langley, Higham Gobion, co. Bedford, F;
Baronetcy, IC-il. Extinct before 1800.

Paly of six arg. and vert. Lawson, co. York.

(Sometimes with a mullet in fess dexter.)
Thomas Langley, Bishop of Durham 140f5-37.

Paly of six arg. and vert per fess countercbanged.
Thomas Langley, Bishop of Durham 140(5-37

(sometimes with a mullet in fess dexter).
LONGLEY.

Paly of six arg. and vert an escallop for diff.

Hopwood.
Paly of six az. and or. Hedry.
I'aly of six az. and gu. Carpenter, co. Worcester.

Paly of six erm. and az. Holgrave.
Paly of six erm. and gu. Jermyn, Exeter, co.

Devon
; and Lordington, Sussex, W. Germin,

CO. Huntingdon.
Paly of six gu. and erm. Germayn.
Paly of six gu. and or. Le Conte de Fyffe, P.

Paly of six gu. and or on a quarter arg. a mullet
sa. Sir Richard Wells, V.

Paly of six gu. and vair. Godwin. Goodwyn,
Earl of Kent.

Paly (of six) gu. sa. and or. Le Counts de

Atholl, X.

Paly of six or and az. Gardoyi.e, Garville,
or Gardley. Ancell de Gorkey, E. Sir
Thomas Gorney, L, N. M. Mays Godrnay, S.

Gournay, CO. Devon, K Gorney, Gurnay, or

Gurnard, Kendal, Cumberland. Gournay,
Feudal Baron of Yarmouth, Norfolk. Gournay
or Gurnay, temp. William the Conqueror and
Henry III, Gurney or Gourney, co. Somerset.

Harlston, Hardwick, Kent. Jarvill. De
Jeuvile. Symbarbe.

Paly of six or and az. per fess countercbanged.
Gurney or Gurnard; as borne by Sir Richard

Gurney, Lord Mayor of London 1042 ; granted
20 July, 10:33.

Paly of six or and gu. Basset of Colstone.

Bankes, vol. i. Beawfjiens. Bewfront.
Botreux. Gurney or Gournay. Hendley,
Ireland. Hinchley. Knightly, co. Stafford.

Pyne, F.

Paly of six or and sa. Alby. Conte de Asseler,
F. Coute de Athol, E. Le Conte d'ATHETii.L,
P. Athol, Scotland. Bewley, co. Lincoln ;

impaling Goodhand. Seal 1713. Borgat.
Burgate. Burghull, Ireland. Datholt.

PALY of 6 by simple lines :ont.

Harlyston, V, Le Conte de Lascele, C.

Peltot. Sire Rauf de Scirlee, N. Shelley.

Sterle, CO. Warwick. Strabolgi, Earl of Athol ;

Scotland, 1300. Strelley. Stukeley or

Stuley, CO. Berks; and co. Bucks. Sturley.

Paly of six sa. and arg. Burgate, V.

BURGATH.

Paly of six sa. and arg. Sandon ; quartering gu.
a Saracen's head sidefaced couped arg.

Paly of six vair and gu. De Cowcy.

Paly of six vert and arg. Langley.

PALY of 8 by simple lines

Paly of eight arg. and gu. Leolinus de

Bromfeild, Bishop of St. Asaph 1293-1314.

Henley. Llewellyn ap Ynyr, Lord of Yale,
in Denbigbland. Descendants : 1. Lloyds of

Bodidris, in Yale ; Baronets. 2. Lloyds of

Gloster, King's County. Lloyd, King's County,
Ireland. Lloyd, Bodidris-yn-Yale, co. Den-

bigh; Baronetcy, 1047. Extinct 17('0.

Paly of eight arg. and lozenpy sa. Croft.

Paly of eight arg. and sa. Milles.

Paly of eight or and gu. Sir Robert Bassett of

Wautmont. Bindon, Ireland. Bindon Cister-

cian Abbey, co. Dorset. Ynyr de Yale.

Paly of eight or and sa. Strabolgie, F'.

Paly of eight sa. and arg. per fess countercbanged.

Bache, CoUinson, Somerset, i, 230. St. Barbe.

Paly of eight sa. and arg. a crescent gu. Foy.

Paly bendy of eight arg. and az. a canton erm.
Shirley or Shurley, Ifield, Sussex; extinct.

Per pale indented paly of eight arg. and gu.
Ellesworth.

Paly of eight gu. and arg. quarterly with or plain.

Henley, co. Salop.

PALY of 10 by simple lines

Paly of ten arg. and gu. Aragon. Rothings.

Paly of ten arg. and sa. Burgate, Suffolk.

Paly often or and gu. Bainfeld, K Bainfield.

PoYNES, CO. Devon. Therle. Threele or

Thrale, Southwark; and Sussex. Threlle.

Threlle, Kent, V.

PALY of 6 by compound lines

Paly of six angled (angled bevelly in bend

dexter, Glover, fo. lUO) the angles in bend
dexter arg. and az. Posingworth,
Possingworth, or Posynworth.

Paly dancetty of six or and gu. all per saltire coun-

tercbanged. Pouges.

Paly of six engr. arg. and gu. Lowders.
LOWLES.

Paly of six engr. gu. and arg. Lovelace.

Paly nebuly of six gu. and or. Mandeyet, V.

MOLEYNS, F.

Paly wavy of six arg. and gu. German, Corn-
wall. Will. Gernon, B. Gurnon. Sir Roger
Herham, iJ. Herham. Valoines. Thebaude
de Valoignes, P. Will, de Waloynes, F,iV^, X.

Paly wavy of six erm. and az. Jermin, Ext'te.r.

Paly wavy of six erm. and gu, Gorney or

GORNON.

Paly wavy of six gu. and nrg, Gernon.

Paly wavy of six gu. and az. Nalonges,

Paly wavy of six gu. and or, Mandeyet. Sire

Maudynt, O.

Paly wavy o^' six or and gu. Gernon. Manduvt,
Molynes, Moi.ins, or Molense.

Paly wavy of six or and sa. Amerex or

Americe.
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PAL7 of 8 by compound lines

Paly embattled of eight arg. and gu. Wioley,
Middleton, co. Derby; granted 1011; Harl.
MS. 6140, fo. 104. WiGiJiy, Wigwell, co.

Derby. The Wigleys of VVigwell sprung from

Henry, youngest son of Henry Wigley, of
Wirksworth and Scraptoft, terminated in co-

heiresses, m. to Rose], Stratham, and Burton.

Paly wavy of eight gu. and erm. Wilborne.

PALT by compound lines

Paly bendy arg, and gu. Sydenham.
I'alv bendy or and gu. Croone, London; Her.

OJ., c. 24.

I'aiy bendy or and az. Buck, Agecroft Hall,
near Manchester.

Pdly bendy lozengy or and sa. Calvert, Lord

Mayor of London 1749.

FAIL
Gu. a pall reversed erm. Keldon. Kelverdon,

Essex.

Arg. a pall sa. on a Chief or a dragon pass. gu.
betw. two chaplets of the last leaved vert.

Sheriff, Leith. Shekiffe, London ; grantedU April, 1761.

Arg. a bishop's pall sa. in chief a stag's head
erased gu. (Another, a star sa.) Cunninghame,
Barns, Scotland.

Arg. a bishop's pall sa. betw. three dock leaves

vert. Marshall, That Ilk. Burke.
Az. an episcopal staff in pale arg. ensigned with

a cross patty or surmounted by a pall of the

second edged and fringed of the third charged
with four crosses formy fitchy sa. Arch-

bishopric of Canterbury. Also Archbishoprics
of Armagh and Dublin, except that there are

five crosses on the pall in the arms of Dublin.

Gu. a pall ending in points patonce betw. three

six pointed mullets arg. one and two. Harrold,
Lembkirk ; Harl. MS. 1441.

Gu. a pall patonce betw. three estoiles arg.

Harrold; Harl. MS. 1441.

PALM see Tree Fire PAN see Beacon

PANTHER see Beast

PARLIAMENT ROBE see Mantle

PARROT see Bird (Popinjay)
PARTISAN see Spear

PASTORAL STAFF see Staff

PAVILION see Tent PAW see Leg
PEACOCK and HEN see Bird (Pea-fowl)

PEAR see Fruit

(Baker's) PEEL
Arg. on a baker's peel sa. three plates. Pister,

Metheringham, co. Lincoln ; and Ryegaie,

Surrey.

Arg. on a peel in pale sa. three manchets or loaves

of the first. Pystor, Suffolk.

Arg. on a baker's peel sa. a crescent or betw. three

plates. Pister.
Sa. three oval peels or. Kill, Kill, Scotland.

PEGASUS see Monster PELICAN see Bird

PELLET see Roundle

PEN
Gu. a lion rarap. holding in the dexter paw a pen

aig. Gret.
Pens

.... three pens two and one points towards the

base. John Chadsdeleb, Bishop of Salisbury
1417-26.

PEN coiit.

Az. three writing pens paleways full feathered

arg. Gilmer or Gilmour, Craigmillar, Scot-
land.

Gu. three writing pens arg. Cowpen.
Gu. six writing pens arg. three two and one.

Cowpen, Oxford. Sire Renaud de Coupenne,
N.

PENNON see Banner

PENNY-YARD PENCE see Roundle

PEPPER-COD see Fruit

PETRONEL see Gun

PEWIT see Bird (Lapwing)

PHEASANT see Bird

PHEON
Arg. a pheon az. Sidney, Earl of Leicester.

Sidney-Shelley, Penshurst Place, Kent;
Baronetcy, 1818 ; quartering sa. a chev. engr.
betw. three whelk shells or for Shelley.

Arg. a pheon sa. Babowe.
Az. a pheon arg. Bradbridg, Bredbridge, or

Brodbridoe, V. WiUiam Bbadbridge, Bishop
of Exeter 1571-8.

Az. a broad arrow head arg. the top of the middle

part or, Brodbrigge, Sussex.

Az. a pheon or. Nutt, Kent, Sydney, Tarn-
worth.

Or a pheon az. Shaepe. Sidney, Cowpen Hall.

Northumberland, Sidney, Danbury, Essex,
Sidney, Baron de L'Isle and Dudley. Sydney,
Earl of Leicester. Sydney, Bourn Bridge
Lodge, CO. Berks. Pyrs ; quartering az. a

pheon or.

Per pale or and sa. a pheon counterchanged,
Watman or Whatman, Maidstone, Kent.

Whatman, Hawkhurst and Roniney, Kent.

Whatman, Maiden Bradley, co. Wilts; quar-

tering Sackville.

Sa. a pheon arg. Nicholl or Niool, Penrose,
Cornwall, originally of Guernsey. Niooll.

NicoLL or Nicholl, Cornwall.

Sa. a pheon arg. a crescent for diff. Nicholls,

Boycote.co. Salop.

Quarterly sa. and erm. on the first and fourth a

pheon arg. Crampton, Ireland.

PHEON and in chief....

Canton
Sa. a pheon inverted arg. a canton or. Jackson.

On a Canton ...Bird

Sa. a pheon arg. on a canton of the second an
owl ppr. Nicholls, Essex.

On a Chief.... Beast

Arg. a pheon sa. on a chief of the second a lion

pass, of the first. Bambrouoh, Rendlesham,

Suffolk; and co. York. Bambubq. co.

York.

. . . .Mullets (Rowels)

Az, a pheon arg. on a chief of the last two spur-

rowels with part of the spur gu. M'Kall,
Scotland.

Escallops

Per fess gu. and arg. in base a pheon az. in chief

two escallops or. Phin, Whitehill, Scot-

land.

Arg. a pheon point upwards az. in chief two

pierced mullets gn, M'Kall, Scotland.

M'Kalla. M'Ccll, Scotland.
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PHEON betw. or within
For a Pheon between the horns of a stag, see

HEAD and in chief; and so in other cases.

Beasts (Deer)
Az. a |iljeon betw. three bucks trippant or.

Geeen, Abingdon, co. Berks ; and London,
.... a broad arrow .... feathered .... betw.

three hart's horns .... Hall, co. Devon.
(3u. two wolf's heads erased in chief .... and a

lion ramp, in base arg. in tbe middle chief

point a pheon of the last. Edridge.
Bordare

Az. a pheon within a bordure engr. arg.
Sharpe.

On a Bordure Boundles
Az. a pheon arg. a bordure of the last charged

with eight torteauxa crescent for diflf. Shabpe,
Bayden, Cumberland ; and Eolleston, co.

Leicester.

Az. a pheon arg. within a bordure or charged
with eight torteaux. Sharp, Bishopwearmouth,
CO. Durham. Dr. John Sharps, Archbishop
of York 1691-1714; granted 1691.

Heads—Blasts (Boars)

Arg. a pheon gu. betw. three boar's heads erased

sa. Reding or Reeding, co. Hereford
; and

London ; confirmed November 1609.

Arg. a pheon betw. three boar's heads erased sa.

Riding.
Az. a pheon betw. three boar's heads erased or.

Gordon, Knockaspack, Scotland.

Or a pheon reversed betw. three boar's heads
erased az. Smart, Musselburgh, Scotland.

.... (Leopards)
Az. a pheon arg. betw. three leopard's faces or.

Barnes.
.... (Lions)

Arg. a pheon az. betw. three lion's heads erased

gu. Scot, Abbotshall, Scotland; Font's MS.
Horns

Az. a pheon arg. betw. three stag's horns or.

Clunes, Mildrig, Scotland.

Mascles

Arg. a pheon az. betw. three raascles gu.
Johnson, London ; Her. Off., London, c. 24.

Mallets
Gu. a pheon within anorle of mullets or. Sidney,
Essex. Sydney, Essex.

2 PHEONS
Gn. two broad arrows in saltire or feathered arg.

betw. four lion's heads erased and crowned of
the second. Arrowsmyth, Huntingfield Hall,
Suffolk.

Sa. two pheons in saltire arg. Peari^e.
Sa. two broad arrows in saltire arg. betw. four

plates. Pearle.
Sa. two broad arrows in saltire .... betw. nine

'

plates. Perke.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third a

pheon of the first. Cowper, Surrey, 1614.

2 PHEONS and in base
Vert in base a talbot pass, and in chief two pheons

or. Grape, New Windsor, co. Berks
; granted

1764.

Arg. in chief two pheons and in base a mullet sa.

JoPE, Merrifield, Cornwall.
Or two pheons in chief gu. in base a garb vert a

chief dovetailed az. Leaves, Kensington, Mid-
dlesex.

3 PHEONS
Arg. three pheons az. two and one. Tongrey.
Arg. three pheons in chief az. Rumford.
Arg. a mullet gu. betw. three pheons sa. Jolly.

Arg. three broad arrows gu. Hender, Corn-
wall.

Arg. three pheons gu. Archer, V.

Arg. three pheons sa. Hartswell. Kemes,
Wales. Snagg or Snagge, Lenchworth, co.

Hertford. A cinquefoil gu. for diflf. Joles,
Lord Mayor of London 1615. A mullet gu. for

diff. Jolly or Jolys, V.

Arg. three broad arrows bendways sa. two and
one. CoRBALLY, Ireland.

Az. three broad arrows or. Archer, Baron
Archer of Uraberslade, co. Warwick.

Erm. three pheons gu. Skipsey.
Gu. three pheons arg. Le Clerk. Malpas, co.

Chester.
Gu. three pheons in pale the middlemost point
downwards arg. Norton, co. Berks.

Gu. three broad arrows or feathered and headed

arg. Hales, Coventry, co. Warwick; and Tun-
stall, Kent.

Or three pheons az. Tongra ; quartering arg.
on a bend az. three lions ramp, or a bor-
dure sa.

Or three pheons gu. Partington.
Or three pheons sa. a cinquefoil gu. for diff.

JoLLES or JoYLES, London.
Per chev. arg. and or three pheons sa. Hassall,
Hanklow and Nantwich, co. Chester.

Per chev, or and sa, three pheons counterchanged.
Hassell or Hassall, Hinde, London.

Per pale or and vert three pheons counter-

changed. Dartfield, co. York,
Sa. three pheons arg. Apreece, co. Bucks ; and

CO. Huntingdon, Archer. Egerton, co.

Salop. Foster or Forstall, Kilkenny, Ire-

land
; confirmed and attested in Ireland,

30 Nov., 1674. NicHOLL, Llantwitt-Majoi-, co.

Glamorgan ; ancestor of the NichoUs of

Llantwitt-Major, Tredunnock, The Ham, Dim-
lands, Llanmaes, Merthyrmawr, etc. ; quartering
first Turberville, second Jestin ap Gwrgant,
Prince of Glamorgan, and third Norris, Pen-
nine Castle. NicHOLL, Llanmaes; Penlline ;

Dunlands; all co. Glamorgan ; and Tredun-
nock, CO. Monmouth. Nicholls, Trewane in

St. Kew, Cornwall
; confirmed by Camden :

heiress m. Glynn of Glynn, Nicolls, co.

Northampton. Sir Francis Nicolls, Hard-
wick

; Baronetcy 1641. Sir Augustine Nicoli.s,

Faxton, one of the Judges of tbe Common
Pleas, temp. James I. Micholls, Trereife in

Madron, Cornwall, O'Shee, borne by John,
brother of Odoneus O'Shee 1382, Rednes, co.

Lincoln. Rees, North Crawley, co. North-

ampton, Sotham.
Sa. three pheons arg. the outward edge engr.
LOTHAM, V. SoTHAM, V.

Sa. three pheons reversed arg. two and one.

Relham or Relhan,
Sa. three pheons shafted rompu arg. Nicolls

or NicoLL, Colneyhalch, Middlesex ; granted
7 Feb., 1722.

Sa. three broad arrows in pale or. Lawrus,
Picardy.

3 PHEONS and in chief

Canton
Sa. three pheons arg, a canton of the same.

Nicolls or Nicuolls; granted by Cooke, 1588,
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3 PHEONS and in chief cont.

Canton cont.

to Francis Nicholls, Hardwick, co. Northants,
W. NicHOLLS, Bowells, co. Salop.

Chief
Az. three pheons arg. a chief erra. Glasier, co.

Lancaster; and Lea, co. Chester. Glasyeb, V.

Az. three broad arrows or a chief of the second.
HiCKOOMBE.

On a Chief. ...Bar
Gu. three pheons arg. on a chief of the second a

bar nebuly az. Aunold, London ; and Little

Missenden Abbey, co. Berks ; granted 31 Dec,
1612.

. . . .Beast

Arg. three pheons sa. a mullet in chief for diff. on
a chief of the second a greyhound courant of

the first collared gu. Pourton, V. Roberts.
EoBARTs, Essex, V.

Arg. three pheons sa. on a chief of the second a

greyhound pass, of the first collared or.

POWERTON.

Arg. three pheons sa. on a chief of the second a

greyhound courant of the first collared gu.
KoBERTs, Little Braxsted, Essex ; co. Leicester ;

and Willesdon, Middlesex, 1026.

.... Birds

Arg. three pheons az. on a chief sa. as many
martlets or. Juba.

Az. three broad arrows or two and one plumed
arg. on a chief of the second as many man's
heads couped sidefaced ppr. Wattes, Colling-

ton, Holbroke, and Shunks, co. Somerset ; Her.

Off. Dev. Som. and Wilt., c. 22.

.... Mascles

Arg. three pheons az. on a chief gu. as many
mascles of the field. Johnson, Ireland.

3 PHEONS betw. or within
Bordure

Az. three pheons arg. a chief erm. within a bor-

dure engr. or. Glasier, co. Chester.

4 PHEONS
Quarterly gu. and az. four pheons points to centre

arg. Trubshawe ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 22.

Quarterly gu. and vert four pheons in cross

points to the nombril of the escucheon arg.
Trubshawe.

Quarterly or andaz. four pheons counterchapged.
Pyrs, Shrewsbury, co. Salop.

6 PHEONS
Sa. five pheons in saliire arg. headed and feath-

ered or. Peable.

6 PHEONS and in chief

Arg. six pheons on a chief of the last a greyhound
of the first gorged or. Roberts, Willesdon,

Middlesex; Baronetcy 1661.

6 PHEONS betw. or within ....

Arg. six pheons az. within a bordure gu.

Raeburn, Scotland.

Or six pheons az. a bordure gu. Raeburn, Scot-

land.

9 PHEONS
Arg. nine pheons meeting in point six in chief

und three in base sa. Johnson, co. Chester.

PH(ENIX see Monster

PIGEON see Bird (^Dove) PIKE see Fish

P£B FILE or a FILE by simple lines

Arg. a pile az. a chev. counlerchanged. Otwat.
Arg. a pile gu. Bbadston. Calkin. Chandos,
Radbourne. Seyton ; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 66.

Shernam or Shernham.
Arg. a pile gu. in chief a label of five points az.

Chandois or Chandos. Sir John Chandos, L,
M,N.

Arg. a pile sa. Diokleston or Dickeston.
Arg. a saltire sa. a pile cSunterchanged. Coryton.
Arg. a pile sa. over all a chev. counterchanged.
Alwell, CO. Gloucester, F.

Arg. a pile in point sa. and chev. counterchanged.
Atwell, CO. Devon; Patent, 1614. Beringham,
V. Bhinoham, CO. Devon. Chesterton, V.

Arg. a pile sa. over all a fess engr. erm. Ashton,
V. Asheton.

Arg. a pile sa. and a chev. connterchanged.
Alwell, co. Gloucester. Atwill, co. York ;

Harl. MS. 1465. Atwill, co. Devon ; Harl.
MS. 1465. Atwyll, V. Beringham, V.

Brigham,co. York; Harl.MS.lHib. Bringham,
CO. Devon. Chesterton, V. Dickleston.
Noseworth, F. Noseworth, V*. Otway,
Castle Otway, co. Tipperary; descended from
Otway, Ingmire, CO. York ; granted 1663.

Arg. a chev. sa. and a pile in point counter-

changed. Atwell, CO. Devon; patent 1614.

Arg. two bars sa. a pile counterchanged. St.
Barbe.

Az. a pile erm. Wyche; Baronetcy 1729.

Wyche, Davenham, co. Chester; confirmed
28 June, 1587. Sir Cyril Wyche, Ambassador
at Constantinople for Charles I.

Az. a pile or. Aldaine. Aldham, Kent.
Sir Francis de Aldam, V. Hopwood, co.

Hereford. Ragg.
Az. a pile issuing from the base in bend sinister

or. Kagg.
Az. a pile or surmounted by a chev. arg. charged

with a cinquefoil of the field. Muller.
Barry of six or and sa. a pile counterchanged.
Growse, Bildeston, near Ipswich, SuflFolk.

Grant in Herald's College by Robert Cooke,
1560-92.

Barry of six or and sa. over all a pile counter-

changed. Enghain. Engham, V. Gros, V.

Erm. a pile az. Bretingham.
Erm. a pile gu. Brennan, Ireland. Chandos, co.

Cambridge. Robert de Chandos ; Harl. MS,
1386, fo. 66. Richard de la Wich, Bishop of
Chichester 1245-53.

Erminois a pile gu. Hageix.
Gu. a pile arg. Betton.
Gu. a pile arg. a label az. Chandoz.
Gu. a pile or. Chesworth.
Gu. a pile and a chev. or counterchanged of the

field, Noseworthy, co. Devon ; and Cornwall.
Or a pile az. Bagginton or Baggington.
Hopwood, co. Salop.

Per pile az. and or on a chev. arg. a cinquefoil of
the first. Muller.

Or two bars sa. a pile counterchanged. Engham
or Engi.eham, Norfolk. Englisham; Harl.
MS. 1386, fo. 36. Engleham ; Harl. MS.
1465, fo. 326.

Or three bars sa. a pile counterchanged.
Wilmonham ; Harl. MS. 1465, fo. 326.

Or three bars sa. over all a pile az. Giowse.
Or a pile gu. Chandos, Baron Chandos, sum-
moned to Parliament in 1537. Sire Wauter
Chandos, S. Sir John Chandos, co. Cam-
bridge, F.
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FEB FILE or a FILE by simple lines cont.

Or a pile sa. Dyghton, co. York, F.

Per fess indented or and go. over all a pilo . . . .

D£WRDANE
;
Harl. MS. 1465. fo. 326.

Per fess or and sa, a pile counterchanged.
Onqham.

Per pale arg. and gu. a pile counterclianced.

Mark; Earl. MS. UfiS, fo. 56. Marke.
Marse

;
Harl. MS. I4fi5, fo. 56.

Per pile sa. and arg. a* chev. counterchanged.
NOSWORTH, V.

Sa. a pile arg. Forneys.
Sa. a chev. arg. and a pile counterchanged.
Atwyll, V*. Beringham, F*. Chesterton,
1710, DiRTON, CO. York; Harl. MS. 1465.

DixTON, F*. Dyeton, V. Dyrton, CO. York.

Sa. a pile arg. over all a chev. counterchanged.
DixToN. Dyrton.

Sa. a pile arg. surmounted by a chev. gu. Dixton,
CO. Gloucester, V. Dycton, V. Dyxton.

Sa. a pile erm. Morisawith, F. Wiche ; Harl.
MS. 138(3, fo. 06.

Sa. a pile or over all a fess counterchanged.
Brinoboene, Fenshaw, Kent.

FEB FILE or a FILE by compound lines

Engrailed
Arg. a piio engr. sa. Dalison, V; Harl. MS.

1380, fo. 60. FoRNARS. Forneys. Sire Robert
de Forneus, N.

Gu. a pile engr. arg. Formans, co. North-

ampton.
Or a pile engr. sa. Waterhouse, descended

from Sir Edward Waterhouse, Lindsay, co.

Lincoln; temp. Henry III; families in co.

Herts; co. Bucks; London; co. Fermanagh;
and CO. York. Waterhouse, Conisbrough, co.

York.
Sa. a pile engr. arg. Forneys, Fornens, or

Formans, Norfolk. Sire Johan de Forneus, 0.

Sa. a pile engr. erm. Rowlands, Cambridge.
Sa. a pile engr. issuing from the chief or. Coane,

Scotland.

Fleeted

Arg. out of the dexter base side a pile fleeted and
reflected sa. Bois.

Flory
Or a pile naissant in bend triple flory sa.

Wroton, W.
Fusily

Sa. a pile fusily arg. Forneys. Burke.
Indented

Arg. a pile indented gu. Bradeston.
Sa. a pile indented arg. Forneus, Norfolk, F.

FORNEUX. PORNEAULX.

Triple pointed
Arg. a pile of three points engr. sa. Cade, Rom-

ford, Essex.

Arg. a pile triple pointed flory sa. issuing from
the sinister base bendways. Norton; Harl.
MS., 1386, fo. 356.

Or a pile triple pointed flory sa. issuing from the
dexter chief bendways. Norton.

Quarterly first and fourth sa. a pile triple pointed
flory arg. issuing out of the sinister base bend-

ways, second and third arg. Norton.

Wavy
Arg. a pile wavy gu. Delahay. Hay or De la

Hay, F.

Az. a pile waved issuing out of the dexter corner
of the escucheon bendways or. Aldam, Kent ;

and Sussex
; Harl. MS. 1386. Aldake,

Sussex, F.

FEB FILE or a PILE by compound lines cont.

Wavy cont.

Sa. a pile wavy arg. Rowland, Egham and
Barnes, Surrey.

Sa. a pile wavy arg. issuing from the dexter chief

to the sinister base. Rowland, F.

PER PILE or a FILE and in chief

On a Canton
Or a pile sa. on a canton az. a saltire engr. arg.
Goodhall, Holywell, co. Lincoln.
On a Chief

Vert a pile arg. issuing out of the dexter quarter
on a chief or a rose gu. seeded of the third

barbed of the first. Joynee.
Crescent

Gu. a pile arg. in the dexter chief a crescent or.

Betton. Sir William Betton, V.

Label

Arg. a pile gu. in chief a label of five points az.

Chandois or Chandos.
Gu. a pile arg. a label az. Chandois or Chandos.

FEB PILE or a FILE betw. or within
Beasts (Leopards)

Gu. a pile betw. four leopards or over all a fess

az. Garway, CO. Worcester.
Birds (Eagles)

Arg. a pile engr. az. betw. two eagles displ. vert.

OOPWOOD.

Arg. a pile in bend az. cotised engr. on the outer

edge gu. betw. two eagles displ. vert. John
Capwoue, F. Copwood.

Arg. a pile in bend sa. fimbriated and engr. gu.
betw. two eagles displ. vert. Copwood, co.

Hertford.

Arg. a pile issuant from the dexter chief point sa.

fimbriated engr. gu. betw. two eagles of the
last. CopwooD, Totteridge, co. Hertford.

Arg. a pile cotised engr. issuing out of the dexter

point betw. two eagles displ. sa. Cofewood
or Copwood, co. Staff'ord.

(Martlets)
Sa. a pile betw. six martlets arg. three and three.
Sangman.

Bordure

Arg. a pile az. a chev. gu. and bordure engr. sa.

Pawden.
Arg. a pile gu. over all a bordure engr, or.

Atwell or Atwill, co. Devon.
Erm. a pile gu. depressed by a chev. az. all within

a bordure engr. or. Atwyll, F.

Bougets
Purp. a pile wavy vairy gu. and or in base two

water bougets arg. on a canton of the last a
crosier erect ppr. Abbot, Baron Tenterdeu.
1827.

Coronets
Gu. a pile arg. betw. three antique crowns or.

Grant, Ireland.

Estoiles

Az. a pile in chief betw. three estoiles or.

Veemuvden.
Az. a pile betw. six estoiles or. Smith, Soham,

CO. Cambridge.
Fleurs-de-lis

Az. a pile betw. four fleurs-de-lis or over all a

chev. of the last. Coutry, Boxbourne, Kent.
Az. a pile surmounted of a fess betw. four fleurs-

de-lis or. Contry, Brook, Kent.

Arg. a chev. and pile betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

More.
Arg. a chev. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. a

pile of the second. Moore.
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PEE PILE or a PILE betw. or within cont.

6-Foil8

Az. a pile erm. betw. tbiee cinquefoils or.

Lefever or Fefevke.
Gambs

Erm. a pile embattled counterembattled sa.

bezaiity betw. two lion's paws erect and erased

gu. over all a bend vert. Blake, Wimbotsam,
Norfolk.

Erm. a pile indented sa. bezanty betw. a lion's

paw erased in cbief and base gu. over all a bend
vert. Black.

Hands
Gn. a jule erm. betw. two dexter hands apaumy
couped arg. BrEE.

Heads
Az.a pile or betw. three boar's heads erased arg.

Gordon, Ireland.

Arg. a pile betw. four leopard's heads gu.

Warren, co. Heris.

Arg. a pile surmounted by a bend gu. betw. four

leopard's faces of the last. Gakway.

Arg. a pile betw. four leopard's heads y.n. over all

a fess of the second. Garway, Lord Mayor of

London 1640.

Arg. a pile surmounted by a fess betw. four

leopard's heads gu. Garroway, East Shene,

Surrey. Garroway, co. Herts; and Chichester,
Sussex.

Insects (Bees)
Az. a pile wavy erm. betw. two bees volant or.

Brandram, London.

Legs (Boots)

Arg. two Dutch boots the soles erect embowed at

the knees and endorsed sa. issuant out of a pile

in base vert spurred or. Boote.
Mullets

Vert a pile betw. three mullets arg. Timson.

On a PILE
Anchors

Or on a pile engr. az. three anchors of the field.

Byde, Ware Park, co. Hertford. John Byde,
Alderman of Lond., died ItitlS. Monument in

Old Shoreham Church, Sussex.

Beast I Lion)
Arg. a pile quarterly gu. and or in the dexter chief

quarter a lion pass. arg. Massey, London, V ;

Her. Off. London, c. 24.

Arg. a pile quarterly gu. and or on the first quarter
a lion pass, of the field. Massie.

Erm. on a pile gu. a lion pass. or. Cater,

Utfington, CO. Berks ;
and London.

Erm. on a pile gu. a lion pass, guard. Cator.

Aig. a pile gu. charged in chief with a lion pass.
erminois over all on each of two bars engr. of

the last two mullets bz. Costekton, Great
Yarmouth ; ^ra/ited 1820. Robson.

Erm. a pile gu. charged with a lion pass, guard.
in chief or and a wimble in base ppr. (? over all)

a fess chequy az. and of the third thereon two

escallops sa. Wimble ; granted to Nehemiah
Wimble, of the Friars, Lewes, Sussex.

Arg. on a pile issuing out of the dexter corner of

the escucheon sa. a lion ramp, of the field.

Philips.

Arg. semy of torteaux on a pile az. a lion ramp.
of the field. Hensley.

Arg. on a pile issuing from the dexter chief to the

sinister base sa. a lion rnrnp. of the first.

Phippes, London; granted 22 July, lb56.

. . . . ( Lions )

Erm. on a pile gu. three lions pass, guard, or.

James Crofts, afterwards Scot, Duke of Mon-

On a PILE cont.

Beasts cont. (Lions) cont.

mouth. Earl of Doncaster, etc.; granted R April,

lti68; quartering or an escucheon of France
within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
Z, (i39.

Arg. on a pile az. six lions ramp, three two and
one or. Savage, Midsomer Norton, co.

Somerset.

Billets

Sa. on a pile or ten billets four three two and one
of the field. Gabriel, Edgecombe Hall, Surrey ;

Baronetcy 1867.

Bird (Eagle)
Gu. on a pile arg. an eagle displ. of the field.

Delap, Stoke Park, Surrey. Delap, Monallen,
CO. Donegal ; descended from the Scottish

family of Dunlop.
Or a pile az. charged with an eagle displ. in chief

of the field a fess dancetty erm. O.smond,
Coventry; and Barkeswell, co. Warwick.

.. ..(Martlets)

Arg. a pile issuing out of the chief az. charged
with three martlets or. Blage.

Erm. on a pile or three martlets sa. over all a fess

engr. gu. charged with as many mascles of the
second. Payne; granted in 1826 to Henry
Payne, of the Newark, co. Leicester.

Or on a pile az. three martlets of the field.

Wood, Nottsgrove, Essex; and Lincoln's Inn,
London.

.. ..(Owls)

Arg. on a pile gu. three owls of the field.

Cropley, Bookelshall, Suffolk ; confirmed
12 May, 1635.

Caltrap
Sa. on a pile arg. a caltrap of the first. KERRiCHi

Gelde^ton Hall, Suffolk ; granted 17 June,
1630, to Captain Kerrich.

Or on a pile az. three caltraps of the fields

Kerrison, Oakley and Brnme, Suffolk ; Baro-

netcy]821. Walker, Bushey, co. Hertford.

Chevron

Arg. on a pile az. a cbev. counterchanged.
Otway.

Arg. on a pile gu. a chev. betw. three crosses
crosslet of the field. Daw. Dawe, Ditcheat,
CO. Somerset. Dawe, East Chilboroiigh, co.

Dorset.
Or on a pile vert a chev. engr. betw. three

leopard's heads of the field. Perryman, Lon-
don ; granted 25 March, 1710.

Coronet
Erminois on a pile embattled az. a mural crown

betw. two caltraps in pale or. Walker; Sir

George Walker, Bushey Hall, co. Herts, was
created a Baronet 1C79 ; extinct 1692 ; the co-

heiresses, Elizabeth m. Sir Edwin Sadleir,

Bart., and Mary, m. (1) to Henry Beaufoy,
Edmonscott, co. Warwick; and (2) Arthur, son
of Sir Arthur Welsden, Swanscomb, Kent.

Crescents

Arg. on a pile engr. az. three crescents of the
first. Dallyson, Hornsey, Middlesex ; granted
14 December, 24th King Charles I.

Az. on a pile arg. three crescents in pale pprj
Cressall.

Crosses

Or on a pile engr. az. three crosses crosslet fitcby
of the fii-st. RiGDON,Dowsby, cp. Lincoln.

Sa. on a pile or three crosses patty of the first

Royle. Kyi.ey, V.
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On a PILE cont.

Cups
Arg. on a pile sa.a cup of the first issuant there-

from two branches of laurel ppr. Laurie ;

granted to John Laurie, Major of Artillery in

the service of the East India Company.
Escallops

Or on a pile az. three escallops of the first. Pye,
London ; granted 2 May, 1634, V.

Or on a pile gu. three escallops of the first

two and one. Hewitt, London ; granted by
Cooke, 153G, W.

Estoiles

Or on a pile sa. three estoiles of the field.

Baiggendens.
Fleurs-de-lis

Erm. on a pile az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Ambemont. Aubemont or Aubemonde.
Erm. on a pile az. six fleurs-de-lis or. Sir John

AUBEMOUNT,^ V.

Flower
Per chief or and vert on a pile arg. issuing out of

the dexter chief pointing to the sinister base a

rose gu. Richmond, V.

3-Foils

Sa.on a pile arg. three trefoils slipped of the first.

NoADS, Shepallbury, co. Herts ; granted
10 Feb., 1634. Nodes, V.

4-Foils

Arg. on a pile sa. three quatrefoils or. Eyre,
Bramleshall and Braiihwall, co. York.

Gu. on a pile arg. three quatrefoils of the first.

Vincent, Ireland.

Or on a pile az. three quatrefoils arg. pierced.

Vincent, co. Northampton ; granted to Augus-
tine Vincent, Windsor Herald, temp. Charles I,

died 11 Jan., 1625-6, W.
Or on a pile az. three quatrefoils of the first.

Vincent, co. Warwick.

6-Foils

Gu. on a pile arg. three cinquefoils of the field.

Israel.
Garbs

Or on a pile vert three garbs of the field. Field,
Surrey. Oldfield, co. Leicester

;
and co.

Oxford. Oldfield, Spalding, co. Lincoln ;

Baronetcy 6 Aug., 1660. Ocldfield, co.

Lincoln.
Hands

Argr.on a pile az. three dexter gauntlctsof the field.

JoLLiFFE, London ; Botham, and Carswell

Castle, CO. Stafford ; Costenhull, co. Worcester.

Arg. on a pile az. three dexter gauntlets or.

JoLLiFFE, Merstham, Surrey; Baronetcy 1821.

Arg. on a pile sa. three dexter hands of the first.

JOLLIFFE.

Arg. on a pile vert three dexter hands couped of
the field. Jolley or Jollye, co. Lancaster.

Arg. on a pile vert three dexter hands couped at

the vkrist and erect of the field. Jolliffe or

Jolley, Leek, co. Stafford; Buglawton, co.

Chester; and Cofton Hall, co. Worcester.

Arg. on a pile vert three dexter hands couped
at the wrist erect and apatiniy of the field.

Jolliffe, Ammerdown, co. Somerset; quarter-

ing arg. two bars sa. on a canton of the second
a cinquefoil or, for Twyford.

Errainois on a pile sa. a gauntlet or lined gu.
Hancock, London, 1635.

Heads—Beasts (Bears)
Gu. on a pile arg. from il>e chief three bear's

heads couped sa. muzzled or. Amy, Cornwall.

On a PILE cont.

Heads—Beasts cont. (Boars)
Or on a pile az. three boar's heads couped of the

field. LuxFoRD, Wartling, Sussex.

(Horses)
Arg. billetty az. on a pile of the last three horse's

heads erased of the field. Pearson, London.
Or a pile az. over all a chev. counterchanged hetw.

three horse's heads erased arg. Edwards, co.

Lancaster; and co. Denbigh; confirmed by
Sir George Nayler in 1825 to Joshua Edwards,
Manchester.

.... (Leopard)
Arg. on a pile gu. a leopard's head jessant-de-lis

or. Tirrey, London, 1615.

Erm. on a pile az. a leopard's head jessant-de-lis
or. Somner.

Erm. on a pile gu. a leopard's head jessant-de-lis
or. Terrey, London.

Or on a pile gu. a leopard's head jessant-de-lis of
the field. Curling, Kent.

....(Lion)
Chequy arg. and gu. on a pile of the first a lion's

head erased sa. in chief a crescent of tlie

second. Cubitt, Lord Mayor of London
1860 and 1801.

.... (Lynxes—Ounfces)
Arg. on a pile az. three ounce's heads erased of

the first. Johnson, Milton-Brian, co. Bedford.

....(Stag)
Or on a pile az. a buck's head cabossed of the

field. Pershouse, Penn Hall, co. Stafford;
and Wolverhampton ; quartering second or a
fess raguly betw. three crosses formy fitchy sa.

for Bradney, third sa. an eagle displ. with two
heads arg. charged on the breast with an ermine
spot a bordure of the second for Hoare.

.... (Wolves)
Arg. on a pile az. three wolf's heads erased of the

field. Johnson, London.

Arg. on a pile vert three wolf's heads couped of
the field. Middleton, Essex.

Arg. on a pile vert three wolf's heads erased of
the field. Myddelton or Middelton, as
borne by Sir Hugh Middelton, London, on
whose application the pile was substituted
for a bend by Camden. Baronetcy, 1622.

Human Figure
Vert on a pile wavy erm. a Moor's head couped

ppr. Podmore, Dublin
; granted in Ireland,

20 Aug., 1683.

Monsters (Griffiiis)

Arg. on a pile sa. three grifiin's heads erased of
the first. Halsey, Great Gaddesden, co.
Herts ; descended from William Hawse, alias

Chamber, temp. Henry VIII.

Arg. goutty de poix on a pile az. three griffin's
heads erased of the first ducally gorged or.

Halsey, Surrey.

.... Spear
Sa. on a pile arg. a spear-hook of the field.

Carridge, London.

Hearts
Az. a fess or over all on a pile arg. three hearts

gu. two and one. Kean, Ireland.

Label

Arg. on a pile gu. a label of five points of the
field. Buckland.

Lozenges
Arg. on a pile az. three lozenges of the field.

Freeman, Springfield, Essex, V.
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On a PILE cont.

Monster (Griffin)
Or on a pile az. a gritfin pass. arg. Beoket.
Or on a pile az. a griffin segreant arg. Thobne,
K

Or on a pile sa. a griffin segreant of the first.

Thorne, V.

Mallets

Arg. on a pile sa. three mullets or. Pla\ne,
London.

Or on a pile sa. three mullets arg. Playne.

Or on a pile sa. three mullets of the field.

Playne, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Pheon
Erm. on a pile sa. three pheons or. Gost,

London.
Gu. on a pile erm. a pheon az. Sidney, Lord

Mayor of London 1853.

Shoe

Arg. on a pile sa. a horseshoe conjoined or closed

interlaced to a staple affixed to the centre of

the pile or. Dunstable Priory, co. Bedford.

Monasticon.
Gu. on a pile arg. a horseshoe conjoined or closed

and interlaced to a staple affixed to the centre

of the pile (.sa. ?> Dunstable Priory.

Monasticon.
Sa. on a pile arg. a horseshoe conjoined or closed

or and interlaced with an annulet of the second

pendent. Dunstable Priory. Monasticon.

Staff

Arg. on a pile Ra. a crozier erect or. Bischoef,
Leeds;" and London; originally of Basle,
Switzerland ;

as granted 1501 by the Emperor
Maximilian for improvements in printing, the

augmentation 1581 hy the Emperor Rudolph
to Bischoff, of Basle. Bernard Bisohoff, m.
Martha Unwin, and settled in England 1713.

On a PILE and in chief. . . .

Chief

Or on a pile az. three martlets of the first a chief

of the second. Wood, Lincoln's Inn, London ;

granted 1586,

Or on a pile az. three martlets of the field a chief

of the Second. Wood, Newton, near Middle-

wiuh, CO. Chester; quartering arg. on achev. gu.

hetw. three square buckles sa. tongues pendent
from a crescent for Moreton.

On a Chief

Arg. on a pile az. a heart royally crowned of the

first on a chief of the second three mullets of

the field. Douglass.
Or on a pile az. three caltraps two and one of

the field and for augmentation, on a chief

embattled erm. a wreath of laurel encircling a

sword erect ppr. pomel and hilt gold betw. on

the dexter pendent from a riband gu. fimbriated

az. a representation of a gold medal presented
to Sir E. Kerrison, beneath it the word
" Orthes" in letters sa. and on the sinister pen-

dent from the like riband a representation of a

silver medal presented to him beneath it the

word" Waterloo" in letters also sa. Kerrison,

Oakley Park, and Brome Hall, Suffolk; Baro-

netcy 1821.

Or on a pile az. ten bezants foiir three two and

one a chief erm. charged with a lion pass, of the

second langued gu. Money, Walthamstow,
Essex.

Arg. on a pile az. a dove close bearing in her beak

an olive branch ppr. on a chief sa. a cross

potent betw. two escallops of the first. John

Graham, Bishop of Chester 1848,

On a PILE betw. or within . . . ,

Beasts (Lions)
Or on a pile from the chief gu, betw, two lions

ramp, three wheatsheaves ppr Chilcot.
Gu. on a pile erm. betw. two lions ramp, respect-

ing each other or three roses two and one of

the field. jARY.Burlingham, Norfolk.

Az. on a pile or a greyhound's head erased sa. in

base on either side a lion ramp, of the second.

Kay, Elms, Bedhampton, Southampton.
Or on a pile az. betw. two lions ramp, combatant

in base gu. the sun in splendour ppr. Pearson,
New Sleaford, co. Lincoln ; and Tunbridge
Hall, near Godstone, Surrey,

Beehives
Vert on a pile cotised or betw. two beehives of

the last an anchor in pale az. cabled gu.

Fenouillet, London; granted 23 April,
17(J1.

Birds (Eagles)
Arg. a pile in bend sa. cotised dancetty gu. charged

with two eagles displ. or. Copwood.
Or on a pile gu. betw. two eagles displ. az. three

fleurs-de-hs arg. Drago, Ely; granted 1757.

(Pheasants)
Or on a pile az. betw. two cock pheasants

endorsed purp. alion ramp. arg. Colvile. ;

Bordure

Arg, on a pile vert a fleur-de-lis or all within a

bordure az. charged with eight annulets of the

third. Benwell, Lynsted Lodge, Kent.

Boagets
Arg. on a pile betw. two water bougets sa. a port-

cullis of the first. Langman, York Herald ;

temp. 2nd Elizabeth.

Cotises

Sa. on a pile cotised or three escucheons gu.

Kelsey, Chelmsford; Harl. MS. 1432, fo. 10.

Crescents

Or on a pile az. betw. an increscent in dexter and
decrescent in sinister base gu. a crescent or.

MONNYNGS, Suffolk.

Crosses

Arg. on a pile az. betw. two crosses crosslet gu. a

dove volant upright arg. beaked and membered
of the third. Anthony Kitchin, alias Dunstan,

Bishop of Llandaff 1540-1505. Kytchyn,
Belper, CO. Derby ; and Islington, Middlesex;

granted I'Z February, 1578.

Arg. on a pile az. betw. two crosses crosslet gu.
an eagle displ. of the field. Kitchin, London ;

Harl MS. 1404, fo. 144.

Gu. on a pile betw. two crosses crosslet arg. a

cross crosslet of the field. Pymar, Endsbury,
CO. Dorset.

Arg. on a pile sa. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy

gu. three lozenges of the field. Kitchingman,

granted ICIG.

Arg. on a pile gu. betw. six crosses formy sa. a

cross pntonce of the field. Cambridge.

Escallops

Arg. on a pile engr. az. betw. two escallops in

fess gu. a lion ramp, of the field. Hughes,

Clapham Common, Surrey ; and Ryde, Isle of

Wight.
Or on a pile betw. two escallops az. a lion ramp,

arg. Isaackson, Fifield, Essex. Isaacson,

F.

Az. on a pile betw. two escallops arg. an escallop

of the first, John Trowle, Linton, co. Cam-

bridge, V. Trowle, Whipsied, Suflolk.

129
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On a PILE betw. or within .... con(. !

Estoiles

Az. on a pile erm. betw. two estoiles or a lion

lamp, of the field. Corker, Dublin ; granted
in Ireland, 9 Aug., IGUU.

Or on a pile gu. beiw. six estoiles of the last as

many of the fir.st. Chaundoz. Chandoz,
Cornwall, V.

Or on a pile betw. six estoiles sa. three of the

fir.st. BOIGGINDEUS, V.

Ter fess or and az. a pile counterchanged in the

chief a Lon rampant in base on each side of

bottom of pile a blazing comet counterchanged.

CoLDWELL, Prebendary of Ely IVO'-i; quarter-

ing az. a cross flory arg. Cole MS., ii.

rieurs-de-lis

Gu. on a pile engr. or three estoiles two and one

az. in base on either side a fleur-de-lis arg.

LiJDOATER; granted to James Ludgater,

Eltham, Kent.

Or on a pile gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis az. three

lions of England being the coat of augmenta-
tion granted by King Henry VIII on his mar-

riage with Lady June Seymour. Seymour,
Duke of Somerset; quartering second and third

gu. two wings conjoined in lure the first down-
wards or for Seymour.

Or on a pile gu. beiw. six fleurs-de-lis az. three

lions pass, guard, of the field. Seymour;
Baronetcy 1809 ; quartering gu. a pair of wings

conjoined in lure or all within a bordure wavy
erm.

Flowers

Arg. on a pile gu. betw. six roses of the first three

roses of the second, An augmentation granted
to the family of Catherine Pake, of Kendal, Cib

wife of Henry VllI, Z, 490.

Heads
Per fess sa. and arg. a pile counterchanged three

goat's heads of the second. Daston.
Gu. on a pile betw. two stag's heads cabossed or

a slag's head cabossed of the field. Boardman ;

as granted to William Boardman, Farrington
House, Penwortham, co. Lancaster.

Arg. billetty sa. on a pile engr. gu.a cross crosslet

betw. two blackamoor's heads sidefaced couped
sa. Wyngke or Wxngh.

Horns

Arg. on a pile or betw. two buglehorns sa. stringed
or two boar's heads couped in chief sa. and in

base a rose gu. stalked and leaved vert.

Bemingham, Orston St. George, co. Wilts.

Monsters (Griffins)
Or on a pile az. betw. two griflRns segreant

respecting each other gu. an esquire's helmet

ppr. garnished or. Helme, Stroud.

Mallet
Or on a pile gu. betw. six mullets three mullets

all counterchanged. Kobert de Channdux, E.
Or on a pile sa. betw. six mullets three mullets all

counterchanged. Richard de Baiggingedene,
E.

Or on a pile az. a dove ppr. in base on either side
a mullet of the second pierced of the field.

Andrews ; granted to Biggs Andrews, Q.C.,
Middle Temple, Lmdon.

Boandles (Fountains)
Or on a pile engr. sa. betw. two fountains barry

wavy of six arg. and az. three crosses crosslet
of the first. Hallifax, Walihain Lodge,
Chelmsford, Essex. Samuel Halifax, Bishop
of Gloucester

; Bishop of St. Asaph 1789-90.

On a PILE betw. or within
and on a chief. . ..

Arg. a pile gu. three annulets one and two coun-

terchanged a chief of the second thereon three

garbs or. Addison, Wednesbury, co. Stafi"ord.

2 PILES by plain lines

Arg. two piles issuing from the dexter and sinister

chief points sa. Halls, co. Salop.

Arg. two piles sa. Hulles, co. Chester. Hulles,
Sutton Courtenay, co. Berks ; Harl. MS. 138(5,

fo. 30i6.

Arg. two piles sa. from the chief to the base not

joined in point. Hulse. Hugh de la Hulse,
CO. Chester, V.

Erm. two piles in point sa. Holles or HoLUs,
Grimsby, co. Lincoln; and Haughton, co.

Notts. IBut, or two piles gu., an addition

granted under sign manual of Charles II, dated

Jersey, 4 Dec, 1049, to be borne quarterly by
Freschevile Hollis, Grimsby. Scott, Dryden's
Works, \\, 180. HoLLis, Earl of Clare 1G24.

Hollis, Winchester, co. Hants.
Or two piles az. over all on a fess chequy arg.

and sa. three martlets of the field. Coobtoib.

Or two piles gu. Hinchijiy.
Sa. two piles arg. Huij.es, co. Berks.

Sa. two piles the points ending in crosses formy
two in base and one in chief or. Poyntek, co.

Chester.

2 PILES wavy....
Arg. two piles wavy gu. Chor or GoR.

2 PILES and in chief....

Quarterly or and az. in base two piles meeting in

the centre point sometimes called a chevron and

in chief two cantons counterchanged over all

an escucheon arg. all within a bordure of the

last. LONDONS.
Erm. two piles in point sa. with a label of three

points. HoLLES, Winterborne, co. Dorset.

Or two piles gu. a label of five points az.

Hinchley.

On 2 PILES betw. or within ....

Boundles
Az. three plates one in chief and two in base two

piles bendways the one dexter the other sinister

each charged with an anchor sa. Art, Green-

wich, Kent.

3 PILES by plain lines

See also Nails

Arg. three piles az. Bryan, co. Devon ; and co.

Gloucester.

Arg. three piles az. over all on a chev. . . as many
pellets counterchanged. Pillans, Enyland.

Arg. three piles issuing from the chief az. sur-

mounted by a chev. gu. charged with as many
plates. Pillans, Leith, Scotland. But bezants,
Pillans.

Arg. three piles gu. Bryan, Ireland.

Goldsbrough. W^ychart, CO. Somerset.

Arg. three piles in point gu. Bishopric of Brechin.

Gildesburgh, V. WisHART, Brcchin, Scot-

land. Mackenzie, Heraldry.
Arg. a pile issuing from the chief and two from

the base gu. Hewley, co. York ; quartering

per chev and .... and three swan's wings
endorsed.

Arg. three piles two issuing from the chief and

one from the base gu. Lang, England.
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3 FILES by plain lines cont.

Arff. three piles pu. over all a bend az.

Gir,DESBURGH, EsseX, V. GiLESBURGH.
GiLLESBOUOUGH.

Arg. three piles gu. over all a bend sa. Redene,
V.

Arti. three piles gu. a bend counterchanged,
POLINGTON.

Arg. three piles sa. Rui.les, co. Chester.

Arg. three piles sa. issuing from the chief.

Anstrcther, That Ilk, co. Fife. Hall.
Haeley. Winterburne, Essex, 1571 ; and

London, 1634. Wray.
Arg. three piles in point from the chief sa.

Anstruther, Balcaskie, co. Fife; a scion )f

Anstruther of that Ilk ; Baronetcy 1694.

Answxlty, Scotland. Harle. Sir Hugh de

Hols, V, Laing, East Lothian, and Mid
Lothian. Laying, Bedhouse, Scotland; quar-

tering arg. a pale sa. Lochore, Scotland.

At'^. three piles issuing from the chief points not

meeting in point sa. Martells; Harl. MS,
1386, fo. 36.

Arg. three piles one issuing out of the chief betw.
two others reversed sa. Howes. Hulles,
HuLSE, Hulsey, Hols, or Howes, Newbury,
CO. Berks ; and Betbersden, Kent. Hulles ;

Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 30. Hulse, Norbury, co.

Chester. Hdlse, Lincoln's Inn Fields, Mid-
dlesex ; since of Breamore House, co. Hants.
Burke,

Arg. three piles sa. surmounted of a fesswavy gu.
LovELL, Balumby, Scotland.

Arg. three piles vert. Bryan.
Az. three piles in chief arg. Laino.
Az. three piles or. Guy de Brian, A, Q.
Salborne or Salbrone.

Az. three piles in point or. Salbron, V.

Erm. three piles in point gu. Germyn.
Erm. three piles (or nails) in point sa.

Cade.
Gu. three piles arg. Baklace, Barlacey, or

Barlow. Bayler. Saine. Sayne, V.

Gu. three piles meeting in the fess point arg.

O'Brien, Ormond.
Gu. three piles issuing from the sinister arg. the

under one charged with a crescent vert betw.

two ermine spots sa. Henrieson.
Gu. three piles sinister bendways arg. Blommart.
Or three piles az. Reginald Brian, Bishop of St.

David's 1350-2, afterwards of "Worcester.

Bryan; Scrope v. Grosvenor, p. 158,255.
Or three piles in point az. Brett. Sir Guy de

Bryan, K. G., temp. Edward III, X. Brian,
Tor Bryan, co. Devon. Thomas, Worcester, 22.

Guy de Brian, E, R. Sire Guy de Bryan ;

Harl. MS. 6595. Bryan. Genn.
Or three piles in point az. on a middle pile a

cross arg. Brian, Bishop of Worcester 1352.

Thomas, Worcester, 22.

Or three piles az. surmounted with as many bars

gu. over all a buck pass. sa. Rickman.
Or three piles az. bezanty. Salborne or Salbron.

Or three piles gu. Basset. Bryan; as quar-
tered by Viscount Townshend. William de

Breynin, C. Goldsborodgh. Gurnay. Le

Scot, Earl of Chester, d. s. p. 1237, 21 Henry
III.

Or three piles in point gu. Raf. Bassett, F.

Brechin, Scotland. William de Brechin, C.

Bucket, Gili.esborough. Matthew Gournay,
X. Logan, Scotland. Ruxton, Ireland. Scott,

Earl of Huntingdon, d. J 219.

3 PILES by plain lines coiit.

Or three piles ga. meeting in point over all an
escucheon within a tressure of the first. De
Scoll, England.

Or three piles in point piercing a man's heart gu.
Logan, That Ilk ; Lyon Register.

Or three piles in point gu. surmounted by a bend
az. RiDDELL, Ardnamurchan and Sunart, co.

Argyll; Baronetcy 1778.

Or three piles gu. with a soarfe or bend of azure
over all. Basset, sons of Richard III, son of
the Chief Justice, by Maud, dau. and heiress
of Sir Geotfrey Rydell, knight. Wyrley—this

was the coat of the eldest son (who assumed
the name of Rydell ) Geoffrey, Lord of Witering.
Thus tricked in Wyrley, but blazoned pales.

Or three piles in point gu. over all a bend erm.
Draycott ; Harl. MS. 7570, fo. 50.

Or three piles sa. Katerle, Y, Katherley or
Katerley.

Or three piles flory pointed sa. issuing from the
dexter chief bendways. Norton, V,

Or three piles conjoined in point sa. Logan,
Restalrig ; quartering arg. an eagle displayed
with two heads sa. beaked and membered gu.
for Ramsey.

Or a pile bendwise treble pointed flory sa. issuing
out of the sinister base aud pointing to the

dexter chief. Wroton, W.
Sa. three piles in bend the points flory arg.

Robert de Norton, X.

Paly of three arg. and az. in chief as many
piles issuing from the top of the escu&heon and
in base three cinquefoils all counterchanged.
Ferris.

Per fess arg. and erm. three piles one issuing
from the chief between the others reversed sa.

HuLSE, Lincoln's Inn Fields j Baronetcy 1739.

Debrett.

Per fess arg. and az. three piles counterchanged.
Blythfield.

Per fess wavy gu. and arg. three piles in chief of

the second. Isham.

Per pale arg. and sa. three piles counterchanged.

Lyle, Boumehide ; quartering arg. three crosses

patty gu.
Sa. three piles flory pointed arg. issuing out of

the sinister base bendways. John Norton, F;
quartering arg. plain.

Sa. three piles arg. over all on a fess gu. three

crescents of the second. Latta, Scotland.

Sa. three piles arg. on a fess surmounting the

exterior ones and debruised by the centre one

gu. two crescents of the second. Lauty, Scot-

land.

Sa. three piles in point arg. surmounted of a fess

gu. charged with as many crescents or. Lauty,
Scotland.

Sa. three piles issuing out of the base in bend

sinister flory at the points or. Princep.

3 PILES by compound lines

Dancetty
Gu. three piles dancetty or. Sire Johan Maudct,

N.

Engrailed
Arg. three piles engr. gu. all meeting in the base

point. Cadye or Kadye, oo. Gloucester.

Polwarth, That Ilk.

Arg. three piles issuing from the chief engr. gn.

on the centre onn a crescent of the field.

Kadie, Scotland. Keddie, Edinburgh.
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. cont.

John

3 PILES by compound lines

Engrailed cont.

Erm. three piles engr. sa. Cade, Suffolk.

Cade, Aldeabam, co. Herts, V.

Gu. three piles engr. arg. Polwaeth.

Indented

Gu. three piles indented in point or. Manduvt,

CO. Wilts. . , . .
,

Gu. three piles indented arg. conjoined in point.

Polwaeth, T-hat ilk.

Wavy _^

Arg. three piles wavy az. Teemenet, co. Devon.

Arg. three piles in point wavy az. Ci.ist, Olist

and Hennock, co, Devon; the heiress m. ire-

Dfienet. ^
Ar''. three piles wavy gu. Acton. Coe or Ooo,

• Norfolk, F. Gernon, alias Candishe. hire

William Gernoun, N. Gernoun or Gernon,

N. Candish, V. Gernon, Essex.

Ar^ three piles wavy two from the chief and one

rising from the base betw. them gu. Candish,

Suffolk. Cavendish, Grinstead, Sussex.

Garnon or Gernon, alias Cavendish, Grim-

stead, Sussex. _ ^

Arg. three piles wavy sa. Egi-eston, co. Lan-

caster. Elestone, CO. Lancaster.

Ar''. three piles in point wavy sa. Cadiho, l)uns-

land, CO. Devon; the heiress m. Dabernon.

Arg. three piles flory issuing out of the sinister

base point sa. Wroton.

Arg. three piles issuant in bend points flory sa.

a fleur-de-lis of the second for diff. Norton.

Erm. three piles wavy gu. Coo, Norfolk.

Erm. three piles in point wavy gu. Gernon.

Gernon, alias Pyke, V.

Gu. three piles wavy arg. Candishe.

Gu. three piles wavy in point arg. Gernon,

alias Pyke, V.

Gu. three piles wavy or. Sir John Mauddit, L..

Gu. three piles wavy or over all a fess of the

second. Isham, Kent; and London, V.

Or three piles wavy gu. Cobham. Moli.ens.

Per fess wavy gu. and arg. in chief three piles

wavy in point of the last. Isham, V. Isham,

CO. Norlhants., W.
Per fess nebuly gu. and arg. in chief three piles

wavy arg. to the centre. Isham, Kent ;
Harl.

MS. 1386, fo. 36.

Sa. three piles wavy arg. Ecleston.

.cont.

3 PILES and in chief. . . .

Beasts (Squirrels)
Per chev. gu. and arg. in base three piles vert in

chief two squirrels sejant cracking nuts ....

Ajjdots.

Canton {see also Quarter)

Arg. three piles az. a canton erm. Glenton, co.

Warwick. Glenton.

Arj;. three piles gu. a canton erm. Sir Ralf

Basset.

Arg. three piles sa. a canton erm. Worsley.

Arg. three piles sa. over all a fess gu. a canton

erm. Truesdale. .

Arg. a fess gu. over all three piles sa. a canton

erm. Trewsdale, Hnndon, co. Lincoln.

Or three piles az. a canton erm. Bryan, co.

Leicester; .and Wro'hara, Kent. Clinton.

Sir John Clinton, co. Warwick, F. Sire Johan

de Clinton, N. Glenton.
Or three piles and a cam on erm. Chorlton.

Or three piles in point gu. a canton erm. Raufe

Bassett, E.

3 PILES and in chief.

Canton cont.

Or three piles gu. a canton erm. Atherston

Friary, co. Warwick. Sir Rafe Basset, I, J, L.,

N T, Basset, Lords of Drayton. Burke.

bIsset of Biode. Palliot's Louvain Geliot,

p. 5i6. , , ,

Or three piles in point gu. a canton erm. a label

of three az. Sire Symon Basset, Q.

Or three piles gu. a canton harry nebuly arg. ana

sa. Bassett, Fledborough, co. Notts, V.

Or three piles gu. a canton vairy arg. and gu.
T5 A coir T

Or three piles gu. a canton vair. Bassett, co.

Staffoid. Rauf Bassett, E, G. Basset, Sap-

cote, CO. Lincoln, V.
e- xr i

Or three piles sa. a canton erm. bir Hugn
Wrotesley, CO. Stafford, V. Weotesley.

Wrottesley, Baron Wrottesley.

Or three piles meeting in the base of the

escucheon sa. a canton erm. Sire Roger

Basset, N, V. Basset.

Or three piles in point sa. a canton gu. Roger

Basset, G.

Or three piles in point sa. a canton vair.

Basset.
Sa. three piles or a canton erm. Wortesley.

On a Canton u i f
•

Arg. three piles gn. on a canton az. a buck tnp-

pant or. Leges or De Leges, Huntington,

CO. Stafford. Erdeswick.

Or three piles meeting in the base ot the

escucheon gu. on a canton arg. two hons pass.

gu. Basset.

Or three piles meeting in the base ot the

escucheon gu. a canton arg. charged with a

griffin segreant sa. Bassett, Langley, co.

Derby. John Basset, S. Bassett, Blore, co.

Stafford.

Arg. three piles in point az. on a canton gu. a

lion ramp, of the first. Loges.

Or three piles gu. on a canton arg. a lion ramp.

sa. Bassett, co. Stafford, V. Meuerel. Sir

Simon Mederel, co. Derby, V. Meverell,

CO. Derby.
Or three piles gu. on a canton sa. a lion pass,

arg. Bertout. Mermes.
Or three piles gu. on a canton sa. a lion ramp,

arg. Bassett.

Or three piles az. on a canton paly of four arg.

and of the second a bend gu. charged with three

eagles displ. of the field for Grandison. Bryan,

Kemsing and Sele, Kent ;
second son of Lord

Bryan. Scrope v. Grosvenor, 251. Mon. William

le Bryan, S. a a
Erm. three piles sa. on a canton arg. a fleur-ae-

lis az. Catworth, Lord Mayor of London

1443, V.

Or three piles sa. on a canton of the first a fleur-

de-lis az. Catworth.
., u a

Az. three piles or on a canton gu. a leopard s heaa

of the second. Pyle ; confirmed 1 Jan., 1650.

Arg. three piles two issuing from the chief and

one from the base vert on a canton sa. a lion 8

head erased or. Brain.

Gu. three piles or on a canton sa, a mullet arg.

Porsey. Pouresey.
x. i « *

Sa. three piles in point or on a canton of the ftrsu

a mullet of the second. Pourcell, Sheles-

well, Suffolk; quartered by Coruewall; Harl.

MS. 1449, fo. 102.

Or three piles gu. on a canton arg. a mullet oi

six poinis sa. Onleye ;
Harl. MS. 1078, lo.
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3 PILES and in chief. ...cont.

On a Canton cont.

24. Jehan de Whellisburgh granted these

arms to Thomas Purefey, 21 Rich. II. Bur-

ton, Leicestershire, p. ^82. Whellesboeough,
Wbellesborough, co. Leicester, TV.

Gu. three piles in point or on a canton sa. a

pierced mullet or. Whellebbrxtgh.
.Or three piles gu. on a canton urg. a mullet sa.

Onely, Pulborow, Sussex ;
and Catesby, co.

Northampton.
Or three piles in base gu. on a canton arg, a

mullet sa. Olney, ONELEY,or Onley, Catesby
and Staverton, co. Northampton.

Or three piles gu. on a canton of the second a

mullet pierced of the first. Olney or Oneley.
Per pale or and gu. three piles meeting in point

counterchauged on a canton arg. a mullet

pierced sa. Onley, Stisted Hall, Essex; quar-

tering second arg. on a bend sa. cotised gu.
three owls of the field for Savill, and third

erminois on a chief indented gu. three crescents

arg. for Harvey.
Chief

Arg. three piles gu. a chief erm. Hebbeht, Ire-

land.

Arg. three piles issuing from a chief sa.

HuGHTON, Scotland.

Arg. three piles in point gu. a chief az» Groom
or Groome.

Arg. three piles wavy issuing from the dexter

corner of the shield gu. a chief sa. Bomler,
Ripple, Kent.

Az. three piles wavy arg. a chief erm. Shakpe.
[Erm. three piles issuing out of a chief engr. sa.

Cade, Greenwich, Kent.
Gu. three piles iKSuing from the sinister arg. a

chief erm. Henderson,
On a Chief. ...Annulets

....three piles on a chief .... three annulets

.... Vice-Admiral William Young, Bor-

rowstonues, N. B. ; and Surrey, 1847.

Arg. three piles sa. on a chief gu. as many annu-
lets or. Young, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Arg. three piles sa. on a chief of the last as many
annulets or. Young, Old Bar, Scotland.

Arg. three piles indented sa. on a chief of the
last as many annulets or. Young, Rosebank,
Scotland.

Or three piles sa. on a chief of the first three

annulets of the second. Young; Baronetcy
176y.

.. . .Beasts (Lion)
Or three piles gu. on a chief of the second a lion

pass. arg. Cashine, Groan, Queen's County,
Ireland; granted 26 July, 1628.

Sa. three piles arg. on a chief gu. a lion pass. or.

Halkett, a scion of the Haiketts of Hall Hill,
. CO. Fife.

Sa. three piles meeting in the base arg. on a chief

gu. a lion pass, guard, or. Hacket, Scotland ;

and Moxhull, co. Warwick. John Hacket,
Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry 1661-70;
Moor Hall, co. Warwick. Hai.kett, Hall Hill,

and Dumbarine, co. Fife. Halkett, Pitfir-

rane, co. Fife; Baronetcy 1662.

Sa. three piles arg. on a chief of the last a lion

. pass. gu. Hacket, Moxhull, Warwick.
.... Crescents

Sa. three piles in point trqm the chief arg. on a

chief also sa. tliree crescents arg. Bouunell;
Earl. MS. 1603.

Arg. three piles wavy vert on a chief gu. as many
crescents of the fii Id. Smitueu,

3 FILES and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. Crescents cont.

Gu. three piles issuing out of the sinister side

erg. on a chief of the last a crescent az. betw.
two ermine spots. Henderson, Fordell, Scot-
land.

Arg. three piles issuing from the dexter side

throughout gu. on a chief of the first a crescent
betw. two ermine spots sa. Henderson.

Sa. three piles fesswise arg. on a chief gu. a
crescent betw. two erm. spots or and in the
centre a rose gu. for diff. Henderson, co.

Chester.

.... Escallops
Or three piles sa. in base a rose gu. for diff. on a

chief of the second three escallops of the first a
bordure arg. Graham, Ballargno.

Or three piles sa. in base a rose gu. on a chief

sa. three escallops of the first all within a
double tressure flory counterflory of the last.

Graham, Claypots.

.... Garb

Arg. three piles meeting in point gu. on a chief

of the last as many garbs oi*. Caddy.

.... Head (Human Figure)
Or three piles gu. on a chief az. two helmets

close of the first. Gbome, Rattlesden, Suffolk.

Mascles
Az. three piles wavy in point or on a chief of the

first as many mascles of the second. Bassack,
Stepney, Middlesex.

.. ..Bonndle
Gu. three piles in point arg. on a chief or a torteau

betw. two crosses crosslet fitohy of the field.

Ore, Barrowfield, Scotland.

.... Saltire

Arg. three piles wavy sa. on a chief gu. a saltire

or. Wallington, V.

Quarter (see also Canton)
Or three piles gu. a quarter erm. RaufF de

Bassett, B.
Or three piles gu. a.quarter undy (arg. and az.?).

Simon Basset, temp. Ed. Ill, on becoming an
heir to Chedle, descendant of William of Sap-
cote. Wyrley,
On a Quarter

Or three piles in point az. on a 'quarter paly of

six arg. and az. a bend gu. charged with three

eagles displ. or. Bryan.
Or three piles gu. on a quarter arg. a griflBn ramp.

sa. Basset, F; temp. Ed. Ill ; on becoming
a heir to Chedle, John Bassett, Blore, oo.

Stafford, descendant of John, New Place.

Wyrley.
Or three piles gu. on a quarter of the second

three lions pass, guard, of the first. Basset,

Ralph, Lord of Drayton, son of Ralph, third

son of Richard and Maud. Wyrley.
Or three piles sa. on a quarter gu. three lions

pass, guard, or. Roger Basset, co. Warwick,
varied from Drayton. Wyrley.

Or three piles gu. on a quarter arg. a cross flory

sa. Basset, (presumed); "in Tamworth
Church there standeth well and old." Wyrley.

3 FILES and in base

Arg. three piles issuing from the chief sa. and in

base four bars waved gu. and vert. Caldwell,
Caldwell. Scotlfind.

Or three piles sa. in base a lion pass, of the

second. Loggan or Logon, Upton, co.

(iloucester ; Staverton, co, Berks ; co. Oxford ;

and CO. Bucks.
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3 PILES and in base cont.

Arg. three piles gu. in base two fleurs-de-lis az.

De Bryan, Ireland.

Or three piles gu. in base a rose of the last.

DoPPiNG, Ireland.

Or three piles in point sa. in base as many mul-
lets gu. DOPPING.

Or three piles issuing from the chief sa. in base

two serpents gliding fessways in pale ppr.

Sleich, Sleich House, Scotland j Workman's
MSS.

3 PILES betw. or within ....

Birds (Kartlets)

Arg. three piles from the chief in point gu. betw.

twelve martlets Cooe ; Harl. MS. 1113,
fo. 24.

Arg. three piles wavy gu. betw. twelve martlets

sa. CoE or Coo, Norfolk, V. Cove.

Bordure
Arg. three piles within a bordure az. Pearsall.

Arg. three piles meeting in point gu. within a bor-

dure az. Brichen, Scotland.

Arg. three piles wavy gu. meeting in the base

point within a bordure or. Geknon, co. Here-
ford.

Arg. three piles in point from the chief sa. within

a bofdure gu. Anstruthek, Airdy.

Arg. three piles wavy vert within a bordure az.

charged with mullets. Bryan.

Arg. three piles vert within a bordure az. bezanty.

Bryan, K
Arg. three piles wavy vert within a bordure az.

bezanty. Sir Francis Brien, V. Bryen or

Brian.

Arg. three piles wavy vert within a bordure az. an

annulet or. Bryan.
Or three piles meeting near in the base az. within

a bordure engr. erm. Bryan, Bolingbroke, co.

Lincoln.

Or three piles az. within a bordure gu. bezanty.
Weldon.

Or three piles gu. within a bordure az. bezanfy.
Weldon. Basset, Lord of Weldon, V; the

eldest son of Richard, second son of Richard

and Maud. Wyrley.
Or three piles meeting in base gu. within a bor-

dure az. BoKET, F. Bucket.
Or three piles gu. within a bordure sa. bezanty.

Basset, as borne by the Lords Basset of

Weldon. Burke.
Or three piles wavy gu. within a bordure erm.

Valaunce, V.

Or three piles issuant from the chief gu. within a

bordure erm. Shaen, Crix, Essex.

Or three piles meeting in the base of the

escucheon sa. within a bordure az. bezanty.
Bassett.

Or three piles meeting near in the base vert

within a bordure az. oezanty. Bryan, co. Bed-

ford.

3 PILES and in chief....

betw. or within ....

Bordure and on a Chief.... Crescent

Gu. three piles issuing from the sinister arg. a

bordure or on a chief of the second a crescent

vert betw. two ermine spots sa. Henderson.
Gu. three piles issuing from the sinister arg. a

bordure quarterly of the first and erm. on a

chief of the second a crescent az. betw. two
ermine spots sa. Henderson, Liverpool, co.

Lancaster.

3 PILES and in chief....
betw. or within. .. .cot? f.

Bordure and on a Chief cont, Estoiles

Arg. three piles gu. on a chief az. as many stars

of the first within a bordure vair. Douglas,
Earnslaw, Scotland.

Botindle

Gu. three piles in point arg. a bordure of the last

on a chief or a torteau betw. two crosses cross-

let fitchy of the second. Orr, Scotland.

Tressure
Or three piles gu. issuing from a chief sa.

charged with as many escallops and surrounded

by a double tressure flowered and counterflow-

ered of the first. Gb^me, Garvock, co. Perth.

Or three piles sa. on a chief of the last as many
escallops of the first within a double tressure

flory counterflory gu. with a crescent for diff.

Graham, Monargan, Scotland ; a cadet of

Fintry.
Or three piles wavy sa. within a double tressure

counterflory gu. on a chief of the second as

many escallops of the first. Graham, Claver-

house, Scotland; derived from John, second
son of Sir Robert Graham, the first of Fintry.

Or three piles wavy sa. within a double tressure

counterflory gu. on a chief engr. of the second

as many escallops of the first. Graham, Dun-

troon, Scotland. The same with the chief in-

dented. Graham, Pottento, Scotland.

Or three piles issuing from the chief sa. within a

royal tressure flory and counterflory gu. on a
chief of the second a crescent betw. three

escallops of the field. Murray, Murrayshall,
Scotland ; quartering az. a cross patty betw.

two mullets arg. within the royal tressure or.

Or three piles sa. within a double tressure flory

counterflory gu. on a chief of the second a rose

betw. two escallops arg. Graham, Baron

Lynedoch.
Or three piles in chief sa. on a chief of the last

a rose betw. two escallops or all within a double

tressure flory counterflory gu. Graham, Bnl-

gowan, CO. Perth ; descended from John, second
son of John Grseme, of Garvock.

Or three piles within a double tressure flory

counterflory sa. on a chief of the second as

many escallops of the first. Graham, Fintry.

3 PILES in chief and in base ....

betw. or within ....

Or three piles issuing from a chief sa. charged
with as many escallops of the first in base a

rose gu. within a bordure az. Graham, Bal-

largus, Scotland.

Or three piles issuing from a chief sa. charged
with as many escallops of the first in base a

rose gu. all within a double tressure flory coun-

terflory of the last. Graham, Claypots, Scot-

land.

On 3 PILES
Annnlets

Arg. on three piles sa. as many annulets or.

Young, Leny, Scotland.

Arg. on three piles sa. as many annnlets or with a

star of six points of the first. Young, East-

field, Scotland.

Or on three piles sa. as many annulets of the

first. Young, Island of Dominica ; and Mar-
low Park, CO. Bucks.

Bird

Vairy arg. and gu. over all three piles conjoined
in base of the first each charged with a bird sa.

CoE or Coo.
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On 3 FILES cont.

Crosses

Or three piles in point az. on the centre one in

chief a crosslet fitcliy arg. Henry de Goweb,
Bishop of St. David's 1328-47.

Sa. three piles arg. each charged with a cross

crosslet az. Tutbeky.
Sa. three piles arg. on each two crosses crosslet

az. TUTBERY, V.

Sa. three piles or each charged with a cross cross-

let filchy gU. TUTBUKY.

Arg. three piles engr. meeting in base sa. each

charged with a cross patty fitcby or. Caddey.

Arg. three piles engr. sa. on each a cross patty

fitchy or. Codey, Great EUingham, Norfolk.

Fleurs-de-lis

Az. three piles wavy or charged with as many
fleurs-de-lis of the first. Peor, Cork.

Flowers
Per fess or and arg. three piles in point. . . .each

charged with a thistle stalked and leaved or.

Laino ; quartered by Oldham.
Heads

Arg. three piles az. on each a goat's head couped
of the field attired or. Downton.

Arg. three piles sa. on each a goal's head erased

of the first atlired or. Downton, Alderton, co.

Salop.

Arg. three piles sa. on each a ram's head couped
of the first attired or. Dawton or Dawnton.
DouNTON, V. Downton, F.

Mullets

Arg. three piles issuing from the chief gu. the

exterior ones charged with a mullet or.

Douglas, Dalkeith, and Lochleven, Scot-

land.

Boondles

Arg. three piles sa. meeting in the base on each

three bezants. Larder, F. Larder, Upton
Pyne, co. Devon.

Erm. three piles sa. on each as many bezants.

Larder, Loders, co. Dorset; a younger branch

of the Devonshire family, extinct 17C0; the co-

heiresses m. Brown, Walrond, and Bragge.
Larder; Harl. MS. 1178, fo. 117.

Gu. three piles engr. arg. meeting in point each

charged with three pellets. Pixton.

On 3 FILES and in chief....

On a Chief

Arg. on three piles in point sa. as many annulets

or on a chief gu. a crescent betw. two mullets

of the first. Younger, Hopperston, Scotland.

Arg. three piles sa. each charged wiih a trefoil

slipped or on a chief of the second three annu-

lets of the third. Young, Bailieborough Castle,

CO. Cavan; Baronetcy 1821.

Gu. three piles issuing from the sinister arg. each

charged with a heart on the dexter side four

mullets in pale of the second on a chief of the

same a crescent az. betw. two ermine spots.

Henderson, Edinburgh.

On 3 FILES and in base ....

Or in chief three piles sa. each charged with a

fountain ppr. in base four bars wavy alternately

gu. and vert. Caldwell.

On 3 FILES betw. or within....

Arg. three piles meeting in point sa. betw. two

mullets of six points pierced az. the centre one

charged with a battle-axe of the field. Laing,
Scotland.

4 FILES
Gu. a pile of four pomis wavy arg. goutty sa.

issuing out of the base. Redenhall, F.
Or four piles wavy conjoined in base gu.
COBHAM.

Per pale arg. and gu. four piles wavy conjoined
in base counterchauged. Carnon.

6 FILES
Arg. three piles from the chief and two from the

base gu. Uniake.
Or five piles three issuing from the chief and two

from the base az. Boodle.

On 5 FILES
Arg. five piles sa. three issuing from the chief

and two from the base each charged with a

plate. Howes.

8 FILES
Quarterly sa. and arg. in each quarter two piles

counterchauged. Conquest ; Harl. MS. 1407,
fo. 226.

PILY
Pily gu. and or a quarter erm. Eauf Basset, 0.

Pily counterpily of six traits or and sa. the points
ending in crosses forroy three in chief and two
in base. Puynter, Lincoln's Inn, Middlesex;
granted 1694.

Pily counterpily of four traits or and sa. the

points ending in crosses formy two in chief

and one in base in the centre chief point a
castle of the second and in base two martlets

of the first a chief az. thereon a key erect the
wards upwards and to the sinister gold betw. a

rose on the dexter side and a fieur-de-lis on the
sinister arg. Poynder.

Pily counterpily of four traits sa. and or the

points ending in crosses patty two in chief

and one in base in chief a tower arg. in base
two martlets sa. Poynder, Montagu Place,
Russell Square, London.

Pily of seven arg. and az. on a chev. gu. as many
plates. PiLLANs, Leith, Scotland.

Pily of seven az. and arg. on a chev. counter-

changed three hurts. Pillans, England.
Pily of seven az. and arg. on a chev. gu. three

bezants. Pillans.

FILGBIM'S STAFF tee Staff

FILLAB
Arg. a pillar embattled sa. Sampson.
Az. fretty arg. a lion ramp. erm. collared gu.

supporting a pillar of stone ppr. Clulow;
granted to Joseph Clulow, Echingbam, Sus-
sex.

Az. on a mount vert a square brazen pillar sup.

ported on the dexter by a lion ramp, reguard.
and on the sinister by a dragon segreant both

or in chief, on the top of the pillar a bundle of

wire tied and bound together of the last betw.

a bezant on the dexter side and a plate on
the sinister. Society of Mineral and
Battery Works, London; incorporated 1568.

Gu. two lions ramp, guard, or supporting a
column marked with lines chevronwise ppr. all

standing on a base of the same a garter

surrounding the whole with the inscription
" Institute of British Architects, anno salutig

MDCCCXxxiv", above a mural crown ppr. and
beneath the motto " Usui Civium, Decori
Urbium." SeaL
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FILLAB cont.

Arg. an eagle displ. sa. resting each claw

on a column with capitals and bases az.

BARTOI.OZZr.

Or a column gu. betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr. Kinder or Kyndek, Ely, co. Cambridge;
and CO. Nottingham.

Az. a fesa aig. surmounted of a pillar gu. issuing
out of the base wavy az. Edwaed or Udwakd,
Longcroft, Scotland.

Az. a pillar charged with a tau arg. betw. three

boar's heads couped or. Gordon, Dauch, Scot-

land.

Or a pillar sa. enwrapped with an adder arg.
Mynter or Myntur.

Az. a pillar or column erect betw. two angel's

wings elevated or. Awborn.
Sa. a pillar ducally crowned or belw. two wings

expanded and joined to the base of the last.

LiTTELL, Harsted and Little Keney, Essex.

3 PILLAES
Az. three stone pillars aig. on a chief vert three

lapwings ppr. Tresteane, Veryan and Kuan,
Lanihorne, Cornwall.

Az. three pillars arg. out of each a tuft of grass
or. BoscoE.

Az. three pillars of the Corinthian order two
and one on the top of each a ball of the last.

Major, Worlingworth Hall, Suflolk; granted
1765.

Gu. three pillars arg. garnished or. Jeffbeys,
CO. Dorset.

Sa. three Doric columns palewise arg.

Tremenheere, Tremenheere, Cornwall.

Sa. three columns in fess arg. Tbemenheeee,
Penzance, Cornwall.

PINE-APPLE see Cone and Fruit

PIPES see also Horn
Az. two pipes or. John de Dounton, JP.

Az. crusily two pipes chevronwise or. Pipe,
Lord Mayor of London 1578, V. Sir Eobt.

de Pipe, temp. Edw. I. Erdeswick.

Gu. two organ-pipes or small ends conjoined in

base extending themselves in chief. Nevii,l.

Vert crusily two fifes or sackbuts or. Pipe,
Bilston, CO. Stafford.

Az. two organ pipes in saltire betw. four crosses

patty arg. Williams, Burfield, co. Berks; and

Thame, co. Oxford, W.
Gu. two hautboys in saltire betw. four crosses

crosslet or. Nevell, Sussex. Laurence
. Nevylle, a.

Gu. two pipes or hautboys in saltire the sinister

surmounted of the dexter betw. four crosses

crosslet all or. Newell.
Arg. two organ-pipes gu. betw. seven crosses

crosslet az. Downton, Downton, co. Hereford.

Az. two trumpets bendways dexter and sinister

mouth upwards belw. eight crosses crosslet or.

. Teumpinqton, CO. Cambridge, W.
Arg. two pipes conjoined in chev. gu. betw. ten

crosses crosslet sa. Pipe, co. Statford.

Az. two organ-pipes in chev. betw. ten crosses
crosslet or. Pipe, co. Stafford. Erdeswick.

Az. three hautboys arg. Hoby.
Az. three hautboys two and one betw. as many

crosses crossletr or one and two. Boueden.
Az. three hautboys and as many crosses crosslet

or. BuEDON or Bourdon. Sir Rauf Buedon,
V.

Az. semy of crosses crosslet and two organ pipes
iu chev. or. Delapipk or Pipe, co. Derby.

PIPES cont.

Az. semy of crosses cmsslet or two shepherd's
pipes chevronways of the second. PYKE,temp.
Henry VI.

Sa. three pipes arg. Pipee, F. Rose, V.

PITCHER see also Cup
Gu. three pitcliers arg. Conduit.
Arg. three pitchers gu. a boniure sa. hezanty.
MoNTBoucHER, Northumberland; Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 3K5.

PLANT see Tree PLATE see Eoundle

PLATTER see also Cup
Sa. three dishes or platters arg. Standish, co.

Lancaster, V. Standish, Dokebury or Dux-
bery, V.

PLAYING TABLE see Board

PLOUGH
Arg. on ground vert a plough ppr. on a chief sa. a

pale or charged with an ogress betw. two hon's
heads erased of the fourth. Crawshay.

Az. a plough in fess arg. Keagg, Keag, Keog,
or Kroge. Keoye.

Or three coulters of a plough fessways in pale az.

KOEHLEE.

PLUMBER'S KNIFE see Axe
PLTJMB-RULE see Level

PLUME see Feather

PLUMMET see Instrument

POIGNARD see Sword

POINT
Per pale harry of six erm. and gu. dexter and az.

sinister a chief engr. of the third a point in-

dented arg. ACTONLEY.
Per pale or and gU. a point in point erm. over all

a cross Tau az. Lisle.
Sa. on a point wavy a lion pass, or in chief three

bezants : in 1571 an addition was granted by
Robert Cook, Clarenceux, viz., on a canton or
an escallop betw. two palmer's staves sa.

Hawkins, Plymouth ; as borne by Sir John
Hawkins, temp. Elizabeth ; granted by William

Harvey, Clarenceux, 8th Ehzabeth, 1565.

POLE see also Staff and Tree

Arg. on three mounts vert as many hop-poles
sustaining their fruit ppr. Daekee, London.

Arg. three hop-poles sustaining their fruit ppr.
HoBiLLioN, London.

Arg. the base vertissuingtherefromthreehoppoles
sustaining their fruit all ppr. Houblon, Hul-

lingbury Place, Essex; and Culverthorpe, co.

Lincoln, etc., etc. (see Burke) ; quartering
Archer and Eyre.

POLE-AXE see Axe
POMEGRANATE see Fruit

POMEYS see Roundle POPINJAY see Bird

PORCH see Building
PORCUPINE see Beast (Urchin)

PORTCULLIS
Arg. a portcullis sa. Reynolds, Milford House,

CO. Hants. Windygate, That Ilk; Workman's
MS.

Arg. a portcullis sa. chained az. Reignold, co.

Devon, V. Reynolds, co. Devon ; Harl. MS.
1386, fo. !)4.

Arg. n portcullis sn. chained ppr. Reynolds.
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FOBTCdLLIS cont.

Arg. a portcullis sa. over all three bars az.

Reynolds, co. Devon.
Az. a portcullis or a label of five points gu.

LUDGATE.
Az. a portcullis with chains pendent or on a chief

of the last in pale the arms of Edward the Con-
fessor betw, two united roses of York and Lan-
caster. City of Westminster.

Az. within two chevronels engr. or betw. three

pelicans feeding their young ppr. a portcullis
betw. two crosses patty arg. Reeves, Glaston-

bury, CO. Somerset.
Gu. a portcullis or. Windygate, That Ilk j

Font's MS.
Gu. a portcullis chains pendent or. Winziet,

Scotland.

Gu. a portcullis with chains pendent or nailed
and pointed az. Borough of Harwich, Essex.

Gu. a portcullis crowned or. Newman, Colliri'

son, Somerset., ii, C7.

Sa. a portcullis arg. Wingates.

3 PORTCULLISES
Az. three portcullises or. Jury.

POT see Basket, Cap, and Head
PREENE see Pork

PSESBYTEB JOHN see Haman Figure

PEESS (Wine)
Arg. a wine-press gu. Anhalt.

FfilSONEB'S BOLT see Lock

PUBSE
Arg. a purse overt gu. Conradus.

PYTHON see Monster

QTJABBEL see Arrow

QT7ABTEB (see also Canton)
Arg. fretty gu, a quarter erm. Thos. Hewts, Y.

Arg. fretty sa. a quarter of the last. Sir John de

Irby, S. Piers de Middleton, F.

Arg. fretty sa. a quarter gu. John Vernoile, Y.

Arg. a quarter gu. Le Seigneur de Clare, A'.

Arg. fretty and a quarter sa. Midylton, Slokeld,
CO. York.

Az. billetiy or a quarter erm. Gerard Fancourt,
X.

Az. a quarter or. Arsie.

Barry of five arg. and gu. a quarter gu. over all

a baton az. Boys ; quartering Ham.sey ; quar-
tered through Writch by Walsingham,

Barry of six arg. and sa. a quarter or. Belsted,
Norfolk,

Barry of six az. and or a quarter erm. Philip
Spencer, Y.

Barry of six or and az, a quarter erm, Golsell
(Constable's Roll).

Barry of eight or and gu, a quarter erm. Michel
Fitz-Michel de Sigeston, F.

Bendy arg. and az. a quarter erm. Hue le

Fitz Othes, F.

Cbequy arg. and gu, a quarter az, Frank de

Vaux, F.

Chequy or and gn. a sinister quarter arg.
Fleets. Flete, V.

Cliequy or and gu. a quarter erm. Reymes, co.

Bucks, V.

Erm. a quarter sa. Sutton.
G II. a quarter arg, Blenoow.
Gu, bezanty and a quarter erm. Souche,

QITABTEB cont.

Gu. fretty or a quarter per pale erm. and of the
second. Nevill.

Or a quarter gu, Clare,

Lozengy gu, and vair a quarter or de
Gise; Harl. MS. 6137,

Masculy gu. and vair a quarter or. Aunselme de
Gyse, F.

Masculy or and arg, a quarter erm. Geffrey
Neville de Shreshlton, F.

Masculy vair and gu. a quarter or. EysE.
Aunsell de Gyse, X. Walt de Gyse, Z.

Paly of six arg, and gu, a quarter erm.

Shurley; Harl. MS. 5C73, fo, 31.

Paly of six or and az. a quarter gu, Blaby, V.

Paly of six or and az. a quarter erm. Shirley,
Shirley, co. Derby ; Staunton Harold, co,

Leicester; and Chartley, co. Stafford. Shirley,
Eatington, co. Warwick; Lough Lea, co.

Monaghan ; Wiston and West Grinstead,
Sussex. And quartering France and England
quarterly within a bordure arg. for Plantagenet.
Shirley, Earl Ferrers.

Paly of six or and gu. a quarter erm. Raife

Bassett, a.

Vairy arg. and sa. a quarter gu. Estanton,
Staunton, co. Leicester.

Vairy or and az. a quarter erm, Gitynes.

Vairy sa. and arg. a quarter gu. Folonyll, co,

Leicester.

Veil a quarter gu. Filioll.

Wavy arg. and sa. a quarter gu.
•

Philip Folvile,
F.

QUABTEB betw. or within
Bordure j

Chequy or and az. a quarter erm. and a bordure

gu, Le Conte de Richmond, P, F.

Chequy or and az, a quarter erm, and a bordure
of England. Earl of Richmond, K.

On a QTTABTEB (see also On a Canton)
Beast (Lion)

Arg. on a quarter gu. a lion ramp. or. Dudman,
Arg, two bars gu. on a quarter of the second a

lion pass, or. Baron, Burl on, V.

Arg. fretty gu. on a quarter of the last a lion pass.

guard Walter de Dunstanvill, B.

Barry of six arg. and gn. on a quarter az. a lion

pass, or. Bellingham.

Barry of fourteen arg. and az. on a quarter or a
lion pass, gu, Halys, F".

Bendy of ten or and az. on a quarter arg. a lion

pass, guard, gu. Sir John Passelou, Essex,
F.

Chequy or and az. on a quarter gu. a lion ramp.
arg. Warreyn, Poynton, co. Chester, F.

Gu. on a quarter erm, a lion ramp. az. BiDON.
.... (Lions)

Arg, on a quarter gu, three lions pass, guard, in

pale or. Royal Society, London; Incorporated
1663,

Sa. fretty or on a quarter arg. three lions gu.
Walter de Maltravers, A.

Bend
Gu, on a quarter arg, a bend sa, charged with

three eagles displ. or. Codlyng, F. Codling.
Bird

Paly of six arg, and oz, on a quarter or a bird ga.

Mf.dnerst, V.

Or on a quarter gu. an eagle displ, of the field.

Jacob, co. Dorset; and Dover, Kent,

Barry of ten arg. and nz. on a quarter op a mart.

let sa. John Hothom ile Eondlev, F.

130
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On a QUARTEE cont.

Bird cont.

Palj' of SIX az. and arg. on a quarter gu. a mart-

let of the second. STRiNLEY, V.

Vairy arg, and sa. on a quarter arg. a martlet sa.

Nicliolas Beche, Y.

Erm. on a quarter .... an owl .... Fowler, co.

Stafford.

Erm. on a quarter gu. an owl arg. Sir Richard

Barton, V.

Arg. fretty gu. on a quarter barruly of the first

and second ten martlets three two two and

three sa. BAr.XHOEP.
Chess-rook

Cheqny arg. and vert on a quarter gu. a chess-

rook or. Chesham, V.

Chequy arg. and vert on a quarter gu. a chess-
• rook of the first. Chesham, V.

Coronets

Arg. on a quarter sa. three cronels in bend or.

Htilson, London ;
and co. York , granted 10

Feb., 1577.

Arg. on a quarter sa. three crowns in bend or.

John HuLSON, London.
Cross

Sa. fretty arg; on a quarter gu. a cross formy llory

or. Henry Wakefield, Bishop of Worcester

1375-95.

Masculy gu. and erm. on a quarter az. a cross

resercelly or. Mauburney, A".

Erm. three bars gu. on a quarter az. a cross engr.

arg. betw. foxir pheous or. Hutoft, co.

Hants, V.

Cup
Gyronny of twelve or and sa. on a quarter gu. a

covered cup of the first. Kyrslow, F. Roan, V.

Fleur-de-lis

Arg. on a quarter sa. a fleur de-lis or. Roger
AYMONDESHAM, V. AWNSHAM, V.

Gu. on a quarter arg. a tieur-de-lis sa. Newport,
F.

Flower

Arg. on a quarter gu. a rose or. Beadsxone.
Bradeston.

6 Foil

Arg. two bars sa. on a quarter sa, a cinquefoil or.

TWYFOED.
Erm. on a quarter sa. a cinquefoil or. Bokford.

Head (Beast)
Erm. on a quarter sa. a liorse's head couped arg.

bridled gu. Brixstoke, Cornwall, V.

Or on a quarter az. a leopard's head erased arg.
Adam de Mingee, A.

Barry of twelve org. and az. on a quarter sa. a

ram's head couped arg. accorned with four

horns or. Clarges, Hainault. Anne Clakges,
wife of Geoige Monk, Duke of Albemarle.

....(Spear) see Coronets
Mullet

Barry of six arg. and gu, on a quarter of the

second a muUet of the first. Yaas, or Waas or

Wase, CO. Bucks
; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 3U8.

Paly of six az. and arg. on a quaiter gu. a mullet

of the second. Stranlev, V.

Paly of six arg. and gu. on a quarter arg. a mullet

sa. Richard de Welles; Harl. MS. C137,
fo. 96.

Paly of six or and gu. on a quarter arg. a mnllet
sa, Weles, V.

Erm, on a quarter gu. a mullet or. Simon
Basset, X.

Gu. bezonty on a canton or a mullet sa. Zouciie,
CO. Leicester.

On a QUABTEB cont.

Mullet cont.

Gu. bezanly on a canton arg. a mullet sa. Sire

Thomas la Souche, N. Sr. Thomas ZoucHt:,
CO. Leicester, V.

Mullets

Arg. on a quarter gu. eight mullets or. Bartelmew
de Ekefeld.

Orle

Erm. on a quarter gu, an orle arg, Curtoys.
SURTOYS.

Pale
Or on a quarter az. a pale engr, arg. Wold.
Or on a quarter az. a pale engr. erm. beiw. eight

plates. Wold.
Or on a quarter az. a pale engr. erm. betw, eight

bezants, WoLD.

Saltire

Erm, on a quarter arg, a saltire engr. ....

Wautier Chacnceller, A'.

Erm. on a quarter sa. a saltire or charged with

five fleurs-de-lis gu. Beard, Aberton and

Cowfold, Sussex.

Spear
Arg. on a quarter gu. a spear in bend or. Knight,

Ireland.

Sprig
Arg. fretty gu. on a quarter barruly of the first

and second a palm branch in bend sinister or

within an orle of martlets sa. Balthorp.
Sun

Vairy gu. and arg. on a quarter az. a sun ....

Clapp.

QUAETEE and a bordure....
Gu. on a quarter arg. a lion ramp. sa. all within a

bordure of the last charged with eight estoiles

or. White, London, V.

Arg. a bordure sa. on a quarter gu. a spur or

rowel downwards. Knight, co. Salop.

QTJAETERLY per cross simply
Quarterly .... and ,,,, a label of five points.
John FiTZ Geoffrey of Edinton, Seal.

Quarterly arg. and az. Bray. William de

Northie, a. Sir William de Northy, D.

Northe, V. TuKE. Sylvanus Morgan. Vause
or Vaus. Vass.

Quarterly arg, and az. a label of three points gu.
on each as many bezants. Geey. Geey,
Sondyacre, W,

Quarterly arg. and gu. Blount. Bolney.
HeiNingham (Constable's Roll). Geoffrey de
Magnavile or Mandeville, until 1148 ; Gough,
Sep. Mon., i, 24. Massey, Chester. Guy
de RocHEFOED, B. Say. Le Botiiler de

Sentlys, /. Avery de Soiem, E. Averi de

SoiJEN, F. Sir Alured Soleneny, V. Samery
de Solony, Y. Sulby, co. Worcester. Sulney,
r. Tewtk, Lord Tewte; Harl. MS. 16ti3.

TuiTE, Sonagh, co. Westmeaih ; Baionetcy
Hi2Z. TuTE, Ireland, V. Tuth ; Harl. MS.
1441. Tutt, CO, Hants, Twite ; Add. MS.
55U7, fo. 211.

Quarterly arg. and sa. Atte Church, 1431.

GefiVey Bealechamp, B. Sir William Bovii.l,
Chief Justice of Common Pleas 1806. Bovyll.
BowELL. Burley. Devell. Drewell.
Hamerton. John de Hampton, temp. Edward
11; Sylvaims Morgan. Sire Wauter Fii.z

lloMFiiEY, N. Hoo and How. William de

Hoo, S. Sir Thomas Hoo, JC, V. Walter
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QITARTERLY per cross simply cont.

FiTZ HUMFREY, A, D. FlTZ HUMFREY Of

FiTz- Humphrey, Essex. Humfrey. Paget,
Collinson, Somerset., i, 57. M. Edward
Perrers, T. Peveris.

Quarterly arg. and sa. billety counterchanged.
Kayle.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in chief a label of three

points gu. Conquest, Houghton Conquest,
CO. Bedford.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in chief a lahel of five

points gu. Sire Johan Conquest, N.

Quarterly arg. and vert. Hamerton.
Quarterly uz. and or. Rossinoton. Roskinqton,

V. Sakons, V. Sawnes or Sawns.

Quarterly first and fourth chequy or and az.

second and third erm. Gibthorp, co. Lin-
coln.

Quarterly first and fourth chequy or and gu.
second and third erm. Gibthorp or Gilthrope.

Quarterly first and fourth chequy gu. and arg.
second and third sa. Gauntlet or Gauntlett.

Quarterly erm. and az. Bery. Bury or Burry.

Quarterly first and fourth erm. second and third

chequy or and az. Gibthorp. Gydethorpe.

Quarterly first and fourth erm. second and third

chequy or and gu. Gibthorpe, co. Lancaster;
and CO. Lincoln

; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 220.

Quarterly erm. and ermines. Delgarno.

Quarterly erm. and gu. Burry. Pimp, Ireland.

Richard Restwald, X. Stanhope, Earl Stan-

hope. With a crescent for diff". Stanhope,
Earl of Harrington. Stanhope, Earl of Ches-
terfield. William Stanhope, V. John Spencer
Stanhope, Cannon Hall, co. York. Stanhope,
Horseforth

; Hampton, co. Nottingham ;

quartering az. a fess erm. betw. nix seamew's
heads erased ppr, for Spencer. Scudamore-
Stanhope, Stanwell House, Middlesex; Baro-

netcy 1807; quHrteriug gu. three stirrups
leathered and buckled or for Scudamore, arg. on
a cross sa. a leopard's face or tor Bryd^es, arg.
a fess betw. three martlets sa., or a pile gu. for

ChandoR, gu. three stirrups leathered and
buckled or for Scudamore, and or a cross patty

fitchy gu.

Quarterly erm. and gu. fretty .... Dutton,
Button, Erdeswick.

Quarterly erm. and gu. fretty or. Robert

Staundon, X
Quarterly erm. and gn. in chief a label of three

points az. Fitz Warren. Dutton, Standon,
CO. Stafford. Erdeswick.

Quarterly first and fourth erm. second and third

paly of six arg. and sa. Coats, Cotes, co.

York ; and co. Salop. Coats, Ireland.

Quarterly first and fourth erm. second and third

paly of six or and gu. Cotes, Woodcote, co.

Salop. Knightley, Fawsley, co. Northampton ;

Baronetcy 1798. Burke.

Quarterly erm. and sa. Stanhope.

Quarterly errainois and gu. over all a label of five

points. Cheere, Westminster; granted 30

July, 17fiC.

Quarterly gu. and arg. Cocke. Sir Henry
Cocke, Hertford. Si/lvanus Morgan. Cock,

Cocke, or Koke, Broxbourne, co. Herts.

Coke, V. Duck, Tarent; Harl. MS. 1441.

Geattan, Tinnehinch, co. Wicklow; as borne

by the statesman Henry Grattm. Langfoud.

Wascy, Tiitton, F. Wackerbarth. Wai.leis.

With a label az. Denner. With a label of

five points az. Massey.

QIJABTEBLT per cross simply cont.

Quarterly gu. and erm. Behy and Burys, V.
Robert Morton, Bishop of Worcester 1487 97.

Quarterly gu. and crminois. Varnham.

Quarterly gu. and or, Ayott. Chambers.
Sylvanus Morgan. Chamberi.yn, F. Mandevile.
Hugh Pakenham, V. Say. Vere.

Quarterly gu. and or a label arg. White Kennet,
Bishop of Peterborough 1718-28.

Quarterly gu. and or a label of three points az.

Fratinge.

Quarterly gu. and or on a label of three points
sa. nine bezants. Kent.

Quarterly gu. and sa. Ayliffe.

Quarterly gu. and vairy or and vert. Thomas
Peverell, V.

Quarterly or and az. William da Burch,
E, F. Burche. Burke. Byeing. Fastolfe.
Falstofe or Falstolfe, Norfolk; and Suffolk.

Pychard or Pychow. Hastolph ; quartering
second az. a fret or, third sa. a cross patonce or,
and fourth a bend betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. Perhowe. Sylvanus Morgan.
PiRHEW, F.

Quarterly or and erm. Gibthorp.

Quarterly or and gu. Bemes. Bevile, Suffolk.

Cheyre or Cheire. Demanderville. Le
Conte de Mandeville, B. Mandevile.
Mandeville or Marshwood, co. Dorset;

- second Earl of Essex ; temp. John, V. Le
ContRMAUNDEVILLE,P. MiLBoRNE. PaKENHAM,
Suffolk. De Ponthif.u, London. Guy de

Rocheforte, C. Say, Barons Say; summoned
to Parliament 1313, F. Say, co. Devon.
William de Say, A, B, D, E, G, I, J. Sire

Geffrei de Say, N, R. Wallis. Le Sire

Clynton, T; quartering arg. on a chief az, two
mullets pierced or.

Quarterly or and gu. a label of three points az.

pluty. ROCHFORD.
Quarterly or and gu, a label of three points ia

chief sa. each point charged with three bezants
in pale. Borne by Brackley Kennett, Lord
Mayor of London 1780.

Quarterly or and gu. a label of three points sa. on
each as many plates. Huntingfeld, V.

Quarterly or and gu. a label of five points arg.
Massye, Tatton, co. Chester. Mayffe, Tatton,
CO. Chester.

Quarterly or and gy. a lahel of five points az.

Chard. Cheire or Cheyre. Cheykey, A.
RocHFORD. M. Guy de Rochford, D. Sir

Thomas de Rochfoud, R. Rauf de Rochford,
Y. Trompington.

Quarterly or and gu. a label of five points az.

bezanty. Huntingfield.

Quarterly or and gu. a label of five points sa.

Huntingfield, Piers de Huntingfilde, A.

Quarterly or and gu, on a label sa, nine roundlets
.... White Kennet. Portrait.

Quarterly or and gu. a label of five points sa.

bezanty. Alexander de Kenei, E.

Quarterly or and purp. Chackers, V; Harl.
MS. 146.-), fo. 11&,

Quarterly or and sa. Raffe de Barnes, A.
BoviLE, Suffolk. Sire William de Bovile, N.
Herbert de Bovill, E. Sire de Bovyll, V.

Boyvyll, Suffolk. Conquest. John de

Haniterne, G. Hog. And with a label gu.
Conquest.

Quarterly or and vert. Barneis or Barners.
Sire de Earners, Essex, V. llauf de Barnes,
E. John de Berndies, F. Berners, Lord
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QTJABTEBLY per cross simply cont.

Berners, Henry VI ; represented by Berners

of Writtle and Finchinfield, Essex : Bankes,

vol. i. Berners, Surrey ; Scrope v. Grosvenor,

395. Berners, Woolverstone Park, Suflolk.

Berners, Tbarfield, co. Hertford. And with a

label gu. Jon de Berner, C.

Quarterly first and fourth paly of six or and gu.

second and third arm. Knightley, co. Staf-

ford.

Quarterly sa. and arg. Hoo, Hoo, co. Bedford ;

and Knebworth, co. Hertford; living temp.
Edward I; Sir Thomas Hoo, temp. Edward

111, was created Baron Hoo; his co-heirs were

Aleanore, m. to Sir James Carew, Bedirigton,

Surrey, knt., Jane m. to Sir Roger Copley, knt.

. and Elizabeth, m. to Sir John Deveuish, knt.

Mounsyr Hoo, T. Coel ap Meuru. Parene,
V. Perrers, V. Perry.

Quarterly sa. and arg. in chief a label of three

points counterchanged. Conquest.

Quarterly sa. and or. Eve. Rauf de Munchensi,
E.

Quarterly vair and gu. Sir William Conestable,
M. GoNYs. Walter de Gowis, Y. Mandevile.

Sire Johan de Matjndevile, N. Mundevill.
Wither. Sir William Wyther, V.

Quarterly vert and gu. Maundevile ;
Harl. MS.

14(i5, fo. 11.

Quarterly vert and or in the centre a mullet sa. a

label for ditf. Berners.

QTIABTEELY of compound lines

Embattled

Quarterly embattled arg. and sa. Cayle or

Keyle, Cornwall. Kaell. Kayle, Cornwall,
F. Keyell.

Per fess dancetty
Quarterly per fess dancetty arg. and gu. Fowlke

le Fitz-Warren, J; Harl. MS. 6137, fo. 06.

Quarterly per fess dancetty arg. and gu. a label

of five points az. Edg. de Hodenet, E.

Quarterly per fess dancetty gu. and or. Bromley,
CO. Salop.

Quarterly per fess dancetty or and az. Raffe

Perot, A.

Quarterly per fess dancetty or and gu. Fowlke
le FiTZ-Warren, A.

Quarterly per fess dancetty sa. and arg. Sire

William le Fitz-Wabin, J,

Per fess indented

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and az. Sir

John de Acton, R. Sir Richard Acton, S.

Acton, co. Leicester, V. Beaufitz or Beavis.

Langley.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. Breton.

FiTZ-WARiN, CO. Devon. Fuke le Fitz Warin,
E, F, I, S. Sire William Fitz-Warren, Q.

Fitz-Warren, co. Lancaster, temp. Henry 111.

POINTRILL.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. a label

of five points az. Hoddenet. Ede de

HoDENET, F. Edward Hodnet, W.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. a mullet

for diff. Breton, Winchingham, Norfolk.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa.

Geffrey de Belchaump, C. Brasy, V. Fitz-

Wakren. Will le Fitz Warin, E, F, G.

Quarterly per fess indented hz. and or. Fitz-

Row. Langley, co. Warwick. Langley,
Kent.

Quarterly per fess indented erm. and nz. Fitz-

Warren. Lacon, Audleyj Essex; Ryby, co.

QTJABTERLT of compound lines cont.

Per fess indented cont.

Lincoln ; Kinlet, co. Salop. Sire de Lacon,
V. Lakin or Laking. Lucinge.

Quarterly per fess indented erm. and gu. Fitz-

Warren, CO. Somerset. Sir Fouke Fitz-

Waryn, V. Fitz-Waryn. Lacon, Thingknd,
CO. Salop. Sylvanus Morgan.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and arg. Fitz-

Warren. PoYNTON. Ryton.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and arg. a label

of three points az. Howell.
Quarterly per fess indented gu. and erm. Fitz-

Warin, CO. Dorset. Purslow.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or. Bromby,
CO. Yotk. Bromley, co. Stafford, V. Bromley,

Nottingham; and East Stoke, co. Nottingham.
Ryton.

Quarterly per fess indented or and arg.

Laughton.
Quarterly per fess indented or and az. Baston.
Bralford. Braylford or Buayleford.
Hodnet. Irreix. Ireley or Irelled.

Jarrerd or Jarisard. Jerard. Langley,
Kent. Longley, Kent. Longley, Bishop of

Ripon 1836; Bishop of Durham 1856; qunr-

tering arg. on a chev three iiezHUts.

Parrot. Peirot. Perot, V. Perrott or

Perott, CO. Bedford. Rauf Pirot, E, F.

Pyrotte.
Per fess the chief part quarterly indented per

fess or and erm. the base arg. charged with

squires (cantons voided) sa. Barlay.

Quarterly per fess indented or and gu. Bromley,
CO. Salop. Fitz-Warren, co. Dorset.

Laughton, Eastfield, co. York. Leighton,

Leightou, CO. Salop, 175i'. Leighton, Balles-

ley, CO. Montgomery. Leighton, Watles.

borough, and Loton Hall, co. Salop ; Baronetcy
1692. Ryton.

Quarterly per fess indented or and gu. a label

of five points az. Hudenett. William

Hudenet, W.
Quarterly per fess indented or and sa. Perrot.

Quarterly indented per fess sa. and arg. Bassy,
V. Bracy. Brassy.

Per pale dovetail

Quarterly per dovetail gu. and or. Bromley,
Baron Montford.

Per pale indented

Quarterly per pale indented sa. and or. Gunders.
Per pale and per chev.

Quarterly per pale and per chev. arg. and az.

counterchanged. Pedder.

Quarterly per pale and per chev. arg. and gu.

Garth, Galloway, Scotland. M'Garth, Gal-

loway.

Quarterly per pale and per chev. counterchanged
arg. and sa. Branson or Braunson.

Quarterly per pale and per chevron or and az.

Henrv de Braundeston, Bishop of Salisbury
1287.8.
Per pale indented and per fess indented

or quarterly indented

Quarterly indented arg. and az. Acklow.

Henry Beaufitz, Y. Bewfice. Dacton.
Richard de la Moore, C. Poynings.

Quarterly indented arg. and gu. Fouk le

FiTZWARiN, B, N. Philip de FitzMarmion, C.

Quarterly indented arg. and gu. a label of five

points az. Hoddenet.
Quarterly indented arg. and sa. Brasye, Corn-

wall. Sire William le Filz Warin, N, O.
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QTJABTEBLT of compound lines cont.

Per pale indented and per fess indented
or quarterly indented cont.

Quarterly indented az. aud arg. Site Johan de

Aketon, 0.

Quarterly imiented az. and erra. Sire William
le Saunfohd, 0.

Quarterly indented erm. and az. Lucyno.

Quarterly indented gu. and arg. Corbkeake.

Quarterly indented gu. and erm. toak FiTZ-

Waryn, Y.

Quarterly indented or and az. Jabrard or

Jebraud. Lanqley. Langley, Kent, W.
Sire Kaff Perot, N. Raufe Perbot, Y.

Perott.

Quarterly indented sa. and arg. Bracy. Brasxe,
Cornwall. Brewse. Lanu, Scotland.

Quarterly wavy
Quarterly wavy arg. aud sa. Sandon.

Quarterly wavy or and sa. Sandon, co. Lan-

^ caster.

QUAETEELY the first only charged
Beast (Lion)

Quarterly arg. and az. in the first quarter a lion

pass. gu. Sir William Ponscyn, N. Ponseyn,
V*.

Quarterly arg. and az. in the first quarter a lion

ramp. gu. Sir William Ponseyn, co. Here-

ford, V.

Quarterly arg. and az. in the first quarter a lion

salient gu. Ponseiqne.

Quarterly indented arg. and az. in the first quar-
ter a lion pass. gu. Croft.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and az. in the

first quarter a lion pass. gu. Crofts. Croftes,
y*. Herbert Croft, Bishop of Hereford lb02-

91. Sir Hugh Crofte, F, co. Salop. Cross,

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and az. in the

first quarter a lion pass, guard, gu. Sir

Richard Crofte, co. Hereford, V.

Quarterly aig. and gu. in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, az. Say, Suffolk.

Quarterly arg. and sa. on the first a lion ramp, of

the second. Breton.

Quarterly az. and arg. in the first quarter a lion

of the second. Ponseyn, co. Heretord.

Quarterly per fess danceity az. aud arg. in the

first quarter a lion pass, guard, or. Cboft, co.

Hereford ; Harl. MS. 7510, fo. 26.

Quarterly per fess indented az. and arg. in the

first quarter a lion pass, of the second. Sir

Hugh Croft, L. Jennyns, Middlesex.

Quarterly per fess indented az. and arg. in the

first quarter a lion pass. or. Sir Hugh Cruft,
L.

Quarterly per fess indented az. and arg. in the

first quarter a lion pass, guard, or. Croft or

Crofte, Castle Croft, co. Hertford. Croft,
Croft Castle, co. Hereford; Baronetcy 1671.

Crofts, co. Salop ;
and co. Hereford. Sir

Hugh Ckoft, L. William Crofte, co. Here-

ford, V.

Quarterly indented erminois and gu. in the first

quarter a lion pass, guard, gu. Croft, Cow-

linghall, CO. York ; Baronetcy 1818. Debrett.

Quarterly per pale indented az. and arg. in the

first quarter a lion pass, guard, gu. Crofts.

Quarterly indented erminois and gu. in the first

quarter a lion ramp, guard, sa. Croft, Stilling-

ton Hall, CO. York. Croft, Hutton Buscel, co.

York ; quartering Bov?es.

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, or. Bowoen, co. Oxford.

QUABTEBLY the first only charged cont.
Beast cont. (Lion) cont.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and arg. in the
first quarter a lion ramp, of the second.
Crofts, Norfolk.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and az. in the
first quarter a lion pass, guard, arg. Crofts.

Quarterly gu. and erm. in the first quarter a lion

ramp, or over all an eagle displ. of the last.

Hl'ghson.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass. arg. Town of Altringham, co. Chester.

Massey, Dunham Massey, co. Chester, Baron
to the Earls of Chester. Mascy, Dunham, co,

Chester, V. Massy, V*.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass. arg. (another, of the last) over all a crosier
in pale head to the sinister .... Benedictine

Priory at Birkenhead or BiRKETvrooD or

Burket, CO. Chester.

Quarterly engr. gu. and or in the first quarter a
lion pass. arg. Besyn.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or in the first

quarter a lion pass. arg. Begfyn. Besyn, V.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or in the first

quarter a lion pass, guard, arg. Belsin. Besny.
Besanit or Besaynt. Besney or Besyn, V.

Langley, Kent, V.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a lipn

ramp. arg. Hamond Mascy, Y.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass, arg, Massey, Ridford, co. Chester;
f/arZ. ilfiS. 1535, fo. 211; quartering arg. on a
chev. az. three garbs or.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass. arg. in the fess point a trefoil slipped sa.

Massey, Grafton; Harl. MS. 1535, fo.21b.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass, of the second. Massy, co. Chester. And
with a label of five points arg. Massy, co.

Chester,

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or in the first

quarter a leopard arg. Besaynt or Besanit.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or in the first

quarter a lion pass, guard, of the second.

Besville, V*. Besvylle, V.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass. arg. within a bordure compony of the

last and az. (but?). Massy, Alford, co. Chester.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass. arg. over all a crescent quartering arg. on
a chev. az. three garbs or all the quarters
within a bordure compony arg. and az. Massy,
Aldford ; Harl. MS. 1424, fo. 102.

Quarterly or and az, in • the first quarter a lion

pass. gu. PoNNSDON, CO, Hereford.

Quarterly or and az, in the first quarter a lion

.... gu. Gerconly.

Quarterly or and az, in the first quarter a lion

ramp, gu. Raffe de Marconvile, A. M.
Davy Jerkanvlle, D.

Quarterly or and az. in the first quarter a lion

ramp. sa. M. Henry Ingloos, S.

Quarterly or and gu, in the first quarter a lion

pass, az. Say, Tilney, Norfolk ; and Suffolk.

SORREY.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, az. Sire .... de Say, N. Sire

Say, Essex, temp. Edward III, V. Sore, V.

Quarterly per fess indented or and gu. in the
first quarter a lion pass, guard, of the second.

Croft, Cowling Hall, co. York; and Doddmg-
tou, Kent; Baronetcy 18l«; descended from
Croft of Stillington,
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QUABTEBLT the first only charged cont.

Beast cont. (Lion) cont.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a lion

ramp, of the second. Gercomyle. Inglish.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, sa. Say.

Quarterly per fess indented or and gu, in tlie first

quarter a lion pass, guard, arg. Langley,
Kent, V*.

Quarterly or and sa. in the first quarter a lion

pass. gu. BoYViLL, Suffolk. William de

BOYVILE, C.

Quarterly sa. and arg. in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, of the second. Bowdon.
Quarterly sa. and arg. in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, of the second crowned or. Sir

Edward Peerne, V.

Quarterly sa. and arg. in the first quarter a lion

ramp, of the second. Byng, Viscount Torring-
ton. Byng, Wrothara Park, Middlesex,

Quarterly sa. and arg. the first quarter occupied
by a lion ramp, of the second over all a repre-
sentation of the guidon of the Thirty-first

Regiment ( . . . . two laurel branches saltire-

wise .... below the union-jack) in bend
sinister. Bvng, Earl and Baron Strafi"ord.

Quarterly sa. and arg. in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, or, Breton.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass. arg. Bowden, Bowden, co. Chester.

BoWDON, V.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass, arg, langued gu. Bowdon, Beighton
Fields and Southgate House, co. Derby ; quar-

tering Erdeswick. Bowuon, Pleasington Hall,
CO. Lancaster; descended from Bowdon, South-

gate House, CO. Derby ; quartering Butler.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, arg. Bowdon.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass, of the second. Bowden, Bowden, co.

Oliester.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a lion

ramp, guard, of the second. Bikg, Kent.

Bird

Quarterly per fess indented sa. and arg. in the
first quarter a bird of the second beaked and

legged gu. Brasy, V.

(Cock)
Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a cock

ppr. Craster.

(Crow, &c.)
Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. in the

first quarter a Cornish chough sa. Acton,
London.

Quarterly or and gu.in the first quarter a Cornish

chough sa. Wristo.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a raven

ppr. Crastor, Crastor, Alnwick, Northumber-
land ; quartering Wood.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a rook

ppr. Cbaister or Craster, Northumber-
land.

....(Duck, &c.)

Quarterly per fess indented sa. and arg. in the
first quarter a mallard of the second. Brassy,
CO. Chester; Harl. MS. 1405, fo, 17. Brescy
or Bressy, Wistaston, co. Chester,

Quarterly sa. and arg. in the first quarter a teal

of the second. Bressy. Brezzy.

Quarterly per fess dancetty sa. and arg. in the
first quarter a teal of the lust. Bressey.

QTTABTEBLY the first only charged cont.

Bird cont. (Eagle)
Quarterly arg. and gu.in the first quarter an eagle

displ. sa. Phelips, Lord Bardolf; Harl. MS.
2113, fo. 1056.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter an eagle
displ. of the second. Sir William Bird, Dean
of the Arches 1619, F. Byrde, F". Bird, 1606,

Quarterly gu, and arg. in the first an eagle displ.
or. Phillip, with an escucheon of pretence az.

three cinquefoils pierced or, Bardolph, co.

Devon,

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the first quarter an eagle
displ. or armed of the field. Philip or

Philips, London ; and Sufl'ulk ; late of Jamaica.

Quarterly per fess indented or and az. in the first

quarter an eagle with wings expanded sa.

Johnson, co. Chester.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter an eagle
displ. az. Paokenham, co. Hants.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter an eagle
displ. of the second. Pakenham, Ireland

;
and

Sutfolk.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter an eagle
displ. vert. Paganham, V. Pageniiam, V.

Pakenham, Baron Longford 7 May, 1756; Earl
of Longford 5 July, 1785; Baron Silchesier
17 July, 1821; quartering Cufie, Aungier,
and Boyle. Pagenham. Sire Edmon de
Pagenham, N. John de Pagenham, Y,
Monsire de Pagenham, Y. Pakenham, Ire-

land; and SuSolk. Pakenham, Eurl of Long-
ford.

.... (Martlet)
Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. in the

first quarter a martlet (sometimes a mullet) sa.
Sir Fowk Fitzwarren, L.

Quarterly gu. and or a martlet sa, Tunnadine,
Ireland.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a martlet
sa. Crawcester. John Crawcestree, .Y.

Quarterly or and gu. a martlet sa. (In error for)
Bocheford.

Quarterly or and gu. a bordure indented and in

the first quarter a martlet sa. Sire Johan de

ROCHEFFORD, N.
Quarterly or and sa. in the first quarter a martlet

gu. Sir John Bonvyle, L, but Hovile, L ;

Harl. EIS. (511(7. Sire Johan de Bovile, N.
Quarterly or and sa. in the first quarter a martlet

sa. John Bovile, alias Hoyile ; Harl. MS.
CU8.

.... (Pelican)
Quarterly az. and or in the first quarter a pelican

in piety or. Benjamin Hoadly, Bishop of

Bangor 1716, Hereford 1721, Salisbury 1724,
Winchester 1734-61

; granted 20 Feb., 1715,

Quarterly per fess dancetty sa, and or in the first

quarter a pelican of the second, Jacobs,
Kipple, Kent; Hasted, Kent, iv, 132,

Quarterly per fess indented sa. and or in the first

quarter a pelican of the second vulning itself

jipr. Johnson, Nethereourt, and Margate,
Kent

; Add. MS. 5507, fo. 200,

(Stork)
Quarterly per fess indented sa. and arg. in the

first quarter a stork or. Brasett.
Bordure

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu, in the
first quarter a bordure sa. Acton, co. Salop.

Castle

Quarterly gu. and arg, in the first quarter a
tower of the second, Castel.
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QUARTERLY the first only charged cont.

Crescent

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a cres-

cent of the second. Tutt, Idmiston, co.

Wilts.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a cres-

cent gu. Drewell, CO. Bucks, Sire Johan
Druei,, N. Drui.l, F. Peevis.

Quarterly embattled arg. and sa. in the first

quarter a crescent of the second. Keel,
London. Kelley.

Quarterly per iess dancotty or and gu. in the
first quarter a crescent of the last. Bromi.ey.

Quarterly per fess indented or and gu. in the first

quarter a crescent of the second. Perott.

Quarterly or and vert in the first quarter a cres-

cent gu. Barnes, Surrey ; and Essex.

Cross

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a cross-

let (or cross flory) of the second. Crosse ;

granted April 1002.

Quarterly az. and arg. in the first quarter a cross
naoline of the second. Cross.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a cross

urg. MiDDLETON, CO. York.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a cross

patty arg, John Midelton, Northumherland,
Y.

Quarterly gu, and or in the first quarter a cross

forray of the second. Middleton,
Quarterly gu, and or in the first quarter a cross

flory arg, Mydleton : quartering Wardwick
and Sirynley. Middleton, Middleton Hall, co.

Lancaster. With a mullet in the centre for

diff. Middleton, Seaton ; Durham Visit.

lb'15. Myddi.eton, Otferton, co. Durham.
Middleton, Westerham, Kent; descended

. from the Middletons of Belsay Castle, North-
umberland ; confirmed to David Middleton,

Westerham, Kent, by Segar, 17 Dec, 8th

James I.

Quarterly first and fourth grand quarters quar-

terly gu. and or in the first a cross patouce

arg. for Myddleton. Wharton-Myddleton,
Old Park, co. Durham ; and Grinkle Park, co.

York
; a junior branch of the Whartons of

Kirby Thore ; quartering az. a mauiich or for

Conyers, second and third grand quarters sa. a

maunch arg. a canton or for Wharton.

Middleton, Belsay Castle, Northumberland ;

Baronetcy 24 October, 1602.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a crosslet

of the second. Middleton, Unthank, co.

Durham.

Escallop

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the first quarter an

escallop or. Tymperley, Ipswich, Suflfolk.

Fleur-de-lis

Quarterly arg. and az. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis or. Meytam. Metham, Barwell, co.

Leicester.

Quarterly arg. and ermines in the first quarter a

fleur-de-lis gu. Letham.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis gu, Leinhams. Purton.

Quarterly az. and arg. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis or. Methay, Scotland. Thomas de

Meteham, Y. Metham, V. Metham, Me-

tham, CO. York.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis arg. Ashmoi.e, co. Stafi'ord.

Quarterly or and gu. iu the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis sa. JlocHFORT, England,

QUARTERLY the first only charged cont.
Fleur-de-lis cont.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis of the second, Ashmole, co, Stafford.
3 Fleurs-de-lis

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter three-
fleurs-rielis arg. Massey, co. Chester,

3-Foil

Quarterly or and az. in the first quarter a trefoil

slipped counlerchanged over all on a bend vert
tliree martlets of the first. Petty,

5-Foil

Quarterly arg. and erm. in the first quarter a
cinquefoil or. Pack or Packe.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a cinque-
foil arg. Packe, Harlestone Park, co. North-
ampton.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a cinque-
foil arg. with an erm. spot on each leaf, Packe,
Prestwold, co. Leicester.

Fret

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a fret
of the last, Warburton, Ireland,

Quarterly per fess indented erm, and gu, in the
first quarter a fret of the last, Fitz-Warine,
CO, Dorset; and co, Somerset, temp, Edward
III.

Head (Beast)
Quarterly gu. and erm. in the first quarter a goat's
head erased arg, armed or. John Morton,
Bishop of Ely; Archbishop of Canterbury
I48f}-1500,

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a goal's
head erased arg. on a chief of the second three
torteaux each charged with an escallop gold.
Morton, Erbeck, co. Hereford.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a goat's
head erased arg. on a chief of the last three
torteaux each charged with an escallop of the
second. Moreton. Sir Robert Moreton, V.

Quarterly gu, and arg. in the first quarter a
horse's head couped of the second. Marsh,
Marton and Langden, Norfolk; confirmed
1002. Herbert Marsh, Bishop of Llandaff"

1816, afterwards of Peterborough, 1819-39.
Marsh, V.

Quarterly az, and erm. in the first quarter a

leopard's head or. Power, co. York.

Quarterly or and sa. in the first quarter a leopard's
face of the second, Brond,

.... (Bird)

Quarterly arg. and sa, in the first quarter an
eagle's head erased gu. beaked or. Bytton.
John Bytton, V.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a
falcon's head couped of the last. Bridvill, V.

Horn
Quarterly arg, and gu. in the first quarter a

buglehorn sa. Heydon.
Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. in the

first quarter a buglehorn sa. Foster.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. in the
first quarter a buglehorn of the last. Foster,
V. Forbester. Northe, V.

Lozenges
Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter four

lozenges in cross arg. Clamberlow.
Quarterly per pale indented or and gu. in the first

quarter five lozenges conjunct iu cross of the
second. Danne.

Lure

Quarterly az. and or in the first quarter a hawk's
lure and line of the second. Fowler, Stone-

house, co, Gloucester
; granted 13 March, 1006.
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QTTARTEELY the first only charged cont.

Mitre

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the first quarter a

mitre or. Robert de Insula, Bishop of Dur-

ham 1274-88.
Mullet

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and az. in the

first quarter a mullet gu. Acton; Collinson,

Somerset., ii, 312.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a mul-
let of the second, Breton.

Quarterly arp. and gu. in the first quarter a mul-

let sa. Breton, Norfolk.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and gu. in

the first quarter a mullet of sis points sa.

FitzWilliam. Sir Fowk Fitz-Warren,
L.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a mullet

of the second pierced of the first. Fxtzwarren.

Quarterly arg. and sa. iu the first quurter a mul-

let of six points gu. Pearse or I^eeres. Sir

Richard de Pereres, L, N, O, Y. Peirens,
R.

Quarterly arg. and sa.in the first quarter a mullet

of six points pierced gu. Pearse or Peeres,
Periers.

Quarterly indented arg. and sa. a mullet of the

last. Sire Fouz filz Warin, N.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa.

in the first quarter a mullet of the last.

Britton.

Quarterly arg, and vert on the first a mullet gu.
Sir Richard Pereyes, co. Leicester, V, Perry,
en. Gloucester.

Quarterly az. and or in the first quarter a mullet

arg. Dandy, Sapiston, Suffolk.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and arg. in the

first quarter a mullet sa. John de Breton,
Bishop of Hereford 12d9-75.

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the first a mullet of six

points of the last. Vere.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a mullet

arg. Verb, Earl of Oxford. De Vere, Duke
of Ireland, Z, 542. De Vere, Currah, co.

- Limerick ; and Glangoole, co. TipperHry ; Baro-

netcy 1784. Vere. John Vere, Earl of Oxford,

Q. Le Counte de Oxford, J. Le Conte de

OXENFORD, X. Sir Albery de Veer, V. De
Vere. William de Vere, Bishop of Hereford
1186-99.

Quarterly gu. and or in the first quarter a mullet

arg. all within a bordure engr. sa. Vere,
Essex. Sir Hughe de Vere, J.

Quai-terly gu. and or in the first quarter a mullet

arg. a label az. Sir Thomas de Veer, L,
S.

Quarterly gu. and or in the dexter chief a mullet

erm. M. Aubry le Vere, S.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a mullet

arg. Le Conte de Oxenford, P. Le Conte de

Oxford, B.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a

mullet of the second. Delavere.

Quarterly or and gu. a mullet arg. Earl of

Oxford, K, N.

Quarterly or and gu. a mullet arg. a lahel sa.

Sire Thomas de Veer, 0.

Quarterly or and gu. a mullet erm. Sire Aufours
de Vere, N.

Quarterly or and gu. a mullet arg. and a bordure
indented sa. Sire Hue de Veer, ^ ; Hugh,
second s^n of Robert, filth Earl of Oxford.

Gough, i, 08.

QUARTERLY the first only charged cont.

Mullet cont.

Quarterly or and gu. in the first quarter a mullet

arg. a bordure "resercele"sa. Hugh de Veere,
Y.

Quarterly or and sa. in the first quarter a mullet

gu. Sir John Homley, L. Sir Richard de

Perrers, L. Sire Johan de Boyile, N.
3 Roundles (Plates)

Quarterly per fess indented sa. and arg. in the
first quarter three plates in fess. Eltonhead,
Eltonhead, co. Lancaster; Harl. 31S, 1405,
fo. 17.

Saltire

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a

saltire sa. Ttjtt, Barnstaple, co. Devon.

QUARTERLY the second only charged
Beast

Quarterly indented arg. and az. in the second

quarter a lion pass. or. Crofts, co. Salop.
Sire Huge de Croft, N.

Quarterly or and gu. in the second quarter a lion

pass. arg. Massey, Dunham, co. Chester.

Bird

Quarterly indented arg. and sa. in the second

quarter a swan ppr. Bracy.

Quarterly per fess indented erm. and az. in the

second quarter a bird or. Lacon.
Crescent

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the second quarter a cres-

cent of the first. Drewell.

Quarterly arg. and az. in the second quarter three

cinquefoils of the first over all a bend compony
of the second and gu. Greshall.

Fleur-de-lis

Quarterly arg. and az. in the second quarter
a fleur-de-lis or. Metham, Bollington, co.

Lincoln.
Head (Greyhound)

Quarterly per paJe indented gu. and az. in the
second quarter a greyhound's head erased or

collared of the first. Smyth, Suffolk.

(Leopard)
Quarterly erm. and az. in the second quarter a

leopard's head arg. Woodhouse.
Quarterly or and sa. in the second quarter a

leopard's head of the first. Brond.

Quarterly per fess indented erminois and az. in

the second quarter a wolf's head erased or.

Lacon, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk : Baronetcy
1818 ; confirmed by Sir Isaac Heard, Garter
1818.

Horseshoe

Quarterly purp. and arg. in the second quarter a

horseshoe. Cook, co. Bedford.
Mullet

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the second quarter
a mullet sa, Massey, Renton, co. Lancaster.

Massey, Kixton.

Quarterly or and gu. in the second quarter a

mullet arg. Sir Robert de Vere, U.

QUARTERLY
The first and second only charged (similarly)

Quarterly gu.aud or in the first and second quar-
ters two crescents counterchanged. Nicholas de

Farnham, Bishop of Durham 1241-9.

Quarterly or and az.in the first and second quar-
ters a crescent counterchanged. Farnham,
Quorndon, co. Leicester.

Quarterly gu. aud az. in each of the first and
second quarters a sun or. Bruvne.
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QUARTEELY cont.

The first and fourth only charged (similarly)

parted by plain lines, see the heads

2, 4, 6, etc., of that charge.

The first and fourth only charged (similarly)

parted by one or more broken lines

Quarterly per pale iiideDled arg. and pu. (in the

first and fourth quarters a cinquefoil of the

last, DaNNE.

Quarterly per pale indented or and gu, two quatre-
foils of the second. Damo.

Quarterly per fess dancetiy arg. and sa. in the

first and fourth quarters a buglehorn of the

last garnished or. Forester, Lord Forester;

quartering az. a fess embattled betw. three

crescents two and one erm. for Weld.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. in the

first and fourth quarters a buglehorn of the

last. Foster, F. Forester. Foster, Green

Street, Kent; Watling Street, and Sutton Mad-

dox, CO. Salop.

Quarterly per pale indented gu. and or in the first

and fourth quarters five lozenges conjoined iu

cross of the second. Damoe. Mordant.

Quarterly per pale indented or and gu. in the

first and fourth a cross of five lozenges of the

second. Lincolne, co. Dorset; and co.

Somerset; ten)p. llicbard I.

Per fess and per pale indented or and gu. in the

first and fourth five lozenges in cross of the
'

second. Dahmo.
*

Quarterly per pule indented or and gu. in the

first and fourth five mascles conjunct oue three

and one. Almot, Alneot, and Alnot.

The first and fourth only charged funlike)

Quarterly erm. and gu. in the first quarter a cross

crosslet of the last in the fourth quarter a

plummet sa. Cross ; quartered by Starkey.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in ihe first quarter a fleur-

de-lis gu. in the fourth an ermine spot sa.

Lainham, V.

The second and third only charged (similarly)
Annulet

Quarterly vert and arg. in the spcond and third

quarters an annulet gu. Beecuoft, Bishop
Wearmouth, co. Durham.

Bars

Quarterly gu. and vert in the second and third

quarters two bars wavy arg. Peverell.

Quarterly first and fourth or, second and third

barry of six arg. and gu. all within a bordi\re

sa. charged with eight gudgeons fesswise arg.

GoBYON ; Moule, Heraldry of Fish, p. 81.

Beast

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the second and third

quarters a lion ramp, or over all a bend

gu. charged with three aunuleis of the third.

Huldert; granted March 1039. Hurlebert.

Bird

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second and third

quarters an eugle rising or. Adams.

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second quarter an

eagle rising wings overt inverted and in the

third quarter another rising wings displ. or.

Sr. Adam de Berry, V.

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second and third

quarters an eagle volant or. Berry, F*.

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the second and third

quarters an eagle displ. sa. Godaud. John

GODDARD, Y.

QUARTERLY cuvt.

The second and third only charged
(similarly) cont.

Bird cont.

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second and third

quarters a falcon volant or. Bery.

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the second and
third quarters a martlet sa. Critchley and
Critchi.ow.

Castles

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the second and third

quarters a tower triple- towered of the first.

Barterowe.

Quarterly arg. and pu. in the second and third

quarters three casiles in bend or. Rempston.
Chevron

Quarterly az. and arg. in the second and third

quarters a chev. sa. charged with three mulleis
of the first over all on a bendsa. as many eagles
displ. are. Howghton.

Fleur-de lis

Quarterly gu. and sa. in the second and third

quarters a fl-tir-de-lis arp. over all a bend of
the last. Hextall. Hexstall, co. Stafi'ord.

Quarterly gu. and ^a. in the second and third

quarters a fleur-de-lis or over all a bend ....

Hepstall.
3 Fleurs-de-lis

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the second and third

quarters three fleurs-de-lis in pale of the first.

Paskr.
Flower

Quarterly per fess indented or and az. in the
second and third quarters a rose of the first.

Fitz-Rowe, F.

Fret

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret of the first. Dutton.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

a fret or. Sir Piers Dutton, co. Chester, V.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or a crescent for difl'. Dutton,
Baron Sherborne.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a iret or over all a bend sa. De
bPENCER. Dkspencer, Earl of Gloucester,
beheaded 1400. Hugh le De-pencer, Z, 140.
Hue le Dbspencer, £, iT. Spencer, Earl of

Winchester. And with a label az. Sire Hue
le Despe.ncer le filz. Earl of Gloucester 1318 ;

hanged 1320. But with a label sa. Sir Hugh
le Despencer, L.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all on a bend sa. three

escallops of the first. Spencer, B iron Churchill.

Spencer, Earl Spencer. Spencer, Yarnton,
CO. Oxford; Baronetcy 1611; extinctmi.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or in the chief of the first quarter
a martlet of the last. M. Hugh le Spencer,
S.

Quarterly arg. and gu. on the second and third

quarters a fret or over all a bend az. charged
with three fleurs-de-lis of the third. Litlington,
London.

Quarterly arg. and gn. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all on a liend sa. three

fieurs-de-lis of the first. Spencer, Offley, and
St. Alban's, co. Hertford

; London ; and co.

Bedford.

Quarterly arg. and gu. on the second and third

quarters a fret or over all on a bend sa. three

mullets of the first. Eword.
131
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QUARTEKLY cont.

The Becond and third only charged
(similarly) cont.

Fret cont.

Quarterly arg. and gn. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all on a bend sa. five

mullets of the field a borilure counterchanged.
Spencer, Suffolk; Bradfield, and Worsted,
Norfolk.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all a fess az. Noueeys,

Speke, CO. Lancaster. Noreeys, Bray. Lord

NoRREYs, Rycote. Norreys, Fifield. Norreys,

Davyhulme. Jephson- Norreys, Mallow, co.

Cork; Baronetcy 1838; assumed by sign
manual in 1838 the name and arms of Nor-

reys; quartering Jephson.
Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or over all on a fess sa. two

mullets arg. Norreys, V.

Quarterly or and gu. fretty arg. Sir John

Claveryng, H.

Quarterly erm. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a fret or. Standon.

Head
Quarterly arg. and sa. in the second and third

quarters a stag's head cabossed or over all a

bendlet gu. Henhull.
Quarterly per pale indented gu. and az. in the

second and third quarters a greyhound's head
erased or collared of the first over all on a bend
of the third three escallops sa. Smyth or

Smythe, Sufi'olk.

Quarterly gu. and erm. in the second and third

quarters a goat's bead erased arg. attired or.

Morton or Moreton, Milbourne St. Andrew,
CO. Dorset; Baronetcy 1619; extinct 1C98.

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second and third

quarters a leopard's head or. Robert le Poer,
A. Power. Woodhouse, Hickling, Norfolk,
V.

Quarterly indented or and gu. in the second and
third quarters three boar's heads of the first.

Leiqhton.

Quarterly indented or and gu. in the second and
third quarters six boar's heads of the first three
and three. Leighton.

Monster

Quarterly gu. and az. in the second and third

quarters a griffin segreant holding in the dexter
claw a round buckle or over all on a bend cotised

of the last a leopard's face gu. holding in the
mouth a round buckle of the second betw. two
fleurs-de-lis sa. Gardenor.

Paly
Quarterly first and fourth erm. second and third

paly of six or gu. (over all?) on a bend az.a lilt-

ing spear of the second. Knightley, Kingston-
upon-Tharaes, Surrey.

Pheon

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the second and third

quarters a pheon of the fii'st. Cowper, Sussex,
1G14."

Piles

Quarterly gu. and erm. in the second and third

quarters three piles issuing from the chief and

pointing to the base of the first (? over all) on
a fess az. five bezants. Gatacre, Gatacre, co.

Salop. Gatacre, Swinnerton, co. Stufi'ord.

Erdeswick. Gataker, Mildenhall, Sullulk;

quartering arg. a lion ramp, per fess sd. and

gu,, third arg. a cross patty fleury at the ends sa.

QUARTERLY cont.

The second and third only charged
(similarly) cont.

Roundles

Quarterly per tess indented arg. and sa. in the

chief of the second and third quarters three

bezants. Eltonhead, co. Lancaster.

Quarterly or and gu. in the second and third

quarters three plates over all a label sa.

Hundfield or Huneield.

Saltire

Quarterly gu. and or in the second and third

quarters a saltire of the first. Ewing, Ireland.

Trees

Quarterly erm. and az. in the second and third

quarters a vine branch and bunch of grapes

ppr. over all on a bend gu. three stag's heads
cabossed arg. Iggulden, Deal, Kent.

Quarterly erm. and or in the second and third

quarters on a mount vert a palm tree ppr. over

all a bend az. charged with three mullets of the

second, a chief gu. thereon a griSiD pass, gold
the dexter claw grasping an arrow barbed and

flighted also ppr. Cornfoot, Ryde, Isle of

Wight; and Petersham, Surrey.

Wheel

Quarterly (per fess indented or and az. in the

second and third quarters a Catharine wheel of

the first. FiTZ-Row, Ireland.

The first and second only charged
( dissimilarly )

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a lion

ramp, in the second a mullet counterchanged.
Breton.

Quarterly arg. and erm. in the first quarter a
martlet sa. in the second a bend chequy of the
first and third. Curson.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a rook

ppr. in the second a lozenge of the first.

Matthew.
Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first quarter a cres-

cent of the second in the second a fret or.

Dutton.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis gu. in the second a fleur-de-lis erm.
Leynham.

'

Quarterly az. and gu. in the first quarter a lion

ramp. arg. tail forked in the second a cross

flory or. Payne.

Quarterly gu. and arg. in the first quarter three
arrows or feathered of the second in the second
a lion ramp. sa. within a boi'dure engr. of the
same. Hales, V.

Quarterly per fess indented gu. and arg. in the
first quarter a crescent in the second a leopard's
head counterchanged. Riton, Kent, V ; Hail.
MS. 1465, fo. 17.

The first and fourth only charged
(dissimilarly)

Quarterly az. and erm. in the first quarter a dove

ppr. in the fourth an arrow or. Hugh
Boulter, Bishop of Bristol 1719

; Archbishop
of Armagh 1723-42 ; granted 1 720.

Quarterly vert and or in the first quarter a falcon

close arg. belled of the second in the fourth a
hawk's lure of the third. Borne by Sir Richard
Jebb, M.D., Physician to King George III ;

Baronetcy 1778; extinct 1787.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis gu. in the fourth an erm. spot of the

second. Lainham.
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QTJABTEELY cont.

The first and fourth only charged
(dissimilarly) cont.

Quarterly erm. and gu. in ihe first quarter a cross
crosslet of the second in the fourth a plummet
sa. Cross, Wrembury Hall, co. Chester.

Quarterly sa. and or in the first quarter a lion

pass, guard, and in the fourth quarter a tilting

spear surmounting a battle-axe m saltire of the
second. Bowden, Stroud Green, Croydon,
Surrey.

The second and third only charged
(dissimilarly)

Quarterly gu. and sa. in the second and third

quarters a bird the former holding in its beak a
cross patty fitchy the latter a cross crosslet

fitchy arg. over all on a bend engr. or three
hurts. COBLEIGH.

Four quarters— two like, two unlike, parted
by broken lines—one and four alike,

two and three unlike

Quarterly indented arg. and az. in the first and
second quarters a lion ramp. gu. in the third

an anchor in pale cabled or in the fourth a
crescent of the last. Sutton, Middlesex.

Four quarters—two like, two like, parted
by broken lines

Quarterly per fess wavy az. and or in the first and
fourth quarters a lion sejaut extending the
dexter paw arg. in the second and third a fox's

head erased gu. Thompson, London.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. in the
first and fourth quarters a buglehorn of the
last strung or in the second and third a

pheon arg. Fobster, Barton Green, co. Salop.
Quarterly per fess indented gu. and or in the first

and fourth quarters in chief a maunch arg. in

base an acorn sprig or in the second and third

three dragon's heads couped of the first.

Akerman or AcKERMAN, granted 20 May, 1761,
to Isaac Akerman, London; and Surrey.

Quarterly per feas embattled arg. and gu. in the
first and fourth quarters a sword in pale az.

hilt and pomel or in the second and third a

boar's head couped or. Deuchar.

Quarterly wavy first and fourth arg. two wings sa.

each bendways and in pale points towards the

dexter charged with a trefoil slipped or second
and third or a tree ppr. charged with a lozenge

gu. thereon three gouttys d'eau. Thelluson,
Baron Rendlesham.

Four quarters charged with over all a

charge (see Sun, s.v. Hurst, of Hampshire),
except an inescucheon, is entered as a field to

the charge under the first coat in the blason ;

and also under the first coat in the quarterly
blason

QUATEE-FOIL see 4-FoU8

QUEUE see Tail

QUIVER
Arg. a quiver gu. banded and replenished with

arrows or betw. three pheons sa. Lloyd, co.

Gloucester.
Az. on the dexter a quiver erect holding three

arrows on the sinister a bow erect all or.

MoLONY, Kiltanon, co. Clare ; formerly

O'MoLOWNEY, Princes of Clare; quartering gu.
two grifi&ns segreant respecting each other and

grasping a staff erect all or.

BABBIT see Beast (Hare)
BACK see Instrument

BAFT
Gu. a raft or float removed or. Bretvill.

BAINBOW
Arg. a rainbow ppr. Pont.
Az. a rainbow in fess ppr. betw. two estoiles in

chief and the sun in base or. Claret.

Arg. three rainbows ppr. betw. in chief two stars

gu. and in base a galley sa. Pont, Scotland.

BAKE see also Hook
Sa. two rakes in pale arg. Beomle

;
Harl. MS.

1386, fo. 95.

Arg. three thatcher's rakes sa. Zakesley.
Sa. three thatcher's rakes in pale arg. Shijne,
Kent ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 104.

BAM see Beast (Sheep)

BATCH HOUND see Beast (Dog)

EAVEN see Bird (Crow, etc. )

EAT
Az. a ray of the sun issuing out of the dexter

corner bendways ppr. Adam or Aldam. Sire

Fraunceys de Aldam, N.

Az. seven rays issuing from the sun in the dexter

canton ppr. the centre ray betw. two estoiles

arg. Adlam, co. Somerset ; and Wilts.

.... a ray de soleil gu. Rauf de la Hay, B.

EAZOE-BILL see Bird

EEAPING-HOOK see Hook

BEEDS (bundles of) see Garb

BEED see Tree

EEEL
Arg. three turnpikes turnstiles or reels sa.

WoLSTON or Woolston.

EEINDEEB see Beast (Deer)

EEPTILE
Adder

Gu. an adder nowed or. Nathaley. Nathelet.
Nathiley.

Serpent

Arg. a serpent wreathed in pale az. crowned or

devouring an infant gu. Yisconti, Duke of

Milan, Z, 222.

Arg. a serpent involved vert. O'Drone, Ire-

land.

Gu. a serpent nowed or. Manthelby. Mathelly,
V.

Gu. a stelllon serpent ppr. Bume.

Qr a serpent erect in pale the head flexed bar-

wise to the dexter chief debruised by a fess gu.

Cuthbert.
Sa. a serpent entwined and erect arg. Dane,

Wells, CO. Somerset; and Ireland. Dane,
Bristol ; Harl. MS. 1559, fo. 23.

Vert a serpent bowed em bowed debruised the

head erect the tail torqued or. Bloore,

Snake
Or on a mount vert a snake wavy in pale az.

crowned gu. Spelman or Spilman, Kent.

Or a mount in base vert a snake erect wavy az.

crowned and devouring a child gu. Spelman,

Kent; HarZ. iLfS.14U4,fo. 159.

Or a snake curling and erect on his tail in pale sa.

Sir Thomas Coach, London; granted 1606;

Harl. MS. 6095, fo. 9.
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REPTILE cant.

Tortoise

Ai'fr. a torioise pass. vert. Gawdy, Wallington,
Norfolk.

Az. a tortoise erect or. Cooper ;
Harl. MS.

1404, fo. 41.

Pa. tt tortoise pass. arg. Gaitdy, Norfolk.

Vert a tortoise displ. nrg. Gawdey, Norfolk.

Vert a tortoise pass. arg. Gawdy, Claxton and

Harling, Norfolk; Stapleton and Ipswich,
Suffolk. Sir Chailes Gawdy, Debenham, Suf-

folk. Gowdie.

Quarterly first and fourth vert a tortoise pass,
second and third arg. a chev. gu. beiw. three

crosses crosslet fitchy sa. the whole within a

double tressure Hory countertiory of the second.

Reynett.
REPTILE and in chief

Chamelion
Az. a clianielion on sandy ground ppr. in chief a

sun oi'. Ory.

Serpent
Vairy or and vert a serpent in bend wavy ppr. in

chief on a plate voided az. a quatrefoil arg. all

within a bordure of the last. Jerome de

Ghinucci, Bishop of Worcester 1523-35.

Snake
Gu. a lion pass. arg. combatant with a snake which

entwines round his body ppr. a martlet or for

diff. on a chief embattled oi the second a sword
erect ppr. hilt and poniel gold beiw. two laurel

branches ppr. inclining towards the sword.

Gaitskei.l.

Tortoise

Arg. a land tortoise or on a chief az. a mullet of

the second betw. two bezauts. G oldie, Scot-

land.

REPTILE betw. or within
Lizard

Az. a lizard extended in pale arg. betw. three

mullets two and one or in chief a ducal coronet

of the last. Champagne, Portarlington, Ire-

land ; Saintonge, France.

Or a new t vert in chief a lion ramp. gu. all within

a bordure of the last. Sutton.
Snake

Or in pale a snake wreathed betw. two flaunches

gu. each charged with three lions pass, of the

field. Spyi.man, Kent.
Az. a snake nowed ppr. betw. three sinister gaunt-

lets arg. Milman, Levaton, co. Devon ; Baro-

netcy 1800.

2 REPTILES
Arg. two serpents erect and endorsed sa. Henry

LONGSHARE, V. LoNGSHARE.
Sa. two serpents entwined in saltire arg. the heads

respecting each other. Nettleton, Nettleton,
CO. York.

2 REPTILES and in chief. . . .

Or two snakes entwined ehainways and in chev.

ppr. in chief a dove volant arg. in the beak an
olive branch vert. Sloper, Kent; 4th Charles 1.

Or two serpents gliding fessways in pale in base

ppr. in chief three piles issuant sa. Sleich,
Sleichhouses, Scotland.

2 REPTILES and in base

Arg. two serpents embowed in chief sa. and in

base an arm couped below the wrist lying fess-

ways habited gu. cufF dancetty of the first

holding in the hand ppr. a broken sword of the
last Lilt and pomel or. Dea.

2 REPTILES betw. or within

Arg. two serpents nowed and linked together in

pale betw. two stars gu. Arwei,l, Scotland.

3 REPTILES
Adders

Vert three adders erect arg. Hassell, Wrays-

bury. And with a crescent for diff. John

Hassel, St. Giles's, London.
Vert three asps in pale or. Aspenell or

Aspandall.

Leeches
Az. three horse leeches. Preede, co. Salop ;

Harl. MS. 7570, fo. 47.

Lizards

Arg. three lizards in pale vert, LovYS or Luvys,
Cornwall.

Az. three lizards or. Cotter, Ireland.

Az. three effetts in pale ppr. Cotter, Ireland.

Gu. three lizards erm. Blossome.

Serpents
Arg. three serpents gliding fessways in pale az.

Ducat.

Arg. three serpents embowed vert two and one.

Teague, Ireland.

Az. three serpents in form of a circle their tails

in their mouths arg. Lauzon.
Or three serpents erect wavy sa. Codlew or

CuDLEW. Sir John Serpend, F.

Or three serpents conjoined in triangle vert.

Lewes, Lord Mayor of London ; quartering

arg. a lion ramp. sa.

Or three serpents vert two and one. Sarpend
or Serpent.

Snakes

Arg. three snakes involved vert. Odrone, Ire-

land. Odron, Baron of Odron ; Harl MS.
1603. CountofODROYNE, Ireland, F. Trogone,
V.

Arg. three snakes nowed looking to the sinister

vert. RoFFEY.
Az. three snakes encircled two and one. Whitby

Benedictine Abbey, co. York. Monasticon.

Gu. three snakes enowed in a triangular knot arg.

OwAiN AP Bradiwen. Ednowain ap Bradwen,
quartered by Morgan. Ednowain, Lord of Llys
Bradwen, near Dolgelly, co. Merioneth, founder

of the XV. Noble Tribe of North Wales and

Powys, son of Bradwen, second son of Idnerth

ap Edryd, derived from Marchudd, ap Cynan,
Founder of the VIII. Noble Tribe of North
Wales and Powys. Descendants : i. Lewis's

of .\ber-hant-bychan ; ii. Lloyds' of Penniarth ;

III. Lloyds' of Hant-y-Mynach ;
iv. Owens's of

Cae-r-Berllan ; v. Grifliths's of Garth and
Cloddian Cochin. Ednyfed Vychan, Lord of

Brynffenigl and Krigeth.

Toads

Arg. three toads erect sa. Botreaux, Cocker-

mouth, Cumberland. Sir .... de Botkeaulx,
V.

Az. three toads or. Faramond.
Sa. three toads erected two and one. Antient
arms of the kingdom of France.

Tortoises

Vert three tortoises haurient or. Harpessy.

3 REPTILES and in chief

Per pale wavy arg. and vert three lizards in

pale counterchanged a chief indented az.

ToMLiNsoN, Durham.
Arg. three snakes vert on a chief gu. as many
pheous or. Whitby, co. York.
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3 BEPTILES and in chief.... cont.

Gu. three snakes coiled or on a chief of the

second as many pheons sa. Whitby, Warren

House; and Osbaston Hall, co. Leicester.

Whitby, Creswell Hall.co. Stafiford; originally
of Great Heywood in the same county.

8 BEPTILES betw. or within....

Gu. three serpents nowed in triangle arg. within

a bordure engr. or. Lewis, Malvern Hall, co.

Warwick.
Gu. three serpents nowed in triangle arg. within

a borduie engr. or. Lewis, Clyutiew, co. Pem-
broke.

BEBEMOTJSE see Beast (Bat)

BESTS
Organ-Bests, Sufflues, or Clarions

.... three rests .... St. Mary's Abbey, Neath,
CO. Glamorgan.

Arg. three rests gu. Ric. de Grennile.
Az. three rests or. Bessyng, co. Stafford.

Besyne, Ashley and Longnore, co. Stafiford.

Erdeswick.
Gu. three clarions or. Carteret. Robert

Consul, Earl of Gloucester, V; bastard of

Henry I, V. Consull, V*. Granavili.a, V.

Grenevill, Cornwall, V. Robert Consul, Earl

of Gloucester, son of Henry I ; Harl. MS. 1380,

fo. 94. Roger, son of Robert, Earl of

Gloucester; Bishop of Worcester 1164-79.

Richard de Grana Villa or Grene Villa, Neih.

Enderhie. Granville, Bideford, co. Devon ;

and Stow, Cornwall; of this family was Sir

Richard Granville, of Slow, knt., temp. Eliza-

beth ; his grandson. Sir Bevil Granville, who
fell at the battle of Lansdowne, near Bath,

temp. Charles I, leaving three sons, John,
created Earl of Bath; Dennis, Dean of

Durham ; and Bernard, father of George, Lord

Lansilowne, the Poet, and of Colonel Bernard
Granville of Buckland, whose dau. Anne m.
John D'Ewes of Wellesbourne. Granville,
Calwich Abbey, co. Stafford ; quartering or

three quatrefoils pierced gu. a chief vair.

Greenfield. Greenvile or Greenvil, Corn-

wall. Grenfell, Taplow House, co. Bucks.

Verst.
Or three rests oz. Bessinge, V.

Or three rests arg. Bessinge, V*.

Or three rests gu. Perks.
Per saltire gu. and vert three clarions or.

Greenfield, Rhyddgner, co. Anglesey.

6 BESTS
.... six clarions or rests .... Augustinian
Priory of Keynsham, co. Somerset.

BIBBON and see Bend
Az. a lion ramp. gu. over all a ribbon sa.

Abernethy.
Or a lion ramp. gu. a ribbon sa. Abernethy,
That Ilk, CO. Fife.

Or a lion ramp, within a double tressure flory

counterflory gu. debruised by a ribbon sa.

Stewart, Earl of Orkney ; quartering az. aship
with her sails furled or for Orkney.

Arg. on a fess humetty gu. three leopard's faces

or over all a ribbon sa. Brabant.

Arg. a ribbon traverse sa. Travers.

BIDEB see Human Figure

BIND see Ink-Moline BING see Annulet

BING-DOVE see Bird (Dove)
BOBIN BEDBBEAST see Bird

BOCK and Mountain
See also Hill and Hillock

Arp. a rock gu. Maclean, Scotland ;
a celebrated

Highland clan ; among its branches are
Maclean of Lochbuy and TapuU, Maclean of

Leahir, Shuna and lyla, Maclean of Coll,
Maclean of Kinlochallan, and Maclean of Tor-
loisk; quartering second arg. a dexter hand
fessways couped gu. holding a cross crosslet

fitchy in pale az., third or a lymphad sa.,

^
fourth arg. a salmon naiant ppr. and in chief
two eagles affronty gu. Maclean, Morwaren ;

Baronetcy 1632. Maclean, Lochbuy. M'Clean,
Scotland ; quartering second arg. a dexter hand
fessways couped gu. holding a cross crosslet

fitchy in pale az., third or a lymphad sa., fourth

arg. a salmon naiant ppr. and in chief two
eagle's heads erased affronty gu.

Arg. a rock issuing from the base sa. in chief two
martlets gu. Cairnie, Scotland,

Arg. two stars in chief and a rock in base sa.

KiRWAN, Ireland.

Arg. a mountain vert. Dougal, Scotland.

Arg. a mountain vert issuing from the base.

Halcro, Scotland ; quartering arm. on a fess

gu. three crescents arg.

Arg. a hill issuing vert. M'Lean, Coll ; derived
from Lauchlan Bronach Maclean of Dowart;
quartering second arg. a dexter arm issuing
from the sinister in fess gu. holding a cross
crosslet fitchy in pale az., third arg. a galley
her oars erect in saltire and sails furled sa.

flags displ. gu., fourth per fess or and az. in

chief two hawk's heads couped afifronty gu. and
in base a salmon naiant ppr.

Or a mountain az. inflamed ppr. M'Cloud.
Or a rock sa. Securades.
Or a mountain per pale az. and gu. inflamed ppr.

for Macleod of Lewes; quartering second gu.
three legs armed ppr. conjoined in the fess

point at the upper part of the thighs flexed in

triangle garnished and spurred arg. likewise
for Macleod as representative of the Kings of
Man and of the Isles, third oz. a stag's head
cabossed or for Mackenzie, fourth arg. on a

pale sa. within a double tressure flory and
counterflory gu. an imperial crown or for Ers-
kine of Innertail, brother of the Earl of Kellie.

Mackenzie, Tarbat and Royston, co. Cro-

marty ; Baronetcy 1704.
Or a rock in flames ppr. for Macleod of Lewes ;

quartering second az. a buck's head cabossed
or for Mackenzie, third gu. three human legs
armed ppr. conjoined in the centre at the upper
part of the thigh flexed in triangle garnished
and spurred or for the Isle of Man, fourth arg.
on a pale sa. an imperial crown within a double
tressure flory and counterflory with fleurs-de-lis

gu. for Erskine of Innerteil. Mackenzie, Earl
of Cromarty.

Or a mountain inflamed ppr. Macleod, Rasay ;

founded by Malcolm Macleod, first Baron of

Rasay ; quartering second gu. the three legs of

Man armed ppr. conjoined in the centre at the

upper end of the thigh flexed in triangle the

spurs gold, third or a galley sails furled ppr.,
fourth gu. a lion ramp. arg. Macleod,
Assynt; and Geanies.

Or a burning mount ppr. Macleod, CadboU ;

this branch was founded by .£ueas Macleod
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EOCK and Mountain cont.

ofCadbolland Camscurry; quartering second

gu. the three legs of Man conjoined and armed

ppr. spurs or, third or a lymphad her oars in

action and sails furled sa. flags gu., fourth az.

a castle triple-towered arg.

Per fess wavy arg. and sa. in chief the rock of

Gibraltar surrounded by fortifications and the

sea ppr. in base three fleurs-de-lis of the first

on a canton gu. a sword erect ppr. pomel and

hilt or entwined with a palm branch vert.

Curtis, Gatcombe, co. Hants: Baronetcy 1794.

Sa. a rock the sea in base and the sky in chief

arg. La Font, Hinxworth, co. Herts ; a branch

of the La Fonts de la Roche des Arnauldes;

quartering second sa. a cross moline betw. the

fragments of a broken lance arg. for La Font,

third arg. a fess betw. three crescents gu. for

Ogle, fourth or an orle az. for Bertram.

BOCE betw. or within ....

Gu. a rock betw. two crosses tormy in pale voided

or as many flaunches chequy arg, and az.

Sherington, Suffolk.

BOCK and in chief. . . .

Arg. in base a rock with nine points issuant from

each a lily all ppr. on a chief az. a crescent

betw. two mullets of the first. Romilly, Baron

Romilly 1865.

A z. from -the base a mountain .... and in chief

two fleurs-de-lis or. Hollar.

On a BOCK
Az. sea in base in it a rock ppr. on which stands

a lion ramp. arg. gorged with an open crown

or. M'DowALL or M'Dougall, Garthland,

Scotland ;
1(504.

Az. on a rock ppr. a castle arg. RPCabin, Knock-

dollian, Scotland.

Gu. on a rock ppr. a bird arg. Rock.

3 BOCKS
Arg. three mountains issuing from the base one

in front and two behind vert on the top of each

a cross calvary gu. Hill, Ireland.

Sa. three rocks arg. Ktrock.

BOD of JEsculapius see Staff

BOEBUCK see Beast (Deer)

BOLL of Parchment
Gu. three rolls of parchment ppr. Cavel or

LOCAVEL.
BOOK see Chess-rook

BOOK see Bird (Crow, etc.) EOSE see Flower

BOUNDLE
Bezant

Az. a bezant. Bassingford. Bisset.

Gu. a bezant. Robert Burlay de Whelpdale, Y.

De Busli, Lord of Hallamshire, co. York.

GOSPATRIC.
Hurt

Or a hurt. Hurtle. Randle Holme.

Per fess dancetty arg. and gu. in chief a hurt.

Balle ; quartering az. on a bend arg. three

hurts.

Plate

Az. a plate. Eldham. Robson.

Torteau

Arg. a torteau. Tortox. Randle Holme.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. in the dexter paw a torteau.

Ludlow. Gattie, Gattey, or Gatty.
Per chcv. nebuly gu. and or in base a torteau.

KiERNAN, Ireland.

BOUNDLE and in chief

Chief
Az. a bezant on a chief or three martlets gu.
Webb, London

; granted 176C.

Label

Arg. a hurt and label of three points gu.
Broklash.

Ogress
Arg. an ogress and chief gu. Corningham.

Arg. an ogress and chief sa. CoRiNGHAM,
CORYNGHAM, Or CoRNINGHAM, F.

Plate

Gu. a plate on a chief arg. three cocks of the first.

Hancock, co. Leicester.

BOUNDLE betw
Beasts (Lions)

Gn. a bezant beiw. three demi lions arg.
Bennett. Mr. Carrington.

Gu. a bezant betw. three demi lions ramp, arg,

Bennet, Earl of Tankerville, representative
of Bennet, Chillingham, Northumberland.

Bennet, Beckarapton, co. Bucks. Bennet,
Babraham, co. Cambridge. Bennet, Earl of

Arlington and Viscount Thetford. Bennet,
London. Bennett, Thomastown, King's

County. Bennet, Thorpe Place, Surrey.
Gu. a bezflut betw. three demi lions ramp, couped

or. Bennett, Finsbury.
Erm. a pellet betw. three lions ramp. gu. crowned

or. Merrye.
Per pale az. and gu. a bezant betw. three lions

ramp. or. Doke, Wroughton, co. Wilts;

granted 1765.

Bends

Arg. a pellet betw. two bends sa. Browne, co.

Berlford. W.
Birds

Az. a bezant betw. three martlets or. Wolton.
Az. a plate betw. three cocks arg. combed and

wattled gu. Cock or Cocke, Newcastle.

Castles

Sa. a plate betw. three castles arg. Echington.
Sa. a plate betw. three towers arg. Winston or

Winstone. Winston, V. Wynston, V.

Sa. a plate betw. three castles arg. each charged
with a cross crosslet gu. CARLYON,Tregrehan,
Cornwall; Greenway, co. Devon; quartering
Hawkins, Scobell,Tredenham, Tirrel, Killiowe,

Enys, Gwavas, Pomeroy, and Hooker.
Coronets

Az. a bezant betw. three crowns or. Leigh, Kent.

Az. a plate betw. three ducal coronets or. Leghe,
CO. Chester ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 126. Leigh,
CO. Derby.

Az. a plate betw. three ducal coronets or within a

bordure arg. Corona, Adlington, co. Chester.

Leigh, Adlington, V. Leigh, Eggington, co.

Derby. Leigh, Richmond, V.

Sa. a roundle arg. betw. three earl's coronets or.

Corona.
Crescents

Az. a bezant betw. the horns of a crescent arg.

M'Cabe, Ireland.

Az. a bezant betw, three crescents arg. Wray,
London,

Az. a plate betw. three crescents arg. Reay,

Killingworth House, Northumberland ; and
Kentwich Hall, co. Durham. Reay, Burn Hall,
CO. Durham.

Gu, a bezant betw. three crescents within a bor-

dure engri erm. Alden, co. Herts; and the

Temple, London ; and co. Worcester ; granted
1607,
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KOUNDLE betw cont.

Crescents cont,

Az. a bezant betw. four crescents arg. Rea or

Kee, Liindon
;
and co. Worcester.

Cups
Arg. a torteau betw. three covered cups sa.

Ric.GuEENACER, CO. Lancaster, W. Greenaker.
Escucheons

Arg. a torteau betw. three escuoheons sa.

Loudon, Scotland.
Estoiles

Az. a bezant betw. three stars arg. Murray,
Penniland, Scotland. And with a mullet for

diff. Murray, Clarendon,
Feathers

Arg. in the centre point a pellet betw. six

ostrich ff!athers three two and one sa. Gbrvis.

Tapps-Gervis, Hinton, co. Hants ; Baronetcy
1791; quartering az. on a fess or betw. three

rhinoceroses arg. as many escallops gu. for

Tapps.
Flaunches

Sa. a plate betw. two flaunches arg. Spelman
or Spilman, Kent. Spilman.

Flowers
Per chev. gu. and az. in the centre point a bezant

in chief two roses and in base as many cocks

respecting each other arg. Cox.
Gu. a representation of the gold medal conferred

upon the first Viscount by Geo. Ill for the

victory off Camperdown ensigned with a naval
crown and subscribed " Camperdown" in chief

two roses and in base a bugiehorn arg. strung
and garnished az. Duncan, Earl of Camper-
down.

6-Foils

Gu. a roundle chequy arg. and az. betw. three

cinquefoils of the second. Hamilton, Samels-

ton, Scotland.
Heads

Az. a roundle chequy or and az. betw. three
boar's heads couped of the second. Gordon,
Farsbank, Scotland.

Az. a bezant betw. three boar's heads erased or.

Gordon, Earlston, co. Kircudbright; Baro-

netcy 1706. Gordon, Afton ; quartering
gyronny of eight or and sa. within a bordure

gu. charged with four escallops arg. two in

pale and two in fess a canton gyronny of

eight erm. and gu.
Az. a bezant betw. three boar's heads erased or

all within a bordure of the last charged with

eight lozenges of the first. Gordon, Green-

law, Scotland. Gordon, Cuivennan, co.

Wigton.
Gu. a bezant betw. three horse's heads couped

arg. bridled az. Horsefall, Staresgall, co.

York; granted 1612.

Hearts

Arg. a hurt betw. three hearts gu. Clunie, Scot-

land.

Horns

Arg. a pellet betw. three hunting horns sa.

Forrester, Scotland. And with a crescent on
a crescent for difiF. Forrester, Denoven, Scot-

land.

Arg. a torteau betw. three buglehorns gu. stringed
or. Vanneck, Baron Huntingfield.

Saltires

Arg. a torteau betw. four saltires two and two gu.

.Jevon, CO. Devon. Jevon, Sedgeley,, jpo. Staf-

ford. Erdeswick.
Or a torteau betw. four saUires humetty gu.
Jevon.

ROUNDLE betw. and in chief
Sa. a bezant betw. three gnthu's heads erased or

a chief indented erm. Snellino.

On a ROUNDLE
Bird

Or on a torteau a raven sa. Raven, V*.
Or a raven standing on a torteau. Raven,
London

; Counsel at Law ; Harl. MS. 1404,
fo. 145.

Chevrons

Arg. on a torteau three chev. az. Caranx or

Carante, Essex ; and co. Wilts.

Crescent

Barry of six arg. and gu. in chief a pellet charged
with a crescent or. Wase, Storrington, Sus-
sex.

On a ROUNDLE betw
Az. on a plate betw. three fleurs-de-lis arg. a
mullet sa. Weston, Hanam, co. Gloucester.

On a ROUNDLE and in chief

Or on a hurt a ciuquefoil pierced or on a chief

dancetly az. two bezants. Rafife de Goshalle,
A.

2 BOUNDLES
Per bend or and az. two roundles counterchanged.

Payne, W.
Gu. a lion ramp. arg. ducally crowned or holding

in each fore-foot a bezant. Brinkhurst, V.
Per chev. sa. and gu. in chief two bezants.

Garton, CO. York.
Per pale az. and or two bezants. Montalier or

Monclere, France.

2 ROUNDLES and in chief....
Erm. two roundles gu. a chief az. Charter.
Arg. two torleaux in chief and a mullet in base

gu. a chief nebuly az. Butt.

2 BOUNDLES and in base
Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief two bezants in base

a grifSn's head erased or. Garton.
Per chev. sa. and or in chief two bezants in base

a castle triple-towered sa. Munn.

2 BOUNDLES betw or withia

Arg. two pellets in bend betw. as many bendlets
sa. Browne, Norfolk.

Or two pellets betw. five crosses crosslet fitchy in

saltire sa. Baynbridge Buckeridge, Grand
Chester, CO. Cambridge.

Arg. two roundles gu. betw. three mullets in fess

az. BOWERBANK.

3 BOUNDLES
Arg. three roundles barry wavy of six arg. and

vert. Themilton.
Gu. three roundles erm. Dingham.
Per bend arg. and sa. three roundles conuter-

changed. Penchon, V.

Per bend or and az. three roundles in pale coun-

terchanged. Baynes, London.
Per bend or and az. three roundles counter-

changed two and one. Payne ; granted
19 May, 1575.

Per chev. flory counterflory gu. and or betw. three
roundles all counterchanged. Woodman.

Per fess aig. and gu. three roundles counter-

changed. Beauford.
Per fess arg. and sa. three roundles counter-

changed. Besacle.
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3 EOUNDLES cont.

Per fess or aud gu. three roundles counter-

changed. Selley.
Per pale arg. and sa. three roundles counter-

changed. Puncheon. Pynson, co. York.
Per pale erm. and gu. three roundles counter-

changed. Simpson.
Per pale or and gu. three roundles counter-

changed. Abkol or Aboril, co. Worcester.

Abtot, F. Ayest. Dabitot. Strelley.

Abtot, Earl of Worcester ; temp. William II.

Sa. three roundles gjronnj' arg. and az. Dyward
or Dyrward.

Sa. three roundles gj'ronny of eight arg. andgu.
DiCWARD, V. DiEWARD. DlRWARD.

Sa. three roundles quarterly arg. and gu.
DiRWARD, Derward or Dbeward. Drewakd,
V. Dreward or Dryware.

Bezants
Az. three bezants two and one. Bibset, co.

Worcester, W. Byshe. Gorges. Massonville,
V. Nausolyn. Nassouille. Rede. Rumsay,
V, Smith. Trewren, Trewardevra, Constan-

tine; originally, so early as i3i0, of Dritf, in

Lancreed, Cornwall.

Az. semy of crosses crosslet or three bezants.

Coffin-Pine, Portledge, co. Devon ; temp.
William I ; quartering Pine, Downe, Kelway,
Ilcombe, Winslade, Birt, Hondesmoie, Apple-
ton, Gould, Penfound, and Pepys.

Barry of four gu. and or in chief three bezants.

CoLViLLE, CO. York.

Barry of six az. and or in chief three bezants.

Lawnde.

Barry of six gu. and or in chief three bezants.

GoBAND, CO. Lincoln.

Barry of six sa. and arg. in chief three bezants.
FlTHIER. FiTZ-JoHN.

Erm. three bezants two and one. Leigh or Lee,
Cumberland. Smyth, Essex; and Yatiey,
CO. Hants.

Erm. three bezants two and one a mullet for diflf.

William Smith, Plumpton, Kent, W. Smyth,
Greenwich and Plumpton, Kent, 1580.

Ermines three bezants. Pomell. Smith.

Smyth, Essex, V.

Gu. three bezants. Babbington. Baddington.
Burn. Burnett, Ireland. Dagnell. Dangham,
V. Danouylla or Danguiloe. Denham.
DiNGHAM. Dyngham, V. Oliver de Dynham,
Y. HiDON, CO. Devon. Hydon. La Touche.
Tanregge-Priory, Surrey.

Gu. in chief three bezants. Dynham.
Per fess arg. and sa. in base three bezants.

Levesco.
Per fess embattled az. and gu. three bezants.

Pearson.
Per fess gu. and sa. three bezants. Streatfeild,

Chiddingstone, Kent. Streatfield, Seven-

oaks; Chart's Edge, Westerham, Kent; The
Rocks, Sussex. Stretfield, Kent, W.

Per fess or and sa. in base three bezants.
Caedew.

Purp. three bezants. Pace, Ingleton.
Quarterly sa. and az. three bezants two and- one.
Peacer.

Quarterly sa. and az. in the first and fourth quar-
ters three bezants in the second and third a

pile wavy in point or. Percer.
Sa. three bezants. Burn or Kttrne, Ireland.

Farii.ey. Ladly, Scotland. Perceu. Porcer,
V, Power, V ; quartering or a pile wavy
from the chief ....

3 KOTJNDLES cont.

Fountains
Az. three fountains wavy arg. and of the first.

Wells, co. Hants.

Arg. three fountains harry wavy of six of the first

and az. Welles. Welles, co. Hants, V.

Gu. three fountains harry wavy of six arg. and az.

Waterhou.se, CO. York ; and co. Nottingham.
Arg. three fountains wavy arg. and vert two and

one. Themilton. Themylton, V.

Hurts

Arg. three hurts. Baskervile, co. Chester.
Armstrong. Delalune, Suffolk.

Ogresses
Arg. tiiree ogresses. Clarke. Delalune.
Garnant. Sir Thomas De la Lunne, V.

Erm. three ogresses two and one. Crodake,
V. Crokedale; Harl. MS. 1380, fo. Go.
Crookedale. Smyth, Essex.

Or three pellets. Datholl. Burke.
Per pale arg. and az. in the first three pellets.

Trenchard, Collinson, Somerset., iii, 154.

Plates

.4rg. three plates. Melveton.
Az. three plates. Caurler. Rotherfield.
Az. three penny-yard pence ppr. Spence.
Barry of four vert and gu. three plates. Clarke,
Kent; patent, 1021.

Barry of six sa. aud arg. in chief three plates.
FiTz-JoHN, Essex. Sir Adam Fitz-John, co.

Lincoln, V.

Gu. three plates. Babbington. Balkesham.
Beswick. Boltesham, F. Botesham. Dadale.
HaDLEY. HaNLON. MaXLIRD. MuSARD, CO.

Derby ; and co. Devon. Raffe de Mu.sard, J.
Rauf Musart, E, F. Mussard, co. Devon,
F.

Gu.three plates in fess. Burton. John Canwis,D.
Per fess gu. and az. three plates. Carbonell,
London

;
and Caen, Normandy ; granted 1094.

Per fess gu. and sa. three plates. Stratford, F.

Ralph de Stratford, Bishop of London
1340-54. John Stratford, Bishop of Win-
chester; Archbishop of Canterbury 1333-48.

Quarterly per fess indented sa. and arg. in the
first quarter three plates. EltonheaD, Elton-

head, CO. Lancaster.
Sa. three plates. Clarke, co. Somerset ; and co.

Devon. Clerke, V. Ledlie. Standish, co.

Lancaster; Harl. MS. 1386.

Torteaux

Arg. three torteaux in fess. Bale. Jenynges.
Montague.

Arg. three torteaux two and one. Bayly.
Beyley, r. Beale, Southampton. Joan de
Berile, E. Beseley. Jon de Besile, F.
John de Besille, Y. Besills. Bosoun.
BoYZELL. Byfel. Fitz Armes, CO. Lincoln.

Fitz-Armes, CO. Hunts, V. Sir Felip Fitz
Ervys, N. Gifford. Purcell.

Arg. two bars gu. in chief three torteaux over all

a bend sa. Trekingham, F*. Trikenham,
F*. Walter de Trekingham, co. Lincoln, F.
Sire Walter de Thurkingham, 0.

Barry of six arg. and az. in chief three torteaux.
Adam de Fescume, F. De Grey, Wrest.
Burke. Adam Grey, E. Sire Johan de Grey,
N. Le Sire Grey de Ruyffin, S. Sir Grey of

Rutheu, CO. Denbigh, V. Grey, Codnor, co.

Derby. Justyne. And with a label of as

many points of the first a crescent for diff". Sir
John Grey, Viscount Lisle.
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3 BOTTNBLES cont.

Torteaox cont.

Barry of six arg. and az. in chief three torteaux.

Sir John de Gkey, L.

Bnrry of six arg. and az. in chief three torteau? a

label of as many points of the first. Grey.

Another, a label of as many points erm. Grey,

Whittington; and of Envil or Enville, and

Kiiiver, co. Stafford. Lady Jane Grey, Z, 537.

Another, compressed with a label of as many
points erm. Gray.

Barry of six arg. and az. in chief three torteaux

a label of three erm. Thomas Grey, Marquis
of Dorset. Grey, Enville, co. Stafford. Erdes-

wick. Grey, Eai-1 of Stamford ;
Lord Grey of

Groby.
Barry of six arg. and az. in chief three torteaux

and a label of five points of the second. Grey,
CO. Derby ; and Broadgate, co. Lincoln.

Barry of six arg. and vert on the first three

torteaux in pale. Dcrno, Scotland.

Barry of six arg. and gu. in chief three torteaux

over all a bendlet of the first. Crekinqham.
Erm. three torteaux two and one. Sir Kauf

Beselles, V. Besims; Harl. MS. 1386, fo.

65. Besills. Besselles. Robert Podhcell,
E. Smyth, Essex.

Erm. three torteaux. Robert Porcel, F.

Or three torteaux. Bologne. Matilda, wife of

Stephen. Barrington. Courteney, co. Dorset,
V. Devon. Gaven, Ireland. Le Counte de

Devonshiere, T ; quartering or a lion ramp.
az. And with a crescent for diff". Henry
Reginald Courtenay, Bishop of Bristol 1794-7,

afterwards Exeter.

Or three torteaux two and one. Courtney, Pow-
derham Castle, co. Devon. Courtenay, Earl

of Devon; quartering or a lion ramp. az. for

Redvers. CouRTENAY,Cornwall; and Walreddon,
CO. Devon.

Or three torteaux a bend az. Sir Philip

CouRTENEY, L. Courtenay. Sire Fehp de

CoURTENEY, N.
Or three torteaux a bendlet compony arg. and az.

Courtenay.

Penny-yard Pence
Az. three penny-yard jieiice ppr. Spence.

3 BOTJNDLES and in chief....

Canton
Or three hurts a canton erm. Bassett, W.

Chief

Gu. three roundles vair a chief or. Fui.ke, Earl

of Anjou.
Per fess arg. and sa. in base three bezants.

Levesco.
Per fess or and sa. in base three bezants.

Cardew.
Gu. three fountains a chief nebuly or. Burne.

Arg. three Jinrts a chief embattled gu. Grieves.

Arg. three ogresses and a chief engr. sa. Bejxa

or Bellay, Great Paxton, co. Huntingdon;

granted 1603.

Arg. three torteaux and a chief erm. Birle,

Essex, 1578.

Arg. three torteaux and a chief gu. Batley, co.

York. Bayley, Hoddesdon, co. Herts, 1004.

Beesley. Beseley, CO. Lancaster ;
and co.

York. Bezeley, co. York. Bisset, co. York.

On a Chief

Gu. three roundles vair on a chief or a lion pass.

sa. Partbick.
Gu. three plates on a chief arg. a lion pass, of the

first. Maddock, Ireland.

3 BOUNDLES and in chief. ...cont.

On a Chief cont.

Arg. three ogresses on a chief gu. a lion ramp,

guard, erm. betw. two anchors of the first.

Aleyne. Sir John Aleyne, Alderman of Lon-

don, Thaxsted, Essex, V.

Or three hurts on a chief az. as many bezants.

Payne.
Or iliree hurts on a chief embattled az. as many

bezants. Payne.
Az. three bezants two and one on a chief em-

battled arg. as many roundles az. Payne.

Fess
Gu. three bezants in chief a fess or. Beswtcke,

Pike House, co. Lancaster, originally of Bes-

wicke, Manchester.

Label
Gu. three bezants a label of as many points arg.

Heydon, V.

Arg. three torteaux two and one a label az.

Tristram, Collinson, Somerset, ii, 443.

Arg. three torteaux a label gu. Trystram.

Or three torteaux with a label of three az.

Courteney, K. Hugh Courtnay, fourth Earl

of Devon 1418-22. Seal. T/tomas, Worcester,

p. 16. Hugh Courtney, S. Pirys Courtney,
S. Edward Cortney, Conte de Devon, X.

Courteney, Powderham, V.

Or three torteaux a label of three points arg. on

each as many hurts. Courteney.

Or three torteaux on a label of three points az.

three mitres of the field. Courtenay, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury 1381-1396. Peter

Courtenay, Bishop of Exeter 1478 87.

Or three torteaux on a label of three points az.

nine crescents or. Sir Hugh Courtney, Q.

Or three torteaux on a label of three points aZi

fleurs-de-lis cr. Thomas Courteney, seventh

Earl of Devon, Z, 326.

Or three torteaux on a label of five points az. as

many fleurs-de-lis arg. Sir Hugh Courtney, R.

Or three torteaux on a label az. nine plates.

Courtenay, Molland, co. Devon ;
descended

from Sir Philip Courtenay, Powderham ;
the

last male heir of this brflnch, John Courtenay,

d. 1732 ;
his sister and heir m. William Paston.

Philip Courtney, S.

Or three torteaux on a label of three points az.

nine annulets erg. Mounsyr Courtney, T.

Or three torteaux a label of three points az. each

charged with as many bezants. Courtney, co.

Devon. Collinson, Somerset., iii, 359.

Or three torteaux a label of five az. Hue de

CuRTiNEi.E. Sire Hugh de Courteney, H", ^?'.

Sir Hugh de Courtenay, /, K. Sir Philip

Couuteney, L. Le Conte de Devonshire, P.

Quarter
Or three torteaux a quarter gu. Lancedale.

3 EOXJNDLES and in base

Or tAvo bars pu. in chief three torteaux over all a

bond sa. Wages, Norfolk, V. Wages, V*.

Sa ^ J chief three bezants in base a lion pass, or

on the waves of the sea ppr. Hawkins, Lewell,

CO. Dorset.

Sa. in chief three bezants in base a hon pass. or.

Hawkins, Kent. Burke.

Sa. in chief three bezants on a point wavy a iion

pass. or. Hawkins.
, - ^ ,,

Sa. on a point wavy a lion pass, or in chief three

I bezants on a canton an escallop betw. two

palmer's Slaves sa. Hawkins.
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3 BOTJNDLES and in base. ...cont.

Bezants cont.

Per chev. engr. or and sa. in chief three ogresses
in base a hart trippant of the first.

Hartstrong, South Repps, Norfolk,

Per chev. flory counterflory sa. and arg. in chief

three bezants in base a tower triple towered of

the first. MouNS, Munds, or Muns, Cam-

bridge; Essex; Middlesex; and Maidstone,
Kent.

Per chev. sa. and or in chief three bezants in base

a castle triple-towered of the first. Munn.
Per chev. flory counterflory sa. and or in chief

three bezants in base a tower of the first.

MuN, Finchley, and Hackney, Middlesex.

MuN, Mount Hall, Essex ; Harl. MS. 1551,
fo. Iu2. MouNS, Munds, or Muns, Cambridge ;

Essex; Middlesex
;
and Maidstone, Kent,

Per fess arg. and gu. in chief three torteaux in

base a plate.

3 ROUNDLES betw. or within ....

Bars
Az. three bezants betw. two bars erm. William

SCHERLEY, F.

Arg. three ogresses betw. two bars dancetty gu.
Spearing.

Arg. three torteaux in fess betw. two barrulets az.

Kn,BY.

Vert three bezants betw. two bars engr, arg.
Challis.

Bends

Arg. three ogresses in bend betw. two bendlets
sa. Treswell, co. Herts.

Arg. three ogresses in bend cotised sa. betw. two

ogresses. Candeler. Chandler, London.

Arg. three torteaux in bend betw. two bendlets gu.

Ince, Ince, co. Lancaster. Inys, V. Ives or

IvYS. JocE. Joyce. Joice, or Joys. Jtjys.

Orrell, Orrel-in-the-Moors, co. Lancaster;
a very ancient family, recorded in the Visita-

tion of 1613. Haywood. Heywood, as borne

by Serjeant Heywood.
Arg, three torteaux in bend betw. two bendlets

gu. all within a bordure of the last. Haywood.
Heywood, Maristow, co. Devon

; and Liverpool.
Heywood, co. Lancaster; and Middlesex, 1594.
Richard Heywood, V.

Arg. three torteaux in bend betw. two bendlets
sa. Ince or Inch, Inch, co. Lancaster ; and co.

Lincoln, Jr.

Sa. three plates in bend betw. two cotises or.

Capell.

Bordure

Arg. three torteaux within a bordure az. John
Besill le nephew, A'.

Arg. three torteaux two and one within a bordure
gu. Besills.

Aig. three torteaux in fess within a bordure gu.
Meales, CO. Lancaster. Meles, Meles, co.
Lancaster.

Az. three bezants within a bordure arg. Spiers,
England.

Az. three bezants within a bordure erm. Bugge.
Gu. three plates within a bordure chequy arg. and

az. De Ferre, London.
Per bend arg. and sa. three roundles within a

bordure engr. counterchanged. Pinohyon,
Writtle, Essex.

Chevrons

Az. three plates betw. two chevronels or enclosed
by as many doves ppr. Pinfold.

3 BOTJNDLES betw. or within cont.

Chevrons cont.

Gu. three bezants chevronways betw. two
chevronels or betw. three lion's heads erased
ermiiiois. Coles; granted to Janiea Coles,
Old Park, Clapham Common, Surrey.

Crosses

Az. three bezants betw. five crosslets or. Coffin,
V. William Coffin, V; quartering arg. a chev.

betw. three pierced mullets sa. Coffin, co.

Somerset.
Mitres

Sa. three bezants in fess betw, as many mitres or.

John de Keton, Bishop of Ely 1310-16.

Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 12,443.

3 ROUNDLES betw. and in chief....
On a Canton

Arg. three torteaux in bend betw. two bendlets

gu, on a canton of the last a cross patty or.

Heywood, Claremont, co. Lancaster; Baro-

netcy 1838.

Chief
Az. three bezants in pale betw. two palets arg. a

chief or. Cormick, Ireland.

Arg. three torteaux betw. two bendlets gu. a chief

of the last. Orrell, Slaugbam, Sussex.

Arg. betw. two bendlets sa. three torteaux a chief

gu. Sir Lewys Orrell, co. Lancaster.

Arg. three torteaux betw. two bendlets gu. a
chief sa. Boydell, Doddlester, co. Chester ;

descended from Osborn Fit? Tesson, living

temp. William I; this family became extinct in

the 14th century. Horrell. Orrell, Isle of

Ely : and co. Cliester. Orrell, Blackbrooke, co.

Lancaster. Orrell, Turtun, co. Lancaster;
derived from William Orrell, second son of

Nicholas Orrell of Orrell, by Helen Stanley his

wife. Orion or Orren, Itochester, Kent.

Ornell, CO. Lancaster. O'Kellitte; Harl,
MS. 1441. O'Kfll or Orellith. Zenches.

Arg. three torteaux within a bordure vert a chief
erm. Birrel or Birrell.
On a Chief

Sa. three barrulets wavy arg. betw. as many
plates on a chief or two dolphins erect and
endorsed betw. as many anchors az. Curteis.

Heads

Arg. in fess three ogresses betw. two bars sa. in

chief two goat's heads erased gu. attired or in

base one of the same. David Geything, F.

Arg. in fess three ogresses betw. two bars sa. in

chief two goat's heads erased gu. attired or in

base one of the same. Gethinge.
Arg. three ogresses betw. two barrulets sa. all

betw. three goat's heads erased gu. armed or.

Gayxhinge.

On 3 EOUNDLES
Beasts

Az. three plates each charged with a squirrel gu.
cracking a nut or. Creswell, Purston, co.

Northampton ; confirmed to Piobert Cresswell,
by Dethick, Garter, 31 Elizabeth.

Gu. three plates on each asquirrel sejant of the field.

Creswell, Bycock, Northumberland. Scrope
V. Grosvenor, 329. Creswold, Norwich, lfi63.

Croshould, Norwich. Creswell; Harl. MS.
1386, fo. 65. Creswell, CO. York

; co. Stafford.
Erminois three torteaux two and one each charged

with a squirrel sejant arg. Cresswell, Cress-

well, Northumberland ; quartering gu. a goat
statant armed and crined or betw. three saltires

of the last for Baker.
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On 3 BOUKDLES cont.

Bends

Arg. three ogresses on each a bend of the field.

Benevile. Benevill, CO. Devon. Benvill,
Cornwall. Bonevill, V.

Arg. three ponieis on each two bendlets wavy of

the field. Milton.
Chevrons

Arg. three hurts each charged with as manychev.
gu. Carant, Essex. Carrant, co. Somerset.
Le Carrant, CO. Wilts.

Arg. three torteaux each charged with two cheva.

of the first. Carent ; Collinson, Somerset,

ii, 367.

Arg. three torteaux each charged with as many
chev. az. Caraont, co. Somerset, V. Sir

William Caraunt, V.

Crosses

Arg. three ogresses on the first a crosslet of the

field. Nicholas Heath, Bishop of Rochester

1540-3, afterwards of Worcester. Hethe, Suf-

folk, V.

Arg. three ogresses on the first a cross flory of

the field. Heathe.
Arg. three ogi'esses on each a cross crosslet of

tlie first. Heath, Sufiolk.

Arg. three pomeis two and one on each a cross or.

Hethcote, Sufl'olk, K Hetecote, V.

Per pale gu. and az. three plates each charged
with a cross engr. vert betw. four ermine spots
sa. Heathcote, near Southampton.

Erm. three pomeis each charged with a cross or.

Heathcote, Hursley Park, co. Hants; Baro-

netcy 1733. Heathcote, Brampton and Cul-

thorp, CO. Derby, 1614:; Longton Hall, co.

Staflord. Heathcote, London ;
since of Nor-

rnanton, co. Rutland ; Stamford, co. Lincoln ;

and Durdans, Epsom, Surrey. Heathcote,
Chesterfield, co. Derby; temp. Edward IV;
and quartering az. a saltire engr. erm.

Heathcote, Lord Aveland 1856.

Fleurs-de-lis

Per chev. engr. or and sa. in chief two ogresses
each charged with a fleur-de-lis of the first in

base a bezant charged with a fleur-de-lis of the

second. Mallake, Axmouth, co. Devon.

Mallock, Cockington, formerly of Rouse

Down, CO. Devon, seated at the former place
since 1G54.

Gu. three plates on each a fleur-de-lis sa.

TOMMN.
5-Foil8

Sa. three plates on each a cinquefoil gu. Dickard
or DiCKWARD.

Arg. three torteaux each charged with a cinque-
foil. Lascelles or Lasselles, Estrick, co.

York. Robson.
Frets

Or three hurts each charged with a fret of the

field. Gratwick or Grotwick, Forkington,
Sussex.

Heads
Gu. three bezants each stamped with a head.

Gamin.
Gu. three plates each charged with a horse's head

erased sa. Snowball, co. Berks; and Pot-

terspury, co. Northampton, V.

Hnman Figures
Gu. three bezants each charged with a crowned

king his robes sa. doubled erm. holding in his

right hand a covered cup and in his left a sword

of the second. Lylde. Thomas De Lisle or

De Insula, eighteenth Bishop of Ely 1345-61.

Gwillim.

On 3 BOTTNDLES cont.

Ink-Molines
Az. three plates on each aa ink-moline sa.

Melveton or Milveton, co. Chester.

Mullets
Erm. three ogresses on each a mullet pierced arg.

Cherwood, F. Sherwood.

Palets
Sa. three plates each charged with a palet gu.

DOCKWRA, y. DOCKWRAY Or DOCKWARE, CO.

York.

Files

Az. three plates each charged with three piles

wavy in point gu. Lees, Lighes, Leighes, or

LvES, Augustinian Priory, Essex. Leland,

Collect., i, 63.

Tails

Az. three plates on each an ermine spot sa.

Newall.

On 3 BOUNDLES and in chief....

Bird
Per fess vert and arg. in chief an eagle displ. or

a bordure engr. gu. in base three hurts each

charged iwith a bird (? martlet) of the first.

Thomas Hutton, Dry Drayton, oo. Cambridge ;

Harl. MS. 1392.

Chief
Az. three bezants two and one each charged with

a martlet of the first a chief or. Pratt,

Hathern, co. Leicester ; and Southwark, Surrey ;

granted 23 August, 1601.

Sa. three bezants each charged with a martlet az.

a chief or. Pratt, co. Leicester.

Arg. three ogresses each charged with a lion's

head erased of the field a chief gu. Grevis.

On a Chief.... Axe
Gu. three bezants two and one each charged with

a lion's head erased az. on a chief arg. a pole-

axe and spear in saltire of the second handled sa.

betw. four ogresses. Vaughan, Kent.

Gu. three bezants on each a lion's head erased

az. on a chief or a poleaxe and tilting spear in

saltire az. betw. four ogresses. Thomas

Vadghan, Bailiflf of Dover, Kent, V.

Gu. three bezants each charged with a lion's

head erased arg. on a chief or a poleaxe and

tilting spear in saltire az. betw. four ogresses.

Vaughan.
.... Beast

Or three ogresses two and one each charged with

a talbot pass, of the first on a chief gu. a lion

pass, guard, betw, two anchors arg. Allen.

Sir John Allen, London, V. John Altn,

Thaxsted, Essex, V.

Or three ogresses on each atalbot pass. arg. on a

chief gu. a lion pass, guard, erm. betw. two

anchors of the field. Allen, London.

....Bird

Arg. three hurts each charged with a bend of the

first on a chief vert an eagle displ. or. Hatton,

Cambridge.
Arg. three hurts on each a martlet of the field

on a chief az. an eagle displ. or. Hutton, co.

Cambridge.
Arg. three hurts on each a martlet of the first on

a chief vert an eagle displ. or. Hutton.

....Horn

Arg. three torteaux each charged with a fleur-

de-lis of the first on a chief az. a buglehorn or

betw. two pheons of the field. Barrow, V.
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Oq 3 EOUNDLES and in chief cunt.

On a Chief cunt. Horn cant.

Art,', tliiee torteaux each charged with a fleur-de-

lis or on a chieC az. a buglehoin gold betw. twi.

pheons of the field. iiAROw, co. Chester, V.

Baerow, Petterspury, co. Northampton.

On 3 KOUNDLES betw. and in chief

Arg. three hurts charged with as many martlets

of the field ou a chief vert an eagle displ. or all

withiu a bordure engr. gu. Hunton or

. Hi;tton, o. Cambridge. Thomas Hutton,
Dry Drayton, co. Cambridge, V.

4 EOUNDLES
Az. the representation of the Trinity arg. being

expressed by four plates two in chief one in

the middle point and one in base conjoined tc

each other by an orle and a pall arg. on the

centre plate is the word Dcus, on the dexter

chief plate Pater, on the sinister i^iZms, and on
the plate in the base the word SanctiisSpiritus,
on the three parts of the pall the word est, and
on each part of the orle tlie words nun est.

Christ Church, London. This is sometimes
called the Trinity Banner.

Gu. four plates two and two. Trosham,
Teotesham. Trotsham, or Troxhesam, F, co.

Northampton; and co. Nottingham.
Or four ogresses. Datholl,
Per fess arg. and gu. in chief three torteaux in

base a plate. Bewfort.

Quarterly arg. and sa. four roundles counter-

changed. HoussoN or HowsoN, London, 16U5.

Howson; cnnfirmed 1005, by Camden. John
HowsoN, Bishop of Norwich 1619-28, after-

wards Durham.
Quarterly gu. and or four roundles two and two

counterchanged. Kent, Ireland.

Quarterly gu. and vert on each quarter a bezant.
Cox.

4 ROUNDLES betw. or within
Az. four bezants withiji five crosses crosslets or.

COFFYN, V.

Gyronny of eight arg. and gu. on the first four
torteaux on the last as many cinquefoils of the
first. Rdck.

On 4 ROUNDLES
Gyronny of four or and gu. four roundles charged

with as many martlets all counterchanged.
BiDWELL, Thetford, Norfolk. Bidwell, co.
Devon. BiDWELLor Bydewell. Bvdwell, T.
Bydewell or Bidwell.

6 ROUNDLES
Per chev. az. and or in chief two and in base three

roundles all counterchanged the five being in
saltire. Codde, Castletown, oo. Wexford.

Bezants

Barry nebuly of siz or and gu. on the second five

bezants. Lovell, Terant, co. Dorset.
Gu. five bezants in bend sinister. Laban, Ire-

land.

Quarterly az. and arg. five bezants in bend.
Stubbing, West Broughton, co. Derby ; Mar-
garet, coheir, m. George Buxton, Bradborne,
temp. 1011.

Sa. five bezants in cross. Ogle, Ireland.
Sa. five bezants in saltire. Byfeild.
Vert five bezants in saltire. Wyvoh.

Plates
Vert five plates in saltire. Chapman, London.

5 ROUNDLES and in chief. . . .

On a Canton
Or lietty gu. on a canton arg. a mullet sa. Noel,

Peratill, CO. Stafi'urd. Nixon.
Chief

Arg. five ogresses in saltire a chief indented gu.

Farmory, CO. Lincoln.

Arg. five pomeis in saltire a chief indented

gu. Farmary, London; granted Dec. 1611.

Faumercy, London.
Az. five bezants in saltire a cliief or. Byfield,

London.
Sa. five liezants in saltire a chief arg. Byfeld

or Byfiet-d, London.
Sa. five bezants in saltire a chief or. Byfield,
London, V. Robert Byfeld, Alderman of

Loudon, V. Byfeld or Byfield, London.
On a Chief

Sa. five plates on a chief or a lion pass. gu. betw.

two thistles ppr. Aidgman, V.

Sa. five bezants in saltire a chief indented arg.
thereon three stalks of tobacco each consisting
of three leaves ppr. Cardozo; granted to

Samuel Nunez Cardozo, Hackney, near Lon-
don.

Roundlet
Or five torteaux in orle in chief a hurt charged

with three fleurs-de-lis or. Medici. Julius de

Medici, Administrator of the Bishop of Wor-
cester 1521-2.

5 ROUNDLES betw. or within....
Bordure

Or five torteaux in saltire a bordure engr. gu.
De Damervill.

Chevron
Sa. five plates betw. two chev. and three lozenges

arg. Babthorp, V.

Flaunches
Gu. five bezants two one and two betw. two
flaunches arg. each charged with a lion ramp,
sa. Olney.

Gu. five bezants in saltire betw. two flaunches sa.

each charged with a lion ramp, reguard. arg.

Olney, Lord Mayor of London, 1446.

Gu. five bezants two one and two betw. two
flaunches sa. each charged with a lion ramp. or.

Elmy or Elmey.

5 ROUNDLES betw. and in chief

Sa. five plates betw. two chev. arg. in chief three

lozenges of the second. Balthorp.

On 5 ROUNDLES
Per chev. arg. and gu. in chief five torteaux on

each a goat arg. Lycetekes ; Harl. MS.
1404, fo. l:38.

6 ROUNDLES
Per bend arg. and gu. six roundles counter-

changed. Sir Philip St. Vohum.
Per head or and az. six roundles counterchanged

two two and two. Payne, co. Denbigh; and

Westbrooke, co. Dorset.
Per fess or and az. six roundles three two and one

countei-changed. Payne.
Az. three bezants two and one on a chief em-

battled arg. as many roundles az. Payne.
Or three hurts on a chief az. as many bezants.

Payne.
Or three hurts on a chief embattled az. as many

bezants. Payne.

Quarterly arg. and sa. six roundles counter-

clianged three two and one. Howison, Ireland.
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6 ROTTNLLES cont.

Bezants
Az. six bezants. Gorges, Ireland.
Az. six bezants three two and one. Ramsey.

RUMSEY.
Gu. six bezants three two and one. Sir Aleyn le

SoucH, J.

Quarterly per fess indented arg. and sa. in the
chief of the second and^third quarters three

bezants. Elton Head, co. Lancaster.
Vair six bezants. Nicholas Hewik, Y.

Vert six bezants. Liston.
Vert six bezants three two and one. Hewike or

Hewicke.
Hurts

Arg. six hurts two two and two. Shields.

Ogresses
Arg. six ogres-ies. Botham, co. York. La Foy.

Arg. six gun-stones sii. Lasey. Lacye.

Arg. a mullet betw. six ogresses three two and
one. Lacy, V.

Arg. six ogresses three two and one. Benwell.
Oxford; and London, 1765. Bexwell.
FoY or Le Foy. Lacy, Mellon Mowbray, co,

Leicester; Cromwell and Beverley, co. York.
Till.

Barry of six gu. and arg. as many ogresses three

two and one. Blankele or Blankell.
Blankett.

Or six ogresses three two and one. Lancher.
Plates

Arg. on two bars gu.^six plates. Best, Donning-
ton, CO. Berks.

Az. six plates. Picken, Scotland.

Az. six plates three two and one. Ramsey.
Gu. six plates three two and one. Cankepene.

Ellis. Elys, Cankepene, W. Harringworth.
Sa. six plates three two and one. Ellys.
PoNCHARDON or PuNCHARDON. Oliver

PUNCHEEDON, V. SaNDY. SeNDYE.
Sa. six plates two two and two. Bronham.
Pdnchardon.

Torteauz

Arg. six torteaux two two and two. Walshall,
Walshall, co. Stafibrd.

Arg. six torteaux three two and one. Harnage,
Shenton and Shrewsbury, co. Salop. Harnage,
Harley Street, Middlesex ; and Belleswar-

dine, co. Salop ; Baronetcy 1821 ; quarter-

ing ermines three lions ramp, or within a bor-

dure of the second semy of crescents az. for

Blackman. Harvage. Plasey.
Or six torteaux two two and two. Walshall.

6 BOUNDLES and in chief. . . .

Chief

Arg. six ogresses three two and one a chief em-
battled sa. Bronkar. Brouncker, Baron and

Viscount Sept. 1645 ;
extinct Jan. 1688.

Brouncker, Norfolk; Sussex; and Ireland.

Az. six bezants and a chief or. Le Conte de

Mollyn.
Gu. six bezants and a chief or. Beswicke.

Beswike, Kent, W.
Sa. six plates and a chief arg. Nixon.
On a Chief. ...Beast (Lion)

Az. six bezants three two and one on a chief or

a demi lion pass. gu. Seys. Sir Walter Seys,
V.

Az. six hezants three two and one on a chief or a

demi lion ramp. gu. Molyns or Molyner.
Az. six plates three two and one on a chief or a

demi lion pass, couped gu. Dederyke, V.

Says, V. Seyes.

6 ROUNDLES and in chief ...cont.
On a Chief cojit. Beast (Lion) cont.

Az. six plates on a chief or a demi lion ramp. gn.
Seys, Boverton, Swansea; and Killan, co. Gla-

morgan ; quartering sa. a chev. betw. three

spear-heads arg. embrued gu. Seys ; quartering
sa. a chev. betw. three spearheads arg. their

points imbrued for ^Eneas Seys.
Per fess or and az. in chief a demi lion ramp.

issuaot sa. in base six plates three two and
one. M. Deggar Sees, S.

Az. six plates three two and one on a chief or a

demi lion ramp. purp. Degon.
Az. six plates three two and one on a chief arg. a

lion ramp, of the field. Degon, co. Gloucester.
Az. six plates three two and one on a chief or a

lion ramp, of the field. Degon, Norfolk.
Az. six plates three two and one on a chief or a
demi lion ramp, issuant gu. Symone Molonn,
A.

Gu. six bezants three two and one on a chief or a
lion pass. az. armed and langued of the first.

Beswick, Kent.
Gu. six bezants three two and one on a chief az.

a lion pass. or. Beswick, Kent.
Sa. six plates three two and one on a chief arg. a

demi lion ramp. gu. Ivyn, Tudington, co.

Gloucester.
Sa. six plates three two and one on a chief arg,

a lion ramp. gu. Ivyn.

.... Lozenges
Arg. six ogresses three two and one a chief em-

battled sa. thereon a lozenge fessways of the
field charged with a cross patty of the second
betw. two crescents of the first. Brouncker,
Boveridge, co. Dorset.

Arg. six ogresses in pale three and three on a chief

embattled sa. a lozenge of the first charged with
a cross patty of th« second. Brouncker.
Brouncker, co. Wilts, V.

6 ROUNDLES betw. or within
Beast

Az. six plates three two and one a demi lion ramp.
issuing gu. Dederyke.

Bordure

Arg. six ogresses three two and one a bordure gu.
Bexwell.

6 ROUNDLES betw. and in chief. . . .

Gu. six bezants two one one and two betw. two
flaunches sa. each charged with a lion ramp,
guard, arg. a bordure az. bezanty on a canton
or a mullet of the field. Ollney, Chelten-

ham, CO. Gloucester; quartering Harvey.
Arg. two bars gu. betw. six ogresses a chief of

the second. Blankeley, V.

On 6 ROUNDLES
6-FoilB

Gu. six plates on each a cinquefoil sa. Nefeeit.

Nesuit, V.

Mullets

Arg. six ogresses three two and one each charged
with a mullet or. Till.

Or six torteaux three two and one on each a mul-
let of the field. Goodmadam.

7 ROUNDLES
Arg. seven torteaux two two two and one.

HoNYPOT. PoNEPOT, Suffolk.

Lozengy or and sa. seven torteaux. Plett,
London.
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7 ROUNDLES and in chief

On a Canton
Gu. aeven bezants on a canton arg. a cinquefoil

Sa. BOTEEEL.

8 ROUNDLES
Gjronny of eigbt or aud az. on each a roundle

counterchanged. Welchman.
Per bend or and sa. eight roundles in orle coun-

terchanged. Payne, V.

Barry nebuly of six arg. and sa. in chief eight

ogresses. Blount, Orleton, co. Hereford.
Or fretty gu. charged with eight plates. Vekdon.

On 8 ROUNDLES
Per bend or and sa. eight plates in orle each

charged with a tdrteau. Payne.

9 ROUNDLES
Bezants

Gu. nine bezants three three two and one.

Alleyn la Zouch,Z).
Ogresses

Arg. nine ogresses three three and three. Lacy,
F.

Plates
Or on a fret sa. nine plates. Plette or Plettey,
London.

Torteaux

Arg. nine torteaux three two three and one.

GiFFORD, Hants.

Arg. nine torteaux three three two and one.

Gaffokd, Worcester.

Arg. crusily gu. nine torteaux. Giffakd, co.

Worcester.

9 ROUNDLES and in chief. . . .

Canton
Gu. nine bezants three three two and one a can-

ton erm. De la Suuche, E.
Sa. nine plates a canton erm. Henri SIdstell,
E.

On a Canton
Gu. nine bezants on a canton or a bird sa. Roger

de Wasseburne, E.
Gu. nine bezants three three two and one on a

canton erm. a crescent az. Zouch.
Gu. nine bezants three three two and one on a

canton arg. a cinquefoil sa. Bottekell.
Thomas Boterell, E.

Gu. nine bezants three three two and one on a
canton arg. a mullet sa. Zouche.

On a Chief
Gu. nine bezants three three and three on a

chief or a lion pass, guard, gu. Vandyck.

10 ROUNDLES
Bezants

Az. ten bezants. ZoncH, Lubbesthorp, co.

Leicester. William ZoncH, A. William de la

ZoucHE,E. Roger la SucHE, £. Roger de la

Souche, F. Sir Simon la Zouche, R. John
de la Zouche de Lubsthorp, Y.

Az. ten bezants four three two and one. Sir John
Beselles, V. Besiles. Biset, Scotland.

Bisset, CO. Worcester. Bysell, co. Worcester.
Gu. ten bezants four three two and one. Foeein.

Sir John Foldyne, F. Sir John Foreyn, W.
Zouch. Delazouch. Aleyn Zouch, A.
William la Zouche, D. M. Hugh la Zouche,
S. John le Zouch, Bishop of Llandatf 1408-23.
William la Zouche, Archbishop of York
1342-52.

10 ROUNDLES cont.

Bezants cont.

Sa. ten bezants four three two and one. Loder.
Vert ten bezants three three three and one.

Liston. William Lyston, V.

Vert ten bezants four three two and one.
Leston.

Hurts

Arg. ten hurts four three two and one. John
Gilbert, Bishop of Llandaff 1740-8, after-

wards Salisbury. Hurtynge, V. Huckling,
Hurting, or Huetynge. Hunting or Hurting.

Ogresses
Arg. ten ogresses four three two and one.
PUEBUTT.

Or ten ogresses four three two and one. Peebut,
V. Perbutt. Puebutt.

Plates
Az. ten plates four three two and one. Hintinge.
Huckbug.

Gu. ten plates four three two and one. Anthony.
Babington.

Sa. ten plates four three two and one. Oliver

PoNCHARDON, Y. Ponchardon. Oliver de
Punchaedon, E, F.

Torteaux

Arg. ten torteaux four three two and one.

Babington, Lodley, co. Leicester ; co. Dorset;
and Stafford, V. Alexandre Giffard, E,
Eauf Giffard, Y. M. John Giffard, S.
Walter Giffard, Bishop of Bath and Wells ;

Archbishop of York 12r)(i-79. Gifford, Mid-
dlesex. Sir John Gifford, co. Worcester, V.

Gifford, CO. Bucks; Wotton Uuderedge, co.

Gloucester; Ireland; and co. Worcester,
Gilford or Guldeford. Bishopric of
Worcester. And with a label of three points
az. Babington, V.

10 ROUNDLES and in chief....
Canton or Quarter

Gu. bezanty and a quarter erm. Yon la Zouche,
Y.

Gu. bezanty a quarter erm. and a label az. Sire
Youn le Souche, O. Zouch, co. Derby.

Gu. ten bezants four three two and one a canton
erm. Zouch ; quartered with Tatt by Long.
Delazouch.

Gu. ten bezants four three two and one on a can-
ton arg. an annulet pierced sa. Botterell.

Gu. ten bezants on a canton erm. a mullet sa.

Zouch, co. Leicester.

On a Canton

Arg. ten torteaux on a canton gu. the Virgin and
Child all or in her left hand a cross. Worcester
Benedictine Priory and Cathedral.

Chief
Gu. ten bezants four three two and one a chief
erm. Hue de Heggirs sur Brugees, E. M.
Richard la Zouche, S. Thomas Zouche, Y.

Sa. ten plates four three two and one a chief or.

Jadewine, London
; confirmed 21 Sept., 1(329.

On a Chief—Beast (Lion)
Az. ten plates four three two and one on a chief

arg. a demi lion ramp. gu. Seys.
Az. ten plates on a chief or a demi lion ramp. gu.

Seys, Kilpeck, co. Hereford; temp. Henry VIII.
Mons. Oveyke Seys; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 34.
Dederik Seys, Y.

Sa. ten bezants four three two and one on a chief

arg. a demi lion ramp, issuant gu. Jaddyn.
JuYN, P^ Javin, alias Jadwin, F.
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10 BOUNBLES and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. Beast (Lion) cont.

Arg. ten ogresses on a chief .... a lion pass.
Bridoman.

Ae. ten bezants on a chief arg. a lion pass. sa.

Bridgman.
Gu. ten bezants four three two and one on a chief

arg. a lion pass, guard, az. Beswice, Gris-

thorpe, CO. York. Beswick.
Gu. ten bezants four three two and one on a chief

or a lion pass. sa. Bkswick, London.
Sa. ten plates four three two and one on a chief

arg. a lion pass, ermines. Bridgman, Castle

Brorawich, co. Warwick ; and co. Salop.

Bridgeman, Earl of Bradford. John

Bridgeman, Bishop of Chester 1619-52.

Henry Bridgeman, Bishop of Sodor and
Man 1671-82.

Sa. ten plates four three two and one on a chief

arg. a lion pass, of the first. Bridgman, co.

"Warwick.
....Beasts (Lions)

Az. ten bezants four three two and one on a chief

arg. two lions pass, counterpass. sa. Peesxon,
Cnckett, co. Somerset; Harl.MS. 1385.

.... Label

Gu. ten bezants a label az. ZoncH, Richard's

Castle.

Gu. ten plates arg. four three two and one a label

of three points or. Babington.

Arg. ten torteaux four three two and one in chief

a label of three points az. Gervase Babington,

Bishop of Llandaflf ; Bishop of Exeter 1595-97,
afterwards Worcester. Babington, Rothley

Temple, co. Leicester ; Rampton, co. Notts j

Chelwell, co. N otis. Babington, temp. Edward

HI, originally of East Brigfojd, co. Notting-

ham, and afterwards of Dethick, co. Derby.

.... Lozenges
Sa. ten bezants four three two and one on a chief

erm. three lozenges gu. Weston-at-the-Gate
or Weston, alias Atoaie, Brightwell, co.

Bucks.

10 BOUNDLES hetw
Az. ten bezants a bordure engr. gu. ZoucH.
Sa. ten bezants four three two and one betw. two

flaunches arg. ISpelman or Spilman.

11 BOUNDLES betw

Arg. eleven torteaux betw. two flaunches sa. on

each a lion ramp. or. Oi.ney.

Sa. eleven plates betw. two flaunches arg.

Spilman or Spelman, Coregham, Narborough,
Stow, and Westacre, Norfolk; and co. Staf-

ford.

12 BOTTNDLES
Gu. twelve plates four four three and one.

Newton.

12 BOUNDLES and in chief. . . .

Gu. twelve bezants a canton erm. ZoucH, Har-

ringworth, co. Derby; and co. Leicester. Sire

Yvon la Zouche, J,

Gu. twelve bezants three three three two and one

on a canton or a lozenge sa. charged with a

fleur-de-lis arg. ZoucH or SoocH, co. Wilts.

12 BOUNDLES and in base ....

Per chev. gu. and arg. in chief twelve plates and
in base in a sea a ship in full sail ppr.

Gillespie, Scotland.

12 BOUNDLES betw. ....

Sa. twelve plates betw. two flaunches arg.
Spilman.

13 BOUNDLES
Barry of six or and gu. thirteen bezants counter-

changed three two three two and three.

Gaunter.
16 BOUNDLES

Az. fifteen bezants five four three two and one.
Cornwall.

Barry of six gu. and or fifteen bezants counter-

changed three two three two three and two.

Counter. Conunter, V.

Sa. fifteen bezants five four three two and one.

Batberge.

15 BOUNDLES and in chief....

Canton
Gu. fifteen bezants five four three two and one a

canton erm. Zouch,co. Somerset
;
and Pyrton,

CO. Wilts.

Gu. fifteen bezants on a canton or a lozenge vert

charged with a fleur-de-lis arg. Zouoh.
Label

Arg. fifteen torteaux five four three two and one a

label of five points az. Zouch. Sir William

ZoucH, CO. Leicester, V.

18 BOUNDLES
Arg. eighteen hurts nine four three and two.

Hunting.

BOUNDLES
Bezanty

Az. bezanty. Besset, co. Worcester. Btsett.
Sire Johan Bvset, N. William la Zouche,
B.

Gu. bezanty. Lezouoh, Norfolk; Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 450. Sire Alain de Souche, fl. The
Boro'bridge Roll, 1322,s8y8 of William la Souch,
Baneret, gules bezauty or " Cest le Mortimer"j
0. Aleyn la Zouche, B. Zouch, Ashby.
Aleyn de la Zouch, C. Aleyn de la Souche,
K. Sire Aleyn la Souche, JV^. Aleyn Zouche,
P. William Zouche, P. Roger la Zoucbe,
Y. And quartering erm. Sire Roger la Souche,
0.

Gu. bezanty a label arg. Zouche, co. Leicester.

Gu. bezanty a label of five points az. Zouch.
Sire William la Souche, N, L.

Sa. bezanty. Cornwall.

Arg. fretty gu. on each joint a bezant. Trussell,
Cublesdon, co. Staflbrd; and co. Warwick;
temp. Edward III.

Arg. a fret of six pieces sa. bezanty. Wyke.
Arg. fretty sa. bezanty. Trussell, co. North-

ampton ; and co. Stafford. Wikes. Wyke.

Hurty
Gu. fretty arg. on each joint a hurt. Wymeswold

or Wynyswold.

Platy
Gu. platy. Sire Johan de Babingtone, N.
Gu. fretty arg. semy of plates. Bracken.
Or fretty gu. platy. Verdon.
Or fretty sa. platy. Platt, London

; and Kentish

Town, Middlesex.

Tortoily

Arg. semy of torteaux. Sire Johan Giffard, N.

Arg. semy of torteaux on a pile az. a lion ramp.
of the field. Hensley. ^

Gu. fretty arg. charged with torteaux. Winslode.
Sa. fretty arg. on each crossing a torteau gu.
Eagab.
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BOUNDELLT and in chief

Gu. bezanty and a quarier erm. Souche, K.

ROUNDELLY betw

Sa. platy betw. two flaunches arg. Spelman ;

quartering gu. a chief erin.

ROWEL see Mullet

RUDDER and in chief

Az. a lion ramp. arg. supporting a rudder or on a

chief of the second an anchor sa. betw. two

trefoils ppr. Henley, Waterpery, co. Oxford.

Vert the rudder of a ship arg. on a chief of the

last three buckles az. Scollay, Scotland.

RUSTRE see Mascle RYE-SHEAF see Garb

,^,<?NO>r^iCj$XO-^^=^-^

SABLE
Sable. Desgabetz. Dombale. Glegg; Harl.

MS. 1535. GouuNAY. Lorraine.

SABRE see Sword SACKBUT see Pipe

SACRE see Bird t Falcon)

3 SADDLES

Arg. three saddles with stirrups sa. Einion ap

Cradoc. Enderbie, Cambria.

Arg. three saddles sa. Harvy or Harvey, Nor-

folk ; and Suffolk.

Arg. three saddles sa. stirrups and leathers or.

EiNioN ap Gwai.chmai. Parry, as borne by

Richard Parry, Trevor Issa, near Llangollen,

a descendant of the Owens of Treveilir, who

derived from Gwalchmai ap Meilir, Lord of

Treveilir in Anglesey, 1170.

Arg. three war saddles two and one sa. stirrups

or a mullet for ditf. Evans, Eyton, co. Here-

ford ;
of the family of Treveilir and Henblas,

CO. Anglesea ; quartering second or a lion ramp,

reguard. sa., third arg. a chev. sa. betw. three

choughs ppr. each holding in his bill an ermine

spot,"fourth sa. a lion ramp. arg. within a bor-

dure engr. or.

Az. three pack-saddles sans stirrups or. Hervey,

Tiddington, co. Oxford.

SAGITTARIUS see Monster

SAIL
Az. the mast of a vessel issuant from the base

thereon a sail hoisted and pendant flying ppr.

betw. two estoiles in fess or representing the

arctic and antarctic polar stars. Enderby,

London; granted 12 Aug., 1778.

8 SAILS

Arg. three sails of ships fastened to their yards

gu. Lecawell, V.

Az. three sails of a ship arg. Cavell, Cornwall ;

the co-heirs m. Vivian and Hore ;
borne in

memory of one of the family having been an

Admiral in the reign of Henry VI. Cavili..

Gu. three sails arg. Cauell. Cavel. Locavell.

Vert three sails arg. Cavel.

4 SAILS

Arg. four windmill sails conjoined in saltire sa.

Baxtek. Ci.uee; Harl. MS. 14U4, fo. 125.

" SAINT see Human Figure

SALAMANDER see Reptile

SALTCELLAR see Cup

Per SALTIRE
Per saltire arg. and az. Bane. Pipard ;

Harl.

MS. 1405, fo. 30, Pypard, V.

Per f-altire arg. and gu. STr.PHENSON, Earl of

Cork, Ireland; Harl. BIS. 14C5, fo. 30.

Per saltire arg. and sa. Deviock. Devioke,
Y^

Per snllire az. and arg. Higson. Bandle

Holme.
Per saltire az. and or. Pymparde; Harl. MS.

141J7. Kall. Call. Bandle Holme.

Per saltire erra. and az. Kerry, Binweston and

Wortham,co. Salop. Ireton, V. Restwold,
V. Thomas Restwolde de la Vache; Hail.

MS. 1405, fo. 30.

Per saltire erm and gu. Restwold. Bandle

Holme.
Per saltire erm. and lozengy or and az. per pale

counterchanged. Betewell.
Per saltire erm. and lozengy or and gu. Bedwell,

Essex, 1595.

Per saltire gu. and erm. Bestwilde and

Bestwold. Restwold.
Per saltire lozengy or gu. and erm. Bedewell.
Bedewell or Ledwell, F.

Per saltire or and az. Pemperde. Pymparde.

Redinghurst, Surrey, W.
Per saltire or and az. the latter diapered of the

first. Btct.
Per saltire or and chequy of the first and gu.

Gouston, Northumberland,
Per saltire or and gu. Ireton.

Per saltire or and sa. Marshall. Pipard.

Pulley,
Per saltire sa. and arg. Devicke. Devioke.

Per saltire sa. and or. Marshall ;
Harl. MS.

1465, fo. 30.

Per SALTIRE and in chief

On a Chief

Per saltire erm. and erminois on a chief gu. a

martlet betw. two roses or. Goldsmid; Buro-

netcy 1841.
SALTIRE

A saltire surmounted by a cross flory. The

kingdoms of Mercia and Wessex united.

Monasticon.

Arg. a sahire az. Alderford, Norfolk.

Aldirfokd, V. Aython, Enderbie, Cambiia.

Beslane. Bonar ( modern). Bustin. Delland,
Ireland. Desland, Ireland. Forke, co. York.

ScLATER, CO. 'Cambridge. Slater, Middle-

sex. Slaughter, Slaughter, co. Gloucester.

Slaughter, CO. Worcester ; and co. Hereford.

ScLATER, Tangier Park, co. Hants ; quartering

gu. a less betw. eight billets or for May.

YoRKE, Halton and Richmond, co. York.

YoRKE, Gowlhwaite, Beverley, and Richmond,
CO. York ; derived from Sir Richard Yorke, kut..

Mayor of the Staple in Calais, ob. 1498.

Arg. a saltiie az. botonny or. Basinghold or

Baseinghold.

Arg. a saltire engr. az. Abell or Abel, Erith,

Kent; and London. Sire Johan Abel, ^V.

Sir John Abell, Kent, V. Bridgham. Bishopric
of Dumblane. Folthorpe. Pers D'Geete,£.
Harding. Harling. Legat, Pondhall, Suf-

folk, temp. Henry IV, now represented by the

D'Oylys of Shottisham, Norfolk, and the

East Indies. Lowchard, V. Teringham or

TiRiNGHAM, CO. Huntingdon.
Arg. a saltire chequy or and az- Collingborne,

CO. Devon.
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SALTI£E cont.

Arg. a saltire erm. over all a cross gu. Legcroft.
Arg. a saltire of two billets the dexter gu.

burmounted by the sinister az. Castle-
Hedingham, Hegford, Hegham, or

Henikgham, Benedictine Nunnery, Essex.
Monasticon.

Arg. a saltire ga. Elkes or Eklys. Ellis.

FiTzoTHo, temp. William I. Morris Fitz-

Gerarde, a, D. Morice le Fitz-Gerald, C.

F1TZGERAI.D, Duke of Leinster; quartering az.
a chev. erm. betw. three chaplets or for Glot-

worthy. Fitzgerald, Naseby, co. Northants;
Seaford, Sussex; and Little Island, co. Water-
ford. FitzGerald, Comes Kildare, Ireland,
F. Fitz-Gerald, Earl of Tyrconnell.
Fitzgerald, Cellbridge.co. Kildare; Muntham,
near Worthing, Sussex. Fitzgerald, Lord
Fitzgerald and Vesci ; quartering or on a cross
sa. a patriarchal cross of the field for Vesey,
Fitz-Thomas, Ireland. Garret. Gerard,
Prescott, CO. Lancaster; Ince, co. Lancaster.

Gerard, Bryn, co. Lancaster; since of Gares-
wood Hall, CO. Lancaster; Baronetcy 1611.

Gerard, Earl of Kildare; Uarl. MS. 1G03. Le
Conte Kildare, Y. Gerrard, Harrow, Mid-
dlesex ; quartering arg. a lion ramp. erm.
crowned or. Grancourt. Grandford. Nevill,
Hornby Castle, CO. Lancaster; Scrope v. Gros-

venor,:idb. Geffrey de Neville, C Gefraide

Neivile, E. Sire John de Neville, /. Sire
Johan de Nevile, N. M. Robert Nevill, S.

Robert NEViiJi de Hornby, Y. Rochester
Benedictine Monastery and Cathedral, Kent ;

Monasticon. Norinqton or Norwington.
NORMANTON. St. PaTBICK. PeAKE. WINDSOR,
alias Fitz-Other, Stanwell, Middlesex

; temp.
William the Conqueror.

Arg. two bars az. over all a saltire gu. Port or

Porte, co. Stafford. Port or De Port, Sheeps-
head, co. Leicester.

Arg. three bars az. over all a saltire gu.
i3elaport.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all a saltire gu.
Dell. Gotisle.

Arg. a bendlet in chief and another in base az.

surmounted by a saltire gu. Dorien or
DORRIEN.

Arg. a fess az. over all a saltire gu. Ashe, co.

Somerset.

Arg. a saltire gu. and fess az. Ashe.
Arg. a saltire and fess gu. Ashe.
Arg. goutty de poix a saltire gu. Kercy or

Kersey.

Arg. a saltire gu. fretty or. Cbamphill or

Crampill. Cbophole or Crophill, co.

Leicester; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 204. Rauf
Crophull, Y. Crophull, V.

Arg. a saltire couped gu. Cubrie.

Arg. a saltire gu. impaling three greyhounds
statant sa. Error in CoUinson, Somerset. The
coat is, Arg. three greyhounds statant sa. col-

lared of the first (? Chantrell), quartering ....

a saltire gu. in a bordure sa. bezanty.
Arg. four bars gu. over all a saltire or.

Maubanke, CO. Dorset, V.

Arg. four bars wavy gu. over all a saltire or.

Malbank, CO. Dorset. Malbouck. Mawbank.
CoUinson, Somerset, iii, 260.

Arg. a saltire per fess and per saltire or and az.

counterchanged. Mac Comb or Mac Coombe.

Arg. a saltire purp.. John le Bonbrut, V.

Arg. a saltire sa. Baffobd, co. York. Barworth.

Baldwin, Elsich and btoke Castle, co. Salop.

SALTIBE cont.

Baldwin or Baldwyn, Diddlebury, co. Salop.
Ric. Baldwin, Munsloe, co. Salop, oh. I6ts9.

Baldwin, Castle Geshel, King's County, Ire-
land. Baldwin, Leyland, co. Lancaster.
Bawdwin, CO. Salop. Cansham. Cavenham.
Caversham, Caursham, or Cauersham. Sir

Hugh Caversham, V. Copfield. Cokefield,
Norfolk; and Suffolk. Cokeseged or
Cocksedge. Cornigton or Cornington,
Cornwall. Coryton, Coryton and Newton
Ferrars, Cornwall

; Baronetcy 1662 ; extinct

1739; the co-heirs were Elizabeth, wite of
William Goodall, Fowey; and Anne, m. to
John Peter, Hurl^n. Codton, Cornwall.
Deddan. Duckett. Sylvanus Morgan. Haket,
Lord of Queen by; Scrope v. Grosvenor, 345.

Heusbe, CO. Chester. Johnson. Lelam,
Bncksworth; Cbawsham, co. Northampton;
and CO. York. Maxwell, Scotland. St. Clere
or St. Cleere. Wotton, Kent; conjirvied 18

March, 1580. Yorke, co. York. Zakebley.
Arg. a lion ramp. gu. over all a saltire sa.

Boatfield.

Arg. a saltire sa. over all a lion ramp. arg.
WiNBOLT.

Arg. a saltire sa. debruised by a pale gu. John
Coneybeare, Bishop of Bristol 1750-5.
CONNYBEABE.

Arg. a saltire sa. a pile counterchanged.
Coryton.

Arg. a saltire sa. masoned aud pierced of the
field. Elnett, F.

Arg. a sword in pale az. hilt and pomel or sur-

mounted on the top by a mullet gu. over all a
saltire couped sa. Garban or Goeran. Gavin,
Lanton.

Arg. a saltire vert. Bloxam, Chester Square,
Pimlico. Bloxam or Bloxham. Kirkbbidge,
Northumberland. Kirkeby. Sir Richard

Kirkeby, F. Kiekby. Noone, Norfolk.

Az. a saltire arg. Bishopric of St. Andrews.
GovER. Oddy. King Offa. Slauter, Alder-

ford. Sylv. Morgan.
Az. a saltire arg., as quartered by the Fowells of

Fowellscombe, Blackball, etc., co. Devon.

Trevaze, Trevaze, Cornwall; the heiress m.
De Foghill of Foghill (thereafter Fowell of

Fowellscombe, co. Devon. York. York,
Gowthwaitein Nertherdale. Yorke, Pensbuiy,
CO. Salop. Yorke, Burton-Pedwardyn, co.

Lincoln; Brackley, co. Northampton; and co.

York.
Az. a saltire arg. goutty de sang. John Gonnor,

V. Gonor. Gonnob or Guynoe, F. Gowek.
Gunner.

Az. a saltire in chief arg. Kilpatrick.

Az. a saltire arg. over all a fess erm. Ashe.
Az. a saltire chequy .... Weddell.
Az. a saltire erm. Backhurst.
Az. a saltire or. Hyndman. St. Alban's

Benedictine Abbey, still used as the arms of

the town, co. Hens. Leland Collect, i, 55.

St. Alban. William Waelewast, Bishop of

Exeter 1107. Robert Warlewast, Bisliop
of Exeter 1155-CO. Windcombe. Randle
Holme.

Az. a sultire or charged with a bendlet of the first.

Teringham, CO. Leicester.

Az. a stiltire or over all on a fess of the last three

pellets. Lydall or Lyddall, Sunning aud

Didcot; CO. Berks; Ipsden and Uxmore, co.

Oxon.
L33
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Az. an annulet ensigned with a cross patty and in-

terlaced with a saltire coiiped conjoined at base
or. Borough of Southwark.

Az a saltire per saltire quarterly quartered or and

arg. See of Wells, co. Somerset. Monasticon.

Bishopric of Weij.s; and impaling az. two

keys endorsed in bend sinister the upper or the
lower arg. enliled with a sword in bend dexter.

Az. a saltire vairy or and gu. Tuteury
Benedictine Priory, co. Stafford. Monasticov.

Barry of six arg. and vert a saltire engr. gu.
Degrey.

Barry of six az. and arg. a saltire gu. Pokx,

Basing, co. Hants ; temp. William 1.

Barry of six or and az. a saltire gu. Adams.
Aeundell. Port, Basing, co. Hants, temp.
"William I. Lk Poete, Lord of Basing. St.

John, co. Wilts.

Barry wavy of eight arg. and gu. a saltire or.

MalbankEjCO. Dorset.

Bariy wavy of ten arg. and az. a saltire or.

Malbank.

Barry of twelve arg. and az. a saltire gu. Valoys,
V.

Chequy arg. and gu. a saltire erm. Peake.

Cliequy or and gu. a saltire compony ermines
and erm. Peake. Peek. Peke.

Chequy or and gu. a saltire countercompony sa.

and arg. Peake. Peke.
Chequy or and gu. a saltire erm. Peake, as

borne by Mr. Serjeant Peake.
Erm. a saitire chequy or and gu. Ulveston.
Erm. a saliire compony or audgu. Ui.neston, V.

Erm. a saltire countercompony or and gu.
Ui.MSTON. BuTTORU, Norfolk.

Erm. a saltire gu. Bowletun, Norfolk. Desmond,
Ireland. P'itzgerald, Casile Ishen, co. Cork;
Baronetcy 1044. Fitzgerald, Gurtun,co."Water-
ford

; Barons of Burncliureh and Turlougb, co.

Mayo. Fitzgerald, The "White Knight, The
Knight of Glyn, and The Knight of Kerry.
FiTZGEEALD-OsBoENE, Lord of Ynys-y-Maen-
gwyn and Cors-y-gedol, co. Merioneth. Descend-
ants: I. "Vaughaus of Curs-y-Gedol ; il. Yales
of Plas-yn-Yale ; in. Lloyds of Plas-Enion ;

IV. Rogers's of Bryntangor ;
v. Lloyds of Car-

rog; vi. Lloyds of Rhagatt; vii. Gwyns of

Ynys-y-Maengwyn ;
viii. Morgans of Draws

Vynydd ; ix. Lewises of Festinioge ; x. Jones's
of Maes-y-Garnmedd; xi. Wynnes of Glynn ;

XII. Wynns (by change of name Nanneys) of

Maes-y-Neuadd ; xiii. Wynns of Peniarth.

FiTZGEEALD, Earls of Desmond, V. Gerald,
Earl of Desmond

; Harl. MS. 1003. Rogers,
Bryntangor, in Bryn Eglwys, co. Denbigh ;

the heiress, Magdalen, m. Humphrey Hughts
of Gwerclas, co. Merioneth. Ralph de Sore.

Sylv. Morgan. Judkin ; quartering arg. a chev.

gu. betw. three boar's heads couped sa. langued
of the second for Judkin. Fitzgerald, New-
market-on-Fergus, CO. Clare; Baronetcy 1821.

Fitz-Thomas, Ireland. The Earle of Kildare,
Q. KiLDARE. Lewis, Pengwerne and Fes-

tinioge, CO. Merioneth. Roche. Scargyll,
Thorpe Stapleton, near Leeds; Scrope v. Gros-

venor, 215. Waryne de Soaroill, P. M.
"William Scargill, S, Y. Sir William Scargill,
CO. York, F. Yaughan, Merioneth. Vaughan,
CO. Monmouth ; granted 12 Dec, lf>83.

Erm. a saltire purp. Devcourt.
Erm. a saltire sa. Desmond, Ireland. Le Conte

de Desmond, Ireland, Y. Wintoun, Slralh-

martine, Scotland
; Font's 3IS.

SALTIEE cont.

Erm. a saltire pierced sa. Berton, F.

Gu. a saltire arg. Aldine. Bkewse. Buegavenny-
Covenham Monastery, co. Lincoln. Tanner-

Nevill, Raby, co. Durham ; ilanulph de

Nevill was summoned to Parliament as a

Baron, 8 June, 1294 ; and his great-grandson,

Ralph de Nevill, fourth Lord Nevill, was
created Earl of Westmoreland 1397. Robert,

de Nevile, a, B, G, E, G. Sire RandolpH
Nevile, I. Sire Randolph de Neville, J.

Sire Robert Neville de Raby, P. Raf^

Nevill de Raby, Y. Nevill or Nevile, Grove,
CO. Nottingham; a branch of the family of

Nevill of Raby ; Baronetcy 1074 ;
extinct 108').

Nevill, Thorney, co. Nottingham; quartering
or fretty gu. on a canton per pale erm. and (jr

a ship with sails furled sa. Nevill or Neville,

Phornauts, or Furuess, co. Kildare. Nevill,
Annamult and Marymouut, co. Kilkenny.
Nevill, Earl of Warwick and Salisbury.

Nevill, Badsworth, co. York. Nevill, Bell-

ingbeare, co. Berks
;

and Kent. Ralph de

Neville, Bishop of Chichester 1222-24.

OwTRED. Thomas Spofford, Bishop ot Here-
ford 1422-48. Windsor, Stanwell, Middlesex,
J 194. Le Courite de Westmoreland, T.

Gu. a saltire arg. a crescent for ditf. Leachveake.
Gu. a saltire arg. a deur-de-lis for diti'. Nevill ;

borne by William brother of John third Lord
Nevile of Raby. Scrope v. Gravenor, 4i3.

Gu. a saltire arg. a mullet sa. for ditf. Nevill,
Earl of Kent. Nevill, Lord Fauconberg.
Sire Randolph de Nevyle, N.

Gu.a saltire arg. a crescent sa. for diff. Nevill,
Lord of Ouseley.

Gu. a saltire arg. a martlet sa. for diff. Sir

Thomas Nevill, died 1406.
Gu. on a saltire arg. an annulet for diff. sa.

Nevill, Barons Latimer, summoned to Par-
liament 1432.

Gu. crusily or a saltire arg. Windsor, Stanwell,
Middlesex. Scrope v. Grosvenor,2l2.

Gu. a saltire arg. over all on a fess az. three

leopard's faces or. Hoesemonden.
Gu. a saltire arg. over all a crosier in pale or.

Worksop Abbey, co. Notts.

Gu. crusily or a saltire arg. Sire Richard de

WiNDLESHORE, N.
Gu. a saltire couped arg. Dalton, co. York.
Gu. a saltire erm. Deane, U^ Dreu Drane, £.
Dreu de Ane, F. Drew. Nevile, Rolleston,
CO. Notts, temp. Heni-y VI; Scrope v. Grosvenor,
3(51. Nevill, Rolston, co. Derby, V. Nevill,
Holt, CO. Leicester ; Scrope v. Grosvenor, Htii.

Robert Nevill de Pykale, Y. Rokesfield.
Gu. three bars wavy party per barry wavy or and

erm. over all a saltire of the first. Cheston,
M^dethall, Suffolk.

Gu. a saltire or. Algist. Beewse, V. Brdse.
Sijlv. Morgan. Eustace, Castlemore, co. Car-
low. Farren, Ireland

; and France. Langley,
Bristow and Mangerfield, co. Gloucester.
Johau de Nevile, G. Rukesby.

Gu. a saltire or over all a label arg. Robert

Clvderow, V.

Gu. a saltire or surmounted of a cross engr. erm.

Prince, Shrewsbury, and Abbey Foregate, co.

Salop; granted 1584.
Gu. a saliiie or surmounted of another vert.

Sir W illiam Andrew, Denton, co. Nortbants;
Baronetcy 1641 ; extinct 1804.

Gu.a saline voided or. Andrewes, Doddington.
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SALTIRE cont.
Gu. a saltire vair. Bayleur. Cambuden. Henry
deCHAMPERNON, ^. PENDERGAST. PeNDEUGEST,
Viscount of Climvell

;
Harl. MS. 16U3. Sir

Jolin Wellington, I. Wellington, co.

Brecknock. Sir John de Welyngeton, L.
Kaf de WiliAton, jP. Rauf de Willington,
G. Rauf de Wilintone, E. Raffe de Willton,
A. Sire Johan de Wylingtone, N. Sire

Henry de Wylington, 0. John Willington,
r. Willington, Barcheaton ; quartered by
Holte. Sir Henry de Wilungton, F.

Wilinton, CO. Devon ; temp. Henry III.

Wilkinson. Willington, Umberleigh, co.

Devon; Todenham, co. Gloucester; Burches-

ton, Brailes, and Hurley, co. AVarwick.

Willington, Kiiloskehane Castle, co. Tip-
perury. Willington, Whateley, and Tam-
wonh.

Gn. billetty or a saltire vair. John
Champernoune, r.

Gu. crusily or a saltire vair. Chambernon, co.

Devon. Henry de Chambernun, E. Richard

Champernoune, Y. Pulyne, Cornwall.
Gu. a saltire vairy arg. and sa. Morwick, Dur-

havi Vtsitaiio7i 1615. Morrwick, Durham ; and
Northumberland; temp. Henry II.

Gyronny of four arg, and az. a saltire counter-

changed. ToMLiNSON. Randle Holme.

Gyronny of four arg. and az. a saltire gu. Sir
John Gage, Surrey, V.

Gyronny az. and arg. a saltire gu. Derwaet.
Randle Holme.

Gyronny or and sa. a saltire counterchanged.
Marshall.

L'lzengy or and gu. a saltire az. fretty arg.

Ward, V. Ward, Hinxworih. co. Herts ; and
Lord Mayor of London 148i.

Lozengy or and gu. a saltire erm. Pecke, co.

Berks.

Lozengy or and gu. a saltire lozengy corapony
erm. and ermines. Perke. William Perke,
V. Richard Peck.

Or a saltire az. Alderford. Vickham. Sylv.
Jilorgan. Vychan. William Wittlesey, Bishop
of Worcester j Archbishop of Canterbury 1369-
1374.

Or a saltire chequy vair and gu. Alexander

Frivile, F.
Or a saltire erm. Backhouse, Swallovffield, co.

Berks.

Or a saltire gobonated sa. and arg. Moorhouse,
CO. York.

Or a saltire gu. Belhotjse, V. Cleevaulx.
Eustace, Viscount Baltinglass. Fitz-Eustace,
Baron of Portlester ; quartering or three bars

8z. Langton. Nanture. Yantony. John
de Vantour, A.

Or three bars az. a saltire gu. De Port, Lord of

Basing, co. Hants
;
the heiress m. Saint John.

Or three barrulets gu. over all a saltire of the last.

Bewie.
Or a saltire and cross gu. Bouie, Scotland.
Or a fleur-de-lis az. oppressed by a fess and

saltire gu. Katle, of That Ilk.

Or a saltire gu. and fess sa. John de Asse, D.
Or a fess az. over all a saltire gu. Asche,

Aschey, or Ascher. Ash.
Or a fess vert over all a saltire gu. Parvies or

Barneys, Lord Mayor of London 1432.

Or a saltire gu. and over all a feSs sa. Ashe.
COWPER.

Or a saltire gu. bexanty. Roger de Belhouse,
Y. Bethouse.

SALTIRE cont.

Or a saltire lozengy gu. and arg. Belhouse.
Or a saltire lozengy gu. and vair. Belhouse.
Or a saltire quarterly quartered arg. and gu.
Andlaw. Benkham.

Or a saltire sa. Boutetort. Buttort. Clervaux
or Clervaulx. 1267. Sir de Clervaulx,
Crosthall, co. York, V. Deering, Surrenden-
Deering, Kent. Pers Dering, E. Helesby
(quartered by Lord Hatton). Helsby.
Hellesby, CO. Chester. Rohson. Mackiegan,
Ireland. Maxwell, Scotland. Osmund,
Bishop of Salisbury 1078-99. Warkworth.

Or a saltire sa. over all a label of three points gu.
Sir de Helesby, V.

Or a sword in pale az. ensigned with a mullet gu.
over all a saltire couped sa. Govan, Scotland.

Or a saltire vair. Betson, Contle, Scotland.

Wilungton, V,

Or a saltire vert. Ould, Ireland.

Paly of four per fess counterchanged sa. and gu.
a saltire arg. Hamond. John Hamond, V.

Paly of six arg. and az. a saltire wavy counter-

changed. Water; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 48.
Waters.

Paly of six vert and arg. a saltire engr. erm.
Wakeman, Perdiswell, co. Worcester; Baro-

netcy 1828.

Paly of eight az. and or a saltire arg. Angerstein.
Per pale arg. and az. a saltire counterchanged.
Baldrick. Hodbovel. Hodbonel.

Per pale arg. and sa. a saltire counterchanged.
HoNTE. Hunt, Longnor, co. Salop. Hunt,
Stoke, Essex, V. Hunt, Boreatton, co. Salop.
Scott, Enfield, Middlesex. Scott, Essex;
and Suffolk. Stoteville, Sufl'olk.

Per pale indented arg. and pean a saltire coun-

tei'changed. Scott, Lytchet Minster, co.

Dorset; Baronetcy 1821.

Per pale indented arg. and sa. a saltire counter-

changed. Scot, Essex. Scote. Scote, Essex,
V. Scott, Kotherfield Park, co. Hants; origin-

ally of Woolston Hall, Essex. Scott, Isling-
ton.

Per pale arg. and vert a saltire counterchanged.
Hunt.

Per pale az. and gu. a saltire arg. Gage, Hor-

mead, co. Hertford. Cage, Suffolk. Gage,
CO. Northants.

Per pale erm. and gu. a saltire counterchanged.
Fitz-Stephen, Marquis of Cork, W; and
Harl. MS. 16U3.

Per pale gu. and az. a saltire or. Cage, Kent.

Per pale gu. and erm. a saltire counterchanged.
Fitz-Stephen, Ireland.

Per pale gu. and or a saltire counterchanged.
Driver.

Per pale or and az. a saltire counterchanged.
Baldero or Baldew. Boldorne or Boldron.
John Hodebovile, V. Joan de Hudebovile,
E. HoDBONELL or HoDBONiLLE, temp. Ed-
ward I. Sir John Hodevile. Sylv. Morgan.

Per pale or and az. a saltire pierced of the field all

counterchanged. Bolders.
Per pale or and az. a saltire voided counter-

changed. BoLDERO, Foley Place, London ;

quartering arg. an ivy branch ppr. in bend
sinister over all on a bend sa. three escallops
of the field impaling arg. a lion ramp. gu. within

a bordure sa. bezanty.
Per pale or and sa. a saltire counterchanged of

the second and arg. Hout.

Per pale or and sa. a saltire counterchanged.
Poole.
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Per pale sa. and erm. a saltire counterchanged.
Latxin.

Per saltire arg. and az. a saltire gu. Sir John

Gage, Surrey, V.

Per saltire az. and arg. a saltire gu. Gage,
Viscount Gage ; quartering az. the sun in

splendour or.

Per saltire az. and arg. a saltire gu. Gadge,

Kent; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 47. Gage, Hen-

grave, Suffolk; Baronetcy 1C62. Gererd.
Per saltire az. and or a saltire erm. Backhous ;

Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 47.

Per saltire erm. and arg. a saltire gu. Fitz-

MoEiCE, Baron of Lixnaw.

Per saltire or and az. a saltire erm. Backhouse,
Sunderland ;

co. Durham. Backhouse, Cum-
berland ; Kent ;

and London.
Per saltire or and sa. a saltire counterchanged.

Marshall, V.

Purp. a saltire arg. Bonbrut ;
Harl. MS. 1404,

fo. 47.

Purp. a saltire or. Bonbeut ; Harl. MS. 1404,

fo. 47.

Quarterly arg. and az. a saltire counterchanged.
Howard. Waters, Scotland.

Quarterly arg. and or a saltire gu. Leggat or

Leggatt.

Quarterly arg. and gu. in the first a saltire sa.

TuxT, Barnstaple, co. Devon.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a pale and saltire ermines

and erm. counterchanged. Stotvile.

Quarterly az. and arg. a saltire engr. counter-

changed. HOWART, V.

Quarterly az. and arg. over all a saltire gu.

Gage, Raundes, co. Northampton. Gage,
Kent; and Surrey.

Quarterly or and gu. a saltire fretty all counter-

changed. Essex. Burke.

Sa. a saltire arg. Ashton, co. Wilts ; and co.

York. Sire Johau de Astone, N. Aston, co.

Northamj)ton; and co. Chester. Astone,
V. Beilby, Killerbye and Mucklethwaite.

Cromwell. Ducket, Lord Mayor of London
1572. DucKETT, Westmoreland. Ducket, Steple

Morden, co. Cambridge. Duckett, Hartham

House, CO. Wilts. Duckett. Sir William

Killeston, CO. York, V. Litle. Newton,
Scotland. Eilston or Eilleston, Essex;
and CO. York. M. William de Eyluston, S.

John de Rolleston, Y. Windeston, co. Lan-
caster. Windsor. Sir WilHam Windesob, V.

Sa. a saltire arg. over all on an escucheou or a

cross gu. Sir John Moris, V.

S>i. a saliire erm. Penheriakd, Cornwall, V.

Penheriad, V. Eilston.
Sa. a saltire or. Barnett. Sir William de

BoLESBY, S. Claeevaux de Croft, P. John
Clarevaulx, Y. Clervaux, Croft, co. York.

COSSAE or COSSER. LiTLE. ROLESBY Or

Rotesby. Trumway. John Trumerwy, Y.

With a mullet for diff. Clithero, Salisbury.
Sa. a saltire or over all a label of three points gu.
Belesey.

Vert a saltire arg. Howley.
Vert a saltire erm. Whetnall.
Vert a saltire or. Connor. Franke. Sir

Foulke Frigne; Harl. MS. 1441. Hunt,
Hermyngioft, Norfolk ; and Suffolk. Hunt,
Suffolk, ]V. Hunt, Westminster. Le Hunt,
England. Le Hunte, Artramont, co. Wex-
ford. Le Hunte, Little Bradley, Suffolk; and

Huntshall, Essex.

SALTIEE (compound)
Botonny

Arg. a saltire az. botonny or^ Basinghold or

Baseinghhi.d.
Crosslet

Arg. a cross crosslet in saltire sa. Julian or

JuuoN. St. Julian. St. Julyan, V.

Engrailed
Arg. a saltire engr. az. Abel or Abell, Erith,
Kent ; and London. Sire Johan Abel,
N. Sir John Abell, Kent, V. Beidgham.

Bishopric of Dumblane. Folthorpe. Pers

D'Geete, E. Harding. Harling. Legat,
Pondhall, Suffolk, temp. Henry IV, now repre-
sented by the D'Oylys of Shottisham, Nor-

folk, and the East indies. Lowchard, V.

Teeingham or Tieingham, co. Huntingdon.
Goenay, Suffolk. GoENEY. Moynes, Suffolk.

Thippetot, K. Tiptoft.

Arg. a saltire engr. erm. Penhergaed, Corn-

wall.

Arg. a saltire engr. gu. Typtoft or Tiptost,
Earl of Worcester ; granted 1450, V. Robert
de Typetot, A. Robert Tiptot, D. Eobert

Tibetot, E, F. Robert Tepetot, G. Sire

Robert Tiptofte, J. Sire Payn Tiptoft, /,

C. Su- Payu Tybtot, M. Sire Payn
Thippetot, N. M. Payu Tiptoot, S. John

Tiptot, Y.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all a saltire engr. gu.
GoTESLEY or Gotysby.

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. over all on a saltire engr.

gu. a crescent for diff. Goatley, Canter-

bury.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. Afordbie, Afordby, co.

Lincoln. Asterby, co. Lincoln. Benton.
Bloyon. Robert Bloyon, Y. John Bloyon,
Y. Colquhoun, CO. Dumbarton ; Comstroden
and Miltoun. Colquhoun, That Ilk ; and Luss,
CO. Dumbarton. Corby. Robert de Corby,
22nd Edw. III. Beigham, co. York.

Gleneagles, That Ilk. Hadden, Lanerick;

quartering second arg. a saltire engr. betw. four

roses gu., third or a bend chequy arg. and sa.

in the centre over the quarteriugs a crescent

arg. Halde, Gleneagles, Scotland ; quartering
second arg. a saltire engr. cantoned with

four roses gu., third or a bend chequy sa.

and arg. Hawley. M'Kean ; quartering arg.
on a chief sa. three mullets of the field and

per fess arg. and gu. in chief a chev. of

the last. Baudwin de Maners, E. Henry de

Maners, F. Bawdewin de Mans, G. Sir

Baudwyn de Manners, L. Sire Baudewyn de

Maneres, N. Baudewine de Mannoirs, Y.

Sir Baldwin de Manners, V. Mannors,
CO. Cambridge. Marmaduke Middleton,
Bishop of Waterford ; Bishop of St. David's

1582-90; quartering harry of six erm. and gu.

Middleton, Middleton Hall, Westmore-
land ; derived from Thomas Middleton, temp.
Edward III. The coheiresses Bridget, m.
Joshua Heblethwaite of Dent, and Mary, ra.

James Cragg, of Dent. See Moore of Grimes-
hill. Moyne, Suffolk. Watten, Westmore-
land. Watton, Westminster. Wootton. Sir

Robert Wootton, Bocton Malherbes, Kent, V.

Wotton, Bocton Malherby, Kent.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. an annulet for diff.

Midleton, Bernard Castle, CO. Durham; Visita-

tion 1615.

Aig. a saltire sa. a crescent for diff. Halden,
Lanark, Scotland.
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Engrailed cont.

Arg. a sal lire engr. sa. with a fleur-de-lis for diff.

OoLQUHouN, Kiimardinny, Scotland. Coriton.

Arg. a saliire engr. sa. a mullet for difif.

MiDDLETON, Durham ; and Wintertown, co.

Lincoln. Middleton, Warton, co. Lancaster.

MiDDLETON, Leighton Hall, co. Lancaster.

Arg. asaltire engr. sa. pierced erm. Fathe.

Arg. a saltire engr. vert. Thomas Bregham, V.

Brigham, CO. York. Kerkbride or Kerkbrigg.
KiRKBiRD. Kyrkbryde. Kingbude or

KiNGSBED. Sire Richard de Kirkebride,
N. Kbrkabbide, Northumberland, V.

Kirkebridge. Kirkelahd. Madevel. Sylv.
• Morgan. MoDEHALLor Mudeball. Mudenale.
MUDEVALL, V.

Az. a saltire engr. arg. Feringham. M. Thomas
Hawley, S. Kinnedar, Scotland. Offington.
Sir Roger de Teringham, co. Bucks, V. Sire

Roger de Teringham, 2^. Francis Tiringham,
Weston Favell, co. Northampton. Teringham,
CO. Bucks ; and Weston Favell, co. Northamp-
ton. M. John de Tiringham, S. Tyningham,
Lower Wickenden, co. Bucks. Sir Roger
Teringham, co. Bucks, V. Tyringham, Tyring-
bam, CO. Bucks.

Az. a saltire engr. erm. Reyner, Overton Long-
vile, CO. Huntingdon.

Az. a saltire engr. or. Sir John Baylande, V.

Bayland, Suffolk. BoYLAND, Nortolk; and
SulJolk. Sire Johan de BoYLANDE,^. Blount.
M. John Blount, S. Nicholas de Charneles,
E. Effington. Offington, W. Davide de

Offingtone, E. Offrington ; Harl. MS.
6137. Stalsham or Stalshon. Tirringham,
Tirringham, co. Bucks. Kelly, Ireland, W.

Barry of six arg. and vert a saltire engr. gu.
Degkey.

I'hm. a saltire engr. arg. Giffoed.
Erm. a saltire engr. az. John de Fitz-Simon.

Sylv. Morgan.
Eim. a saltire engr. gu. Batower. Boxatort.
Boteleb. Bounceter. Boutetobet or

Bootetort, Norfolk. Berth, de Boytitdrt,
F. Sir Guy Boutetour, N. Botetourt, F.

Pesmond, Collinson, Somerset., iii, 2(il. Forte

Desymon, V. John Esymon, V. Goddyston,
Essex, F. GoDESTON, Essex. Gourney. John
de NoRTHWooD, Y. Scargell or Skargill,
Knockwell, co. Cumberland; and co. York.

Erm. a saltire engr. purp. Scargill. Sir

Walter Scargill, V.

Erm. a saltire engr. sa. Buttetoft. Esmien.

EsTMOND, Cranworth, Norfolk. Ingoldesby
or Ingoij)sby, Lethenborough, Waldridge,
Bucks; and Newbottle, co. Northampton.

Gu. a saltire engr. arg. Babdeston. Berdeston,
Norfolk. Berdston. Bloyon, Cornwall.

Crefton. Creston. Creston, Norfolk. Sir

Thomas Creston, V. Fouke deEscHARDESTON,
B. William de Estherdinton, F. Gobnsy.
Fouke de Kerdeston, C. Sire William de

Kerdestone, N. Sir William de Kerdeston, jR.

John Kerdeston, Y. Sir Hugh Kerdeston,
Norfolk, V. Kerdeston, Norfolk; and Suf-

folk; temp.Edward J. Kerdiston. Kirdeston.

Mauris, Barton, co. York. Moyne.
Gu. a saltire engr. arg. goutty de sang. Morris,

Ireland.

Gu. a saltire engr. couped arg. Brenecrosse.
Gu. a saltire engr. voided arg. Coombes or

Combs.
Gu. a saltire engr. erm. Rayner.

SALTIEE (compound) cont.

Engrailed cont.

Gu. a saltire engr. or. Berdeston, Norfolk.
Clederow. Sir . . de Clederowe, V.
Clerowe. Cleyro. Gbeenacre, CO. Lan-
caster. Halton, CO. York. Wat. de
Jnggulvestrop, £. John de Ingulvesthorp,
F. Kebdston, Norfolk. Sire William le

Long, N, William Long, Y. Longe, co.
Gloucester. Sallowaye. John Wolton,
Bishop of Exeter 1579-94.

Gu. a saltire engr. or a mullet for diff. Francke.
Or a saltire engr. gu. Cijderowe, co. Chester.
Clyderowe. Sir de Gorney. Moigne or

MoiNE, Suffolk. MoYONE,Sufiolk. Sire Johan
le MoYNE, N. Jakes de Mdigne, Y. Sir John
leMoYNE, Suffolk; temp. Edward I, V.

Or a lion ramp, supporting a saltire engr. couped
gu. John WoLioN, Bishop of Exeter 1579-94.

Or a saltire engr. sa. Bolytent. Botatort,
Norfolk. Botetourt, Bubbington, co. Staf-
ford. Erdeswick. John Bodtetourt, Y. Sir
Johan Botetourte, G, H, J. John Boutoubte,
K. Sire Johan Boutetor, N. Le Sire le

BoTOURTjS. Sir John Bottort, aJias Haudley,
Norfolk, V. Botetourt, V. Buttort.
BOUTETORT. MOIGNE. SaLWAY or SaLWEY, CO.

Hereford; and co. Worcester. Tremayne.
Trimivin. Robson. Trumway. Mounsyr
SwiNBOURNE, T; quartering gu. crusily of
crosslets and three boar's heads couped arg.

Or a saltire engr. sa. in chief a label of three gu,
Bolytent.

Or a saltire engr. vert. Leeme, temp. Edward
II. Leon, Norfolk. Lews, Norfolk.

Per pale arg. and gu. a saltire engr. counter-

changed. Lampt.
Per pale arg. and sa. a saltire engr. coun-

terchanged. Cambridge or Cambrige.
Cambrigge, V.

Per pale arg. and sa, a saltire engr. ermines and
erra. Lattin, Morristown Lattin, co. Kildare.
Lattin, Upton, CO. Berks ; and Esher, Surrey.
Stoteville, Brinkley Hall, co. Cambridge;
and Suffolk. Stoteville, Suffolk, F.

Per pale erm. and gu. a saltire counterchanged.
Fitz-Stephen, Marquis of Cork, W.

Per pale arg. and sa. a saltire engr. gu. and or.
Stuteville or Stuteviij,.

Per pale or and sa. a saltire engr. counter-

changed. Poole or Pole. Sir Richard Pole,
K.G., summoned to Parliament as Baron Mon-
tague in 1553. Sir Richard Pole, V.
Delapoolk.

Per pale sa. and arg. a saltire engr. erm. and
ermines. Laton, co. Berks, W.

Per pale'sa. and arg. a saltire engr. counter-

changed. Delapoole.
Per pale sa. and arg. a saltire engrailed ermines

Laton.
Per pale sa. and or a saltire engr. counterchanged.

Reginald Pole, Archbishop of Canterbury, and
a Cardinal 1556-8. MS. Lambeth, 555.

Paly of six vert and arg. a saltire engr. erm.
Wakeman, Perdiswell, co. Worcester; Baro-

netcy 1628.

Quarterly arg. and az. a saltire engr. coun-

terchanged. Howard, V. Waters, Scot-
land.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a saltire engr. counter-

changed. Haward.
Quarterly az. and arg. a saltire engr. counter-

changed. Ahnway, CO. Lincoln. Haward.
HOWAET, V.
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SALTIEE (compound) cont.

Engrailed cont.

Quarterly or and sa. a saltire engr. gu. Giggins.

ba. a saltire engr. arg. Bloen or Elder, Corn-

wall. Sire Rauf Bloeu, N. Sir Raufe

Bloen, Cornwall, V. Bloyon, Cornwall.

Kelston. With a crescent for diff. Little,

Leborton, Scotland. Little, Meikledale, Scot-

land
; Lyon Register. Pkydeux. Twichet.

Wotton.
Sa. a saltire engr. erm. Cromway. Polwhele,

Polwbele, Cornwall; quartering Lukie, Tresa-

well, Treencreek, etc. Penheriand. Sylv.

Morgan.
Sa. a saltire engr. or. Cromway or Crumway.

CuRWAY. Kelston. Saltway. Salveir.

Salway, F. Salway, CO. Stafibrd ;
co. Wor-

cester; and co. Salop (the Sewyns,the original

iiaaie of this family were settled at Cannoc,

now Kanke, co. Staflbrd, in Saxon times) ; quar-

tering Washborne, Musard, Tromwiu, Porter,

Searle, Griffith, Ditton, Csesar, Baker, Peryen,

Ryther, Biddulph, Geenaway, Rogers, and Eck-

iiiKham. Trentham, co. Stafford. Erdes-

wick. M. Roger de Tronyn, S. Trompwyn.

bir William Tromwyn, F. Tromwin, Cannock,

CO. Staff^ord. Trumway.
Veit a saltire engr. arg. Hawley, Lords Hawley

of Donamore, in the peerage of Ireland;

descended from the Hawleys of the counties of

Somerset and Dorset. Hawley, co. Hants.

Hawley, Ley bourne Grange, Kent; Baronetcy

1795. Sire de Hawley, co. Lincoln, V.

Lanching. Lenham, F.

Veit a saltire engr. or. Francke, co. Derby ;

and CO. Lincoln. Sir William Franke, Q. Sir

William Franks, R. William Fbannke, Y.

Frank, Campsal, co. York. Fbewke.

Embattled

Ai-g. a salure counterembattled sa. Richard

kiDUER, Bishop of Bath and Wells leyi-lTu.'i.

Sa. a saltire counterembattled arg. Kedall or

KiDDALL. M. Thomas Kydeley, S. Kedall,

CO. Lincoln.

Flory
Arg a saltire ends flory gu. Harpetreius ;

Cotton MS., Julius C, lo. 112. Sir Henry
Harterey ;

Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 125.

Fusily
Vert a saltire fusily or. Franke.

Invecked
Gu. a saltire invecked arg. Harris.

Vtrt a saltire invecked or. Franche or Franke,

Bluemantle Pursuivant, temp. Henry Vll.

Lozengy
Gu. a salure lozengy arg. Gerdston or

Gebdeston.
Or a saltire lozengy vert. Bellhouse.

Vert a saltire lozengy or. Frankes. Malcake.

Moline

Arg. a cross moline saltirewise sa. Banester.

Eaguly
Arg. a saltire raguly gu. Austell, Sheriff of

Cornwall, Edw. HI and Hen. VI.

Arg. a saltire raguly vert. Anketell, co. Dorset,

W. A u still.

Or a saltire raguly vert. Anchitel, co. Dorset.

Sa. a saltire raguly arg. Klddall, South lereby,

CO. Lincoln.

Trefly
Or a saltire couped az. attached to each end three

roundles gu. Bareu or Barew.

SALTIBE (compound) cont.

Wavy
Paly of six arg. and az. a saltire wavy counter-

changed. Water; Harl. MS. UUi, fo. 48.

Waters.
Per pale arg. and az. a saltire wavy counter-

changed. Marckwick, Sussex. Marwick.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a saltire wavy counter-

changed. Waters.
Vert a saltire wavy erm. Wakeman, Beckford

and Withe, co. Gloucester ; granted 15«6.

SALTIRE and in Chief

Annulet
Gu. a saltire or an annulet in chief of the last.

Clench or Clynch, Ireland ;
and Bridgenorth,

CO. Salop.

Beast (Lion)
Gu. a saltire flory or in chief a lion pass, of the

second. Webley, Southwark.

Or a saltire flory sa. in chief a lion pass, of the

last. Walter Hunt, Sudbury, Suffolk, V.

Leke or Leake, Southwark.

Per pale arg. ami sa. a saltire counterchanged in

chief a lion pass, guard, per pale of the second

and first. Hunt.
Billet

Arg. a saltire gu. in chief a billet of the last.

Peak.
Bird (Eagle)

Az. a saltire or in chief an eagle displ. arg.

Calanhrine.
2 Birds

Per chev. arg. and gu. in chief two moor h'ena &a.

combed and legged gu. in base a saltire arg.

Bashe, CO. Hertford.

Bordure
Or a demi bordure purp. and a saltire az.

Boldersai.t.
Canton

Arg. a saltire gu. recercelly engr. az. a canton

chequy erminois and of the last. Gregson ;

granted to Henry Gregson, Lowlyn, co. Dur-

ham.
Arg. a saltire gu. a canton chequy or and az.

Gregson, Murton and Burdon, co. Durham.

Gregson, Turnditch, co. Derby. Gregson,

Bishopswearmouth, co. Durham. Gregson,
Moor House, Hawkhurst, Kent.

Arg. a saltire gu. over all three bars sa. a canton

chequy or and az. Gregsonn, co. Lancaster.

Per pale arg. and vert a saltire counterchanged
a canton erm. Rowland Hunt, Lincoln's Inn.

Hunt, Rumford, Essex.

On a Canton Beast (Lion)
Per pale arg. and sa. a saltire counterchanged on

a canton of the second a lion pass, of the first.

Hunt. Hunt, ^London, Fishmonger, IF.

....2 Beasts (Lions)

Arg. a saltire gu. on a canton gu. two lions ramp,

supporting a dexter hand arg. (being the arms

of King). Fitz-Gerald, Mount Ophaly, co.

Kildare.
Human Figure

Arg. a sword in pale ensigned with a mullet gu.

surmounted by a saltire of the last on a canton

of the second a savage ppr. pointing to a star in

the dexter chief or. Gowans.

Swords

Arg. a saltire az. a canton sa. charged with three

swords arg. pomelled and hilted or in pile

pointed downwards. Bonar, Cambden.
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SALTIBE and in chief cont.

Chief

Arg. a saltire and a chief az. Annand, Scotland.

BoVEs, Scotland.

Arg. a sallire az. a chief gu. Moffat, Scotland.

AJoFFAT, That Ilk, Annaudale.

Arg. a saltire az. in cliief a cross moline of the
last a chief gu. Moffat, Scotland.

Arg. a sallire gu, and chief az. Moffat.
Arg. a saltire engr. gu. a chief az. Twedy,

Essex.

Arg. a saltire gu. a chief erm. Fitzmaurice,
Earl of Orkney; quartering first az. a ship
at anchor oars crossed in sallire within a

double tressure flory counterflory or for Ork-

ney, second gu. three lions pass, guard, barwise

per pale or and arg. for O'Bryen, third quar-
terly first and fourth gu. three cinquefoils erm.
for Hamilton, second and third arg. a ship sails

furled sa. for Arran, fourth arg. a human heart

imperially crowned ppr. on a chief az. three
mullets of the field for Douglas.

Arg. a saltire gu. and a chief erm. a crescent for

diff. Petty, Rumsey, co. Hants.

Arg. a sallire and chief gu. Annand, Annandale.
Cowan. Moffat, England. Tennant or

Tennand, Cairns, Scotland
; Fonts MS.

Arg. a saltire and chief gu. on a canton of the
first a lion ramp. sa. Bruce.

Arg. a saltire engr. and a chief gu. Ayrmin, co.

Lincoln. William Ayemin, Y. Tait, St.

James's, Westminster. Sir William Tite,
Architect of the Royal Exchange, London ;

d. 1873.

Arg. a saltire and chief both engr. gu. Archibald

Campbell Tait, Bishop of London 1856; quar-
tering arg. two crows paleways both transfixed

through the neck by an arrow in fess ppr.

Arg. a saltire gu. a chief vert. Pownall.

Arg. a saltire engr. gu. a chief az. Ric. Twedy,
Hartford, Stoke, Essex, W.

Arg. a sallire sa. a chief paly of six of the first and
second. Maxwell.

Arg. a saltire sa. a chief paly of six of the second
and first. Maxwell.

Az. a saltire and chief or. Ingram de Bkcse, A.

Bernard de Brus, E. Sire Bernard de Brus,
N. Brcse, Exton, co. Rutland, V. Brewse
or Brewes, CO. Huntingdon. Marshall.
Weshingham or Wesshenham.

,

Erm. a saltire and chief gu. Erchebold or
!

Erchebald. Eychebald, CO. York.

Ou. a saltire and a chief arg. Assells. Alain

de Lasselles, E. Alan de Asseles, F.

CoRiE, Corie, Scotland. Lassells.

Gu. a saltire arg. a chief indented point in point
of the first and second. Brewis. Bkewys.
William BntrYs, Y.

Gu. a saltire arg. a chief indented point in point
of the second and first. Bevis.

Gu. a saltire engr. arg. a chief indented of the

last. Sire William de Bruys, 0.

Gu. a saltire engr. arg. and chief indented per
less of the first and second. Brewse.

Gu. a saltire or and a chief erm. Hyde. Sir de
la Hyde, co. Hereford.

Gu. a sallire engr. or a chief erm. Hyde or De
LA Hyde. Thomas de la Hyde, co. Hertford,
V.

Gu. a saltire and chief or. Bruce or Brewis.
Richard Brus, V. Richard de Brus, A, E, F.

Sir Robert de Bruse le frere, I.

Or a saltire and chief az. Bernard Brus, V.

KiRKPATRiCK, Ireland. Marshall.

SALTIRE and in chief cont.
Chief cont.

Or a sallire and a chief gu. Annand, Annan-
dale. Bruce, Earls of Ailesbury. Bruce,
Ripon,co. York. jBruoe, Clackmannan, a scion
of Bruce of Annandale; extinct 8 July, 1772.
Robert de Brus, B, E, G. Le Coute de
Karrik, p. Robert Bruys, Y. Brus, Dominua
Vallis Anandiae in Scotland, V. Brus, Earl of
Cairick in Scotland, V.

Or a saltire and chief gu. in the collar point a
fleur-de-lis az. Bruce, Earlshall, Scotland.

Or a sallire gu.and chief embattled of the second.
Bruce, Newton, or Cowden,co. Perth ; a cadet
of Bruce of Airih.

Or a saltire and chief wavy gu. Bruce, Bal-
caskie and Kinross, Scotland; a cadet of Blair

Hall; the heiress Anne m. 1, Sir Thomas
Hope, Craighall, Bart.; and 2, Sir John
Carsiairs of Kilconqabar.

Or a saltire engrailed gu. a chief per fess indented
of the first and second. Brus, Bruce, or

Bruis, Lord of Skelton. Bankes, vol. i.

Per pale gu. and az. a saltire or and chief erm.
Cage, Linculu'sInn,Tr;con^r7nedl March, 1024;.

Sa. a saltire and chief arg. AIoffat, Lauder', co.

Berwick. Moffat, That Ilk, Annandale.
Sa. a saltire engr. arg. a chief of the j^second.
Burton, V.
On a Chief Annulets

Erm. a saltire gu. on a chief or three annulets of
the second, fitzgibbon, Earl of Clare.

.... Beast (Lion)
Arg. a saltire vert on a chief gu. a lion pass, of

the first. Coston, Coston, co. Salop.
Az. a saltire engr. or on a chief of the second a
demi lion issuing gu, Markham, Dublin.

Az. a saltire arg. ou a chief gu. a lion pass, guard,
or. Williamson ; quartering or a chev. engr.
betw. three trefoils slipped sa.

Erm. a saltire engr. gu. on a chief of the second
a lion pass, (or pass, guard.) or, Armine,
Osgodby, CO. Lincoln. Sir William Armyn,
CO. Lincoln, V.

Erm. a saltire engr. az. on a chief of the second
a lion pass. or. William de Ayreminne,
Bishop of Norwich, 132.5

; Add. MS. 1244 b.

Erm. a saltire engr. gu. on a chief of the last a
lion pass, guard or. Ermin. M. William
de Ermine, S.

Erm. a sallire engr. gu. on a chief of the last a
lion pass, or armed and langued az. Airmine.

Or a saltire gu. on a chief of the second a leopard
pass. or. Le Gonte de Karrick, T.

Sa. a saltire arg. on a chief of the second a lion

pass of the first. Kimpton.
2 Beasts (2 Lions)

Erm. a saltire engr. (gu ?) on a chief of the second
two lions ramp. arg. William de Ayreminne,
Bishop of Norwich, 1325-1336; Blomefield,
Norfolk.

.... 3 Beasts (3 Lions)
Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief or three lions ramp.

gu. Cupper, co. Somerset.
Az. a sallire arg. on a chief or three lions ramp,

gu. CouPER, Loudon.
Az. a sallire or on a chief of the last three lions

ramp Cooper, co. Gloucester.
.... Bird

Or a saltire gu. on a chief of the second a martlet
of the field. James Lewis Knight Bruce,
First Vice Chancellor; quartering arg. three

pallets az. on a canton of the second a spur
with rowel downwards leathered or for Knight.
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SALTIBE and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. 2 Birds

Ai2. a sallire arg. on a cLiet of the second two
martlets gu. 'I'oeoherold.

Or a sallire sa. on a chief gu. three martlets of

the field. Ley, or Lea.
....Book

Arg. a sallire eugr. sa. on a chief az. a hook open
ppr. garnished and clasped or. Bishopric
of KiLDARE ; Harl. MS. 4U40.

.... Canton
Or a saltire and chief gu. on a canton arg. a lion

ramp. az. Beuce, Earl of Elgin and Kin-
cardine.

Or a saltire and chief gu. on a canton arg. a lion

ramp. az. Bruce-Brudeneli Bkuce, Marquis
of Aylesbury ; quartering, arg. a chev. gu.
betw. three morions (steel caps) az. Bkuce,
Skelton, Scotland.

Or a saltire gu. a chief of the last charged with

a canton of the first thei-eon a lion ramp. sa.

Bruce.
....Chevron

Az. a saltire or on a chief of the last two chev.

paleways point to point of the first. Cooper,
Bray, co. Berks.

Az. a saltire or on a chief of the last two chev.

couched dexter and sinister vert. Coupee, V.

CowPEE, Bray, co. Berks j Harl. MS., 4108.

Coronets
Or a sallire engr. gu. ;

on a chief az. three antique
crowns of the first. Tweedie, London.

.... Crescent
Gu. a saltire or on a chief of the last a crescent

betw. two mullets sa. Lett.
Cross

Az. a saltire or on a chief of the last a cross

crosslet fitchy gu. Nelme.
....3 Crosses

Gu. a sallire engr. or on a chief of the last three

crosses crosslet of the first. Longe, Spixworth
Park, Norfolk. Long, Souldan, co. Hertford ;

and Barrow, Sufiolk.

.... Cushion

Arg. a saltire az.on a chief of the last a cushion
of the first. Kikkpatrick, England.

.... 2 Cushions

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief gu. two cushions
or. Johnson, Tyldesley, co. Lancaster ; now
represented by Ormerod of Tyldesley.

.... 3 Cushions

Arg. a saltire and chief az. the last charged with
three cushions or. Kiekpateick, Closeburne,
CO. Dumfries ; Baronetcy 1085.

Arg. a saltire az. on a cbief engr. of the last three
cushions or. Kirkpateick, Liverpool.

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief gu. three cushions of

the first. Johnstone, Twickenham, Middlesex.

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief gu. three cushions of

the field each charged with a pellet. Johnston.

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief gu. three cushions
or. Annandai,e. Johnstone, Snow Hill, co.

Eermanagh. Johnstone,Twickenham, Middle-
soN. Johnston or Johnstone, Johnston in

Annandale, co Dumfries. Johnstone, Mylne-
field, and afterwards of Galabank; descended
from Newby. Johnston, Caskieben, Scot-

land ; quartering az. on a bend betw. three

ban's heads, erased arg. attired or as many
crosses crosslet fitchy of the second for Mar
and Garioch, of Caskieben, composed together
in one coat. Johnston, Johnston, co. Aber-

deen; Baronetcy 1G25.

SALTIEE and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. 3 Cushions cont.

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief of the last three
cushions or. Johnston, Blackwood, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief wavy of the last three
cushions or. Johnston, Poitoun, Scotland.

Arg. a sallire engr. sa. on a chief gu. three
cushions or. Johnston, Worriston. Johnston,
Fulton House, Suffolk.

Arg. a saltire wavy sa. on a chief gu. three
cushions lozeugeways or. Johnstone, Newby,
Scotland.

Arg. a saltire and chief nebuly sa. the last charged
with three cushions of the first. Johnston,
Gormach, Scotland. Johnstone, Graituey,
CO. Dumfries.

Gu. a saltire arg. on a chief of the last three
cushions of the first. Geeir, Lagg, Scotland.

Or a sallire and chief gu. on the last three
cushions of the field. Johnston or Johnstone,
Ireland.

.... 3 Escallops
Arg. a saltire az. on a chief sa. three escallops or.

Bonae, Keliye.

Arg. a sallire gu. on a chief of the second thrte

escallops of the first. Tailbois or Tailbovs,
Lord of Hurworih, co. Durham. Tailboys,
Kettleby, co. Lincoln. M. Wauter Tayl^oys,
S. Sir John Taylboys, V. Talboys.

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the last three

escallops of the field. Poee, Belleville Park,
Cappoquin, Ireland; quartering sa. on a
bend double cotised arg. three lions pass
guard.

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

escallops or. Talboys.
Az. a saline chequy arg. and sa. on a chief of the

second three escallops of the first. Ramage,
Scotland.

Erminois a saltire gu. on a chief of the last three

escallops or. Haize or De la Haize, London,
originally of France, 1757.

Gu. a saltire arg. on a chief of the last three

escallops of the first. Goat or Goate. Henry
de Graham, K.

Gu. a saltire arg. on a chief az. three escallops of
the second. Graham.

Or a lialiire gu. on a chief of the second three

escallops arg. Monceux, V. Herry Tayleboys,
Y.

Or a saltire gu. on a chief sa. three escal-

lops .... Copeland, Peckham and Linfield,

Surrey.
.... 5 Escallops

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief of the second five

escallops erm. three and two. Baker, London
;

granted 1702. Barker, Warsfield, co. Berks.
.. ..Escucheons

Or a saltire and chief gu. in the dexter canton
an escucheon arg. charged with a chief su.

Bruce, Stenhouse, co. Stirling ; Baronetcy
1629.

Arg. a saltire az. on a chief gu. three escucheons
or. Blaw, Castlehill, Scotland.

.... Estoiles

Arg. a saltire engr. and on a chief az. three stars
of the first. Murray, Cockpool, Scotland ;

Balfour and Font's MSS.
Erm. a saltire gu. on a chief az. three estoiles

or. Drisdale, Kilkenny; granted in Ireland,
15 June, 1683.

Or a saltire arg. on a chief of the last three stars
of the first. Calderwood.
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SAITIBE and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont, Fleur-de-Lis

Arg. a saliire and chief gn. on the last a fleur-

de-lis or. Cowan, Scotland.

Or a saltire gn. on a chief of the last a fleur-de-

lis of the first. Andrews.
Or a saliire gn. on a chief of the last a flenr

de-lia of the first and for distinction a canton

or. Brdce, Grange Hill, co. Fife; quartering

Tyndail.
.... 3 Fleurs-de-lis

Or a saltire gu. on a chief of tlie last three flenrs-

de-lis of the first. Bruce, Wester Abten,
Scotlnnd ; descended from Earshall.

Sa. a saltire arg. on a chief az. three fleurs-de-lis

or. FiTZ- Patrick, Earl of Upper Ossory.
Sa. a saltire engr. erm. on a chief or three fleurs-

de-lis of the field. Andkew, co. Gloucester.

Vert a saltire arg. on a chief or three fleurs-de-lis

az. France, Scotland.

.... Flower
Gn. a saltire arg. on a chief sa. a rose of the

second barbed and seeded vert. Currey.
.... 3 Flowers

Arg. a saltire engr. az. on a chief of the second

three roses of the first. Hardwyke, F.

Hardwicke, Hardwick, CO. Derby, V.

3 5-FoilB

Arg. a saltire engr. az. on a chief of the second
three cinquefoils of the first. Hardwire.
Hardwick or Hardwicke, Hardwick, co.

Derby, V.

Arg, a saltire engr. gu. on a chief of the last three

cinquefoils of the first. William Hardwick,
Diamond Hall, Bridgenorth, co. Salop.

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief az. three cinquefoils
or. Cercy, V. Cory, Cory, co. Devon

;
Visi-

tation 1C20, W. Sir Walter Corcy, co. Cum-
berland, V. Sire Walter de Corry, N.

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief of the second three

cinquefoils or. CooRE,Scruton Hall, co. York.

Cory or Corcey, Cumberland; Northumber-
land ; and co. Stafi'ord.

Erm. a saltire engr. gn. on a chief of the last

three cinquefoils or. Corr; quartered by Dawes.
.... Garb

Erm. a saltire gu. on a chief az. a garb betw. two

escallops or. Granted to William Tailby,
Humberstone, co. Leicester.

Or a saltire arg. on a chief az. a garb betw. two

mullets of the second. Walker, Scotland.

....3 Garbs

Arg. a saltire nz. on a chief gu. three garbs or.

Lawson, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire and chief sa. on the last three garbs
or. Lawson, Boghall and Cairnmore, Scot-

land.

Or a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

parba of the first. John Seton, V. Seton.

Per saltire arg. and sa. a saltire gu.on a chief az.

three garbs or. Lawson, Scotland.

. . . .3 Heads—Beasts (Bears)

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

bear's heads couped or. Levington.

(Boars)

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the last three

boar's heads couped of the first. Lavington.

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

boar's heads couped .... a crescent for ditf.

George Lavington, Bishop of Exeter 1747.02.

Arg. a saltire gu. in chief a crescent sa. on a chief

of the second three boar's heads couped.

Lavington, Bassishaw, Scotland.

SALTIRE and in chief cont.

On a Chief coiit. 3 Heads— Beasts (Boars) cont.

Arg. a saltire pu. on a chief of the last three boar's

heads cottpeil or. Laungton, Wilford, co.

Wilts. Lavington. Leminqton or Leninqton,
Lt-mington, co. York.

Or a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

boar's heads fesswise couped of the first.

Levington, Levington, Cumberland ; temp.
Henry I. Lemington or Lenington, Leming-
ton, CO. York. Penyngton, V.

....(Leopards)
Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

leopard's faces or. Glaston.
Or a saliire az. on a chief of the second three

leopard's heads guard, couped of the first

spotted sa. and ducally crowned arg. Cooper,

Trowbridge, co. Wilts; granted 1721.

Or a saltire humetty gu. on a chief of the last

three leopard's heads of the first. John

Glaston, V.

Or a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

leopard's heads of the first. Glaston.
Per pale arg. and az. a saltire counterchanged
on a chief of the first three leopard's heads

cabossed of the second. Boldrowe, Suffolk.

(Lions)
Or a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

lion's heads erased arg. Hinks or Hincks,
London.

(Oxen)
Sa. a saltire arg. on a chief of the second three

bull's heads cabossed of the first. Lovyck or

Lowyke, V.

.... Leaves

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief of the last three

holly leaves of the first. Blackwood ;
Baro-

netcy 1814. Blackwood, Baron Dufi"erin

and Claneboye ; quartering second az. in

chief a fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets in fess or

in chief two roses and in base three arrows

paleways points downwards all arg., third rm.

three cinquefoils erm. on a chief or a lion pass.

guard, of the first.

.... Mallet

Or a saltire and chief gu. the last charged with a

mullet arg. Bruce, Kinnaird. Bruce, Ken-

net. M. Robert de Brus, D.

Or a saliire and chief gu. the last charged with a

mullet of the field. Bruce, Airth. Bruce,

Mowance, Scotland ; quartering gu. a lion ramp,
within a bordnre engr. arg.

Or a saltire gu. on a chief embattled of the same
a mullet arg. Bruce, Garvet, Scotland.

Or a saltire and chief gu. in the dexter point a

mullet arg. Brus, co. Huntingdon, V.

2 Mallets

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief of the second

two mullets of the first. Ewarby. Ewerby.

Eyvardley, CO. York. Inwardey. Sir John

IWARDBY, V. JeWARDBY. QUARDEBY.

.... 8 Mullets

Arg. a saltire az, on a chief gu. three mullets or.

Andrewes, London.

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

mullets of the first. Stable. Jardin, Apple-

garth, Scotland. Robsnn.

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

mullets pierced of the first. Stable, V.

Az. a saliire arg. on a chief of the last three mul-

lets gu. Shand, Liverpool, co. Lancaster.

Shand or Sand, Montrose, Scotland.
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SALTIRE and iu chief cont.

Oa a Chief cont. 3 Mullets cont.

Az. a sallire arg. on a chief gn. three mullets (one

pierced') or. Daniel Andrews; I isitation

London, lGli4 ;
Harl. MS. 1U86, io. 22

Az. a saltire or on a chief gu. three mullets one

pierced or. Henry Andrews; Visitation

London 1634 ;
Harl. MS. 1444, fo. 2.

Gu. a saltire or on a chief of the last three mul-

lets of the first. FiTZYLAY.

Or a saltire engr. sa. on a chief of the last three

mullets of the first. Edasoin, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire Va. on a chief of the first three

palets of the second. Maxwell, Baron Farn-

ham.
Piles

Gu. a saltire or on a chief erm. three piles of the

field. Gilbert, Savratt, co. Hertford ; and

Sandwich and Weslbury, Kent; granted 15i)3.

.... 3 Roundles (Bezants)

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three

bezants. De Anna, Farringdon.

(Torteaux)

Sa. a saltire arg. on a chief of the last three tor-

teaux. MAcGiLrATRiCK. Fitz-Patrick, Ire-

land. , ,

Sa a saltire arg. on a chief of the last three tor-

teaux each charged with a fleur-de-lis or.

OssERY, Lord Ossery ; Harl. MS. 1603,

Rowels

Arg. a saltire and chief gu. the last charged with

Three spur-rowels of six poiuta of the field.

Jardine, Applegirtb, co. Dumfries ; Baronetcy

1672.
.... Swords

Arg. a saltire gu. oa a chief of the last two

swords saltireways ppr. pomels and hilts or

encircled by a representation of the collar of

the Lord Mayor of London also ppr. hetw. two

fasces gold. Gowan, London; and Forrest

Hill, Kent; Lord Mayor of London 1837;

Baronetcy .... ; extinct 1843.

Wings
Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the last two wings

conjoined betw. as many spur-rowels of the

first. Jardine, as borne by Sir Henry Jardine,

knt.. King's Remembrancer iu the Exchequer
of Scotland.

. . . .Woolpacks

Arg. a saltire sa. on a chief gu. three woolpacks (or

cushions) or. John Johnson, Lord Mayor of

London 1845.

Crescent

Arg. a saltire gu. in chief a crescent sa. on a chief

of the second three boar's heads couped.

Lavington, Bassishaw, Scotland.

Gu. a saltire engr. arg. a crescent in chief.

Creston, Norfolk.

Or a saltire az. in chief a crescent of the last.

TUY.
Or a saltire paly of twelve erm. and gu. a cres-

cent in chief sa. Battersby.

Cross

Arg. a saltire az. in chief a cross raoline of the

last a chief gu. Moffat, Scotland.

Escucheon
Sa. a saltire engr. arg. an inescucheon or charged

with a croisgu. FiTZ-MoERis.
Estoiles

Gu. a saltire engr. or in chief three estoiles of the

second pierced sa. Rayner.

.cont.SALTIRE and in chief.

Fleur-de-Lis

Or a naltire gu. in chief a fleur-de-lis vert stir-

moiinied on the middle with a bar of the

second. Kattell, Scotland.

Flower (Rose)

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. in chief a rose gu.

CoLQUHouN, Kennuior, Scotland; quartering

gu. a ram pass. arg. in the dexter chief pomt
a mullet of the last.

Gu. a sallire arg. in chief a rose of the second.

Corbie, Edinburgh. Cokry, Earl of Belmore.

CuRRiE, Corrie, Cubry, or CoRRY, East Hors-

lev, Surrey ; Cheshire; Bush Hill, Middlesex;

and London ; formerly of Dunse, co. Berwick,

from 1570 to 1705, descended from a cadet of

Currie or Corrie of that Hk, Annandale, co.

' Dumfries. And all within a bordure or. Curry.

Gu. a saltire arg. in chief a rose of the last

barbed and seeded vert. Currie, Fanham

Hall, CO. Hertford.

Gu. a saltire couped arg. in chief a rose ot tbe

last barbed and seeded ppr. Cubrie; Baro-

netcy 1840.

Gu. a saltire arg. and a rose or. Corey, ire-

land. „ ^, , .

Gu. a saltire or in chief a rose of the last.

Curry.
4 4-Foils

Gu. in base four quatrefoils two and two ....

a saltire Palmer.
5-Foil ^ .,

Arg. a saltire sa. in chief a cinquefoii gu.

MOESI.EY. .

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. in chief a cinquefoii gn.

Middleton, Horsham and Boxgrove, Sussex;

Visitation, 1634.
_ < -, r .u

Or a saltire gu. in chief a cinquefoii of the

second. Wantub, V.

Vert a saltire arg. in chief a cinquefoii or. Kellet

or Kellett, Ireland.

Hand
. . ,. , A

.... a saltire in chief a sinister hand couped
*

"apaumy .... Sir Hugh O'Donyll.

Head—Beast (Boar)

Arg. a saltire engr. az. in chief a boar s he^d
erased of the second. M'Kean, Edinburgh.

Arg. a saltire gu. in chief a boar's head erased

az. M'Cullock, England.
Vert a saltire engr. and in chief a boar's head

erased arg. Chapman, Scotland.

(Leopard)

Arg a saltire sa. in chief a leopard's head of the

second. John Baenet, Bishop of Worcester;

Bishop of Bath and Wells 1364-6, afterwards

Ely. Barnett, W.
Or a saltire sa. in chief a leopard's face ot the

second. Barnett, Stratton Park, co. Bedford.

Barnett, V.

3 Heads—Beasts (Leopards)

Or a saltire in chief three leopard's faces sa.

Barnett.
Horn

Arg. a saltire gu. in chief a huglehorn stringed sa.

Pirrie, Scotland.

Label

Arg. a saltire az. a label gu. Sire Richard

Beroun, 0.

Arg. a saltire gu. a label of three points ....

Nevell, co, Leicester.

Arg. a saltire gu. a mullet and label of three

points vert. NEViLL,Chevet, co. York ; granted

1513.
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SALTIRE and in chief. ...cont.

Label cotU.

Arg. a saliire gu. in chief a label az. Nevjll,
Leversege. Tonge, Visitation, p. 83.

Arg. a saliiie gu. a label of three sa. Fitzgerald,
Lord Ophuley.

Arg. a saitire engr. gu. a label of three points az.

FiTZ-Tii'TOFXor De Gukney, Norfolk. Mousjr
Juhn TiPTOFTE, T. Typtofx.

Arg. a saitire sa. a label of three points gu.

iiAFFOED, CO. York. Barksworth, Thormauby,
CO. York. Robert Barcworth, X. Robert

Barceworth, r.

Arg. a saitire engr. sa. a label gu. Cockfield,
Suffolk. Sire Simon de Coksend, L. Sire

Simon de Cokfeij), N. Sire Henry de

CocFELD, 0. Robert de Cokfeild, Y.

Arg. a saitire and label of five points vert.

Nevii,l. Edmondson.
Az. a saitire engr. or a label gu. Charnells, co.

Leicester.

Erra. a saitire engr. gu. a label of three points
Vert. Bounceter. Sire Rauf Boutetouk, N.

Gu. a saitire arg. a label of three points az. charged
with as many plates. Shouldham, Norfolk.

Gu. a saitire arg. a label gobony urg. and az.

George Neville, Bishop of Exeter 1456-05,
afterwards Archbishop of York.

Gu. a saitire arg. a label gobony arg. and az. a

crescent for diff. Nevill, as borne by John

Nevill, Earl ol Northumberland, and Marquess
of Montagu, third son of Richard Nevill, Earl
of Salisbury. The Marquis's son, George,
created Duke of Bedford in 1469, was degraded
from all his dignities by Parliament in 1477.

Richard Nevill, seventeenth Earl of Warwick.

Gu. a saitire engr. arg. a label or. Sire Roger de

Kerdestone, N.
Gu. a saitire or over all a label arg. Clydeeow.
Or a saitire sa. over all a label gu. Helesby.
Maxwell.

Or a saitire engr. sa.' a label of three points gu.

Botatort, Norfolk. Sir Thomas Botetourt,
L. Sire Thomas Bodtetouu, N. Sire Thomas
BoUTTOUR, 0.

Or a saitire engr. sa. label vert. Boutetobt.
Sa. a saitire or a label of three points gu.
BeLESEY or BeLESTEB. BELLESEYOrBELESEY.

Sa. a saitire or a label gu. Hallusby.

Lozenge
Gu. a saitire engr. arg. in the dexter chief a

lozenge of the second. Leigh, Earl of

Chichester.

Mascle

Arg. a saline sa. in chief a mascle gu. Tymob
or Tymore.

Mitre
Az. a saitire arg. in chief a mitre of the last gar-

nished or. Bishopric of Edinburgh.
Monster (GrifELn)

Az. a saitire llory or in chief a griflSn pass, of

the second. Webley, Essex, ldU6.

Mullet

Arg. a saitire gu. a mullet and label of three points
vert. Nevill, Chevet, co. York ; granted 1510.

Az. a saitire engr. or in chief a mullet of the

last. LiTTELL.
Gu. a saitire vair in chief a mullet or. Sire

Edmonde Welynqtone, N.
Sa. a saitire or a mullet in chief arg. Clarenaulx,

00. York.
2 Mallets

Arg. a saitire engr. sa. in chief two mullets gu.
IVERBY.

SALTIBE and in chief cont.

Point
Sa. a saitire engr. erm. a point in chief or.

PowHiLL, Cornwall.

Quarter
Per pale arg.(? az.) and gU. a saitire or in a quarter

nrg. three bull's heads couped at the neck sa.

Cage, Loughstow, co. Cambridge. Edmondson
and Burke.

Bouiidles

Arg. a saitire sa. surmounted with a fess or in

chief three ogresses. Titfield.
Sun

Az. a saitire or in chief the sun in splendour ppr.
PUGET.

Sword
Per pale arg. and sa. a saitire engr, counter-

changed in chief a sword of the first pomel gu.
Goodlad.

2 Swords
Vert a saitire or in chief two swords in cross arg.

pomelled of the second. Dowde or Odowde,
Sligo, Ireland; granted in Ireland 14 June,
1608.

Or a .saitire sa. in chief two swords in saitire arg.

garnished gold. O'Doude.
Tails

Arg, a saitire az. in chief three ermine spots.

Williams, London.

SAITIRE and in base ....

Crescent

Arg. a saitire engr. sa. in base a crescent gu.

CoLQUHouN, Glasgow.
Per pale arg. and sa. a saitire in base a crescent

all counterchanged. MacSween.
Flower (Rose)

Arg. a saitire engr. sa. in base a rose gu.

CoLQUHOUN, Dunyelder, Scotland.

SAITIRE and in base and a chief. . . .

Arg. a saitire sa. in base a human heart ppr.

eusigned with a regal crown or on a chief gu.

three woolpacks (or cushions) or. Vandbn-
Bempde Johnstone, Hackness Hall, near

Scarborough, CO. York; Baronetcy 1795; quar-

tering per fess in chief or a demi eagle displ.

sa. in base per pale gu. and vert in the dexter

one tower in the sinister five towers in saitire

all arg. for Vanden-Bempde. Johnstone,
Westerhall, co. Dumfries.

Az. a saitire or in base a hunting-horn arg.

stringed of the second on a chief of the third a

buckle of the first betw. two cushions gu.

CoLLow, Auchinchain, Scotland.

SAITIRE betw. or within....

Anchor
. .

Arg. a saitire sa. in base an anchor ppr. within a

bordure of the second charged with eight roses.

CoLQUHOuN, Killermont, and Garscadden, co.

Dumbarton.
4 Annulets

Arg. a saitire betw. four annulets sa. a bordure

gu. Welch, Scotland.

Az. a saitire or betw. four annulets arg. St.

Germyn.
Az. a saitire engr. betw. four annulets or. bT.

Germyn, V. Saint Jermen, V.

Gu. a saitire betw. four annulets arg.

Showcrosse, CO. Dorset. Westby.

Gu. a saitire betw. four annulets or. Shalcboss,

Shalcross, co. Derby; Her. Of. c. '44; six
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SALTIEE betw. or within.... cont.
4 Annulets cont.

descents are given in the T^sitation of 1611 ;

the last male heir d. 1733 ; his co-heirs :

the youngest d. unm, 1776; the eldest,

Margaret, m, Richard Fitzherbert, of Somer-
sall; and the youngest, Frances, m. Roger
Jucsnn.

Arrow
Az. a saltire betw. in chief an arrow point

upwards arg. in the flaunches and base three

liiinting horns of the last. Pollock, Rox-
burglj, Scotland.

4 Beasts (Bears)
Arg. a saliire flory az. betw. four bears pass. sa.

Bkadfield, V. Bratfield.

....(Hares)
Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four conies feeding sa.

Cony, go. Hertford ; and co. Huntingdon.
....(Lions)

Arg. a saltire az. betw. four lions ramp. gu.
Dyer; quartering arg. a lion ramp. gu.
on a ciiief sa. three roses of the first for
Russell.

Gu. a saltire betw. four lions rampant arg.

Stonlyng, V. Stohlings or Stoutlings.
Gu. a saltire betw. four lions ramp. or. Paris.
Or a saUire betw. four lions ramp. sa. Bricher,

Essex.
Sa. a saltire flory arg. betw. four lions pass, guard.

or. Pykot, y.

Sa. a saltire potence arg. betw. four lions pass.
or. PiooT.

Billets

Az. a saltire or betw. four billets arg. Lyesse,
V. Lyose or Lyosey.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. ten billets sa. Soper
or Soperer, Cumberland.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. twelve billets gu.
Heath, Eatonbridge, Kent.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. twelve billets sa.

SoAPEB. John Soper, Cumberland, V. Soper,
Cumberland.

Gu. a saltire vair betw. twelve billets or.

Champernowne, Dartington, Bees Ferrers and
Modbury, co. Devon. Champernowne, Clist

Champernowne, co. Devon ; the heiress Eliza-

beth, m. (1) William Polglass, and (2) John
Cergeaux. Sire Richard Chambernoun, 0.

Or a saltire engr. betw. twelve billets sa.
Alworth or Aylworth, co. Oxford.

Bird (Martlet)
Arg. a saUire az. in chief a mullet and in base a

martlet .... Freer, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire az. betw. a mullet in chief and a
martlet in base of the last. Walker, Scotland.

2 Birds ( Cranes)
Gu. a saltire erm. betw. two cranes in pale arg.
and two garbs in fess or. Kuisopp, The
Spital, Northumberland.

....(Swans)
Or asaltire engr. sa. betw. two swans naiant in

fess ppr. Loch, Drylaw, co. Edinburgh ; con-

Jirmed in 1073 by Sir Charles Erskine, Lyon
King of Arms.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. two swans swim-
ming in water in the flanks ppr. in chief a cres-
cent and in base a fleur-de-lis. Locu, Rachan,
Scotland.

3 Birds (Swans)
Az. a saltire engr. betw. three swans naiant in

lochs ppr. two in the flanks and one iu the
base. Loch, Scotland.

SALTIBE betw. or within.... cont.

4 Birds

Arg. a saUire engr. betw. four birds sa. Oysell.
Gale, Registrum Honoris de Richmond, App.,
p. 56.

Az. a saltire embattled counterembattled betw.
four birds arg. Kettelby.

.. ..(Choughs)
Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four "

cbougbes de
Cornwaille" sa. Richard Oysell, P. Roger
GiSELL, Y,

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.
Sir Humphrey Edwin, Lord Mayor of London
1698.

Arg. a saltire vairy az. and or betw. four Cornish

choughs ppr. Rkade, Holbrooke House,
Sufl'olk. Read or Reade, co. Berks; and co.

Hertford.

....(Cocks)
Gu. a saltire arg. betw. four cocks or. Elcocks.
Gu. a saltire wavy betw. four cocks arg. Elcocke,

CO. Chester.
Gu. a saltire vair betw. four cocks arg. Elcocke,

V, Stockport and Poole, co. Chester, temp.
Henry VII; the heiress m. Massey.

....(Crows)
Arg. a saltire engr. gu. betw. four crows ppr.

Badby. Badbye, CO. Northampton, V.

Arg. a saltire betw. four rooks sa. Badby,
London, 1383. Bawdby.

.. ..(Eagles)
Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. az.

Hamden or Hampden, Hartwell, co. Bucks ;

and Rothwell, co. Northampton. Sir John
Hampden, V. HoBART-HAMPDEN,Earl of Buck-
inghamshire ; quartering sa. an estoile of eight
rays or betw. two flaunches erm. for Hobart.

Trevor-Hampden, Viscount Hampden ; quar-
tering per bend sinister erm. and erminois a
lion ramp, or for Trevor.

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. vert.

BOKARD.
Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. vert
armed gu. Bekard.

Az. a saltire erm. betw. four eagles displ. arg.
Hllmingham, Sufl'olk.

Az. a saltire erm. betw. four eagles displ. or.

Sir John Wentworth, Somerleyton, Sufl'olk;

granted by Cooke, Oct. 11, 1576, V.
Or a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. az.

Piers Bekard, r. Sire .... de Becard, JV.

Or a saltire betw. four eagles displ. gu.
Sire .... Becard, N. Bellerby.

Or a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. sa.

NoTT, Shelderley, Beauchamp, co. Herefoi-d.
Or a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. vert.

Beckard, V.
Vert a saltire betw. four eagles displ. or. Alegh.

Leigh, Leigh, near Tiverton, and East Ailing-
ton, CO. Devon ; Visitation 1620." Wm. Leigh,
Cornwall, F. Ligh, Cornwall. Light.

.. ..(Martlets)
Arg. a saltire betw. four martlets gu. Clayton,

Enfield Old Park, Middlesex ; originally of
Yorkshire. Clayton, Ketilewell, Essex ; and
Enfield, Middlesex.

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four martlels sa.

FuLBORNE, V. Romesbury. Rommesbiiry, v.

Arg, a saltire engr. gu. betw. four martlets sa.

Bradby.
Arg. a saltire betw. four martlets within a bordure

sa. Bury.
Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four martlets sa.

Badby, V. Bradby.
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SALTIEE betw. or within cont.
4 Birds cont. (Martlets) cont,

Az. a saltire betw. four martlets arg. Smith,
Crantock, Cornwall; Baronetcy 1042; extinct
1661. Smith, Tregonnick, Cornwall.

Az. a saltire embattled counterembattled betw.
four martlets arg. Ketelby. Ketkeby, V,

Az. a saltire raguly betw. four martlets arg.
Kettleby.

Az. a saltire arg. betw. four martlets or. Smyth
or Smith, co. Bucks

;
and Cornwall.

Az. a saltire raguly arg. betw. four martlets or.

Kettleby.
Az. a saltire embattled betw. four martlets or.

Kittleby.
Or a saltire betw. four martlets gu. Moke,

France. Moy, France.
Or a saltire betw. four martlets sa, Guilford, V.

Or a saltire sa. betw. four martlets az. Gilford,
Kent.

Sa. a saltire betw. four martlets arg. Eustace.
Maele. Marle or Merle, V.

Sa. a saltire betw. four martlets arg. a bordure
erm. Eustace.

....("Woodpeckers)
Arg. a saltire az. betw. four woodpeckers ppr.
Woodward, Filkness, co. Oxford.

6 Birds (Martlets)
Arg. a saltire gu. betw. six martlets az. Valas.

Bordure

Arg. a saltire within a bordure az. Locard.

Arg. a saltire engr. az. within a bordure of the
last. LOUCHARD, V.

Arg. a saltire engr. az. within a bordure or.

Locherd or LoUCHARD.
Arg. a saltire engr. az. within a bordure engr. or.

Dreet, CO. Hereford. Greet, co. Hereford :

and CO. Salop. Lockard.

Arg. a saltire and bordure gu. Garrett.
Warrand.

Arg. a saltire within a bordure engr. gu. Sethe.
Standish.

Arg. a saltire gu. within a bordure sa. charged
with twelve bezants. Delapole or Pole.

Arg. a saltire gu. within a bordure sa. bezanty.
Delapoile. De la Poyle, V. Sir John dela

Pulle, L. Sire Johan de la Poye, N.
Delapoole, Middlesex. Poyle.

Arg. a saltire sa. within a bordure embattled gu.

Maxwell, Scotland ; Lyon Register.

Arg. a saltire sa. within a bordure embattled

countercompony of the second and first.

Maxwell, Calderwood, co. Lanark ; Baro-

netcy 1627; quartering arg. a bend az. for

Denniston.

Arg. a saltire sa. within a bordure of the last

charged with eight crescents or. Maxwell,
Garnsalloch, Scotland, a cadet of Carlaverock ;

Lyoji Register.

Arg. a saltire within a bordure sa. charged with

eight roses of the first. Maxwell, Loch, Scot-

land
; Lyon Register.

Arg. a saltire sa. within a bordure of the last

charged with eight lozenges of the first.

Maxwell, Barucleugh, Scotland; Lyon Re-

gister.

Arg. a saltire sa. within a bordure engr. of the

last. KiNKENY.
Az. a saltire or within a bordure charged with

eight mitres of the second. Heyworth, Lich-

field. William Heiworth, Bishop of Lichfield

and Coventry 1420-47.

Barry of six az. and or a saltire gu. within a bor-

dure engr. of the last. Oxton, co. Devon.

SALTIBE betw. or within .... cont.

Bordure cont.

Erm. a saltire gu. within a bordure engr. arg.

Fitzstevenb, Ireland.

Erm. a saltire engr. gu. within a bordure engr. of

the last. Gerald, Baron of Dormaiue;
Viscount Disse ; Harl. MS. 1603.

Gu. a saltire and bordure arg. Alexander de

Neville, Archbishop of York 1374-88.

Windsor, Estaines, Essex.
Gu. a saltire and bordure arg. a label of three

points compony or and az. Robert Nevil,
Bishop of Durham 1438.

Gu. a saltire arg. on a bordure az. six escallops or.

Hodington ; Harl. MS. 1404.

Gu. a saltire arg. within a bordure az. charged
with six cinquefoils or. Hodington.

Gu. a saltire arg. on a bordure az. eight roses (or

cinquefoils) or. Hodington. Hodyngton, V.

Gu. a saltire arg. a bordure or charged with eight
roses az. Hodington.

Gu. a saltire arg. within a bordure fiory az.

charged with six cinquefoils or. Hodington.
Gu. a saltire arg. within a bordure sa. bezanty.
Delapole.

Per saltire gu. and sa. a saltire arg. a bordure of

the second platy. Walter de la Pole, A. Wat
de la Pulle, J5, F.

Or a saltire gu. within a bordure sa. charged with
twelve bezants. Pole or De la Pole.

Gu. a saltire arg. within a bordure of the second

charged with eight hurts. Poyle.
Or three bars az. a saltire counterchanged a bor.

dure engr. gu. Diffort.
Or three bars az. over all a saltire counter-

changed within a bordure invecked gu.
DiPFORD or Ditford, London.

Bougets
Arg. a saiiire engr. gu. betw. four bougets sa.

Le Sire de Bonsor, T.
Bows

Or a saltire engr. sa. betw. four crossbows gu.
Arbaleste, France.

Buckles
Az. a saltire chequyor and gu. betw. four buckles

arg, Waddel and Weddell.
Az. a saltire betw. four buckles or. Weddell.

Caltraps
Gu. a saltire vair betw. four caltraps or. Browne.

Castles

Arg. a saltire vert betw. four castles s Town
of Plymouth. Burke.

Per pale gu. and sa. a saltire engr. betw, four
castles or. Colleton, co. Devon.

Chessrooks

Arg. a saltire betw. four chessrooks sa. Badeby,
V.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four chessrooks sa.

Badby, V.

2 Coronets
Az. a saltire or betw, two ducal coronets in pale

and as many mitres with labels in fess of the
last. Charlry-Prioby, co. Leicester.

4 Coronets

Arg. a saltire betw. four antique crowns sa.

BUSKE,
Cotises

Gu. a saltire or cotised arg, betw. four fleurs-

de-lis of the last. Farre, Great Bursted and

Eastwood, Essex; Visitation 1634. Farr,
Beccles, Sutfolk. Walter Farre, Great Bursted,
Essex, W.

Gu. a saltire cotised betw. fuur fleurb-de-lia or.

Farre.
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Crescent

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. two swans swim-

ming in water in the flanks ppr. in chief acres-

cent and in base a fleur-de-lis. Loch, Racban,
Scotland.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. a crescent in chief

and three mullets pierced of the field two in

fess and one in base gu. Anderson, Edin-

burgh.
Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. a crescent in chief

and three mullets in the flanks and base gu.
all within a bordure az. Anderson, Dow-
hill.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw, a mullet in chief and a

crescent in base gu. Maxwell, Hills, Gallo-

way, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. a mullet in chief and a

crescent in base of the last. Blair, Aberdeen.

Arg. a saltire sa. in base a crescent az. within a

bordure gu. Maxwell.
Arg. a saltire wavy betw. two mullets in the

flanks and a crescent in base gu. Anderson,
Aberdeen.

Arg. a saltire vert in chief a crescent gu. in

base a crosslet fitcby sa. Clerksone, Aber-

deen, Scotland.

Az. a saltire betw. three mullets and in base a

crescent arg. Anderson.
Gu. a saltire betw. two spur rowels in fess a spear-
head in chief arg. and a crescent in base or.

Bryson, Craigton.
2 Crescents

Arg. a saltire az. betw. a mullet in chief and base

and an increscent and decrescent in the flanks

gu. Hyggins, Nook.

Arg. a saltire betw. a cross-gate in chief and in

base and a crescent in each flank gu. Hegens,
Scotland.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. a mullet in chief two
crescents in flanks and a cross crosslet fitchy
in base gu. Anderson, Edinburgh.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. two mullets in the chief

and base and as many crescents in the flanks

gu. Anderson, Glasgow.
Arg. a saltire vert betw. two crescents in the

flanks gu. and a crosslet fitchy in base sa.

Clarkesone, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire vert betw. two crescents gu. in chief
and base and as many crosslets fitchy in the
flanks sa. Clarkson, Scotland.

Az. a saltire with two stars in the chief and base
and as many crescents addorsed in the flanks

arg. Haiqe, Bemer.side, Scotland. Haigh,
Huddersfield, co. York.

Or a saltire sa. betw. a crescent surmounted by a

cross crosslet fitchy az. in chief and in base and
a heart in each flank gu. Taylor, Scotland.

Sa. a saltire betw. a horse's head in chief and
in base arg. in the dexter flank a decrescent
in the sinister an increscent of the last.

Heignie, Craigforth.
3 Crescents

Arg. a saltire az. betw. three crescents gu. and a

dolphin hauriant in base sa. Smith, Scotland ;

and Stoke Park, co. Wilts.

Arg. a saltire az. betw. three crescents gu. and a

millrind in base of the second. Smith.
Gu. a saltire betw. three crescents one in

chief and two in the flanks arg. Oliphant,
Prinlis, Scotland ; Lyon Register.

4 Crescents

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. four crescents gu.
Cokefield.

SALTIBE betw. or within .... cont. .

4 Crescents cont.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four crescents gu.
Cokefield.

Az. a saltire betw. four crescents facing inward
to the centre arg. Haig or Haigh.

Az. a saltire arg. betw. four crescents each facing
the centre or. Wheldale.

Az. a saltire engr. betw. four crescents arg.
Barnewall, Ireland, F.

Az. a saltire engr. or betw. four crescents arg.

Barnewall, Essex.
Az. a saltire vairy or and gu. betw. four crescents

arg. Tutbury Priory, co. Siafl'ord. Lelanil,

Ci'Uect., i, 40.

Gu. a saltire embattled betw. four crescents arg.
Barnewell or Barnawelle, Stamford, co.

Lincoln ; and Cransley, co. Northampton, 1560.
Gu. a saltire raguly betw. four crescents arg.

Barnwell, Norfolk; and Sufl"olk.

Gu. a saltire betw. four crescents or. Kinaied,
Incbsture, Scotland

; quartering gu. three stars

arg. far Kirkaldy.
Gu. a saltire engr. betw, four crescents or.

Kinaird, That Ilk.

Per pale az. and gu. a saltire per saltire arg. and
or betw. four crescents those in pale counter-

changed those in flanks or. VVorsope, V.

Per pale az. and gu, a saltire arg, betw, four
crescents or. Worsop.

Per pale az. and gu.a saltire betw. four crescents

countercharged. Wausop.
Sa. a saltire potent arg, betw, four crescents or.

Kerle, Cornwall.

Cross

Arg, a saltire engr. betw. a mullet in chief two
crescents in flanks and a crosslet fitchy in base

gu. Anderson, Edinburgh.
.... a saltire . . , , betw. in chief a cross patty

fitchy , , , , in base a cinquefoil in dexter the
letter I in sinister the letter R, John Rysle,
cir. 1350. Seal.

Arg. a saltire vert in chief a crescent gu. and in

base a crosslet fitchy sa, Clerksone, Aber-

deen, Scotland.

Arg, a saltire vert betw, two crescents in the
flanks gu. and a crosslet fitchy in base sa.

Clarkesone, Scotland.

2 Crosses

Arg. a saltire az. betw, two Roman fasces in pale
ppr, and as many crosses patty fitchy in fess

gu. Rust, Abbots Hall, Stowmarket, SuS"olk,

Arg. a saltire vert betw. two crescents gu. in chief
and base and as many crosses crosslet fitchy sa.

in the flanks. Clarkson, Scotland.
4 Crosses

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four crosses crosslet

fitchy az. Ottys.

Arg. a saltire betw. four crosses formy fitchy az.

Shilleston, CO. Devon. Shilston, Shilston,
CO. Devon.

Arg. a saltire az. betw. four crosses crosslet fitchy
gu. Athelston or Athilston. Shilston,
Leywood, co. Devon ; Harl. MS. 1149, fo. 20b.

Arg, a saltire gu. betw. four crosses formy sa.

Stert, Membland, co. Devon; granted 1745.
Sturt.

Arg. a saltire betw. four crosses formy fitchy sa.

Shilleston, co. Devon, Shilston, Shilston,
CO, Devon,

Arg. a saltire betw. four crosslets sa. Brampton.
Arg. a saltire betw, four crosses crosslet fitchy sa,

Russe, V. Rust.
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4 Crosses cont.

Az. a saltire engr. betw. four cross crosslets fitchy

arg. Ottys, V*.
Az. a saltire engr. arg. betw, four crosses crosslet

fitchy or. Ottetez or Ottys, V-

Az. a saltire arg. betw. four crosses crosslet fitchy

or. Otes, Shipdon.
Az. a saltire or betw. four cross crosslets fitchy

arg. Russ, Gollinson, Somerset., ii, 57.

Az. a saltire betw, four crosses crosslet or.

Ellerker, CO. York. Francis, Norfolk.

Friskenny, CO. Lincoln, V. Sir Tbomas
Friskney, CO. Lincoln, 1400, V. Walter

Fristnay, v.

Az. a saltire engr, betw. four crosses crosslet or,

FlUSKNEY, V.

Az. a saltire betw. four crosses formy or.

Andrewes. Calebot, Norfolk.

Az. a saltire or betw. four crosses patty fitchy of

the second. Tbomas Andrew, V.

Az. a saltire betw. four crosses pomy or.

Fryskeney; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 115,

Erm. a saltire az. betw. four crosses formy fitchy
sa. Shilston, Sbilston,co. Devon.

Erm. a saltire az. betw. four crosses potent fitchy
sa. Shelstone.

Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet arg.
Frannes.

Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet fitchy

arg. Beaufais. Brampton, Brampton, Nor-

folk, W. John de Brompton, J. Brampton,
York, F.

Gu. a saltire arg. betw. four crosses crosslet or.

Windsor, Stanwell, Middlesex, temp. Richard I.

Gu. a saltire countercompony or and az. betw.

four crosses crosslet fitchy arg. Foyle, Somer-

ford-Keynes, co. Wilts.

Gu. a saltii'e chequy or and of the first betw. four

crosses crosslet fitchy arg. Foyle, co.

Hants.
Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet or.

Brewes. Fitz-Brewes. Francis, Norfolk.

Fraunceys, Lord Mayor of London 1342 and
1355. Frauncis, F.

Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses formy or.

Francis, CO. Derby; and Essex. Turyn, Ire-

land.

Gu. a saltire vair betw. four crosses patty fitchy
or. Champernon.

Gu. a saltire engr, betw, four cross crosslets arg.
Sir .... de Kerdeston, Norfolk, V.

Gyronny of four arg. and gu. a saltire betw, four

crosses crosslet all oounterchanged. Twisden,
Roydon Hall, East Peckham, Kent ; Baronetcy
1611. Twisden, Bradbourne, Kent. Twisden,
Kent, W. Wilham Twysenden, Wye, Kent,
F.

Quarterly gu. and arg. a saltire quartered and

oounterchanged betw. four crosses crosslet of

the same. Twysden, F. Twysenden, F.

Sa. a saltire engr. betw. four crosses crosslet or.

Calcott. Calton, Calton in Bakewell and

Edensor, co. Derby. Colton, co. Chester.

Sa. a saltire engr. betw. four crosses crosslet fitchy
or. Calton, Milton, co. Bucks. Calton, Calton

in Bakewell and Edensor, co. Derby, a family
mentioned in the list of gentry temp, Henry
VI.

Sa. a saltire or betw. four crosses formy arg.
Lacon.

Vert a saltire engr. betw. four crosses crosslet

fitchy arg. Befuechys, F. Befnechys, V.

Dench or Dknechye.

SALTIEE betw. or within .... cont.
4 Crosses cont.

Vert a saltire engr. arg. betw. four crosses cross-
let fiichy or, Denenshe. Devenish, F.

Vert a saltire engr. arg. betw, four cross crosslets
or. Devenish, co. Dorset.

Vert a saltire engr. or betw. four crosses crosslet

fitchy arg. Devenish, Sussex.
12 Crosses

Gu. a saltire betw, twelve crosslets arg. Denney
or Denny, Waltham Abbey, Essex; and Nor-
folk.

Gu. a saltire betw. twelve crosses patty arg.
Denny, Tralee Castle, co. Kerry; Baronetcy
1782. Debrett.

Gu. a saltire arg. betw. twelve crosses crosslet

or. Dennky or Denny, Essex
; and Nor-

folk. DucKETT, Grayrigghall, Westmoreland.
Grace (ancient), alias Windsor. Windsor,
Earl of Plymouth, Z, 348. Windsor, Farlam,
Cumberland. The same arms a crescent for

difif. Windsor, Lord Montjoy.
Gu. a saltire arg. betw. twelve crosses formy or.

Denny, Waltham. Denney, F.

Gu. a saltire arg. betw. twelve crosses patty fitchy
or. Denny, Raveningham and Thurlton

Langley, Norfolk; and Great Yarmouth;
granted 9 March, 1663.

Gu. a saltire betw. twelve crosses crosslet or.

Denny, Tralee Castle, co, Kerry ; Baronetcy
1782, Burke. Windsor, co, Berks ; and
Aunswell, co. Warwick, Windsor, Harnage
Grange, near Shrewsbury,

Gu. a saltire betw. twelve crosses patty or.

WlNDSOEE, F.

Gu. a saltire vair betw. twelve crosses botonny
or. Champernon,

Gu. a saltire vair betw, twelve crosses crosslet

fitchy or, Champernon.
Gu. a saltire vair betw. twelve crosses formy

fitchy or. Champernowne, Calcott, near

Cricklade, co. Wilts ; descended from the

Champernownes, co. Devon, William de
Cambo Ernulphi. Seal. Champernon.

13 Crosses

Gu. a saltire arg, betw. thirteen crosses botonny
or three three three three and one. Windsor.

16 Crosses

Gu. a saltire arg. betw. sixteen crosses crosslet or.

Windsor, Bradenham.

Cups
Sa. a saltire betw, four covered cups or. Butler ;

Harl. MS. 1603.

2 Escallops
Sa. a saltire engr. or betw. in chief two escallops

arg, Simon de Waddone, E.
3 Escallops

Arg, a saltire betw. a garb in chief and three

escallops az. Baebodr, Scotland.
4 Esoallops

Arg. a saltire gu. fretty or betw, four escallops of
the second. Blondesden, F, or Blondeston.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four escallops or.

Beridge, F. William Beveridge, Bishop of
St. Asaph 1704-8.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four escallops sa.

BURIDGE.

Arg. a saltire vairy or and gu. betw. four escallops
of the last. Collar, co. Gloucester.

Az. a saltire vairy or and sa, betw. four escallops
gu. Collar or Collor, co. Gloucester; con-

firmed 2 June, 1569.
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4 Escallops eont.

Az. a saltire betw. four escallops or. Wade,

Hampstead, Middlesex; and Kilnsey, co.

York. Wade, V.

Gu. a saltire betw. four escallops arg. Elston.

Searchden. Sercheden. Sichenden.

Seicheden, V.

Gil. a saltire or betw. four escallops arg.

Sercheden. Sirchedene, V.

4 Escucheons

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four escucheons sa.

Beridge.

Estoile

Arg. a saltire az. betw. a star in chief gu. and a

garb in each flank vert banded or and a dolphin
hauriant in base of the second. Smith,
Jamaica.

2 Estoiles

Az. a saltire cantoned with two stars in chief and

base and with as many crescents addorsed in

the flanks arg. Haigh, Huddersfield, co.

York. Haige, Benoerside, Scotland.

5 Estoiles

Arg. a saltire betw. a boar's head erased in chief

and three stars in the flanks and base sa.

Williamson, Scotland ; Pont'g MS.
Az. three stars arg. in the centre a cross of the

second surmounted of a saltire gu. both couped.

Murray, Ochtertyre, or Auchtertyre, co. Perth,

Scotland.

4 Estoiles

Arg. a saltire betw. four estoiles gu. Lucomb,
Cornwall.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. four estoiles gu. Lucomb
or LucoN. Lucombe, Cornwall, V.

Gu. a saltire engr. arg. betw. four estoiles or.

Rener.

Fasces

Arg. a saltire az. belw. two Roman fasces in pale

ppr. and as many crosses patty fitchy in fess

gn. Rust, Abbots Hall, Stowmarket, Suf-

folk.

Fish (Dolphin)

Arg. a saltire az. betw. a star in chief gu. and a

garb in each flank vert banded or in base a

dolphin hauriant of the second. Smith,
Jamaica.

Arg. a saltire az. betw. three crescents gu.
and a dolphin hauriant in base sa. Smith, Scot-

land; and Stoke Park, co. Wilts; quartering
second arg. on the sea a ship all ppr. third az.

a wild cat sejant holding up the dexter paw
fourth or a crescent gu.

4 Fishes (Eels)
Az. a saltire or betw. four eels naiant wavy of the

last. Fleuby, Ireland.

Fleur-de-Lis

Erm. a saltire az. in chief a rose and in base a

fleur-de-lis in each flank a lion ramp, facing
the exterior of the shield. Cankrien, Hull.

2 Flenrs-de-Iis

Az. a saltire wavy betw. two fleurs-de-lis in pale
and as many mullets in fess or. Domett.

4 Flears-de-Lis

Arg. a saltire engr. az. betw, four fleuis-delis

gu. Cowie, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis az.

Harleston. Thomas Harleston, Y. John
Nevil de Lincolnshire, Y.

SALTIBE betw. or within. . ..couf.

4 Fleurs-de-Lis cont.

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis sn.

Barnewell. Barnwell, Ireland.

Arg. a saltire engr. gu. betw. four fleurs-de lis sa.

Barnewell, Ireland.

Arg. a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa.

Hawkins, Ireland.

Arg. a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa. a bordure

az. a crescent for difi". Hawkins.
Az. a saltire erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg.

John Smith, Bishop of Llandufr 1470-8.

Az. a saltire erm. betw. four fleursde-lis or.

Cooke, W. Hugh. co. Lincoln. Hugh or

St. Hugh, Bishop of Lincoln 1186-120(1.

Az. a saltire engr. erminois betw. four fleurs-de-

lis or. Granted to Robert Maulkin Lingwood,
Christ's College, Cambridge.

Gu. a saltire az. fimbriated arg. betw. four fleurs-

de-lis or. Fairrie, Scotland.

Gu. a saltire erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Crooke, Winchester.

Gu. a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Sir

William Batten, Vice Admiral. Betayne.

Bettayne, F, or Bittayne, V. Britaine,
Lord Mayor of London 1326. Eytton.
Trewardreit or Tywardreyt Priory, Corn-
wall. Tywardreth Benedictine Priory ; Ash-
mole MSS. 763.

Gu. a saltire or cotised arg. betw. four fleurs-

de-lis of the last. Fabre, Great Bursted and

Eastwood, Essex; Visitation 1C34. Farr,
Beccles, Suffolk. Walter Fahre, Great Bursted,

Essex, W.
Gu. a saltire cotised betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Farre.

Gyronny of eight arg. and sa. a saltire betw. four

fleurs-de-lis counterchanged. Loftus. Losse,
Stanmore, Middlesex.

Gyronny sa. and arg. a saltire betw. four fleurs-

de-lis counterchanged. Loftus.
Or a saltire engr. gu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa.

Barnwell, Ireland.

Or a saltire sa. betw. four fleurs-de-lis az. Kelly,
That Ilk.

Per pale arg. and sa. a saltire purp. betw. four

fleurs-de-lis. Lane.

Quarterly arg. and sa. a saltire per saltire betw.

four fleurs-de-lis all counterchanged. Losse,
Cobdock, Suff"olk.

Quarterly sa. and arg. a saltire engr. per saltire

betw. four fleurs-de-lis radiating from the

centre all counterchanged. Loftus, Lord
Chancellor 1588; Harl. MS. 1441.

Sa. a saltire or betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg.
Bague.

12 Flenrs-de-Lis

Arg. a saltire engr. az. betw. twelve fleurs-de-lis

or. A BELL.

Arg. a saltire engr. gu. betw, twelve fleurs-de-lis

• • • • ABKLLi*

Flower (Rose)
Erm. a saltire az. in chief a rose and in base a

fleur-deiis in each flank a lion ramp, facing
the exterior of the shield. Cankrien,
Hull.

3 Flowers (Roses)
Vert a saltire engr. arg. betw. a mullet in chief

two garbs in fess and in base three roses ....

within a bordure of the third charged with eight
crescents of the field. Rig, Rigsland, Scot-

land.
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4 Flowers (Columbines)
Arg. a saliire conipouy or and az. betw. four

ciilurabines of the last. Colmngbokne, co.

M'ilts, F.

Aig. a saltire cheqtiy or and az. betw. four colnm-
liines ppr, CoLLiKGBOENK, CO. Devon ;

and c<i.

Wilts.

(Boses)
Arg. a saltire az. betw. four roses gu.

PlTTENDREICH, That Ilk.

Arg. a saltire betw. four roses gu. Macfarlake,
bcotland.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gn.

Lennox, Scotland, Earl Lennox ; temp.
William the Lion. Macfarlan, That Ilk

;

descended in a direct line from the old Earls

of Lennox. Napper or Sandy, F. Naper,
Loughcrew,co. Meath. Napper, IF. Rousheby,
V. RusHBY. Sandy, W.

Arg. a saliire engr. betw. four roses gu. for Napier
of Merchistoun. Napier, Napier, co. Ren-
frew ; Baronetcy 1G27 ; quartering second az.

a lion ramp. arg. crowned or for M'Dowall,
Ganhlane, third arg. a fess az. voided of the

field betw. three demi lions crowned gu.
for iVlilliken.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four roses (or cinquefoils)

gu. Napier, Lnton-Hoo, co. Bedford ;
and

Halliwell, co. Oxford; Her. Off. Queen Mary's
Funeral, 1-9.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. with a

mullet for diff. Napier, Balwhaple, Scot-

land.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. within

a bordure of the last. Napier, Ballicharne,
Scotland. Napier, Bailikinrany, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. within a

bordure indented of the last. Napier, Falside,

Scotland.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. within a

bordure indented gu. charged with eight cres-

cents arg. Napier, Harriestoun, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. within a

bordure indented of the last charged with eight
martlets of the field. Napier, Tayock, Scot-

land.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. seeded or

barbed vert within a bordure engr. of the

second. Sir James Napier, knt., d. 1799.

Arg. a saltire wavy betw. four roses gn.

Mac Pharlin or Mac Pharijne, That l!k,

and Arroquhar, Scotland. M'Fablane, Kirk-

toun, Scotland ; quartering gu. a chev. betw.

two cinquefoils in chief and a sword paleways
in base arg.

Arg. a saltire or betw. four roses gu. Welstead,
London.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. four roses gu. Napier,
CO. Dorset.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four roses gu.

Bellingham. Walter Bellengiee, Ireland

King of Arras; Harl. MS. 1171, fo. 10.

Rousheby, W.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four roses gu. seeded

or. RusHEBY or Rushby.
Az. a saltire or betw. four roses arg. Worsted.

Az. a saltire betw. four roses arg. Folbiiooke

or Fosbrooke, co. Northampton.
Az. a saltire engr, or betw. four roses ppr.

BCRTON.
Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four roses arg.

Delapile. Delepoole, Ireland.

SALTIEE betw. or within coin.

4 Flowers cont. (Roses) cont.

Gu. a saltire or betw. four roses arg. Salling.

Sallyng, W. Sellinge.
Or a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu.

Napier, Baron Napier ; quartering or on a

l)end az. a mullet betw. two crescents of the
field within a double tressuie flory counterflory
of the second for Scot of Thirlestane.

3-Foil

Quarterly or and arg. a saltire engr. per saltire gu.
and sa. betw. a mullet pierced in chief two
boar's heads erased respecting each other in

fess of the fourth and in base a trefoil slipped
vert. Anderson, Fermoy, co. Cork; Baronetcy
1813 ; extinct.

4 3-Foils

Arg. a saltire az. betw. four trefoils vert.

I'uENDERGAST, England.
Arg. a saltire che(iuy or and sa. betw. four tre-

foils of the third. Foyle, co. Dorset,

Arg. a saltire countercompony sa. and or betw.
four trefoils slipped of the second. Foyle.

Arp. a saltire betw, four trefoils slipped sa.

Foyle, co. Dorset ; and co, Stafford.

Arg. a saltire vair betw, four trefoils vert.

Prendergast, Ireland.

Arff. a saltire betw. four trefoils slipped vert,

Kei.eyne.
12 3-Foil8

Arg, a saltire sa. betw. twelve trefoils (error for

cherrie-) gu. slipped vert. Sergeaux.
4 4-Foils

.... a saltire .... betw. four quatrefoils ....

Pyne, Collinson, Somerset., i, 233.

Az. a srtllire engr. betw. four quatrefoils arg.

Speai.t, Herweton, co. Devon.
5-Foil

.... a saltire .... betw. in chief a cross patty

fitchy .... in base a cinquefoil in dexter the

letter I in sinister the letter R. John Rysle,
cir, 1350. Seal.

2 6-Foils

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. two cinquefoils in fess

sa. Colqtjhoun.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw, two hearts in pale gu. and
two cinquefoils in fess vert. Taylor, North-
umberland ; and Scotland.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. two hearts in pale

gu. and two cinquefoils in fess vert. Tailyoor,
Borrowfield ; granted 1764.

Arg. a saltire wavy sa. betw. two hearts in pale

gu. and two cinquefoils in fess vert. Taylor,

Lysson Hall, Island of Jamaica; Baronetcy
1 Sept., 1778. Taylor.

4 6-Foil8

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four cinquefoils az.

Hokelley, V.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four cinquefoils gu.

Naper, co. Devon; granted 1 Aug., 1577.

Robert Napier, alias Sandy, co. Devon, 1577,
W. Naper, London, W. Sandy.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four ciuquefoils (or roses)

gu. Napier, Luton-Hoo, co. Bedford ; and

Halliwell, co. Oxford; Her. Off. Queen Mary's
Funeral, 1-9.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw, four cinquefoils gu.
Ellercar. Sir Rauf Elleucar, Risby, V.

Ellerker, CO. York. Resby. Risby. Risceby,

Risceby, co. York, W.
Az. a saltire betw. four cinquefoils erg.

FosBRooKE or Folbrooke, CO. Northampton.
FOSSEBROKE, V. FoSSEBROOKE.
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.cant.SALTIRE betw. or within
4 5-Foils coiit.

Az. asaltire lirtw. four cinquefoils aig. seeded or.

Worsted, V.

Az. a saliire or betw. four cinquefoils arg.

Worsted.
Az. a saltire betw. four cinquefoils or. Fosbrooke,

Shardlow [lall, and Ravenstone Hall, co. Derby.

Gu. a saltire engr. arg. betsv. four cinquefoils or.

Brouneville. Suffiillc. BuRNEviLE, Suffolk.

Sire Robert Burnevile, N. V.

Gu. a saltire or betw. four cinquefoils arg.

Welstod.
Gu. a saliire engr. or betw. four cinquefoils arg.

BURN'EVII.F,.

12 5-Foils

Gu. a saltire arg. fretty nz. betw. twelve cinque-

foils or. Worth, Suffolk. Worthy. Wouthye,
Suffolk, V.

4 Fruits

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. four cberries gu. slipped
vert. Sergeaux.

Arg. a saliire sa. betw. four pears pendent gu.

Keli.oway.

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four pineapples.
Kething, Ireland.

Arg. a saltire betw. four pineapples gu. Katyng,
Kating, Katting, and Katlyng.

12 Fruits

ArL'. a sal'ire sa. betw. twelve apples gu.

Sergeauix, V.

Arg. a saliire sfl. betw. twelve cberries gu. slipped
vort. Sergeaux, Cornwall. Sir Richard

Sergeaulx, V.

Garb

Arg. a saltire betw. a garb in chief and three

escallops az. Barbour, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire betw. a garb in chief two escallops
in the flanks and another in base az.

Barbour, Scotland.

2. Garbs

Arg. a saltire rz. betw. a star in chief gu. and a

garb in each flank vert bonded or and a dolphin
hauiiflnt in base of the second. Smith,
Jamaica.

Gu. a saltire erm. betw. two cranes in pale arg.

and two garbs in fess or. Kirsopp, The

Spital, Northumberland.
Vert a saltire engr. arg. betw. a mullet in chief

two garhs in fess and in base three roses ....

witliin a bordure .... charged with eight

crescents of the field. Rig, Rigsland, Scot-

land; Lyon Register.

3 Garbs

Arg. a saltire az. betw. two garbs in the flanks

and one in base of the last banded or. Smith,
Gibliston, Scotland.

4 Garbs

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four garbs or. Read,
Easthert;hoIt, Suffolk.

Gu. a saltire betw. four garbs or. Read, co.

Bucks. Ueade. Reade, Ipsden, co. Oxford.

Reade, Bnrton, co. Berks ; and Shipton Court,
CO. Oxford; Buronetry ICGO.

2 Gates

Arg. a saltire hetw. a crossgnte in chief and in

base and a crescent in each flank gu. Hegeks,
Scotland.

12 Gouttys
Artr. a saltire f,'u. betw. twelve gouts sa. Kerey,

F, or Kercey, V.

. cont.SALTIEE betw. or within.,

Hammers
Ar?. a saltire indented betw. four hammers sa.

Yowr.EY.

Hand
Arg. a sMJiire wavy sa. betw. two human hearts

gu. in flanks a dexter band gu. holding a cross

crosslet az. in chief and a ship (square rigged)

ppr. with pennants gu. in hase. John Tayi.ok,

Kirkwall, Orkney; co. -heiresses m. de Pui-

Lusqne and Dawn.

Hands
Sa. a saltire erm. betw. four hands holding each

a battle-sxe. Tancaed, F. Tancarde. Edmund
Tancarde, V.

Head—Beast (Boar)

Arg. a saline betw. a boar's head erased in chief

and tliree stars in the flanks and base sa.

Williamson, Scotland: PoiiVs MS,

Arg. a saltire betw. three mullets in chief and

flanks sa. and a boar's bead erased in base ^u.

Williamson, Hutchinfield, Scotland; Ltjon

Register.

....(Bull)
... asaltire betw. a Imll's head erased in chief

and a galley in base .... Richardson,

Jedburgh.
Spear

Gn. a saltire betw. two spur rowels in fess a spear-
head in chief arg. and a crescent in base or.

Bryson, Craighton.

2 Heads—Beasts (Boars)
Arg. a saltire engr. betw. two mullets in chief cu.

and as many boat's heads erased in the flanks

az. Anderson, Wester Airderbreak.

Arg. a saltire wavy betw. two mullets in flanks

and two boar's heads in chief and base sa.

Williamson, Kirkaldy, Scotland ; Lyon
Register.

Quarterly or and arg. a saltire engr. per saltire gu.
and sa. betw. a mullet pierced in cb'ef two

boar's heads respecting each other in fess of

the fourth and in base a trefoil slipped vert.

Anderson, Fermoy, co. Cork ; Baronetcy 1B12.

(Horses)
Sa. a saltire betw. a horse's head in chief and

in base arg. in the dexter flank a decrescent in

the sinister an increscent of the last. Heignie,

Craigforth.

(Otters)

Arg. a saltire betw. two ottei's heads in flanks sa.

and a heart in chief and base gu. Taylor,
Scotland.

(Oxen)
Az. a saltire erm. betw. two liull's heads erased in

pule and as many lion's gambs erased in fess

or. NuNN, Bnry St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

Birds (Cocks)
Or a saltire vair hetw. two cock's heads erased in

pale sa. combed and wattled gu. and two pheons
in fess of the third. Johnson, Runcorn, co.

Chester.

.... Pheons
Or a saltire vair betw. two cock's heads ernsed in

pale sa. combed and wattled gu. and two pheons
in fess of the third. Johnson, Runcorn, co.

Chester.

8 Heads
Or a saltire az. betw. three stag's heads couped

gu. Malcolm, Balbeurdie, co. Fife; Baro-

netcy ...
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SALTIRE betw. or within cont.

4 Heads Beasts (Bears)
Arg. a suliire engr. betw. lour bear's beads

erased sa. muzzled or. Betenham or Betnam,
Kent. Bettenham, Kent, T'.

Arj;. a saltire eagr. sa. pierced lozengy of the

field betw. four bear's heads erased of the
second muzzled or. Bisenham, Kent.

.... (Boars)
Gu. a saltire betw. four boar's heads or.

Clerke ; quartering az. a cbev. betw. three

leopard's bends arg.
Gu. a saltire betw. lour hoar's heads couped or.

Clfrke. De Rake. Lawi.esse,
Or a saltire betw. four boar's heads couped sa.

PuRCELL, Baron of Loughmoe; so created l>y

the Enrl of Ormonde, as Palatine of Tipperary.
Vert a saltire engr. betw. four boar's heads erased

arg. Chapman, Scotland, Chapman.

.... (Deer)
Az. a saltire voided beiw. four stag's heads

cabossed or. Taylor, Padgbuiy, near Con-

pleton, CO. Chester. Tayi.our, Steventon, co.

Bedford; granted Nov. 1610; and co. Derby.
Or a saltire gu. betw. four stag's heads erased of

the last. Malcom or Malcolm, England.
Sa. a saltire erra. betw. four buck's beads

cabossed or. Bishpam, V.

Sa. a saltire betw. four buck's heads cabossed
erminois. Bispham, Bisphara, co. Lancaster :

granted 1613.

.... (Horses)
Gu. a saltire betw. four lioise's heads or.

Slade.
Gu. a saltire betw. four horse's heads couped or.

Clarke, Ireland, V. Clerke.
Gu. a saltire engr. betw. lour horse's heads

couped or. Cleuke, Lynn Regis, W,
. .. .(Leopards)

Gu. a saltire betw. four leopard's heads or.

Ansell, Collinson, Somerset., ii, 95. Anstell,
temp. Henry VI, W. Russell.

Gu. a saltire vair betw. four leopard's heads or.

Stamford, F.

Sa. a saltire erm. betw. four leopard's heads or.

Sparkling, Isle of Thanet, 1590. Sprackling,

Thanet, Kent. Robert Spraklikg, isle of

Thanet, W. Sprakling.
Sa. a saltire betw. four leopard's heads or.

BliOYN, K
....(Lions)

Gu. a saltire betw. four lion's heads erased or.

Kingswell, CO. Hants.
Gu. a saltire vair betw. four lion's faces or.

Stamford, Chester Herald, temp. Richard

III.

Or a saltire erm. betw. four lion's heads erased

sa. Cracherode. Crochrod, Essex
;

and

Suffolk.

....(Wolves)

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four wolfs beads couped
ppr. Outlawe, Little Wichingham, Norfolk ;

June 1613.
....Monsters (Griffins)

Arg. a saltire az. betw. four griffin's heads erased

gu. Aylwarde or Alwarde, Suffolk. Aubery,
Suffolk. Burke.

Arg. a saltire betw. four griffia's heads erased sa.

AwBRE, Suffolk.

Arg. a saltire per cross gu. and vert betw. four

griffin's heads erased sa. Pynne, co. Herts,

V.

SALTIRE betw. or withia cont.

4 Heads cont. Monsters (Griffins) cont.
Or a saltire az. betw. four griffin's lieHd-s erased

pu. Aubery, Lord Mayor of London 1339,
1340, and 1351. Sir Andrew Aubrey, V.

... .Fheons

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four pheons ....

Orenge.
Az. a saltire erra. betw. four plieous or. Tylden,

Milsted, Kent; temp. Charles I. Tylden,
Braiichley, Kent.

Vert a saltire betw. four pheons arg. Blades, co.

York.
... .Spears

Az. a saltire voided ur betw. four spear's heads

arg. BoGLEY.
Az. a saltire voided betw. four spear's heads erect

or. Granted 1G18 to Robert Harbin, Newton,
CO. Somerset. Harbin, Collinson, Somerset.,
iii, 2U(*..

Heart

Ai'g. a saltire az. betw. a laurel leaf in chief and
one in each flank vert and in base a heart gu.
Marshall, Kilcormie.

2 Hearts

Arg. a saltue sa. betw. a heart in chief and base

gu. and an otter's head erased in each flank sa.

Taylor, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. cantoned with a heart in

chief and base gu. and a cinquefoil in each

flank vert. Tailyour, Borrowfield ; granted
176i. Taylor, Northumberland ; and Scot-

land.

Arg. a saltire wavy sa. betw. two human hearts

in pale gu. and two cinquefoils in fess vert.

Taylor, Lysson Hall, Island of Jamaica;
Baronetcy Sept. 1778; extinct IHlb.

Arg. a saltire wavy sa. betw. two human hearts

gu. in flanks a dexter baud gu. holding a cross

crosslet az.in chief and a ship (square rigged)

ppr. with pennants gu. in base. John Taylor,
Kirkwall, Orkney ; co.-heiresses m. de Pui-

busque and Dawn.
Or a saltire sa. betw. a crescent surmounted by a

cross crosslet fitchy az.in chief and in base and
a heart in each flank gu. Taylor, Scotland.

4 Hearts

Arg. a saltire wavy sa. betw. four hearts gu.

Taylor, Jamaica, West Indies. John Taylor
or Taylour, descended from Robert Tailzeour,

Tailzeourtown.
2 Horns

Arg. a saltire engr. gu. in each flank a buglehorn
sa. all within a bordure az. Pierie, Royal

Navy.
Vert a saltire arg. betw. a buglehorn in each

flank and base or stringed gu. in chief a mullet

of the second. Pollock, Balgtay, co. Renfrew.

3 Horns
Az. a saltire betw. three hunting-horns in the

flanks and base arg. and an arrow in chief of

the last point upwards. Pollock, Roxburgh,
Scotland.

4 Horns
Vert a saltire betw. four hunting-horns arg.

stringed gu. Pollock.
Inkmoline

Arg. a saltire az. betw. three crescents gu. and a

uiillrind in base of the second. Smith.

4 Inkmolines

Arg. a saltire beifv. four millriuds sa. Bradby.
Insects

Arg. a salure betw. four butterflies volant sa.

'I'ravers.
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.cont.SALTIRE betw. or within
Insects cont.

Arg. a saltire betw. four gadbees sa. Travers,
V.

Or a snltire engr. az. betw. four butterflies (or

gadflies) volaut- gu. Browne, Winslow, co,

Leicester, V.

Keys
Az. a saltire per saltire quarterly quartered or and

arg. on the dexter side two keys erect endorsed

one or the other arg. on the sinister a sword

erect. BISHOPRIC of Bath and VVeli.s, as

borne by Bishop Montague in 1G08. Edmond-
son.

3 Leaves (Laurel)

Arg. a saltiie az. Iietw. a laurel leaf in chief and

in each flai\k vert and in base a heart gu.

Marshall, Kilcormie.

Arg. a saltire humetty az. betw. an edock leaf in

each flank and base vert. Marishall, Queens-

bury.
4 Leaves

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four leaves vert. Ketyn,

Ireland, V.

....(Holly)

Arg. a saltire betw. lour holly leaves vert.

(jARshore, That Ilk.

....(Laurel)

Arg. a saltire az. betw. lour laurel leaves vert

within a bordure gu. charged with eight annu-

lets or. Marshall.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four laurel leaves sa.

Nyssell, Kent.

(Nettle)

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. tour nettle leaves vert.

Keating or Keching, London. Ketvne, Ire-

land; Uarl. MS. 1425, fo. 2256. Ketyng.

(Oak)

Arg. a saltire az. betw. four oak leaves vert.

Piper or Pyper.
Or a saltire gu. betw. four oak leaves vert.

Keating.
2 Legs

Az. a saltire erm. betw. two bull's heads erased

in pale and as many lion's gambs erased in fess

or. NuNN, Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk.

4 Legs
Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four lion's gambs erect

ppr. Nun.
Sa. a saltire betw. four lion's gambs or. Nunn,
Essex ; Suflfolk ;

and Norfolk.

Sa. a saltire betw. four lion's gambs erased or.

NooNE, Swaffbam, Norfolk ; and Tostock,
Sufifolk. Nunn, St. Margaret's, co. Wexford.

Nunn, Rose Hill, Enniscorthy, co. Wexford.
NouNE or NuNNE, Suflolk.

Letter

.... a saltire .... betw. in chief a cross patty

fitchy .... in base a cinquefoil m dexter the

letter I in sinister the letter R. John Kysle,
cir. 1350. Seal.

Locks

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four staples sa. Staple,
Lord Mayor of London 137G.

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. lour doorstaples sa.

Stockton or Stockdon.

Arg. a saltire betw. lour staples sa. Stapilles.

Lozenges
Gu. a saltire voided or betw. four lozenges vair.

Belhouse.
ISascles

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. four mascles gu. Tvnmoee,
Norlolk.

, cont.SALTIRE betw. or within.

Mitres
Az. a saltire or betw. two ducal coronets in pale
and as many mitres with labels in fess of the

last. Charley Priory, co. Leicester.

Mullet

Arg. a saltire az. betw. a mullet in chief and a

martlet in base of the last. Walker, Scot-

land.

Arg. a saltire az. in cbief a mullet and in base a

martlet .... Freer, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. a mullet in chief and a

crescent in base gu. Maxwell, Hills, Gallo-

way, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. a mullet in chief and a

crescent in base of the last. Blair, Aber-

deen.

Arg. a saltire engr. betw. a mullet in chief two

crescents in the flanks and a cross crosslet

litchy in base gu. Anderson, Edinburgh.
Az. a saltire or cantoned by ships under sail in

chief and flanks and a mullet in base arg.

Jameson, Leith, Scotland.

Quarterly or and arg. a saltire engr. per saltire

gu. and sa. betw. a mullet pierced in cbief two

boar's bends erased respecting each other in

fess of the fourth and in base a trefuil slipped
vert. Anderson, Fermoy, co. Cork ; Baronetcy
1812.

Vert a saltire arg. betw. a mullet in chief of the

second a buglehoru in each flank and another

in base or stringed gu. Pollock, Balgray,
CO. Renfrew.

Vert a saltire engr. arg. betw. a mullet in chief

two garbs in fess and three roses in base ....

within a bordure of the third charged with

eight crescents of the field. Rig, Kigsland,

Scotland; Lyon Register.

2 Mullets

Arg. a saltire az. betw. a mullet in chief and base

and an increscent and decrescent in the flanks

gu. Hyggins, Nook.

Arg. a saltire engr. cantoned with two mullets in

chief and in base as many crescents in the

flanks gu. Anderson, Glasgow.

Arg. a saltire waved betw. two mullets in the

flanks and a crescent in base gu. Anderson,
Aberdeen.

Arg. a saltire wavy betw. two boar's heads erased

in chief and base and as many mullets in the

flanks sa. Williamson, Kirkaldy, Scotland ;

Lyon Register.
Az. a saltire wavy betw, two fleurs-de-lis in pale
and as many mullets in fess or. Domett.

Gu. a saltire betw. two spur-rowels in fess a spear
head in chief arg. and a crescent in base or.

Bryson, Craigton.

3 Mullets

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. a crescent in chief

and three mullets pierced of the field two in

fess and one in base gu. Anderson, Edin-

burgh.
Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. a crescent in chief

and three mullets in the flanks and base gu.
all within a bordure az. Anderson, Dow-
hill.

Arg. a saltire betw. three mullets in chief and
flanks sa. and a boar's head erased in base gu.

Williamson, Hutchinfield, Scotland ; Lyon
Register.

Az. a saltire betw. three mullets and in base a

crescent arg. Anderson.
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.cont.SALTIRE betw. or within.
4 Mallets

Arg. a sallire betw. four mullets gu. Garsett or

Garsed, Norwich. Thomas Hewokth, Y.

Hewoeth or Hepworth.
Arg. a saltire betw. four mullets pierced gu.

Gesset, Norwich.

Arg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four mullets gu.
Anderson.

Arg. a saltire betw. four mullets sa. Christie.

Art;, a saltire engr. betw. four mullets sa.

WoTTON, Encleborne, co. Somerset. Wotton,
CO. Devon, W.

Gu. a saltire betw. four mullets arg. Delaeiver,
Ireland.

Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four mullets pierced

arg. Hakdwick.
Gu. a saltire engr. arg. betw. four mullets or.

Hardewick. HARDWicKjLindley, CO. Leicester,

3 Henry VIII; quartering Langham of Gop-
sall, Astley of Nailston, Stevens, Bermingbam,
Flanders of Flanders, Foucher, Champain,
Fiindin, Appleby of Appleby, Freville, Botte-

tourt, De Montforl, Devereux, Camville, Mar-

mion, De La Piaunche, Fitzottes, Beauchamp
Earl of Warwick, Soinery, Zouch, Mortimer,

etc.; descended from John de Hardwick,

Hardwick, co. Warwick, temp. King John ; the

co-heiresses were—Alice, m. to William Ding-

ley, Charlton, co. Worcester; Elizabeth, m. to

James Burton, Faulde, co. Stafford; Anne, m.
to George Winter, Worthington, co. Leicester;

Mary, m, to William Whitehall, Bloxwich, co.

Stafford ; Dorothy, m. to Sir Anthony Har-

court, Bosworth, co. Leicester, knt.; and Joice,

m. to Michael Purefoy, Caldcot, co. Leicester.

Heedewick, Herdewick, co. Lincoln, W.
Purefey, CO. Leicester.

Gu, a sallire betw. four mullets of eight points

pierced or. Bryceson.
Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four mullets or pierced

of the field. Picke, co. Westmoreland.

Gu. a saltire vair betw. four mullets arg. Hill,
Heligan, Cornwall; Hill's Court, co. Devon;
CO. Hants; co. Lincoln; and co. Somerset.

Hill, co. Lincoln, V. Hill, as borne by
Richard Hill, Serjeant to the Cellar to Henry
VIII, Visitation of Hants, IQ'ii.

Gu. a saltire vair betw. four mullets or. Fychett,
V.

Or a saltire engr. gu. betw. four mullets sa.

Ansty, Cornwall.

Or a saltire betw. four mullets sa. Christy,
. Moyallan, co. Down ; Patching Hall, Broom-

field, Essex; and Stockwell, Surrey : a branch

of the Christies of Dundee, N.B. Christie,

Scotland.

Or a saltire engr. betw. four mullets sa. Christie,

Balluchie, Scotland.

Or a saltire indented betw. four mullets sa.

Christie, Aberdeen.

Or a saltire invecked betw. four mullets sa.

Christie, Craigtoun, Scotland.

Per pale . . and . . a saltire vair betw, four mul-

lets . . Hiix, CoUinson, Somerset., i, 24-1.

Sa. a saltire arg. betw. four mullets or. Brandsby.

Sa. a saltire arg. betw. four mullets or within a

bordure gu. Branton, V.

Vert a sallire engr. arg. betw. four mullets or.

Hawley, CO. Lincoln.

Pbeons

Arg. a sallire erm. betw. four pheons or.

Tylden, Wye, Kent.

...cont.

Arg. Travees.

in fess.

Sa. a saltire

SALTIRE betw. or within.

Reptiles (Snakes)
a sallire betw. four scorpions sa.

2 Roundles
Or a saltire az. betw, two hurts

Arnsei.l.
4 Roundles (Bezants)

Az. a sallire or betw. four bezants. Danelem or

Danelyn.
Erm. a sallire chequy or and gu. betw. four

bezants. Hameston.
Erra. a saltire countercompony or and gu. betw.

four bezants. Humerston, V.

Gu. a saltire engr. arg. betw. four bezants.

Ancell or ANSCEiJi, Cornwall. Anstell or

ANSELL,Cornwall, Arissel, Cornwall. Auncell,
Cornwall.

Gu. a saltire engr. or betw. four bezants.

Arressell.

(Ogresses)

.\rg. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four ogresses each

charged with a pheon of the field. Fletcher,
Hutton in the Forest, Cumberland,

(Plates)
Az. a saltire engr. arg. betw. four plates.

Barnewells; Harl. MS. 1603.

Gu. a sallire arg. betw. four plates each charged
with a leopard's face ppr.

~

Mary, co. Devon.
Gu. a saltire engr. erm.

Austen.

(Pomeys)
. betw. four pomeys.

.. ..(Torteaux)

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four torteaux.

E. Bloyow, Cornwall, V.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. four torteaux.

Bloyan, Bloyhew, V, and Bloywe.
16 Roundles (Bezants)

Gu. a sallire vair betw. sixteen

Champernon.
Rowels

Gu. a saltire betw. two spur-rowels in fess a spear
head in chief arg. and a crescent in base or.

Bryson, Craigton.

Ship
... a saltire betw. a bull's head erased in chief

. . . and a galley in base. . . Richardson, Jed-

burgh.
Arg. a saltire wavy sa. betw. two human hearts

gu. in flanks a dexter hand gu. holding a cross

crosslet az. in chief and a ship (square rigged)

ppr. with pennants gu. in base. John Taylor,
Kirkwall, Orkney; co.-heiresses m. de Pui-

busque and Dawn.
3 Ships

Az. a saltire or cantoned by ships under sail in

chief and flanks and a mullet in base arg.

Jameson, Leith, Scotland.

4 Ships
Az. a saltire or cantoned with four ships under

sail arg. Jameson, Scotland.

(Horse) Shoes

Per pale arg. and sa. a saltire counterchanged
betw. four horseshoes gu. Hunt, Kilderveston

Norfolk.
Suns

Az. a saltire vairy arg. and gu. betw. four suns or.

Eastchuech.
Sword

Az. a saltire per saltire quarterly quartered or and

arg. on the dexter side two keys erect endorsed

one or the other arg. on the sinister a sword

Pease, Ottery St.

betw. four plates.

Blow.

Blothow,

Bl.OYNE,

bezants.
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SALTIBE betw. or within.... cont.

Sword cont.

erect. Bishopric of Bath and Weli.s, as

borne by Bisliop Montague in ]UU8. Edmond-
son.

Tails

Arg. a sultire gn. betw. in chief and base an erm.

spot. i^'iTZ MouiCE, Baron of Linnan.

Trees

Arg. a SHliire gu. betw. four palm trees erased

vert. Cakt, London, and Dunstable, co. Bed-

lord.

SALTIRE betw. or within....
and in chief. ...

Canton

Arg. a saliire wavy sa. betw. two hearts in pale

gu. and as many cimjuefoils in fess vert a

canton erm. Watson-Taylor, Earl Stoke

Park, CO. Wilts.

On a Canton.. ..Fruits

Or a saltire beiw. four martlets sa. on a canton

arg. a pomegranate ppr. seeded gu. Guii.foed.

GuLDEFOKD, Hcmsled Place, Kent, temp.
Ricliard I; the heiress m. John Dudley, Duke
of Northumberland ;

the male line of the family

being continued by George Guldefokd, Hera-

sted.

. .. .Fleur-de-lis

Per saltire arg. and gu. a saltire per saltire betw.

four crosslets cnunterchanged on a canton of

the first a fleur-de-lis of the second. Feyden,
as borne by Judge Fryden.

Chief

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. a mullet in chief and a

crescent in base gu. a chief of the second.

Black, co. Aberdeen.
Yert a saltire invecked erminois betw. two pheons

in pale or and as many swans in fess arg. a

chief of the second. Percival, Newport-
Paynell, co. Buckingham ; granted 17-45.

Arg. a saltire az. betw. four crosses mohne gu.

a chief of the second. Drysdale, Scot-

land.

Arg. a saltire az. betw. four crosses moline sa.

a chief of the second. Drysdale.

Arg. a sultire gu. in the first quarter three erm.

spots barways in each of the others a mascle

a chief of the second. Annand, Scotland.

Vert a saltire engr. ermine betw. four mullets of

six points or a chief paly of six or and az.

KiDD.
Az. a saltire or betw. four bezants a chief erm.

Hyde, London ; Her. Off. Lond., c. 24.

Gu. a saltire arg. in chiet a rose of the last a chief

sa. CuituiE, Newby and Kelwood, Scotland.

Gu. a saltire or betw. four bezants a chief erm.

Hyde, co. Nottingham.
Or a saliire betw. two spur rowels in the flanks

gu. a chief of the last. Bruce, Pittarthie, Scot-

laud.

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. two raascles in chief and

base az. and in the flanks a spot of erm.

a chief of the second. Annand, Aucter Ellon,
CO. Aberdeen; and Sutton, Surrey.

On a Chief Beast (Deer)
Arg. a Saliire pean betw. four ogresses on a chief

az. a hind couchantor. Henley, Kent.

(Lion)
Vert a saltire betw. four pheons arg. on a chief

or a lion passant gu. Blaydes or Blades,

Kanby Hall, co. Notts.; and High I'aull and

SALTIKE betw. or within
and in chief. . . . cont.

On a Chief cont. Beast (Lion) cont.

Beverley, co. York; lormeriy Bursblades, co.

Durham.
Gu. a saltire betw. two estoiles or in chief and in

base in the flanks two mullets arg. on a chief

of the second a lion pass, guard, of the hrst.

Spankie.
Gu. a saltire betw. two mullets in chief and base

or and another in each flank arg. on a chief

of the second a lion pass, guard, of the first.

Bryce, Bowion, Scotland.

Bird (Eagle)
Arg. a saltire betw. f.iur mascles gu. on a chief

vert a denii eagle displ. with iwo heads or.

Parminsteh, 'L'ockington, co. Gloucester;

temp. Henry III.; and Watermouth,co. Devon ;

temp. Henry VII.
2 Birds

Arg. a saltire engr. gu. on a chief two birds

volant within a bordure gobonated or and gu.

TWITTY.
Cushions

Arg. a saltire gu. on a chief of the last three

cushions or within a bordure. Johnston,

Benholm, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire sa. within a bordure on a chief gu.

three cushions or. Johnstone, Stratton, Scot-

land.

Arg. a saltire sa. within a bordure wavy vert

charged with three bezants on a chief gu. as

many cushions or. Johnston, Anslruther, Scot-

land.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. an increscent and a

decrescent in the flanks az. and a palm branch

in base vert on a chief of the second three

cushions of the first. Johnson, Edinburgh.

Arg. a saltiie sa. in base a heart crowned on a

chief gu. three cushions or. Johnstone,

Alva, CO. Clackmannan. Johnston, Cowhill,

CO. Dumfries.

Arg. a saltire sa. two mullets one in chief and one

. in base on a chief nebuly sa. three cushions

arg. Johnston, Gratney, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire sa. in chief and in base a stag's

head erased ppr. attired or in the flanks a cross

crosslet fitchy az. on a chief gu. three wool-

packs of the fourth. Johnstone, Scotland.

Arg. a saltire sa. betw. two escallops in fess on a

chief of the second three cushions of the first.

Johnston, Wordmilns, Scotland.

Arg. a saliire invecked sa. betw. two pellets in

fess on a chief gu. three cushions or.

Johnston, Clathrie, Scotland.

.... 3 Fishes

Arg. a saltire engr. gu. betw. four erm. spots sa.

on a chief of the second three fishes baurient of

the first. Butts, Dorking, Surrey.

(Dolphins)
Az. a saltire betw. four trefoils slipped or on a

chief of the last three dolphins embowed az.

Cowper, London.
Az. a saltire engr. betw. four trefoils slipped or on

a chief arg. three dolphins embowed of the

first. Cooper, London.
Az. a saltire engr. betw. four trefoils slipped or

on a chief arg. three dolphins embowed of the

first within a bordure engr. gu. Cowpee,
CO. Salop.

Flags
Arg. a saltire betw. four laurel leaves vert on a

chief embattled iv£. two French flags in saltire
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SALTIRE betw. or within
and in chief. . . . cont.

On a Chief cont. Flags cnnt.

surmounted by a swor<l treci all ppr. over the

sword Bourlion in pold letters. Sir Henry
Keating, Justice of the Commou Pleas,

1859,

....Fleur-de-Lis
Gu. a saltire or beiw. four platen each charged

with a hurt on a f^hief eim. a fleur-de-lis az.

LAnrENT. East Shnen, and Roehampton.
Surrey; Baronetcy 1841 ; quartering Hoche-

pied.

. ...Flowera (Roses)

Arg. a saltire sa. hetw. a cinquefoil in chief and a

crescent in base gu. and on either side an

eagle's head erased bz. on a chief of the second

three roses of the field. Patrick, co. Ayr;
and Trearne and Hnzlehead, co. Ayr.

.... Hand
Arg. a salire az. within a bordure gu. on a chief

of the second a man's arm issuing from the

dexter habited of the first holding a shoulder

of mutton ppr. to a lion pass. or. Bonar, Lon-
don ; and Chiselhurst, Kent, 1813.

Harp
Arg. a saltire betw. four holly leaves vert within

a bordure of the last on a chief az. a lyre betw.

twotnlbot's heads erased or, Braham, London:
and Finchley.

....Head

Arg. a saltire gu. betw. four leaves vert on a chief

az. a lion's head erased betw. two battle-axes

or. Borrel, W.
Or a saltire gu. betw. four leaves vert on a chief

az. a lion's head erased betw. two battle-axes

ppr. Burreli,, Milfield and Brome Park,
Northumberland.

....3 Heads
Az. a saltire engr. or betw. four martlets arg. on a

chief gu. three boar's heads couped each in

dishes gold. Brady, Hazlebrook, co. Dublin ;

Baronetcy 1869.

Vert a saltire betw. four birds arg. on a chief gu.

three boar's heads couped in chargers or.

Brady, co. Meath,

Mullet

Arg. a saltire and chief gu, with a mullet in the

dexter chief point or all within a bordure

indented of the second. Bruce, Wester Kin-

loeh, Scotland, a scion of Airth,

Or a saltire gu. within a bordure wavy of the last

on a chief of the second a mullet in the dexter

chief point of the first. Buice alias Bruce,

Kilroot, Ireland; confirmed at the Lyon Off.

Edinburgh, 10 June, 1093.

Palets

Arg. a saltire betw. four boar's heads couped gu.

on a chief or three palets vair, Stanihurst.

Arg. a saltire and chief gu, the last charged with

three palets or all within a bordure compony
az, and of the first. Keith, Arthurhouse,
Scotland,

.... Boandlet

Gu. a saltire countercompony or and erm. betw,

in chief a key sinister a martlet base a dolphin
embowed and dexter a ragged staff all arg. on a

chief or an ogress charged with a talbot sejant

arg. and accompanied on the dexter with a

squirrel sejant and on the sinister a bull's

head couped sa, William Hoi.ston, Hynnam-
hall, Suflollc, W.

SALTIBE betw. and in base ....

Arg. a saltire sa. in base an anchor ppr. within a
i)orilure of the second charged with eight roses.

CoLQUHOUN, Kiileriuont and GarscaUden,
CO. Dumbarton.

Arg. a saltire sa. in ba«e a crescent az. within

a bordure gu. Maxwell,

On 1 SALTIBE
Annulet

Arg. on a saltire sa. a gem-ring or stoned bz.

Maxwell, Nether Pollock, co. Renfrew ;

Baronetcy. . • .

Arg. on a saltire engr. sn. an annulet or. Leike.

Medleton, Carlisle; quaitering Hedlum,
Crakenthoipe, Lancaster, Maniinhall, Newton,
Langrige, and Alanby j Durham Visitation,
1015.

EriTi. on a saltire sa. an annulet or voided of the

first. Barton, Lord Mayor of London, l-tlO

and 1430.

Gu. a saltire arg. charged with an annulet sa.

Nevil, Lord Latimer, Z, 345, Latimer.
Or on a saltire engr, sa. an annulet of the fit-Id.

Boutetort.
2 Annulets

Gu. on a saltire arg. two annulets interlaced in

fess, Robert Nevill, Bishop of Salisbury,
14'.i7 .')7, afterwards of Durham.

6 Annulets

Arg, on a saltire engr, sa. five nnnulets of the

field. Leke or Leyke, co. Derby.

Arg. on a saltire sa. five annulets or. Upton,
CO. Leicester, F. Welsh.

Erm. on a saltire gu. five annulets or. Barron
or Baeon, originally Fitzgerald, Baron of Burn-

church, Belmont House, co. Kilkenny; and
Glenanna, co. Waterford ; Baronetcy, 1H41.

Abwe, Cornwall.

Or on a saltire sa. five annulets of the field.

Leeke, Edmonton, Middlesex.

Or on a saltire quarterly pierced sa. five annulets

counterchanped, Benjamen,
9 Annulets

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. nine annulets of the

first. Leek. Leke, Sutton, co. Derby ; Baro-

netcy 1611, extinct 1730 ; subsequently Earl of

Scarsdale, 1645, and Baron Deyncourt, 1024.

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa, nine annulets or.

Leake, co. Nottingham, co. Derby, and co.

Yorkshire. M. John de Leyke, S. John

Lake, Bishop of Bristol, 1684-5, afterwards

Chichester. Sir John Leyke, Sutton in the

Dale, CO. Derby, V. Leeke, Newark-on-Trent,
CO. Nottingham.

Bars

Arg. on a saltire sa. three bars wavy or. Bdrght.
Beast (Lion)

Arg. on a saltire engr. az, a lion pass, guard.
betw. four Eastern crowns or. Timbeell.

Az. on a saltire erm. a lion ramp, gu, Wilcocks,
Kent.

5 Beasts (Lions)
Arg. on a saltire gu. five lions saliant or, Adyn,

Dorchester,
Bendlet

Az, a saltire or charged with a bendlet of the

first. Teringham, co. Leicester, V.

Bird (Martlet)
Gu. on a saltire arg. a martlet sa. Nevill, Lord

Furnivall.

Gu. on a saltire arg. a martlet of the field.

M. Thomas Nevill, S. Alexandre Nevill de

Raskell, Y,
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On 1 SALTIEE cont.

5 Birds (Dncks)

Arg. on a saltire sa. five ducks of the field mem-
beied gu. BuRGHE.

(Martlets)
Az. on a saltire arg. five martlets gu. Salisbury

or Salisbekye. Sir Thos. Salsbury, V.

Az. on a saltire engr. arg. five martlets sa.

EiNSHAM, London, V. Hinsham, London.

LOVELAS, V. Randoi.fe, V.

Erm. on a saliire engr. purpure five martlets or.

Thomas Milling, Bishop of Hereford, 1474-92.

Barry uebuly of six arg. and az. over oil on a

saltire sa. five martlets or. Randill, co.

Northampton; granted 12 October, 1485.

Gu. on a saltire arg. five martlets volant of the

first. GiLLON, Wallhouse, co, Linlithgow;

granted 167G. Gullon.
Sa. on a saltire engr. or five martlets of the field.

Randall; gravted 22 May, 1573.

.... (Swans )

Arg. on a saltire sa. five swans of the field.

Borough, co. Lincoln; and Richmond, co.

York. Roald de Bubgh, P. William de

BUEGHE, Y. BeODGH.

Arg. on a saltire sa. five swans ppr. Beough,
CO. Lincoln. Buegh, co. Stafford. Burghe, V.

Gu. on a saltire or five swans sa. Barrett.
Sir Thomas Baret, V.

Bones

Arg. on a saltire sa. two shin-hones in saltire of

the first. Newton, CO. Devon.

Bougets
Arg. on a saltire az. five water hougets of the field.

ChEVERELL orCUEVEEILL.

Arg. on a saltire az. five water bougets or.

Sacheverell, Hopwell and Morley, co. Derby;

Barton, co. Nottingham. Sanns-Chevroll, Y.

Sir Henry Sacheverell, V. Sacheverell, V.

Buckle

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. a buckle or. Colqxjhoun,
Gurscadden, Scotland.

Building
Purpure on a saltire arg. an arch betw. four

crosses crosslet fitchy sa. Hutchins, Tels-

combe, Sussex.

Castle

Arg. on a saltire sa. a tower triple-towered of

the field. Miudleton, co. Lancaster.

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. a tower triple-towered
of the field. Middleton, Newington, Surrey.

Coronet

Arg. on a saltire gu. an imperial crown or.

Gerard, Earl of Macclesfield.

Crescent

Arg. on a saltire gu. a crescent or. Yale,
Corawall. CoRiNGTON or Coryton (?) ; Uarl.
MS. 1079, fo. 95.

Erm. on a saltire engr. az. four fleurs-de-lis or in

the centre a crescent of the last. Gawine.
Erm. on a saltire gu. a crescent or. Wynne,

Peniarth, co. Merioneth; quartering vert three

eagles displ. in fess or for Owen Gwynedd.
Yale, Oswestry, co. Salop. Yale, Plas-yn-Yale,
CO. Denbigh.

Erm. on a saltire engr. gu. a crescent or. Sir

William Botetourt, L.
Gu. on a saltire arg. a crescent sa. Nevill,
Chenston Park, co. Stafi'ord.

Gu. on a saltire arg. a crescent az. Sir ....

de Lerceweke, co. Warwick, V.

Gu. on a saltire indented or a crescent betw. four
roses of the field barbed and seeded ppr.

Nevill, Llangenneck Park, co. Carmnrthen.

On 1 SALTIRE cont.

Crescent cont.

Per saltire or and gu. over all a saltire sa. charged
with a crescent arg. Cbanwell, co. Hunting-
don ; and Kent.

3 Crescents

Arg. on a saltire gu. three crescents or. Gerard.

5 Crescents
Or on a saliire az, five crescents of the field.

Spalding, Scotland.

Cross

Az. on a saltire or a cross patty of the field.

WiNCHcoMB. Sir .... de Winchcombe, V.

4 Crosses

Az. on a saltire engr. four crosses patty fitchy

points downwards sa. Jenkins, Master of

Baliol College, Oxford.

Purpure on a saltire arg. an arch betw. four

crosses crosslet fitchy sa. Hutchins, Tels-

combe, Sussex.

6 Crosses

Arg. on a saltire gu, five crosses flory or,

Cowthern, Crathorne, Salaby, co, Lincoln,

Arg. on a saltire gu. five crosses patoncy or,

Ratcliffe, Mowgrave, co. York.

Arg. on a saltire sa. five crosses patoncy or.

Cawthorne, CO. York.
Erm. on a saltire gu. five crosses crosslet arg,
SURMAN,

Erm, on a saltire sa, five crosses crosslet or,

SUEMAN, London,
Or on a saltire raguly gu, five crosses crosslet

fitchy of the field. Rich, Sunning, co. Berks;

Escallop
Arg. on a saltire az. an escallop or. York;

Collinson, Sornerset., iii, 362.

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. an escallop or. Legat,
or Legethe, Norfolk. Legits. Thomas
Legetispe, Norfolk, K

Arg. on a saltire gu. an escallop shell or.

Bishopric of Rochester, and Benedictine

Monastery, and Cathedral, Kent. Berry.
5 Escallops

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. five escallops of the
first. Peingle, Torwoodhe, Scotland.

Arg. on a saltire gu. five escallops of the field.

Mason, Scotland.

Arg. on a saltire sa. five escallops of the field.

CoNOLLY, Castletown, Ireland. Hon. William

Conolly, temp. Queen Anne. Conolly, Mid-
ford Castle, near Bath. Feawacue, V.

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. five escallops of the
field. CONOLEY. CONNELLEY, V. CoRNCELEY,
Cornsley or Conolley. Covell.

Arg. on a saltire engr, sa. five escallops or,

Pringle, Whytbank, co. Selkirk; a family
historically eminent for centuries,

Arg, on a saltire vert five escallops of the first

HoLBECK, Whitingham, Norfolk, IF; confirmed
June 1613.

Az. on a saltire engr. or five escallops gu. Joan
d'OFFOED, E.

Or on a saltire engr. az. five escallops arg.
Conolly, Comolly, Conelly or Connelley.

7 Escallops
Arg. on a saltire vert seven escallops of the first,

Hobeck, Wickingbam, Norfolk; granted June,
1613.

Escncheon
Arg. on a saltire wavy az. an escucheon of the

field charged with a lion ramp. sa. goutty de

sang. Smyth; granted 1587.
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On 1 SALTIRE cont.

Escucheon cont.

Arg. on a saltiie eugr. sa. an escucheon or

charged with a cross gu. Morrice
; temp,

Hecry VII. John Morice, Y.

Sa. on a saltire arg. an escucheon gu. charged
with a cross or. Mooeis.

Sa. a saltire aig. charged with an escucheon or
thereon a cross formy gu. Morris, Canon of

Christ Church, Oxon, d. 21 March, 1647-8.
Sa. on a saltire engr. arg. an escucheon of the

last charged with a cross gu. Morris.
Sa. on a saltire engr. arg. an escucheon or

charged with a cross gu. Morris, Broadfield

House, near Devizes, co. Wilts.
6 Estoiles

Arg. on a saltire gu. five estoiles or. Bestohike.

Bettyschokn, v. Beverstone. Wisteen,
CO. Hants.

Arg. on a saltire engr. gu. five estoiles or.

Betshorne.
Fleur-de-Lis

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. a fleur-de-lis or.

BiLLINGDON.
Gu. on a saltire arg. a fleur-de-lis az. M. William

Nevii.i,, S.

Barry of ten or and az. on a saltire of the first a

fleur-de-lis of the second. Barbor.
4 Fleurs-de-lis

Erm. on a saltire engr. az. four fleurs-de-lis or in

the centre a crescent of the last. Gawine.
5 Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. five fleurs-de-lis or.

BiLMNGHAM. BiLLINGDON, V. BiLLINGDON
or BiLLlKGTON.

.Arg. on a saltire engr. couped az. five fleurs-de-

lis or. Bylingdon.

Arg. on a saltire engr. gu. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Brocton, CO. Salop.
Arg. on a saltire sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Medceoft. Medowcroft, V.

Arg. on a saltire sa. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Hawkins, Bignor Park, Sussex. Sir Thoraas

Hawkins, Kent, 1587, W. Hawkins, Nash

Ci)urt, Boughton-under-BIean, Kent; quarrer-

ing az. a chev. betw. three demi lions ramp,
or for Hemes; the co-heirs Mary, m. to Sir

Edward KnatchbuU, Bart. ; Bridget, m. to Lord

Teynham; and Eleanor, m. to Henry Goold.

Hawkins, the Gaer, in the parish of St.

Woollos, CO. Monmouth ; also of Tredunnock,
in the Ratne county ; quartering second sa. a

chev. betw. three spear-heads arg. imbrued gu.
for Seys of the Gaer, third sa. three pheons
arg. for Nicholl of Tredunnock, fourth or a

griflBn segreant sa. for Morgan, fifth per pale
az. and gu. three lions ramp. arg. for Herbert

of Magor, sixth gu. three pears or on a chief

arg. a demi lion issuant sa. for Perrott of

Llandegveth. Medceoft.

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. five fleurs-de-lis or.

BiLLINGDON or BiLLiNGTON. Hawkins, Kelston,

CO. Somerset; Baronetcy 1778.

Erm. on a saltire az. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Gawaine, CO. Wilts. Gawyn, V.

Erm. on a saltire engr. az. five fleurs-de-lis arg.

Gawn.
Erm. on a saltire engr. az. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Bassingdon. Gaven or Gawen. Gawen, co.

Hants; co. Lancaster; and Horsington, co.

Somerset.
Erm. on a saltire engr. gu. five fleursde lis or.

Kempe. Kempe, Norfolk, W.

On 1 SALTIRE cont.

6 Fleurs-de-lis cont.

Or on a saltire gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Kemp, Ireland.

Or on a saltire engr. gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the
field. Kempe, Norfolk.

Vair on a saltire gu. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Lapworth, CO. Cambridge. Laywokth, co.

Oxford.
Vert on a saltire engr. arg. five fleurs-de-lis

of the first. Frank, Boughtridge, Scotland.

9 Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. nine fleurs-de-lis of

the field. Auell, Stapenhill, co. Derby j

Visitation 1611, W.
Flower

A^. a saltire arg. charged in the centre with a

double rose gu. Oppin, Saxony.
Erm. on a saltire sa. a rose or. Beeton, V.

Gu. on a saltire arg. a rose ppr. Nevill.
Gu. on a saltire arg. a rose of the first seeded or

barbed vert for Nevill of Raby. Neville,
Earl of Abergavenny ; quartering or fretty gu.
on a canton per pale erm. and of the first a

galley sa. for Neville of Bulmer. Nevill,
Lord Abergavenny ;

co. Monmouth ; and
Sussex. Alexander de Neville, Archbishop
of York 1374 88, afterwards of St. Andrews.

4 Flowers
Gu.on a saltire indented or a crescent betw. four

roses of the field barbed and seeded ppr.

Nevill, Llangenneck Park, co. Carmarthen.

3-FoU

Arg. on a saltire sa. a trefoil .... Meagh, Cork,

6 3-Foils

Az. on a saltire arg. five trefoils slipped vert.

BowYEK. Johnson. Johnson, alias Bowyee,
CO. Lancaster, W.

Az. on a saltire or five trefoils slipped vert.

Bower, co. Dorset ;
and co, Wilts. Bowyer,

6-Foil

Arg. on a saltire sa. a cinquefoil in the dexter

chief of the first. Kemybton, V.

Or on a saltire gu. a cinquefoil of the field.

Wantur or Wantuee.
Or on a saltire engr. sa. a cinquefoil of the first,

Potetort.

5 5-Foils

Or on a saltire sa. five cinquefoils of the field.

Edmonds, Essex. Scoey. John Scokey,

Risbury, co. Hereford, 1588, W. Skory,

Bilbury, co. Hereford. Skory, Walesborowe
and Llanlivery, Cornwall; traceable eleven

generations before 1620.

Garbs

Arg. on a saltire engr, az. five garbs or.

MiLVETON.

Gouttys
Az. on a saltire arg. five gouttys gu, Gonok.

GOSSELIN. GOVEE.
Az. on a saltire arg. nine gouttys gu. John

Gen or, V.

Head—Beast (Leopard)

Arg. on a saltire gu. a leopard's head transfixed

with two palmer's staves in saltire or. Edlye
or Edlys.

Erm. on a saltire gu. a leopard's face or.

Georges, Island of St. Christopher.
Erm. on a saltire engr. sa. a leopard's head or.

Stody, W. John Stody, Mayor of London,

1357, V. Sxoey.
130
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On 1 SALTIRE cont.

Head cont. Beast (Leopard) cont.

Or OD a saliire gu. a leopard's head arg. struck

through with two swords saltireways of the last.

Eklvs.
Or on a soltire gu. a leopard's head struck

through with two swords saltireways of the first.

EcKLEY, Credechill, co. Hereford.

(Lion)

Arg. on a saltire gu. two crozier staves saltireways

or surmounted with a lion's head of the first.

EccLES, Norfolk; andSufi'olk; temp. Edward I.

Vert on a saltire eugr. or a lion's head erased gu.

Feanck.
....(Tiger)

Arg. on a saltire az. a tiger's head erased or.

Aldeeford, CO. Warwick ; and co. Worcester.

....Bird (Eagle)
Erm. on a saltire engr. sa. an eagle's head erased

or. MiDDLETON, Leam, co. Derby ; quartering
or on a chev. betw. three crosses clechy sa. a

fleur-de-lis betw. two stag's heads cabossed of

the first for Carver.

....Monster (Griffin)

Sa. on a saltire arg. a griffin's head erased of the

first. Maltiwakd, Rougham, Suffolk.

6 Heads—Beasts (Leopards)
Erm. on a saltire eugr. sa. five leopard's heads or.

Stody.
Heart

Arg. on a saltire gu. two pilgrim's staves piercing
a body heart of the field. Sekelis. Burke.

Arg. on a saltire sa. a man's heart or. Maxwell,
Teylling, Scotland,

5 Hearts

Arg. on a sahire purp. five hearts or. Kenny.
Leaves

Gu. on a saltire arg. five nettle leaves vert.

Keating or Keatinge, Ireland.

Lozenge
Per pale arg. and or on a saltire sa. a lozenge

charged with a fleur-de-lis gu. betw. four others

or. Hawkins, Pennans, Cornwall. The co-

heirs to their brothers Anne, m. Sir Edmund
Prideaux, Bart.; Elizabeth, ra. Thomas
Carlyon, Tregrehan; and Mary, m. Christopher
Hawkins, Trewinnard. Arms as registered in

the Heralds College.
9 Lozenges

Or on a saltire az. nine lozenges of the first.

Dalrymple, Earl of Stair.

5 Mascles

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. five mascles of the first.

Blaie, Giffordland, co. Ayr. Blair, Adamton,
CO. Ayr; the heiress m. Maxwell of Monreith.

9 Mascles

Arg. on a saltire sa. nine mascles of the first.

Blair, Blair, co. Ayr, settled in that county
full six centuries.

Arg. on a saliire engr. sa. nine mascles of the

field. Dalempit or Dalempeth, Lackleid,
Scotland.

Mnllet

Arg. on a saltire gu. a mullet of the first.

NoRMANTON, V.

Arg. on a saltire gu. a spur-rowel or. Old
Border family of Crawfurth.

Erm. on a saltire engr. gu. a mullet or.

BoDNCETER. Sire William Boutetour, N.
Gu. on a saltire arg. a mullet pierced sa. Nevill,

Thornton-Brigg, co. York. M. Alisund

Nevill, S. Alexandre Nevill de Coudale, Y.

On 1 SALTIRE cont.

Mullet cont.

Or a fess az. over all a saltire gu. charged with a

mullet of the field. Ashe.
Or on a saltire engr. sa. a mullet arg. Bacwort.

4 Mallets

Arg. on a saltire sa, four mullets or, Peverell.
5 Mullets

Arg. on a saltire gu. five mullets or. Peveret.l,
Norfolk ; and Sufi'olk, Thomas Peverell,

Bishop of Llandafi" 139S-1407, afterwards

of Worcester.

Arg. on a saltire gu. five mullets of six points or.

Beverstone.

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. five mullets of the

field. Ewarby.

Arg. on a saltire sa. five mullets or. Penell.

Peverell, V.

Arg. on a saltire sa. five mullets pierced or.

Peverell. Henry Peverell, Y.

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. five mullets or.

Pennell.

Arg. on a saltire engr, vert five mullets or. Hall,
CO, Lincoln.

Or on a saltire sa. five mullets of the first.

Hault, Wye and Maidstone, Kent; granted
23 Nov., 1584.

Vert on a saltire engr. arg, five mullets gu.

Hall, co. Lincoln. Hawle, V.

Roundle (Bezant)
Arg. on a saltire az. a bezant. Yorke, Erddig,

CO. Denbigh ; quartering Meller. Yorke, Earl

of Hardwicke. James Yorke, Bishop of St.

David's 1774 9, afterwards of Gloucestei*.

YonKE, CO. Gloucester.

Arg. on a saltire az. a bezant a crescent for difi".

Y''orke, Ashby, co. Lincoln,

Sa. on a saltire engr. erm, a bezant charged with
a cross couped gu, Morris, Claremount, co.

Glamorgan ; Baronetcy 1806.

....(Ogress)
Sa. on a saltire engr. or a pellet. Truwill or

Trumwyn, Worcester. Miles Salley, Bishop
of Llandaff 1500-16. Roll of Procession of
Lords, 1512.

(Plate)
Arg. on a saltire sa. a roundle of masonry charged

with an erm. spot. Barton.

(Torteau)
Vert on a saltire or a torteau. Franks, Woodhill,

Hatfield, co. Herts.

5 Roundles

Arg. billetty on a saltire sa. five roundles erm.
FiLKIN or FiLKYN.

Arg. on a saltire engr, sa, five roundles erm.
Fakeyt.

.... (Bezants)
Arg. on a saltire az. five bezants. Cheverell.

Arg. on a saltire gu, five bezants, Belhouse,

Arg. on a saltire eugr. sa. five bezants.

Tamworth, CO. Lincoln, V.

Erm, on a saltire sa. five bezants. Manners.
Erm, on a saltire engr. sa. five bezants.

Manners, Cambridge. Sir Baldwyn de

Makers, K
(Plates)

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. five plates on each an
ermine spot. Faith or Fathe.

Or on a saltire az. five plates. Eaglesfield.

(Torteaux)
Az. on a saltire or five torteaux. Dateeling or

Davfling.
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On 1 SALTIEE cont.
9 Eonndles

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. nine ronndles erm.
Fakyt. John Fakyt, V. Fathe, V.

.... (GolpeB)
Sa. billetty arg. on a saltire of the last nine

roucdles purp. Fulkvn.

.. ..(Ogresses)
Az. on a saliire arg. nine pellets. Adcock.

Bowel see Mullet

Saltire

Arg. a saltire gu. charged with another humetty
of the field. David FitzGerald, Bishop of
St. David's 1147-76.

Az. upon a saltire arg. another gu. charged with
two spears saltireways ppr. Shum, Ham,
Surrey ; quartering Storey.

Gu. a saltire arg. surmounted by another az.

charged in the centre with a bezant. Andrews,
Shaw, CO. Berks; Baronetcy 1766; extinct
1822.

Gu. a saltire or charged with another vert.

Anderson. Andrews, Denton
; Baronetcy

1641 ; extinct 1804. Andrews, co. Northants,
V. Andrews, Durham. Andrew or Andrews,
Charwelton, co. Northampton ; descended from
Thomas Andrews of Carlisle, 1236, and
from it Andrews, Staverton, Harlesion,
Blisworth, etc.

Or on a saltire gu. another vairy or and az. Sir
John de Belhuse, R.

Per pale arg. and sa. a saltire charged with
another wavy both counterchanged. Waters,
CO. Salop. Richard Waters, V.

Or on a saltire gu. another of lozenges arg.
Belhous, F.

Or on a saltire gu. another vert. Saunders,
V.

Spears

Az. a saltire gn. fimbriated arg. thereon two
lilting-spears in saltire or headed ppr. Shum.

Staves

Arg, on a saltire gu. a leopard's head transfixed
with two palmer's staves in saltire or. Edlye
or Edlys.

Arg. on a saltire gu. two crosier staves saltireways
or surmounted with a lion's head of the first.

EccLES, Norfolk ; and SuflFolk
; temp. Ed-

ward I.

Arg. on a saltire gu. two pilgrim's staves piercing
a body heart of the field. Sekelis.

Swords
Or on a saltire gu. a leopard's head struck through

with two swords saltireways arg. Eki.ys.
Or on a saltire gu. a leopard's head struck

through with two swords saltireways of the
first. Eckley, Cardenhill^o. Hereford.

On 1 SALTIBE and in chief....

Bdnget
Or on a saltire az. nine lozenges of the first in

chief a water bouget sa. Dalrymple, Grans-
toun, Scotland.

Buckle
Or a saltire az. charged with nine lozenges of the

first in chief a buckle. Dalrymple, Inglistoun,
Scotland.

On a Canton.... Castle

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. nine annulets arg. on a

canton gu. a castle of the third, Leake, Lon-
don.

On 1 SAITIRE and in chief cont.
On a Canton cont. Castle cont.

Or on a saliire engr. az. eight annulets 8/g. on a

canton gu. a castle triple-towered of the third.

Martin Leake, Thorp Hall, Essex; and Mile

End, Middlesex, Garter King of Arms, d. 1773;
quartering paly of six or and az. on a chief gu.
tiiree merlins of the first for Martin.

Or on a saltire engr. az. nine annulets arg. on a
canton gu. a castle of the third. Lake, co.

Hants.
Chief

Arg. on a saltire sa. five mascles of the field a
chief erra. Blair.

Arg, on a saltire az. five water bougets or a chief

gu. Christopher Cheverell, co. Dorset, W.
Gu. a saltire arg. charged with three palets az. a

chief or. Leland.
Gu. on a saltire engr. or five torteauxa chief erm.
Castleline. Hyde. John Hyde, co. Herts,
V.

On a Chief—Beast (Lion)
Arg. on a saltire az. five escallops of the first on

a chief az. a lion passant arg. Baker, Elemore,
CO. Durham, originally of Crook Hall, founded

by Sir George Baker, knt., clerk of the

Chancery of Durham, who d. 1667.

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. five escallops of the
first on a chief of the second a lion pass, of the
field. Baiker or Baker, Scotland. Baker,
Loventor, CO. Devon ; Baronetcy 1776.

Arg. a saltire sa, charged with five escallops
erminois on a chief az. a lion pass, of the third

armed and langued gu. Baker, Modbury, co.

Devon. Baker, Upper Dunstable-House,
Surrey; Baronetcy 1796.

(Sheep)
Arg. on a saltire gu. two keys in saltire wards
downwards or on a chief of the second a holy
lamb ppr. Bishopric of Ripon.

.... Canton
Or on a saltire gu. a harp of the field a chief of

the second on a canton arg. a lion ramp. az.

Bruce, Down Hill, co. Derry, Ireland ; Baro-

netcy 1804.

.... Coronet

Arg. on a saltire sa. five bezants on a chief gu.
an Eastern crown betw. two woolpacks or,

Johnson, Walton House, co. Cumberland.
.... Cushions

Gu. on a saltire arg. a thistle vert on a chief of

the second three cushions az. Kirk, Edin-

burgh.
Arg. on a saltire invecked gu. a spur or on a chief

engr. of the second three cushions of the third.

Johnstone, Corehead and Lochhouse, Scotland.

Escallops

Arg, on a saltire gu. a trefoil slipped or on a chief

of the third three escallops of the first.

Tailboys, CO, Lincoln ; and co. York ; Scrope
V. Grosvenor, 404.

... .Mullets

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. a rose of the field on a

chief of the second two mullets pierced of

the first. IwARDBY, Maple, co. Durham ; and
CO. Oxford.

Arg. on a saltire gu. five bezants on a chief of

the second two mullets or. Jardin, Edin-

burgh.
Gu. on a saltire arg. a lion rarnp. of the field on

a chief or three mullets sa. Sampson.

Gu. a saltire or charged with another vert on a

chief sa. three mullets or. Andrew-es, Essex.

Robson.
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On 1 SALTIBE and in chief... .conl.

On a Chief cont. Ealtorels

Or a saltire gu. surmounted by another erm. on

a chief of the second three saltorels eiigr. of

the first, Dyon, Tathweil, co. Lincoln.

Estoile

Arg. on a saliire sa. nine raascles of the field in

chief an estoile gu. Blair, Dunskey, co.

"Wiglon; and Blairquhan.

On 1 SALTIBE and in base
Erm. on a saltire az. charged witli an escallop or

in base a dolphin naiant embowed of the

second. Smith, Tring Park, co. Herts ;
since

of Suttons, Essex ; Baronetcy 1804.

On 1 SALTIRE hetw. or within
Annulets

Arg. on a saitiie sa. betw. four annulets or a mul-
let of the field within a bordure engr. az.

Welsh, Mosfennan.
Az. on a saltire or betw. four annulets of the

second five palets gu. Moores.

Beasts (Deer)
Az. on a saltire or betw. four bucks trippant arg.

a leopard's head gu. Dandy, Cretingham,
Suflolk.

. . . .(Lions)

Gu. on a saltire arg. betw. four demi lions ramp.
or a cross of the first pierced vert. Hales,
Harkbendon, Kent.

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. betw. four lions ramp.
gu. as many bezants. Lacy, co. Lincoln.

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. betw. four lions pass.

gu. five bezants. Lacy, Stamford, co. Lincoln.

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. betw. four lions pa<is.

guard, gu. five bezants. Lacy, co. Lincoln, V.

Billets

Arg. on a saltire az. betw. twelve billets sa. nine

plates. FiLKiN.
Sa. on a saltire betw. twelve billets arg. nine

golpes. Fulkyn, F.

Arg. on a saltire betw. twelve billets sa. nine
roundles erm. Fii.kin. Fylkyn, V,

Or oil a saltire az. betw. twelve billets sa. nine

plates. FiLKiN.
Or on a saltire betw. twelve billets sa. nine

plates. Fylkin.

Birds Eagles
Or on a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. vert a

cinquefoil or. Bickekdike, co. Salop. Rohson.

Bordure

Arg. on a saltire engr. sa. an annulet or within a
bordnre engr. of the second. Kynkkenell, V.

Arg. on a saltire az. five water bougets of the
field within a bordure gu. Heton, V.

Arg. on a saltire az. five water bougets or within
a bordure gu. Heton.

Az. on a saltire arg. a bleeding heart transfixed

by two swords in saltire points downward ppr.
the heart having over it a mitre of gold placed
on the field tasselled gu. all within a bordure
or charged with a royal tressure gu. Shaei'e,

Scotscraig, Scotland ; quartering arg. a fess

az. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy in chief
and a mullet in base sa.

Or on a saltire raguly gu. five cross crosslets

fitchy of the first a bordure wavy of the second.

Ricii, Sunning, co. Berks; Baronetcy 1803;
extinct 1869.

Per saltire or and arg. on a saltire sa. five fleurs-

de-hs of the first all within a bordure gobony

On 1 SALTIRE betw. or within . . ..cont.

Bordure cont.

or and of the third. Hawkins, Trewithan,
Cornwall; Baronetcy 1791 ; extinct 1839.

Arg. on a saltire sa. an annulet or stoned az. in

base a crescent of the second all within a bor-

dure gu. charged with eight bezants. Maxwell,
Springkell, co. Dumfries; Baronetcy KiSll.

Gu. on a saltire betw. four towers and a sword
erect in base.. a fleur-de-lis. Chance, Bir-

mingham.
iBongets

Or on a saltire az. betw. two water bougets in the

flanks sa.nine lozenges of the first. Dalrymple,
North Berwick, Scotland.

Or on a saltire az. betw. a star of eight points in

chief gu. and two water bougets in the flanks

sa. nine lozenges of the field. Dalrymple,
High Mark, Wigtoun ; Baronetcy 1815.

Or on a saltire az. betw. two water bougets in

fess sa. and a mullet in chief gu. nine lozenges
of the field. Dalrymple.

Or on a saltire az. betw. a mullet in chief and
two water bougets in the ilanks sa. nine

lozenges of the field. Dalrymple-Horn
Elphinstone, Horn and Logie Elphinstone,
CO. Aberdeen; Bpionetcy 18w8; quartering or

three hunting horns in pale gu.
Buckles

Arg. on a saltire wavy az. betw. a buck's head
erased gu. in chief and in base and a buckle in

each flank sa. five crescents of the first.

McAlum or Malcolm.
Castles

Per pale sa. and az. a saltire arg. charged with

five cocks of the first betw, in the flanks three

towers flaming and two spears saltireways
in base or. Johnson, Killesworth, co. Durham ;

granted 20 May, 1569. Johnson, Bath, co.

Somerset; Baronetcy 1818.

Per pale sa. and az. on a saltire betw. three

towers arg. with one tower on the sinister

corner and bursting with flames ppr. on the

dexter side one in chief two in fess and as many
tilting spears in saltire or headed of the third

in base five moorcocks of the first combed and
wattled gu. Castlecomb.

Per pale sa. and az. on a saltire gu. five cocks

arg. betw. three towers or out of the battle-

ments thereof a cock of the same one in chief

and two in the flanks in base two spears in sal-

tire of the fifth. Johnson, Spring Grove,
Mount Montrath, Ireland.

Chess Rook
Arg. on a saltire az. betw. three crescents gu. in

base a chessrook of the second a garb of the
first. Smith, Scotland.

Arg. on a saltire az. betw. three crescents gu. one
in chief and two^n the flanks and a chessrook
in base sa. a garb of the field. Smith,
Dirleton, Scotland ; Lyon Register.

Coronets
Gu. on a saltire betw. two mural crowns in pale
and as many lions pas;s. in fess or a rose of the
field. Napier, Baron Napier of Magdala;
created 1868.

Crescents
Az. on a saltire erra. a sword and key saltireways

environed with a laurel wreath betw. three
mullets and a crescent in base arg. Anderson,
Mill Hill, Middlesex.

Az. on a saltire betw. a mullet in chief and base
and a decrescent and increscent in fess arg. a

primrose slipped ppr. Hague, Scotland.
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On 1 SALTIEE betw. or within cont.

Crescents cont.

Arg. on a saltire beiw. two crescents in the flanks

and a garb in base sa. five mascles of the first.

Blair, Milgerholme.
Arg, on a saltire az. betw. three crescents gu. in

base a chessrooif of the second a garb of the
first. Smith, Scotland.

Arg. on a saltire az. betw, three crescents gu. in

base a chessrook sa. a garb of the first. Smith,
Dii leton, Scotland

; Lyon Register.
Or on a saltire az. betw. four crescents gu. a

martlet of the second. Smith, Inverramsay,
Scotland.

Or on a saltire gu. betw. four crescents of the
last as many cioquefoils of the first. Nimmo,
or Nemmock, Scotland; Pant's MS.

Crosses

Arg, on a saltire gu, betw, four crosses crosslet

fitchy sa. an annulet or. Rouse. Tobias

Rustat; confirmed 1C76.

Az. on a saliire betw. tour crosslets fitchy arg.
five annulets gu. all within a bordure of the

last, Northe, V.

Arg. on a saltire vert betw. four crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. five crescents of the field. Caese,
Fordelcarse, Scotland.

Gu. on a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet fitchy

arg. a toi teau. Brompton.
Escallops

Az. on a saltiie erm. fimbriated betw. four escal-

lops or an eagle's head erased sa. Granted
to George Ormsby Wade, Spang, Christian-

stadt, Sweden.
Gu, on a saltire arg. betw, four escallops or a lure

lined and ringed of the first. Wade, Kel-

march, co. Northampton,
Estoiles

Or on a saltire az. betw. a star of eight points in

chief gu. and two water bougets in the flanks

sa. nine lozenges of the field. Dalrymple,
High Mark, Wigtoun ; Baronetcy 1815,

Arg. on a saltire sa. betw, two stars in chief and
base az. a man's heart or. Maxwell, Lackie-

bank, Scotland. Lyon Register.
Flears-de-Iis

Per saltire or and az. on a saltire betw. four

fieurs-delis an annulet all counterchanged.
ACKROYD or ACKEBOYD. ARKROYD.

Az. on a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis or five

annulets gu. Lingwood, Braintree, Kssex.

Gu. on a saltire engr. betw. four fleurs-de-lis arg.
a crescent of the field, Hopkibk,

Az. on a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis or a

roinidle, Greatheed, Guy's Glifi' House, near
Warwick ; quartering Bertie.

Az. on a saliire or fimbriated arg. betw,

four fleursde-lis of the second a torteau,

Greatheed, Guy's Cliff ;. granted 182G to the

Hon. Charles Percy, on his assumption of the

names of Greatheed and Bertie; quartering

arg. three haltering rams barways in pale ppr.
armed and garnished az. for Bertie, The
said coats charged for distinction in the centre

point with a fusil gu.

Quarterly arg, and sa, on a saltire betw. four

fleurs-de-lis counterchanged five cinquefoils

gu. Edward Vaughan, Bishop of St. David's

1.509-22.

Flowers (Roses)

Arg. on a saltire wavy betw. four roses gu. a cres-

cent of the field. M'Farlane, Keithtoun,
Scotland.

On 1 SALTIRE betw or within.... cont.

riowers (Roses) cont.

Arg. on a saliire engr. betw. four roses gu. five

escallops or. Napiee, Dublin
; Baronetcy

1867.

Arg. on a saltire engr. gu. betw. four roses of the
second a fleur-de-lis of the first. Napiee,
Blackstone, Scotland.

Arg. on a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. a fleur-

de-lis or. Napier, Scotland.

Arg. on a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu, a mul-
let sa. Napier, Craigannet, Scotland,

Arg, on a saltire engr, betw. four roses gu, five

mullets of the field, Napier, Culcreuch, Scot-

land,

Arg, on a saltire engr. sa. betw. four roses gu.
four bezants (in grant, but five in trick). John
Baret, CO. Herts; and Ireland; Harl. MS.
1171, fo. 16.

Arg, on a saltire engrailed sa, betw. four roses gu.
five bezants, Bellingham, Ireland,

" rex

arraorum", V.

Arg. on a saltire wavy betw. four roses gu. five

plates. M'Farlake, England.
6 Foils

Arg. on a saltire invecked sa, betw. a heart in

chief and base gu, and a cinqiiefoil in each
flank vert a spur rowel of the first. Tailoub,
Canada; granted 1781.

Fruit
Per saltire or and erminois on a saltire az, betw.

a caduceus in chief and a pine-apple in

base ppr, two swords in saltire arg, pomels and
hilt gold, Barrow, Lansdown Grove, Bath.

Garbs
Az. on a saltire arg, betw, four garbs or a decres-

cent RU, Clynt, CO. Gloucester,

2 Heads (Beasts)
Arg, on a saltire wavy az. betw. a buck's head

erased gu, in chief and base and a buckle in

each flank sa. five crescents of the field.

M'Alum or Malcolm.
3 Heads—Monsters (Oriffins)

Arg. a saltire sa, surmounted of another or betw.
three griflSu's heads erased and in base a

wooipack of the second. Gardner, Chatteris,
Isle of Ely ; and Fordham Abbey, co. Cam-
bridge ; quartering Dunn,

4 Heads—Beasts (Deer)
Arg, on a saltire az. beiw. four stag's heads erased

gu. five mullets or, Malcolm, Poltallock, co.

Argyle,

Arg, on a saltire gu. betw, four deer's heads

couped sa. five mullets or. M'Collne.

(Goats)
Arg. on a saltire brtw. four goat's heads couped

sa. five fleurs-de-lis or. Bdvee, oo. Chester.

....(Lions)
Arg. on a saltire gu. betw. four lion's heads

erased sa. five mullets of the field. Handy.
.... Monsters (Griffins)

Arg. on a saltire az. bttw. four griflBn's heads
erased gu. a lion pasw. or. Alford, Sufi"olk.

Arg.'on a saltire az. betw. four griflBn's heads
erased erm. a leopard's face and four lozenges
or. Alderford, co. Warwick. Aluebd,
Ipswich, SuS'olk, V.

Arg. on a saltire az. betw. four griffin's heads
erased gu. a leopard's head or. Alvert.

Arg. on a saltire az. betw. four grifiin's beads
erased gu. a leopard's face and four lozenges
or. Aylward, Suffolk.
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On 1 SALTISE betw. or within .... cont.

4 Heads cont. Monsters (Oriffins) cont.

Arg. on a saltire az. betw. four grifiiu's heads
erased gu. a leopard's head beiw.four lozenges
or. Alverd or Alueed, Ipswich.

Arg. on a saltire az. betw. four griflBn's heads
erased gu. a leopard's head enclosed by four

lozenges or pointing to the ends of the saltire.

Alvarde.
Erm. on a saltire az. betw. four griflBn's heads

erased gu. a leopard's head or. Elfred, Hoo,
Sussex. ; granted 11 Julj*, 1682.

Arg. on a saltire engr. az. betw. four griflSn's

lieads erased per pale gu. and vert as many
lozenges or. Nalder, Reading, co. Berks,

. 1787.

....Birds (Eagles)
Arg. on a saltire per saltire vert and gu. betw.

four eagle's heads erased sa. five crescents or.

PouNE, CO. Herts. John Poune, co. Here-

ford, K
Hearts

Arg. on a saltire invecked sa. betw. a heart in

chief and in base gu. and a cinqueloil in each
flank vert a spur-rowel of the field. Tailour,
Canada; granted 1781.

Hooks

Arg. on a saltire gu. betw. four tenterhooks sa.

an escallop or. Stoughton, Kent.
Horns

Arg. on a saltire gu. betw. four buglehorns
stringed sa. three ostrich feathers erect of the

field. Granted to Sir John Pirie, Lord

Mayor of London ; Baronetcy 1842, extinct

1851.

Arg. a saltire gu. surmounted by another or can-

toned with four buglehorns sa. Power, Scot-

land.

Arg. a saltire engr. gu. charged with another or

betw. four buglehorns sa. Podrie, Woodcocks-
holme, Scotland. Purie, Woodcocksholm,
Linlithgow, Scotland

; Lyon Register.
Locks

Arg. on a saltire gu. betw. four staples sa. a

bezant. Thomas Stockton, V. Stockton, F.

Arg. on a saltire gu. betw. four doorstaples sa.an

escallop of the first. Stoughton, Kent.

Aig. on a saltire gu. betw. four staples sa. an

escallop or. Stoughton.
Mitre

Arg. on a saltire gu. betw. in chief a mitre labelled

az. in fess two letters W and in base a letter M
all sa. an escallop or, Walter de Merton,
Bishop of Rochester 1274-77. Gulch's A' Woods,
Oxford, Appendix, p. 221.

Gu. on a saltire arg. another humetty of the field

in chief a mitre labelled or. Gerard, Bishop
of Hereford 10901100, afterwards of York.

Monsters (Dragons)
Arg. on a saltire betw. four demi-dragons couped

and erect sa. five bezants. John Corden, V.

Arg. on a saltire botonny betw. four demi dragons
couped and erect five bezants. Corden.

Mallet

Or on a saltire az. betw. two water bougets in

fess sa. and a mullet in chief gu. nine lozenges
of the field, Dalrvmple.

Or on a saltire az. betw. a mullet in chief and
two water bougets in the flanks sa. nine

lozenges of the field. Dalrymple-Horn
Elphinstone, Horn and Logie Eiphinstone,
CO. Aberdeen; Baronetcy 1828 ; quartering or
three hunting horns in pale gu.

On 1 SALTIBE betw. or within.... cont.

2 Mullets
Az. on a saltire betw. a mullet in chief and base

and a decrescent and increscent in fess arg. a

primrose slipped ppr. Hagne, Scotland.
3 Mullets

Az. on a saltire erm. a sword and key saltireways
environed with a laurel wreath betw. three
mullets and a crescent in base arg. Anderson,
Mill Hill, Middlesex ; Lord Mayor of London
in 1798.

4 Mullets

Arg. on a saltire betw. four mullets az. a cres-

cent of the field. Downfield.
Arg. on a saltire az. betw. four mullets or a cres-

cent of the last. Rig, Carberry, Scotland;
Font's MS.

Arg. on a saltire betw. four mullets gu. five

estoiles or. Hodkinson.

(Wool) Pack

Arg. a saltire sa. surmounted of another or betw.
three griflBn's heads erased and in base a wool-

pack all of the second. Gardner, Chatteris,
Isle of Ely; and Fordham Abbey, co. Cam-
bridge ; quartering az. on a chev. or a lozenge
betw. two keys lying fessways the wards upper-
most sa. betw. as many boar's heads erased in

chief and a padlock in base ai'g. for Dunn.
Roundles (Bezants)

Az. on a saltire or betw. four bezants a leopard's
head of the field. Jefferson, London ; and

Ripon, CO. York.
Gu. on a saltire or betw. four bezants a mascle

of the field. Anselme or Aunselme.
Gu. on a saltire or betw. four bezants as many

raascles gu. Anscell or Anstrell, Barford,
CO. Bedford.

Spears
Per pale sa. and az. on a saltire arg. betw. three

towers or fired ppr. one in chief and two in

fess and two tilting spears saltireways in base
of the second five cocks of the first. Johnson,
Bath, CO. Somerset ; Baronetcy 1818.

Per pale sa. and az. a saltire arg. charged with
five cocks of the first betw. three towers Haming
and two spears saltireways in base or.

Johnson, Killesworth, co. Durham ; granted
1569.

Per pale sa. and az. on a saltire betw. three
towers arg. with one tower on the sinister

corner, and bursting into flames on the dexter
side and as many tilting-spears in saltire or

headed of the third in base, five moorcocks of
the first combed and watiled gu. Castlecomb.

Per pale sa. and az. on a saltire gu. five cocks

arg. betw. three towers or out of the battle-

ments thereof a cock of the same one in chief

and two in the flanks in base two spears in

saltire of the fifth. Johnson, Spring Grove,
Mount Montrath, Ireland.

Gu. on a saltire arg. betw. three towers or.

fired ppr. one in chief and two in the flanks
and two tilting spears saltireways in base of
the second five game cocks of the' first.

Johnson, Rector of Wilmslow, co. Chester.

Staff

Per saltire or and erminois on a saltire az. betw.
a caduceus in chief and a pineapple in base

ppr. two swords in saltire arg. pomels and hilts

gold. Granted to Simon Barrow, Lans-
dowu Grove, Bat,h.

Staples see Locks
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On 1 SALTIBE betw. or within cont.

Trees
Erm. on a saltire gu. betw. four palm branches

vert five mascles arg. Caldeuwood.
Weathercocks.

Az. on a saliire or five martlets sa. betw. four

weathercocks of the second. FiTZ Alwyn.

Henry Fitz-Alwyn, first Mayor of London;
Harl. MS. 1349.

Gu. on a saltire arg. betw. four weathercocks

the supporters and vanes of the second ter-

minating with crosses crosslet on the tops or

five martlets of the field. Fitz-Alwyn, first

Mayor of London, 1189 and 1212.

On 1 SALTIRE betw
and in Chief. . . .

On a Canton. . . .Coronet

Or OD a saltire az. betw. four hart's heads erased

gu. five crescents of the field on a canton az.

a naval crown or and pendent therefrom a

representation of the gold medal presented
to Sir Pulteney Malcolm by the King for his

services in the action with the French fleet

ofi" St. Domingo 6 Feb. 1800. Admiral Sir

Pulteney Malcolm, G.C.B., third son of

George Malcolm of Burnfort, co. Dumfries, a

descendant of the Malcolm of Lahore and

Innerteil, co. Fife.

Fruit

Or on a saltire betw. four martlets sa. a mullet

on a canton gu. a pomegranate or. GtiiLTORD,

Sir Henry Guilford, V.

On a Chief. . . .Anchor

Arg. on a saltire az. betw. four lion's heads erased

gu. a martlet or and four bezants a chief of

the second charged with an anchor and two

palets of the fourth. Farmer or Fermor, East

Barsham, Norfolk.

Arg. en a saltire sa. betw. four lion's heads

erased gu. a martlet or and as many bezant^
on a chief of the third an anchor betw. two

palets az. Farmer. Sir Henry Farmour,

Norfolk, V.

....Mitre

Arg. on a saltire az. betw. four fleurs-de-lis two

crosiers in saltire on a chief of the second

a mitre betw. a dove on the dexter and a lion

ramp, on the sinister. Goodsir, Scotland.

....Boondles

Arg. on a saltire betw. three birds sa. and a cock

in base gu. a cinquefoil of the first betw. four

spears embrued ppr. on a chief of the third

three plates the first charged with a fleur-de-

de-lis az. the second with a rose gu. seeded or

the third with a lion ramp, of the second.

Vadghan, Payan'8 Castle, Wales; granted
12 June, 1527.

On a SALTIBE betw. and in base

Arg. on a saltire sa. an annulet or stoned az.

in base a crescent of the second all within a

bordure gu. charged with eight bezants.

Heron Maxwell, Springkell, co. Dumfries;

Baronetcy 1683 ; quartering gu. on a bend arg.

a rose betw. two lion's pass. gu.

2 SALTIBES
Quarterly gu. and or in the second and third

quarters a saltire of the first. Ewing, Ireland.

Arg. three annulets and in chief two saltires gu.

Williamson; quartered by Hopper, New-

castle-on-Tyne.
Sa. three annulets or in chief two saltires arg.

Helton, co. Westmoreland.

3 SALTIBES or Saltorels

Arg. three saltires gu. Boynley, co. Rutland.
Greneleve ; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 125. Water,
V.

Arg. three saltires sa. William de Boivile, E.

Arg. three saltires engr. sa. Benton. Benten,
V. Newarke, CO. York.

Arg. three saltires engr. sa. a crescent for diff.

Besenten. Lesington, CO. York; orLESiNTON,
Harl. MS. 1404. Lesenton, y. Lexsinqton,
F.

Arg. three saltires vert. Gerviland or

Uervylan. Gorland or Goreland.
Greenland. Grenelan, V. Grevelan, V.

Az. three saltires or. Glanvile, Launceston,
CO. Cornwall. Glanvile, co. Devon, W.
Glanvile or Glanville, Tavistock, co. Devon.

Glanville, Halwell and Killworthy, co. Devon;
the heiresses ra. Fowell, Plymouth ; Fowell,
Black Hall and Diptford ; Doidge, Harles-

ditch ; and Sawle, Penrice. Glanville,
Broadhinton, co. Wilts. Glanville, Catch-

french, co. Cornwall.
Erm. three saltires engr. ermines. Newarke.
Erm. three saltires gu. Erden or Erdon, Kent.

Erde, Kent, V.

Gu. three saltires arg. Gandey. Boyland.
William BoviLE,i4. Sire William de Boyvile,
N. Sir William Boyvill, co. Rutland, V.

Per pale arg. and gu. three saltires counter-

changed. Lane, London. Tasker, Kent.

Robson.
Per pale az. and arg. three saltires counter-

changed. Lane, co. Northumberland. Lane,
CO. Northampton; Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 125.

Per pale az. and gu. three saltires ....

Lane, Ryelands, co. Hereford; quartering
Rodd.

Per pale az. and gu. three saltires arg. Glanvile.
Kinsman or Kynnesman, Loddington, Pipwell

Abbey, and Broughton, co. Northampton.
Lane, Badgemore, co. Oxford. Lane, co.

Northampton, V. Lane, co. Somerset;
Harl. 31S. 1404, fo. 125. Lane, co. Gloucester.

Lane, Lord Mayor of London, 1695; Wycombe,
CO. Bucks ; Allhallow-Gussiog, co. Dorset ;

00. Hereford; Courteen Hall, Hanler, Twin-

den, Horton, and Walgrave, co. Northampton ;

CO. Somerset, and co. York. Lane, Coffleet, co.

Devon ; quartering arg. on a bend sa. three

calves pass, of the first for Veale; and arg. on

a bend sa. cotised of the same a lion pass,

guard, of the first for Tothill.

Per pale gu. and az. three saltires arg. Lane.

Sa. three saltires arg. Hilton or Holton.

Hylton, v. Newarke, Dalton-in-the-

Wolds.
Sa. tnree saltires engr. arg. Lexinton, co. York.

Newarke, F; Harl. MS. 1487.

Vert three saltires arg. Gervilance.

3 SALTIBES and in chief....

On a Chief—Beast (Lion)

Arg. three saltires sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass,

or. Smith. Richard Smith, M.D. to Queen
Elizabeth; confirmed 10 August, 1562;
Harl. MS. 1359, fo. 16.

Crescent

Arg. three saltires engr. sa. in chief a crescent of

the second. Lexsinton or Lesenton.

SANDGLASS see Glass

SANGLIEB see Beast (Boar)
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SABACEN see Human Figure
SATYEAL see Monster

SAVAGE see Human Figure
SCALES see Balance

SCARPE or SCARF see also Bend

Arg. three bends engr. sa. over all a scarpe gu.

Blage, Kent.

SCALING LADDER see Ladder

SCEPTRE
Az. a sceptre in bend beiw. two crowns or a chief

of the last. Fox; Harl. MS. Uil.
Gu. a sceptre and sword saltireways with an

imperial crown in chief ppr. within an orle of

eight thistles or. Augmentation granted to

Keith, Baron Inverurie and Earl of Kintore,

1677.
2 SCEPTRES

Vert a sceptre surmounted ol another in saltire

or. Perse or Peerse.

2 SCEPTRES and in Chief

Two sceptres in saltire surmounted by a tower on

a chief an eagle displ. Toriano, London.

3 SCEPTRES
Az. three sceptres in bend or. Poetrea, Barn-

staple.

SCIMETAR see Sword SCOOP see Spade
SCORPION see Reptile (Snake)

SCRIP see Bag
SCRUTTLE see Basket

SCYTHE
Arg. a scythe sa. Snei.son, Snellerston or Snel-

son, CO. Chester; Ormerod, Cheshire, iii, 300.

Arg. a scythe handled sa. the blade upward.
Lee, V.

Arg. a scythe sa. the blade upwards. Sir James

Lee, Aston, co. Stafford, W. Roger
Snelytone, London, 1633; Harl. MS. l;J58,

fo. 45.

Arg. a scythe the blade in chief the sned or handle
in bend sinister sa. in the fess point a fleur-

de-lis of the second. Sneyd, Keel, co. Stafford ;

descended from Henry Sneid, alias Tunstall,

living 6 Edward III. Sneyd, Bishton and
Ashcomb ;

and Byrkley, co. Stafford.

Gu. a scythe arg. handle in pale blade in chief.

Boghey.
Gu. a scythe arg. Manwaringe. Kemset,
Harl. 31S. 6110, fo. 226. Praers, Barthomley,
and Baddeley, co. Chester.

Gu. a scythe in fess the blade upwards arg.

Prayes, V.

Gu. a scythe handled arg. Prayers, V.

Boghey, Whitmore, co. Stafford.

Gu. a scythe in pale arg. Partridge, co. Stafford.

Sa. a scythe in bend betw. two wings expanded or.

Roger de Skerwyng or Skerning, Bishop of

Norwich, 1266-78.

2 SCYTHES
Gu. two scythes in saltire arg. Prayers.
Gu. two scythe blades in saltire points upwards

arg. William Van Mildert, Bishop of Llan-

daff, 1819-26.

3 SCYTHES
Vert three scythes arg. on a chief of the second

a bull pass. gu. Ridler, Stroud Edgworth,
etc. In Hempsted Church, co. Gloucester; I

3 SCYTHES cont.

quartered by Lysons ; Bigland, Gloucester,

1792, ii, 68.

Gu. three .scythes in pale arg. Kempley or

Kemsey, CO. Salop ; Add. MS. 21025, fo. 85.

Gu. three scythe blades in pale barways or.

Kempley.
Per fess gu. and or in chief three scythes arg.
Sethington.

4 SCYTHES
Per chev. sa. and or in base a moorcock of the

first in chief four scythes conjoined two and two

arg. the handles of the second. Huckmore
or Hugmore, Buckland Baron, co. Devon; the

heiress m. Gould.

SEA BEAR see Beast (Seal)

SEA BULL see Head (Oxen)
SEA DOG, HORSE, and LION see Monster

SEA MEW see Bird (Gull)

SEA PIE see Bird (Bustard)
SERPENT see Reptile

SHARK or SEA DOG see Monster

SHACKBOLT and SHACKLE see Lock

SHAMBROGUE see Leg
SHEAF see Garb

SHELLS
Gu. three snails arg in their shells or. Bartan,
Bertane or Bartain, Scotland. Barton.

Per chev. gu. and az. three whelk shells or.

Osbarne, F.

SHIELD see Escuclieon

SHIP
Az. three lions pass, reguard. in pale or on the
, reverse of the Corporation seal a ship of one

mast on the sea sail furled in the stem a
castle thereon a flag of the before-mentioned
arms. Town of Maldon, Essex.

A ship of three masts in full sail on the waves of
the sea the mainsail charged with a lion ramp,
and the sail on the foremast charged with a
cross of St. George on the round top of each are
four spears with their barbs upwards.
Town of AiiDEBURGH or Aldborough, Suffolk;
granted 20 October, 1561.

An antique vessel with one mast two men in the
vessel one blowing a horn and two men lying on
the yard-arm. Heyth or Hythe, Kent. Seal
of the Corporation.

An antique ship with two flags on one the arms
of the town and on the other the arms of Eng-
land. Hastings, Sussex; Seal of the Cor-

poration. On the reverse id St. Michael
slaying the dragon.

An antique ship on the sea with one mast her
sail furled on the sinister side of the mast an
escucheon of the arms of Courtney, viz. or
three torteaux with a label of three points.
Town of Lymington, co. Hants. Seal.

An antique ship with three masts on waves in
base. Town of Yarmouth, co. Hants. Seal.

Arg. a galley ppr. Echlin ; quartering arg. a
fess chequy purp. and of the first in chief a
deer at full speed pursued by a dog all ppr.

Arg. in a sea vert a ship in full sail ppr. M'Nair,
Glasgow ; quartering second gu. a helmet arg.
third az. an anchor or charged with a cross

fitchy sa.
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SHIP cont.

Arg. a three masted galley her sails furled ppr.
Meares.

Arg. a galley with three masts sa. Meeres.
Aeran.

Arg. a three masted ship sa. Meere, K
Arg. a ship in distress in a sea in base ppr.

Smith, Blackwall and Cammo, Scotland;
quartering second arg. a crescent gu. third
az. a cat sejant the dexter paw up arg.

Arg. a ship sails furled sa. Arran
; quartered

by Gordon and Douglas.
Arg. a ship under sail sa. Mere, V.

Arg. a ship in full sail sa. waves ppr. Appleby,
Lartington, CO. York. Bur fte (but query). .

Arg. on the sea in base ppr. a ship of three
masts with sails furled sa. Maybe, Lartington
Hall, CO. York.

Arg. a ship with three masts shrouded sa. sails

furled. Devenish and Devenish Meabbs,
Meares Court, co. Westmeath. Meares,
Corsley, co. Wilts; settled there in 1841.

Meres, Meeres, Mere, Meaee or Meybes,
CO. Cambridge; Meare, co. Chester; Bew-
bridge, co. Salop ; and co. Wilts. Merey,
CO. Chester; Harl. MS. 1404.

Arg. a ship sa. furnished or mounted with artil-

lery banners and pennons displ. all on fii-e ppr.
Town of Wexford.

(Arg.) a ship sa. garnished or. Town of
Galway.

Arg. a three masted galley sa. waves ppr. Maire,
Hardwick, co. Durham, and Lartington, oo.

Y^ork ; derived from John Maire, of Durham,
who descended from the Maires of Meire, co.

Chester.

Arg. a galley her sails furled and oars in action
sa. Lorn.

Arg. a ship with three masts shrouded sa, a sail

trussed up and hoisted to the top of the
mainmast of the second. Meeres, co. Lin>

coin.

Az. a galley arg. Baad or Bad, Scotland ; quar.
tering or a crescent sa.

Az. a ship in full sail or in the sea ppr. Aihe
or Aine.

Az. a galley in fall sail or sails and pennons arg.
Caithness... ' •

^, ,' .

Az. a ship or under saii^ 'srg. Craik, Scot-

land.

Az. in the sea in base vert a ship in full course
or masts sails and tackling ppr. flags gu.
Craik.

Az. a three masted galley sa'ls furled or flags gu.
JowETT or JowiTT. JowETT, CO. Cbe.ster;
CO. Derby.

Az. an ancient ship of three masts sails furled or.

Wranqham.
Az. on a base wavy of six arg. and az. an antique

ship of three masts or rigging of the last the

foremast sail furled of the second on the

mainmast sail the arms of Sandwich the

mizenmast sail arg. thereon a bend sa.

charged with three mullets or betw. three

lion's heads erased gu. Town of Tenterden,
Kent.

Barry wavy of six arg. and az. over all a fishing

vessel with one mast sans sail or. Royal
Fishery Company.

Gu. a galley her oars in action or. O'Donnkl or

O'DoNNELL, England.
Or a galley sails furled and oars in action gu;

flags az. Noble, Ireland.

SHIP cont.

Or a lighter-vessel gu. without masts. Wolfo,
V.

Or a lighter-boat in fess gu. De Wouo,
Swevland.

Or a boat gu. Dominus de Wolfo, of Swetia,
whose daughter was married to the Marquis
of Northampton, and after to Sir Edward
Gorge, IF.

Gu. the base wavy of six arg. and az. thereon the
hull of a ship in the centre of which sits a man
representing a King in the robes of majesty
crowned with an open coronet in his dexter
hand a sceptre in his sinister a mound on each
side a lion ramp, guard, resting their fore feet

on the shoulders of the King all or. Town
of Dartmouth, alias Clifton-Dartmouth
Hardness, co. Devon.

Gn. a ship with three masts sans sails and
yard-arms all or on the round top a fire

beacon ppr. the base of the shield barry wavy
of six arg. and az. Town of Plymouth.
MS. in Brit. Mus. Burke.

Or an antique galley with sails furled sa. forked

pennon ppr. Echlin, Clonagh, co. Kildare;
Baronetcy 1721.

Or an antique galley with sails furled sa. and
forked pennon gu. Echlin, Ireland.

Or a three-masted ship her sails furled sa.

GiLLESONE, Scotland,
Or a ship with mast ropes and "

phane" sa,

Geffrey de Neville, P. Geffry Nevill,
Admiral of the Conqueror, X.

Or a galley with flames of fire issuing out of the
fore and hinder parts and out of the top of the
roast. Lordship of Lorn.

Per fess arg, and sa. a ship or sails of the first,

Cbaick, Fraserbury.
Sa. a galley sails furled and oars in action or

flags gu. Macdonnell or M'Donnell, Eng-
land.

Vert a lymphad her oars in action sails furled

arg. flags gu. Mackinder or M'Kinder,
England.

Vert a one-masted galley with oars in action sails

furled or flags gu. Slee.

SHIP and In Chief. ...

Bird

Arg. in a sea in base the ark of Noah and in chief
a dove volant with an olive branch in the beak
all ppr. Galliez, co. Galloway, Scotland,

Canton

Arg, on the sea ppr. an ancient ship at anchor
with three masts on each a single yard across
the sails furled sa. colours flying gu. (and as

an honourable augmentation grantedto General
Sir William Myers, hart. 12 June, 1804, to be
bume by him and his descendants, and also

by the descendants of his late brothers, Graham
Myers and John Myers, with due and proper
difierences) on a canton of the last a baton or
and a sword also ppr. pomel and gilt gold in

saltire encircled by a mural crown arg.
Myers, Monkstown, oo. Dublin, formerly of

Whitehaven, CO. Cumberland and heretofore of

Myerscough, co. Lancaster.

Arg. on the sea ppr. an ancient ship at anchor
with three masts on each a single yard across
the sails furled sa. colours flying gu. on a
canton of the last a baton or and a sword also

ppr. pomel and hilt gold in saltire encircled

by a mural crown arg. and for distinction
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.cont.SHIP and in chief

Canton cont.

pendant from the mainmast an inescucheon

of the field charged with a mullet of eight

points az. Waskett-Myers, Pentlow Hall,

Essex ;
and Chester Street, London ; quarter-

ing or a bend cotised betw, a lion ramp, in

chief and two lions combattant in base gu. for

"Waskett.

Castle

Per chev. or and sa. in chief two triple towers

of the second in base a ship in full sail of the

first. HowLETT, Sydenham, Kent; granted

On a Chief Bale

Arg. a ship of three masts in full sail on the sea

in base all ppr. on a chief or a bale of silk

corded ppr. betw. two bundles of silk pendent
of the last. Company of Silkmen, London ;

incorporated temp. Charles I.

Beast (Lion)
Or on the sea in base a ship of three masts in

full sail all ppr. the sails pennants and

ensigns arg. charged with a cross gu. on a

chief of the last a Hon pass guard, of the first.

East- Land Company; incorporated temp.
Ehzabethand Charles; confirmed by Charles II.

....Crescents

Sa. in base an open boat with oars in a sea ppr.

on a chief arg. three crescents vert. Macnab.

....Cross

Az. on an antique hulk the stern terminating
with the head of a dragon in the hulk the ark

with three doors in the side from the ark

against the side a step-ladder all or on a chief

arg. the cross of St. George gu. charged on

the centre with a lion pass, guard, of the

second. Company of Shipwrights, London
;

incorporated 16U5.

Az. on waves a ship of three masts to each two

sails and a flag in chief a sun and a star on a

chief arg. a cross gu. charged with a lion pass.

guard, or. Mebchants of Spain ; Harl. MS.
1349.

.... 6 Foils

Az. a ship in full sail or on a chief arg. three

cinquefoils gu. David.

Az. a ship with two masts or the sails trussed up
and hoisted to the yards arg. adorned with

flags charged with the cross of England
on a chief of the second three cinquefoils

pierced gu. Davie.
Heads (Beasts)

Arg. on the sea in base ppr. a three mast galley
flotant her sails furled sa. on a chief az. three

boars heads or. Dewees.
.... Leaves

Az. a Spanish merchant brig under sail ppr. on
a chief invected arg. two mulberry leaves the

points opposed to each other on each leaf two
silkworms also ppr. Fateno, London.

....MuUet

Arg. a galley her sails furled sa. flags gu. on a

chief az. a mullet of the field, M'Nelly,
Scotland.

Mullets

Arg. a ship under sail in a sea in base all ppr.
on a chief gu. three mullets of the field.

GuNNE, Caithness.

Or a galley her oars in action and sails furled sa.

flags gn. on a chief of the last three mullets

arg. M'Candlish.

&HIF and in chief. . ..cont.

On a Chief cont. Oars

Barry wavy of six arg. and az. on the middle bar

a boat or on a chief of the second two oars in

saltire of the third betw. two cushions of the

first tasselled or. Waterman's Company,
London ; incorporated 155G.

Palet

Arg. a lymphad her sails furled sa. on a chief gu.

three palels or. Keith, Pittendrum, Scot-

land.

Eeptile

Arg. on waves of the first and az. a three masted

ship in pale sailing to the sinister sa. on a

.chief of the third a lizard or. Mac Sheeley.
Boandles (Bezants )

Arg. a lymphad with sail furled on a sea in base

ppr. at the poop a flag flying towards the bow

arg. fimbriated vert charged with a pomrae in

fess on a chief gu. three bezants each charged
with a mullet. Utterson, Milland Place,

Sussex.
Tree

Arg. in base on a sea ppr. four persons in an

open boat being rowed by four others all ppr.

in fess three ermine spots or tails on a chief

or a mount vert thereon an oak ppr. fructed.

MiNNETT.

Arg. in base on the sea ppr. three persons in

military costume seated in an open boat rowed

by two sailors all ppr. in fess three ermine

spots or tails on a chief or a mount vert thereon

an oak tree ppr. fructed or. Borne by C.

W. MiNNETT ; quartering O'Callaghan.
Crosses

Az. a three masted galley arg. flags gu. in the

dexter chief a cross crosslet fitcby and in the

sinister a dexter hand fessways couped holding
a dagger of the second. Gillespie, Scotland.

Arg. a galley sails furled sa. flags gu. in chief

two crosses crosslet fitcby of the second.

RoNALDSON, Scotland.

Flowers
Per fess arg. and vert in chief three roses gu.

barbed of the second and in base a ship her

sails furled or' flags of the third. Craik,

Arbigland, Scotland.

Hands
Az. in base a ship under sail arg. in the sinister

canton a hand couped gauntleted and grasping
a sword all ppr. Gillerpv.

Or a galley sails furled and oars in action sa. in

chief a dexter hand couped fessways gu. hold-

ing a dagger point downwards az. betw. two

crosses crosslet fitchy of the third. Neil

England.
Per fess or and az. a lymphad with her sails

trussed up and oars in action of the first in

the dexter chief point a hand couped grasping
a dagger point upwards gu. in the sinister

chief a cross crosslet fitchy of the last.

Mac Pherson, Cluny, co. Inverness. The
same but per fess invected. Mac Pheeson,
Pitwean, Scotland. The same within a bor-

dure gu. Mac Pherson, co. Inverness.

Per fess engr. or and az. a galley of the first

in the dexter chief a hand couped fessways

holding a dagger in pale and in the sinister

chief a cross crosslet fitchy all within a bordure

gu. Gillies or Gillis.
Heads

Per fess or and az. a galley her oars in action

and sails furled betw. two lion's heads erased
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.cont.SHIP and in cMef.
Heads cont.

in chief all counterchanged. M'Pherson or

Macpherson, England.
Mullets

Arg. a galley oars in action sa. in chief two
mullets az. Andkee.

Gil. on waves of the sea a ship of three masts
ppr. in chief tliree mullets arg. Nokman,
blaugham Park, Sussex.

Boundles (Plates)
Per chev. gu. and arg. in chief twelve plates and

in base in a sea a ship in full sail ppr.
Gillespie, Scotland.

"Wings
6u. in base the stern of a ship of war or thereon

a flag flying to the sinister the staff broken

arg. charged with a saltire az. and underneath
the word " Porcala" in letters of gold in fess

two wings conjoined in lure erm. Granted to

John Lucas Rennie, Wateringbury, Kent.

SHIP and in base ....

Fish
Gu. the base wavy of six arg. and az. thereon a

ship of three masts under sail all or on each

topmast a banner of St. Georgfl on the waves
in base two fishes of the second. Town of

Truro.
A ship of three masts on the waves the mainmast

ensigned with a flag of St. George the sails

furled the other two masts broken off at the
round top on the water four fish swimming to

the dexter. Town of Dunwich, Suffolk. Seal.

Arg. in chief a three masted ship sails set ... . in

base a lion pass. gu. O'Leaeie, Ireland.

SHIP betw. or within ....

Beast (Lion)
Or a galley her sails furled sa. flags gu. betw. a

lion ramp, in the dexter chief of the third a

dexter band couped fessways holding a cross

crosslet fitchy of the last and a fish naiant in

base vert. Macdonald, Scotland.

Birds (Eagles)
Or a galley sa. flags gu. surmounted by an eagle

displ. ppr. in base a dolphin naiant of the last

all within a bordure az. charged with eight

quatrefoils arg. Donaldson.

Arg. a galley her oars in action and sails furled

sa. flags gu. betw. three eagles displ. of the

last. Macdonell, Ireland.

Bordure

Arg. B galley her oars in saltire sa. flags gu.
within a bordure wavy az. Donaldson,
Brechin.

Az. a three masted galley arg. flags gu. within

a bordure wavy of the second. Gillespie,
Kells, CO. Kirkcudbright.

Crosses

Arg. a galley her sails furled sa. flags gu. betw.

three crosses crosslet fitchy of the last.

Garsidb.
Or a galley her sails furled sa. betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchy gu. McDonai,d ; quartered by
Alexander.

Fleurs-de-lis

Gu. a ship in full sail or masts and sails arg.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second. Paris,
Scotland.

5 Foils

Per pale gu. and az. a lymphad betw. three

cinquefoils or. Hamilton, the Retreat, Top-

SHIP betw. or within.... con*.
6-Foils co7it.

sham, CO. Devon
; HuUerhurst, co. Ayr ; quar-

tering aa. on a fess engr. betw. three garbs or
as many bugle-horns gu. for Kelso.

Flowers

Arg. an ark in the water ppr. surmounted by a
dove az. standing thereon and holding in the
beak an olive branch vert all betw. three gilly-
flowers gu. stalked and leaved of the fourth.

Jolly, Scotland.

Inescucheon
A ship with one mast the sail furled on the sinister

side of the mast a castle on the dexter a
shield charged with three lions pass, guard.
Town of Beaumaris, Isle of Anglesey. Seal.

Boundles (Bezants)
Az. a ship in full sail betw. two bezants in chief

and a mullet in base or within a bordure arg.
Spiers, Glasgow.

Az. a ship in full sail arg. flags gu. betw. three
bezants. Spiers, Elderslie, Scotland.

Az. a ship in full sail arg. flags gu. betw. three
bezants a bordure or. Spiers.

Bocks
A ship at sea betw. two rocks on the dexter side

the main mast and mizen mast only seen the

top broken off and sails furled all ppr.
Bermudas Company.

Az. on a sea in base ppr. a ship with three masts
in full sail or betw. two rocks of the second all

the sails pennants and ensigns arg. each

charged with a cross gu. a chief engr. of

the third in base a seahorse ppr. Lkvant
Company or Company of Turkey Merchants.

Towers
.... a three masted galley sails furled oars in

the water .... betw. three towers .... City of

Cork ; Harl MS. 1441.

Or a ship sa. with three masts in full sail with

three flags arg. a cross gu. all betw. two
towers in pale gu. City of Cork; Harl. MS.
0090, fo. 9.

Trees

Arg. a three masted ship under sail in sea ppr.
betw. three oak trees eradicated and fructed

of the last. Daroch, Gouroch.
Tressure

Az. a ship with three masts arg. within a tressure

flory counterflory or. Sinclair, Ulbster,

00. Caithness ; Baronetcy 1786
; quartering

second and third or a lion rarap. gu. fourth a

ship with three masts under sail towards the

sinister or over all a cross engr. sa. all within

a bordure gobony arg. and sa.

Az. a ship within a double tressure counterflory

or. Sinclair, Baron Roslin ; quartering arg.

a cross engr. sa. Balfour's Blazons.

Az. a ship at anchor her oars in saltire within

a double tressure flory counterflory or for

Orkney. Sinclair or St. Clair, Baron Sinclair;

quartering az. a ship under sail or for Caith-

ness, over all an escucheon arg. charged with a

cross engr. sa. for Sinclair. Sinclair, Bal-

gregre, Scotland.

Az. ft ship at anchor her oars in saltire within a

double tressure counterflory or. SiNCi,AiR,Dun-

beath, co. Caithness; Baronetcy 1631; quar-

tering or a lion ramp. gu. fourth- nz. a ship
under sail or over all dividing the quarters a

cross engr. sa. all within a bordure indented

gu. The same but the bordure chequy or and

gu. Sinclair, Dunbeath, Scotland ;
Neic
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SHIP betw. or within cont.

Treasure cont.

Register. The same but the bordure invected

gu. Sinclair, Stramstare, Scotland ; Lyoii

Register.
Az. a ship her sails furled within a double

tressure flory counterflory or. Sinclair, Long-
formacus, co. Berwii;k; I3aronetcy 1636

; quar-

tering second and third or a lion ramp. gu.
fourth az. a ship in full sail or over all a cross

engr. sa. within a bordure likewise engr. gu.
Az. a ship her sails furled within a double tres-

sure counterflory or. Sinclair, Stevenson, co.

Haddington ; Baronetcy 1636
; quartering

second and third or a lion ramp. gu. and
fourth az. a ship in full sail or over all divid-

ing the quarters a cross engr. quarterly arg.
and sa. in the centre a crescent arg.

Az. a ship at anchor sails furled oars erect in

saltire or within a double tressure flory

counterflory of the last for Orkney. Sinclair,
Earl of Caithness ; quartering second and
third or a lion ramp, gu.for Spar, fourth az. a

ship under sail or for Caithness, and over all

a cross engr. sa. dividing the four quarters ibr

Sinclair.

Az. a ship at anchor her oars in saltire within a

double tressure flory counterflory or. St. Clare,
Staverton Court, co. Gloucester; quartering
az. a ship under sail or over all an escucheon

arg. charged with a cross engr. sa.

SHIP betw. or within....
and in chief. . . .

Arm
Or a galley her sails furled and oars in saltire

betw. two billets sa. in fess in the sinister

canton a dexter arm issuing in bend grasping
a man's heart ppr. Toash, Aberdeen, Scotland.

Chief
Az. on waves a ship of three masts or with yards

sails and flags arg. a cross gu. the whole betw.

two rocks ppr. in base a seahorse az. a chief

invected arg. Merchants of the Levant or

Turkey Meechants ; Harl. MS. 1349.
On a Chief Head

Arg. a galley of three masts her sails furled and
oars in action sa. flags gu. within a bordure
az. on a chief of the third a bear's liead of the
fiist muzzled of the second betw. two mullets
of the field. Gdnn, Sutherland.

.... Crescents

Arg. an open boat ppr. betw. three otter's heads
erased sa. on a chief vert as many crescents of
the field. M'Nabb.

Cross
Az. in base a sea with a dolphin's head appearing

in the water all ppr. on the sea a ship of three
masts in full sail all or the sail and rigging
arg. on each a cross gu. on the dexter chief

point the sun in splendour on the sinister chief

point an eatoile of the third on a chief of the
fourth a cross of the fifth charged with
the lion of England. Company of Spanish
Merchants.

• • • JTcLkQ

Barry wavy of six arg. and az. over all a ship of

three masts in full sail ppr. sails pennants and

ensigns of the first each charged with a cross

gu. all betw. three bezants a chief or on a pale
betw. two roses gu. seeded or barbed vert a

lion pass, guard, of tbe fifih. Russia Mer-
chant's CoMPANv; Incorporated and arms
granted 15^5.

On 1 SHIP
Inescacheon

An antique one mast vessel in it a man and boy

against the side of the hulk three escucheons

each charged with three bonds. Town of

East Low, Cornwall ;
Seal.

2 SHIPS
On a sea two three-masted vessels completely

rigsed and under full sail in base, on the sinister

side an island and thereon the emblematical

figure of Britannia holding upright in her right

hand an olive branch her left hand supporting
a spear erect surmounted with a cap of liberty

and her arm resting on a shield charged with

the union cross and near it several bales of

goods lying on the ground, over all the legend—Trade and Plantations. Commissioners of

Trade and Plantations. Seal.

3 SHIPS
Three three-masted ships two and one. Town of

Wexford.
Az. three barks or. Ayer.
Or three galleys sails furled gu. M'Knoul,

Ofein, Scotland.

Per pale gu. and az. three demi-lions pass, guard.
or conjoined in pale with as many demi hulks

of ships arg. Town of Hastings, Sussex.

Town of Sandwich, Kent. Town of

Winchelsea, Kent.

Per pale gu. and az. three demi-lions pass, guard.

conjoined with as many demi hulks of ships
and over all a crosier in pale or. Feversham

Abbey, Kent.

3 SHIPS and in chief....

Arg. an arch of a bridge extended and triple-

towered gu. in base water with three ships
therein all ppr. Bridgwater.

Az. three ships of three masts rigged and under
full sail the sails pennants and ensigns arg.
each charged with a cross gu. on a chief of

the second a pale quarterly az. and gu. on the

first and fourth a fieur-de lis in the second and
third a lion pass, guard, all of the second
betw. two roses gu. seeded or barbed vert.

East India Company ; Incorporated by Queen
Elizabeth; granted 1 Feb. 1600

;
Earl. MS.

1349.

Az. three ships hulks masts and rigging or the

sails all furled the pennants and ensigns arg.

each charged with a cross gu. on a chief of the

second a pale quarterly viz. first and fourth

az. three fleurs-de-lis or second and third

three lions pass, guard, in pale or all betw.

two roses of the fourth seeded of the

second barbed vert. Society of West India
Merchants.

Az. throe ships in full sail arg. on a chief wavy
gu.a beacon or. Moodie or Mudie, Mulsetter,
in the Orkney Isles, since of the Cape of Good
Hope ; quartering az. a chev. erra. betw, three

arrow's heads arg. in chief a hunting-horn or.

.... three galleys sa. on a chief gu. three lions

pass, guard, or. City of Wateeford.
Az. three galleys sails furled or on a chief

gu. three lions pass gu. a pale or. City of

Waterford ; Harl. MS. 6090, fo. 9,

Barry of six arg. and az. three hulks sa. on a

chief gn. three lions pass, guard or. City of

Waterford ; Harl. BIS. llil.
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3 SHIPS and in chief. . . . cont.

Per fess wavy gu. and az.in chief a castle in base
three ships arg. Capt. James Moodie. Nisbet,

plate ii of Subscribers.

SHOE see Leg, including Foot

SHOT
Or two chainshots the one in chief and the other

in base sa. Dyce-Sombre ; quartering per
chev. embattled or and gu. in chief two
bombs fired ppr. in base two battle-axes in

saltire arg. for l)yce.
Az. three chaiushot or. Clifford.

SHOVEL see Spade
SHOVELLER see Bird (Duck)

2 SHUTTLES
Per saltire az. and gu. in fess two shuttles filled

paleways or in chief a teazel in base a pair of

sheers lying fessways arg. on a chief erm. a

slea betw. two burling irons of the third.

Company of Weavers, Exeter.

3 SHUTTLES
Arg. three shuttles sa. Shakerey, V,

Aig. three weaver's shuttles iu fess sa.

Shakerley.

Arg. three weaver's shuttles sa. tipped and fur-

nished wiih quills of yarn the threads pendent
or. Shuttleworth, Gawthorp, co. Lancaster ;

temp. Richard II. ; derived from the marriage
of Heury Shuttleworth with Agnes dau. and
heir of William de Hucking. Robert Shuttle-

worth of Gawthorp, d. 1818, leaving an heir

Janet, ra. 1841, to Kay, who assumed the

surname and arms of Shuttleworth ; quarter-

ing arg. two bendlets sa. betw. as many cres-

cents az. betw. the bendlets five ermine spots
for Kay. Shuttleworth, Great Bowden, co,

Leicester ; Hathersage, co. Derby ; Forcett,

CO. York. Philip Nicholas Shuttleworth,
Bishopof Chichester, 1840-42. Shuttleworth,
Newbyhall, co. York. Kay-Shuttlewokth,
Gawthorp Hall, Lancashire; Baronetcy 1849.

Az. three shuttles or quills arg. Peirson, V.

Sa. three shuttles erect or. Shakerley, co. Lan-
caster. Shakerley, V.

SILK (Bundle of) see Hank and Knot

SIREN or STBEN see Monster

SICKLE see Hook
SKENE see Sword

SLING
Arg. on a mount vert a balista az. charged with

a stone ppr. a chief per fess embattled or and

gu. Magnall, Manchester, and London ;

granted 1765.

Arg. a sweep (or sling) az. charged with a stone

or. Magnall.
Sa. a sling betw. two pheons arg. Garden or

Cawarden, Garden ; extinct temp. Edw. Ill,

the heiress m. Leche. Garden, Hodiford,
Kent. Garden, co. Hereford. Garden,
Cawarden Hall, co. Stafford, W. Cardiff,

SLIP see Tree

SMEW see Bird (Duck)
SNAIL see Shell

SNIPPER or NIPPER see Instrument

SOLDIER sec Human Figure

SNAKE see Reptile

SNIPE see Bird

SOLDERINQ IRON see Instrument

SPADE see also Crampet
Arg. a scoop sa. with water iu it wavy purp. betw.

four leaves in saltire of the second. Scupham,
Scupham,co. Lincoln.

Arg. a scoop sa, betw. six oak leaves two two and
two. Scopholme, Scotland.

2 SPADES
Az. two spades or. Damport.

3 SPADES see also Spade
Az. three spades arg. helved or, Knipersley,

Knipersley, co. Stafford. Erdeswick.
Az, three spades arg, Ayneswokth.
Az. three spades in pale arg. Knypersley.
Az. three shovels arg. Beechton,
Az. three half spades or the side of each spade to

the sinister. Daverport, V.

Az. three irons or digging spades or. Becheton.
Az. three spade irons or. Beckton, V. Becton.
Breeton,

Az, three spades or, Betchton, Betchton, co.

Chester. Damport, Henberve; quartered

by Davenport; Harl. ilfS, 1386, fo, 94.

Az. three spudes or handles arg, Knypersley,
CO. Stafford.

3 SPADES and in base

Gu. three scoops paleways and in base as many
crescents arg. Elwyn, Elwynn or Elwin.

or within....

within a bordure or.

3 SPADES betw.
Bordure

Az. three spades arg.
Aynesworth.

SPANIEL see Beast (Dog)

SPARLING see Fish

SPARROW see Bird (Finch)
SPARROW-HAWK see Bird (Falcon)

SPEAR see also Aze
Gu. a broken spear and standard in saltire arg.

the last charged with a cross of the field fringed
or. Smyth, Balhara, Scotland ; granted \l{)b ;

quartering second az. a cat salient arg, third

ar^!. on a saltire sa, nine mascles of the first a

bordure az. fourth or three bars wavy gu. on
each an escallop of the field.

Per pale az. and gn. a tilting-spear in pale ppr.
surmounted by an hauberk or coat of mail or.

AUBERT.
Or a lion ramp, reguard, gu. seizing with his

mouth the top of a spear in bend sinister sa.

DiAS.

SPEAR and in Chief,...

Az. a halbert in bend sinister arg, head upward
or oppressed by a tilting spear in bend dexter

or headed arg. in chief an arrow barways to the

dexter of the second feathered and pointed of

the third. Garband, V.

Az. a tilting-spear and battle-axe in saltire

arg. headed or in chief an arrow barways of

the second feathered and pointed of the third.

Garband,
Az. a lance and poleaxe in saltire or headed arg.

in chief an arrow of the second h€aded and
feathered of the third. Gaubrand or

Garbandt.
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SPEAK and in chief.... cont.

Or a battleaxe in bend sinister surmounted of a

lance in bend dexter and in chief a dart bar-

ways pheoned-headed and flighted all ppr.

Garbrand, Jamaica; granted 1768.

SPEAB betw. or within ....

Gu. a spear in bend or headed arg. the head

pointing to the sinister base point at the end a

pennon pendent of the third betw. six fleurs-

de-lis of the lastall within a bordure engr. of the

second pelletty. Ireland, Lydiate.

Arg. a broken spear bendways betw. two spur

rowels of six points az. pierced of the field.

AcHMUTY or AucHMDTY, Brianstown, co. Long-

ford. ACHMTJTY, That Ilk; an old family in

Fifeshire. Achmuty, Gossfoord, co. Edin-

burgh, , , ,

Arg. the upper part of a broken spear bendways

betw. two spur-rowels az. Auchmtjty, as

quartered by Tysson Amhurst, and Daniel

Tyssen. , ,

Az a sword in bend arg. hilt and porael or in

bend sinister a tilting-spear (surmounting the

sword) of the last headed of the second betw.

three fleurs-de-lis gold one in chief and two in

fess and as many gem-rings in base of the

last gems gu. one and two. Deane.

A'/, a sword and spear in saltire or betw. four

fleurs-de-lis of the last. Montgomery, Dean

of Norwich ; confirmed by Camden.

Gu. a tilting spear fessways ppr. betw. three

ancient crowns or. Grant.

Az. a tilting spear in fess arg. the point to the

dexter side betw. three boar's heads erased or.

Sir William Gordon ; installed Knight of the

Bath, 19 May, 1779.

a tilting-spear and a battle-axe m saltire

oppressed by a cross couped gu. fimbriated

arg. all betw. three helmets of the last.

Company of Armourers; Glover.

SPEAB betw. and in chief....

On a Chief

Az. a battle-axe in bend sinister surmounted of

a tilting-spear in bend dexter betw. four can-

nons or on a chief of the second a fleur-de-lis

of the first enclosed by a demi rose couped

in pale gu. radiated to the sinister gold and by

the stump of a tree eradicated and couped at

the top as the third. Morris, V*. Sir

Christopher Moures, Master of the Ordnance,

y
2 SPEARS

Arg. a lion pass. sa. over all two tilting-spears

ill saltire gu. headed of the second. Gybons,

CO. Lancaster ; and Darsham, Suffolk.

Arg. two spears in saltire staves gu. points or

over all a lion ramp. sa. Gibon, London,

W.
Arg. two partisans in saltire gu. headed sa. over

all a lion pass. or. Gybons.

Arg. two lances in saltire sa. pennons gu. sur-

mounted by an esquire's helmet az.

Clinkscales.
Erm. two tilting-spears saltireways gu. Crosby,

as borne by Crawfurd of Crosby.

Arg. two halberts endorsed gu. in the middle

fess point three arrows paleways in fess sa.

Cringan, Ceinan or Crinzian, co. Dum-

fries. .

Gu. a fess erm. surmounted of two spears in sal-

tire arg. Crawfurd, Scotland.

2 SPEARS and in Chief cant.

Chief

Or two tilting-spears in saltire sa. surmounted by

a stag browsing ppr. a chief az. thereon a

crescent betw. two pheons of the field.

Thornhill, Ollernshaw, co. Derby.

Mullet
Gu. two halberts paleways surmounted by a fess

cliequy in chief a mullet. Chaiston,

Scotland.

2 SPEARS and in base....

Per fess arg. and az. in chief two spears in saltire

or in base as many hawks belled fessways of

the last. Van CuELLEN, London.

2 SPEARS betw. or within ....

Gu. two lances in saltire or with penoncels thereon

arg. betw. three castles of the first. Smith,
London.

Gu. two spears crossing each other saltireways

betw. tliree fleurs de-lis in chief and as many
annulets in base stoned az. Montgomery,
Hessland, Scotland.

Gu. two spears in saltire betw. three fleurs-de-lis

two in fess and one in base and an annulet in

chief or. Montgomery, Hazlehead, Scotland ;

arms as in Alexander Montgomery's poems,

published by Dr. Irvine 18i!l.

Arg. two tilting-spears in saltire sa. crenels az.

betw. four frets of the second. Cowliowke,

Ireland^

Gu. two spears in saltire betw. a mullet in chief

and a crescent in base all arg. within a bordure

of the last charged with four fleurs-de-lis

and as many annulets alternately az. Lind,

Ryde, Isle of Wight.

Arg. two spears in saltire betw. four spots of

erm. Crawfurd, Scotland.

Arg. two spears in saltire betw. four daggers az.

Shiffner.
Gu. two halberts paleways surmounted by a fess

cheqiiy .... in chief a mullet. Chaison,

Scotland.

2 SPEARS betw. or within ....

and in Chief. . . .

Az. two spears in saltire betw. four body-hearts

or in chief an imperial crown gu. Sprott or

Sporte, Middlesex.

Az. two knees in saltire betw. four hearts or on a

chief of the second a head sa. Peart or

Pert.
Az. two lances in saltire betw. four body-hearts

or on a chief of the last a ship ppr. Spert,

Tetbury, co. Gloucester.

Az. two tilting-spears in saltire or betw. four

hearts of the second on a chief or a ship sa.

the guns of the first fired gu. Sir Thomas

Spert, V.

Gu. two tilting-spears in saltire or betw. four

hearts of the second on a chief az. a ship on

fire ppr. the guns of the third fired of the

first. Spert, V.

3 SPEARS

Arg. three tilting-spears sa. on each a banner ga.

Glendes.
Arg. three salmon spears points downwards sa.

Glynn, Glynn, co. Cornwall ; heiress m. Car-

minow. The Glynns of Boyton, Lanhydrock,
Morval and Helston bore the same arms.
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3 SFEAB8 cont.

Az. three tilting-spears bendways or. Coeboyle,
F. CoRDOYLK, V. Caeboyl, F. Cablhow, V.

Hammon, V. Hamon, Comes Corbulensis,
V.

Az. three spears bendways or headed arg.

Carlhaw or Chaelhaw. Caelowe or Cabi.ow,
Wales.

Az. three tilting-spears in bend or headed arg.
Hamon.

Gu. three tilting-spears two and one erected in

pale or headed arg. Amhekst or Amhurst,
Kent; Court Lodge, East Farleigh; and

Barnjett, and Boxley Abbey. Granted by

Camden, 1607. Amhurst, as quartered by the

families of Tyssen-Amhurst, and Daniel

Tyssen; College of Arms, London.
Gu. three lances or (tilting-spears) erect in fess

or their heads arg. Amherst, Lord Amherst
;

quartering second arg. on a fess az. three

crosses patty or tbird paly of six or and gu. on

a chief of the last three escallops of the

first.

Per chief sa. and arg. overall three tilting spears
erect counterchanged. Beeley. Bueley, V.

Per fess embattled sa. and arg. three lances

counterchanged. Bueley.
Sa. three pikestaves arg. two and one on the top

of each an annulet or. Pike, Gottenburgh,
Sweden ; granted 1751.

Sa. a hand couped at the wrist grasping three

darts one in pale and two in saltire arg.

LowLE ; CO. Somerset ; and Yardley, co. Wor-
cester.

Sa. three spears arg. two and one. Peice,

Washingley, co. Huntingdon.
Sa. three javelins points upwards .... Padaen

Peisrujdd.

8 SPEAES and in Chief

Canton
Az. three broken spears or a canton erm.

Staffoed.

Chief

Arg. three tilting-spears in pale sa. embrued gu. a

chief of the second. Bueley.

On a Chief Beast (Lion)

Arg. three spears erect in fess gu. on a chief az.

a lion of England. Lysaght, Baron Lisle,

Mountnorth.

3 SPEASS betw. or within

Sa. the tops of three broken tilting-spears erect

or pointed arg. betw. as many crescents of the

second. Moeeis ap-Gelffith, F.

7 SFEABS
Arg. seven half spears three one and three sa.

headed az. Dockee.

8 SPEABS
Vert eight spears in saltire or the four in bend

dexter surmounted of the four in sinister.

BEEAKSPEAE,Laugley,co.Hertford, and Middle-

sex.

9 SPEABS
Sa. nine tilting-spears arg. in parcels three in

each viz. one in pale and two in saltire wreath

or. Gaeton, WoUavington, Sussex; the

heiress Mary m. Robert Orme.

SPEABHEAD see Head

SPECTACLES
Arg. three pairs of spectacles vert garnished or.

Company of Spectacle Makees, London ;

incorporated 1629.

SFHEBE
Including Armillary Sphere, Astrolahe, Glohe,

Mound, and Orb

Arg. a lion pass. gu. crowned or on a mound az.

environed with a circle and ensigned with a
cross avellane of the third. Ogilvy, Glashaugh,
Scotland ; Font's MSS.

Az. a sphere or. Haeme, Surrey.
Az. a mound or. Lamont or Lamond, That Ilk,

originally from Ireland.

Az. an astrolabe or. Astroll.
Gu. a mound and cross or. The ELECTOftATE,
borne on an escucheon by Frederick, King of

Bohemia, Count Palatine of the Rhine, Duke
of Bavaria, Silesia, etc., Z, 564.

Or a mound sa. banded arg. and ensigned with a
cross patty gu. Chaulas.

Or a mound sa. environed with a circle and

ensigned with a cross avellane gu. Chawlas.
Per fess or and gu. a lion ramp, counterchanged
armed and langued az. holding in the dexter

paw an astrolabe ppr. Miudleton, Frazer-

burgh, descended of Fettercairn.

Quarterly gu. and az. a royal orb arg. banded and
crossed or. Gilbert Universal, Bishop of

London 1128-34.

SFHEBE and in Chief

Arg. a mound gu. on a canton sa. a lion pass. or.

Kayble.
Az. a globe whereon are represented the Straits

of Magellan and Cape Horn all ppr. in the
sinister chief point two herrings haurient in

saltire arg. crowned or on a canton the united

arms of Great Britain of the second. South
Sea Company, established 1712.

Or on an orb gu. a raven ppr. Raven, Eichmond
Herald, temp. James I, d. 1615.

SFHEBE betw. or within....
Az. a mound or crossed gu. betw. two bourdon

staves paleways ppr. Bourdon, Scotland.

Gu. a mound or betw. three demi lions ramp. arg.
Bennet, Earl of Arlington, Z, 649.

Gu. an armillary sphere or within an orle arg.

charged with eight mullets az. Chamberlain ;

Baronetcy 1828.

Or a mound betw. four saltires gu. Jevon, co.

StaS'ord.

SPHINX see Monster

SFIDEB see Insect

3 SPINDLES see also 3 Fusils

Arg. three spindles in fess threaded or.

Badland.

Arg. thiee spindles gu. Hobby.

3 SPINDLES and in Chief. . . .

Az. three spindles of silk or a canton erm.
Bishopton.

SPIBE see Building

&FOKESHAVE see Instrument

3 SPOONS see also Spade
Sa. three spoons erect or. Sponell, V; Harl.
MS. 1366, fo. 95.

SPOTS of EBUINE see TaUs
as queues d'ermine
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SFBIG see Tree

SPUR
Gu, a spur leather and buckle or od a chief arg.

three cock's heads erased of the field combed

and wattled gold. Cockes, Rode, co. Somerset.

Per fess gu. and or in chief a spur arg. in base

an olive tree eradicated and fructed ppr.

Dalbiac, London ;
and France.

3 SPUES
Sa. three spurs or. Capp.

SPUR ROWEL see Mullet

SQUARE
Sa. a carpenter's square or. Bevill.

Arg. three pair of cliev. interlaced fessways at

each end an annulet (az. Wastley,) gu.

Wastlay, V.

SQUIRE or Cantons voided

Per fess the chief part quarterly indented per
fess or and erm. the base arg, charged with

squires sa. Barlay.

SQUIRREL see Beast STAG see Beast

STAG BEETLE see Insect

STAFF
Including Baton, Crosier, Crutch, long Cross,

and Pilgrim's Staff.

Arg. a coronet enfiied by a crosier ....

Cistercian Abbey at Beaulieu, co. Hants.

Arg. a crosier over all a lion ramp. gu. Hales.

Arg, a lion ramp, sa. supporting a ragged staff

az. WiLUSBY.

Arg. a crozier in pale or enfiied with a stag's

head cabossed sa. attired gu. Augustinian

Abbey at Hertland, co. Devon.

Arg. a ragged staff embowed to the sinister sa.

Alten,

Arg. a bishop's crook in pale sa. M'Laubin or

M'Laurance, Dreghorn,
Arg, on a staff raguly fessways in base vert an

eagle displ, sa, Selwabd, co. Warwick; and

CO. Wilts.

Arg. an eagle displ. with two necks sa. perched
on a staff lying fessways raguly vert.

Dellwood or Delwood. Selwood.

Arg. a hawk ppr, beaked and legged or standing
on a staff couped and raguled vert. Hawkins,
alias Edge, co. Salop.

Arg. two bars gu, over all a pilgrim's crutch in

bend sinister or. Gilbertine priory at

Sempringham, CO, Lincoln. Tanner.

Arg, three bars gu, over all a crosier in bend
or (arg. crook or, Monasticon). Gilbertine

Abbey at Alvingham, co. Lincoln.

Arg. three bars gu. over all a crutch in bend
sinister or. Gilbertine Priory at Malton, co.

York. Tanner.

Arg. three crescents gu, impaling az. a crosier

in pale or. Cistercian Abbey at Pipewell,
CO. Northampton.

Az. an episcopal staff in pale arg, ensigned with

a cross patty or surmounted by a pall of the

Becond edged and fringed of the third

charged with four crosses formy fitchy sa.

Archbishopric of Canterbury, Berry.
Az. a bend over all a crosier in bend sinister or

the staff arg. crook of the second. Premon-
stratensian Abbey of St. Agatha at Richmond,
CO. York.

STAFF cont.

Az. a crosier or. Bischoff; granted by the

Emperor Maximilian to Andrew Bischoff,

printer,
Az, a bend or over all a crosier in bend sinister

of the last, Benedictine priory of St. Martin

at Richmond, co, York,

Az, a lion ramp. arg. charged on the side with a

key in pale of the field and holding in the

dexter paw a trident or, Ochteelony, certi-

fied at the Coll, of Arms, London, 1779,

Az. two keys in bend sinister addorsed and con-

joined in the bows ..,. interlaced with a

crosier in bend, Benedictine Abbey at Bath.
Tanner.

Barry of six arg. and gu. over all in bend sinister

a pilgrim's crutch or. Gilbertine priory at

Sempringham, co. Lincoln.

Erm, two bars az. over all saltire or. Augustinian

Abbey at Missenden, co, Bucks ; founded by

D'Oyly, Leland, Collect,, i, 4.7.

Erm, two bars wavy sa. over all a crosier in bend
or. Augustinian Abbey at Missenden, co.

Bucks,
Erm, three bars wavy sa. a crosier in pale or.

Augustinian Abbey at Missenden, co. Bucks,

Gu. a bar or surmounted by a staff raguly arg.
Druitt.

Gu. a lion ramp. arg. over all a crosier or.

Bayen,
Gu. a lion ramp, arg, over all a bishop's crosier

in bend sinister or. Odo, Bishop of Bayeux,
Earl of Gloucester, half brother of William I.

Gwillim. Bayen, Cistercian Abbey at Byland,
CO. York. Odin, Kent ; and borne by Odin,
Boston, United States, America.

Gu. a lion ramp, or surmounted by (or over all)

a pilgrim's crutch in bend sinister of the last.

Augustinian Priory at Newburgh, co. York.

Tanner.
Gu. a lion ramp, or (?arg.) surmounted by a

crosier in bend sinister or. Cistercian Abbey
of Belleland, Begeiand, or Byland, co. York.

Tanrcer.

Gu, a lion ramp, or supporting a staff raguly of

the last. Forth,
Gu. a cinquefoil erm, over all a crosier in bend

or, Cistercian Abbey at Gerondon or

Gabendon, CO, Leicester.

Gu. a cross arg. over all on the dexter side a

crosier in pale or. Benedictine Abbey at

Shieburne, CO. Dorset.

Gu, two bars gemel or a chief of the last over

all a crozier in pale arg. Abbey of St. Agatha
at Richmond, co, York, Premonstratensian

Abbey of St. Agatha at Easby, co. York.

Gu. two keys in bend sinister addorsed and con-

joined in the bows or interlaced with a crosier

in bend dexter arg. surmounting the lower

key. Benedictine Abbey at Bath, now
Deanery, co, Somerset. Burke. Monasticon.

Gu, three water bougets arg. over all a pastoral
staff in pule or. Augustinian Priory at

KiEKHAM ; and at Wartre, co, York.

Gu, three water bougets in pale arg. over all a

cross or. Augustinian Puory at Wartre, co.

York.
Gu. three water bougets arg. over all a crosier in

pale or, Cistercian Abbey at Reyess, Rievall,
RrvEE, or Rivadlx, co, York.

Gu, four bars a chief or and over all a crosier of

the last, Benedictine Priory of St. Martin at

Richmond, co. York. Tanner.
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STATF cont.

On. a saltire arg. over all a crosier in pale or.

Augustinian Priory at Worksop, co. Notts.

Gu. a crosier in pale or surmounted by an open
book arg. written sa, garnished and clasped or.

Bishopric of Killala and Achonry.
Or a lion ramp. sa. supporting a ragged staff az.

WiLLISBY.
Or three cbev. gu. over all a crosier in bend arg.
and sometimes a label of three points ....

Cistercian Abbey at Langthorne at Booh,
Stratford, or Stratford Langthorne, Essex.

Per bend arg. and sa. a staff raguly counter-

changed. Genton, CO. Warwick.
Per chief (or per fess) indented or and az. in the

dexter chief a crosier in the sinister a mitre

gu. Benedictine Abbey of St. Peter at

Westminster, Middlesex.
Per chief indented az. and or over all in bend a

crosier the staff gu. the crook of the first.

Augustiuian Priory at Butley, Suffolk.

Per pale arg. and gu. a crosier in bend or.

Cistercian Abbey at Bockland, co. Devon.
Monasticon.

Per pale gu. and az. three demi lions pass,

guard, in pale joined to as many demi bulks of

ships or over all in pale a crosier of the third.

Cluniao or Benedictine Abbey at Feversham,
Kent, r.

Quarterly arg. and go. a crosier in bend or.

Cistercian Abbey at Buckland, co. Devon.

Quarterly arg. and or the mace of the Lord

Mayor of London in pale betw. an oak tree

on a mount vert fructed ppr. in the first and
fourth quarters and in the second and third a

bull's head erased sa. charged on the neck with

a bezant. Borne by Alderman Sir Matthew

Wood, Hatherley House, co. Gloucester; Baro-

netcy ]887; Page-Wood, Baron Hatherley,
created 1808.

Quarterly gu. and arg. a crosier in bend or.

Cistercian Abbey at Byland, co. York. Tanner.

Quarterly gu. and or a crosier in bend dexter or.

Cistercian Abbey at Belleland, Begeland, or

Byland, co. York. Monasticon.

Quarterly gu. and or a crosier erect .... in the

first quarter a lion pass, of the second.

Benedictine Priory at Birkenhead or

BiRKETwooD, or Bybkett CO. Chester. Monas-
ticon.

Quarterly or and gu. a bend sa. over all a crosier

in bend sinister or. Cistercian Abbey at

CuMBERMERE, CO. Chester. Tanner.

Sa. a crosier enfiled with an annulet betw. two

crowns in chief or. Benedictine Abbey of

Bardney, CO. Lincoln.

Sa. a crosier in pale or enfiled with a buck's

headcabossed arg. (attired gu., Le?and, Collect.

i, 80). Cistercian Abbey at Buckfastleigh

or Buckfestre, co. Devon.

Vert a key in bend or head to the dexter sur-

mounting in saltire a staff arg. Board of

Green Cloth.
.... a mace in bend dexter surmounted of a

pastoral staff in bend sinister. John Birde,

Bishop of Bangor 1539-41, afterwards of

Chester.

STAFF and in chief....

On a Chief Flower (Thiatle)

Az. a crosier and a sword in saltire arg. on a

chief of the last a thistle vert. Kirk, Scot-

land.

STAFF and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont. Flower (Thistle) cont.

Gu. a crosier or and sword arg. saltireways on a

chief of the second a thistle vert. Kirk, Scot-

land.

Gu. a crosier or surmounted with a sword in

cross arg. pommelled of the second on a chief

of the last a thistle ppr. Kirke.
Gu. a crosier reversed in bend sinister sur-

mounted by a sword in bend dexter ppr. on a

chief arg. a thistle leaved also ppr. Church,
Hampton, Middlesex.

Gu. a crosier or and sword arg. in saltire a

bordure indented arg. on a chief of the second
a thistle vert. Kirk, Aberfoil, Scotland.

....Harp
Gu. a crosier in bend sinister arg. surmounted

by a sword of the second in bend pomel and
hilt or on a chief az. a harp or stringed arg.

Bishopric of Derry and Raphoe.
.... Trees

Gu. a crosier in bend or headed arg. surmounted

by an open book ppr. on a chief indented erm.

two palm branches in saltire also ppr. sur-

mounted of a mitre or. Bishopric of

Calcutta.

STAFF hetw. or within ....

Bordure

Arg. a crosier gu. in bend dexter surmounted with

a lion ramp, of the last all within a bordure sa.

bezanty. Cistercian Abbey at Hales or

Hailes, CO. Gloucester. Cistercian Abbey at

Holm Cultram, co. Cumberland.

Arg. a crosier in pale sa. enfiled with a crown

ppr. all within a bordure sa. bezanty.

Collegiate Church of Secular Canons at

Beverley, co. York.

Az. a lion ramp. arg. holding in the paws a

trident erect or and charged on the shoulder

with a key the ward upwards of the field all

within a bordure wavy of the second charged
with four buckles gu. Ochterlony, Ochterlony,
CO. Fortar; Baronetcy 1823.

Az. a crosier in bend dexter or surmounted with

a lion ramp, of the last all within a bordure of

the second. Benedictine Abbey at Shrewsbury.

Paly of six or and gu. in bend a crosier arg. all

within a bordure az. bezanty. Augustinian

Abbey at Cibenoesteb, co. Gloucester.

Gu. a crosier in pale or enfiled with a regal crown

of the last all within a bordure sa. billetty of

the second. Cistercian Abbey at Bewley or

Beaulieu, CO. Hants.

Per pale gu. and az. a lion pass, (guard, some-

times) or holding in his dexter paw erect a

crosier enfiled by a mitre or all within a bor-

dure arg. charged with eight text B's sa.

Cluniac Abbey at Bermondsey, Surrey.
Monasticon.

Quarterly arg. and gn. a coronet enfiled by a cro-

sier in pale .... within a bordure sa. bezanty.

Cistercian Abbey at Beuley or Beaulieu, co.

Hants. But the bordure billety. Tanner.

Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale or over all a

crosier the staff gu. crook sa. all within a bor-

dure of the last bezanty. Cistercian Abbey at

Yale-Royal or Dernhall, co. Chester.

Bougets
Gu. a crossed staff in pale betw. three bougets or

the staS" surmounting the one in base.

Augustinian Priory at Kirkham, co. York.

Tanner.
138.
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STAFF betw. or within, .. .cojif,

Boagets cont.

Gu. a crosier in pale or betw. three bongets arg,
the staff surmounting that in base. Cistercian

Abbey at Rivaulx, co. York. Tanner.
Coronets

Sa. a crosier in pale or garnished with a pallium
crossing the stafiF arg. betw. two ducal coronets

of the second. Benedictine Abbey of St.

Bennet at HuLME, Norfolk.

Sa. a crosier in pale entwined with a ribbon (other-
wise called two serpents) betw. as many coronets

with in dexter or in sinister at pleasure a hand

issuing from a cloud. Benedictine Abbey of

St. Bennet at Hulme, Norfolk ; Blomfield.
Estoiles

Az. a Jacob's staff in pale betw. (? two) three

estoiles or. John Thurlow, Burnham Overy,
Norfolk ; granted by Sir Edw. Byshe 19 Nov.
1061.

Az. a crosier in bend dexter surmounting a key
in bend sinister or betw. four stars of eight

points arg. the stars as representing the prin-

cipal constellation of the southern hemisphere
called the Crux Auslralis. Granted to Francis

Eussell Nixon, Lord Bishop of Tasmania.
Garbs

Az. a crosier in pale betw. three garbs....
Cluniac Priory at Wenlock or Wimnicas, co.

Salop.
Sa. a crosier in pale betw. three garbs or.

Cistercian Abbey atDELACRE or Dleulacee, co.

Stafford.

Hand
.... a crosier betw. a hand issuing from either

side of the escucheon and holding a sword.
Premonstrfltensian Abbey at Langley, co.

Norfolk. Monasticon.
Horns

Sa. a crosier in pale or with two ribbons (or tas-

sels) entwined about it arg. betw. four golden
cornets. Benedictine Abbey of St. Benet at
Hulme, Norfolk; Cole's MS. in Brit. Mus.,
XXX, 6.

Boandles
Sa. a ragged staff in bend or betw. seven bezants.

Saybe, Norfolk.

2 STAVES
Arg. a baton in bend dexter gu. oppressed by

another in bend sinister az. Benedictine
Nunnery at Castle Hedingham, Hegford,
Hegham or Heningham, Essex. Monasticon.

Az. two batons or ensigned on the top with
the unicorn of Scotland. . Borne by Sir
ThoraHS Brand, gentleman usher of the green
rod, and gentleman usher daily waiter to

King George I ; quartering or on a bend sa.
three mascles arg. a chief az. charged with as

many stars of the third.

Arg. two crosiers in saltire az. M'Gassock,
Kusco.

Arg. two ragged staves couped at the ends em-
bowed one to the other sa. Bowstock.

Az. two crosiers paleways iu fess arg. Augus-
tinian Abbey at Thorntone-on-Humber, co.
Lincoln.

Az. two crosiers in saltire arg. the dexter oppress-
ing the sinister the dexter crook or the
sinister sa. Premonstratensian Abbev at
Lanqdon or West Langdon, Kent. Monasticon,
vol. vi, 2.

Az. two crosiers addorsed in sallire or. Bishopric
of Clonfert

; IJurL 31S. 4010.

2 STAVES cont.

Per pale az. and gu. two palmer's staves in saltire

or that in bend sinister oppressing the other.

New Namptwich Monastery, co. Chester.
Tanner.

2 STAVES and in chief. . . .

.... Mitre
Az. two crosiers in saltire in chief a mitre or.

Bishopric of Argyll. Herveus, Bishop of

Bangor, 1109; afterwards of Ely.
Az. two crosiers in saltire adossed and in chief a

mitre or. Kirkconnel or Kirkonnel, that

Ilk, Scotland.

Sa. two crosiers endorsed in saltire or oppressed
by a mitre or. Bishopric of Leighlin and

Ferns, Ireland.

On a Chief

Sa. two crosiers endorsed in saltire the dexter or

the sinister arg. on a chief az. three mitres

with labels of the second. See of Llandaff.

Berry.
Sa. two crosiers in saltire or on a chief concave

az. three mitres arg. garnished gu. Kirkman.

2 STAVES and in base
Sa. two crosiers endorsed in sallire or in base a

lurab couchant arg. Bishopric of Kilmoue,
Ireland.

2 STAVES betw. or within
Anchors

Az. two batons in saltire or betw. as many
anchors in fess of the last and the like number
of boars pass, in pale arg. Goldteap, Dover,
Kent ; granted 1749.

Annnlets
Per fesse indented .... and .... in chief two

crosiers betw. three annulets .... Augustinian
Priory at Burscough, co. Lancaster. Tanner.

Beast (Sheep)
Vert two shepherd's crooks in saltire or betw.

three lambs pass, two and one arg. Granted to

James Shepheed, Nun Green, Surrey.
Bordure

Gu. two pastoral staves in saltire or within a
bordure engr. of the second entoyre of lieurs-

de-lis az. Philip of Poictiers (alias De
Pictaira), Bishop of Durham, 1197-1208.

Coronets
Gu. two staves raguly and couped one in pale
surmounted by another in fess both arg. betw.
two ducal coronets in chief or the bottom part
of the staff enfiled with a ducal coronet of the
last. Town of Colchestee, Essex.

Gu. two staves raguly and couped one in pale
surmounted by the other in fess vert betw.
two ducal coronets in chief or the bottom part
of the staff in pale enfiled with a ducal coronet
of the last. Town of Nottingham.

Az. two pastoral staves in saltire betw. four

crowns or. Maurice, Bishop of London, 1085-
1107.

Garbs
Sa. two shepherd's crooks in saltire or betw. three

garbs of the second. Beneffh, or Bennette.
Beneffs, K
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3 STAVES
Arg. three pilgrim's staves gu. Burden, Helm-

don, co. Duibam. BURDON. John BURDON, A'.

Thorghrym, Thourghgram, or Thorghram,
Ireland. Thorghram, V. Thorgham, Scot-

land ; and Ireland, W.
Arg. three pilgrim's staves fessways gu. Will.

IjORDON, F.

Arg. three pilgrim's staves in fess gu. pomelled
or. Burden, Gosberkirk. co. Lincoln.

Arg. three palmer's staves and crooks gu.
Grime, Ireland. Gryme, V.

Arg. three pilgrim's slaves in pale gu. Gryme.

Arg. three pilgrim's staves in pile gu. Joan

Burdun, E.

Arg. three spiked clubs sa. Barston.

Arg. three ragged staves sa. two and one.

SUBSTON.

Arg. three palmer's staves sa. the heads ends and
rests or. Palmer, Winthorpe, co. Lincoln.

Arg. three staves raguly sa. tlammant at the top

I^pr. Layland.

Arg. three pastoral staves two and one each en-

signed on the lop with a crown celestial.

William WoRTHiNGTON, D.D.
Az. three clubs arg. with wriststraps gu.

Mazzinghi, London; originally from Germany,
settled in the lUth century in Tuscany, at

Campi, and Florence.
Az. three clubs in bend or. Harbottle, V.

Az. three palmer's staves or. Burdon, co. Not-

tingham ;
and Cumberland. Burdon, V.

Pilgrim or Pilgrime, V.

Az. three pilgrim's crook staves or. Pilgrim, V.

Az. three pilgrim's staves or the field crusily of

the second. Burden. Burdon, Castle-Eden,
CO. Durham ; descended from Thomas Burdun
of Stockton-upon-Tees, temp. Edw. IV.

Az. three crosiers two and one or each enfiled

with a stag's head cabossed of the last.

Nunnery at East Dereham, Norfolk,

Az. three crosiers or over all on a fess gu. three

plates each charged with the letters I. H. S. sa.

I'remonstratensian Abbey at Wendling, Nor-

folk.

Gu. three batons in pale arg. Ushee or Ulsheb,
created Ulster King of Arms, 30 June 1588.

Gu. three whales hauriant or in the mouth of

each a crosier of the last. Cistercian Abbey
at VVHALEY or Whalley, CO. Lancaster.

Gu. three burdon staves or. Burdon. SireJohan

BORDOUN, N.
Or three pilgrim's staves az. Burdon, V.

Or three pilgrim's staves and crooks gu. John

Burdon, F.

Or three pilgrim's staves sa. Pilgrim.
Sa. three spiked maces erect two and one arg.

Sprinte, Bristol
;

Visitation of Hants, 1634.

Sa. three clubs or. Sprynt, co. Hants,

tja. three pilgrim's staves one in pale and two in

saltire arg. tied together in the midst or.

Garton, V.

Sa. three ragged staves arg. Staffok, Bally-

makane; quartering arg. three passion nails sa.

3 STAVES and in chief....

{See also On 3 Staves)
Sa. three ragged slaves .... in chief a castle

triple towered arg. Stufford of the Castle,

CO. Wexford.

Arg. three palmer's staves sa. heads rests and

ends or on a chief of the second as naany escal-

lops of the first. Palmer.

3 STAVES and in base
Az. three crosiers paleways in fess or in base a

saltire couped arg. Lammie, Dunkenny, Scot-

land. Lammin or Lamming, co. Lincoln ; and
London. L'Amy, Dunkenny, co. Forfar.

3 STAVES betw. or within ....

Arg. three crosiers two and one betw. as many
crosses crosslet fitchy one and two or.

Benedictine Abbey at Thorney,co. Cambridge.
Tanner.

On 3 STAVES
Sa. three pikestaves arg. two and one on the top

of each an annulet or. Pike, Gottenburgh,
Sweden; granted 1751.

Sa. three staves raguly fessways couped two and
one on each a hawk perched arg. Trehawke,
Trehawke and Rosilian, Cornwall; the heiress

»«. Keilio.

4 STAVES
Quarterly az. and or four pastoral staves coun-

terchanged. John de Drokenesford, Bishop
. of Bath and Wells, 1309-29.

4 STAVES betw. or within

Arg. four wands interlaced in saltire az.

betw. four eagles displ Rcnn Dickson

Hampden, Bishop of Hereford, 1H47.68. Seal.

Arg. four staves laguly in saltire gu. within a

bordure az. Berblakes or Berbloke.

Arg. four staves raguly in saltire gu. within a

bordnre az. cliurged with eight bezants.

Berblock, London.

8 STAVES
Az. eight staves fretly and raguly or. Brodhurst,

CO. btafTord.

STANDAED see Banner

STAPLE see LOCK STAR see Estoile

STARFISH see Mullet (at head)
STEEL CAP see Cap

STEEPLE see Building STERN see SHIP

2 STILTS

Arg. two stilts in saltire sa. Newby.

Arg. two stilts in saliire sa. garnished or

Newby, Northfenton, co. York, V.

. STIRRUP
Az. a stirrup between three mitres arg. Bene-

dictine Abbey at Evesham, co. Worcester.

3 STIRRUPS

Arg. three stirrups gu. with the leathers. Wil-

liam GiFFORD, X.

Az. three stirrups or. Purefoy, Misterton and

Drayton, co. Leicester. Purefoye, Calde-

cote, CO. Warwick ; Wadley and Shalleston, co.

Berks. Purefoy, co. Tipperary. Shereford.

Az. three stirrups with leathers or two and one.

Giffard, Chillington, co. Stafford. Sir John

Gifford, Chillington, co. Stafford, V. Gifford.

Az. three stirrups with leathers and buckles or

a label of three points arg. Gifford, Elmdon

CO. Warwick.
Gu. three stirrups or leathers arg. Sir Piers

EscuDAMORE, V. GiFFORD, Staffordshire.

Scudamore, V.

Gu. three stirrups with leathers m pale or.

Deverell or Deverall.
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3 STIREUPS cont.

Gn. three stirrups leathered and buckled or.

ScuDAMOEE, CO. Gloucester. Sccdamore,
Sligo, Ireland. Scudamore, Kentchureh, co.

Hereford. Sc0damore (modern); quartering
or a cross patty fitchy gu. for Scudamore
{ancient} ; quartering az. two bars gemelles in

chief a hon pass, guard, or for Tregos, arg. a

fess gu. betw. three estoiles sa. for Ewias,erm.
two bars gemelles gu. for Huntercooibe.

ScuDAMOEE, Viscount in the Peerage of Ire-

land. Scudamore, Ballingham, co. Hereford ;

Baronetcy 1(544; extinct Scudamore,
Home Lacy, co. Hereford; Baronetcy 1629;
extinct 1710. Wautier Skidmoee, A\

3 STIEETJPS betw. or within
....three stirrups. ...in a bordure engr
GiFFOED, Collinson, Somerset., ii, 373 ; quar-
tering .... a chev betw. three lions

ramp
Az. three stirrups or within a bordure engr. arg.

pelletty. Gifford, Koddinghurst, co. Wilts.
Az. three stirrups or a bordure indented of the

second. Sire Piers Giffaed, 0.

STONE
Arg. a tombstone gu. Albon or Albin.

3 STONES
Flint

Vert three flintstones arg. Flint, Harl. MS.
1407, fo. 123.

Slill

Az. tbree millstones arg. Melveton or

MiLVETON, Cheshire. Milveton.
Az. three millstones ppr. (i.e., arg. picked sa.

and with the niillnnd). Molenter alias

MoLiNGTON, alias Molungton, co. Chester.
Harl. MS. 1535, fo. 2iil, Singe, Bridgnorth,
CO. Salop.

Az. three millstones ppr. Melveton, co. Chester.
MiLLENTON, F. MiLNSTON, CO. Chester. Synge,
Kiltrough, CO. Meath; Baronetcy 1801; quar-
tering arg. an eagle displ. with two heads
sa. beaked and legged gu.

Sa. three millstones arg. two and one. Spence,
CO. York.

Tomb
Vert three tombstones arer. Tomb.

Wall
Arg. three wall stones in pale or. Brickley.

STORK see Bird (Heron;
STUMP see Tree

SUFFLUE see Best

3 SUGAR LOAVES
Sa. three sugar loaves arg. Sugar ; Collinson,

Somerset, in, 404.

SUN
Arg. the sun in splendour gn. Delahay, co.

Hereford. John de la Haye, A. Grove.
Harst. Hast. Herst, V. Hurst, Ster-
ford, CO. Hertford.

Arg. a sun eclipsed issuing out of the dexter
chief the beams or. Welday, Wheelhurst.
Randle Holme.

Az.^a
sun arg. Hogaed. Sir Andrew Hugaed,

Az the sun rising from behind a hill or. Hill,
Edinburgh, Scotland.

SUN cont.

Az. a sun or. Abraham. Lothian.
Az. the sun in splendour or. Aldam, Kent.
Aldernam. Aldham, V. Aldbraham. Town
of Banbury, co. Oxford. St. Cleee. Nadal.

Az. the sun in splendour ppr. a coat of augmen-
tation for the title of Lothian ; Ker, Miirquess
of Lothian ; quartering gu. on a chev. arg.
three mullets of the field for the lordship of

Jedburgh. Ker, Abbot Rule, Scotland.

Az. in the dexter canton a sun issuant therefrom
seven rays or the centre one betw. two estoiles

in bend sinister arg. Granted to John Adlam,
Bristol.

Az. the sun half-eclipsed (per pale sa. and or.)

Dyson, Inkbarrow, co. Worcester, Harl. MS.
1566.

Gu. a sun in its glory arg. Richmond. John de
la Haye, Harl. MS. 6137, fo. i)2.

Gu. a sun per pale sa. and or. Dyson, co. Staf-

ford.

Or a sun radiated gu. Hayes; quartering arg.
a chev. betw. three martlets su. Collinson,

Somerset, iii, 406.
Or a sun gu. Hays, co. Dorset.
Per pale az. and or a sun counterchanged.

Clere, Cornwall.
Per pale or and az. the sun half-faced sa. and

the other gold ; Dyson, Willow Hall, co. York,
and Everton, co. Lancaster; quartering per
bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or,
for Edwards, co. York.

Per pale or and az. a sun counterchanged. St.

Cleee, Tidwell, co. Devon, the heiress m.
Arscot.

Quarterly az. and gu. over all a sun or in the first

and fourth quarters two fleurs-de-lis fessways
in the second and third a lion pass, guard, of
the third. Hubst, Hinckley, co. Leicester;
granted 1763.

Quarterly az. and gu. over all the sun in splen-
dour. MicHEi.soN.

Quarterly erm. and or a sun gu. Huest, Wel-
bery, co. Hertford; granted 1715. Hurst,
Horsham Park, Sussex.

Quarterly sa. and gu. a sun or. Michaelson.
Sa. a sun in splendour or. Dernley. Derule.
Sa. the sun or. Rake. Rale. Rayle. Rule,

V. RuxE.

SUN and in chief
On a Canton

Az. a sun in its glory or on a canton gu. a lion

pass. arg. St. Cleee, Cornwall; and Essex.
St. Clere, V.

Insects (Bees)
Az. a sun rising above a representation of the
Ghauts (mountains near Bombay) in base
and in chief two bees volant all ppr. Granted
to Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, Bombay; Baro-
netcy 1857.

SUN and in base....
Az. out of a crescent arg. a sun or. Manelson,

CO. Lincoln. Moonson, co. Lincoln. Nadal.
Nedal. Thomas de Oldham, A. Richmond.
Mounsyr Sincleer, X. Sir Thomas Seynt
Cleee, V. St. Cleeee. St. Cleee, Ightham,
Kent; Gage, Hengreave, pp. 72, 226, 230-1.6.

Az. in chief the sun in splendour arg. in base a
crescent or. Bowles, Bremhill, co. Wilts.

Az. a sun arg. issuing from a crescent or.

Dowse, Collingborn, co. Wilts.
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SUN and in base .... cont.

Az. 8 sun in its glory environed with a cloud arg.
and resting on the horns of a crescent also arg.
"Wilkinson. Randle Holme.

Sa. in the dexter chief point a sun in the sinister

base a hand pointing thereto ppr. Brady,
Ireland.

Az. the sun and full moon in chief and the seven
stars in orbicular form in base all or. De
FONTIBUS.

Az. in chief a sun or in base a chameleon on
sandy ground ppr. Ory.

Arg. a sun in chief gu. and in base a cup of the
last. Vassall,

Az. in chief a sun in splendour in base a chalice
or. Borne by John Vassall.

Az. a sun in chief and a vase in base or.

Vassal.
Az. the sun in splendour or in base a mount

vert. SoNiBANCK, Haseley, co. Oxford.
SUNNYBANCK.

Az. the suu moon and seven stars or the two first

in chief the last in base. John de Fobtibus,
Bishop of Ely, 1220-25. Sometimes the sun in

chief the moon in base and the stars in orle.

SUN and la base....
Chief. ...Insects

Az. a sun rising above a representation of" the
Ghauts" (mountains near Bombay) in base and
in chief two bees volant all ppr. Granted to

Sir Jamsetjee Jejekbhoy, Bombay ; Baronetcy
1857.
On a Canton.... Esoncbeon

Az. the sun in splendour or in base the ocean

ppr. on a canton arg. anescucbeon gu. charged
with a lion pass, guard, of the second. Royal
Institdxion of Great Britain, established

1800.
SUN betw. and within....

Bolts
Az. a suu betw. three thunderbolts winged and

shafted or. Stbickson ; granted 14= June,
1707.

Crescents
Az. the sun in splendour or betw. an increscent

and decrescent in fess arg. Flamaoan, Ire-

land.

Gu. a sun betw. four crescents arg. within a bor-

dure charged with eight roses of the first.

Melville, Murdicaimie, Scotland.
Crosses

Az. the sun in splendour betw. two crosses patty

fitchy in chief and a mullet in base arg.

Gilchrist, Aunsfield, Scotland.

Az. the sun in splendour betw. two crosses patty

fitchy in chief and a dagger arg. point down-
wards in base a mullet of the second.
Gilchrist.

Estoiles

Az.in the dexter canton a sun issuant therefrom

seven rays or the centre one betw. two estoiles

in bend sinister arg. Granted to John Adlam,
Bristol.

Sa. a sun or betw. nine stars arg. three two three

and one. Baillie, Jerviswood.
Fleurs-de-lis

Quarterly az. and gu. over all a sun or in the first

and fourth quarters two fleurs-de-lis fessways
in the second and third a lion pass, guard, of

the third. Hurst, Hinckley, co. Leicester ;

granted 1763.

Az. the sun in splendour ppr. betw. three fleurs-

de-lis arg. Bkownhill, Scotland.

SUN betw. and within cont.
Uullets

Az. the sun or betw. four mullets in bend dexter
and as many crescents in bend sinister arg.
Studdert.

Boandles (Bezants)
Az. a sun or betw. three bezants. Jowers,

Ipswich, Sufl'olk.

SUN betw. and in chief. . . .

On a Chief
Per pale vert and gu. a sun in splendour or betw.

three greyhounds courant two and one arg.
collared of the second a chief engr. erminois
thereon a cross crosslet fitchy also gu. betw.
two buglehorns stringed az. Hunter.

2 SUNS
Per chev. sa. and arg. in chief two suns or.

Lambebby, V.

Per pale or and az. two suns counterchanged.
SoNGLER or St. Cleer, Essex. Sylvanus
Morgan.

Quarterly gu. and az. in chief two suns or.

Bbuyne, V.

3 SUNS
Az. three suns in splendour or. Eathoate.
Elham. St. Clere. Seyntclere, V. Zile.

Gu. three suns or. Suhyng, V.
Per ohev. arg. and sa. three suns in chief gu.
Lamberby.

Per fess az. and gu. three suns or. Peebson ;

granted 1G16. Pierson, Dean of Salisbury.
Per fess az. and sa. three suns or. Parsons,

Steyning, Sussex; granted U3 April, lfi61.
Per fess gu. and az. three suns or. Watson.
Per fess or and arg. three suns sa. Hull.
Per fess embattled az. and gu. three suns or.
Pearson or Pierson, London.

Per less embattled gu. and az. three suns or.

Peerson, Wisbeach, Isle of Ely ; and London.
Per fess embattled gu. and az. three suns ppr.

Pierson, co. Bedford. Pierson, co. Devon;
Person, V. Person ; Earl. MS. 1404, fo. 128.

Per fess nebuly az. and or three suns counter-

changed. Pridmore, CO. Dorset.
Per pale az. and or three suns counterchanged.
Sonneclebe, Cornwall, K Glebe, Cornwall.

Sa. three suns arg. Waltham.

3 SUNS and in chief....
Chief

Az. three suns ppr. a chief erm. Jackson,
CO. York.

Gu. three suns or a chief erm. Jackson, Kel-
woold's Grove, co. York.

3 SUNS and in base....
Az. in chief three suns in base a hare courant or.

John Watson, Bishop of Winchester 1580-4;
Add. MS. 12443, fo. 131 b.

3 SUNS betw. or within
Az. three suns within a bordure engr. or.

St. Clere.
Az. betw. two pallets wavy erm. three suns or.

Pearson, Tyer's Hill, co. York.
Sa. three suns in pale or betw. two palets ermi-

nois. Pierson.

8 SUNS betw. or within....
and in chief....

Gu. three suns in splendour or within a bordure

aig. a chief erm. Jackson, Torphin, Scotland.
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4 SUNS
Quarterly or and az. four suns counterchanged.
Herst.

7 SUNS
Az. seven suns or three three and one. Elham.

SWALLOW see Bird SWAN see Bird

SWEEP see Sling

SWOED
Including Cutlass, Dagger, Dirk, Falchion,

Foignard, and Scimetar

.... a poignard and cross quarterly Pryme,
CO. Cambridge, established in England temp.
Charles I. Burke.

A sword of state palewise point downwards sur-

mounted of two lions pass, impaling quarterly
first and fourth chequy arg. and sa. second and
third gu. two barrows or. The Corporation
seal of Droitwich, co, Worcester.

Arg. on a mount vert a tree pierced tlirougb in

bend by a sword ppr, upon the point a crown
Aut,u.

Arg. a sword erect point upwards from the blade

issuing drops of blood. O'Davoren, Ire-

land.

Arg. a two hflnded sword in pale az. Spaldikg,
Ashnillie, Scotland.

Arg. a cross moline az. surmounted by a sword
m pale ppr. Deans, Longhermiston, Scotland.

Arg. an oak tree eradicated in bead sinister vert

surmounted by a sword in bend dexter az.

hiked or ensigned on the point with a royal
crown of the last. M'GREGOR,That Ilk.

Arg. a sword in pale az. hilt and pomel or.

Deuchar, Edinburgh ; quartering gu. a boar's

head couped or. Same arms in a bordure gu.

Deuchar, Morningside.
Arg. a sword in pale az. hilt and pomel or sur-

mounted on the point by a mullet gu. over all

a saltire couped sa. Garran. Gorran.

Gavin, Lanton.

Arg. a lir tree growing out of a mount in base

vert on the dexter side a sword palewise az.

ensigned on the point with an antique crown
or. Macgregor.

Arg. on a mount in base vert a fir tree sur-

mounted of a sword in bend on the point an

imperial crown in the dexter chief canton all

ppr. M'Gregor, Scotland.

Arg. a sword in pale gu. Dymock.

Arg. a sword with the point upwards in bend sa.

Elam, Kent.

Arg. a sword in bend sa. Kilpec, Kilpec

Castle, CO. Hereford, temp. King John; the

heiress m. Philip Marmyum, Lord of Tarn-

worth Castle, CO. Warwick, Baron of Scrivelsby,
CO. Lincoln, and hereditary King's Champion,
temp. Henry III.

Arg. a cutlass in bend sa. Elam, Kent, W.
Elam, V.

Arg. a sword in pale sa. Dimocke. Kilpec.

Arg. a sword erect sa. hilted gu. Dvmok, V.

Phillip Marmion, A.

Az. a lion ramp. arg. wielding a sword of the

last. JULIEN.
Az. a falchion in pale arg. hilt gu. Tatnell,

CO. Chester.
Az.a cutlass in bend ppr. garnished or. Tattall

or Tatnall, CO. Berks.
Az. a sword in bend ppr. piercing a human heart

gu. Augustinian Priory at Stoneley, co.

Hunts. Monastkon.

SWOED cont.

Gu. a sword arg. and key or in saltire. In East
Coke Church, co. Somerset.

Gu. two keys addorsed in bend arg. interlaced
with a sword in bend sinister arg. hilt in base.

Bishopric of Winchester. Tanner.
Gu. two keys addorsed in bend or interlaced

with a sword in bend sinister arg. hilt and

pomel of the second. Augustinian Priory at

Plympton, CO. Devon. Tanner.
Gu. two keys in bend sinister addorsed and con-

joined in the bows or interlaced with a sword
in bend dexter arg. hilt and pomel of the
second. Benedictine Abbey at Bath, co.

Somerset. Tanner.
Gu, a sword in bend arg. Glege or Gleke,

CO. Chester. Glegh, V.

Gu. a sword in bend arg. pomelled or. Gee,
London, and co. York ; originally of Eothley,
CO. Leicester; the co-heirs of Roger Gee,
Bishop Burton, co. York, m. H. B. Barnard,
Cave Castle, and G. Hotham. Samuel Gee,
London ; granted by Cooke, V.

Gu. a sword in bend arg. hilt and pomel or.

Gee, F; granted by Cooke. Glegh, V.
Gu. a sword in bend arg. hilt and pomel or sur-

mounted by a fess of the last. Dempsteh,
Mures, Scotland; quartering or a lion ramp,
gu. debruised by a fillet in bend sa.

Gu. a sword in bend dexter hilt downwards or.

Pope.
Gu. a sword in bend or. Glege or Gleke,

CO. Chester. Gee.
Gu. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or.

Dun.
Gu. a lion ramp, holding in the dexter paw a
sword erect arg. Bergaigke, France, 10 teh.
1001.

Gu, a lion ramp, or armed and langued az. hold-

ing in the dexter paw a scimetar arg.

ScuYMGEouR, Vjscount Duddop and Lord
Scrynigeour, Dundee; created 15 Nov. 1G41

;

extinct ....

Gu. a lion ramp, or in the dexter paw a cutlass

arg. hilled of the second. Durand.
Gu. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or sur-
mounted of two keys in saltire the dexter of
the last the sinister of the second, Augustinian
Priory at Bromere, Brummore, or Beomme,
CO. Hants.

Gu, a sceptre and sword saltirewlse with an
imperial crown in chief ppr. within an orle of

eight thistles or. Augmentation to Keith,
Baron Inverurie and Earl of Kintore, 1677.

Gu. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or sur.
mounted of two keys endorsed in saltire dexter
of the last sinister of the second. Bishopric
of Exeter. Berry.

Gu. a dexter arm embowed in armour issuing
from the dexter side of the shield holding a
sword erect all ppr. thereto affix»^d a banner
arg. charged with a cross betw. sixteen escu-
cheons of the first on the cross a lion pass,
guard, or. A coat of augmentation granted to

Sir Edward Lake for his services to King
Charles I ; quartering second sa, a bend betw.
six crosslets filchy arg., third quarterly arg.
and gu. on a bend gu. three mullets arg.,
fourth arg. a chev. betw, three boar's heads
couped sa. Lake, Edmonton, Middlesex ;

Baronetcy 1711.

Gu. a dexter arm issuant from clouds from the
sinister holding in the hand a sword erect on
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the point three crescents interlaced all ppr.

Creuze, France; Beddington, Surrey; and

Howfield, Ebsex; quartering Goldborough,
and Slaney.

Gu. a dexter arm issuing from the base holding
a sword erect and on the point a wivern all

arg. M'Beath, Scotland,

Or a sword in pale az. ensigned with a mullet

gu. over all a saltire couped sa. Goyan, Scot-

land.

Or a sword in bend sa. Smalbuook, co. Wor-
cester.

Or a lion ramp. az. thrust through with a sword of

the last entering at the breast and issuing
beneath the tail. Woodall.

Or a lion ramp, double queued ducally crowned

brandishing in the dexter paw a falchion all

gu. Paul, St. Andrew's Holborn, Middlesex ;

granted 1758.

Per bend sinister arm. and pean a lion ramp, or

gorged with a wreath of oak vert and support-

ing in the dexter forepaw a sword erect ppr.

pomel and hilt gold. Lloyd, Lancing, co.

Sussex; Baronetcy 1831.

Per pale gu. and arg. a sword in bend counter-

changed. Gee or Ghee.
Per pale or and arg. two keys addorsed and con-

joined at the bows in bend sinister the upper

gu. the under az. interlaced with a sword in

bend dexter of the second hilled and poraelled
of the first. Benedictine Abbey at Chertsey,

Surrey. Burhe.
Sa. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or.

Dymock.
Sa. a sword in pale point through a heart ppr.

Blincoe.
Sa. an arming sword the point in chief arg.

Marmion; said by Ralph Brook, York Herald,

to have been borne in allusion to the office of

champion. Marmion, Tamworth Castle, co.

Warwick ; Scrivelsby, co. Lincoln. M. Philip

Marmyon, D.
Sa. a sword in pale point downwards scabbard

and belt arg. on the sinister side a Catherine

wheel arg. Gabat Groch.
Vert a lion ramp, holding a dagger arg.

Dempsey, Ireland.

and an oak tree

ppr. in dexter

SWOBD and in cMef. ...

On a Canton

Arg. a sword in pale ensigned with a mullet gu.

surmounted by a saltire of the last on a canton

of the second a savage ppr. pointing to a star

in the dexter chief or. Gowans.

Arg. a fir tree vert surmounted at its base by a

sword in bend or on a canton gu. a crown gold.

Gregg.
Arg. a sword palewise the pomel within a crescent

in base gu. a canton az. charged with a saltire

of the first. Halliday, Kirkcudbright.

Hallidat, TuUibole, and Whinnyreg, Stew-

ariry of Annandale ;
the heiress Catherine

m. Moncreifi". And with a chief erm.

Halliday, Leasowes, co. Salop; and Scot-

laud.

Erm. a sword erect point upwards betw. in chief

a mural crown on either side a wreath and in

base a crescent on a canton az. a saltire arg.

Borne by Sir Andrew Halliday, K.G.H.
Chief

Arg. a sword in pale az. hilled or a chief gu.

Menzies, Culdairs.

SWORD and in chief cont.

On a Chief Castle

Arg. a sword in bend az. and an oak tree on a

mound ppr. in dexter chief an antique crown

gu. on a chief az. a tower or betw. the badge of
the Order of the Tower and Sword on the
dexter and that of the Crescent on the sinister.

M'Grigor, Camden Hill, Middlesex, and co.

Perth; Baronetcy 1831.

.... Crown

Arg. a sword in bend dexter az.

eradicated in bend sinister

canton an antique crown gu. on a chief em-
battled of the last an antique crown or sur-

mounted of a flag of the first charged with

three bars gu. Murray-Mac Greqor,
Mac Gregor and Lanrie, co. Perth; Baro-

netcy 1795.

Sa. a sword erect in pale arg. the hilt or on a

chief indented gu. a ducal crown betw. two

escallops of the third. Wigfall, Wigf^ll, or

WiQFOLL, Renishaw, CO. Derby; three descents

are given in the Visitation of 1602.

Quarterly first az. a lion ramp. arg. supporting a

sword erect representing the sword of the City
of London ppr. on a chief of honourable aug-
mentation of the second three oriental crowns
two and one the points alternately radiated gold
encircled by two branches of olive also ppr.
second az. a lion ramp. arg. gorged with a plain
collar gu. third arg. six lozenges conjoined in

bend sa. fourth arg. five lozenges conjoined
in pale gu. Domville, St. Alban's, co. Hert-

ford ;
Lord Mayor of London 1813 ; Baronetcy

1814.

Flower (Thistle)
Gu. a crosier reversed in bend sinister surmounted

by a sword in bend dexter ppr. on a chief arg.

a thistle leaved also ppr. Church, Hampton,
Middlesex.

Gu. a crosier or and sword arg. saltirewise on a

chief of the second a thistle vert. Kikk,
Scotland.

Gu. a crosier or surmounted with a sword in

cross arg. pomelled of the second on a chief

of the last a thistle ppr. Eiree.
Az. a crosier and a sword in saltire arg. on a

chief of the last a thistle vert. Kirke.

Leaves

Per saltire gu. and vert a sword erect in pale ppr.
surmounted by a buglehorn stringed or on a

chief embattled erm. three holly leaves of the

second. Burkett,

.... Lozenges
Az. a sword and a key in saltire or on a chief

arg. three lozenges gu. City of Salisbury.

Gwillim, 5th Edit.

Crown
Arg. a sword in bend az. and a fir tree eradicated

in bend sinister ppr. in chief an antique crown

gu. M'Gregob; Baronetcy 1795.

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

vert surmounted by a sword in bend ppr. in

the dexter chief an antique crown or and in the

sinister a mullet gu. M' Gregor, Virginia.

Crowns

Arg. on a mount in base an oak tree surmounted

by a sword in bend ppr. and in chief with two
eastern crowns gu. all within a bordure engr.
of the last. Macgregor, Saville Row, Middle-

sex ; Baronetcy 1828.
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Crowns cont.

Arg. a fir tree growing out of the base vert sur-

mounted by a sword in bend az. hilt or in the

dexter and sinister chief an antique crown of

the last. Geiebson, Ireland.

Hand
Arg. an arm in armour holding a pair of balances

az. and in base a sword and Roman fasces in

saltire ppr, Hoseason, Jamaica, originally of

Zetland; recorded 1808; quartering or on a

saltire gu. a mullet of the first a chief of

the second for Bruce.
Hands

Per chev. arg. and or in chief two sinister hands

couped and erect gu. in base a dagger in pale

point downwards ppr. Neilson, CraigcaflBe,
Scotland ; New Register.

Per chev. arg. and or in chief two sinister hands

couped at the wrist gu. and in base a sword

in g^le ppr. point downwards hilt and pomel
or. Nelson.

Head
Sa. a dagger in bend ppr. and in chief a boar's

head erased arg. Brown, Blackburn, co. Ber-

wick.

Uitre
Az. a sword and key in saltire arg, in chief a

mitre of the second. Bishopric of Winchester;
Seal of William of Wainflete, 1447; and
stained glass,

SWOBD and in base....
Az. in base a ship under sail arg. in the sinister

canton a hand couped gauntleted and grasping
a sword all ppr. Gillespy.

Az. a three masted galley arg. flags gu. in the
dexter chief a cross crosslet fitohy and in the

sinister a dexter hand fesswise couped holding
a dagger of the second. Gillespie, Scotland.

Per fess or and az. a lyraphad with her sails

trussed up and oars in action of the first in the
dexter chief point a hand couped grasping a

dagger point upwards gu. in the sinister chief

a cross crosslet fitchy of the last. (The hand
and dagger were given to the Macpher-
sons for killing the last of the Gumings at

Badenoch, and the cross in memory of a pil-

grimage.) MACPHERsoN.Cluny, co. Inverness.
Per fess engr. or and az. a galley of the first in

the dexter chief a hand fesswise couped hold-

ing a dagger in pale and in the sinister a cross

crosslet fitchy all within a bordure gu. Gillies
or Gillis.

Arg. two lions ramp, combatant supporting with
the forepaws a sword in pale gu. O'Carrill,
Ireland.

Arg. two lions combatant gu. supporting a sword

arg. hilt and pomel or. Carroll, Ireland.

Az. two lions ramp, combatant or supporting a
sword in pale. O'Meaghir, Ireland.

Per fess gu. and az. in chief a sword barwise arg.
hilt and pomel to the dexter side or in base a

demi Catherine wheel of the last divided fess-

ways the circular part towards the chief.

St. Katherine's Hospital, London.

SWOED betw. or within,...
Beasts (Lions)

-4rg. a sword erect in pale betw. two lions ramp.
gu. O'Caroll, Ireland.

Arg. two lions combatant gu. supporting a sword

arg, hilt and pomel or. Carroll, Ireland.

SWOED betw. or within.... coni.
Beasts (Lions) cont.

Az. two lions ramp, combatant or supporting a
sword in pale. O'Meaghir, Ireland.

Bendy of six arg. and az. a sword in fess arg. hilt

and pomel or betw. two lions counterpass.
guard, gold. Caronges, V.

Bendy of eight arg. and az. a sword fessways
pointing dexter arg. hilted gold betw. two
lions pass, guard, or the one in base towards
the sinister. Dynkreake, Denkakering, or

Denkaeing, or Denkakrine
; Earl. MS.

14.36.

Sa. a sword erect arg. betw. two lions ramp, com-
batant or. Carroll.

Vert a sword erect or betw. two lions ramp,
endorsed erm. Teylow, co. Gloucester.

Bends

Arg. a sword pendent in bend gu, betw. two
cotises indented sa. Barkin, V. Barkyn.

Bordure

Arg. a wolf pass, sa, transfixed with a sword ppr.
within a bordure gu. Dumbreck, Edinburgh.

Arg, a fir tree growing out of the middle base
vert surmounted of a sword in bend bearing
upon the point an imperial crown ppr, within a
bordure gu. charged with four fetterlocks of
the first. Grierson, Scotland.

Az, a cutlass in bend sinister arg. hilt and pomel
or all within a bordure engr. of the last.

Tatenhall, Tatenhall, co. Chester,
Az. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or sup-

porting a pair of balances within a bordure of
the last. Justice, East Creichton, Scotland.

Castle

Vert a cutlass betw, three towers arg, TuHVEy,
Walcote, CO.Worcester. Turney, co, Worcester,

Crescent
Az, a sword in pale arg. bearing on the point a

dexter hand couped gu. betw, a crescent on the
dexter and a mullet on the sinister in fess or
within a bordure indented of the second.
Mac Moran, Edinburgh.

Crescents

Az. a sword erect ppr. hilt and pomel or betw.
two crescents in chief arg. and a bezant in base.

Patoun, Richmond, Surrey ; granted June
1772.

Gu. a sword in pale arg. hilted or betw. two
crescents in chief of the second. Dobie.

Gu. a dirk in pale ppr. hilt and pomel or on
the point thereof a wolfs head couped of the
last betw. two crescents arg. Tytler, Scot-
land.

Az. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or betw.
three crescents ofthe second. Patton, Kinaldy,
Scotland.

Or a sword in pale az, hilted and pomelled of
the first supporting an imperial crown betw.
three crescents gu. all within a double tressure

flory counterflory of the last. Seton, Barns,
Scotland.

Or a dagger az. betw. three crescents gu, within
a double tressure flory. counterflory of the last.

Seaton.
Or a sword in pale ppr. hilted and pomelled of

the first supporting an imperial crown betw.
three crescents gu. all within a double tressure

flory and counterflory of the last. Seton,
Brook Heath, Fordingbridge, co. Hants;
granted 1806 ; quartering arg. on a fess gu.
three cinquefoils of the first.
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Crosses
Or a sword in pale az. surmounted by a crescent

sa. all betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy gu.
Litchfield.

Az. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomelled or

betw. four crosses patty fitchy of the second.

Paul, Silverspring, co. Wexford, and Dublin,
Ireland. Paul, Paulville, co. Carlow ; Bally-

glao, CO. Waierford, etc., Baronetcy 1794.

Estoiles

Arg. a sword in pale az. hilted and pomelled or

betw, three stars of six points of the second.

Inkes, Balvenie, co. Banff; Baronetcy 1628.

Flaunches
Gu. a sword arg. hilted and crowned or betw. two

flaunches arg. on each a bundle of laths ppr.

Company of Woodmongers, London ; incor-

porated 1605 ; surrendered their charter 1068.

Flear-de-lis

Az. a sword in bend sinister point downwards
betw. a fleur-de-lis in chief and an oak branch
acorned arg. in base. Garniek, Weekham,
CO. Hants.

Az. a sword in bend point towards the base blade

ppr. hilt and pomel or betw. a fleur-de-lis in

chief and an oak branch in base of the last.

Garnier, Westminster, d. 1780.

Gu. a dirk palewise arg. betw. two fleurs-de-lis

in chief and a mullet in base or. Macaul,
Scotland.

Gu. a dirk palewise arg. betw. two fleurs-de-lis

in chief and as many mullets or. M'Aul,
Scotland.

Gu. a sword lying fesswise ppr. hilt and pomel
or the hilt towards the sinister betw. three

fleurs-de-lis of the last. Browne, Scotland.

Az. a sword in bend arg. hilt and pomel or in bend
sinister a tilting spear (surmounting the sword)
of the last headed of the second betw. three

fleurs-de-lis gold one in chief and two in fess

and as many gem rings in base of the last

gems gu. one and two. Deane.
Az. a sword and spear in saltire or betw. four

fleurs-de-lis of the last. Montgomery, Dean
of Norwich; confirmed by Camden.

Flowers

Gu. a sword and sceptre in saltire with an im-

perial crown in chief within an orle of eight
thistles or. Keith, Earl of Kintore, Scotland;

quartering arg. on a chief gu. three pallets or

for Keith.

3-FoilB

Arg. a sword in pale sa. within an orle of trefoils

slipped erm. Champeyon.

Arg. a sword pendent in pale sa. betw. six tre-

foils slipped erm. Champion, V.

Az. a sword pendent in pale sa. hilt or betw.

six trefoils slipped erm. Champyon, F.

6-Foils

Gu. a sword erect in pale point upwards ppr.

pomel and hilt or betw. three cinquefoils

arg. Hamilton, Lord Belhaven and Sienton.

Hamilton, Scotland. Hamilton, Loughton,
Essex; quartering Terrick, co. Stafford.

Gu. a sword surmounted by a crescent betw.

three cinquefoils arg, Hamilton, Broomhill,
Scotland ; quartering gu. a fess betw. a bent

bow and arrow pointing to the dexter in chief

and three men's legs couped above the knee in

base all arg.

SWORD betw. or within cont.

Garbs
Gu, a sword in fess (alluding to the sword of jus-

tice) betw. a helmet in chief and two garbs in
base or. Cholmeley, Lord Chief Baron of the

Exchequer, who founded, temp. Queen Eliza-

beth, the free grammar school at Highgate.
Gu. a sword in less beiw. a helmet and three

garbs or. Cholmeley, London.
Head

Gu. a sword in fess betw. a helmet and three

garbs or. Cholmeley, London.
Heads

krg. a fir tree growing out of a mount in base
vert surmounted by a sword in bend az. hilted

or eiisigned by a' royal crown in the dexter
chief point of the last in the sinister chief and
dexter base a lion's head erased of the third.

Gregory, Scotland.

Gu. a lion pass, in chief betw. two mascles a
sword palewise pointing downwards accom-

panied with two boar's heads couped arg. in the
dexter and sinister base points. Slewman,
Scotland ; Workman''s MS.

Az. a skeen palewise with a wolfs head couped
or on the point betw. three bear's heads couped
arg. muzzled gu. Forbes, Milbnry, Scotland.

Az. a skeen in fess arg. hilted and pomelled or

betw. three bear's heads couped of the second
and muzzled sa. Forbes, Robslaw, sometime
Provost of Aberdeen.

Gu. a dagger palewise ppr. betw, three bear's

heads couped or muzzled of the first, Fordyce,
Ayton,

Gu. a sword in fess (alluding to the sword ofjus-

tice) betw. a helmet in chief and two garbs in

base or. Cholmeley, Lord Chief Baron of the

Exchequer, who founded, temp. Queen Eliza-

beth, the free grammar school at Highgate.
Keys

Gu. two keys indorsed and conjoined at the bows
in bend sinister the upper or the lower arg,
betw, them a sword in bend dexter of the third

hilt and pomel or. Bishopric of W^inchester.

Berry.
Gu. a sword point upwards in bend sinister arg.

interlaced with two keys in bend dexter wards
in chief addorsed or. Augustinian Priory at

Plimpton, co. Devon. Tanner. The same but

all arg. Bishopric of Winchester. Tanner.

Gu. two keys in saltire wards in chief addorsed

arg. over all a sword in pale point upwards.

Augustinian Priory at Bromere or Brummore,
CO. Hants. Tanner.

Gu. a sword in bend dexter interlaced with two

keys addorsed in bend sinister and conjoined
at the bows .... Benedictine Abbey at Bath,
CO. Somerset. Tanner.

Gu. a sword in pale ppr. point upwards over all

two keys addorsed in saltire or. Bishopric of

Exeter. Tanner.
Per pale or and arg. a sword in bend dexter

betw. two keys addorsed bows interlaced in

bend sinister gu. the upper gu. the under az.

Benedictine Monastery at Chertsey, Surrey;
Monasticon.

locks
Gu. a sword palewise ppr. hilt and pomel or

betw. three padlocks arg. Dun, Scotland.

Gu. a sword in pale ppr. hilt and pomel or betw.

two padlocks arg. within a bordure of the last.

Duike, Dublin ; descended from Taarty, co.

Aberdeen.
139
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Lozenges
Sa. a sword in bend sinister arg. hilted or sur-

mounted of a pastoral stafiF in bend dexter of

the last betw. two lozenges of the second one
in chief the other in base each charged with a

pall ensigned with a cross patty gu. Roger
De Bileye, Bishop of London, 1229-41.

Mascles
Gu. a lion pass, in chief hetw. two mascles a

sword palewise pointing downwards accom-

panied with two boar's heads couped arg. in the

dester and sinister base points. Slewman,
Scotland ; Workman's MS.

Mullets
Az. a sword in pale arg. hearing on the point a

dexter hand couped gu. betw. a crescent on the
dexter and a mullet on the sinister in fess or

within a bordure indented of the second.
Mac Moean, Edinburgh.

Gu. a dirk palewise arg. betw. two fleurs-de-lis

in chief and a mullet in base or. Macal-l,
Scotland.

Az. on the point of a sword palewise arg. hilted
or a dexter band couped apaumy gu. all betw.
two spur-rowels of the third. M'Morran,
Newhall. Mac Moran or M'Moran, Scotland.

M'Morran, Giliespine.
Az. a sword palewise arg. enfiled in chief by a

dexter hand couped fessways gn. all betw. two
mullets pierced or. M'Morun, Glospan.

Az. a sword in bend arg. hilt and pomel or (the
hilt to the dexter chief point) betw. two mul-
lets of six poiuts pierced of the third. Hatley,
Aylesbury, co. Bucks ; Caxton, co. Cambridge ;

and St. Ede's, co. Huntins^don.
Az. a sword in bend pomelled and hilted or the

point downwards arg. betw. two mullets of the
second. Hattley, Brecon.

Az. a sword bendwise hilt in chief or betw. two
mullets of the last. Haitlie.

Az. a sword in bend point downwards ppr. betw.
two mullets of six points pierced arg. Hatley.

Az. a waved sword erect in pale ppr. hilt and
pomel or betw. two mullets in fess pierced arg.
UlCK.

Gu. a dirk palewise arg. betw. two fleursde-lis in
chief and as many mullets or. M'Aul, Scot-
land.

Gu. a two-handed sword bendwise betw. two
mullets or. SyMONSTON,Symonston, Scotland.

Gu. a two-handed sword in bend or betw. two
mullets in chief and one in base of the second.

Symington, Scotland.
Gu. a two handed sword in bend sinister betw.

three mullets arg. Cannon, Scotland.
Gu. a sword erect ppr. betw. three mullets

arg. Stephens, Hinton-on-tbe-Green, co.

Gloucester; and Camerton, co. Somerset;
originally from France, and suhseijuently
settled in Scotland. Anne, dau. of James
Stephens, m. Herbert Newton Jarrett.

Sa. a sword palewise arg. hilted and pomelled or
betw. three mullets pierced of the last.

Rawiing, Scotland.
Tree

Az. a sword in bend sinister point downwards
betw. a fleur-de-lis in chief and an oak branch
acorned arg. in base. Gaknier, Weekham,
CO. Hants.

Az. a sword in bend point towards the base blade

ppr. hilt and pomel or betw. a fleur-de-lis in
chief and an oak branch in base of the last.

Garnier, Westminster, d. J 780.

SWOBD betw. or within.. ..conf.

Tressure

Arg. a tressure gu. flory and counterflory on the
exterior edge vert in the centre a dagger in pale
HZ. hilt and pomel or. Considine.

Gu. an imperial crown supported by a sword in

pale ppr. hilted and pomelled within n double
tressure Hory counterflory or. (Augmentation
to) Seton, Earl of Winton 130R-29.

Or an imperial crown gu. supported by a sword
in pale az. hilted and pomelled of the first

betw. three crescents within a double tressure

flory counterflory as the second. Seton, Ford-

ingbridge, co. Hants; granted 160Q ; quarter-

ing arg. on a fess gu. three cinquefoils of the

first. Seton, Barns, Scotland.

Or within a double tressure flory counterflory
with fleur-de-lis sa. a lion ramp, of the second

holding in his dexter paw a sabre or crooked
saw ppr. Mac CAUSLAND,Strabane, Ireland.

Wheels
Az. a sword arg. betw. three Catherine wheels or.

Bayle.
Gu. a sword point upwards in pale betw. three

Catherine wheels arg. Benedictine Nunnery
at Poli.eshoo, or Polsloe, co. Devon.
Monasticon.

SWORD betw. or within ....

and in chief. . . .

On a Chief
Gu. a sword in pale arg. hilt and pomel or in

base a serpent nowed vert on a chief of the

third three martlets sa. Kershaw.
Gu. a sword in pale arg. hilted or in base a serpent
nowed ppr. on a chief of the third two doves
close beaked and legged of the first. Kirshaw.

Az. a sword erect ppr. pomel and hilt or sup-
ported by two lions ramp, respecting each
other double queued of the last on a chief erm.
three trefoils slipped vert. Tierney, Bright-

elmstone, Sussex; Baronetcy 1818 j extinct

18fiO.

Gu. a sword palewise arg. betw. two boar's heads

couped or on a chief of the second a lion pass,
of the first betw. two mascles vert. Slowman,
Scotland.

Gu. a sword in pale point downwards blade arg.
hilt or betw. two boar's heads couped at the
neck of the third on a chief erm. a lion pass, of

the first betw. two mascles sa. Sloane, Ire-

land; and Middlesex. Borne by Sir Hans
Sloane, M.D., Lord of the Manor of Chelsea;

Baronetcy 1716 ; the co-heirs Sarah m. Stanley
of Poultons, and Elizabeth m. Charles, second
Lord Cadogan.

Gu. a sword in pale arg. hilted or in base a ser-

pent ppr, on a chief of the third two doves
close beaked and legged of the first. Kirshaw ;

quartered by Shipperdson.
Vert a sword in bend arg. hilt and pomel or betw.

two ducal coronets of the last on a chief of the

second three caltraps gu. Brownsword.

SWOBD betw. and in base ....

Or a galley sails furled and oars in action sa. in

chief a dexter hand couped fesswisegu. holding
a dagger point downwards az. betw. two crosses

crosslet fitchy of the third. Neil, Eng-
land.

Az. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a sword
in pale in base two crescents .... Maker.
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2 SWOEDS
Arg. two swords in saltire sa. Cherbourne.
Arg. two swords in their scabbards in saltire sa.

hilts and chapes or. Gellibrand, Paul's Cray,
Kent, temp. Henry VIII; and Chorley Hall,
and the Pele, co. Lancaster. Jeubrand,
V.

Arg. two swords in saltire sa. hilts and pomels in

base gu. Jehidenod.
Arg. two swords in saltire the pomels in base gu.

over all a lion ramp. sa. Tuckden, Forley, co.

Gloucester. Walter, co. Cambridge.
Arg. goutty de sang two swords in saltire gu. the

points upwards over all a lion ramp. sa.

Walker, Ash bury, co. Devon ; originally from
CO. Cambridge; the heiress m. 1GB5 Wool-

combe, of Ashbury. Walter, Bearwood, co.

Berks. Walter, co. Devon.
Az. two swords in saltire arg. pomelled and hilted

or for Bonar (ancient). Bonar, Kimmerg-
hame, Scotland; Lyon's Office; quartering arg.
a saltire az. for Bonar (modern). The same
with due diff. Bonar, Ratho; and Bonar,
Wanibton.

Az. two swords in saltire points upwards arg.
hilts or. Gabb.

Gu. two swords in saltire arg. Holway, co.

Devon.
Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels

or. Chirbrond, F, or Chibibrond, V.

Gu. two swords in saltire or. Cherybrond.
Gu. a fess cotised or surmounted by two sabres

addorsed saltireways az. hilt and pomel of the

second. Aggs or Agall.
Gu. a lion ramp. arg. langued az. betw. two

swords arg. hilts and pomels or. Odempsi,
Viscount Glanmaleyra.

Gu. two swords in saltire arg. points upwards
hilts and pomels or dexter surmounting the

sinister. Bishopric of London. Berry.
Gu. goutty .... a lion ramp. arg. thrust through

with two swords in saltire hilts downwards ppr.
Walters.

Or a lion ramp. sa. thrust through with two

swords in saltire ppr. Walters.
Sa. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels

extending to the base points or. Bakrow,
Quodgley, co. Gloucester.

Sa. two swords in saltire arg. Bollingford.
Sa. two swords in saltire hilts and pomels in

chief all arg. the dexter surmounted by the

sinister. Holway, Watton in Sioke Gabriel,

CO. Devon ; the co-heirs m. Blackmore and
Windsor.

Sa. two swords in saltire the points upwards
hilted and pomelled or. Hamlyn, Paschoe
and Leawood, co. Devon ; quartering Calmady
aud Pollexfen.

2 SWOBBS and in chief. . . .

On a Canton
Per fesscrenelly az. and gu. in chief a lion pass,

arg. and in base two falchions in saltire blades

arg. hilts and pomels or on a canton erm. a

mural crown or suspended therefrom by a

ribbon gu. edged az. the Corunna medal gold.

Borne by Lieut.-General Sir Ralph Darling,
G.C.H.
On a Chief

Az. two swords in saltire arg. pomels and hilts or

surmounted of the Roman fasces palewise of

the last axe-headed of the second interlaced

with a double chain collar gold on a chief erm.

2 SWOBDS and in chief cont.

On a Chief cont.

a bee volant betw. two star pagodas ppr.
Blades, Brockwell Hall, Surrey ; sheriff of

London 1812-13.
Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilted or on a chief

az. a harp or. Bishopric of Derry; Harl. MS,
401t).

Gu. two skenes in saltire arg. hilted and pomelled
or on a chief of the second three boar's heads

couped of the first. Skene, Currie Hill, Scot-

land.

Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels
or on a chief of the second three mullets

pierced sa. Wilkins, Cole Orton, co. Leicester;

granted 1685.

6-FoU
Az. two swords in saltire blades arg. hilts and

pomels or pierced through a human heart ppr.
in chief a cinquefoil az. Parsons.

Flowers
Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels

or points upward in chief three roses arg.
SWORDER.

Fruit

Arg. two swords in saltire ppr. hilts and pomels
or ill chief a bunch of grapes of the second
Itaved and stalked as the same. Thomas,
Tregolls, Cornwall.

Head
Arg. two swords in saltire az. hilted or in chief a

boar's head erased ppr. Swindell.

2 SWOBDS and in base ....

Arg. two swords chevronwise az. sustaining on
their points a heart gu. in base a rose of the

last stalked and leaved vert. Peirson, Soot-

land.

Arg. two swords chevronwise az. piercing a man's
heart in chief ppr. in base a cinquefoil of the

second. Pearson, Balmadies, Scotland ; Lyon
Register.

Arg. two daggers az. issuing from the dexter and
sinister chief points their points conjoined

piercing a man's heart in base ppr. in the

honour point a cinquefoil sa. Pearson, Kip-

penrose, Scotland ; Lyon Register.
Gu. two swords points downwards crossing sal-

tireways arg. hilts and pomels or a sinister

hand couped in base pointing downwards ppr.

ScRYMGEOR, BowhiU, Scotland ;
New Register.

Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels in

chief or in base a leopard's head of the second.

Walderden, Essex.

Gu. two dirks in saltire arg. points downwards
hilts and pomels or in base a lancet open ppr.

M'Kaile, Aberdeen.

2 SWOBDS betw. or within ....

Birds

Gu. two swords in saltire points upwards arg.

hilts and pomels or betw. four martlets of

the last. Galtram.
Bordore

Az. two swords in saltire arg. hilts in base or a

bordure engr. of the last. Brand, Gray's Inn ;

and Suffolk, 1616.

Az. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels or

within a bordure engr. of the second. Brand,
Baron Dacre.

Az. two swords in saltire arg. hilts in base or

within a bordure engr. of the last pelletty.

Brand, Holborn, London.
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2 SWOEDS betw. or within cont.

Bordure cont.

Gu. two swoids points downwards crossing sal-

tireways arg. liilts and pomels or a sinister

band couped in base pointing downwards ppr.
all within a bordure or. Sceymgeor, Cartniure,

Scotland.

Sa. two swords in saliire arg. hilts or points
downwards within a bordure of the second.

TowsE, London ; and Wells, co. Somerset,
1634. TowLE, Scotland.

Coronets
Sa. two swords in saltire betw. three crowns arg.

Teinell.

Cups
Az. two swords erect in chev. arg. hilts and

pomels or betw. three covered cups of the last.

Jenner, London ; granted 1684.

Fleurs-de-lis

Gu. two diriis in saltire points downward az.

hilted or betw. a fleur-de-lis in chief and base

of the last and a mullet iu each flank arg.
M'Call.

Quarterly sa. and gu. two swords in saltire ppr.

pomels and hilts or betw. two fleurs-de-lis in

fess of the last. Granted to Alfred Barrow,
Loudon.

Sa. two swords in saltire arg. pomels and hilts or

betw. three fleurs-de-lis one in chief and two in

flank and an anchor erect in base of the last.

Barrow, Ulverstone, co. Lancaster; Baronetcy
1835.

Az. two swords in saltire arg. betw. four fleurs-

de-lis or. Byfleet, CO. Cambridge.
Az. two swords in saltire arg. liilted or reversed

betw. four fleurs-de-lis of the last. Byflete,
V. Byfleete, V.

Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels or

betw. four fleurs-de-lis of the third within a

bordure gobonated of the second and purp.
Borodgh, Shipdam, Norfolk.

Sa. two swords in saltire arg. betw. four fleurs-de-

lis or. Atbarow, V, or Atboeotigh.
Sa. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels

or betw. four fleurs-de-lis of the last. Atbarow,
V. AxBotiRouGH, V. Barough, V. Baroby.

Barrowe, W. Barrow, co. Wilts ; and Suf-

folk, V. Borough or Barough. Isaac

Barrow, Bishop of Sodor and JMan
; Bishop of

St. Asaph 1670-80. Drew, F.

Sa. a scimetar surmounting a sword in saltire

arg. hilts and pomels or betw. four fleurs-de-lis

of the last. Barrowby, London.
Sa. two swords in saltire arg. betw. four fleurs-

de-lis of the last. Deborough.
Sa. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels or

betw. four fleurs-de-lis within a bordure of the
second. Barrow.

Sa. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels or

betw. four fleurs-de-lis within a bordure of the
third. (Another, the bordure arg.) Barrow,
Sufl'olk.

Sa. two swords in saltire arg. betw. four fleurs-

de-lis or a bordure erm. Abarough orABAROW,
Dychet, co. Somerset.

Sa. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels
or betw. four fleurs-de-lis of the last within a

bordure compony arg. and purp. Atborow, V.

Barowe, W.
Sa. two swords in saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis

or within a bordure gobonated az. and arg.
Barrow, Winthorpe, Norfolk.

2 SWOEDS betw. or within .... conf.

Fleurs-de-lis cont.

Sa. two swords iu saltire arg. betw. four fleurs-

de-lis or within a bordure gobonated of the
last and gu. Barrow, Shipdam, Norfolk.

Flowers (Eoses)
Gu. two tiwords wah their points erect in saltire

ppr. hilt and p<imels or betw. three roses arg.
one in chief and two in less. Sir Patrick

Trant, Ireland.

Per pale az. and gu. two swords in saltire arg.
hilts and pomels or betw. three roses of the

third. Trant, Middlesex.
Per pale az. and gu. two swords in saltire ppi'.

hilts downwards betw. three roses counter-

changed. Trent.
Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilted or betw.

four roses of the second. Howthe. The
Lord HowTH, Ireland, V.

Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilts and pomels or

betw. four roses of the second barbed and
seeded ppr. St. Lawrence, Earl of Howth.

3-Foils

.... two swords in saltire betw. three trefoils in

chief and flanks. Klee, London.
5-Foils

Gu. two suords in saltire ppr. betw. four cinque-
foils arg. Lawrence, England.

Or two swords in saltire ppr. hilts and pomels sa.

betw. two cinquefoils in fess another in base

and three hearts iu chief gu. all within a bor-

dure az. Borne by Sir Simon Heward,
Carlisle.

Hands
Gu. two swords in saltire arg. hilted or betw. four

hands couped apaumy ppr. Kinross, Scotland.

Hearts
Or two swords in saltire ppr. hilts and pomels sa.

betw. two cinquefoils in fess another in base

and three hearts in chief gu. all within a bor-

dure az. Borne by Sir Simon Heward,
Carlisle.

Mullets

Quarterly aig. and az. two swords in saltire ppr.
betw. three mullets one in chief and two in

fess and a crescent in base counterchanged.
Carnac, Derby ; Baronetcy 1836.

Quarterly arg. and az. two swords in saltire ppr.
hilts and pomels or betw. four mullets one two
and one counterchanged. Carnac.

Az. two swords in saltire ppr. hills and pomels or

betw. four mullets in chief two in fess and a

crescent in base all arg. Cornack.

2 SWOEDS betw. or within
and in chief. . . .

On a Chief
Gu. a tower surmounting two swords in saltire

points downwards arg. pomels and hilts or betw.
two horse's heads erased in fess of the second
on a chief of the last upon a mural crown az. a
bezant thereon perched a vulture rising betw.
two elephants statant ppr. Granted to

Richard Knowles Barnes, Capt. E.N.

3 SWOEDS
Arg. three swords meeting in base az. hilts in

chief vert. Bhetrook.
Atk. three swords conjoined in point gu.
Barden.

Arg. three swords gu. two and one. Stapleton.
Arg. three swords the pomels in the nombril
and points to the corners of the esciicheon gu.
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3 SWOBDS coiit.

Stapleton, Cumberland. William Stapilton
de Cumberlaad, X.

Arg. pellety three swords sa. Courtney, Ire-

land.

Arg. three swords barwise points to the dexter

ba. Choughton.
Az. three cutlasses arg. hilted or two points to

the sinister and one betw. to the dexter side of

the shield. Hogoeson or Hogoson. Robert

Hodgson, London; one of the Exchequer, W.
Az. three swords arg. their points in base hilts

and pomelsor. Cistercian Abbey at Kirkstali^,
CO. York.

Az. three swords in fess palewise points upwards
hilts and pomels or surmounted of a bend gu.

Abebherdour, Abebkikdob or Abereerdoub.
Az. three daggers palewise arg. hilts and pomels

or. Bound.
Az. three swords in bend arg. hilts and pomels

or. COPILDYKE, CoPILDIKE, V, or COPLEDYKE,
Kent.

Az. three scimetars in pale arg. hilts and pomels
or the points to the sinister. Hodgson,
Tooling and Buckland, Surrey.

Az. three swords iu pale arg. Kingston, co.

Derby ; Kynosxon, V.

Az. three swords in pale arg. hilted or two erect

upwards and one betw. downwards. IQngston,
V.

Az. (error for sa.) three swords conjoined in point

arg. hilted or. Pawlett, V.

Az. three swords one in pale point upwards sur-

mounted of the other two in saliire points
downwards arg. Norton.

Az. three swords in pale or. Kingston.
Gu. three swords erect arg. Waldeshef, Boyl-

ston and Fairfield ; the co-heiresses, temp.
Edward II. m. Shirley and Redware.

Gu. three swords arg. Waldsheafe.
Gu. three swords in pale arg. Clarke, Salford,

CO. Warwick. Woouchurch, Woodcburch,
Kent. Longespee. Mauld Longespee fils a

William Longespee, Due de Normandie, X.

Gu. three swords iu pale arg. handles or. Trosse,
TrevoUard, St. Stephen's, co. Cornwall j

anciently of co. Devon.
Gu. three cutlasses in pale barry arg. neufes or.

Tp.oss, Exeter, co. Devon.
Gu. three swords arg. one in pale the point in

chief the other two points in base hilts and

pomels or. Vigures, Launceston, Cornwall.

Gu. three swords in pale points upwards arg.

hills and pomels or. W^ai.sheof, co. Stafford.

Gu. three swords erect in pale arg. hills and

pomels or. Clarke, Salford, co. Warwick;
Shirland, co. Notts ; Baronetcy 1617. Sir

Arthur Clarke, M.D., Dublin.

Gu. three swords conjoined at the pomels in fess

point the blades extended to the dexter and

sinister chief points and middle base of the

escucheon arg. Stapleton or Stapulton.

Gu. three swords conjoined by the pomels
in triangle arg. hilts or. Norton. Sir

Sampson Norton, V. Stapleton. Stapulton.

SWORDFAYKE, V.

Gu. three swords in fess arg. hilted or the centre

sword pointing to the sinister. O'Shee ; borne

by William, brother of Odoneus O'Shee, 1382.

Gu. three swords barwise the points towards the

dexter ppr. hilts and pomels or. Chute,
CO. Somerset; Kent; and Hampshire; the

Vine and Piokenham Hall.

3 SWOBDS cont.

Gu. three swords in pairle hilts meeting in the
centre arg. Brisac.

Gu. two swords in saltire arg. points downwards
surmounted by another point in chief iu pale
hilt or. O'Shee; borne by Edmund, brother
of Odoneus O'Shee, 1382.

Gu. three swords in bend arg. hilts and pomels
or points upwards. Gaoe, London

; granted
16 Oct. 1649.

Gu. three falchions in fess arg. bilts and pomels
or. Hodgson, CO. York; and Norfolk.

Gu. three falchions arg. hills and pomels or.

Hudson, co. York, N.R. now of Low Hall, near

Scarborough.
Gu. three hangers or falchions barwise in pale

the points toward the sinister part of the shield

arg. hilts and pomels or. Hodgson, Boston,
CO. Lincoln; quartering second lozengy arg. and

gu. for Fitz William, third az. a chev. betw.
three cotton-hanks arg. for Cotton.

Gu. three cutlasses or bangers in pale arg. hilted

or two points to the sinister and one betw. to

the dexter side of the escucheon. Hoggeson,
CO. York. Robert Hoggeson, Rjston, co. York,
V.

Gu. three swords points downwards arg. two and
one. Serres, Scotland.

Gu.'three skenes (or daggers) palewise in fess arg.
hills and pomels or surmounted of as many
wolf's heads of the third. Skene, Skene,
CO. Aberdeen.

Or three swords in fess az. Chowqhton, Kent.
Or three swords barwise az. hilts sa. pomels

gu. two pointing to the sinister and one to the

dexter side of the escucheon. Chowthton, V,

Or three swords az. two and one. Tallantire.
Or three sword-points ppr. two and one.

Pkoctok.
Per chev. arg. and gu. three skenes surmounted

with as many wolfs heads counterchanged.
Skene, Newtile, Scotland ; Lyon Register.

Sa. three swords in fess arg. two with their

points in base and the middle one in chief.

Rawlins, V.

Sa. three swords in fess points in chief arg.

pomelsor.' Ensing, Childham, and Windham
Ensing, Norfolk."" Ensinge, Chilham, Kent,
V.

Sa. three swords in fess arg. bilts and pomel or.

Rawlins.
Sa. three swords in pale two points downwards

and one upwards arg. pomels or. Carbonell.
Sa. three swords in pale arg. two with their points

in base and the middle one in chief. Rawle,
Hennet in St. Juliott, Cornwall, temp. Ed-
ward IV. Rawijne or Rawlin.

Sa. three swords in pale arg. two erect points

upwards betw. them one downwards. Rawlyns,
F.

Sa. three swords in pale points in chief hilts and

pomels or. Rawlings, Padstow, Cornwall.

Rawlings, Saunders' Hill, Cornwall; and co.

Herts.

Sa. three swords in pale the middlemost point in

base or. Rawlins.
Sa. three swords barwise in pale arg. Rawlins,

Essex.
Sa. liiree swords barwise tbeir points towards the

!
sinister point of the escucheon arg. hilts and

pomels or. Rawlins or Rawlyns, Kilreige,
CO. Hereford, and Middle Temple, London,
lb 10.
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3 SWOEDS cont.

Sa. three swords iu pale arg. billed or. Grimscot,
Grimscott in Lauacells, co. Cornwall; the

heiress m. Langdon of Keverell.

Sa. three swords in pile points in base arg.
hilts and pomels or, Paulet, Marquess of

Winchester. Sir William Pawlett, F. Paulet,
West Hill Lodge, co. Hants, Baronetcy IS'-iQ.

Paulet, Powlet or Pawlet, Leigh Pawiet,
CO. Devon; imd Thornt)ury, co. Gloucester.

PouLETT, Earl Poulett. Powlett, co. Hants.
Sa. three swords points downwards arg. bilted or

one in pale and two saltirewise. Valentine, F.

Sa. three swords in bend or. Gates or Gate.

3 SWOBDS and in chief

On a Canton
Gu. semy of mullets or three swords barwise

ppr. the middlemost encountering the other

two a canton per fess arg. and veit thereon a

lion of England. Chdte, Hincksell Place,
Kent. Chute, co. Kerry, Ireland.

Sa. three swords in pile points downwards ppr.
hilts and pomels or on a canton arg. an escu-

cheoQ of the field charged with a salmon
haurient also ppr. Oede-Powlet, Baron BoUon.
On a Chief

Az. three swords in triangle pomel to pomel arg.
hilts or on a chief or a lion pass. gu. betw. two
maunches erm. Norton, co. Gloucester. Sir

Sampson Norton, V.

Az. three swords in triangle arg. hilts or on a

chief of the third a lion pass. betw. two
maunches sa. Norton.

Gu. three swords arg. hilted or conjoined in the

fesspoint at the pomels in triangle on a chief

of the third a lion pass, of the first betw. two
maunches erm. Norton, F.

Arg. three daggers in pale gu. on a chief az. as

many mullets of the field. Threipland, Fin-

gask Castle, co, Perth
; Baronetcy 1687 ; quar-

tering second az. a bezant betw. three stars

arg. for Murray of Pennylandj and third arg. a

lion pass, az.

Heads
.... three swords in fess and in chief three

grifiBn's heads couped .... Hoskins, Birch

House, near Ross, co. Hereford.
Per chev. arg. and gu. three skenes surmounted

with as many wolfs heads counterchanged.
Skene, Newtile, Scotland; Lyon Register.

3 SWORDS and in base
Sa. three swords arg. oue in pale and two in sal-

lire hilts and pomels or in base a crescent of

the last. Rawlins, Ireland.

3 SWOEDS betw. or within

Arg, three swords palewise in less ppr. sur-

mounted by a bend gu. within a bordure az.

Aberdour,
Sa. three swords their points in pile arg. hilts

and pomels or betw. two flaunches of the third

each charged with a demi spear erect rompu.
az. fringed gu. Pawlett, St. James's, West-
minster ; granted 1737.

Sa. three swords in pile arg. hilts and pomels or

betw. two flaunches of the last each charged
with five pellets. Pawlett, Willesden, Middle-
sex.

Gu. three swords in pairle hilts inward arg. betw.

a fieur-de-lis in chief and a mullet in each

flank of the last. Marson.

3 SWOEDS betw. or within cont.

Or three swords two in saltire and one in fess

betw. a dexter hand in chief and a man's heart
in base gu. Ewart.

Gu. three swords barwise arg. points to the
sinister side hilts and pomels or betw. four
mullets of the third. Allin, Baronetcy.
Burke.

Gu. three swords barwise arg. points to the
sinister side hilts and pomels or betw. twelve
mullets of the third, Allin, Baronetcy.
Burke.

Gu. three swords barwise arg. hilted or betw. an
orle of mullets of the last. Chute, V. Chowte,
F.

Az. three swords arg. hilts in centre betw. the
sun in chief or and two mullets in base of the
second. Flood, Ireland.

3 SWOEDS betw. or within
and in chief ....

Gu, three swords barwise points to dexter arg.
liilts and pomels or betw, eight mullets gold
on a canton vert a lion pass. or. Chute,
B.M. Add. MS. 6409.

6 SWOEDS
Gu. three pair of swords in saltire arg. hilts and

pomels or viz. two pair in chief and one in base.

Company of Cutlers, London
; Incorporated

1417.

SWOED CHAPE see Crampet

SYEEN see Monster

«-^->c^<jX^TC^j;<u^c3''-^

(Playing) TABLE see Board

TAIL
Quarterly arg. and az. on the first and fourth an
ermine spot on the second and third a cross
or charged with five annulets sa. Osborne
London.

Quarterly arg. and sa. in the first quarter a fleur-

de-lis gu. in the fourth an ermine spot of the
second. Lainham.

Arg. an ermine spot in the dexter chief quarter
betw. two bendlets gu. Wolfall, London, 1634.

WooLFAix, CO. Lancaster,

3 TAILS
Arg, three beaver's tails gu. Beever.
Arg. three lion's tails erect and erased gu.
CORKE.

Sa. three lion's tails erect and erased arg.
CoRKE, Cornwall, V.

Sa. three lion's tails erased arg. two and one.

Paterda, Paterda in St. Germains, Cornwall.

Pateedye, y.

Sa. three lion's tails erect or. Patreday,
V.

Arg. three lion's tails erect sa. Pinchbeck,
F".

Arg. three lion's tails double queued erect sa.

Pinchbeck, V.

Or on a mount gu. three lion's tails erect of the
second tails turned to the sinister, Taylard,
V.
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3 TAILS betw

Arg. three erm. spots in bend betw, two bendlets

sa. the whole betw. two crescents az. Kay,

Battersea, Surrey.

Arg. in base on a sea ppr. four persons in an

open boat being rowed by four others all ppr.
in fess three ermine spots on a chief or a

mount vert thereon an oak ppr. fructed.

MiNNETT.

Arg. in base on the sea ppr. three persons in

military costume seated in an open boat rowed

by two sailors all ppr. in fess three ermine

spots on a chief or a mount vert thereon an

oak tree ppr. fructed or. Minett; quartering

O'Callaghan.

4 TAILS

Arg. four erm. spots in cross sa. Hddelton,
CO. Chester. Huddlestone, co. Chester.

HuRLESTON, Picton, CO. Chester. Hurleton,
CO. Chester, V.

Arg. four ermine spots in cross sa. the heads

meeting in the centre point. Hurlston or

HoRLESTON, Hurlston, co. Lancaster.

Arg. a cross of four ermine spots sa. Hurlestone;
quartering second arg. a bend and bendlet both

engr. sa., third arg. a chev. betw. three stone

bows sa.

.... four ermine spots in cross .... and four

fleurs-de-lis .... in saltire saltirewise points
outwards the whole ioining in the fess point.
DoNCASTEB ; B.M., Harl. MS. 1415, fo. 07.

6 TAILS

Arg. five queues d'ermines in saltire sa. Bury.
V.

Arg. five ermine spots. Usboene, Kingsdown,
Kent; quartering az. a cross or.

TALBOT see Beast (Dog)

TARGET
Gu. around pointed target in bend sinister ....

The feudal coat of the lordship of Rothschild.

TARGET hetw

Gu. a target betw. three antique crowns or.

Grantham, Scotland. Grant, Ballindallocb,
CO. Elgin, and Invereshie, co. Inverness, Baro-

netcy 1838; quartering Macpherson.

TASSEL or TEASEL see Flower

TASSEL
Arg. a tassel az. betw. three arrows points down-

wards gu. Barns, Glasgow.

3 TASSELS
Gu. three tassels or. Wooler, Whitfield House,
Wolsingbam, co. Durham.

TATJ see Cross TEAL see Bird (Duck)
TEAZEL see Flower

TELESCOPE and in chief. . . .

Arg. on a mount vert a representation of the
"
forty feet reflecting telescope" with its appa-

ratus ppr. a chief az. thereon the astronomical

symbol of "Uranus" or "
Georgium Sidus"

irradiated or. Herschel, Slough, co. Bucks;
Baronetcy 1838.

TEiyiPLE see Bnilding

TENT
Arg. a tent betw. two pieces of scarlet cloth on a

chief az. on a bible gu. garnished or a holy lamb
couchant arg. Company of Taylors, Chester.

Arg. a royal tent betw. two parliament-robes gu.
lined erm. the tent garnished or tentsthfi"and

pennon of the last on a chief az. a lion pass.
guard, or. Company of Merchant Taylors,
anciently denominated Taylors and Linen
Armourers, incorporated 1466. Company of

Taylors, Exeter.

Paly of six gu. and vert a tent arg. poled and
garnished or on a chief of the last a fret betw.
two crescents sa. Gibson, London. Richard
Gibson,

" Serviens ad arma", F, also Harl. MS.
138(5, fo. 94.

Per pale gu. and vert a tent or on a chief of the
third a fret betw. two crescents sa. Gibson,
Kent ; Harl. MS. 41C8, fo. 59.

3 TENTS
Sa. three tents arg. Sabcott, co. Northampton.
Sa. three pavilions arg. lined erm. Company of

Upholders, Chester.
Sa. three pavilions erm. lined az. garnished or

within the pavilion in base a lamb couchant

arg. on a cushion or tasselled of the last over
the head across patty fitchy gu. Company of

Upholders.

TENTERHOOK see Hook
TERNE FOWL see Bird (Fencock)

THATCHER'S HOOK see Hook and Rake
THISTLE see Flower

THRESTLE
Sa. on a trestle a hawk arg. belled or. Hawker,

Essex.

THUNDERBOLT
Az. Jupiter's thunderbolt or shafted and winged

arg. Tomyris.

3 TIARAS
See also 3 Crowns

Az. three tiaras gu. shedding rays or. Company
of Drapers, London.

TIGER see Beast

TILTING SPEAR see Spear
TIRWHITT see Bird (Lapwing)

TOAD see Reptile
TOMAHAWK see Axe
TOMBSTONE see Stone

3 TOPS
Arg. three playing tops sa. two and one (another,
, adds a maftlet gu. Anvine.

3 TORCHES
Arg. three torches ppr. Colan.
Az. three torches or fired (or lighted) ppr.

Collins, Ottery St. Mary, co. Devon.
Az. three firebrands ppr. Collfns or

Collenswell, Barnes Hill, co. Devon.
Sa. three firebrands arg. Hotost.

TORTEAU see Roundle

TORTOISE see Reptile

3 TOWERS see also Castle

Sa. three high towers arg. De Tour, Shrews-

bury ; quartered by Mytton.
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Including Branch, Limb, Slip, Stem, Stock,

Trunk, Tuft, and Twig
. . . , out of a mount in base the stump of a tree

shooting forth new leaves and thereon a bird

perched. Desbrisay.

Arg. the stem of a tree couped and eradicated in

bend ppr. Holdsworth, co. Warwick.

HoLDSWoRTH, Widecomb, co. Devon.

Arg. a trunk of a tree couped in bend sprouting
on each side two leaves sa. Here Tanke Van
Clun, "Miles Ordinis Garterii", K Hertog.
Sir Henry Tanke, F. Herr Tanke von Clun,

K.G., F.

Arg. the trunk of an oak tree sprouting afresh

sa. Here.
Arg. a tree in bend couped at the top and slipped

at the bottom sa. Tanke, V.

Arg. a tree eradicated sa. on it a nest of the first

in the nest a child ppr. swaddled gu. seized on

by an eagle volant of the second. Risley.

Arg. a limb of a tree raguled and trunked with a

leaf stalked and pendent on each side vert.

Boode.

Arg. a slip of three leaves vert. Brobrough.

Arg. on the trunk of a tree ragiily vert an eagle
with wings expanded gu. Porter.

Arg. a tree eradicated vert. Kymberlfe or

Kymberley. Oldner, Oldneher or Olenohor,
Ireland; "Hibernicus Silvestris," Glover.

Olonohor, V. Silvester; quartered by
Richards, F.

Arg. a tree eradicated vertfructed gu. Estewer,
V. Escure, CO. Hants, V. Sir Humfrey
ESTURE, V.

Arg. a tree vert. Brinhill, Ireland. Kymberley,
Olnehor. Sylvester or Silvester.

Arg. on a mount a tree vert. Birckicht,

Arg. a tree growing out of a mount vert. Fiqgins,
CO. Wilts.

Arg. on a mount in base a branched tree vert.

Babetrey.

Arg. on a mount vert a tree of the last with two
bird's nests pendent by strings gu. Auriol,
London and Brussels.

Arg, on a mount in base vert a lion pass. gu. in

front of a tree of the second. Winton, Scot-

land.

Arg. on a tree vert stem eradicated ppr. a fish

naiant or. O'Conor; Harl. MS. 1441, fo. 43

(query, corrupted from Olonoher, as above.

Arg. a tree eradicated and erect ppr. Wood,
Gatton Park, Surrey; Baronetcy 1808;
extinct. . . .

Arg. on a mount vert a tree pierced through in

bend by a sword ppr. upon the point a crown.
AULD.

^

Arg. on a mount vert a lion pass. gu. against
a tree ppr. Perraro.

Arg. on a mount vert a lion statant guard, gu.

against a tree ppr. Town of Andover,
CO. Hants.

Arg. a tree growing out of a mount in base vert

surmounted of a fess az. Watson, Etheny,
Scotland.

Arg. out of a mount in base a tree growing vert

thereon a dove rising ppr. Chadraun.

Arg. an almond slip fructed ppr. Almond.
Ai-g. an apple tree vert fructed ppr. Estwerb.

Arg. an ash tree vert. Estwrey or Estewer.

Arg. an ash tree ppr. issuing from the bung of a

tuD or. Ashton, Lamorran, Cornwall.

Arg. a barberry branch fructed ppr. Berrt.

TREE cont.

Arg. a cherry tree fructed ppr. Estower or

Estewer. Esture, co. Hants.

Arg. a China-cokar tree vert. Aban^.

Arg. a fir tree growing out of a mount in base
vert on the dexter side a sword palewise az.

ensigned on the point with an antique crown
or. Macgregor,

Arg. on a mount in base vert a fir tree surmounteJ
of a sword in bend on the point an imperial
crown in the dexter chief canton all ppr.
M'Gregor, Scotland.

Arg. a hawthorn tree eradicated ppr. Sylvestek.

Arg. a hawthorn tree erased vert flowered g^i.

Bretland, Thorncliflfe, co, Chester. i

Arg. an ivy branch overspreading the whole field

vert. Town of St. Ives, Cornwall.

Arg. an oak branch eradicated gu. Roland de

Okstede, a.

Arg. an oak tree vert. 0'CoNOR-DoN,Bealanagare,
CO. Roscommon.

Arg. an oak tree erased ppr. O'Connor, Sligo.

Arg. on a mount vert an oak tree of the last.

Wood.
Arg. an oak tree eradicated in bend sinister vert

surmounted by a sword in bend az. hiked or

ensigned on the point with a royal crown of

the last. M'Gregor, That Ilk.

Arg. on a mount an oak tree vert and a greyhound
courant gu. Lambert, Mount Ida, Norfolk ;

Baronetcy 1711.

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base
vert on one of the branches a pair of spectacles
az. on the top of the tree an eye ppr. Wate,
Workman's MS.

Arg. out of a well gu. an oak tree growing vert.

Wellwood, Garvoch, co. Fife.

Arg. an oak-branch slipped vert fructed or.

BoBART, Brunswick.

Arg. an oak tree vert fructed or. Wood.
Arg. an oak tree fructed ppr. Morevtood,

Hallowes, co. Derby.
Arg. on a mount vert an oak tree fructed ppr.
Wood alias Atwood, Harston and Brixton, co.

Devon ; quartering arg. a bull's head sa. Five
descents had been seated at Harston in 1630;
male line expired 1743 ; a sister m. Winter.

Arg. an oak tree eradicated vert acorned or.

Kymberij:e, V.

Arg. an oak branch acorned (or fructed) ppr.
Amade.

Arg. an oak branch with three apples ppr.
Applock.

Arg. on a mount in base the trunk of an oak tree

sprouting out two branches ppr. with the shield
of Pallas hanging thereon or fastened by a belt

gu. Borough. Borough, alias Stockden.
BoRROvr, CO. Derby; Chetwynd Park, co. Salop.
granted 1702.

Arg. an oak tree ppr. Wood, co. Brecknock.

Arg. on a mount an oak tree all ppr. Forest.

Arg. on a mount vert an oak tree ppr. on the
mount a greyhound pass. gu. Lambert, Lon-
don and Paris.

Arg. on a mount vert an oak tree ppr. fructed or.

Oliver, Cornwall.

Arg. on a mount inclining to the sinister an oak
tree ppr. acorned or debruised by a fess az.

Richard Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, 1782-
1816.

Arg. an oak tree eradicated in pale ppr. sur-
mounted of a fess sa. Watson, Craslat, Soot-
land ; Netv Register.
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TREE cont.

Arg. 8 tree growing out of a monnt in base stir-

moanted by a salmon in fess ppr. in the mouth
an annulet or on dexter side bill pendent to tree

ppr. Bishopric of Glasgow.
Arg. an oak tree eradicated vert acomed or.

KyMBERLEE, V. KlMBERLEY.
Arg. on a mount vert an oak tree fructed ppr.

Sir Wm. Wood, Vice-Chancellor 1853 ; quar-
tering or a bull's head erased sa. charged on
the neck with a bezant over all in pale the
mace of the City of London.

A'g. an oak tree erased ppr. over all a fess wavy
az. Neal.

A.-g. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base
vert surmounted of a fess az. Watson,
Saughton, Scotland.

Arg. on a mount inclining to the sinister an oak
tree ppr. acorned or debruised by a fess az.

Watson, Hardendale, co. Westmoreland;
originally of Scotland.

Arg. an oak tree on a mount in base vert over all

on a fe§8 az. a fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets of
the field. Watson, Peterhead, Scotland;
New Register.

Arg. an oak tree growing out of the base ppr.
surmounted of a fess az. charged with a
crescent or betw. two mullets of the field.

Watson, Aberdeen, Scotland; New Register.
Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

vert surmounted of a fess az. charged with a
orescent betw. two stars of the first. Wate,
Rosehill, Scotland.

Arg. an oak tree growing oat of a monnt in base
vert surmounted of a fess az. charged with a

cinquefoil betw. two stars of the first. Watson,
Dundee; Wallace-Craigie ; and Olenturkie,
Scotland.

Arg. on a mount in base vert an oak tree ppr.
debruised by a fess gu. charged with three
owls arg. KiBELAND.

Arg. an oak tree ppr. fructed or surmounted of a
fess sa. charged with three regal crowns also

ppr. Fendrill, Bath.

Arg. on a mount in base an olive tree ppr. Ouvzer,
formerly London, and co. Beds

; now Clifton,
CO. Beds; and Fotterne Manor House,
CO. Wilts.

Arg. on a mount vert a lion ramp. gu. looking to

the sinister supporting an orange tree leaved
and fructed ppr. De la Motte.

Arg. on a mount vert a palm tree therefrom a

serpent descending ppr. Going; quartered
by Dancer.

Arg. on a mount in base vert a pear tree fructed

ppr. Pyrton.

Arg. a pine tree eradicated ppr. with a hunting-
born pendent from a branch or stringed gu.
Kyd, Woodhil, Scotland. Etd, Graigie, Scot-

land.

Arg. on a mount in base a pine tree fructed all

ppr. Pine. Pyne.

Arg. a vine with leaves and fruit ppr. over all on
a bend sa. three escallops of the first. Levinz,
London, co. Northampton, and co. Oxford.

Arg. a vine vert thereon a bat or with a blackbird

smging perched upon it. Ronayne, D'Laugb-
tane, co. Waterford ; formerly co. Cork.

Arg. on a mount a pomegranate tree fructed ppr.
Wilkes ; Harl. MS. 6169, fo. 146.

Arg. a willow tree vert. Bennison.
Az. an oak tree or. Yetswoeth, Sunbury, Mid-

dlesex.

TREE cont.

Az. an oak tree eradicated or. Wood, Colpny,co.
Aberdeen ; Font's MS.

Az. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base
or and on one of the branches are fastened two
keys of the first by strappings gu. for the office

of Thane of Feitercairn. Wood, Balbigno,
Scotland.

Gu. the limb of a tree with two leaves in bend
arg. Bessb.

Gu. three trefoils the stalks embowed at the end.
and fixed to a twig slipped lying fesswise arg.
Brommen.

Gu. the trunk of a tree raguly and trunked in
bend arg. Penrdddock, co. Hertford.

Gu. the stem and trunk of a tree eradicated as
also couped in pale sprouting out two branches
arg. Borough, Borough, co. Leicester.

Stookden, CO. Leicester.
Gu. the stem of a tree couped at both ends in
bend or. Brandt.

Gu. a tree of three branches eradicated or.

Boys, Ireland, V.
Gu, a tree eradicated or surmounted of a grey-
hound pass. arg. collared gold. Ryuer, co.

Wilts.

Gu. an oak tree eradicated ppr. crossing the stem
and near the root a greyhound courant arg.
BoLGEE, Arklow, Ireland. Bolger, Wexford ;

and Kilkenny.
Gu. a tree growing out of the base or. Hensley.
Gu. a boar pass. arg. collared and chained to a

holly bush vert. Owen.
Gu. a boar arg. armed bristled collared and
chained or tied to a holly-bush on a mount in
base both ppr. Owen, co. Pembroke.

Gu. an oak branch slipped and acomed ppr.
Okested or Okesteed.

Or on a mount vert a tree ppr. on the top thereof
a dove rising of the last. Ddpratt, Maryle-
bone, Middlesex.

Or on a mount vert a tree thereon a shield arg,

charged with a cross gu. hanging by a ribbon
from the tree. Reichenbeeg, Treveder,
Cornwall.

Or an almond slip fructed ppr. Aluondeb.
Or a crequer plant of seven branches eradicated

sa. Gihflet.
Or a fir tree ppr. with nine cones gu. the trunk

eradicated of the last. Von Glarus.
Or on a mount vert an oak tree fructed ppr.

Wood, Mount House, co. Durham ; quartering
second az. on a fess erm. three crosses crosslet

fitchy gu. for Bomford, and third sa. a lion

ramp. erm. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchy
or for King.

Or an oak tree gu. Rouland de Okstede, B.
Or an oak tree vert surmounted by a bend az.

charged with a star betw. two crescents of the
field. Scot, Harwood, Scotland.

Or on a mount in base an oak tree vert over all

on a fess gu. three regal crowns or. Carlos.
Or a pear tree vert fructed ppr. Peeton or

Periton.
Or on a base a pear tree vert fructed of the field.

Peeyton, V.

Or on a mount in base a pear tree vert fructed

ppr. Pyeton. Joan de PmicoN, E. Joan de

PiritonEjF. Peeyton, V.

Or a pomegranate tree erased vert fructed gold

supported by a hart ramp. ppr. crowned and
attired of the first. Doctor Lopus, Physician
to Queen Elizabeth 1591.

140
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Or a salix or willow ppr. quarterly with the arms

of Fane and the quarterings thereto pertaining.
Count De Salis.

Per fess arg. and ez. a stock or trunk of a tree

couped and eradicated in bend or. Ahlen.
Per fess arg. and gu. a bird standing .... upon

the top of a tree vert with a bell hanging from

a sinister bough and over all in base a fish

on its back with a ring in its mouth .... City
of Glasgow.

Per fess sa. and or a tree couped and eradicated

counterchanged. Bucher.
Per pale arg. and gu. a lion ramp, of the first on

the sinister side supporting a tree eradicated,

ppr. on the dexter. Wynstone. co. Brecknock ;

Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 35.

Per pale az. and gu. an oak tree ppr. supported
on the sinister side by a lion ramp. arg.

Thomas, Whitwick, co. Hereford.
Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. arg. supporting

betw. the paws a tree eradicated vert.

Wynston, CO. Hereford; and Paynswick, co.

Gloucester; Her. Off. Lond. c. 24, fol. 1576.

Per pale or and az. a lion ramp. arg. on the

sinister side supporting a tree eradicated ppr.
on the dexter. Morfydd Vyrch Inyr,

King of Gwent, cc. 925 ; quartered by Eyton
of Eyton, and Rhuabon, co. Denbigh.

Quarterly first and fourth arg. an oak tree on a

mount fructed ppr. second and third or a bull's

head erased sa. charged with a bezant over all

in pale the mace of the Lord Mayor of London
ppr. Page-Wood, Baron Hatherley, created

1868.

Sa. a tree arg. fructed or. Morewood; Erdeswick.
V Sa. a boar pass. arg. collared gu. on a mount vert

under a holly bush of the last. Vaur Lhawen-
Lhwarch, Wales.

Sa. a pomegranate branch slipped and fructed or.

Ford, Ford, co. Devon.
Vert an oak tree arg. fructed or. Morewood,

Alfreton, co. Derby; resident at Staden in

Bakewell, previous to the reign of Henry VIII.

TREE and in chief. . . .

Beast (Hound)
Gu. an oak tree eradicated or in chief a greyhound
courant arg. collared of the second. Rymer,
Scotland.

.... (Lion)
Per fess wavy gu. and arg. in chief a lion pass,

guard, erminois in base on a mount vert a fir

tree ppr. Mirtle.

....(Lions)
Per chev. gu. and arg. in chief two lions ramp, of

the second in base an oak tree ppr. fructed or.

TiMPsoN, Exeter, and Ireland; granted 1767.
Bird

Arg. on a mount vert a hawthorn bush ppr. in chief
an eagle displ. gu. Larcom; Baronetcy 1868.

Arg. on a trunk of a tree a bird. Haldesworth,
Bristol ; Harl. MS. 1386, fo. 36.

Arg. a vine vert thereon a bat or with a blackbird

singing perched upon it. Ronayne.
On a Canton .... Axes

Arg. a tree eradicated vert on a canton gu. two
battle-axes endorsed. Misseeinen.

.... Coronet

Arg. a fir tree vert surmounled at its base by a
sword in bend or on a canton gu. a crown gold.
Gregg.

Arg. on a mount a tree vert on a canton gu. an

antique crown or. Ceowe, Ennis, co. Clare.

TREE and in. chief.... conf.
On a Chief. . . .Beast (Lion)

Arg. a thorn tree fructed ppr. on a chief ga.
a lion pass, guard, or. O'Murchoe, Clenekuick.

Arg. a holly tree eradicated ppr. on a chief engr.
az. a lion pass. betw. two trefoils slipped or.

DowijNG, Kilkenny ; granted in Ireland 5 Aug.
1662.

Bird (Eagle)
On a mount a withered tree in sinister a repre-
sentation of a cherub's head with wind issuing
therefrom towards the tree on a chief an eagle

displ. crowned with a celestial crown. Pyozzi.
.... Coronet

Gu. the stump of a laurel tree eradicated ppr. on
a chief or an Eastern crown of the field betw.

two annulets az. Burroughs, Castle Bagshaw,
CO. Cavan ; Baronetcy.

.... Coronets

Arg. from a mount in base an oak tree sur-

mounted by a sword in bend ppr. and in chief
two Eastern crowns gu. all within a bordure

engr. of the last. Mac Geegor ; Baronetcy
1828.

Arg. a fir tree sui-mounted by a sword upwards in

bend dexter ppr. pomel and hilt gold in the
dexter chief an Eastern crown gold on a chief

az. a tower or betw. the badge of the order of

the Tower and Sword in the dexter and that of
the Crescent on the sinister. M'Grigor,
Camden Hill, Middlesex ; Baronetcy 1831.

Arg. a sword in bend dexter az. and an oak tree

eradicated in bend sinister ppr. in dexter
canton an antique crown gu. on a chief em-
battled of the last an antique crown or sur-

mounted of a flag of the first charged with
three bars gu. Mac Gregoe, Lanric, co. Perth;
Baronetcy 1795.

.... Crescent
Or on a mount vert a tree ppr. on a chief gu. a

crescent betw. two mullets arg. Bosanquet,
Broxbournbury, co. Hertford ; liock, co. North-
umberland. Bosanquet, Forest House, Essex ;

and Dingestow Court, co. Monmouth; quarter-
ing Dunster and Gardner.

.... Crescents

Arg. a lion pass, tied to an oak tree ppr. on a

chief az. three crescents of the first. Ronald ;

Font's MSS.
.. ..Escucheon

Arg. on a mount vert a cotton tree fructed ppr.
on a chief az. betw. two bezants an inescucheon
of the field charged with a bee volant ppr.
Arkwright, Willersley Hall, co. Derby;
granted to Sir Richard Arkwright.

.. ..Eye
Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

vert in chief a human eye eradiated ppr. all

within a bordure gu. Watt, Edinburgh.
Fess

Ai'g. a rose tree issuing out of the ground all

ppr. on a chief indented gu. a fess of the first

charged with three mullets of the last.

RODATZ.
.... Flenr-de-Lis

Arg. a tree eradicated vert pendent from a branch
on the dexter side a buglehorn stringed sa. on
a chief az. a fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets of
the field, Kldd, Scotland.

.. ..Flower (Rose)
Arg. a lion pass, guard, gu. tied to an oak tree

ppr. on a chief az. a rose slipped betw. two
crescents of the first. Ronald, Montrose,
Sootland ; Lyon Register.
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TBEE and in cUef cont.
On a Chief cont. 3 Flowers (Roses)

Arg. on a mount vert an orange tree fructed ppr.
on a chief embattled gu, three roses of the field

barbed and seeded also ppr, Sweetland,
Exraouth, CO. Devon; granted 5 Aug. J8(I8,
to John Sweetland ; quartering arg. on a bend
az. coiised gu. betw. two escallops of the second
a crescent arg. inter two suns in splendour for

Bright.
Erm. on a rock an orange tree fructed ppr. on a

chief embattled gu. three roses arg. barbed and
seeded also ppr. Sweetland ; granted 5 Aug.
1808, in the same patent as the preceding, to

David Sweetland, an Officer in the Commissary
Department, Gibraltar.

Foils (3-Foils)
Arg. a tree vert on a chief az. three trefoils

slipped or. Wood, co. Devon.

Arg. an oak tree vert acorned or on a chief az.

three trefoils slipped of the third. Awood, V.
John Wood or Atwood, Harston, co. Devon, V.

Wood.
Arg. on a base an oak tree vert acorned or on a

chief &7.. three trefoils slipped of the third.

John Wood vel Awood de Harston, co. Devon;
Withie.

Arg. an oak tree erased vert fructed or on a chief

az. three trefoils slipped of the third. Atwood.
Or on a mount vert an oak tree acorned ppr. on a

chief az. three trefoils of the first. Wood, co.

Devon.
....Fork'

Arg. a cocoa-nut tree fructed ppr. growing out of
a mount in base vert on a chief az. a shakefork
betw. a martlet in the dexter and a salmon
naiant in the sinister holding in the mouth an
annulet or. Glasgow, Mount Grenon,
recorded 1807.

....Fmit
Arg. a tree vert on a chief az. three acorns slipped

or. Wood.
.. ..Mascles

Arg. a tree growing out of the base vert on a

chief sa. three mascles. Dysebt, London-

derry, Ireland.

....Mullets

Arg. a tree eradicated vert pendent on the
branches a buglehorn or on a chief az. three

mullets of the field. Kyd, Scotland.

Arg. a palm tree growing out of a mount in base

ppr. surmounted of a saltire (sometimes, in-

vected) gu. on a chief az. three mullets of the

first. Calderwood, Pittedy, Dalkeith, and

Poulton, Scotland.

Vert an oak tree on a mount in base or on a chief

arg. three mullets gu. Whipps, Scotland.

Whippy, Lee Place, co. Oxford.
|

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base
!

vert surmounted on the trunk by a crescent gu.
on a chief of the last three mullets of the first.

Syer.
.... Boundle (Bezant)

Arg. on a mount an oak tree all ppr. on a chief

gu. a bezant betw. two greyhound's beads
erased of the first. Cukryer, London.

. . . .Son

Arg. on a mount vert a palm tree of the last

thereon pendant a shield az. charged with
three mullets of the first pierced of the third

on a chief of the last a sun ppr. betw. two rings
or each adorned with a diamond. Norden,
London ; granted 1771.

TREE and in chief cont.
On a Chief cont. Sword

Arg. a cedar tree betw. two mounts of flowers

ppr. on a chief az. a dagger erect ppr. pomel
and hilt or betw. two mullets of six points
gold. Montefiore, Ramsgate, Sussex; and
London; Baronetcy 1846.

....Wings
Arg. a stag trippant surmounted by a tree eradi-

cated vert on a chief az. two wings expanded
and conjoined of the field. Renny.

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base
yert on a chief gu. a pair of wings conjoined
erm. Renny, Scotland.

Coronet

Arg. an oak tree vert crowned with an imperial
crown all ppr. Anckettle, Ireland

; Harl.
MS. 4036, fo. 306.

Arg. a sword in bend az. and a fir tree eradicated
in bend sinister ppr. in the dexter chief an

antique crown gu. M'Grigor, Middlesex.

Aig. a sword in bend az. and an oak tree eradi-

cated in bend sinister ppr. in the dexter chief
a crown gu. Murray-Macqregor, of Mac-
Gregor; Baronetcy 1795.

Arg. an ouk tree growing out of a mount in base
vert surmounted by a sword in bend ppr. in

the dexter chief an antique crown or and in

the sinister a mullet gu. M'Gregor, Virginia.

Coronets

Arg. a fir tree growing out of the base vert sur-

mounted by a sword in bend az. hilt, or in the
dexter and sinister chief an antique crown of
the last. Griebson, Ireland.

Crescents

Arg. an oak tree eradicated vert in chief two
crescents gu. Silvesteb.

Escncheons

Arg. a tree of three large branches vert below
two escucheons viz. that on the dexter az. ten
billets arg. in chief a label of five points of the
last the sinister escucheon gu. three legs in

armour ppr. garnished orcouped at the middle
of the thigh two and one on each a spur of
the last. Town of Chippenham, co. Wilts.

Heads
Gn. a stump of a tree couped and eradicated or

in chief three stag's heads cabossed arg. all

within a bordure of the last charged with

eight oak leaves lying fesswise vert. Town of

Woodstock, co. Oxford.
Human Figure

Per fess sa. and arg. on the first a demi man
ppr. holding in the doxter hand a sword pale-
wise and in the sinister a carpenter's axe all

ppr. in base the branch of an oak tree acorned

vert. Carvewood or Garwood.
Insects

Per chev. arg. and vert (quere vert and arg.) in

chief three silkworm tiies palewise en arriere

in fess in base a mulberry branch all counter-

changed. Bassano, Litchfield, co. iStafiord.

Maonch
Quarterly per fess indented first and fourth gu.

in chief a maunoh arg. in base an acorn sprig
or second and third or three dragon's heads

couped of the first. Aeebman, London, and

Surrey ; granted 1761.

2 Mullets

Arg. on a mount a tree on the top an owl ppr. in

chief two mullets gu. Bouchier, London,
originally from Holland.
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.cont.TREE and in chief. .

2 Mallets cont.

Or a tree growing out of a mount in base vert a

bunting born banging therefrom on the dexter

side sa. stringed and viroUed gu. in chief two

mullets of the last. Shoex, Borrowstouness,

Scotland.

3 Mallets

Arg. a tree growing out of a mount in base vert

in chief three mullets gu. Watt, Scotland.

Reptile
Per chief gu. and or in base an olive tree eradi-

cated and fructed ppr. in chief the head and

fore legs of a crocodile issuant ppr. Dalbiac,

Hungerford Park, co. Bedford.

Spur
Per fess gu. and or in base an olive tree eradi-

cated and fructed ppr. in chief a spur arg.

Dalbiac, London, and France.

TREE and in base....

Per bend or and vert in chief a tree eradicated

ppr. in base a seahorse arg. in waves of the

third. Westenea, Ireland ; Burke.

Per fess arg. and vert a tree ppr. issuing from

the fess line in base three wells two and one

masoned. City of Wells, co. Somerset.

Arg. out of a well gu. an oak tree vert.

Wellwood, Garvock, co. Fife.

TREE betw. or witMn....
Beasts (2 Boars)

Arg. on a mount vert an oak tree ppr. betw. two

boars erect sa. armed or. Huqesson, Norton,
Kent. HuGisoN, Linsted, Kent.

Or on a mount an oak tree ppr. betw. two boar's

combatant az. Hugesson, Linsted, Kent;
Coll. of Arms, d. 18, fol. 59.

....(2 Lions)

Arg. a tree ppr. entwined by a snake head down.
wards and supported by two lions ramp. gu.

Eeilley, Westhorp, Suffolk.

Arg. on a mount in base vert the body of a tree

sa. branched and leaved ppr. betw. two lions

ramp, combatant gu. Boys.

Arg. a mount vert thereon a poplar tree betw.

two lions combatant ppr. ducally crowned or.

Gandolphi, Richmond, Surrey.

(3 Lions)
A landscape on the centre a tree on the dexter of

which is a bird perched on the sinister side of

the tree a huntsman blowing a horn in his

sinister hand a bow and arrow on the dexter

side a stag courant pursued by two dogs all

ppr. Town of Huntingdon.
Gu. a flaming bush on the top of a mount ppr.

betw. three lions ramp. arg. in the flanks two
roses of the last. Bbandek, Pitgavenny House,
near Elgin.

Gu. a burning bush ppr. betw. two roses arg. in

fess in chief two lions ramp, and a third in

base of the last. Brandek, Surrey.
Bird (Dove)

Or on a mount in base vert a tree bet^. a serpent
erect on the dexter and a dove close on the

sinister all ppr. Majendie, Castle Hedingham,
Essex.

2 Birds (Popinjay)
Arg. a vine growing out of the base leaved and

fructed betw. two popinjays endorsed feeding

upon a cluster of grapes all ppr. Winchester,
Scotland ; New Register.

TREE betw. or within. . ..cont.

2 Birds cont. (Popinjay) conf.

A tree from the root whereof runs a spring of

water on the sinister thereof stands a stork

picking up a fish on the dexter is another bird

resembling a Cornish chough. City of Wells,
CO. Somerset; £urfce.

Bordure

Arg. on a mount vert a tree ppr. a bordure gu.

Watt, Scotland.

Arg. (?az.) a tree growing out of the base or

vrithin a bordure arg. charged with eight

cinquefoils gu. Title of Linlithgow.

Arg. from a mount in base an oak tree sur-

mounted by a sword in bend ppr. and in chief

two Eastern crowns gu. all in a bordure engr.

of the last. Macgregor, Middlesex ; Baro-

netcy 1828.

Arg. a fir tree growing out of the middle base

vert surmounted of a sword in bend bpariug

upon the point an imperial crown ppr. within

a bordure gu. charged with four fetterlocks of

the first. Grieeson, Scotland.

Arg. an oak tree eradicated ppr. in bend sinister

surmounted of a bend gu. charged with three

crosses couped or all within a bordure of the

third. Symmee, Scotland.

Az. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

or a hunting-horn sa. stringed gu. hanging on

one of the branches all within a bordure engr.

of the second. Wood, Craig, Scotland ;

Font's MS.
Arg. a lion sejant gu. holding in both paws a

palm branch vert within a bordure engr. sa.

Farnwell, CO. Gloucester.

Arg. in base on a mount ppr. a pine tree vert a

talbot tied thereto ppr. and from one of the

branches a buglehorn pendent of the second

within a bordure of the third. Louthian,

Edinburgh.
Crescents

Or a tree vert betw. two crescents arg. Martin.

Crosses

Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

ppr. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy az. all

within a bordure invecked of the last. Wood,
Grangehaugh, Scotland ; descended from

Bonnytown ; New Register.
Az. an oak tree or growing out of a mount in

base ppr. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchy

of the second. Wood, Bonnytown, co.

Fife.

Fleujs-de-Lis

Az. a branch of palm tree betw. three fleurs-de-

lis or. Montgomery, Broomlands, Scotland ;

descended from the noble family of Eglinton ;

quartering Eglinton.

Flowers
Gu. a burning bush on the top of a mount ppr.

betw. two roses arg. in fess in chief two lions

ramp, and a third in base of the last. Brandee,

Pitgavenny House, near Elgin.
Gu. a burning bush ppr. betw. two roses arg.

in fess in chief two lions ramp, and a third in

base of the last. Brandee, Surrey.

6 Foils

Arg. a sprig of laurel vert fructed gu. betw. two

cinquefoils of the second. Lorimee.

Heads Beasts (Lions)

Arg. a fir tree growing out of a mount in base

vert surmounted by a sword in bend az. hilted

or ensigned by a royal crown in the dexter
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TBEE betw. or within cont.

Heads cont. Beasts (Lions) cont.

cLief point of the last in the ainister chief and
dexter base a lion's head erased of the third.

Gregory, Scotland.

Human Figares
Az. on a mount in base vert the tree of Paradise

environed with the serpent betw. Adam and Eve
all ppr. Company of Frditerees, London.

Arg. on a mount vert a representation of the tree

of life environed with a serpent on the dexter
side thereof a male figure and on the sinister

a female (representing Adam and Eve) at the

bottom of the tree a rabbit all ppr. Macklean,
Scotland.

Leaves

Arg. a holly branch betw. three bay leaves

slipped vert. Foulis, Edinburgh.
Fheons

Arg. a tree eradicated lying fesswise vert betw.
three pheons az. Dalgleish, Scotscraig,
Scotland.

Serpent
Or on a mount vert a tree betw. a serpent erect

on the dexter side and a dove on the sinister

side all ppr. Henry William Majendie, Bishop
of Chester; Bishop of Bangor, 1809-30.

Ships
Az. an oak growing out of a mount in base or

betw. two ships under sail arg. Wood, Largo,
Scotland ; as Admiral to James III and
James IV.

Swords

Arg. a tree growing out of the base vert betw,
two daggers palewise in base ppr. Qrehan,
Ireland.

TBEE betw. or within....
and in chief....

On a Chief. ...Crescent
Or on a mount vert a tree ppr. on a chief gn. a

crescent betw. two mullets arg. all within a

bordure gobony of the first and fourth.

Hunter, Upper Grosvenor Street, London.
. quartering gu. three arrows lying fesswise in

pale arg. the points towards the dexter.

3 MtQlets

Arg. a tree growing out of a mount in base vert

betw. two annulets gu. on a chief of the last

three mullets or. O'Bieene.

.... Sword

Arg. a cedar tree betw. two mounts of flowers

ppr. on a chief az. a dagger erect ppr. pomel
and hilt gold betw. two mullets of six points
or. MoNTEFioRE, East Cliff House, Isle of

Thanet ; Baronetcy 1846.

Wings
Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

vert betw. two crescents gu. on a chief of the

last two wings conjoined of the first. Benny.
Coronets

Arg. from a mount in base an oak tree sur-

mounted by a sword in bend ppr. and in chief

two Eastern crowns gu. all within a bordure

engr. of the last. Mac Gregoe; Baronetcy 1828.

Eye
Arg. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base

vert in chief a human eye eradiated ppr. all

within a bordure gu. Watt, Edinburgh.
Heads

Gu. a stump of a tree couped and eradicated or

in chief three stag's heads cabossed arg. all

TBEE betw. or within....
and in chief.... cont.

Heads cont.

within a bordure of the last charged with

eight oak leaves lying fesswise vert.
Town of Woodstock, co. Oxford.

2 TBEES
Or two olive branches in sallirevert. Vanhatxon,
London ; descended from Holland.

2 TBEES and in chief. . . .

Arg. two sugar canes in saltire ppr. surmounted
by a fieur-de-lis gu. on a chief az. three plates
each charged with a mullet sa. Foulks.

2 TBEES betw
Vert two branches of laurel in saltire betw. four

pheons or. Btam, Selworth, co. Somerset. •

3 TBEES
sprigs of balm flowered ppr.Arg. three

Balhe.

Arg. three hopbines fructed on their poles ppr.
HoBiLLiON, London. Burke.

Arg. the base vert issuing therefrom three hop-
poles sustaining their fruit all ppr. Houblon,
Hallingbury Place, Essex ; and Culverthorpe,
CO. Lincoln; quartering quarterly first and
fourth erm. a cross sa. for Archer, second and
third arg. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils or

for Eyre.
Arg. on three mounts vert as many hop vines

with their poles ppr. Darker, Loudon.

Arg. three oaks eradicated two and one ppr.
Cassan, Sheffield; Queen's County; quarter-

ing second or a fess betw. six garbs gu. for

Sheffield ; third az. two bars in chief three
fieurs-de-lis gu. for St. Liz, fourth arg. three

bucks tripping or for Greene.

Arg. on a mount in base three oak trees all ppr.
Forrest.

Arg. three pine trees ppr. Eeiifihorne, Corn-
wall. Lea, Cornwall.

Arg. three pine trees erased ppr. fructed or.

Braye, Cornwall. Henry Beat, Cornwall,
W.

Arg. on a mount vert three pine trees ppr. a
dexter side or. Borne by George Grote, M.P.
for the city of London, eldest son of George
Grote, sheriff of Kent 1809.

Arg. on a mount vert three rose sprigs the roses

gu. the leaves and stalks ppr. Bosecreeg,
Bosecreeg in St. Anthony, Cornwall.

Arg. three roses gu. springing out of a mount
vert stalked and leaved of the last. Boseiek,
St. Anthony's, Cornwall.

Arg. on a mount vert three heraldic roses gu.
stalked and leaved ppr. Borne by Dr. Pearce,
Dean of Ely, and Master of Jesus College,

Cambridge; quartering arg. three Cornish

choughs sa. beaked and membered gu.

Arg. three teazels slipped ppr. Bowden.
Arg. on a mount in base vert three plants of

tobacco growing and flowering all ppr.
Company of Tobacco-Pipe Makers, London ;

incorporated 1663.

Arg. three trunks of trees couped under and
above sa. Blackstock, Scotland.

Arg. three trunks of trees raguled or erect and
inflamed ppr. Sdbston, V.

Arg. three stocks or stumps of trees couped and
eradicated sa. Retowre.
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3 TBEES cont.

Arg. three stocks of trees couped and eradicated

sa. sprouting anew. Geale. Ireland.

Arg. three staved branches slipped sa. two and
one. Blackstock.

Arg. three maples sa. Bay.

Arg. three stumps of trees couped and eradicated

vert. Corp.

Arg. three trees vert. Bross. Sherley or

Shirley, Sberley, co. Lancaster.

Arg. three trees erased (or eradicated) vert.

C'HOELEY, Chorley, co. Lancaster, W.

Arg. three trees eradicated vert Iructed or.

Henry Bray, Cornwall ; Withie.

Arg. three broom branches vert. Brome.

Arg. three cherry trees two and one vert fructed

gu. each on a mount of the second. Sheubsole^
Canterbury.

Arg. three tufts of grass vert. Tylsley, Tilsley,
CO. York.

Arg. three bunches of holly in each as many
leaves vert banded gu. Irving or Irvine.

Arg. three small sheaves or bundles of holly two

and one vert each consisting of as many
leaves slipped of tbe last banded gu. Iewin
or Irvine, Drum, co. Aberdeen.

Arg. three sprigs of holly slipped vert a mullet
for ditf. Irving, Lanark, Scotland.

Arg. three bunches of holly of as many leaves

each vert tied gu. the strings flotant on the

centre a crescent for difi. Irwine, Knight of

the Bath, 19 May, 1779.

Arg, three laurel branches vert. Swanson.

Arg. a bunch of nettles vert. Mallerby,
CO. Devon.

Arg. three oak trees vert. Forest or

Forrest.

Arg. three oak trees vert acorned or. Bray,
Langford Hill, Cornwall.

Arg. three palm branches vert. Stangeb.

Arg. three pine trees vert. Ley, Trevorgan Vean,
in St. Erme, co. Cornwall.

Arg. three thorn trees vert. Thornholme,
Thornholme, and Hasthorp, co. York, W ;

granted 11 September, 156b; Withie.

Az. issuaut out of a mount in base three wheat
stalks bladed and eared all ppr. Garzoni,
Venice; Gwillim.

Az. three stocks or trunks of trees eradicated or

with branches sprouting out arg. Stockdale.
Az. three cypress sprigs or. Birkin.
Gu. three trees eradicated arg. Anderson,

Newcastle, and Haswell ; Withie. Sir Henry
Anderson, Newcastle, 1(515, W.

Gu. three birch trees eradicated arg. Waldrynde,
Waldringbikch or Waldron.

Gu. three tassels (i.e. teazles) or. Wooller,
K

Gu. semy of nails arg. three stems of a flower

vert. AsHBY.
Gu. three tufts of grass or. Sykes.
Gu. three tufts of reeds vert. Sykes, late of

Basildon, co. Berks.

Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. three mandrakes

arg. (another or). Bodyham.
Or three stocks of trees eradicated and couped at

the top sa. Ruttee, V.

Or three birch twigs sa. Birches.
Or a bunch of nettles vert. Mallerby, co.

Devon.
Or three palm branches vert. Follv-tt.

Vert three trunks of trees raguly and erased

arg. Stockton, Ipswich, co. Suffolk.

3 TBEES and in chief

Chief

Arg. three bramblings ppr. a chief gu. Beambley.
On a Chief. . . .Crescent

Arg. three sprigs coujoined in base vert on a chief

gu. a crescent betw. two mullets of the field.

Chawder, Scotland.

. . . .Boundles (Plates)

Arg. three laurel branches vert on a chief gu.
as many plates. Creache, Castle Park, co.

Tipperary. Creagh, Ireland.

Human Figure
Per fess az. and arg. on the first a demi savage

issuing wielding a wooden mallei ppr. on tlie

second three branches of oak vert. Kiekwood,
Scotland.

3 TBEES betw. or within....
Bordure

Arg. three holly branches each of as many leaves

ppr. banded gu. within a bordure engr. vert.

Irvine, Fedderet, Scotland.

Arg. three holly branches each consisting of as

many leaves ppr. banded gu. within a bordure

indented vert. Irvine, Artamfoord, Scot-

land.

Arg. three small sheafs or bundles of holly two
and one vert banded gu. within a bordure

chequy vert and arg. Irvine, Kincoussie, Scot-

land : quartering arg. an eagle displ. sa. armed

gu. within a bordure of the second for Ramsay.
Arg. three small sheafs or bundles of holly vert

banded gu. within a bordure vert. Irvine,

Cairnfield, Scotland ; quartering gu. three

crescents arg. for Oliphant.

Arg. three small sheafs or bundles of holly vert

banded gu. a bordure of the second charged
with six leaves slipped arg. Irvine, Lairnie,
Scotland.

Arg. three small sheafs or bundles of holly vert

banded gu. a bordure of the second. Ieyike,
Lenturk, Scotland.

Chevrons

Arg. betw. two chev. sa. three ashen keys az.

(another the keys vert). Ashford, Ashford,
CO. Devon ; and Cornwall.

Crescents

Arg. three branches of bay banded vert betw. as

many crescents gu. Chane, Scotland.

3 TBEES betw. and in chief....
On a Chief Fruit

Arg. on a mount vert three oak trees ppr. on a
chief gu. three ears of rye or the whole within
a bordure erm. Forrest, Comiston, Mid
Lothian ; Baronetcy 1838.

FOEEST or GBOVE of TBEES
Arg. out of a mount in base a forest of trees vert.

Bdsche or Bush. Foeeest. Walkingshaw,
That Ilk ; New Register.

Arg. on a mount a grove of firs ppr. Walkingshaw,
That Ilk.

Arg. in base a mount vert on the sinister side a
hurst of oak trees therefrom issuant a wolf

pass. ppr. O'Callaghan, Viscount Lismore.

FOEEST of TBEES
and in chief. . . .

On a Chief. . . .Fleurs-de-lis

Arg. on a mount in base a hurst ppr. on a chief

wavy az. three fleurs-de-lis or. France,
Bostock Hall, co. Chester.
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F0BE8T of TBEES cont.

and in chief. . . . cont.

On a Chief cont. Harp
Arg. a lion sejant in a wood all ppr. on a chief

wuvy a harp betw. two anchors or. Wood,
Ireland.

.... Sun
Erm. on a mount vert a hurst of oak trees ppr.

a chief, engr. gu. thereon a sun in splendour
betw. two hawks rising or. Aversx, Oak-
Held Lodge, Hawkhurst, Kent.

TBEFOIL see Foils

TBESSTJBE
See also under several of the Ordinaries as

" Bend betw. tressure",
" Chevron

betw. tressure", etc.

Or a double tressure flory counterflory gu. on a

chief sa. three escallops arg. in the centre of

all a martlet sa. Graham, Balgowan; Nisbet,
ii plate of subscribers.

On a TBIANGLE
Sa. on a triangle voided arg. twelve torteaux.

Shone.
2 TBIANOLES

Arg. two triangles voided and interlaced sa. in

the centre a heart gu. Villages.

TBISENT see Stafif or Fork

TBINITY
Az. a trinity arg. Chkistchdrch, London ; see

4 Roundles.

.... a trinity arg. Auguslinian Priory of the

Holy Trinity, Ipswich, Suffolk ; Monasticon.

TBIVET
Arg. a trivet within a bordure engr. sa. M. John
Teyvett, S.

Arg. a trivet sa. Barkle, V. Barcley or

Baekele, V, CO. Devon. Tkivet, Cornwall.

Trevet or Trevett. Mounsyr Thomas
Trevett.T. Trevitt,F. Sir Thomas Trevitt;
Glover. Hobbs, WestWickam,co. Buckingham.

Arg. a triangular trivet sa. Barele, V ; and
Barkele ; Glover. Tryvett or Trivett, co.

Somerset; Seal 49, d 3, 1386 : and Scorpe v.

Grosvenor, 420.

TBTTMFET see Horn and Pipe

TBUNDLE or QUILL see FasU
TBITNE see Tree

TUB or TUN
A tun over it in chief a Saxon K the whole en-

circled with two olive branches. Town of

Kingston-upon-Thameb, Surrey; Seal.

Arg. a tun or and from the bung an ash tree

issuant ppr. Ashion, Lamorran, Cornwall;
Burke.

Az. a tun or. Button.
Az. a tun with a bird-bolt through it ppr.
BOLION.

Az. a tun in fess arg. over it in chief a scroll of

the second inscribed BBE. Breton.
Or a lion hopping in a tun gu. Hopton.
Per chief embattled az. and gu. in chief the

letters JOHES or in base a ton of the last

thereon the letters BEIT. sa. Borne by John
Britton, F.S.A.

Vert a tun or. Newton, Newton, co. Chester.

TUB or TUN betw
Arg. a tun gu. betw. three boar's heads erased

And erect sa. Booth.

3 TUBS or TUNS
.... three hogsheads two and one .... Adam
de Orleton, Bishop of Hereford, 1317-27,
afterwards Worcester.

Arg. three tubs or demi tuns az. Athull, V, W.
Arg. three tubs gu. Brickman.
Gu. three tubs or demi tuns arg. Crowner, V.
Gu. three barrels in pale arg. 5Iaton.

TUFT of Grass and of Beed see Bundle and
Tree

3 TUBNFIEES see Beel

Arg. three turnpikes sa. Woulston, Withie.

TWIG see Tree

UNICOBN see Uonster

UNIFOIL see Foil

UBCHIN see Beast (Sea) UBCHIN see Fish

UBN see Cap

><^'Sl^

VAN
See Basket, Fan, Frnttle, Scruttle

Az. three fruttles or. Septvans. Haefletb,
Kent. Sevan. Swans.

VAIB and VAIBY
Vair arg. and az. with a label gu. (sometimes

or) in chief a mullet pierced bz. . Beadchamp.

Vairy. Filioll, Essex. Bist, Bapchild, Kent.

Vairy .... and gu. Ingelram, quartering gu.
a fess arg.

Vairy . . and . . on each a goutty . . Gysseling,

Algorley, co. Lincoln.

Vairy a label of five points sa. Voeano or Alban,
Menestrier. De Vichy. De Peesnoy.
Beuchaump (de Somersete) Hacke, co.

Somerset, K, N, Q. Ferrers, in window of

Cistercian Abbey of St. Mary at Merevall,
CO. Warwick ; Leland, Collect., i. 51.

Vftiry arg. az. gu. and or en point. Roger
HoLTHOtJS.

Vairy arg. and gu. on each arg. a goutty sa.

Gresque, Lafby, co. Lincoln. Grelly.

Vairy en point arg. and az. Durant.

Vairy arg. and gu. John de la Bechee, Y. Beche.
De la Beche ; Harl. MS. 6589. John
de Beuchamp, A. Johan Beauchamp, F.

John le Beaxjchamp, H, J, K. Colthorpe.
Richard Colwarp, V. Robert Coleworth, Y.

CoLTwoRT or -Collywarp. Colworthe,
Harl. MS. 6089. Richard de Coleworthe, E.
Damory. Hugh de Ferrees, B. Ferrers, co.

Derby. Grelley. Greasley. Gebsley, Nor-

folk, V. LovELL. Mandevile. Nevees,
Norfolk. Newce, Ireland. Newenton, Nor-

folk. NoMURE or NowERS. Novers, Norfolk.

Sire Symon de Nouwers, N. John Nowees,
Y. NowERs ; Harl. MS. 6589, F. M. John

de Greseley, S. Somerset.
Vair a label gu. Sire Miles de Beuchamp, N.
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VAIEY cont.

Vair a label or. Sire Omfrey de Beuchamp, N.

Vairy arg. and gu. a label of five points sa.

Damery or Damnere.

Vairy arg. and gu. in the dexter chief a martlet

sa. Monsire Nichol de Beche, Y.

Vairy arg. and sa. Cusacke. Farmer,
CO. Leicester. Delafield. Sire Robert

De la Warde, temp. Edward I, F, G, H, J.

John de la Ward, Y. Augustinian Priory
at Fristoke or Frithelstoke, co. Devon;
Ashmolean 3ISS. 703. Sir William Haskell,
V. Haskell. Hasseix. Maynell, Meynell,
and Menell. Menyll, V. Meynell, Brad-

ley, CO. Derby. Meynell, Langley, co. Derby.
Meynell or Menell, co. Cambridge, Corn-

wall, and Norfolk. MORDERELL, F. OlDFIELD.

Stanton, co. Leicester. Staunton. Ward,
Kent. Robert la Ward, A, D. Robert de la

Warde, E, J, K, N. Delawarde, co. Leicester,

and CO. Oxford. De la Ward; Harl. MS.
6589. Ward, alias Farmodr, Hucklescott

Grange, co. Leicester.

Vairy arg. and sa. a label compony or and gu.

Menyu..

Vairy arg. and sa. a label gu. Hugh Menyll.

Sire Hugh de Meyni, N, Y.

Vairy arg. and sa. a label of three points gu.

Meynell or Meygnill.

Vairy arg. and sa. a label of three points gobony
or and gu. Richard Menyll, Y.

Vairy arg. and sa. a label of four points gu.
Mayne.

Vairy az. and arg. Beauchamp, Hache, co.

Somerset. John de Beauchamp, the chief of

the family, was summoned to parliament 1299.

Vairy az. and erm. Ward, Hinckley, co.

Leicester.

Vairy az. and or. Peveeell, founder of the

Cluniac Priory, afterwards Abbey, at Lenton,
CO. Notts.

Vairy erm. and gu. Gresley, Drakelow, co.

Derby; Baronetcy 1611; and of Nethersale

Hall, CO. Leicester. Augustinian Priory at

Greisley, CO. Derby. Gefrai de Groseleie,
E. Geffray de Greselly, jF. More, co. Lan-

caster.

Vairy erm. and sa. Oldfield, Durington, co.

Lincoln.

Vairy gn. and arg. Claeidge. Dellesfield,
CO. Lancaster.

Vairy gu. and arg. goutty de poix. Greiseley,
CO. Stafford.

Vair en point gu. and arg. Monkhouse.

Vairy gu. and erm. Gresley, Coulton, co. Staf-

ford. John Gresley, Y. Gresley; Harl.

MS. 6589. Sire Peres de Gresle, N. Moore,
CO. Lincoln.

Vairy or and az. Blount. Claude. Geynes

or Gynes, CO. Lancaster. Ginsall. Le

Counte de Gnsall, W. Gynes. Holthens.

Linton.

Vairy or and gu. Belyre. Beatifeemont de

Senecay. Ferrers, Chartley. Ferrers, K.

Ferrers, Lord of Oulsey. Ferrers; Harl.

MS. 6589. Ferrers, Walton, co. Derby.

Ferrers, Bashall Hall, co. York. Ferrers,

Baddesley Clinton, co. Warwick (arms of the

original Earls of Derby, after the marriage of

the third earl with Peverill) ; quartering

second sa. six horseshoes arg. three two and

one Ferrers, ancient; third gu. seven mascles

or a canton erm. Ferrers of Groby. Ferrers,

VAIEY cont.

Tamworth ; quartered by Holte. Le Conte
de Ferrers, B, D, E, F, G, P, Y. Sir John
de Ferres, J. Sir John de Ferrers, L, N.
Sir Raffe Ferrers, Baron of Chartley, Q. Sir

Robert Ferrers, R. M. Robert Ferrers, S.

Bawdekin Peche, C. Lovell, Ireland.

Cistercian Abbey at Merevale, co. Warwick;
Monasticon. Peverell. Prickett. Bene-
dictine Priory at Tdtbury, co. Stafford.

Vairy or gu. and az. Sir Roger Holthouse,
V.

Vairy or and sa. Behek. Beleyers, W.
Haskell. Olfeld, W. Sir de Stanton, co.

Leicester, V.

Vairy or and vert. Peveeell, founder of

the Augustinian Priory at Lenton, co. Notts,
V.

Vairy sa. and arg. Meynell.

Vairy sa. and or. Beleyre. Stanton. Oldfield.

Quarterly vairy or and gu. a mullet erm.

AUFORUS, F.

TASE see Cap

VEET
Quarterly vert and arg. in the second and third

quarters a buglehorn stringed over all on a bend

engr. or three annulets. Lonsdale, co, York ;

quartering Gilby, Fitzwilliams,&c. Alexander.

Bishop of Lincoln, 1123-47.

Quarterly vert and erm. in the second and third

quarters a trefoil slipped ppr. and used on a

bend wavy arg. a cinquefoil gu. betw. two

caUraps sa. Sandham; quartered by John

GriflSth, Llywndurigmar, co. Cardigan.

VESSEL see Ship
VINE see Tree

VIOLIN bietw. or within....

Arg. a treble violin az. stringed or betw. two
fleurs-de-lis in

chij^l'and
a man's heart in base

gu. HowLATSONt;, Gardenston Rigg, Scot-

land.

3 VIOLINS
Az. three fiddles arg. Suetino.
Az. three violins transposed two and one arg.

stringed sa. Suttie, Inveresk, Scotland.

Gu. three treble violins transposed arg. stringed
sa. Sweeting, Brickmaller, co. Somerset.

VIPER see Eeptile (Snake)

VIRGIN see Htunan Figure
VOLCANO see Eock VOLE see Lure

VULTUEE see Bird

t.-'-t::>vCl>r^iC^X£!>'^3^^

WALL see Building
WALL-STONE see Stone

WABEIOE see Human Figure
WATEE-BOTIGET see Bouget
WATER-BUBBLE see Ball

WATEE-LIZABB or Asker see Eeptile

WEASEL see Beast
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3 WEDGES
Or three wedges sa. Proctor, Norfolk.
Vert three wedges arg. Isham or Isam, Kent; co.

Northampton; and Northumberland,
Vert three wedges arg. in chief a fleur-de-lis or.

Isham, co. Salop ; and co. Somerset.

WEEL see Basket and also (Fish) WHEEL
WELL see also Building

Arg. out of a well gu. an oak tree growing vert.

Wellwood, Garvook, co. Fife.

Vert a swan arg. drinking from a well or. Hugh
(St. Hugh), Bishop of Lincoln 1180-1200.

Per chev. az. and gu. two harts counter-trippant
or in chief a fountain ppr. Habt.

3 WELLS
.... three wells .... Coriwell, Collinson,
Somerset., iii, 457.

Az. three wells arg. Hodsoll.
Gu. three square wells arg. masoned water az.

William Hodiswell.
Gu. three wells or water-houses arg. the doors sa.

the water undy of six arg. and az. Old arms
of Waterhouse, Conigsborough, co. York.

Gu. three wells arg. masoned sa. Hadisweix.
Gu. three wells arg. water az, HoDiswEUi,

V.

Per fess arg. and vert in base three wells two and
one masoned in chief a tree issuant from the
fess line ppr. City of Wells, co. Somerset.

Per pale az. and sa. in chief three cold wells (or

fountains) ppr. in base a hart's head couped or.

Caldwell, Glasgow.
Per pale sa. and vert in chief three cold wells (or

fountains) ppr. in base a stag's head couped arg.

Caldwell, Linley Wood, co. Stafiord, quarter-
ing Stamford.

Sa. three round wells arg. William Boxton, V.

WHALE see Fish WHEAT see Fruit

WHEATSHEAF see Garh

WHEEL
Arg. a wheel or vert betw. the spokes. Lles ap

COEL.
Gu. a wheel or. Saint Mabteioys, V.

WHEEL betw. or within
Az. a wheel betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Weston,

CO. Leicester.

Sa. a wheel arg. betw. three gouttys of the second.
John de Bots, V.

3 WHEELS
Gu. three cart wheels arg. Sir de Speke, F.

Strete, V.

Gu. three wheels or two and one. Chawcers, V.
ROET.

Sa. three wheels in chief arg. Abthub. Edmond-
son.

3 WHEELS and in chief

Chief
Sa. three wheels arg. a chief or. Arthur.

(Catherine) WHEEL
Per fess gu. and^ az. in base a demi Catherine

wheel or divided fesswise the circular part
toward the chief in the first a sword barwise

arg. bilted and pomelled gold. St. Catherine's

Hospital, London.
Az. (another gu.) a catherinewheel with a cross

calvary projecting from it in chief arg. Augus-

(Catherine) WHEEL cant.

tinian Nunnery at Flixton, Suffolk. Monas-
ticon.

Az.a Catherine-wheel arg. Company of Turners.
Wegirton, V. Wegerton. Witherton.

Az. a Catherine wheel or. Belvoir or Bever,
CO. Leicester. Tbosbut, temp. Henry I.

Sa. a catherine-wheel arg. Turner, Scotland;
quartering org. three gouttys de sang.

Sa. a catherine-wheel arg. Tourner; quartering
arg. three gouttys-de-sang two and one.

(Catherine) WHEEL betw. or within
Az. a catherine-wheel betw. two columns or in

chief a regal crown ppr. in base an axe arg.
handled of the second lying fesswise the blade
downwards. Company of Turners, incorpo-
rated 2 James I, 1604.

Sa. a catherine-wheel betw. two crescents in chief
and a trefoil in base or. Scott, quartered
by Lawrence.

Az. a catherine-wheel or betw. two griffin's heads
erased arg. Bever, Hammersmith, Middlesex.

Chew, co. Bedford; and London; granted
15 September, 1703.

2 (Catherine) WHEELS
Quarterly per fess indented or and az. on the

second and third quarters a catherine-wheel of

the first. FiTZ-Bow, Ireland.

8 (Catherine) WHEELS
Arg. three catherine-wheels sa. Scott, co.

York.
Az. three catherine-wheels or. Katerleb, V.

Kathebler, Kateleb, or Kateller.
Gu. three catherine-wheels arg. Espeke or

EspEC, CO. York. Streete or Strete.
Wheeler.

Gu. three catherine-wheels arg. two and one.

Speke or Speeke, co. York.

Gu. three catherine-wheels or. John Chawoeb
or Chawcers de Swynford; Scrope v.

Grosvenor, 412. Dameck. Roed, temp.
Richard II. Swinfobd. Katberine Roel,
afterwards Sweynford, Duchess of Lancaster,

Z, 251.

Or three catherine-wheels az. Ruddall.
Per chev. sa. and arg. three catherine-wheels

counterchanged. Lemitare or Lemitaire,
Westminster; descended from Normandy;
eonjirmed 14 June, 14 James I.

Chevronny of six erm. and sa. three catheiine-

wheels arg. Tropnell.
Sa. three catherine-wheels arg. Espeake.

CouLTHAND, Scotby, Cumberland; granted
1784.

3 (Catherine) WHEELS and in chief....

Az. three catherine-wheels arg. a canton of the

last. Streete.
Gu. three catherine-wheels arg. on a chief of the

second a bull's head couped sa. Matthews,
Great Gobions, Essex ; and Edmonton, Middle-

sex; Baronetcy 1662; extinct 1708.

3 (Catherine) WHEELS betw. or within ....

Bordure

Arg. three catherine-wheels sa. within a bordure

engr. gu. Scott, Scotts Hall, Kent. Sir

William Scotte, Smethe, V. William Scott,

Smeth, Kent. Scott. The Moat, Sussex.

Scott, Shrewsbury and Betton, co. Salop;
141
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3 (Catherine) WHEELS betw
or within cont.

Bordnre cont.

originally from Kent, first settled in Shropshire
towards tbe close of the sixteenth century.

Or three catherine-wheels within a bordure engr.
sa. Segham orSEGRAM, F. Sogham, Chestern

Langley, co. Herts.
Pales

Arg. three catherine-wheels gu. betw. two pales
az. RosowHORNE or Rosewarne, Rosowhorne

Key, and Cartyan, Cornwall. Rosewarne,
Camborne, Cornwall.

3 (Catherine) WHEELS betw
and in chief....

On a Chief. ...Hound
Gu. three catherine-wheels arg. within a bordure

engr. vert on a chief or a talbot courant sa,

Wheeler, co. Salop.

(Fish) WHEEL or Fish-Pot

Gyronny of eight gu. and or a fish-wheel in fess

sa. FoRTON ;
Harl. MS. 1404, fo. 108.

Per bend az. and vert a fish-wheel in bend or.

Wheler.

(Fish) WHEEL and in chief....

On a Chief Head
Per bend az. and gu.a fish-wheel in bend or on a

chief of the last a wolf's head erased sa. betw.
two ogresses. Wheei,er, co. Worcester.

Per bend gu. and az. a fish-wheel in bend or

on a chief arg. a wolf's head erased sa. betw.
two pellets. Wheeler, V. Wheeler, co.

Worcester, V.

Per bend az. and gu. a fish-wheel in bend betw.
two fleurs-de-lis or on a chief of the last a
wolfs head erased vert betw. two hurts.

Wheeler, Hyde Park Gardens, London.

(Mill) WHEEL and in chief. . . .

Az. the wheel of a watermill or on a canton of

augmentation the royal badge of England and
Scotland, viz. tbe rose and thistle conjoined
palewise ppr. De Moline, Ambassador from
the Doge of Venice, temp. King James.

3 (Mill) WHEELS
Gu, three mill-wheels or. Chawcers.

WHIPS
Gu. three whips of three lashes each arg. Swift,

Scotland.

WHIRLPOOL
, , . . a whirlpool .... quai-tered with lozengy

.... and .... Gorges, Collinson, Somerset.,
iii, 156.

Arg. a gurges (or whirlpool) az. Gorges, Kilbrew,
CO. Meath. Gorges, Wraxall, Langford, etc ;

quartered by Gore. Rauf de Gorges, B, E.
Gorges, co, Somerset,

Arg. a whirlpool (or rather five annulets one
within the other) bz. Gorges, V.

Arg. a whirlpool (or rather five annulets one
within the other) gu. Chellery, V.

Or a cross engr, gu. a whirlpool intertwined vert.
Robert Gyffard,j4.

WHITE NON see Bird (Duck)
WILD-MAN see Human Figure

WILLOW see Tree

WINDMILL see Building and Mill

WING
Arg. a wing elevated sa. over all a bend or.

Thomas Memds, V.

Gu. an eagle's leg erased in pale with a wing con-

joined and elevated sa. Wildenstein.
Or a bat's wing gu, surmounted of another az.

Alden,

WING and in chief

On a Chief
Or an eagle's wing gu. on a chief indented az, a

mullet betw, two crosses arg. Smith, Fenton,
CO. Stafford. Erdeswick.

WING betw
Sa. a dexter wing betw. three birds arg, Muhiell,

London,
Sa. a marlion's wing in fess arg. betw. four crosses

forniy or two and two. Dyne or Dynne,
Hey don, co, Norfolk,

2 WINGS
Arg, two wings inverted and conjoined gu,
Barnhowse, CO. Devon,

Arg. two wings conjoined gu. Sir Thomas Fitz-

Payne, CO. Devon, K Fitz-Payne, Chereton

Fitz-Payne; the heiress m. Austill, co. Devon.

Arg. a pair of wings gu. Sippam.

Arg. two wings conjoined sa. Dernford or

Derneford, V, William de Derneford, E.

Arg. a pair of wings conjoined and inverted sa.

St. Low,

Arg. a pair of wings conjoined ppr, surmounted
of a fess az. charged with three buckles or.

Lesly, Aberdeen.
Az. two wings conjoined arg, over all on a fess

gu, three bezants. Cawoodley or Cawodley,
Cawodley, co, Devon, V.

Az. a pair of wings displ. arg. on a fess gu, three
bezants. Calwodley or Cadwoodley, Cal-

wodley, co. Devon
;
tbe heiress, temp. Henry

VIII, m. Arundel; younger branches were
settled at Up-loman and Padstow.

Az. two wings displ. or. Colling ; quartered by
Holte,

Gu, two wings conjoined in lure arg, M.William
Wyngefeld, S.

Gu, two wings conjoined and displ, arg. Reyne
or Reyney, CO. Devon. Baney, London ; coti-

firmed 1612.
Gu a pair of wings conjoined arg. Barnehouse,

V.

Gu. a pair of wings conjoined arg. over all a bend-
let az. Kentish, Kentishbey, Kentlesbee,
or Kentisbury, co. Somerset. Kentibere,
Collinson, Somerset., iii, 260.

Gu. a pair of wings conjoined arg. over all on a

bend az. a crescent or. Ward. Warde, V.
Ware, William Ware, V.

Gu, two wings in pale arg. over all on a bend az,

a crescent of the second, Warre, Hester-

combe, co. Somerset; Baronetcy 1673; extinct
1718

; heiress m. Bampfylde.
Gu, a pair of wings conjoined erm, Rainey,
Rayney, London

; granted by Patent, 1623,
Wm, Reiney, London; granted by Camden.
Rayney, Wrotham, Kent; .Baronetcy 1641;
extinct 1721. Sir Thomas Reyney. Morgan.

Gu. two wings conjoined in lure tips downwards
erm. (a crescent for difl".). Sir Thomas
Rayney, V. Rayney, Tyers Hill, co. York;
heiress, Priscilla, m. Pearson, 1743, Don-
caster.
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2 WINGS cont.

Gu. an arrow point upwards betw. two wings con-

joined in base arg. Zingel, V.

Gu. a broad arrow betw. two wings arg.
ZiNGDLL.

Gu. two wings conjoined in lure or. Seymour,
f. Lady Jane SEmouE, third wife of Henry
VIII; Z, 488.

Gu. two wings inverted and conjoined or.

Bowes.
Gu. two wings displ. or. Bowles or Boles.

BowLAYs, Penlion, co. Monmouth, Z, 3iO.
Gu. two wings conjoined in lure the tips down-
wards or. Seymour, Castletown, Queen's
County, Ireland ; quartering second per chev.
or and vert in chief a Tau betw. two crosses

patonce fitchy gu. in base a hind trippant arg.

charged on the neck with a Tau of the third

for Grossley, third gu. a chev. betw. three boar's

heads couped or for Wight, fourth sa. an
estoile of eight points or betw. two flaunches
erm. for Hobart. Sir John Seymour. Morgan.

Or two wings conjoined gu. William Bluett,
E de Hereford, F.

Or two wings inverted and conjoined gu. a orescent
for ditf. Barnehouse ; Her.

Off.^ Essex, c. 21.

Or two wings conjoined sa. Will, de' Dernefohd,
F.

Or a pair of wings elevated and conjoined sa.

Uallweil. Morgan.
Per pale gu. and az. two wings conjoined arg.

•

IiYE, V. i

Sa. a pair of wings inverted and not conjoined
but endorsed arg. Barnhouse, co. Devon.

Sa. a pair of wings conjoined arg. Bresinqham,
V. Lanwe or Lanwo. Lonwo, V. Lovell
or LovET.

Sa. -two wings elevated and conjoined arg.
Bresingham. Ridgeway, Earl of London-

derry. RiDGEWAY, Torr, co. Devon; Baronetcy
1612; confirmed 4 May, 1602; extinct 171 J.

Sa. two eagle's wings elevated and conjoined or.

Bresingham.

2 WINGS and in chief. . . .

Az. a pair of wings conjoined in pale surmounted
of a naval crown or on a canton arg.
an anchor sa. Seymour, High Mount, oo.

Limerick, Baronetcy 1809.
Gu. two wings conjoined in lure arg. surmounted

by an arrow palewise on a chief of the second
three pheons of the first. Shinglehurst,
London.

2 WINGS in base
Gu. two wings conjoined in lure erm. in base the

stern of a ship of war or thereon a flag flying
to the sinister the stafi" broken arg. charged
with a saltire az. and underneath the word
"
Porcala," in letters of gold. Granted to

John Lucas Rennie, Wateringbury, Kent.

2 WINGS betw. or within....
Gu. two vrings conjoined arg. within a bordure

engr. or. Pont, Godmanchester, co. Hunts ;

and CO. Cambridge; Visitation of Hunting-
donshire, 1684.

Go. two wings conjoined in lure erm. within a

bordure embattled of the last. Rennie, Lon-
don. Rennie, Phantasie, Scotland.

Gu. two wings conjoined or within a bordure

gobony arg. and az. Seymour, Frampton-
Cotterell, co. Gloucester.

2 WINGS betw. or within cont.

Sa. two wings conjoined within a bordure engr.

arg. Pamsey or Paunsey, V, alias Paunse.
Pounse or PouNCY, 00. Dorset, and Lon-
don.

2 WINGS betw. and in chief,...

Arg. a pair of wings purp. betw. three trefoils

slipped .... on a chief gu. an eagle displ. or.

Waller Champion, draper. Alderman of Lon-
don, V.

Or two wings conjoined and expanded sa. betw.
three trefoils slipped ermines on a chief gu.
an eagle displayed arg. Champion, London.

On 2 WINGS
Gu. two wings in pale arg. each charged

with three bars gemels sa. Raney, co.

Bucks.

Quarterly wavy first and fourth arg. two wings
sa. each bendwise and in pale points toward
the dexter charged with a trefoil slipped or

second and third or a tree ppr. charged with a

lozenge gu. thereon three gouttys d'eau.

Thelluson, Baron Rendlesham.

3 WINGS
Arg. three wings conjoined erm. Raynez ; quar-

tered by Lempriere.
Arg. three sinister wings gu. Sexton, V.

Arg. three marlion's wings gu. two and one.

Saxton or Sexton, co, Chester.

Arg. three bat's wings displ. sa. Badstone.
Baston. Boston, V. Colliray. Usee,
V.

Arg. three eagle's wings sa. Winchell,
London.

Az. three stork's wings expanded arg. Gibson,

Swindon, co. Wilts.

Gu. three wings arg. two and one. Newport,
V.

Gu. three wings elevated arg. Newport.
Gu. three eagle's wings expanded or. Alten.

Gu. three wings pendent or. Band.

Gu three wings or. Seymour.
Gu. three marlion's wings or. Bawde. Baude.

Sire Wauter le Baud, N.

Per fess paly of six sa. and gu. counterchanged
over all three wings arg. Heward.

Sa. three wings arg. MiCHELSTONorMiOHESTANES,

V, Cornwall. Miohelstan. Michelstowe,
Michelstowe, Cornwall; extinct at an early

period. The co-heiresses m. Trefi'ry of Fowey,
and Wollacombe of Devon.

Sa. three wings elevated arg. Mychestainy,
Cornwall.

Sa. three bat's wings displ. arg. Uske.

3 WINGS and in chief....

Arg. three bat's wings sa. on a chief gu. a lion

pass. or. Bateson, Belvoir Park, co. Down,
Ireland; Baronetcy 1818.

Arg. three bat's wings sa. on a chief gu. a lion

pass, guard, or. Batson, V.

Arg. three bat's wings erect sa. two and one on a

chief gu. a lion pass, guard, arg. Batson ;

granted 24: December, 1702.

4 WINGS
Quarterly or and az. four sinister wings displ.

counterchanged. Mandeville.
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5 WINGS
Gu. five raarlion's wings in saltire arg. Portee,
Newark, V. Sir Arthur Porter, Newark.

Morgan.
Sa. five wings in saltire or, Purland, East

Walton, Norfolk.

6 WINGS
Az. three pair of wings in lure or, Cassan,

Ireland.

Gu. three pair of wings conjoined displ. arg. two
and one. Bevans or Beavins.

Gu. three pair of wings conjoined in lure

arg. Maleverer, V.

Gu. three pair of wings or. Sir Walter
de la Baud ; Harl. MS. 1068, fo. 42.

6 WINGS betw. or within....

Gu. three pairs of wings corijoined in lure arm.
a bordure of the last. Rennie, Scotland.

WINGED BULL and STAG see Monster

WINGED SERPENT see Monster (Python)
WIVERN see Monster

WOLF see Beast

WOMAN see Human Figure
WOOD see Trees

WOODMAN see Human Figure
WORD see Letters

WORKING-CARD or WOOL-CARD
A7id see Comb

Arg. three working-cards sa. back parts outward.

Laynne, V.

Sa. three working-cards or teeth outwards.

Caedington, F.

WREATH
Including Garland and Chaplet

Arg. a lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter paw
a chaplet vert. Trout, co. Devon; granted
1588.

Paly of three sa. and arg. a chaplet of four roses
leaved ppr. Nairn, Kent, and Sussex.

Per pale sa. and arg. a chaplet of roses counter-

changed. Nairn, England.
Per pale sa. and arg. a chaplet with four

qiiatrefoils all counterchanged. Naiene,
Lord Nairne; quartering second az. three mul-
lets arg. within a double tressure flory counter-

fiory or for Murray third quarterly first and
fourth paly of six or and sa. for Atholl second
and third or a fess chequy arg. and az. for
Stewart.

WREATH betw. or within

Az. a circular wreath arg. and sa, with four
hawk's bells conjoined thereto in quadrangle
or. JocELiN, Horsley and Newhall Jocelins,
Essex. Jocelyn, Earl of Roden. Jocelvn,
Essex.

Az. on a fess voided arg. a chaplet of the last betw.
three billets of the second. South, co.

Wilts.

Az. a chaplet of oak or betw. three mullets arg.
within a bordure nebuly of the second.
Granted to George Moore Murray, of
Mexico.

Arg. n garland of laurel vert betw. three pheons
gu. Conqueror, Frierton.

WREATH and in chief

On a Chief

Arg. a civic crown or wreath of oak acorned

ppr. on a chief az. a serpent nowed or and a

dove of the field respecting each other.

Sutton, Sutton House, Westminster, and

Framingham, Norfolk; granted 1707.

Arg. a lion ranap. az. holding in his dexter paw
a chaplet of laurel vert in chief an escroll sa.

thereon the word " Eturnanuer'or. Emmanuel
CoiJ.EGE, CO. Cambridge; founded in 158J, by
Sir Walter Mildmay, Knt. Chancellor and
Treasurer of the Exchequer.

On a WREATH
Per pale arg. and sa. on a chaplet four quatre-

foils counterchanged, Naibn, Golden House,
Scotland.

Per pale arg. and sa. on a round chaplet four

mullets counterchanged. Nairn, St. Ford,
Scotland.

Per pale sa. and arg. on a round chaplet lour

mullets all counterchanged. Nairne, Du:i-

sinnane, co. Perth; Baronetcy 1704.

Per pale arg. and sa. on a chaplet two crescents

in pale and as many quatrefoils in fess all

counterchanged. Nairn, Saudford, Scotland.

Per pale sa. and arg. on a chaplet four quatrefoils

counterchanged a martlet for diff'. Nairn,

Seggiedon, Scotland. The same hut with a

mullet arg. in the dexter chief. Nairn, Green-

yards, Scotland.

Per pale sa. and arg. a crescent for diff. within a

chaplet charged with four mullets counter-

changed. Nairn, Langside, Scotland.

WREATH betw. and in chief....

Az. an anchor or encircled with an oak wreath

vert betw. three mullets pierced gold on a

chief paly of seven of the last and gu. a mural
crown arg. Dickson, Hardingham Hall,

Norfolk; Baronetcy 1802.

On a WREATH betw....
Per pale sa. and arg. on a circular chaplet betw.

three cinquefoils four roundles all counter-

changed. Nairne, England.

2 WREATHS
Erm. two wreaths in chief and a rose in base gu.
Peche. Morgan.

Gu. a lion pass, guard, and in chief two chaplets
of laurel (another, civic wreaths) or a chief

wavy charged with a ship of war before

Algiers ppr. Pellew, Viscount Exmouth ;

granted 1817.

Per chev. erm. and az. in chief betw. two wreaths

az. three feathers erect arg. in base a civic

mace with the collar of the Lord Mayor of

London. Duke, London ; Baronetcy 1849.

3 WREATHS
Arg. three chaplets gu. Hilton, Swyne. co,

Durham; heiresses 1431, Isabel ra. Hildyurd,
and Elizabeth m. Milton. Robt. Hilton dt;

Swyne, X. Sire Robt. de Hilton, 0, Y.

Knevet. Milton. Lascells or Lascei.s,

Eston, CO. Nottingham; and co. York; temp.
Edward I. Pigot Lascelles, X. Lascelles,

Souerby. Sir Roger Lassells, Estrike, co.

York. Morgan.
Arg. three chaplets of roses gu. leaved vert.

Hearne, Ireland.
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3 WREATHS cont.

three chaplets vert. Richaudson, Broiighton,
. Salop. RicHAEDSON, Iron Acton, co.

loucester.

three chaplets vert roses gu. Faulder.
two bars az. in chief three chaplets gu.

r William de Bassett, V.

;hree chaplets or. Duffield.

7 of six arg. and az. over all three chaplets
1. Fitz-Radlf. Grey. Ralph Grey,
aron of Greystock. Morgan.
J of six arg. and az. three chaplets or.

5EST0CK.

y.arg. and az. three chaplets gu. Sire Rauffe

FiTz-William, H, J, K.
six bars az. over all three chaplets gu.
Uf FiTZWILLIAM, G.

seven bars-az. over all three chaplets gu.
uf le FiTZ-Willi AM, E.

y ofsix arg. and az. three chaplets of roses gu.

,ved vert. Greystock.

ry of twelve arg. and az. three chaplets gu.
rEEYSTOCK.

ry of eight arg. and az. three chaplets gu.

Iaj.ph, Lord of Gormethorpe, 1301, son and
air of Wm. Fitz-Ralph by Joanede Greystock,
3ok the name of Greystock in 1305, on suc-

eeding to his cousin John de Greystock.

•ruly arg. and az. three chaplets gu.

'iTZ-WiLLiAM, K. Sire Rauf le Fitz-William,
7.

-ruly arg. and az. three chaplets of roses gu.

eaved vert. Fitz-Ralph.

rruly arg. and az. three chaplets gu. a label or.

Sire Robert le Fitz-radf, N. Le Baron
le Gbeystok, S.

rruly az. and arg. three chaplets gu. Sire

lauf de CfiEiSTOKE, 0. Greystock, F. Rauf
J'lTZ William, X.

rruly arg. and az. three chaplets or.

jRAYSTOKE. Barou de Greystoke, Y.

rruly az. and arg. three chaplets of roses and
. label gu. Sir Robert le Fitz-rauff,
f

three chaplets arg. Garland, co. Devon.

three chaplets or. Chapell, F. Shapell,
lAPLE or Shapley. Schapell, V.

htee chaplets gu. Lacelles, F.

,hree chaplets in bend gu. Nicolas Shaxton,

ishop of Salisbury, 1535-39.

.hree chaplets vert. Richardson, co. Salop,
chev. arg. and az. three chaplets counter-

langed. Duke, Atterton, co. Dorset, and

undon, 1608 ; confirmed by Camden, 1620.

- fess arg and az. three chaplets counter-

ihanged. Ddke, Otterton, and Power Hayes,
10. Devon; Cosenton, and Maidstone, Kent.

3dke, Cornwall. Morgan. Duke, Applesham,
,0. Hants; and Lake, co. Wilts. Hearn

Hearne.
it fess indented arg. and az. three chaplets

counterchanged. Duke, co. Bedford, and co.

Devon.

or

3 WREATHS cont.

Sa. three chaplets arg. Jodrell, co. Stafford.

Sa. three chaplets gyronny arg. and gu.
Dyrward.

3 WREATHS and in chief

Az. three chaplets arg. a chief indented of the

last. Duck. Duke.

3 WREATHS and in base

Arg, three garlands in chief vert and a text ST.

in base gu. Tanke.

Arg. three chaplets in chief vert in base a capital
Roman T gu. Tawke or Talke, co. Hants.

3 WREATHS betw. or within....
Eendlets

Arg. three chaplets in bend gu. betw. two bendlets
of the last. Sexton London.

Arg. three chaplets in bend gu. cotised sa.

Saxton, CO. York.

Arg. three chaplets in bend betw. two cotises sa.

Saxton, co. York; confirmed 1 July, 1579, to

Christopher Saxton of Dunningley, co. York.
Gioillhn.

Bordure

Arg. three chaplets of roses gu. a bordure
"resercele''of the second. Roger Lascells, Y.

Arg. three chaplets gu. a bordure engr. sa. Sir

Rauf Lasselles, V.

4 WREATHS
Per saltire gu. and or four chaplets counter-

changed. Newce or Newes, co. Oxford.

Per saltire or and gu. four chaplets counter-

changed. New. News, co. Oxford, V.

Newes, co. Oxford, V.

cxc^sO>^^^niC^^^<0''^='^-»

YOKE see also Lock

Arg. a yoke sa. Newthall, Catteshall, co.

Chester.

YOKE and in base

Arg. a yoke ppr. and a crescent az. in chief and in

base three escucheons gu. HayDalrymple,
Glenluce, CO. Wigton; Baronetcy 1798.

t.^C^<i>^^iJJ$X^^'^3-^

ZULES
Gu. three zules (chess rooks?) arg. in chief a

label of three points of the last. Zuleistein.

Borne on an escucheon surtout by the Earls of

Rochford.

-ii^JSi^
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